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THE TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

The conquests and settlements of the Arabs iu the south of Europe may be ranked among

the events best calculated to engage our curiosity and attention. The followers of Mo-

hammed, whether considered as the enthusiastic warriors whose victorious arms spread terror

and consternation over our continent, or as the cultivated race who led the way for us

in the career of letters and civilisation, are certainly entitled to a prominent place in the

annals of modern Europe. That part of their history especially which relates to the occupa-

tion of the Spanish Peninsula merits a careful investigation. It was from Spain that issued

those dreaded expeditions which threatened more than once the liberties of Europe; in Spain

shone the first rays of that civilisation which subsequently illumined the whole of the

Christian world; in the Arab schools of Cordova and Toledo were gathered, and carefully

preserved for us, the dying embers of Greek learning; and it is to Arab sagacity and

industry that we owe the discovery or dissemination of many of the most useful and

important modern inventions.

However palpable and undeniable these facts may now appear, it was long before men of

letters in Europe conld be brought to admit them ; and the Arabs, instead of being com-

mended to the gratitude of modern ages, as they assuredly deserved to be, have been often

charoed with corrupting the Infancy of modern literature. In no country of Europe, perhaps,

were" the pernicious effects of this unjust accusation so sensibly felt as in Spain, once the

seat of their glory, and the country which participated most largely in the benefits of their

civilisation. Mariana, and the best Spanish historians, actuated either by violent national

hatred, or by a spirit of religious bigotry, have always manifested the greatest contempt

for the writings of the Arabs, ^vhom they frequently stigmatise as " a ruthless warlike

" nation, hostile to science and polite literature." Kejecting the means of research af-

forded them by the abundant historical records of the Arabs, as well as the advantages
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likely to result from a comparison between the Christian and Mohammedan accounts of

the same events, they compiled their histories chiefly from one-sided national authorities

;

andj without attending to the successive revolutions of the Arab states, their internal wars,

divisions, and numerous dynasties,— without stopping to consider their social condition,

or to inquire into the causes of the rise and fall of their power,— topics all so closely

allied with the subject they had in hand,— those historians proceeded on their course wholly

unmoved by the vicissitudes of the Mohammedan kingdoms, and as if not deigning even to

cast a glance on the enemies of their country and religion. The effects of such illiberahty

on their \mtings need scarcely be pointed out. The history of Spain during the middle

ages has been,—and still is, notwithstanding the labours of modern critics,— a tissue

of fable and contradiction. What else could be expected from authors who confidently

beheved and blindly copied in their writings the wretched production of the Morisco Miguel

* de Luna, whose work,' it might be plausibly argued, was intended rather as a hoax upon the

grave inquisitors at whose command it was written, than as a history of the Spanish

Moslems; inasmuch as his ignorance of the language of his ancestors,—sufficiently evinced

in the etymologies interspersed throughout his work,—cannot adequately account for his

not knowing that Ya-'kiib Al-mansiir, in whose time he places the invasion of Spain, lived

five centuries after that event

!

It would, however, be unfair to attribute the neglect above complained of solely to the

bigotry—real or affected—of authors othenvise commendable for their criticism or their

learning. The real cause of it must be sought for in the superstition and intolerance of the

Spanish Government. No attempt was made at any time to repair the awful injury inflicted

on literature in general, and, above all, on the history and antiquities of the Spanish Peninsula,

by the barbarous decree of Cardinal Xiraenez, who caused eighty thousand Arabic volumes ^

' Historia verdadera del Rev Don Rodrigo, con la perdida de Espana y la conquista que della hizo
Mirammolin iUman^or, Rey que fue del Africa, y de las Arabias, y vida del Rev lacob Alman^or.
Compuesta por el, Sabio Alcayde Ahulcacim Tarif Ahentarique, de nadon Arahe. Nuevamente traduzida
de la lengiia Arabiga por Miguel de Luna vezino de Granada. Interprete del Rey Don Felipe nuestro
Senor. Granada, 1592. This work was reprinted in Granada, 1600; Zaragoza, 1603; Valencia, 1606
and 1646

;
Madrid, 1653, 1654, and 1675. No better illustration can be given of the utter contempt in

which t!ie study of Arabic literatm-e was held in Spain during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

than the fact that this wretched production should have gone through so many editions, whilst the
"Historia Arabum '* of Rodericus Toletanus, an invaluable treasure of Spanish history, was never
pi-inted but out of that country.

^ According to Robles, who wrote a hfe of Cardinal Xiraenez, the number of volumes consumed in this

literary auto de fd, was one million and five thousand,—no doubt a monstrous exaggeration of that writer,
who thought thereby to increase the merits of his hero ! Kehel, de los Moriscos, p. 104.

- . .'.^.
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THE translator's PREFACE. ix

to be burnt in the public squares of Granada, on the pretence that they contained doctrines

adverse to the diffusion of the Gospel among the vanquished people : on the contrary, the

works' still remaining in the hands of the Moriscos were eagerly sought out and committed

to the flames. The Arabic language was anathematized as " the rude language of an heretical

"and proscribed race/' unworthy of being learned by a Christian, unless for theological

purposes ; and the few works that escaped the general destruction remained in the hands

of ignorant priests, the only persons deemed capable of perusing them without danger of

contamination.

However, towards the latter half of the last century, the Spanish Government, stimulated

by the example of other nations, and actuated by a more hberal pohcy, began at last to

encourage the study of Arabic literature. The fire which broke out in the Escurial, and

which is said to have consumed more than three-fourths of the magnificent collection of

Eastern manuscripts therein contained, roused the Spanish Government from its lethargy, and

the task of making a catalogue of the remaining manuscripts was intrusted to the learned

Casiri. His " Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana Escurialensis," which appeared in the years

1760-70, bears traces of great assiduity and labour, and, considering the time in which it

h

was written, displays considerable learning. It is, however, hasty and superficial, and
I

"

contains frequent unaccountable blunders. The historical extracts given in the second
;

volume are for the most part incorrectly printed, and the version is far from being either
r

accurate or faithful, Yet^ with all its imperfections^ Casiri^s work must ever be valuable

as aifording palpable proof of the literary cultivation of the Spanish Arabs, and as containing^

the first glimpses of historical truth, afterwards so successfully developed in the work of the

Jesuit Masdeu.3 Nearly contemporary with Casiri lived Don Faustino de Borbon,^ an author

3 Historia critica de Bspana, Madrid, 1783-1800. Twenty vols. 4to.

^ Great obscurity hangs over the family and the name of this writer. He was born at Madrid in 1 755

or thereabouts, and was reputed to be the natural son of the Infante Don Gabriel, brother of Charles III.,

then the reigning monaTch. He nevertheless passed as the son of a Maltese gentleman who filled the

office of Eastern interpreter to the Government. His printed works bear the name of ' Faustino de

Borbon,' or the initials * F. de B.
;

' but in other productions of his pen, which are preserved in manuscript

in the library of the British Museum, he styles himself ' Bon Faustino Juan Nepomuceno de Borbon,

Vandoma, Guzman, vulgo Muscat.' He wrote the following works: i. Algunos puntos btblicos para la

inteligenda d^ varios lugares del viejo testamento. Mad, 1794.—ii- Cartas para ilustrar la historia de la

E^pam Arahe^ ib, 1796.— iii- Discursos 6 preliminares CronoUgicos para ilustrar la historia de la ^spun&

Arabe, ib, 1797, The following have not been printed: iv. Diaciomrio topogrdfico de la E^mu
Arabe, 5 vols. 4to.—v. Demostraciones CronoUgicas, 5 vols, 4to.—vi. Dicciomrio topogrdfico M Prin"

cipado de Asturias,—vii- Topografia de las Asturias de Liebana hasta la raya de Vizcaya.—viir, Topografia
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THE translator's PREFACE.

who seems to have passed most of his life in the Escurial Library, with a view to the

illustration of the history of his native country during its occupation by the Moslems,

but whose works are little known, and, from circumstances not easily explained, have

become "exceedingly scarce. His Curias para ilusfrar la kisforia de Espana,— the only

Jjroduction of his pen which I have been able to obtain,—were printed at Madrid in 1796,

in monthly parts. They relate to a period of Spanish history which is, of all others, the

inost important, namely, from the insurrection in the mountains of the Asturias to the

death of Pelayo in 727- The author has shown vast erudition and learning in the historical

aiitiquities of his country, and occasionally displayed great sagacity in the unravelling of tlie

historical difficulties in which he found himself entangled at every step ; but he was evidently

fto critic, and, whilst defending with great ardour untenable historical points, he often

indulged unnecessarily in the wildest speculations, as I shall have occasion to show in the

Aotes to this volume.

: Theii came Don Jose Antonio Conde, to whom literary Europe is indebted for the

only complete history of the Spanish Moslems drawn entirely from Arabian sources,— an
"r

aptiiojr whose name cannot be mentioned otherwise than respectfully by those whOj Hke

"

ioei follow in his steps. But^ popular as his work may have been,— and may still be^

tvith a certain class of readers,—there can be no doubt that it is far from fulfilling the

expectations of the scholar; and competent judges have lately put it on a level with that

of Cardonne, a French writer by no means Conde's equal in learning or literary accom-

phshments. Disparaging as this judgment may appear on a work which has been the

foundation of all our knowledge on the history of Mohammedan Spain^ it is, nevertheless,

in some manner justified by the uncouth arrangement of the materials, the entire want of

-' critical or explanatory notes, the unaccountable neglect to cite authorities, the numerous re-

petitions, blunders, and contradictions. But the defects of Conde's work will be more clearly

perceived, as well as more readily excused, if we first form an idea of the materials used in its

composition. By some strange fatality, the hbrary of the Escurial, though rich in works

valuable for their antiquity or their contents, is yet particularly deficient in the very depart-

de hs: Prbvincias de Leon, Vierzo, VaUadolid, Zamora y Toro.—ix. Diccionano topogrdfico de las Pro-

vincias de Valladolid, Toro, Zamora, Segovia, Avila y parte de la de Salamanca d medio dia del Duero,—
X. Diccionario topogrdfico de Vizcaya, 'Alava, Guipuzcoa, Toro, Merindades de Costilla, Palencia y Partidos

de Carrion.—xx, A Spanish translation of the life of Salddin by Boh&u-d-dln, All these MSS., with the

"0 exception of the first-mentioned, which is in the Bodletan Library, (Caps. Or, C. 19-24,) and of the last,

4^^.^^v V^5 v^^^^ i have seen at Madrid m private hands, are now preserved in the library of the British Museum,
'^.-J-^---- -^ '. v:

^fc^'¥^|::l^^^ ^!^^^^aving passed into it from the collection of Mayans.
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ment which ought to have constituted its chief treasure, namely, the history and geography

of the Peninsula during its occupation by the Moslems. The reason for this deficiency ^is

;

obvious enough : the coUection of Eastern manuscripts now in the Escurial is not theresiiltj

as elsewhere, of the constant solicitude of an .enlightened Government, but the mere work ef

accident; and had not two Spanish galleys, while cruising in the Mediterjaneaii, captured .'

three Moorish vessels having on board an extensive collection of books belonging;: to Ml^l^|;;,

Zidan, Emperor of Morocco, it may be presumed that the Libraries of Spain would.not;^iio?y,

contain a single Arabic manuscript; for, whilst those of Paris, Vienna, and Leydeh, whieh

scarcely counted a few volumes at the beginning of the last century, have increased their

stocks to a number double and treble that of the Escurial, the Government of Spain has made

no effort to augment that rich but dUapidated collection. The few works of any historical

value which exist in that Library are Biographical Dictionaries,— a favourite .branch, of.

literature with the Arabs,— where the genealogy, the year of the birth and ;deatb> *he

masters and pupils, of the individual .
panegyrized, together with a list;of his.Wfitirigs^ :?:

;

some extracts from his verses, are given at full length, while those importanthist«)^.3d^V^^

with which he may have been connected are dispatched in a few; words.. Tf the individuaV ;^;..

moreover, happen not to be a poet, or a patron of literature, whatever his militaryii;aleilt$K; :

may have been, or however important the transactions m which he was engaged, he is takp ..r
^

_ _ ^
^ _
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From such rough materials Conde's work is chiefly composed, and with th^:exGe^^9i|:pJ

of the second vohime,-which is an unfaithful and rambling yei^on of>^
the remainder is but a confused mass of biographical articles borro\ved frQm:i^^gpi:;f^§p>^

and joined together without the least regard to the age or style of the composition^ The

incoherence of the narrative, and the numerous blunders resulting from such an assemblage of

heterogeneous materials, need scarcely be pointed out. Events are frequently related twice

in quite different moods, and the same individual is made to appear repeatedly on the stage, :.

under various names.^ If to this it be added that Conde, a victim to mental anxiety an4
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5 A Portuguese translation of this work by Jos^ Maura has since been published at Lisbon, 1828, .4J6;-.:;-:

6 The mistakes in Conde's work, though unnoticed- by the generality of its translators Or cdiniiilers|: ;
: .;

must be palpable enough to all those who peruse it with the least attention. The last three ch^terstM ^.^

the second volume are repeated, with very slight verbal alteration, m the third; He^Writ^ t6^j^^>^-x

of Ibr&hJm Ibn Humushk, a celebrated warrior, in six different ways, ^eh Hurtiuaqui (vol. ii;;^^^| -^

AbenHemsek(p. S23) ; Aben Hamusek (p. 362) ; Hamasek (p.373) ; and Aben Hamasec<p.|g^^S; ,:

Ibn Okk^shaK the general of Al-mSmiin, King of Toledo, is also variously c'alled-v-Hari^tp||^^kaKeffi

(p. 29) ; Hariz Ben Alhakim Ben Alcasha (p. 38) ; Harlz Ben Hakemhen Ok^% (i)v^;^;^d Saentioiied
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suffering, was surprised by death in the midst of his labours/—that his unfinished manu-

script fell into the hands of parties totally unacquainted with the subject, and who increased,

instead of remedying, the confusion,—that his work has since been terribly mutilated by

translators- and compilers, who, with very few exceptions, have suffered his most palpable

mistakes to pass uncorrected,—the reader may form an idea of the degree of confidence due

to the more modern works on the history of the Spanish Moslems.

No sooner had I become sufficiently master of the language of the Arabs to be able to

peruse their historical writings, than I was impressed with the idea that, until these were

printed in the original with a literal translation, and their narrative compared with those of

the Christian chroniclers, no great progress^could be made towards the elucidation of Spanish

history. I imparted my idea to the venerable President of the Royal Academy of History at

Madrid, who not only agreed with me as to the necessity of such an undertaking, but pointed

out the manner in which it could be best accomplished, communicating to me, at the same

time, the plan of a similar project which had once seriously occupied the attention of that

learned body. An application made by me to the proper quarter met, however, with no

success, and I was obliged to postpone, if not to rehnquish entirely, my undertaking. It was

then that I first thought of translating the history of Mohammedan Spain by Ahmed Al-

in a manner as if these names applied to three distinct persons. Limiting, however, my observations

to the first volume,—for which alone Conde can be made answerable, since he himself saw it through the

press,—I can point out many glaring errors. Abii 'A'mir Ahmed Ibn Shoheyd, the celebrated Wizir

of Abdu-r-rahman IIL, is called at times Ahmed Ibn Sahid (p- 432), at other times Ahmed Ben Said

(p. 446). The same might be^said of Bahliil, who at p, 223 is represented as in arms against Hisham I.,

and a few pages afterwards, is called Wizir to Al-hakem I.
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Cpnde haying, like others of his literary friends, espoused the cause of the French during their partial i

occupation of the Peninsula, vras appointed by Joseph Buonaparte chief librarian of the Royal Library of I

Madrid, which charge he filled as long as the French were in possession of the capital. On the evacua-
'

tion 0f the Peninsula by the French troops, Conde retired to Paris, where he passed some years in

arranging the materials he had collected for his history of the Arabs. When his task was completed,

he returned to Madrid in 1819, intending to give it the last touch and commit his work to the press;

but, instead of meeting with the protection and assistance to which his arduous undertaking entitled

him, he was, owing to his political offence, persecuted and oppressed; every possible obstacle was
thrown in his way by the members of the Government, and, if I am not misinformed, the use of the
Oriental manuscripts in the Escurial was refused to him. These marks of indifference to his pursuits,

and animosity towards his person, on the part of his countrymen, and the extreme poverty to which he
was reduced by the refusal of Government to grant him any portion of the emoluments of his former

; office, seriously affected the health of Conde, who died in 1820, in a state of almost entire destitution

r; just as his friends were about to print his work by subscription.

^r
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makkari. I knew that, by command of Charles IV., a copy of that work, made under the

snperintendenee of the celebrated French orientalists De Sacy and Langles from a manu-:

script in the Koyal Library at Paris, had been transmitted to Madrid as early as 1816; and

although Conde, for whose use the transcript was made, had never been able to ascertam to.

what recess it had been consigned, I still hoped that, by searching the Libraries, I should be,

able to find it. In this expectation, however, I was likewise fbUed; and notwithstandmg W|

personal exertions and the most diUgent inquiries, I have not yet been able to discover ^hat

has become of it. Good fortune procured me at that time the acquaintance of Dr. Frederic

William Lembke, a Hanoverian gentleman, the author of an excellent history of Spam,' who

possessed a copy of Al-makkar!, diligently collated by him with those of Gotba and Par.s.

Having obtained the loan of the manuscript, X transcribed it entirely, and soon after began a

Spanish translation. This I had nearly completed and illustrated with notes and copious

extracts from other Arabian manuscripts in the public libraries, or in my own collection^

when, in one of my visits to this country, I had the honour of becoming acquainted with

.

the President of the Oriental Translation Fund, who kindly suggested to me the idea of

offering to the Committee a translation of Al-makkari's work, copies of which were to be

found in the library of the British Museum. My offer being accepted, I fixed my residence,n

London, and recommenced the version in English,-a language in which, owing to my famdy
;

connexions and my long sUy in this country, I am, fortunately.for the accompLshmBut ^r V

mv wishes, tolerably weU versed. '

/ ^

-
'

'
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In undertaking a translation of Al-makkarf's wori., I was well aware that ,la.^e^xfrjc^j
,

from it had been made by Professor Shakespear from a copy in his possession,-and printed

in Murphy's History of the Mohammedan Empire in Spain ;
that Cardonne and Desguignes

had known and consulted it, and that Dr. Lembke had also borrowed from it. All this, added

to several defects of composition to which I shall presently allude, rendered a translation of

that manuscript less desirable, perhaps, than it would have been under other circumstances,

especially as several historical pieces of undeniable merit stiU remain untranslated. Yet,

with aU these disadvantages, I fixed upon Al-makkari's text as being the only one, to my.
;

knowledge, presentmg a continuous history of the conquests and setdements of the ^o-
. -;

hammedans m Spain, and thus offering a vast field for such illustrations and additions fro^
, r

s aescMcMe .on Spanien. Hamb. 1831. fomaing part of the hist^<^f^'^^t^W
ier EuropUiscl^ Sta.,^. by Heeren ^d Ukert. I have only seen the «-''*;'^|«|^^
from its conciseness, and the use the author has made of the writings of Nuwayn, Al-^a|kari, and

Mohammedan Ustorians, promises to be one of the best written histories oftheSemrisula,;

c
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XIV THK TRANSLATOR S PREFACE

Other historians as I proposed to collect, so as to form a sort of " Critical History of the

Spanish Arabs."

The work of Al-makkari is divided into two parts; one relates to the history of Spain, the

other contains the life of the celebrated historian and Wizir, Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn

'Abdillah, better known by the surnames of Ibnu-1-khattib (the son of the preacher), and

liisanu-d-din (the tongue of religion),— a writer whose works are still highly prized and

eagerly read by the learned of Fez and Morocco, and who was himself a pupil of Mohammed

Ibn Mohammed Al-makkari At-telemsani, one of our author's ancestors. As Al-makkari

himself informs us (see Preface, p. 10), his first intention was merely to write a biography of

that celebrated individual. This he had compileted, and divided into eight books, in which

he treated of the Wizir's ancestors and birth, of his youth, education, writings, &c., when the

thought struck the author that his work might be rendered more interesting, were he to write

an account of the conquests and settlements of the Moslems in Spain. He then composed the

historical part, which he likewise divided into eight books. Al-makkarl seems to have met

at first with considerable difficulties in the execution of his task from the scarcity of historical

records, having, as he informs us, left the whole of his books in Africa, including a very

complete history of Spain under the Moslems, on which he had bestowed considerable labour.

He must, however, have procured books in the East, for he introduces quotations from the best

authors of Mohammedan Spain,— quotations which, as far as I have been able to ascertain by

a comparison with the original works cited, are always correct, and show that he must really

have possessed copies of their writings. Indeed, the work of Al-makkart is entirely composed

of passages transcribed or abridged from more ancient historians, (the author himself seldom

Eipeaking in his own words,) and chronologically arranged, so that the title of "Historical

; -^ifecti^ri^" ^ould perhaps be better suited to it than that of "History." The plan

MhiwM-by the author is this: when relating a particular event, he either transcribes at

or abridges the words of a historian; immediately after which he relates it

agaii in two or three different ways from other sources; thus affording several versions

'
'

of the same event. If to this it be added, that in transcribing the words of a historian

he frequently makes longer extracts than are necessary, and perhaps quotes three or four

pages merely to tell us the opinion of that historian respecting a matter that might be

related in two lines,—that his narrative is continually interrupted by the introduction of

^ poems and long extracts from rhetorical works nowise connected with his subject,—that

5 in his historical information he is at times exceedingly difiuse, while he is often as much

t:lft Jop laconic, relating in few words the most important event, or wasting several pages in

?^3;;"Sh6 discussion of another of little or no interest, according as his inclinations as an author

-X-
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or the abundance or scarcity of his nnaterials prompted him, and that he but seldom in^
;

I
- ^

troduces critical or explanatory remarks of his own,—the reader wUl form a very mean

estimate of Al-makltari's qualifications as a historian.
: ;

Yet with all these imperfections, and notwithstanding the defects which he has in common

with the generality of the Arabian writers and historians; Al-mafclmri: possesses: raatiy ad- ^

vantages not easily to be met with in other authors. He gives •an.;unintertii^fce(l:haiT^tij^

of the conquests, wars, and settlements of the Spanish Moslems, from their firStiflfasion

of the Peninsula to their final expulsion,—which, as far as I am aware, does: not occur

in any other author : and besides, his mode of writing history, though involving repetitions,

is in my opinion the best he could have adopted; for, if the historical facts recorded by

contemporary writers had been garbled and disfigured by a Mohammedan author of the

seventeenth century, the utility of such a production would have been i

with its authenticity. As it is, Al-makkari transmits to us a collection o£ higtori^^a est^cts; ;;:

and fragments relative to the history of Spain, taken from works, tiie titles of.wUich,^^^

as tU names of tiieir authors, are in most instances given ; awl tiiuspres^nt^-the Origiji^^xt^^
_ \ _ ^ _ _ _
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of ancient historians whose writings are now probably lost

The deficiency m certain periods of his history, occasioned, no doubt, by his; wantm^,g^
proper materials, is an evil of a more serious natin:e; but to I have attempted tois^§|^p^

by inserting, in an Appendix, such fragments from vaiuabk «npt#i^hed:,inaxmsc^^^

were calculated to fill the void, while. I have thrown

additional matter

by borrowing considerably

I'have endeavoured, as far as was in my power, to augment the real value of tMs work.

I now proceed to state what parts of the work I have selected tor translation. From the

second part, vi.., that treating of the life and writings of the Wi.lr Mohammed Ibnu-

1-khattib, I have made only a few short extracts rdating to the history of the kmgdom.

of Granada. Of the first part, however, I have availed myseH in the fallowing manner:.

Book I., giving a physical and topographical description of Mohammedan Sp^^^ .1
.
f*|

;;

entirely translated, with the exception of various poetical Extracts, .nd some lengthy n,.fe^:,

or epistles, which, hesides being strewed with difficulties of no ordinary ™ture, ;eor>||^,p

no historical fact of any importance. Book II., which det^ls the invasion and oon<luest||,

Spain by ti>e Moslems, I have also translated entirely, a. weU,aa Book^III.,c||gp||| KJ|

chronological account of the various Mohammedan dynasde. which ruled^^gpg,,:,.,.:^

and Book VIII., in which the historieaV narrative is continued till,|||||fSf®?^ 0*

the Mohammedans from the Peninsula. Book IV., ,givJRg::A|^^^:W-Wt ^

^> n _ _ , (
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XVi THE translator's PREFACE.

Cordova^ together with a description of its principal buildings and great mosque, I have

likewise translated. Of Book V., which contains the lives of illustrious Spanish Moslems

who travelled to the East in search of knowledge, I have made little or no use, except in

the Notes. Not so with Book VL, which contains those of eminent Moharamedans who

left their native towns in the East to settle in Spain; this being perhaps the portion of

the work which affords the most abundant and valuable information, since it treats of the

Arabian Amirs who governed Spain in the name of the Eastern Khalifs,— of ^Abdu-r-

rahman I., the founder of the dynasty of the Beni Umeyyah,— of other illustrious Moslems

who either commanded armies or filled high offices in the st^te,—in fact, of almost every

individual of eminence who figured in Spanish history during the first fonr centuries after

the invasion. Book VII.^ being almost entirely composed of poetical extracts, intended

as proofs of the extent of genius and wit of the Andalusian poets, I have thought fit to

suppress, excepting merely a precious fragment on the literature of the Spanish Moslems,

which occupies the fourth and fifth Chapters of Book II. of this translation, and a few

anecdotes therein related in proof or illustration of the superiority of the Andalusians to

every other nation. In order to render the translation a little more readable, I have changed

the order of the Books, and divided the matter into Chapters. I have also suppressed

repetitions, and inverted in a few instances the order of the narrative, which I found fre-

quently arranged without the least regard to chronology.

The copies of Al-makkan^s work which I have used for this translation are the following

:

I. A large folio volume^ of upwards of 1200 pages, written in the neskhi character,

upon thin glazed paper of Eastern manufacture. The hand-writing is extremely hand-

some and uniform, but so minute as to render the reading almost painful to the eyes,

each page containing fifty-one lines. The title-page is tastefully illuminated, and the in-

t^oductory part of the preface enriched with gold ; each page of the remainder of the

-mahuscript is enclosed within a thick line of hlue and gold. A note at the end of the

yolume^ states that the transcript was completed in the night of Friday the 29th day of

Safar^ A.H. one thousand one hundred and sixty-three (a.d. 1750). The copy is correct^

^ I here translate it;
—" We terminated the composing and writing of the present work on the

*' evening of Sunday the 27th of Ramadh^, a,h. one thousand and thirty-eight (a.d. 1629). Praise

" be given to God, in whom only we place our trust ! May the peace of God be on his servants, those

" whom he selected! Having, however, after the above was written, thought of adding to our work,

*' we subsequently made considerable additions, so that the whole was not completed until the last

'' day of the month of Dhi-1-hajjah, a,h, one thousand and thirty-nine (a,d, 1629), May the blessing

*^ of God be on our Lord Mohammed, and everlasting salvation be the share of his people and com-

W^/$'-^^'
'^ .;\^^^^^&iiions until the last day of judgment !

"

-i"w
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and may in every respect be considered a valuable one. (Bibl. Rich in Brit. Mns.,

J

No. 7334.)
"

.

n. A small folio volume, containing the whole of book the fifth of the first part.- The

transcript, which from a note at the end appears to have heen executed at TMnis, and_ com-

pleted on the last day of Jum^da n., a.h. one thousand and ninety-nine (a.d. 1688), is

fairly written in a small but plain African hand. (Brit. Mus., No. 9593.) :-^ ^^^>
/V:;

III. A small folio volume, containing book the sixth, and the greatest part- of tbe

seventh, of the first part. The hand-writing, if not the same, is Tery simUar to that of the

preceding volume. {Brit. Mus., No. 9592.)

XV. A volume of the same size, but belonging to a different set of the work. It is written

in the African hand, but so badly as to be in some parts almost illegible; the text, besides, is

far from being correct. It contains the greatest part of book the seventh, and the whole of

book the eighth, of the first part; also the first two books of the second part.. ,{Bnt.

Mus., No. 9594.)

V The first and second volume of an abridgment of the work made in the.year- 1165,o|,the

Hijra (first day of DM-1-hajjah), by an author named Sidi Ahmed Ibn >A'mh-Ibn:^Abdi-rr

rahmaii Ibn 'A'mir Al-jezayri (from Algiers). The transcript, which is not only badly

witten but incorrect, was completed on Friday the 14th of Jumdda i., a.h. one thousand

two hundred and five (a,d. 1791). Brit. Mus., Nos. 9591-9595, '
V

VI. Besides the above copies in the library of the British Museum, I^ave used,Qjie;o?|iy

own, taken from Dr. Lembke's manuscript, and since carefully ^coUateavb^^ ,me^^^gfe

several copies of the work in the Royal Library at Paris, Nos. 704, 705, -758, 759. v: . ;:

.

vir. I likewise possess the first volume, of a work purporting to he an abridgment of

Al-makkari, made in the year one thousand one hundred and eighty-five (a.d. 1771-2),

f f

£ f

a

f C
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Imniediately after this comes the following note by the transcnber of the work.

-This fair transcript of the work (may the Almighty permit that it meet every where w,thh.s

Wessin... !) was completed on the night of Friday the 29th of the month of Safar (the good and the

blessed) one of the months of the year of the Hijra one thousand one hundred and sixty-three

U D 1750). by the hand of the weakest of the scribes and the dust of the feet of the poor, the Lprd

b;ahim. son of 'Abdu-r-rahman, son of Ibrahim, son of Ahmed, son

f^'''!^^^^:^
.nder the surnames of lbn«-l-hakem. Al-hanefi. Al-bakshandi, Al-khalwat. Al-Udn:. Odl^

epithets bemg significant of the profession of reUgious opinion. foUowed by
^^ff^f

:^ ^^^^
Id this 00^ 1 written under the direction of our master, the Sheikh 'Ab^-I-gh^>,^^;

nabhsi. in whose company and friendship we lived for sixteen years. tranBcnbing,,^:g^
.;J^

profiting by his lessons, at his dwelling in that .^rter of the city of
,
Dan^cns ji^^^^J^,

close to the spot known as the Markad Ibni-Warahi" - >
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by Abii ^Abdi-r-rahman Yusuf Ibn 'Abdi4-nialik Ibn Ibrahim At-telemsam, Unlike most

abridgments of Arabic worksj the present is made with great judgment and care, and

that too by a person fully conversant with the subject. Indeed, such as it is^ the work

cannot be adequately styled an abridgment^ inasmuch as it occasionally contains some ad-

ditional matter. The author states in the preface^ that happening to have in his possession

some of the works quoted by Al-makkari, he bethought him of giving the cited passages

entire whenever it was expedient* He has also in many instances most judiciou>sly changed

the order of the events recorded^ and suppressed such passages as were repeated. In short,

he has cleansed and recast, as it were^ the text of Al-makkari; and as this has been done

with the utmost judgment and criticism, I need scarcely say that in most instances I have

followed this text in preference to that of the original author^ regretting that I should

possess only one out of the four volumes of which this valuable rifaccimento seems to have

been composed.^**

As I have cited various Arabic works in my notes, I think it proper to apprise the reader

what: they are, and where they are to be found; but, before I proceed, I must state a fact

wliich, however painful to my feelings, I feel myself called upon to disclose. Having

decided oh publishing this work in English, and my arrangements for coming to this country

having been completed, I felt that unless I could spend some time at the Escurial, and

ramble amidst the hallowed treasures of its Library, many of the historical points which it

was my wish to ascertain, and to elucidate in those notes, would remain, for want of proper

research, as obscure as they were before. I accordingly petitioned the Ministers of Her

Catholic Majesty for permission to visit that Library; but, strange to say, notwithstanding

repeated applications on my part, and the interference of persons high both in rank and

influen6e,f-notwithstanding the utility, not to say necessity, of the work I contemplated,

—

riiy request was, as often' as made, positively denied, professedly on the plea that the

Library could not be opened, (a contention having, two years before, arisen between the

Government and the Royal Household as to the possession of it,) but, in reality, from no

1^ It \70uid have been highly satisfactory to me to have procured a sight of a complete copy of

Al-inakkari's work, once belonging to Dr. Carlyle, but which is now in the possession of Professor

Shakespear, who was the first, in 1816, to make that work known to the public, through his valuable

extracts inserted in Murphy's History of the Mohammedan Empire in Spain. His copy, which seems to

be a very good one, would have aiforded me additional confirmation in the readings of proper and

geographical names, an object which the translator of an Eastern work ought always to bear in mind

;

but I regret to say, that although I applied in time for the loan of it, it has been out of the 'power of

that gentleman, with whom I am personally acquainted, to gratify my wishes.

-. ^
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other motive than my having publicly avowed the intention of making use of my materials in

this country. This remnant of inquisitorial jealousy about its literary treasures ill suits a

country which has lately seen its archives and monastic libraries reduced to cinders, and

scattered or sold in foreign markets, without the least struggle to rescue or secure

them.

Owing to the above reason, my quotations from the MSS. in the Escurial Library will be
;

scanty, being limited to a few short extracts taken on a former occasion. I have, however,

availed myself fully of some transcripts from historical works in that Library, which

the Spanish Government caused to be made at the close of the last century by two

Maronite Christians, and to be deposited in the Koyal (now National) Library at Madrid. In

this number are the Silah, by Abd-l-k^sim Khalf Ibn Bashkuwdl ; the Bighyatu-l^ultamis,

by Adh-dhobi; the milatu-s-seyrd, by Ibnu-1-abbdr ; the Tekmilah liUtdbi-s-ailahy by the

same, &c. ; a description of which may be read in Casiri {Bib. Ar. IRsp, Esc. vol. ii. pp.

31-121, 133-140). Of these and other Arabic manuscripts in the same establishment; I ;

have made a veiy ample use ; and it is but just to add, in contrast to the iUiberality: above^

complained of, that I am indebted to it« enlightened and zealous Librarian, Don Joaquin

Patifio, for the most unreserved perusal of all the valuable works therein contained.

I need not dwell on the statement, thitt, whilst in this country, I have met with everj^;. -

possible kindness and encouragement on the part of my friends,^^ as well as of the severali)er-: -;:....

sons intrusted with the custody of Oriental books in the libraries:!: have visited:rl:4^
_K - \f -j- ^^ - -- ,

accordingly, haye frequently ~to acknowledge in the course of my ^ note &rlium8r<|Si

obligations for kind assistance, or the loan of scarce and valuable manuscripts. ' "
:

The works which I have consulted and cited are the following

:

Kuld,jidu-l-'iMydn fi mahdseni-l-'aydn^' (gold necklaces on the brilliant actions of the

illustrious) ; a biographical dictionary of poets and learned men who flourished in Spain

during the fifth and part of the siKth century of the Hijra, by Abu Nasr Al-fafh Ibn

Mohammed Ibn 'Obeyd-iUah Ibn Khftfa Al-kaysi. There are two copies of this work

in the library- of the British Museum. One marked Add. MSS., No. 9679, is bound

up with a commentary on the Makssurah, a celebrated poem by Ibn Hazem, of Car.

tagena- the other (BM. Rich, No. ?525) is also bound up with the M^ekhahO-loghft^

r--- _ _ -r

n To Dr. John Lee I am particularly indebted for the loan of several valuable manu8cripts,|:v|ich I

shall dulv notice whenever I happen to quote from them. ' ^.. " v ^
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XX THE translator's PREFACE.

by Ibn Koteybah. It contains only the second part out of the four into which the work

is divided; but though incomplete, it is valuable for its antiquity^^^ and I have frequently

used it to correct the readings in the former- Besides these two copies of that valuable

workj I have used one in my possession: it is a volume in quarto^ of 236 folios, transcribed

about the middle of the sixteenth century of our era by Al-hasen Ibnu-1-huseyn Al-is'haki.

MattmahvA-anfuB wa masrahu-t-tdnnus fi milki akli-l-andalus^^ (the spot of recreation

for the eyes and the field for familiarity on the witty sayings of the people of Andalus) ;

another biographical dictionary, by the above-mentioned writer. The copy in the British
w

I

Museum (No. 9580) is a volume in octavo^ very badly and incorrectly written in the

month of Rabi^ II*, A-H. one thousand one hundred and ninety-two (a,d. 1778-9). The

work is ill described in the Catalogue of Additions for 1833, where it is given as a

copy of the KaldyidU'l-lUydn.

Al-miiktabis fi tdrikh rejdli-l-andalus^^ (the imparter of information, or the fire-striking

SteeJ on the history of the eminent Spanish Moslems); being a history of Mohammedan

Spain' by Abu Merwan Hayyan Ibn Khalf Ibn Hayyan, a historian of the twelfth century

of our era. The third volume^ out of the ten which compose the work, is in the Bodl.

Lib. (Nic. Cat. cxxxvii.) It contains the reign of 'Abdullah, son of Mohammed, the seventh

Khalif of the family of Umeyyah in Spain.

Jadh'watu-l-^muJitabis ^^ {the sparkle of fire from the Muktabis) ; or an abridgment of

the above work by Mohammed Ibn Abi Nasr Fatuh Ibn 'Abdillah Al-azdi Al-homaydi,

a native of the island of Mallorcaj who died at Baghdad in a. h. 488. This work is also

in tlie Bodl. Lib., H-unt. 464, Its contents are the lives of eminent Spanish Moslems,

divided into ten parts, and preceded by a valuable historical introduction. The transcript,

:Which appears to bave been executed towards the middle of the sixteenth century of our

eraj is a fair and correct one.

^^ A note at the end of the volume states that the transcript was made by Abii-l-walid Ibn Zeydun. I

need scarcely point out the inaccuracy of such a statement, which has also found jts way into the

Catalogue of the Rich MSS. How could Abi'i-l-walid Ibn Zeydiin, who died in a.h. 463, make a

transcript of a work which was not composed until nearly seventy years after his death, and in which he

himself figures among the iUustrious men of his age ? The fact is, that the name of Abii-l-wa!id Ibn

Zeyddn being written in large letters at the head of the biographical notice of him, with which the worlt

begins, gave rise to that strange mistake. This shows that an Oriental scholar cannot be sufficiently

on his guard against the ignorance or the knavery of an Arabian bookseller.
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Adh-dhakhirah fi mahdseni ahli-l-jezirak »? (the hoarded treasure of the commendable

deeds of the natives of Spain) ; or a biography of illustrious Spanish Moslems, divided

into three parts, and each part into two books, by Ibn Besdm or Bess^m, of Cordova,

nie second volume of the second part, containing . the Uves of eminent men born or

residing in the western districts of Spain, is in the Bodl. Lib. (Uri Cat., No. dccxlix.)

Al-holalU'l-mausMyyah fl akhbdri-l-marrekoshiyyah'^ (variegated silken robes froin. the

history of Morocco); or a history of the Almoravides and Almohades who reigned. in

Africa and Spain, compiled from the best authorities. This work, a copy of which is

in my possession, appears to liave been written towards the close of the fourteenth century

of our era, but the name of the author is not ascertained. It is true that both my copy

and another of the same work in the Royal Library at Paris (No. dcccxxv.) attribute it to the

celebrated traveller Ibn Battiittab ; but, as I shall show hereafter, this can hardly be the case.

The history of Spain under the Almoravides and Almohades, by Ibn Sahibi-s-saiat,

a historian of the thirteenth century of our era. The second volume of this valuable

work, containing the narrative of events which happened in Spain from a. h. 554 to. 568,

is in the Bodl. Lib. {Marsh. 433.)

Tdrikh Ibn HaUb '^ (or the history of Spain, by 'Abdu-l-malek Ibn Habib As-solaml). This

is a miscellaneous work, mostly treating of theological subjects, traditions, the beginning

of the world, the prophets, the life of the Prophet Mohammed, predestination, the doctors

who first introduced in Cordova the sect of M^Uk Ibn Ans, &c. Some of the^ chap^sj^

however, relate to the history of Spain, giving an account-of the conquest /of;tlmt;^ynti7

by the Moslems; the series of the Amirs who governed it in the name of^the Kh^lifs; a

short history of the first seven Sultans of the house of Umeyyah who reigned in Spain, &c.

Tdrikh Kodhdt Kortobah (the history of the Kadis of Cordova) ; or a biographical dictionary

of all those who discharged there the functions of that office, from the conquest of that city

by the Moslems to the year three hundred and fifty-eight of the Hijra (a. d. 968-9)^ by

Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn Harith Al-khosham or Al-khoshni.

Both these works, which were transcribed in a.h. six hundred and ninety-five (a. d.

1296), by 'Abdullah Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Ali Al-lawati, are bound up in one volume iii

the Bodl. Lib. (Nic. Cat., No. cxxvii.)
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XXil THE translator's PREFACE.

Kitdhu-Uftifd fi akhbdrU-kholafd'"' (the book of sufficiency in the history of the

Khalifs), by Abu Ja'far Ibn 'Abdi4-hakk Al-khazreji, of Cordova, a writer of the twelfth

century, of our era; containing a history of the Mohammedan empire, both in the East

and the West, beginning with Abu Bekr, and ending with Al-mamun Mohammed, son of

Al-muktafi bi-amri-llah, of the house of 'Abbas, who began his reign in a. h. 560.

Ahddithu-l-imdmati wa-s-siydsati =' {traditions of commandment and government) ; a

very ancient history of the Khalifs from Abu Bekr to Harun Ar-rashid, with a full

account of the conquest of Spain. See Appendix E., p. \.

.Mtaln^t-te^rif bitabakati-l-amam'^^ (the book of acquaintance with the races of man-

rkipd),-by Abu-1-kasim Sa'id Ibn Sa'id, Kadi of Toledo. (Bibh Arund. in Brit. Mus.,

No. 6020.) See Appendix C, p, xxxix.

The history of the Western Arabs and Berbers, by Abu Zeyd 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn

KhEddun. (Brit. Mus., Nos. 9574-5.)

Kitdbu-l-aUttaU fi tdrikU ghamdttati'^ (the book of the circle of the history of

Granada); or a history of Granada, followed by a biographical dictionary of eminent men

bom at or domiciled in that city, by the celebrated historian Abu 'AbdiUah Mohammed

Ibn Sa'id As-salmdm, better known by his surname Ibnu-1-khattib. A fair transcript of

the first Volume of this work is in my possession. It is a thick folio, written in the

African hand at the beginning of the sixteenth century of our era. It contains the

lives of one hundred and seventy-nine individuals whose names began with the first

eleven letters of the Arabic alphabet, passing afterwards to those whose first name was Mo-

hammed. A copy of the second part is preserved in the Escurial Library, No. mdclxviii.

There is in, the Royal Library at Paris, No. 867, an epitome of this valuable and scarce work,

m^^\^:M0rham^-<Mttaiifi adabd gharndttatP^ (the central point of the circle of the

"
_

' "

literary men of Granada).

:>IbWatu oM-l-abssdr fi idrikhi momU^amssdr^' (admonition to the clear-sighted on

the history of the kings of countries) ; or a general histqry of the world, by 'Omddu-d-dm

K
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Isma'il Ibn Ahmed Ibn Sa'id Ibn Mohammed, better known under the surname of

Ibnu-l-atMr. This work is but a commentary upon and a supplement to a poem called

'Abduniyyah, from the name of its author, Abxi Mohammed 'Abdu-l-mejid Ibn 'Abdun,

Wizir to 'Omar Ibn Al-afttas, the last King of Badajoz. After the death of his royal

master, who, together with his two sons, was executed by order of Yusuf Ibn Tashfin,

into whose hands he fell a prisoner, a. h. 487, Ibn 'Abdun composed an el^iac: poem:^^

to commemorate that catastrophe, as well as the tragical events attending the rise and fall of
t

the dynasty to which he was attached. In order better to exemplify the instability of human

fortune, the poet takes a short review of all the once powerful empires that fell into

decay. This poem, which, from the tenderness of its strain, and the rhetorical beauties

with which it abounds, is justly considered as one of the brightest gems of Arabian literature,

was, shortly after the death of Ibn 'Abdun (a. h. 534), commented upon by the most eminent

authors of that nation. Ibnu-1-athi'r, among others, continued the poem down to his own

days, adding fifty-two verses to the forty-one of which it was composed^ and then;coin-

mented upon the whole, or rather gave a detailed account of every one Of the dynasties,

whether Mohammedan or not, that are mentioned in it. An ancient copy of this valuable

work is in the British Museum (Bibl. Arund,, No. 9969). I also possess one which must

have been written soon after the death of the author; for in the note at the end of the

volume I find that the transcript was completed on the 6th of DhU-kaMah, a.h. 73^^

and, according to Hfiji Khalfah (voc. 'Ib'ratu), Ibnu-l-athir died in 699.

Raudhatu-l-mandthir fi akhbdH-Uawdyil wa-l-awdkhir^^ (the garden :;0^;thej ovt^tping

places on the history of the first and the last) ; or a compendious history: from the -beginniiig

of the world to the year 806 of the Hijra, by Abu4-walid Mohammed Ibn Shihnah, who

died in eight hundred and eighty-three (a.d. 1478). There is a good copy of this work

in the British Museum (Bibl. Rich, 7328), but I have generaUy used one in Dr. John

Lee's collection, which, besides being very ancient, having been written shortly after the

author's death, is filled with valuable marginal notes.

Murdju-dh-dhahdb wa ma'ddnu~l-Jauhar'' (golden meadows and mines of precious.stones)^

by the celebrated writer Abd-l-hasan 'Ah Ibnu4-huseyn Al-raes'udt I have used a fi^e
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copy of this work, in two folio volumes, in my possession, the readings of which I have

occasionally collated with those of another in the British Museum.

Al-khamis ft ossul nafs nafis^^ (the book of the five divisions on the principles of a

reasoning soul) ; a voluminous general history from the beginning of the world to the

year 820, by Huseyn Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ahmed, a native of Diarbekr. A copy of

this work, in two thick closely-written folio volumes, is in my possession. It is also m

the Royal Library at Paris, No. dcxxxv.

Kitdbu-l-jumdn ft ahhhdri-z-zamdn ^^ (gathered pearls from the history of the times),

by Sidi Al-haj Mohammed Ash-shatibi (from Xativa, in the kingdom of Valencia). It

is a general history, divided into three parts. Part I. embraces from the beginning of

the world to the birth of Mohammed. Part II. is exclusively dedicated to the life of
r

the Prophet. Part III. gives the history of the various Mohammedan dynasties that

ruled in the East or the West, including an account of the Berber tribes, and a chrono-

logical notice of the sovereigns of the house of Umeyyah who reigned in Spain. The

work appears to be an abridgment of a larger one which Shehabu-d-din Ahmed Al-fasi

wrote under the same title. (See Not. et Ext. des MSB. vol. ii.) The copy of the work

which I possess is fairly transcribed in the African character.

Reyhdnu-lrlehdb wa rey'arm-sTi-shebdh fi mardtibi-l-adab ^' (the sweet gales of the prudent,

and the flower of youth shown in the various degrees of education) ; a sort of Cyclopeedia,

treating of various subjects, but especially of history, by Mohammed Ibn Ibrahim.

Al'Wdfi bv-l-wafiydt'^^ (the complement to the fFafiydt); an extensive biographical work,

intended as an addition to and a continuation of the Wafiydtu-l-a'ydn (the deaths of the

illustrious) by the celebrated Ibn Khallekan, composed by Salahu-d-dm Khalil Ibn Ibek

A^-safadi, who died in seven hundred and sixty-four (a. d. 1362-3). An ancient and

beautifully written transcript of one part of this work, containing the lives of illustrious

Moslems whose names began with any of the letters
i *

_ \
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Kitdhu4^ja'rdfiyyah IJaghtafiyyd^ fi masdhati-l-ardh wa 'ajdyihi-l-makd' wa-Uolddn^'

(the book of geography respecting the extent of the earth and the wonders of districts

and towns), by an anonymous writer of the seventh century of, the Hijra. It is a geo^

graphical description of the inhabited part of the world, divided into seven climates. The

author occasionally quotes the words of Ibnu-l-j ezz^r, an African geographer, who wrote a

work entitled ^Ajdyibu-Uardh (the wonders of the world), MesMdl, Al-bekrf, Idrisi^slbnu

Hayyan, &c. The copy I have used is in my collection. It is a volume in quarto, Cf about

200 pages, written in Egypt towards the close of the sixteenth century of our era. There

is in the Royal Library at Paris another copy of the same work, with which I have carefully

collated aU the readings of that part which relates to Spanish topography.

Al-mesdlek wa-l~memdlek^^ (the routes and kingdoms), by Abd 'Obeyd-illah 'Abdullah Ibn

'Abdi-l-'aaiz Al-bekri, a geographer of the fifth century of the Hijra. An ancient and

correctly written copy of the second part of this valuable work, containing the description

.

of Africa, is in the Hbrary of the British Museum, No. 9577- I possess, likewise, a -copy

,

^:

- ^ J .
-

of a portion of it.

Al-ikhtissdr min Htdbi-l-bolddn'' (an abridgment of the [Kitdbu4-boldH book of countries).

Bibl. Rich in Brit. Mus., No, 7496. A volume in quarto, of the greatest antiquity,

written upon coarse brown paper, of Eastern manufacture. The names of the author arid

epitomiser are nowhere stated, but I believe it to be an abridgment of the Kitdbu-l-boUdwy&.

voluminous geographical work by Ab^-1-hasan Ahmed Ibn Yahya Al-beladhorl, a -^writ^r

of the third century of the Hijra. My reasons for thinking. so are: 1. I find-M;^^^

Khalfah that Al-beMdhori \vrote a work on geography entitled as above.~2, The cdHteritS of

the volume in question seem to agree with those of the Kitdb fotdhi-l-boUdn by the sarne

author, as described by Hamacker, Spec. Cod. KSS. Or. Bib. Uigd, Bat p. 7.-3. I read, at

fo. 15, that the author wrote it during the Khalifate of Al-mu'atadhed, and he often relates

events of the year 279, a date reconcilable mth that of Al-beladhorl's death, which, according

to Abu4-mahasen, happened in a.h. 289.-4. I have collated some passages with the works

of Ibn Khordddbah, Mes'udi, and Ibn Haukal, who wrote after Al-belddhori andscopied him

in their writings, and find them the same.

'Ajdyibu-l-maklukat'^ (the wonders of creation). Such is the title of a work (Bibl.

34
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Rich in British Museum, No. 7504) on physics, natural history, and geography, compiled

from those of Yusuf Al-warrak, Al-'azizf, Ibuu-1-beyttar, and Al-harawi, by Abu Hamid
Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-rriahman Al-andalusf, who, as stated in the preface (fo. 2), wrote

it during his stay at Baghdad in a. h. 555. It is a small quarto volume, with 106 leaves.

A note at the end states the transcript to have been made at Baghdad, a. h. one thousand

one hundred and seventy-one (a.d. 1757-8), by Ahmed, son of ^Abdu-r-rahim, a native of

that city. There is in the Bodl. Lib. (Uri Cat., No. cmlxix.) another copy of this, which I

beJieye to be only an abridgment of a larger work.

Nashahi-Uazhdr ft 'ajdyibi-l-akttdr^^ (the sweet odour of flowers from the wonders of

the earth), by Abu ^Abdillah Mohammed Ibn lyas (Bibl. Rich in British Museum, No.
7503).

Nozhatu~l4ebdb fi-l^alkdb^^ (the pleasures of the wise set forth in surnames); or a treatise

on the surnames of the Arabs, arranged alphabetically, by Shehabu-d-din Abii-l-fadhl

Ahmed Ibn Hajr Al-'askalani (from Ascalon).

Tohfatu-dham-Urah fi mushMli-Uasmdi-n-nasab ''^ (a gift oifered to those desiring to be
instructed in the difficulties of patronymics) ; a treatise on patronymics by Nilru-d-din

AbiS-th-than^ Ibn Khattib. (Brit. Mus., Bib. Rich, No. 7351.)

NehdyaPu^Uardb fi mdrefati kabdyiU-'ardb '' (the fulfilment of wishes for those who desire

to gain a knowledge of the Arabian tribes), by Shehabu-d-din Abu-l-'abbas Ahmed Ibn

'Abdillah Ibn Suleym^n Ibn Isma'il Al-kalkashandi (Bib. Rich in the British Museum, Nos.

7353-4).

Kashafu-n^nikdb ani-l-asmd wa-l-alkdb^^ (the tearing of the veil from before names and

pal^rpnymics), by Jem^lu-d-dm Abu-1-faraj 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn 'AH Ibn Mohammed Ibn

:^^i^Ph^^^ died a. h. five hundred and ninety-seven (a.d, 1201).

}^^h4tu-^i.-7mkdb fi-l-alkab -^ (the imparter of immediate knowledge on the surnames of per-
- ^

so.^s); being a risdleh or short treatise on proper names, by Shemsu-d-din Abii 'Abdillah

Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Othman Adh-dhahebi, who died in seven hundred and fort}'-

eight (a.d. ,1273-4), These two tracts, bound together in one volume, and transcribed a. xi.

one thousand and seventy-six (a. d. 1666), are in Dr. John Lee's collection.
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Haydtu-l-haywdn'^^ {the lives of living creatures); a zoological dictionary by Kemalu-

d-din Mohammed Ad-demiri Ash-shafe^i^ who died in a.h- 808. Of this work I possess

a handsome copy^ in two thick volumes in folio. There is also one in the library of

the British Museum (Rich MSS, No. 7512), but although a very correct one^ and of great

antiquity^ it is deficient^ like most copies of the same work which have passed through

my handsj in the history of the KhaHfs, which the author introduces under the word y^ Iwaz

(goose),^^ Ad-demirPs work was abridged by Mohammed Ibn ^Abdi-1-kadir Ibn Mohammed

Ad-demiri Al-hanefi^ who entitled his work Hdwiyu-l-hossdn min Haydtu-l-haywdn^^ (the ex-

cellent collector from the Haydlu-l-haywdn). A splendid copy of this epitome^ beautifully

written in a large Eastern hand^ in the month of Rabi' ii.^ a.h, one thousand and sixty-three

(Marchj a.d. 1653)^ is likewise in my possession.^^

Kiidbu-l-Jdmi' likuwi-Umuf^riddti-l-adwiyah wa-l-aghAiyah ^® (the collection treating of

the virtues and properties of simples used as medicaments or as aliments); a dictioniiry of

simplesj by the celebrated botanist Abu ^AbdiDah Mohammed Ibnu-l-beyttar [theSon^of the

farrier], known also by the honorific surnames of Dhiyau-d-din (bright light of religion);^

JeraalU"d-din (glory of religion)^ a native of Malaga. The copy of this work which I have

used and cited occasionally in the notes is in my collection. It consists of three thick

volumes in small folio, written in Egypt in the year nine hundred and fifty-three of the Hijra v

(a.d. 1546-7), by Mohammed Ibn Isma'il Ibn Ahmed Ibn ^AK Ibn Ahmed AUanbabrAl^-:

azhari.
- - ^
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Al-mugh'rib ft tartihi-l-mv^arrib fi-V-logfiah^^ (the eloquent speaker on the classification
- ^

of language) ; or a dictionary of the Arabic language, by Borhanu-d-din N^sir Ibnu-1-mu-

karim 'Abdu-s-seyid Ibnu-1-mutarrezi Al-hanefi, a celebrated philologist and rhetorician^
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^^ This may easily be accounted for by the fact that Ad-demiri published two different editions of his

work, one with a short history of the Khalifs, the other without it. See Hfiji- Khalfah, voc. /f«y<fitt-^-

haywdn. ^. -
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^^ Hlji Khalfah knew of six different abridgments of Ad-demiri's work; but the present, which, to .

judge from the author's name and patronymic, is likely to have been the work of a grandson orsomel
other descendant of that author, was unknown to him.
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born A. H. 536, at Jorjfoiyyah, a town in Khawarazem, and who died in R20. There is

a copy of this work in the library of the British Museum (Bib. Rich, No. 7438). I also

possess one, the transcript of which was made in the author's lifetime by Abd-1-hasan

'All Ibn Ahmed Ibnu-1-huseyn, and finished on Tuesday the 18th of Safar, six hundred

and eight (a. d. 1209). At the end of my copy is an appendix, written by the same

author, and transcribed by the same hand, entitled ^1 J 3L, ' an epistle on grammar,'

which is not in the copy in the British Museum.

BAjidu-l-fam bi-'awdli-l-asdnidi-s-sahdh" (the searcher for early food on the eleyated

grounds of true allegation), by Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn

'All Ibni-l-'Sfiyyah Al-meknSsi (from Mequinez), better known by the surname of Ibnu-1-

kfidhi. This work, of which my copy is an autograph, written in a.b. 1599, by the pre-

ceptor of Muley Zfdfa, Emperor of Morocco, before the latter ascended the throne, is one of

those permissions (S,U) not unfrequently granted to pupils by their masters, authorising them

to quote them in writings or conversation. The author divides the moral, religious, and other

sciences into various sections, giving the titles of all the works he read on those topes, and

also the line of doctors through whom the contents of the several works were transmitted to

him The number of works thus quoted exceeds five hundred ;
and as the name as well as

the country and age of their respective authors are in most cases stated, it forms a sort of

bibliographical repertory, if not so considerable as that of Haji Khalfah, yet much more full of

correct information respecting the literarj- history of the Spanish Moslems.

Fa^rasat kuM v,a tawdlif- (an index to books and works), by Ahi Bekr Mohammed Ibn

Kheyr Ibn Khalifah Al-andalusf, a writer of the twelfth century of our era. This also is a

kind of bibliographical compilation, giving the names of the authors and the titles of the

book., many hundred in number, which the author read in the course of his literary career.

The work, which is exceedingly valuable in its kind, is in the Escurial Library (Cat.,

No. MDCLXVil.), where I once made considerable extracts from it.

I shall now terminate my prefatory remarks by saybig a few words on the system of

orthography which I have foUowed throughout my translation.

It is customary for the translator of an Oriental work to state in the Preface his system

of writing proper names, or rather of expressing in European characters the multifarious

sounds of the Arabic alphabet. Hence have originated almost as many systems as there

60 1^1 joiUK! Jlyo ^\ A.1;
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have been translators, each scholar considering himself entirely at liberty to alter or modify

those of his predecessors. The evil, as regards the experienced reader^ is not so great as it

appears at first sights it being an easy matter for the scholar to distinguish an Arabic proper
r

name in whatever disguise it may be found, whether written by a German, a Frenchman,

or a Spaniard: not so for the reader who is unacquainted with the languages of the East,

for he will find himself stopped by difficulties to all appearances insurmountable j 'and:

unless a proper system be afc once established, uniting under its banners the scholars of

every nation of Europe, it is to be feared that the confusion will shortly wax so great as to

make the ordinary reader lay aside his book in disgust. Had this work been written in

Spanish, as was at first intended, I might perhaps have considered myself fully competent

to decide upon a system that should express the Arabic sounds in the letters of the Spanish

alphabet; since, besides the innumerable Avords left by the Arabs in that language, it is

a known fact that for upwards of three centuries the Moriscos were in the habit of writing

Spanish with their own letters: but as such was not the case^ and I had fix upon^orie

of the many systems used in this country^ I chose that adopted by the Corfimittee of the

Oriental Translation Fund, although it is, in my opinion, one of the most defective. Ac^
\ ^ — _ _ ^

cording to that system the vowels are always sounded as in Italian; the letters li^^;j

are all represented by dh; k^ i- by k; and i:& by A- The k) and cij are niade

as well as the ^ and ^^^— In this, however, I have deemed it necessary occasionally to

deviate from the rule, rendering ]p by tt^ and ^ by ss^ whenever a word written .:^

either of those letters could be mistaken for one written with a tji^ or a The:]etter

c I have always expressed by a -» to show that the vowel before or after which it is placed is to

be pronounced with a sort of guttural aspiration. There is another very material point in which

1 have by necessity been compelled to differ from the system alluded to, viz,, the pronun-

ciation, in certain cases, of the letters . and I when they are used as ^ letters of prolongation/

These are invariably rendered, by Enghsh writers, by an accented a or u. But I do not

hesitate to say that such is not the sound which those letters are intended to convey, and.

that they ought to be rendered by o and 4. There can be no doubt that the conquerors:

of Spain pronounced as the inhabitants of the coast of Africa still do, who say Karm6nah,

. -^ c-'-r-^r-
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l&msh., and not Kartajdmh, Marshdnah, Bejdmah, Bdjah, &c. I need scarcely remark,

that whenever I have had to mention a city or town in Spain preserving its ancient Arabic

- name, and thus affording traces of the correct pronwciation, I have taken upon myself

to depart from the rule which I have most scrupulously followed in all other instances.

There is still another case in which I have deviated from the general rule. I have

frequently observed in conversation, and whilst hearing the Western Arabs read poetry, that

the word Jbn is by them pronounced in certain cases with additional emphasis. For instance,

a i!«;j6. in the West will say ZJw Sa'id, when alluding to an individual whose father's name

was 'SaHd,'- but he will pronounce Ibm. SaHd with a strong emphasis upon the u of Ibnu, if

Sa'id happen to be the family name of the individual. In the former case the word Un

means the son, in the latter ' the descendant/ 'he of the posterity.' According to this rule I

have written Ibnu Khaldiin, Ibnu Sa'id, Ibnu Hayyan, Ibnu Bashkiiwal, because the authors

to whom these names apply were the members of ancient and illustrious families, known in

. Spain as the Beni Khaidun, BenI Sa'id, BenI Hayyan, BenI Baskilwdl, &c. ;
and in order to

render this translation the more intelligible to the generality of readers, I have adopted
r

the common spelhng of words already admitted into the English language, and written

' Khallf,' ' Wizir,' * Kadi,' instead of the more correct orthography, ' Khalifah,' ' Waztr,'

' Kidhi/ &c.
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Ahmed Al-makkari At-telemsdnl descended from an ancient and iUustrious family esta- ,:::,-r||g

Wished at Makkarah, a viUage not far from Telems^n, since the invasion- of Africa,byn^e
• X:'" 5Jf

;

Arabs. He was the son of Ahmed, son of Yahya, son of >Abdu-r-rahm^,son^ofAb^^y^^^
; i :

:
" C^vlf

son of Mohammed Abd4-'abbd8, son of Mohammed, son of Ahmed, son of AMfBel##sdir^o*- ^
.,.,

-^^^::|^p

Yahya, son of 'Abdu-r-rahmgn, son of Ab,l Beki^ son of 'AK, gf the tribe^of'Koraysh, .
He

. M^^^f^
was known in the East by tbe honorific surnames of Al-hdfedk Al^affhreU (^y^e^-'^-^^^^^^^

traditionist), and ShehSu~d-dm (bright star of religion). He fbUowed the sect of Mil^lbft- f > J;^f:|||

Ans, and partook of the religious opmions of ^he AsVarls, or disciples of Ash'ar. Abifted^s;::.: ;
^^^ ^^

born at Telemsdn, where he passed the first years of W lifej learmtig:thBVi^r^-^^^:^f^^^^^^

traditions under his uncle, Abu 'Othmdn Sa'fd Ibn Ahmed, who^tto held a«ficf#P«; ^^ , ^^ :f

in that city. Under the tuition of this learned man, who was himself the.^Uthdi..oM^r'; V^
;. 5^

important works on various topics, Ahmed early imbibed that love of science, and .cqmred , ; |

that taste for literature, by which he was so much distinguished in after-life. Having com-
.|,
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. Al-makkarl having Hved in times comparatively modern, it was long before I could meet with any ',
: .|^

Arabic work giving 1 account of his life and writings. H4jl Khalfah, who menfons h.m occas.onally , .,

his death, and the titles of some of his works. Having perused m vam many^^f^^^ A T : I

:

I was on the eve of giving up my task in despair, when nay '^-^:^^^^^^M; A A ; £
Renoaard, of Swanscombe, was kind enough to point out to me a very fuU notice of Al-makkar,. oc umug -

.. ,,^.

ta a Whical Dictionary of learned men who flourished at Damascn. during the el.venth,ce,*,r|.<^:, . ,:
.
j ;

,|:

the H^ra, entitled y^ ^.^J^ ^1 ^Ul J P^ X.xi ' the best part of^fresh1»||.p. ,"
,,j,

inustrious men of the ele;enth century., by An^n Jelebi. ^'^
'^^'f' °tf^fig^^

'

: : ^1^

possesses a handsome transcript, executed ..... one thousand one hundred and |^one^(A.». ^ . ^.^^
_.

1757-8), by Isma'il Ibn 'Abdi-l-kerim Al-jeri^S, the above notice of Al.maHkart»al«Migsa.,-fl -.^aM
- - ^ ' ^ y^ ^ ^ ...
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pleted his education^ he quitted his native place in a.h. one thousand and nine (a.d. 1600-1 )j

and repaired to Fez^ where he sought and frequented the society of the learned men

of the dayj with many of whom he contracted an intimate friendship. He then returned to

Telemsan^ which place he again left for Fez in 1013-. After a stay of fourteen years^ wholly

spent in literary pursuits and in the society of the learned^ Ahmed quitted Fez towards the

end of Ramadhan^ one thousand and twenty-seven (a,d. 16X8)^ and soon after sailed for

Alexandria^ intent upon a pilgrimage to Mekka and Medina. He arrived at the former place

early in 1028^ andj having made a short stay at Cairo^ started for Arabia in the month of

Rejeb of the same year. After duly fulfilling all and every one of the sacred duties incumbent

upon a good Mohammedan on such occasions^ he returned in Moharram^ 1029^ to Cairo,

where he took a wife and settled. In the month of Rabi' i. of the ensuing year he visited

Jerusalem and returned to Cairo^ whence he generally started every year on a pilgrimage to

Mekka; so that in 1037 he had already visited that place five times^ and Medina seven. He

returned to Cairo in Safar^ a.h- one thousand and thirty-seven (Sept a.d. 1627), and left

immediately for Jerusalem^ where he arrived in Rejeb of the same year (Feb. a.d. 1628),

After a, stay of twenty-five days^ he proceeded to Damascus^ which city he entered at the

beginning of Sha^ban (March^ a.d. 1628)- Immediately after his arrival^ Ahmed Ibn Shahin
r

Ash-shahrnxj a rich and influential person^ and a liberal patron of literature, which he himself

cultivated with success^ gave Ahmed suitable rooms in the college of Jakmak^ of which he

was the director, and conferred upon him several other distinctions. At the persuasion of this

individual^ Ahmed afterwards wrote the historical work of which the present is a translation.

While at Damascus, where he stayed only forty days^ Ahmed occupied his time in various

literary pursuits. He used every day after sunrise to sit under the dome of the eagle in

theygreat mosque, and there deliver eloquent lectures on the Sahtk of Bokhari; but the

auditory increasing, and being no longer contained within that narrow space, Ahmed re-

moved to the spacious court of the mosque. These lectures, which generally lasted several

)i,9ursj from sunrise to near noon, were attended by the principal citizenSj as well as by

all the scholars and theologians of Damascus; the number of people thus assembled

amounting to several thousands. Ahmed left Damascus on the 5th day of Shawwal, a.h.

1037, and returned to Cairo. He again visited that city towards the end of Sha'ban,

A.H. 1040, being received by Abmed Ibn Shahin and his other friends as kindly as on a

former occasion. He then returned to Cairo, andj after a short stay, divorced his wife.

He was preparing for another journey to Damascus, where he had determined to settle

for, the remainder of his days^ when he was attacked by a violent fever^ which caused his

death in the month of Juraada n.^ a.h. 1041.
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Alimed Al-iiiakkan wrote the following works :—i. Blooming buds and flowers of the

gardens on the history of the Kadi 'lyadh.'^—ii. The dissipation of obscurity on the re-

ligious duties of an orthodox Moslem.^
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iii. Sweet odour of the flowers on the history of

Damascus.''—iv. The lean and the fat, the threadbare and the costly.'—v. The garden of -the

sweet-smelling myrtles, or an acconnt of those learned men whom I met during my stay at

Morocco and Fez.^—vi. Valuable pearls on the names of Allah, our guide and our fcnistj and

marginal notes, for a commentary on the Koran.^—vn. Bunch of grapes symmetrically

arranged on abridged history.^—viii. The gifts of AUmakkari towards the completion of the

lesser commentary (upon the Koran).^—ix- The beginning and the growth-, a work written

entirely in elegant prose or verse. ^^—x. An epistle on the final point with five dote to it,

l>ut without having any in the middle."—xi. The eminent victory, or a description of the
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Library at Paris (No. 1377, ancien fond). Abil-l-fadhl 'ly^dh Ibn Miisa Al-yahsebi> better known as

the Kfidi lyadh, was a celebrated theologian^, native of Ceuta, but who resided most of his life at

Granada. He was born in a.h. 476, and died at Morocco in 544. His life is in Ibh KhallekSn (Tyd:

Ind., No. 522). See also Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hi^.Mc. vol. il p. 112, et passim, tie wrote a history of his"

^ ...

native city, and a life of the Prophet Mohammed, entitled JiLa^! i\^ u-ftJ jo' J jU>iJl WJUS

' efficient means to ensure the knowledge of the true history of the elected,' which is in the library of tbe^

British Museum, No- 9513, ,.
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XXXIV SOME ACCOUNT OF THE AUTHOR AND HIS WRITINGS.

• Besides the above works, Al-makkari appears to have written, according to Haji Khalfah

{voc. Tdrikk Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddamdt, &c.), a commentary upon the historical prolegomena

of Abu Zeyd 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Khaldun. I find also (fo. 647) that he entertained an idea

of writing a life of the Prophet Mohammed j^^ and that he began, but did not complete, a

Biographical Dictionary of illustrious men born at his own native place, Telemsan, under tliis

title, " The time of Nisdn '* on the eminent men of Telemsan."
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" And I once had in mind to write

on this special subject a work, which I was to have entitled ' The garden of instruction on the act of

invoking God's favours (salat) and his salutation (tesUm) upon the Prophet,' treating of the sublime

conceptions of his mind, and the eloquence of speech with which the Almighty endowed him."

^*: ^^l^ 'Tul J .-Uxi!! Jl Nisdn is the name for one of the Syrian months, answering to

our month of ApriL
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THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
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n _

In the name of God, the compassionate, the merciful

!

^ ^ ^ _ _

Praise be to God, the Lord of Kingdoms ; and his benediction be upoti his

messenger Mohammed, our refuge from perdition; the favour of God be likewise

on the family of the Prophet and on his Companions, whose radiant lights iUnraine

the shadows of the deep, as well as on the learned theologians who-^plurigediTO'

the unfathomable sea of science, and who reached in their "writings the superior

regions of eloquence. '-:'.,

-.1 A J* ^

-. ,- ' ^ - -J ^r^
"

r /o

1- -- - _ _-

- - - -y I" ' >^ J^-t-t ">-V>^^ ^—f:**

-Lr-^-'

-__v _ 1^^ _^ _>r"-^?>_-B-j , -^^- - V J~-^

^'i
hlJ^ Irf ^

^?

Thus saith the humblest and most despicable of God's servants, the sinner ;^itee:,>-^}yix:f:M

who stands most in need of the abundant, mercies ctf.his ;iiOrd;: the weakest|a^^^S^4^;^^M
most abject of his creatures; he who is retained >by,Me-hbiids-a§his^

^
"l . . . ^x ^ ^ - . ^ - H-^ 0- --^ -^ ^ - -^.T -.- - V'^ -^ -'^^^^.-_ -r^ ,. - .^^ n ^ _- *_--^ ^^^^y^--^^^ V '^

strength, and who is bound by the chains of obsen^ance^to lhe^^lS%Si(te&iif i- i '^^:^

to the prophetic mission, (all this being effected through the favour of the AliSiighty,

in whom he trusts, and who is his safeguard ;) the contemptible, the perishaHe,

the sinner, the criminal, he who is entirely destitute of the garments of piety,

Ahmed Ibn Mohammed, known by the patronymic surnames of Al-makkarl, Al-

maleki, Al-raaghrebi, Al-isha'ri;* born, educated, and having passed the first yeatS

of his life at Telemsan, and resided afterwards in Fez the magnificent, and in Misr

the victorious (Cairo) ;—may God Almighty make him good both in thought and in\

-.V ;
--

^ . --d

^ _

-^'--:^

V . 'A.

V --x - _ -J, - -^

>

_V X

.'_

action, endow him with pure qualities, and blameless habits ; showhim the right path::';

in whatever he may think, plan, or undertake ; render him fit for the working of gopd; -^

and meritorious deeds, acts of obedience, and other works, actions, and intentioM :
^

agreeable and acceptable to Him; save him from contaminaticni^ EOid pdlWiPHi^-iA/^;;^

protect him against the deceptions and hes of the Deceiver,: defend him .frdlSStf ?-

venomous shafts of calumny and envy, and change his: pr^j^^pj^^
action, his insignificance, and unworthiness/ into such a .form v^'i^^^
. 1 - A - ': -^

-^ ' - " -;..: :---^^^ym^^^^¥^'''y\
fn him.— Arrn^n-.. -.>

.
^ .- -> ;= ^'^-^dT^^: ':&^^^^'^^^^-^- -—

-

.
--- ---- '----''-' .-'^ -:--. vv^'.h - - ^. -

^

':^'-r'J^ -

'._ -- --. :-'

to him.—Amen.
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[,| V . "When the Lord, whose decrees are infallibly executed on his servants, and from

I": : ; whose will there is no escape, ordered that we should travel away from our country,

!? I: f

;

arid migrate from the place of our birth and infancy, our steps were first directed

C;?:J towards Al-maghrebu-Udksd (the extreme west), a country whose excellences and

t'-i
''- advantages would be complete, were it not that the demons of discord have been let

:i: v=: . loose in its peaceful districts, and the foaming waves of civd wars have inundated

f ; its fields. This we accomplished at the end of the holy month of Ramadhan of the

fc : year one thousand and twenty-seven of the Mohammedan flight (.Sept. a. d. 1618),

after having humbly implored the Ahnighty to facilitate our return to our native

land, and to restore us to the country where good things are most abundant.

O Lord! said we, before starting for our expedition, with the utmost humility and

devotion, listen to our prayer !—permit, through thy infinite bounty, that we may

meet, whether in the East or the West, with whatever is good, and that we may find

: through our course in life such means for our maintenance as thou in thy wisdom

V tot destined fi)r us,—that we may participate, wherever we reside, in thy ample

=: ? ffcurs, and live in entire obedience to thy holy precepts, as communicated by thy

p V : bfessed Messenger, whom thou didst send with the prophetic mission to all nations

of mankind, whether red or black, whether Arabs or Barbarians,—(may thy favour

^:^; and benediction the most complete visit him, and those of his family, and his

illustrious Companions arid their Followers, who followed them in the path of good

and meritorious deeds !) Show us the way through the cultivated plains, and the
^^ - r -

J:f; V . sandy deserts, that we may not miss through fbrgetfalness or sloth any of the places

iSA''~y'' , ffiieritioned in the holy traditions ; ahd that we may be Mly awake to the sense of

llvii^:^;;: j^ direct our course through plain and mountain, through

|:fc^ k;'/: l-"^ we enibark on the sea, when we find ourself placed

lySf:l4f Jlf^rinfeit^^ horrors, when we witness the continual dashing

||;5 c-f:'
^^^^ and comfort our soul, prepare us to meet its

ik-'---:- ^rrniteless perils; "and defend us

X ::^
" : ' ^ - "^ - - '

|§ ;^ :.^'VThe sea is a^ cruel and implacable enemy; and we expect no mercy at his

K=;> ; ; :" Knowing the.^ea to be water, and ourselves to be made of clay; who will

Wm^^t--';-,. :^' wonder if we sufifer from its attacks?" ^

Ug^vx v^

After this prayer we set out on our travel, and, having reached the sea shore, we

ijijJ:: ;O;: t itow ourself mto the hands of the perfidious element. But when we encountered

IfcJ'llv-Si terrific waves, when the bone-breaking eagles, disturbed from their nests by the

^ _"

-- "-"b

- J
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hands of the wind, came flying in onr faces, when we heard the mountains in.M
distance whistle, while the winds groaned and sighed oyer our heads, we placed;^ ^

our confidence in the Almighty God, and trusted to surmount all ohstacles>]#|iSv3

help and protection; for whoever finds himself in danger on thesea, and:tru8ti|^::;

any but in God, is sure of perdition. We were in this state of anxijty,;^^!^;/^

behold! the tempest increases, and the sea joins its terrific yoicetp the di^|j;Jp

of the hurricane; the waves, agitated by an irresistible power, go an|^^^n(iei;"

approach and disappear, and, frantic and mfuriated as if they had tasted 'ol; the :

cup of madness, they knock and dash against each other, then disperse,, thep rally

again as if they had lost nothing of their vigour, now rising in the air as if the

hands of the sky were taking them by the top and dragging them out of their,deep

cavities, or as if they threatened to snatch the reins of the clouds out of Uie IfJi^S;

;

of their conductor; and now throwing open their frightful and dark .abyss|S,-^a^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
the bowels of the earth became visible. In this critical situation every new-;g\^^2;:|»:^^

the howling hurricane, everj^ fresh attack of the roaring elements, .were,
^

of our certain perdition ; and the perpetual flapping of the shattQ;e^^$M
of the waves advancing in close ranks to accomplish Our ;d^tni^t^(%|ft&

crashings of the groaning deck upon which we stood, like so many worn^
^^ ^^^^_^^^^

log of wood, all were harbingers of our approaching death ;-~-our tongue,thl!QUftt:45|3fcl

fear, clove to our mouth, our heart sank under the wei

and we deemed ourself the victim oflered in sacrifice .to

_ _ _>_ --^Ji-x-^/.r.
r"- -. -- -^ ; f T-H ^ **^^

;.. .-. .;^5-.j^w^:.r-^
n^ -.

, r -^—^ uL^ jr:F^T>^

... . _. ^. v^-A^rrJfJT^

- ..L.y. b— r--.-^^<jf^ fi_^>T—

^
, _ - *^— ? ^y^.-*-^^^

— - v^ V ..L-^-.A^ n *rfeH>

- - . . . r.,^iS^^-^^
\

'•' ^^ \ - -V ^|> t>'-A-|- ^-j_^

J J ^B

.^
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L

^ ^^^

"

^^ +^---_ ^ --,- ^-^ft

thought ourself the only object in the worid, besides the^ un»(«l^^«v«^-:..^|
H ^ v^' " I I ._._ ^.j^ -J- ^ ^^^ ^ y \ -- y ^

those who might be buried in its dark abysses.

But our situation was rendered still more miserable and precarious through the
;

.:

watch we were obliged to keep, owing to our proxhnity to the territories pf^^.:;/

infidels (may God Almighty exterminate them all. and place their,country;m^;^:.,;

possession of Uie Moslems !) especially Malta, that ax;cui^ed island, frpm the i^^tey;::;>;

bouriiood of which whoever escapes in safety may weU say that he.hasdesei^fgp,.,,;

favour and protection of the Lord,-that dreaded spot, which; throws, its .-^^.^-.r

shade on the pleasant waters of the Mediterranean,— that den of iniqU|^|pgvf:.n;

treason,—that place of ambush, which is hke a net to circumvent the-^pg^^tegrj

navigate its seas. So what with the danger of, the treacher(M^:Chri#5^^^p|y^:.;.

horrors of the sea, we were kept in a continual state of agUatipii^^^^^^^

ing every moment to meet with our death ; for we weU kne^v the:^^^^^g^^
,^

^

of the element -with wluch,w:e:were:Strjiggling,,we^newa.9.,B"ft*r^*^i^M^/^^^
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X ^ - L r^

knew^ that no courage would be sufficient to tame our adversary and break his

po#er, no virtue enough to overcome him and humble his pride ; and that no force

could be mustered to prostrate him and make him obedient ; we knew him to be an

eiiemy who ought on no occasion to be trusted, and who makes no distinction

between friend and foe, between poor and rich, between weak and strong, between

armed and unarmed, between him who sheds tears, and him who affects sorrow.

" There are three things without remedy in this world, and from which nobody is

''safe ; the sea, time, and a SuMn." ^

' n

. A

.- 'i

:^
\--^ ---^

^.- ^

* ,> ^---
\ -.-^ ^ "^

n - "- ^ ij \

^if^.- - ^ ^

I b T— -I H^ - ^ - --^

^^ - ^-

- "^^

A ^„--

^ ^r

'>:";=

^i

-^

- -\ r
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^
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f-j J:

^- '^> H *

->.
^ "J ^ ^ ^^

; .However, God Almighty was pleased that we should escape both from the perils

0|f the sea, and from the ambushes of our treacherous and impious enemies, the

Christians ; and that we should discover land, after having lost sight of it for many

days ; that our eyes should be invigorated and refreshed with the view of the port,

after having gazed so long on the horrors of the sea ; that our nostrils should be

delighted with the smell of the scented gales of security, after having been affected

by,:the nauseous and putrid exhalations of the irritated waves ; lastly, that joy and

contentment should succeed to sorrow and affliction. We then reached Alexandria,

find after a short stay proceeded up the river to Cairo, where we began to think

seriously of carrying into execution our project ; so, after passing a few days in that

city, full of that subhme conception and blessed object which makes the happiness

and joy of all the true believers, namely, a visit to the two holy and illustrious

spots of Mecca and Medina, we started for our expedition, and, leaving the sea

behind us, took the route of Hejaz, trusting in God, and relying on his pro-

t^btion and assistance.
j_ - ,.- V V.

_ -" >
^>
x^_-L- *

-_ t^-" X_ - - ^ '- ^^>^ ^ _? h" -^_i -

;;t|5^1 areived at Mecca, and visited its illustrious temple, and other holy spots, in

35Contemplation of which life almost left us, and our soul sank under the excess

of its.joy. Having fulfilled all the duties incumbent on a pilgrim, we besought God
-

to inake us of the number of those who pass their lives in his service; and Ave

rernained in Mecca, under the shade of its sanctity, and reaping the fruits of its

blessedness j until the time for a pilgrimage to Medina arrived. This was in the

first days of the month of Dhi-1-ka'dah^ of the year one thousand and twenty-eight

of the Hijra (in the month of September, a.d. 1619) ; and when the season for

visitiUig that and other blessed spots came, we prepared for departure without delay,

and set out on our intended expedition.

^

And. when, after visiting all the sacred spots which lie between Mecca and
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^?^^

Medina, we set our feet in that latter city, a place which far s-urpasses in excellency

any other country in the world, we exclaimed, in the words of a poet,— -

,

- J i^r_^_-^J/--^hy:

^_ -^ '-^?^—^T>^^

<(

(f

" Blessed be the purpose which brought us to the mother of cities (Mep^||jS;51;lK
restrained by the bonds of our faith.

~" -
.--:

i / f-Bl^^/^'-str^'f^S
- When we quenched our thirst in the waters of Zemz^m, and thiw^M^P^-t^i^^T
useless what remained of our travelling supply."^

%
J-- -t r- --. ^ - ^V'J 1*-^

^- iV t-P
. ^tT '-X-'

"-^-
1 ^— >H I- -"xT V^I*-^^_J--
- -^ ^

I j-i-^^>rtb- X

. _ -x. ^ *H-jl->T^H^

_^ >^^-^ ---^-^ -
- - *^^ "+V x-r^ .**^ r-X

H^ j-.-l -^-^"^^ -^ ^
^- . .-^.^^^y.L. ^-x^-^

'.^
I

-- - - ,u - -d- -From Medina we returned to Cairo, where we arrived in Moharram of the: year

one thousand and twenty-nine. Soon afterwards we started on a visit to Al-Kods

(Jerusalem) , and arrived within its blessed walls in the month of Rabi' of the same;

year. When we had penetrated inside its famous temple, and gazed on its wonder^-
-. _ - - r* -^ r

ful structure, of which no words can give an idea ; when our eyes had been almcJ^t

dazzled, and our mind had nearly gone astray in the contemplation of: the \ra0W -^vf^Si^S

— 1 ^--^i-^.-j_-j-

y - ^ L. ^ ._ ^. _^^-^ .>^>._

^ o-i.^_\ - "xVx -^ ijyu-ji
\- - J--\i'jjV r>Ar. -^iS^ .-

^ > > j-Jv-Xj -» -- .

K ^ f^ j^-lV x^ 1-1 ^

--, ^ - - V -•-.-. L-^^ .J^^^
, - -rri-.. - --. ^^rL '^t

_ _ - H . _.^ _ ..^ _^^^V-_t^^^
^ ^ - 'j _ l^ . -x ^^l;^r^^.-^.H,. 1] ^

.
_^ _ ._ ^ ,y _^ .-^+<^'.^,_ _^;^ '

L

-j_^ - -^ .- -I -. - ^ ^_T — \n ^ ^"^ ^ _ '

beauties with which it is illumined, and through which God appears in morCsMi|W;;lS{f^^^P

brightness to man, we anxiously inquired for the sacred ladder ; and. havi%:Met5l^% ;^^:S^^S
--h>^^--V_ -L-

.^-

-i

our steps to the- spot pointed out to us, we saw the place where the b^st and {laStc;';^'!:^^
- ^

of Prophets had stood.
3^5-\j - -V -^— - - - J J. B^^-^ .-1-vJ K-^ r-

__j x_ ^*. ^. _..-:*_ ^
y.',r

-^ -.^ ^ ^ +^ "_ Vy" . Vx^- - A^-' -
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A
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After visiting all and every one of the sacred spots contained within the preeM@f;v::;;;|-|!i^^

the holy temple, and makmg a seasonable stay m JeniSalein, we once more
--^'-^'"^ '"'-' ^''^''^''"^'''

to Cairo, where we fixed our residence, and whence we contiiauedihaldng-r^^

journeys to the pure valleys ; inasmuch as, up to the! jpresent year^l^bemg^Bll^Sl

thousand and thirty-ninth of the Hijra (a. d. 1629-30), we have \i^6:^Mmi^^e:

times, and as many times has our heart leapt with joy at the approach of it,—^aS iriany

times have we trod under our feet the roads of the desert leading to it. (May the

Almighty God give us sufficient strength and life to persevere in this good practice!)

Moreover, after the performance of our last pilgrimage, we returned to Cairo infth^;

month of Safar of the year one thousand and thirty-seven of the Hijra (Nov^niber,:

A. D. 1637), and stayed some time in that splendid capital, until, towards the ttlorith.

of Rejeb of the same year, we were suddenly seized with a great desire of visitii

again the holy house of Jerusalem ; we therefore took our departure, and^ arii'^J^r-;;:^^^
:

;-:^

-J - :*^-. _-. L ->r-/ ^^^^L.>^1^,
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of our undertaking. "VVe cannot, however, abandon the subject, without stating

that Damascus is the abode of happiness, comfort, and contentment ; its mosque'

a building uniting in itself more beauties than the most fanciful imagination can

conceive, and its meadow a spot of blessedness and joy, abounding in beauties of

all kinds ;

—

I- - ^
r I

^

4

" a place of pleasure and delight, an earthly Paradise."

We had, before our arrival at this city, heard and read so much about it and its

inhabitants—(may God prosper and defend them !)—that we had the greatest desire

of meeting them ; and long before we could put our project into execution we were

anticipating the pleasure and utility which their company and society would afford

us. We were not a little confirmed in our desire through our acquaintance
: in

Mecca with one of its noblest and most illustrious citizens, one of those virtuous

Shaikhs who are hke unique pearls strung in the string of time, the right hmwi of

the nobles, and the centre of theologians and preachers; he who is renowned for

his writings and his wisdom in judicial matters, whose sentences were always like a

discriminating line between truth and falsehood, between innocence and crime ; the

author of works whose number and merits it would be a hopeless task to describe

;

the inheritor of science without its troubles, and the endowed with learning and talents,

of the first order,—the Mufti of the Sultan of those districts, in the sect of An-no*

man,^ our Lord A'bdu-r-rahman, son of the Shaikku4~isldm O'mm^du-d-din,- who

never through life left the path followed by the directed. This holy .mm,''with

whose company and society God was pleased to favour us morning and evening,

often told us of the city of Damascus, and of its worthy inhabitants, and strengthened

us in our wish to visit it, and live amongst its people, praising in the highest

terms their hospitality, their amiable disposition, their love of science, their gene-

rosity, and a thousand other brilliant qualities ; so that, when we arrived at

Damascus, and began to mix in company with the noble and the learned amongst its

citizens ; when we had witnessed enough of their excellences and virtues to dazzle

our eyes, and make us lose our senses, we discovered not only that the information

bestowed upon us by the learned judge was correct, but that his most vivid atid
r

eloquent descriptions, his most lavish praises, still fell short of their realmeritSj

and that, in the words of a poet,

—

; „:: 4-;

r

" We were surrounded by their qualities shining in every direction :^ - j

" And although we had heard much in their praise, the report :proved. to be true

" when the meeting took place. "^
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We were received by them with the greatest regard and distinction ; they hastened

to show us aU the wonders of their land ; the noble and the great honoured us with

their consideration and their friendship ; the learned imparted to us their science,

and furnished us with precious information ; everj^ one made us the centre of his

affections and the mark of his generosity. (May God remunerate them as amp]y as

they deserve !) We experienced, wherever we went, the most cordial and amicable

reception ; we M^ere extolled and praised in spite of our ignorance, honoured and

esteemed in spite of our wickedness ; thanked in spite of our inutility ;
and, lastly,

such was their kindness and good behaviour towards us, that we fancied ourselves

one of their family.

Among the most polite and obhging was our Lord Ahmed Ibn Shahin Effendi ;'"

he whose praises ornament the pages of the books, and whose panegyrics fall with

more abundance than the autumnal rains ; he who is the revolving axle of the noble

and the honoured, and the prince of writers and poets ; he who, taking us by the

hand, led us to the discovery of unfrequented paths of literature, and who poured

;upoh.us the torrents of his generosity.

r

Encouraged by the favourable reception we had met with, we then came to the

determination of settling for some time at Damascus—(may God preserve the city

and its inhabitants !)—and began to give all our attention to the scrupulous and

careful contemplation of all and everj' one of the beauties contained in its mosque,

public buildings, palaces, houses, and streets, as well as to a minute perusal of the

natural charms scattered over its fertile meadow : we thus saw and observed many

things which might as so many incomparable pearls be threaded in the string of

description, while we passed the evenings in eloquent and learned conversations,

under the roof of excellent and generous friends, especially under that of the above-

mentioned illustrious individual (Ahmed Ibn Shahin), in whose company we spent

the greatest part of the night in pleasant confabulations, exercising and inuring

ourselves to the practice of literature and eloquence, drinking of the limpid waters

of conviviality and friendship, presenting to each other the marrow of our hearts,

spreading the carpet of mirth and good humour, unloosing the strings of formality

and respect, discussing literary points, investigating the sources of tradition, diving

into the unfathomable sea of theology and jurisprudence, wading through the

tortuous maze of history, and travelling over distant lands and unknown regions,

calling to our assistance, whenever we were assailed by doubt, the authority and

.testimony of the various masters in the respective sciences. It was then that such

among the company as were eager for science, and covetous of information, began

^ -A
i-'^
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to inquire about Andalus, and to entreat us to speak of its fertility and productions,

to praise its excellences and advantages, to record passages of its history, which

eloquence itself could not describe, and to repeat to them the precious sentences,

the inestimable maxims, and the invaluable beauties that lie scattered in the

writings of its historians and poets. It was then that, holding the reins of justice,

and following the road of impartiality, we were imprudent and inconsiderate enough

to undertake such a difficult and laborious task, and began to recite such passages

of its eloquent writers and poets as we knew by heart and God was pleased to put

upon our tongue, especially from the illustrious Wizir Lisanu-d-din Ibnu-1-khattib

As-salmam," (may God pour upon him the torrents of his mercy, and make

him a participant in his ineffable graces !) whom we frequently represented and

described as the knight of prose and verse composition, and the champion who

always won the prize in the literary races of his time. And when we had, on

many occasions, exhausted our powers in praise of the nobie Wizir, wheii we

had represented in the most brilliant colours his merits and virtues, our words

happened to make an impression on the ears of our auditors ; they would hear of

no one but him, and talk of nothing else but his works, until he became the

object of their search, and the end of their wishes and hopes ; the topic of their

conversation, and the idol of their hearts ; and, when they had gathered with the

hands of desire the abundant crops from his writings, their minds became impressed

with his superiority in all the sciences, and their nostrils inhaled the scent of the

flowers scattered over his writings. .Then our Lord Ahmed Ash-shahini, the gUc^e

illustrious individual in whose praise we have expatiated, the endowed with.laudaMe

intentions, asked us to quench his thirst of knowledge respecting the Wizir LisAnu-

d-din, in a work that should relate his origin, education, adventures in life, character,

productions, intercourse with kings, poets, doctors, and other learned and eminent

men among his contemporaries,—^liis glorious deeds, which he strung like so many

unique pearls on the necklace of time, and his Uterary remains, on some of which

the fatal north wind has exercised his deadly blast : he also requested us to

reproduce some of the inestimable jewels, whether in prose or verse^ which lie

scattered in the Wizir's voluminous works,—those that dazzle with their vivid

flashes the eyes of the readers, that surpass in merit all the literary productions

of other countries put together, and which have travelled the roads of the sun and

the moon. )

^^ r" ^

But our answer was, that the undertaking was by no means an easy oti.e> God

having granted science only to a few among his most favourite creatures ; we
- n .

y . r
- --

therefore declined the task upon the three following considerations:': first, our
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insufficiency to conquer the manifold difficulties of a subject which required almost

universal knowledge, and a perfect acquaintance with all the branches of literature

;

secondly, our want of the necessary books to assist us in our task, since we had

left our library in Maghreb, and most of the works we wanted were in the East

more scarce than the griffin ;
'^ and thirdly, the nature of the enterprise abounding

with cases of a most extraordinary kind, occurring with double force to a mind bent

upon melancholy, as ours is, and the division of our attention between the diffi-

culties of the subject and the unhappy events we had to relate.

However, our reasons having been completely disregarded, and our excuses not

accepted, we, after some time, seeing the demand reiterated, thought of complying

with it by way of acknowledgment for the great favours and attentions we owed to

that illustrious individual, and promised him to undertake the task as soon as we

should have returned to Cairo. We therefore set off for that city, and quitted

Damascus with the greatest sorrow and regret, leaving our heart with the kind and

benevolent people by whom we had been so hospitably received, and so generously

treated.
V r

Agreeably to our promise, some time after our arrival at Cairo we began the task

we had taken on our shoulders, and before many weeks had elapsed we wrote a

good portion of it, which would have charmed the eyes and hearts of the lovers of

composition; we followed in its arrangement the most frequented paths, we orna-

mented it with the most precious jewels from the East and West, and we spared no

labour to make it acceptable for the learned. But after this w^e were suddenly

seized with a desire to leave our work unfinished ; and our idleness representing to

: us:>this resolution of ours as an equitable one, we were first led to postpone it, as the

debtor ^postpones the payment of his debt to his generous creditor, and little by httle

to Uy it aside, and then at last to think of not completing what we had begun
;
thus

striking the long space of time we had spent in its composition from the sum of our

deserts, deviating from the mark of the arrow of our intention, and leaving in the

deep shadows of night descriptions of things and ideas which had never occurred to

the mind of any other author. We were persevering in this determination when

a letter of that noble Lord came, announcing to us that no excuse whatsoever would

be received for the non-fulfilment of our promise, and that he waited in the greatest

anxiety the completion of our task ; so we were obliged to return to our work,

and, spurred by his eloquent and affectionate letter, in which he urged us on to the

pursuit, we once more took the pen in our hand, decided not to lay it aside until we

. Jiad brought our undertaking to an end.'^
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We were fast advancing in our work, when it occurred to us that were we to add

to our former plan the history of Andalus, and what Islam performed hi it, aa.

well as a description of the manifold advantages which that country possesses, ajid

the heroic deeds of its inhabitants ; were we to transcribe such select pieces in prose

and verse as would give the scholar an idea of the hterary accomplishmeiits^^
Andalusians, and to say enough of its history and antiquities to fill the cuppf.ffie;,

lover of those sciences, we might, without deviating from our path/ (since a^thJ^

falls within the scope of our subject,) make an important addition to our intended

work. We had, it is true, while residing in the Maghreb (West), when the shades

of youth were declining towards their evening, and when the high regions of

thought were getting out of the reach of the attacks of fate, laboured hard on .the

history of Andalus ; we had collected for the description of that country and its

inhabitants (two subjects to fiU with delight the hearts and souls of the lovers of

science) the most interesting and valuable documents, and the most curious. snd

complete written as well as oral information; we had described minutely ;;t^e

aptitude and superiority of the Andalusians in the sciences, theij-'fprwardn^?;

and courage in attacking the cruel enemy of God; the enchanting beauties of tlie

spots which they formerly inhabited, the sites of their contests and hattles
;
of gB

which we had amassed treasures enough to satisfy the wishes and ambition of.t|r.

most excellent and scrupulous historian, and collected a sufficient number of uritqtt^

pearls to bewitch the mmds of the readers, and gathered in the dehghtfulpaths,:||.

their hterature flowers enough to gratify the senses of the ,s.tudi

together many useful and hitherto unknown things, in : a.manner; to j

of the learned and ingenious start out of their orbits with pleasure and astonishment :

all this, moreover, was written by us in such an elevated and pleasing style, that

had it been publicly delivered by the common crier, it would have made even the

stones deaf.
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But, alas ! the whole of this we had left in Maghreb with the rest of our hbraiy

;

so that we had nothing to assist us in our gigantic undertaking but what littlestill

remained impressed on our mind and memory, and a few detached leaves of our

work, which, when inquired for, answered our summons, and happened by chance

to be among our papers : for had we at present with us all we had collected for,:,the

purpose, and what we had ornamented with the inestimable jewels .of nm^^^
all eyes would have been dazzled, and all hearts rejoiced; for certainly, it::^|^|

have been the most extensive and complete work ever written on thersu}yeqt.i ppi
such as it is, we ofier it to our readers ; for man is the ^on of;tuneg^anfeff^^

'
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stances, and every one spends according to his means : so if the arrow of our

action falls short of the mark of our intention ; if we remain behind in the path that

we propose to follow ; if our style, instead of being elevated and sublime, becomes

humble and low ; if, while extracting the account of an historian, we swallow too

quickly the milk of the breasts of abridgment; if, instead of joining and connecting

the accounts of the various writers, we leave them separated and disjointed ; let our

excuse be the liability of all God's creatures to error, and the facility with which

authors, by over-rating their strength, fall into mistake and delusion. However, we

have done our best to make it as useful and complete as possible ; for he whose

stock of learning is but scanty can only avoid falUng into error by extreme and

scrupuloxis. attention and care, as the weak cannot avoid temptation otherwise than

by continually repeating prayers.

Know ye, then, O readers of this book! that when we had determined upon the

completion of our work, we began to think seriously about the most suitable

division of its parts, and the proper arrangement of the information contained in

it. We therefore, after much consideration, divided it into two separate parts,

to each of which we gave a different title, although both make, as it were, the soul

and body of the work, and are equally deserving of the unreserved attention of the

studious. The first part, in order to attain better the object of our work, and for

the sake of brevity, as also in order to curtail some accounts which it would have

been impossible to abridge, and which would have appeared too long, we thought of

dividing into eight chapters.

Chap. I. will contain a description of the island of Andalus, and of its beautiful

climate and mild temperature, which is the same every where ; as likewise an

account of the manifold advantages and gifts with which God was pleased to endow

it ; its limits and geographical dimensions ; the fecundity of the ground fertilized by

copious rains ; the fruits and productions of its soil ; the imposing ruins and

magnificent remains scattered over its surface ; as also a detailed account of some

of its principal provinces, with the most remarkable cities contained in them.

Chap. II. will show how the Moslems conquered Andalus ; and how and at what

time the whole of that extensive country was subdued by their victorious arms,

under the command of Miiza Ibnu Nosseyr, and Tarik Ibnu Zeyad, his freedman
;

how its rich plains became the hippodromes wherein the Arabs exercised their

generous steeds, and its fields were converted into pasture-grounds and halting-
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places for their camels : it will also contain the narrative of the conquest, borrowed

from the most authentic sources, and such information about the early times

of Islam in Andalus as we have been able to collect.

Chap. III. will be a chronological history of such illustrious Moslems as were,

by their sanctity and virtues, the firm supporters of religion, or who, engaged in

perpetual battle with the enemy of God, defeated him morning and evening, never

resting from the fatigues of the holy war, but prosecuting it with incredible ardour

through pain and toil, over hill and dale : it will likewise contain an account of the

disposition and forwardness of the Andalusians to face the enemy on every occasion,

relate some of their heroic deeds and praiseworthy actions, and inform the readers

of their constancy and ardour in observing the holy precepts of their Sunnah, and

defending them with drawn swords against the attacks of the infidels.

Chap. IV. will give the history of Cordova, that illustrious capital and seat

of the Khalifs, from which the conquerors salhed out who trod on the necks of the

impious Christians, and brought down their pride ;—of its great mosque, built by the

Sultans of the family of Merwan, and decorated with gfittering magnificence, and

works of art dazzling to the eye ;—of the manifold beauties contained in the two

royal seats in its neighbourhood, namely, Medinatu-z-zahra, built by An-n^sir, and

Medinatu-z-zahirah, which Al-mansur erected ;-~of the numerous pleasure-gardeii^

and other spots of recreation in which its environs abound; the extensive .and

fertile territory, with its productions of every kind ;—and lastly, several anecdotes

and historical accounts which are intimately connected with this subject, aiid will

fill with delight the hearts of the acute and the studious.

Chap. V. will be entirely consecrated to the history of those Andalusians who

quitted their native country to travel into the distant regions of the East, and to

enter the territories pure from contamination, and free from heresy; as also to

commemorate the praises which the said eminent doctors, the endowed with superior

minds and virtuous propensities, lavished on Damascus, that mole on earth's cheek,

that terrestrial Paradise; together with such information respecting its principal

orators and best writers among its present inhabitants as we deemed necessary to

illustrate our narrative. It will also contain the conversations which these illus-

trious individuals, whose well-directed arrows always hit the mark of their ,^in^.

tention, notwithstanding that their modesty and self-denial are excessi^>f;teld

with the despicable and unworthy writer of the present work, wheiiy =.disniOiiintiiig

from the camel of peregrination, he alighted amongst them> m' tlve;;year one
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thousand and thirty-seven of the Hijra, and had tlierefore an opportunity of

witnessing their rare excellences, and being almost offuscated by the brightness of

their virtues.

% Chap. VI. A biography of several Eastern worthies, who, guided by the torch

of direction, which was rapidly being extinguished in their own country, bent their

steps towards Andalus, where they implanted, by their stay, the seeds of virtue and

learning ; and who, on their return to their native land, delighted the ears of their

audience with tales respecting the countries they had visited.

r -"

r _ -

^^ <J '-^ — j^ - -

Chap. VII. A sketch of the manifold gifts that God Almighty has lavished upon

the people of Andalus, such as quickness of intellect, power of reason, strength of

imagination, and retentiveness of memory ;—their prodigal expenditure in the acqui-

sition of knowledge, and their wonderful efforts to arrive at fame ;—their superiority

in all the branches of literature, as likewise some of their witty sayings and clever

answers, their jokes, epigrams, satirical traits, and some selections from their

writings ; all tending to show their aptitude for science and literature, and their
r

undeniable pre-eminence and superiority in all the branches of learning.

Chap. VIII. How the impious enemy of God subdued the island of Andalus, after

putting in practice all his treasons and deceits against it, surrounding it with his

circumventing nets, and exciting dissensions and civil wars among the kings and

chiefs of the Moslems ;—how the shrewd Christian acted, and how he conducted

himself, until (may God confound him, and extirpate his progeny to the last !) he

conquered all the territories which acknowledged the sway of Islam, and obliterated

from them the worship of the only God, substituting that of the Trinity and its

?ibominahle; rites,, inscribing its name with the hands of sacrilege and impiety on the
_ ^ _

thr^hold of the temples and other places of worship consecrated to the only and

indivisible God.—How the Andalusian Moslems (of Granada), surrounded on every

side by the enemies of their faith, solicited in eloquent epistles, either in prose or

verse, the assistance and help of their Moslem brethren of the East and West ; and

how, their entreaties being disregarded, under the plea that the enemy guarded all

the avenues to that city, and that their forces were not sufficiently numerous to con-

tend with the various nations of Christians who besieged it, they fell helpless and

unarmed into the hands of their cruel enemy. May God restore to it the words

of Islam, and re-estabhsh in it the laws of his blessed messenger, the Lord of the

-Creation, (upon whom be blessing and salutation !) and expel from it and the sur-

/rounding countries all the infidel nations !
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Such will be the division^* and arrangement of the first part of this work, in

which we have not introduced any chapter respecting the Wizir Lis^nu-d-din ; for,

as the reader will see, the second, which forms the hulk of this work, is exclusively

consecrated to him, the first part being only, as it were, an episode in the life of that

eminent and illustrious individual.

- - >

As to the title which we have chosen for our work, we must state that- our first

thought was to name it " Sweet Odour emanating from the History of the Wizir

Lisanu-d-dm Ibnud-khattib ;"^' but, when we determined upon adding to our plan

the history of Andalus, we changed our mind, and entitled it, " Fragrant Smellfrom

tender shoots of Andalus, and the History of the Wizir JUsdnu-d-din Ibnu-l-

khattih."^'^ We must add that we were not a little stimulated to the composition

of the work, and to divide it in the manner we have just described, by several

reasons : the first and principal, because the individual who was the cause of the

composition of this work was himself a native of Syria, and born in the illustriou^s

city of Damascus; the second, that the conquerors of Andalus were for the most

part Syrians, all men of courage and determination; the third, that the greatest

part of the Arab families who settled in Andalus in the first centuries after the •-

conquest, fixing therein their permanent residence, and carrying with them wherever

they went prosperity and power, were originally from Syria; and lastly, that the

city of Granada was chiefly inhabited by people from Damascus, who, struck by the :

resemblance which that former city bore to the capital of Syria, in its palaces

j

rivers, abundance of trees, and profusion of flowers, named it after their native dity.

We shall now beseech the readers to look at this our book with the eyes of

indulgence ; not to inquire further into the motives of its being written, nor to

think about him who was the principal cause of its composition ; but, putting aside
4

all these and other considerations, to place all their reliance and trust in its contents,

to forgive such errors as they may detect, and to pardon the mistakes and want

of judgment of the author. We farther request them not to examine our narrative

with the eyes of close criticism, whenever they see us struggling either with the

obscurities of the language, or with the insurmountable difficulties of history ; but

to treat us with indulgence, and to consider, that although our work may not satisfy

their wishes, yet it is not altogether devoid of utility and interest ; and it may lead

them to the discovery of more precious information. For our part, we are satisfied [[

with our most intimate conviction of not having spared either time,- expense,' or

labour, to render this book as useful and agreeable as possible, aiid feel .confident

that very few works will be found to surpass the present, or even . to dbmpete with

y
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it, in point of abundance and diversity of matter. We therefore consider it as a

valuable gift, and as sucli we hope that it Avill be received with open arms by all

lovers of learning and information

.

In the course of our narrative we have occasionally introduced quotations, in

prose and verse, from various writers, especially whenever we deemed it expedient

or necessary for the illustration of our subject ; and we have likewise brought in

such anecdotes of Kings, Wizirs, Kadis, Poets, and other learned men, as we
thought would be an example for future generations, and a salutary admonition for

all our readers.
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CHAP. I.

_ _ vj I

Etymology of the name of Andalus—CHmate—Geographical Divisions—Dimensions of the Coimtiy--

Shape—Ancient divisions—First settlers—^Vandals—Africans—Romans—Ishbdn, son of Titus^Bisht-

ilikat—Goths—Iskhander,

In the name of God, whose assistance we humbly heseech and implore, we shall

begin by describing the Island of Andalus,—a countiy whose excellences are: so; ;"

numerous, and of such a kind, that they cannot easily be contained within the limits

ofabook, and that no words can be found sufficiently strong to give an ideajof;
;:

them. For our part, we consider Andalus as the prize of the race -ft^;;;l^Jie

horsemen who, at the utmost speed of their chargers, subdued the regions of the

East and West.

Respecting the etymology of its name different opinions prevail ; some authors,
f^""^^'

"^

like Ibnu Sa'ld,' derive it from Andalus, son of Tubal, son of Y^feth, son of Nuh, " AndaW

who settled in it, and gave it his name, in like manner as his brother Sebt, son

of Yafeth, peopled the opposite land, and gave his name to the city of Sebtah

(Ceuta). Ibnu Ghaiib^ follows the same opinion, but makes Andalus to be the son

of Yafeth. Ibnu Hayyan,^ Ibnu Khaldun,* and others, derive it from Andalosh,^

a nation of barbarians who settled there. This latter opinion seems the most

probable; but God is all-knowing.

The country of Andalus (may God restore it entire to the Moslems !) has. be^iiGiimate.

described both by native and foreign writers in the most pompous terms. jT^e^

Wizir Lisanu-d-din^ Ibnu-1-khattib, (may God show him mercy !) in bne-.pS'^Ms

historical works, says as follows : " God Almighty has. distinguished^rtliis
; p^

" country by endowing it with gentle hills and fertile plainSySweet^MS /Wholesome
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Geographical
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" food, a great number of useful animals, plenty of fruits, abundance of waters,

" comfortable dweUings, good clothing, beautiful vases, and utensils of every

'' description ; fine weapons, a pure and wholesome air, a slow succession of the

" seasons of the year. He has also endowed its inhabitants with great aptitude for

" the sciences and the arts of domestic life ; acuteness of mind, quickness of intel-

" lect ; courage, ardent love of every thing which is noble, and many other brilliant

** qualities, which are not to be found united in people of any other country."

Abu 'Obeyd-illah Al-bekri Al-andalusi' compares his native country to Sham

(Syria) for purity of air and sweetness of waters, to Yemen for mildness of tempera-

ture, which is every where the same, to Hind (India) for drugs and aromatic plants,

to Al-ahwaz« for the magnitude of its snakes, to China for mines and precious

stones, to 'Aden for the number and security of its coasts and harbours.

Abu 'Amir As-sal^mi,^ in his work entitled " Durru-UkiUyid wa ghurruru-l-

fawdyid, (pearls of the necklaces, and stars of useful things,) says that Andalus

belongs to the chmate of Shdm (Syria) ; that which, of all those into which the

earth is divided, is reckoned the best and most temperate, which has the finest land

and waters, and which abounds most in animals, fruits, and productions of all kinds

:

" that climate," he adds, *' occupies a middle place among the other climates, and

'*
is therefore considered the best, it being well known that the most preferable

'' po'rtion of any thing is that which is in the middle."

The Sheikh Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Musa Ar-razi^" says that Andalus

is situated at the extremity of the fourth chmate towards the "West, and that

all learned authors agree in describing it as a country with delightful valleys,

ahd fertile lands, rich in all sorts of agricultural productions, watered by many

large rivers, and abounding in springs of the sweetest waters. It contains but

few wild beasts, or venomous reptiles; the air in. winter is mild, and the coolest

breezes temper the beat of, summer. The climate is so temperate all the year

rbund as to make the transition from one season tq another almost imperceptible

;

in fact, - it may be said that a perpetual spring reigns aU over Andalus, this

being -the reason why most of the fruits of earth grow in all seasons, and the

crops sticceed one another without interruption ; owing, too, to the different

quahties of the . soil, the same produce may be obtained all the year round m

various provinces of Andalus ; as, for instance, on the coast and the lands adjommg

to it all fruits of the earth are very fonvard, while in the Thagher^^ and its

districts, and especially on the mountains, where the air is colder, they are, on

the contrary, very backward. Most of its fruits, also, partake of a flavour and

beauty which are not common to those of other countries.^^

i-^lliat Andahis is situate in the fourth chmate appears sufficiently demonstrated
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by the words of the geographer Idrisi, as quoted by Ibnu Sa'id :

'* Ajidalus,"

says that author, " has no portion of its territory within the thurd dimate, but

the fourth passes by its southern coast, and includes Cordova, Seville, Murcia,

and Valencia; thence it goes towards Sicily, encloses this and other islands in

' the neighbourhood, leaving the sun at the hack. The fifth passes by Tsleyt&leh

(Toledo), Barakostah (Saragossa) and the environs; ihen hj Arghon^^

at the southern extremity of which is the city of Barsheldnah (Barcelona)

,

" it proceeds to Rome and the country subject to that city, divides the BaAm-/-

" Banddilceh (Gulf of Venice) into two parts, and comprises Costantiniyeh the

'

' great (Constantinople) and its territory, leaving behind the planet called

" Az-zahrah (Venus). The sixth passes by the northern coast of Andalus,

that which is washed by the waters of the circumambient sea, includes "part of .

Castile^* and Portugal,^^ a great portion of the country of the Franks,' Gfeorgia,

and the country of the Sclavonians and Russians, leaving behind the :planet

" called 'Ottdrid (Mercury). The seventh comprises the circumambieiifc sea-/to :

the north of Andalus, the island called Alinkilterrah^^ (England) ^M^^-^tMrs^
r

in the neighbourhood, as well as the remainder of the countries of the Fr^ks-

and Sclavonians, Georgia, and Berjan.^''—According to Al-beyhaki^« .the island^

" ofTuli,^3andthe two islands of Al-ajb^P" (N6n\^ay) and An-nisd" (Aiiiazones); ^^

"and several other districts of Russia, fall within the , limits of this seYeiith-:and, /
- _ _ ^ ^ _

" last chmate, which has the moon at its back.'' .-,..: .^tv:^^.-.

Respecting the name of ^Z-je^j/r^A (the -island) by.which :aH authorjSr^i^Ma ft

designating Andalus, it must not be understood by it that that'cOunti^isiv^pi'Opleliy^

speaking, an island ; since it is well known to be joined to the great land (dontinfiiat).^

by the chain of mountains called AUbort^^ (Pyrenees), but the Arabs in general

call by this name all those countries which are surrounded by water on every side

but one, and this being the case with Andalus, it was called Al-jezirah. Two

principal seas wash the shores of Andalus; on the northern and western side.

the circumambient sea (Ocean), on the southern and eastern the sea of SJid-m

(Mediterranean). By the sea of Shdm we understand that sea which begins at:

the lower extremity of Andalus, at a place on its south-western coast called

Jeziratu4-]chadhrd^^ (Algesiras), between Tangiers in Africa and the coast of.

Andalus, taking from thence its course towards Syria. The width of this sear. -

at the said spot is generally stated at eighteen niiles ; which is also the dis-;

tance between Jezirah Tariff* (Tarifa) and Kasr Masmtidah^^ (Alcasjo*), .nefe-

Ceuta. Between these two last mentioned places there was once a:-:J|ij|gfe>S

which, according to common opinion, Iskhander (Alexander) ordered .io^l|e|b'
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that he might pass from Andalus into the opposite land of Africa. But of this

more will be said in the course of this narrative.

The narrow sea thus emerging from between the two coasts was called

Bahru-z-zoUW^^ (the narrow sea). Although the distance between the two

shores is so small, as we have aheady observed, this strait is nevertheless

very difficult to be passed, owing to the continual agitation of its waves, and

the frightful whirlpools occasioned by the meeting of the two seas. We have

said that the width of the straits at the narrowest part was eighteen miles
;

it

is double that width at Ceuta, and from thence the sea begins to grow wider

and wider, until at some places it reaches 800 miles in breadth, or perhaps

more ; as happens at Stir (Tyre), on the coast of Syria. This sea contains

many islands, which some geographers estimate to be twenty-eight in number,

and of which the principal are Sicily, Malta, Sardinia, Corsica, Crete, Corfu, and

so forth.

Dimensions of The dimensions of the country are differently stated: Ahmes'udi,^^ in his

thecountry. » q^j^^j^ j^g^^o^g^.. s^ys,
'* Audalus is very thickly peopled ; nearly two months

'* of continual marching are required to traverse it from one end to the other.

'* It contains nearly forty cities of the first rank." Ibn AUsa' ^^ agrees with

Al-mes'udi in this particular ; his opinion is that the length of Andalus from

Aridnah^^ (Narbonne) to Ishbdnah (Lisbon) is equal to the distance that a horse-

man well mounted may travel in sixty days ; but this is decidedly an error, first

of all because Narbonne is, by that author, placed within the limits of Andalus,

while it is evident that it belongs to another country ; and secondly, because the

distance between those two cities is much overrated, as most of the authors who

have written on the subject estknate it at only one month and a half's march.

=;:ihmx Sa'id, however, endeavours to adjust the difference by supposing that

: ibh;AJisa' meant a horseman not well mounted, and travelling by short stages,

^
^ and that his text was vitiated by the copyist. He himself adopts the computation

of the Sherif Idrisi as that which deserves more credit, namely, that the length

of Andalus is of one month's march. The same opinion is followed by Al-hijari,^°

who, having, as he informs us, consulted with well informed and trustworthy

travellers on the subject, learnt from them that a httle more than a month's

good travelHng was sufficient to traverse Andalus in its whole length.

. The last mentioned author (Al-hijari) estimates the distance from Lisbon to

- ^Z-%'i^*^ (the Pyrenees) at more than one thousand miles, but whoever wishes

to obtain more information on the subject may consult Ibnu Sa'id, who has

\A - treated the matter at full length.r- - -^
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The width of Andalus measured at the top, towards the north-east, is forty

miles, this being the length of those mountain barriers which separate it from

the country of the Franks, and which stretch along from the Mediterranean to

the Ocean; if measured at the centre, as for instance drawing a line to pass by .

Toledo, it is sixteen days' march.

Its shape, according to all accounts, is that of a triangle ; much difference, shape,

however, exists among geographers respecting its north-eastern ^^ ^ngle, namely,

that which falls in the neighbourhood of Narbonne
:
some authors, like Ahmed

Ibn Mohammed Ar-razl and Ibnu Hayyan, placing it in Narbonne, a city imme-

diately facing Bordhil (Bourdeaux) ^^ on the north-east ; while others only place

it in the neighbouring districts. But this, as well as other points concerning

the topography of Andalus, has been decided by the Sherif Idrisi, an author

in whose accounts imphcit reliance may be placed, not only because he traversed

that country in all directions, navigated its seas, and surveyed its coasts, but

also on account of the great knowledge he acquired in the science of geography.

The words of Ar-razi on the subject are as follows: " The shape of Andalus ;i

*'
is that of a triangle, the angles of which are placed, one at Kddis (Cadiz), wh^re

" stands the famous tower with an idol at the top, or rather at that spot on the

" extreme south where the Mediterranean begins, directing its course to the east.

*' The other to the east of Andalus, between the cities of Narbonne and Bordhilr :

'* which are now in the hands of the Franks, falling diametrically opposite to tli0;.

"two islands of Mayorcah (Mallorca) and Mendrcah (Menorca), and at an eqg# ;
:;

'* distance from the Ocean and Mediterranean, which in those parts are separStfed

' ' only by an intervening tract of land called Al-abwdb (the Gates) , being gdrges

" or passes which serve as a communication between the island of Andalus and

'* the great land (continent) of which Afranjah (France) forms part. At this

" place the distance between the tw^o seas is of two days' march, Narbonne bemg

" on the coast of the Mediterranean, and Bordhil facing the Ocean, The third

*' angle is placed in the north-west, in that spot of the country of Jalikiyah

" (Galicia), where there is a mountain near the sea, and on it a very high tower,

:

with an idol on the top, similar to that of Kddis, and looking towards Birtdniah

(Britain)." ;:

Ibnu Sa'id says, " having once asked the opinion of several men learned in ,;

" these matters, I was told that Idrlsi's statement seemed the most worthy.:of.

" being received, namely, that neither Narbonne nor Bordhil were within ^tK'^v

" hmits of Andalus, and therefore that the angle in the east niust;-b^i|®|ed ^

"between the cities of Barshelonah (Barcelona) and Tarkdnah ; (Tarr^gpHa)V >*

"a spot called Wddi-Zanlakalto,^^ close, to the mountain ^ba;^e|awhich^ tte
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Ancient divi-

sion ».

" divides Andalus from the continent, where naany different languages are spoken.

" These mountains have several passes or gates, which a Grecian king^^ ordered

*' to be opened in the rock with fire, vinegar, and iron, for before his time there

*' was no communication whatsoever by land between Andalus and the continent.

" The said gates or passes face that part of the Bahru-z--zokdk (Mediterranean)

" which divides the two islands of Mallorca and Menorca, this being a fact which

''is corroborated by the assertions of ail travellers in those districts. The second

" and third angles are placed by Idrisi in the same situation that the authors

/'before mentioned agree in giving them, viz., in the promontory called 'Ajma'u-

" l-hahrdni^^ near the city of Shant Yakdh (Santiago) in GaUcia, where the

"famous beacon stands; and in the mountain of Al-aghar,^'^ near Cadiz, the

"site of the well-known tower which has an idol on the top of it. Near this

" mountain, in a south-west direction, is the spot where the Bahru-z-zokdk (narrow

" sea) emerges from the Ocean, and from whence, after washing the southern and

" eastern coasts of Andalus, it reaches one side of the Pyrenees."

Andalus was divided, following the words of Ar-razi, into two parts -.—Andalus

AUgharli (Western) , and Andalus Ash-sharU (Eastern) , the division having been

made according to the prevailing winds, the fall of the rains, and the course of

the rivers. The GharU (western) was that part of Andalus whose rivers empty

their waters into the Western Ocean, and where it rains when the winds blow

from the western quarter ; the SharH (eastern) , which was also called Al-aksd,

or the remote, being, on the contrary, that whose rivers flow to the east, and

where it rains when the easterly winds blow. The dividing Une between these

two .districts was placed by Ar-razi in the mountains of.the Basques (Ai-bashkans)

tovsrards the east, from thence drawmg a hne to the city of Santa Maria,^^ then

incHning a. little towards the district of Agreda, in the neighbourhood of Toledo,

and at, l^st.approaching that part of the Mediterranean which washes the shores of

the modem .Cartagena, which belongs to the district of Lorcah (Lorca). All the

countries falUng eastward of this line were therefore comprised within the hmits

of Eastern Andalus, and those to the west within those of Western Andalus. The

boundaries of the latter were : to the north-west, and west, the Ocean ; to the south

the Western Sea, whence the Mediterranean, which the ancients called also

Bahr Tirren^^ issues to take its course towards Syria. Bahr Tirren means the

sea that divides the globe : it was called also the Great Sea.*"

Abu Bekr 'Abdullah Ibn 'Abdi-1-hakam, known by the surname of Ibn An-

^;L!:
"^

nadhdham,*^ treating of the said division, adds a few particulars which we repeat

^^v::i-J :::(.; here for the sake of information. " Andahis," he says," was divided into two

.^J^S^^^^ viV^ by ancient geographers, who observed that whenever winds from the west
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' prevailed, it rained much in Western Andalus, and there was drought in the

' Eastern ; and, on the contrary, when the wind blew from the east^ rain fell

' in abundance in the Eastern, and the Western was dry and parched. The
' same difference was observed respecting the course of rivers, for aU the rivers

' in Western Andalus flow from the east to the west, forcing their way through.

' those mountains'*^ that traverse it in the middle, and are only a branch detaejigd^

' from the mountains in the north-western districts. In the Eastern all rivers

' flow from west to east, for although, some of them take a more southern

' direction, yet they all spring from the said mountains in the centre of Andalus,

' and discharge their waters into the Mediterranean, which goes on to Syria,

' and is known also by the name of Bahru-r-rtimi (the sea of Greece). As to

' the rivers of the north-western districts*^ (Al-Juf), including those of the

' country of the Galicians, and its dependencies, all empty themselves into the,

* great ocean (Atlantic), which washes the shores of those countries,"

The same author (Ibn An-nadhdham) says that the first people who, after -tlie wseuiew

deluge, settled in Andalus, according to the accounts of foreign writers, were ;a;

nation called Andalush, M'ho gave their name to the country. This word Andalusk

being in the course of time corrupted by the Arabs, who changed the letter shm .

into sin, it was written and pronounced Andalus, which is the present namj^ of.

this country.** Those barbarians came to Andalus and settled in it; and their

numbers having increased considerably, in the course of time they filled the whole,

country and established different kingdoms in it. But. being idolaters; (^Ma^*"'^''-^

and otherwise inclined to depravity and corruption, they lived in entire diso

to the divine precepts, until God Almighty, perceiving their obstinacy, ;Wit

the rain from them, and the whole country was thereby exposed to the most

dreadful sterility ; fountains sank into the bowels of the earth, rivers altered their

course, trees dried up, plants withered, and both men and beasts experienced

the most raging thirst, owing to which most of the inhabitants perished, with the

exception of a few who escaped from death by flying into distant lands: Thtis

freed from these people, Andalus became a desert, and continued so for one

hundred years,*^ for that great calamity was not confined to any part of its territory,-

but ravaged the whole country from the Pyrenees to the farthest extremity in the

Western or Green Sea, The reign of the Andalnsh had lasted one hundred and .:

'

odd years- /.\.\ ^v;

At last, after Andalus had remained in that state for the said ^period of ye|ifi|iMesns.

God Almighty was pleased to send other settlers ; these were ; certain^iiefiipfe-v

whom the king of Africa had banished his dommions, because; of ;th^|c::&vihg

excited sedition in his state, and instigated his subjects to;:^^y0i|>.ag^nSt- him.
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After making war against them until they were nearly exterminated, he caused

the few who remained to he embarked on board some vessels, and giving them

for commander an officer of the name of Batrikus, he allowed them to go whither

they pleased. Batrikus and his men first cast anchor at a place on the western

shore of Andalus, and settled at Cadiz. Having afterwards advanced into the

interior of the country, they found that, owing to the fall of rain, the land had

recovered its former aspect, the fields were adorned with verdure, the rivers flowed,

the fountains ran, and the trees were covered with leaves. Encouraged by what

they saw, they proceeded still farther, spread themselves about the country,

extended their settlements, built cities and towns, and increased their numbers

by marriage. However, they settled in preference in that part of the country

between the place of their landing in the west, and the country of the Franks

in the east, and appointed kings to rule over them and administer their affairs.

Their rehgion was the same as that of their predecessors in the country, that is,

they worshipped idols. They fixed their capital at Talikah (Itahca), a city now

in ruins, and which once belonged to the district of Ishbihah (Seville). But,

after a period of one hundred and fifty-seven years, during which eleven kings

of that race reigned over Andalus, God Almighty permitted that they should all

be annihilated by the barbarians of Rome, who invaded and conquered the country.

" After the defeat and destruction of the Africans, the empire of Andalus

" devolved to the people of Rome and their king Ishban, son of Titus,« after

whom Andalus was called Ishhdniah. Some authors assert that the real name

of this king was Isbah^n, and that he was called so on account of his being

Vborn in the city of Isfahan; only that the barbarians corrupted it and called

him Ishban; but, be this as it may, certain it is that this king Ishban founded

Seville, and called it after his name Ishhaniah, which in after time became also

-Me a^eUation of the whole country, owing to the numerous ruins of works

». and edifices erected by him, which are still visible in many parts of Andalus.

'' This king Ishban is generally held as one of the conquerors of the earth. He

" invaded Andalus, and by the favour of God, who gave victory to his arms, he

made war against the inhabitants, dispersed their armies, slaughtered and cap-

tured their men, and besieged them at last in their capital, the city of Itahca.

Tlie Africans made a most desperate resistance, and, the place being very strong,

" held out a considerable time, until Ishban, impatient of the delay, caused the

- city of Seville to be built opposite to Itahca, and, pressing on the siege, took it

^' by storm. By the taking of Italica, which he ordered to be demolished, and

'-'
its marbles and effects carried to his new city, the whole of Andalus submitted

B « to Ishban, who, having completed the building of Seville, chose it for his court
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'' and residence, established his authority permanently, increased his armies, and

" pursued his career of conquest. Scarcely two years had elapsed when he
" sailed from Seville with a fleet, attacked Ilia,*' which is the same as Al-Kods

" (Jerusalem) the illustrious, plundered and demolished it, killed one hundred

" thousand Jews, spared one hundred thousand, and caused its marbles : and

"effects to be transported to Andalus. This Ishbdn further subdued all his

" enemies, and his reign was very prosperous." The preceding account is taken,

word for word, from Ibn An-nadhdham. We may add to it what a certain historian

says to prove the taking of Jerusalem, although he attributes the conquest to

another king, namely, that most of the wonderful things which the Moslems

found among the spoils of Andalus at the time of the conquest, such a& the

table of Suleyman, son of Daud, (upon whom be peace !) which Tarik Ibn

Zeyad found in a temple at Toledo, and the pearl necklace taken by Musa Ibn
'

Nosseyr from the church at Merida, as well as a great many other precious objects

and jewels, of which a more ample description will be given hereafter, were.part

of the share in the spoil which, at the taking of Jerusalem by Bokht: Nasser,.
;

fell to the lot of a king of Spain, whose name was Berian,*^ and who was present ; .-
, --^ ] -'_0^^

at the conquest of that city. The whole of these precwus objects had been in :,/ VW:,

former times the property of the Prophet Suleyman, son of Datid, for whose use /^'^'':1i:M
^ _ ^ ^ _ _

the Jinn had constructed them. How the contradictory accounts of these tvy:p ...:

historians are to be adjusted we cannot decide, unless Ishban and Beridn he\fhie,,.
,

;

sameperson: God only is all-knowing. .: ::.
'. .\r _'-<:: '.-:-,: -?^B., ':-.- "

-^

To return to Ishban. Ibnu Hayyan, in his historical :work; entitled "the^hpplkrshban.

" of the seeker of information respecting the History of the Barhariahs,"*^ says

that this Ishban was once a very poor man from the lower ranks of society, and

as he was one day engaged in ploughing a field with his oxen, Al-khadher ^° (on

whom be peace !) appeared before him, and addressed him thus :

*' O Ishban, thou

" art destined to perform great deeds ; thou shalt reign, and thy fame shall spread

"far and wide. When thou takest Ilia, be kind to the descendants of the

" Prophet." And Ishban answered, " Thou art jesting, no doubt, or I am npt

" the person thou meanest, for I am a poor and weak man, and am obliged to

*' hire out my services to gain a living, and certainly it is not for people of my
" class that the empire is reserved." "No matter," rephed Al-khadher, " what ,- ^^.

" I tell thee is the plain truth; it is predestined, and it shall happen: He.hEjS

"decreed it who has the power to change that dry rod thou bearest j^.41^

"hand into a green bough." Ishbdn looked, w^hen lo ! it suddenly:; -tii|^ed

green, flourished, and was covered with leaves; Ishban was astpuj^e^^wMU^he

saw the miracle ; he tried to speak, but his tongue clove to-Ms ;mp:C|fi j'He looked
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for Al-khadher, but Al-khadher was gone, he had vanished from his sight. How-

ever, the words of the Prophet remaining deeply impressed on his mind, he began

to turn over what had been said to him, and the result was that he soon after-

wards left his master's service, and associated with men of courage and deter-

mination, amongst whom he became conspicuous for his prowess, until he arrived

at power and performed what has been related. His reign lasted twenty years,

and he transmitted the empire to his posterity, of whom fifty-five kings ruled

over Andalus.

or : After this the country was invaded by other barbarians coming from Rome,

and called Bishtilikdt,^^ who, with their king Talubush,^^ son of Beytah, at their

head, arrived in Andalus, after conquering on their way the country of the

Franks, which they governed by their prefects. This took place about the

time of the resurrection of the Massih (anointed), son of Mariara, (on whom be

peace !) They conquered the whole of Andalus, and fixed their court at Merida,

remaining in undisturbed possession of the country during the reign of twenty-

seven monarchs, until they themselves were subdued by the Goths, who with

their king at their head invaded Andalus, and separated it for ever from the

empire of Kome.

The Goths fixed their capital at Toleyalah (Toledo). However, Ishblliah still

continued to be the abode of the sciences, and the dwelling-place of the most

noble among the Ishbanians. About this time the Apostles sent by Tsa Al-massih

(the anointed) began to wander about the world, calling the people to his

rehgion. In some countries their words were heard, and thousands of people

embraced the rehgion which they preached ; in others they were unheard, and

put to death. Among those who adopted their creed, and honoured the Apostles,

,

;was Khoshandinus^* (Constantine), king of the Goths, who not only embraced

: Chnstianity, But called upon his subjects to do the same. This Khoshandinus is held

by the Christians as the greatest king they ever had, and as the most accomplished,

upright, vh-tuous, and wise monarch that can be imagined. It was he who

introduced Christianity into his dominions, where it has flourished ever since,

and used to decide in all law cases with the assistance of the Gospels, those books

.upon which various opinions prevail, as also upon their writers or compilers.

Several kings of the posterity of Khoshandinus reigned after hhn in Andalus,

until that country was finally subdued by the Arabs, by whose means God

Almighty was pleased to make manifest the superiority of IsUm over every

; other religion.

, The number of kings of Gothic descent who reigned over Andalus is stated

L in the old Christian chronicles to have been thirty-six, from Atanauinus,^* who
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56
reigned in the fifth year of the Emperor Filibus,^^ in 407 of the era of Safar^

from which the barbarians compute their years, to Ludherik, their last king,

who reigned in 749 ^' of the said era ; and in whose time the Arabs conquered

Andalus and overthrew the Gothic empire : their domination, moreover, is said

to have lasted 342 years. ' - ;

"'

However, there are not wanting authors who make of the Goths and the

Bishtilikat only one nation, but the generality think, as we have said, that they

were distinct people, that the latter were the barbarians of Rome, that they fixed

their court at Merida, and that the kings of their race were twenty-seven in

number ; that the Goths came afterwards, subdued the country, and made the

city of Toledo the seat of their empire. All agree, however, in stating the number

of their kings to be thirty-six. The Goths, according to Ar-razi, are the sons

of Yajtij, son of Yafeth, son of Niih ; others give them a diiferent origin.

Before lea-ving the subject of the ancient history of Andalus, we deem it proper

to transcribe here the words of the Kadi-1-kodd Ibnu Khaldiin Al-hsi^hramS^?

in his great historical work. " The opposite land," he says, " which the :'barbariang

*' call Andalush, is inhabited by various nations of western Franks, anSong which

" the most powerful and numerous are the Jalalcah (Gahcians). Hundreds of

" years before the manifestation of Islam, the Goths, after fighting ma&y battles

*' with the Latins, laid siege to their capital, the city of Rome; after this, peade^^
;

"was made between them, one of the conditions being that the G^ths. should ;; :

" go to Andalus ; and they accordingly went to that countrj^ and tpokx jibSs^si^ift

" of it. When the Greeks and Latins embraced Christianity, the3c;:induM''tne"

" nations of Franks and Goths who dwelt heyond them in the west ^ to do the

*' same, and they accordingly became Christians. The Goths, who had possession

" of Andalus, established their capital in Toledo ; but it was not always so, for in

'* the course of time their kings resided by turns in Seville, Cordova, or Merida,^^

*
' besides the above-mentioned city. Their dominion lasted for nearly 400 years,

" until God Almighty was pleased to spread Islam and conquest over their

*' countrj'. Their king at that time was named Ludherik, an appellation generally

*' given by the Goths to their kings, as the Romans call their emperor Kaysar

" (Csesar), and the Sicilians name their king Jerjiz.'*^* ,..:;.

If we are to believe the ancient traditions, Iskhander (Alexander) must also have, Iskhander

resided in Andalus ; the remains, too, of a bridge erected by hitn, between T^ngiers Andalus.

and Algesii"as, are reported by Idrisi as ^still existing in his time. Tlie hmi^fig^

of the bridge originated thus: It is generally asserted that, in tim^ ioi|^:0lfr^the

Mediterranean was a lake smTounded by land on every sid0ij. Me.lpef^a o
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Tabaristan (the Caspian sea), whose waters have no communication whatsoever

with those of other seas, and that Andalus and the opposite land of Africa were

joined together so as to form only one continent, owing to which the people

of the remote West {Maghrehu-haksa) were continually making incursions into

Andalus, and visiting its inhabitants with destruction and war. On the arrival

,of Iskhander in Andalus, the people appeared before him, and humbly besought

him that he would put a stop to the hostile incursions of their neighbours, upon

which Iskhander, having taken the subject into consideration, called together

his architects and geometricians, and bid them appear in his presence on the

spot now occupied by Bahru-z-zokak (Straits of Gibraltar). He then commanded

them to measure the level of the two seas (the Ocean and Mediterranean) ,
which

being done, the first (the Ocean) was found to be a little the higher. This being

reported to Iskhander, he issued immediate orders for the demolition of all the

cities which stood on the coast of the Mediterranean, enjoining at the same time

that they should be rebuilt farther into the country on more elevated situations.

He next caused a deep trench or canal to be dug between Tangiers and Andalus,

and the digging was carried so deep into the earth that the crests of the mountains

of the lower world became visible.^' Wlien the excavation was completed, a

wharf,^'* of great dimensions, and built with stone and mortar, an admirable work
'

of art, was erected all along the coast of Andalus, measuring in length twelve

miles, the distance which then separated the two seas. Another wharf of similar

dimensions was constructed along the coast of Tangiers, and the space left between

the two was six miles, which is exactly the width of the straits at that spot. This

being done, he caused another great excavation to be made on the side of the

Ocean, and, when every thing was ready, the waters of the great sea (Ocean) were

letjnto the excavated space between the two wharfs, but with such a fury did they

riish into the Mediterranean that its bed was Med, the neighbouring countries

were inundated, many cities were submerged, and thousands of people perished in

the waves. The waters covered both the wharfs, and rose to a height of eleven

ells. The wharf nearest to Andalus is sometimes visible at low water, when it

looks like a great parallel hne ; the inhabitants of the two islands ^^ call it Al-

kantarah (the bridge). As to the African one, it is no where visible, having been

completely swallowed up by the waves, which inundated on both sides a piece

of ground measuring twelve miles, and were only checked in their progress by

the mountains on either side. The ports in this strait are, on the side of Africa,

Kasru-l-majdz (Alcasar), Tangiers, and Ceuta; on the side of Andalus, Jebel Tarik

rn\\.r^aUov-\ TPT-^rnli Tanf fTarifa). Jeziratu-1-khadhra (Algesiras), and others.
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Between the last-mentioned port and Ceuta is the widest part of the strait. The ' /:%^
_ ^ _

preceding has been abridged from Idrisi, who treats the subject at full length.^* -
J

:

We shall now pass to the description of some of the principal cities of Andalus

;

but before engaging in this we deem it necessary to state, that, owing to the plan we ;-;{:-

have adopted in writing this work, it may happen that in transcribing or extractiii|;
. ! :^/

the accounts of different historians some facts are repeated, and others entirely ;
.v;,/-

contradicted ; but let our excuse be that we have been obliged to connect, one with Ji/^

another, the narratives of writers of all countries and ages. ^
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Division of Andalus into three great districts—The central—Cordova—Granada—Toledo—Malaga—

Almeria—Jaen.

Let the reader know that the Island of Andalus, (may God Almighty restore

it entire to the Moslems !) was divided uito three great districts, the central, the

eastern, and the western.^ The central comprised many cities of the first order,

and which might be called kingdoms, as their jurisdiction extended over populous

districts and large governments, as, for instance, Cordova, Granada, Malaga,

Toledo, Jaen, Almeria.

Among the great cities of Andalus, Cordova has no doubt the preference. Its

mosque, of which we shall treat elsewhere, and the famous bridge called AUjezr,^

built, according to Ibnu Hayyan, in the Khahfate of 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz, and

under the direction of the governor who then administered the affairs of Andalus ^

in his name, are objects which have occupied the imagination and wit of the poets.

Amongst others, an Andalusian doctor has said

—

" Cordova surpasses all other cities on earth in four principal things : its

"bridge over the Guadalquivir, its great mosque, the city of Az-zahra, and

"the sciences therein cultivated."

The following description occurs in the Al-mishah of Ibnu-1-hijari:—'' Cordova

" was, during the reign of the Beni Merwan, the cupola of Islam, the meeting place

" of the learned, the court of the Sultans of the family of Umeyyah, and the re-

" sidence of the most iUustrious tribes of Yemen and Ma'd. Students from all

'' parts of the world flocked thither at all times to learn the sciences of which

" Cordova was the most noble repository, and to derive knowledge from the mouth

"of the doctors and ulemas who swarmed in it. Cordova is said to have been

" to Andalus what the head is to the body. Its river is one of the finest in the

.;'* world, now ghding slowly through level lawns, or winding softly across emerald

i *> fi^Ws sprinkled with flowers, and serving it instead of robes ; now flowing
--- ___„
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through thickly planted groves, where the song of birds resounds perpetuaUy in

the air ; and now widening into a majestic stream to impart its waters to the

numerous wheels constructed on its banks, or communicating to the plants and

" flowers of the vicinity freshness and vigour."

It is related of the Sultan Ya'kub Al-mansdr,* son of the Sultan Yilsef, and

grandson of the Sultan 'Abdu-l-miimen Ibn 'All, that he once asked one of.Jiis .

generals what the people said about Cordova. His answer was the foUowing saying,

so common amongst the people ; the North of Cordova is Shammdm, the West

Komdm, the South Moddm, she herself and Baghdad are paradise ;
meaning by

Shammdm the beauty of the mountain of Roses, by Kommdm the sweetness of all the

fruits growing in her meadows, and by Moddm her river
.^

Another anecdote is told of his father the Sultdn Yusef : they say that he Once

asked Abti 'Omran Musa Ibn Sa'id Al-'ansi ^ to give his opinion about Cordova,

and to describe its advantages, and that Abti 'Omran having declined: to do so

unless he heard before what the Sultan himself thought on the subject, the.Pdnce

of the faithful then said, "What I know about Cordova is this, that duringrthe

" dynasty of the Beni Umeyyah, and when it was the capital of their empire, its

"limits were considerably enlarged, and its population increased most rapidly;

" that its streets, houses, public buildings, and palaces were almost innumerable;

* ' the revenues arising from taxes very considerable, and the productions of ^ agri-

" culture exceedingly plentiful; that a very fine river washes its walls, that th^

" temperature is mild, and lastly, that it is placed ift the heart: of Andalus* . 'EbrS:

"
is aU I know about Cordova." " What then remains for me^ to saj^ £^l|finc§pf

:

" the faithful!" said Abu 'Omran. "

-

The Imam Ibnu Bashkuwal,^ quoting the words of Abu Bekr Ibn Sa'^deh,*

gives another anecdote respecting Cordova. "Abu Bekr," he says, "and his

" brother travelled upon a certain occasion to Toledo, where, soon after their arrival,

" they went to visit the Ustedh Abu Bekr Al-makhzumi, who having asked them

*
' whence they came, Abu Bekr answered ' from Cordova

;

' 'and when ?
' said

*' Al-makhzumi ; ' just now,' replied Abu Bekr. * Then,' said the Sheikh, 'come

" nearer to me, that I may smell the air of Cordova on thy garments,' *I

" approached him,' says Abu Bekr, 'and he began to smell my head and to kiss

"
it, and then, bidding me to take a pen and paper, he dictated to me the following

" verses extempore:

' O my beloved Cordova! when shall I see thee again ! when shdl'the

* time come .. -^-
j-j^— Ji -- --'"^

-J-^ -J

^ When I may see the clouds pouring torrents of rain upor

' quarters, and the thunder shaking with violence therpofs of &f ti
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admire and a tongue to praise the meritorious deeds, and the worthy quaUties

of my countrymen ; and I ask his blessing and favour for our Lord Mohammed,
his illustrious messenger, and may God's everlasting peace and salvation be on
his family and companions—those of the good deeds and pure intentions

!

*' But to proceed,^—I have been stirred out of my tranquil state, and disturbed

out of my peace ; I have been driven out of my pacific disposition to defence and

contradiction by a disputer on the excellences of Andalus, who wishes to separate

what is joined, and that we should bring to him things which neither spectators

ever saw nor hearers ever heard of before, or if any did, they never transmitted

their knowledge to us, since neither those who saw, nor those who heard, were

authorized to do so.^"^ He pretends to make Africa superior to Andalus, which

is as much as to say that the left hand is better than the right, and that night

is brighter than day; and, O wonder! he wishes to oppose glass beads to

inestimable pearls, and to put pebbles by the side of rubies, and low lands! on a

level with inaccessible mountains ; he might as well blow on a hearth where

there is no fire, or go a hunting provided with stones instead of hawlrs, as

presume to make great what God Almighty created small, and to lead astray

what He decreed should be a guide. -

'

' Where are thy wits gone ? what is become of thy wisdom and penetration,

when the love of thy country has induced thee to extinguish both thy lights, that

of thy eyes, and that of thy reason? As to thy expression 'our sovereigns,'

J

must say that they are ours too, as can be proved by those words of apOet'-T-'' -^

' One day against us, and another for us; sometinies wpinen, arid soine-

' times eagles.' ^^

'

' For although it be true that the court of the "West is now held in one of your

cities, owing to the Khalifate being in the hands of the Sultans of the family of

'Abdu-1-mumen, (may God Almighty perpetuate it in their hands !) we also

have had Sultans of the Korayshite family, of whom an Eastern poet has said—
' I belong to a family of noble and generous people ; a race whose march

' is proclaimed by innumerable minarets.

' Khalifs among the Moslems ;
powerful conquerors among the infidels

:

' the source of every generous action, the fountain of honour and glory.'

" And of whom a Western poet has said also

—

' Are we not one of the Benl Men\^an ; whatever may be our fate, what-

' ever may be the turn of fortune's inconstant wheel? 4;-\:'

' Whenever a birth takes place among us does not the earth asiium^;:- at

' his aspect the appearance of a full moon ? do not the minarets.^ qjiiake, at

' the sound of his proclamation?'" ;:^-r? i
-' -
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*' During their reign this country produced authors and poets enouLdi to

" ornament all the rest of the world, and whose names alone were to the pairc>s

" of the book of time what the collar is to the neck of tlie ring-(k)ve

;

* Whose fame found its way to all regions which the sun illununes with

'

its rays, and travelled over aU the seas and lands where the wind reaches

' with its blast.'
'*

'' Kings, who never ceased one moment ruling over mankind, and of \vh()ni a

" poet has said

—

' The Khalifate in your family seems to be eternal, and the Sultans ha^e

' succeeded each other as the pearls in a necklace united by the thread. '

" Until God Almighty decreed that their thread should be cut; and their

" empire should vanish. They disappeared, and their history with them
;
they went

'* away, and their very traces have been obliterated.

' The ornament of earth they were while they lived ; after their deatii, alas !

' their names will only embellish books and give value to history.'
'*'

" For how many noble actions did they not furnish the historian with ? How

" many of their memorable sayings became the property of the jioet, to drive

" both him and the historian to despair with the difficulty of the subject ?

'Since man always leaves behind him some memorial ; and thine will he

' a real treasure for the collectors.'
'^

" One of their greatest kings was Al-mansur Ibn Abi A'mir, of whom i shall

" merely mention to thee a few circumstances, for I know of no other Moslem

" who, in his conquests of the Christian territory, reached, sword in hand, to

" the very shores washed by the gi'een sea, who did not leave in the intidel

" country a single Moslem captive, who surpassed Herkal (Heraclius)'^ in the

" number of his armies, Iskhander (Alexander) in prudence and mUitary talents,

" and upon whose tomb, when his doom was decreed, the following verses were

" engraved ;

' The traces he left behind will tell thee who he was, as if thou sawest

' him with thy own eyes.

' By Allah, the succeeding generations will never produce his equal, nor

' one who knows better how to defend our frontiers.' ^^

" More praises have been sung of this Al-raansur, and more books have been

" dedicated to him, than is easy for me to enumerate and inform thee of, so

" much so that the fame of his name reached as far as Baghdad, and the most

" remote corners of the globe were filled with the report of his good and had

** qualities.

*' However, when, after the breaking of the necklace and the scattering of its
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pearls, the kings of small states ^^ divided among themselves the patrimony

of the Bern Umeyyah, the cause of science and literature, instead of losing,

gained considerably by the division, since every one of the usurpers disputed

witli each other the prize of prose and poetical composition, and overstocked

their markets with all departments of science ; encouraged literature, arid treated

the learned with distinction, rewarding them munificently for their^ Iabpul*s ;

their principal boast was to have people say, the learned man such a one is

held in great esteem by the king so and so—or the poet such a one is niuch

beloved by the king so and so ; so that not one is to be found among them

who has not been distinguished by the most brilliant qualities, or who has

not left behind him traces that the hand of time will never obliterate, and

which will be transmitted to future generations in the writings of orators and

poets. Such, I am told, was the case with the Sclavonian Eunuchs of Al-

mansur, who rose in their governments after his death, such as Muj-^id,

Mundher, and Khayran, not to mention the Arab sovereigns of the dynasties

of Beni Abbad, Beni Somadeh, Bern Al-afttas, Bern Dhi-l-nrin,^! Beni HM.
all of whom were so much praised and extolled by poets, that had the sainde

praises been bestowed on night she would have become lighter even than

day; and the poets never ceased presenting each other with the offerings of

the sweet-scented gales playing among the flowers, and making upon itheii*

treasures the attacks of Al-baradh,^^ until their - ambition grew such that ^©life

of their poets swore that he would not praise a king in a Kassideh /6xid$^
^ _ _

one hundred dinars, and Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abbad; having heard fbfut;.sent

for him and ordered him to WTite one, and used all sorts of persuasion to

induce him to do it, but he obstinately refused to comply with his wishes

unless he agreed to give him the sum he asked, it being worthy of remark

that Al-mu'atamed was not only the most powerful sovereign of his time,

but one who could bear the least opposition on the part of a subject.

'
' One of the greatest acts of generosity that ever a monarch performed towards

a subject appears in the following anecdote, which is a further illustration of

what I have advanced. It is related that Abu Ghalib,^^ the philologist, having

once written a very fine work, Mujahid Al-'amiri, who was then king Of

Denia, sent him as a present one thousand dinars, a horse, and a rich sifit

of dress, requesting him at the same time to say that the work had been

written by his orders.^* This, however, Abu Ghalib refused to do, and, sending

back the present, he gave the following answer— ' This book I^.wrote^mi

for the use of the pubUc, and in order that my name might.be, haJttded down

to posterity; were I to put at the head of it any other name but mine, all

*
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" the honour would be his. No, I will not consent to it.' When this answer

was brought to Mujahid, instead of being offended, he was much gratified and

astonished to see the high temper of his soul, and his courage and determmation

;

" he returned him the presents, and said—' he might at any rate have mentioned

" me in his book ; this is a thing happening every day ; however, I shall not uisist

*' any longer.'

" But it being a notorious fact that all the Mugs of Andalus known by the name

*' of ' Kings of small states ' vied with each other in filling their capitals with

*' learned men and poets, and encouraging by their unusual profuseness all the

•' branches of literature, I shall not stop to detail their actions. I shaU merely

" remind thee of the princes of the illustrious dynasty of the Beni 'Abbdd, with

" whom, as God Almighty has said in his Koran, reside fruit, palm, and pome-

" granate, under whose reign every day was a solemn festivity, and who showed

" a greater passion for hterature than was ever shown by the Beni Hamdan m
*' Aleppo,^^ and who became, together with their sons, relatives and Wizirs, the centre

- of eloquence both in prose and in verse, labouring assiduously and unanimously

*' in the various departments of science ; who left behind them brilliant traces, and

" everlasting fame, and whose history abounds in generous actions and noble deeds

" that will last through succeeding ages, and live for ever in the memory of man.

" And if what I advance be not true, by Allah, do tell me the names of countrymen

" of yours who have distinguished themselves in any path whatever before the

" establishment of the present Muhadite dynasty. Dost thou mean Sal^mut the

" Hajib,^^ or Saleh Al-baraghwatti ? ^v or perhaps Yusef Ibn Tashfin, who, if he

" acquired any fame, owed it merely to his connexion with Ibn 'Abbad, who, being

." the centre of the poets of his time, and the target to which they directed their

" praises and their verses, whenever they treated about him the name of Yusef was

" necessarily introduced; otherwise, I ask you, would he have been known, an

" ignorant and rude Beydawl as he was ? and if not, I will relate to thee the words

*' which they attribute to him. They say that Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abbad asked

" Yusef once, ' O Prince of the Moslems ! dost thou know what these poets say ?'

No, by my soul,' said Yusef, ' unless it be that they ask for bread.' But what

I am' going to state proves still more his ignorance : when Yusef, some time after

this, parted from Al-mu'atamed, and retired to his capital in Africa, the latter

wrote him an epistle, in which was the following distich :

' Thou art gone, and my sides shake for want of thee, and the water of our

' desert has dried up.

' Thy departure has changed our days into nights, the obscurity of which

* only thy presence can dissipate.'
^^
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'' When these verses were read to Yusef, he exclaimed, ' "What does he ask for?

Does he not say he wants us to send him black and white slave girls ?
'

'' ' No, O master! ' replied the reader ; *he only means to say that his night

becomes a day at the approach of the Prince of the Moslems ; since the nights

spent in pleasure are called white^ and those passed in affliction and sorrow black.

Thus he expects that with thy return day will again dawn for him/ ' Very well/

replied Yusef, * answer him that our tears are dropping for his sake, and that our

heads are aching for love of him.' Such was Yusefs answer; and would to God

that Al-'abhas Ibnu-l-ahkaf ^^ were living, in order that he might have learnt

from him to show tenderness of love.

" But to proceed,—since thou hast dared to dispute with us the superiority in

the sciences, tell me, has thy country ever produced a theologian like 'Abdu-

1-mahk Ibn Habib, w^hose decisions are in force to this day? or like Abu4~

walid Al-baji ? or like Ahu Bekr Ibnu-l-'arabl ? or like Ahti-l-walld Ibn Roshd,

the elder? or like Abu-1-walid Ibn Uoshd, the younger, his son,*°—all of whom

Avere the shining luminaries of faith, and the bright torches of the religious

observances instituted by our holy prophet ? Canst thou bring forward in the

science of traditions men like Abu Mohammed Ibn Hazm,^^ who adhered strictly

to his principles of austerity and devotion in the midst of honours and riches,

and while filling the high situation of Wizir, and who showed himself more

ambitious of literary fame than of any other, and who said^ when he heard that

his books had been consumed by fire

—

' Do not speak to me of burnt vellum and paper; do not lairient the

* information contained in them, and destined for mankind.

' For if the books are burnt, their contents are not so ; since they are

' still ahve in my head.'
^^

' * Canst thou point out men of the merit of Abu 'Amru Ibn 'Abdi-l-barr, the

author of tht Al-istidhkdr (recollections) and AUamUd, (the book of levelling) ?

or like Abii Bekr Ibnu-1-haddad, who is justly called the Hafedh of Andalus under

the present dynasty ? Has thy country ever given birth to men equal to Ibnu

Sidah/^ the author of the book entitled ' foundations of language,' and the

book of nouns, of whom if it be true that he was deprived of the organ of sight,

it is no less true that his intelligence and acuteness were unbounded? Has

Africa produced grammarians like Abu Mohammed Ibnu-s-seyd, or works that

can be compared to his ? or like Ibnu-t-tarawah, or like Abii *Ali Ash-shalubin,

who is one of the most eminent men of the present day, and whose vrejputation

has spread far and wide over the East and West ? Where are those ;that can be

compared to Ibnu-hbajeh for their acquirements in the scienceVbf music and

philosophy ? What king of Africa canst thou oppose to Al-muktadir Ibn Hud,
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" Sultan of Saragossa,^* who was a real prodigy of nature in astrology, geometiy,

" and natural pliilosophy ? Canst thou produce in medicine men of the merit of

'' Ibnu Tofayl, the author of the epistle of Hiyyi Ibn Yokttan,^^ and well known

' ' also by his labours in georaetr>^ and natural philosophy ? or like the Bern Zohr,

"
first Abu-l-'ola, then his son 'Abdu-1-malik, then his son Abu Bekr, all three in

F " succession ? ^^ Name to me historians like Ibnu-Hayyan, the author of the

" AUmatin ^' and Al-moktabis, or philologists and hterati like Abu 'Amer Ibn

" ^Abdu-r-rabbihi/^ the author oi the Al-'iM; or men that have exerted themselves

" more in preservmg and transmitting to posterity the traditions, events, and

" advantages of their respective countries than Ibnu Besam, the author of the

" Ad-dakUrah: certainly thou art not able to do so; hut even supposing it

" gralrited, that thou couldst produce one like them, would he not look like a

'' treasure in an empty house? Canst thou boast of eloquent poets like Ahfat'h

" Ibn 'Obeyd-illah, 6f whom people used to say, that if he praised, the object of

" his praises rose in estimation; and on the contrary, if he reviled, he abased him

*' against whom his attacks were directed, the proofs of which abound in his

" Al-JcaUyid,^^ a work to which I refer thee? What shall I say of Ibn Abi-1-Khassal

" and his Tarsilah P'^^ What of Abu-1-hasan Sahl Ibn Malik," who is one of our

'' most eminent preachers of the present day ?

" Have you a poet like the Sultan Ahmu'atamed Ibn 'Abbad, when he said

*' respecting his father

—

' The general on the morning of battle awakes thousands ; after which he

' himself goes to sleep ; certainly he is not to be blamed.

' He has a hand which the proudest men kiss ; were it not for the dew of

' generosity which flows from it, we should think it to be the stone at

<Mekkah.'*2
'' Have you a king who wrote on the various departments of science, and all and

'* every one of the branches of Hterature, a work composed of one hundred volumes ?

" I can then point out to thee Al-modhdhafer Ibn Al-afttas, king of Badajoz, whom

" neither the wars that raged in his time, nor the grave duties of the state, deterred

/ ' from cultivating the sciences with the greatest ardour,

" Canst thou name to me Wizirs like Ibnu 'Ammar,*^ who wrote that famous

" ode without a rival in its kind, and the melody of which is sweeter to the ear

" than news of the arrival of a beloved object, and which begins thus

:

' Thou madest thy spear flourish from amidst the heads of their greatest

' kings, when thou sawest the branches of the trees pining for the blossom

;

' Thou didst stain thy breast-plate in the blood of their bravest warriors,

..
' when thou sawest the fair decked with crimson robes.'

**

-i-
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" Or like Ibn Zeydiin,*^ the author of another celebrated ode, the like of which
" has never been written in point of tenderness and melody, and of which the
'

' following verses form a part

:

' We passed the night alone, with no other companion but friendship and
' union ; and while happiness and slumber fled from the eyelids- of our
' detractors,

* The shadows of night retained us in the secret bonds of pleasure, until

' the tongue of morning began to herald our names.' ^^

" Where are your poets like Ibn Wahbun, who uttered extempore, and in the

presence of Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abhad, that well-known composition which

begins thus

—

' Am I not taught that death is the end of man's peregrination, and the

' tomb is the habitation and comfort of the weak ?

' And that the perils of death and perdition are the best token for the

' brave that the reward after them is abundant ? '
*'

" Where is there a poet like the poet of Andalus, Ibnu Darr^j,*^ whom Ath-

th'alebi'*^ pronounced to be the Motennabi of Andalus, and who used to praise

kings in so eloquent a strain that I take my oath if a prince of the Beni

Hamdan had heard him, he would undoubtedly have dismissed all the poets of
'

' his court ?

"Name to me one of your poets who has described the colour which a

draught of pure wine imparts to the cheeks of the drinker, in verses similfir- to

these, which are the composition of the Sherif At-talik. ;:

' The wine has coloured his cheeks, like a rising sun shining upon his

' face ; the west is his mouth, the east is the lively cup-bearer's hand.

' When the sun had set behind his mouth, it left upon his cheeks a rosy

' twihght.' ^"

" Canst thou point out to us a poet, who, in the act of reciting some verses in

public, seeing the audience show signs of astonishment and disapprobation at

hearing him compare a smiling mouth to the camomile flower, the cheeks to

anemones, and the flowers of a garden to stars, uttered extempore the following

verses in excuse, as an exculpation for having used such comparisons ?

" The first, comparing the lips to a camomile flower, are as follows :

' Morning has gone round Uke a cup-bearer with the vase of light' in her

' hand, and from her copious pouring day has been produced.

* The gardens offer us their anemones, whose fragrance pervades the^; air,

' like the perfume of the sweetest amber. , : i

'Tell us, we asked, where is the camomile flower ? We were- answered.

u
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* I left it behind, I destine it for the lips of him who shall taste the

* cup.

' The drinker then tried to deny her words ; and from their mutual

* smiles dawn was produced.' ^^

*' The following is his apology for comparing the flowers to stars :

—

' Dew is making the round of these gardens, and morning has exercised

' her power on the flying shadows of night.

' The jars of scented wine are only waiting for the arrival of a cup, to put

* us in possession of their inviting contents.

' When the stars in our globe vanish before our eyes, it is not in the West

* that they hide their luminous orbs ; indeed they come to deposit them in

' the midst of these parterres.'
^^

" This is his excuse for using anemones in comparison with cheeks

—

' The gardens shine with anemones, and the light fresh gales are perfumed

* with their scent.

' When I visited them the clouds had just been beating the flowers, and
* making them as deeply tinged as the best wine.

' What is their crime ? said I, and I was told in answer they stole from

' the cheeks of the fair their beauty.' ^^

But it is high time that I should lay down the reins of poetry which I have held

so long in my hand, and that I should proceed to the description of the mag-

nificent cities, well populated districts, fertile fields, impregnable castles, copious

" rivers, luxuriant valleys, well cultivated plains, and inaccessible mountains, in all

" of which this country is as superior to thine as day is to night, as the lion is to

" the ant, as the hawk to the sparrow, as the spirited horse to the broken-down
" ass. I shall begin with Cordova, the court of the Khalifs of the West.

"Cordova was in former times the seat of the Andalusian empire, the repository

" of science, the minaret of piety and devotion ; the abode of magnificence, su-

" periority, and elegance. It was the dwelling-place of the first conquerors, and of

" their followers, and became afterwards the court of the Sultans of the house of

" Merw^n. Among its numerous advantages, that of having been the domicile of
" the famous traditionists, Yahya Ibn Yahya^'^ and 'Abdu-l-mafik Ibn Habib,^^

" both of whom held traditions from the mouth of MaHk Ibn Ans, is not the least

" important.

" They say that when Ibnu Sareh,^^ the poet, entered Cordova, he extemporized
" the following verse

:

' God be praised, I am in Cordova, the abode of science, the throne of the
' Sultans

!

'

it
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" Cordova may be properly called the military camp of Andalus, since it was
" at one time the common meeting-place of those splendid armies which, with
" the help of God, defeated at every encounter the worshippers of the crucified.

"It is said of Al-mansur Ibn Abi 'A'mir, that when his authority had been
" firmly established both in Andalus and in Africa, and his armies and treasures

" had been considerably increased, he held a general review of his troops previous

" to an incursion which he meditated into the enemy's territory (which was carried

into effect, and the country subdued) . The number of troops which, from the

various provinces of the empire, assembled on the outskirts of Cordova on this

memorable occasion is generally stated at 600,000 foot, and 200,000 horse."

It is true that since that time the glory and power of Cordova has been

considerably reduced, but its precincts still swarm with valiant soldiers who
are continually coming to blows with the infidel, and whose hands are never

at rest, and many a captain might be named into whose heart fear never
" entered, and whose name is well known in the distant Christian kingdoms,
" where the memory of his deeds will live for ever.

" I have heard also of its famous mosque, which was lighted with bronze lamps
" made out of Christian bells ; and of the great addition made to it by Al-marisur,

" which was entirely built with the materials of demolished churches brought
" to Cordova on the heads of Christian captives.

" I have heard it said that the cities of Cordova, Az-zahra and Az-zahirah,

" together covered at one time a piece of ground measuring ten miles in length,
'

' which distance might be traversed at night by the light of lamps, placed close

" one to another.^* I have heard also of its magnificent bridge, and of the

" innumerable mills which the river puts in motion, and which are estimated at

" no less than five thousand. I have heard of its canhdniyah^^ (meadow), and
" of the great fertility with which God Almighty has endowed the earth of its

" districts, and the abundance and good quafity of grain and other agricultural

" productions which it yields every year.

" Every one who has been in Cordova must have heard of the mountains called

Jebalu-l-warad (the mountains of the rose), owing to the innumerable rose trees

that grow on them. Indeed their numbers are so surprising, that although a

roba (five-and-twenty pounds weight}^" of rose leaves will at times fetch .at

Cordova four dirhems, or perhaps more, which makes it a great source of

revenue to proprietors, yet no one prevents the people from plucking thjem on
*' his grounds. - .::>-r^;; .

'' The Guadalquivir at Cordova is by no means so fine a streani as -it is at

'' Seville, yet its waters are sweeter, and there is not so much d^ger of being
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"drowned; its banks are besides more pleasant, being covered with orchards,

" plantations, and pastures, which enliven the eyes of the spectators, and have the

" most brilliant effect." The preceding has been copied literally from Ash-shakandi.

The character of the Cordovans is thus described by Ibnu Sa'id. " They are

" very fond of power, and haughty, but at the same time modest ; riches and

*' science among them are hereditary, and they exhibit as much zeal in the

*' gaining of the former as in the acquirement of the latter. They are generous,

" bravej and kind to their equals or inferiors ; but they are the worst people on

' earth to obey, and the most difficult to be governed: indeed their disobedience
+

*' to their kings and rulers has become almost proverbial. In proof thereof I

*' shall quote here the words attributed to Sidi Abii Yabya,^^ brother of the Sultan

** Ya'kiib Al-mansur. He had been governor of Cordova for some time, and when
*' on his return to Africa he was asked to give his opinion on the people of

" Cordova, he is said to have answered,—'They are like the camel, wliich fails

*' not to complain whether thou diminishest or increasest its load, so that there

" is no knowing what they like, to give it them, nor what they dislike, to avoid

*'
it. It seems as if God Almighty had created them to be continually engaged

*' in war, or in the midst of civil dissensions : indeed in this respect they are worse

" than the people of Irak. They say that I have been removed because I treated

" them with too much severity, and yet they solicit me to return to them, but
*' my answer is,—the scalded cat dreads the fire.*

'"^^

Cordova was the city, of all the earth, where the greatest number of books was

to be found. Abii-l-fadhl At-tifashi^^ relates the following anecdote:—"I was
" once before Al-mansur Ya'kub when a dispute arose between the faquih Abu-1-

'' wahd Ibn Roshd and the Kaid Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr, and the former said, in

"praise of Cordova, ' I know not what thou sayest, but what I know is that when

*' a learned man dies at Seville, and his heirs wish to sell his library, they

*' generally send it to Cordova to be disposed of, and when on the contrary a

** musician dies at Cordova, and his instruments are to be sold, the custom is

*' to send them to Seville.'
"

But of the cultivation of science in Andalus, and especially in Cordova, as well

as the description of its great mosque, the famous bridge, the royal seat of Medinatu-

z-zahra, and so forth, it is our intention to treat in a separate chapter of this

work (if God Almighty permit us). The cities formerly belonging to the juris-

diction of Cordova were Ezija,^ Bolciin,^^ Ronda, Cabra, Ghafek,^^ Al-modovar,^'

- Estepa, Baena, Lucena, Alcozer.^^

Granaaft. -^-Another of the great cities of Andalus is Gharnattah (Granada), which some

authors are of opinion ought to be written with a hamza, A'gharnattah,^^ a word
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which means a pomegranate in the language of the Christians. If that city could

reckon no other honour but that of having been the birth-place of the Wizir
Lisanu-d-din Ibnu-l-khattib, that alone would be sufficient.

The following verses of an Andalusian poet will show the great estimation in

which this city was held by them.

" Granada has not its hke in the world ; neither Cairo, Baghdad* nor
" Damascus, can compete with it.

" We can only give an idea of its great value by comparing it to a beautihil
*' bride, of whose dower those countries should form part."^**

Lisanu-d-din, in one of his poetical compositions, where he introduces some
verses in praise of Granada, has the following :

" What has Cairo to boast of with her Nile, since Granada has one thousand
'' Niles within its Shenil."

But in order to understand this it is necessary that the reader should know that

the numerical value of the letter shin (which is the first in the word Shenii) is

among the western Arabs one thousand, so that when we say SheniV^ itis as if

we said one thousand Niles.

Shenii is not the only river that passes by Granada ; according to Ibnu M^lik
Ar-ro'ayni there is another considerable stream called Daroh (Darro), and number-
less brooks ;72 several bridges for the use of the inhabitants are erected over them.
When the traveller Ibnu Battuttah^^ arrived in Andalus on his return from his

long travels, he visited Granada, which he describes in the following ^ terms.
'' Granada is the capital of Andalus and the husband of its cities, its: ehvirons
" are a dehghtful garden, covering a space of forty miles, and have not their
'' equal in the world. It is intersected by the well-known river Shenii and
" other considerable streams, and surrounded on every side by orchards, gardens,
" groves, palaces, and vineyards. One of the most pleasant spots in its neigh-
" bourhood is that known by the name of 'Aynu-l-adamar (the fountain of tears),'*

" which is a spring of cold and limpid water placed in the midst of groves and
" gardens."

All authors agree in designating Granada by the name of Sham (that, is,

Damascus), although they diifer as to the way in which it acquired that name;
some pretending that the district of Elvira, of which Granada was formerly a

dependency, was called so from the Arabs of Damascus having settled in it at

the time of the conquest ; while others refer its origin to the striking similitudfe

which that city bears to the capital of Syria, in the numberiess brooks that wind
through its meadows, and the infinite number of trees with which its territory is

covered. The author of the Minhdju-l-fahar^^ (open way to reflection) concurs

^V.
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wanting in illustrious individuals of all kinds ;
great ulemas, distinguished poets,

accomplished soldiers, men fit in every respect to serve as models, are bom in: it

;

and had it received no other favour from God than that of his having made it the

birth-place of so many poetesses as adorned its soil, such as Nazhiin,^^ Al-ka-

la'iyeh,^^ Zeynab, daughter of Zeyad,^* Hafsah Ar-rakuniyeh, daughter of

Al-hejjaj,^^ and many others, this indeed would be sufficient to honour.it; for- all

these women, and many more whose names have not reached us, may for their

wit and literary compositions be placed among the greatest poets of the time. Or

if not, can any thing more ingenious or witty be imagined than the answer Hafsah

gave to the Wizir and Poet Abu Ja'far,^^ son of the Kaid Abu Merwan Ibn

Sa'id, when, after separating at Maumal, where they had met and passed the night,

he asked her to describe in verse the garden, the brooks, the cypresses, the sweet-

smelling gale, and all the beauties of that enchanting spot.

' God has given us a placid and beautiful night ; we have seen the

' cypresses of Maumal
' Inclining their heads before the mountain breeze, the sweet-perfuriled

' gales that smell of gillyflower,

' The dove singing her love on the branches of the dauk, and the sweet

' basil inchning its boughs to the limpid brook.'

" A few days after their separation Abu Merwan addressed to her some verses on

the same subject, knowing that she would answer him; when she wrote to him

these three verses, which are really invaluable. , i i:

.

' By thy life (thou sayest) that the garden has been rejoiced with -'our

' arrival ; I say, on the contrary, that it has only shown us hatred and ill-

' will

' The brook has not murmured with pleasure at our approach ; the dove

' sung only to the object of her love.

' Heaven did not diminish the number of its stars, that we might observe it

' more freely.'
"

Among the districts appertaining to Granada, the following deserve more
.
par-

ticular mention. 1st. That of Loshah (Loxa), whence the Wizir Lis^nu-d-din

draws his origin, and w^hich extends a considerable distance 'through the country,

comprising many towns, villages, and castles. The capital Loxa^^ stands on a

charming spot on the banks of the river of Granada (the Shenil), and in the

midst of groves, and brooks of limpid water. The distance from Loxa to Grana-get

is one day's march- 2nd- Beghah, commonly called Beighah, and the .
patroAJ^^c

formed from which is Beyghy. The capital of this district is the town of Beghah

(Vega), whose environs abound in wheat and fruits, andare watered-hyixiany springs

a

a
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which irrigate and fertilize the neighbouring fields. Its territory produces also ex-

cellent saffron. 3rd. That of Wadi-ash (Guadix), which others call Wddiu-l-eshit ,^^

and the capital of which is the city of that name, (Guadix,) a very fine city sur-

rounded by orchards and brooks. The inhabitants are endowed with the gift of

poetry, and great love for the sciences ; the poet Abil-l-hasan Ibn Nasr/^ describing

this city, gives the following verses in praise of its river.

" O "Wadiu-1-esMt ! my soul falls into ecstasies whenever I think of the

" favours the Almighty has lavished upon thee.

" By God, thy shade at noon, when the rays of the sun are the hottest, is so

" fresh that those who walk on thy banks cannot stop to converse together.

" The sun itself, seeking a remedy to its own ardour, directs its course
" through thy shadowy bed.

" Thy current smiles through the prismatic bubbles of the waters like the
'* skin of a variegated snake.

*' The trees that hang over thy soft inclined banks are so many steps to

" descend to thy bed, while their boughs covered with blossom, and devoured
*' by burning thirst, are perpetually drinking of thy waters." ^"

But this enchanting river is not the only gift which God has lavished upon that

privileged land. The district of Guadix is besides famous for its pure and wholesome

air, its sweet waters, the delicacy of its fruits and vegetables, the richness of its

mines, and the great profusion of medicinal plants that grow in its soil.^' It

extends its jurisdiction over many towns and castles ; among the latter is Hisn-

Jahanah,^^ a fortress which is almost as large as a city, and whence the celebrated

apples called Al-jalidni take their name. Hisn-Jalianah is twelve miles distant from
Guadix. Another of the pecubarities of this district is that it contains one of the

-two chesnut trees that are famous all over Andalus for their size, and are described

by several authors, and among others by Ibnu Jazzi-hkelbi, the editor of the

Travels of Ibnu Battuttah,^^ whose words are as follow:—" Among the wonders of
" Andalus, one is the two chesnut trees, in the trunk of which a weaver may sit

" weaving; this is a known fact." One of these prodigious trees is to be seen

on a mountain in the neighbourhood of Guadix, the other is in the AUhusherah ^'^

(Alpuxarra) of Granada.

Al-munekab^^ (Almunecar) is a sea-port belonging also to the government of

Granada. It was there that 'Abdu-r-rahman Ad-dakhel first landed when he came
from Africa to conquer Andalus,

Toledo. Another of the great cities belonging to the central division was Toleytalah,

(Toledo) ,^^ which at the beginning of the 6th century of the Hijra became the

,
ycapital of a kingdom founded by the Beni Dhi-l-niln,^^ one of the petty dynasties
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which sprung out of the ruins of the Cordovan Khalifate. Kaysar (Ceesar), who is

said to have founded Toledo, caUed it in his language Zaleytah,^^ which means in

Arabic " thou art content ;
" but in the course of time the name was corrupted by

the Arabs, who changed it into Toleytalah (Toledo).

During the reign of Beni Umeyyah all the territories subject to Toledo were desig-

nated under the generic name of AUhagheru-l-addni, or lower frontier, to distinguish

it from Saragossa and its districts, which were called AUhagheru-l-a'ali, or upper
frontier. Toledo was further known under the name of Medinatu-l-moUk, the city

of the kings, owing to its having been the court of seventy-two kings of various

infidel dynasties. We have said elsewhere that the Goths made it their capital ; it

is also supposed to have been for some time the residence of Suleyman, son of
Daud, (on whom be peace !) as w^ell as of Jesus, son of Mariam, and Dhti-l-kameyn
(Alexander). It was there that Tarik, son of Zeyad, found the table of Suleyman,
which formed part of the treasures which Ishban, king of the Romans, and founder
of Ishbiliah, (as we have said elsewhere,) brought from the sack of Jerusalem. The
table was made out of one solid emerald, and when presented by Musa to the Khalif
Al-walid was valued at one hundred thousand gold dinars. It is generally believed

now to be at Rome, bnt God only knows. This inestimable jewel was not the only
treasure which Tarik found at Toledo ; there were among other things one hundred
and seventy royal diadems, set with pearls, rubies, and other precious stones ; a
spacious temple all filled with gold and silver vases, which temple is forther said -to

have been of such dimensions as to have afforded, when its riches were, remdved,
sufficient room for the Arab cavahers to exercise in throwing the spear and other

military sports. This latter circumstance indeed would seem almost incredible, had
it not been related by trustworthy people and eye-witnesses. But God is all-

knowing.

Toledo is built on the banks of the river Tajoh (Tagus), over which there once
stood a magnificent bridge, consisting of only one arch, supported by large stone

piers on both sides of the river. It measured three hundred bd'as in length, and
eighty in width

; but when the Amir Mohammed besieged and took Toledo he
ordered the bridge to be destroyed.

The Amir 'Abbas Ibn Firnas has alluded to the taking of Toledo and the de-
struction of its bridge in the following verses :

" When morning came Toledo appeared deserted, and (like a bird) in: the
" claws of a falcon. . . .

" Its houses uninhabited, its streets without people, the whole -city, as
'' empty and as silent as a tomb.

" The wrath of heaven has fallen heavily upon it; even ;the' bridge through
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Malaga.

" which the inhahitants held communication with the infidels has not been

" spared." ^^

All authors who have described Toledo say that it has pleasant orchards, a

beautiful river, gardens, groves, fine fruits of every kind and description; that

its jurisdiction embraces extensive districts, good arable lands, rich meadows and

pastures, fine cities, and strong castles : one of the peculiarities of the place

being that wheat will keep under ground for a great number of years without

decaying, and is transmitted in inheritance from father to son as any other article

of property. The saffron, of which large quantities are yearly exported in caravans,

is of itself a source of wealth to the inhabitants, as well as the tincture made

with it, and which dyes of a beautiful butter colour.

The two following verses of an Andalusian poet on Toledo deser\^e to be tran-

scribed here.

" Toledo surpasses in beauty the most extravagant descriptions. She is

'' indeed the city of pleasures and delight.

" God has lavished upon her all sorts of ornaments ; he has given her her

" walls for a turban, her river for a girdle, and the branches of trees for

" stars."
'"«

The cities depending upon Toledo are AVadi-1-hajarali (Guadalaxara)
,
Kal'atu

Rabah^**^ (Calatrava), and others; but we shall not say at present any more about

Toledo, and will return to it in the course of our narrative when we relate some

of the events that took j^lace within its walls.

The city of Malakah (Malaga) is another of the great capitals comprised in this

division; we shall describe it in the words of Ash-shakandi, the author to whom

frequent allusion has been already made in the course of this work. " Malaga,"

he says, " unites land and sea prospects, thus partaking of the advantages and

" productions of both; its environs are so covered with vines and orchards as to

" make it almost impossible for the traveller to discover a piece of ground which

"
is not cultivated. Its towers, which I have seen, are like the stars in the sky—

" as numerous, and shining as bright. It is intersected by a river which comes

" to visit it in two seasons of the year—in winter and in the spring, when, rolling

" its precipitous waters through deep ravines and down lofty hills, it empties

" them into the sea within the very precincts of the city. But what ranks Malaga

" far above any other country in the world is its figs called Ar-rayi, from Rayah,^**^

" which was the ancient name of the city; I was told that they may be procured

" in Baghdad, where they are considered as the greatest delicacy, and as to the

" quantity annually exported by sea both in Moslem and Christian vessels, it is

f^ so enormous that I shall not venture upon a computation, for fear of falling short
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"' of the real number. During my residence in that city I once travelled along
" the sea coast from Sohayl to Tish.^o^ ^ distance of three days' march, and I
" declare I saw nothing else on the road but fig trees, whose branches, loaded
'' with fmit, almost touched the ground, so that the little urchins of the villages
- plucked them without the least trouble, besides the great numbers that were
" scattered on the ground. Those of Tish are reckoned to be the best; it was
" of one of these figs that a Berber said, when he was asked how he liked it,
" * thou askest me how I like it, and it has all melted down my throat,' and, by
" Allah, the Berber was right, for I never tasted better figs in my life, and

besides they are a blessing which God has refused to his country (Africa)

.

'' Another of the peculiarities of Malaga is the fabric of allowed and forbidden
liquors, that called/Malaga wine' having become proverbial. An anecdote
is told of a Khalif, who, being on his death-bed, and on the point of breathing
his last, was induced (as is the general custom) to ask the favours of God
before departing from this life. They say that the Khalif, raising his hand,
exclaimed, ' O Lord

!
among the many delightful things which thy pa^adise^

contams I ask thee for Malaga wine and Seville oil.'

" Malaga is also famous for its manufactures of silks of all colours and patterns,
" some of which are so rich that a suit made out of them will cost many

1^

thousands
;
such are the brocades with beautiful drawings, and the names of

" KhaUfs, Amirs, and other wealthy people, woven into them.^"*
" All the coast of Malaga may be compared to a port, so full is it at aU tim#

" of vessels belonging either to the Moslems or to the Christians."
Thus far Ash-shakandi

; what follows is borrowed from other writers.
Malaga figs are famous all over the world for their sweetness and flavour

;

they are exported as far as India, China, and other remote countries, and are
universally acknowledged to be superior to any growing in other lands. The
poet Abu-1-hejaj Yusef, son of the Sheikh Al-balawi,'"^ quoted by Ibnu Sa'id
and other writers, says, speaking of them

—

" Malaga indeed bestows hfe with its figs ; but it also causes death bv
" them.

-^

" During my illness my physician forbade me to eat them; how little does
" he care for my life !"

Another poet, the Imam and preacher Abii 'Abdi-l-wahhab, from Malaga, has said,
" Hems has no figs equal to those of Malaga, but its oils deserve partiMaf-

" mention/"os -:.--:
r r _ r

-• ^ — •

X^ L -

Hems is here intended for Seville, a city which was called SO owinf to a party
of Synans fi-om Hems (Emesa) having settled in it soon after the- conquest.
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The compiler of the travels of Ibnu Batttittah, who quotes the preceding verses,

attributes the first to the preacher Ahu Mohammed 'Abdu-1-wahhah, a native of

Malaga ; the second he gives as the composition of the Kadi Abu 'Abdillah Ibn

'Abdi-1-mdlik, but God only knows.

The said Ibnu Battiittah, or rather the editor of his travels, describes this city

in the following terms: " Malaga," he says, '' is one of the principal cities of

" Andalus; it has an excellent territory, and abounds in fruits of all sorts; I

" saw once eight rctU^"' of grapes sold in its market for one small dirhem ; the

." celebrated pomegranate named Al-mursi, and another kind called Al-yacoti (the

^"rubyrcoloured), grow on its soil; figs and almonds form a considerable sta'ple

;

" C)f trade, and are exported in great quantities to distant countries in the East""' and West, as also its golden pottery, which is quite wonderful. It has a

" large mosque, jdmi', very much renowned for its sanctity, with a very fine

" open court, all planted with beautiful orange trees."

To the west of Malaga lies an extensive district which comprises many towns

and villages, and is known by the name of Sohayl/^® owing to a certain mountain

there, which is said to be the only spot in Andalus from whence the star Sohayl

(Ganopus) is visible. To the east, on the sea shore, is the city of Belesh ^"^ (Velez),

which very much resembles Malaga in the abundance and good quality of its

fruits ; farther on, on the coast, is Nerjah (Nerja),^^** which Ibnu Sa'id describes as

a very large town, almost resembhng a city in size, surrounded by orchards and

gardens, and with a river so pleasant that it tempts the traveller to halt on its

banks. Another fine town depending upon Malaga is that of Al-hamah "^

(AIharaa) , where there are springs of hot water close to the banks of the river.

But let us pass to the description of Almeria.

Aimcria. _.]. Ali-meriyah (Almeria) is situate at the bottom of a deep valley formed by two

mountains, on one of which stands the famous castle of Kheyran, so well known
by its strength. This castle was built during the Khalifate of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n
An-nassir, but was afterwards considerably improved and enlarged by Kheyran ^^^

the Sclavonian, a freedman of Al-manstir Ibn Abi 'A'mir, who, having usurped
the royal power, appointed his friends and adherents to the government of the

principal cities, and gave to this Kheyran that of Almeria, where, during the

civil war which followed the death of Al-mansur, he declared himself independent.

The castle was named after him. On the other mountain is built one of the

suburbs, which, together with the city, is enclosed within very strong walls.

; Almeria, on the whole, is a very strong place, for besides its fortifications, and

;:-Jte:^ig^ towers that surround it on every side, the city is as it were enclosed

i f!|^^^^
^ natural barrier formed by immense primitive rocks, as sharp and naked

;;
;^Ait they had been passed through a sieve.
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All authors agree in saying that the inhabitants of Almeria were at one time
the wealthiest people in all Andaius, and those who carried on the most extensiye
trade, owing to which the population is said to have been very considerable,.and:

the number of pubhc baths and inns to have amounted to no less th^i one:
thousand, without counting those of its western suburb, called MahadM~l-ko^l
(the suburb of the cistern), which was also amply provided with inns,^aj^^>^;
public baths, and manufactures of all kinds. ^ ^/j : ;

.

The river, which is the same as at Beija,^^^ ^i^^ contributes no httie to the
ornament of the city and its environs, for out of the one hundred and twenty
miles which make up the length of its course, the last forty, before reaching .the

sea, are through orchards, gardens, and groves, where the singing birds dehght
with their hamiony the ears of the traveller.

We find in a certain author that one of the gates of Almeria was .called

Bdhu4-'oMh (the gate of the eagle), owing to a figure of this bird which .stood v
on the top of it from times of old, and was beautiful to behold. This, hpweyier,^
was not the only ancient rehc to be found in the city, for it abounded in- old
remains of buildings, and all along the coast might be seen wonderfni palaces^
and other stupendous stractures of the ancient kings of the country.

There was in Almeria a dock-yard"* where very fine vessels were built;, the
coast was safe and weU frequented. But what made Almeria superior to J^ny
other city in the world was its various manufactures...of silks, and: otherrarti^ef ^

of dress, such as the dihdj,''^ which is a sort of silken cloth surpassingyaigu#i^ 5^

and durability any thing else manufactured in other countries; the;#*r^?^Mat-
costly stuff on which the names of Sultans, Princes, and other wealthy individuals

are inscribed, and of which no less than eight hundred looms existed at one time—
of more inferior silks, such as the holol,''"^ and brocades, there were one thousand
looms

;
the same number were continually employed in weaving the stuiFs called

iskaldton.'^^ There were also one thousand for weaving robes called Al-jorjdni

(Georgian), and another thousand for those called Isbahdni (from Isfahan), and :

a similar number for the 'AtdbV'^ The manufacture of damask for curtains and :

turbans for the women, of gay and dazzling colours, employed a number.of hands
equal to that of those engaged in the manufacture of the above-mentioned articles;:

Almeria was also famous for the fabrication of all sorts of vases arid utensils,;-

whether of iron, copper, or glass. ;.:::%:jf^
AU fruits growing on its soil partake of a sweetness and flavour rarelyJo-.E^;iiif^^-

with m other countries
; to describe . them all would be a hopeless task^-^SMIir--

who wishes to acquire more information on the sulyect mayiconiufc^Sifent
history of this city composed by Abu Ja'iar Ibn; Khatim*^?S5«:&s: title,
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« Advantages of Almeria over other cities in Andalus." It is a very thick

volume, of which we possess a copy, but it is in Africa with the rest of our

Hbrary ; we trust in God, who has the power of collecting what is scattered

and joining what is separated, that he will restore us to the possession of our

books and chattels.

But we cannot leave the description of this city without copying the words

of Ash-shakandi, for although by foUowing this method we may now and then

be guilty of repetition, yet it is evident that our information is considerably

increased by comparing the accounts of different writers. " Almeria," says

Ash-shakandi, **
is an opulent and magnificent city, whose fame has spread far

'^ and wide. God has endowed its inhabitants with various gifts, such as a

" temperate chmate, and abundance of fruits ; they are handsome, well made,

*' good natured, very hospitable, very much attached to their friends, and are

" above all things very refined in their manners, and very elegant in their dress.

" Its coast is the finest in all the Mediterranean, as well as the safest and the

" most frequented.

" In Almeria are found agates of different shades, which the nobles and other

" wealthy people of Morocco put in their bardrid,^'^' as also the polished marbles

"called AUmaUU (Royal). Its river, called Wddi Bejenah,^'''' is one of the

" pleasantest streams in the world, both its banks being planted with orchards,

" gardens, and trees, so that it looks like a half-smiHng mouth in the midst

" of two rosy cheeks covered with whiskers ; and certainly the poet was right

" who, describing the territory washed by this river, said,

' It is a land where if thou walk the stones are pearls, the dust is musk,

' and the gardens paradises.'
^^^

"Almeria was at one time under the sway of the famous K^id Ibn Maymun,'^*

"who made himself so conspicuous by the great naval victories he gained over the

" Ghristians, and who, scouring the seas in all directions, stopped the navigation

" of the infidels, ruined their trade, made an incursion into Romaniah (Italy),

" attacked its ports, and filled the hearts of the inhabitants with terror and

" consternation. Such was the terror of his name that, quoting the words of

" a poet,

' If the enemy was awake, he dreaded him,—if asleep, his sharp-edged sword

' played upon his throat.' '^^

" Almeria was the greatest mart in Andalus ; Christians of all nations came

" to its port to buy and sell, and they had factories ^^^ estabhshed in it. From

"thence the Christian merchants who came to its port travelled to other parts

.'*jaid markets (in the interior of the country), where they loaded their vessels

/--
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'* with such goods as they wanted, owing to which, and to its being a very
" opulent and large city, filled with passengers and merchants, the produce of

" the tithe imposed upon the goods and paid by the Christian merchants
" amounted to verjr considerable sums, and exceeded that collected in any
" other sea-port. .

.

" Costly silken robes of the brightest colours are manufactured in Almeria."
Thus far Ash-shakandi.

Some of the districts surrounding Almeria deserve mention. One of them is

that of Berjah (Berja), where lead is to be found in great abundance. Its capital,

Berja, is situate on a very pretty river called Wadi-'Adhra ^^^ (the river of Adra),

whose banks are covered with trees and flowers. A poet has said very happily,

" When one comes to Berja on the road to Almeria there is no remedy
" but to stop there and desist from the journey,

" For indeed its houses and gardens are so many paradises, while the roads
" leading to them are so many hells." '^^

Hisn-Shinsh^29 jg ^ ^^^ ^^^^ distant one day's march from Almeria. Its territory

abounds in mulberry trees, by means of which a prodigious quantity of silk-worms
are reared. The river of Tabemash (Tabernas) passes close to this town.

•* Jayy^n"'3« (Jaen), says Ash-shakandlin his nstf^eA, " is the citadel of Andalus ; jaen.

" for no city can be compared with it for abundance of grain, number of valiant

" soldiers, nor for the strength and solidity of its fortifications. Indeed during
" the last ci^^l war and its disastrous campaigns the mfidels had more than.one
" opportunity of showing their inabihty to compete with the Moslems, since as
" many times as they appeared before the walls of that city they were severely
" repulsed, obliged to raise the siege, and to fly further than the Pleiades,^^^ and
" to make themselves as scarce in the surrounding districts as the eggs of the
" pelican are among the rocks.^^^

" Jaen is not destitute of ulemas and poets. It is the birth-place of many
" illustrious individuals in all professions, and the sciences are cultivated in it

" with as great an ardour and enthusiasm as in any part of Andalus. It is generally

" known by the name oi Jayyenu-l-harir^^^ (Jaen of the silk), owing to the extensive
" cultivation of mulberry trees for the rearing of silk worms within Jaen and in
" the environs.

'* It may also be said in praise of Jaen that it extends its jurisdiction over
'' districts like that of XJbedha (Ubeda), where the vines are in such abundance
" that their fruit cannot be sold on account of its excessive plenty^: arid;^iike

" that of Baydsah (Baeza), which is famous for its saffron which is i^^OTted in
" great quantities by land and water. .' '
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•' The first-mentioned district (Ubeda) ofFers another very striking peculiarity,

" viz., that its inhabitants are all very fond of music and dancing ; so that thou

"wilt find among them dancing girls who are famous for their beauty and

" admirable shape, and who dance with great elegance and taste. They are

" also very expert in playing with swords, and cups, in drawing horoscopes,

" untying knots, and finding out hidden things." ^^*

^_ _ _
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CHAPTER III.

Westerndistnct—SeviUe—Xerez—Gibraltar—Tarifa—Beja—Badajos—Merida—Lisbon—Siives.

IsHBiLiAH (SeviUs) was one of the finest cities of Andalus. We have stated Sevuic.

dsewhere (following the words of Ibn An-naththam) that it was founded by.
Ishban, king of the Romans. However, the building of this city is by others :

attributed to another king of the Romans whose name was Julius, and who was
the first to take the title or appellation of Kaysar (Cssar) . Which of the two was
its real founder we are unable to determine. They say that when C^sar came to

Andalus, and saw the spot which is now occupied by Seville, he was very much
struck with the beauty, extent, and apparent fertihty of the country all around
him

; that he was also very much pleased with the luxuriance and fine vegetatiOtt

of the mountainous district (now) called Asharaf (Axarafe), and %erefpre^defe ^

mined upon building a city in that spot. Having chosen a convenient sitiiatibh

on the banks of the Wddi~l-'adhem (Guadalquivir),^ he began the building of his^

city, which he surrounded with strong stone walls, and in the centre of which he
erected two citadels of wonderful structure, which he named Al-ahhdwin (the two
sisters).^ Kaysar, moreover, fixed his residence in his new city, which became thus

the capital of his kingdom, and was known ever after by the name of Juliah^

Romiyah,^ which its founder gave to it, being a compound of his own name
(Julius) and that of his native country (Romah).

Seville, as we have already remarked, became also the capital of Andalus during

the Gothic domination, for the kings of this race used to divide their court between :

four principal cities, viz. Seville, Cordova, Carmona, and Toledo; and to reside in-

one of these four cities, according to the different seasons of the year. ^
k

One of the authors who has described Seville expresses himself in the followifl^-

terms :—" Seville is built on the banks of the Guadalquivir, also kaM^fcySfe
" name of Wddi Kortubah (the river of Cordova). A very handsc^'Sag^ of

" boats, fastened together by means of iron chains, serves as a^^ommmiication for
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the people living on the two banks of the river.* The city itself is fine and well

bnilt ; the squares are large, and the market-places commodious and abundantly

" provided with every necessary, as also with articles of trade of the most expensive

" kind, which afford great gain to the merchants. The people of Seville are said

" to be wealthy; their principal traffic consists in their oils, which they ship to

" distant parts of the East and West. The olive tree grows very luxuriantly in all

the districts dependent on the city, but above all, in that called Axarafe,^ which

is an extensive tract of land measuring about forty miles in length, and nearly

as much in width, formed of gentle hills of a reddish earth, and where there are

forests of olive and fig trees planted so thickly as to afford the passengers who
" travel through them a complete shelter in the hottest summer day. The Axarafe

" contains besides a very large population scattered in farm houses, or living in

" towns and villages, which have also their market-places, their baths,—fine

'' bmldings, and other conveniences and comforts only to be met with in cities

'* of the first order."

The author of the Minhdju-l-fakar (open way to reflection) says that Seville

was one of the handsomest cities in the world, and its inhabitants famous for their

indolent habits, and their love of pleasure, which in them was almost proverbial.

They led a most luxurious and dissipated life, which, the author observes, " was

" chiefly owing to the delightful river that flows through their territory, and which

" has not its equal in the world. It is navigable for large vessels, and is always

" filled with pleasure-boats kept by the inhabitants, and by fishing or trading

" vessels : in the opinion of some it surpasses in beauty the Euphrates, the Tigris,

"and the Nile. Its banks are covered with fruit trees, forming a sort of canopy

" over the river, so that one may sail in it sheltered from the rays of the sun, and

'' listening to the charming melody of the singing birds. The journey along its

" banks is equally pleasant, and one may travel the distance of ten parasangs

" (thirty miles) through clusters of buildings and farm houses, high towers and

" strong castles, forming a continued city. The tide is perceptible in the river of

'* Seville at a distance of seventy-two miles from the sea. It also abounds in fish,

'" of which the daily consumption is almost incredible. The amount of taxes paid

" by the city of Seville only, during the Khalifate of Al-hakem Ibn Hisham, is stated

'' at one hundred and thirty-five thousand dinars."

Seville and its territory was also known by the name of Hems (Emesa) , as we

have said elsewhere ; for when the lands of Andalus were divided among the Arab

settlers it fell to the lot of the people of Emesa in Syria, whose banner imme-

.: {pately follows that of the people of Damascus in the processions at Medina.

M. Various are the works of art and splendid buildings described by the authors
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who have written about Seville ; but the most amazing of all is unquestionably the

tower attached to the great mosque, which was built during the reign of Ya'kiib

Al-mansur. As a piece of architecture it is unparalleled in the world. Ibnu Sa'id

mentions also several spots in the vicinity of Seville to which the inhabitants used
to resort for the sake of recreation and indulgence; one was Tarayanah (Triana),^

one of the suburbs attached to the city, the other Kahtdl,"^ an island on the

Guadalquivir. '-.

Another of the peculiarities of Seville is that figs and oil will keep for a consider-

able length of time without being spoilt ; the sugar cane grows in its territory ; and
the worm called hermes,^ which dyes of a colour superior to the lac of India, is

also found in great abundance on the oak trees. But, indeed, were we to enumerate
all the excellences of its soil, we should protract this work to an interminable

length. However, as Seville is one of the cities described by Ash-shakandi in his

risdleh, and this with his usual accuracy and eloquence, we shall here quote his

words;— ''Seville," says that learned and most accomplished writer, "is to be
*' praised for many things: mildness of temperature, purity of air, fine buildings,

" good streets, picturesque environs, and abundance of provisions and . commodities
*' of all sorts. This latter requisite indeed gave rise to that saying, so common
" among the people of Andalus—' If thou seekest for birds' milk, by Allah thou
" Shalt find it in Seville.' Nor can I pass in silence its beautiful river, the
'' Guadalquivir, in which the ebb is felt at a distance of seventy-two miles,: and
" which the poet Ibnu SafFar describes in that very ingenious distich--^ ; ;

; ri-^-^
''

' The breeze falls playfully on the river, and, lifting up the skirts of its robe;
' agitates the surface of its waters ; the stream, resisting the outrage, hastens
' down to revenge it.

' The ring-dove laughs on its banks from the excess of his love, and the
* whole scene is covered with the veil of tranquillity and peace.' ^

" But this is neither the time nor the place to explain the phenomenon of
•' the tide. Both banks of the Guadalquivir are covered with pleasure-gardens,

''orchards, vines, and yew trees,^" in such profusion that I doubt whether there is

*' any river in the world to compete vfith it in this respect; and let this not be
*' taken as an exaggeration, for I once questioned a very intelhgent man, who had
^' travelled through Egypt, about the Nile, and he told me that that famous river

" had neither the verdure, nor the orchards, gardens and pleasure-grounds, which:
" the Guadalquivir has on its banks. I also asked a traveller who had fesided};^in^

"Baghdad, and he gave me a similar answer about the Tigris :. in rfac^e^t^e^

" Guadalquivir can only be compared to a paradise, for not only rare^the. districts-

" watered by it the most delightful regions that caii be imaginedybukthe: inhabitants
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on both its banks are the merriest people on earth, always singing, playing on

various instruments, and drinking wine, which among them is not considered

forbidden, as long as it is used with moderation, and does not cause intoxication,

which leads to perversity and vice. It is true that there have been at times in

Seville governors and Sultans, who, being firmly attached to religion, and the

" strict observance of its ordinances, have done every thing in their power to check

the evil ; but all their attempts have been vain, and they have never succeeded

in eradicating it entirely. The Sevilhans are generally believed to be the most

frivolous of men, and the most witty and jocose ; they are very much inclined to

" jesting, but sometimes their satirical propensity leads them to break out into the

" grossest injuries and calumny ; this is indeed so inveterate an evil among them

that.it has become like a gnawing worm, and has contaminated all the classes of

society ; and the corruption has gone so far that whoever follows not their

example, and indulges not in all these excesses,—^whoever is not a calumniator

and a slanderer of his neighbours, is sure to be hated by them most cordially.

*' Respecting the Asharaf (Axarafe) of Seville much has been said by various

" authors ; it is thus described by a poet, in a composition which he addressed to

" the Sultan Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abbad,—
' Seville is a young bride ; her husband is 'Abbad

;

* Her diadem Asharaf; her necklace the river.'
'^

*' This district has already been described by me : I shall only add here that it

surpasses in beauty and fertility every other spot on the face of the earth ; that

the oil of its olives is exported as fer as Alexandria; that its hamlets and villages

are much superior to those of other countries in the extent and commodi-

ousness, and the fine designs and ornament, of their houses, which, from the

'* continual white-washing, look Hke so many stars in a sky of olive trees. An
" Andalusian, who had visited both Cairo and Baghdad, being once asked whether

" he thought either of those cities superior to Seville, is said to have answered,

" after expatiating long in praise of Seville and its Axarafe,

—

* Axarafe is a forest without wild beasts ; its river a Nile without

* crocodiles.*
'^

" I have heard also of the mountains called Jehalu~r~rahmah, (the mountain of

mercy) ,^^ which are in the neighbourhood of Seville, and where fig trees of the

species called Al-kutti^^ (the Gothic), and Ash-sha'ri ^^ (the hairy), grow in great

abundance ; and I have been told by people who have travelled into almost eveiy

quarter of the globe that these two kinds of figs grew nowhere in such perfection

" as at Seville.

: ."Musical instruments of all sorts may at any time be procured io Seville, where

K
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" they are manufactured with the greatest skill. Thou wilt find there the khiydl,^^

" the kerbehh, the 'oud, the rdtteh, the 7-abdb, the kdnun, the wdnis, the kanne'rah,

" the ghindr, the zalemi, the shakarah, the nurah, (these two last instruments

" being both flutes, with this difterence, that the former has a very deep tone, and
" the latter a very delicate and melodious one,) and the ftt^ft {clarionet).; Many of

" these instruments may, it is true, be found in other cities of Andalus, as also

" players on them, but nowhere in such numbers as in Seville, where they are manu^
" factured in great quantities, and then exported to Africa, no instruments being
" fabricated there but those pecuhar to the country, such as the d-df,^'^ the akivdl,

" the bard, the Ahu Karun, the dabdahah of the blacks, and the hameki of the

" Berbers.

" As to their means of conveyance by land and water,^^ their cookery, their

" fresh and dried fruits, their vegetables and other productions of their soil, it

" w^ould take us too long to describe them.

" I have also heard of the magnificence and good design of its buildings; most
" of which, not to say all, are abundantly provided with running waters, and
" spacious courts planted with fruit trees, such as the orange, the lemon, the lime,

" and the citron tree. The sciences and the arts are cultivated with more or less

" ardour, with more or less success ; the number of their authors is indeed too

" considerable to be stated, and their writings too well known to need description

;

" the list of its poets '^ is so long, that were they to divide: among themselves the

" whole of the opposite land (Africa) they would hardly be contained in. it • they;

" have been at all times amply remunerated by Sultans and wealthy citizens.'' -

Such are the words of Ash-shakandi in his risdleh. Let us now pass to the

description of cities dependent upon Seville.

Al-hijari says that Sherish (Xerez) is the daughter of Seville, and its river

the son of the Guadalquivir ; he adds that Xerez is a very fine city, with a large

population, and extensive markets, and that it very much resembles the city of

Sa'd in Upper Eg\^pt. Its inhabitants he describes as people of great imagination

and talent, very elegant in their dress, and in the interior of their houses; re-

markable for their good manners and courtesy, and so sensitive and tender-

hearted that it is not an uncommon thing among them to see people of either

sex die from the excess of their love.

Xerez is famous for the confection of the mojabemh,'^^ which are. a sort o/

cake kneaded together with cheese, and fried in good oil. Their celebrity may
be ascribed to the superior quality of the cheese with which they.m-erm^dl;! It

is a common saying among the Andalusians, " Whoever, has resided: ih ferez; and
" not tasted its mojab^nah, ought to consider himself altogether unhappy."

Xerez.
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Gibraltar.

Tavifa.

Beja,

Talikah (Italica), a city now in ruins, was formerly the capital of a flourishing

district. There was once found a marble statue of a woman with a boy,^^ so admirably

executed that both looked as if they were alive ; such perfection human eyes never

beheld, nor was it ever heard of in history ; and if we are to believe the accounts

of those who saw it in one of the public baths of the city, where it was afterwards

placed, some Sevillians had been so much struck with its beauty as to become

deeply enamoured of it. A poet, a native of this city, who has alluded to it in a

beautiful distich, says that in his time it was in the baths called Ash-shatarah.^^

Another of the districts which acknowledge the jurisdiction of Seville is that of

Jebal-Tarik (Gibraltar), which stands as a lasting testimonial of the conquest of

Andalus by the Moslems. This mountain was called after Tarik, freedman of

Musa Ibn Nosseyr, who was the first Moslem who landed on it ; it is also called

Jebalu-l-fatah (the mountain of the entrance or victory). The sea surrounds the

mountain of Gibraltar on almost every side, so as to make it look like a watch-

tower erected in the midst of the sea, and facing Aigesiras. A certain Granadian

poet alludes to Gibraltar in the following distich

:

" The mountain of Tarik is like a beacon spreading its rays over the seas,

" and rising far above the neighbouring mountains :

" One would say that its face almost reaches the sky, and that its eyes are

" watching the stars in the celestial tracts.

And this is by no means exaggerated, for when travellers approach it, coming

from Ceuta, they see it at a distance shining as bright as a lamp. " I sailed once,"

says Abu-1-hasan Ibn Miisa Ibn Sa'id, *' with my father from Ceuta to Gibraltar,

" and had an opportunity of verifying the truth of this assertion. When we came

" near the coast my father told me to look in the direction of Gibraltar ; I did so,

" and saw the whole mountain shining as if it were on fire."

Jezirah-Tarif (the island of Tarif) is another dependency of Seville. Tarif, after

whom the island was named, was a Berber and a freedman of Musa. They say that

by his master's command he invaded Andalus before Tarik, and landed at Tarifa

with four hundred men. This happened in the year ninety-one of the Hijra

{a. d. 709-10), but of this more will be said, if God be pleased, in the course of

this work. Tarifa is not, properly speaking, an island, but was so called on account

of one that stands before it in the sea ; the same might be said of Jeziratu-1-khadhra

(Aigesiras)

.

Beja ^ is the capital of an extensive district, which, during the dynasty of the

Beni.'Abbad, formed part of the kingdom of Seville. It was famous for its tan-yards

and manufactures of cotton goods. The territory abounds in silver mines, and it has

besides the glory of being the birth-place of Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abbad.

'> 23
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Merida was once a large and populous city, and during the dynasty of the Bern Menda.

Umeyyah it reached such a degree of splendour as to be only second to Cordova,

the capital, in size, population, and magnificence of buildings. But owing to the

seditious character of its inhabitants, who were continually revolting either against

their governors or against the Sultans of Cordova, the City was destroyed during

the reign of 'Abdu-r-rahman, and never afterwards restored. Merida is built on th6

banks of a considerable river called Wadi-anah (Guadiana).^^

On the same river, about thirty miles to the west, is the city of Bathalids ^^ Badajoz.

(Badajoz), which is also a very considerable city, extending its jurisdiction over

a rich and extensive country. Badajoz became the capital of a powerful kingdoiUj

formed by Mohammed Ibn Moslemah ;
^^ one of the generals, who, at the death of

Al-mansur, declared themselves independent in their provinces. He transmitted

his empire to his posterity, of which three princes reigned, until the last, 'Omar

Al-mutawakel, was slain by Seyrin Ibn Abi Bekr, general of the Almoravides,

The following distich in praise of Badajoz is the composition of the Wizir and

poet Abii 'Omar Ai-falUs.^s ;
'

" O Badajoz! I shall never forget thee as long as I live; by Allah, the

" hills that surround thee look as delightful and green as the higher regions of

" Arabia.

" The fruits of thy deeply-laden trees shine every where with the deep hue
" of maturity ; and thy river is like a string of solid ice."

The Beni Al-fallas were a principal family of Badajoz, and this 'Omar one of its

most illustrious individuals; the author of the Ad-dakhireh^^ devotes an article

to him.

Lishbona (Lisbon) is a large city on the coast of the Western Ocean, and at Lisbon.

the mouth of the river Tajoh. Its district, and that of Shantareyn (Santaren),

which are contiguous, abound in gold mines. They produce also a kind of honey,

very much resembling sugar in appearance, and which is never found in a liquid

state ; the inhabitants keep it in cotton bags. Another of the peculiarities of this

coast is the amber which is thrown up by the sea in great quantity, and which in

its kind is superior to that of the Indian seas, and is only equalled by the

shajari.^^

Between Lisbon and Talavera, a city placed on the banks of the river that comes Bridge of the

from Toledo (the Tajoh), stands the famous bridge known by the name of Al-kant-

aratU'S-seyf (the bridge of the sword), the construction of which is attributed. to

the first Csesar, and is one of the wonders of the world. It is very highj tod bas

only one arch of about seventy cubits in height, and thirty-seven in width,- under

which the whole stream passes. On the top of this arch is a tower /rising to la

_ .rr.<
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height of forty cubits above the bridge, which, as well as the tower, is built of

large blocks of granite, each measuring eight or ten cubits in length. At the

summit of the tower, and in one of the stones of which it is built, is a brazen

sword fixed into it, with this wonderful pecuHarity, that whoever seizes the handle

and draws it may extract about three spans of it, but no human efforts have yet

succeeded in drawing it out further ; when the handle is let go the sword goes with

great violence into the stone, as if it went into a scabbard.^^

Close to the district of Lisbon is that of Oksondbah (Ossonoba) , the capital of

which bears the same name, and is a very fine city, to which many towns, villages,

^nd castles are subject. Further down towards the coast is the city of Shilb

Siives. (Silyes), which was once the capital of an independent state formed by the Wizir

Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Omar, known by the surname of Dhu-1-wizarateyn.

But when the BenI Lamtumnah subdued the greatest part of Andalus, this and

other western districts were joined by them to the government of Seville. Siives

is seven days' march from Cordova ; it has the honour of being the birth-place of

Dhti-l-wizarateyn Ibn 'Omar,^^ (may God show him mercy !) and of the Kaid Abu
Merwdn 'Abdu4-malik Ibn Bedrdn, by others called Ibn Badritn, a literary man of

great repute, and who is known as the author, among other works, of a commentary

on that famous ode of Ibn 'Abdun ^^ which begins thus :

" Succeeding generations shall be afflicted at the recollection of his

"virtues." 3^

This commentaiy is too well known to need a fuller description ; we have found

it in most of the great cities in the East, where it is held in great estimation.

The author, Ibn Badriin, was himself a very good poet.

SUves is likewise the birth-place of the famous grammarian Abu Mohammed
.'Abdullah, son of As-sid Al-Bathliosl.^s

;iEhe whole of: western Andalus was at one time under the dominion of the Beni
'Abh^, kings of Seville, the most powerful Sultans of the time. The great

revenues they derived from their states enabled them to keep considerable

armies, and to surround their court with learned men and poets, who, encouraged
by their liberality, cultivated the sciences with the greatest ardour, and sung
their praises in eloquent and elaborate compositions. Liblah (Niebla), Jeborah
(Ebora), Shant-Mariah (Santa Maria), Mertilah (Mertola), Jezirah Shaltish (the

island of Saltes), Shintarah (Cintra), are among the cities of the West which
once acknowledged the supremacy of the Beni 'Abbad. The last named city

(Cintra) presents, according to Ibn Alisa', a very curious phenomenon, which
is, that wheat and barley are generally ripe forty days after having been sown

;

r V the country produces also a very large kind of melons,^^ measuring three spans

-T
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ill circumference. Speaking of this fruit, Abu 'Abdillah Al-yakuri,^' an author

on whose writings great reliance is placed, states that he was once sitting with

Ai-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abbad, king of Seville, when a peasant from Cintra entered

the room, and presented the Sultan with four of those melons, which not only

measured five spans in circumference each, but weighed so much that the man
could hardly carry them in a basket on his head. The Sultdn was very much
surprised to see so fine a fruit, and began to question the peasant, who answered

that those melons did not always grow to so great a size, but that they could

easily be obtained of those dimensions by cutting off all the branches of the plants

but ten, aim then supporting the stem by means of props of wood.

^ ^-

^ ^
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CHAPTER IV.

Eastern district—Saragossa—^Valencia—Murcia—Cartagena—Albarracin.

The eastern district of Andalus contains also many cities of the first order, such

as Saragossa, Valencia, Murcia, Cartagena, Santa Maria, and others.

Sai-agossa. Sarakostah (Saragossa) was, according to some authors, built by the first Ctesar,

the emperor of Rome, in whose reign begins the era called safar,^ which preceded

the nativity of Christ, and by which the Christians compute their years. Sarakostah

means, in the language of the Christians, "the palace of the Lord," ^ and was so

called on account of the said Ocesar having fixed his residence in it while he stayed

in Andalus; others attribute its foundation to Alexander, but God only knows.

It is generally acknowledged that there was no city in Andalus to which more

cities, towns, hamlets, and castles, were subject, than Saragossa, nor which abounded

more in fruits of all kinds, nor which was more plentifully supplied with provisions

of all sorts, nor which counted at one time a larger number of inhabitants. It was

surrounded by orchards and gardens for a space of eight miles ; and the Andalusian

authors often compared it to the cities of Chald^a for the number of its trees, and

the abundance of its waters. It is by them described as a city of great importance,

extending its jurisdiction over several large provinces and wealthy districts, some of

which, teeming with an industrious and active population, covered a space of forty

miles.

Among the productions of its territory is counted salt, which, according to some

historians, is to be found near the capital, white, pure, and transparent, and such as

cannot be procured any where else in Andalus. We find also recorded by more

than one historian and collector of traditional stories that a very curious pheno-

menon has been observed in the neighbourhood of Saragossa. No scorpion, thev

say, will enter the territory of Saragossa of its own accord, and if taken there by

any one, the moment it touches the ground it will lose all its power of action, and

remain motionless : the same phenomenon has been remarked in the East with
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respect to other reptiles, and has been explained by philosophers and naturalists

as the effect of the talismanic influence which some countries are known to

exercise over certain animals ; at least such is the solution given to this curious

circumstance by all the Eastern authors who have treated the subject. One
thing, however, is certain, namely, that all Western writers agree in saying that

no scorpion or snake ^ ever entered the territory of Saragossa without dying

immediately, and that the experiment was repeatedly tried of bringing them
from distant lands, but no sooner were they within the precincts of the city than

they died suddenly on the spot. To this wonderful quality of the soil about

Saragossa we may add another very striking peculiarity, which is recorded by
almost every author who has undertaken the description of that city. They say

that no provision or article of food, however long it may be kept, will ever

mildew or be spoiled ; wheat will keep for a hundred years, and grapes suspended

to the ceiling for six ; figs, peaches, cherries, apples, and piums, are preserved

in a dry state for several years, while it is not uncommon to see beans and
garhanzos which have been gathered thirty years ; wood never rots, and no
article of dress, whether of wool, silk, or cotton, is ever moth-eaten.

We have hkewise read somewhere that when Musa Ibn Nosseyr came to

Saragossa, and tasted the waters of the Jelk,"^ he found them so sweet and
good that he swore he had never drunk any thing better since he came mto
Andalus

; and that having inquired about the name of the well, when he heard
it called Jelk he threw a glance aU around him and compared the country, to the

ghautah (meadow) of Damascus.

The city of Saragossa became, towards the middle of the fifth century, the

seat of a powerful and extensive empire, founded by Suleyman Ibn Hud,^ one

of the generals who, during the calamitous times of the civil war, proclaimed

the sovereignty of the extinct house of Uraeyyah, and declared themselves inde-

pendent in their governments. Several authors who have written the history of

the Beni Hud dynasty describe most minutely a famous palace called Ddru-s-sormr

(the abode of pleasures) , built by Al-muktadir Ibn Hud, one of the Suitdns of that

family, and in which was a golden hall of exquisite design and admirable work-

manship, decorated in the most magnificent manner. This palace is alluded to

in some verses by the Wizir Ohu-1-wizarateyn Ibn 'Abdi-shelb.

Saragossa has been called Ummu-l-k6r (the mother of the provinces), and its

territory Thagheru-l-a'ali, the meaning of which has already been explained.^

Lerida.« Kal'at-Rabah (Calatrava), which is also called Al-baydhd,-Tiiteyhh

(Tudela) with its city Tarasdnah (Tarazona), Weskah (Huesca) and; -its" capital

Tamarit, Medinah S^hm (Medina Ceh), Kal'at Ayub (Calatayud): and its city
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Molina, Birtanieh, Barweskah (Bribiesca), and others, are among the districts

over which Saragossa extends its jurisdiction.

Among the great kingdoms of the east of Andalus is that of Valencia, which,

after the overthrow of the Beni Umej^ah dynasty, made one of the independent

states into which the inheritance of the Khahfs was broken up. Valencia, the

capital, is one of the finest cities in Andalus ; it is described by Ibnu Sa'id as a

place of great recreation and entertainment, owing to the purity of the air, the

fertility of the land, which makes its environs look as green and luxuriant as a

garden, and the amiable and cordial disposition of its inhabitants, who ^re always

disposed to pleasure and mirth. The same author (Ibnu Sa'id) says that Valencia

was known under the name of Medinatu-Utarah (the city of mirth), and that he

once heard his father say that Merwdn Ibn 'AbdiUah Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz,^ who had

been king of that city and had retired to Morocco after the loss of his kingdom,

used to say, in praise of Valencia,

" I may compare Valencia to a beautiful maiden dressed in a green robe

" of delicate texture ; if I approach her she conceals under her green gai-ments

-
" her white and transparent bosom."

: The said author (Ibnu Sa'id) says that the territory of Valencia produces very

fine saffron, as also certain pears called Al-arrozaK^ not larger than a grape,

but very delicate in taste, and which have so delightful a smell that one may

tell directly by going into a house if there be any of that fruit in it. He asserts

also, on the authority of various witers, that the atmosphere at Valencia is clearer

and more transparent than in any other part of Andalus, and adds that adjoining

to the city are several pleasant gardens and pubUc walks for the use of the

inhabitants, such as the Rissdfak,^ and the Munyatu-bn AM 'A'mk.'' The RissdfaK

e^ecially, is described by him as a most delightful and charming spot, full of trees,

orchards, and brooks, and from which a commanding view of the country may be

obtained ; no other spot in Andalus had that name but the gardens of Cordova

and those of Valencia.

Abu-1-hasan Ibn Harik has said, in his reply to Ibn 'ly^sh,

" Valencia is a spot of great beauty, and its fame has filled both East

** and West.

If they tell thee that when water is wanting it is afflicted by famine and

plague, and the whole city becomes the abode of misery and desolation,—

Tell them that, notwithstanding all that, Valencia is a paradise whose

lovely spots are at all times free from war and famine."

^^ Valencia is also in the number of the cities described by Ash-shakandi in his

Mdleh; we shaU therefore transcribe his words. " Valencia," he says, " is known
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" amongst us by the name of Al-mitydbu-Uandalus (the scent-bottle of Andalus),

" owing to its numerous orchards and flower-gardens, with the sweet exhalations

" of whicii the air is always embalmed. The garden called Ar-riss^eh is one of

" the pleasantest spots in the world. Near it is a large lake of limpid and
" transparent water,'' which, they say, reflects the rays of the sun in such a

" manner that the light in Valencia is increased by it : this, indeed, is a lactto
" which all authors who have written upon Valencia bear ample testimony.

" Among the manufactures of this city that of the nedj, which is exported to

" all parts of the West, deserves particular mention.

" Valencia is not wanting in sons who have distinguished themselves in arms,

'' and in the sciences. It has given birth to distinguished theologians, eloquent

" poet:5, and, above all, to many valiant warriors, who have withstood with courage

" the attacks of the infidels, and won the crown of martyrdom in bloody fields of

" battle.

*' The Vaiencians are veiy honest,—they are people of very good morals, and
" strongly attached to religion, which they observe most scrupulously in all its

" practices ; they are also constant in their affections, social, and very hospitable

'* to strangers."

The illustrious poet Abu Ja'far Ibn Mos'adeh Al-gharndtti has said, in allusion

to Valencia,

" Valencia is a terrestrial paradise; such it is considered to be jby its

"inhabitants; there is only one thing to make it disagreeable, andit^iatls

"the musquitoes." ;:;:;;:

Another poet has said, alluding to these insects,

" There is one thing in Valencia which annoys me most, and puts me out
" of humour

—

" Which is, that the fleas are continually dancing to the music of the

" musquitoes."

We shall close our account of Valencia with the follow^ing verses of an excellent

poet, Ibnu-z-zakkak,'^ a native of that city :

" When I think of Valencia every other city vanishes from before my eyes.

*' The more I think of it, the more I am struck with its incomparable
" beauties.

_ _ ^

" God has given it for a dress its green meadow sprinkled with flowers, of

" which the sea and the river form the skirts."

.i
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Feyroh Ibn Khalf Ibn Ahmed Ar-ro'ayni, the author of the Hirzu-l-amdni (refuge

of the wishes), of the 'AUleh (handsome pearl), and other works. Another is that

oi Jezirah ShuJcar^'^ (Alcira), which is also very extensive and well populated;

then comes Deniah^^ (Denia), on the sea shore, an ancient city ; Almansaf

(Almansa), the birth-place of the austere and devout faquih Abu 'AhdiUah Al-

mansafi, who is buried at Ceuta, where his tomb is visited, and held in great

veneration ; Bartdnah (Partana) , a town famous for the battle fought in its

neighbourhood between the Christians and Moslems, in which the former were

completely defeated. To this battle the poet Abu Ishak Ibn Ma'ali At-tarsusi ^^

alludes, in those verses which say

—

" The Christians were clad in bright armour, but ye were arrayed in silken

" robes of various colours.

** Partana is the spot where your valour and their cowardice became
" once more manifest."

Mateytah (Matet) is another town dependent on Valencia ; a great many theo-

logians and learned authors derive their patronymic from it. Ondali (Cala-onda),

which has a mountain in the neighbourhood with iron mines. It is important not

to confound this city (Ondah) with another whose name is spelt with a ra, Ronda,

and which belongs to the central division, and has also a castle called Ondah. '^

Murcia, The Other great province of this eastern division is that of Tudmir, which was

also called Misr (Egypt), on account of the similitude it bears to that country, for,

like Egypt, the territory round Tudmir is at certain fixed periods of the year

inundated and fertiUzed by a river called Wddiu-l-ahiadh^^ (Guadalaviar). As

soon as the waters withdraw the land is sown, and the crops are gathered, as in

Egypt, before the next inundation. The capital of this province was formerly the

city of Tudmir, but in progress of time it was joined to Murcia, and both cities then
" " " ^

formed one under the latter name. We find that Murcia was also called Al-hostdn

(the garden) , owing to the great fertility and fine vegetation of the valley in which

it stands. A considerable river (the Segura), after watering the greatest part of

its territory, empties itself into the sea south of Murcia.

" Murcia," says Ash-shakandi, *' is the court of eastern Andalus ; its inhabitants

** are famous for strength of body, as also for their obstinacy and disobedience to

" their rulers. Its river is the brother of the Guadalquivir, since they both spring

" from the same source in the mountains of Shekurah (Segura). ^^ Its banks to a

great extent are covered with orchards and gardens, and planted with fine trees

;

and the pendant boughs, the music of the water-wheels on its banks, the

charming melody of the singing birds, the sweet perfumes exhaled by the

>v flowerSj are indeed beauties which baffle all description, Murcia is perhaps the

<i
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" city of Andalus M'here fruits of all sorts, and odoriferous plants and shrubs,

" abound most, owing to which, as well as to its mild temperature, to the beautiful

" landscape around the city, and to the great fertility of the earth, the inhabitants

" are perhaps of all the world the people who enjoy most comforts and luxuries,

" and who show most disposition to gaiety. "We can only do justice to Murcia
" by comparing it to a house from which a young and handsome bride should set

" out (to her husband's dwelling), arrayed in all her ornaments and finery.

"As in Malaga and Almeria, there are in Murcia several manufactures of silken

" cloth called aUwasUu-thalathdt?^ It is likewise famous for the fabric of the
" carpets called tantili, Avliich are exported to all countries of the East and West

;

" as also a sort of mats, of the brightest colours, with which the Murcians cover
" the walls of their houses. Besides the above-mentioned objects, there are in
" Murcia fabrics of several articles of trade which it would take us too long to
" enumerate.

'' Murcia has given birth to many learned theologians, eminent poets, and
" valiant captains." . . :

The preceding are the words of Ash-shakandi in his risdleh (epistle) . We shall

now borrow from other writers the account of the districts, cities, and towns,

comprised within the limits of the province of Tudmir.

The first in importance after Murcia is Kartajenah (Cartagena), which all authors Cartagena,

agree in representing as a very ancient city, surrounded by a fertile territory, where
whatever is sown grows with such rapidity that it is not uncommon to see in some
of its districts the corn springing up after one day's rain. It is also said that

Cartagena was in ancient times one of the wonders of the world, owing to its

magnificent buildings, and other stupendous structures, showing the wealth, and
power of its former inhabitants. Ruins of these great buildings are to be seen

to this day, with columns, arches, inscriptions, idols, and figures of men and

beasts, in such profusion that they dazzle the eyes of the beholders : the most
important of these gigantic constructions is, following the words of a geographer,

the Ad-dawdmis ,'^^ which consists of twenty-four piles of free-stone, all equal in

size, and over which are twenty-four arches, measuring one hundred and thirty

paces from pier to pier, and sixty in width, the elevation being upwards of two

hundred cubits : over these arches, and at a giddy height, the water flows through

perforated stones from one pillar to another, the whole of the structure being

raised by dint of mathematical science, and finished with the greatest skill. 2^: V
Such is the description which a famous geographer has given of Cartagena, \>vX

in our opinion he is mistaken, for the Cartagena here alluded to is in Africa; and

not in Andalus. The author of the Minhdju-l-fakar (open way to reflection) has
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not fallen into So gross an error
; on the contrary, whenever he happens to mention

in his work either of these two cities he always makes a proper distinction, and
calls the African one aU'atikah (the ancient), and that which belongs to the

district of Murcia, and which we are at present describing, al-khalfd (the modern).
The city of Lorcah (Lorca) is another dependency of Murcia ; its territory

abounds in mines of lapis-lazuli. Hisn Mulah (Mula), Auriwe'lak (Orihuela), Lecant
(Alicante), are among the districts which acknowledged Murcia as their capital

during the fifth and sixth centuries of the Hijra, when it formed a powerful state,

sometimes attached to the kingdom of Valencia, and sometimes to that of Almeria,
until it was finally subdued by the Almoravides.^^

Aibaii^cin. We have still to mention an extensive territory lying half-way between Valencia
and Saragossa, and which, after the overthrow of the Beni Umeyyah, was erected by
its governor into an independent state, and continued to be such during all the
time of the civil war. It is the district of Assahlah,^'^ which others call Al-kartdm,
and the capital of which is Shant-Mariah (Santa Maria) , Abii Merwan 'Abdu-1-

mahk Ibn Razin, known by the appellative of Jesamu-d-daulat (the body of the

state), and Al~hdjib (prime minister) , was the founder of it.

-.'-•
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CHAPTER V.

Islands surrounding or dependent on Andalus—Cadiz—Canaiy Islands—Fortunate Islands—

Algesiras—Tarifa—Mallorea—Menorca—Iviza.

Andalus is surrounded by islands, or countries called islands by the Arabs.

Among the latter is Jeziratu-Kadis (Cadiz), which belongs to the jurisdiction of
Seville, although Ibnu Sa'id places it in the territory of Sherisk (Xerez) ; but, well ;

considered, it comes to the same thing, for Xerez and its district belong also to-

Seville.
r

Cadiz is filled with the remains of buildings, temples, aqueducts, and other Cadiz,

wonderful constructions of the ancient kings of Andalus. " The most remarkable of
" these monuments," says Ibnu Ghalib, in his work entitled ' Contentment of the

' soul in the contemplation of ancient remains found in Andalus/ " is undoubtedly the
" tower and idol at Cadiz, which has not its equal in the world, if we except
" another of the same shape and description which stands on a high promontory in
" Galicia. It is notorious that so long as the idol on the tower at Cadiz stood,
*' it prevented the winds from blowing across the straits into the Ocean, so that no
" large vessels could sail from the Mediterranean into the Ocean, or vice versa;
" but, on the contrary, when it was pulled down in the first years of the reign of
" the Beni 'Abd-al-mumen, the spell was broken, and vessels of all descriptions
" began to furrow the sea with impunity.*'

This idol, in the opinion of some writers, held some keys in his right hand, but
the contrary has been proved by the author of the Ja^rafiyah, as we shdl have
further occasion to show. It is also stated, that according to an ancient traditioa

the belief prevailed all over Andalus that underneath the idol an immense treasure

lay concealed from times of old : that the tradition existed no doubt can be enter-
:

.

tained, since various writers, who saw this idol, agree in saying that whe^.M
Ibn Musa,^ nephew of the Kdid Abu *Ahdillah, who held the charge of Admiral
of the Sea, revolted, and declared himself independent at Cadiz, he realised the
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Canary
Islands.

Fortunate

IslancU.

Mallorca.

idol to be pulled down, and a search to be made for the supposed treasures,

but that nothing was found.

In the same sea where the island of Cadiz stands there are others called the

eternal (AUJchdliddt) y^ which are seven in number, and which lie to the west of Sale.

These islands may be seen a great distance off at sea, and in clear summer days,

when the atmosphere is quite pure and free from vapours or mist, they are dis-

covered rising far above the horizon. According to the geographer Ibnu-1-wardi,

there is in each of these islands a tower, one hundred cubits high, on the top of

which is an idol of brass, pointing with his hand towards the sea, as if he meant

" there is no passage beyond those islands." Ibnu-1-wardi ^ adds that he could

not remember the name of the king who erected those towers ; but we find that

Idrisi attributes them to Iskhander dhii-l-karneyn.

In this sea (Ocean), and farther towards the north, are the islands called

As-sa^dddt^ (the fortunate), in which there are many cities and towns, and from

whence the Majus, a nation of Christians, came. The nearest of these islands is

that of Birtanniyah (Britain), which is placed in the midst of the Ocean, and

has no mountains or rivers. The inhabitants drink rain-water, and cultivate

the land.

The island of Shaltls,^ which is at the lower end of Andalus, is populated, and

has a city which bears its name. The seas in the neighbourhood abound in fish,

which is salted and sent to Seville, where the consumption is very great.

Shaltis belongs to the district of Liblah (Niebla) , which is contiguous to that of

Ondba.

These are the islands of the Ocean ; those of the Mediterranean are Algesiras,

Tarifa, Mallorca, Menorca, and Iviza, which we shall presently describe.

Algesiras and Tarifa we have already described elsewhere : they are not, properly

speaking, islands, but are so called owing to their topographical situation. The
same may be said of Shaltis. Further into the sea towards the east are three

islands, called May6rkah (Mallorca), Menorkah (Menorca), and Yebisah (Iviza)
;

the two former are at a distance of fifty miles one from the other. That of Mallorca,

which is the largest in size, may be traversed in one day from one end to another.

The capital is a fine and populous city, and has a canal in which water flows all the

year round ; but we shall describe this island in the words of Ash-shakandi.

" The island of Mallorca," says that elegant writer, " is one of the most fertile

" and best cultivated countries that God ever made ; it is also the most abundant
'* in provisions of aU kinds ; for were it by some accident to be deprived of an
" intercourse with other lands, it would still produce every article necessary for

* the maintenance or the comfort of its inhabitants. It possesses, besides, many
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" Other advantages, which we pass in silence for the sake of brevity ; suffice it

" to say that it has a magnificent capital, well populated towns, extensive districts,

" good lands, and more water than it requires for the irrigation of its fields; and,
" lastly, that it has given birth to many emhient ulemas, and illustrious warriors
" who liave valiantly defended their country from the attacks of the Christians
" who surround it on every side

—

*' Like a pack of hungry wolves, intent upon their prey."

We think it proper to add here some verses which the poet Ibnu-l-labbdnah ^

wrote in honour of the capital of this island.

" It is the city to which the ring-dove has lent the prismatic colours of his

" collar, and the peacock his beautiful variegated plumage."

The preceding verses are part of a kassidah which the said Ibnu-1-labb^nah

addressed to the king who reigned at that time over the island, and who, it

appears, did much good to the country, and built more than Iskhunder himself
ever did. .

Next to Mallorca, towards the east, is the island of Menorca, which the author Menorca.

of the Ja'rafiyah describes as very small but very fertile, and abounding in grain
and fruits of all sorts, especially grapes. He also says that meat in this island

is particularly good and well-flavoured, and better than any where else ; so much
so, that beef, when roasted, will melt as if it were grease, and turn into oil. Sheep
abound in the island, but they are of a very small breed.

West of Menorca and Mallorca is another island smaller than either, called iviza.

YebisaV (Iviza). It may be about thirty parasangs in length, and nearly as much
in breadth

; it supplies great part of Africa proper^ with wood and salt. The island

is well peopled, and the inhabitants are very industrious ; the land produces all

sorts of grain and fruits, but sheep do not thrive; they have goats, and feed

upon their flesh. Raisins, almonds, and figs are among the articles which the

inhabitants grow and export to the neighbouring island of Mallorca. Olive

trees do not grow in the island ; indeed the inhabitants do not know them,

and they receive their oil from Andalus.

Besides the above-mentioned islands, there are in this sea (the Mediterranean)

many more, such as Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Malta, but, as they never belonged

to Andalus, although in the possession of Moslems, we shall abstain from the

description of them for brevity's sake ; for, indeed, were we to relate aE the

remarkable things contained in these islands, the wonders of the. two seas that

surround Andakis, we should neglect the principal object of this our.jT#ni

;

in fact, we might as well consecrate a whole volume to the 'deseription of

them. ::;.-,-;.;
\" _ _ ^
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We shall now say a few words about those cities in Andahis which fell early

into the hands of the Christians, and where Islamism was rooted up by the

obdurate infidels who attribute partners to God. Alas ! at the moment we

write this the whole of that delightful and highly-gifted country, where the

unfiirled banners of Isidmism waved triumphantly for so many ages, where the

sweeping tide of Isldm incessantly rolled its mighty waves over the shores of

polytheism, and where the unity of the Almighty God and the mission of liis

holy Prophet were unanimously and daily proclaimed from the tops of countless

minarets, is now in the possession of the cruel enemies of God ; the heroes who

.«o long withstood the attacks of both Franks and Goths are no more ; the virtuous

ulemas who instructed the people in the duties of religion, and who opposed their

breasts to the impetuous torrents of idolatry, are either scattered over the world,

:or enjoying in paradise the recompense due to their virtues ; the temples once

consecrated to Divinity are now places of scandal and impiety, and not one

Moslem remains in the vast precincts of Andalus to praise the true God, and to

bless by his presence the spots that were once the abode of piety and science.

God is great ! God is great ! There is no strength or power but in God

!

Thecountiyof MarsheUnoh^ (Barcelona), on the eastern coast of Andalus, is situate in a sort

jof valley formed by the Jehalu-l-hort (the Pyrenees), which separate Andalus

from the country of the Franks. Barcelona is close to the sea, and has a harbour,

but it is a bad one, and vessels cannot go into it except with a pilot. Barcelona

is a middle-sized city, being neither large nor small ; it was several times taken

by the Christians, and retaken from them, during the first centuries after the

conquest, till at last it was ultimately subdued by the infidels ^° in the year 383

of the Hijra (a. n. 993-4), and has since remained in their hands, constituting

one bf their greatest kingdom^.

cOn jthe opposite side of Andalus, that is to the west,, inclining a little towards

the. north, as the country of Jalikiyah (Galicia), the capital of which is the city

of-Shant-Yakoh (Santiago). The author of the geographical work entitled Kitdbu-

l-ajdyih '' (the book of wonders) says that there was in this city a very large

!Ghurch,;held in great veneration by the Christians, who considered and worshipped

it as ithe Moslems do Jerusalem. " Christians," he adds, " from Constantinople,

"France, and other infidel countries, came every year to this city, and visited

"its ;church, not because, of its being the seat of a patriarch, but because they

"\:pretend :-that the church was built, by one of the Apostles of Jesus, son of

"tjMariam, whose name was Yakoh, others say Yacdb ; the church which he built

"- was called Shant-Yakoh, that is, the church of Yago, for Shant, in the language

„: "of the Christians, means a temple, a place of worship, and is an equivalent
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'' of our word mesjid (mosque). Every Christian who comes to this city, and
"visits its temple, is held in great respect by his countryxnen, his ^authority
"increases, and he calls himself hdji (pilgrim). The church is bnilt. in the
" midst of an island formed by an arm of the sea, and has only one door."
The same author says that there is in GaHcia a lake calm AlSuheyratu-

l~meytat ^^ (the dead lake), and that that name has its origin in a very wonderful
peculiarity of its waters, for no human being, animal, fish, or bird, will live- in
It, or, if taken thither from other parts of the country, it -will die immediately,
with the exception of the peacock, which is known to live, and feed, and lay
its eggs in it. Ibnu Jezzur, who speaks also of this lake, places it in the heart
of Galicia.

Some other cities, like Uy6n (Leon), 8am6rah (Zamora), BanhiUnah (Pamplona), Barbarous na-

are occasionaUy mentioned by geographers, but we shall not stop to describe them'; oX£"''
let whoever wishes to acquire more information on the subject consult the works
of Abii 'Obeyd AUbekri, Idrisi, and other writers, who have not only described
the cities that were in the hands of the Christians, but given the most ample
and circumstantial account of the manners, customs, and habits of their inhabitants.

However, as it is important that the reader should know who were the nations
of infidels with whom the Andalusian Moslems had to contend for such a length
of time, we shall here transcribe the words of the Katib Ibrahim Ibnu-1-kasim
Al-kar^wi, known by the surname of Ar-raUk-heladi-l-andalus '^ (the slave of
Andalus), who, treating of the barbarous nations who live on the border of
Andalus, expresses himself in the following terms. " The Andalusians are a
" brave and warlike people, and great need have they of these qualities, for they
" are in continual war with the infidel nations that surround them on every side.

"To the west and north they have a nation called Jalalcah (GaUcians), whose
" territories extend from the shores of the Western Ocean all along the Pyrenees.
"The Galicians are brave, strong, handsome, and well made; in general the
" slaves of this nation are very much prized, and one will scarcely meet in Andalus
" with a handsome, well made, and active slave who is not from this country. As
" no mountains or natural barriers of any kind separate this country from the

"Moslem territories, the people of both nations are in a state of continual war
" on the frontiers.

" To the east the Moslems have another powerful enemy to contend with ; that

"is the Franks, a people stiU more formidable than the Galicians, on account-
"of the deadly wars in which they are continually engaged among themselves,
" their great numbers, the extent and fertihty of their territory, ^nd^ltM^ great

"resources. The country of the Franks is well peopled, and M^ of cities and

-H.
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" towns ; it is generally designated by geographers under the name of Ardhu-l-

'* keUrah (the great land). The Franks are stronger and braver than the Galicians,

'< —they are likewise more numerous, and can send larger armies into the field.

" They make war on a certain nation bordering on their territory, and from

''whom they dissent in manners and religion; these are the Sclavonians, whose

" land the Franks invade, and, making captives of them, bring them to be sold

'* to Andalus, where they are to be found in great numbers. The Franks are in

'* the habit of making eunuchs of them, and taking them to castles and other

"places of safety in their territory, or to points of the Moslem frontier, where

" the Andalusian merchants come to buy them, to sell them afterwards in other

' countries. However, some of the Moslems who live in those parts (near to

'* the frontiers) have already learnt that art from the Franks, and now exercise it

" quite as well as they do." '*

_ ^
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" histories of Rome that when Julius, known by the surname of Heshar (Ceesar),
" began to reign, he ordered the earth to be measured, and roads to be constructed.
*' According to his injunctions causeways were made from Rome to the east, west,
*' north, and south of the earth, until they reached half the circumference of the
" globe. One of these causeways led to Andalus, and ended to the east of Cordova,
" near the gate of 'Abdi-I-jabbar. Another, beginning at the gate of Al-kantarah
" (the bridge), south of that city, led to Shakandah, Estijah (Ezija), Karmonah
" (Carmona), Seville, and the sea.* Both these roads were by the orders of
" Jniius provided with mile-stones, on which his own name, that of the city to
" which the road led, and the distance from Rome, were engraved ; they say also
*

'
that he ordered that the mile-stones should be furnished with a roof in some

" parts of the road, intending them as halting-places for travellers, who might
" shelter themselves from the rays of the sun in summer, and from cold and
" rain in winter

; but that these buildings being in the course of time converted
'* into places of corruption and iniquity, and into so many haunts frequented by
" robbers and vagabonds, owing to their situation in the midst of uninhabited
" districts, and far from towns, the work was discontinued, and the mile-stones
" left in the state in which they are at present."

The author of the Ritdbu-l-ja'rafiyah ^ has furnished us with details concerning
the tower of Cadiz. We shall quote his own words. " In this city," he says,
(meaning Cadiz) " there formerly stood a square tower, upwards of one hundred
" cubits high, and built of large blocks of stone, admirably placed one on the
"top of another, and fastened together by hooks of brass. On the top of the
" tower was a square pedestal of white marble, measuring four spans,^ and on it a
" statue representing a human being, so admirably executed in form, proportions,
" ^^^ ^^^^'' ^^^* ^^ looked more like a living man than an inanimate block. His
" face was turned towards the Western Sea; he had his back to the north;'
" the left arm extended, and the fingers closed, with the exception of the fore-
" finger, which he held in a horizontal position, pointing towards the mouth of
" that sea which issues out of the Ocean, and lies between Tangiers and Tarifa,
" being known by the name of Bahru-z-zokak (the Straits of Gibraltar). His
'' right arm was close to the body, as if holding his garments tightly, and in
" the right hand he bore a stick, with which he pointed towards the sea. Some
" authors pretend that what he held were keys, but it is a mis-statement ; I
" saw the idol often, and could never discover any thing else but the above-
" mentioned stick, which he held in his right hand in a vertical position, and
" somewhat raised from the ground ; besides, I am assured by the testimony of
5^ trustworthy people, who were present or assisted at the pulling down of this
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" amounted to a hundred; ^^ tliey devoured any one they found on the sea. The

"tower that I have described was known to them, and, following the direction

*' pointed at by the idol, they were enabled to make at all times for the mouth

" of the straits, and enter the Mediterranean, ravage the coasts of Andalus, and

" the islands close to it, sometimes carrying their depredations as far as the coasts

'' of Syria. But when the idol was destroyed by the command of 'All Ibn Maymiin,

" as I have already stated, no more was heard of these people, nor were their

" kardkir (vessels) seen in these seas, with the exception of two that were wrecked

'* on the coast, one at Mersu-l-Majus (the port of the Majus),^* and the other close

" to the promontory of Al-aghar."

Pitof Cabra. Among the wonders of Andalus one is the pit of Kabrah (Cabra), which, in the

opinion of Ar-razi, who mentions it, is one of the gates of the winds. It is to be

seen at some distance from Cabra,'^ and whatever efforts have been made to find

the bottom of it have proved ineffectual.

Iron pot at Ibnu Sa'id also mentions a mountain in the neighbourhood of KaVatu-Aurdd'^

where, says he, is a rock with a wide gap, and within it an iron pot hanging by a

chain. Whoever goes to the spot will see it, his hands will touch it, but all his

attempts to take it out will be fruitless ; for no sooner will his hands come in

contact with it than the pot will sink in the cavity of the rock and disappear

;

however, if the person desists from his undertaking it will return to its former

position. This is related by Ibnu Said on the authority of Ibnu Bashkuwal, who,

among some ancient traditions, and other wonderful stories, concerning Andalus,

mentions the following

:

" It has been related to us on the authority of a traditionist, w^ho had it from

" Seyf, that 'Othman Ibn 'Affan said ' that the conquest of Constantiniyeh (Con-

" stantinople) would be made from Andalus.' Perhaps he meant Rome instead of

"Constantinople, but God is all-knowing."

Such are the words of Ibnu Bashkuwal; but this point requires elucidation.

The tradition to which that illustrious writer alludes stands thus. 'Othman is said

to have sent an army from Cairwan to the conquest of Andalus, and to have written

to the generals who were to command the expedition :
" Know ye how the conquest

" of Constantinople shall be made, passing first through Andalus ; so, if ye quickly

" subdue those regions whither ye are bound, ye shall participate of the favours

" of God." Such is the tradition ; but let the responsibility of it he on its

preservers, for as to us, we wish to be considered entirely pure and free from

it ; for although it be true that it has been adopted and repeated by Ibnu Bash-

tuw^l, by Ibnu Sa'id, and other respectable waiters, yet we cannot give credit to

it, for it is not only improbable, but entirely devoid of foundation. For at what

o '-
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time, we ask, did 'Othman send troops from Africa to conquer Andalus ; when

it is evident, nay, it rests on incontrovertible proofs, that the Arabs never invaded

Andalus until the times of Ai-walid, and that Cairwan, the city from whence

the expedition is said to have departed, was not built until twelve ^^ years after

the death of that Khalif? However, let not these objections of ours be taken

as uttered in contempt of the authors of the tradition : we merely state them

as a proof of our ardent wish to warn our readers against error, and to assist

them in the investigation of truth.

Another of the wonders of Andalus we would pass over were it not that all Extraordmaiy

. .
olive tree.

the historians of that country mention it. It is an olive tree, which is said to

blossom and produce fruit on a certain day of the solar year. But this is rather

a proof of the difficult task an historian takes upon himself, and how easily

authors as trustworthy and learned as Ibnu Sa'id may be led into error by the

adoption of facts which they have not ascertained, or by transcribing the accounts

of over-credulous writers. This phenomenon, which Ibnu Sa'id relates on the

authority of people who are said to have witnessed it, is nothing more than

the effects of light on an olive tree of the common species, as the author of

the Ja'rafiyah tells us. We shall quote his words :
" In this mountain (meaning

" that of Sholayr, in the neighbourhood of Granada,) is the famous olive tree

" of which people talk wonders. I happened once to pass by it early in the

" morning of the day of Pentecost, when all the inhabitants of those districts

" collect round it. I saw nothing on it to deserve attention ; both its appearance

'* and its fruit were the same as those of similar trees at that season of the year,

" only that, in proportion as the day advanced, the leaves looked of a bright

" green ; at noon they looked white, as if the tree was covered with blossom,

" and later in the day, a little before sunset, they partook of a reddish hue,

** With the exception of this circumstance, which I believe to be common to

" every tree of the same species, I saw nothing wonderful either in the fruit,

" the branches, or the leaves of the tree."

Several authors, and amongst them the last-mentioned writer, describe most water-ctoeks

minutely two water-clocks which Abii-l-kasira Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman, known by

the surname of Az-zarkal,^® built in Toledo, when he heard of the famous taHsman

which is in the city of Arin in India, and which Mes'udi describes as marking

the time with a hand from sunset to sunrise. These clocks consisted of two

basins, which filled with water or emptied according to the increasing or wariihg

of the moon. Az-zarkal placed them in a house out of the city, to the ; south-

west, and on the banks of the river Tajoh (Tagus), near to the spot Mled Bdhu-l-

VOL. I. M
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dahhdgUn'^ (the gate of the tanners); their action was as follows. At the

moment when the new moon appeared on the horizon water began to flow into

the basins by means of subterranean pipes, so that there would be at day-break

the fourth of a seventh part, and at the end of the day half a seventh part, of

the water required to fill the basins. In this proportion the water would

continue to flow until seven days and as many nights of the month were

elapsed, when both basins would be half filled ;
the same process during the

following seven days and nights would make the two basins quite full, at the

same time that the moon was at its full. However, on the fifteenth night

of the month, when the moon began to wane, the basins would also begin to

lose every day and night half a seventh part of their water, until by the twenty-

first of the month they would be half empty, and when the moon reached her

twenty-ninth night not a drop of water would remain in them ;
it being worthy

of remark that, should any one go to any of the basins when they were not

filled, and pour water into them with a view to quicken its filling, the basms

would immediately absorb the additional water, and retain no more than the

just quantity; and, on the contrary, were any one to try, when they were nearly

filled, to extract any or the whole of their water, the moment he raised his

hands from the work the basins would pour out sufficient water to fill the

vacuum in an instant. These clocks were undoubtedly a greater work of science

than the Indian talisman, for this latter is placed in a country under the equinoctial

line, where the days and nights are of the same length, while in Andalus, which

is in the temperate zone, it does not happen thus. They remained for a long

time in Toledo, until that city was taken by the Christians, (may God send

confusion amongst them 1) when the tyrant Al-fonsh^« (Alfonso) felt a great

curiosity to know how they were regulated, and caused one of them to be

excavated, which being done the interior machinery was damaged, and the

water ceased to flow into the basins. This happened in the year five hundred

and twenty-eight of the Hijra (a. d. 1133-4).^^ Others say that the cause

of their being spoilt was Honeyn the Jew,^^ he who conveyed all the baths

of Andalus to Toledo in one day in the said year of five hundred and twenty-

eight, and who predicted to Alfonso ^^ that his son would conquer Cordova,

as it happened. This accursed Jew, being anxious to discover the motion of

the clocks, said once to Alfonso. " O king !
were I to look at them in

*' the inside, and see how they are made, not only could I restore them to

" their ancient state, but even construct two others still more wonderful, and

"which would fill during the day and empty at night." Alfonso granted
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him his request, and the Jew then had one opened ; but when he afterwards

tried to restore it to its former state he was unable to accomplish what he

had promised, and the machinery being damaged the works were stopped.

The other basin, nevertheless, continued still to fill and empty in the same

wonderful manner ; but God is all-knowing,—he knows the truth of the

matter.
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CHAPTER Vri.

Anecdotes respecting Andalus—Population—Productions of the soil.

Anecdotes re- We have read in a certain book that when the Amiru-l-moslemin (Prince of the
spectmg Au- ^

daius. Moslems) 'All, son oi the Amiru-1-mosleminYv.^ei Von Tashfin Al-masufl,^ Sultan of

Maghreb and Andalus, crossed the Straits, and landed in the latter countiy,

—

when he had traversed it in all directions, and observed its shape and configuration,

he compared it to an eagle, making the city of Toledo the claws, KaVat-Rahdh

(Calatrava) the breast, Jaen the head, Granada the bill, and placing its two wings,

the right far into the west, and the left in the east.

We have also read that the said Sultan and the Africans who formed his court

were very much struck with the beauty of the prospect, the fertiUty of the land, the

abundance of provisions, the mildness of the temperature, the magnificence of its

buildings, and other advantages which make Andalus superior to any other

country in the world, and that their admiration gave rise to many witty ex-

pressions and curious anecdotes in which the African histories abound; but

unluckily the work in which we have read these and other particulars is not in our

possession, as we have left it with the remainder of our library in the Al-maghreb
(West), so we must content ourselves with quoting that which we know by heart,

and fill up the deficiency with such works as we have been able to procure in

this country.

Population. Ibnu Said, the author of the book entitled Al-mugh'mh fi hoH4-maghreb ^ (the

eloquent speaker on the ornamental beauties of the West) , a work w^hich we have had
frequent occasion to quote, and which has been of the greatest assistance to us, when
describing at large the population and agricultural resources of Andalus expresses

himself in the following terms. " Were I called upon to give an adequate and just
'* description of Andalus, I would say that it is a country surrounded by sea,

** abounding in fruits and productions of all kinds, full of cities and towns, and so

k
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thiclily populated that if a traveller goes any distance through it he will find at

every step on his road hamlets, towns, farms, orchards, and cultivated fields, and

will never meet, as is more or less the case in other countries, with large tracts

of uncultivated land, or desert. This, united to the habits of the A-ndalusians,

w^ho, instead of hving together, as the Egyptians do, grouped in towns and

villages, prefer dwelling in cottages and rural establishments in the midst of

the -fields, by the side of brooks, and on the declivities of mountains, gives

altogether to the country an aspect of comfort and prosperity which the tra-

veller will look for in vain elsewhere ; their houses too, which they are

continually white-washing inside and out, look exceedingly well by the side of

the green trees, and, to use the words of the famous Wizir and poet Ibnu-1-

himarah^ in his description of Andalus

—

* Its hamlets brightening among the trees look like so many pearls set in

' a bed of emeralds.'

And he was right, for if thou goest to Eg}'pt after having staid any length of

time in Andalus, thou wilt be surprised to see the wretched appearance of the'

Egyptian villages, placed as they are at great distances one from another, with

" their narrow, badly constructed, ill-shaped houses, looking gloomy and dismal to

" the eye. In Andalus, on the contrary, the traveller will find many districts

" where large cities and populous towns almost touch each other, without counting

the numberless villages, hamlets, farms, castles, and towers which lie between/

So, for instance, going out of Seville, the first day's march will take him to

Sherish (Xerez), a very handsome city, placed in the midst of a fertile territory,

and surrounded by villages ; close to Xerez is Algesiras, and then comes Malaga,

one of the finest ports in the Mediterranean ; and let not the reader suppose that

this excessive population is only to he met with in that particular district, for

the description is applicable, as well, to any other province of Andalus, this

" being the reason why historians and geographers who have described this country

mention so many large cities and wealthy towns. Most of these are strongly

fortified, and surrounded with walls, as a protection against the incursions of the

enemy ; some, even, will 1be found so strong by nature, or so well fortified by

art, as to have been besieged by the Christians during twenty years without

falling into their hands. This, indeed, is not so much owing to the strength of

" their fortifications as to the undaunted courage of their defenders,—their aptitude

" for all military exercises, to which they are trained from their infancy, and their

" early and continual acquaintance with the perils and horrors of wan dv^iri^ to

'' the proximity of the enemy with whom they are in perpetual hostility: To this

*' must be added the facility they possess of keeping their corn for several years in

a
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" subterranean granaries, owing to which any city might, if necessary, stand a

" siege of one hundred years ; and what I state here concerning the strength of

'* their cities is appUcable not only to the prosperous times of Islam, but even

" to the present disastrous epoch ; for although it is true that at the time I write

" the enemy of God has penetrated far into the heart of Andalus, and considerably

'' diminished the dominions of the Moslems,* yet there are stm remaining in the

" hands of the true believers cities like Seville, Granada, Malaga, Almeria, and

" others; ruUng over extensive and populous districts, full of cities and towns,

'Vand provided with sufficient strength to resist and defeat, with God's help and

" assistance, all the attacks of the unbelievers."

Alas:-! the bright hopes of this holy man have been blighted, and his good

wishes frustrated, for God Almighty bad decreed that the contrary should happen,

and that the worshippers of the crucified should every where subdue and over-

power his own servants. Such was the will of God—Him who can change

sorrow into joy, and pain into delight—the high ! the great ! May He permit

in his infinite wisdom that the words of Islam resound again in Andalus, and that

its, present inhabitants be annihilated and destroyed !

But to return to Ibnu Sa'id's account. " I shall conclude," says that most

elegant of writers, " by stating one thing in praise of Andalus which will establish

*' its fame much better than any thing else I can say. When I quitted it I

" travelled along the northern coast of Africa, and visited its great cities, such

" as Marehash (Morocco), Fez, and Ceuta; I afterwards went to Africa proper,

** and the neighbouring districts of the Maghrehu-Uausatt (middle West), and saw

" Tehamah, Bejayeh, and Tunis; from thence I proceeded to Egypt, and resided

*' in Alexandria, Cairo, and Fostat ; I then went to Syria, and entered Damascus,

*^ Aleppo, and other intervening cities. Well, I must confess that in the course

" of my rambles I saw no country whatever which could be compared to Andalus

" either in beauty, fertihty, abundance of water, or luxuriance of trees, with the

*' exception of the environs of Fez in the Maghrehu-Uaksd (remote West), and the

" country round Damascus in Syria. Neither did I see in the East or West any city

*' which QQuld compete with those of Andalus in the size and sofidity of its buildings,

" for nowhere- could I find such magnificent edifices and public works as I saw in

" almost every city of Andalus, unless it be some of the works lately raised at

•
' Morocco by the Sultans of the dynasty of the Beni 'Abdu-1-mumen, and perhaps

*' one or two at Tunis, where all the houses are built of stone as in Alexandria,

" owing to the great quantity of ancient stones (dug out from the ruins), only

" that the streets of Tunis are not so well levelled or so broad as those of

*' that; city. Great buildings may also be found in Alexandria ; Aleppo may
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" likewise be placed in the number of well-built cities, for the good design and

" interior accommodation of its houses, which are built of hard stone, but no-

" where did I find combined the elegance, the magnificence, the excellent distri-

" bution, of the houses all over Andalus."

To this account of the population of Andalus by Ibnu Sa'id we think it proper

to add what an anonymous writer says on the subject.

" Andalus contains eighty cities of the first order, and upwards of three hundred

of moderate size ; as to its towns, villages, hamlets, castles, and towers, their

number is so considerable that God only can count them. It is stated that the

towns and villages on the banks of the Guadalquivir only amounted to no less

than twelve thousand ;
^ and Andalus is generally believed to be the only country

in the world where a traveller meets with three, four, or even more cities in the

course of a day's ride ; finding besides at every two parasangs springs of Htnpid

water, and villages with markets and shops well provided with bread, fruit, ineat,

" fish, cheese, and all sorts of provisions." -

The before-mentioned author (Ibnu Sa'id) says in another part of his work that Produetious of

, . .
the soil. .

Andalus far outstrips every other country in the world in thfe fertility of the land,

which yields abundant crops of all kinds ; in the delicacy of its fruits, the riches of

its mines, the wonderful productions of nature, and the number of its manufactures.

We shall now proceed to bestow on each of these topics such information as lies

scattered in the authors that we have consulted. ;

Andalus has been compared by many authors to a terrestrial paradise ; some even

go so far as to advance that God, having forbidden the Christians the entrance into

the celestial paradise, had given them instead one in this world ; for indeed by what

other name can we designate the countries which the Christians inhabit from the

gulf of Constantinople down to the ocean of Andalus ; since they are well known

to be a perpetual paradise, wherein the acorn, the filbert, the nut, the chesnut, and

other fruits of the northern climate, grow at the same time with the banana, the

sugar cane, and others which are the productions of warmer countries alone?

Andalus is the country which has been most favoured by God, and in point

of fruits and other produce of the land even the most fertile regions of India

cannot compete with it. The sugar cane grows in great luxuriance all along its

southern coast, and in more temperate^ regions the banana and other deliciotis

fruits. In general, except dates, which do not thrive, all the fruits of; other;

climates may be found in abundance, as well as many which are either sc&xc^-W^

not produced at all, in other countries, such as the two species of figs^lleu^^/^Mm

and Ash-sha'ri, which grow in the neighbourhood of Seville^ as we liave: stated
r. - F _

elsewhere, and which Ibnu Sa'id says he never saw any where Oiitof Andalus,
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nor ever tasted after his departure from that country. Tlie same might be said of

the Malaga fig, or the raisins of Almuiiecar, or those called al-aseli (sweet as

honey), the peaches, the apricots, the pomegranate called Safari,'^ the walnuts,

almonds, and several other fruits which grow in great perfection, and which w^e

shall not stop to enumerate and describe for fear of making this our work too

long.

Another of the productions for which Andalus is famous is its aromatic w^oods

and roots ; in this respect indeed it has often been compared to India, that privileged

country of drugs and perfumes, which it resembles in some of its productions, as for

instance the mahleb,^ that sweetest of all perfumes and choicest of drugs, which is

only to be met with in India and in Andalus, and which, according to Ar-razi, is

found in great abundance in the western districts. Ibnu Ghalib, quoting the words

of Al-mes'udi in his Golden Meadows, says that in Andalus are found fiA^e-and-

twenty different perfumes or odoriferous substances, such as spikenard, clove,

gillyflower, sandal wood, cinnamon, Kassdhu-dh-dharirah,^ mahleb, and others, and

that out of the five substances which are considered to be the principal ingredients

of perfumes, viz. musk, camphor, aloe wood, saffron, and amber, the two last

are found in great quantities in Andalus. Ar-razi also, after describing some of

the properties attributed to the mahleb, says that in the district of Dalayah (Dalia),

which falls within the jurisdiction of the Alpuxarras, grows a root called At-t6laj,^°

which yields not to the Indian aloes in fragrancy ; and which, he adds, grows in

the crevices of rocks, and w'as collected for the use of Kheyran, the Sclavonian king

of Almeria, who liked its smell exceedingly. Kost ^^ (costum) and spikenard

grow also in great abundance, and the gentian, which is exported to all parts of

the world, is held in great estimation for the sweetness of its smell, and commands

a very high price. Myrrh is found in great quantities in the neighbourhood of

Calatayud ; and various authors speak of a plant with which the mountains near

Ossonoba ^^ are covered, and which when burnt sends forth a smell similar to that

of the aloe wood. This account is confirmed by Ibnu Sa'id, who says that there

are in Andalus several mountains covered with odoriferous plants and shrubs, where

if a fire be lighted the air becomes impregnated with a fragrant smell vei^ much
resembling that of burnt aloe wood, and that in the mountain of Sholayr, in that

part which is nearest to Granada, grow many of the plants that are peculiar to India.

Respecting amber, it is found in great abundance all along the western coast of

Andalus,'^ especially at Shidhunah (Sidonia), where it is particularly fine, and

very much prized, owing to its good quality and its resistance when exposed to

the fire. It is known in the East by the name oi Al-gharbi Cwestern), and according

to Al-mes'iidi one drachm of it sold in his time for several drachms of that

N
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produced in other countries. But let us hear what Al-mes'tidi himself says in his

Golden Meadows. " The seas that wash the shores of Andalus, and especially the

" Mediterranean, abound in amber, which is exported to Egypt and to other

" countries. That which they use at Cordova comes from a place on the western

"coast called Shantareyn (Santarem), as also from Shidonah (Sidonia) . One
'* ounce of this amber is sold in Andalus for three gold mithcals—in Egypt it mayibe

" procured for twenty gold dindrs, although inferior in quality : the ounce used in

" Andalus is equal in weight to that of Baghdad. As to the pieces of amber which

" are now and then picked up on the coasts of Egypt, it is probable that they come

from the Mediterranean, and are impelled there by the w'aves. Andalus abounds

in mines of silver and quicksilver, which have not their equal any where in the

world, either in the countries subject to the Moslems, or in those which the

infidels occupy. It produces also ginger root, saffron, and several other aromatic

roots, as well as five kinds of musk; aloes and camphor may also be pro-

cured, although they do not grow in the country, being imported in great

quantities from India."

The preceding has been transcribed from Al-mes'udi's work;"' for although he

adds nothing new to what we have already stated, yet his account is not altogether

devoid of interest. About the formation of amber very little is known; some

authors, like Ibnu Sa'id, believing it to be the sahva and excrements of marhie -

monsters, while others, hke Ibnu-1-hijari, say that it is a plant growing at the
^ _ \ _ _ _

bottom of the sea. _: r

Mines of gold, silver, and other metals, abound in Andalus; according to the Mines,

author of the Ja'rafiyak there are three places from which, during the occupation of

that country by the Moslems, gold was extracted in great quantities ; one was the

river Daroh (Darro) , the other a spot on the western coast close to Lisbon and at

the mouth of the Tajoh (Tagus), and a third in the river of Lerida, that which falls

into the Ebro.^^ According to Ibnu Said mines of all the seven known metals '^

were to he found in the north and north-west of Andalus, in those countries which

were in the hands of the infidels. " The richest gold mine in all Andalus," says

that author, "is in the neighbourhood of the city of Santiago, the capital of

Galicia. Silver is also very common ; it may be procured near Tudmir, and iti

the mountains of Al-hamah,'^ near Bej^nah, and in the neighbourhood - of

Kartash,^^ a town belonging to the district of Cordova. At Ossonoba ^^ . are

mines of tin, a metal very much resembhng silver; it is also found, in; ftgat

abundance in the country of the Franks and at Liydn (I^on) . .
Th0 ; Pyrp^ees

are likewise fiill of that metal as well as of quicksilver." : -. -
::;^ ^

^

Mines of red and yellow ochre were also very abundant, aiid in :a village close
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to Vera, called Baternak (Paterna),^'' was found excellent tutty, which was used in

giving colour to copper. Tutty was also met with in the mountains near Cordova,

hut inferior in quality to that of Paterna. In the neighbourhood of Tortosa were

mines of collyrium, as good as that of Isfahan, and of which large quantities were

annually exported ;
quicksilver abounded in the territory of Cordova, lead near

Almeria, copper in the north, as also a kind of metal called as-sofar,^' which very

much resembles gold; as to those of alum^^ and iron, they were so numerous that

it Would be a difficult task to mention them all. The foregoing account of the

mineral riches of Andalus has been for the most part extracted from the works of

Ar-rdzi.

Other writers assert that the primitive inhabitants of Andalus called every one

of the seven known metals after the name of that planet which was known to

exercise an influence over it,—for instance, they called lead, Saturn ; tin, Jupiter

;

iron, Vulcan ;
gold, the Sun ; copper, Venus ; silver, the Moon ; and quicksilver,

Mercury.

Precious A great variety of precious stones was likewise found in Andalus, according

to the accounts of different writers : for instance, not far from a place called

Hadhratu-l-warikah,'^^ in the jurisdiction of Cordova, as likewise in the mountain

of Shaheyran,^* to the east of Beyra (Vera), are mines of beryl. ^^ Rubies

may be found near the castle of Montemaydr,^^ in the province of Malaga,

only they are very small, which makes them very difficult to be worked. The

golden marcasite, which has not its equal in the world, is extracted from the

mountains of Ubeda,^^ and is exported to all distant countries on account of

its beauty, as also another stone called Al-maHisisd,^^ and talc, which are found

in great quantities. Pearls may be fished in the seas adjoining to Barcelona,

but when they are large they are wanting in transparency and colour ; as to

the smaller kind, they are found in such abundance all along the coast of the

Mediterranean, that at Vera, a sea-port in the jurisdiction of Almeria, eighty

arrobes^^ weight are often collected in less than a month's time.

In the district of Bejenah, not far from a deep valley called Kariatu Ndsherah,^^

there are quarries of a stone resembling the ruby, of various hues, and which stands

the fire. HhQmagnetes (load-stone), which is well known to possess the property

of attracting iron, is found in great abundance in the district of Tudmir, and

close to Lisbon there is a mountain so impregnated with the stone called

An~najddi^^ that the whole place looks at night as if it were illuminated with

lanterns. The stone c^Hed Ash'Shadenah^"^ abounds on a mountain in the neighbour-

hood of Cordova—its use in gilding is sufficiently known.^^ The stone called

L stone,^* which is acknowledged by all the physicians to be the most

~ ^ _ ^ _
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efficacious remedy for pains in the kidneys and in the bladder, is dug out in the

environs of Hisnu4-b6nah ; and the territory round Lorca, a city belonging to the

district of Tudmu", is full of mines of lapis-Iazuli of the finest quality, which rare

and precious article may also be found in other parts of Andalus.

We cannot pass in silence the spring of Liblah (Niebla), which pours :0ut

glass 35 of the best quahty ; nor a mountain in the neighbourhood, of Toledo galled

Jehalu-t-tafal, where tafal,^^ surpassing in quaUty any other in the East oj^ West;

grows in prodigious quantity.

Andalus is equally rich in marbles, and stones for building. Ar-razi says that Marbles,

the mountains of Cordova abound in marbles of all sorts and colours, such as the

purest white without any spot, and that having the colour of wine ; the green is

also to he found in the Alpuxarras in large blocks, from which columns are cut

;

and in the neighbourhood of Vega, a town depending on Granada, are several

quarries of the most exquisite marbles, such as the spotted, the red, the yellow, and

others. Almeria is famous for some small pebbles^' (agates) which, are fouji4, in

its territory, and which are exported to distant countries, owing to their .similarity

to pearls, which they strongly resemble in brightness and transparency. In shprtj

Andalus is, in the opinion of historians and geographers, the country which abounds-

most in marbles and jaspers, white, black, red, and of all colours.

If from the productions of nature, or the fruits of the soil, we pass, to the apijnal A«imaU.

kingdom, we shall find that Andalus contains a larger number of the animals /^sefial

toman, while it has fewer wild beasts, than any other country in. th0 worlds ft^i^a

proof of what we advance we shall quote the words of Al-hij^ri in hJ^lM-mashab.

" Andalus," says that author, " abounds in antelopes, deer, zebras, oxen, and:Other

" quadrupeds common to other countries ; but there are neither elephants nor

" giraffes lions, tigers, nor other beasts of warmer countries ;
instead of these we

" have an animal peculiar to our country which we call al-lub^^ (lupus), somewhat

" larger than a jackal,^^ but equally cruel and ferocious, and which, when insti-

" gated by hunger, attacks and devours men. The mules are strong and sure-

" footed, and the horses powerful and swift, and equally fit for sport and for battlCi

*' enduring fatigue and weight most admirably, since in time of war they will ;not

" only carry a cavalier armed cap-^-pi^ with ail his provisions, but be th^mselv^
:

" caparisoned and barbed in steel." . -'V ";

Birds of all sorts, whether small or of prey, are found in such quantiti^ iha|: :\

were we to stop to enumerate them we should protract this our narrativeto^^g^.

length; the same might be said of the fishes, and other monsters of the S^/^f^J^f"^

of the Ocean, where many are to be found so prodigiously large th^tv^rl^j^T^
"

even to guess at their, dimensions lest we should still remain:%|f«p^:-tte truth.
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Ibnu Sa'id tells us that he once saw one of these monsters, while on a sea voyage,

and that it was so large that the crew of the vessel were trembling lest it should by

a sudden jerk overturn the vessel. " "We looked at it in amazement," says Ibnu

Sa'id, " and were filled with horror and consternation, for a long time unable

" to utter a word, and expecting every moment to be drowned, for whenever
'* the monster breathed it raised large columns of water to a height really sur-

" prising."

We find likewise in those authors who have written on the natural history of

Andalus that frequent allusion is made to an amphibious quadruped, whose skin is

used as a garment, and whose scrotum is reckoned to be a specific in several

diseases. As the name of this animal is differently written, and there are besides

many extraordinary circumstances attached to it, we shall transcribe here the words

ofthe dififerent writers who have mentioned it.

Ibnu-1-hijari, in the Al-mashah.—" The Andalusians make jackets of the skin

" of a certain amphibious quadruped called al-wabrah*^ (seal), whose skin is very

" much prized ; they are found in great abundance on the shores of the Ocean, and
*' in that part of Andalus which faces the island of Britannia. Thence they are

"brought to Saragossa, where the skins are dressed, and then made into jackets."

Ibnu Ghalib, mentioning these jackets, which he observes were also manufactured

at Cordova, says *' the skins here alluded to and called samur'^^ are very much used

" in Cordova for jackets, but I am unable to say to what animal they belong, whether

" to some quadruped pecuhar to that country, or to the wabrah (seal) ; in case of

" their being those of the latter animal, it is a well-known amphibious quadruped,

" very strong and muscular."

But the best account is that given by Hamid Ibn Samjun*^ the physician, in his

work on the simples employed as remedies in medicine. It reads thus :
" the seal is

" a quadruped whose scrotum is used as a remedy in several diseases ; they abound
" in the Mediterranean, where they generally live in the water, although they often

" come on shore, and are pursued by huntsmen, who catch them, and after cutting

" off their scrotum, let them go. I have heard the people who practise this trade say

"that if one of these quadrupeds happens to fall a second time into their hands,

'* he fails not to throw himself on his back, to show his pursuers that he no longer

"has the object of their wishes, upon which the men let him go unhurt."*^

Another author says that the remedy to which we allude is also called jendu~bd-

dastar, from the animars name, which is likewise jendu-bddastar ;'^^ that it is con-

sidered a great specific in all diseases originating from cold temperaments, on

account of its being held by the physicians and naturalists as hot and dry in

the fourth degree. Some say that in size this quadruped is Hke a hare, others
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that he is somewhat smaller, and that his flesh has a better taste ; others again make

him much larger,—but God only knows ; one thing is certain, that the skins of the

wabrah (seal), or some other quadruped resembling it, were used as an article

of dress, and much worn by Christians as well as Moslems.

But it is quite time that we should say a few words about the different manufac- Mamifactures.

tures that existed in Andalus, which are generally acknowledged to have reached the

utmost degree of perfection, so much so that when an Andaiusiau begins upon this

subject there is no end to his praises of his native land : we shall here sUghtly

mention a few; as, for instance, its manufactures of sashes,*^ which were famous

all over the world for brilliancy of colours and fineness of texture ; its silver and

gold tissues manufactured at Almeria, Malaga, and Murcia, with such perfection

that when taken to Eastern countries the people were amazed and bewildered

at the sight of them. Of the manufactures established at Almeria we haVe

already spoken elsewhere, when we gave the description of that city; we shall

only add here, by way of supplement, that all the stufis woven by its industrious

inhabitants were at all times in great demand in the East and West, and. that a

very considerable trade was carried on in this, as well as in other products of: their

industry, both with Moslems and Christians. At Tentala, a town depending on

Murcia, there were manufactures of carpets called Tentali*^ which, when exported
;

to the East, brought a very high price. Both Granada and Baza were famous for

the manufacture of certain warm stuffs for winter called Al-mulabhadf^—they were

generally of woollen, stamped,*^ and dyed of the most beautiful and delicate colours.

Murcia was likewise famous for the manufacture of coats of mail, breast-plates, arid

all sorts of steel armour, inlaid with gold ; saddles and horse-harness richly set in

gold; all kinds of instruments of brass and iron, as knives, scissors, and other

trinkets, inlaid with gold, such as are used in weddings to present to the bride ; and,

above all, weapons and other warlike instruments, which were so highly finished

and wrought in such perfection as to dazzle with their brightness the eyes of the

beholder.*^ All these articles, Ibnu Sa'id informs us, were exported to Africa and

other more distant countries, where they were held in great estimation. Murcia

was likewise renowned for the fabrication of glass and pottery, of both which

materials they made large vases of the most exquisite and elegant shapes ; they

manufactured also glazed pottery, and another kind which was washed over with

gold. The manufactures of Malaga have already been described by us under the

head of that city ; it was famous above all things for its glass and pottery, and for

many articles of clothing. -5/;
We find also that there were in Andalus several manufactures of- al-mafssms,^'*

which is known in the East by the name of al-foseyfasd (mosaic), as well as of a sort
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of tile called az-zulaj^^ (azulejo), which they used in paving the floors of their

houses. The azulejos were made of all sorts of gay colours, and very much re-

sembled the al-mafssass; they were exported in great quantities to the East, and
used instead of marble flags to make mosaic floors, to pave fountains, and other

similar ornaments.

As to weapons and military stores of all kinds, such as shields, swords, spears,

helmets, breast-plates, bows, arrows, saddles, bits, bridles, and all kinds of horse-

trappings, the manufactures of Andalus exceeded those of any other country in tlie

world ; and according to Ibnu Sa'id (froni whom the preceding narrative is abridged)

that part of the country which was in the hands of the infidels was likewise famous

for the manufacture of arms, so highly polished as to dazzle the eyes ; amongst

which he makes particular mention of certain sharp-edged, well-tempered swords,

called al-hordheliat ,^^ from Bordhil (Bourdeaux), a city placed at the north-eastern

extremity of Andalus. The same author speaks in the highest terms of the swords

manufactured at Seville, and which, he says, were not inferior to those of India.

Seville is likewise represented by him as a city of great trade, and where several

manufactures of rich clothing and costly articles existed. The town of Xativa, near

Valencia, was well known for its paper manufactures, of which a large quantity was

annually exported to Maghreb, and to other parts of Africa. But we shall not

dwell any longer on this topic, inasmuch as we have already given some details,

under the head of those cities and districts where the objects were manufactured,

and we may again occasionally allude to them in the course of this our narrative.
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CHAPTER VIII

Government—Public functionaries~Wizir--Kki"b—Sahibu-l-ashgMl—Sahibu-sli-shartah—Mohtesib—

Ad-darabiin, or night-watch—Revenues.

Having thus far sketched some of the pecuharities of Andalus, we shall now Government,

proceed to say a few words on its government and institutions, as well as on the

customs and manners of its inhabitants. Our narrative will be mostly borrowed

from Ibnu Sa'id, an author who has treated the question at large in his Kitdbu-l-

muglirab, in a chapter entitled " Shining stars in the just and impartial descrip-

tion of the eastern and western governments."^ These are that author's words:

'* Andalus, which was conquered in the year 92 of the Hijra, continued for many

" years to be a dependency of the Eastern Khalifate, until it was snatched aWay

" from their hands by one of the surviving members of the family of Uirieyyah,

" who, crossing over from Barbary, subdued the country, and formed therein an

" independent kingdom, which he transmitted to his posterity. During three

*' centuries and a half, Andalus, governed by the princes of this dynasty, reached the

'
' utmost degree of power and prosperity, until civil war breaking out among its

" inhabitants, the Moslems, weakened by internal discord, became every where the

" prey of the artful Christians, and the territory of Islam was considerably reduced,

" so much so that at the present moment the worshippers of the crucified hold

" the greatest part of Andalus in their hands, and their country is divided into

" various powerful kingdoms, whose rulers assist each other whenever the Moslems

*' attack their territories. This brings to my recollection the words of an eastern

" geographer who visited Andalus in the fourth century of the Hijra,^ and during

"the prosperous times of the Cordovan Khahfate, I mean Ibnu Haukal An-
;

" nassibi,^ who, describing Andalus, speaks in very unfavourable ternas^Jtffi^ .

" inhabitants. As his words require refutation I shall transcribe hereUh^; whole

" of the passage. 'Andalus,' he says, 'is an extensive island^ a Uttle -less'Hhan a

*' month's march in length, and twenty and odd days in width; It abounds in
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" rivers and springs, is covered with trees and plants of eveiy description, and is

" amply provided with every article which adds to the comforts of life ; slaves are

** very fine, and may be procured for a small price on account of their abundance
;

*' owing, too, to the fertility of the land, which yields all sorts of grain, vegetables,

•' and fruit, as well as to the number and goodness of its pastures in which innu-

" merable flocks of cattle graze, food is exceedingly abundant and cheap, and the

*' inhabitants are thereby plunged into indolence and sloth, letting mechanics and

" men of the lowest ranks of society overpower them and conduct their affairs.

" Owing to this it is really astonishing how the Island of Andalus still remains in

" the hands of the Moslems, being, as they are, people of vicious habits and low

" inclinations, narrow-minded, and entirely devoid of fortitude, courage, and the

" military accomplishments necessary to meet face to face the formidable nations of

" Christians who surround them on every side, and by whom they are continually

'* assailed.'*

" Such are the words of Ibnu Haukal ; but, if truth be told, I am at a loss

" to ^ess to whom they are applied. To my countrymen they certainly are

" not; or, if so, it is a horrible calumny, for if any people on the earth are famous

*' for their courage, their noble qualities, and good habits, it is the Moslems of

" Andalus ; and indeed their readiness to fight the common enemy, their con-

" stancy in upholding the holy tenets of their religion, and their endurance of

" the hardships and privations of war, have become almost proverbial. So, as

" far as this goes, Ibnu Haukal is decidedly in error, for as the proverb says,

^' ' the tongue of stammering is at times more eloquent than the tongue of

"eloquence.'^ As to the other imputation, namely, their being devoid of all

*' sense, wisdom, and talent, either in the field or in administration, would to

*' God that the author's judgment were correct, for then the ambition of the

"chiefs would not have been raised, and the Moslems would not have turned

*' against each other's breasts and dipped in each other's blood those very

*' weapons which God Almighty put into their hands for the destruction and

" annihilation of the infidel Christian. But, as it is, we ask—^were those Sultans

" and Khalifs wanting in prudence and talents who governed this countiy for

" upwards of five hundred years, and who administered its affairs in the midst

'* of foreign war and civil discord? Were those fearless warriors deficient in

" courage and military science who withstood on the frontiers of the Moslem
*' empire the frightful shock of the innumerable infidel nations who dwell within

*' and out of Andalus, whose extensive territories cover a surface of three months'

'' march, and all of whom ran to arms at a moment's notice to defend the religion

*' of the crucified ? And if it be true that at the moment I write the Moslems
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" have been visited by the wrath of heaven, and that the Almighty has sent down
" defeat and shame to their arms, are we to wonder at it at a time when the

" Christians, proud of their success, have carried their arms as far as Syria

" and Mesopotamia, have invaded the districts contiguous to the country which
'

' is the meeting-place of the Moslems, and the cupola of Islam, committed all

"sorts of ravages and depredations, conquered the city of Haleb (Aleppo) and

" its environs, and done other deeds which are sufficiently declared in the

" histories of the time ?^ No, it is by no means to be wondered at, especially

" when proper attention is paid to the manner in which the Andalusian Moslems

" have come to their present state of weakness and degradation. The process

" is this : the Christians will rush down from their mountains, or across the

" plain, and make an incursion into the Moslem territory ; there they will

" pounce upon a castle and seize it; they will ravage the neighbouring country,

" take the inhabitants captive, and then retire to their country with all the

" plunder they have collected, leaving, nevertheless, strong garrisons in the

"castles and towers captured by them. In the meanwhile the Moslem king

"in whose dominions the inroad has been made, instead of attending to his

" own interests and stopping the disease by applying cauterization, will be

"waging w^ar against his neighbours of the Moslems; and these, instead of

" defending the common cause, the cause of rehgion and truth,—instead of

" assisting their brother, Avill confederate and ally to deprive him of whatever

" dominions still remain in his hands. So, from a trifling evil at firsts it will

" groAv into an irreparable calamity, and the Christians will advance farther

" and farther until they subdue the whole of that country exposed to their

" inroads, where, once established and fortified, they will direct their attacks

" to another part of the Moslem territories, and carrj"" on the same war of havoc

" and destruction. Nothing of this, however, existed at the time when Ibnu
'

' Haukal visited Andalus ; for although we are told by Ibnu Hayyan and

" other writers that the Christians began as early as the reign of 'Abdu-r-

" rahman III. to grow powerful, and to annoy the Moslems on the frontiers/

" yet it is evident that until the breaking out of the civil wars, which raged

'

' with uncommon violence throughout Andalus, the encroachments of the

" barbarians on the extensive and unprotected frontiers of the Moslem empire

" were but of little consequence. .

" But to return to our subject. During the first years after the conquest Hie

"government of Andalus was vested in the hands of military

"appointed by the Viceroys of Africa, who were - themselves named by the

" Khalifs of Damascus. These governors united in their hands ithe command
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" of the amiies and the civil power, but, being either removed as soon as

'* named, or deposed by military insurrections, much confusion and disorder

" reigned at all times in the state, and the establishment and consoUdation

*' of the Moslem power in Andalus were thwarted in their progress at the

" very onset. It was not until the arrival of the Beni Umeyyah in Andalus

" that the fabric of Islam may be said to have rested on a sohd foundation.

" When 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Mu'awiyeh had conquered the country, when every

" rebel had submitted to him, when all his opponents had sworn allegiance to

•'him, and his authority had been universally acknowledged, then his importance

" increased, his ambition spread wider, and both he and his successors displayed

" the greatest magnificence in their court, and about their persons and retinue,

*' as likewise in the number of officers and great functionaries of the state. At

" first they contented themselves with the title of Benu4-Jchaldyif (sons of

•' the Khalifs),^ but in process of time, when the limits of their empire had

" been considerably extended by their conquests on the opposite land of Africa,

*' they took the appellation of Khalifs and Omard-l-mumenin (Princes of the

" beUevers). It is generally known that the strength and solidity of their

" eitipke consisted principally in the policy pursued by these princes, the mag-

*' nificence and splendour with which they surrounded their court, the reverential

^' awe with which they inspired their subjects, the inexorable rigour with which they

*' chastised every aggression on their rights, the impartiality of their judgments,

" their anxious solicitude in the observance of the civil law, their regard and

" attention to the learned, whose opinions they respected and followed, calling

•' them to their sittings and admitting them to their councils, and many other

^
' brilUant qualities ; in proof of which frequent anecdotes occur in the works

*' of Ibnu Hayyan and other writers; as, for instance, that whenever a judge

*' summoned the Khalif, his son, or any of his most beloved favourites, to appear

"in his presence as a witness in a judicial case, whoever was the individual

"summoned would attend in person—if the Khalif, out of respect for the law

« —and if a subject, for fear of incurring his master's displeasure.

" But when this salutary awe and impartial justice had vanished, the decay

"
of their empire began, and it was followed by a complete ruin. I have already

" observed that the princes of that dynasty were formerly styled Omard-hnd-U

" kholafd (Amirs, sons of the Khalifs) ,9 but that in latter times they assumed

" the title of Omard-l-mumenin (Princes of the beUevers). This continued until

" the disastrous times of the civil war, when the surviving members of the

.".royal family hated each other, and when those who had neither the nobility

fnor^the qualities required to honour the Khahfate pretended to it and wished
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'^
for it; ^vhen the governors of provinces and the generals of armies declared

" themselves independent and rose every where in their governments, taking

- the title of MoUku-t-tawdyif' (Kings of small estates), and when confusion

"and disorder were at their highest pitch. These petty sovereigns, of whom

" some read the khotbah^' for the Khalifs of the house of Merwdn—in whose

" hands no power whatsoever remained—while others proclaimed the Abbasside

" Sultans, and acknowledged their Im^m, all began to exercise the powers and

"
to use the appendages of royalty, assuming even the titles and names of

"former Khalifs, and imitating in every thing the bearing and splendour of

" the most powerful sovereigns,—a thing which they were enabled to accomplish

" from the great resources of the countries over which they ruled,—for although

" Andalus was divided into sundry petty kingdoms, yet such was the fertility

of the land, and the amount of taxes collected from it, that the chief of a

limited state could at times display at his court a greater magnificence than

the ruler of extensive dominions. However, the greatest among them did

not hesitate to assume, as I have already observed, the names and titles of

the most famous Eastern Khalifs ; for instance, Ibnu Rashik M-kairwani^^ g^ys

that 'Abbad Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Abbad took the surname of Al-mu'atadhed.

and imitated in all things the mode of life and bearmg of the Abbasside Khahf

Al-mu'atadhed-biUah ;
'' his son, Mohammed Ibn 'Abbad, was styled Al-

-mu'atamed; both reigned in SeviHe, to which kingdom they in process of

" time added Cordova and other extensive territories in the southern and western

" parts of Andalus, as will hereafter be shown.

- As long as the dynasty of Umeyyah occupied the throne of Cordova, the

" successors of 'Abdu-r-rahman contrived to inspire their subjects with love of

" their persons, mixed with reverential awe ; this they accomphshed by sur-

" rounding their courts with splendour, by displaying the greatest magnificence

" whenever they appeared in public, and by employing other means which I have

already hinted at, and deem it not necessary to repeat :
they continued thus until

the times of the civil war, when, having lost the afi'ections of the people, their

subjects began to look with an evil eye at their prodigal expense, and the estra-

" vagant pomp with which they surrounded their persons. Then came the Bent

" Hamud,'* the descendants of Idrls, of the progeny of 'All Ibn Abi Taiib, who,

- having snatched the Khalifate from the hands of the Beni Merwan, ruled for soine

<* time over the greatest part of Andalus. These princes showed also great p^t^-;

" taUon, and, assuming the same titles that the Abbasside Khalife had bo«,Jiey

" followed their steps in every thing concerning the arrangement, of their /courts

" and persons; for instance, whenever a mwwsW wanted ,to extemporize some
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verses in praise of his sovereign, or any subject wished to address him on

particular business, the poet or the petitioner was introduced to the presence of

the Khalif, who sat behind a curtain and spoke without showing himself, the Hdjib

or curtain-drawer standing all the time by his side to communicate to the party y
" the ^ words or intentions of the Khalif. So when Ibnu Mokena Ai-lishboni

(from Lisbon), the poet, appeared in presence of the Hajib of Idris Ibn Yahya

Al-hamudi, who was proclaimed Khalif at Malaga,^^ to recite that kassidah of his

which is so well known and rhymes in mm, when he came to that part which
" runs thus

—

' The countenance of Idris, son of Yahya, son of 'Ah, son of Hamud, prince

* of the believers, is like a rising sun ; it dazzles the eyes of those who look

; at it—
* Let us see it, let us seize the rays of yonder light, for it is the light of the

' master of the worlds '—*''

the Sultan himself drew the curtain which concealed him, and said to the

poet
—'Look, then,' and showed great affability to Ibn Mokena, and rew^arded

him very handsomely.

But when, through the civil war, the country was broken up into sundry petty

sovereignties, the new monarchs followed quite a different line of politics ; for, ^

wishing to become popular, they treated their subjects with greater famiharity,

and had a more frequent intercourse with all classes of society ; they often

" reviewed their troops, and visited their provinces ; they invited to their presence

the doctors and poets, and wished to be held from the beginning of their reign as

the patrons of science and literature ; but even this contributed to the depression

of the royal authority, which thus became every day less dreaded ; besides, the

arms of the Moslems being employed during the long civil wars against one

another, the inhabitants of the different provinces began to look on each other

with an evil eye ; the ties by which they were united became loose, and a number

of independent states were formed, the government of which passed from father to

son, in the same manner as the empire of Cordova had been transmitted to

" the sons and heirs of the Khalifs. Thus separated from each other, the Moslems
" began to consider themselves as members of different nations, and it became
" every day more difficult for them to unite in the common cause; and owing

" to their divisions, and to their mutual enmity, as well as to the sordid interest and
" extravagant ambition of some of their kings, the Christians were enabled to attack

',' them in detail, and subdue them one after the other. However, by the arrival of I

'^ the Beni 'Abdu-l-mumen all those little states were again blended into one, and
'^ the whole of Andalus acknowledged their sway, and continued for many years to
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" be ruled by their successors, until, civil war breaking out again, Ibn Hild,

" surnamed Al-inutawakel,'« revolted, and finding the people of Andalus iU-dis-

" posed against the Almohades, and anxious to shake off their yoke, he easily made

" himself master of the country. Ibn Hiid, however, followed the policy of his

" predecessors (the kings of the small states); he even surpassed them in folly and

" ignorance of the rules of good government, for he used to walk about the streets

" and markets, conversing and laughing with the lowest people, asking them

" questions, and doing acts unsuitable to his high station, and which no subject

" ever saw a Sultan do before, so much so that it was said, not without foun-

" dation, that he looked more like a performer of legerdemain than a king. Fools,

" and the ignorant vulgar seemed, it is true, to gaze with astonishment and

" pleasure at this familiarity, but as the poet has said

—

' These are things to make the fools laugh, but the consequences of which

' prudent people are taught to fear.'
^^

" These symptoms went on increasing until populous cities and extensive dis-

" tricts became the prey of the Christians, and whole kingdoms were snatched

" from the hands of the Moslems. Another very aggravating circumstance added

" its weight to the general calamity, namely, the facility with which the power

" changed hands. Whoever has read attentively what we have just said^** about

" the mode of attaining and using the royal power in Andalus, must be convinced

" that nothing was so easy, especially in latter times, as to arrive at it. The process

" is this: whenever a knight is known to surpass his countrymen in courage,

" generosity, or any of those qualities which make a man dear to the vulgar, the

" people cling to him, follow his party, and soon after proclaim him their king,

" without paying the least regard to his ascendancy, or stopping to consider

" whether he is of royal blood or not. The new king then transmits the state as

" an inheritance to his son or nearest relative, and thus a new dynasty is formed. I

" may, in proof of this, quote a case which has just taken place among us: a

" certain captain ^^ made himself famous by his exploits, and the victories he won

" over the enemy, as likewise by his generous and liberal disposition towards

" the citizens and the army ; all of a sudden his friends and partisans resolved

'' to raise him to the throne, and regardless of their own safety, as well as that

" of their families, friends, and clients residing at court, and whose lives were

"by their imprudence put in great jeopardy, they rose in a castle, and prof

" claimed him king ; and they never ceased toiling, calling people to their ;m|sj

"and fighting their opponents, until their object was accomplished,:. and N|heir

" friend soUdly established on his throne. Now Eastern people are Mot^ cautious

" about altering the succession, and changing the reigning. dynasty j.tHfey will on

j-
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"the contrary avoid it by all possible means, and do their best to leave the power

" in the hands of the reigning family, rather than let discord and civil dissen-

" sions sap the foundations of the state, and introduce dissolution and corruption

" into the social body.

" Among us the change of dynasty is a thing of frequent occurrence, and the

" present ruler of Andalus, Ibnu-1-ahmar, is another instance of what I have

" advanced. He was a good soldier, and had been very successful in some ex-

'* peditions against the Christians, whose territories he was continually invading,

" sallying out at the head of his followers from a castle called Hisn-Arjonah

" (Aijona),^^ where he generally resided. Being a shrewd man, and versed in all

the stratagems of war, he seldom went out on an expedition without returning

victorious, and laden with plunder, owing to which he amassed great riches, and

the number of his partisans and followers was considerably increased. At last,

being prompted by ambition to aspire to the royal power, he at first caused his

" troops to proclaim him king ; then sallying out of his stronghold he got

'* possession of Cordova, marched against Seville, took it, and killed its king

" Al-baji.^^ After this he subdued Jaen, the strongest and most important city

^* in all Andalus, owing to its walls and the position it occupies, conquered likewise

" Malaga, Granada, and their districts, and assumed the title of Amiru-l-moslemin

" (Prince of the Moslems) ; and at the moment I write he is obeyed all over Andalus,

" and every one looks to him for advice and protection.

The preceding has been transcribed from Ibnu Sa'id's work, where the subject is

treated at length : we shall now extract from him and from Ibnu Khaldun some

particulars concerning the charges or pubhc offices which composed the government

of the different dynasties in Andalus.

Wizfn The charge of Wizlr during the times of the Bern Umeyyah was common to

several iunctionaries, to whose deliberation and inspection the chief of the state

submitted the affairs of the government. The historian Ibnu Khaldxin, who in his

book of the subject and attribute has defined the functions of these and other officers

of the court of the Khalifs, says that the title of Wizlr, under the Sultans of

Cordova, was given to certain functionaries in whose hands rested the management

of public affairs, and each of whom had under his care one branch of the admi-

nistration ; for instance, the financial department, the foreign relations, the ad-

ministration of justice and redress of injuries, and, lastly, the care of the frontiers

and the provision and equipment of the troops stationed on them, would each

constitute a separate and independent office under the special care of a Wizir.

These functionaries enjoyed besides the right of sitting in the audience^room with

the Khalif, and it was from among them that he chose his Nayib, called in the East

" 24
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chief, or grand, Wizir, but "who in Andalus was designated by the name of Hajib.

These dignities were moreover conferred on certain noble families, until at last

they became almost like an inheritance ;
^^ so that notwithstanding the governors

and generals, who shared among themselves the dominions of the Khalifs, soon

began to assume the signs of royalty, they still considered the titles of Wizir and

Hajib as a very honourable distinction, and styled themselves Hajibs of the Beni

Umeyyah, as if they were merely governing their states in their name.^^ Some

even thought that no title could be more honourable, for we see them continually

designated under that appellation either by poets singing their praises, or by

historians relating their actions.

The appellation of Wizir was therefore given to all those who sat in council

with, or were admitted into the privacy of, the sovereign; so that the Wizir,

who to the right of sitting in council united the duties of the administration (in any

particular branch), was distinguished by the title of Dhu-l-wizdrateyn, that is, the

holder of the two offices ; and he had therefore to unite to the general accomplish-

ments in literature which were required from the other functionaries a profound

knowledge of the science of government.

The office of Kdtib or secretary was of two kinds : the most important was called KStib.

Kitdbatu-r-rasdyil (the office of the correspondence), the chief of which had under

his care the direction of the correspondence of the Sultan with his allies or enemies,

as likewise the drawing up of orders from the sovereign, and other documents for the

inspection of the subjects : this office was also the most important, and that which

required the greatest abilities in its holder, for he had to write (as it were) in the eyes

and hearts of the people. The second was called Kitdbatu-dh-dhimdm (office of pro-

tection), and corresponded exactly to that of the Kdtihu-l-jikhadheh^^ in the East

:

the person intrusted with this office had, as its name sufficiently indicates, to attend

to the protection and security of the Christians and Jews ; and it may be said without

exaggeration, that so long as this office subsisted in Andalus and in the Maghreb

no Christian or Jew ever needed the protection and assistance of the great and

powerful.^^ Both these functionaries were called Katibs, a title in which they

gloried, and which they considered as the most honourable which they could

receive ; so that whoever wanted to honour or praise them never failed while

addressing them, either verbally or in writing, to call them Katibs ;
besides, the

Andalusians showed always the greatest respect for all individuals entitled to that

denomination, and never by any means forgot to do so when they addressed .qiie

of them ; for had any one by mistake or otherwise omitted this, or suppressed, ari^

other of their honorific titles, neither the rank, riches, nor high :station of the
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Sdhibii-].

aslighal.

KSdi.

Sahibu-sh-

shartah.

offender would have prevented him and his friends from being ill-treated in words

or action.

No public office whatever equalled that of the Sdhihii-1-ashghdly or collector of

taxes, in authority and importance, and the person who was at the head of it ^^ was

considered more powerful and influential than a Wizir ; he had more followers, and

could count a greater number of friends ; the emoluments attached to his place

were also more considerable, all necks bowed before him, aU hands were stretched

out to him, and he kept the provinces in awe by means of his overseers and in-

formers. Yet with all this, and though this was a most desirable appointment

—

one which gave so much influence and importance to its holder, and in which

considerable riches might be amassed in a very short time—it was a dangerous one,

and full of hazards and cares. But this does not belong to our subject, as it

depends upon the changes of fortune, and the character of the Sultan.

The charge of Kadi was always reputed in Andalus as the most honourable of all,

not only on account of his spiritual jurisdiction^ all religious affairs being exclusively

intrusted to his care, but also owing to the great independence and power which

that office gave to its holders ; for, as we have observed elsewhere, if a Kadi sum-

moned the Khalif to his presence, the latter would immediately obey the summons,

—at least such appear to have been the prerogatives annexed to that office during

the reign of the Bern Umeyyah, and such of the sovereigns of the petty dynasties as

followed their system of government. The title of Kadi ought in strictness to be

applied to those only who exercised the functions of judges in a city or large town

;

if the place was small he was called Hakim. The Kadi-1-koda (or chief Kadi) was

also called Kddiu-l-jamd'h.

The office of the Sdhibush-shartah ^^ was the same as it is in our days, and its

functions nearly similar to those now attached to that post in Africa. The vulgar

called him jS(i?ti6M-^mefZ'(?iaA (city magistrate), and Mhihu-l-leyl (night magistrate)

.

The. functions of this office were at one time of a most formidable description, for

if he were at all in favour with the SuMn, and had his confidence, he could sentence

to death any one he pleased, and have the sentence executed without any previous

leave from the sovereign. However, this appears to have been but of rare oc-

currence ; neither was the appointment much used, being only to be met with in

great capitals, and at the court of the Sultan. Abu Zeyd Ibn Khaldun treats at

length of the functions of this officer,^^ which seem to have consisted in the detection

and punishment of crimes against morality—such as adultery, the drinking of in-

toxicating liquors, and so forth. Other civil oifences fell also under his jurisdiction.

In former times, however, this office could not exist without the express consent

f
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Of the Kddi. by whose sufferance only it continued, and whose authority was much

more respected, at the same time that it stood on more legal grounds.

TheTffictof the Mohtesib3^ ^^s generally conferred in Andalus on -n ofM»«-.

probity, experience, and learning, and who belonged to the class of tb^^^

The duties of this officer consisted in riding, early m ^e mormng. th^ngh^

market, followed by his guards, one of whom carried a pair of scales in his
.

han^

to weigh the bread ; for in Andalus the weight and price of bread was at aU jimes

fixed by the authorities ; so, for instance, a loaf of a certam weight would sell for

the fourth of a dirhem, and another of half its size for the eighth of a dn:hem^

These measures, moreover, produced so good an effect, that whoever wanted

provisions for his daily consumption might send to market a l.tUe boy or a

simple girl, with directions to buy whatever he wanted, and yet be perfectly ,

satisfied that no imposition was practised upon him, and that every article had

its proper weight. The sale of meat was likewise subjected to the same rule,

it being enjoined to every butcher to have over his stall a label, with an mscnptioft

IS the price fixed'by the authorities of the town. So neit^r bak^ i«

Ldiel dared to sell their articles fbr a higher price, nor cheat - J^^ei^^^^

were the Mohtesib to entertain the least suspicion about one of tiiem, he would

soon put him to the test by sending a boy or girl to buy some br^d or meat from
, :

,

L, and if, when weighed, it was found to be in the least deficien
,
he wou d

punish the infractor, and fine him heavily; this for the first tmie, for^if.he^re to

be found in fault again, the magistrate would sentence him to be publicly ^flogged,

and exposed in the market-place for the sdutary warning of f *«/f' °^^
**">

dealers! after which he would banish him the city. The office of the Mohtesib was

further made to extend to all articles of sale, and those who filled it had to leam

certain practices or rules before being fit to obtain it ;
in the same manner as a

Faquih would among us study the decisions of the law before he would be con-

sidered fit to fill the situation of a Kadf

As to the night-watch, whom we call in the West Tawdfu-l-Uyl, and who m the M^e^*.. «r

East are called As'hah-arW ,'^ they were generaUy designated in Andalus under the

name of Ad-ddrabun (gate-keepers) , on account of certain interior gates which most

of the cities in that country had, and which it was the duty of those guards to shut

every evening after the prayer of -atemah, thereby preventing any communication

between the various quarters of the city during the night. Every one ^^ t|sse

gates had its watchman, who, besides being weU armed, was provided.w.th=ad|^,

lantern, and had with him a dog to warn him by his baric if any noise gW^lS^^d.

" AU these precautions," adds Ibnu Sa'id, " are indispensable m the large cities

" of Andalus, owing to the great number of thieves and vagabonds who either

VOL, I.
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'- disturb the public tranquillity at night by their brawls and clamours, or commit
'

' the most daring robberies ; for it is by no rneans an uncommon thing in our

" times to hear of a gang of robbers assembling at night, attacking a strong house,
'* penetrating into it, plundering it of whatever property they find, and murdering
" all its inmates for fear they should offer any resistance, or assist the next day in

" their discovery and apprehension. It is therefore a thing of frequent occurrence

" in Andalus to hear people say,—' Last night robbers broke into the house of such
" a one, or such a one was found murdered in his bed.' " It is true, observes our

author, that crimes of this kind are not equally common all over Andalus, and

are generally confined to large cities, and, even there, they are more or less frequent

according to the severity or indifference shown by the authorities ; but in general

it must be owned that although the greatest rigour has been at times employed

against robbers, so much as to inflict capital punishment for stealing a bunch of

grapes out of a vineyard, and that the sword of justice has dropped with their

blood, Andalus has never been quite free from that scourge. A very entertaining

anecdote is told of a famous highwayman, cBlled AUbdziyu-l-ashfab (the Grey-hawk),

who lived in the time of Al-mu'atamed, King of Seville. He was renowned for his

dexterity and courage, and soon became the scourge of the country ; for at the

head of £^ small band of chosen followers he began to scour the fields, surprising

the inhabitants in their farms and villages, and depriving them of their valuables.

I^ng did he baffle the search of justice, and escape from every troop sent for his

apprehension ; but, at last, he fell one day into the hands of the king*s officers, and
the event being reported to Al-mu'atamed, he was sentenced to be crucified by the

side of a much-frequented path, in the midst of the very district which had been the

principah theatre of his depredations. The sentence having been duly carried into

execution, the poor man was hanging miserably stretched on the cross, when, behold !

hi^ wife amd daughters came up, and began to sob, and wail around him, exclaiming,

in the midst of their tears, " Our doom is signed, and our deaths are certain ; who
" shall provide for us when thou art no more ?" They were thus lamenting over

thei^ Xnisfoi-tune when a peasant happened to pass by, riding on a mule, and having

before him something hke a large bundle of clothes or goods.—"Friend," said the

robber ont the cross to the passenger, "take pity on me, and, since thou seest me
" in this condition, grant me a last favour, which will prove beneficial to thee too."
* And what is it, pray?" said the peasant. *' Go to yonder well," rephed the

robber, " and thou shalt find at the bottom one hundred dmars in a purse, which,
" as I was closely pursued by the eoi^tables, I thxm therein ; if thou succeed m
" getting them out, half shall be thy reward ; the remaining half thou must

f^e to my wife and daughters here, tliat they may support themselves for a

_ ^ _
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" while after my death. Go, hasten to the spot, and do not he aftaid
;
my wife wiU

Tssist thee in thy descent by holding a rope, and n.y daughters wdl.take care

.. o hy -le." The peasant consented, npon the offered condit on., and bent ht

steps towards the weU ; there he tied a rope round his ^wa,st, -^^f^^
woman, began to let himself down, but no sooner had he reached the hot om than

re robber's' wife cnt the rope, and the poor wretch was left in the w«^"trng#nag

and screaming, while his deceiver, a« may ea«ly be imagined, "-^^-^""^^^
where his mule was, seized on whatever property he earned^ and q"«W dis-

appeared with her daughters. The poor man, in the meanwhile, findmg the depth of

he well, and that he had not the means of getting out, began to cry out as loud a

he could in hopes of calling the attention of some p.senger rand the lio«.w

^^
well rang with his cries of " help ! help !

" It was summer time, and the Wea her

::;^ hot' so that many travellers approached the well to <^-^^^J^ '^^"^^

and their beasts ; but the moment one of them oame near to it and heard the vmce

"the poor pea ant inside, he ran away from it in great fiight and fionsternato|

1 knLng what caused the pitifol lamentations and waihng. that .s^ ^^to-

water For many a long hour did the unhappy man remain m this miserable

St, until some'of the p'assengers having aequainted each other with the ciroum.

Lnce they came to the resolution of returning to the spot, and ascertaining to

cause of the strange noises they had heard. Hastenmg back to the w^, they

soon discovered the peasant lying at the bottom of it, who, by™ "^/-"^

thrown him, was speedily extricated from the dangerous situation in .diieh he^^ffir

S asked how he hil come by his misfortune, he toMthem ^"^^^^^^
deceived, and pointing to the highwayman on the cross, "Yonder knave, said he.

.. was the cause of it, in order to give hi. wife and daughters an
^'^^--^T^l

" plunder me," However, the adventure soon became known m Seville, whither the

peasant directed his course, and being reported to Al-mu'atamed, be wa. surprised

to hear of the robber's cunning and impudence ;
and wishing to see h.m, and

interrogate him on the subject, he commanded that Grey-hawk should he made

to appear in his presence. Agreeably to his orders, the robber was let down from

the cross, and brought before the King, who addressed him thus: "Telhme O

'. Grey-hawk ! how eouldst thou be guilty of such a crime as that now imputed to

" thee, and that too, being, as it were, under the dutch of death? ^^^^
replied the robber,

"
if thou knewest how strongly nature mipete me to,#|

"perpetration of such acts, and how great is the pleasure I enpy^Mm^
" l7m, I have no doubt but that thou wouldst relmquish the

-f^rPSf^J
.' embrace my profession." Al-mu'atamed could not help smrimg;*|en.he heaid

this ; he th«n said, after some time, " O Grey-hawk ! were I to, set- thee at hberty,
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" and treat thee kindly,—were I to act generously towards thee, and allow thee a

" pension for thy maintenance and that of thy family,—tell me, wouldst thou repent

" of thy misdeeds, and forsake thy criminal practices ? " " If repentance," said

Grey-hawk, " is to be my only way to salvation, I do not hesitate to accept life under
" such conditions." Upon which, Al-mu'atamed, having previously made him swear

to keep his engagement, hberated him, and gave him the command of a resolute

band for the prosecution and detection of thieves in a particular quarter of the city.

But to return.

These appear to have been the principal offices during the reign of the Beni

Umeyyah and those of the petty sovereigns who usurped the power after them

;

there are still some civil as well as military appointments which we have

passed in silence for brevity's sake, such as the Wall, or governor of a

province, the Kdyidu-Uasdtil (admiral of the fleet ^^), and others. In general,

the Sultans of the house of Merwan were distinguished for their care in

naming to these offices the individuals, most fit for their several duties, as

also for having vied with each other in distinguishing and honouring the

learned, raising them in rank or command, and admitting them to their

privacy and favour : they were never known to appoint an undeserving Wizir

nor a Kddi, nor to grant a seat in their council-room but to those who
had given ample proofs of sagacity and learning. They always showed the

greatest respect for the opinions of the learned, as is well known in the case

of Al-hakem, who, persuaded by some strict theologians who were averse to

wine, commanded that all the vines in his dominions should be rooted up,

although, on the suggestion of some of his favourites, who represented to him
that he could not prevent wine being made in other countries, and intro-

duced into Andalus, he relaxed in severity, and the order was never carried

into ;execution.^^ They never appointed any to the charge of Mufti, or to the

examination of witnesses, but men of great learning and experience, and well

read in the Kordn, and in the decisions of the law. They were also to he rich,

or at least to be possessed of a decent income, lest their poverty should induce

them to covet the property of others, and sell justice to the pleaders. Ash-

shakandi, from whom the foregoing details are borrowed, relates an anecdote

which we shall transcribe here, as illustrative of what we have advanced. "Al-
" hakem, surnamed Ar-rabadhi^'^ (he of the suburb), wishing once to appoint

" one of the most distinguished theologians of Cordova to the special charge of

" receiving the declarations of witnesses, consulted with Yahya Ibn Yahya,^^ 'Abdu-

;
v: /' 1-malik,^^ and other doctors, upon the propriety of his nomination, and asked

;:: **:them to give him their opinion on the person of his choice. The doctors then
--

J _ ^
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" said in reply
-' O Prince of the believers ! the individual thou hast chosen is

" no doubt an able and very worthy man, but he is exceedingly poor, and

" whoever has not an independent fortune to live upon ought by - mea^Jo

" be intrusted with the decisions of the law, and be made the judge between

.. the Moslems ; especially if thou wishest him to derive utihty and profit from

.. his office, and yet to be just and impartial in his^judgments when he^-has

to decide between the executors - of a wiU and the heirs appointed an .t.

On hearing this Al-hakem kept silence, and did not seem inclined to accept of

.. their remonstrances; on the contrary, he appeared to be angry and disappointed

..
at seeing the doctors oppose his will. The counsellors then left the room, and

.' Al-hakem remained thoughtful, until his son 'Abdu-r-rahm^n, who succeeded

" him in the empire, happening to come in, and seeing sorrow and anger pn his

.. cl enlace, inquired 'the cause of it. ' What ails thee O father! who has

.. displeased thee 1' ' Hast thou not seen,' said Al-hakem, '^^^^
" extolled and raised above all others, and whom I ^aje distinguished sc^far^^s

to consult them on matters which neither concerned them, nor afie^ted^them

..
in the least, wishing us to turn our faces from our intention, and ^hutting

"upon us the gates of intercession ?'- and then he told his son what had

' occurred
' O, father!' replied 'Abdu-r-rahman, ' thou art the dispenser of

" justice, and thy uprightness exceeds that of any other Sultdn on the earth-,

"in appointing and distinguishing the men of whom thou now complamest,

" thy object was, no doubt, not to raise and extol them, but to honour, sgi^cey

" through their means ; so I see no remedy for it unless thou removest; them

"from their situations, and take away their dignities and honours to confer

" them on ignorant people.' ' Certainly not,' said Al-hakem, that^I t^'iU

" never do ' ' Well, then,' continued his son, ' be just with them, and since

" science and virtue have no other language, leave them in their offices, that

" they may enjoy the pleasures of this world, and afterwards participate m the

" blessings of the other.' ' Thou art right, son!' interrupted Al-hakem. 'As

"
to the objection raised by them,' continued 'Abdu-r-rahmin, '

respecting

" the scantiness of his means, and his liabiUty to be corrupted, the remedy rests

" in thy hands, and thou mayest stop their mouths by a single act of thy wonted

" generosity
' ' And what is that?' replied Al-hakem. ' Give to thy prot^g^,

" answered 'Abdu-r-rahman, ' from thy treasury, a sufficient sum to enable hmvio

"
fiU his station with honour ; this will remove aU the scruples of thj,^^«p

" and will besides being an action in which none of thy predecessQJ* ®PS?«i

"thee, raise thee highly in the estimation of thy subjects.' '/VM;.Sa^Kra-

"claimed Al-hakem, his countenance suddenly brightening with; joy J and satis-
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Taxes.
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"faction ;
* come to me, I see that generosity is natural to thee; and that the

** poet was right who said

—

• The sons of kings are generous and magnificent lords ; the smallest

• among them is greater than the greatest of his subjects.' ^^

" After this, Al-hakem ordered 'Abdu-1-mahk Ibn Habib into his presence,

" and asked him how much he thought would be sufficient for the support of a

'' functionary in that situation ; and when the sum was fixed by 'Abdu-1-malik,

the KhaHf issued an order on his treasury for the amount ; and not only was

the allowance paid regularly out of the royal coffers as long as the judge

''lived, but he himself rose high in the estimation and favour of his sovereign,

?.": who gave him a horse out of 'his own stables, and conferred on him all sorts

;*' of honours and distinctions. And this was certainly a noble and generous

" action, the merits of which cannot be concealed, nor its memory be obhterated

" by time. Thus provided with means sufficient to resist the temptations of

"bribery, and having sufficient piety and virtue to avoid the committing of

"acts offensive to God, and the requisite learning to guide him through the

" maze of legal decisions, and to inspire him with equitable sentences in all

:"-trials and judgments, the new functionary fulfilled his duties in the most steady

" and upright manner, and his legal decisions became so many oracles among

" those of his profession."

In the first years of the conquest the Moslems of Andalus were subject to

the payment of those legal taxes designated in the Bunnah, and which every

Moslem is bound to contribute. This, joined to certain customs paid by the

Jews and Christians, was more than sufficient to meet the expenses of the court

and carry on the government, but in latter times the splendour assumed by

the Sultans of the family of Merwan, their prodigality towards the learned, and

-the numerous armies they were obliged to keep constantly on foot, made it

necessary for them to impose new tributes on their Moslem subjects, although

every exaction of the kind is expressly forbidden by the text of the law. The

amoimt of taxes thus collected in the time of the Sultdns of the house of XJmeyyah

has been differently estimated by various writers. The geographer Ibnu Haukal

says that under 'Abdu-r-rahman I. they amounted only to 300,000 dindrs, a

sum which was collected from the principal cities according to their trade and

the wealth of their inhabitants, each contributing a fixed quota towards the making

up of the total sum. The contributions thus levied were divided into three equal

portions : one-third was spent in the maintenance of the army ; another went to

pay the salaries of civil officers and judges, and to defray all the expenses of

ihfe administration ; while the remainder was deposited in the coffers of the Khalif
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to meet cases of emergency, sudden iavasions of the enemy, and so forth. But, ^

in our opmion, this statement is not correct; Ibnu Haukal can only speak of
; / ;: ^^g

the legal tax called zaJcah,'' and not of aU the other contributions, or else they -^.^

were enormously increased under the reign of his successors, for we are told that
;

v^. r

under 'Abdu-r-rahm^n al-ausatt*' the sums levied amounted to one milUoii;Gf
/ v.gS;

dindrs every year, and that under his father's administration they were computed ^
::i-^

at seven hundred thousand, which makes more than double the sum stated by j^g...

that geographer. Moreover, the revenues of Andahis must have increased in a

stiU greater proportion under his grandson 'Ahdu-r-rahman lU., since, in the

words of Ibn KhaUekan, Ibnu Bashkuwdl, and other historians, they are said to t;;:^!

have amounted to five millions four hundred and eighty thousand din^rs,^* without --/.y

including in that sum either the duties raised on aU articles of sale, or the con-

tribution called al-mosthhaldss,'' which amounted to seven hundred and sixty-five

thousand dindrs. But of this more wiU be said when we come to the rei^^f

,
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BOOK II

CHAP. I.

Reli^on.

'-.

_ V

Orttifldoi

Religion—Orthodox sects—That of M^lik Ibn Ans—"When introduced—Faquirs—Costume of the An-

' dalusians—^Their weapons and equipments in time of war—Their eminent qualities—Their similarity to

the Greeks—Their skill as workmen—They teach the Africans the useful arts of life.

It now behoves us to say something on the manners and customs of the inhabitants

of Andalus ; their piety, their aptitude for the sciences, their courage, their gene-

rosity, their wit, and a thousand eminent qualities by which they have become

famous among the nations. We shall begin with their attachment to the internal

dogmas as well as the exterior practices of rehgion. This may be said, in a certain

measure, to have been more or less strong according to time and circumstances,

and to have been determined by the religious habits and the conduct of the head of

the state himself. However, it must be owned that, with a few exceptions, the

precepts of religion were always held in the greatest awe and veneration, and all

innovations or heretical practices abhorred and looked upon with contempt.

Indeed, the. disapprobation of the people in matters of this kind was so strong,

Mt we are told by the historians of the time that it would have been a dangerous

thing for any theologian, whatever might have been his birth or authority, to show

the least deviation from the true spirit of religion ; and that had a favourite or a

relation of the Khalif been guilty of any heretical practice, and had the Sultan

countenanced him in it, or not shown in some way his censure, the mob would

have soon penetrated into his strong palace, and, in spite of his body-guard, seized

on theu- victim, torn him to pieces, or expelled him from the city. This was of

frequent occurrence during the reign of the Beni Umeyyah, as also the pelting

of judges and governors whenever the inhabitants thought that proper justice

was not given to them in their trials, or that they were despotically treated by

their rulers.

:;f (In former times the Andalusians, like the inhabitants of Syria, followed the

-J-. f^ \ >
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sect of Al-auza'ei,^ but during the reign of Al-hakem, son of Hisham, son of ^fft:

'Abdu-r-rahman Ad-dakhel, the third Sultan of the family of Menv^n in Andahis,
;

some learned doctors began to utter legal decisions in conformity with the opinioiis
;;

,;

of Mahk Ibn Ans and the people of Medina, whose doctrines soon became known r;:-^zl

and spread all over Andalus and A6-ica; the change being in a; 'great m^^i^^^'^^^g
brought on by Al-hakem's conviction and firmness. There are various opinion^ --./-y'^jjZ

entertained as to the reasons which induced the Suhan to make that innovatioii;
; ; f^

the most current being that several Andaiusian doctors happening to go to Medina,

and having become acquainted with the Imdm Mahk, then residing in that city,

and having heard from his own mouth the exposition of his sublime doctrines,

were deeply impressed with their truth, and on their return to Andalus began to

spread and preach them every where, expatiating in praise of their master, boasting

of his virtues, his influence, his wide-spread fame, and the high estimation in

which he was held by all classes of the people. This having reached the eare of

Al-hakem, he held several conferences with them, and the result was that, being.

convinced of the purity and advantages of their doctrines, he issued immediate

orders for the establishment of the sect of M^ik Ibn Ans throughout his do-^-

minions.
.-^

_,.., . -i

Others assert that the Imam Malik having once interrogated an Andaiusian gg^^^gg
doctor, whom he happened to meet at Medina, as to the habits and mode of :

life of the sovereigns of the house of Merwan, was very much surprised^a^d^ : \.

gratified to hear that Al-hakem led a most exemplary and irreproachable life,;; .;

offering a contrast to the conduct of the 'Abbasside Khahfs, and especially of Abu

Ja'far Al-mansur, who, as is well known and may be read in the history of the
"

time, was then persecuting the descendants and partisans of 'Ah, casting them into

prison, and subjecting them to all manner of ill treatment, for which reason : .

Malik never failed to censure his proceedings : hearing, therefore, of the praise-

worthy conduct of Ai-hakem Ibn Hisham, he is said to have exclaimed in rapture, .;

" God grant that he may be one of ours," or words to that purport.^ This wish;: .

having been communicated to the Sultan by the doctor in whose presence it-wa^; -
L _

__

_

|J_ ^ - J-

expressed, they say that Al-hakem, who was already informed of the great repu-; :

tation which his virtues and sanctity had gained him, decided immediately -upon ; -

adopting the sect of Malik and forsaking that of Al-auza'ei. Among the. Ahd^P ^

lusian doctors who contributed most efficaciously to bring about tHs cnange,' ^tJiffJ^^

by" their words or by their writings, are counted 'Abdu-lrmalik Ibn

Ibn Yahya AUeythi, and Zeydd Al-lakhmi ; but of , this -more:^gl j^Mg

hereafter.^ '

We find that in Andalus, as in the East, faquirs; niughtbe^^to Faquirs,
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mimbers ; tKey wore their general dress called danvdzah,'^ but so tattered and torn

that it almost fell to pieces. There, as in the East, they were well acquainted with all

the arts and tricks of their profession, and knew how to give the face the appearance

of extreme hunger, in order to beg in the streets and market-places ; indeed their

filthiness and impudence seem to have been beyond description. However, we are

incUned to believe that they never were so numerous as in the East, nor did they

obtain in Andalus the same success which they had there, for Ibnu Sa'id tells us

that it was a general rule among his countrymen not to encourage idleness by

bestowing alms on people capable of gaining their Uvelihood by labour, and that if

an Andalusian happened to meet a strong and healthy man under such a disguise, he

would, instead of giving liim alms, abuse him, and, by denouncing him to the

m?igistriates, have him cast into prison ; this is the reason why beggars were at all

times scarce in Andalus,—those, however, always excepted, who, through some

corporeal defect, could not earn their living. However, the judgment that we

have passed on the faquirs of Andalus must be apphed to the generality, not to all,

for there were among them men who, moved by sentiments of piety and devotion,

left the world and its vanities, and either retired to convents to pass the remainder

of their lives among brethren of the same community, or, putting on the darwdzah

and grasping the staiF of the faquir, went through the country begging a scanty

pittance, and moving the faithful to compassion by their wretched and revolting

Appearance. The following anecdote, which we extract from the celebrated work by

Ar-ra'ii, entitled " the book of luminous introduction to the knowledge of those

" quahties which a faquir ought to have,"^ will convey some idea of their customs

and habits. " It happened once," says that author, *' that the Sherif Abu-1-ma'ali,

"son of Abti-l-kasim Al-huseyn, Kadi-1-kodd of Granada,^ and commentator of

^* the Al-khazrajiyeh, and the UaksmraV of Hazem, a man not only illustrious by

,',' his birth,—for both his father and mother were descendants of Hasan, and

*' consequently of the family of the Prophet,—but by his virtues and emuient

" quahties, renounced at once aU liis dignities and employments, and gave himself

** up. entirely to devotion and abstinence. Being a man of profound learning and

great piety, of amiable disposition and courteous manners, he won the esteem of

everyone of his fellow-citizens, and became the object towards which the fingers of

'' the people of this world and of the world to come were universally pointing. He
" had a brother whose namewas Abu4-'ahb£is Ahmed, Kadi of a town in the eastern

'' districts of Andalus, hut who was then residing in Granada; with him Abu-1-

^* ma'ali dwelt, but he would never eat any thing in his house because he was in

rrthe employment of the Sultdn : he would, whenever he felt hungry, go to his

I'^^rother, andsay to him, ' Brotlier, I am hungry, give me a dirhem that I may buy

r -
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"food,' and he used to go to market, and procure such -provisions as ;he most
;..; ?S^

" wanted. In this way he lived for several years, ^persevering in his resohxtion,
vSIS

" and depriving himself of every one of the comforts which the world bestoWs, ''';MM

" until one day he bent his steps towards a convent in the .outskirts lof Grarjada, r :^M
" caUed Zdwiyatu-l-mahrik (the convent of the ^bumt),» -and -addressing ifeipself -

:'l|i
" to its inmates, whose superior at the time was Abu Ja^fer Ahmed ^Al^mah^ii ;he

^SSf
"said to them, 'My friends 1 I had a lamp to light myself with, and: I Jiavetot it, 'i-'&M
" so that I cannot see at all;' and the superior repHed tohim, ' O Shertf !

Icannot r.g|

" answer thee, but the first man who happens to come here shall do it to thy vg

" satisfaction.' Few minutes had elapsed before one of the many holy noen who ^;^;;.;|

" used to visit the convent made his appearance, and sat liunself:by the side of v j/.^

" Abu Ja'tar, who addressed Mm thus,—' Brother, this Sherif has just now put a '

:^;ff;%

" question to our community, and I have told him that the first man wlio shpi^ld 'J^i
" enter here would answer it for him ; so hear what he has got to say, ^^d.ref^ ;:;;;

I

" to him.' Abii-l-ma'ali then repeated his words,—' I had^a lampii^ lighfem^eif ; V,; J-gl
" with, and I have lost it, so that I cannot see at,;all:' .the:stranger-3thgn Baid^ - : v ^^tij

" '"Well, that only shows a breach of discipHne, -thou nmst; tellme ^ more:: :th^n ::
: :;-:;|Jp|

" Abu4-ma'ali said, ' I do not remember any fault I have committed,, unless it be - rf^^^g§
" that when so and so incurred the displeasure of the Sultan, and concealed himself -:^.-f^g^

" for foar of the approaching chastisement, I passed one day by hia house,: and.lie '.
.-. :V;f r?

" called me through the wicket of his door, and begged me to pray to Qo4i'fl^^s
, '-)-fr.i

" behalf, and 1 said to him—repeat such and sucha prayer,-T-meamn^pne-^eh
|J

-
-^

" contains aU the iUustrious names of the Almighty. God, and/which.is^well.lknbwn ^ v ;;V^^"::

" to be an efficacious remedy against all calamities present and,fo come;: a^ayer ':'.: E%^
" which is recorded by Al-buni in his AUmuntekkah ,^ and has repeatedly produced

^. / g

" the most miraculous effects, and was communicated to me hy my brother Ahmed v/cf
" Ash-sherif, who had it from one of his disciples.' When the faquir heard this,

" he said, 'And when this took place hadst thou permission to admonish him?' ' .;^:

" ' No,' answered Abu-1-ma'ali. ' WeU then,' said .the:faquir, ^ it vis of no use
;

'' asking for thy lamp, thou shalt never recover it, and the light
: sh^ never Be

" restored to thee, for. thou hast committed a. breach of the mles^ which, e\^^:^\::;v
;^

" faquir ought to observe.' And so, it happened ; for: some tirpcsaft^^.thfe

" Abu-l-ma'^i returned to the world, and, putting; an end to his:;aT^te^M

"abstinence, accepted, the office of Kadi which was. offered
;
to. MPlvM^;^^

"kings, ate at their tables, and accepted their presents. ^This. ani?|pM#^#;;

.

V-
" known, all:: over Granada, as well as Abu-l-ma'^U's; appst^,v|^l^#

;

: -ici
" beseech:God not to make us one of the number of those ^wtearClilWMconi
'^ his grace and iavours!" .^;i;";-^^
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the Andalu-

siana.

>,

Costume of » The inhabitants of Andalus," says Ibnu Sa'id, "dress somewhat differently

'^' ""^""'

." from their Moslem brethren of Asia. They have left off the turban, especially

/* in the eastern provinces; in the western, however, it is still used by people

of rank and wealth, or those holding situations under government. Thou wilt

never see in Cordova or in Seville a Kadi or a Faquih without his turban
;

in

" Valencia, Murcia, and other provinces of the east of Spain, bn the contrary, it is

" quite common to see men of the highest rank walk about the streets with bare

." heads ; as to the lower classes, they never use the turban. I recollect once

"seeing in Murcia one of the most distinguished and respected Ulemas of the city

"appear before the Sultan who then reigned in those districts; he wore nothing

" oa his head, and his white hair, shining bright among his black locks, had the

" most ludicrous appearance. Military officers, soldiers, and men of the inferior

" classes, have likewise left it off, even in the western provinces. Ibn Hiid,^"

"formerly King of SaragosSa, and who in our days reduced to obedience the

" greatest part of Andalus, never used a turban ; I accompanied him in most

" of his military expeditions, and always saw him without it. I might say the

:.".same of Ibnu-l-ahmar, who is the present ruler of this country.

"."The cloak called taylasdn^^ is used by all classes of the people, men of rank

"as Well as plebeians, so that thou wilt never see an Andalusian go out into the

," street without having his cloak on, the only difference being that Sheikhs and

" other people of distinction throw their hood over their heads, whilst common

" people never do so. "Woollen caps are generally used as a substitute for turbans
;

" the colours most worn are 'either red or green ;
yellow is reserved for the Jews,

"who, on no occasion, are allowed to use any other. The hair is cut short, only

"K^dis and Ulemas wear it long; but instead of letting it hang over their
- - r

*'ishotilders, as is the fashion in the East, they wear it loose underneath the

*' '"**^ eat;
- — ^^

• "f'Eyen the people who use turbans follow a fashion of their own, and seem

i'; entirely to disregard the multifarious shapes used by people of rank and dis-

-"- trnction in other Moslem states ; so if an eastern Arab happens to come among

r them, wearing a turban in the Syrian or Hejazi fashion,—and large high things

''they arci looking like towers,'—they will show great astonishment, and appear

" much struck with the novelty; but instead of admirmg its shape and structure,

"they will burst out laughing, and jest at the expense of the wearer, for in general

" the Andalusians are very slow in adopting the fashions of other nations, and

-^^.neither admire nor like any thing but their own. They are also the cleanest

^y.people on earth in what regards their person, dress, beds, and in the interior

j^'¥4^r:'^:\t%;M of their houses ; indeed, they carry cleanhness to such an extreme that it is not
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" an uncommon thing for a man of the lower classes to spend his last dirhem in

'* soap instead of buying food for his daily consumption, and thus go without
;

:/

" his dinner rather than appear in public with dirty clothes.
y

SuMns, miUtary officers, and even the common soldiers, followed the fashions -p'f^^^^r^^^

of the infidels; in time of war, especiaUy, they wore a dress veiy:;SunUm-^:tp5ntUneffifmr.:^;

that of the Christians, their neighbours. They used Hkewise the same weapons^

and, like Ihem, were clad in mail, over which they threw a short scarlet tuhic,

in the Christian fashion. They fought on horseback with shield and spear,

but knew not how to use either the mace or the bow of the Arabs ;
instead of

which they adopted the cross-bow of the Franks, and used it in sieges, or in

marches, to defend the infantry from the attacks of cavalry, for without that

requisite they would certainly be defeated. However, we are informed by Ibnu-

1-khattib that under the Merinite Sultans, who reigned at Granada, the Anda-

lusian troops were again clad and armed in the real Arabic fashion; instead

of the heavy steel helmet and thick breast-plate of their ancestors, .
tUey;the^

wore a slender head-piece, and a thin but well-tempered cuirass ;, instead;, af;

the huge spear with a broad end in the Christian fashion, they : took ^^ the long

and slender reed of the Arabs, and they substituted for the clumsy and ill-shaped

Christian saddle the more military-looking and more convenient horse furniture

of the inhabitants of Arabia. ^'^

The character of the Andahisian Arabs has been thus described by IbniiiCMg)^^^^'"*^* ;;

,

in his Kitdb forjati-l-anfus (the book of contentment of the soul), ;a:wor^kf:-tb^ ; ;.: ^ :^-

which we have more than once referred in the course of our narrative.; ^^^THe : ;
;

" Andalusians," says he, " are Arabs by descent, in pride, in the -haughtiness of

" their temper, the elevation of their minds, the goodness of their heart, and

" the purity of their intentions; they resemble them in their abhorrence of every

''thing that is cruel or oppressive, in their inability to endure subjection or

" contempt, and in the liberal expenditure of whatever they possess. They are

" Indians in their love of learning, as well as in their assiduous cultivation 6f

"science, their firm adherence to its principles, and the scrupulous attention ., -;:

" with which they transmit down to their posterity its invaluable secrets. They

'* are like the people of Baghdad in cleanliness of person and beauty of fornij ;

elegance of manners, in mildness of disposition, subtilty of mind, power ef;;;
:

thought, extent of memory, and universality of talent. They are 'Turifs^;^;

" their aptitude for war, their deep acquaintance with every one o^At^^W^^i^^i:
" and their skilful preparation of the weapons and machines ii^ed ;ih%itiKp^#eJr .

" as their extreme care and foresight in all matters conceniing it^ Jftey^;h^
"been further compared with the Chinese (by an And^ysiani^a^^^

r -
-- .i- - vr
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" Ibnu Hazm) for the delicacy of their work and the subtiity of their manufactures,

-" and their dexterity in imitating all sorts of figures. And, lastly, it is generaUy

" asserted that they are of all nations that which most resembles the Greeks

" in their knowledge of the physical and natural sciences, their ability in discovering

- " waters hidden in the bowels of the earth, and bringing them to the surface; their

" acquaintance with the various species of trees and plants, and their several

/' fruits, and their industry in the pruning and grafting of trees, the arrangement

. "^and distribution of gardens, the treatment, of plants and flowers, and all and

.".every one of the branches of agriculture: indeed, so great is their proficiency

"in this -^science that it has, almost become proverbial, and some eminent

" writers - among them have composed works which are generally approved of

*' and r consulted in the East and in the West. Such is the treatise on agriculture

** by Ibn Bass^,^^ an Andalusian, which is in the hands of every farmer, and

"the merits of which have been sufficiently appreciated by all those who have

" followed its valuable instructions. The Andalusians, moreover, are the most

" patient of men, and the fittest to endure fatigue ; they are thereby well qualified

"for labour of every description; they hkewise show great inclination for war,

" and: have on all occasions proved to be active, brave, and intelligent soldiers."

T&eirsimiia. Varlous authors have dwelt at large on the great similarity existing between.

Greefa.*^' the Andalusian Moslems and the Greeks, but it is easily accounted for by the

circumstance that the Greeks for a long time inhabited Andalus, and the Moslems

became thereby the inheritors of all their knowledge in the sciences.

Ibnu Ghalib continues, " We may enumerate among the eminent qualifications

" of the inhabitants of Andalus that of havuig been the inventors of the species

" of verse called al-muwashahah,^* which has not only been approved of by Eastern

" crities, but adopted and used by their poets, and made the theme of public

**: literary competitions. As to their poems in the common kinds of metre, and

/"iheir works in prose, nobody who has read them will deny that they stand high
-I

" in. the scale of merit.

skuUftheir. "The skill of their workmen in all kinds of handicraft has been sufficiently

workmen. », acknowledged by traveUers from the East, and other Mohammedan countries,

*' who have lived among them; many are the articles now manufactured in

" Andalus which are in high repute, and form the staple of considerable trade

" with Moslems and Christians : Africa may be said to have derived its present

" wealth and importance, and its extent of commerce, from Andalusians settling

in it. For when God Almighty was pleased to send down on their country

".the last disastrous civil war, thousands of its inhabitants of all classes and

« .^professions sought a refuge on these ^* shores, and spread over Maghrehu-Uaksd
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" and Africa proper, settling wherever they found comfort or employment.

" Labourers and country people took- to the same occupations which they had

" left in Andalus,—-they formed intimacy with the inhabitantsy assisted theih/utf

"their agricultural labours, discovered springs, and smade them available i^r-fe^

"irrigation of their fields, planted trees, - introduced water-miUs/^^Vand^ Vot^u^

" useful inventions; and, in short, they taught the African farmers many:.tBmg^

"they had never heard of, and showed them the use of excellent" practices

"whereof they were completely ignorant. Through their means: the countries

" where they fixed their residence became at once prosperous and rich, and

" the inhabitants saw their wealth increase rapidly, as well as their comforts and

" enjoyments.

" The inhabitants of cities being for the most part well educated people, and

being versed in all the branches of learning and polite hteraturej soon -made

themselves conspicuous and known at court; or in the :cMef. -towns where^

they settled. They filled posts of distinction in :the state, and were appmM:;-

to the charges of Wizirs, Katibsy governors fofv provinees'j£md^-distriGtsirffa«:..

collectors, and other offices under government, so 4hat there ^as no^rdistrict

in Africa wherein some of the principal Authorities were not/ Aridalusians. >

*' But it was in the class of- operatives and workmen in all sorts of handka^aflsp^^^||

" that Africa derived the most advantage from the tides of emigration settings towarids^^^

" its shores. It is well known that before the arrival of the;Ajidah^iau^giP^J^y

of the trades which are now in a flourishing state were-hardlyAkriov^m^;^^

and that in activity and dexterity the . emigrants ranked far above rthe/Mve; ^

workmen. So, for instance, if they undertook the .
builduig. of an edifice: thef

completed it in the shortest possible time, and finished ever>^ thing so beautifully,

and with such a perfection of design, that they won the hearts and affections

of their employers, and their reputation grew immense among the people

;

" these being notorious facts, which none but the ignorant or the ill-intentioAed.

" could deny." -
, : ,.;;: :i. ^

Such are Ibnu Ghalib's expressions, transcribed literally from Ibnu Sa'id's work,
;:

where they may be found, with other curious information on the subject. The latter

author himself, making as it were a comment on Ibnu Ghdhb's words, and recording .v

some of the good qualities which the Andalusians were known to possess, adds as^::
'

follows :
" God Almiehty knows it is not my intention to flatter my com^rq^S^

" but merely to state the truth, following those impartial writers wha^^^^t^
" carried away by the love of their country, nor diverted fi:pm truflt^Bi^g^Sfr

" or malevolence ; my motto shall be, ' the path of truth is ;tl^:s#J;;p#
*' follow.' '^ Perhaps some of my readers, in perusing the acbbu^r Bl^ just
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" given, in the words of Ibnu Ghalib,. of the revolution created by the Andalusian

" emigration in the trade and agriculture of Africa, will say to themselves,—this

" author was undoubtedly partial towards his countrymen, and he exaggerated

" their merits; but let them plunge into his book, let them weigh every one of

'* his expressions, and compare his narrative with those of other writers, and they

'' will soon feel convinced that he spoke the truth, and they will, if necessary,

•* quote his words, without fear.

* When they directed their looks towards Leylah, and saw the beauty of

' her face, they were confirmed in their behef, and

'They exclaimed, We have still fallen short in our praises of thee.'
'^

" I cannot deny," continues Ibnu Said, " for the sake of truth and justice, that

"Morocco is the Baghdad of the West; it is the largest city on this coast, as

" likewise that which abounds most in public works, splendid buildings, palaces, and

" gardens. Yet it is a known fact that the capital of AUmaghreb was never so

'* flourishing as under the reign of the Beni 'Abdi-1-mumen, who took thither

'' workmen and operatives from all parts of their Andaiusian dominions. This is,

* ' notorious, and needs no confirmation : the same might be said of the city of

'* Tunis, in Africa proper, to which in my times the prosperity and splendour of

*' Morocco may be said to have migrated, owing to the present Sultan, Abii

*' Zakariyya Yahya Ibn Abi Mohammed Ibn Abi Hafs,^» having fixed his court

" in it. This prince has erected buildings, constructed palaces, and planted

' ' gardens and vineyards in the Andaiusian fashion : all his architects are natives

" of this country, as likewise most of his masons, carpenters, bricklayers, painters,

"and gardeners. The plans were either designed by Andalusians or copied from

" buildings in their country ; and although the Sultan himself is a very good judge

^Mn;these; matters, and has an exquisite taste, yet it is well known that the

^'inosques, palaces, and gardens erected by him, and so much admired by the

•'Africans,, are mere copies of similar buildings in our country. So, as far as

" this goes, it is clearly demonstrated that Ibnu Gh41ib told the truth."
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CHAPTER II.

Character of the Andalusians—Their hospitality—Their courage in battle—Their haughtiness of

temper—Devotion to their friends—Their justice—Forgiveness—Generosity,

The qualities of the Andalusians are as brilliant and manifest as the beauties of Character of

the countiy they inhabit are shming and conspicuous. Ine same author tliatsians.

we have mentioned elsewhere (Ibnu Ghalib) affirms, on the authority of Ptolemy/

that, owing to the influence exercised by the planet Venus, the people of Anda:lus- X-l'Z

are endowed with a lively imagination, elegance of manners, exquisite taste in

food, clothing, and whatever concerns their persons, cleanliness, and love of : : ; .

pleasure and music. Mercury imparts' to them inclination to economy and- j\.
orderly habits, ardour in the acquisition of learning, love of philosophy and the

natural sciences, justice and impartiahty in their judgments.

Ibnu Ghalib goes on detailing the qualities which are assigned to the Andalusiahs

on account of the influence exercised over them by Vulcan, Saturn, and Jupiter;

but in this the author was wrong, since it is well known that only the fourth

and fifth chmates pass over Andalus, the sixth passing close to its northern shores,

and the seventh by the islands of the Majus. The Sun is the planet of the fourth

cUmate, Venus of the fifth. Mercury of the sixth, and the Moon of the seventh;

as to the second and third, they are in no way connected with Andalus.

We shall now enumerate some of their brilliant qualities, which we shall illustrate;

by examples, that they may be more deeply impressed on the minds of our readers.

The Andalusians were justly renowned for their hospitality towards strangers, ^aiid?Hospitaiity.

their histories abound in acts which rank them far above the other Moslems in;
:

the exercise of that virtue. It is said of the Khalif 'Abdu-r-rahmdn III. vtli^t|

;

y-^.S

^>-V-,

^ & _ -

^__ L_ .-.(on the arrival of ^aryab, the musician,^ at Cordova, he not only rode

to receive and welcome him, but entertained him for several months? iii-^t1)fn

palace, and made him considerable presents; an action which is ;fmse'

enough in an equal, but which in a superior, and a ^Sult^r.spi.ppwerful and
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dreaded as 'Abdu-r-rahman, who was the first of his family to assume the titles

of KhaUf and " Prince of the faithful " and whose court shone as bright as the

dazzling rays of the summer sun, surpasses all encomium.

The geographer Al-bekri, in his description of Africa, mentions another instance

of remarkable hospitality on the part of the same Sultan. Having heard that

Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Abi 'Isa, Kddi-l-jemd'h (or supreme judge) at Fez,

intended to cross over from Ceuta, the place of his residence, to Andalus, in

order to engage in some military expeditions against the Christians, he ordered

that he should be written to in his name, pressing him to come, and apprising

him that he was not to lodge any where during his travels but in houses belonging

to the Sult^. Accordingly, between Algesiras, the place of his landing, and

Baldt Hamid,^ a place in the furthest frontier, where the army was then encamping,

palaces were built by 'Abdu-r-rahman*s orders, in which Mohammed was duly

received and locked. The expenses of the erection of the palaces, thirty in number

(one for each day or station), being one thousand nuthcals each.

" The Andalusians," says Ibnu Said, " are both economical and orderly in

" their habits ; they are very careful of whatever property they possess, a circum-

" stance which has induced some authors to stigmatize them as misers,

" In illustration of this I shall here relate an adventure which occurred to me

"'whilst in Andalus. I was once travelling with my father in one of the eastern

*' provinces when we were caught in a storm of rain and wind. It was then

" winter, and the cold was intense ; the clouds poured down upon us more

water than the Nile itself has in its bed. Lightning crossed our sight, thunder

roared over our heads, we were wet through and perishing with cold, so that

" we determined upon directing our steps to a neighbouring village, and asking

" hospitality, from the first inhabitant we should meet. It must be observed

" that- both .my father and I were at that time under the jealous vigilance^ of

" the Sultdn, and unprovided with sufficient means to take any other determi-

" nation. "We therefore went, to a house and knocked at the door; the owner,

*' a respectable old man, whom we had never seen before, soon opened it and

** admitted us into his house ; he received us with great kindness, and said soon

*' afterwards, ' If you have any money to give me I will buy charcoal and light

** a fire, that y6u may dry your clothes and warm yourselves ; I will also go to

" nnarket and get such provisions as you may want, and my people will dress

" them for you.' We did what we were desired,—we gave him money to make
" his purchases, and he soon came back and lighted a veiy good fire. While

i";We were warming ourselves at it, in came a yOung lad, apparently a son of

if-iojur host,, who, approaching the fire, began to warm himself, but no sooner

it

it

^ - - -
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- did the father perceive it than he came up to his son, gave him a .beating,

- and sent him away from it. 'What dost thou beat this boy for?^ said my

" father to our host. ' I beat him/ replied the old man, ' that he may accustom

himself from childhood to cold and privation, and be thereby enabled to. earn

his subsistence and provide for himself after I am dead.V Whenit w^'^me

- to go to bed the old man said to the youth, 'Give that thick cloak *. of.-yeurs

"
to this young man/ pointing to me, 'that he may add it to his covering and

- sleep more comfortably,' and he did as desired. When I awoke in the morning

" I observed that the youth was also awake and holding in his hands one of

" the corners of his cloak. I afterwards communicated this observation to my

- father, who said to me, ' Do not wonder at it, for this is a thing that happens

every day, and it is in the character of the Andalusians to show the greatest

hospitality and benevolence towards their guests, at the same time that they

" use excessive precautions concerning their property. So, for instance, this man

gave thee his cloak, in doing which he preferred thy comfort to hismwn,;buti

at the same time, seeing thee a stranger, and not knowing whether; thou-w^r|

an honest man or a thief, prudence dictated to him not to go to sleep; without

holding the cloak in his hand, lest thou shouldst run away with it in the

" morning while he was asleep,—thus spoihng by his mean conduct all the merits "^ ,,

" of his generous action.'" The preceding anecdote is copied from Ibnu Said: [j^^^-J^

in his Al-mugh'rah. r;-;^^:^

The Andalusians have always been renowned for their intrepidity and; .(?put^ge,| Co«i^^

and their history is full of acts of bravery and heroism scarcely to be -e

by any other nation. It is related of the Amir Abu 'AhdiUah Ibn Marciantsn

-

that whenever he came to close quarters with the infidels he used, regardless, of

his life, to dash into the thickest of the melee, where he performed such prodigies

of valour that his very enemies remained motionless with astonishment :
on one

of these occasions, while he was charging the thick squadrons of the Christians,

and dispersing them like dust right and left, he was heard to exclaim—

" When I plunge into the close ranks of the enemy, it matters not to me

" whether I find my death in the midst of them or elsewhere."® -

On another occasion, having been attacked by superior forces, he requiredair

his courage and ability to extricate himself from his dangerous position.

Christians closed on all sides upon him, but instead of losing courage he a

his followers, and making a most desperate charge against the enemy>jieneMWi

into their ranks, unhorsed and killed their most valiant knights, aM>sttieceiSe|Bfi'

disengaging himself, after performing such feats of arms :thatp hS^^^f-^^®
astonished. Then turning round to one of his favourite; QaptaJii^|iJii
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old warrior who had seen many a battle, and was well versed in all the chances of

war,—" What thinkest thou of all this?" said he. " My opinion," answered the

-veteran, " is, that had the Sultan witnessed the extraordinary feats of arms that

" thou hast just been performing, he would unquestionably have increased the

/' pension already allotted to thee from his treasury, and raised thee in honour and
" command ; but on the other hand I doubt whether he would not have been angry

" to see thee expose thy life in the manner thou hast done, for it becomes not the

" general of an army to hazard his life more than is necessary, lest by so doing he
*' should cause the destruction of his whole army." " Well, that may be so,"

replied Ibn Mardanish, " but man dies not twice ; and if I am killed, others may
" save their lives by my death." '

Another famous warrior, whose name was the Kaid Abu 'Abdillah Ibn Kadus,

is also much spoken of by the Andalusian historians. They say that he made

himself so conspicuous by his courage and his prowess against the enemy, as well as

by the forays he made into their territory, that his name Avas well known to the

meanest soldiers in the Christian camp, and that the single mention of it was

sufficient to cast terror into the heart of the stoutest knight. In confirmation

whereof an anecdote is told of a Christian warrior, who once approached a brook in

order to give his steed water ; when the animal pranced, reared, and would not

come near it. " What ails thee?" said the soldier, addressing his horse, "hast

thou seen Ibn Kadiis in the water?" ^ And this w-as no doubt a great distinction,

tending to prove the great estimation and awe in which the warrior was held by

the Christians, owing to the brilliant feats of arms he was seen to perform on

every occasion.

The same author from whom we have borrowed the preceding anecdote mentions

another very curious one, which he says he had from a trustworthy friend and eye-

witness. Ibn Kadus once left the frontiers of the Moslem dominions at the head

of a small but chosen band of resolute followers, in order to make a foray into

the enemy's territory. However, he soon fell in with a considerable body of the

Christian troops, by which he was surrounded, and placed in imminent danger

of being made prisoner. But Ibn Kadus being a brave and experienced warrior,

and knowing that he could rely on the courage and devotion of his handful of

men, instead of being frightened at the superior numbers of the enemy, rose in

his stirrups, said a few w^ords of encouragement to his soldiers, and, putting himself

at their head, plunged into the close ranks of the enemy, which he scattered and

dispersed right and left ; thereby opening himself a passage, and disengaging his

small force without the loss of a single man. He then began to retire in good order

towards his camp, being closely followed by the Christians, but as he was retreating

^ ^ . ^ ,
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and fighting, one of his men who had remained considerahly behind was unhorsed,

and his steed ran away. The soldier then implored the assistance of his captain,

who hastening back to him said—" "Wait a moment, and defend thyself on foot

"
till I get thee a horse ; "—saying which, he rode to the nearest Christian horse-

man, threw him down at the very first onset, took his steed, and gave it tp^his

dismounted soldier, who was thereby enabled to join the main body. Many simile

feats of arms are recorded of this valiant captain.

Harlz Ibn 'Okkashah,^ of the posterity of 'Okkdshah Ibn Mahiss, the com-

panion of the Prophet, is also counted among the bravest warriors that Andalus

ever produced. He was a man of colossal size and enormous strength, and few

were the warriors whom his arm reached in the heat of battle who ever escaped

with their lives. It once happened that Adfonsh'« (Alfonso), one of the infidel

kings of Andalus, at the head of considerable forces invaded the territories in which

Harlz commanded, and began, as was the custom in similar expeditions, to burn

the fields, to destroy the farm-houses, cut down the trees, and commit all sorts of

ravages. No sooner was Hariz acquainted with the invasion than he dispatched, a

messenger to Alfonso, with a letter conceived in the following terms :—" Desist

from thy work of destruction, and spare misery and calamity to the creatures

of the Almighty, for if it be decreed by Him that this country shall be thine,

there is no need for thee to waste and destroy the land of thy future dominions

;

while, on the contrary, if it be written that thou shalt not conquer it, this county.

" shall 'never be thine, even if thou hadst ten times the number of troops ;;;npvr

- under thy command." On the receipt of this letter Alfonso ordered his :host

to halt and abstain from further ravages ; he, moreover, feeling a great curiosity

to see a warrior of whom he had heard so much, sent him a messenger, requesting

him to come to his camp, and offering to give as hostages for the security of his

person a certain number of noblemen^^ of his suite. Harlz consented, and the

necessary arrangements having been made, he set out for the camp of the Christian

monarch. On his arrival at Medinatu-l-baydhd,'' which is the same as KaVat-Rahdh

(Calatrava), west of Toledo, Hariz rode through the streets of that city, and bemg

a very handsome man, of gigantic size, mounted on a powerful war-horse, and

-

completely cased in steel, the eyes of the people were fixed on him, for he wa^ .

really a beautiful sight to contemplate. The inhabitants of the places through

which he passed all came out to look at him, and gazed with astonishment:^-

the immense size of his body, the muscular strength of his hmbs, the beautj^

polish of his armour and weapons, and his majestic and warhke demeanom- j-fiey

moreover told each other tales of his martial exploits and invincible-epurage. Un

his reaching the King's tents, which were not far distant, all the priheiiSal:noblemen

ii
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went out to meet him, welcomed and greeted him, and received him with the

greatest courtesy and distinction. When Hariz was about to dismount he planted

his spear in the earth so deeply and with so much force that the King, who was

present, felt fully convinced, by that act alone, of all the extent of his gallantry

and strength, while all the bystanders were seized with irrepressible fear, and

the countenances of his bravest knights appeared darkened with the terror which

they in vain tried to conceal. There happened to be near the camp a large

enclosure,^^ wherein the King and his knights exercised in manly sports ; to this

spot Alfonso led Hariz, and invited him to take a part in the tournament for which

preparations had already been made, and which was on the point of begimiing.

No," said Hariz, " the true knight never measures his sword but with those who

equal him in strength, and as I maintain that there is nobody among you capable

of drawing out this my spear which I have fixed in the ground, I shall not accept

thy invitation ; but if there be any one among you who believes he can do it,

" let him mount and try, and if he succeed I am ready to encounter him, one

'• or ten." No sooner had Hariz uttered this challenge, than most of the knights

then present mounted their horses, and began to try their strength, but not one

amongst them succeeded in pulling out the spear fixed by Hariz ; in vain did they

redouble theu* exertions and repeat the trial several times, the spear moved not an

inch from the spot where it had been planted by Hariz. Alfonso was not a little

astonished and grieved to see his knights so unsuccessful, but at last he was

compelled to say to Hariz, *' Thou art right, O warrior ! let us see how thou dost

" it
; " upon which, Hariz, leaping on his horse, galloped to the spot, and with

the slightest motion of his hand tore up his spear, the whole being done with the

greatest ease and elegance. AU the bystanders remained dumb with admiration

when they saw the performance of Hariz, and the King himself bade him approach,

spoke.to him graciously, and treated him with great regard and distinction.

This Hariz was likewise an excellent poet, as may be gathered from the following

verses, which he wrote to the Katib Abu-1-motref Ibnu-1-muthanna, secretary to

Ibnu Dhi-1-nun, King of Toledo. As Abu-1-motref was once travelhng from

Cordova to Toledo, he happened to pass by the castle of Hariz,'* which stands on

the road between those two cities ; Abti-l-raotref lodged at a house outside the

walls, and soon after his arrival sent a message to Hariz, asking him for some

wine. The message was in verse, and thus conceived :

" O incomparable man ! O phoenix of the age ! O new moon among the

" nobles !

" Alas ! wine is wanting, and has become as scarce as the ointment of the

" balsam tree."^^
^ -

<
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And Hariz sent him down some, with the following answer, in the same metre

and rhyme

;

" O inestimable pearl ! O thou, the first among the illustrious men of past,

" times!

" We have received thy verses resembhng a garden refreshed by the gales
^ _ ^

" of eloquence, :

" And we send thee wine as sweet and well-flavoured as thy character aiid

*' disposition are mild."'®

When Al-muktadir-hillah Ibn Hud, Sultan of Andalus, saUied from Saragossa to

the frontiers to oppose the son of Kadmir, the great Christian king, who at the

head of considerable forces had invaded his territory, there happened to be in his

host a Moslem of the name of Sa'darah who performed a feat of arms well worthy

of record. Both armies, which were equally numerous and well appouited, met in

an extensive plain in the neighbourhood of Huesca; the battle was .engaged with,

great hiry on both sides, and maintained with equal animosity; during tiie^whpfe:[ 7

day, until towards evening the cavalry of the Moslems began to give -^yvi^AVjie^r; .

Al-muktadir saw this, he ordered into his presence a borderer named. Sa-ddrah, a

man of tried courage, and equally renowned for his exploits and his experience in;

the affairs of war. " AVhat thinkest thou,*' said Al-muktadir to Sa'darah, "will"

.

^ _ ^

" be the result of this day?" Sa'darah cast his experienced eye over the plain, and, v:

shaking his head, significantly answered, "To tell thee truth, O Prince J.-yoiidet.;;;;

"signs bode no good;" and pointing towards the dense u*on^clad.;m£^s:es^#5|h'e'^ - -

Christian cavalry dispersing the light horsemen of Al-muktadir, he added, -'^IJiiless
.

" yonder iron wall be broken by some unforeseen accident, the day will be against

"Thou art right," replied Al-muktadir, " things look rather cloudy

;

*' but what dost thou propose to do?" Sa'darah meditated an mstant, and said,

" Among the white tents that cover the declivity of that hill I can easily perceive

" in the centre that of the son of Radmir towering above the rest ; if thou grant me
'* permission I will go there in disguise and kill the tyrant with my own hand.*'

:

" Well said," repUed Al-muktadir ;
" if thou succeed, the favours of thy master shall

" be lavished on thee ; if thou fail, the rewards of the Almighty will he thy recom-'j

" pense." Sa'darah then goes to his tent, puts on a dress similar to thoBe.usedT ;.

by Christian knights, arms himself with weapons hke theirs, and, .mounting .-his: : :

steed, plunges into the thickest of the melee. Being well acquaints 'with;,th(e£r,

language and customs of the Christians, he had no difficulty, after ppeningjhltofQfe ^

a passage through their thronged ranks, to penetrate into - their ..canip:;;-^t^^gh

goes to the King's tent, and having entered it, he seeS the son Jf,>^4c|DfeBpiflg

upon a throne, completely cased in steel, so that .the. eyes,:we%.#il!vSMy>-V^^^

" us."
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part of: his body. He then watches for some time his opportunity, and, pouncing

upon the Christian, with a small dagger wounds him in the eye through one of the

apertures in the vizor, and kills him. He then leaves the tent, and hegins to cry

out at the top of his voice, - The King is killed ! The King is killed !" ^' and the

news spreading like fire through the enemy's camp, panic and consternation seize

the Christian warriors ; they give way in every direction, and the victory remams in

the hands of the Moslems, who never ceased slaughtering until their arms were

tired, and their swords shivered from deaUng blows.

. The princes of the family of Hud who reigned at Saragossa in the fifth century

of the. Hijra being continually at war, not only with the Christians who surrounded

them on every side, but with their brethren among the Moslems during the long

and bloody civil wars which ravaged that country, had naturally numerous armies

in the best order and military discipline, and generals to command them, who, from

their indomitable courage and superior tactics, cast terror into the hearts of the

infidels. There were also warriors of tried courage, and unparalleled dexterity in

the handling of weapons, who in single combat with the Christian knights never

failed to gain the victory over their adversaries. We shall relate here an anecdote

which, like the preceding, we borrow from the writings of 'Ah Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahmdn

Ibn Hudheyl, of Granada. " Ahmusta'in Ibn Hud, King of Saragossa, made upon

- a certain occasion a successful invasion into the enemy's territory. As he was

- returning to his capital laden with plunder, and driving before him his prisoners

and cattle, he saw from a distance a strong body of Christian cavalry waitmg

in a favourable position, on the road by which he had to pass, to attack

<' Tiim. When Al-musta'in came closer to them, he ordered the captives and

"
cattle to his rear-guard, formed his men in line of battle, and patiently waited

till the Christians should make their attack. The two armies were thus in

deadly silence waiting for the signal to engage in battle, when a Christian knight

of gigantic stature, clad in bright steel, and mounted upon a powerful black

horse, made his appearance in front of the ranks, and challenged the Moslem

" warriors to single combat. Presently a Moslem comes out to him, but, after a

'.' few blows dealt and parried on both sides, the servant of God is unhorsed and

killed by his antagonist, the worshipper of the crucified ;
seeing which, the infidels

gave a shout of joy, and the faithful were afflicted and silent. Elated with

" success, the Christian knight rode his horse in front of the ranks, and exclaimed,

'' ' Come on if ye dare, and if one be not sufficient, come three to one, I will fight

" you all.' These words filled the hearts of the Moslems with rage, but none came

" out to fight with the Christian, who, proud of his victory, was cantering his horse

<" m front of the two armies, while the air resounded with the deafening shouts of his
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companions. In this extremity, Al-musta'in, whose heart was deeply afflicted tP

see the shame falhng upon his men, rode up to a captain of his, a nian in^reij tQ

battle from his childhood, and who had the reputation pf being as hrayeas^fee

was dexterous in the wielding of arms. His name was Abu-1-walid. Jbi) I^^ayjln:

to him Al-musta'in went in his' distress, and told him thus,—' Abti-i-waaMJ.;tet

thou seen the arrogance of that Christian dog, and the insults he is heaplfl^fSipon

the Moslems?' 'I have,' replied Al-walid, 'but if my master grant nie per-

mission to go out against him, I shall soon bring down his pride.' 'Thou hast

it,' said Al-musta'in, ' and by Allah ! if thou bring me his head, my gratitude for

the service will know no bounds.' Having previously announced to the Chris-

tian that a Moslem champion would immediately appear, Abti-l-walld retired for

a moment into his tent ; he put on a cotton shirt, and mounting on a milk-white

steed of his, which in swiftness far outstripped the winds, he rode out without

any other weapons than a scimitar by his side, and a long whip with a noose: Wi4

an iron ball at the end in his right hand. When the Christian knigh|; -mfM^,

antagonist so whimsically arrayed,—' Wh^t,' said he, struck with ^ma^^mS^ti

'when a Christian challenges the Moslems is there not iti the whole;^WaW
warrior to be sent against him but this groom with his whip V upon which h@

burst out laughmg, and gave other evident signs of the conterapt in wliich he

held Abu-1-walid. However, they rushed furiously against one anptOi^y ;
,*he

Christian, rising on his stirrups, aimed a dreadM blow: at the .hea^ c>|: Afe^I^i

walid ; he avoided it by suddenly wheeling round his decile steedyftndi t#iiig:

as quick as lightning upon his adversary, struck him with Ms whip:,; entangled

his neck in the noose, and, dragging him from his saddle, stretched Mm upon

the ground. He then dismounted, and, drawing his scimitar, dispatched the

adventurous knight, whose goiy head he threw at the feet of Al-musta'!n."

We need not expatiate any longer on the courage, the endurance, the discipline,

and other miUtary virtues, of the Andalusian soldiers : suffice it to say, that so great

were their ardour in the pursuit, and their intrepidity in battle, that they became

almost proverbial in the East, where, according to Ibnu Sa'ld, an Andalusian warrior

was synonymous with a brave man. It is true that, exposed as their country was

for so many centuries to the furious attacks of innumerable Christian nations,

dwelling within and out of its limits, the Moslems of Andalus found amnle

opportunities to display and nurture in that vast field of battle ^the^r

inchnations, to evince their ardent zeal for the propagation of Islte-J

at all times their eagerness to share in the rewards promised by <j^\$^^^^^^
who faU m battle with the infidels. What nation, we ask:i;a)fia(^|lH#;to^

acknowledge the sublnne truths contamed in the &r6nxi«h^dfl^Water zeal
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Haughtiness

of temper-

--^

fbr religion, more readiness to uphold its tenets, and a greater alacrity to run

to arms and win the crown of martyrdom? What people on the face of the

earth maintained a longer, fiercer, and deadlier struggle than the Andalusians,

who for a period of several centuries had to defend foot by foot the land inherited

from their fathers, to irrigate with their blood every inch of ground conquered from

the infidels, and to oppose their stout breasts to the oven\^helming forces and

innumerable swarms of the Christian nations, quickly succeeding each other, and

pressing onwards hke the furious billows of a tempestuous sea? And when at

last they bowed down their necks before the irresistible laws of fate, is there any

one who can blame them for it? No! the impenetrable decrees of the Almighty

must needs be executed on his creatures, God is great !
God is great

!
There is

no God but him, the merciful, the compassionate

!

No nation on earth is so proud as the Andalusians, nor more unwilling to bear

tyranny, oppression, or contempt : indeed their disobedience to their rulers, and

their want of respect and submission to their superiors, have become almost pro-

verbial. In illustration of what we advance we shall quote a few anecdotes. It is

-related of Shaja', a freedman of Al-musta'in Ibn Hud, king of Saragossa, that he

tJnce-went upon an embassy from his master to Alfonso, the Christian king.

Having arrived at Medinah Se'lim (Medina Celi), where the infidel was then

holding his court, he was soon afterwards introduced to the presence of the

Christian monarch, whom he found sitting on a throne of great elevation raised

on the very tomb of Al-mansur, and having his wife by his side leaning on him.

After hearing his message, Alfonso said to him, '' O Shajd' ! I am the king of the

" Moslems, and the conqueror of their country : dost thou not see me sitting on

" the very tomb of the bravest and most powerful among their kings?" When

Shaja' heard these expressions so injurious to his countrj^men, he could not restrain

his passion, and .he said very spiritedly, ''If he whose remains he under that

1' marble were alive, and thou sitting so close to him, thou wouldst not say with

^'impunity things offensive to him, neither wouldst thou occupy long the place

" thou now art in." " Alfonso caught the allusion," says Shajd', " and flew into a

most violent passion ; he rose from his seat, intending no doubt to strike me,

but his wife interfered and said, to him, 'This man is right; why should not

" honour and glory reside in his countrymen as they do in thee ? '
"

Another act is recorded of the Hdfedh of Andalus, the Imdm of the learned, the

chief of authors, the pearl of the poets, and the phoenix of his age, Abu Mohammed

'Abdullah Ibn Ibrdhim As-sanhdji Al-hijdri,^^ the author of the Al-mas'hah (chatterer)

.

He once called upon business at the castle of 'Abdu-1-malik Ibn Sa'id,^« the

Ancestor of 'Ah Ibn Musa, the author of the AUmugh'rab, a work which we have

<<
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often quoted in the course of this narrative. Having alighted at the gate, he

knocked and asked for admission, but the sentry, who saw him arrayed in the

Beydawi dress, not knowing who he was, refused to let him in. After, some

parley held with the guards at the gate, which was all. of no avail, Ahu Moh^ammed

addressed one of them and said, " If thou do not let me go in, at least acquaint the

" governor with my presence, and inquire whether it is his pleasure to see me.**

" What !" said the soldier, bursting out laughing, " thou see the governor. !; dost

" thou think that our Lord has nothing else to do but to admit thee to his

*' presence?" Abii Mohammed then retired a little apart, and, taking a reed-pen

and an ink-stand which he always wore suspended at his girdle, he wrote on a

piece of paper the following verses :

" The illustrious governor of this castle never dismisses from his door the

" people of rank and merit.

'
' There is now standing on the threshold a man from Silves, with an - ode

" which begins thus

—

:

" ' I have been possessed with an idea to sing thy praises, and to reGOrd;tihy'

" beneficent actions.'^** . --

" If, after this, my Lord thinks that he ought to deprive himself of the sight of

" one of his countrymen, and of the pleasure of listening to aix ode of this description^

" he may, for he knows best what to do, and it is not for me to upbraid hini." .He

then ordered one of his pages to take his letter to the governor, and waited outside

for the result. When the K4id 'Abdu-1-mdlik had perused the contents of the;le|teTj

he wondered at it, and said immediately, "A man from Silves, with an ode;:be-

" ginning thus,—who can it be? unless it be the Wizir 'Ammar who has riseii

" from the dead, I know of nobody else answering the description,—let him come
•' in." Abu Mohammed was then introduced into the presence of the governor,

who was sitting with some friends ; he entered the room, but instead of bowing

to the Kaid, or addressing the company, he stood motionless at the door ; seeing

which, the people who were present took him for a rude and iU-bred man ; they

turned their backs upon him, and affected the greatest coolness and indifference : at

last, seeing that he still remained in the same position, one of the company said ;tp

him, "What ails thee, O stranger? why dost thou not enter this room in.the

" manner poets and all well-bred people do, and salute the governor as is;;th^

" custom?" "I shall neither bow to the Kaid," replied Abu Mohammed,^^frior

" pay any attention to you, till I have made you alias angry and out,,pf hEmOMc|Ss:

" you made me by keeping me waiting so long at the gate of this .castle; g#1i:ftill

" you tell me who among you is the most favoured by the governor; in |order>tliat I

" may in future, by courting him and gaining his favours, .be tsur^ ;fpfmQt receiving
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"more outrages at his door." "What!" exclaimed the governor, "dost thou

" mean to charge us with the faults of the stupid ? Dost thou intend to revenge on

" US the errors of other people ?" " No, God forbid !" replied AM Mohammed,

" I am, on the contrary, wilhng to forgive for thy sake the faihngs of others."

When Ayuh Ibn Matruh revolted against 'Abdullah Ibn Balkin Ibn Habus,

king of Granada,^^ in the fifth century of the Hijra, and the seas of civil war

swelled and rose high in those districts, it happened that among those thrown by its

waves against the shore Ayub was one. The case being reported to Yusef Ibn

T^shfln, he was deprived of command and sentenced to death, with many others

among the rebels. When the executioner came to strangle him, his friends and

all those who were present, and who knew the great regard which Ibn Tashfin

entertained for him, begged him to say something in his favour, that it might be

reported to the Prince and obtain his pardon ; but Aytib being a man of great

courage and determination, and exceedingly proud, would not consent to it ; he

put his head within the noose, and, persisting in keeping it there notwithstanding

the entreaties of the bystanders to induce him to take it out and pronounce a word

of repentance, he soon met with his death,—may God forgive him !

Devotion to It IS related that the Wizir Ai-walid Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman Ibn Ghanim^^ was on

their friends, iq^j^ ^f intimate friendship with another brother Wizir, named Hashim Ibn 'Abdi-

l-'aziz i'^^ both exercised the same functions to the Sultdn of Cordova, Mohammed,

son of 'Abdu-r-rahman Al-aradwi, of the family of Merwan, and had on several

occasions evinced their mutual love and affection, till Al-waiid gave that proof

of attachment to his friend which forms the subject of this anecdote. When God

Almighty permitted that the Wizir Hdshim should incur the displeasure of the

Sultan, and should be sent by him to prison, there happened to be at the palace a

coupeil meeting, at which Al-walid was present in his capacity of Wizir. The

coiiveisatioti having turned on the disgraced functionary and the misdeeds imputed

toliim.the Sultdn Mohammed, then addressing the assembly, spoke very shghtly of

him, and accused him of frivolity and inconstancy, as well as of obstinacy and too

great a reliance on his own opinions. No one among those present undertook the

defence of the accused Wizir but Al-walid, who, rising from his couch, said,

" O Prince ! may the Almighty favour and prosper thee! Were I allowed to speak

"one word in behalf of my friend, I should say that it is not in the power of a

"mortal to contend against fortune, or to escape the immutable decrees of fate.

H^him did all he could, he consulted with the greatest care his friends and

advisers, and he fulfilled all the duties of a brave and experienced general
;
but

if success did not attend his banners, it is no fault of his, for victory does not

:"kiway8 depend upon the general ; it is well known that he was betrayed by those
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" in whom he trusted, and deserted by those who stood near him, while he

" himself never moved from the spot intrusted to his care, and never abandoned

" the field of battle till the defeat and dispersion became general; instead of shame^
*

" fully turning his back to the enemy, he fought to the last like a brave man

;

" and God has certainly rewarded him for his virtues, for if his master the Sultan

" has deprived him of his honours and dignities, he still possesses the! .esteem pf. his

" friends, who see nothing in his last conduct which is deserving of reproach.

" Besides, if he did not die on the spot intrusted to his custody, or in th^ midst of

" the enemy's ranks, it w^as because he thought that it would be a nobler action to

'
' spare himself, and that a life spent in the service of his Lord was better than an

" unprofitable death. I have no doubt but that he has been slandered and calum-

" niated by people who were envious of him, and who looked Avith an evil eye upon

'* the favours lavished on him by his sovereign." Mohammed was not a little

surprised to hear this speech of Al-walid ; he complimented him upon the strength

of his attachment to his friend, and his anger against Hasjiim being in a great

measure removed, he some time afterwards gave orders for his liberation. . ., -

Were we here to record the brilliant acts of justice which are told of the various Justice. ;:;;

Sultans who reigned over Andalus, we should insensibly protract our present > i V:

narrative to an interminable length. However, as the distribution of justice with -4^:;]

an even hand is among the brightest qualifications of a soverei^, and one which
. ; -i

many of the Andalusians possessed in a superior degree, we shall here select &.few

of the most striking anecdotes. As Al-mansur Ibn Abi 'A'mir was once sjt^ijg is

the audience-room of his palace, in came a man of the lower classes, and addressed

him in the following terms :
" O defender of truth I dispenser of justice ! I have a

" complaint to make against a servant of thy household; th^e he is, standing

*' at thy side ;" and he pointed to one of Ahmansur's chief eunuchs, who,

being a favourite servant of the Hajib, exercised besides the functions of shield-

bearer^* near his person. *' I have," continued the man, " summoned him several

" times to appear before the magistrate, but in vain ; he has never come at the

" appointed hour, I am tired of sueing him, and I thought I should never get any

" redress unless I came to thee." Al-mansiir then said to the man, "Dostthou
,

" really mean to say that thou hast a complaint to make against 'Abdu-r-rahm^

'
' Ibn Foteys ? ^^ Is it he whom thou accusest ofthus disobeying the rules of justice? '*

;

'* The same," replied the man. " I should have thought," said Ahmansur, frpwnilig;

'< tVint 'Alifln-r-raliman wnnld havR heen the last oerson in mv household,to/coiBHm

n »r>--.

^^-

. . . '_l^ "- ^ ^-.

" such a crime. Let us then hear thy grievance." The -man then

he had entered into a contract with 'Abdu-r-rahman, h^ which ;bpfeh:f)to^^..Were

bound towards each other to the fulfilment of . certain ^conditions, .aftd that :^bdu-r-

^
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rahman had of late without any sufficient reason refused to observe it. Al-mansur

then said, "There is no servant in my household that I love more than him,

'" (darting on the Sclavonian a look by which he was almost annihilated,) but, by

" Allah ! justice must be done. Pass thy shield to thy neighbour, and come down

" before me, that I may send thee where thou mayest meet thy accuser, and be

^' either extolled or depressed by truth." Then addressing his Sdkibu-shshartah,

intrusted with the execution of his private orders,

—

" Take that wretch, that criminal

" man, by the hand, and lead him together mth his accuser before the magistrate,

"that he may investigate the case, and impose on him the punishment he

.-"deserves; and mark well, let the sentence, whether it be imprisonment or fine,

".be as rigorous as possible." The S^hib did as he was ordered ; he took both the

parties before the magistrate, and shortly afterwards the complainant appeared

again before Al-manstir, and said he had got redress, and thanked him for having

obtained justice through his means. "Well," said Al-mansur, "begone; justice

" has been done thee, and thou art revenged; it is now for me to get redress for

" my injury, and to chastise the crimes committed by the people of my household."

Upon which he ordered that the Sclavonian should be exposed to all sorts of

humiliation and ill treatment, and he was at last dismissed from his service.

On another occasion there happened to be a lawsuit between his chief eunuch

Al-burakl and a western merchant ; they had disagreed in some money matters,

and the merchant brought the case before a tribunal. However, the eunuch being

at the head of Al-mansiir's household, having the entire management of his house

and harem, and possessing the confidence and favour of his master, was, as may

-well be supposed, a very influential person in the state, and the magistrate pro-

:nounced a decision m his favour. The merchant then appealed ; but the magistrate,

thinking that a man of high rank, and holding such an important situation as

Al-btiraki did, could not be guilty of the breach of faith imputed to him, dismissed

the appeal. The merchant, however, was not disheartened, and he resolved upon

having justice, come what might. As Al-mansur was on a Friday riding to the

mosque, the merchant placed himself . before his horse, and implored his justice

against Al-biiraki. Al-mansur immediately ordered one of his escort to ride back

to his palace, take the eunuch into custody, and conduct him again before the ma-

gistrate, to whom he sent a message enjoining him to look again into the case.

The suit was tried, the eunuch convicted, and the merchant redressed. Al-mansur,

. moreover, was so much incensed against the culprit, that, after depriving him of all

the favours he had previously lavished on him, he dismissed him from his service,

.and exiled him from Cordova.

:.- -The following act of justice is also recorded of Al-mu'atassem Ibn Samadeh,

I-
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king of Alraeria.^^ When that prince began to build the famous palace which, after

his name, was called As-samddehiyah, the architects, npt finding room enough: to

execute their plans, seized on some houses and fields adjoining the palace, and

united them to the main building. There happened to be among the: pieces of

ground thus appropriated by the builders a small orchard belonging to a goodi old
- ^

man, who more than any other resented and opposed the spoliation, on the plea

that the piece of ground did not belong to him, but was the property of an orphan

of whom he was the guardian. As Al-mua'tassem was one day inspecting his

building, seated in his garden by the side of an artificial rivulet,^' which was made

to wind through it, his eyes fell on something floating on the surface of the water,

and which, when taken up by his orders, proved to be a hollow reed, stopped with

wax at both ends. When the wax was removed, Al-mu'atassem found inside a

scroll of paper, in which the following words were written. "O thou !. whoever

thou mayest be, into whose hands this scroll may happen to fall, remember those

words of the Almighty, ' This my brother has ninety-nine ewes, and I haye,v0niy

one, and he said to me,—^Do intrust her to my care,—which I did, but Ms words

proved false, and he deceived me ; there is no God but God !' ^^ ThOu art aking^on

whom God has lavished his favours, making thee wealthy and powerful on earth,

and yet, far from being satisfied, thy ambition prompts thee to covet the property of

others; and to add to thy spacious gardens a piece of ground belonging to am

orphan, thereby committing an unlawful act, depriving a defenceless girl oi^a(l

means of subsistence, and taking advantage of thy power, and the importanceV'Of
^ -

thy situation, to do what is unjust. We shall to-morrow appear in the. presence

" of Him who never dismisses the wretched without aid or consolation, nor, the

" offended without redress, and then beware of the consequences !

*' No sooner

had Al-mu'atassem perused the paper than his eyes were bathed in tears, and

his heart was possessed with fear at the terrible consequences which this incon-

siderate act of his servants might bring on him in future life ; he immediately

commanded that all the ' workmen employed in the building of his palace sho^ild

appear in his presence, and when they were all assembled he interrogated them;

as to what the anonymous paper stated, bidding them to expose the case, and

to tell nothing but the truth. The masons then owned the fact, but alleged as

an excuse, that the piece of land occupied by the old man's garden being absolutely

necessary for the finishing of the palace, the chief architect had deemed it iiidiA-

pensable to seize on the orphan's property, although unjustly and. coiitrai^

the law. Upon which Al-mu'atassem, violently incensed, exclaimed, v;"f^B?
,

_ r .- -t -

" sins of this description are much graver in the eyes of the Creator: fliaji^ they are

'' in those of his creatures. Let the orchard be immediatelv restored : to its owner.'^
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Forgiveness.

And so it was done, although it materially injured the front of his palace, which

thus remained incomplete.

We have read somewhere that some of the principal and most learned citizens of

Almeria happening to pass shortly after this adventure by the palace of Al-

mu'atassem, one of them said to the others, pointing to the spot where the orphan's

garden stood, spoiling the look of the building, " By Allah !
that orchard makes the

*' palace look as if it were a bhnd man."—" Thou art right," answered one of the

company, " hut in the eyes of the Almighty that spot constitutes its greatest

" brixa^ent." It is also related of Al-mu'atassem that whenever he cast his eyes

m% h^ used to say " I feel as if that empty spot in front of my palace was finer

:*' thai! all the rest which is already hnished." However, in the course of time the

old man was ptevailed upon to give up his ground; for Ihn Arkam,^^ who was

AUmu'atassem's Wizir, never ceased importuning the old guardian, and tempting

the orphan, till they consented to sell their property for the price which they

themselves fixed on it ; the Sultdn being thereby enabled to complete the building

of his famous palace, after performing such a signal act of justice as ensured him

the love and esteem of his subjects, and the future rewards of his Lord.

Nor was Al-mu'atassem famous only for such acts of justice as that which we

liave just recorded ; he was also renowned for his benevolence and his forgiving

temper. It happened once that An-naheli Al-bathaUosi, a poet, to whom he

had been a very munificent and generous Lord, all of a sudden left his court, and

repaired to that of Al-mu'atamed Ihn 'AbbM, king of Seville, where, regardless of

past favours, and showing the greatest ingratitude towards his former benefactor,

he began to praise the Sevillian monarch, who was not then on very good terms

ivith Al-mu'atassem. In one of his poetical compositions he introduced the fol-

lowing verse :

V *' Ibnu 'Abbad has every where routed and exterminated the Berbers
;
Ibnu

" Ma'n has extirpated the fowls of the villages."
^"^

However, it- happened some time afterwards that An-naheh, forgetful of what he

had said, returned to Almeria ; and no sooner did Al-mu'atassem hear of his arrival

than he invited him to an evening repast. An-naheh went accordingly to the

palace, where a numerous company was already assembled, and the tables spread, but

they contained no other victuals than a profusion of fowls dressed in various ways.

Astonished at what he saw, the poet could not help asking if there was no other

food to be procured in Almeria but fowls ; when the Sultan, rising from his couch,

said,—" Yes, but we wished to make thee pass for a liar, when thou didst say

"that Ibnu Ma'n had exthpated the fowls of the villages." Upon which, An-

naheli, trying to exculpate himself, said, " God has given thee abundance of means.
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" and any one in thy rank of life would have done the same ; but thy wrath ought .2
" rather to be directed against him who heard my expressions and repeated them
" to thee."

^

Al-mu'atassem answered nothing, and An-naheh left the room; but thinkittg
^

that he had incurred the wrath of the Sultan, he feared for his life, and on his I -

return home he hastily made a few preparations, and left Almeria that same
: £

night. :f
:

However, some time afterwards An-naheli repented, and wishing to return to

Almeria he addressed to Ibnu Ma'n the following verses :

~^
;-

" Ibnu Samadeh receives graciously those who deserted him; he pardons :;

" crimes which the world after him will not pardon.

" Almeria is a paradise, where every thing which Adam found may be

" procured." ^^
; ^ ^

On the receipt of these verses Al-mu'atassem gave him leave to return, and was J
4;'

kind and benevolent towards him.
,

.:T^

Generosity is a virtue in which the Andalusians will not be found deficient, by :GeBerosity;:;^.f^

those who peruse their history. It is related of the Amir Al-mundhir/'^ son of the :^-:::}:^;^--$:-
- I J- v_ ^jT^

Sultan 'Abdu-r-rahman, that a slave-merchant once presented him with a beautiful ' ;: :v> |:;1
---Vd -^

giri, named Tarab, who among other accomplishments possessed that of a sweet ':\:;-'..:^:^^^^'-§^

voice, and great proficiency in music. No sooner had the eyes of Al-mundhir :; \ 51;
contemplated her charms, and his ears listened to the ravishing melody of her : ?x^^^^^:C

songs, than he lost his heart, and became deeply enamoured of his slave. Havii% > ; f

revolved in his mind how he should reward the merchant, he called one of his

confidential servants, and said to him, " What dost thou think we ought to give

" this man in return for his invaluable present, for this girl of incomparable

" beauty ?
"—" O master! " answered the servant, '* methinks the best way would ::

" be to have her valued, and send him the amount in money."—*' Well said,"

replied Al-mundhir. A merchant was accordingly consulted on the subject, and

five hundred gold dinars w^as the price set upon her. When the servant returned to

acquaint his master with the valuation, Al-mundhir said, *' Is that the proper reward

" of a man who has presented us with a girl whose beauty has already captivated

" our heart, and w^iose charms have won our affection? Are we only to send him
" the sum thou hast mentioned, a sum which he would undoubtedly have received

*' had he sold her to a Jewish merchant?"—" Certainly," replied the servant,
,

" but these merchants are an avaricious and miserly set, and every thing appeajrs":

" inconsiderable in their eyes."
—" Never heed that," said Al-mundhir,. "M^e are

"liberal and bounteous, and ought not to stand upon trifles when w^ -intend to

" show our generosity ; take him one thousand dinars, and give him^oijr: thanks for

VOL. I. . : T ^̂
- ^ ^

-

^
^
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" having given us the preference in making so valuable a gift, and tell him besides

*' that the girl he sent us occupies a place in our heart."

Ya'kub Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman, a brother of the above-mentioned Al-mundhir,

and belonging also to the royal family of the Beni Umeyyah, was on a certain

occasion praised by a poet, whom he caused to be rewarded with a very large

sum of money. On the return of a similar occasion the same poet came again to

him, with a poetical composition also in his praise—when one of Ya'kub's servants

remarked, " This importunate fellow fancies no doubt that we owe him some-

" thing, and he comes to be paid." To which the Amir rephed, '* Let him come ;

" that only proves that the first visit he paid us was to him an agreeable one, and

" that he thinks well of us ; I would not consent, for all the riches in this world,

"that he should alter the favourable opinion he has conceived of us." Upon

which he gave orders for the admission of the poet, whom he treated kindly, and

after hearing his verses rewarded him with the same sum as before.

We shall not at present say any more on the brilliant qualities of the Anda-

lusians* but shall occasionally return to the subject when we come to the history

of their Sultans, Generals, Wizirs, Kadis, Poets, and other eminent men.

^ -.
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" books, merely in order that people might say,— Such a one has a very fine

" library, or he possesses a unique copy of such a book, or he has a copy of such

*' a work in the hand-writing of such a one." Of this passion for books Al-

hadhrami has recorded the following instance :
—'' I resided once in Cordova for

" some time, when I used to attend the book-market every day, in hopes of meeting

" with a certain work which I was very anxious to procure. This I had done for

" a considerable time, when on a certain day I happened to find the object of my
" search, a beautiful copy, elegantly written, and illustrated with a very fine com-
** mentary. I immediately bid for it, and went on increasing my bidding, but, to

" my great disappointment, I was always outbid by the crier, although the price was

"far superior to the value of the book. Surprised at this, I went to the crier,^ and
" asked him to show me the individual who had thus outbid me for the book to

"b. sum far beyond its real value, when he pointed out to me a man, who by his

" dress appeared to be a person of high rank, and to whom on approaching I said,

" * May God exalt his worship the Doctor ! If thou art desirous of this book I

"will relinquish it, for through our mutual biddings its price has risen far above

" its real value.' He replied, 'I am no Doctor, neither do I know what the

" contents of the book are ; but I am anxious to complete a library which I am
*

' forming, and which will give me repute among the chiefs of the city ; and as

** there happens to be still a vacant place capable of holding this book, I thought

" I might as well bid for it : besides, it seems to be neatly written, handsomely

" bound, and in very good condition ; it pleases me, and therefore I do not care

" how high I bid for it, for, God be praised, my means are not scanty ! '—^When
" I heard this," says Al-hadhraml, " I was so much vexed that I could not help

" replying to him, 'Well, thou art right, means are never abundant except with

" men like thee; and as the proverb says,—he gets the nut who has no teeth.

^

"
X, who am acquainted with the contents of this book, and who know how to

" appreciate its merits, am deterred from buying it, and profiting by it, through

" the scantiness of my means, whilst thou, to whom the acquisition of it is a

" matter of perfect indifference, art abundantly provided with money to pur-

" chase it.'"

Education. Notwithstanding the proficiency of the Andahisians in all the departments of

science, we are informed that there were no colleges in that country where the

youth might be educated and inspired with the love of science, as is the case in the

r East; there seem to have been instead several professorships attached to every

mosque, and numerous professors who delivered lectures on various subjects for a

^^^
:

^ fe and had it not been so, science could not have

ijpurished as it did, for learned men among them laboured with all their might in the
^ Vj. ^
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acquisition of knowledge, disregarding every other consideration or occupation
; :;

from which they might have derived emolument: this is the reason why Andalus

produced so many authors who reached the highest degree of superiority and

eminence in the several walks of science, as we shall have occasion to prove

when we review their literature. At present it will suffice to say that ^the

Andalusians left luminous tracks in every department of science, which they ;//

cultivated with an ardour and success unparalleled among other nations, with the
;; :^;V

exception, however, of natural philosophy and astrology, two sciences which,
. : c ':

although secretly cultivated by the higher classes, were never taught in public,

owing to the prejudices of the multitude against them; for if a man of the lower

classes were to hear another say, '* Such a one gives lectures on natural philo-

sophy, or is working on astrologj'," he would immediately call him zindik,'^ (that is,

heretic,) and the appellation might, perhaps, remain attached to the learned man's ?

name durine; the whole of his life : even the length of this might in some measure V iv

depend upon his prudence or his management; since the lower classes heii% once
: (:g|::

ill-disposed and prejudiced against him, they would, on the least pr6vocationy;pelt v .: ;- :;|;%M^;

him in the streets or burn his house down, before the head of the state had eteri ;
;v?>^,|^>

been made acquainted with the offence. Sometimes the Khalif himself, in order to
; : i -:||:J|^:

conciliate the good will and affection of his subjects, would order the poor man :;:_ .:^Q^-

to be put to death, and a scrupulous search to be made throughout his dominions, {.>(¥

when all works on the obnoxious sciences perished in the flames. This is eyeri " ': v'

asserted to have been one of the means employed by Al-mansur to gain populaiat^-
_ ^ ' - _

~

"

with the lower classes during the first years of his usurpation, although, if we are td _ ;

believe Al-hijari, he was himself an adept in those sciences, and worked at theni ;/

secretly. But of this more w^ill be said in the course of our work.

The reading of the Koran according to the seven different schools was, together Tiieoiogy.
;

with the science of sacred tradition, held in the greatest esteem by the Andalusians ;

the professions of law and theologj^ were likewise much honoured and distinguished.

As to their sect, they followed at first that of Al-auza'ei, as we have remarked

elsewhere ; but in the course of time they adopted that of Malik Ibn Ans, and

knew no other, this being considered the orthodox profession in the state. How-

ever, we read in the historians of the times that people of rank or learning occa-

sionally followed one of the others, and went so far as to dispute -about tMt'v

respective merits in the presence of their sovereigns, whenever these were ;en.db^ed

with the necessary penetration, tolerance, and love for the sciences. No: .titJe-:?#^'- ;

considered so honourable as that of Faquih,—indeed at one time it becaniie Bttch :^

high and distinguished one that the Al-mulaththamun (Almorayife) %ay^^ i^^^

their great Amir, whom, they wished to extol and distinguish^; Md- the title of .;S:-

^ -:

:i: ,^ r/_";
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Faquih in the West was, and is even to the present day, considered as honourable

as that of Kadi in the East. So it was that Katibs, grammarians, and rhetoricians

were generally honoured with that distinctive title, although they might not have

gone through their degrees in the law ; for, we repeat, the title of Faquih was the

highest and most honourable that could be given to any man learned in grammar,

rhetoric, metaphysics, theology, or jurisprudence.

fa^hysS^^^" Divinity and ethics were always cultivated with tolerable success, but grammar

RSSSr*"^ and rhetoric were carried to the highest perfection amongst them. ''So great is

" the ardour of the Andalusians in the cultivation of these two sciences," says

Ibnu Sa'id, *' and so vast their attainments, that I do not hesitate to say that

there are at present, in this country, authors equal in merit and parts to the most

famous grammarians and rhetoricians in the times of KhaliP and Sibauyeh,^

" who have written works that will pass to future generations, and withstand the

" blows of the destructive scythe of time. The various systems or schools into

" which the science of grammar has been divided are by them preserved with the

" greatest care, and with as much attention as the different schools of divinity and

" jurisprudence are kept in the East. So, every literary man, whatever may be the

" nature of his studies, must needs be a grammarian in order that he may pene-

" trate the subtilties of the language, and appreciate the merits of good composi-

" tion; for, if he be not perfectly conversant with all the rules of grammar, it will

"he in vain for him to seek distinction ; he will never rise in the opinion of the

" learned, whatever may be his proficiency in other branches of learning, unless he

•' be well acquainted with that one ; and he will be, besides, continually exposed to

" the venomous shafts of criticism.

Language. *' The Moslem inhabitants of Andalus being either Arabs or Musta'rabs,' their

" language, as may well be inferred, was no other than Arabic. However, it

* cannot be said but that the common speech, both among the higher and the

lower classes, has considerably deviated from the rules of the Arabic grammar;

" so that were an eastern Arab to hear the prince of our grammarians, Shalubln,

" engaged in conversation with another man, he would never believe him to be the

" author so much consulted and valued in this country, and whose works are

" circulated and read both in the East and West ; and were he to attend one of his

" lectures he would undoubtedly burst out laughing to hear the blunders he

" makes in speaking. It is true that people of high rank will occasionally observe

'* the grammatical rules in their speech, especially if conversing with Arabs newly

*' arrived from the East, but, instead of being natural, their speech then sounds

'* heavy and affected. However, what I have stated about the language used in

" Andalus must be applied only to the Arabic as used in conversation, and by no

It
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" means to their writings, for they are the most strict and rigid of men iii observing : v ^;

"the grammatical rules in their theological writings, sermons, epistles, history, -

^ y

" and all sorts of literary works, whether in prose or in verse."

The Andalusians had also a hand-writing of their own; in former tiines they Hand-miting/
: ;:

used the Eastern hand, they afterwards left it and adopted another, which, although
f i:

resembling that which is generally used in Syria and other Moslem countrieSj was

j

,-
;

nevertheless, distinguished by a few peculiarities. Ibnu Sa'id, treating on the
,;^ -^

subject, says, "The Andalusian hand,^ which originated hi the East, is in my
" opinion without a rival in point of elegance and distinctness,^ and, if I may

"judge of the ancient writing by snch specimens as I saw of it in the Koran

" written by Ibn Ghattus, which was preserved in a city in the eastern part of

" Andalus, and in other ancient copies of the Koran referred to by the learned of

" that country as specimens, it is a very handsome and clear hand, and what I saw

" was executed in a style which did much honour to the patience and dexterity of :

"the scribes." ; ^^
. r;:t;/

^_ \ - - J-- J- J- -., -- -J

"We find, hkewise, that the Khahfe and other principal citizens of:Gordova were story teiter^.:J;^J::

excessively fond of listening to pleasant tales and entertaining stories^ and that. the : Of/li^

art of learning these, and reciting them in pubHc, was considered a great accoair \.^^:UCy:i

plishment among literary men, who were thus enabled to approach the presence'of _

-"''"[.
y^;yii^x

the Sultan, and by their wit and their humorous sallies insinuate themselves into \-
:

his good graces. This was, indeed, considered to be so important a requisite, that

whoever was not acquainted with a sufficient stock of entertaining tales, tortecite-at ^^

pleasure, was held in little estimation, and even despised in certain literary circles. .

Ibnu-1-khattib tells us in his history of Granada of a certain Abu-l-hasan/'Ali Ibn

Abl-1-halyi-l-kenani, who was a very facetious man, and knew by heart a prodigious

number of stories and amusing anecdotes, which he used to repeat to his friends ;

his life had been one of continual adventure, and they say that he had gone through

wonderful chances and changes of fortune. The stories told by this man were put

down in writing by some studious men, and collected in one book, under the

title of Kitdhu-l-mesdJeld wa-l-mahdlli fi akhbdri^hni AU-l-halyi^^ (the book of
:

routes and stations in the adventnres of Abti-l-halyi) . Abu.-1-halyi died in 406;Of

theHijra (a.d. 1015-16).

The Andalusians have been justly celebrated for the quickness of their answers^ Quickness at

and that facility of repartee which puts a stop to further reply; in thatn Wiff

:

humour, acuteness of mind, and talents for poetiy, seemed to be^linostiniia^iepi^-

that it was not an uncommon thing to see among them uneducated yonth^matieifen

children, display those talents in a greater degree than grown up anen/tr^i^ in 1;hfe

paths of learning. It is somewhere related by a doctor, anattte^of^AimeSda, that
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the Kadi Abu-l-hasan Mukhtar Ar-ro'ayni,'' who was renowned for his wit and great

eloquence, happened once to he summoned to the presence of his sovereign, Zohayr

the Sclavonian/'^ king of Almeria, who, being then occupied in administering

justice in the hall of his palace, wanted to hear his opinion in a certain legal case.

When Ar-ro'ayni received the summons, he hastened to obey it, and began to

walk towards the palace, although at a very slow pace, and in the grave and stately

manner generally used by Kadis. Zohayr's messenger, who went by his side,

and who knew how impatient his master would be, advised liim to make haste,

and quicken his pace, but Ar-ro*ayni, disregarding his injunctions, continued to

proceed at the same slow rate, so that a considerable time passed before he reached

the Sultan's palace. "What ails thee, that thou hast tarried so long, O Ar-

ro'ayni?" said Zohayr to him on his entering the audience-chamber. The Kadi

answered nought, but retracing his steps, and going back towards the door, he

there took a stick from the hands of an attendant, and lifting up with one hand

the lower part of his garment, he assumed the air and put himself in the position of

,
a man who is going to run. " What is the meaning of all that ?" said the Sultan,

astonished. " This means," answered Ar-ro'ayni, " that I am going to take

" possession of my new office, for as I was coming to thee, seeing that this thy

" usher urged me to quicken my pace, and make haste, it occurred to me that I

" might have been deprived of my place of Kadi, and appointed instead to be a

" soldier in thy body-guard ;"^^ upon which Zohayr burst into a hearty laugh,

and from that moment he never aftenvards reprimanded him for coming too late.

As Az-zahri,^* a famous preacher in Seville, wdio was lame of one foot, was on a

certain evening walking with a son of his, a youth, on the hanks of the Guadal-

quivir, he saw a party of young men coming down the river in a boat, frolicking

and singing. It was then near the Passover, the time when our dogmas prescribe

to us to sacrifice victims and distribute their flesh to the poor, and among our

friends and relations. As the boat was passing Az-zahri, one of the party shouted

to him, " How much for that lamb of thine?" meaning his son,—and Az-zahri

answered immediately, " He is not for sale." " Well, then," replied another,

"what is the price of the old ram?" meaning the father; upon which Az-zahri,

without being at all disconcerted, raised his lame foot in the air, and said, " Dost
"

" thou not perceive that the animal is lame, and therefore unfit for sacrifice?"

—hearing which the whole party in the boat burst into a laugh, and were im-

pressed with admiration at the Sheikh's ready wit and good temper.

Mcmorj'- Memory is among the gifts which the Almighty poured most profusely upon the

}; Andalusians, and their history abounds with records of poets and authors whose

retentive powers were really surprising. Among others, a learned man named

i
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Abii-l-mutawakeP^ Al-haytham Ibn Ahmed Ibn Ghalib seems to have been the

phcenix of his age in memory, a real prodigy in learning by heart both prose

and verse. Ibnu Sa'id and his father Abu 'Omran, who knew him, bear ample

testimony of his extraordinary faculties. We shall let them speak :
*' I was once

" told," says Abii 'Omrdn Miisa Ibn Sa'id, "by a trustworthy person, who was
" present with him at an entertainment, what I am going to relate. * I was once
'

' invited with other friends to the honse of a rich, citizen in Seville, where Abu-l-

" mutawakel was one of the party ; the conversation having turned upon his

" extraordinary powers of memory, Abii-l-mutawakel kindly volunteered to exhibit

them before the company, and proposed to do any thing that was suggested to

him. Then one of those present said, ' In the name of Allah, we wish thee to

tell us traditions from authenticated sources.' 'Very well,' said he, 'let any

one of you choose the rhyme, and I promise not to stop until you are all tired.'

Upon which, one of the company having fixed upon the letter kaf, he began

to recite traditions ending with a rhyme in the said letter ; and, althongh it was

early in the evening when he began, he continued throughout the whole night,

and did not stop until the morning.'

" Some time after this occurrence, I happened," continues Abu 'Omrd,n Ibn

Sa'id, " to meet him at the house called Ddru-l-ashrdf (the house of the Sherlfs),

" in Seville. When I entered the room, the company were occupied in reading

various works, and among others the collection of poems by Dhu-r-rommah :;^^

ALhaytham, who sat by tlie side of one of the individuals who was reading

aloud to the others, went np to him and tried to snatch the book out of his

hands ; the reader, however, grasped it with both hands, so that Al-haytham

was unable to accomplish his purpose. Then turning round to me, he said, ' O
Abu 'Omran ! is it just that this man should deprive us of a book of which he

does not know one single verse by heart, and that he should keep it from me who
r

can repeat every line it contains ?
' When the company heard this they were much

surprised ; for, although they all knew Al-haytham's extraordinary powers, yet,

the book having been but recently published, so as scarcely to have afforded Al-

haytham sufficient time to read it, they all thought that he had said what was

untrue, and therefore proceeded to put him to the test, strongly suspecting that

he could not recite at any length out of it. Al-haytham said immediately, * Let

one of you take up the book and follow me;' upon which, he began to recite

" verse after verse in a masterly style, without forgetting either a vowel ior to
'^ accent, until he reached the middle of the book, when, night being -far 'ad-

** vanced, and all of us tired, we all at once besought Mm tostop, which he did,

'' and gave him. our testimonials that we had never witnessed or. heard of such
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'' a wonderful memory as his, for certainly this was one of his most prodigious

" performances of this kind ; and as the story was afterwards divulged by those who

" had witnessed it, Al-haytham's reputation increased, and the performance was

*' applauded as it deserved."

Abti-l-hasan Ibn Said says, "the two preceding anecdotes I hold from my
*' father; but I myself recollect having once seen this extraordinary man dictate

" extempore, and at once, to three talbes, in the following manner : to the first a

" kassidah, to the second a maushahah,^'^ and to the third a zajalah. Al-haytham

" died, no doubt, during the siege of Seville by the troops of Al-baji ;'^ for he once,

" when the city was closely besieged by the enemy, sallied out with the garrison,

" and was never heard of afterwards."

Another anecdote is related by Abu 'Omar At-talamanki.^^ " I once entered,"

says he, " the city of Murcia, when the people flocked round me to hear me read the

" work entitled ' Wonderful stories of authors and hooks.' ^° I said to them—Here
*'

is the book, fetch a man that may read in it ; and I opened the work ready for

" his arrival. Behold ! what was my astonishment when I saw them returning

" with a blind man, whose name was Ibn Sidah, who began to recite it from top

" to bottom. Astonished at what I saw, I asked, and was informed that, although

*' abliiid man, he was gifted with so prodigious a memory that he could repeat

'* whatever he had once heard, and that having on a former occasion Hstened to the

" reading of the said work, he now knew it quite by heart. This extraordinar\'

" man, whose entire name was Abu-l-hasan 'Ah Ibn Ahmed Ibn Sidah,^^ was not

" only blind from his birth, but he was also the son of a blind man ; he died at the

'' age of sixty, in the year four hundred and one^^ of the Hijra, and is well known

" as the author of the Kitdbu4-muhkami fi-Uloghati (the book of the foundations of

"the language)."

Their love of The love of the Andalusians for science is sufficiently proved by the numberless

anecdotes with which their biographical dictionaries and literary records are known

to abound. Abu Bekr Ibnu-s-sayegh, better known by the surname of Ibn Bajeh,^^

dnce entered the great mosque of Granada,^^ and found a grammarian surrounded

by several youths, who were Ustening to his lessons. "When they saw him come in,

they all rose, and exclaimed, in high spirits, " What does the Faquih carry ? what

" does he say ? how will he show his love for science ? " And Ibn Bajeh answered,

" What I carry with me is twelve thousand dinars, here they are under my arm :"

and he produced twelve beautiful rubies, each of which was valued at one

thousand dinars. " What I say is that, valuahle as these jewels are, they are still

" infei-ior in my eyes to twelve youths working as you are for the acquisition of

" the Arabic language. And my way of showing my love to science is by drawing

science.
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*' lots among you, and giving a^vay the best of these ruhies :" and he accordingly

proceeded to do it. The preceding anecdote is transcribed from the work of Ah:u

Hayj'an the grammarian.^

Al-mudhdhafer Ibn Al-afttas, King of Badajoz, was, according to the historian

Ibnu-habbar, of all the monarchs of his time the one who showed the greatest Jove

for science, and who rewarded the labours of the learned with the most liberal hand.

So great was his knowledge in ah the branches of literature, so universal his attain-

ments in the sciences, so ardent his love of all sorts of information, that notwith-

standing his reign was one of continual agitation and danger, owing to the turbulent

times in which he lived, he still found leisure successfully to cultivate all the

sciences, leaving behind him that immense work in fifty volumes which raised

the admiration of both Eastern and AVestern writers ; and in the composition of

which Al-mudhdhafer spared neither trouble nor expense, having previously col-

lected a rich and extensive library for the purpose. His work, indeed, which in

the East is known by the title of Al-mudhdhaferi,^^ from the name of its royal

author, treats on universal science, being a repository of art, science,, history,

poetry, literature in general, proverbs, biographical information, and so forth. Al-

mudhdhafer died in the year four hundred and sixty of the Hijra (a. d. 10.67-8), and

in the words of Ibnu Hayyan and Ibnu Bessam, two authors who have written an

account of his life, he surpassed all the kings of his time in science and in learning,

as well as in virtue and brilliant qualities. Our readers, moreover, must not be

surprised at this, or think that we exaggerate when we say that Al-mudhdhafer 'S

work was composed of fifty volumes. No, it is a notorious fact, and were we to

judge by other very voluminous works which are in existence, we should say that

it was the fashion among the Andalusian authors to protract their works to an

enormous length. We can, without going any further, quote Ibnu Hayydn's large

historical work called Al-matin,'^'^ in sixty huge volumes, and the Kitdbu-l-asmd

(the book of nouns) by Ahmed Ibn Iban,^^ Sahibu-sh-shartah in Cordova, in

one hundred volumes. Ibn Iban died in three hundred and eighty-two (a.d.

992-3) ; we have seen in Fez some volumes of his work. Another instance of this

extraordinary fecundity is recorded by Ibn Ahsa' regarding an author of the name

of Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn Mu'ammar, a native of Malaga, who wrote a

commentary on the Kitdhu-n-nahdt (book of plants) by Abu Honeyfah Ad-di-^

naw^ri,^^ composed of sixty volumes. Ibn Alisa', who knew him in five hundred

and twenty-four of the Hijra (a.d. 1129-30), reports him as being; theii; pile

hundred years old. We might likewise quote here the words of Ibnu Hayyan,

who positively asserts that at the death of Abu Mohammed Ibn Hazm/; which

happened in four hundred and fifty-six (a.d. 1063-4), there were found in his
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Toom no less than four hundred volumes of works on various subjects, such as

history, poetry, jurisprudence, theology, &c. And Ibnu Hayyan adds, on the

authority of Abu-1-fahl Ibn Hazm, a son of the deceased, that having calculated

the sheets of paper which were taken up by his works, he found them to be eighty

thousand. We could mention numerous similar instances of the fecundity and

extent of Andalusian genius, but as this is a thing long since ascertained, and which

needs not our confirmation, we shall leave it for the present.

Their aptitude The aptitude of the Andalusians for all sorts of sciences will be likewise ac-

for learning,
j^^owlcdged by cvcry reader conversant with their history and literature. We shall

not, therefore, dwell upon it; but as their inventions and improvements in the

arts and sciences, and their discovery of new and untrodden paths in the regions

of literature, are generally allowed materially to have increased the sources of our

knowledge, we deem it in place to mention, in a few words, those illustrious men

to whose labours, talents, or perspicuity, the sciences are indebted for their

advance, and who are placed by their countrymen at the head of their respective

faculties.

Abu-l-'ahbas Kasim Ibn Firnas,^^ the physician, was the first who made glass out

of clay,^^ and who established fabrics of it in Andalus. He passes also as the first

man who introduced into that country the famous treatise on prosody by Khalll,^^

and who taught the science of music. He invented an instrument called al-minkdlah,

by means of which time was marked in music without having recourse to notes or

figures.^^ Among other very curious experiments which he made, one is his trying

to fly. He covered himself with feathers for the purpose, attached a couple of wings

to his body, and, getting on an eminence, flung himself do-ftm into the air, when,

according to the testimony of several trustworthy writers who witnessed the per-

formance, he flew to a considerable distance, as if he had been a bird, but in

aUghting again on the place whence he had started his back was very much hurt,

for not knowing that birds when they alight come down upon their tails, he forgot

to provide himself with one. Miimen Ibn Sa'id has said, in a verse alluding to

this extraordinary man,

—

•' He surpassed in velocity the flight of the ostrich, but he neglected to arm

"his body with the strength of the vulture." ^*

The same poet has said in allusion to a certain figure of heaven which this Ibn

Firnas, who was likewise a consummate astronomer, made in his house, and where

the spectators fancied they saw the clouds, the stars, and the lightning, and listened

to the terrific noise of thunder,

—

'* The heavens of Abu-1-kasim 'Abbas, the learned, will deeply impress on

: " thy mind the extent of their perfection and beauty.
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'
' Thou shalt hear the thunder roar, lightning will cross thy sight : nay,

" by Allah ! the very firmament will shake to its foundations.

" But do not go underneath (the house), lest thou shouldst feelincUned,

" as I was, (seeing the deception,) to spit in the face of its creator."^^

The following verse is the composition of Ibn Fim^s himself, who addressied it

to the Amir Mohammed.^^
" I saw the Prince of the believers, Mohammed, and the flourishing star of

" benevolence shone bright upon his countenance."

To which Mumen replied, when he was told of it, " Yes, thou art right, but it

'

' vanished the ver}^ moment thou didst come near it ; thou hast made the face of

" the Khalif a field where the stars flourish ; ay, and a dunghill too, for plants do

" not thrive without manure."

Abu 'Obeydah Moslem Ibn Ahmed,^^ known by the surname of Sdhihu-l-kiblah,

because he always used to turn his face towards the East when he was saying his

prayers, was consummately skilled in the science of numbers, arithmetic, astrology,

jurisprudence, and the knowledge of traditions. But his principal skill, was -in

astronomy ; he was perfectly acquainted with the movement of the stars and other

heavenly bodies, and their influence on the body of man. He travelled to the

East, and performed his pilgrimage to Mekka, where he attended the lessons of

'All Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz ; he also resided for some time in Cairo, where he learnt from

Al-muzani^^ and others.

Yahya Ibn Yahya, better known by the surname of Ibnu-s-sammah,^^ a native of

Cordova, was versed in arithmetic, astrology, rhetoric, prosody, jurisprudence,

traditions, history, scholastic controversy, and the meaning of verses; in all

which sciences he laboured with the greatest success. He also traveUed through

the East, where he is said to have adopted and professed the religious opinions of

the Mo'tazelites.

Abu-1-kasim Asbagh Ibnu-s-samh'*'' excelled in the science of grammar, as well as

in geometry and medicine, upon which he wrote several valuable treatises. He also

composed various works on geometiy, such as the Kitdbu-l-mad'kali Ji4-Mndasati

(a key to geometry), being a commentary on Euclid, another voluminous work on

the same subject, and two others on the Astrolabe; and astronomical tables

according to the doctrines of the Indian school, known by the name of Sind^

Hind.''
-

Abu-1-kasim As-safl"ar*2 ^^s also a profound geometrician ; he was deeply versed

in the science of numbers and astronomy, and wrote, among other worksi ;Some

astronomical tables, which he composed according to the method of Smd^mid^ and

a treatise on the mode of constructing Astrolabes.
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Abu Is'hak Az-zahrawi*^ gained himself a name both as a physician and as a

geometrician. He travelled to the East, and on his return to his native country

published a very learned treatise on the mechanical arts,** accompanied by examples

and illustrations.

Abu-1-hakem 'Omar Al-karmani,^^ an inhabitant of Cordova, acquired great

celebrity in arithmetic and geometry. He travelled to the East, and resided for

some time in the city of Harran,*^ where he frequented the schools of the learned.

To him belongs the honour of having introduced into Andalus the epistles of the

Ashdbu-S'Safd (the sincere friends) .^"^

Abu Moslem Ibn Khaldun,*^ one of the noblest citizens of Seville, obtained

great celebrity through his knowledge of geometry, astronomy, medicine, and

natural philosophy. He left a disciple, named Ibn Borghuth,*^ who inherited

his extensive knowledge in those sciences, and was, besides, very accomplished

in mathematics. Ibn Borghuth left also several disciples who profited by his

lessons ; among whom we may reckon Abu-1-hasan Mukhtar Ar-ro'ayni,^" the

famous geometrician and astronomer, and 'Abdullah Ibn Ahmed, of Saragossa,

who gained himself a name in geometry, algebra, and astronomy.

Mohammed Al-leyth^^ was commended for his knowledge in arithmetic, geo-

metry, and the motions of the planets.

Ibn Hayyi,^^ of Cordova, wrote on geometry and astronomy. He left Andalus

in the year four hundred and forty-two of the Hijra, arrived in Egypt, where he

resided-, for some time, and proceeded thence to Yemen, where he gained the

intimacy of its sovereign, the Amir As-solayln,^^ the same who rose in those

districts and proclaimed Al-mustanser the 'Obeydite. That rebel sent him on

an embassy to Baghdad, the court of the Khalif Al-kayem~biamr-illahi, which he

duly fulfilled, returning to Yemen, where he died some time afterwards.

Ibnu-1-wakshi,^'^ of Toledo, excelled in geometry and logic, as well as in the

construction of astronomical tables and several other branches of knowledge which

it would take us too long to enumerate.

The Hafedh Abti-l-wahd Hisham Al-washki^^ was the most learned man of his

time in geometry, in the opinions of the philosophers,^^ grammar, rhetoric, the

obscure meaning of verses, prosody, the writing of risdleh, the canon and civil law,

the functions of a secretary,®^ and other departments of science, so that, as the poet

has said,

—

'
' He had sufficient science to be thought accomphshed in every department

** of iV"^

The Wizir Abii-l-motref 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Shahid^^ was profound in medicine

and the natural sciences. He wrote a work on the various simples created by God,

i
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and which are used as medicatnents ; and such were his patience, activity, and

talents, that he knew perfectly well the prdperties of every one of the simples

mentioned in his hook, its strength, the degree of heat or cold which it possessed,

and its application to the cure of various diseases. This eminent man entertained

the opinion that diseases could be more effectually checked by diet than b| .

medicine, and that when medicine hecame necessary, simples were far preferable

to compound medicaments, and when these latter were required; as few drugs as

possible ought to enter into their composition. As a physician, Abu-l-motref

surpassed all his contemporaries; he performed wonders in the cure of acute

diseases and chronic affections, administering, as we have observed, as little

medicine as possible to his patients.

The science of botany was considerably advanced by the talents and exertions of

Abu 'Abdillah Ibn Ahmed, better known by the surname of Ibnu-l-beyttarj^"^ and a

native of Malaga, who not only wrote numerous works in which he most scrupu-

lously and minutely described the plants already known, but examined and analyzed

many which had never been discovered before his time. Ibnu-Ubeyttar died

suddenly at Damascus in the year four hundred and thirty-four of the Hijra

(a.d. 1042-3), and according to some his death was ocOasioned by poison, which

he sucked while analyzing a plant brought to him, which he had never before
- A -

seen.

The Andalusiaris may safely be pronounced to have been gifted by the Al-
"^^^^^^^f

mighty with those shining qualities necessary to make a good poet,—quickness of

thought, great command of language, a fertile imagination, and an extensive know-

ledge of men and things. These qualities indeed were not confined to the Moslem

inhabitants of Andalus, hut were also, as we shall have occasion to show hereafter,

shared by women, as well as infidels. We ought not to wonder therefore if poetry

among them has left such visible traces, especially when poets have been on all

occasions much regarded by their kings, who rewarded their merits with bounteous

gifts and large pensions. It was the custom in Andalus for the most eminent poets

at the courts of the various Sultans to appear before them at certain festivities, and

on other great occasions, there to recite poetical compositions in praise of the

sovereign : by these means poets rarely failed in drawing upon themselves the

munificence of the monarch, who wbuld reward them according to their merit and

their rank, unless it happened that times were calamitous, and ignorance prevailed, -

although the former was more common. Many are the poems recited. on these

memorable occasions which to this day excite the admiration, and provoke the

envy, of eastern poets ; and the works of Al-fat'h Ibn Khakdii, Abtl-1-k^sim Ibn

Basikuwal, Ibnu Sa'id, and others, who have written the hves iof Andalusian
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authors, abound with extracts from their poems, sufficient to impress the reader with

an idea of the reach and extent of their genius, the sweet melody of their verses,

and the creative powers of their imagination.

It is related of Al-merwam,^^ Sultan of Andalus, that in a correspondence which

he had with Nazar, the 'Obeydite Sultan of Egypt, there passed between them some

angry words, when Nazar wrote to Al-merwani a letter full of insults, to which the

Andalusian replied in these words :

*' Thou hast reviled us because we are Imown

'' to thee ; had we been acquainted with thee in the same manner, we might have

*' given a proper reply: farewell." They say that Naz4r was extremely hurt by

the answer, and never afterwards sought to quarrel with Al-menv-am, who is said on

a previous occasion to have written to him the following distich

:

" Are we not the sons of Merwan,— that favoured family upon whom

" nature has poured her richest gifts, and whom fortune has loaded with her

'
' choicest favours ?

'* Whenever a birth occurs in our family, is not the entire earth illumined

*' with joy at the appearance of the new-born child ; do not the pulpits

*' shake to the sound of the proclamation of his name? "^^

It is said of Ibn Dhi4-wizdrateyn Abi 'A'mir Ibni-l-faraj .^^ who held the

appointment of Wizir to Ibnu Dhi-1-nun, King of Toledo, that feeUng once in-

disposed he sent for a physician, who prescribed to him to drink old wine.

Knowing that one of the Sultan's pages possessed some, very old and of excellent

quahty, he took pen and paper and addressed him the following lines, ex--

tempore

:

" Send me some of that wine as sweet as thy love, and more transparent

'* than the tears which fall down thy cheeks.

" Send me, O my son! some of that liquor, the soul's own sister, that

" I may comfort with it my debilitated stomach. I am thy servant." ^*

The Sultan of Valencia, Merwdn Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz,^^ was an excellent poet. The

following two verses are recorded as having been repeated extempore by him on

the event of his learning that he had been deposed from his kingdom, to make

room for a man his inferior in every respect.

" No wonder that a man has been found to succeed me in the government

'* of this kingdom. 'Tis true the day will dawn for them (the subjects)
;
but

*' they will have no evening.

'' His hght will be like that of the stars in heaven, which never begin to

" glitter until the sun is quite gone down in the West." ^^

Of this Merwan the historian Ibn Dihyah has recorded many sallies of wit,

among which the following is one. " I entered," says he, '' the Sultan's apartment
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" excuse thee, and pardon thy offensive language against the Berbers. However,

*' I leave to thy choice whether I am to treat thee kindly, or to deliver thee into

" the hands of thy enemy that he may revenge his outrage." Khalf then imme-

diately replied with these two extempore verses :

•* Al-mu'atassem has given me to choose; but he knows weU my inten-

*' tions.

** Since he has uttered the word pardon, I have no doubt he intends to

" be generous, and protect me."'^

»' By my soul!" exclaimed the Sultan, '^ thy wit is the wit of Ashittan. I

"pronounce thee both safe and free." And from that moment Khalf lived at the

court of Al-mu'atassem, honoured and rewarded by his sovereign, until Al-mu'a-

tassem was deprived of his kingdom.^^

As the poet Abu-1-kasim As-sohayli '^ was once sitting in his house in Malaga,

news was brought to him how his native place, the town of Sohayl in the neigh-

bourhood, had been attacked, plundered, and set on fire, and his friends and

relatives either killed or taken, by a troop of Christian marauders, who had made

a foray into the heart of the Moslem territory.?* No sooner did the intelligence

reach As-sohayli than he hired a horse and a man to take him to the spot
;
and

when he arrived at Sohayl he ahghted, and finding the place deserted he uttered

extempore the following verses :

'' O ray country! where are thy chiefs and elders gone? Wliere thy in-

" habitants from whom I experienced so much generosity ?

'' To see thy deserted dwellings the sighing lover might doubt whether he

"
is alive, for to his greeting no salutation is returned.

" When I ask, no voice answers mine save the parting echoes ;
no sound

" strikes the ears of the pining lover.

"The dove, it is true, sings on the lofty trees, but his mournful intonations,

•' caused by the loss of his consort, melt the heart of the sensitive, and make

"the tears fall in copious streams.

" O my home ! how cruelly fate has acted with thee ; since time, that never

" forgives, has spared thee in the midst of general destruction," '^

We have said elsewhere that the town of Sohayl was so called from the fact of

its being the only spot in Andalus from which the constellation caUed Canopus

could be seen. As-sohayH was a famous poet, as may be seen in Ibn Khallek^n '^

and other historians who have written an account of his hfe. He was known also

by the surname of Abu Zeyd.

: A poet from Almeria was once coming down the Guadalquivir in a boat
;
as he

; came to that part of the river, near Shantobus," where the stream narrows con-

J
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siderably, exhibiting on both sides clusters of pretty buildings and pleasure-gardens,

with verandas looking on the river, he said, singing,^

—

'* I am tired of the river and the boats, as well as those who look on it from

" Shantobiis.

*' Indeed, were it a paradise, I would not change it for my plantation of sweet

" basil at home."

No sooner had he pronounced the last words of the second verse than a girl in

one of the houses close to the river put her head out of an arched window, and

said to him, " From what country art thou, O singer? " and he answered, ** I am
" from Almeria."

—

" And pray what is there so much to be admired which would

" lead thee to prefer it to the river of Seville, whose face is salt, and whose nape

*'
is scabby?"—and this is no doubt one of the most clever answers that can be

imagined, since, angry at hearing him depreciate the Guadalquivir, she said ironi-

cally the contrary of what that river is famous for ; it being notorious to every

reader that the waters of the Guadalquivir are as sweet to the palate as those of

the Nile, and that the mountains of Ar-rahmah, which form, as it were, the back of

its head, are so full of fig and olive trees, and so studded with vines, that the eyes of

those who visit that enchanting spot in the days of relaxation fall on nothing else

but verdure. So the girl was right when she gave that answer, since Seville is far

superior to Almeria in this respect.

Abu 'Amru Ibn Salim of Malaga says, " I was one day sitting in my room, when
" all of a sudden I was assailed by a violent and irresistible desire of going to

_ _ ^

*' Al-jebbaneh.'^ I therefore left my house and went in the direction of that place ;

" but scarcely had I proceeded a few steps, it being summer-time, and the weather

" very hot, when I felt oppressed by the heat ; and, changing my mind, I returned

" home. Still, Avhen I reached my house, I could not help the temptation of going

" out again ; but this time I bent my steps towards the mosque called Rdbitatu-l-

** GhoMr,^^ where I met the preacher Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-1-wahhdb Ibn 'Ah

" Al-malaki, who on my approach said to me, ' I have just this moment been

*' beseeching God that he should bring thee to my presence ; and my prayer has

" been granted: God Almighty be praised for it!' I then told him what had

" happened to me, and how I had been led by an invisible power to go out of my
" house. After this I sat by his side ; and on his entreating me to recite him some
" verses, I repeated the following of an Andalusian poet: j :-

' They stole from morning the colour of her cheeks; they borrowed. fi-om

' the arak tree its slender and delicate form. . . J^ ; r .< !. 4

' Innumerable jewels shone brightly on their bosoms ; and. they tOok the

' glittering stars for a necklace.
,

:: :.^
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* Not content with the slenderaess of the spear, and the agility of the an-

' telope, they still took from the latter the tender eye and the undulating

' cheek-bone.' ^°

"No sooner," continues Abu 'Amru, ''had I uttered the last syllable of the

" latter verse, than to my great astonishment I heard 'Abdu4-wahhab give a piercing

" shriek, and I saw him fall senseless on the ground. Having run to his assistance,

" I found him in a swoon, and it was not until an hour had elapsed that he again

" came to his senses : when he said to me, ' Excuse me, my son, for there are two

'^ things in this world against which I have no strength, viz. the sight of a pretty

M face, and the hearing of good poetry.'

"

They say that Abu-1-hoseyn Suieyman Ibnu-t-tarawah, the famous grammarian

^d poet, from Almeria, sitting one day with some of his friends at an entertainment

4t his own house, there happened to be close at his side one of his most intimate

friends, who, when his turn came to drink, begged to be excused, and motioned

away the jar in which the liquor was presented to him. Ibnu-t-tarawah then

taking the glass from him drank off its contents ; and finding that it struck cold

on his liver he said extempore

—

" Let the Sheikh and his equals, and all those whose conduct is worthy of

" praise, blame me for what I have done.

" This I know, that when the young camel finds her load too heavy she

" throws ^^ it on the full grown one."

Poetry an in- We havc Said clsewhcre that children in Andalus not unfrequently exhibited

cm£"' natural talents, and a facihty of rhyming, which could not often be met with in

people of mature age, or who had had the benefits of education. In proof of this

we shall quote the following anecdotes, related by their writers. Ibn Abi-1-khissal ^^

Ash^shekuri . (from Segura) having, when still a boy, repaired to the city of Ubeda,

in^iOrder. to study in the schools of that place, lodged at the house of the Kadi Ibn

MaUk. Happening one day to go out with him to an orchard, Ibn Malik picked

a bunch of black grapes, and holding it in his hand he said to Ibn AM-l-khissal,

'^ Look at these grapes hanging from the stalk." "Yes," answered Ibn Abi-l-

khissal, in rhyme, " like the head of an Abyssinian slave." " Well said
!
" rephed

his master, who from that moment prognosticated that Ibn Abl-1-khissal would be

an eloquent orator and a good poet.

It is related by Abu 'Abdillah Ibn Zarktin that Abii Bekr Ibnu-l-monkhoP^ and

Abii Bekr Ahmallah, both born at Silves, and dwelling in Salobreha, a town

on the southern coast, not far from Almeria, were so much attached to each other

..that they looked as if they were brothers. Each had a son, still young, but who had

shown from infancy the greatest aptitude for science, and the most vehement desire \

f
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of learning, so much so that, although too young yet to have their ahilities improved

by education, they had already given repeated proofs of their proficiency and talents

by gathering the spears of preference in the hippodromes of literature. These two

children were continually attacking each other with satirical remarks and witty

sayings, by which means their talents for versification were exercised and improved.

However. ' Ibnu-1-monkhoi happening one day to ride out together with his son

Abu 'Abdillah, he began to reprimand him for his conduct towards his young

friend, and said, " Thy continual jests and satirical traits against Ibnu-hmallah

" will, I have no doubt, damp the intimacy existing between me and his father, so

" pray do not attack him any longer, lest I should lose through it ray friend

*' Abu Bekr's love." " I cannot help it," replied his son, " if it is so, for it is

" always he who begins the fray, and I only use in my own defence the weapons

'' of satire. The offender is always wrong, and it is but just that he should bear all

*' the weight of evil who begins with it."'" When Al-monkhol heard this excuse

of his son, he could not help saying, ''WeU, if the case between you stands as

" stated by thee, I exculpate and justify thee." While this conversation was thus

going on between father and son, behold! they came up to a large water-pool in

the middle of the road, where frogs innumerable were fiUing the air with their

croakings. '' Go on," said Ibnu4-monkhol to his son, " the frogs are croaking in

"that pool." "Yes," replied his son, '* and with no sweet melody, troth."

^' Their language was boisterous," said the father. "When they called the Benl

" Al-mallah," answered the son. However, when they heard the footsteps of the;

travellers the frogs became silent, and a pause ensued also in the dialogue

between father and son while crossing the pool. At last, Ibnu-l-monkhol said to

his son, " Thou hast become miite like these frogs." ''When they collected for

" scandal," answered his son. "There is no help for the oppressed," said the

old man ;
" and no rain for those who want it," was the son's reply.^^

Certainly nobody will doubt but that this finishing of heraistichs is highly

deserving of praise ; had it been executed by a learned man advanced in life it

would have commanded the greatest attention, but being, as it was, the work of

a mere boy, it was a most wonderful performance, and well worthy of remark.

Nor were readiness of wit and poetical talents confined to the Moslems, for
'^^'^^l^^^^^

find them existing among the Christians and Jews who inhabited Andalus, (may

the Almighty God restore it entirely to the hands of the true believers !) Fp^:

instance, a Christian named Al-maza'ri, a native of Seville, where he resided, is

said to have extemporized the following verses in the act of presenting tMSuTtdn

Ahmu'atamed Ibn 'Abbad with a hunting bitch :

'

' r" -

^ ^

y.
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" I never saw a better cause of pleasure for those that are fond of sport, nor

" a surer source of profit for those who desire gain,

'
' Than this animal full of excellent qualities ; her colour might throw into

" the shade the brilliant hue of a yellow tunic :

Like a bow in her shape, and yet she darts on her prey more straight than

an arrow.

If thou try her scent, she will guide thee to secret haunts abounding with

game.

Nay, were she to challenge the Ughtning to a hunting match, she would

" leave it far behind in the race." ^^

These verses, and others by the same author, are recorded in the AUmashab of

Al-hijari, who has therein introduced the Christian's biography.

The following verses are the composition of a Jew, of the name of Ibrahim Ibn

Sahl Al-israyili,^^ who is reported to have pronounced them extempore on a slave

who was ill with the jaundice :

" Thou wast an honour to thy master until thou wast thus deprived of thy

" beauty.

" For thou didst appear in the morning hke a wax taper, which, when

" extinguished, shows a black wick."^^

There are various opinions entertained concerning this Jew ; some saying that he

was in heart a Moslem, others that he pubhcly embraced Islam, and professed it

till the day of his death, others again that he lived and died in the Jewish persuasion.

Abii Hayyan, the grammarian, relates, on the authority of the Kadi-1-koda Abu

Bekr Mohammed Ibn Abl Nasr Al-fat'h Ai-kaysi, who had it from 'All the Christian,

a native and inhabitant of Seville, whom he chanced to meet in Granada in one of

his travels, that Ibrahim Ibn Sahl the poet was at first a Jew, hut that towards the

end of his life he was converted to Islam, and wrote in praise of Mohammed,

the messenger of the Lord, along and elegant kassidah. " I read it once," says

Abu Hayydn, '

' and I declare that in point of melody it is one of the most admirable

" poems I ever read in my life."

The same opinion is entertained by the Hafedh Abii 'Abdiliah Mohammed

Ibn 'Omar Ibn Rashid Al-fehri,^^ who in his great itinerary entitled " the filling

of the hnapsach tvith information collected during a journey to the two holy

places, Mekka and Medina," asserts positively that Ibn Sahl embraced Islam,

quoting as a proof an epistle written by 'AH Hamish to the preacher and ulema

Sidi Abu 'Abdiliah Ibn Marzuk,^" and which reads thus : "I have been in-

'* formed by a contemporary, who was well acquainted with him, that Ibn

[
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" Sahl died a Moslem." The same author (Ibn Rashid) quotes the following

anecdote, which he says he read in a certain literary work in the West, and which

would tend to prove that Ibn Sahl was really a Moslem. Ibn Sahl once re-

ceived in his house a company of literary men, and, the conversation happening

to turn on his religion, one of the party ventured to ask him whether he was

really a Moslem in heart, as he professed to be, or only affected it, upon which

he is said to have answered

—

" For men are the things apparent, for God only what is concealed." ^^

As a further proof of Ibn Sahl's conversion, the following two verses of his are

adduced

:

" I am content with Moses for the sake of Mohammed ; I ara now in the

" right path, but had it not been for Allah I should never have been directed.

" What has made me change my mind is this, that I saw the law of Moses

" was wanting in a Mohammed."®^

However, as we have already stated, there are not wanting authors who assert

that Ibn Sahl's conversion was a feigned one, and that he never abandoned the

Jewish creed. Ar-ra'ii^^ (may God show him mercy!) says, " I was told by the

" Sheikh Abu-1-hasan 'AH Ibn Sama't Ahandalusi,—' there are two things in this

'* world to which I give no faith,—one is the conversion of Ibn Sahl, the other

" Az-zamakhshari's repentance for having joined the Mo'tazelites.' But," observes

Ar-ra'ii, " I have better authority not to coincide in this author's opinions : as to

*' Ibn Sahl's conversion, because, according to all received opinions on the subject,

*' I am inclined to believe it was a sincere one ; and as to Az-zamakhshari's repentance

" from the heresy of the Mo'tazelites, because I myself saw in the East a legal

" document stating that Az-zamakhshari^* had abjured the religious errors of that

*' sect."

Al-'azz,^^ who wrote Ibn Sahl's life, inclines to the contrary opinion, and thinks

that there are sufficient proofs to believe he was a Moslem ; but God only knows

the truth of the case. One thing however is certain, namely, that Ibn Sahl was

one of the best poets of his time, as the collection of his poems sufficiently testifies.

He lived at Seville, where he was one of the elders of his tribe, and attended the

lessons of Abu 'All Ash-shalubin, Ibnu-d-dabbagh,^^ and others. They say that a

western Arab, having been once asked the cause why Ibn Sahl could write in so

tender a strain, gave the following answer—" Because he unites two humilities,!.the

" humility of the lover and that of the Jew." v^r. y
According to Abii Hayyan, Ibn Sahl perished in a sea voyage; the, vessel m

which he was embarked meeting with a tempest he was drowned with. all the rest

of the crew. This happened in the year six hundred and forty-nine, and Ibn
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SaM was then forty years old or thereabouts. When the event became known in

Seville, another Jewish poet is said to have remarked very happily, alluding to

Ibn Sahl's drowning, that " the pearl had only returned to its shell."

Ibrdhim Ibnu-1-fakhkhdr Al-yahiidi is another famous poet. He lived among

the Christians, and in the service of Alfonso, king of Toledo, with whom he rose

high in favour, so as to be appointed by him his ambassador to the comt of

a Moslem Sultan in the West. In the opinion of all his contemporaries he was

an elegant prose writer, and a very good poet. Ibnu Sa'id, who mentions him, has

handed down to us some of his verses, among which are the following, which he

wrote in praise of his master Alfonso (may God annihilate him !)—

" The court of Alfonso has always the appearance of a house prepared for

" nuptials.

" And the leaving of sandals at the door would persuade thee that thou

" wast in Jerusalem."^'

The following anecdote is told of this Jew, who related it to the author from

whose writings we now borrow it. " I once went on a message from my master

"to the Khalif Al-mustanser,»^ and when I went to present my credentials to the

'* Wizir I found him sitting in one of the gardens of the palace, a charming spot,

" of the greatest beauty and luxuriance, resembling in every respect a paradise,

'' only that the gate-keeper was the ugliest and most disgusting creature I had ever

" seen in my life. When the Wizir asked me afterwards what I thought of the

" garden, I said to him, 'I would undoubtedly compare it to paradise, were it not

for one circumstance, which is that its gate, I am told, is guarded by Redwdn,

and here I see Malik.' The Wizir laughed heartily, and proceeded to acquaint the

" Khahf with my answer. He then brought me the following reply,—'Tell the

" Jew that such was my intention in choosing my gate-keeper ;
for had he been

.^'{Redwan, he would undoubtedly have sent him back, saying—Go away, this is

" not a place for those of thy religion to enter ;—while Malik, not knowing what is

*' behind him, and thinking he keeps the gate of hell, aUowed him to pass without

"resistance.' When the Wizir communicated to me the Sultan's answer," con-

tinues the Jew, " I could not refrain from saying, ' Well, God only knows who

*';those are who will enter paradise.'
"

Another famous Jew, whose name was Elias Ibn Al-mudawwar, a native of Konda,

is mentioned by various historians ; he was an eminent physician, and a good poet.

The following two verses, which he addressed to another Jew, are much commended.

The occasion of his writing them was as follows. There was in the same city of

iEonda where Elias practised medicine another eminent Jewish physician, and, as

jsyi)ften the case among people of the same profession, they were jealous of each

(c
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Other, and were continually disputing and quarrelling. Their common friends often

interposed, and, by becoming the mediators in their quarrels, succeeded in making

them friends ; but at the £rst opportunity they broke out again, and the whole city

of Ronda was made the scene of their squabbles. At last, Elias having become, by

some means or other, the master of a certain secret concerning his antagonist,

which might, if made public, seriously affect his reputation as a physician, and

prevent the people from employing him, he wrote to his rival the following distich

:

" Do not blame me (if I accuse thee), and let my excuse be the rivalry

" which ought to exist betw^een people of the same profession.

*' Look at the sun and moon when they illumine our globe ; from their

" constant labours and rival courses light is produced:"^®

meaning, as they were both labouring to diffuse the rays of science, it was

necessary that there should exist between them mutual jealousy and division, in

order that through their mutual efforts to surpass one another, and by their piir-/

suing different courses, the cause of science might be benefited;—in the fsame

.

manner as the sun and moon, by following opposite roads, iEumine the .world ;

the moon shining at night, and the sun by day-time; but the eclipse beiiig

,

produced the moment they tried to approach each other. j

A Jewish poetess, named Kasmunah, daughter of Ismail the Jew, is also counted;;,

among the bright geniuses of that nation. Her father, who was himself a man of

considerable learning and a good poet, had bestowed the greatest/care o&:.;her

education, and imparted to her all the science which he MmseH" possessed^.- .&

used to compose part of an ode and then give it to her to finish. He 6nee said to

her,
— *

' Tell me who is

" The master of beauty, who fights and vanquishes those who oppose him,

" and yet whose trespasses are excused ?
"

And she replied, almost immediately,

*' The sun, which imparts its light to the minor constellations, and whose

" face after this appears quite dark." ^*"'

But having proceeded so far in our endeavours to prove the aptitude and talents
.

of the Andalusians for poetry, we should be guilty of rieghgence if, before termi-

nating this chapter, we did not say a few words about the wives and daughters of

the Moslems who made themselves conspicuous by their talents, and who. showed,

their wit and eloquence in elaborate and ingenious poems. {^ ^ijfr

Ummu4-sa'd, daughter of 'A'ssem Al-himyari, a native of Cordova,- was^i^ifof^^^

in sacred traditions, which she held from her father, her grandfathari^-todi:6B3^i:poetry.

According to Ibnu-l-abbdr, who has devoted an article to her^infi^liogMpMcal

dictionary entitled .^^feA;m^^aA ^"^ (supplement), she was^ ;
better :knoW% the sur-
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name of As.sa'dunah. Among the numerous poetical compositions which we find

ascribed to her the following distich deserves particular mention :

'* Men generaUy court the friendship of strangers, and avoid any intercourse

" with their own relations
;

" For relatives are hke scorpions, or worse than they."^**^

The Khattib Ibn Marzuk, by whom this distich has been preserved, attributes

it to the above-mentioned poetess ; we have seen it quoted elsewhere as the com-

position of Ibn 'Omayd. But God only is all-knowing.

Hasanah Al-yatimah, daughter of Abu-l-hpseyn the poet, and Ummu-l-'oL4,

daughter of Y^suf, were also two famous poetesses. The latter is mentioned by

the author of the Al-mugh'rah, who speaks of her as a native of Guadalaxara, and

as having flourished in the sixth century of the Hijra. Some of her verses may

be seen in the said work.

Ummatu-l-'aziz Ash-sherifiyyah was, as her name sufficiently indicates, of the

posterity of Hasan, son of 'All Ibn Abi Tdlib. The Hafedh Abtx-l-khattab Ibn

Dih'yah, who was a descendant of hers, has preserved to us in his Kitdbu-l-muttreb

min ash'driMmaghreb^''^ (the book exhibiting songs extracted from the works of

western poets), some of her verses, which are sufficient to rank her among the

eminent poets of her time.

AL-ghosdniyyah,'«* a native of Bejenah, a considerable and famous district in the

province of Almeria, is likewise counted among the poets who flourished in the fifth

century of the Hijra.

Al-'ariidhiyyah,^"^ a freed slave-girl belonging to Abu4-mutref 'Abdu-r-rahman

Ibn Ghalbtin the Katib, was a^nother distinguished female. She lived at Valencia,

where she was taught by her master grammar and rhetoric, in both which branches

of knowledge she soon made such progress as to surpass her teacher. She also

shone in prosody, and learnt by heart and wrote commentaries on the Al-kdmil of

Al-mubarrad, and on the An^nawddir of AUkdh. Abu Datid Suleyman Ibn

Najdh says, "I read under her direction the two above-mentioned commentaries,

*' and learnt from her the science of prosody. She died at Denia, some time after

" her master's death, in the year four hundred and fifty of the Hijra, or there-

^' abouts." (May God show her mercy !)

Hafsah 'Ar.rakuniyyah, daughter of Al^iaji Ar-rakuni, was equally renowned for

her beauty, her talents, her nobihty, and her wealth. A notice of this famous poetess,

as well as a selection from her verses, occurs in the work of Al-malahi. The

following, which she is said to have uttered extempore in the presence of the

Erince of the believers 'AbduJ-mumen Ibn 'Ah when about asking him for a

favour, are justly commended

:
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" O master of men ! O thou whose gracious favours the people aiixioiisly

'

' and confidently expect

!

" Grant me a diploma, which may be a promise to thy subjects

;

" One upon which thy right hand has traced—' Praise be to God,, the only

u one.'»^««

The poetess here alludes to certain signs of royalty introduced by the Sultdna of

the dynasty called Al-muwahedun (Almohades) , and which consisted in writing at

the top of their dispatches, with a thick pen and in very large characters, "Praise

'* be to God, the only one."

With this Hafsah the Wizir Abu Ja'far Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-malik Ibn Sa'ld

Al-'ansr**' lived on terms of the greatest friendship and intimacy. They were

continually addressing to each other epistles and verses, and their mutual answers

can only be compared to the language of doves. "We learn from Abti-l-hasan

'Ah Ibn Musa Ibn Sa'id, the author of the Al-7mgUrab,-~3L work to which we oWn

ourselves very much indebted for our information,—and who was the descentii^t

of this Abu Ja'far, that he heard his father say, " I know not am:ong^^the.;Beni

" Sa'id of any poet like him ; or rather, I know not among my Gountpyinen of any

'* who ever surpassed Ahu Ja'far in poetical composition," Some account^ of this

noble Wizir, extracted from the work of his descendant Ibnu Sa'id, will not, we

hope, be deemed superfluous.

Abu Ja'far was the son of 'Abdu-1-malik Ibn Sa'id, Lord of Kal'at-Yahsefe
;;f

-

^ - -

place not far from Granada, and the scene of the adventure which we have related

in a former part of this book as having happened to the famous poet and histbrian

Ibnu-1-hijari. At the arrival of the Beni 'Abdi-1-mumen in Andaltis,, 'Abdu-Um^lik,

who had embraced the opposite party (that of the Almoravides) , took an active

part in the contest, and managed to maintain himself independent' in his little

dominions. His son, Abu Ja'far, he appointed to be his Nayib or lieutenant, that

he might aid him in the perilous duties of the administration, and in the defence

of his state. However, Abu Ja'far, who knew how to handle the pen better than

the sword, soon perceived his own inabihty to meet the exigencies of the charge,

and begged his father to exonerate him from it and appoint another in his stead.

This request 'Abdu-l-m£ik refused to grant, but his son, not being able to bear::

any longer the important duties attached to his situation, deserted him, and left

pubhc affairs in order to enter into private life, after having written to his father^^r;

beautiful epistle in verse, in which he expatiated at full length upon tfe;qQi^^r^::^

nnfl aHvanfso-fis nf nrJvatp. lifft Tbpv sav tbat when 'Abdud-malik read'Ms : SCJUfs
^

, r - - " -J- >" - >

epistle, he exclaimed, " WeU, I shall not go against his^ wm,::%'Ge^:-^^mighty

*' does not permit that men should succeed in things for-whieh tli?y feeln^iinelma-
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'* tion." After this he wrote on the back of the letter, "We send thee our

" benediction, and grant thee permission and full liberty to occupy thyself in such

" pursuits as answer best thy inclination."

'Abdu-l-mali'k could not long maintain his independence ; all the Andalusian

chiefs having submitted to the Beni 'Abdi-1-mumen, he was himself constrained to

acknowledge them as masters, and tender the oath of allegiance, owing to which

he not only retained the government of Kal'at-Yahseb, but rose high in favour

with the Sultans of that dynasty. In the meanwhile Abu Sa'id Ibn 'Abdi-1-

mumen was appointed to be governor of Granada, and being in want of a secretary

he began to inquire among the inhabitants for a person fit for the place. He was

told that Abu Ja'far was the man most suitable, from his learning, his talents, and

ability, to discharge the duties of Katib ; he accordingly sent for him and declared

to him his intention to invest him with that charge. Abu Ja'far refused, as he

had done on a previous occasion, and begged to be left in private life, but on Abu

Sa'id insisting strongly he was compelled to accept it. However, he did not

exercise his functions long. As he was one day entertaining a party of friends at

his house, the conversation, amidst wine and mirth, turned upon hunting, a pastime

of which Abu Ja'far was passionately fond ; a party was accordingly arranged for

the next day, and, having provided themselves with all necessaries, Abii Ja'far and

his friends started on their expedition. It happened to be a very cold and cloudy

day, and, the cold increasing, the hunters thought fit to shelter themselves in the

hut of a watchman who was guarding vines.'^^ They lighted a good fire, dressed

some of their game, and began to eat with good appetite, and drink abundantly

after it. Abu Ja'far especially helped himself to so much liquor that he w^as quite

intoxicated, and putting aside all reserve he began to divulge the secrets of his

heart, and to. describe the pleasures he had enjoyed that day in the following

strain :

f

.^-

t h

* ' This has been a day spent in pleasure and sport ; a day in which the

"atmosphere shone brightly, charged with the amber of the clouds ;

—

" A day which (after contributing to our amusement) left us enough evening

" and sufficient wine to induce us to spend it in the midst of reveUing and

" mirth.

" After riding and sporting all the morning we perceived that the day was

" not entirely gone, and yet we were all fatigued and broken down by the

'* jolting trot of our steeds.

" Our sport too had been abundant, for with grey-coloured hawks we chased

" and brought down numerous birds, whose death our pleasures required,

" although their throats might lament under the knife.

^
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" So when the last rays of the sun began to spread a deep red tint over the v-;

"horizon, and the fight between obscurity and hght commenced, victory

" hanging for some time uncertain,—when every man and beast belonging to

'' our party had been assembled,

—

,-

" Wishing to give our empty stomachs a share in the spoil, and to begin '-"'::'
:r'-^!":

" afterwards a new chase of mirth and pleasure,—^the cold, too, increasing and
: 5

;

- --
I _ ._ - _ ^^

^ - \ -J-

** becoming more and more piercing,

—

'* We beixt our steps to the hut of a watchman, placed in the centre of a "
--^'^:;

'' vineyard and surrounded by its sweetness, and provided with a blazing fire,-

" which proved our salvation from the rigour of the weather.

" I gave him a gold piece, and told him,—Go to the neighbouring village-

" and buy us provisions, heed not the price,

'

' And sav to the seller that thou hast seen me tied down in the service of.

" my master, more cruelly than the bird in the cage of the fowler.

" And yet I only ibllow my inclination. Do I look like one who is subject :>! x?

" to a Lord? do I look like one who is deprived of liberty ?" '"V ; ^;|^

There happened to be among the company a man who, although nO; professed to.
, }i;;iv5^

be Abu Ja'far's friend, was, nevertheless, his secret enemy, and who, learning by, - S ?: fe

heart the last two verses, went the next day to the governor and repeated them tO;: '

^:; .l';; v
J:';

him. Abii Sa'id immediately removed Abti Ja'far from his place, and confbred.itvv ;i ;- \;;^^X

on another learned man. Things, however, did not stop there : Abii Ja'fac:]iaA^ng :^.;

once said to Hafsah the poetess, "Do not love that black man, and I engage to jbuyj

" thee ten better than he in the black slave-market," meaning the governory^ho; I

was of so dark a complexion as almost to resemble a negro, the words were again:

reported to Abti Sa'id, who, however much he might have resented the outrage,;

did not at first give vent to his passion, but concealed it in his heart, waitings

for a favourable opportunity. This, however, soon presented itself, for Abti

Ja'far's brother, 'Abdu-r-rahman, son of 'Abdu-1-malik Ibn Sa'id, having taken

part with the rebels, and quitted Granada in order to join the troops under the;:

command of Ibn Mardanish, who had been proclaimed in the east of Andalus,

Abti Ja'far was arrested by the governor's orders, thrown into a dungeon, and soon -.

afterwards beheaded at Malaga, then the place of his residence. But to retum.:to>
.

our account of the Andaiusian poetesses. ; .._ i: 4 . ,

Another poetess named Hafsah, daughter of Hamdtin, and a native of Gu^d^-/

laxara, is mentioned by Ibnu Sa'id among his illustrious characters o£;th|^^mfc
;

;

century of the Hijra. She is also much praised by Ihnu-l-abb^r,; wh^;^ii#^: ::;:

down as a very clever poetess, and by Ibn Faraj, the author of the ^^^fW'l^^^ : --

(orchards), who quotes some of her verses. ;->'?: ,;^. r^ ^ . ; ^ yfv
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Zeynab Al-murabiyyah,"^ and Hamdah, whom others call Hamdiinah, were the

daughters of 2eyad, a native of Guadix. They are mentioned by several authors,

as Al-maldhi, Abti-i-kasim, Al-barak, and others. Ibnu Sa'id says that they were

born at Granada, but agrees with the former writers in fixing the city of Guadix as

their residence. Both were famous for their wit, their literary accomplishments,

and their talents for poetry. The former, especially, was deeply versed in various

branches of hterature ; she wrote and copied many works, which, in the opinion of

Ibnu Sa'id, who says he saw some of them, were written in a masterly style.

Zeynab died in the year four hundred of the Hijra ; she never would consent to be

married, although she had numerous proposals. She hved for some time at

Cprdova, where she used to frequent the house of Al-mudhfer, son of Al-mansur Ibn

Abi 'A'mir, in whose praise she composed several verses.

Mariam,'^^ daughter of Abu Ya'ktib Ai-ansari, inhabited Seville, of which place she

was a native, although other writers say that the city of Silves was the place of her

birth. Ibn Dih yah, who mentions her in his Al-muttreb, says that she was a learned

and very accomplished woman, and that she taught rhetoric, poetry, and literature,

which, united to her piety, her good morals, her virtues, and amiable disposition,

gained her the affection of her sex, and gave her many pupils ; she lived to an old

age, and died afte.- the year four hundred of the Hijra. Al-homaydi has Hkewise

given an account of this poetess, and quoted some of her verses.

Asma Al-'dmeriyyah was also a native of Seville, where she resided and made

herself conspicuous among the learned by her talents. She addressed to 'Abdu-1-

mvimen Ibn 'Ali a risdleh, in which, after stating minutely her genealogy, and her

claims to a descent from Ibn Abi 'A'mir, she proceeded to beg the favour of being

exempt from the payment of taxes, and having soldiers quartered upon her. There

was at the end of the risdleh an ode which began thus :

'' O Prince of the believers 1 O our magnificent Lord! we wish thee
r

i "prosperity. May the Almighty give victory to thy arms!

*- When we rise to the superior regions of tradition, thy name and thy acts

" are the surest path to them." ^^^

Ummu-1-hina, daughter of the Kadi Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-1-hakk Ibn 'Attiyyah,^^*

learnt divinity from her father, and was, besides, an excellent poetess. She lived at

Almeria, and wrote several works on the mode of worshipping the Almighty.

Hind, a slave girl of Abu Mohammed 'Abdullah Ibn Moslemah Ash-shatebi (a

native of Xativa), is said to have excelled in poetry, music, and the lighter branches

of literature. It is related of Abii 'A'mir Ibn Yank,^^* that wishmg once to hear

Hind perform on the lute he addressed her in the following two verses, begging her

id come to his house :

^ -
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" O Hind, dost thou feel any impediment in coming to me? palm wine is

" forbidden, 'tis true, but not the drinking of limpid waters.

" The nightingale, after hearing thy performance, envies thee, and wishes to

" hear again the deep intonations of thy lute." ^*®

To which Hind rephed, on the back of the letter,

" O my Lord ! may the Almighty prosper thee, and increase thy power
" and importance!

" It is my intention to hasten to thy presence, and to be in my own person
'* the bearer of my answer." ^^^

Ash-shelbiyyah is mentioned by Ibnu-l-abbar, who says, " I do not recollect now
*' what her name was, Ash-shelbiyyah ^^^ being only her patronymic. All I know is

" that she was a very good poetess, as may be gathered from her writings, and
*' especially from an epistle in verse which she addressed to the Sultan Ya'kub
'' Al-mansiir, complaining of a certain governor and collector of taxes in the city

'' where she resided."

Nazhiin ^^^ the Granadian is described by Ibnu Sa'id, who places her among the:

illustrious characters of the fifth century. She is likewise mentioned by Al^hijdri,

;

who portrays her in his Al-maJhah as a female endowed with grelt tenderness of

soul, and a very mild disposition; extraordinary talents for poetry, and a most

wonderful memory. She wrote several poems, and made herself famous by the

beauty and happiness of her similes. .....'._. :

Bahjah, a native of Cordova, and a friend of the famous Waladah,. was equally

renowned for her beauty and for her verses. She lived in great intimacy with

Waladah,'^^ the daughter of Al-mustakii, King of Cordova, and profited by her

lessons. But of this Waladah, who was herself the most eminent poetess of her

time, as well as of Ramikiyj^ah, 'Imad, Al-*abbddiyyah, and Buthinah, the three

former wives, and the latter a daughter, of Al-mu'atamed Ibn *Abbad, King of

Seville, more wiU be said in the course of our narrative.

Having clearly shown the aptitude and talents of the inhabitants of Andalus, we

shall now proceed in the next chapter to give, in the words of the historian Ibnu

Sa'id, as faithful a sketch as we can of the productions of Andalusian genius in

every department of science.
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CHAPTER IV.

State of literature in Andalus—Epistle on the subject from Ibnu-r-rabib At-temimi to Abfi-l-mugheyrah

Ibn Hazm—Answer of Abil Mohammed Ibn Hazm—Ti-aditions respecting Andalus—Review of the

Andalusian literature—Theology and jurisprudence—Works on the sect of M£ik—Commentaries on

the Koran—Legal decisions founded on the Koran—Biography of the companions of the Prophet-

Grammar and lexicography—Medicine—Philosophy—^Poetry—History—^Metaphysics.

What follows is transcribed word for word from Ibnu Sa'id. " I deem it oppor-

" tune," says 'that accurate historian, '* to give here an epistle written by Abu
'* Mohammed Ibn Hazm the Hdfedh, in which he records some of the excellences

" of the learned of Andalus. The occasion of his writing the said epistle was as

" follows. Abti 'AH Al-hasan Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn Ar-rabib At-temimi

" Al-cairwanl once wrote to Abii-l-mugheyrah 'Abdu-hwahhab Ibn Ahmed Ibn

'* 'Abdi-r-rahman Ibn Hazm an epistle in which he stated that the Andalusians

" were negligent in perpetuating the history of their country, the memory of their

''doctors, the virtues of their theologians, and the praiseworthy actions of their

" kings. The epistle ran thus :

ibnu-r-rai>ib's ^"
-': G our Lord! O thou most beloved among our intimate friends! may the

" Almighty God write down for thee prosperity and happiness ! may He continue

" thee in power and command ! may He help and assist thee, put thee in the right

" path whenever thou askest for direction, and enlighten thee whenever thou wishest

" to be instructed!

" ' The object of this our letter is that we some time ago began to think about

" thy country, and to consider how it was the abode of every excellence, the store

" of every good thing, the resort of every novelty, and the meeting-place of every

'' advantage; the end of the hopes of the desirous, and the scope of the wishes of

" the inquiring; the great emporium of trade, where every merchandize found a

:

" purchaser, and everj^ buyer the object of his wishes. All this we knew to be the

-
** case with thy country; we knew also that the above-mentioned were not the

epistle.
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" only advantages which thy native land could boast of, for it possessed many others,

" such as the vast number of its learned men, the multitude of its authors, the shining

'' virtues of its Kings, and their laudable practices in the encouragement of science;

" their esteem for those who cultivated it, their honouring those Whom science

" honoured, and their extolling those whom learning extolled : nor was this confined

" only to science, for the same conduct was observed by them towards niilitary

" men, distinguishing and raising in command those whom their valour and military

"knowledge placed above others, and honouring those whom their intrepidity in

*' battle made honourable. By these means the coward became brave, the timid was

" made bold,—the obscure, conspicuous,—the ignorant, learned,—the stammerer,

*' eloquent,—the inarticulate crier, a poet. The Bogdth^ strove to imitate the eagle

" in his flight, bats were enabled to see^ by daylight, men gave their entu-e attention

*' to the cultivation of science, and the arts flourished through the general efforts

" employed in them. All this we know to be true, but at the same time it must be

" owned that your hterary men are guilty of unpardonable negligence, and unac-

*' countable indolence, in perpetuating the records of their country; since, instead of
: > :v

"collecting the excellences and advantages of their respective towns,-^instead of
; ;. j:;--- ; >;

*
' perpetuating in their books the memory of their cities, and transimtting to posterity :^ :^ ;^ ;: , |:, J^:

" the actions of their Kings and Princes, K^tibs and Wizirs, Kadis and Ulemas,— _v[r^^0^^

" instead of leaving behind them accounts which might preserve for ever aibrwards vg, ::^^^. :j:-

" the fame of their deeds, and eternize and renew their names through the laps&QJf -:::;;
'

" ages, and the course of nights and days,-—instead of composing hooks whichy like 7

" the tongue of truth, might herald their virtues to future generations through the

" succession of time,—they leave every merit and virtue in the most complete state

*' of oblivion. Yes, truth must be told ; although we admit that your learned men

" shine like so many bright stars in the sciences, thou must own that every thing

" belonging to them remains in the shade, does not come before the public, stands

*' firm on its pivot, and never goes astray. If they write a book, they are afraid of

" being criticised or impugned ; and if they compile a work, they dare not show it,

" lest people should be of a contrary opinion to their own ; so that they never do

" write, or, if they do, it is as if they were carried off by the birds, or blown away

" by the winds to an enormous distance.^ Not one among them pays the least

" attention, or employs himself for one moment, in collecting the merits of his edun-
,

" trym^en, or suffers his attention to rest on the brilUant quaUties of former Sujt^s.

*' None wUl dip his pen to commemorate the actions of their K^tihs. ami: WMt^^-c«^

"blot a sheet of paper with the virtuous deeds of their Kadis and JJ]m^f^ P^>

*' were they to let loose the padlocks of their mouths, and ..untie-the vbbnds that

VOL. I. z
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" restrain their eloquence, we have no doubt hut that they would find an open space

" for their speech, and that the roads of literature would be thrown free for their

*' passage, although their performances might not be equally approved of by every

" school, and their opinions not followed by every lover of literature. One of them,

" for instance, will think of devoting himself to a given department of science, and

" of studying the works of the masters who preceded him in it ; but it is vain for him
" to collect all the spears of preferment, and to excel in his profession,—he may
" carry away the vase of Ibn Mokbil,* or take possession of the pen of Ibn

" Moklah,^ or of the feather-notch of the arrow of Dagfal,^ or become a quinsy in

" the throat of Abu-l-'ameythal,^—the very moment he reaches the end of his exist-

'

' ence, the moment fate cuts the thread of his life, all memory of his actions and

*' writings ceases, and his learning and science are buried along with him. Such is

'* not the case with learned people of other countries, for by perpetuating their records

" they give to each author that share of celebrity to which he is justly entitled, and

" they write books by which they raise everlasting monuments to their fame. And
'*

if thou pretend to say that the same negligence of which we accuse the authors of

" thy country is to be found among those of ours, and that they also produce works

" which never reach the notice of the public, we will answer thee that the assertion

" is not a true one ; for this country being only separated from thine by an evening's

" sail, or as it were by a short march, if the wind were to blow to our shores the

" fame of your authors, or to carry hither the name of their writings, there is no

" doubt but that the voice would be listened to by the dead in their tombs, not to

" speak of those who are living in houses and palaces ; and they would graciously

" admit their performance, in the same manner as they received the collection of

" poems by Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi which he entitled Al-ikd, although, if truth

" be told, he is somewhat to be blamed for not having made the excellences of his

''country the chief topic of his book, and the noble actions of Kings the principal

" jewel in his necklace,^ for not having redoubled his efforts, and given ail his

** diUgence to the inquiry, but having, on the contrary, strained every ner\^e, and

" put in motion every joint, to produce—what ?—a sword without edge ; and to do

-—what ?—what his friends and companions had done before him ; that is, to pass

over in silence that which might concern them, and neglect to mention that which

was most important, and might make them appear greater in the eyes of the world.

This is all we have to say ; now, if thou shouldst have any thing to reply, if thou

" shouldst have any good reasons to state in return, or have in thy hands the means

" of solving this difficulty, pray acquaint us with it. Guide thy brother, and may
**: God guide thee ! Direct thy brother, and may God direct thee ! We salute thee,

" -^may the Almighty's mercy and benediction be with thee !

'
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" When the Wizir Abu Mohammed 'Ali Ibn Ahmed Ibn Sa'id Ibn Hazm^ read

'' this letter, he wrote the following answer

:

" * Praise be to God, the Lord of all creatures, and his blessings be upon his ibn Hazm's

' servant and messenger Mohammed, as well as upon his companions, the honour-

' able, upon his wives, the mothers of the Moslems, and upon all his illustrious

' progeny, those of the good deeds ! O my brother ! O Abti Bekr ! Accept my
' salutation and greeting, as the salutation of a beloved brother who has been sepa-

' rated from thee during many long days and nights, and by thousands of miles and

' farsangs, and who, on reaching thy dwelling, should find thee preparing for

* migration and departure, and ready to grasp the staff' of peregrination and travel.

*' ' When I stayed to consider thy words, when my hands had been stretched over

' the contents of thy letter, and my eyes had twice rambled over its details, I dis-

' covered, after some attentive consideration, that its substance was addressed by a

* certain writer among our African neighbours, and living in the city of Cairwdn, to

' an Andalusian whose name and genealogy are nowhere mentioned.^"

" * It is said in the letter that learned men born in this country, although they

' may have reached the highest summit of elevation in the various departments of

* science, and attained the most remote extremity in the different branches of

' learning, are nevertheless unprovided with sufficient talents and imagination to

' perpetuate the traditions of their country, the virtues and commendable actions of

' their Kings, the meritorious deeds of their Faquihs, the inflexible justice of their'

' Kadis, the eloquent productions of their writers, and the profound learning of

' their doctors and theologians. The letter even goes so far as to describe us as

' not having among us authors in the different sciences whose writings exist, and

* whose fame is transmitted to posterity ; for we are told that the moment these

' authors die their writings are forgotten, and their learning buried along with

' them ; and certainly, if what the writer of the letter tells us himself be true, it

' cannot be otherwise, for he informs us that the very moment any work of merit

^ appears among us it is taken to Africa, and we become the object of continual

* visitation, and the aim of the repeated attacks of the learned on the opposite shore.

'* * However, it was at a meeting crowded with all sorts of pohte learning, and

' a sitting aboundmg in all kinds of science, at a palace inhabited by every ex-

' cellence, and a dwelhng full of every description of elegance,—

' with the subtilties of thought and the brilliant bursts of the imagination .i%-a'

' house which is the abode of honour and glory, the repository of di^ty^Sli^"

" command, the halting-place and refuge of travellers struck with fear; :^d the

* meeting-place of the staffs of peregrination; the habitation, iu: fine, ; of:1;h^ illus-

' trious, honourable, and highly respected Kaid, Abii
.

'Abdiljah Kdsim, Lord
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" of Al^bont," that I first became acquainted with the tenour and contents of thy

" epistle. It was in the presence of that most worthy individual, the offspring

" of illustrious ancestors, who is esteemed in proportion to the high sources

" from which he holds his traditions, and the immensity of his learning, acquired in

" all departments of science; it was at his house, frequented by all those whose

" families do not sit opposite to them in their sleep, and whom their neighbours do

" not leave in peace ;
^^

it was in that school of every knowledge, presided over by

" him whose virtues cannot well be called by their names, whose meritorious deeds

" Will never be extolled to the height they deserve, and whose praiseworthy

" character and inclinations will never be eulogized in words sufficiently strong to

" ooiiVey an idea of them* but whose name alone is a praise and a recommendation,

" and whose simple mention is more than enough to accomplish what would require

" long commentaries with another,— it was there, I repeat, that I first fixed my
" consideration on the contents of thy letter. Then that noble Lord, (may God
" defer the end of his life, and continue him in his elevated position, in order that

" the poets who sing his praise may not be destitute of their best ornaments, nor

" the age be deprived of its principal jewel !) appeared desirous of writing a reply to

*' thy letter, and expressed a wish of putting in evidence whatever valuable in-

" formation he possessed on the subject; but, unluckily, he either forgot it entirely

" m the midst of his important occupations, or put off its execution to an indefinite

" period ; so that when I became certain that the person to whom thy letter is

" addressed was among the dead, and therefore that all reply on his part was

" impossible, since the dead among us are not like those of thy country ; they can

" neither hear nor answer ; when I heard that the tomb had become his habitation,

" (may God forgive him as well as me !) I undertook to write the present epistle in

" answer to thine, since a letter was put into my hands written by thee, and asking

" for ah answer, and I had before my eyes an accusation which called for a defence.

" I have a l^t warning to give thee before I begin ; on the arrival of my letter

" arrayed in the present form, bear in mind that my object was no other but that

" of conveying information on the bibUography of this country to all those who

" might need it, and to instruct those who might, hke thee, be far from the sources

" of inquiry. To God the power in the times past, and in the times to come ! so

" if thou art in the least instructed and enlightened by what I am going to state, I

' " shall consider myself happy were I to have no other recompense but the fire of

''Hobahib.^^

.Traditions » ' If traditions respecting this country are wanted, we have Ahmed Ibn

;3S?; '.' Mohammed Ar-rdzi At-tarikhi' (the historian) , who wrote several works on the

"subject; and among others a very voluminous one wherein he described the

}
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routes, ports, and principal cities of Andalns, the six armies or bodies of Arabs who

settled in it,^'^ the number of its provinces, the remarkable points of each of them,

the productions of the soil, and every thing else peculiar to this country and not

to be found in others ; a very fine and most valuable work indeed. But were

there no other thing in favour of this country than the prophecy uttered by the

messenger of God when he announced that it would be subdued by his people,

and described the first conquerors, from whom we descend, as ' angels in armour,'

—as appears in the sacred tradition that we hold from Tarif Abti Hamzah Ans Ibn

" Malik, ^5 who had it from his great aunt Ummu-l-har^m,'^ daughter of MaMn,

and wife of Abu^-walid 'Obadah Ibnu-s-s^mah, (may God pour his favours upon

them all !) which great aunt received it herself from the mouth of the Prophet,—

that alone would be sufficient to honour and distinguish this our country, and

make it superior to any other. For although I am aware that many doctors

have disputed the interpretation given to the said prophecy, and will continue to

do so, and are of opinion that the Prophet meant perhaps by it either the island

of Sicily or that of Akritis (Crete), although I know the objection will be r^iised

that there is no sufficient proof of what I advance, namely, that the Prophet

meant by his words Andalus and no other country, and that early traditions like

this ought not to be admitted and adopted by prudent people unless they be

'
' accompanied by manifest and convincing evidence, quite disengaged from^ the

" ambiguities of language, and resting upon the testimony of good and honpiirable

witnesses; I, nevertheless, persist in giving to the prophecy the aforesaid in-

terpretation, as the proofs, in my opinion, are conclusive. I state them, trusting

in God, whose help and assistance I implore.

" ' It is well known to every Moslem how our Lord Mohammed was endowed with

*' the comprehensiveness of speech and the cream of delivery, and how God

" Almighty permitted that whatever was revealed to him should be communicated

with the tongue of eloquence. It is likewise a matter of fact that a tradition

authenticated and handed down from witness to witness is in existence, purporting

that the Prophet said once, ' that two bands from among his people would furrow

the spray of the seas, and make conquest after conquest,' and that Ummu-1-hardm

having asked him to beseech his Lord, the Almighty God, to make her one of

the number, he then announced to her that she would be one of the first con-

querors ; and so she was, for she joined the naval expedition against Cypriif,

landed, fought on her mule, and died some time afterwards in the i^apd^^ griay

God forgive her !} And certainly no other proof can be required b|W M^d

"Mohammed's prophetic mission than this acquaintance with and prediction of

" events before they happened. Now this conquest of Cyprus being the ?first naval
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expedition in which the Moslems were engaged, it becomes evident that the

warriors who suhdued that island, and planted in it the banners of Islam, were
the same whom the Lord's messenger designated in his prophecy by that word
al-awalun (the first conquerors), and that Ummu-1-haram being in their number,
as the Prophet had predicted, she was entitled to be counted among the /rs^ con-

querors. From the above-mentioned fact I draw an inference which admits of no
" contradiction ; for, owing to the eloquence and perspicuity of speech with which the

Prophet was gifted by the Almighty, it must be concluded that when he men-
tioned two different bands of his people, one of which he specified by calling it

" the first, there must necessarily follow another called the second. This is, indeed,
" a question which appertains to the rules of grammar, the construction of nouns,
" with their relatives, and the syntax of numbers, for it is an imperious rule of
'

'
logic that a second should follow the first ; since the first is not the first but with

'* relation to a second, nor the second such but with relation to a first, although the
" third need not be mentioned unless it be particularly required by the second. So
" when our Prophet (the Lord's benediction and salutation be upon him !) an-
" nounced two bands of his people, and foretold two naval expeditions, one of
" which was called by him al-awalun (that of the first conquerors), that word
" must necessarily indicate the existence of another band called akharun (the
" others), and who with relation to the first would have been the second. And
these are the people whom the Prophet announced would be the best of men,
after the men of his own age, and the first of mankind in virtue and excellence,

as well as in upholding the tenets of the rehgion revealed by him who is, and
" will for ever be, the best of men.

" ' This point once established, I may easily prove that the conquerors of Andaius
were mentioned in the prophecy, since this country was the next which the
Moslems attacked by sea, the naval expedition directed against Constantinople.

" and which was commanded by Hobeyrah Al-fazari, not having taken place until
" the reign of Suleyman Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek.^'

" ' As to the island of Sicily, it was not conquered until the year 212 of the Hijra
" (a.d. 827-8), in the first days of the reign of the Bern Aghlab, the expedition
" sailing from Africa at the command of Asad Ibnn-1-forat Al-kadi, the friend >» of
" Abii Yusuf, who Hved and died in the island.

*' * Crete was never suhdued by the Moslems until the year 203 of the Hijra
" (a.d. 818-9), when Abu Hafs 'Omar Ibn Sho'ayb, better known by the surname
" of Ibnu-1-ghalith, a native of Betrdh (Petroche), in the district of Fahsu-Kboiutt,
" near Cordova, attacked and conquered it at the head of an army of Cordovans
^" whom the Sultan Al-hakem had, after a rebellion, fought in several battles and
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ultimately expelled from his capital. ^^ The throne of the island remained for

many years in the hands of the posterity of Ihnu-1-ghalith, until, under the reign

of the last prince of his dynasty, named 'Abdu-l-'aziz Ibnu Sho'ayh, it was

attacked and reduced by Komanus,^'' son of Constantine, emperor of the Greeks,

in the year 350 of the Hijra (a.d. 961-2).

" ' In what respects the division of climates, Cordova, the place of my birth and,

the scene of my youth, is placed in the same climate with the city of Sarra men

rai;"^^ we are therefore endowed with intelligence and acuteness of mind, which fall

to the lot of the inhabitants of the fifth climate ; and although the planets come

to us only at their setting, after their rising in other countries, a circumstance

which, in the opinion of those who are versed in the science of the influence of

the stars over the human body, is rather a proof against the intellectual faculties

of the inhabitants, yet this country has produced men who have left in the

sciences as brilliant traces as those of most other countries. On the other hand,

the elevation of one of her planets ninety degrees is a proof of the aptitude of her

inhabitants for the sciences, and their high quahficatioiis for them. This is

indeed become manifest, and may be proved by several instances, for the Anda-

lusians have always shown the greatest aptitude for the theological sciences, such

as the reading and expounding of the Koran, tradition and canonical juris-

prudence; they have exhibited the greatest subtilty and talent in grammar,

poetry, rhetoric, philology, history, medicine, arithmetic, astrology,-^~leaving in

every one of the said branches important works. v

As to the imputation which the writer of the letter casts upon the learned of

this country, namely, that they are guilty of neglecting to preserve the names,

birth-places, and genealogies, of the individuals who have distinguished themselves

by their acquirements in certain branches of learning, my answer is, that if the

charge preferred against us be as stated, then the same reproach is to be addressed

to most countries, and to most principal cities and large provinces. So, for

instance, to begin with Cairwan, the birth-place of the writer who accuses us,

I do not recollect having read any history of that city, save the account contained

in the book entitled Kitahu-l-mu'arrab fi aJchhdri-l-maghrehi ^^ (the book of the

speaker according to the rules of Arabic grammar on the history of the. West),

and with the exception of what may be found in the works of Mohammed Ibn

Yusuf Al-warrak,^^ who, as is well known, wrote for Al-mustanser-billah: (whofn

may God forgive !) several books on the routes and kingdoms of Africa, Oh^Jlie

history of its Kings, and their wars with those who rose against them..4vThe: same

author wrote also the history of several African cities, a^^TaMt,^*: Wahr^

(Oran), Tunis, Sigilmasah,^^ Nakur,^^ Basrah,^' describing .the; manners and
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" customs of their inhabitants; all works of the greatest learning and merit. It

" must be stated that this Mohammed was an Andalusian by origin and by birth ;

" his parents were bom at Guadalaxara, and he came to settle in Cordova, where

" he Uved and died, and is buried. Had he been born in Cairwan no doubt he

" would have been adduced as a testimony against what I am endeavouring to

" prove, but, I repeat, he was a native of Guadalaxara, and domiciliated in Cordova.

" But it being my intention to enter at fall length into the subject, and to investi-

" gate thoroughly the question raised by thee, I shall, with God's favour, proceed

"to state my arguments.

It is well known that our most illustrious historians among our ancestors, as

well as among our contemporaries, without one single exception, all, on the

contrary, agreeing with me on the subject, have constantly designated authors

" and other learned men by the patronymic of the country of their residence,

" provided they did not quit it to travel to other lands, but settled and lived in it

'' until the time of their death ; so, for instance, when our historians or traditionists

'* mention those among the companions of the Prophet who are distinguished by

" the patronymic surname of Kufiyyun, they will put at the head 'All Ibn Abi Tahb,

Ibn Mas'ud,2« and Khodheyfah.^^ 'Ali only lived at Ktifah for five years and

some months, and although he had passed fifty-eight years and months of his

"
life both at Mekka and at Medina, (may God preserve them both !) and had

" distinguished himself in both those cities, he is placed among the people of

" Kiifah. The same might be said of the two other less illustrious companions

" above mentioned. When they mention the people of Basrah they will begin with

" 'Ammar Ibn Hassin,^^ and Ans Ibn Malik; Hisham Ibn 'Amir,^^ and Abii

*' Bekrah f"^ although every one of these distinguished individuals was born, had

" tesided, and spent most of his life in the Hejjdz, or in Teharaeh, or in the Tayef,^^

'^ his residence in the city whence his name is derived having been but insignificant

" compared with the time he bad spent in other countries. The same might be said

^* oiihe. Bhamiyyun (natives of Damascus) ; they will put the first in the list 'Ibadah

" ibnu-s-samah,3* Abu-i-dirha,^^ Abu 'Obeydah Ibnu-l-jarrah,^^ Mo'adh,^? Mu'a-

" wiyah,^^ and others, who are in the same circumstances as the above-mentioned,

'' not having been bom nor having resided any length of time in the city ofDamascus,

" whence their patronymics are derived. They will count among the Misriyyin

(natives of Cairo) 'Amru Ibnu-h'ass, and Kharijah Ibn Khodafah^^ Al-'abduwi,

and among the MeHyyun (natives of Mekka) 'Abdullah Ibn 'Abbas,*" and 'Ab-

" duUah Ibn Zobeyr,*' who are precisely in the same case as the above-described.

Now those among the learned who at different times have come to settle among

^*ius we have always treated with justice, since they are held by us in the estimation
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" which their merits deserve, and named after the countries where they were bom.

'
' They have, it is true, against them all those who do not approve of their doctrines,

'' but at the same time they have in their favour all their disciples, who take care to

" preserve and hand down to posterity every particular respecting their ancestors,

" birth-places, number of works they wrote, and so forth. But does the same thing

" happen with such among our countrymen as happen to quit this land and settle

in foreign countries? No,—on the contrary, whenever any of our learned

leave this their native country to settle in distant lands, no trace whatever is

left of them, (may they be happy in the places of their residence !) I shall not,

therefore, lay claim to Isma'il Ibnu-l-kasim,^^ neither shall we dispute about

Mohammed Ibn Ham,"^ unless we put justice above all things, for justice is the

thing I mostly aim at and desire ; and my judgments,—independent of the

respective merits of each author (which are not for the present moment),—shall

be dehvered with the greatest impartiality.

' ' ' But to return to my arguments in favour of my proposition, namely, that the

learned of other great cities have not been so anxious as they are describfd iii

collecting and preserving the traditions of their native countries. Baghdad is

certainly the capital of the world, and the mine of every excellence ; it is the city

" whose inhabitants have always been the first to unfurl the banners of knowledge,

'
' and to raise the standard of science ; indeed their subtilty in all branches of

'
' learning, their gentle manners and amiable disposition, noble bearing, acuteness,:

" wit, penetration, and talent, are deservedly praised. Basrah is the spring whence

" all the qualities above mentioned flow to the rest of the world, and yet I know of

" no other work on the history of this former city than that of Ahmed Ibn Abi

'' Tahir j"*^ for although there are other works written by literary men born in that

" city, none that I know has made the history of Baghdad the chief topic of his

" book. Neither do I know of any works descriptive of Basrah than that of 'Omar

" Ibn Shabah, and that of a man of the tribe of Ar-rabi', son of Zeyad,'*^ and

" dedicated to Abii Sufian, which treats upon the topography and divisions of

" that city, and two more works by tAvo of its inhabitants,—one of whom was

" named 'Abdu-l-kahir, and bore the patronymic surname of Al-kuzi,—giving a

" description of the markets, streets, inns, and so forth, of Basrah. On the history

" of Kufah I know of no other work than that of 'Omar Ibn Abi Sheybah f^ and as

'' to the countries of Al-jebfil, Khorassan, Tabaristdn, Jorjan, Karm^n, Sejest^n;

'' and Sind, Rey, Armenia, Adhxabijdn, and many other populous ^^dexte^^^^

'' provinces, I must own that I never saw, in the whole course "pfmy^^^^

** single work in which the history of those countries, the good^aetiops of theii-

'' kings, and the talents of their ulemas, poets, and physiciaiis, were satisfacto
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" treated of. In the mean-while, the people of this country were wishing most

" vehemently for a work that should contain a biographical account of the theo-

logians of Baghdad, for all we know about them is that they were eminent for

their learning, highly praised for their virtues, and much honoured and respected

" for their works : had a work on the subject been published, certainly it would

'' have reached us, as that of Hamzah Ibnu-1-hasan Al-isfahani *^ on the history

'
' of Isfahan, and that of Al-maussili ^^ on the history of Maussil (Mosul)

,
and

" many others on the history of Cairo that have been received and read in this

* ' country ; in the same manner as we have become acquainted with various works

" written by foreign literati on the diifereut departments of science,—such as the

'' book of Abu-l-'abbas Mohammed Ibn 'Abdiin Al-cairwani,'^^ being a commentary

" on civil law, and an exposition of the doctrines of the Imam Shafa'i,—such as the

"critique which the Kadi Ahmed Ibn Talib At-teraimi^° wrote against Abu
•' Hanifeh, and those who followed his sect,—such as the works of Ibn 'Abdiis,^'

*' and Mohammed Ibn Sahnun,^^ and other useful books, which, nevertheless, have

*' not acquired great celebrity for their authors.

'* ' In what respects this country I must own that nowhere is that universal

** proverb, ' Man always shuns the knowledge of his own people,' ^^ so appUcable

" as it is among us; and, as I recollect having read in the book of the gospels,

" Jesus (on whom be peace !) said, 'the Prophet shall not be destitute of honour,

•' or protection, but in his own country ;'^* nothing is more true, and the saying

" can be tested by what happened to our own glorious Prophet with the Koray-

*' shites, who, notwithstanding their mild disposition and gentle manners, their

'* extreme forbearance, their quick intelligence, their veracity and honour, and

" many other qualities in which they surpassed every other people on earth,

—

** notwithstanding they had received from the Almighty the most fertile valleys,

•
' and the best-watered meadows for their habitation,—notwithstanding God had

*' distinguished Aus and Al-khazraj ^^ by gifts which made them the most eminent

" of mankind,—treated the Prophet as is well known. God, indeed, gives to each

" race of men and to every country as he pleases ; and it has fallen to the lot of

*' the inhabitants of this country to be the most envious of men towards people

*' who show learning, or who exhibit talents, or gain fame in any art or profession

" whatever. So, for instance, the Andalusians will always depreciate the works
*' brought before them, they will find fault with the best passages, while they will

" praise and extol those that abound with errors, or are written in a mean and
'

' defective style ; their envy and ill-will towards the author will last as long as he
*' lives, and be double of what it is in other countries : if an author acquire fame
*' by his writings, they will say that he is a literary thief, a plagiarist, a man who
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- attributes to himself the writings of another, or who pretends to what he has no

" right to ; if the author only reach mediocrity, they will say that his writings are

<' devoid of sense, his plan bad, his narrative cold and ill-arranged, his style mean

and defective ; if the author, on the contrary, show by his writings that he will

collect in time the spears of preference, they will say, with an air of patronage,--

When was that ? Where did he learn ? Whose lessons did he receive ? Is he

an orphan ?—If fate then allow him to enter one of the two ordinary paths of

hterature, namely, the most frequented and open, or the solitary and deserted,

if he follow the former they will praise him and extol him above his equals, hut

if he happen to take the latter, to leave the trodden paths and to introduce the

least innovation, then begins the fray against the poor author ;^« he becomes a

mark for the sayings of envious people, and an object for the attacks of the

designing, a stumbling-block for those who are inclined to satire, a prey to the

slanderers, and an obstacle in the way of those who wish to travel towards him.

He will at times be attacked for words which he never uttered, or assailed
;

for
.

-
.

.;

sentences Avhich he never wrote ; he will be arraigned for opinions which he nevel-.

entertained," and charged with things he never dreamt of. The animosity

against him will increase if he happen to be forward in the line he pursues, or if -^

he is not sufficiently regarded by his sovereign, or placed in such a position near

the Sultan as may ensure him from the attacks of his opponents, and the shafts r^x

of his envious adversaries; for if he venture upon composing a book he wUl be ^

defamed, opposed, and bitterly criticised ; whatever errors he may have committed

will be magnified and exaggerated, his good points wiU be passed over in silence, his

" merits will be concealed as with a veil, while he will be continually twitted with

" such things as escaped him, or what he did without proper care and attention

:

" the consequence of all this being that the poor author is worried to death, that

" his talents and imagination are sadly impaired by it, that his spirits are broken

*' down, and his ardour damped. And do not imagine that I am overcharging the

picture, for what I have just related is the true sketch of what is passing every

day among us ; and whoever undertakes to write a poem, or to compose a risdleh,

''
is sure to fall into the circumventing nets that I have just described to thee,

" and to be entangled in their inextricable knots,—nets which will be escaped by him

" only who has sense enough to foresee the danger, or sufficient courage to face it,
;

" or who makes himself superior to what may be said or thought of him. Thisis:

" the way in which works of the greatest merit have been produced anao^g.fils,.

" and in such numbers that the readers wiU think they exceed those of-ariybther

'^ country. I proceed to mention a few. ^> > ; ™ , .v/vjuiivijf. y
-I tp" ;£i, IV^A j 58 Theology and

'* ' In this branch we possess many first-rate works, such BBih& KiUm't-tieaayeii jurisprudence.

^
-
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" (the book of direction), written by 'Isa Ibn Dinar, which is composed of four

" parts, the whole collected according to the opinions of Malik and Ibn Kasim.^^

''' Another is iliQ Kitdbu-s-saldt^'^ (the book of prayer) ; the Kitdbu-l-buyuH (the

"book of buying and selhng) ; the Kitdbu-l-jiddr fi-Uah'dhiyd (the book of

" foundations of the law) ; and the Kitdhu-n-nakdhi wa-t-taldki (the book of

" matrimony and divorce).

" ' As to works on the sect of Malik, they abound among us. I may quote among

" others that of the Kadi Malik Ibn 'All, who was a noble Arab of the tribe of

Koraysh, of the branch of the Beni Fehr, and who travelled to the East, where he

met with the disciples of Malik, and the disciples of his disciples : his work is an

" excellent composition, full of wonderful anecdotes, and abounding with other

" useful and instructive matter, such as letters, dates respecting the birth and death

'' of illustrious men, and so forth. Of the same kind is the work of Abii Is'hak

Ibrahim Ibn Mazin, being a commentar}^ on the Mowattd of Malik/^ and other

works by the same author, in which he not only paid the utmost attention to the

interpretation of all obscure words in the said book, but likewise collected and

"= put together all the information scattered through it. We have by the same

" author a biographical dictionary of all the doctors mentioned in the Moivattd, with

'* an account of the traditional sayings which Malik held from each of them.

" ' Commentaries on the Koran are likewise numerous. I shall only mention here

" that of Abti 'Abdi-r-rahman Baki-bn-Mokhhd,^^ which is written with so ranch

" perfection that I do not hesitate to say that the like of it was never composed in

" any of the countries subject to the rule of Islam ; and that neither the celebrated

" commentary by Ibn Jarir At-tabari, nor those of other famous writers, can be

" compared to it. Abu •Abdi-r-rahman is likewise the author of a voluminous work

on sacred traditions, made in the form of a dictionary, in the following manner :

—
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he-first of all arranged alphabetically the names of the companions of the Prophet,

'* (may the Lord's favour be with them !) he then disposed the traditions delivered

" by each companion according to the initial letters of the different heads of juris-

prudence and the chapters of judicial decisions, quoting traditions from upwards of

one thousand three hundred authors. As a collection of traditional jurisprudence I

" know of no other better than this, nor do I know of any writer who followed this

" plan before, or who executed his task in a manner so highly deserving of praise, and

" entitled to so much confidence, or who commanded so much attention and respect

'* by his grave and sound reasoning, by the variety and judicious selection of his tra-

ditional anecdotes, and the purity of the springs at which he drank ; for he quotes

from the mouth of upwards of two hundred and eighty-four doctors, among whom
^ not dne-tenth were of an inferior class, while all tlie rest were men well known for

cc
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their learning and their works. Nor were these the only performances of this

distinguished writer ; he composed besides several works on the excellences of the

ashdb (companions) and tdbi's (followers) of the Prophet, and other eminent men not

belonging to either of the above-mentioned classes, which very much increase our

stock of information derived from the work of Abii Bekr Ibn Abi Sheybah; and

that of 'Abdu-r-razzak Ibn Hamam,^^ and that of Sa'id Ibn Mansur «^: and

others. The said writer, as well in this as in his other works, displayed the most

profound learning, and an erudition which no author before him ever showed

:

the works of this illustrious Imam became the foundations of Islam, and I may

confidently assert that nothing equal to them was ever written. In private life he

was a most excellent and virtuous man ; he never would accept any public office,

and was the intimate friend of Ahmed Ibn Hanbal, (may God show him mercy
!)

" ' On the legal decisions contained in the Koran we possess the Ahkdmu-Ukordn

(decisions of the Koran), a work by Abu Umeyyah Al-hijari,^ who followed the

sect of Shafa'i, and wrote in a pure and elegant style: that of the Kd<K Abii-l-

hakem Mundhir Ibn Sa'id,^^ who followed the sect of Daud,^^ and was one of

his warmest supporters, and wrote a most eloquent and ingenious defence of it.

Both the works of these authors on the legal decisions founded on the Kor^n are

really invaluable. Besides the above-mentioned, Mundhir composed other works,

as the Kitdbu-l-abdnati min hakdyiki osuli-d-diydnati (the book, of demonstration

of the true principles of religious ohservances)

.

r

" ' In the department of traditions I can quote the work of Abu Mohammed. Kasim

Ibn Asbagh Ibn Yiisuf Ibn Nassij,^^ as also that of Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-1-mdlik

Ibn Aymen, both of which are compositions of the greatest merit, and contain a

greater number of traditional stories, and wonderful anecdotes, than any other

work which has yet come to my hands. The former of those doctors is likewise

known as the author of several works which are held in great estimation ; as

for instance the Kitdb ahlcdmi-l-kordn (the book on the decisions of the Koran)

,

following the chapters and divisions of the hook of Isma'il,^^ and the very sense

of his words; Kitdbu-l-mujtani""' (the book of the gathering), being a work on

the same subject, disposed in the same form as that of Ibnu-1-jarud entitled

Kitdbu-l-muntakP' (the book of selections) , to which it is considered far superior,

not only as containing a greater number of well authenticated traditions and

precious allegations, but because it abounds with useful and important learning in

other matters. Another of the same kind is the Kitdb fi fadhdyili Korwy^gk,

Kandnati (the book on the excellency of the tribes of Koraysh and

;

and the Kitdb fi-n-ndsikh wa-l-manAh (the book on the copy and; the^original) -^^

L€gal decisions

founded on the

Koran,

Science of

traditions*

72
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" and the ' book of the wonders of traditions preserved by MaUk, and which are not

" in his Mowattd ' {Kitdb ghardyibi-l-hadithi Mdliki mimmd leysa fi-l-mowattd)

.

" ' Another work on the subject is that written under the title of At-tamhid (the

" book of levelling) by our excellent friend Abu 'Omar Yusuf Ibn 'Abdi-l-barr, who
" is now living, and still very far from old age, (may God delay the end of his life !)

" Such a book as his was never composed in Arabic ; the style in which it is written,

" and the respectability of the authorities consulted for it, make it highly commend-
*' able ; indeed I cannot imagine how a better one couid be written. An epitome of

" the aforesaid work {At-tamhid), entitled the ' book of the recollections ' {Kitdbu-l-

*' istidhkdri) ^^ is also counted among the works written by my friend, as likewise

''many others equally valuable, and the like of which never were written. I shall

" only mention his ' manual of legal decisions according to the school of Mahk and
'* his disciples ' {Kitdbu-l-hdfiyu fi-l-Jilc hi wa-l-madh'hehi Malik wa ashdhihi),"^^ which
" he has divided into fifteen books, and wherein he has introduced every thing that

" was necessary and important for a Mufti to know, explaining every circumstance
*

' with the greatest care and attention, thus making it a work that rendered unne-

'* cessary other great compilations on the subject. He also composed a w^ork on
*' the biography of the companions of the Prophet, which stands unrivalled by any
" preceding author who has treated the subject, notwithstanding that many have
** undertaken it.

.

" * On the same topic we have a book, also the composition of Ibn 'Abdi-1-barr,'*'

*' entitled 'sufficient rules on the method of reading the Koran, according to the

" schools of Nafi' and Abii 'Ararii, with proofs in favour of each system,' and the
'' book called * glory of the assembhes and delight of the assembled on the charming
" verses and wonderfai anecdotes which occur in the reading of the Koran and its

"commentaries' {Kitdb lahjati-l-mejdlisi wa anisi-l-mujdlisi),'^'^ and the book en-

" titled 'repertory of science,'^ and exposition of its advantages,' being a manual
" of what is necessary to be known in order to become a good traditionist.

" * I can also mention another work by our Sheikh the Kadi Abu-1-walid 'Abdillah

" Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ytisuf, better known by the surname of Ibnu-1-faradhi,^^ on
" the various modes of spelling proper names [Al-molthtalef wa-l-mutalef fi asmdi-

" r-rejdli),^° which is composed of thirty parts, or books, while the famous one
*' by the Hafedh 'Abdu-1-ghdni-l-basri,^^ on the same subject, has only two. In

" fact, I know no better work on this science.

BLograpiiyof ** ' As to the history of the companions of the Prophet, and other famous tradi-

of the Prophet. " tionists, written by Ahmed Ibn Sa'id,^^ I can only say that it is a work of the

;
" greatest merit. The author followed an entirely new plan ; he disposed his names
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" in a manner which I believe was never pursued by any preceding writers, with the

exception of Mohammed Ibn Musa Al-'okayh, a native of Baghdad,^^ who, I

am informed, followed the same plan, although his book has not come to my

hands. Ahmed Ibn Sa'id is, moreover, deservedly put at the head of the authors

who have treated the subject.

" 'The Kadi Mohammed Ibn Yahya Ibn Mufarraj** is the author of several

works in the same department of science. The principal are : a treatise divided

into seven books, in which he collected all that Al-hasan Al-basd^^ had written on

" jurisprudence,^^—a similar compilation of the writings of Az-zahri,^'—and other

" less elaborate works on the same subject. Of the same kind is a commentary on

" traditions by 'A mir Ibn Khalf As-sarakosti (of Saragossa), which, in the opinion of

" Abu 'Obeyd, was the most brilliant production of the age. As to the works which

" the aforesaid writer composed on jurisprudence and the disciples of Malik, there is
.

" but one opinion in this country ; they are held in great repute, and considered most

*' accomplished performances : one of them, entitled ^/-mw^faMr^/'a^M mma4-Mma'ii

" (extracts from the hearing of lessons), better known by the title oiAVothiyyaK,^^

"
is justly celebrated, and held in great estimation among the people of Africa.

" ' Another work by Abu 'Omar Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-malik Ibn Hisham Al-ishbili,

better known by the surnames of Ibnu-1-makuwi ^^ Al-korayshi, is also much

read. Abu Merwan Al-mu'aytti »° wrote a coUection of all the sayings of MaUk

Ibn Ans, which is equally commended. The author took as his model the collec-

tion which, under the title of AUhdUr (the illustrious), ^^ was published by Abti

Bekr Mohammed Ibnu-1-haddad on the sayings of the Imam Shafa'i.

" ' The Kitdbu-I-muntekhah (the book of selections) by the Kadi Mohammed Ibn

Yahya Ibn 'Omar Ibn Lubabah ^^ is well known as the most accurate and learned

performance that ever issued from the pen of any doctor professing the sect of

Malik on the traditions respecting that sect, as well as the best commentary on

" the obscure points in the same traditions.

*' 'The works of Kasim Ibn Mohammed, known by the surname of Bdh%bu-l-

'* wathdyV^ are famous for the perspicuity of the arguments employed and the good

" style in which they are written. He professed the sect of Shafa'i, and followed in

" every respect the practices and religious opinions of the people of Baghdad.

" ' So much for the works on theology and jurisprudence. Those on grammar^ ^^^^^J^^

" rhetoric, and lexicography, are almost innumerable. Among the first in merit ::

" stands one composed by Isma'il Ibnu-l-kasim,^* whk;h treats on all topips:c^^.

" nected with the Arabic language. Another production of the same writer-on the

" words -which have a short alif, or a long one marked with meddah, ot^hammh,^^

*'
is reckoned to be the most complete that ever was written on the subject..
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" * The Kitdbu-l-afdl (the book of verbs) by Mohammed Ibn 'A mir Al-maghrebi,

" better known by the surname of Ihnu-l-Uttiyyah^'' (the son of the Goth), with

" the additions by Ibn Tarif, a mauli^'' of the 'Obeydites, is generally considered to

" be the best work on the subject.

" * A compilation of Abu Ghalib Temam Ibn Glialib, known by the surname of

'* Ibnu-t-tabban, on the various topics connected with the language, passes for the

" best book of its kind, not only on account of the valuable information which he

*' collected in an abridged state, but also owing to what he introduced of his own,

*' and the fidelity of his quotations. The author, I presume, is still living, (may he

" livelong!) But I cannot proceed any further with my epistle without relating an

'* anecdote concerning this distinguished writer. I was told by Abu-l-wahd 'Ab-

" duUah Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah, known by the surname of Ibnu-1-faradhi,

'' that when Abu-hjeyshMujahid, Kingof Al-jezayir^s (Algiers) andDenia, conquered

'* the city of Murcia, he sent to Abu Ghahb, who was then residing in that city, the

*' sum of one thousand dinars of Andalus, on condition that he would make an addi>

*' tion to the title-page of the said work, and say that it had been written for him.

'' This, however, Abii Ghalib refused to do, and returned the money, nor did he

" ever afterwards comply with the wishes of the Sultan ; on the contrary, he said to

" the messenger, * Tell your master that were he to lavish on me all the treasures

" of this world, I would persist in my resolution; I cannot tell a He ;
this book of

" mine was not written for him, but for the generality of studious people.' When
" Abii Ghalib's answer was communicated to Mujaliid, he was very much surprised

" at the boldness and severity of his words, but he could not help admiring the

*' steel temper of the writer's soul, and his contempt for worldly considerations.^^

" ' Ahmed Ibn Iban Ibn Seyid^°" wrote a work on the language, entitled Kitdhu-U

" 'dlmi (the book of the learned), composed of about one hundred parts,^" and

*' treating on genders. The subject is therein treated with the fullest details, and

" all the nouns in the Arabic language, beginning with globe {al-folk), and ending

' * -with dorrah (a grain of millet) , are properly explained.

** ' The Kitdhu-n-nawddir (the book of the rarities of speech) by Abu 'All Isma'il

" Ibnu-I-kasim, ^"^^ being a sort of glossary to ' the book of complement ' (Kitdhu-l-

" kdmil) by Ibnu-l-'abbas Al-mubarrad,^"^ is justly celebrated. And, by my life, I

*' do think that the work of Ibnu-l-'abbas exhibits neither the profound knowledge

" of grammar nor the exquisite erudition of the former, whose work is likewise more

'' abundant in rhetorical and poetical extracts.

*' ' An author named Sa'id Ibnu-1-hasan Ar-raba'i,^"* who followed in the steps of

"the two last-mentioned writers, composed a work entitled 'the book of gems'

" {Kitdbu-l-fossuss).
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" ' On the science of grammar the following are the most in repute :—1st. A very

" fine and ingenious commentary on the work of Al-kesayi/**^ by a man of the

" name of Al-haufi.'**^ 2ncl. The work of Ibnu-s-sidah on the same subject,

*' entitled Kitdhu-l- dlimi wa-l-muta'Uami (the book of the master and the
— - ^

" disciple).'"^ 3rd. A commentary on the grammatical work entitled the book
" of Al'okhfash,^^^ by the same author.

" ' In poetry I shall first of all mention the work of 'Obadah Ibn Mai-s-sami/^^ Poetry.

" which is a biographical account of poets born in Andalus—a very splendid perform-

" ance : Kitdhu-l-haddyik (the book of enclosed gardens) by Abu 'Amru Ahmed Ibn

" Faraj,"" who wrote it in imitation of the Kitdhu-z-zohor (the book of flowers) by
" Abu Mohammed Ibn Daiid,^^^ with this difference, that the work of the latter

" contains only one hundred chapters with one hundred verses each, while that

" of the former has two hundred chapters with the same number of verses in

" each : there is still another circumstance which makes the work of Abu 'Amrti

" the most valuable of the two, which is that there are not two chapters in his

" book bearing the same title, a thing which is of frequent occurrence in that of

" Abii Mohammed.
" ' Besides the two aforesaid works on the poetry and the poets of this country

'
' there is a learned composition entitled * the book of parallels drawn from the

" works of various poets ' {Kitdbu-UtasliUhdti min-ash'dri) , and which is attributed

" to Abii-l-hasan 'AH Ibn Mohammed Ibn Abi-l-hasan Al-katib, who is now living,

" (may God protract his existence!) as likewise a splendid commentary on the

" poems of Al-mutennabi by Abu-1-kasim Ibrdhim Ibn Mohammed Al-ifiili."^
F

" But had the Andalusians no other work to boast of than that entitled Shodhuru-

" l-dhahab (gold particles), this alone would be sufficient to prove their eloquence

" and establish their fame as poets. The author is 'All Ibn Musa Ibn 'Ali Ibn

" Mohammed Ibn Khalf Abu-1-hasan Al-ansari Al-jayyeni (from Jaen),^^^ an in-

" habitant of the city of Fez, and preacher of its mosque, who is generally

" acknowledged to have had no rival in poetry. Indeed his poem on alchymy

" is considered to be the best poetical composition of the age for the fulness and
*' depth of the measure, the comprehensiveness of the meaning, the eloquence

" and choice of the expressions ; so much so that it was a common saying among
" Andalusian fiterati, ' If Abu-1-hasan's poem cannot teach thee how to make
" gold, it will at least show thee how to write verses,'—and others would
" ' Abii-l-hasan's gold may be surpassed, but his science cannot.' He wasralsa

;

- ''
_ _ ^ _ ^ _

^- ^ .

" called the poet of the Hakims, and the Hakim of the poets, and died (may God
" forgive him !) in the year 393 (a. d. 1G02-3). :

" ' If from poetry I pass to history I shall be able to prove to thee, that in that Histoiy.
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" science also we possess some works of the greatest merit. I have already said

" elsewhere that the historian Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ar-razi left several valuable

" writings on the history and topography of this country. In this number is

*' counted a history of the Sultans who reigned over Andalus, in which their

" actions, their wars, misfortunes, victories, and defeats, are related in great detail.

'' Besides this work, which was composed of several books, Ar-rdzi wrote a

" description of Cordova and its principal streets and suburbs, together with its

'SpubHc buildings, and the palaces of the nobles; a work very much resembling

"that which Ibn Abi Tahir wrote on the history of Baghdad, wherein he described

"the peaces and sumptuous residences built in that capital by the courtiers of

'* Abii Ja'far Al-mansur.

Histories of private individuals abound also witli us. I may quote that of

Omar Ibn Hafssian,^^^ a rebel who rose in the city of Raya, relating his actions,

*'
;his battles, and .other curious incidents of his life. Of the same kind is the

" iiistory of the hfe of 'Abdu-r-rahmdn Ibn Merwdn Al-jariki,"^ who rose in the

*',north-western districts of Andalus. I have seen also historical accounts of the

^' Bern Kasi, of the Tojihites/^^ and the Beni Tawail,^^^ who had their settle-

";mentsinthe,Thagher, all drawn up with the greatest care and containing most

" valuable information. On the history of Raya,^'^ a city in the south of Andalus,

•' I have read a book divided into many chapters, and containing a very ample

" description of that city, as well as of the forts, castles, and villages in the

'' neighbourhood, and a narrative of all the wars waged in its territory, the whole

" being accompanied by a very extensive biography of theologians and poets born in

'.' that city. The author's name is Is'h^k Ibn Salemah Ibn Is'hak AUeythi.'^^

"'Mohammed Ibnu4-harith Al-khoshni ^^o ^ote a history of the Kadis of

" Cordova and;o:ther .cities of Andalus ; another work containing the lives of eminent

" 'theolpgians is likewise a production of this author. The book of Ahmed Ibn

" Mohammed Ibn Musa ^21 on the genealogy of the noble families established in

".Andalus, composed offive thick volumes, is one of the most complete and best

" written ^hooks ^on that science. The .genealogical work by Kdsim Ibn Asbagh ^^^

"
is also very much valued for the clear and perspicuous manner in wliich the

" narrative is disposed. The aforesaid writer (Kasim) is likewise the author of a

" work in praise of the Beni Umeyyah, which has acquired great celebrity in this

"country, owing loathe authenticity of the sources which the author consulted, as

" well as to the admirable way in which the whole work is conducted. I shall not

"stop to enumerate other histories of the same kind which I have seen and

" read, being those of cities, governors of castles,'^^ and chiefs of the different

".bodies.of Arabs who,from time to time settled in various districts of Andalus;
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" for as their number is very considerable, I might protract this ray epistle to an

" undue length.

" ' Our large histories are valuable and numerous. That of Ibnu Hayyan, sur-

•' named Abii Merwan, composed of about ten volumes,^^* is undoubtedly one of the

" best works that ever were written on the subject. The author is now living, and has

"not yet passed the age of manhood, (God preserve him !) I have seen also several

" works by various authors containing the lives of authors and poets bom in different

" towns of Andalus, and the whole of which were written for the use of Al-mustanser-

billah, (may God show him mercy !) Of this number is a biography of poets bom

at Elvira,^^' in about ten volumes ; and another historical work entitled * the rising

" of the constellations ' {Kitdhu-Umattdm) ,'^^ which treats on the genealogy of the

" Andalusians.

" ' Another historical work of great repute is that entitled Vthe book of vestiges

''of Ibn Abi 'Amir' {Kitdbu-l-mdthin-Vdmiriyyah) by Huseyn Ibn 'A'ssim/^'

'' being a history of the famous Al-mansur Ibn Abi 'Amir. The work of Al-ifshin

" Mohammed Ibn 'A'ssim, the grammarian/^^ on the classes of Kdtibs born in

" Andalus. is much read ; as likewise another on the same subject by Sakn Ibii

*' Sa'id,^=9 and the work of Ahmed Ibn Faraj^^^ on the history of rebels who rose

" at different times in Andalus against the supreme government ; and the history of

" the Andalusian physicians by Suleym^n Ibn Joljol.^^^

" ' As I have touched upon medicine it will not be amiss to say that on this MetUcme.

" science we number some productions of the greatest merit ; such as the works: of

" the Wizir Yahya Ibn Is'hak/^^ which are most valuable, and those of Mohammed

" Ibnu-1-hasan Ai-mud'haji, better known by the surname of Al-kat^ni,'^* whose

" lessons I have received, (may God show him mercy !) The compositions of this

" latter author are justly placed above all those of the same kind, and held in the

" greatest esteem. Another valuable work is the Kitdbu-t-tasrif (the book of deri-

" vation)' by Abu-l-kasim Khalf Ibn 'Abbas Az-zahrawi,'^* whom I knew, and

'' with whom I was on terms of great intimacy; and certainly were I to advance

" that a more complete work was never written on the medical science, nor one in

" a better style, nor one showing better practical remedies against all diseases, I

" should not be far from the truth. The works of Ibnu-i^haytham '^' on the
,

" properties of plants, poisonous substances, and aromatic roots, are well known as

" works of great merit, and from which readers derive great advantage. v ;: |^;^:

" ' In the science of natural phikisophy I have seen several treatises and^^S|#^P^"«^°P'>5'-

*' works by Sa'ad Ibn Fat'hun As-sarakosti,^^^ better known by^the^^m^e^^^

'' Al^ammdr, or the match-seUer, an adjective derived from ^that?teade;^%^ome

" epistles by our master Abu 'AbdiUah Mohammed Ibnu44msa4 M-mud'baji a^

-'^
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" also well known, and in the hands of every reader,—being works of the greatest

" merit, and exceedingly useful and instructive.

" *,0n arithmetic and geometry I cannot say much myself, these being sciences

which have not fallen to my lot. I have, it is true, met with many works, but as

I am unable to decide upon their respective merits, I shall not dwell upon the

" subject ; I shall merely state that I have repeatedly heard people versed in these

" matters, and in whose veracity and good judgment I have every reason to place

" the most implicit confidence, say that there never was a better work written on

" the science of astronomy, nor better astronomical tables constructed, than those of

*' Moslemah^^^ and those of Ibnu-s-samah,^^^ both of whom are natives of this

" country. I might say the same of a work entitled ' the book of geometrical

" dimensions' {Kitdbu-l-7nasdhati-l-majhulati), the composition of Ahmed Ibn Nasr,

" who occupies a distinguished place among the mathematicians of Andalus.

" * But were I to mention here all the works which are really deserving of notice

in any of the seven liberal arts, of which no prudent man will undertake more

than one at a time, nor excel in more than one, I might protract this my
narrative to an undue length ; I have therefore contented myself with noticing

such works as are generally considered the standards of their respective sciences,

works of which it cannot be said that they remain obscure after being commented
'* upon, or that they are compositions exhibiting errors to be corrected, or epitomes

"of larger works in which some of the sense in the original has been lost, or

" compilations which are confused. As to the works of middling merit, I have

" taken no pains whatever in enumerating them ; indeed the task would have been
" above my power, they being as numerous as the drops of water in the ocean, or

"as the sands of the desert : the names only of Andalusian authors who have

" written on various subjects are more than can be put upon paper.

Metaphysics. " ' It remains for me to say something on the science of metaphysics and its

" cultivation in this country. Although Andalus has never been made a field for

" the dispute or trial of religious controversy, or a repository of various sects and

opinions, as is the case in the East, (a reason why our proficiency in that

science should be smaller,) yet, all things considered, I cannot say that we are

entirely devoid of valuable compositions on the subject, since there have been

among us doctors who not only have professed the religious opinions of the

" Mo'tazelites and observed their dogmas, but have written several works in defence

" of, and for the propagation of, that sect. Such areKhalil Ibn Is'hak^*^ and Yahya
" Ibnu-s-saminah, and the Hajib Milsa Ibn Hadid, and his brother the Wizir, who
"was at the same time 8dhibu-l-muthdlimi (judge in cases of appeal), all of whom
" professed it in public, and afforded a proof that their living in it was not con-
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" sidered an obstacle for the filling of public offices. As to me, I follow the sect

"of Malik Ibn Ans, that, among the four authorized ones, which is general

" throughout this country; and i have written on the subject a work, which,

" although small in size, and containing but few leaves,—a little more than two

" hundred,—is nevertheless a very useful and instructive one,. since I have purged it

" of many errors which abounded in works of the same kind, and have cut a

'
' piece out of its length and made it shorter by inserting merely arguments drawn

*' from precedents authenticated, and emanating either from the testimony of the

" good or the sayings of the inspired, and which we iirmly believe to be true. I

" have besides written several other works on the same subject, some which are

" already finished, others nearly so, some only begun, and which 1 trust in God I

" shall have leisure to complete ; for certainly it is not literary fame nor honours of

" any sort that I seek by their publication,—it is not praise and its sweet gales

" that I desire to attract by mentioning them here: my sole object and intention

*
' being that of contributing to the honour and glory of our Lord, the Almighty,

" the magnificent, whose favour and assistance I implore, and whose mercy I

'
' beseech for such transgressions as I may have been guilty of in the composition

"of them. But to return.

'' ' I have said that this country was situated far from the fountains of science

" and the abode of the learned ; and yet, among the works which I have just

" enumerated, there are many which thou wilt look for in vain either in Al-ahwaz,

"or in Persia, Diyar-Modhar, Diyar-Kabi*,^*^ Yemen, or Syria, notwithstanding

" the proximity of all these countries to 'Ir^k, which is the cradle of learning and

" the shelter of the inteihgent,—the abode of science, and the meeting-place of

" its masters. So when I mentioned among the poets Abii-l-aj'rab Ja'unah

" Ibnu-s-samah Al-kelabi,^'^ I only compared him to Jerir^*^ and Al-farazdak,^** in

" whose time he flourished. I ought in justice to have quoted some of his verses,

—

" he followed the old school, and not in any way the rules of the modern. "When I

" praise Baki Ibn Mokhlid I make him inferior only to Mohammed Ibn Isma'il

" AUbokhari,^** and to Moslem Ibnu-hhejjaj An-nisabun.^*^ and Suleyman.Ibn

" Al-ash'ath As-sejestani,^*^ and Ahmed Ibn Sho'ayb An-nisdyi.^*» In mentioning

" Kasim Ibn Mohammed I acknowledge no superiors to him except Al-kaffdl^*^

" and Mohammed Ibn 'Okay] Al-farayabi,^^" with the latter of whom he not only

" lived in great intimacy, but shared the instruction of the Sheikh Al-medani,

" whose disciples.they both were. When I name 'Abdullah Ibn Kasim, Ibn-)

"and Mundhir Ibn Sa'id, I only mean to compare with :
them Abu-l-^hasan

" Ibnu-l-muflis ^^' and Al-khallal,^^^ and Ad-deybaji ^^^ and RaMyim; Ifen Ah-
- - r

" med,'^* whose friends and contemporaries they were.

.
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" * In alluding to Mohammed Ibn 'Omar Ibn Lubdbah, and his uncle Mohammed

" Ibn 'Isa, and Fadhl Ibn Salemah, I could only match them with Mohammed

" Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn 'Abdi-l-hakem/^s and Mohammed Ibn Sahnun/^^ and Mo-

'* hammed Ibn ^Abdiis;^^^ and in proclaiming the merits of Mohammed Ibn Yahya

" Ar-riyahi,^^^ and Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn 'A'ssem, I did not esteem

" them inferior to those of Mohammed Ibn Yezid Al-mubarrad. In reckoning

" the poets I may safely advance that if we had no other to boast of but Mohammed
" Ibn Mohammed Ibn Darrdj Al-kastah,'^^ although he came after Sha,^^" and

^* Bashar^'*^ and Habib,'^^ and Al-mutennabi, this alone would be sufficient to

" do uS honour;, but what wilt thou say when besides him I mention to thee

*' such illustrious names as those of Ja'far Ibn 'Othmdn AUiajib,'^^ and Ahmed

" Ibn 'Abdi-1-m^hk Ibn Merwan,'^* and A'ghlab Ibn Sho'ayb,'^^ and Mohammed
" Ibn Shakhiss,!^^ ^nd Ahmed Ibn Faraj, and 'Abdu-1-mdlik Ibn Sa'id Almu-

"=
r^di,^^' all of whom were most eminent poets, the imitation of whom in any of

' ' the branches of literature is fraught with difficulties and danger ? What wilt

" thou say of people like Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi4-malik Ibn Shoheyd,^^^ our friend and

'' companion, who is living at this moment, and has not yet reached old age,

" (may God preserve his hfe !}—a poet who has constantly been roving in the

" meadows of literature, and wandering over the mountains of eloquence, in a

" manner which it is in vain for me to describe, since language does not affisrd

'' adequate words for it, nor is my tongue competent to the task, were it even

*' to be gifted with all the eloquence of those of 'Amru and Sahl?^®^ "What of

" Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Masarrah,^'^ who made himself famous for his

" beautiful style, although I do not entirely agree with him as to the school he

" followed in his writings ?

' This is what I thought proper to state in answer to the letter of the African

"doctor, (may God forgive him !) and as a proof of what I have advanced ;

"although it must be observed that I have introduced nothing which was not

" absolutely necessary to refute the arguments of the writer; for had I chosen

" to expatiate on the subject, I might have swollen this epistle of mine into a

'^Voluminous work. Praise be to God, the imparter of knowledge, him who

" shows the path of honour and distinction, and the blessing of God be upon

** our Lord Mohammed, his servant and messenger, and peace, honour, and

" prosperity, be upon all those of his family, his companions, and followers, and

*' upon all the true believers ! Amen.'
"

ti t
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CHAPTER V-

Tlie i^ame subject continued—Ibnu Sa'id's addition to Ibn Hazm'a epistle—Sciences relative to the

Koran—Traditions—Jurisprudence—Dogmas of religion—History—Polite literature—Grammar

—

Geography—Music—Medicine—Natural philosophy.
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After copying the epistle that we have just transcxibed, the learned historian

Ibnu Sa'id continues as follows: V^ '^ a - ;; r':/:
^

" In order that this important subject should be pgrpperfy ijlw^r$te(i, j ^have ib^^p^
deemed it convenient to add, by way of supplement to vthe:episf^e .o£:itii^^^zirita^n|^^

and Hafedh Abu Mohammed Ibn Hazm in praise of the Ajj^alusiansmd,' their
'^' ;'" "^

writings, an account of such works as he was not acquamted with in Jiis.tijne,^

or which have been written since the learned writer's deaths and ha\^e ^her

reached my notice or Men into my hands. I shall begin mth the: fe^^^Mr^d

wiUof the Almighty God, whose help I humbly, beseech and implore..:,- ';;":;-:

" In the sciences that have the Koran for their object I ;shah- make paj^ticular sdences^^^^^^

mention of a commentary on that divine work by the learned and piouS Jm^m Koi^n. .
:

Abii Mohammed Mekki Ibn AM Talib Al-kortobi; This work, which consists

of about ten books, is generally reputed the best of its land, aiid is entitled

Kitdhu4-heddyati ila balughi-n-nehdyati ' (the book of direction to reach the

end of perfection). Another commentary on the holy book, entitled .Kii^w-

Utafsim ' drdbi-l-kordni (interpretation of obscure words contained in theKoi^n),^

is also the production of this author, who wrote no,less than seyenty-seven

different works on various topics. Ibnu Ghalib, who Numerates :them:;'ali

in his Forjatu-Uanfus (contentment of the soul), lavishes great' ^praise, on athis

Mekki, whose death he places in the year 374 of the Hijra (A.j).,^984-5),^:--:::n ^ :

'* Another commentary on the Koran, ,hy Abu Mohammed ;Ibnr 'AttiyyahiU, -

" gharnati,Ms justly celebrated both iii the East. and ;the 'V^st. -ffrh^^^or

"
flourished m the sixth century of the Hijra. :;, ^.^^v,^^|^,|q^^H/

•

" On the modes of reading the Kordn we have .an excellei^t-totisie .l^yrthe

» aforesaid .author Mekki, entitled jKji(^6M.f.ite&^^flifXthe>opferf^spiQmt^
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" another c^Hed At-teysir '•^ (the book of levelling the difficulties, or that renders

" reading easy), by Abu 'Amru Ad-dani, both of which are in every body's hands.

Tiaditions. *' On the science of sacred traditions there was in my days, (that is, in the

" seventh century of the Hijra), an Imam of the name of Abii-l-hasan 'AH Ibnu-1-

- " kattan Al-kortobi,"* who resided at the court of Morocco, and who wrote several
r

" works on the interpretation of marvellous traditional stones, and on the men
" mentioned in them. He reached the utmost perfection in his writings, which

" are now consulted by every one, and I was told that he was busy compiling a

" work on the science of traditions which should embrace all the information

"to be found in the great collections, without their numerous repetitions.

" The work of Razin Ibn 'Omar Al-andalusi, which is a very learned com-

" pilation from the writings of Moslem Al-bokhan, An-nisayi, and Termedhi, as

" likewise from the Mowattd of Malik, and the Kitdhu-s-sonnan,^ is considered

" a very learned performance, is well known throughout the East and West, and

" is in the hands of every scholar.

**
'Abdu-1-hakk Al-ishbili'' is the author of a work on the same subject,

'* which has acquired the greatest reputation and celebrity. The title is Kitdhu-

" l-ahkdm (the book of statutes), and he wrote the Kitdbu-l-ahMmi-l-kobrd (the

" great collection of statutes) ; Kitdbu~l-ahkdmi-lsoghrd (the small collection of

" statutes) ; and some pretend that he wrote another called Kitdbu-l-wdsitu (the

" middHng collection).

" The Kitdbu-l-jum'i heyna sahihina (the book of union of the two Sahih) by
" Al-homaydi,^ is sufficiently known, and needs not my recommendation.

JurisprHdeiice. " If I pass on to jurisprudence, I can mention a work which people mostly

" consult in these times, and which, during my stay at Alexandria, I found in the

" hands of almost every doctor of the sect of Malik, among whom it has become

"famous; but the title of the work has escaped my memory. I can also quote

** the collection published by Al-barada'i of Saragossa,^ under the title of Kitdbu-

" UtadliMb (the book of gilding). The work entitled Kitdbu-n-nihdyati ^ (the book

"of complement and end), by Abu-l-wahd Ibn Roshd, is a composition of the

" greatest merit, held in much estimation, and a book of reference for doctors

" professing the rite of Malik Ibn Ans. The Kitdbu-Umuntaki (the book of the

** marrow), by Al-baji,*" is also much commended.

Dogmas of " On the dogmas of religion, and the foundations of law, w^e have the work
" of the Imam Abu Bekr Ibnu-l-'arabi Al-ishbiH,'^ entitled Kitdbu-l- awdssimi

" wa-l-kawds&imi (the book of pieces and fragments), which is well known and

" common among the studious. We have also by the same author several works

"on various subjects; and by Abii-i-walid Ibn Roshd numerous treatises also on
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" the foundation of canon law, the most approved of which hears the title of

*' Kitdhu-l-mohhtasari-l-mustsafi,^'^ (a commentary on the Mustsafi).

*' Histories and chronicles ahound with us. Besides those already mentioned in History.

" Ibn Hazm's epistle, I can recommend the Kitdhu-l-matin *^ (the book of soUdity^y; .

" by Ibnu Hayyan, composed of sixty volumes or thereabouts, and the KitSUrl^

" TmUabis (the book of those desirous of information) by the same author/which

" Ibn Hazm states to be composed of ten volumes. From the Matin—a hpok

" in which Ibnu Hayyan related with great detail all the historical events that

" occurred in his time, and of which he himself was an eye-witness—the author

" of the BhakUrah (treasure)" is said to have borrowed his narrative. This

" last-mentioned work has of late been increased by Ab^-1-hej^j Al-bayesi (of .

" Ba6za), who is now residing at Tunis, the capital of Africa proper, where he

" enjoys the favours and protection of the Sultan.

"The Kitdbu-l-mudhdhaferi,^^ so called from the name of its author^ A1--

" mudhdhafer Ibn Al-afttas, King of Badajoz, a work almost equal to-::the:i^rtf/?i

" of Ibnu Hayyan in number of volumes, and which embraces: the political.and '"^

" hterary history of the times, is justly considered to be one of the most brilliani; \;^.;|j0g

" productions of the age.

'* A history of the Sultans of the Lamtumni dmasty, by Ibn Sdhibi-s-saUt,':^ .^^^^.^^^^^^^

r -^-H-. - ^-.-^^

^ ^" ^J^^- -:

" and another on the same subject by Ibnu-s-seyrafi," of Granada, which I have -%s'-,^.^.>\ i^ r" 7 ^ V "J—^ I- "-^
' '.C^' t

-.^7:.-

" not read, but which is much praised- by Ibnu Gh^ib, are among o}xr .he^rrni^it }^::^r0;B^

" of the kind. The same author (Ibnu Ghalib) says that Abu-li-hasan AMaliinr^ 7f3^
" wrote a history of the second civil war in Africa and AndailusV disposed cHfonb-

" logically, beginning at five hundred and thirty-nine (a. d. 1144-5), and ending

" in five hundred and forty-seven (a. n. 1152-3).

'' Abu-1-kasim Ibn Bashkuwal is counted among our most eminent historians.

" "We have by him a biographical dictionary of illustrious Andalusians since the

" times of the conquest down to his own days,^^ to which, he added such infor-

" mation on the history and topography of Cordova, and other principal cities of

" Andalus, as came within the scope of his work. He wrote also a biographic^

*' dictionary of distinguished authors, under the title of Kitdbu-s-silat (the book

" of the gift). Before the days of Ibnu Bashkuwal another eminent historic

" named Al-homaydi had written a valuable work on the history of this /couritt^^^

" entitled Jadh'watu4~muktabis'^ {?iSipsvk from the Muhtahis).
;

!::^;^ -^^;!i|^

"Abu 'AhdiUah Ihnu-1-abbar, of Valencia, secretary to the King^M^Bp
" proper, has published in our days a supplement to thev b6e^=;|^|#3|;i

" by Ibnu Bashkiiwa.'^^ /
^

?- }M§MfM-'^< ^"^

:

"The Faquih Abd Ja'far.. Ibn ^!y)di-l-hala: Al-khazr^vlp|#d^^
VOL. I. / 2 C
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according to Ibnu Ghalib, a great historical work entitled Kitdbu4-iktifd fi

" akhbdri-Ukholafd^^ (the book of sufficiency on the history of the Khaiifs), which

"begins with the first Khahf, and ends in the reign of 'Abdu-l-miimen. He not

•' only gave the history of the events which happened in the East, but also of those

" of Andalus.

" Abu Mohammed Ibn Hazm, whose epistle I have transcribed, wrote several

" works on the history of the Arabs, one of which he entitled Noh'tatu4- arus

" fi akhHri-l-klmlafdi-l'andalus^^ (the embroidery of the bride on the history of the

"Khaiifs who reigned in Andalus).

- 'VAbu-1-walid Ibn Zeydun wrote his Kitdbu-t-tehyini fi Kholafdi Beni TJmeyyah

^' fi-Umdahsi^ (the' book of demonstration on the Khahfs of the house of

** Umeyyah in Andalus), which he is said to have composed in rivalry of the

" famous work on the Eastern Khaiifs entitled Kitdhu~t-taHni fi Kholafdi-l-

" mashfreki [the book of conspicuity on the history of Eastern Khaiifs) .^^

" The Kddi Abii-l-k^sim Sa'id Ibn Ahmed At-toleytoh (of Toledo) has left us

'* two most valuable compositions,—one entitled Kitdhu-t-ta'rifi hiakhbdri 'ulemdi-

.l-umdmi mina-l- ardbi wa-l-'ajemi (the book of instruction on the history of the

learned among the Arabs, as well as among foreigners) ,^^ and the other Jdmi'u

" dkhbdri-l-umami (a general history of nations)

.

" Abti 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi-1-barr is the author of another excellent history, which

" bears the title of Kitdbu-l-kasdi wa-l-amdmi fi mu'arefati akhhdri-l-arahi wa-l-

" 'ajemi (the object and the end—on the history of the Arabs and other nations)."

" Ghaiib Ibn Sa'id, from Cordova, wrote an epitome of Tabari's large historical

" work.'^^ lie executed his task in a manner which met with general approbation

" among the learned of this country, and gave him great reputation. Another

" circumstance contributes to make his work still more valuable, namely, that he

*^: added- to his epitome, by way Of supplement, a history of Andalus and Africa,

^^'i-Ahmed ibn Sa'id Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah, better known by the surname

" of'Ibnu-1-fayyadh, wrote likewise an historical work under the title of Kitdbu~l-

**
'i6«r (the book of advice) .^^

.

There exists also a biographical dictionary of eminent grammarians and

rhetoricians / who . lived in the eastern provinces of .Andalus by Abu Bekr

Al-husejm Ibn Mohammed Az-zubeydi f° and another work of the same kind,

"containing the Uves of distinguished theologians, poets, and authors, by the

'* Kadi Abii-1-walid, generally known by the surname of Ibnu-1-faradhi.

" Yahya Ibn Hakem Al-ghazzal ^^ wrote a history of Andalus in verse. The same

"was done after him by a poet whose name was Abu Talib, and who was also known

';f:by; the surname of Al-mutennabi Jezirak-Shukar (the Mutennabi of Alcira), of

it

. i
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" which place he was a native. Ibn Besain, the author of the.Bhakhirah (treasure),

" from whom the preceding information is taken, borrowed considerably from the

" poetical writings of Abu Tahb. But this is not the moment for judging of the

"respective merits of these two authors. The . book" very much- resemble -the

" supplement to the Kitdhu-l-kaddyik (the book of enclosed gardens), by IbaiB^arajv; .

" At the same time, and almost in our days,^'^ Al-fat'h published his. ifiTa/ili^itZMwZ-

'ikiydn (golden necklaces), a work full of eloquence, and held in great estimation

by the learned. We have likewise by him a work bearing the title of Matmaku-U

anfus (place of recreation of the soul),^^ and of which there are three editions, great,

middling, and small. Its contents are the Uves of illustrious men contained in his

Kaldyidy and others who lived before them. Since the publication of these two

works by Al-fat'h, a work entitled Sumttu4~jumdni wa sakittu-l-marjdni (pearl

:

necklaces and showers of seed pearls) has appeared, by Abii 'Amm Ibnu-l-imdm.^*

It is a sort of supplement to the Kaldyid and to th&Matmah, wherein the autiiQr:

has introduced the lives of all those eminent men who either. escaped5A:Mat^hl§:

research or lived after him; as likewise of many distinguished antiorsr"^^

flourished since Al-fat'h's death up to the end -of the sixth century of th^e Hijra.

Lastly, a supplement to the two preceding works, . containing a -biography: of

eminent men who flourished likewise in the seventh century of the Hijra, has
r

been published of late years by Abu Bahr Sefwdn Ibn Idris,: from Murcia, under

the title of Zddu-l-musdfiri^^ (provisions for the traveller). : -It'is a smaE.voJiilae/.

:

but precious for its information. /; - " y;: ::^v- ;v.:^ v-^ '•??: '

" Abii Mohammed 'Abdullah Ibn IbrdhimAl-hijari (frOm Guadalaxara) wrbtethe

" Kitdhu-l-mas'habififadhdyili-l-maghreM^^ (the book of the chatterer on the excel-

" lences of the West), which appeared after the Kaldyid and the Dhakhirah. It

" embraces the history of Andalus from the earliest times down to his days. The
" author, too, followed a new plan in the arrangement of his materials, since, along

** with his exquisite historical information, he described at faU length some of the

" principal cities in that country, enumerated the pecuharities of the soil, and

" treated on matters which belong to the science of geography, giving also numerous
" extracts from the works of distinguished authors and poets; as the reader must
" have remarked by our frequent quotations from the said work. A better history .

" of Andalus never was written,—a reason why it was so much extolled ahjd-

" praised by our ancestor 'Abdu-1-mdhk Ibn Sa'id,^' who worked upon ^iitj -and; \

"wrote a supplement, which was continued by his two sons.' Ahme^dmndj
" hammed, afterwards by Mtisa, son of Mohammed, and IastJyy-i^'^l/#6C<^
" Miisa, the writer of this book, and the author of the work entitiea J^(27aM4^^^^^

" l-muheytti Uholi lisdni-Varali (the book of the sphere, ^a^xipiXi^ of
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" the Arabic language), which consists of two parts,—one relating to the history of

" the East, with this title, Al-mush'rak fi holU-masKreki (the light of the rising

" sun on the beauties of the East) ,—and the other on the history of the West, called

" Al-mugKrab fi hoU-l-maghrehi (the eloquent speaker on the beauties of the "West).

" All the works that I have enumerated, from Al-hijari's primitive work down to

"the supplements written by various members of my family, and completed by the

" humble and undeserving writer of these pages, are more than sufficient to instruct

" the readers on the history of this country, since they are the work of six diiferent

"authors, and embrace a period of one hundred and twenty-five years,^^—including

"my continuation down to the year six hundred and forty-five of the Hijra

" (A.i). 1247-8) ;—a work iirwhich the studious willfind a full account of the events
\ _ _

"witnessed by the writers, together with numerous selections in prose and verse

- " from the writings of eminent authors, or the sayings of clever men, collected with

"great care and assiduity through the East and West, and of which pertinent

" examples are given in the course of this book. The readers will also find a full

"notice of people who escaped publicity in their time, and authors who had been

~ - "mentioned by previous writers, but who have been placed in a more perspicuous

": and orderly manner under the cities or towns whence their patronymics are

"/derived. So, for instance, Ibn Besam will be found under the head of Shan-

" tareyn (Santarem), his birth-place, Al-fat'h under Seville, Ibnu-14mam under

" Ezija, Al-hijari under Guadalaxara, and so forth.

Polite » Respecting works on literature, whether in prose or verse, I can mention first of

"all the Serdju-l-adab^^ (torch of polite Hterature), by Abu 'AbdUlah Ibn Abi-1-

" khissal, from Segura, who is justly held as the prince of Andalusian authors.

"^Heis said to have written it in rivalry of the Kitdbu-n-nawddir (the book of

"Irmemorable sayings), by Abu 'All Al-kali, and of the Kitdh zohori-l-adabi

^^(fllorwers of polite. literature), by Al-hossri.'*'* Of the same kind is the Kitdbu-U

jibi-l-adabi (manual of literature), by my father Musa Ibn Mohammed Ibn

": Sa'id, whose name alone is a voucher for its contents. Another book very

"much consulted on the subject is the Kitdbu-l-ludli^^ (the book of the pearls),

" by 'Obeyd Al-bekri, written in imitation of the Kitdhu-Uamdli^^ (the book of

"dictations), by Abu 'All Al-baghdadi. It is a very learned composition, and

".much esteemed among literary people. The same may be said of the work

"entitled Kitdbu4-iktidhdbi fi sharhi4-adabi-l-kottdbi ^^ (extempore observations or

commentary on the Adahu-l-kottdb) , by Abii Mohammed Ibnu-s-sid Al-bathaliosi

(from Badajoz), a work of undisputed merit. We possess also by this author a

:l*^;^commentary on the work entitled SuJctu-z-zendi*"^ (sparkles from the steel), and

-^^^'^which is the best of its kind that can be wTitten. It is in the hands of every
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" master in this science, and much praised and commended by all. The com-

" mentaries which Abii-l-hejaj^^ has published on the poems of Al-mutennabi, oti

" the Hamdsah, and other collections of poems equally famous, need not my
'* recommendation; they are sufficiently known and appreciated. : y :r

.

" Commentaries on grammar abound also with us, this science .having at ?9ll Grammar,

" times been assiduously cultivated by Andalusians. Indeed were I merely; to

** mention here the titles of all the good works that exist on the subject I should

'
' run the risk of protracting this my narrative to an indefinite length ; I shall there-

*
' fore confine myself to noticing a few only of the most prominent, such as those of

" Ibn Kharuf,^^ Ar-rondi,'*' and the Sheikh Abti-l-hasan Ibn 'Osfiir *« from Seville.

" who surpassed all his contemporaries in the science of grammar, in which he

" arrived at the extreme end of knowledge, his works being at the present moment

" the books of reference and authority in the East as well as in the "West. I lately

"received from Africa proper a book by this author, on syntax, entitledr4^

" mukarreh fi-l-nahu (the book of approximation on the science of;syntax):,jwBicJa

*'
is to be found in almost every large town in Yemen, and has fiomn .on ;J:he jw^gs ;

-

*' of fame. :p - - ,,^; .

** The Sheikh Abu *Ali Ash-shaliibim has also acquired immense reputation by \ .^

*' his commentary on the syntax, entiiledKitdbu-t-tautiyati-l-jazuliyyati (the treading

" on the footsteps of Al-iazuli).*^ ^^; Iv
;

" Ibnu-s-sid Al-bathaliosi, Ibnu-t-tarawah, and As-sohayli have pubUshf.tocvfr|i

;

" treatises on grammar, which do their authors great honour, and are in the h^ds

" of every student. And lastly there is a famous commentary on the works = of
. : I

" Sibauyeh by Abu-1-hasan Ibn Kharuf. - ;

" In the science of geography it will be sufiicient to mention the Kitdhu-Umesdlek Geography.

" wa-l-memdleh (the book of routes and kingdoms), by Abu 'Obeyd Al-bekri_Al-

'* onobi (from Onoba), and the Kitdbu-l-mu'ajem,^'^ being a geographical dictionary

** wherein all names of cities and kingdoms are properly explained. The Mas'habj

" by Al-hijari, contains also, as I have remarked elsewhere, much valuable

" information on the geography of Andalus and the topography of its principal

" cities. I may add to this the present work, which includes every one of the

" supplements and additions written by my ancestors, and where the readers will >:

" find the cream of whatever has been said by ancient or modern writers, on .the
;

v
.

', -.^
.

- - - '

" subject. ;"'

?^'%%v-;
*' Music was cultivated in Andaius with the greatest success, and worl0.;t]f#ti^g:Miisic.

___ --^ — ^ j^ -- ^ ^

" fully on the science of tune, as weU as on various instruments M^(.tli|^s#t; :6f

" making them, are common among us. Theprincipal is that of AbuBekrIbriB%h,
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"from Granada, which enjoys in the West the same reputation that those ofAbu Nasr

" Al-fardbP' do in the East. Ibn Bajeh has given his name to a collection of

'^ poems set to music, which are most liked and used in this country. Another

" Andalusian musician who lived in the sixth century of the Hijra, and whose name

" was Yahya Ibnu-1-haddaj Al-a'lem/^ wrote a collection of songs in imitation of

*' thatof Abii-l-faraj.

Medicine, "Medicine has always flourished in this country, and among the numerous

'^ treatises on this science written by Andalusian physicians several may be pointed

.'V out which have attained the greatest celebrity not only in the "West but in the

.'^East, where they are much used and consulted. Of this number is the Kitdhu-t-

'*:'^teydr (introduction to medicine), by 'Abdu-1-malik Ibn Abi-l-'ola Ibn Zohr, who

.'lis -hkewise the author of the Kitdhu-l-agKdiyati (the book of diet), which has

"become famous throughout the East and "West.

:
" Abii-l-'abbas Ibnu-r-rumiyyah^^ AMshbili (from Seville) , ourfriend and contem-

" porary, has written several standard works on this science, among which I must

" make particular mention of a treatise on simples used as medicaments {Kitdbu-

" l-adwiyati-l-mufridah)

.

.;;"Abu Mohammed,^* from Malaga, who is now residing in Cairo, is the author

" ofa.volununous work, a sort of dictionary, wherein he has disposed alphabetically

" aU the names of simples and medicaments that he could coilect and analyze

" himself, or which were described in the works of Al-ghafeki," Az-zahrawi, and

". Sherif Al-idrisi, the Sicilian/^ with many others. And certainly a better work

*', on the science cannot easily be imagined.

Natural phi- " Natural philosophy also flourishes with us. The prince of this science among

, "us is at present Abti-l-walid Ibn Roshd, from Cordova, who has written several

"treatises on the various branches of that science, notwithstanding the aversion and

^'.dislike which 'Abdu-1-mumen, son of Al-manstir, always showed towards the

" students ;who practised it, and notwithstanding his having been put in prison by

"^order of that Sultdn for persisting in his favourite studies. The same might be

"said of Ibn Habib,^^ whom the same Sultan caused to be put to death because it

"was proved against him that he worked secretly at that science, which is now
•

' a proscribed one in this country ; this being the reason why men inclined to it

": cultivate and practise it only in secret, and why books on the topic are so very

losophy.

" scarce.

- ^v

" We have, nevertheless, several astronomical treatises by Ibn Zeyd Al-askaf

" (the Bishop) of Cordova,^^ who was a great favourite with the Sultan Al-

** inustanser, son of An-nassir Al-merwani. The principal among his works is that

«,-
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entitled Kitdhu-t'tafssili-Uazmdni wa tassUhi-l-abaddni (the division of the

times and the benefiting of the bodies), in which he treats at large on the

influence of the moon on terrestrial bodies, and other matters connected with it

;

the task being accomplished in a manner which does the author the greatest

credit.

" Mutref,^^ from Seville, is at present occupied in studies on that science, only

that being very much thwarted in it by his countrymen,—who have given him the

epithet of impious (zindik), merely because he devotes his hours of leisure to

these studies,—he never dares show his learning in pubUc, but keeps it with the

greatest secrecy, hiding from the sight of all men whatever works he may have

written on that science."
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Thus ends Ibn Hazm's epistle on the literature and literary people of Andalus,

together with Ibnu Sa'id's addition to it. We shall now, with the favour of God,

whose assistance and protection we most humbly beseech and implore, proceed in

the next Book to enumerate in detail the wonders of Cordova, the capital of the

Mohammedan Empire in Andalus. .
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BOOK III.

CHAP. I.

Various descriptions of Cordova—Ancient history of the city—Etymology of its name—Size and extent

of the city—Suburhs—Gates—Royal Palace—Pleasure-houses and gardens belonging to the Khalifa

—

Bridges on the Guadalquivir—Jurisdiction of Cordova—Revenue—Productions of the land round the

city—Increase of Cordova durmg the administration of Al-mansiir.

The present Book will contain, as we announced in our Preface, an account of the

famous city of Cordova,—the seat of a mighty empire which subdued all its enemies,

—and a description of its blessed mosque, built by the Beni Umeyyah, filled with all

sorts of rarities, and ornamented with dazzling magnificence ; together with some

details on the sumptuous seats of Medinatu-z-mhrd and Medinatu-z-zdUrah, the

former the court of the Beni An-nassir, the latter the residence of the Benl Abi

'A'mir. It will likewise describe the pleasure-gardens and luxuriant fields in the

neighbourhood, and give a minute account of their natural as well as artificial

V beauties; and, lastly, embrace the narrative of events which happened within its

precmcts : all being subjects of the greatest interest, which will fill with deUght the

hearts of the lovers of information, and remain deeply impressed on the minds of

the acute £ind the intelligent.

Desttriptioii of Cordova is perhaps of all Mohammedan cities that which has been most fully

Coi^ova.
(iegcribed by natives as well a9 by foreign writers. The East and the West abound

with accounts, some in prose, others in verse, in which the glories and magnificence

of that splendid capital have been so minutely recorded as to expel from the

^ 3 "S imagination of the antiquarian all fear of then: obliteration. An Eastern author,

among others, gives us the following picture :

—
" Cordova," such are his words,

is the capital of Andalus, and the mother of its cities ; the court of the Khalifs,

" and the seat of their empire. It was in ancient times the court of the infidel

" kings of Andalus, and afterwards became the residence of the . Mohammedan

*} sovereigns who succeeded them. It was the abode of science, the place of refuge
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'
' of Sunnak and tradition, and tlie dwelling of several among the tdbi's (foBowers) and

'* disciples of the tdbi's, some authors even going so far as to state that it was inha-

'
' bited by more than one of the ashdb (companions) of the Prophet, (may the Lord's

" favour be with them'!) a point which has been seriously contested. Cordova is a

*' populous city, full of primitive buildings, enjoying a good temperature^ abounding

'• with springs of the sweetest water, and surrounded on all sides by gardens, olive

" plantations, villages, and castles. Numerous springs and winding brooks irrigate

" and fertilize the neighbouring fields and farms, which in point of extent, careful

" cultivation, and abundant produce, have nowhere their equal in the world."

Ar-razi calls Cordova the mother of cities, the navel of Andalus, the court of the

kingdom in ancient and modern times, during the ages of ignorance as well as

during the period of Islam. Its river, he says, is the largest in all Andalus, and over

it was thrown a bridge, which not only was the finest in that country, but which for

its structure, beautiful design, and colossal dimensions, was reputed one of the

wonders of the earth.

Another writer describes it as the largest city in all Andalus, and one;:wJii9h;

had no rival either in the East or the West m point of size, population, mag-

nificence of buildings, width and cleanliness of the streets, spaciousness of markets,

number and beauty of mosques, and quantity of baths and inns. Some of the

native authors go so far as to state that in point of magnitude it approached;

Baghdad. But the report is no doubt exaggerated.

It is, says another, a fortified town, surrounded by massive and lofty stone, walls,

and has very fine streets. It was in times of old the court and residence of rriaiiy

infidel kings, whose palaces are still visible witHn the precincts of the walls. The

inhabitants are famous for their courteous and polished manners, their superior

intelligence, their exquisite taste and magnificence in their meals, drink, dress, and

horses. There thou wouldst see doctors shining with all sorts of learning, lords

distinguished by their virtues and generosity, warriors renowned for their ex-

peditions into the country of the infidels, and ofiicers experienced in all kinds of

warfare. The Cordovans were further celebrated for the elegance and richness of

their dress, their attention to religious duties, their strict observance of the hours :

of prayer, the high respect and veneration in which they held their great mosque,

their aversion to wine and their destruction of wine-vases whenever they foiind:;

any, their abhorrence of every illicit practice, their glory in nobiUty of descen$:p|?

mihtary enterprise, and their success in every department of the sciences.-^:;;J^.fe
The last-mentioned -author says, "Cordova, under the Sultans pf;tfe^qpl#

*' Umeyyah, became the tent of Islam, the place of refiige for the learne4;:^e:V^^^^

" dation of the throne of the Beni Merwan, the place of resort ofthentiot)lestiam
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" among the tribes of Ma'd and Yemen. To it came from all parts of the world

"students anxious to cultivate poetry, to study the sciences, or to be instructed

" in divinity or the law ; so that it became the meeting-place of the eminent in all

matters, the abode of the learned, and the place of resort for the studious : its

interior was always filled with the eminent and the noble of all countries, its

literary men and soldiers were continually vying with each other to gain dis-

tinction/ and its precincts never ceased to be the arena of the distinguished, the

hippodrome of the foremost, the halting-place of the noble, and the repository of

' the true and virtuous. Cordova was to Andalus what the head is to the body, or

'.'what the breast is to the lion."

.A poet-has written on Cordova the following distich, which is not altogether

devoid of merit

:

"Do not talk of the court of Baghdad and its glittering magnificence, do
" not praise Persia and China and their manifold advantages,

" For there is no spot on the earth like Cordova, nor in the whole world
" men like the Beni Hamdin." ^

Ibnu Sa'id calls Cordova the bride of the kingdom of that name ; meaning that

?he was provided with every requisite to make a city famous, and tliat she had

within herself all the beauties and ornaments of a beautiful maid who is being taken

to the house of her lord and spouse. Indeed no comparison can be made more

adequate than this ; since the fact of her having been the residence of so many
Sultans constitutes the diadem on her head ; her necklace is strung with the

mestimable pearls collected in the Ocean of language by her orators and poets ; her

robes are made of the banners of science, those learned authors for whom neither

prose nor verse had any limits, and whose praises it is not prudent to let loose

;

and,; lastly, the, masters in all arts and trades form the skirt of her gown. After

t:his;Ibnu Sa'id gives a sort of argument of his work, from which we shall proceed

tO;qu6tej taking care to introduce accounts from other writers in order that in-

formation may spring from comparison.
L _

b"to^"*
There are various opinions among historians as to who was the founder of

Cordova. Some, as Ibnu Hayydn, Ar-razi, Al-hijari, say that it was built by
Octavius, the second Csesar of Rome, who conquered the whole earth, and lined

with copper the bed of the Tiber ; the same emperor from whom the Roman iEra,

which began thirty-eight years before the buth of the Messiah, is computed. To
this monarch, who, in the opinion of the above-mentioned authors, was the builder

of the great bridge in Cordova, is the foundation of that city ascribed, together with

that of other places equally important; such as Merida, Seville, and Saragossa.^

Alrhijari, however, is of opinion that these three cities, as well as Cordova, owed

- — ^
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their foundation to the lieutenants of that king, and not to himself ; for having sent

to Andalus four of his principal officers, he gave them instructions to divide the

country into four provinces, to take the command of the armies stationed. in- them,
and to build each a city which should be the capital of the province placed under
his charge; and that the lieutenants, having done what they were ordered to .db^

each built a city to which he gave his name.' Such is the account given by AU
hijari, who is no doubt mistaken, since the four above-mentioned cities do not

r

derive their names, as he says, from their founders, but from the localities in which
they stand, or the quality of the ground on which they were built, and other cu*-

cumstances quite independent of the names of their governors or founders.

However, towards the end of the Roman empire, Cordova became the capital of

the sons of 'Ayssu,* son of Is'hak, son of Ibrahim, (on whom be peace!) another

nation of Romans, who conquered Andalus and settled in it, keeping possession of

the country until they themselves were subdued by the Goths, the. sons of Yafetb,

in whose hands was the empire when the Moslems invaded Andalus. .-During the

reign of the monarchs of Gothic descent, Cordova cannot be said to: have beied^ihi

capital of Andalus ; for although it served as a place of temporary residence to some
of their kings, it was not, properly speaking, the court of the empbe. By the

estabhshment of Isldm in it, its importance increased ; it became the capital of the

Mohammedan empire, and the citadel of the family of Merw^n, so that Seville, aiid ::

Toledo were soon obliged to acknowledge its pre-eminence. God Ahnighbysd&s
what he pleases, for he is the master of all things, and in, his hands are powet: an^
command. There is no God but Him, the great ! the high !

Respecting the name of Cordova, Abu 'Obeyd Al-bekri tells us, that according to Etymology of

Gothic pronunciation it ought to be written with a dha with a point over it, thus,
'*^ '^'"*''

Kordhohah. Al-hijari writes it with a tta and a dhamma, Korttubah; but Eastern

writers in general have corrupted the pronunciation of this word, as they have done

with many others, by substituting a kesrah for the dhamma, and. writing it thus^

Korttebah. As to the etymology of the word Korttubah, we find in the Forjatu-l-

anfus, by Ibnu Ghalib, that it is a Greek word, meaning in that language AUkoMbuh
Z-masA/ak/i, that is, doubtful hearts.^ Ibnu Said agrees with these authors as to \

the manner in which the word Kordhubah is to be spelt, but he entertains quiteXa, /

different opinion as to the origin of the city, which he says was founded by; the

'Amalekites (Carthaginians), and not by the Romans; he also gives ::a>;diiietM

:

etymology to that word, which he pretends means in Arabic ajaru

of its inhabitants).^

Ibnu Sa'id (the mercy of God be upon him !) describes the kingdom^ bfJ

before all the rest in Andalus; for, says he, it was for Inxmy^ center^;W seat of

government. The ancient kings of Andalus fixed in it the seat of then- empire, and
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_ _ ^

never moved from it ; then came the Beni Umeyyah, who also held their court m

Cordova, although they did not stay in it all the year round, but divided their time

between their pleasure-houses Medlnatu-z-zahra and Medinatu-z-zdhirah. They

chose to reside in Cordova in preference to any other city of Andalus, for its

convenient situation and delightful temperature. It became in the course of time

the meeting-place of the learned from all countries, and, owing to the power and

splendour of the mighty dynasty that ruled over it, it contained more excellences

than any other kingdom on the face of the earth.

But before proceeding in our account of Cordova we deem it necessary to acquaint

the readers with the titles, divisions, and contents of the various chapters de-

voted ,by Ibnu Sa'id to the description of that city, and forming part of that great

historical work which we have so often quoted in the course of our narrative, and

to which we shall have still numerous opportunities of referring.

Ibnu Sa'id (may God show him mercy !) followed a plan of his own, and divided

his history into three volumes or sections.^

The first bears the title of " the book of variegated leaves on the ornamental

beauties of Andalus."

The; second, which treats on the history of SicUy, be called *' the book of bar-

barons cacophony on the beauties of the island of Sicily."

The third, which embraces the history of all the infidel nations inhabiting the

great continent (of Europe), is entitled " the book of the extreme limit on the

beauties of the great land (or continent of Europe)."

Each of these volumes he divided into several books, and these into numerous

chapters.^ For instance, the first, which contained the description of Andalus, was

composed of four books; the first entitled " ornaments of the bride on the de-

scription of the west of Andalus ;" the second, " the lips of the beautiful dusky

m^din the description of the central provinces of Andalus ;" the third, " the book

of familiarity and friendship on the description of eastern Andalus ;" and the fourth,

*' the book of dubious lines on the geography and the history of those provinces

which are in the hands of the worshippers of the crucified."

The second volume, which treated on the history of Sicily, he likewise divided

into several books ; and the same may be said of that which treats on the history

of the great land (continent)

.

The first hook of the first volume being that which contains the history of

Cordova, and the provinces once subject to it, and hkewise that which forms the

present object of our narrative, we shall describe it more minutely. Its title is,

as we have above stated, " the book of ornaments of the bride on the description of

Mst^n -Andalus." It is divided into seven chapters (each chapter bemg also

lHvidedinto several paragraphs), the titles of which are as follow.^
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1st. The book of the golden robes on the beauties of the kingdom of Cordova.

2nd. The book of the pure golden particles on the description of the kingdom of

Seville.

3rd. The book of varnished deceits on the description of the kingdom of Malagas

4th. The book of the horses on the beauties of the kingdom of Bathalids

(Badajoz).

5th. The book of the fresh new milk on the description of the kingdom of Shilb

(Silves).

6th. The book of the illuminated preface on the description of the kingdom of

Bejah (Beja).

7th. The book of enclosed gardens on the description of the kingdom of

Ulishibonah (Lisbon).

In every one of these chapters the author relates all the particulars, whether

historical or geographical, which he could collect respecting each province, (may

God remunerate him amply for his trouble in illustratuig the history. O^/ithe

Moslems !) In that concerning Cordova, for instance, he accumulated the 'nioSt

precious information on the size, extent, and population of that capital, on the

magnificence and splendour of its mosques, palaces, and other public buildings,

on the fertility and careful cultivation of the fields and lands in the neighbourhood^

on the peculiarities and productions of the soil, and the like. He also divided the

chapter exclusively consecrated to Cordova into eleven smaller divisionSj :ea

treating on one of the districts which acknowledged at one time the jurisdiction
^ ^ - ^

of Cordova. The 1st describes Cordova and the country about it;^** 2nd, BolMnfih

(Porcuna) ; 3rd, Al-kosseyr (Alcozer) ; 4tb, Al-rAudowdr (Almodovar del rio) ; 5th,

Moved (Morente ?) ; 6th, Astijah (Ezija) ; 7th, Ghdfek ; 8th, Koznali (Cuzna) ; 9th,

ifaSmA (Cabra) ; 10th, -4sia&a (Estepa) ; 11th, ^^^/aseWA (Lucena).

Lastly, Ibnu Sa'id subdivided the chapter treating exclusively on the city of

Cordova into four parts. Part 1, the description of Cordova
;
part 2, that of the .

city of Az-zahra; part 3, that of the city of Az-zahirah; part 4, the description

of the suburb called Shakandah^ and the district of Waza'h.^^ :

The dimensions of Cordova have been differently stated, owing, no doubt, to the size and extent

rapid increase of its population and buildings under the various Sultans of thq

dynasty of Merwan, and to the heart-rending calamities and disasters by which-it

was afflicted under the reign of the last sovereigns of that house. Ibnu Savid^: :
-

quoting Ash-shakandi's epistle, says that the city of Cordova, with the adi0t^§ '

cities of Az-zahra and Az-zdhirah, covered at one time an exteiitv ofe^fupd

measuring ten miles in length, all which distance, adds that at^thprj^^^iXiight;;be

traversed at night by the fight of lamps. The circumference xif.the %iEL^^ of the

T r -->
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city is stated at thirty thousand cubits/^ and the extent, exclusive of the suburbs,

is' said to have been sixteen thousand cubits in length from south to north ; it is,

moreover, said that the buildings of Cordova in the time of the Beni Umeyj^ah

were continued to a distance of eight farsangs in length and of two in breadth,

which makes twenty-four miles by six ; all this space being covered with palaces,

mosques, gardens, and houses built along the banks of the Guadalquivir, the only

river in Andalus to which the Arabs gave a name.^^ Cordova is further described

as a city which never ceased augmenting in size and increasing in splendour and

importance from the occupation of it by the Moslems until the year four hundred

of the Hijra (a. d. 1009-10), when, civil war breaking out in it, that mighty capital

feE :fr6m ite ancient splendour, went on gradually decaying and losing its former

magnificence, until the moment of its final destruction in the month of ShawM^al of

the year ^ix hundred and thirty-three of the Hijra (Sept. a. d. 1236), when it fell

into the hands of the Christians.^*

Another historian states the circumference of Cordova, namely, of that part only

comprised within the walls, exclusive of the suburbs, at thirty-three thousand

cubits, of which one thousand one hundred were covered by the royal palaces.

Another says that Cordova was divided into five large districts or cities, separated

one from another by a high and well fortified wall, and that all these put together

measured three miles in length and one in width.

Number of fhc suburbs are said to have been twenty-one in number, each of them provided
suburbs it

contained, with mosques, markets, and baths for the use of its mhabitants ; so that the people

of one had no occasion to repair to the other, either for rehgious purposes or to buy

the necessaries of hfe. Ibnu Bashkuwal, who has given us a description of Cordova

during its greatest prosperity, and when the influx of population was at its height,

has preserved the names of the suburbs which once were joined to Cordova.

Two lay to the south, on the opposite bank of the river, and their names were

Shakandah and Munyat-A'jah (the garden of the wonders) . Nine to the west,

namely, Hawdnitu-r-rihdn (the shops of the sellers of sweet basil), ^^ Rabadh-ar~

TokkdHn (the suburb of the bakers), Mesjidu^l-kahfi (the naosque of the cave),

Bctldtt Mugheythi (the palace of Mugheyth), Mesjidu-sh-shakdi (the mosque of

misfortune), Hamdmu-l-anbiri (the baths of Al-anbiri),^^ Mesjidu-s-sorrur (the

mosque of rejoicings), Mesjidu-r-raudhah^'^ (the mosque of the garden), and

As-sojunu4-'kadim (the old prison). Three to the north, Bdhu-l-yahud (the gate

of the Jews), Mesjid Umm-moslemak (the mosque of Umm Moslemah), and the

Rissdfah. The seven remaining lay to the east ; their names were Solar, ^^ Fardn

Barbal, Al-borj, Munyat- Ahdillah (the garden of 'Abdallah), Munyatu-l-mugheyrah

.'Ithe garden of Mugheyrah), Az-zdkirah, and Medinatu-l-'atikah (the old city).

'- --
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In the midst of the city, and surrounded by these suburbs, stood the Kassdhah

(citadel) of Cordova, which was fortified and defended by high walls, although-

the suburbs were not so; but during the civil wars a ditch was dug round the

suburbs, and the whole enclosed within high and strong walls raised at the sanae

time. The circumference of this wall, according to Ibnu Sa'id, was twenty- :

four miles, including Shakandah, which, being an ancient walled town, ^was also

comprised ^itbin the limits" of the fortifications of Cordova.

The gates of Cordova were seven in number, according to Ibnu Basbkuwal. Gates. .

1st. The gate of the bridge {Bdhu-l-Jcantarah) , also called Bdbu-l-wddi, or gate

of the river. 2nd. Bdhu4-jezirati-Ukhadhrd (the gate of Algesiras), also leading

to the river. Both these gates looked to the south. 3rdly. Bdhu-l-hadid (the

iron gate), named also Bdh Sarakosta (gate of Saragossa), Bdb Ibn 'Abdi4~jahbdr

(the gate of the son of 'Abdi~l-jabbar) ; also called gate of Toledo, and gate of

the Christian {Bdhu-r-rumiyyah) . At the latter-mentioned gate was the junction -

of the causeways built by the Komans, to which we have alluded in anotberpait /

of this work, and which we have said made the circuit Of the earthi coming Sm \

Cadiz, Carmona, passing by Cordova, and then going to Kome through Saragossa,

Tarragona, Narbonne, and the great continent.'^ 4th. The gate of Talavera, which
was also called gate of Leon. 5th. The gate of 'A mir the Korayshite, opposite :

to the cemetery of that name. 6th. Bdbu4-juz (or the gate of the walnuts), also -

known by the name of gate of Badajoz. 7th, and last, Bdbu4-'dUaHn (thegsi&pf.
the druggists), commonly caUed the gate of Seville. There was still another gatei

formerly called Bdbu4~7jahud (the gate of the Jews), but good Moslems having

objected to the name, it was named Bdbu4-hodi (the gate of direction). The poet :

Abii 'A mir Ibn Shohayd mote on this gate the foUowmg distich

:

*

'
They saw near to the gate of the Jews the star of Abii-l-hasan darken

" and vanish.

" When the Jews saw him commanding over their gate, they took him for

"Joseph."^"

The same historian, describing the royal palace of Cordova, says that it was anTheBoyai

ancient building inhabited in former days by the infidel Sultans who had ruled over^-^"*'

the country since the time of Moses.^^ The interior of it, as well as the adjoining ;,

:

buildings, was full of primeval constructions, and wonderful remains of the Gr^kg|^V;;v :

Romans, and Goths,^^ and other nations now extinct, and the interior ap^tmegfe^^; .

were so magnificently decorated as to dazzle with the beauty of then* ornaxniegM

eyes of the beholders. This palace the Khalifs of the house of MervT^

their residence, and tried to ornament and embellish by all i>ossib|&;tn|a^ :|

new rooms, and filling them with elegant rarities. Butfeis s^ljrfet the

_ _ J
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improvement which the sovereigns of that family made in their capital, for, as we

shall observe hereafter, they left every where in Cordova traces of their wise admi-

nistration,—planting delicious gardens, supplying the city with water brought from

the distant mountains, called the mountains of Cordova,^^ and furnishing their capital

with abundance of provisions of ail sorts. The water thus brought from the moun-

tains was conveyed to this palace, and thence distributed into every corner and

quarter of the city by means of leaden pipes, from which it flowed into basins of

different shapes, made of the purest gold, the finest silver, or plated brass, as well

as into vast lakes, curious tanks, and amazing reservoirs, ^'^ and fountains of Grecian

marblfr beautifully carved. In this palace, too, was an astonishing jet d'eau which

raised the water to a considerable height, and the hke of which was nowhere to be

seen in the East or West.

The palace here described by Ibnu Bashkuwal must be the same which some

early writers designate under the name of Baldtt Rudherik, (the palace of Roderic ;)

not that this king built it, but when the Arabs defeated him, and conquered his

kingdom, knowing that whenever he came to Cordova he took up his abode in it,

they called it by his name. By whom it was built is not ascertained ; the most

current opinion among the natives was that one of their ancient kings ^^ who

resided in the fortress of Almodovar, below Cordova, was the builder of it, and this
^ -

they relate in the following manner. They say that as this king was one day

hunting, he came to the spot where Cordova was afterwards built, which was

then a dreary desert, the site now occupied by the palace being covered by an

impervious thicket of brambles. Near this spot the king let fly a favourite hawk

of his at a partridge, which, rising in the field afterwards called Kudyat AM
'Obeydah (the hillock of Abii 'Obeydah), passed him, and alighted on the thicket.

Thither the hawk flew in chase of the partridge, and the king followed in quest of

his hawk, until, not seeing him appear, and fearing lest he should be entangled

among the branches and unable to move, the king ordered the thicket to be cleared

away that his hawk might be released. While his people were employed in cutting

the underwood, behold ! the top of a large and magnificent building was discovered

by the workmen, a most amazing structure, all built with large blocks of stone

joined together with molten lead. The king, who was an intelligent and enter-

prising man, immediately ordered an excavation to be made, and the building was

speedily laid open in all its length and breadth ;
proceeding in their work they

came to the foundations, which they found lying in the water, and resting upon a

stratum of small pebbles, there introduced by art of old. When the king saw this,

he exclaimed, " This is no doubt the work of some famous monarch, and I must

t*:have it rebuilt." Upon which he issued orders that the building should be
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restored to its primitive state, which being done, and the place made habitahle, he

visited it as often as any of his royal castles ; for whenever he made the tour of his

province, or passed near it on his way to some military expedition, he always resided

in it for some length of time. This induced many of his subjects to settle jn -the

neighbourhood, and Httle by little the city of Cordova was built, and the.^palace

which stood in the middle of it became the abode of the kings, his successors. :
^^

But to return to Ibnu Bashkuwal's description. ''Among the gates of the .

" palace,—those gates," says that historian, "which God Almighty opened for the

" redress of injuries, the help of the oppressed, and the dispensing of impartial judg-

" ments in all cases of law,—the principal is one which has a projecting balcony ,^^

" without its equal in the world. This gate, which gave entrance to the palace,

" was furnished with folding-doors covered with iron plates, to which was affixed a

" brass ring of exquisite workmanship, and representing a man with his mouth wide
" open. This extraordinary work of art, which took its rise at the lower part Of .the

" gate, and sensed at the same time as a bar to the gate and as a knocker, had iri: .

" former times belonged to one of the gates of the city of Narbonne, in theboyitry
" of the Franks ; but when the Amir Mohammed^^ took that city from the GhriS-

" tians he had it removed and brought to Cordova, and placed on the principal

" gate of his palace. On a line with this, and looking to the south, there was
*' another gate, called Bdhu-l-jenndn (the gate of the gardens) ; and opposite to .it/:

"on a platform overlooking the Guadalquivir, two mosques famous .for Mfieir; '

"sanctity and the numerous miracles wrought in them, in either of >hich.tlie

" Sultan Mohammed Ar-radhi^^ used to sit to administer justice to his subjects,

" anxious to gain thereby the abundant rewards of the Almighty. A third, called

" Bdhu-l-wddi (the gate of the river), and a fourth, called Bdh Koriah (the gate of

" Coria), opened to the north. There was a fifth and last gate, kno^m by the name
" of Bdhu-l-jdmi' (the gate of the great mosque), because the Khalifs used in

'

" ancient times to go out of it whenever they visited the great mosque on Fridays,

" carpets being spread under their feet the whole of the way." However, most of

these gates, Ibnu Bashktiwal tells us, were either destroyed or blocked up. during the : ; -

civil war under the reign of 'Abdu-1-jabbar.^^ . v"...

Besides the royal palace here alluded to there were in and out of Gordb^a Pleasure.

1 1 1 1 T -n 1 T . houses and
various houses and gardens, also bmlt by the Sultdns and KhaHfs of ithC: hg#e--'of.gft4.ensbe.

Merwan for their habitation or their pleasure. We shall describe-someJ<ifMeSSL5s.
most celebrated. Ibnu Sa'id says, " I shall now proceed to the descriptite^ffie--;- -

"pleasure-gardens and pubHc promenades where the people of; Gpir^g^^lid
" their leisure hours, or which they visited for the sake of recreatipnISSV^M^^
" ment. Of these some belonged to the Sultdn, .bthers^td:weal^=^^iS.f i^ong
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'' the former are counted to the north the palace of the Rissafah, which 'Abdu-r-

- rahmdn Ibn Mu'awiyeh built for himself in the beginning of his reign, and in

" which he used to reside most of his time. He also planted a most beautiful

" garden, to which he brought all kinds of rare and exotic plants and fine trees

" from every country, taking care to supply it with sufficient water for irrigation.

" His passion for flowers and plants went even so far as to induce him to send

\' agents to Syria and other countries, with a commission to procure him all sorts

" of seeds and plants ; and, when brought to Andalus. these productions of distant

" regions and various climates failed not to take root, blossom, and bear fruit

in the royal gardens,, whence they afterwards spread all over the country.

From this garden originates the pomegranate, called BafaH,^'' which in point of

'' flavour, smallness- of seed, and abundance of juice, has not its equal in the

" world, and is superior to any other fruit growing in Andalus. The manner in

'' which this fruit was introduced into the country, and the origin of its name, are

" thus related. They say that one of the agents sent by 'Abdu-r-rahman to Syria,

" for the purpose of providing him with every exotic plant he could procure, sent

him from Damascus, among other rarities, a sort of pomegranate, which being

originally from the garden called Rissdfat-Hishdm was, when planted in Andalus,

" known by the name oi Rissdfl Being proud of them, 'Abdu-r-rahman boasted

of the acquisition before his favourites, and proceeded to describe the nature

and quahties of the tree, the flavour and colour of the fruit, and the manner

" in which it had been procured and sent to him. There happened to be among

" the company a man of the name of Safar Ibn 'Obeyd AhkaUai, one of the

" settlers from Al-urddn,^^ and who is further represented as belonging to the

" Ansdns who bore the colours of the Prophet in battle, as well as those of the

'' Khalifs of the house of Umeyyah. To this Safar the Sultdn gave some of the

"fruit, and he, keeping the seed, sowed it some time afterwards in a village

*' of the district of Raya, where he resided; he nursed the tree, took care of it,

" lopped its branches, and when the tree came to bear fruit he selected the best

pomegranate and repdred with it to court, where he presented himself to

Abdu-r-rahm^. No sooner did the SuMn see the fruit, which so much

resembled that of his gardens in colour and appearance, and the flavour of

'' which was equally fine, than he was greatly astonished, and inquired from Safar

" how he had procured it. Safar then acquainted him with the circumstance,

" and 'Abdu-r-rahmdn was so much pleased that he praised highly his industry,

" thanked him for his zeal, made him a considerable present, and ordered that

''more trees of the same kind should be planted in the Rissdfah as well as in

"other of his pleasure-gardens. Safar on his side augmented also his plantation,

tc

ii
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" distributed the seed among his friends, and the Andalusian gardenets began
" every where to cultivate this fruit, which is to this day the best kind of
" pomegranate that exists, and is still known by the name of. its introducer,
" Safari.^

" 32
" V J >.

But to return to the palace of the Kissdfah, which 'Abdu-r-rahman orri^mbnted
r - _ r

with costly magnificence, and to which he conveyed water from the distant

mountains. We find that it was situate to the north of Cordova, and that when
'Abdu-r-rahman built it he called it Munyatu-r-rissdfah (the pleasure-gardens
of the Rissafah,)^^ after a palace of a similar name which his grandfather Hish^m
had built in Damascus. 'Abdu-r-rahman was moreover exceedingly fond of it,

and he used to dwell in it for the greatest part of the year, an inclination in

which his grandfather Hisham had likewise considerably indulged. Nor was
this the only palace built by 'Abdu-r-rahman or his successors ; there were
besides in Cordova several royal villas remarkable either for the magnific'eniJe-

of their structure or their delightful situation. Of this number were i"^ die:||^a|e:

of the confluent" (Kasru-l-hdjiri) ;^* "the palace of the gardeiS '' " Gk^#^';
raudhat); *'the palace of the flowers" (Kasru^z-zdhirn) ; ''the palace;^ 6f: the
lovers" (Kasru-l-ma'shuk) ; "the palace of the fortunate" {Kasru-l-muhdrik);.
'* the palace of Rustak" (Kasru-r-rustak) ;

" the palace of contentment" (Kasru-

s-sorrur); "the palace of the diadem" (Kasru-Utdj)
i and "the palace dfthe-

novelties " {Kasru-l-hadiyi')

.

\ y^ ^^;:h!; I

:

Without the city was the palace of Sidi Abu Yahya Ibn AM Ya'k^b 'Ibn- 'Abffi-

1-mumen,-''^ built on arches on the Guadalquivir. Its founder being onGe asked

how he, who had such an aversion to the people of Cordova, could take delight

in building this palace, replied, that knowing how soon a governor was forgotten

by them after his removal unless he showed them proofs of power and authority,

having their heads full of the splendour of the Khahfate during the dynasty of

Merwan, he wished to leave behind him some memorial of his stay which would
make the inhabitants remember him in spite of themselves.

Another palace called DimasKk is mentioned by Al-fat'h in his KaUyid, when
writing the life of the Wizir Ibn 'Ammdr.^^ He describes it as a pleasto-hotise

belonging to the Sultans of the house of Merwan, the roofs of which were sti

by beautiful marble columns, and the floors paved with mosaic of a thOuSMd hiXfesf^'

" All palaces in the world are nothing when compared to that 0;

" for not only it has gardens filled with the most dehciouk ihuls^^^ttSSB
" smelling flowers, , . ::UfM^mM^(r:

"Beautiful prospects, and limpid running waters, clouds -pr^mit-Wit^
" aromatic dew, and lofty buildings

;
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" But its earth is always perfumed, for morning pours on it her grey amber

" and night her black musk." "

Another pleasure-house in Cordova was Al-mushafiyyah, so called from its

proprietor the Wizir and Hdjib Abii 'Othman Ja'far Ibn 'Othman Al-mus'hafi,^^

who held the situation of prime minister under the Sultan Al-hakem Al-mustanser-

billah.

Munyat'Zuheyr was the name of another pleasure-house in the outskirts of

Cordova, which Zubeyr Ibn 'Omar Al-mulaththam ^^ built for himself during his

government of that city. There were besides several other gardens and pleasure-

houses in Cordova called Munyat ; as, for instance, Munyatu-sorrir (the garden of

contentment), of which mention has already been made, Munyatu-l-a'miriyyah (the

garden of the Beni 'Amir), s.ndMunyatu-n-na'urah'^'^ (the garden of the water-wheel)

.

The poet Al-walid Ibn Zeydun, in a poetical composition in which he enumerates

the palaces, gardens, and places of recreation which existed in Cordova in his time,

has preserved us the names of some, such as the Kasru-l-fdrisi (the palace of the

Persian),*' and Merju-n-nadMr (the golden meadow),*^ a pleasure-garden in the

outskirts of Cordova. There were, besides, various other villas, promenades, and

plantations, for the use and recreation of the inhabitants. Of this number seem to
^ _ _

have been Merju-l-khor (the meadow of the murmuring waters) ."^^ Fahssu-s-sorrdh

(the field of the thieves) ,'^* and Fahssu-s-sudd (the field of the dam) ,^^ all places

which Ibnu Sa'id mentions on the authority of his father. The latter, that author

says, was the same as that known by the name of Fahssu-l-ardhi (the field of the

mills), which is mentioned by Kasim Ibn 'Abud Ar-riyahi.^^

Bridges on the The river Guadalquivir is less at Cordova than at Seville, this being the reason
^"^™'

why stone bridges were thrown over it at the former place, while the latter had

none. This river has its origin in the mountains of Segura,*' whence, dividing

itself into two streams, one flows eastwards to Murcia, the other to Cordova and

Seville. Ar-razi, describmg this river, says that it flows as placidly as a stream of

milk, and that even when its waters are increased by rain it is, at Cordova, a most

harmless fiver ; not so at Seville, where it has often threatened destruction to the

city, and death to the inhabitants. The same author describes the bridge at

Cordova as one of the most magnificent structures in all Andalus. It consisted

of seventeen arches, each arch being fifty spans in width, and the intermediate space

between the arches being also fifty spans. According to Ibnu Hayyan it was built

'

'-.: by As-samh Ibn Malik Al-khaulani, governor of Andalus ; or, as the author of the

Minhdju-l-fakr says, by his successor 'Abdu-r-rahmdn Ibn 'Obeydillah Al-ghdfeki,

lat the instance of the Khalif 'Omar, son of 'Abdu-l-'aziz.'*^ It was afterwards
r r ^ ._

j: rebuilt and beautified by the Khalifs of the house of Merwan. However, the

_ ^
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opinion given by Ibnu Hayyan seems the most probable, namely, tbat there was an

old bridge at the same place, built about two hundred years before the invasion of

the Arabs ; but its arches being broken down and its upper works demolished by .;:

time, only the foundations remaining, the governor As-samh ordered a new bridge

to be built in the year one hundred and one of the Hijra (a. d. 719-20)- on the^ •;:

still remaining piers of the former one. The length of this bridge is stated by Ibriu

Hayyan at eight hundred cubits, and the breadth at twenty; the elevation was

sixty cubits ; it stood upon eighteen arches (one more than Ar-r^zi gave) , and had

besides sixteen turrets. The old bridge is said by Ibnu Hayydn, Ar-razi, arid

Al-hijari, to have been built by Octavius, the second Caesar of Rome, as we have

remarked elsewhere. ., ^

The number of villages and towns appertaining to Cordova was almost- in'^J^Jj^*'""^^:

numerable, for at one time the jurisdiction of the capital extended over many

populous and wealthy districts. Some cities of the first rank likewise ackriiow-

ledged her authority; as Almodovar, distant sixteen miles; Mored, twenty*fi^^;^i;

Alcozer, eighteen; Ghaiek, two days' march; Ezya^ thirty^siis ;
m&^; '^aeii|:

two days' march; Estepa, thirty-six miles: the city of Ronda helonged also 46.

Cordova, but it was afterwards annexed to that of Seville, to which city it standi

nearer. There were, moreover, in the neighbourhood of Cordova no less than three

thousand villages, provided with mosques, and having, besides, a divine {muhaUass)9

of known erudition, whose duty was to pronounce judgments on canoii\ahd -SM

law. Among the Andalusian Arabs none could aspire to wear the Aafe^ who?tduld

not recite by heart most of the Mowattd, or who knew not ten thousand traditions

respecting the Prophet, or were not perfectly conversant with the theological work

entitled Al-madmah.^'' It was the duty of the Kadis of villages in the neigh-

bourhood of Cordova to come to town every Friday, and assist at pubHc prayers

with the Khalif in the gi'eat mosque ; and when the prayers were over they all

approached the Sultan, saluted him, and reported on the state of their respective

towns.

The revenues arising from Cordova and its district have been differently stated; Kevenue.

They are said by an eastern writer to have amounted, in the days of Al-hakem, Son

of Hisham, to one hundred and ten thousand and twenty dindrs, in specie, fotii"

thousand and seven hundred mudd of wheat and seven thousand seven hundred;
J- _ ,. , _ _ , r

and forty-seven of barley, in kind; another writer estimates them at three; inil|iQ&;;

of dinars at a medium, under the administration of Al-mansur IbnAbiiy^pl'V;

But this latter computation is undoubtedly erroneous,—the revenueS^ieoU^e^ fr^rn

Cordova and its neighbourhood never rose to such a sum; the alitliDr liiust inean

the total amount of taxes collected in the dominions ofthdK$lif#; but a^^^ he

-X *.J^>. _

- - - -^
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is wrong, for these, as we have already remarked elsewhere, amounted to a more

Considerable sum. But God only is all-knowing.

Productions of One thing is certain, namely, that trade and agriculture flourished in this place
the soil.

during the reigns of the sons of Umeyyah in a degree which has scarcely been wit-

nessed in any other city in the world ; its market was always overstocked with the

fruits of the land, the productions of every district, and the best of every country.

No robe, however costly,—no drug, however scarce,—no jewel, however precious,-

no rarity of distant and unknown lands, but was to be procured in the bazaars of

Cordova, and found hundreds of purchasers. Situate as Cordova was in the midst of

fertile lands watered by the Guadalquivir, and which yielded abundant crops, its

inhabitants were at all times provided with the best food of all kinds, and that, too,

at thecheapest possible rate. Ibnu Sa'id calls the land about Cordova a favoured

land, and mentions several minerals in which its territory abounded, such as pure

silver in the district of Kdrtash,^^ quicksilver and cinnabar in that of Sittdlisah,^^

and a great many other precious minerals. Another writer mentions a sort of stone

called sharankh,^^ which is well known to possess the property of stopping the blood

when applied to a wound, and which is said to have abounded in the territory of

that city. Our author observes that mule-loads of it were annually exported to

other countries, where it often fetched as high a price as five hundred dinars the

load, on account of its wonderful properties, which made it very much prized.

Liinitsiof Cor- We havc already said something elsewhere on the probable size and extent of

A]-iiiansur. Cordova during the times of its greatest prosperity ; indeed it is ascertained that

during the administration of the Hajib Ahmanstir such was the influx of popu-

lation, that, what with the innumerable foreigners who came from all parts of the

Mohammedan world to reside in it under the shade of his justice, and what with the

motley tribes of Berbers which he called from Africa, and with whom he reduced to

the last extremity the miserable rehcs of the Christian nations, the limits of Cor-

dova were found : insufficient to contain them all, and many had to hve encamped

under tents in the outskirts of the city. A trustworthy writer who was residing in

Cordova at the time tells us,'—" I once counted all the houses^* in the city and

"its subiirbs, iand found they amounted to two hundred thousand and seventy-

*' seven, including only in this number those of the common people, artisans, and

"labourers ; for the palaces of the nobles, Wizirs, officers of the royal household,

" commanders of the troops, and other wealthy citizens, and the barracks, hos-

" pitals, colleges, and other public buildings, amounted to sixty thousand and three

- :i
:

"hundred, exclusive of wooden cabins,^® inns, baths, and taverns." The number
- \ ^

n . -

V ; .;^ r } of shops^^ at this time is computed by the same author at eighty thousand four

Vf :. :. f '^iitidred and fifty-five. Another writer states the number of markets to have been
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four thousand and three hundred, and says that within the walls of the citadel there ,

were upwards of four hundred and thirty houses helonging to officers, of the royal

household and public functionaries. The number of houses in the city :and the

suburbs belonging either to the common people or to respectable and .
wealthy

citizens is computed by the same writer at one hundred and thirteen ; thousand;

exclusive of the palaces inhabited by "Wizirs, noblemen, and militaiy commanders.

But we have read somewhere else that the said number must only be appHed to the
^

times of the Sultans of the Beni Lamtumnah (Almoravides) and the Almohades their

successors, under whose reign the importance and splendour of Cordova were very

much diminished, owing to the disastrous civil wars which raged through its terri-

tory ; for, as we have remarked elsewhere, the number of houses occupied by officers

of the state and noble and distinguished citizens amounted to sixty thousand and
. " \

three hundred. The number of mosques in and without the capital is likewise stated

with great discrepancy. An ancient writer states those that existed under ^Ahdu-r-
;
\

rahman I. at four hundred and ninety ; it is true that this number was prodigiously." ; v:.;^
.
,vpj

mcreased in the course of time. The author of the Kitdhu4-mesdlek wa4-memdle1c £ .^^ ^^ -i^"
\- - - - - J- -^--i-'^--ih

states them hkewise at four hundred and seventy-one. We have seen, their number -:;^;^>^:;:.^^

estimated even as high as eight hundred and thirty-seven,^^ but this must be an ^^/^ f ;jl

exaggeration ; the baths in and without the city are by some said to have amounted .:; j5 n^

to three hundred, by others they are computed at seven hundred. The suburbs^
; . . V ;.

also are said to have been twenty-eight in number,—others reduce them to twe:Qty:;
y.

'

but the number given by Ibnu Bashkuwdl, that is, twenty-one, occurs more fr^- :

quently in the writings of the time.

However, the numbers as given by Ibnu Sa'id, a writer on whom we place the _- ;

most imphcit trust and reliance, and who borrowed his information from Ibnu

Hayy^n and other historians who lived in the prosperous times of the Cordovan

Khalifate, are the following : one hundred and thirteen thousand houses for the

common people, besides half that number, or perhaps more, for the officers of the

state, favourites of the court, military commanders, and the like.^^ The number of :

mosques at the period of its greatest splendour, namely, during the administration :
;

of the Wizir Ibn AM 'A'mir, never exceeded seven hundred, nor the baths nine ; ,

hundred ; ^° but he owns having read in an ancient history that under 'Abd^-r^r-:

rahmdn III. the city of Cordova was reported to contain three hundred thpus^d /
;

houses, and eight hundred and eighty-seven mosques, eighteen of which wer^:mm|p,;:

the limits of Shakandah ; yet the number given by Al-bekri (that is, ;f^|^jg]^gd

and seventy-seven mosques,) is still far from any of those before stated|v^$i:^ihg,

however, is certain, namely, that during the civil wars which -trpke: -Out at

beginning of the fourth century of the Hijra, not only was; a great; part of these

--."-
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buildings demolished, and -whole streets deserted, but some of the suburbs were razed

to the ground, and all traces of them disappeared for ever.

But it is fall time that we should treat of the great mosque of Cordova, that

magnificent building which has not its equal in the whole world, either in point of

size, beauty of design, tasteful arrangement of its ornaments, or boldness of execu-

tion. This superb building has been so often and so elegantly described that we

shall merely select, among the written accounts that exist of it, that which we deem

indispensable for our narrative.
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CHAPTER n.

The great mosque of Cordova—Built on the site of a Christian temple—Begun by 'Abdu-r-rahm^n—
Continued by his successors—Its dimensions—Matssiirah—Mihr4b—Copy of the Kor4n written by
'Otbmdn—Tower—Al-bakem's addition—Alms-houses—Al-manstir's addition—Number of chan-

deliers in the mosque—Attendants.

The great mosque of Cordova, as is well known, owes its erection^ to *Abdu-r-'J^e8:««^

rahman Ad-dakhel, the first sovereign of the house of Umeyyah who reigned Cordova.

:

independently over Andalns. All historians agree in saying that the moment o

'Abdu-r-rahman saw himself free from rivals, and firmly established on his throne,

he began the building of the royal palace,—that of the pleasure-house called Rissdfah, !
-

which we have before described,—and that of the great mosque. He died, however,

without seeing the building completed, and bequeathed to his son and heir, HisMni,

the care of the undertaking. Under this Sultdn the building was, properly speaking,

finished according to the original plan, but during the reign of the succeeding

Sultdns and Khalifs, eight in number, who ruled over Andalus, it was considerably

augmented and embellished.

The causes which led to the erection of this magnificent temple are thus related
^J^"/*"^

by the historian Ar-razi. " The conquerors of Andalus imitated the conduct of "»" temple.

" 'Obeyd Ibnu-1-jerr^h and Khdled Ibnu-1-walid ^ in dividing with the Christians

" the churches of the subdued cities, agreeably to the advice of the Khalif 'Omar

" Ibnu-1-khattab. So when Damascus was taken the principal temple of that
.

" city was divided, half of it remaining in the hands of the inhabitants for all pur-

poses of their worship, while the other half was appropriated for the use of the

Moslems, who converted it into a mosque ; the same being done in every ci

surrendered by capitulation. According to this maxim, when the Arabs took

Cordova they divided with the Christians their principar churchy whii^iJ.AV^

within the city and close to the walls, and was known among themja^: tii'e church

of St. Vincent.'' In the moiety allotted to them the Mosieras^Mtthemseh^es a

mosque for the prayers of the Friday, whilst the other half remained iii the hands
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" of the Christians as the only place of worship allowed to them, since all other

" churches in and out of the city were immediately pulled down. The Moslems

" remained for a long time satisfied mth what they possessed, until their number

" increasing daily, and Cordova becoming a very populous city, owdng to the

" Arabian Amirs having taken up their abode in it and made it the seat of the

" government, the mosque proved to be too small to contain them all, and roof

" after roof ^ was built in order to make it more roomy and spacious, until from the

" contiguity of these roofs one to another, the narrowness of the doors leading to it,

" and the great number of wooden pillars supporting each addition, which barred

" the passage, it became a matter of the greatest difficulty to penetrate into the

"interior of the mosque ; besides, the roof of each successive addition being inferior

"to the preceding, that of the last was in fact so low as almost to touch the ground

"and to prevent the people from standing at ease under it.

Begun by -Ab-
'* The mosquc, however, continued for a long time in this state, until the arrival

di.-r-rahmin. ,,^^ 'Ahdu-r-rahman, son of Mu'awiyeh, sumamed Ad-dakhel, who, having gained

" possession of Andalus, and made Cordova his capital, began seriously to think of

''^enlarging the limits of the mosque. Accordingly he sent for the chiefs of the

" Ghristians, and proposed to purchase from them that part of the mosque which

"remained stiH in their hands, in order that he might add it to the Mohammedan

" place of worship. But notwithstanding the liberality of 'Abdu-r-rahman, who

" offered them a very considerable sum of money, the Christians, relying on the

"capitulations of peace signed to them by the conquerors, would not agree to sell

" their part.: However, after much negotiation, they agreed to reUnquish their own

"half, on condition of being allowed to rebuild or repair another church outside the

" walls, which had been destroyed, and of holding it independently of the Moslems, and

> :, ".eatirely consecrated to the worship of their God. This being granted by 'Abdu-r-

TaMan, aad the Christians having received the sum agreed upon, which a certain

hisftman kas stated at one hundred thousand dinars, the Sultan proceeded in the

"year onehundted and sixty-eight^ of the Hijra (a. d. 784-5) to demoUsh the old

".place of worship, and to lay on it the foundations of the great mosque,^ which

"became one of the wonders of the world. In this building, which was carried

"on with mcredihle; activity during his reign, 'Abdu-r-rahm^ is said to have

" spent the sum of eighty thousand dinars, derived from the fifth of the spoil."

However, as we have remarked elsewhere, the building was not completed

imtil the days of his son Hish^m., ixt the year one hundred and seventy-seven

1::- :of the Hijra (a. ^, 79a-4).
'

r -^^^The poet Dihyah Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Al-baluni^ has alluded to this

^ ?m{exceUent composition, of which we quote the Mowing verses :

it.
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" 'Abdu-r-rahman has spent, for the sake of his God and the honour of

" religion, of silver and gold eighty thousand dinars. - ) = --

" He has employed them in building a temple for the use of fthis ddvout , , .:y.:^i

" nation, and the better observance of the religion of the Prophet Mohammed-

i

" There thou wilt see the gold which covers its ceiUngs in profttsion ,glittei

" as brightly as the Hghtniag crossing the clouds." j:. ::t.

Once completed by Hisham, the mosque of Cordova received considerable im. Continued by**'''
1 1

"'^ successors.

provement at the hands of his successors; indeed, it can be safely advanced that

none of the Sultans of the illustrious family of Umeyyah who reigned in Cordova

died without making some considerable addition, or contributing in some way to

the ornament of that sumptuous building. Hisham, son of 'Abdu-r-rahmati,

surnamed Ar-radhi, the same monarch who saw it completed, added considerably
r

to it, the expenses of the work being entirely defrayed out of the fifth of .the

spoils taken from the infidels of Narbonne. His son, 'Ahdu-T-r&hm^ al-ausati

(the second), ordered the gilding of the columns and part of the . walls ^'^ but.;,

before its termination. Mohammed, his successor, continued the :-v?orfcy b^^n
^ _

by his father, and brought it to a close, His son, A3-mundhir, repaired several

rents in the walls, and made other material improvements in the building. ..The

Khalif An-nassir caused the old minaret to be pulled down, and another magni-

ficent one to be erected in its stead. Al-hakem Al-mustanser-biUahv son- of

An-nassir, made also important additions; seeing, on his coming to i»ow$r|;^4^at

Cordova was every day increasing in size and extent, and the population

augmenting, and that notwithstanding the great additions made on various oec^ions

to the mosque it was still insufficient to hold the faithful that flocked to it on

Fridays, he directed all his attention to the enlargement of it, and succeeded after

great labour and expense in carrying his plan into execution and completing the

additional building known by his name ;—the expenses incurred by it having

amounted, according to the historian Ibnu Hayydn, to one hundred and sixty-one

thousand gold dinars, taken from the fifth of the spoils tnade from the mfidels:tfr-

by which the mosque reached the highest pitch of perfection, all these works being

executed in a manner which baffles all description. Lastly, in the reign^ of his

successor, Hisham II., and under the administration of his famous Hajih Ibn

'A'mir Al-mansur, a most important addition, built on a scale which left alltho^e

of the Sultdns, his predecessors, far behind m point of. soHdity,. beautyi:#:d^i^

and boldness of executmn, was made to the body of the mosque^: Bijfeal#|fefW^

intention to treat at length and in detail of each of these^addiUp?!^#^>^^

shall not dwell any longer on the subject, and shall proceed to,gife,th#S
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of the mosque, and to describe the works of art and precious objects amassed in

it by the commendable piety of so many sovereigns.

Its dimensions. The author of the Majmu'4-muftarik ^ says that the roof of the aisles ^ before the

addition made by Al-hakem measured two hundred and twenty-five cubits in length

from janf to UUah,^^ and that the breadth from east to west was likewise before

the addition one hundred and five cubits. Al-hakem then added one hundred and

five cubits, thus making the entire length of the mosque three hundred and thirty

cubits. After this, Mohammed Ibn Abi 'A'mir, better known by the surname

of Al-mansiir, added to it by order of the Khalif Hisham, son of Al-hakem,

eighty cubits in breadth on the eastern side. The number of aisles was at first

eleven ; the breadth of the central one being sixteen cubits ; that of each of the

two next, east and west, fourteen cubits ; and that of each of the remaining six,

eleven cubits. To this number Al-mansur added eight aisles of ten cubits in

breadth each, the addition being completed in the space of two years and a half,

during which time Al-mansiir himself occasionally worked in person. The length

of the court ^^ from east to west was one hundred and twenty-eight cubits, and the

breadth from Uhlah to jauf one hundred and five ; the width of the porticos of the

coldnnade surrounding the court was ten cubits ; and the area of the whole building
L

measured thirty-three thousand one hundred and fifty square cubits.

Ibnu Sa*id, quoting Ibnu Bashkuwal, agrees in some particulars with the above

account. He states the length of the great mosque within the city at the same

number of cubits, that is, three hundred and thirty from jauf to Uhlah; the

court or open space he only makes eighty cubits in length, the remainder being

occupied by porticos tiled over. He estimates the breadth of the mosque from

east to west at two hundred and fifty cubits, in which he is at variance with

thev preceding statement.'^ He says also that the total number of aisles, com-

prising the: addition made by Al-mansur, was nineteen, and that they were called

atrioMttdt. The number of doors, great and small, was twenty-one; namely,

nine on the west side, including in the number a large one by which women

^ ^ entered into the part of the mosque allotted to them; nine on the east, eight

of which were for the men and one for the women; three to the north, of

which two large ones were for the use of the men, and the other for the women

to enter into their recesses. No doors were visible on the south side, with

~%e exception of one in the south side of the makssurah, and leading through

a covered way to the palace of the Khahf. It was through this secret passage

'that the Sultan passed on a Friday into the mosque to join in the pubHc worship.

f:^?^Wi^S:-; All these doors were covered with the finest brass, in the most beautiful manner.*^
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Another author describes the doors as being only nine; namely, three opening

into the coiirt,^one to the east, another to the west, and a third to the north; four -

opening into the aisles, namely, two on the east and two on the west side; the;
:|J

two remaining leading into the recesses for women under the aisles :
and lastly, -an

anonymous writer^* whom we consulted in Cairo says that each of these dotJrs ^.^^^

was ornamented with a ring of exquisite workmanship, and covered with Sheets

of yellow brass so bright and polished as to dazzle the eyes of the beholders. : y

According to the author of the Majmu'-l-muftarih. the number of columns, all
: g

of marble, is said to have been one thousand two hundred and ninety-three;

according to another writer the total number of columns which either supported

the roof of the mosque, or were embodied in the walls, or formed the domes,

or entered into the building of the minaret, amounted between large and small

to one thousand four hundred and seventeen; others say that the large columns

in the interior of the mosque amounted to one thousand, exclusive of othersjflf ; ;;;.

smaller size in the court and offices of the mosque; but there are not: wantmg .|||

authors who make their number stiU more considerable. Ibnu Bashktiw^li qi^d .;r;fe^

by Ibmi Sa'id, states them to be in all fourteen hundred and nine.^? of which::one ^vj^f^

hundred and nineteen were comprised within the makssurah, huUt by Al-mansur.
'I;!;;

This the above-mentioned author describes as one of the most magnificent and -tf.^

bold structures ever raised hy man. It extended across five aisles of.,the ;,;^.:

eleven composing the addition built by Al-hakem^ and its wings passed

the remaining six, leaving three on each side ;'^ its length from east to west.-was

seventy-five cubits; its breadth from the wooden partition to the columns of . the

miah twenty-two cubits ; the height, counting from the floor to the cornices,*'

eight cubits ; and that of the cornices three spans.

This maksmirah was further provided with three doors of exquisite workmanship Makssumh.

and beautifully carved, and leading by the east, west, and north, into the body of

the mosque. It is stated elsewhere that one of these doors was made of pure gold,

as well as the walls of the mihrdb ; '^ that the floor of the makssirah was paved

with silver, and that all the parts adjacent to it were covered with sofeysafd '^ (rich

mosaic work intermixed with gold) ; and lastly, that most of the columns,
:

which

are described as being placed in clusters of four, and having only, one capital, were

most beautifully carved and inlaid from top to bottom with gold and lapis.i'-''"!'-

bnt God only is all-knowing. It is also asserted that in the open space '^^Mm
by the mihrdb there were seven arches supported by cohimns, and risii^^a^^nl

siderable height ; and such was the beauty of their proportions..an<t %^^G^^s?pf

the execution that both Christians and Moslems repeatedly exptessedctheir-admi-

ration at the manner in which they were achieved t th&r^ were^lbeSides
.

in the two
^ — — -
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jaihbs^^ forming the door of the mikrdb four columns of inestimable value,—two

were made of green marble, the other two of lapis-lazuh.

Mihriib. "We learn from Ibnu Bashkuwal that the length of the mihrdh was eight cubits

and a half from Uhlah to jauf, and its breadth from east to west seven cubits and

a half J the height of the dome thirteen cubits and a half. There stood against one

of its sides a pulpit,^^ also constructed by Al-hakem, and equalled by none other in

the world for workmanship and materials. It was built of ivory, and of the most

exquisite woods, such as ebony, sandal, hakam,^^ Indian plantain, citron wood,

^loe, and so forth, at the expense of thirty-five thousand seven hundred and five

dinars, three dirhems and one third ; and the steps by which it was ascended were

mne in number. Another writer says that it was formed of thirty-six thousand

small pieces of wood, which were fastened together with gold and silver nails, and

occasionally incrusted with precious stones, and that the original cost of each piece

was seven dirhems of silver ; that its construction lasted for seven years, eight artists

being daily employed in it, with an allowance of half a mithkal Mohammedi'^ a day.

SL'^S^tt n
'^^*® pulpit was once the repository of a copy of the Koran written, as it is

My 'othman. generally supposed, by the Khalif 'Othman. It was preserved in a case of gold

tissue set with pearls and rubies, over which was a bag of the richest coloured silk,

the whole being placed on a stand of aloe wood, joined with gold nails. It was

taken to Africa by one of the Sultdns of the Beni 'Abdi-l-miimen, and lost and

recovered several times, until it was finally deposited in the great mosque called

Jdmi''Karawayin'^^ (the mosque of the people of Cairwan), at Fez. But this being

an interesting subject, and one which has given rise to much debate among the

learned, some of whom have expressed doubts of this book being so ancient

as it was supposed, we deem it proper to transcribe here the words of a very

intelligent author who has fully investigated the case. The Khattib Ibn Marziik ^^

saygtin his work entitled AUmamadU'S-saHhu~l-hasan^ (or collection of authen-

ticated -traditions,) as follows:
—"The copy of the Koran called 'Othm^ni, and

'^ which, according to Ibnu Bashktiw^, is one of the four copies which the Khalif

" 'Othman (may God show him His favours 1) sent to Mekka, Basrah, Kufah, and

" Damascus, is too well known all over Andalus and Africa to need description.

"It was kept in the great mosque of Cordova, until on a Saturday, the eleventh of

" Shawwal of the year five hundred and fifty^six of the Hijra (a.d. 1161), it was

*' taken away, as it is believed, by order of Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-l-mtimen Ibn

" 'Ali,^^ and taken to Africa, where it remained in the hands of that Sultdn and his

:" successors, who not only took the greatest care of it, but carried it always in their

'.Iferavels and military expeditions, expecting that it would prove for them a source

prosperity. Thus it passed from one Sultan to another among the Almohades

.- \ - >^ ^ -
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'' until it came to 'Ali Ibnu-l-mdmtin Abi-l-'ola Idris Ibnu-l-manstiri sumairied

'* Al-mu'atadhedh and Sa'id,^^ who took it with him in his expedition against

" Telemsan, towards the end of the year six hundred and. forty-five of the Hijra

" (a. D. 1247-8). By the death of this Sultan, who perished in a skirmkh befoi'e

" that city, the sacred volume went to his son Ibrahim,'^^ who, having given; Mttl6

*
' to the enemy, was also defeated and lost his life, the enemy getting possession of

" all the baggage of his army, and the greatest part of his treasures ; among which

" was this Koran, which feU into the hands of the Arabs. What its final desti-

'
' nation was I could not learn ; some say that it was acquired by the Sultan of

'' Telemsan, whose successor preserves it now in his treasure.

" As to the supposition that some spots of the blood of 'Othman are to be seen

" on it, it is a very gratuitous one, and rests on no foundation whatever. That of

*'
its being one of the copies presented by the Khalif to the cities of Mekka, Basrah,

*' Kufah, and Damascus, requires some consideration. Ibn 'Abdi-1-mdlik says, 'In

'* case of its being one of the above-mentioned copies, it cannot be any other; thari

'' the Syrian one.' But Abu-1-kdsim An-najibi^"* As-sebtti tells m& that the Byiite

" copy, that is, the identical one presented by 'Othmdn to the city of I>amasclis,;^ist

''
still preserved in the maks^rah of the mosque of the Beni Umeyyah in that

" city, where he saw it himself in the year six hundred and fifty-seVen of the

'' Hijra.^^ It cannot either be that of Mekka, for the same Abu-1-kasim informs us

" that having in the said year of six hundred and fifty-seven (a.d. 1259) mafe^m
*' pilgrimage to the holy places, he saw and read in it, and fottnd it lying as' befcife

" under the dome of the Jews, otherwise called Kubbatu-t-tarab (the donie of the

" dust), and that he likewise saw the ancient copy preserved at Me^na, and read in

"
it. Perhaps it is the one of Kiifah, or that of Basrah ; but it is well known that

*' the latter is preserved at Medina, where Abu-1-k^sim found it. Besides, An-

" najaghi,-^^ who in the year seven hundred and five (a.d. 1305-6) had an oppor-

" tunity of seeing and comparing both copies, namely, that which is preserved iri

Medina, and that which came to this country and was previously in the great

mosque of Cordova, declares positively that he examined them both with the

greatest attention and care, and saw nothing which could lead him to supptJse

that the Cordovan one was of the same antiquity. The hand-writing was totallj^

distinct, the copy at Medina being written in the halid-writing generally'": tis^d^^iii,

Yemen, while that of Cordova was not. As to its being Written by tW1Kh|i£f

'Othman himself; it is a supposition which scarcely needs reftitaMdJ^^:fe(gtiiiS

" known to every body that he wrote none himself; what he did-^;;:fe&^t6

" intrust some of the companions of the Prophet with the revision WSali^em^nt
" of a copy which should serve as a standard for all other0,'-m&fbmg p^o^ed by

it
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" the note at the end of the copy deposited now at Medina, and which reads thus :

" ' The present book was collected by some of the companions of the Prophet (on

" whom be benediction and salutation !) by the injunctions of the Khalif 'Othman,'

" &c. Then follow the names of the companions who assisted in the collection, as

" Zeyd Ibu Thabit, 'Abdullah Ibn Zubeyr, Sa'id Al-'assi, and so forth.^^

'' However, be this as it may, one thing is certain, namely, that the copy of the

" Koran which was preserved at Cordova, and held in so great veneration by the

" people of Andalus, passed through many hands, until it was lost before Telemsan

" by the Sultan Ibrdhim ; its present destination being totally unknown to me,

" unless, I repeat, it be preserved in the treasure of the Sultan of Telemsan, as it

" has been reported."

Such is Ibn Marztik's account, which we have copied almost Uterally from his

work. Now it remains for us to say that what Ibn Marzuk conjectures is a fact

;

the sacred volume here alluded to remained in the possession of the Sultdns of Te-

lemsan, who transmitted it as an inheritance from father to son, until that city was

taken by our Imam Abu-1-hasan^* towards the end of Ramadhan of the year seven

hundred and thirty-seven of the Hijra (a. d. 1336). That prince, having seized

upon all the treasures contained in the royal palace, found among other valuable

objects the famous Koran, which he kept in his possession until it was again lost by

him in the disastrous battle of Tarifa ;^^ thus becoming the prey of the infidel

monarchs of Andalus. From that country it went to Portugal, whence it was again

recovered in the year seven hundred and forty-five (a. d. 1344-5) by one of the

merchants of Azamor, who employed a ruse to gain possession of it. It then was

acquired by the Sultan of Fez, at which city Ibn Rashld saw it, as he himself

informs us in his travels.^®

Tower. Bxit to retum to our description of the mosque of Cordova. " The height of the

" tbwer^? now existing," says Ibnu Bashkuwdl, ** which was built by the Sultan

Abdu-r-rahman, son of the Sultan Mohammed, is seventy-two cubits, namely,

fifty-four to the top of the open dome, towards which the crier turns his hack

when proclaiming the hour of prayers, and eigliteen more to the very end of the

" spar. On the summit of this dome are the three celebrated apples, two of which

" are made of pure gold, and the middle one of silver. Each of them measures

" three spans and a half in circumference, and they are encompassed within two six-

petalled lilies in a most elegant manner, the whole being surmounted by a small

" pomegranate made of pure gold, rising about a cubit above the top of the dome,

" which is considered one of the wonders of the world."

= r The building of this tower is thus related by the above-mentioned writer. " In

"J^tiie year three hundred and thirty-four^^ (a. d. 945-6) the Amir 'Abdu-r-rahman

•.:.-.•
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" ordered the old tower of the mosque to be pulled down, and the present mag-

" nificent structure to be erected in its stead. The first thing done was to dig the

" foundations, a work which lasted forty-three days, the excavation being carried so

" deep that the workmen were stopped by water ; the building was then begun, and

" completed in the space of thirteen months, the material being free-stone cemented

" with mortar. "When the whole building was completed, An-nassir rode to the

" spot from his palace in the city of Az-zahra, where he was residing at the time,

" ascended to the top of the tower by one of its staircases, and came down by

" the other ; for unlike the old tower, which had only one staircase, the present one

" is provided with two, separated by a wall of masonry, and so contrived that two

" people starting at the same time may arrive at the top without meeting or seeing

" each other. After carefully inspecting the edifice, An-ndssir went into the

'' makssurah of the mosque, prayed two reka's, and retired."

The number of steps in each staircase was one hundred and seven ; and Ibriu

Bashkuwal adds, that it was firmly believed in his time that the tower had: .not-

its equal in point of height and beauty in any other of the countries subject to. the:

rule of Islam. But, as Ibnu Said has very properly remarked, had Ibnu Bashkilw^

seen those of Seville and Morocco, both built by the Sultan Ya'ktib Al-mansiir, one

of the Beni 'Abdi-1-mumen, he would not have said so, since it is well known that

their dimensions considerably exceed those of the tower of Cordova. . The height of

this, measured from below to the balcony or balustrade where the crier stand$,.ds

fifty-four cubits, and to the very extremity of the spar, where the gold pomegranate

is, seventy-three cubits ; the width of each of the square sides, eighteen cubits ;—

thus making seventy-two cubits in circuit. The height of the tower at Morocco

is well known to be one hundred and ten cubits, and the width in proportion.

The expenses incurred by An-nassir in his addition to the mosque, as well as in

the construction of this tower, are stated by Ibnu Bashkuwal, who borrowed his

information from an account in the hand-writing of the Khalif bimself,^^ at two

hundred and skty-one thousand five hundred and thirty-seven dinars, and two

dirhems and a half.

His son, Al-hakem, was no less fond of building, and his improvements and

additions to the mosque rank as high as those of any of his predecessors. As we

have related elsewhere, Al-hakem, soon after his accession to the throne, thought

of enlarging the mosque of Cordova, which had become too small to contain; the

crowds of people that flocked to it on Fridays. While the addition was b^g-biiillii

a dispute arose among his architects respecting the part of the ;
horizoiiE .tow^ards

which the kihlah was to be turned; some pretending that it oughtto he built

facing the south, as it was formerly, and as his father, An-nassir, had done with that
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of the mosque of Az-zahrd, while mathematicians and astronomers contended that
it ought to be built inclining a httle towards the east. While the people were
thus disputing the point among themselves, the Faquih Abu Ibrahim came up to

Al-hakem, and said to him, " O Prince of the believers ! all the people of this
" nation have constantly turned their faces to the south while making their prayers

;

*' it was to the south that the Imams who preceded thee, the doctors, the Kadis, and
" all Moslems, directed theh looks, from the times of the conquest up to the present
" day; and it was to the south that the tdU's, like Musa Ibn Nosseyr and Hansh
" As-san'ani, (may God show them mercy !) inclined the kiblahs of all the mosques
" which they erected in this country. Remember that proverb which says, ' It is

''preferable to follow the example of others and be saved, than to perish by
" separating from the track.'" Upon which the Khalif exclaimed, *' By Allah,
" thou sayst right

!
I am for following the example of the tdbi% whose opinion on

'' the subject is of great weight:"— and he ordered that it should be executed as
proposed.

Nor was this the only improvement which the Khalif Ahhakem made to the
great mosque; he ordered, besides, some works of the greatest utihty and import-
ance. ^ Instead of the old reservoir^-* for purification, in the court of the mosque,
Which was suppHed with water drawn by beasts*^ from a neighbouring well, he built
four others at the two sides of the mosque, viz., two large ones for men at the eastern
angle, and two small ones for women at the western ; and these he filled by means
of a canal,^2 ^.jji^j^^ ^^^^^^ ^-^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ mountains of Cordova,
poured it into an immense reservoir fined with marble. The water ran night and
day, and what remained after supplying the wants of the mosque, being very sweet
and of excellent quahty, was distributed into three canals,*^ parting from three
different sides of the mosque, east, north, and west, and flowed into two immense
fountains,** Which Ai-hakem caused to be hewn out of the sohd rock at the foot of
the mountains of Cordova at an enormous expense, owing to the number of work-
men employed in them, and the difficulty of transport.

The work was executed in the following manner :—Two immense blocks of stone
were first selected from the quarries in the mountains of Cordova ; they were then
hewn out with pickaxes, an operation which took up considerable time, and when
every thing was completed both fountains appeared' suddenly to the eyes of the
astonished multitude in the shape which they were destined to have. However,
the general satisfaction expressed by the inhabitants on this occasion was very
aiuch damped by the obstacles, to all appearance insurmountable, which the distance

of the quarry and the size of the blocks presented to the transport and conveyance
|f;4hein by an inclined plane to the corners of the mosque prepared for their recep-
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tion. This, however, was soon remedied, through the assistance of Almighty God,

and the following expedient was suggested. A cart was built with large beams

of oak wood placed upon a circular frame, the whole being strengthened with iron
- r

hoops ; a road was levelled from the quarry to the mosque, and after every prepara-^ --i.

tion had been made seventy of the strongest draught oxen were yoked to it ;by

means of strong ropes, and with God's favour and assistance the two huge blocks

reached their destination one after the other, and were placed in the vaulted recesses

prepared for them,*^— twelve consecutive days being the time spent in their

transport.

On the west side of this mosque AUhakem built a house for the distribution of Aims-iwusea.

alms, in which such poor travellers and people as lost their way in the city, or did

not know whither to go, or were devoid of sufficient means to provide for their

wants during their residence in the capital, met always with a charitable reception,

and were hospitably entertained and furnished with every necessary, owing to the ;

vast sums with which the estabhshment was endowed by the KhaUf. Several houses

for the poor were likewise erected by Al-hakem over against the great westertv^e;^ ;^>:v

of the mosque.*^ The sum spent by AUhakem in the building of these housesj as

:

well as in his addition to the mosque, &c., amounted, according to Ibnu Hayy^Ui to

one hundred and sixty-one thousand gold dinars, all derived from the fifths of the
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But the greatest addition that ever was made to the mosque is undoubtedly ^at/^^^gf^^

undertaken and completed in the days of Hishdm II., and under the admmi^ratidn v
j

of his famous Hajib, Al-manstir Ibn AM 'A'mir. It is thus described by Ibnu Sa*id, :.

r

who quotes Ibnu Bashkuwal and Ibnu-1-faradhi as his authorities.--" The popula- v ;

:

" tion of Cordova had so much increased,—owing to the great influx of people who
;

-^
; :

" came from all parts of Asia and Africa to settle in it, and to the tribes of Berbers
; ;

~ '

" which Ahmansur drew from the opposite land and kept in his pay ;—the city

itself had reached to such a pitch of magnificence and splendour.*' that the

suburbs and outskirts teemed with inhabitants, and the great mosque was found
. ^ ;

"incapable of holding the faithful who flocked to it from all sides. As the

" Khahfs palace adjoined the mosque on the west side, Al-manstir could npt

" extend the building except on the east. The first step he took was to indemnify,

" preparatory to the building, the proprietors of such houses as were to be puUM;

" down with such sums as they chose to fix for theu- property. He called^t*:^^^^

" the owners of the houses, and addressing each of them in private he

" * Friend, I want that house of thine; I must buy it from thee; t^at.J

" its site to that of the great mosque : it is a work of great: uti}i^,^jahd

*' for the convenience of the pubhc. Thou mayst ask whatever price -thou choosest

J

.

^

^^

-J L—y r

-'-"^-.::

_ J

^ - _
-'-
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" to have for it, and it shall be paid to thee out of the royal coffers.' Every one

" of the proprietors having agreed to sell his house, not without putting the highest

•* possible price on it, Al-mansur gave immediate orders for the payment, and com-

" manded besides that a suitable residence should be built for each of the pro-

*' prietors in another quarter of the city. Al-mansiir addressed himself at length to

an old woman, who, being the proprietor of a house with a palm tree within the

court of the mosque,*^ obstinately refused to part with it for any sum, unless she

"were provided with another house having also a palm tree; upon which Al-

^' manstir issued immediate orders that the old woman's wish should be fulfilled,

" should it cost a heyt-mdl;'^^ and, accordingly, another house with a palm tree was

"procured for a most exorbitant price.

*' All these difficulties being speedily removed, Al-mansur began to build

*' his addition, in aisles extending all along the mosque, as we have remarked

*' elsewhere,^** and the whole, when finished, presented a front of the greatest

*' sohdity and elegance, the interior being decorated with gold in the most mag-

•* nificent manner ; so that in the opinion of all the intelligent in these matters

" the addition built by Al-mansur fell nowise short of those of any of his pre-

" decessors, that of Al-hakem even not excepted :—the action being rendered still

"'more meritorious by the circumstance of Christian slaves^^ from Castile and other

infidel countries working in chains at the building instead of the Moslems, thus

exalting the true religion and trampling down polytheism. Al-mansur built also

*' the great cistern under the court of the mosque,^^^ and it was he who first caused

'* wax to be burnt in the interior in addition to oil, thus combining the effect of

" both lights."

diTdeTie^in '^^e Humher of brazen chandeliers, of different sizes, in the mosque, is computed

the mosque.
|-,y gomc at two hundred and eighty, and by others at two hundred and twenty-four,

- without counting those over the gates ; and the number of cups containing the oil

at seven thousand four hundred and twenty-five, or according to other accounts at

ten thousand eight hundred and five. The leaden supporters ^^ for the cups

weighed four arrohes, and three-fourths of a kintar^^ of cotton for the wicks of

the lamps were consumed each month of Ramadhan. The annual consumption of

oil amounted to one hundred and twenty-five Untars, half of which was used during

the Kamadhan ; and in this holy month three Untars of wax, and three-quarters of

a Untar of cotton thread used in preparing the wax, were requisite over and above

the usual allowance. The great wax taper which burned by the side of the Imam

: 5 ' weighed from fifty to sixty pounds ; it burned night and day throughout the month

^; M: Ramadhan, and its materials both of wax and wick were so contrived that the

Ivhole might be consumed on the last night of Ramadhan. The chandeUers were
- , - i .
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aU made of brass and of different patterns, with the exception of three which were

of silver. Four greater than the rest were suspended in the central aisle; ,the

largest, which was of enormous dimensions, hung from the ceiling of the dome oyer

that part of the mosque where the Korans were kept, and consisted, according;;tp;^: .

certain writer, of one thousand four hundred and fifty-four cups for lights. ;,:IJ;9W-,

ever, these large chandeliers, each of which consumed nightly seven (trrobesor-

quarters oi&kintar of oil, were only hghted in the last ten days of the month of

Ramadhan. The total expenditure of oil in all the lamps ^^ about the mosque,

including the addition built by Al-mansur, is by another writer estimated at one

thousand arrohes, or two hundred and fifty hmtars, of which seven hundred and

fifty were consumed in the month of Kamadhan.

Ibnu Sa'id, who borrowed most of his information from Ibnu Bashkuwdl, gives

an estimate somewhat different from that of the former writers we have quoted,

although it nearly agrees with that of the latter. He says that the annual
.

expen-
.

diture was one thousand and thirty arrobes of oU, (two hundred and,My-oile;^^^%

and one quarter,) five hundred of which were spent during Ramadhan>:aM,^^#r:-; --^^^

three sih^er chandeliers required seventy-two pounds weight of oil nightly, that is ^o; o^ ::^;V

say, twenty-four each ; that the largest of all the lamps measured fifty spans in guv-.
^ 7;^;:.

cumference, and held one thousand four hundred and eighty cups, the whole of whifih : :

were washed over with gold. Ibnu Sa'id being an author more deserving of credit ;
;

than any other of those who have written on the subject, not only on acGou^M v ;;

the sources from which he derived his information, but also on account:- p^tis;

veracity as an historian, we do not hesitate to adopt his computation. But God

only knows.^®

The number of people employed in or about the mosque, as the Imdm, thq Att^dants.

readers of the Koran, wardens, door-keepers, proclaimers of the hours of prayer,

lamp-lighters, and the Hke, is said to have been, in the days of Al-mansiir, one

hundred and fifty-nine ; but Ibnu Bashkuwal, whose account is entitled to more

credit, says that the attendants of all classes amounted to three hundred in the

times of the Khahfs," as well as under the administration of the Hdjib Al-mansur.

He adds likewise that four ounces of ambergris, and eight of fresh aloe wood, were

burnt by way of incense on the last day of the month of Uamadhdn, althougll -

Ibnu-l-faradhl, an author also entitled to great credit, states that one poun^^pf

wood of aloes, and a quarter of a pound of amber, were allowed every Friday ft|# ^

similar purpose. : ^-^^^jI^K
Our readers must have observed some discrepancy in the. dim^icm^^ip

mosque, as well as in the number of columns, pillars, and chalidii^ :^lv .^

is said to have contained, but this is owhig either to the inequ^^ <)f:^he measure
_ _ .

-*
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employed, the dhara* cubit not being the same every where, or to the circumstance

that some authors only counted the detached columns, while others reckoned them

all, large and small, entire and half;—that some described it before the great ad-

dition made by Al-mansur, while others, as Ibnu Sa'id, visited it as late as the

sixth century. In abridging the accounts of the various authors who have treated

on this mosque, we may have been guilty of repetition, yet, as we consider that

information may have been increased by it, and that we have been useful, this will

easily atone for our faults. God is great ! in Him we place our trust

!

"We cannot leave the description of this sumptuous building, and the enumeration

of the wonders of art contained in it, without taking notice of two or three circum-

stances which we have seen mentioned in Eastern authors, and which it may be

important to know, although no good authority is given for them. It is a current

opinion in Damascus, as well as in other cities of the East, that the mosque of

Cordova had three hundred and sixty arches, according to the number of days in the

year, and that the sun passed every day by one of the arches until it went round the

whole number, when it returned in the inverse direction.^^ Among the authors that

we have quoted none has alluded to this ; nay, we will say more, among the almost

innumerable Andalusian as well as African writers who have treated on this mosque,

none, that we kno-w of, has made the least allusion to it ; therefore the account,

from whoever it comes, is entitled to no credit j for, we ask, is it probable that so

extraordinary a circumstance should have been passed in silence by writers who

have recorded facts of much less importance with the most scrupulous details ?

The author of the NashaJcu-l-azhdr ^^ (sweet odour of the flowers) says that

among the manifold objects which by their exquisite workmanship or their costly

materials attracted the eyes of the beholder in the mosque of Cordova, there were

three red marble pillars, on which were engraved,—on one the name of Mohammed,

on the other Moses' rod and the sleepers of the cave, and on the third Noah's

crow ; and that the columns were not the work of man, but made by God, just as

they were. We again confess that we have looked in vain for information re-

specting this wonderful production of nature ; in vain have we perused and consulted

the best authenticated accounts of the time, and the most detailed description of the

mosque ; we have nowhere found the least mention made of it : we must therefore

pronounce it improbable ; for is it natural that the best and most diligent among

ancient writers should have omitted the fact, and that if the name of our holy

Prophet had been found impressed by the hand of the Almighty on one of the

columns of the temple this miraculous circumstance should have been left un-

noticed ? But God is all-knowing,

"/TO is still another circumstance told of the mosque of Cordova which we must
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mention. It is recorded by that eminent -writer, Ibnu Bashkuwal, whose narrative

we have used so often ; but, being as devoid of foundation as the preceding, no great

reliance can be placed on it. That author introduces among his traditional stones

respecting Cordova the following :—"And they say that the site occupied by the
'

' great mosque was formerly a great hollow, wherein the inhabitants used to throw

" their oiFal, but that when Suleyman, son of Daud, (on whom be peace !} came to-

" Cordova and saw the spot, he said to the Jinn, ' Clear away this place for me,
" and transform it into a suitable ground, that you may afterwards build on it a

" temple for the worship of the Almighty God ;

' and that the orders were obeyed,

" and the mosque built." But this is contradictory of what we have stated elsewhere

respecting the Christian church, wMch, in the opinion of all writers, and of Ibnu

Bashkuwal himself, stood on the site now occupied by the great mosque. The

same writer states that all the uniform ovals which are engraved on the ceiling of

the great mosque bore inscriptions appropriate to the spot, and calling the mind of

the faithful to contemplation and devotion.^" .'^^^^^.y^'-

But let us proceed to the description of other magnificent buildings which^em-

bellished the court of the Khalifs ; and first of all to that of the city of Az-zahr^,

built by 'Abdu-r-rahman An-nassu- lidin-illah, the.seventh Sultdn of the dynasty of

Beni Umeyyah in Andalus.
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CHAPTER in.

City and palace of Az-zahrd—Cause of its foundation—Expenditure—Materials used in its erection

The two fountains—The hall of the Khalifs—Mosque in Az-zahrii.

pity md pa- The cause of the building of the city of Az-zahra is thus related by a certain doctor,
ldC6 OX aZ^
iiahra.

Cause of its

Toundation.

a native of Cordova. One of An-nassir's concubines happening to die possessed of

considerable wealth, the Sultan ordered that the whole of her property should be

spent in the redemption of captives. A search was accordingly made in the country

of the Franks, but not one Moslem captive could be found ; upon which An-nassir

was greatly delighted, and thanked God for it. His mistress Az-zahra, wliom he

loved passionately, then said to him,

—

'' Build with that money a city that may
" take my name and be mine :

" and in compliance with her wish An-nassir, who

surpassed his ancestors 'Abdu-r-rahman al-ausatt and Al-hakem I. in fondness for

building, began building at the foot of the mountain called Jebalu-l-'arus (the

mountain of the bride), south of the mountain and north of Cordova, the palace

and city which he called Medinatu-z-zahr^ after his mistress. This city, which

at first was only intended as a spot of recreation for his mistress, An-nassir soon

took for his residence, making it also the abode of his guards and the officers

of bis household ; he built the palace of solid materials and beautiful design, and

ornamented the interior with costly magnificence, and he ordered also that a statue

of his mistress should be carved in relief over the gate. They say that when

Az-zahrA sat for the first time in the great hall of the palace, and, looking out of

the windows, gazed with admiration on the beautiful snow-white buildings of the

city, contrasting with the black and dismal appearance of the mountain at the foot

of which it stood, she said to her royal spouse, " See, O master ! how beautiful this

" girl looks in the arms of yonder Ethiopian ;" on hearing which An-nassir gave

immediate orders for the removal of the mountain, but one of his counsellors

happening to be present when the order was issued said to him, " O Prince of

** the believers ! God forbid that thou shouldst undertake a task the mere idea
L

- n-

^ of which is sufficient to make a man lose his wit, for were all the men upon
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*' the face of the earth to be employed in cutting away its trees and excavating

" its sides, no human force could move it from where it now stands. He only can
*' do it who is the creator of all things." This reason convinced An-ndssir of

the impossibility of the task, and he ordered instead that all the oak and other

mountain trees which grew on it should be rooted up, and that fig and almond

trees should be planted in their place ; by which change the landscape was so

much improved that the mountain became one of its finest ornaments, principally

in the spring, when the trees, being in full blossom, spread in the atmosphere a

fragrance and freshness that were quite delightful.

Medinatu-z-zahrd was thus situate between the foot of the mountain and the

plain which extends to Cordova, at the distance of about three miles from the

furthest limits of the city. Ibn Khallekan, in his biography of illustrious men,

under the article of Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abbdd, King of Seville, has given the dimen-

sions of this wonderful city: his words are as follow. "The city of Az-zahra
^ - -

" was one of the most splendid, most renowned, and most magnificent structiu-es

" ever raised by man. It stood at the distance of four miles and : a :
third-from

" Cordova; it measured two thousand seven hundred cubits in length from, east
^ .

" to west, and the breadth from north to south was one thousand seven hundred

" cubits. The number of columns in the building amounted to four thousand

" three hundred, and that of the doors to fifteen thousand.^ In the raisings 6f

"this sumptuous building An-nassir lavished countless treasures, since it is

" reported that the revenues of Andalus, in the days of this Sultan, amounted

" to five millions four hundred and eighty thousand gold dindrs, collected from

" taxes ; besides seven hundred and sixty-five thousand derived from markets

:

" exclusive also of the fifth of the spoil taken from the enemy, and the capitation

" tax levied on Christians and Jews living in the Moslem dominions, the amount

" of which is said to have equalled all the rest. Of this vast income An-nassir

" appropriated one-third to the payment of the army, one-third was deposited in

" the royal coffers to cover the expenses of his household, and the remainder was

'' spent yearly in the construction of Az-zahra and such other buildings as were

" erected under his reign."^ Such are the words of Ibn KhaUekan, who derived

his information from Ibnu Bashkuwal and other Andalusian historians.
'

Others assert that the expenditure was as follows. The number of workmen ^Expenditure,

and slaves daily labouring at the building was ten thousand ;--the number ;of:in)iles

and other beasts of burden ^ constantly employed in the transport of-th^^t^s

fifteen hundred, or, according to others, fourteen hundred;muleS;;:an4>four

hundred camels belonging to the Khalif, and one thousand.mules hired for the

occasion, at the rate of three mithkals a month each. .
Eleven..hundred burdens

2 H

_ ^

VOL. i.
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of lime and gypsum were conveyed every third day for the use of the building.

The daily pay of one part of the men was one dirhem and a half each, others

received two dirhems and one-third. Six thousand blocks of stone made com-

pletely even and smooth were used every day. without including in this number

the uncut stones, bricks, and the like.

Materials used g^^ as we are indebted to the historian Ibnu Hayyan for a minute description of
erectma.

^_^ j^^gj^j^^gnt construction, as also for an account of the materials used in the

buUding and the expenditure incurred by it, we shall extract its contents. It

is but proper to observe that this excellent historian held Ms information from

the mouth of Ibn Dahin, who had it from Moslemah Ibn 'Abdillah the architect

. and geometrician, who hved in the reign of An-nassir. " An-nassir began the

" construction of the palace and city of Az-zahra in the year three hundred and

"twenty-five of the Hijra (a. d. 936-7), and the building was continued for

" forty consecutive years, that is to say, twenty-five years of the life of An-nassir

" and fifteen of that of his son and successor, Al-hakem ; for although the palace

" was completed long before the death of An-nassir, considerable additions were

" made to it by his son, and the buildings for the reception of the court, the

*' barracks for the troops, the pleasure-gardens, baths, fountains, and so forth,

•' were never completed until the days of Al-hakem. During the reign of 'Ab-

" du-r-rahman six thousand blocks of stone, great and small, cut into various

" shapes, and either polished or smoothed, were used every day, exclusive of the

" uncut stones used for paving* and the like. The number of beasts of burden

" daily employed to convey the materials of construction was fourteen hundred,

" some say more, besides four hundred camels belonging to the Sultan, and one

"thousand mules hired for the occasion at the rate of three mithkals a month,

" making the total expense of hiring amount to three thousand mithkals monthly.

" In the building eleven hundred burdens of lime and gypsum were used every

"third day. The number of columns, great and small, supporters or supported,

" employed in the building amounted to four thousand ; others exceed that

" number by three hundred and sixteen. Of these some came from Rome,

" nineteen from the country of the Franks,^ one hundred and forty were pre-

" sented by the emperor of Constantinople, one thousand and thirteen, mostly

"of green and rose coloured marble, were brought from Carthage, Tunis, Isfakis

" (Sfax), and other places in Africa ; the remainder were extracted from quarries in

" his Andalusian dominions, as for instance the white marble from Tarragona and

." Almeria, the streaked marble^ from Raya, and so forth, I was told by Ibn

: i > :v*^ Dahln, who had it from the son of one of the architects employed by An-nassir,

: - ^-^s.that the persons commissioned to transport tiie marbles from Africa were three,
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'^ namely, 'Abdullah the inspector of the works, Hasan Ibn Mohammed, and *Alx

'^ Ibn Ja'far, a native of Alexandria, besides Ibn Yunis the sailor, and that Anrnassir

*' paid them for every block or pillar of marble, whether great or small, which

*' they transported to Cordova, ten gold dinars. I have likewise from good
*' authority that the cost of each block of marble, whether great or small, fouM
" in the mountains of Andalus was also nearly the above-mentioned sum; and,

"lastly, it has been repeated on the authority of one of the servants of the

" palace that the total amount of the expenses in the erection of Az-zahrd

' * amounted yearly to three hundred thousand dinars during the twenty-five

years it was building under An-nassir, namely, from the year three hundred and

twenty-five, the epoch of its commencement, till that of three hundred and fifty,

the time of the death of that Khalif ; and that having made the computation

of the total expenditure which that Sultan underwent he found it amount to

fifteen heyt-mdV The number of doors in the palace of Az-zahrA amounted

to fifteen thousand, counting each flap or fold as one, and all were coyerjed

either with plates of iron or sheets of polished brass." So far Ibnu Hayydn.^ !>:

Another well informed writer says that the cost of every block of marble brought

to Cordova, either from the Khalifs dominions in Andalus as well as in Africa, or

from various distant countries in the hands of the infidels, was ten gold dindrs

each, exclusive of the expenses of detachment from the quarry and carving, and

exclusive also of the cost of the men and beasts employed in the transport.y Ti^^.

another writer asserts that the total amount of expenses in buUding the ci%M

Az-zahra was one hundred mudd full of dhhems of the measure used at Cordova

;

others say eighty mudd and seven Ufk of tiie same measure.^ But as these authors

do not state whether this is to be understood merely of the constructions raised

in An-nassir's time, or also of those continued by his son Al-hakem, no great

rehance can be placed on the calculations, especially when we consider the au.

thenticity of the sources whence Ibnu Hayyan borrowed the preceding narrative

But before proceeding any farther we deem it necessary again to remind the

reader of the system of composition we have adopted for the present work,
;

and

which renders it necessary that we should quote literally from the wntrngs- of

authors from every country and of every age, thereby falling at every step
;

in

iastidious repetitions and unavoidable contradictions; for smce ^^^^^^
every author to see things in their true light, or to ^^J^^^^^l*
some have themselves been led into error, and made hundreds taU.

while others are to this day like a bright lamp which guides the s^
., ^. ,

, .

tiie intricate maze of antiquity. We, tiierefore, who ^^Wf^f~^
required for the task of historian, nor the books sufficient :to select and compare
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tains.

our information, have preferred this method of writing history ; sometimes quoting

the very words, and at other times extracting the narrative, of authors, but seldom

introducing observations of our own, unless the contradiction be so glaring, or the

statement so uncommon, as to require it. We hope therefore that our reasons

for doing so will be justly appreciated, and that our readers will excuse us when-

ever we happen to fall into the above-mentioned errors.

Thetwofoun- Among the wonders of Az-zahra, says Ibnu Hayyan, were two fountains, with

their basins, so extraordinary in their shape, and so valuable for their exquisite

workmanship, that, in the opinion of that writer, they constituted the principal

ornament of the palace. The larger of the two, which was of gilt bronze, and

most beautifully carved with basso-relievo representing human figures, was brought

:
' to the Khalif from Constantinople by Ahmed Al-ynnam (the Greek) ,^ and Rabi' the

Bishop.^" As to the small one, which was of green marble, it was brought from

Syria by the said Ahmed, although others assert that it came likewise from

Constantinople with Rabi'. However, all agree in saying that such were the

taste of the designs on these fountains, and the magnificence of the materials,

as to make their value almost beyond estimation. The smaller one, above all,

appears to have been a real wonder of art. It was brought from place to place

until it reached the sea shore,^^ when it was put on board a vessel and conveyed

to Andalus. When the Khalif received it he ordered it to be placed in the dor-

mitory of the eastern hall called Al-munis,^'^ and he fixed on it twelve figures

made of red gold, and set with pearls and other precious stones. The figures,

which were all made in the arsenal'^ of Cordova, represented various animals;

as for instance one was the likeness of a lion, having on one side an antelope,

and on the other a crocodile ; opposite to these stood an eagle and a dragon

;

and on the two wings of the group a pigeon, a falcon,^* a peacock, a hen, a

cbckvaMte,!^ and a vulture. They, moreover, were all ornamented with jewels,

and the water poured out from their mouths.

The hall of the Another of the wonders of Az-zahra was the hall called Kasru-Ukholafd (the hall

of the Khalifs) , thereof of which was of gold and solid but transparent blocks of

marble of various colours, the walls being likewise of the same materials. In the

centre of this hall, or, according to some, on the top of the above-described foun-
J - _

V; tain, which is by them placed in this hall, was fixed the unique pearl presented to

^ JV" An-n^ssir by the Greek emperor Leo, '^ among other valuable objects. The tiles

^^Jv that covered the roof of this magnificent hall were made of pure gold and sih^er,

I??. \ -and, accordmg to Ibnu Bashkuwdl, there was in the centre of the room a large

|^v| 3^;^> ft HaSin filled with quicksilver; on each side of it eight doors fixed on arches^^ of

fftSft;^ %^^^:and ebony, ornamented with gold and precious stones of various kinds, resting

r
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upon pillars of variegated marble and transparent crystal. When the sun pene-

trated through these doors into the apartment, so strong was the action of its

rays upon the roof and walls of this hall that the reflection only was sufficient to

deprive the beholders of sight. And when An-n^sir wished to frighten any of the

courtiers that sat with him, he had only to make a sign to one of his Sclavonians to

set the quicksilver in motion, ^^ and the whole room would look in an instant as if

it were traversed by flashes of lightning ; and the company woxdd begin to tremble,

thinking that the room was moving away,—this sensation and their fears continuing

as long as the quicksilver was in motion. The abundance of quicksilver in Spain

made An-nassir conceive the idea of employing it in the manner above described

;

and it was perhaps the effect produced by that mineral which led to the belief that

this hall was perpetually turning round and followed the course of the sun, or, as

others have it, that it moved round on the reservoir as on a pivot ;
'^ and _ such

was An-nassir's care for this building that he would commit the superintendence of

it to none other but to his son and successor, Al-hakem. In one thing, hpwevet,

we find all authors agree, namely, that there never was built a more splendid h^ :;:

than this, either in the times preceding Isldm or afterwards.

The mosque of Az-zahra did not fall short of the rest of the building. Although Mosque in Az-;

matchless in design and faultless in proportion, the whole structure was raised and

its interior arrangements completed in the space of forty-eight days, for An-nassir

kept continually employed on it one thousand skilful workmen; of which three

hundred were masons, two hundred carpenters, and the remaining five hundred

bricklayers and mechanics of different kinds. It wa^ a stupendous structure, most

beautifully finished in all its parts, and consisted of five aisles of wonderful fabric,

measuring thirty cubits^" in length from kiblah to jauf, without the makssiirah ;

the breadth of the central aisle was thirteen cubits from east to west, and that of

each of the remaining ones was twelve cubits. The whole building measured in

length from kihlah to jauf, exclusive of the makssurah, thirty cubits. The length

of the open court, from kihlah to jaicf, was forty-three cubits, the whole of this

space being paved with marble flags of a reddish hue, very much resembling the

colour of wine. In the centre of this court stood a fountain which poured out

limpid water for the use of the mosque. The entire length of the mosque from

kiblah to jauf, exclusive of the mihrdb, was ninety-seven cubits, and the breadth

from east to west fifty-nine. To this mosque was added a square tower, measuring

ten cubits at the base, and rising to the height of forty cubits. In the maAr^isgf4%
^

L

.

_

. .- J -_ ^

which was of wonderful construction and ornamented with costly^ magni^cence,; a

pulpit of extraordinary beauty and design was placed by the orders of Aii-na^sir on

the very day that the mosque was completed, that is tosay, on the twenty-third

—. -^ r r •
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day of Sha'ban of the year three hundred and twenty-nine of the Hijra (23rd

January, 941). On this day, which according to other writers was on the twenty-

second of the said month, and which happened to be a Friday, public prayers were

for the first time performed with great solemnity in this mosque. The Kadi who

officiated as Imam on this occasion was Abu 'Abdillah Ibn Abi Isa, An-nassir

heing present, as also the principal officers of the court. On the ensuing day the

Khalif attended a sermon which was preached by the same Kadi.

There were besides in Az-zahrd two baths, one destined for the use of the officers

of the Sultan's household and other servants attached to the palace, and the other

for the public ; and it was likewise provided with markets, inns, colleges, and other

public aud private estabhshments.

"We might go to a great length were we only to enumerate all the beauties,

natural as well as artificial, contained within the precincts of Az-zahra ;—the run-

ning streams, the hmpid waters, the luxuriant gardens, the stately buildings for

the accommodation of the household guards, the magnificent palaces for the recep-

tion of aU the high functionaries of the state ; the throng of soldiers, pages, eunuchs,

and slaves, of all nations and religions, sumptuously attired in robes of silk and

brocade, moving to and fro through its broad streets; or the crowds of judges,

Katibs, theologians, and poets, walking with becoming gravity through the

magnificent halls, spacious ante-rooms, and ample courts of the palace. The

number of male servants in the palace has been estimated at thirteen thousand

seven hundred and fifty, to whom the daily allowance of flesh meat, exclusive of

fowls and fish, was thirteen thousand pounds ; the number of women of various

classes, comprising the harem of the Khalif, or waiting upon them, is said to have

amounted to six thousand three hundred and fourteen. The Sclavonian pages and

eunuchs were three thousand three hundred and fifty,—some say three thousand

three hundred and eighty-seven ;—to whom thirteen thousand pounds of flesh meat

Were distributed daily, some receiving ten pounds each and some less, according to

thejj* rank and station, exclusive of fowls, partridges, and birds of other sorts, game,

and fish; although there are not wanting authors who have computed the number

of Sclavonian servants employed in or about the palace at six thousand and eighty-

seven.^i The daily allowance of bread for the fish in the ponds of Az-zahra was

twelve thousand loaves, besides six Icafh of black pulse ^^ which were everyday

macerated in the waters. These and other particulars may be found at full length

m the histories of the time, and recorded by orators and poets who have exhausted

the mines of eloquence in their description : all agree that when this most beautiful

and magnificent palace was completed in the days of Al-hakem, all who saw it

Jbifffnfed that nothing similar to it could be found in the territories of Islam.
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Travellers from distant lands, men of all ranks and professions in life, following

various religions, princes, ambassadors, merchants, pilgrims, theologians, and ppetg,

who were conversant with edifices of this kind and had surveyed tliis, all agreed

that they had never seen in the course of their travels any thing that couM be

compared to it; they said more, they confessed that they had never heard or

imagined in all the course of their lives of any building similar to this ; and all the

Andalusian writers bear testimony that it was in their time the chief wonder which

travellers to Andalus in those ages desired to behold. Indeed, had this palace pos-

sessed nothing more than the terrace of polished marble^^ overhanging the match-

less gardens, with the golden hall and the circular pavilion, and the works of art of

every sort and description ;—had it had nothing else to boast of but the masterly

workmanship of the structure, the solidity of its foundations, the boldness of the

design, the beauty of the proportions, the elegance of the ornaments, hangings, and

decorations, whether of transparent marble or glittering gold, the columns that

seemed from their symmetry and smoothness £^ if they had been turned by tummg-

machines, ^* the paintings that equalled the choicest gardejis, the artificid lake

so soUdly constructed, the cistern perpetually filled with clear and limpid water,

and the amazing fountains, with figures of living beings ;—no imagination, however

rich and fertile, could have formed an idea of it. Praise be ascribed to the

Almighty God, who allowed those contemptible creatures to design and build such

enchanting palaces as these, and who permitted them to inhabit them as a sort of

recompense in this world, and in order that the faithful might be stimulated to

follow the path of virtue by the reflection that, charmmg and dehghtiul as the plea-

sures enjoyed by their owners were, they were still very far from giving even a

remote idea of those reserved for the true behever in the celestial paradise !
We

shall further see how this abode of contentment and mirth, how this splendid and

magnificent city, how these renowned bowers and gardens, were afterwards con-

verted by the Berbers into places of desolation and ruin. There is no God but

God ! the great ! the Almighty

!

This naturally brings to our recollection the great palace which Al-mansur Ibri

Dhi-n-nun,2^ King of Toledo, built in that city, and in the construction of which he is.

said to have lavished countless treasures. He not only employed all the best artists

of his age, but he sent also for architects, geometricians, and painters, from d^tant

lands ; mide them execute the most fantastic and wonderful works, and rew^rf^d

their labours with the greatest munificence. Adjoining to his palace he planted a

most luxuriant garden, in which he made an artificial lake, and in the centre

he built a kiosk of stained glass, adorned with gold. His architect so contnved

this, that by certain geometrical rules the water of the lake was made to ascend to
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the top of the dome over the kiosk, and then, dropping at both sides, jom the waters

of the lake In this room the Sultdn could sit, untouched by the water, which fell

every where round him, and refreshed the air in the hot season
;
sometimes, too,

wax tapers were lighted within the room, producing an admirable effect upon the

transparent walls of the kiosk. But of this more when we come to the narrative

of the Kings of Toledo.
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CHAPTER IV.

Aqueduct of Cordova—Built by 'Abdu-r-rahm^n III.—The palace and city of Az-2ahirah—Christian

churches in Cordova
—

^Tribunal of appeal.

An Aiidalusian historian has said that such were An-nassir's passion and taste for Aqueduct «f :
; >;

building that besides the erection of the magnificent palace that we have just; de- : v; r i'

scribed, and the considerable additions made to the great mosque, he also undertook ^ kc ;^^

and completed during his reign several public works for the improvement and orna- ^^^^:-M

ment of his capital. Of this number was a most magnificent aqueduct, which conveyed :
;

:^
': ii!

excellent water from the mountains of Cordova to the palace ofAn-na'urah (the water- • f

:

wheel), in the western part of the city, by means of tubes geometrically arranged J

over arches connected one with another. The waters thus conveyed, in admirable

order, and by dint of extraordinary science, were discharged into a vast reserypir,

on which was a colossal Hon of wonderful workmanship, and so beautifully imitated
^ -

that the sight of it only was sufficient to castfear into the hearts of the beholders,

and that none devised by the Sultans of former times had been seen equal to it,

either in likeness or in magnificence. It was covered with the purest gold, and

its two eyes were two jewels of inestimable value, which sent forth torrents of

light. The waters of the aqueduct entered into the hind part of this monster, and

then poured out from his mouth into the aforesaid basin, which circumstance,

united to the beautiful appearance of the animal, to its terrible and overawing

aspect, to the two eyes which shone forth as if they belonged to a human creature,

never failed altogether to produce the most extraordinary effect in the minds of

those who beheld it for the first time. After supplying this palace, and irrigatiuf

with profusion every corner of its gardens, notwithstanding their great .ext^jiti

the superabundant water went to augment the Guadalquivir. ;Every;;a^;g«^#e

have consulted on the subject agrees in saying that this aqueduct, ;:veith:ihe

servoir, and the figure pouring the water into it, must be con^ej^dasone of

the most amazing structures ever raised by man; for if we attend "tb the length of
.
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it to the unfavourable nature of the ground through which it was conducted, the

magnitude and solidity of the construction, the height of the piers over which the

water was made to flow, sometimes ascending, sometimes descending, we shall

scarcely find among the works of ancient kings which have reached us any thing to

be compared to it.^

Bniitiy-Abdu- The bulldlng of this aqueduct lasted fourteen months, counting from the day on

r-rahmSn HI.
^^^^^ ^^^ preparatory works in the mountains were commenced to that on which

the water began to flow over the arches, go into the lion, and then pour down

into the reservoir. This took place on a Thursday, the third of Jumadi-l-akhar ;

on the same day the Khalif An-ndssir invited to his palace of An-na'urah a large

party of the most illustrious citizens of Cordova, and gave them a most splendid

entertainment; after which he distributed considerable largesses among his guests,

and lavished all sorts of rich presents on the architects and geometricians who had

directed the work, although they had already been most munificently remunerated

from the royal treasury.'^

Az-zihirah We' have to mention another palace and city built by the famous Hajib, Mo-

hammed Ibn Abi 'Amir, commonly called Al-manstir, although information

respecting it is by no means so abundant with us as we should wish. We

know, that it existed at some distance from Cordova on the banks of the Guadal-

quivir, and that it was a most splendid structure, second to none but the palace

of Az-zahrd, built by 'Abdu-r-rahman ; but, owing to the circumstance of its bemg

destroyed by the Berbers, soon after the death of its founder,^ during the disastrous

civil wars which brought to the ground the tottering, throne of the Khahfs, the

memory of it Was soon effaced, and such particulars as have been handed down to

us give but few, details. Indeed, there are not wanting autJiors who suppose that it

also .was-built by 'Abdu-r-rahman An-n^ssir, confounding it no doubt with Az-

zahr&iiand being led into error by the similarity of the names;* but, aslbnu Khaldiin

has cle^ly shown, they were, two distinct and separate cities ; and the fact is further

proved :by. the itestimoriy of contemporary writers, as Ibnu Hayy^n and others:

they all agree, that when Al-mansiir usurped the KhaUfate, during the minority of

Hishdm, son of Al-hakem, he built for his own security and residence a palace,

whither he transferred his treasures, stores, and arms. The edifice, which stood

- on the banks of the Guadalquivir, not far from Az-zahra, was begun in the year

^^ /:. threes hundred and sixty-eight of the Hijra (a. d. 978-9), the greatest part of it

being completed in the short space of two years. Al-mansur betook himself to it,

KW ;: ; ^ith his iamily, servants, guards, and adherents, in the year three hundred and

^ S. -; ^seventy (a.d. 980-1). He, moreover, established in it the offices of the state,

' -^? :^^ :-1matmagazines for grain, and erected mills ; he also granted the adjoining lands to

r
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his Wizirs, Katibs, Generals, and favourites, who lost no time in building mag-
nificent houses and palaces, and planting gardens in the neighbourhood

; people of

all ranks and professions, anxious to fix their abodes near the ruler of the state,

imitated their example, and built all round, so that in a veiy short time the

suburbs of Az-zahirah joined those of Cordova.

I recollect having read in an historical work, the composition of the authbr of

the Kifdhu4-azhdr wa-Uanwdr,^ which I saw in the library of Fez, the following

anecdote respecting Al-mansiir, and the splendour and magnificence with which he

used to surround his person while residing in his palace of Az-zahirah. There

came once to the court of Al-manstir ambassadors from the most powerful of the

Christian kings of Andalus ; their object was to ascertain the real strength of the

Moslems, and gain, if possible, a knowledge of their internal affairs. No sooner did

Al-mansur hear of their arrival than he issued orders for their suitable enter-

tainment, and began to make preparations previous to their admission to his pre-

sence. He ordered that a vast lake, several miles in length, which was in the

gardens of Az-zahirah, should be planted entirely with water-Hiies ; ^ he then paused

four kintars of gold, and four Jcintars of silver, to be cast into as many small pieces

as there were water-lilies in the lake, and ordered that one of those pieces should

be introduced into the cavity of each water-lily. All this having been executed

agreeably to his instructions, Al-mansiir dispatched a messenger to the Christian

ambassadors, and bade them appear in his presence the next morning at dawn. The

Christians did as they were desired, and found Al-mansiir sitting in the great haU of

his palace, in a balcony overlooking the lake ; at sunrise one thousand Sclavonians

dressed in silken robes embroidered with silver and gold, their waists being girt by

sashes of gold tissue, and carrying in their hands gold and silver trays, made their

appearance, and the ambassadors were very much struck to see the beauty of their

personal appearance, the magnificence of their dresses and ornaments, and the

admirable order in which they drew themselves up on each side of Al-mansur's

throne,—the five hundred with robes of gold tissue and gold trays to the right, and the

five hundred with robes of silver tissue and silver trays, to the left. The Christians,

in the meanwhile, not knowing what was meant, were dumb with amazement-; but

when the first sunbeams shone upon the water-lilies in the lake, aU the Sclavomans

left their ranks at a signal from their chief, hastened to the spot, and began plucking

the flowers, placing those that had the silver pieces inside in the gold tray^.^d

those that had the gold pieces in the siker trays, and when every ^water-:h^:5^the

lake had thus been phicked and placed m the silver and gold- trays, t^^^pe^ed

a^ain in the presence of Al-manstir, and deposited their gatherings ,at his feet,_ thus

raising a mountain of silver and gold before his throne. .When the Chnstian
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ambassadors saw this, they were seized with astonishment, and remained deeply

convinced of Al-mansiir's immense resources and countless treasures ;
they

addressed him in the most humble terms, asked for a truce, which was granted,

arid returned to their country, where they said to their king, " Do not make war

- upon these people, for, by the Lord, we have seen the earth yielding them its

*' hidden treasures."

It is related by Abti Idris Al-khaulam that as Al-mansur was one day sitting

in his palace of Az-zahirah, reflecting on its beauties, listening to the murmur

of the running waters and to the songs of rare birds, inhaling the perfumes of

the scented flowers, and regaling his eyes with the emerald green of the bowers

and meadows,—as his whole soul in short was absorbed in the contemplation of

the manifold beauties surrounding him on every side,—suddenly tears roUed

down his cheeks, and he exclaimed, in deep sorrow, *' O Az-zahirah! may the

*' Almighty Lord save thee from the hands of the demon of war, who will ere

"long accomplish thy destruction!" and Al-mansur, after saying this, wept

bitterly and hid his face with both his hands. Then one of his favourites who

was present said to him, "What ails thee, O Al-manstir? What words are these ?

^'. What is the meaning of expressions which thy hps never uttered before ;
and

how comest thou to be assailed by thoughts so melancholy and sad as these,

when the like of them never before entered thy mind?" " God grant," said

Al-mansur. " that my prediction be not fulfilled; for if my presentiments tell me

*' truth, the fire of civil discord will soon rage within the precincts of this palace,

" and all the beauties of Az-zahirah will ere long be eff"aced,—all traces of it will

"disappear from the face of the earth, this splendid mansion will be pulled down

" and converted into a heap of ruins, the gardens transformed into a dreary desert,

" iny treasures will be squandered and scattered, and what was formerly the scene

*A of pleasure and mirth will be changed into a spot of desolation and ruin."

Al-khaulani continues: " Alas! this prophecy of Al-mansur's was speedily fnl-

" filled, as is well known ; for his son Al-mudhfer, who after his death succeeded

" him in the command of the army and the management of pubUc affairs, had

" neither the abilities nor the popularity of his father, and the power of the

" Khahfs began to decline. However, after the death of Al-mudhfer, whose

" administration did not last long, the reins of government were taken by his

" brother 'Abdu-r-rahman, surnamed Sanjiul^ who was soon afterwards deposed and

" put to death by a successful rebel, a prince of the royal blood, named Mohammed

'.' Ibn Hisham Ihn 'Abdi-1-jabbar, who afterwards assumed the honourable appella-

;,' tion of Al-muhdi-billah « (the directed by God). This Mohammed collected an

|;army in the provinces, marched against the capital, which he entered, and having
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" succeeded in securing the persons of 'Abdu-r-rahman and of his principal par-

*' tisans, put them all to death. The rebels then repaired to Az-z^irah, which

" they levelled with the ground, as being the residence of the usurpers against whom
" the war was raised. So this Al-muhdi, whom Al-mansur had not thought worthy

" his notice while he lived, not only cut off his lineage and snatched away the

'* empire from the hands of his posterity, but demolished the very edifices which he

" had erected. The power of the Beni 'A'mir vanished for ever, and as a poet has

*' remarked,

—

* Hajiin will no longer be As-safa's faithful companion, the pilgrims will no

' longer meet in Mekka to hold nightly confabulations.

* Indeed, we ourselves shall perish, like the course of time and the passing

' away of successive generations.' " ^

Nor was the havoc and ruin confined to Az-zahirah only. The same fate befel

Az-zahrA and other palaces raised by the Bern Umey>'ah, for during the civil com-

motions which disturbed the capital, and the struggles of the contending parties;to

secure the empire, that splendid palace and city^ where so many treasures hadibeeh

spent by 'Abdu-r-rahmdn and by his son Al-hakem, was completely destroyed,^ and

vanished like evening ; the royal chambers were plundered of their costly furniture

and tapestry, every object of art was scattered, and the whole building transformed

into a heap of ruins; it is even asserted that many of the precious articles which

these palaces contained, such as arms, vases, jewels, and the like, were sold in

Baghdad and other cities of the East.^"

Abii Nasr Al-fat'h says in his Matmah that the Wizir Hazm Ibn Jehwar

happening once to pass with a friend of his by the palace of Az-zahrd, which m

his time had already been converted into a haunt of wild beasts, he pointed to it

and exclaimed,

—

.

" I once asked that house, whose inhabitants have now exterminated one

- another,—where are thy owners, the eminent lords who ruled over us ?

'' And she answered me,-here they lived for a while, but they are now

*' gone they have vanished without my knowing where." ^^ -

They say also that a holy man who lived in those days, one of those austere and

pious Moslems whose thoughts are entirely consecrated to God, having once du-ected

L steps towards Az-zahirah, when he came in sight of it was ^^^^'^^
the minificence and size of the building, the luxuriance and excellent

,

arran^—^

of the gardens, and the profusion of costly ornament and gildmg

that he could not help exclaimmg,—
, Iv^frihii^d to thv

" O palace of the kings ! every house in this country has contributed to thy
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« ornament and perfection : thou shalt also (when in ruins) afford materials for

:, " every house." ^^

Few days had elapsed since that pious and holy man had made his prayer when

all the treasures of Az-zdhirah were plundered and scattered over the country, and

the building itself was levelled with the ground, as we have previously stated,

in consequence of the horrid and disastrous civil war which soon arose in Andalus,

and from which no family or tribe escaped without contributing some victim.

Praise be ascribed to God, whose decrees are infallibly executed upon his creatures !

There is no God but Him ! the high ! the great

!

Christian The Christians, it appears, had likewise in Cordova a church to which pilgrims

came from distant lands. It was called Santa Maria,^^ and was held by them in

great veneration and respect. They had besides, as Ibnu Hayyan relates, other

churches and chapels within and out of the city, and some monasteries in the

recesses :of the neighbouring mountains, wherein their impious and abominable

rites were performed in the very faces of the Moslems. But their principal church

was the above-mentioned. The poet Ibn Shoheyd^^ has preserved us the following

anecdote^ respecting this church. " I once entered at night," says he, " into the

''^principal Christian church; I found it all strewed with green branches of myrtle,

" an^ iplanted with cypress trees.^« The noise of the thundering bells resounded in

" my ears, the glare of the innumerable lamps dazzled my eyes ; the priests, decked

"in rich silken robes of gay and fanciful colours, girt by girdle cords,^' advanced

" to adore Jesus. Every one of those present had banished mirth from their

« countenances, and expelled from theh minds all agreeable ideas ; and if they

"= directed. then- steps towards the marble font it was merely to take sips of water

"; with the hollow of their hands. A priest then rose and stood among them, and

": taking the wine-cup in his hands prepared to consecrate it ;
he applied to the

'Aatjaor^his parched lips, as dark .as the dusky Ups of a beautiful maid ;^« the

"fra^ancyofit^^ contents captivated his senses, but when he had tasted the

'-' delicious: liquor,' its: sweetness and flavour seemed to overpower him." On leaving

the church Ibn Shoheyd said extempore the following verses :

,
' " By the Lord of mercy ! This mansion of God is pervaded with the smell

; -:" of the fermented red liquor, so pleasant to the youth.
[

"It was to a girP^ that their prayers were addressed, it was for her that
[

"they put on ijheir gay tunics instead of humiliating themselves before the
}

M r

" Almighty.
" The priests, wishing us to stay long among them, began to sing round us

|
"with their books ^o m their hands

;

- n
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'
' Every wretch presented us the palm of his withered hand (with the holy

" water), but they were Uke the bat whose safety consists in his; hatred for

" light;

" Offering us every attraction that their drinking of new wine, or their .eating

" of swine's flesh can afford,"^^ :'
"

It has been said that one of the great privileges enjoyed by this illustrious city

was that its jurisdiction in certain legal and religious matters was long acknowledged

in the tribunals of Maghreb ; so much so that judges used to abstain from pro-

nouncing upon some legal points, saying—this belongs to the jurisdiction of Cordova.

As this subject, however, has been one of great dispute among the learned, we deem

it convenient to state here a few of the arguments produced in favour of or against

the proposition.

The Imam Ibn 'Orfah, (the mercy of God be upon him !) treating about the

conditions required from an Imam who is to pronounce judgment in conformity

with one of the approved sects, says, " And if both the parties..concerned should
,

" resist the judge's sentence there are three ways of remedying it, namelyi to Mto

" recourse to the decisions of Al-bdji,=«' or to the jurisdictional tribunals of Cordova,

" or to the civil law of Sahmin,^ the judge stiE deciding in conformity with the sect

" he may follow from among the sects professed by the people of Medina."

Al-mdrazi disputes the opinion deUvered by Ibn 'Orfah ; he agrees: as to the first

appeal being right, but he denies the second, and declares that it is one; ofithe erro^

propagated by At-tortosM« in his work treating on the legal regulations of the

people of Cordova, and adds that it is a gross mistake, exhibiting great ignorance on

the part of the author ; the third however he admits.

Ibn Ghdzi entertains the same opinion as Al-marazi, and says that the whole error

originated in a mistake made by At-tortoshI and copied by Ibn 'Orfah. Another

author, Ibn Shds,- has also discussed this subject atMl length ;
but let us hear what

our lord and ancestor Sidi Abu 'AbdiUah Al-makkari At-telems^, who was KAdi-

l.kodi (chief of the Mis) at Fez, says in his work entitled " foundations of cmltov

among he people of Cordova,"- after treating this subject at large. " These were he

' dutL inLbent upon the office of Kddl in Andalus, whence they were mtroducd

.. aMgenerally adopted in this countiy (Africa), for while we were deputing:wih

,

" ei^er f^ th^risdiction of Medina, and decided for that of Kdfih, (wmglo

.. t^:Z been the residence of a greater number"^"^-"-P-^^^^^^

.. and hea<i of the law, such as 'All, Ibn Mes'dd, and "^^f^,^^^

.. re&sed to acknowledge it, and decided in "tej. witho,^^^'^*^
" lawyers in those cities ; but God has spared my life and.!, h«ve^nwondertul

*' changes of fortune.
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<' Alas ! at the time I am writing Cordova and its inhabitants have been lost

"
to the Moslems, and the vices of that capital have cast their ommous mfluence

- over the rest of Andalus. And why ?-because Satan resolved to accomplish the

rain of truth, and he obtained his purpose ; for the Deceiver ceased not temptmg

and enticing its inhabitants until he succeeded in implanting in it some of the

" appendages of idolatry, such as lamentations for the dead,^' false pride, arrogance,

" incredulity, slander, vanity, divination, astrology, chiromancy, the art of drawing

- omens from accidental causes,^^ and similar impious practices
;

besides the

swearing of oaths, the telling of lies, and the committing every description of sins,

the calUng each other by opprobrious nicknames, and various other abominable

• - practices which we are taught to avoid. Nor did the evil, when once it raged,

- stop at Cordova, for it spread widely among the people of other cities as soon as

" the power of the Sultans of Cordova passed into the hands of the kmgs of small

" states
2^ The evil increased so much that they even neglected to appoint a head

of the law '' but took as a foundation the old customs, and in this manner the

love of poetry, eloquence, intonation, genealogy, and other sciences cultivated by

the ancients, lost every charm for their hearts, and instead they gave all their

. attention to studies condemned by the heads of the law."

The Hafedh Ibn Ghazl, after quoting the preceding passage from the work of our

illustrious ancestor, says as follows. » I was told by a trustworthy person whom

I once met, that when the very learned doctor, Abu Yahya Ash-sherif At-telem-

sani, came to the court of Fez, and began to give public lectures m the new city^'

- upon the art of commenting upon and explaining the Koran, the reignmg Sultan,

" whose name was Abu Sa'id Al-merini Al-hafid, convoked the principal theolo-

" gians of the place to a meeting in his palace, to discuss various points of law

" about which Al-makkari entertained a different opinion from the rest of the pro-

'* fession; and that, although the doctors had almost agreed among themselves to

" repudiate and condemn his doctrines, they could not help saying when they heard

" him express his opinion that he had not gone further in his doubts than other

<' famous theologians, as Ibn Roshd and his disciples, Al-mateytl, and others among

" the people of Cordova."

This is what we have thought fit to say about Cordova in the present Book. We

shall, however, occasionally return to the subject when we treat about the Khalifs

. of the house of Umeyyah, who resided in it, making it the capital of their empire,

ornamenting it with splendid buildings, magnificent palaces, and stupendous works

of public utihty. In this, as well as in the other Books, our narrative has been

borrowed from the best Andalusian as well as Eastern authors, sometimes tran-

: scribing hterally from their works, but mostly abridging and extracting their
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accounts. In so doing we have endeavoured to select the most interesting as well
.

; ^J
as the most faithful records, hy choosing among the descriptions of Cordova, which : J ?

are to be met with in almost every book upon the history or topography of Andalus, ; :: 1

those that appeared to us most interesting and true. -\'.A->M

We shall now proceed to write the narrative of the occupation of that country by ;
".; v:^

the Moslems, from the year ninety-two of the Hijra (a. d. 711), when it was fifst :\f

subdued by the Berbers, commanded by Musa's freedmen, until the laioment when ^: ^|

it pleased the Almighty God to chastise the sins of the Moslems, and to permit

that the impious Christian should put his foot upon their necks. There is no

strength, nor power, but in God! the high! the great!

The ensuing Book will therefore contain the narrative of the conquest of AndaUis ; ;

j

by the Moslems, together with a detaUed account of the principal causes which led vr

to it, and a sketch of the Arabian chiefe who took part in the invasion. .g
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CHAP. I.

Causes of the conquest-^—Appointment of Miisa—Takes possession of the government of Africa—Severe

drought and famine-—His conquests—Takes Tangiers—General submission of the Berbers—Milsa

meditates the conquest of Audalus—Siege of Ceuta by T&rik—King Wittiza sends reinforcements

to the besieged—His death-^Usurpation of Roderic—Ily^n, Lord of Ceuta—His discontent—His

daughter's dishonom-—Spells constructed by the Greeks for the preservation of their country.
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This Book contains an acconnt of the conquest of Andalus by the Moslems, com-

manded hy Mtisa Ibn Nosseyr and his freedman Tarik Ibn Zeyad , and how that

country became the arena wherein their noble steeds raced, and the halting-place

wherein their camels laid down their burden and grazed, together with nmch useful

and well selected information, drawn from various sources, and the accounts of

historians compared together.^

And, first, be it known that when God Almighty decreed that those words of his

Messenger should be fulfilled which stand thuS'

—

" I have seen before my eyes the

" East and the West, and every one of the regions comprised in them shall be

" subdued by my people," ^—an enmity broke out between Ludherick (Roderic),

King of the Goths, and the Lord* of Ceuta, a city situate at the mouth of the Bahru-

z-zokak (strait of Gibraltar), and became the cause of the conquest of Andalus by

the arms of Tarif and Tarik, and their master Musa Ibn Nosseyr, (the mercy of

God be upon them all
!)

Al-hijari, Ibnu Hayyan, and other writers, agree in saying that the first man who
entered Andalus with hostile intentions and deeds was Tarif, the Berber, a freedman

of Musa Ibn Nosseyr, the same who afterwards gave his name to the Island of

Tarifa, situate on the strait. He was helped in that expedition by Ilyan* the

Christian, Lord of Ceuta, who had conceived some animosity towards Roderic,^

King of Andalus. The number of troops engaged in this first expedition amounted

:} only to one hundred horsemen and four hundred foot. They crossed the strait in

: fottr vessels, landed on the opposite shore in the month of Ramadhan of the year

•^
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ninety-one (July, a. d. 710), overran the countrjs and returned loaded with

*1

'""no sooner was M&a Ibn Nosseyr, then governor of Africa, apprised of the

success of this fast expedition, which, as we have akeady observed, took, place^jn

-.'
. .-. -..- t

the month of Ramadhan of the year ninety-one (July, A. D. 7.10), than_he

his freedman. Tank Ibn Zeydd, to command another expedition agairmt Andalus ;_

and sent him over in company with Ilydn, King of Ceuta. The landing of Tanf

and T&ik has been differently related ; but as it is our intention to recount m

detail every one of these events, and we shall therefore have many opportunities to

return to the subject, we shall now proceed to examine the causes which are

generally believed to have given rise to the con<iuest.
^^^^^^

Ibnu HayvAa says,
" One of the principal causes of the conquest of Andalus was

^„^„^,

the appointment of M&a Ibn Nosseyr to the government of Africa and more

remote lands : this took place in the year seventy-eight of the Hijra (beginning

March A n 697)," by the Khalif 'Abdu-1-malek Ibn Merwdn. Musa, .whose

S^'^^eyr W bL a Uberated slave of 'Abdu-Kazfe, the, Khalifs brother,

i the courl of Damascus, foUowed only by a few volunteers, and arrived ..n

Egypt • while there he collected together the Moslem troops v,hrch—-^

rE-'-.i

-. I- .-

" that province, and marched to take possession of his government.
;

: '^l

ZL eveirt is differently related by other historian. They-^^^ '

I

not directly appomted by 'Abdu-l-malek, as before stated, but by f^^^;: ]

Merwan,' who then governed Egypt and Africa m th.

-^"^"^^f^^
malek Ibn Merwdn. Having received orders from the Khalif t"-^""^ .n ^"^* ,,^,^,„,

:

Africa 'Abdu-l-'azlz, who knew Miisa's talents and abihty, gave him the command „S,,,

of it and dispatched him to make war on the Berbers, and other nations which had

not ;et been subdued. This, Al-homaydi states, took place in the year seventy-mne

(beginning March, a . n. 698) ,
namely, one year after the

''^X'^^^^^2l'Zf72e-«--
No sooner had Miisa arrived in Africa proper, than hearing that some of the

^^

nations inhabiting the frontiers of S& al-addnl (the nearest Fo™f °^
^^ "^ l^^-

shaken off the yoke of Isldm, he sent against them his own son 'Abdullah^ who

onTeturned with one hundred thousand captives. He sent Mei^^u, .no&er^.
;

his sons, against the enemy in another quarter, and he also returned with

^^
hundred thLand captives. According to Al-leyjh Ibn Sa'd the nmnber

^Jy|^.
^

taken in these two expeditions, commanded by *e two ^s of ^-^J^.^.
^

been still grater, since he asserts that the share of t^e KhaM
^^f^|g

thousand." But this is no doubt exaggerated, for we have «ad^*^«%|ff^
share belonging to the Khalif^ bemg the fifth of the whole ^'^^'^J^^^
to twenty tLx^and, although Musa is said to have sent him soon! afterward^: twenty ,
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r
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thousand more, from new victories. But be this as it may, certain it is that the
KhalifAl-walid received from his general a prodigious number of Berber captives

taken in war, and that the historian As-sadfi states that the captives (remaining)

in the hands of Miisa amounted to a number never before heard of in any of the
countries subject to the rule of Islam. '°

SSi"^''* *^wing to this cause, adds the historian last mentioned, most of the African cities

were depopulated, the fields remained without cultivation, and, a general drought
ensuing, the Moslems were exposed to a most dreadful famine, as well as to most
raging thirst. In this extremity Musa ordered a general fast throughout his do-
minions, .and enjoined that public prayers should be said by all the Moslems. He
also recommended alms-giving, and the practice of good and charitable actions, to
appease the wrath of heaven. He then ordered a general procession, and placing
himself at the head of his people, followed by their cattle and beasts of burden, he
entered far into the desert." There he separated the mothers from the young ones,
and the cries and lamentations began, and he remained in the desert until noon-
time, when he ordered a general prayer ; and this being done, he preached the usual
sermon (khotbah) ;

'^ and some of the auditory having remarked that he had made
no -mention whatever of the Khalif Al-walid, one man got up and said, " Why
" didst thou not, O Musa

! mention the Khahf in thy sermon ? " To which Musa
replied, " Because this is neither the moment nor the place to invoke any one but ^

*' Allah (may his name be exalted !}" No sooner did Musa speak these last words
than the rain began to fall in torrents, numerous streams oozed up through the
sands of the desert, and the men drank until their thirst was quenched.

His conquests. After this, Musa went out against the Berbers, and pursued them far into their
native deserts, leaving wherever he went traces of his passage, killing numbers of
them, taking thousands of prisoners, and carrying on the work of havoc and de-
struction. He next penetrated into 8us al-addni, where he met with no resistance
oh the part of the inhabitants, who humbly besought him to grant them peace, and
embraced Islam. Those, however, who still persisted in their hostihty against the
Moslems, Musa attacked in person, or by the various divisions of his army, defeated
them in the field, and stormed their towns ; and never ceased pushing his conquests
until he arrived before Tangiers,^^ the citadel of their country and the mother of
their cities, whkih he also besieged and took, obliging its inhabitants to embrace
Islam.

ra|es Tm- rpj^gy
g^^ j.j^^(. Yangiers had never been taken by an enemy before the days of

'i-U;:i-
:Msa; and, once in the hands of the Moslems, it became one of their strongest

^^v : pitadels.^^
^

r
\ ^ _ _

,

J4 i^l 54;The same historian from whom we have borrowed the preceding particulars adds
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that Musa next directed his arms against Ceuta, but that he had the greatest

difficulty in gaining possession of it, owing to its Lord, Ilyto the Christian, being a

shrewd and brave man. ,,,,., <• n ^ GeMiai^b

When the nations inhabiting the dreary plains of Africa saw what had betallen ^„„ ^

,

the Berbers of the coast and of the interior, they hastened to ask for peace and «

place themselves under the obedience of Mllsa, whom they solicited to enUst them

in the ranks of his army. Miisa lent a favourable ear to their petitions, arid gave

them generals to command them. He also appointed his freedman Tdrik Ibn

ZeyAd the Berber, (whom some authors make of the tribe of Sadf,) to be governor

of Tangiers and the neighbouring districts, and placed under his orders nineteen

thousand Berbers, well provided with arms, and every requisite store to carry on

the war In order to instruct these Berbers in the duties of true rehgion, for they

had all been previously converted to faMm, and their conversion had been sincere

Musa further left with them a few learned Arabs and theologians, to read and

explain to them the sacred words of the Kor4n, and instruct them m all and every

one of the duties enjoined by their new religion.'*
^ ; ^ 5 :. jjto«SttB?:3lg

This arrangement being made, Musa returned to Africa propeis ^nd^ when_
^SS^SH

looking round him he saw m. more enemies to attack, no more nations to subdu^
, ,:;;^|i|,

lerlmong the Berbers or among the Greeks.>»-when he perceived ttia^^ >, : : ;KW
principal citL along the coast had aU been taken,-he wrote to h,« fteedman ^^^

; -f
ZoL governor oi Tangiers, and ordered him to get himself and t-oops r^^. :::

Tie an incursion into the opposite land of Andahis. In comphance^^& Itas .

"de from his master, Tarik put to sail from the port of Tangiers with^twelve :

^o^Id of the new converts, and lamied at the foot of the mountain ^hich

1:^1 took his name on Monday, the fifth day of Kqeb, of the year mnety-two .

nf the Hiira (a. D. April 28th, 711). _ . j r^ *„ fu^ siege of ceuta :

We hale s id that Musa in person took the cities of Tangiers and Ceuta ;-the ,,^,^,

colary a;;ars from the narrative of Al-khozeyni " and other h-tonans, v.ho

attr bute Z conquest to Tarik. They say that, having given to this general the

attribute the co q
^^^^ ^^^.^^^ .^^j^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^„rthem

::~i«crS m^S^tlrst aglt Tangiers, which h. took
;
he^

:

did tTrms against certain districts which acknowledged th^^^^^^^^

S?of Andahis, aiS the capital of whidi was Ceu., ^^<^^f^^^.
barSian chie, named Ily^ ruh. as^sov^ ^^^a^^k^d^wfe I

resotation and courage ; having been on a lormei

not only bravely withstood the attack, but naade a sally

^*«^JfJ^.^o
troops and obliged that general to raise the

^fjJJ ^^;^i,g ,aste

Tangiers," whence he made frequent incursions into Ilyto s territory, y s

^
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King Wittiza ^^^ country and destroying the fields, thinking that he would thus reduce them by i

Wmi'to famine; but this also proved unavailing, for Ghittishah (Wittiza) ,^« who then
the besieged, reigned in Andalus, sent them reinforcements and provided them by means of his

fleet with all sorts of provisions and military stores. As long as Wittiza occupied ;

the throne of Andalus the garrison of Ceuta defended itself with the greatest f
courage and perseverance, and fought vahantly for the preservation of their families

i

and liberty; but on the death of that monarch the state of affairs was entirely
changed, and, owing to the civil dissensions which soon arose among the Goths,
the Moslems were enabled not only to reduce such cities as still acknowledged their

_

sway in Africa, but to push their conquests into the very heart of Andalus.
^thofw.t-

"Wittiza left sons^i behind him, but the Goths not being satisfied with them this
\

gave rise to much tumult and agitation, until they decided upon giving the crown
to a chief named Roderic, who, although he was not of the royal blood, belonged to
one of the principal families of the land, and was moreover known to be a brave
and gallant soldier, and one much experienced in the affairs of the kingdom.

Tsurp^on of Hj^^ Hayy^u, in bis MuUabis,^^ gives some account of this Roderic. He agrees
that he was not a descendant from the kings who occupied the throne of Andalus
before him, but that he was a powerful and noble lord, much respected for his

talents and his courage, and that having formed a considerable party among the
people he succeeded in snatching the sceptre from the sons of King Wittiza.

'*'

Another writer says that when Wittiza died he left three sons, who being of
tender years were not deemed fit to govern the country, upon which their mother ^^

assumed the royal power, and, holding the reins of government, administered the
kingdom in their name,--Toledo continuing to be her residence as well as the

- court of the empire. However, Roderic, who under the reign of her husband Wittiza
had commanded the cavahy, refused to acknowledge the authority of the widow-

: ;
queen, and, having created a rebellion in Cordova,^ seized on the empire.^^ot
;

-But let us hear the account of Abu Zeyd Ibn Khaldun, who, after saying that
Andalus was in the hands of the Goths, and that their king at the time was called
Roderic, expresses himsehf in the following terms :—^' Besides their kingdom of
" Andalus the Goths had settlements beyond the sea, so that when Miisa arrived
*' in Africa they were in possession of large tracts of land along its northern shore.^^
" These they were at first enabled to defend on account of their holding Tangiers,
" which was the key of the straits, and owing also to the narrowness of the sea

I

" which separates Andalus from Africa, and which enabled them to send reinforce-

, ::;
: " ments wherever tbey were required, so as to keep those countries in obedience

"and defend them against the Arabs. A great many of the tribes inhabiting the
" coast were therefore subject to them. Now in that part of the country which isr^ Ji _ ^i

.. -- ^^
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now called Jehdl Ghomdrah (the mountains of Gomera) ^^ there was a king of

the Berbers 2' named Ilyan, who acknowledged himself a subject of the Gothic

monarchs, obeyed their sway, and followed their reIigion.^« Africa was governed

at the time by Musa Ibn Kosseyr, a lieutenant of the Khalif Al-walid Ibn ^Abdi.l-

malek, who resided at Cairwdn, then the seat of the African governors. TOder

that general the Moslem armies subdued the greatest part of Africa and cariied

the war to the extreme western frontiers, after which they penetrated into the

mountain districts about Tangiers, and opened themselves a passage untU they

reached the mouth of the straits, when King Ilyan, unable to withstand their

attacks surrendered, and submitted himself to the sway of Isldm. Miisa Ibn

Nosseyr then appointed his freedman Tdrik Ibn Zeydd AUeythi to the govern-

ment of his new conquests, as well as to the command of all the troops encamped

in those districts." So far Ibnu Khaldtin, whose account does not materially

differ from that of the preceding writers.

We have said that one of the principal causes of the conquest of Andaks:was;them's ^^
appointment of Miisa Ibn Nosseyr to the government of Africa ;

the second m order:

i^ the enmity that broke out between Ilydn and Roderic. Every historian that we
,

:

have consulted alludes more or less explicitly to a certain quarrel between those two
;
v

individuals, which led to the invasion of the Arabs.^^ The author before quoted,

Abti Zeyd Ibn Khaldtin, attributes it to a desire on tlie part of Ily^ of revengmg

certain injuries he had received in the person of his daughter, who was then staj^ft^

,

in the royal palace ; since, adds that historian, it was a custom among the Gothic

nobles to send their daughters to be brought up and educated at the: royal -palace,

along with the king's daughters. They say that when Ilydn heard of the outrage

committed on the person of his daughter he repaired immediately to court, took

her away, and brought her back to Africa. Not satisfied with this, he went to

see Tdrik, acquainted him with his desire of revenge, engaged him to invade

Andalus, and offered to conduct his army through the enemy's country. Tdnk,

who wished nothing so much as an occasion of trying the fortune of arms against

the neighbouring kingdom, immediately seized on Ilyan's offer, and, having pre.

viously obtained his master's leave, prepared for the intended expedition. But as

the doings between Ilydn and Roderic, and the application made by the former.:to-

the Arabian general, are recounted more at length by other writers, we shaUterow ,;

from them what we deem necessary to make this our history both agreeabl^:md::;
^

-if r: J^^

> P
- ^ ^ ^ .' - _ - ,

-b^ .
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instructive.
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- It was then the custom among the Goths," says MM^z^tn^Smm^^
<' princes of the royal blood, the great noblemen of the kingdom,:atid-the governors honied by

" of the provinces, to send to the supreme court at Toledo aucH- among theu^ sons
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" as they chose to be promoted and advanced, and at the same time distinguished

" by the favour of their sovereign, under whose eye they were trained to all

" military exercises, and were afterwards appointed to commands in the army. In
'

' the same manner the daughters were sent to the king's palace, and educated with

" his daughters, and when grown up the king would marry them to the young
" noblemen at his court, according to their fathers' dignity, and bestow upon them
" marriage portions.

" It happened that in compliance with this custom Ilyan, the Lord of Ceuta,^^

" a city then under the sway of King Koderic, and the inhabitants of which also

" professed the Christian religion, having a daughter, a beautiful and innocent

"creature, crossed the straits and took her to Toledo, then the court and capital

" of the kingdom. When Roderic beheld her, he was so much struck with her

" beauty that he fell desperately in love, and did not hesitate, when persuasion

" had failed, to obtain by violence the gratification of his wishes. Some time

" afterwards the girl found the means of secretly acquainting her father with the

" treatment she had suffered at the hands of Roderic ; and it is related that when
" Ilyan read his daughter's message he fell into a most violent rage, and swore

" to revenge the injury inflicted by Roderic, exclaiming,— ' By the faith of the

" Messiah ! I will undermine his throne and disturb his dominions, until the whole
" is overturned and annihilated.' So there can be no doubt that the injury done to

" Ilyan's daughter was one of the causes of the conquest of Andalus, subordinate

" to what God Almighty had decreed about it. Ilyan embarked immediately for

" Andalus, although the inclement season was far advanced,—it being then the montli

" of January^^ and the depth of winter,-—and hastening to Toledo presented himself

" before the king, who, not expecting him at so unseasonable a time, upbraided
*' hkn for leaving his post, and addressed him in the following words :

' "What
" brought thee here ? Thou knowest very well that this is neither the time nor the

"occasion for thy coming to court.* To which Ilyan answered, excusing himself by
" saying that his wife was dangerously iU, and desired greatly to see her daughter

" once more before she died, and had begged and entreated him to fetch her. He
" then asked Roderic to issue orders that his daughter should be delivered to

" him, and all her baggage prepared for immediate departure. Roderic granted

" his request, not without having previously made the daughter promise that she
" would keep their intercourse a secret from her father, but the girl preferred her
" father to the king, and informed the former of his conduct towards her. They
" say, on the authority of Ilyan himself, that when about to take leave of the king
" the latter addressed him as follows : / O liyan ! I hope that I shall soon hear of
*' thee, and that thou wilt endeavour to procure for me some of those very swift

\

r
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- shadhankah'' (hawks) which are such a source of pleasure and amusement to

" me, since they chase and hunt the birds and brin^ them to me ;' to which

" IlyL answered, ' Doubt not, O King ! but that I wiU soon be back, and, byahe

"
faith of the Messiah! I will never feel satisfied until I bring thee such.%--

" dhanhah as thou never sawest in thy life ;' meaning by this the Arabs, whom be

" already thought of bringing against his country. But Roderic did not understand.

" the meaning of his words."

No sooner did Ilydn find himself safe in Africa than he repaired to the city of

Cairwan, where the Arabian governor then held his court, and by his glowing

descriptions of the fertiUty, wealth, and extent of the island of Andalus, by reprei

sentinghis countrymen as divided and weakened by internal divisions, and enervated

by their luxurious habits and a long peace. prevaUed upon Musa, as we shaU

presently relate, to send with him some troops under the command of one of his

Berber freedmen, who, with the rapidity of the hawk pouncing upon his prey;

subdued the whole kingdom, and added new and extensive dommions. ^-|i^%

already subject to the sway of Islam. '/^
:: - -^H

Some historians assign a third cause for the conquest of Andalus ;
they say, that

there was at Toledo a palace built in times of old by a sage king, who, havmg-

predicted that Andalus would in times to come be invaded by people from Afn^;

had placed in one of its rooms a certain magic spell, by means of which t^ej

country was to be for ever preserved from foreign invasion. As\ longv asv.; the
.

:

spell remained untouched Andalus was safe, but when broken .(and it-Was^BQ ,

by Roderic) the ruin of that country became inevitable. This event is thus Mated

by various historians.
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It is well known that the Greeks^* were a nation famous for their knowledge m ^^.t^^^byu^,

the sciences as well as for their talent and acuteness in availing themselves of the g«^« for ti^^

secrets of nature. Before the times of Alexander they inhabited the East, but t^e. country,

when the Persians predominated in those quarters, and subdued every one of the

realms possessed by the Greeks, they decided upon emigrating and taking to a

distant land their knowledge and their science. They fixed upon the island.of .

Andahis, owing to its being placed at the extremity of the inhabited world^.on.

which account it was scarcely known at the time, had never been possessedJby ,.; ,

any of the sage monarchs of oMen times, and, finally, was then without inhabitants^,. ,:

for although Andahzs, son of Yafeth, son of Nuh, had settled in it soonaftg^feg ;:

dehige, taken it for his residence, given it his name, and left besides vanOus.^S...;

;

of his domination, yet his generation had since perished, and the GDuntry:;^?#en :.

a desert ^^

It has been said that when the earth was first peopled after theld^uge ita^eared

VOL. I.
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in the shape of a bird,—the east being the head,—the north and south, the right and

left feet,—the countries between, the stomach,—and the west, the tail,^^—and that

when the Greeks fixed upon Andalus as the country in which they were to settle in

preference to all others, it was owing to its relation to that despicable part of the

body (the tail) , according to the picture we have drawn of the earth at the time ; for

the Greeks of ancient days were more inclined to study than to war, making the

former supply on every occasion the place of the latter : they were therefore a

cowardly set, meeting their enemies with artifice rather than force, and, instead

pf^being ashamed of this, they boasted of it on every opportunity, knowing very well

that the' cause of the decay and ruin of mighty empires was only to be looked

for in: war. In order, therefore, not to be hindered and disturbed in the study

and> cultivation of science, which made the principal business of their lives, they

fled before the Persians, their enemies, and migrated to Andalus, where they had

no sooner arrived than they began to dig canals, and to make cuts from the rivers

for the purpose of irrigation ; to erect bridges and aqueducts, to construct fortresses

and castles, to plant gardens and vines, and to build cities and towns; ploughing

and sowing the land, and raising whatever buildings were deemed necessary for

..the pleasure and comfort of the people. In fine, the country soon became so thickly

[
peopled, and so. studded with cities and towns, that one of their wise men, who
knew well that the country they inhabited had been called " the bird's tail," owing

to ^ the supposed resemblance of the earth to a bird with extended wings, is said

to have remarked that that bird was the peacock, the principal beauty of which

is well known to be in the tail. This brings to our recollection a witty answer once

made by a "Western Arab to the Prince of believers, Harun Ar-rashid (the mercy of

:God be upon him !) That Khalif happened on a certain day to address a native

:
ofAfricain the following manner :

" I am told, O man ! that the world resembles

^ :'-f-*>a bird" in.shape ; and that the west is the tail." " Thou hast been told right, O
'A=Piince of the believers ! " replied the Maghrebi, " but thy informer ought to have

V added/ that that bird was the peacock ;" hearing which, Ar-rashid laughed and

wondered much at the man's quickness at repartee in defending his native country.

But to proceed with our account of the spelh^^

The .Greeks continued in possession of Andalus, leading a hfe of security and

pleasure. They took for a capital the city of Toledo, owing to its being situate

in. the heart of Andalus, and their principal care consisted in strengthening it

against their enemies and maintaining themselves in their possessions, and con-

li;.fvn .
, -^ Geahngirom other nations the knowledge of the comforts they were enjoying. In

order better to gain their object they began consulting the stars, and found that

|.:;^^!twp nations only were they to be disturbed in their enjoyments, and to be hated

- ?
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on account of them, and these were represented to them as people unaccustomed to ' S Si

the luxuries of life, hardened by privation and fatigue, in short—the Arabs and

Berbers. When the Greeks heard of this prognostic they.were struck with feati

and trembled for their populated island ; they agreed upon constructing immediately

a talisman that should avert their impending ruin, and by its power keepoff^the
;

;

two nations mentioned in the prophecy, to which effect: they began consulting

the stars for a time and place fit for their undertaking. In the meanwhile, wheh^

ever some of the scattered tribes of Berbers inhabiting along the northern coast of
; : ;

Africa happened to approach the sea shore, being thus separated only from Andalus

bv a narrow channel, the fears and consternation of the Greeks would increase,

they would fly in all directions for fear of the threatened invasion, and their dread

of the Berbers waxed so great that it was mstilled into their nature, and became in _._/: L'^yr^

after times a prominent feature in their character. On the other side^ theBerbers
J yt,:fl •

having been made acquainted with this ill-will and hatred of the rpeopla^fjf^rt? ;-; " ij;A^gj

dahis towards them, hated and envied them the more, this bMng^in-^^:tte.;v;.;^

measure the reason why even along time ; afterwards a; BeH)er:(S3uld-^ar##^ - "fj^
found who did not most cordially hate^ And^usian,. and wce^^erm, -o%i!fcW

Berbers beins more in want of Andahisians than these are of them;:owing'to ;^.t;f|::^:5

certain necessaries not to be procured in Airica, and which are hnported; irpm r;; ;j^|;yy

Andahis, a communication has necessarily existed between the people of ^bp^ -;:-:; -^f J;-;-
-" -^-^ -in- .n y ^ .- -V ^^

-: - j^. j' 7^ J-"-
-^ .V

-^ r^countries. But to return. : :: .
- :

.

There was in the west of Andalus a Grecian king, who reigned oyer an>is|$jid

called the island of Kddis (Cadiz). This king had a daughter of inGomparable

:

beauty, whom the other kings of Andalus,—for that country was then ruled by seyeM

kings, each having estates not extending over more than one or two cities,—sought

in marriage. Each of these kings sent accordingly his messengers to Cadiz, and asked

for the hand of the beautiful daughter. Her father, however, unwilhng to choose

among so many pretenders, lest by favouring one he should offend the others,, was

very much perplexed, and sent for his daughter to acquaint her with the state ,olMs

mind. Now it happened that the daughter of this king was possessed of ftiich

wisdom as well as beauty, for among the Greeks both men and women werelbQcn

with a natural instinct for science; this having led to that common saying,- :|I^t

" science came down from heaven and lodged itself in three different parts -of fi^'s

" body; in the brams amongst the Greeks, in the hands anaongst iie|:<if^i-

" and in the tongue among the Arabs." This daughter, then.^havdnlJIagpie

whole of the case, said to her father, " Only do what I will teU;thee^^idMbJBot

*' trouble thyself any more about this matter."—" "What is tliy-^clMce then ?
"—

" That to those who soHcit my hand thou shouldst_ answer,} that; I will give the

. ^ L.

^ .

^
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" preference to him only who proves himself a sage king;" and her father ac-

cordingly dispatched messengers to the neighbouring kingdoms to acquaint the

royal suitors with his daughter's determination. When the lovers read the letters

containing the princess's intentions, many who could not lay any claim to science

immediately desisted from their courtship ; two kings only being found among her

numerous admirers who professed themselves sages, and who immediately answered

his letters, each saying of himself, " I am a sage king." "When the father got

these letters, he sent for his daughter, and, informing her of their contents, " See,"

said he, " we are still in the same difficulty as before ; for here are two kings who
" both call themselves sages, and if I choose one I shall make an enemy of the

" other: What dost thou propose to do in such a difficulty ? " The daughter

replied, " I wiU impose a task upon both kings, and whichsoever of the two executes

" it best, he shall be my husband."—" And pray, what is it? "—*' We want in

" this town a wheel to draw up water ; I will ask one of them to make me one that

"shall be moved by fresh running water coming from yonder land; and I will

"intrust the other with the construction of a taUsman or charm to preserve this

"island from the invasions of the Berbers."

The king was delighted with the plan suggested by his daughter, and, without

bestowing any more consideration on the subject, wrote to both the princes, making

them acquainted with his daughter's ultimate determination ; and each having

agreed to undergo the intended trial, they set to work as soon as possible. The
king to whose lot it had fallen to construct the hydraulic machine ^^ erected an

immense building, with large stones placed one upon the top of another, in that part

of the salt sea which separates the island of Andalus from the continent, and in the

spot known by the name of Strait of Ceuta.^'' This arched building, which was

built entirely of free-stone, the interstices of which were filled by the architect with

some cement of his own composition, connected the island of Cadiz with the main

land. - Traces of this work are still visible in that part of the sea which divides

Ceuta from Algesiras,*" but the greatest part of the inhabitants of Andalus assign it

another origin, as I have already explained elsewhere; they suppose it to be the

remains of a bridge which Alexander ordered to be constructed between Ceuta and

Algesiras : but God only knows which of the two reports is the true one, although

I find the last of the two more generally believed. However, when the architect

had finished his work of stone, he conducted fresh water from the top of a high

mountain on the continent to the island, and making it afterwards all fall into a

basin, he caused it to rise again in Andalus by means of a wheel.^^

As to the other king, whose task was the construction of the magic spell, he first

GOneulted the skies in quest of a proper and fit time to commence its fabrication

;
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"intrust the other with the construction of a taUsman or charm to preserve this
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The king was delighted with the plan suggested by his daughter, and, without

bestowing any more consideration on the subject, wrote to both the princes, making

them acquainted with his daughter's ultimate determination ; and each having

agreed to undergo the intended trial, they set to work as soon as possible. The
king to whose lot it had fallen to construct the hydraulic machine ^^ erected an

immense building, with large stones placed one upon the top of another, in that part

of the salt sea which separates the island of Andalus from the continent, and in the

spot known by the name of Strait of Ceuta.^'' This arched building, which was

built entirely of free-stone, the interstices of which were filled by the architect with

some cement of his own composition, connected the island of Cadiz with the main

land. - Traces of this work are still visible in that part of the sea which divides

Ceuta from Algesiras,*" but the greatest part of the inhabitants of Andalus assign it

another origin, as I have already explained elsewhere; they suppose it to be the

remains of a bridge which Alexander ordered to be constructed between Ceuta and

Algesiras : but God only knows which of the two reports is the true one, although

I find the last of the two more generally believed. However, when the architect

had finished his work of stone, he conducted fresh water from the top of a high

mountain on the continent to the island, and making it afterwards all fall into a

basin, he caused it to rise again in Andalus by means of a wheel.^^

As to the other king, whose task was the construction of the magic spell, he first

GOneulted the skies in quest of a proper and fit time to commence its fabrication

;
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and when lie had discovered it, he began to build a square edifice. The materials

were of white stone, and the place chosen for its erection a sandy desert on the sea

shore. In order to give sufficient soHdity to the building, the architect sunk^the

foundations as deep into the earth as the building itself rose above the surface:;

and when he had completed it, he placed on the top a statue of melted copper, and

iron, mixed together by dint of his science, to which he further gave the look and

appearance of a Berber, with a long beard ; his hair, which was exceedingly coarse,

stood upright on his head, and he had besides a tuft hanging over his forehead.*'* His

garment consisted of a tunic, the ends of which he held on the left arm ; he wore san-

dals on his feet, and the most extraordinary thing about him was that, although the

dimensions of the figure were excessive, and he stood up in the air at a distance

of more than sixty or seventy cubits, no other support was seen but the natural one

at his feet, which were at most one cubit in circumference. He had his right

arm extended, and in his hand were visible some keys with a padlock ;*» with his

right hand he pointed towards the sea, as if he were saying, "No one is to:pa^:;

" this way ; " and such was the magic virtue contained in this figure, that asilohf:

as it kept its place, and held the keys in its hand, no ship from Barbary could
.

ever

sail into the strait, on account of its stormy and fearful waters.^
^

;

However, each of the kings worked with uncommon activity at his task,

hoping that whichsoever of the two accomplished his first stood a good chancer pf.

gaining the heart of the princess. The constructor of the aqueduct tva^:*fl"

first to finish his, for he contrived so as to keep it secret fi-om the others in hopeS

that if he did his work first, the talisman would not be completed, and .the

victory would remain to him : and so it happened, for he measured his time so well.

that on the very same day on which his rival's work was to be accomplished water

began to run in the island, and the wheel to move ;
and when the news of his

success reached his competitor, who was then on the top of the monument giving

the last polish to the face of the figure, which was giU, he took it so much to heart

that he threw himself down, and fell dead at the foot of the tower
;
by which means

the other prince, freed from his rival, became the master of the lady, of the wheel,

and of the charm.
.

The author from whom the preceding narrative is borrowed does not acquamt

us in what manner the spell acted against Africans, nor how its virtue came 4o be

impaired, but we here subjoin another writer's version of this story.

In times of old the Greek kings who reigned in Andalus were tern
._ .

an invasion on the part of the Berbers, on account of the prophecy^tha^^lmve

recorded. To avoid this they constructed difierent spells, and, among others, one

which they put inside a marble urn and placed in a palace at Toledo: m order
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to ensure its custody and presentation they placed a padlock on the gate of the

palace, leaving instructions for every succeeding king to do the same. This injunc-

tion having been faithfully complied with, it came to pass that after the lapse of a

great many years twenty-seven padlocks were appended to the gate of the building,

—that number of kings having reigned in Andalus, each of whom had put his

padlock as ordained. Some time previous to the invasion of the Arabs, which, as is

well known, was the cause of the overthrow of the Gothic dynasty and of the entire

conquest of Andalus, a king of the Goths, Roderic by name,''^ ascended the throne.

Now this . king, being young and fond of adventure, once assembled his Wizirs,

great officers of the state, and members of his council, and spoke to them thus :

—

*' I have, been thinking a long time about this house with its seven-and-twenty

"padlocks, and-I am determined to have it opened, that I may see what it contains,

" for r am sure it is a mere jest." '* It may be so, O King !" answered one of the

Wjzirs ;
** hut honesty, prudence, and policy d&mand that thou shouldst not do it

;

" and that, following the example of thy father, of thy grandfather, and of thy
*' ancestors,—none of whom ever wished to dive into this mystery,-— thou shouldst

" add a new padlock to the gate." When the Wizir had done speaking, Roderic

replied,—" No : I am led by an irresistible impulse, and nothing shall make me
" change my resolution. I have an ardent wish to penetrate this mystery, and my
" curiosity must be satisfied." '^ O King ! answered the Wizirs, " if thou doest it

'" under a belief that treasures are concealed in it, let us hear thy estimation of

" them, and we.will collect the sum among ourselves and deposit it in thy royal

" treasure, rather than see ourselves and thee exposed to frightful calamities and
" misery." Biit Roderic being a man of undaunted spirit, stout of heart, and

strong of determination, was not easily persuaded. He remained deaf to the

eiita*eaties of his counsellors and proceeded immediately towards the palace, and

when: he arrived at the gate, which, as we have already observed, was furnished

with several locks, each of them having its key hanging to it, the gate was

thrown, open, and nothing else was to be seen hut a large table made of gold

and silver and set with precious stones, upon which was to be read the following

inscription :
—

" This is the table of Suleyman, son of Daud, (upon whom be
" peace!)" Another object, besides the table, was to be seen in another apartment

of the palace, provided also with a very strong padlock, which being removed

allowed Roderic to look into it. But what was his astonishment on entering the

apartment when nothing was to be seen but the urn, and inside it a roll of

parchment and a picture representing in the brightest colours several horsemen

looking like Arabs, dressed in skins of animals, and having, instead of turbans,

Ipcks: of coarse hair; they were mounted on fleet Arabian steeds, bright scimitars
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hung by their sides, and their right hands were armed with spears. Roderic ordered

his attendants to unroll the parchment, when lo ! what did he see but the following

inscription written in large letters upon it
:—" Whenever this asylum is violated, and

" the speU contained in this urn broken, the people painted on this urn shall invade

" Andalus, overturn the throne of its kings, and subdue the whole country."*^

They say that when Roderic read this fatal prognostic he repented of what he had

done, and was impressed with a strong belief of his impending ruin. He was not

mistaken, for tidings soon reached him of an army of Arabs, which the emperor of

the East sent against him.

This is the enchanted palace and the picture to which Roderic is said to have

alluded afterwards, on the day of the battle of Guadalete, when, as he was advancmg

.

upon the Moslems, he saw for the first time before his eyes the very men whose

representations were upon the parchment. Of this more will be said hereafter.

But whether this account is a true one or not, God only knows, for we find it

related in various ways by the historians, as we shall have further occasion to

observe when we come to treat about the famous table of Suleymdn aii#o^$t

particulars connected with this case, and that we shall do by taking oiu- informtidn

from the best and purest sources. As to the other story, naniely, that of the ^sage

king making a contrivance to bring sweet water from Africa into Andalns, It ;is

scarcely credible, for Andalus happens just to be one of the countries most

abounding in waters and rivers ; and therefore we do not see the necessity' of

bringing water from the opposite shore, unless, as some pretendj theprinic^ss^oMy

did it to puzzle her admirer and try his skill by hnposing upon him-this-'extra^

ordinary and most difficult task. But I again repeat, God only knows=; fbr^e is

the creator and master of all science!
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CHAPTER 11.

Ily^ goes to see Miisa—Makes a successful incursion—Musa acquaints Al-walid with the victory—Sends

Tarif Abii Zar'ah—His landing at Tarifa—Musa sends Tarik Ibn Zey^d—He lands at Gibraltar—Is

attacked by Theodomir—Roderic hastens to the defence of liis kingdom—Arrives in Cordova—^Writes

to the sons of Wittiza—TSrik sends to Africa for reinforcements—Discontent of the Gothic nobles-

Treason of the sons of Wittiza—Roderic encamps on the banks of the Guadalete
—

^Tdrik addresses his

men—Battle of Guadalete—Roderic's fate—^Taking of Sidonia, Carmona, and Ezija.

ly&i goes to No sooner did Ilyan, the Lord of Ceuta, arrive safely in his dominions, than he
^^ "^** went to see the Amir Musa Ibn Nosseyr, and proposed to him the conquest of

Andalus, which he described as a country of great excellence and blessings ; he

told him that it was a land abounding in productions of all kinds, rich in grain

of aU sorts, plentiful in waters renowned for their sweetness and clearness j he

proceeded afterwards to draw the picture of the inhabitants, whom he affirmed

to be enervated by long peace, and destitute of arms.* This account awakened

the ambition of the Amir, who, after a mature dehberation on the proposition

made to him, came to the following agreement with Ilyan,—that he should desert

the cause which he was then defending ^ and pass over to the Moslems, and that

byway of proving his enmity towards his own countrymen, professing the same

takes a sue- reHgion as himself, he should first of all make an incursion into their country. This

on.
"***

Ilydn immediately put into execution, and, collecting some troops in the districts

subject to his rule, he embarked in two vessels and landed on the coast of

Algesiras,^ whence he overran the country, and after killing and making a number

of captives he and his companions returned safe to Africa, loaded with spoil, on the

following day.

No sooner did the news of this first expedition, which took place at the close

of the year ninety,* become known in Africa, than a great many Moslems flocked

under the banners of Ilydn and trusted him. As for the Amir Musa, he wrote

iisaacauMnts immediately to the Khalif Al-walid, informing him of what Ilyan proposed to

Sctor^*^ him to undertake against Andalus, and asking his leave to try the conquest,^

' ^ and the answer of the Khalif was conceived in the following terms :—" Let
^ -, . .
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"the country be first explored by light troops, to overrun it and bring thee

" news of what it contains; be prudent, and do not allow the Moslems to: be

"lost in an ocean of dangers and horrors." To which. Musa replied, *! It.is

" not an ocean, but only a narrow channel, whose shores are every where distiaet

" to the eye." " Never mind," answered Al-walid; " even if it be so,, let :tlie

" country be first explored."^

Accordingly Musa sent a freedman of his, a Berber, whose name was Tarif Ahu
^^f^^^,

Zar'ah,' with four hundred foot and one hundred horsemen,^ with instructions to

make an incursion into Andalus. Tarif and his small army embarked in four vessels,

and landed on an island situated opposite to another island » close to Andalus, and

known by the name of Jezirah Al-khadhrd (the green island), where the Arabs

of the present days keep their ships and their naval stores,^" it being then- principal

port to cross over to Africa. In this island, which has since taken the name of Tariff

on account of his landing on it,^^ the Berber general stayed a whole day, until: all

his men were with him ;^'' he then moved on and made several inroads into .the

main land, which produced a rich spoil and several captives, who were so

some that Musa and his companions had never seen the like of them. ^*

took place in the month of Ramadhan of the year ninety-one (Aug.-Sept; Avp;

710),^'' and when it was made known every one wished to go to Andalus. .; .;; V

The number of troops that accompanied Tarif in this expedition is not satis^^^«S«^ -;:;

factorily ascertained. Some authors make it amount to one thousand meli; others

give him only half that number, as above stated. But we must observe; that the

whole of these accounts are very doubtful, since there are not wanting historians

who make Tarif a different person from Abu Zar'ah, as these words of one of them

seem to purport. " Tarif returned from this expedition loaded with spoil, and

bringing a great number of captives ; another incursion was made by a Sheikh

of the Berbers, whose name was Abd Zar'ah,^^ who landed with one thousand

" men of his nation on the island of Algesiras, and finding that the inhabitants

had deserted the island he set fire to their houses and fields, and burnt ^so

a church '^ very much venerated amongst them. He then put to the sword such

" of its inhabitants as he met, and, making a few prisoners, returned safe to

" Afnca." \

' -:^V; - .

But we believe the former account to be the most credible, since it is confirmei
;

.

by Ar-razi ^' and other historians, who make these two captains to be oneK#(Mf

same person, and call him Abu Zar'ah Tarif Ibn MaUk Al-mugh^fe^f
"

were his name and patronymic.

But to proceed. Byan went a second time to Musa Ibn.Nosse^%-Md ap-

prised him of the happy result of the inroad he .had made ;in Andalus* ^as well as
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that of Tarif Abu Zar'ah,^^ and how they had both been crowned with success. He

at the same time instigated him to undertake the conquest of the country more at

large : he told him what captives they had brought him, and the good tidings about

the fertUity and wealth of the land. When Miisa heard of it he praised God for the

victory he had granted his servants, and strengthened himself in his intention of

invading Andalus ; to this effect he called a freed slave of his, to whom he had on

different occasions intrusted important commands in his armies, and whose name

was Tarik Ibn Zeyad Ibn 'Abdillah, a native of Hamdan, in Persia, although some

pretend that he was not a freedman of Musa Ibn Nosseyr, but a free-born man of the

tribe of Sadf,'** while others make him a mauli'^^ of Lahra. It is even asserted that

some of his posterity who Uved in Andalus rejected with indignation the supposition

of. their ancestor having ever been a liberated slave of Musa Ibn Nosseyr. Some

authors, and-they are the greatest number, say that he was a Berber, but, as we

intend to forai a separate article about Tarik, we shall leave the discussion of this

and other points for another place, confining ourselves at present to the relation

of the historical events as we find them recorded by the best Andalusian writers.

Miisa sends -?Po this Tarik, therefore, whether a liberated slave of Musa, or a freeman of the

tribe of Sadf, the Arabian governor of Africa committed the important trust of con-

quering the kingdom of Andalus, for which end he gave him the command of an

army of seven thousand men, chiefly Berbers and slaves, very few only being genuine

Arabs. To accompany and guide T^rik in this expedition Musa again sent Ilyan,

who provided four vessels from the ports under his command, the only places on

the coast where vessels were at that time built. Every thing being got ready, a

division of the army crossed that arm of the sea which divides Andalus from Africa,

and landed with Tarik at the foot of the mountain which afterwards received his

OMtfr.^' name, on a Saturday, in the month of Sha'bdn of the year ninety-two (July, 711),

answering to -the month of ^jrosfei (August),^^ and the four vessels were sent back,

andcrbssed arid recrossed until the rest of Tarik's men were safely put on shore.

It isiotherwise^ said^that Tdrik landedon the twenty-fourth of Rejeb (19th June,

711), in the same year. Another account makes the number of men embarked on

this occasion amount to twelve thousand, all but sixteen, a number consisting almost

entirely of Berbers, there being but few Arabs amongst them ; but the same writer

agrees that Ilyan transported this force at various times ^^ to the coast of Andalus

in merchant vessels, (whence collected it is not known,) and that Tarik was the

last mail on board.^
- f f :

Various historians have recorded two circumstances concerning Tarik's passage

'and his landing on the coast of Andalus, which we consider worthy of being tran-

; leiifced. . They say that while he- was sailing across that arm of the sea which
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separates Africa from Andalus he saw in a dream - tlie prdpliet Mohammed,

surrounded by Arabs of the Muhajirin « and Ar^sdr, who with unsheathed swords

and bended bows stood close by him, and that he heard the. Prophet say, :,.»9

" courage, O Tarik ! and accompUsh what thOu art destined to perforM;' and.ftat

having looked round him he saw the messenger of God, (upon whom; be.^f^
and salutation of his Lord!) who with his companions was entering, AndaluA.

Tarik then awoke from his sleep, and, delighted with this good omen, hastened

to communicate the miraculous circumstance to his followers, who were- much

pleased and strengthened. Tdrik himself was so much struck by the apparition

that from that moment he never doubted of victory.

The same writers have preserved another anecdote, which sufficiently proves

the mediation of the Almighty in permitting that the conquest of Andalus should

be achieved by Tarik. Directly after his landing on the rock Mtisa's freedman

brought his forces upon the plain, and began to overrun and lay waste theneigh^

bouring country. While he was thus employed, an old, woman from:Alg^«^#

presented herself to him, and among other things, told Mm -what fbUowsJ.^h!|

•' must know, O stranger ! that I had once a husband who had the. knowledge»«

" future events ; and I have repeatedly heard him say. to the people .of this, countejt:

" that a foreign general would come to this island and subject it to his armsv .We

" described him to me as a man of prominent forehead, and such,.! See, is thinej he:

" told me also that the individual designated by the prophecy;Would:have a,;bte*

.. mole covered with hair on his left shoulder. Now, '^^'"^^^^^'"^vf
^

.' thy body, thou art undoubtedly the person intended." men .T&ik-heard: the

old woman's reasoning, he immediately laid his shoulder bare, and the mark being

found, as predicted, upon the left one, both he and his compamons were filled

with delight at the good omen."'
, , , . , • ,

Ibnu HayyAn's account does not materially differ from those of the historians

from whom we have quoted. He agrees in saying that Ily&i, Ixird of Ceuta incited

Musa Ibn Nosseyr to make the conquest of Andalus; and that this he did out of

revenge, and moved by the personal enmity and hatred he had ^concewed against

Roderic. He makes Tank's army amount only to seven .thousand,™ mostly

Berbers, which, he says, crossed in four vessels provided by Hyin.- According4o

his account Tarik landed on a .Saturday, in the month of Sha/bdn.of the year mnetyg

two,™ and the vessels that brought him and tis men on. shore were amifledia^

sent back to Africa,.and never ceased going backwards and forwards. Hntihtbe#|<|W ^

of the army was safely landed on the shores of Andahis. . ; n
^ .S'«* .fe;f^*i ^

On the other side, Ibnu Khaldlin »' reckons the army under:.the;«KierftsOfc.A&nk
\
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at three hundred Arabs, and ten thousand Berbers. He says that before starting on
his expedition Tank divided his army into two corps, he himself taking the com-
mand of one, and placing the other under the immediate orders of Tarif An-naja'i.^^

Tarik, with his men, landed at the foot of the rock now called Jebalu-l-fafah (the

mountain of the entrance), and which then received his name, and was called

Jebal-Tdrik (the mountain of Tarik) ; while his companion Tarif landed on the

island afterwards called after him Jezirah-Tarif (the island of Tarif). In order to

provide for the security of their respective armies, both generals selected, soon after

their landing, a good encampment, which they surrounded with walls and trenches,^^

for no sooner had the news of their landing spread than the armies of the Goths
began to march against them from all q^uarters.

The precise date of Tank's invasion has been differently stated. Some historians,

as. Ibnu Khaldtin, content themselves with giving the year, viz., ninety-two (be-

guining 28th October, 710) ; others have fixed the month and the day in which this

memorable event is supposed to have taken place. Ibnu-1-khattib places it on Monday,
five days before the end of Rejeb (25th Rejeb) of the year ninety-two (20th June, 711);

:
IbnuHayyan on a Saturday of the month of Sha'ban : others say on the twenty-

fourth-.of ,E«jeb ; Adh-dhobi on the eighth day of the same month. There are not

wanting authors who place it at the beginning of the year ninety-three ; but those who
fix it in ninety-two are most in number. God only knows the truth of the case.^*

?heoS.''''
^^^' *^ continue our narrative, no sooner did Tdrik set his foot in Andalus than

he was attacked by a Goth named Tudmir (Theodomir), to whom Roderic had
intrusted the defence of that frontier. Theodomir, who is the same general who
afterwards gave his name to a province of Andalus, called Beldd Tudmir ^^ (the

country of Theodomir), having tried, although in vain,^^ to stop the impetuous

,
career of Tarik's men, dispatched immediately a messenger to his master, apprising
hipfi iiow Tarik and his followers had landed in Andalus. He also wrote him a
letter.ihus conceived:—" This our land has been invaded by people whose name,
" country,, and origin are unknown to me. I cannot even tell thee whence they
" came,—whether they fell from the skies, or sprang from the earth."

i^SSr "^"^^^ ^^^ "^"^^ reached Roderic, who was then in the country of the Bashkans
fhiskingdonj. (Basques), making war in the territory of Banbildnah (Pamplona) ,^7 where serious

disturbances had occurred, he guessed directly that the blow came from Byan.
Sensible, however, of the importance of this attack made upon his dominions, he
left what he had in hand, and, moving towards the south with the whole of his

^v^in Cor- powerful army, arrived in Cordova, which is placed in the centre of Andalus. There
> vV^ he took up his abode in the royal castle, which the Arabs called after him Roderic's
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castle, and which we have already described in another part of tliis book.^^ In this

palace Roderic took up his residence for a few days, to await the arrival of the nume-

rous troops which he had summoned from the different provinces of his kingdom; /

They say that while he was staying in Cordova he wrote to the sons of Wittiza

to come and join him against the common enemy; for although it is true, as-we

have already related, that Roderic had usurped the throne of their father and perse-

cuted the sons, yet he had spared their lives ;—since these two sons of Wittiza are

the same who, when Tarik attacked the forces of King Roderic on the plains of

Guadalete, near the sea, turned hack and deserted their ranks, owing to a promise

made them by Tarik to restore them to the throne of their father if they helped

him against Roderic. However, when Roderic arrived in Cordova, the sons of

Wittiza were busily engaged in some distant province collecting troops to march

against the invaders, and he wrote to them to come and join him with their forces, ^J^^WitSL

in order to march together against the Arabs ; and, cautioning them against the

inconvenience and danger of private feuds at that moment, engaged them to join

him and attack the Arabs in one mass. The sons of Wittiza readily agreed to

.

Roderic's proposition, and collecting all their forces came to meet him,, and /^

encamped not far from the village of Shakandah, on the opposite side of the river,^^

and on the south of the palace of Cordova. There they remained for some time,

not daring to enter the capital or to trust Roderic, until at last, having ascertained

the truth of the preparations, and seeing the army march out of the city and him

with it, they entered Cordova, united their forces to his,^" and marched with: him

agamst the enemy, although, as will be seen presently, they were already planning

the treachery which they afterwards committed. Others say that the sons of

Wittiza did not obey the summons sent them by the usurper Roderic ; on the con-

trary, that they joined Tarik with all their forces : but which of these reports is the

true one God only knows. However, it seems to have been ascertained that all the

princes of the Goths came to join Roderic in this expedition, although it is equally

true that he was deserted by some of his noblemen on the field of battle. But

much obscurity prevails in the writings of the historians who have recorded -the

events of those early times. Even the name of the Gothic monarch at the time of

Tarik's invasion has been spelt in different ways, for we find it written thus,-^

Rudheric, md Ludheric ; although the latter is more commonly used. It is also

stated that he was a descendant from Isbahdn (Hispan);*' but this is contrary Mthe

accounts of Ibnu Hayyan and others, who say that he was not of royal hlQod.:^5

When Tarik received the news of the anproach of Roderic's :army,:.whi0|i -is

^- -

^ Zrr K--'

Afirica for rein-

to have amounted to nearly one hundred thousand men, proyided;5?ith^^

weapons and miUtary stores, he wrote to Musa for assistance,::8aying that he had
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taken Algesiras, a port of Andalus, thus becoming by its possession the master of

the passage into that country; that he had subdued its districts as far as the bay;

but that Roderic was now advancing against him with a force which it was not in

his power to resist, except it was God Almighty's will that it should be so. Miisa,

who since T^rik's departure for this expedition had been employed in building ships,

and had by this time cpUected a great many, sent by them a reinforcement of five

thousand Moslems, which, added to the seven thousand of the first expedition, made

the whole forces amount to twelve thousand ^^ meUj eager for plunder and anxious

for battle. liyan. Lord of Ceuta, who had become a tributary of the Moslems, was

also sent with his army and the people of his states to accompany this expedi-

tion, ; and to guide it through the passes in the country, and gather intelligence

for them. .

2*316?"^ In the meanwhile Uoderic was drawing nearer to the Moslems, with all the forces

of the barbarians, their lords, their knights, and their bishops;*^ but the hearts of

the great people of the kingdom being against him, they used to see each other

frequently, and in their private conversations they uttered their sentiments about

Koderic in the following manner :
*' This wretch "** has by force taken possession of

- ^

"the throne to which he is not justly entitled, for not only he does not belong to

"the royal family, but he was once one of our meanest menials;*^ we do not

" know how far he may carry his wicked intentions against us. There is no doubt

" but that Tarik's followers do not intend to settle in this country ; their only wish

"is to fill their hands with spoil and then return. Ijet us then, as soon as the

" battle is engaged, give way, and leave the usurper alone to fight the strangers,

" who will soon deliver us from him ; and, when they shall be gone, we can place

"on the throne him who most deserves it." '^^ In these sentiments all agreed, and

it was decided that the proposed plan should be put into execution ; the two sons of

Wittiza, whom Eoderic had appointed to the command 'of the right and left wings

of:his;;arniyi being at the head of the conspiracy, in the hope of gaining the throne

of their...father.

SofWttSr
When the armies drew nearer to each other, the princes began to spin the web of

their treason; and for this purpose a messenger was sent by them to Tarik, in-

forming him how Roderic, who had been a mere menial and servant to their

father,*^ had, after his death, usurped the throne ; that the princes had by no means

relinquished their rights, and that they implored protection and security for them-

- selves. They offered to desert, and pass over to T^rik with the troops under their

command, on condition that the .Arab general would, after subduing the whole of

Ajidalus, secure to them all their father's possessions, amounting to three thousand

fldtiable. and chosen farms, the same that received after this the name of Safdyd-U
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moluk (the royal portion) .'^^ This offer Tarik accepted ; and, having agreed to the

conditions, on the next day the sons of "Wittiza deserted the ranks of the Gothic

army in the midst of battle, and passed over to T^rik, this being rio doubt one- of

the principal causes of the conquest.
^"

Roderic arrived on the banks of the Guadalete (Wddi-Lek)*^ with a formidable E«deric e«..
^ ^ camps on the

araiy, which most historians compute at one hundred thousand cavalry ;
^^ kltliough banks of the

Ibnu Khalddn makes it amount to forty thousand men only. Roderic brought all

his treasures and mihtary stores in carts : he himself came in a litter, placed between

two mules, having over his head an awning ^^ richly set with pearls, rubies, and

emeralds. On the approach of this formidable tempest the Moslems did not lose

courage, but prepared to meet their adversary. Tarik E^sembled his men, com-

forted them by his words, and after rendering the due praises to the Almighty God,

and returning thanks for what had already been accomphshed, proceeded to implore

his mighty help for the future. He then encouraged the Moslems, and kindled

their enthusiasm with the following address.
—" Whither can you flyi-^the enemy TSrik's address

**
is in your front, the sea at your back? By Allah ! there is no salvatioii for-ydtt * ' ^:

" but in your courage and perseverance.^^ Consider your situation ;—^here you are ;:

" on this island like so naany orphans cast upon the world.; youwill soon be met
- ^

" by a powerful enemy, surrounding you on all sides like the infuriated billows of a

" tempestuous sea, and sending against you his countless warriors, drowned ^^ih

" steel, and provided with every store and description of arins.- What cau you

" oppose to them ? You have no other weapons than your swords, no provisions

but those that you may snatch from the hands of your enemies ; you'must there-

fore attack them immediately, or otherwise your wants will iiicrease, the

'* gales of victory may no longer blow in your favour, and perchance the fear that

" lurks in the hearts of your enemies may be changed into indomitable courage.

" Banish all fear from your hearts, trust that victory shall be ours, and that the

*' barbarian king will not be able to withstand the shock of our arms. Here he

" comes to make us the masters of his cities and castles, and to deliver into our

" hands his countless treasures ; and if you only seize the opportunity now pre-

" sented, it may perhaps be the means of your becoming the owners of them,

"besides saving yourselves from certain death. Do not think that I impose

" upon you a task from which I shrink myself, or that I try to'conceal from yoft:

" the dangers attending this our expedition. No : you have certainly a greafc^deal

*' to encounter, but know that if you only suffer for awhile, you wiH^ ^eapdft iHe end -

;

"an abundant harvest of pleasures and enjoyments. And do not dniaginB-:that

" while I speak to you I mean not to act as I speak, for as. my inferestfurfthis 'affair

** is greater, so will my behaviour on this occasion surpass: yduirs; ::''Yoxi must have

> _ _ _
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" heard numerous accounts of this island, you must know how the Grecian

" maidens, as handsome as Huris, their necks ghttering with innumerable pearls

" and jewels, their bodies clothed with tunics of costly silks sprinkled with gold,

" are waiting your arrival, reclining on soft couches in the sumptuous palaces of

" crowned lords and princes. You know well that the Khalif 'Abdu-1-malek

" Ibnu-1-walid has chosen you, like so many heroes, from among the brave
;
you

" know that the great lords ^^ of this island are willing to make you their sons and

" brethren by marriage, if you only rush on like so many brave men to the fight,

" and behave like true champions and valiant knights ; you know that the recom-

" penses of God await you if you are prepared to uphold his words, and proclaim

"his religion in this island; and, lastly, that all the spoil shaU be yours, and of

" such Moslems as may be with you. Bear in mind that God Almighty will select,

" according to this promise, those that distinguish themselves most among you,

" and grant them due reward, both in this world and in the future ;
and know

" likewise that I shall be the first to set you the example, and to put in practice

" what I recommend you to do; for it is my intention, on the meeting of the two

"hosts, to attack the Christian tyrant ^^ Roderic and kill him with my own

" hand, if God be pleased. When you see me bearing against him, charge along

" with me ; if I kill him, the victory is ours ; if I am killed before I reach him, do

" not trouble yourselves about me, but fight as if I were still alive and among you,

" and follow up my purpose ; for the moment they see their king fall, these bar-

'' barians are sure to disperse. If, however, I should be killed, after inflicting death

" upon their king, appoint a man from among you who unites both courage

" and experience, and may command you in this emergency, and follow up the

" success. If you attend to my instructions, we are sure of the victory."

When Tarik had thus addressed his soldiers, and exhorted them to fight with

courage, and to face the dangers of war with a stout heart,—when he had thus

recommended them to make a simultaneous attack upon Roderic's men, and

promised them abundant reward if they routed their enemies,—their countenances

were suddenly expanded with joy, their hopes were strengthened, the gales of

victory began to blow on their side, and they ail unanimously answered him—" We
" are ready to follow thee, O Tdrik! we shall all, to one man, stand by thee, and

" fight for thee ; nor could we avoid it were we otherwise disposed—victory is our

" only hope of salvation." ^^

Battle of Gua- After tlfis Tank mounted his horse, and his men did the same; and they all

passed that night in constant watch for fear of the enemy. On the following

morning, when day dawned, both armies prepared for battle; each general formed

riiis cavalry and his infantry, and, the signal being given, the armies met with a

dalete.
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shock similar to that of two mountains dashing against each other. King Roderic

came borne on a throne, and having over his head an awning *^ of variegated silk

to guard him from the rays of the sun, surrounded by warriors cased in bright

steel, with fluttering pennons, and a profusion of banners and standards. Tank's

men were diflerently arrayed ; their breasts were covered with mail armour, they

wore white turbans on their heads, the Arabian bow ^^ slung across their backs,

their swords suspended to their girdles, and their long spears firmly grasped in

tlieir hands. They say that when the two armies were advancing upon each

other, and the eyes of Roderic fell upon the men in the first ranks, he was horror-

struck, and was heard to exclaim,-—" By the faith of the Messiah! These are the

" vei-y men I saw painted on the scroll found in the mansion of science at Toledo,"

and from that moment fear entered his heart ; and when Tarik perceived Roderic

he said to his followers, " This is the King of the Christians," ^^ and he charged

with his men, the warriors who surrounded Roderic being on all sides scattered

and dispersed; seeing which, Tarik plunged into the ranks of the enemy until he

reached the king, and wounded him with his sword on the head &nd /Tcilled hint

on his throne f° and when Roderic's men saw their king fall and his body guard

dispersed, the rout became general and victory remained to the Moslems. The

rout of the Christians w^as complete, for instead of rallying on one ' spot they fled

in all directions, and, their panic being communicated to their countrymen, cities

opened their gates, and castles surrendered without resistance, &c. The preceding

account we have borrowed from a writer of great note, but we deem it necessary

to warn the readers that the assertion that Roderic died by the hands of Tdrik

has been contradicted by several historians, since his body, although diligently

sought on the field of battle, could nowhere be found ; but of this more will be

said in the course of our narrative. We shall proceed to recount in detail that

memorable battle, when Almighty God was pleased to put King Roderic's army to

flight, and grant the Moslems a most complete victory.

Several authors who have described at large this famous engagement state that

Tarik encamped near Roderic, towards the middle of the month of Ramadhan of the

year ninety-two (Sept. a.d. 711),^' and although there is some difference as to the

dates, all agree that the battle was fought on the banks of the Wadaleke (Guadalete) ,^^

in the district of Shidhunah.^^ They say also that while both armies were encamped

in front of each other, the barbarian king, wishing to ascertain the exact amount

of Tdrik's forces, sent one of his men,^* whose valour and strengt^i: h$ti;^eW|

and in whose fidelity he placed unbounded confidence, with instructionsltp pene-

trate into Tdrik's camp and bring him an account of then- number, arijis, accoutre-

ments, and vessels. The Christian proceeded to execute: his. eonimission, and
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reached a small elevation whence he had a commanding view of the whole camp.

However, he had not remained long in his place of observation before he was

discovered by some Moslems, who pursued him, but the Christian fled before

them and escaped through the swiftness of his horse. Arrived at the Christian

camp he addressed Roderic in the following wwds. "These people, O King!

" are the same thou sawest painted on the scroll of the enchanted palace. Beware

*' of them ! for the greatest part of them have bound themselves by oath to reach

"thee or die in the attempt; they have set fire to their vessels,^^ to destroy

"their last hope of escape ; they are encamped along the sea shore,^^ determined

"-to die or to vanquish, for they know well that there is not in this country a

" place whither they can fly." On hearing this account King Roderic was much

disheartened, and he trembled with fear. However, the two armies engaged

near the lake or gulf f they fought resolutely on both sides till the right and

left wings of Koderic's army, under the command of the sons of Wittiza, gave

way.^** The centre, in which Koderic was, still held firm for awhile, and made

the fate of the battle uncertain for some time ; they fled at last, and Roderic

before them. From that moment the rout became general, and the Moslems

followed with ardour the pursuit of the scattered bands, inflicting death wherever

Koderic's fate, they wcut. Eodcric disappeared in the midst of the battle, and no certain intel-

iigence was afterwards received of him ; it is true that some Moslems found his

favourite steed,^^ a milk-white horse, bearing a saddle of gold sparkling with rubies,

plunged in the mud of the river, as also one of his sandals, adorned with rubies

and emeralds, but the other was never found ; nor was Roderic, although diligently

searched for, ever discovered either dead or alive, a circumstance which led the

Moslems to believe that he perished in the stream ; indeed there are not wanting

authors who . give it as certain that he died in this manner, and that, while trying

to cross the ^stream, the weight of his armour'** prevented him from struggling

against the current, and he was drowned ; but God only knows what became of

him."

According to Ar-razi, the contest began on a Sunday, two days before the end of

Ramadhdn, and continued till Sunday, the fifth of Shawal, namely, eight whole

days,'^ at the end of which God Almighty was pleased to put the idolaters to flight

and grant the victory to the Moslems ; and he adds, that so great was the number
|

of the Goths who perished in the battle, that for a long time after the victory

the bones of the slain were to be seen covering the field of action.

They say also that the spoil found by the Moslems in the camp of the Christians
^

.surpassed all computation, for the princes and great men of the Goths who had '

fallen were distinguished by the rings of gold they wore on their fingers, those of an
w
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inferior class by similar ornaments of silver, while those of the slaves were made of

brass." Tank coUected all the spoil and divided it into five shares or portions^

when, after deducting one-fifth, he distributed the rest amongst nine thousand^'*

Moslems, besides the slaves and followers. : i-r,

AVhen the people on the other side of the straits heard of this success of T^rikiMdmmg of Si-

of the plentiful spoils he had acquired, they flocked to him from all quarters, and

crossed the sea on every vessel or bark they could lay hold of. Tarik's army being

so considerably reinforced, the Christians were obliged to shut themselves up in

their castles and fortresses, and, quitting the flat country, betake themselves to their

mountains. Tarik first marched against Sidonia,^^ which he besieged and took by

force after the garrison had defended it some time. In this city Tarik found con^

siderable spoil. From Sidonia he proceeded to Moror,^^ whence he turned towards

Carmona," and, passing by a fountain which afterwards received his name, he Carmona.

invested that city, which surrendered to him immediately, the inhabitants agreeing

to pay tribute. He next encamped before Ezija, and besieged it. The inhabitants Ezija.

being numerous and brave, and having with them some remnants of Roderm's armyv^
; j

>-

made at first a desperate defence ; but after a severe battle, in which a great-many
; :

;J ^

Moslems were kilkd or wounded, it pleased Almighty God to grant them victoryy

and the idolaters were put to rout and dispersed. No battle w^ afterwards fought

in which the Moslems had so much to suffer, for the Christians defended themselves

with the utmost vigour and resolution, and great was the havoc which they made

in the ranks of the faithfiil. However, the Almighty permitted that T^rik should

notice the governor, a crafty man, much experienced in battle, leave the town and

take, without attendants, the road to the river for the purpose of bathing. Tarik

did not know who he was, but, judging by his arms and his steed, he thought he

might be some person of distinction. No sooner was he aware of it, than, impelled

by his adventurous humour, he took the same direction, repaired to the river, feigned

a purpose similar to that of the barbarian, and, jumping into the water, made him

his prisoner ; he then conducted him to his camp, where the barbarian discovered

himself, and said he was the governor of the city, npon which the Arab general
.

granted him peace on the usual terms of paying tribute, and dismissed him free to

return to the city, where, as soon as he was returned, he fulfilled his word by

surrendering it to the Arabs.

In the meanwhile God filled with terror and alarm the hearts of the idolaters, arid:

their consternation was greatly increased when they saw Tarik penetrate^# ;Mo

their country ; for, as we have said elsewhere, they were under a beHef that his

object in the attack was only to gain spoil and then return to his country. - When,

therefore, they saw TMk advance to further conquests they were seized with despair.

x-"^
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and, abandoning the flat countr>^ fled to the mountains, or betook themseh^es to

their strong castles; a few only of the principal people repaired to the capital,

Toledo, with the intention of holding out resistance within its walls. It is said

that Tarik, too, endeavoured to increase the terror of the Christians by means

of the following stratagem :—he directed his men to cook the flesh of the slain in

presence of the Gothic captives in his camp, and when the flesh had thus been

cooked in large copper vessels he ordered it to be cut up, as if it were to be distri-

buted to his men for their meals; he after this allowed some of the captives to

escape, that they might report to their countrymen what they had seen. And thus

the stratagem produced the desired effect, since the report of the fugitives contri-

buted in no small degree to increase the panic of the infidels.'^
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CHAPTER III.

T^rik divides his army—Mugheyth besieges Cordova—Takes the governor prisoner—Malaga and

Granada taken by T^rik's lieutenants—Theodorair attacked—Besieged in Orihuela—Capitulates

—

Siege and taking of Toledo by Tarik—Spoils fonnd by T^rik—Miisa prepares to cross over to Andalus

—Rebellion at Seville—Musa goes to Toledo—The table of Suleyman described.
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After this they say that Ily^n addressed Tarik in the foUowing words

:

'* thy enemies are panic-struck, and their armies dispersed, proceed to their. capital,

and destroy them before they have time to collect their forces again. Take
:

;

expert guides from among my people; divide thy army into bodies, and send ;^ :

them to different parts of the country, and, if thou follow my advice, thou wilt

thyself take a division of it and march towards Toledo, where their great m^n:

are by this time assembled to deliberate upon their affairs, and unite under; .a

chief of their choosing." ^

Tarik assented immediately to the advice given by Ilyan, but, before leaving Ezija,
JJ,"^^*^

he dispatched Mugheyth Ar-rumi (the Greek), a freedman of the Sultan Al-walid, Cordova,

son of 'Abdu4-malek, with seven hundred horse; for the Moslems by this time

were all, without exception, mounted on horses taken from the barbarians, and

had even some remaining. Mugheyth's instructions w^ere to attack Cordova, one

of their principal cities. Tarik sent another division of his army against Malaga,

and a third against Gharnattd,^ the town of Al-birah (Elvira) , while he himself, at

the head of the main body, hastened towards Toledo by way of Jaen : some authors

pretend that Tdrik himself went to Cordova,^ and not Mugheyth, but the former

account is the most certain. , -

However, those who follow the first opinion relate the affair in the.fQllowij^g

manner. They say that Mugheyth's army, having arrived close to.Gordgvsyien-

camped in a forest of lofty pines* on the bank^ of the river of ShakEmdahv^ Z;^^

soon after his arrival at the spot sent out his scouts ^ to gain if possible a kriOWledge

of the country, these soon returned with a shepherd, who, being; interrogated about

'\
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Cordova, informed Mugheyth that the principal people of the city had quitted it and

gone to Toledo, but that a governor had been left behind with a garrison of four

hundred horsemen, besides the invahds and old soldiers.' The shepherd being

further questioned respecting the walls of the city said that they were strong and

- high, but that there was a breach in them, which he described. Accordingly, no

sooner were the Moslems enveloped in the shadows of night than they set off

towards the city, and approached its walls, where God Almighty opened to them the

means of success, by sending a providential fall of hail, which prevented the stepping

of the horses from being heard. The Moslems proceeded gently and unnoticed till

they arrived on the banks of the river,^ which they crossed, finding themselves then

at a distance of only thirty cubits, or perhaps less, from the walls. Owing to the

«quaUs of rain, and the cold of the night, the sentries, neglecting their duties, were

not on the walls keeping guard, a circumstance which allowed the Moslems to arrive

unheard and unmolested at the foot of the battlements ; they then attempted to

scale the walls, but failed in their attempt by not finding a place to fix the

ladders. In this difficulty they returned to the shepherd, and asked him to lead

them to the breach he had mentioned ; this the man did, but it was also found upon

trial not to be of easy ascent. However, this was after some time obtained by

ineans of a fig tree, growing close to the walls, the branches of which afforded the

means of ascending. One of their strongest men mounted the tree, whence he

succeeded in gaining the top of the breach. Mugheyth then unfolded his turban,

and gave one end of it to the man, who by means of it succeeded in helping others

on until a considerable number of Moslems gained the summit of the wall.

Mugheyth, who remained on horseback at the foot of the battlements, then com-

manded the assailant party to rush upon the guard within the city. This order was

quickly obeyed by the Moslems, who surprised and killed many of the garrison,

arid, breaking bpen the gate, let in Mugheyth and the rest of his men, who soon got

possession bf the City. This being done, Mugheyth, with his guides, hastened

towards the palace ?of the governor, who, having received intelligence of the entry of

the Moslems, fled with his guards, four hundred in number, and betook, himself to a

church situate at the west^ of the city, and fortified himself in it. As water was

conveyed tinder ground to this church from a spring at the foot of a neighbouring

mountain, the besieged defended themselves some time against Mugheyth, who

nevertheless ruled in the city and its environs.

The same authors, namely, those who pretend that Tarik was not present at the

taking of Cordova^ and that this exploit was achieved singly by Mugheyth, state

that this latter general, after writing to Tarik to apprise him of his victory, con-

itittiied to besiege the Christians shut up in the church. After three months of siege.
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seeing that he could not reduce them, Mugheyth began to grow impatient and

melancholy, and thought of devising some stratagem that might make him mastet

of the fortress. He then called before him one of his black slaves,; whose name

was Rahah,^" a man of tried courage and fortitude, and directed hini to Md^;

himself at night in a garden covered with trees " that lay close to the ehurch^ to: try

if he could not by chance lay hold of some barbarian, who might inform him of: the

state of the garrison. The black man did as he was ordered, but being a stupid

fellow he soon committed himself; for as it was then the season for the trees to bear

fmit, and the place was covered with them, he mounted one in order to gather

some fruit, and eat of it. While he was thus perched in the tree he was discovered

by the people of the church, who, coming to the spot, made him get down, and

having secured him took him prisoner inside. Great was the fright, and at the

same time the astonishment, which the sight of the black man caused to the

Christians, for they had never seen a man of his colour before ; they surrounded him

on every side, they gazed at him with astonishment, and thinking he was painted or:

dyed with some substance that made him look black, they rushed edoiig, h^tet^hg \

midst of them, towards the subterranean conduit by means of which -the garrison
. . ^

was supplied with water; and there they began washing and scraping Mm with

water and a hard brush ^^ till the black man, unable to endure the Operatibn any

longer, begged them to desist, and explained to them that he was a human creature

like themselves; which being understood by them they left oif W8yshi^g^vhinl| r
r ,

- - ^ - — -

although they still continued to stare at him as a thing they had never seen; before-.

However, after seven days' imprisonment, during which the Christians never^ceased

coming round him and looking at him, the Almighty permitted that one night this

black man should effect his escape, and arrive safe at the camp of the Amir

Mugheyth, to whom he related his adventures, informing him at the same time of

the result of his observations, as well as of the direction of the subterranean conduit

which supplied the garrison with water. Immediately after Mugheyth summoned

before him some expert people, who looked for the conduit in the place pointed out

by the black man, and, having found it, succeeded in stopping it; the church, was

from that moment deprived of water, and its garrison doomed to death.

Notwithstanding this loss, and that the besieged had no hopes of dehverance,

they were so obstinate that when safety was offered to them upon condition eithef

of embracing the Mohammedan reUgion, or paying tribute, they refused to;surrende'p,

and the church being set on fire they all perished in the flamesi 3^hisi^

cause of the spot being called ever since Kenhatu4'haraM {tlieMhvaoh^^^^^

burning),^* as likewise of the great veneration in which it has^ ^wa/^-be^h held

by the Christians, on account of the courage and endurance-displayed in the cause
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Takes tlie

governor

prisoner.

of their religion by the people who died in it. Their commander, however, did

not share their fate, for, when he perceived that the case was desperate, and saw

that he andhis followers were doomed to certain death, he abandoned his com-

rades to their fate and escaped towards Toledo. But Mugheyth, being informed of

it, galloped off immediately in pursuit of him, and overtook him near the village of

Talavera,^* They say that the barbarian rode a black steed,^' a noble and swift

animal, and that when he saw Mugheyth close at his heels he was terrified and

spurred his horse, but the beast gave a start and threw him down. When

Mugheyth came up he found Mm stunned by the fall and lying on his shield as if

he were dead, seeing which he took possession of his arms and made him prisoner.

This feat of arms of Mugheyth is differently related by the historians. They all

agree, it is true, in the taking of the church after a considerable resistance, and the

flight and capture of the governor, but some relate this event as having happened

before, not after, the reduction of the fortified church, and say that after taking

the governor prisoner Mugheyth invested the building where the Christians had

taken refuge, and, having reduced it, put every one of them to the sword
:

the

same historians asserting that the church was called ever since Kenisatu-l-asrai

(the church of the captives). Be this as it may, certain it is that Mugheyth made

the governor of Cordova prisoner, and spared his life with the intention of pre-

senting him to the Khalif Al-wahd on his return to the East, this Christian being

the only captive of the royal blood of the Goths taken at the time of the conquest,

the rest having either surrendered on terms which secured them their liberty or

escaped to Galicia. However, as we shall presently see, Mugheyth was not able

to accomplish his purpose, for some time afterwards a dispute having arisen between

him and Musa as to whose province it was to present the royal captive to the

Khalif, the latter, seeing that he could not prevail upon Mugheyth to relinquish

his prize, slew the Gothic slave in the very presence of his master.

After the taking of Cordova, Mugheyth assembled all the Jews in the city and

left them in charge of it, trusting them in preference to the Christians, on account

of their hatred and animosity towards the latter. He then fixed his abode in the

palace, and left the rest of the town to be inhabited by the Moslems.

Malaga aiid In the meanwhile the forces that proceeded against Malaga ^« took possession of

h.^Tawf
'"

that town, the barbarians flying for refuge to the neighbouring mountains. After

untenants.
^^^ ^^^^ .^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ dispatched to Elvira, and laying siege to its city, Ghar-

nattah,^' took it by storm. The citadel of this latter place they intrusted to the

care of the Jews, and this practice became almost general in the succeeding years
;

for whenever the Moslems conquered a town, it was left in custody of the Jews,

with, only a few Moslems, the rest of the army proceeding to new conquests.

s

t.
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Theodomir at-

and where Jews were deficient a proportionally greater body of Moslems was

left in charge.is This plan was equally adopted with regard to the district of

Rayah, to which Malaga belonged.

After the subjection of these two cities, the army proceeded on to Tudmtr^ a.t'^S

country so called after its king (Theodomir) , and the citadel of which was Ouriww^ah

(Orihuela),^^ a place renowned for its strength. This KingTudmir (Theodomir) was

a man of great experience and judgment, who for a length of time defended his

states valiantly.^*^ But at last, having ventured a battle in the open country, he was

completely defeated, and most of his men slain, himself and a few followers only

succeeding in gaining Orihueia. When safe inside the town, he ordered the

women to let their hair loose, to arm themselves with bows, and to appear on

the wails as if they were so many warriors prepared for battle, he himself,

with his scanty followers, standing in front, with a view to deceive the Mos-

lems with regard to the real strength of the garrison. In this stratagem heoSSa/"

succeeded, for the Moslems, overrating his forces by the numbers they saw. on;

the walls, offered him peace, and Theodomir, feigning to accept of : it, repmred:
, , ;;

in disguise to the camp of the Moslems; and there, as if he were a deputy from

his own people, he first treated for the security of the inhabitants, and afterwards

for his own. When he had brought the Moslems to grant him the terms which
'

he wished for, he made himself known to them, giving as an excuse for his.

stratagem the great love he had for his subjects, and his ardent wish of obtaining,

for them a favourable capitulation. He then guided them into the town, according Capitulates,

to the treaty agreed upon, but when the Moslems saw that there were in it only

women and children, they were very much ashamed of themselves, and mortified

at having been deceived. They, however, observed faithfully the terras of the

treaty, as it was their custom to do on every occasion ; so that the district of

Tudmir, by the artifice of its king, was freed from the invasions of the Moslems,

and the whole of its towns and villages were comprised in the same capitulation.

The Moslems wrote to Tarik, apprising him of the surrender of that district^

and a small portion of the army remaining in the capital of the country, the

rest proceeded to Toledo to join in the siege of that city.^^

The taking of Malaga and Granada by Tarik's lieutenants has been called into
;

-

question by some historians, who attribute it, together with that of Valeijdaj;

Denia, and other cities of the eastern district, to 'Abdu4-a'la, one of Md^^'i- .

sons, who landed in Andalus with his father some time after. Even the :w$r,; in#e
;

against Theodomir, and the treaty concluded with him, are by some ^s^
until the year ninety-four (beginning 6th October, 712). Ibnu-l--khattib,22 in bis

history of Granada, says that Musa sent his son *Ahdu-l-aya, to Tudmir, then

VOL. I. 2 o
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Siege and tak-

ing of Toledo

by TArik.

Spoils found

by T&rik.

to Granada, and lastly to Malaga, all which places he reduced in succession.

But God only knows which of these is the true account, for there is so much

discrepancy in the writings of ancient authors, that to choose among their con-

tradictory accounts becomes a task of the greatest difficulty for the modern

historian.^^

"While these events were taking place, Tarik, according to Ibnu Haj^an, reached

Toledo, the court and capital of the Gothic monarchy, and found it deserted, the

inhabitants having fled and betaken themselves to a town dependent on it beyond

the mountains.'^ Tdrik coUected together the Jews of the place,^^ and, leaving

beMnd a body of his troops in charge of the city, marched with the remainder

in pursuit of the fugitives. He took the road of Wada-1-hijarah (the river of the

stones) ;2® he then came to a range of mountains, which he crossed at a pass named

after himself {Fej-Tdrik) ,2^ and arrived at Medinatu-l-mayidah (the city of the table)

,

beyond the mountains, this city being so called from a table which Tarik found in

it, and which is supposed to have belonged to Suleyman, son of Daud. The colour

of it was green, and its sides and feet, the latter of which are represented as three

hundred and sixty-five in number,^^ were made of solid emerald. Tarik took pos-

session of this inestimable jewel, and proceeded to tli^ city beyond the mountains in

which the people had fortified themselves,^^ and where he also acquired many pre-

cious objects and considerable treasures, after which he did not push his conquests

any further, but returned to Toledo in the year ninety-three ^^ (beginning October,

A. D. 711), although some authors are of opinion that he did not return this time,

but, on the contrary, invaded the country of Gahcia, and traversed it till he arrived

as faras Astorga, which he subdued, as well as the neighbouring country, and then

came back to Toledo. But God only knows which of these two opinions is the true

It is even said that all these conquests were achieved by Tdrik against the
one.

express injunctions of his master Musa Ibn Nosseyr, who, hearing of his success

oil the banks of the Guadalete, sent him orders not to advance any further into the

countrjr, but to stop where he was. Be this as it may, one thing is certain, namely,

that Tdrik went on subduing and conquering the country tiU the arrival of his

master Mtisa Ibn Nosseyr, as we shall afterwards have occasion to relate.^^

The spoils collected by Tdrik in his expedition to Toledo are universally repre-

sented as almost innumerable, and as baffling all description by the richness of their

materials, and then admirable workmanship. Besides the table of Suleyman be-

fore alluded to, and to which we shall return in the course of our narrative, a

-certain historian has preserved us a list of the precious objects found in the

principal church at Toledo, namely, five-and-twenty gold crowns, one for each

W the Gothic monarchs ^^ who had reigned over Andalus, (it being a custom of

^-->
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that nation that each of their kings should deposit in that sacred spot a gold

diadem, having his name, figure, and condition, the number of children he left,

the length of his life, and that of his reign, engraven on it ;) one-and-twenty copies

of the Pentateuch, the Gospel, or the Psalms ; the book of Abraham, and that of

Moses; several other books confeining secrets of nature and art, or treating about

the manner of using plants, minerals, and living animals, beneficially for maa;
;:

another which contained talismans of ancient Greek philosophers, and a collection of

recipes of simples and elixirs ; several gold vases filled with pearls, rubies, emeralds,

topazes, and every description of precious stones; many lofty rooms filled with

gold and tissue robes, and tunics of every variety of costly silk and satin, without

counting gilt armour, richly set daggers and swords, hows, spears, and all sorts

of offensive and defensive weapons. But to return to the main subject of our
^ -

narrative.
n^' •, -u j a i: ^ a .-L^Mdsa prepares

According to Ibnu Hayyan and other histonans, when lank had deteatea tnetot^gsover

entire forces of the Gothic empire, with King Roderic at their head, on the ba^s ^^ A°^'^

.

of the Guadalete, he hastened to communicate to his master. Mtisa :IbrbNo^s05^:v7;_-4

the news of the signal victory which God Almighty had granted to; his aaihi; \ >v^

But, instead of congratulating himself upon his fi-eedman's success, the Arabian y; i^,
^

Amir grew jealous and spiteful, and, fearing lest, by prosecuting the conquest,. :;

Tarik should take aU the spoil and the glory to himself, and leave none for him, -

sent Tarik a severe reprimand because he had attacked without his orders, together

with an injunction not to move from where he was until he should join .him. .

Accordingly, having made a few hasty preparations, he crossed overto Andalus,

leaving his eldest son 'Abdullah to command at Cairwan in his stead, and, taking

with him Habib Ibn 'Abdah Ai-fehri, and three of his other sons, Merwan,

'Abdu-1-a'la, and 'Abdu4-'aziz, landed on the coast of Andalus in the month of

Ramadhan of the year ninety-three (August, a.d. 712), or, according to others,

in the month of Rejeb of the same year (June, a. d. 712). The number of troops

which Musa led to this expedition has been differently calculated; some say ten

thousand men, others say eighteen,^^ others make their number still more con.?

siderable. Musa brought in his suite several noble Arabs of the best families: of

Yemen, and the countries subject to the Moslems. In their number came several

of the tdbi's (fbUowers), as Hansh^* Ibn 'AbdiUah As-san'ani, *Abdu-r-rahm%^

mkiMli

Abu4-nadhar Hayy^ Ibn Abi HobIah,^« a mauli of the Bern 'Ahdi-d^^;^^

add Jebel Ibn Hasanah^^ and others, to complete the number oftwenty-a^^^:f^'

Some time before Musa left Africa news reached him how Tarik^disolbeying his

orders, had penetrated far into the country, and had subdued; either iby. himself or

«;-
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his lieutenants the principal cities of the land, amassing an immense spoil. He

therefore determined to hasten to Andalus, and punish his freedman for advancing

against his express orders. He sailed from Ceuta, and, avoiding the mountain

where Tarik had landed, disembarked at a spot which was since called after him

Jehal-Musa^^ (the mountain of Miisa). Thence he proceeded to Algesiras, where

he is said to have expressed his wish not to follow the same route which Tarik had

taken. Some of Ilyan's people,^^ who served him as guides, then told him, " We
"will take thee a shorter road than his, and conduct thee to cities more populous

" and wealthy than those which he has conquered ; cities, too, which no conqueror

" has yet subdued, but which, if such be God's will, will surrender to thee."

Delighted with this account Musa followed his guides, for the idea of having been

outstripped by Tarik in the conquest annoyed him much. They led him along the

coast of Shidhunah (Sidonia)," which place he took by storm, the inhabitants

imploring his mercy ; thence he proceeded to Karmiinah (Carmona) ," the strongest

city in Andalus, and the best calculated for defence against a besieging enemy, but

he gained it through a stratagem which he devised. Ilyan's people entering it as

if they were a small body of friends fleeing from the enemy, they approached it in

the night, when, throwing the gates open, they admitted the Moslems, who rushed

upon the guards, and made themselves masters of the town."*^ Musa next pro-

ceeded to Seville, the largest and most important city of Andalus for its buildings

and its ancient remains. It had been the capital of the country in ancient times,

and remained such until the conquest of Andalus by the Goths, at which time

these transferred the seat of government to Toledo, as we have observed elsewhere

;

still the heads of the church resided there,*^ and Seville was considered one of

the principal cities in Andalus. Owing to this the city withstood for some

time** the attacks of Mtisa, but at last that general entered it by force of

arms, and the barbarians fled to Bajah (Beja). Musa collected the Jews in the

citadel, and left a body of his own troops for the defence of the place, he himself

passmg on to Merida, which had also been formerly the seat of government under

some of the kings of the country. This city was of considerable size and great

strength; in it were the remains of palaces, temples of vast size and exquisite

workmanship, and other pubhc buildings. Mtisa laid siege to it, but the people,

being brave and determined, repulsed the Moslems several times with great loss.

Musa then had a war-engine*^ constructed, by means of which the Moslems

approached one of the towers under cover, and began undermining the wall
;
but

thi| also proved ineffectual, for no sooner had they begun to displace and remove

the' stones than they found themselves in an open space, a kind of work which the

barbarians call in their language AUshah meshah:"^ having there laid down*' their

f -
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pickaxes and other working instruments they were suddenly attacked by the enemy,

who slew many Moslems under that machine, whence the spot where this de-

plorable event took place received the name of Borju-sh^shohodd (the tower

of the martyrs). After this Musa offered to treat with the besieged on terms

of peace ; accordingly a deputation, composed of the principal inhabitants, came

forth from the city to settle with him the conditions. Having obtained a safe

conduct the deputies reached the camp of the Moslems, where Musa made use

of the following stratagem to deceive and astonish them : he received them the

first time with his white hair and beard both undressed. Not having agreed

then, the deputies returned back to the city, and appeared again before him on

the day before the feast of AUfitr;^^ but what was their astonishment to behold

his beard, which he had tinged with hinna,"^ dyed of deep red, resembhng

that of the branches of the 'arfaj.^^ Again not having come to a perfect under-

standing, the deputies returned to the city, and when they came to visit Miisa

the next day, they were still more astonished to see his hak and beard entirely

black, a circumstance which filled them with amazement, for the barbarians were;

totally unacquainted with the practice of staining and dressing the beard. When

they went back to the city they said to their countrymen, " Know ye that we have

*' to fight a nation of prophets,^^ who can change their appearance at pleasure, and

" transform themselves into any shape they Hke. We have seen their king, who

" was an old man, become a young one j so our advice is this, that we should
::
- -

'' go to him and grant him his demands, for people like them we cannot resist.^'f

To this the people submitted, and peace was concluded with Musa on the following

conditions, namely, that the property of all citizens slain during the siege, as well -^

as that of those who had fled to Galicia, together with all the riches and ornaments

of the churches, should be given up to the Moslems, but that to all others residing

in the city at the time of the capitulation should be left the undisturbed possession

of their property. Upon these terms the city surrendered on the day of the festival

of Al-fitT, of the year ninety-four (beginning 6th October, 712).

In the meantime, and while Musa was occupied in the conquest of Merida, the|^^|j*'V'*

inhabitants of Seville, assisted by those of Beja and Liblah (Niebla), revolted agmnst

the Moslems, and killed about eighty men belonging to the garrison ; in consequence

of which, after the surrender of Merida, Mtisa dispatched his son 'Abdu-l-'aziz witfc

an army against the insurgents. He first, marched to SeviUe, which,:he took,; ;

making great slaughter among its inhabitants ; he then proceeded to Nieblay/^cii.

he reduced also, and, after re-establishing his authority and uj^olding^^sMm^^iii
;

those districts, came back to Seville, where he fixed himself; makiug^^ittie capital

of the Mohammedan conquests.^^ - ;

^ _^r ^ _ r

^ ^f J-
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Musa goes to

Toledo,

The table of

Suleyman
described*

- y
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About the end of the month of Shawwal^* of the same year (ninety-four), Musa

left Merida to go to Toledo, and when Tarik was informed of his arrival he went

out to receive him with his principal officers, and met him in the district of Talavera.

This is according to some historians, for others say that from Merida he proceeded to

Galicia, which he entered by the mountain pass called Fej-Tdrik (the pass of Tarik) ,^^

and traversed the w^hole of that country until he overtook Tarik, the leader of the

van of his army, at Astorga. But the former account is the most probable, besides

being adopted by the best writers. All agree, however, that Musa's reception of

his freedman was both unnatural and unjust,—that he reprimanded him severely for

advancing contrary to his orders into the heart of the country, and manifested in

public all the envy and animosity he had conceived against him. They say, also,

that the moment T^rik perceived his master he alighted from his horse, out of

respect, and to do him honour, but that Miisa struck him with his whip,^^

reproached him with his disobedience, and upbraided him before all the army

for acting against his orders. He then took Tarik with him to Toledo, where

he summoned bun to produce all the spoil gained from the enemy at the taking

of that town, and especially the famous table of Suleyman, son of Daud, for which

he seemed to wish more eagerly than for any other article found at the time of the

conquest.

We have already said something on this inestimable jewel, descriptions of which

are to he met with m almost every book on the history or geography of Andalus.

These, however, are not all alike, since by some the materials of the table are said

to be pure gold, by others green emerald. Some describe it as being made of gold

and silver, and having round it a row of pearls, another of rubies, and a third of

emeralds, and being, besides, strewed with innumerable precious gems ; others make

its substance to be solid emerald, and pretend that it had three hundred and sixty-

fiye feet; others. again say that it was all set with a variety of precious stones, and

incrusted with all sorts of aromatic woods, and that the whole was covered with

inscriptions in Greek. But as that trustworthy and accurate historian, Ibnu

Hayyan, has preserved a description of this table, as well as an account of its

origin, we shall refer to him.

His words are as follow :—" The celebrated table which Tarik found at Toledo,

" although attributed to Suleyman, and named after him, never belonged to that

" Prophet, according to the barbarian authors, who give it the following origin.

" They say that in the time of their ancient kings it was customary amongst them

" for everv man of estimation and wealth ^' to bequeath, before dying, some of

.^' his property to the churches. From the money so collected the priests caused

"tables to be made of pure gold and silver, besides thrones and huge stands,^^
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' for the priests, deacons, and attendants to carry the gospels when taken out at

' public processions, or to ornament the altars ^^ on great festivals. By means of

such bequests this table was wrought at Toledo, and was afterwards emulously in-

creased and embellished by each succeeding monarch, the last trying always to sur-

pass his predecessors in magnificence, until it became the most splendid and costly

jewel that ever was made for such a purpose, and acqubed great celebrity. The

fabric was of pure gold, set with the most precious pearls, rubies, and emeralds

;

*' around it w^as a row of each of those valuable stones, and the whole table was

besides covered with jewels so large and bright that never did human eye behold

any thing comparable to it. Toledo being the capital of the kingdom, there was

no jewel, however costly, no article, however precious, which could not be pro-

cured in it ; this and other causes concurred to ornament and embellish that

inestimable object. ^\Tien the Moslems entered Toledo it was found on the great

altar of their principal church, and the fact of such a treasure having b.een

discovered soon became public and notorious."^" -..:4-^:u->}

Tarik soon perceived by the haste that his master Musa made to come:|rm;

Africa, and his eagerness to demand from him the spoils acquired, that he Was

devoured by envy; he, accordingly, decided upon taking away one of the legs of ,the

table, which he kept concealed, and which afterwards hecame, as we shall see, hm

principal argument against Musa, when in the presence of the Khalif the latter

disputed with him the possession of this jewel, which he pretended to have fpu^a

himself. - ^^ :"-

Arrived in Toledo, Musa asked Tdrik to produce the table of Suleyman, and.the

order being instantly obeyed, it was hrought to the presence of the Arabian general,

who, seeing it with only three feet instead of four,^^ immediately questioned Tarik

respecting it. Tarik answered, that he had found it thus ; upon which Musa caused

a foot of pure gold, handsomer than which none could be procured, to be wrought

;

and notwithstanding its great disparity, (the other three being made of emerald,) to

be fixed to the table, which he hid carefully up until he should present it himself to

the Khalif Al-walid as the fruit of the Andalusian conquest. ^

After this Musa is represented as having cast Tarik into prison, and as meditatiiig

his death, which he would have accomplished had not a messenger of the Ehalif

arrived in Andalus with orders to set him at liberty, and restore him to the cottfe^

mand of the troops. However, it appears by Ibnu Hayy^^s narrative that he^yop^

restored to hnn his confidence and friendship ; when, uniting their. forces,th^
proceeded to new conquests, and speedily subdued the remmnderof Andalus.. i
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CHAPTER IV.

Mijsa's reconciliation with Tarik
—

^They invade France—Arrival of Mugheyth with a message from the

Khalif—Ga]icia and Asturias invaded—A second message from Al-walid—Musa departs for the East

—

Leaves Africa for Syria—Arrives in Damascus—Falls into disgrace—Is imprisoned and fined—His

death—Opinions concerning his family and origin—His ch^acter.

Musa's recon-

ciliation -with

Tank.

Tliey invade

France.

After this Musa seemed reconciled to Tarik, treated him with affabiUty and

kindness, and confirmed him in the command of the van of the army. He then

gave him orders to march before him with his division, Mtisa himself following him

with the main body of the troops. Taking the route of Ath-thagheru-l-a*li (Aragon),

they subdued Saragossa and its districts, and continued to penetrate far into the

country/ Tdrik preceding him, and not passing a place without reducing it, and

getting possession of its wealth, for God Almighty had struck with terror the hearts

of the infidels, and no one came before him but to ask for peace. Miisa followed

the track of Tarik, achieving the conquests begun by him, and confirming to the

inhabitants the conditions agreed upon by his lieutenant. "When the whole of that

country had been subdued, such of the Moslems as consulted their safety were of

opinion that they should return, while others, and they were the greater number,

eagerly desired to penetrate into the land of the Franks. Accordingly Musa, after

devoting some time to make the necessary selection of those who volunteered to go

with^him from those who preferred remaining, proceeded with the rest to the country

of the Franks, a land where the Moslems after them never ceased making conquests,

gaining spoil, storming cities or granting them peace on the usual terms, till they

reached the river Rodhanoh (Rhone), which was the furthest hmit of their con-

quests and incursions in the country of the barbarians. Indeed, the bands which

Tarik had led to Andalus subdued also the country of Afranj, and made them-

selves the masters of the two cities of Barcelona and Narbonne, of the rock of

Abeniiin ^ (Avignon) , and of the fortress of Ludhun (Lyons) , on the banks of

the Rhone, the Moslems advancing far into the country and separating them-

selves considerably from the shore by which they had penetrated. The distance

between Narbonne, in the countiy of Afranj, and Cordova is, according to some.
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three hundred and thirty-five farsangs, according to others, three hundred and

fifty.3

How far Musa pushed his conquests into the land of the Franks is not explicitly

related by the historians of Andalus. Some say that after the taking of Saragossa

he went eastwards into the coiintr)' of the Franks,^ subduing on his passage:

Gerona, Calahorra, Tarragona, Barcelona, and other principal cities of those

districts. Others say that he penetrated as far as Narbonne and Carcassonne,

both of which he subdued. They relate that on his way to one of those cities

he crossed a great desert, where he saw the ruins ^ of ancient buildings scat-

tered on the ground, and among them a colossal monument, like a column, rising

high into the air, bearing the following inscriptions engraven in Arabic cha-

racters on the stone. " sons of Isma'il, hither you will arrive, hence you must

" return;" and on the other side, " for if you go beyond this stone you will return

" to your country to make war upon one another, and consume your forces by dis-^

" sensions and civil war." ^ Musa was terrified at the mysterious meaning of these'

expressions ; he called his men together, and consulted them as to whether thej^;:

should go back or advance beyond the column; the opinions were divided, but

the greater part wishing to return, Musa followed their advice, and retreated with:

his army into Andalus, after having seen enough of the country to judge of the

boundless plains that lay before him.

Ibnu Khaldiin's words are as follows: "Having met his master, Musa Ibri;

Nosseyr, Tarik resigned the command of his troops into his hands, and placed

himself under his immediate orders. Musa then completed the conquest of

Andalus, and, led by him, the Moslem armies reached as far as Barcelona in the

east, Narbonne in the north, and the idol of Cadiz in the west, subduing all the

intermediate provinces and gaining incredible spoil. It is confidently believed

that, elated with success, Musa conceived the project of returning to the East by

way of Constantinople ; for which purpose he intended to march from Andalus

at the head of his brave troops, until, hy making his way through the countless

Christian nations that inhabit the great continent, he should arrive at the court of

the eastern Khalifs. However, this design having reached the ears of Al-waMd,

who well knew the state of Mohammedan affairs in Andalus, and feared that if
r

'' Miisa once communicated his intention to his army they would all follow him, he,^

"dispatched to him a messenger to signify his displeasure, and to order. hiril:i()!^

*' desist from his rash enterprise, and to appear alone, without his arm^i in i^^

" Khalifs presence." So far Ibnu Khaldun. --i^it^-.--
'

Another historian says that Musa penetrated into the continent- and reached as

far as a city called Carcassonne, which is twenty-five days' march:from Cordova ;
^
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and that, having reduced it, he found in its principal church, called Santa Maria

seven columns of massive silver, the like of which no human eye ever beheld and

the circumference of which was such that a single man could not embrace them.

But all these accounts are contradicted by other writers, who pretend that alter

approaching the Pyrenees, without invading the land of the Franks lymg beyond

those mountains, he returned and invaded Galicia. But let us hear Al-h,jan m

his Mashah.

God Almighty bestowed his favours on Musa Ibn Nosseyr in a manner that

cannot be surpassed, since he vanquished the Christian kings, and dispersed their

armies Uke the dust, till he penetrated into the continent by one of the gates m
" that chain of mountains that divides Andalus from Afranj

:
it is related that the

Franks flocked immediately under the banners of their great king Karoloh, (for

such was the appellation of their kings,) « and said to him, ' What is the meaning

of this our ignominy and shame, which will rest as a stigma on our postenty ? We

hear about these Arabs sprung from the East, and are informed of their conquests

and of their arrival in the West, subduing the neighbouring kingdom of Andalus,

" notwithstanding the numerous armies and considerable resources of that empire ;

" and yet these Arabs, we are told, are scanty in numbers, badly equipped and pro-

" vided, and do not wear armour: * and Karoloh answered them, ' My opinion is

'* that we should not oppose these people in their first irruption, for they resemble

" the mountain torrent, which surmounts every obstacle in its course ;
they are now

" in the height of prosperity, and, instead of being abated, their courage is only

increased at the sight of the enemy ; their proud hearts scorn the defence of a

cuirass. Let them alone until their hands are well loaded with spoil, for when they

have settled in this country and estaUished their government, they will then vie

"for command, and fight with one another for the acquisition of it. That will be

"the time and occasion for our attacking them, and I doubt not but that we shall

*' easily vanquish them:' and by Allah so it was ; for in the civil wars that soon

" afterwards broke out between the Syrians and the Beladis,'^ the Berbers and the

" Arabs, the tribes sprung from Modhar, and those of Yemen, the Moslems divided

" into factions, made war upon each other, and lent each other assistance against

" the people of their own nation, their brethren in country and reUgion."

It is also reported that Musa Ibn Nosseyr sent his son 'Abdu-1-a'la ^^ against

Tudmir, and also against Granada, Malaga, and the district of Raya, which cities

he entirely subdued. On this occasion they tell the following adventure of 'Abdu-

1-a'la at the siege of Malaga. They say that the governor of that city was a stupid

man, and one who did not much care for the safety of the town. Not liking to

endure the fatigues and privations of the siege, he used to go out to a garden of his,

ii

a
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where he retired to enjoy the pleasures of the country. This he did frequently, hut

without taking the necessary precaTitions of appointing scouts or stationary sentries

on places commanding the country, so that he might be informed of 'Abdu-Uala's

arrival. No sooner, therefore, "was the Arabian Amir informed of this circumstgu^ice

by his spies than he prepared an ambush for him, and concealing a small body

of his best and most experienced horsemen near the walls of the garden where the

governor was, these rushed at night \ipon the house, surprised him, and made

him their prisoner. The Moslems afterwards took the city by storm, and collected

considerable plunder.

Others, again, say that Musa was present at all these conquests, and that he

was preparing to attack the land of the infidels,^^ the country of Galicia, whenArrM^t^^

he was prevented by Mugheyth Ar-rtimi,^^ who was the bearer of an order from liis am^^ft^m

patron, the Khalif Al-wahd, enjoining Musa to cease his conquests, and, quitting

Andalus, to return to the East with his messenger. This order put a stop. vto

Musa's enterprises and marred his intention, for at that time not a single to^

remained in Andalus which was not subdued to the Arabs, if we except the; GoUntif

of Galicia.^^ However, Musa had such an ardent wish to push his conquests^dn

those parts that he prevailed on the envoy, by offering him the half of his own share^^^^
of the spoils, to stop until he had accompUshed his object, and accompany him a . :;4:;||;

few days into the heart of the enemy's country. Mugheyth consented, and marched / ;:;|

with him until he arrived at the frontiers of the enemy's territory^^ and conquered

the fortress of Bezu'^ and the castle of Luk (Lugo), wHere they stopped sohie . ,:

time. From thence Musa sent forward some of Eis troops, who reached the rock of

Belay (Pelayo),^' on the shores of the Green Sea, destroying on their way all the

churches, and breaking all the bells. The Christians surrendered every where, and

asked humbly for peace, which was granted on condition of their paying tribute.

The Arabs inhabited the towns deserted by the Christians ; for whenever any of the
.

invaders, whether an Arab or a Berber, received orders to settle in a spot, he not

only approved of it, but established himself with his family in it without reluc-

tance, by means of which the words of Islam spread far into the country, andthe ;

idolatry of the Christians was destroyed and annihilated. ; v;
; ;;J

Things were in this state, and Musa pushing on his conquests into the land ^f#^^4^^
GaUcians, his hope of success strengthening every day, when a seccftid enypyi:^##:/^-;^^

., :

name was Abu Nasr, arrived from Syria with orders to stop him:inli:^;vjc^;^^>

career, for the Khalif Al-walid, seeing that his commands were not qxii4

and that Mugheyth allowed Musa to protract his departure, had ao^er|t iMs.:Abii

Nasr with a letter upbraiding Musa, and enjoimng him to;r^m%ime&t6ly,at
A -
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Musa's de-

pdrtare for

the East

- 1 --:.

L _

the same time directing his messenger to see his orders executed, and Musa on his

way to Syria.
'^

Accordingly, in compHance with the KhaHfs commands, Musa started, although

with the greatest reluctance, from Lugo, in GaHcia; and, passing through the

gorge of the mountain called after his name Fej-Musa (the mountain pass of Musa),

where he met Tarik returning from his expedition in Aragon, he hegan his march,

together with such of the army as chose to return, (for many preferred remaining

in the towns where they had settled and fixed their domicile,) and arrived at

Seville, . taking with him Tarik, as well as the two messengers, Mugheyth and Abu

Nasr.

Before his departure, however, Musa named his son 'Abdu-h'aziz '^ governor of

Andalus, and decided that he should fix his residence in Seville, on account of the

proximity of that city to the sea, and to that part of the coast where the troops

coming from Africa usually landed ; and having made this and other arrangements,

having garrisoned the castles on the frontiers, and appointed generals to command

the troops and carry on the war, he embarked for Africa on his way to the East in

the month of Dhi-1-hajjah of the year ninety-four (Sept. a. n. 713), taking with

him Tarik, who had stayed in Andalus three years and four months,^'' namely, one

year before Musa's arrival, and two years and four months after his landing.^^

After staying for some time at Cairwan, Musa prepared to march, leaving the

government of Africa proper in the hands of his eldest son 'Abdullah , the conqueror

of Mallorca,'^ that of Maghreb (Western Africa) in those of 'Abdu-l-malek,^^ the

youngest of his sons : intrustmg to his son 'Abdu-1-a'la the command of the coast,

with the garrisoning of Tangiers and other strong places, he moved on in the

ensuing year (ninety-five)
,
preceded by an immense number of waggons and camels

carrying the immense booty and vast riches he had acquired, in which were com-

prised, besides the famous table, such a quantity of precious stones, silver and gold

vases^.and other, valuable objects, as to surpass all computation by their number

and baffle all description by their materials. He was also followed by thirty

thousand captives taken in war, but with all this he was affected with melancholy

and disappointment, which are said to have caused his death soon after, owing to

his having been checked in his projects of conquest, since, as we have related

elsewhere, some historians attribute to him the design of reducing such parts of

the country as stillremained in the hands of the Franks, and after this of invading

the great land (continent), and arriving with his army in Syria; and this he is

supposed to have planned with a view to estabhsh, by the entire subjection of

;.the, intermediate countries, an open and direct communication with the East, that
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the people of Andalus might in future receive reinforcements, or visit Syria, without

having to cross the sea and encounter its dangers.

Musa left Africa for Syria in the year ninety-five of the Hijra (beginning Sept. ^^^r
713), leaving the inhabitants of the towns and villages through which he passed:in /

utter astonishment at the sight of the immense treasures and numberless curiositiesi

being part of the spoil made in Andalus, which preceded him in waggons.

They say that as he was journeying^ towards Syria with his suite, he asked

Mugheyth'to deliver into his hands his prisoner, the Gothic nobleman, governor

of Cordova, but this Mugheyth refused to do, answering, "Nobody shall present

" him to the Khalif but myself; he is my patron and master, and to him only

"
will I make homage of my prisoner." Upon which Musa sprang upon the Goth

and tore him out of the hands of Mugheyth. However, some of his friends having

told him that if he arrived at court with his prisoner, Mugheyth would undoubtedly

claim him before the Khahf, in which case the Goth would not contradict his :;^-,,:

assertion, he ordered him to be beheaded, and the sentence was>mediately carried
.^

into execution. From this moment Mugheyth conceived a violent hatred against ;-|.|^;^

Musa, and contributed not a httle to hurt hhn afterwards in the mind of tfee Sm
Khalif by supportmg the charges brought against him by Tank.

^ V Arriv&P''

Whether Musa reached Damascus before or after the death of Al-walid is a con- jj^^Jg.:i.

troverted fact amongst historians.' Those who incline to the latter opinion pretend
: ;

r

that Suleyman,^^ who succeeded his brother in the KhaUfate, was ill disposed: tOwar<fe

Musa, owing to charges and complaints laid against him by Tarik and Mugheytli>

who, having preceded him at court, had informed the Khalif of his rapacity and

injustice, and told him how he had appropriated to himself the famous table, and

deprived Mugheyth of his noble captive. Musa was further accused of concealing a

jewel more valuable than any that a king ever possessed since the conquest of Persia.

Accordingly, when Musa arrived in Damascus he found Suleyman very much pre-

judiced against him ; that monarch received him angrily, reprimanded him severely,

and cast upon him several imputations and charges, which he tried to answer as well

as he could. He then asked him to produce the table, which being done, Suleyman/

said to him, '' Tarik pretends that it was he, not thou, who found it." ''Certainly

not," answered Musa, " if ever Tank saw this table, it was in my possession:
^

" nowhere else." Then Tdrik, addressing the Khahf, vequested him to question

Musa about the leg that was wanting, and on Musa's answering ^' that ^I^e^W

" found it in that state, and that in order to supply the deficiency he Md^i: ^
- another leg to he made," Tarik trmmphantly produced irom^J^iidei^kis

, the identical one, which at once convinced Suleyman of tlifilttti^ of Tdrik's

asserrion and Musa's falsehood. This also led the Khalifto^suppose that all the
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other charges brought against him were equally correct; he therefore deprived

him of all the riches he had acquired, and banished him to a distant province of

his empire : others say that he imprisoned him, and ordered that he should be

kept with the greatest vigilance ;—that he also fined him very heavily, whereby he

became so poor that he was obliged to beg for his subsistence among the Arabs,

the tribe of Lakhm, to which he belonged, having contributed ninety thousand

pieces of gold towards the payment of his fine, which is said to have amounted to

two hundred thousand. Half of this enormous sum Musa paid down, but he failed

in procuring the means of paying the rest, when, having excited the compassion

of Ibnu-1-muhlib,''^ a favourite of Suleyman, that courtier interceded for him with

the Khalif, who absolved Musa from the payment of the remainder and par-

doned him, although he gave orders for the removal of 'Abdullah, his eldest son,

from the government of Africa.

Falls into Thc historiaus who follow the former of the two opinions, namely, that Musa
^'^'''''

reached Damascus before the death of Al-walid, relate that when Musa arrived

in Syria the Khalif was indisposed, and that when Suleyman, who was the pre-

sumptive heir, heard of Musa's approach, he wrote requesting him to delay his

entry into Damascus until his brother was dead and himself succeeded to his

throne, that the rich spoils he brought with him might grace his inauguration,

and give him popularity among his subjects, who had never seen or heard of

such an accumulation of riches. This Musa refused to do, from motives of

fidelity to his lawful sovereign, and, hastening his march, arrived in Damascus

. while Al-walid was still alive, and delivered into his hands the fifth of all the

;
spoil, the fruit of his conquests, besides immense treasure and countless wealth,

and many valuable gifts, all the produce of the plunder collected in Andalus.

However, Al-walid died a very few days afterwards, and his successor, Suleyman,

indlS?"''^. yented his rage against Musa, whom he caused to be imprisoned, and exposed to

the sun till he was almost lifeless. He had him also very heavily fined, and wrote

to his generals in Andalus to murder his son 'Abdu-l-'aziz, whom he had left to

command in his name, as has before been said, and who, in his absence, collected

together the scattered bands of the Arabs, fortified the frontiers, and contributed

greatly to consolidate the conquest, by storming many towns which had escaped his

father's eye.

Of the two preceding accounts the latter is, in our opinion, entitled to most

V
;

: credit, since there can be no doubt that Musa was imprisoned and fined in the

;-;:.-- year ninety-six (beginning September, 714), at the beginning of which Al-walid

:i:: died; and therefore what Ibnu Hayyan says, that it was Suleyman Ibn 'Ab-

:

'. -^ i iia-malek who disgraced and imprisoned Musa. is the true account, and not
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that of Ibn Khallekan, who attributes that act to Al-walid. But God only

knows.

Al-hijan, who is one of the authors who maintain that Musa was ill treated by Su-

leyman, says, in his Mashab, that Musa Ibn Nosseyr begged Yezid Ibnu-l-muhlib,'^?

who was a favourite with the commander of the faithful, Suleyman Ibn 'Abdi-1-

malek, to intercede for him that he might be more lenient and better disposed

towards him. " Very wilUngly," answered Yezid ;
'' let me only first put to thee a

" question which I desire thee to answer." " What is it?" said Miisa. " I have

" often/' replied Yezid, " heard people speak of thy superior talents, thy great sa-

" gacity, and thy deep acquaintance with all the casualties of war, as well as with

" the sudden changes of fortune ; how is it, then, that after conquering Andalus, and

" putting a boisterous sea between thee and these people, thou now comest to deliver

'* thyself into their hands, like the man who blushed after he had gained his purpose,

" which had cost him much trouble, or like the man who got the skin, and, after

" tanning and preparing it with his own hands, gave it to his enemy. Howas U,.I

- repeat, that thou hast placed thy person in the hands of people who knownotlgfig -

but thy good and thy evil?^« Thou hadst become the master of treasures and

riches, thou hadst subdued castles and cities, thou wast at the head of a numerous

army, so that hadst thou only made a show of resistance thou wouldst not now

find thy head in the hands of a man who has not the least regard or compassion

for thee. Besides, how couldst thou forget that Suleyman was the presumptive

heir to the empire, he having been designated by Al-waiid to be his successor,'

and that by his brother's serious illness this event was daily expected?- Thou

must have been ignorant of it, or else thou wouldst not have opposed his will

and thrown thyself into his power, causing thy own ruin and perdition, and

making thyself the mark of the hatred both of thy master and of thy slave

(meaning Suleymdn and Tdrik) . I may tell thee that it will be very difficult

to persuade the Khalif to restore thee to his favour ; however, I promise to do

" all in my power to obtain it."

Then Musa said, " Ibnu-hkaram! This is not the moment for reproaches.

'' Hast thou not heard it said, that when the occasion is propitious the fountain :

is dry?"' " By addressing thee in this manner," replied Yezid, "it is not. my

intention to offend or upbraid thee; my only wish is to gain abetter knowledge

of thy case, and see how matters stand between thee and Suleyman.". y^lM;/.

thou not heard," said Musa, " of the lapwing that is enabled to see the wa^^at;

a great depth under ground, and yet falls into the snare which is in sight oMis
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the Khalif 's answer was, that he had aheady considered the matter, and was decided

to make an example by way of throwing terror among his suhjects, and showing

them that he was the arbiter both of their hves and fortunes. " However," con-

tinued the Khalif, " I grant you his life, but he shall not be quite absolved until he

" restores the treasures of which he has defrauded his God;" and he fined him

heavily, as before related, owing to which Musa was reduced to such poverty that he

was obliged, adds the author already quoted, to beg for his subsistence among the Arab

tribes, and died in the greatest indigence and misery at Wada-1-kora. It is also

asserted, on the authority of one of his siaves,^^ who accompanied him in his state

of poverty and indigence :—" I used to go round with the Amir Musa to the different

^'tribes of Arabs, and beg from them our subsistence. Some gave us alms, others

'* dismissed us ; some, moved to pity, used to give us one or two dirhems, which

" caused great satisfaction to the Amir, for he stored them to add to the sum to be

" deposited in the hands of the officers intrusted with the receipt of his fine, in hopes

" of alleviating his sentence." Thus was he obhged to beg from door to door,—he

who had seen the meanest soldiers of his army, at the time of the great conquest of

Andalus, enter the palaces and temples, and throw away the gold with which they

w^ere overloaded, in order to seize only on pearls, rubies, and other precious stones.

Praise be given to Him who distributes poverty and wealth as he chooses, and in

whose hands are both exaltation and depression

!

It is further related, that while Musa was escaping from the violence of the

Khalif, and was in vain seeking an asylum among the Arabs, he found at last in

W^da-1-kora one of his ancient maulis, who, remembering his former engagements,

shared his misfortunes with him, received him in his house, and fed him ;
until

finding that Mtisa protracted his stay, and that his means were thereby exhausted,

he determined upon delivering him into the hands of the officers of justice. Miisa,

however, guessing his intention, went up to him and addressed him in a very

humble tone of, voice, saying to him, "Wilt thou, O friend, betray me in this man-

ner? " and the mmili replied, *' Against fate there is no complaint. It is not I who

"betray thee, it is thy master, thy creator, he who gave thee sustenance, who now
" abandons thee." Upon which Musa raised his eyes, bathed in tears, to the sky,

and humbly besought God to grant him his help and favour in his perilous situation.

On the following day Mtisa delivered up his soul.

The author from whom the preceding is transcribed observes, " Whatever

" Musa's faults might have been, certainly he did not deserve so severe a chas-

" tisement. His conduct, and the territories he gained to Islam, ought to have

" moved the heart of Suleyman to pity. And doubtless his ordering 'Abdu-l-'aziz,

"fWhom Musa had left to command in Andalus, to be beheaded, and his head to he

tb
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- brought from the extreme western confines to be thrown at the feet of his

- wretched father, were crimes which God Almighty did not leave unpunished

;

" they were afterwards visited on the head of Suleyman, who died in the flower of

" youth, and whose reign w^ attended with great commotion and strife."

The preceding has been transcribed from Ibnu Hayyan, who borrowed his infor-

mation from eastern sources ; but we must observe that some historians, like Ibn

Khallekan, assert that Suleyman restored Miisa to his favour, and took him with

him in his pilgrimage to Mekka in the year ninety-six.

They say that Suleyman once asked Musa what he had observed m his trans-

actions and wars with the infidels. " What nations were they ? " inquired the Khahf.

- They are more than I can enumerate," replied Mtisa. " Tell me then about the

" Greeks,^^ what sort of people are they?''-" They are lions behmd the walls of

" their cities, eagles upon their horses, and women in their vessels. Whenever they

- see an opportunity they sieze it immediately, but if they are vanquished they fly to

' ' the tops of their mountains, being so swift that they scarcely see the land which th^

- tread."—" And the Berbers?"—" The Berbers are the people who most:resem%
-

;

- :^.

- the Arabs in activity, strength, courage, endurance, love of war, and hospitality,
,

:-:^,

- only that they are the most treacherous of men. They have no faith, and they
; : ; ,:

h;

- keep no word."—"Tell me about the Goths."^'—" The Goths are lords hvmg m^
^

r;

" luxury and abundance, but champions who do not turn their backs to. the

<< enemy."-" And the Franks, what are they?"—" They are people of. gre^t ^:

^

" courage and enterprise ; their numbers are considerable, and they are amply pro-

" vided with weapons and military stores."

However, upon the year of Musa's death there is but one opinion. According Musa^s death,

to Ibnu Haj'A'an, Ibnu Bashkuwdl, and other historians, he died at Wdda-1-kora,^^

in the vear" ninety-seven (beginning Sept. a. d. 715};^^ he was born m the

year nineteen of the Hijra (beginning Jan. a. d. 640), during the Khalifate of
:

'Omar Ibnu4-khattab, and therefore was sixty years old when he took possession of

the government of Africa in the year seventy-nine. His surname was Abu 'Abdi.r.

As io his ancestors there are various opinions; some authors make him Opi^^^a^t

the son of Nosseyr. son of Zeyd, of the tribe of Bekr; others of Nosseyr, son origin.

,

of 'Abdu-r-rahman, son of Zeyd, of the same tribe. Ibn Khallekan, followifig

Al-homaydi and other ancient historians, calls him Musa, son of Nosseyr, a: TactMZc^.^

of the tribe of Lakhm. Some go so far as to say that he was a Berber; pf-mixed
:

.

blood.
_ _ . _ ^-r. _ J

Those who inchne to the former opinion say that his father, :Nosseyr, drew his

origin from those barbarians who, when defeated by Khaled Ibnu-Uwalid near 'Aynu-
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n-namar, (the fountain of the panthers,) pretended to be hostages and descendants

of Bekr Ibn Wayil^^ Nosseyr became at the time the slave of 'Abdu4-'aziz Ibn

Merw^n, of the family of Umeyyah, who in the course of time gave him liberty, and

promoted his son Musa in the army, until he bestowed on him the government of

Africa proper. But this is very far from being a settled opinion, for, as we have

already observed, there are not wanting genealogists who make him a mauh of the

tribe of Lakhm, and say that his father, Nosseyr, was captain of the guard ^^ of the

Khalif Mu'awiyah Ibn AM Snfydn, and that when the latter made war against 'Ah.

before the battle of Sefayin, Kosseyr refused to accompany the expedition. Having

been interrogated by Mu'awiyah as to the cause which prevented him from joinmg

his army, and made him show himself so ungrateful for past favour, he is said

to have answered, " It is not in my power to assist thee against one to whom I

<'am more indebted than to thee." "And who is he?" replied Mu'awiyah.

- God Almighty !" said Nosseyr. Hearing this Mu'awiyah turned his back upon

liim in great anger, but he is said to have aftenN'ards asked God's pardon, and to

have implored his mercy upon the deceased.

Be this as it may, in one thing we find all historians agree, namely, that Musa

was a mmli of 'Abdu4-*azlz Ibn Merwan, of the royal family of Umey>^ah, and

viceroy of Egypt and Africa in his brother 'Abdu-1-malek's name. It was he

who gave him command in the army, promoted him, and appointed him at last

to the government of Cairwan and the African conquests. When the Khalif

Al-walid married his niece Ummu-hbaneyn.^^ M^sa was intrusted by her father

'Abdu-l-'aziz with the care of taking her to the house of her royal spouse
;
hence

the high favour he always enjoyed with the Khalif, until, by his death, things

were entirely changed.
. ,, . ,

-There are not Avanting historians, as Ibnu Bashkuwal and Ibnu-1-faradhi, who

tount Musa in the number of the tdbi's (followers of the companions) of the

Prophet, asserting that he preserved many of the traditions deUvered by the

individuals of that illustrious body, that he quoted Temlm Ad-dM^^ as his

authority, and was himself quoted by Yezid Ibn Masrdk Al-yahsebi. This Ibnu

Bashktiwal affirms on the authority of Musa's own son,'^« who wrote a book with

the following title, Kitdbu-Uaymati rmna-Umusanafin (a treatise on the principal

-authors of traditional collections) , in which he collected particulars respecting the hfe

of every one of them,—'' a work," observes Ibnu Bashkuwdl, " which is justly con-

- sidered as the key-stone of the history of this country, and one which is consulted

- and quoted by every student, whether young or old, whether noble or plebeian."

His character. : :
: All historians who have written the life of Musa agree in describing him as a man

-of undaunted courage, and great abilities ; he was, they say, generous, mild, pious,

-3.-"
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and was endowed with great penetration and prudence. Such were his military

talents that it was said of him that he never lost a battle. Al-hij4ri says that " he

always surrounded his person with holy men, and virtuous friends, whom God

Almighty selected to be the instruments of his glory and power, as well as the

means of establishing the fame of Musa, a fame that shall last throughout day and

night, and which the course of ages shall not impair ; although it was tarnished in

his days by his becoming the victim of that cruel enemy against whom a noble-

minded man has no power, I mean envy and hatred, those two vices so common

in people of narrow minds,—for nothing is more true than the words of that

captain who exclaimed

—

' No captain ever stood against malevolence.'
"

Al-hijari says that Musa was originally from Wada-1-kora, a town of Hejdz, that

he became a mauli of the Bern Merwan of Damascus, and that having gained some

celebrity by his military talents the Khalifs of that family appointed him to different

situations in the state, until, under the Khalifate of Al-walid Ibn 'Abdi-l.malek, he,

was intrusted with the government of Africa proper, and more remote countries-in

the West; that he penetrated to the utmost frontiers, and conquered Andalus;,

entering it from the mountain called after him in the vicinity of Ceuta.^^ But

having been recalled to Syria by Al-wahd, the indisposition and death of that Khalif

was the cause of all his misfortunes, since Suleyman, his brother and successor,

inflicted upon him a most severe chastisement, deprived him of his riches, and even

went so far as to send him to Wada-1-kora, the place of his birth, in order that his

countrymen might harass and despise him. According to the same writer Mtisa

died at Wada-1-kora, in the year ninety-seven (beginning Sept. a. d. 715), as above

stated.

Ibnu Bashkiiwal also mentions his death as having taken place at Wada-1-kora in

the said year, and adds, that his military science and talents for government were

sufficiently established by his conquests, as well as by the fact of his being

appointed in perilous times to the command of those Moslem settlements beyond

Egypt, and along the shores of the ocean between the country of the Berbers and

the country of Andalus ; and that, respecting his literary accomphshments, some of

his writings, in prose as well as in verse, were reckoned to be very good, and of

sufficient merit to class their author among those writers who have strung together

the pearls of speech. Ibnu Hayydn says that he was eloquent, and a master <?f

the Arabic language, and gives as a proof his conversation with Ibnu-l-mahlab; and

the answer he sent to the Khalif Al-walid. But let us hear Ibnu Sa'id's opmionon

the subject.

That eminent writer, after recording the different opinions entertained by the

^
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historians concerning Musa's origin and early position in life -some saying that

he belonged to the tribe of Lakhm, and was therefore of noble deseent,-other ,

on the eontrary, that he was a Berber, and of mixed blood.-expresses himself

in the following words. " Most of the historians of this country seem to entertam

" the opinion that Musa belonged to the tribe of Lakhm
;
but whether he was

" born an individual of it. or became a mauli in time, seems to be a very contro-

" verted point. There can be no doubt, however, that he was a maub of Abdu-1-

..
'aziz Ibn Merwdn, the Khalifs brother, and that his father, Nosseyr, had filled

" charges of some trust under their predecessors of the house of Umeyyah. His

" posterity, however, were famous for the command they held in their hands so

much so as to have raised the suspicions of the Khahf ;
for by Musa s appointing

his sons to the command of his conquests the whole of the Moslem dominions of

- Africa and Andalus came to be divided among them,-'Abda-l-'aziz governing the

"
latter country; 'Abdullah, Africa proper; and 'Abdu-l-malek, Western Afnca.

As to his freedmen, Tarif and Tdrik, who undertook the conquest by his orders,

and the illustrious Arabs who accompanied him in his expedition to Andalus,

enough will be said of them in another part of
^

the present work to satisfy the

curiosity of the reader and increase his information.

it
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1 Of the four patronymics of tlie author, the first, ^/_j! {Al-makhar() ,
is derived. from jj^U

Makkarah, a town in Africa proper (see Idris!, translated by Jaubert, vol. i. p. 202, and Al-bekH,

translated by Quatremfere, p. 504). The second. Al-maleki. is indicative of the sect foUowed by

the author, who, like most western Arabs, professed the doctrines of MAlik Ibn Ans. The third is the

general appellative of all the Moslem inhabitants of Africa and Egypt ;
and the fourth—which in

two out of the three MSS. which I have consulted is pointed thua ^y^t {AUis}m'ri)-^m^y M^

either that of a tribe, or that of a religious sect whose founder was Abd-1-hasan *Ali Ibn IsmaMl

Al-ash'ari, who belonged to the same tribe (see D'Herbelot, J5i&. Or. voce Ascharim). The trib^of

Isha'r. which, according to Kalkashandi (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., 7353), maybe written also .i^AV
_ _ ^

li, ^ was a branch of the noble stock of the Beni Kahttdn, and settled early in Spain, for Ibnu-l-khattib,

in his history of Granada, entitled KUdbu4-aMttah fi tdHkU Gharndttah (Ar. MS. in my possession),

mentions it among those that had their domicile in or about the city of Granada; and Casiri. in

his Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 262. gives the name of an illustrious Arab, a K^di-1-kod^ in that

city, whose name was Abi'i-l-hasan Mohammed Ibn Yahya Ibn Rabi' Al-isha'ri.

I'am, however, incHned to believe that the word IsMH or Ash'ari designates the sect, not the

family, of the author; my reasons for supposing so are-lst. That it is not uncommon to find African

doctors professmg the sect of M^lik. and foUowing. besides, the religious opinions of Ash'ari
:

2nd.

That one of the author's ancestors used the patronymic Al-korayshi. denoting an origin with which

the tribe of Ash'ar is in no way connected. I shall conclude by observing that As-sam'dni, in his

genealogical treatise entitled Kitdbu-l-ansdh (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus.. No. 7352, fos. 12 and 40).

writes this patronymic thus, Al-asKari. and derives it from AsKar, which means " a man whose body

is covered with hair," a surname which was given to the eldest son of Odad, the head of the tribe.
:

The patronymic Al-makkan, which former Writers (see Fluegel's transl. of Hdji Khalfah. vol. ii-P- ilS*

and Shakspear's Hist, of the Moham. Emp. in Spain, p. 31,) have erroneously written Al-mokri m^^l^

mukry (meaning a reader of the Koran in a Mosque), may be written either Al-makkarC orAkmH^ the

author himself informs us in that part of the manuscript which I have left untranslated (P^ n. Book m.

fo. 414). " The patronymic surname of our family has been variously written by yariouf auOiors. some,

- - - . -

" like Ibn Marziik. writing it thua, ^jJjl AUmakri. while others, and; those the greater number, will
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'' have it to be ^ciiJt AUmakkari. Ibn Marziik may be right, for, having written the life of one

" of my ancestors under this title, ^_syiJl dSsis^\ ^_^fO ^ O'^Axll ^^1 (the light of the moon

'' on the declaration of the life of the faquih Al-makr(,) he must have seriously investigated the

" subject, and his opinion is therefore entitled to some credit; but we follow the majority,—in which

'' may be counted authors of the greatest repute^—who always spell it thus, Al-makkari\ It is in

" either case a relative adjective derived from Makkarah (or Makrah, as others will have it)/ a small

" town in the country called IfriUyyah (Africa proper)."

In the same page the author acquaints us with some circumstances respectiiig his family. He tells

us that one of his ancestors had the honom- of being the preceptor of the famous Wizir Lisanu-d-dm

Ibnu-1-khattib (whose life forms the subject of the present work), and that his grateful disciple

consecrated to him an article in his Biographical Dictionary, which he copies at length. Indeed,

looking into the biography of illustrious men who lived at Granada, written by Ibnu-1-khattib (Ar,

MS. in my possession), I find the following notice of him, which I have translated entirely, as it abounds

in curious information, and may serve to illustrate the writer's narrative.

** One of the instructors of my youth, and to whom I am mostly indebted for whatever knowledge I

possess, is the Sheikh Abu *Abdillah Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn Abi Bekr Ibn Yahya

Ibn ^Abdi-r-rahman Ibn Abi Bekr Ibn 'Ali Al-korayshi At^telemsani, KddiuA-jamd'h (or supreme judge)

at Fez, The following notice of his ancestors I hold from him :— * The first of my family who fixed his

residence at Makkarah was the Sheikh 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Abi Bekr Ibn *Ali Al-makkari, the disciple

and companion of the famous Sheikh Ahii Medin. 'Abdu-r-rahmdn was the father of five children,

and I, Mohammed, am the son of Mohammed, son of Alimed, son of Abi Bekr, son of Yahya, son of

" the said 'Abdu-r-rahmdn, From time immemorial my family had exercised the profession of commerce

in the countries where they settled, deriving no small share of influence and riches from it. They

furrowed the sands of the desert in aU directions, they dug wells, and facihtated travelling in the

Sahr&, thus afi'ording security to merchants and travellers ; they took a drum, and marched always

preceded by a banner, and headed the numerous caravans which from time to time penetrated into the

" country of the blacks. Yahya, son of 'Ahdu-r-rahman, heing dead, his five sons, Abii Bekr, Mo-

*' hammed, 'Abdu^r-rahm^n, 'Abdu-1-wahid, and 'Ali, determined upon forming a partnership, carrying on

the trade conjointly, and dividing between themselves the profits of their mercantile speculations. They

accordingly threw together in a common fund aU their father's inheritance, and, having held a

consultation together as to the means of carrying on the trade to the greatest advantage of the

community, it was agreed that Ab6 Bekr and Mohammed, the two eldest, and the principal branches of

my genealogical tree on the male and female side, should remain and establish themselves at Telems^n

;

that 'Abdu-r-rahmdn, the eldest of the three remaining brothers by another wife, should fix his resi-
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i( dence at Sijilmdsah ; and, lastly, that 'Abdu-1-wahid and 'All should go to Aywaldtin * ^/ Hj ^* 'J ) in the
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« It is evident that this difference in the spelUng originated from the Berber name of the town. Makrah, in Berber,

means f/reat, and Jmuh^m means a great man, a chief. Ahbckri says that in the dialect spoken by the Masmudis MaJtrah

yd/tosh means '^ God is greats" He, however, ivrites the name of this town Makrah, not Makkarah, See Ar. MS. m the

Brit. Mus., No. 9577, fo. 47, M- Janbert, in his French translation of Idrisi, Paris, 1836, vol. i. pp- 202, 241, reads Mokra,

as well as Hartraann, (see Edrisii Africa, Gotting. 1795, pp, 77, 117, 132, et pmmrt); M. de Quatremcre has Makarrah,

See transl. of Al-bckri, p. 504.

^^ :* AyWalatio, which Professor Lee writes Abu Latin by mistake, (see his trans), of the Travels of Ibn Battuta> p. 235), is

a io"svii OE the road from SijiUn^ah to Ghanah.
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desert. It was done as agreed between them ; each reached the place of his destination, settled there,

married, and had a family, and they began to conduct their trade in the following manner :—those iii

Telems&i sent to their partners in the desert such goods and commodities as were wanted in those

districts, while these supplied them in return with skins, ivory, and goroo nuts ? S;^- In ^h^ meanwhile

'Abdu-r-rahman, the one stationed at Sijilm^ah, was like the tongue of the balance between the two,

since, being placed at a convenient distance between Telemsan and the desert, he took care to acquaint

the respective parties with the fluctuations of the trade, the amount of losses sustained by traders, the

overstock of the markets, or the great demand for certain articles ; and, in short, to inform them of the

secret designs of other merchants engaged in the same trade, as well as of the political events which

might in any way influence it. By these means they were enabled to carry on their speculations with

the greatest success, their wealth increased, and their importance waxed every day greater. However,

their establishment in the desert was once on the verge of ruin ; the people of Tekr^r ^^yS" having

invaded the territory of Aywalatin, and taken possession of that city, the Arab residents were placed in

great danger, and their property was on the point of passing into the hands of the conqueror, as

happened to that of the natives. But my ancestors, being men of great courage and determination,

would not consent to witness their ruin,—they assembled all their servants and dependents, and such

traders as happened to be in Aywalatin at the time, and, having distributed arms among them, they

shut themselves up in their warehouse and decided to fight, if necessary, for the defence of ^heii* goods

and chattels. 'Abdu-1-wahid then went to see the king of the Tekri^ir,*^ to petition hhn for the pre*

servation of their property, and acquaint him with their determination not to submit tamely to the

oppression, and to resist any attacks directed against them. The king received him with the greatest

affability and kindness ; he ordered him to be well lodged and hospitably entertained, and, his esteem

and affection for him increasing, he distinguished him above the rest of the merchants residing in or

trading with his country, giving him in conversation and in his letters the appellation of ' sincerest

friend' and * dearest relative/ Not satisfied with these marks of friendship, the king of the Tekrur

often wrote to the partners of Telemsan, applying directly for such goods as he wanted for his owii

consumption, or such as were most sought for in his dominions, and the language and expressions used in

his letters were equally flattering and significative of the greatest affection and esteem. This I can prove

by his letters, as well as by those of other sovereigns in Maghreb, which I now have in my possession.

The moment my ancestors perceived that they could trust and rely on kings, such difficulties as might

have existed before were speedily removed ; the countries through which they travelled appeared to

them as if ornamented with the gayest colours, the desert and its dangers seemed no longer the scene

of death and misery, and they began to frequent its most lonely and dangerous tracts
; their wealth

thereby increasing so rapidly that it almost surpassed the limits of computation. Nor were these the

only advantages arising from their enterprise ; the nations with whom they traded were considerably

benefited by it, for it must be understood that the trade with the desert was in the most deplorable

state before the people of Makkarah'* engaged in it; merchants totally unacquainted with the real

wants of the inhabitants carried thither articles which were either of no use, or no value to them,

taking in exchange objects which were to them a source of profit and wealth. This even went so far

' Tel^rur is sometimes written 'with the article, meaning no doubt the people or nation so called; at other tim^s -without,

and is tlien to be applied to the country inhabited by them. On these people the reader may consult' tlie translation of

Al-bekri by Quatremere, p. 638, et seq,; Idrisi, apud Hartmann and Jaubert^ and Sacy, Chr. Ar. vol. ia, p. 73, et seg.

^ Instead of S ji^ Toy manuscript of Ibnu-l-^khattib reads ^o^ (Misr)^ which is decidedly an error.
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. l,.«rH fn «av • Were it not that I consider it a bad action, I would,

' that an African sovereign was once heard to saj u

" bv God prevent the.e SUin traders from stopping m my dommions
;

for th.ther the> go

.. ;i—^^^^^ and brhig in return the gold ^. which conquer, the .orld.' Ho.ever. when

..hH.Wfl a direct trade %^'ith those countries the scene changed, and the blacks

:: i:::r:^:vrr^::::^ -h .. .... . .... ... .„. . „... ... .. ».„

were better and more abundantly pro\

" were

" and were enabled to amass immense wealth. iSut, aia.
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ftlmattlb continues :-' I am unable to fix the year of my lean... n,as,cr>» birth
:

I once hc.r.l

him say that it happened under the reign of Abu Hamu Mrtsa Ibn O.lnnftn Ibn Yashn,a™.ru, U^^,

Ibn Zeyto • He studied at TelemsSn, under tire direction of bis father, and afterward, m l-e... He

.. erforld a pilgrimage to Mekka. and traveUed through the East, where he me. many ,1 u. r,„us rn-

.. d 1 andUnen, authors, from whom he denved great Unowledge. He .hen returned to us „„.

city where he resided for some years, devoting himself entirely to the e„l„v«„on of sccnce. ^ hen the

ov reignty of Maghreb devolved upon the SaMn Abu 'Anan (or 'Inan), ,ha, monareh, who w.. a

Zd tTlLature and the learned, drstinguished him and appointed h.m ,o be KMi-l-kod. (or supreme

judge) at Fe.. After this he came to Andalas. on a mission from his sovere.gn to ours, an.l unrng

landed at Malaga at the beginning of J..M.I-a.aU of the year seven hundre and fifty-seven (m the

first days of Nov. a. n. 1336), he soon after reached Granada, where, durmg lus long stay, 1
profited

"by his lessons. He wrote, among other works, one entitled ^,U^! ,
^,W1 ^'^ ("" '«"*

" of truths and subtillies),'*

2 The Preface, such as I have given it. is not a Uterol translation of that contained in the original,

which wonld, of itself, have filled a moderate- sized volume, with matter, too, for the most part totally

unconnected with tlie general subject of tlie work. I have followed the reading of the epitome, where the

bulty prologue has been judiciously compressed within a few pages.

The two verses here inserted read in aJl the manuscripts as follows

:
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I must state, before I proceed any further, that I have not always translated the numerous poetical

quotations (some of which number no less than four hundred lines) with which the present work

abounds ; I have avoided it as much as possible, unless when the verses had an historical or geographical

' This sovereign was tlie third of the Benl Ztyin. He was dethroned by his son 'Abdu-r-rahm^n Ahii Ts'ishfin in seven

hundred and eighteen of the Hijra (a.d. 1318-9). See Ibnu-l-khattib, apud Casiri, liib. Ar. Ilisp. Eac. vol. ii. pp. 229-279,

et passim.
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'-. ^\^

interest, or were so connected with the narrative as to make their suppression incongruous. In such cases

I liave constantly given the original text of the principal manuscript, along with the various readings

afForded by the others, in order to authenticate my translation, which in many instances may not be

correct, owing to the diificulties of the language and the variability of the text, written entirely without

vowels, and presenting different readings.

^U>iJ! J
^U^-U^l_j^'

** *il A
a 4 ^Lo! L^ ^J^ ^c_)l_i

^ Instead of " Dhi-1-ka'dah" my manuscript reads " Dhi-1-hijjah," which is evidently an error, as
i

the first is the month in which pilgrims generally resort to Medina,

L 'l- ..

r/Ji
r^

^d]^
4*

¥ »

The epitome reads ^_j-jL^ which is not an Arabic word. I have substituted ^^<^[^ from di^ meaning

the water remaining at the bottom of the skins after a long march.

«4

* f

« t

My copy reads ^[J and jj i which are decidedly errors.

1 The mosque of Damascus, called Al-midwi, was built by Walid Ibn 'Abdi-l-malek, the sixth Sult^

of the family of Umeyyah, who reigned from eighty-six to ninety-six of the Hijra.

8 An-no'man is the name of Abii Hanifah Ibn Thibit, the founder of the sect of the Hanefites,

considered orthodox among Mohammedans.

The individual here mentioned as being the son of the Sheikhu-l-isldm (Mufti or head of the law) at

Mekka is 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Mohammed 'Ommadu-d-din Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mo-

liammcd Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn' Ommadi-d-din Al-'ommadi Al-hanefi Al-dimashki, who,

according to Al-jera'i, in his history of Damascus, was Mufti of the Hanefites in Syria. His birth is

placed on Tuesday, the fourteenth of the month of Kabi' ii., a.h. nine hundred and seventy-eight (Sept.

A.D. 1570), and his death on Sunday, the seventeenth of JumMi ii., a.h. one thousand and fifly-one

(Sept. A.D. 1641).

9

'm J^jl Jail f^ ih
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w Ahmed Ibn Shdhin i&Li Effendi. I find a notice of this distinguished personage m the history, ot

Damascus by Al-jera'i, a beautiful copy of which has been kindly lent to me by my friend the, Rev. Q.,, C.

Renouard. " Ahmed Ibn ShSliin was originally from the island of Cyprus," (which tiie author observes

ought to be written thus ^^ and not ^^ as u^ally writtenO " At the conquest of th^t island by the
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Moslems, his father, ShiUn, was made prisoner, and sold as a slave with the rest of the mhab.tants.

He was bought by one of the principal officers of the invading army, who took h,m w, h bm to

Damascus, his native place, converted him to the true religion, adopted hnn as h,s son, -hsted hrm m

the army, and had him promoted and advanced, so that, when his master and benefactor died. Shahm

" held a high rank in the Syrian army.

.. His sol Ahmed, also entered the army, and distinguished himself by his valour and mditary tdents.

attaining by his merits the highest posts; but ^vhen 'Ali/ son of J^nb^-adh 3^J^^U revolted, and

.. the Svrian army marched against him. the rebel succeeded in defeating the royal troops, leavmg many

" dead 'on the field, and taking thousands of prisoners, among whom Ahmed Ibn Shahm was one. After

this he was set at liberty, but from that moment he conceived a disUke towards the profession o arms

and resolved «pon exchanging the spear and the sword for the paper and the pen. He then devoted

- himself entirely to the study of hterature, and. under the tuition of the best masters, became conspicuous

in poetry, rhetoric, the science of tradition, theology, jurisprudence, history, &c.
;
he was also an adept

in Ihymy He wrote several rhdleh, or treatises upon various subjects, he made an abridgment of the

Kdo^tis adding also much of his own, and composed very fine poetry. He filled at Damascus the

situation of Vicar to the KMl, and was himself Kadi to the Caravan which started from Damascus for

Mekka in the year one thousand and thirty (a.d. 1620-1). He was also appointed dn-ector to the

college called Al-jaMaki. after the death of Bostdn the Greek, an inhabitant of Damascus, and when

the H^edh Ahmed Al-makkari arrived at Damascus, he gave him rooms in the said college, and

" contracted a most intimate friendship with him.

" Ahmed Ibn Shahin was immensely rich, so much so as to lead the people of Damascus to beheve that

•' he owed his riches to his knowledge of the science of alchymy ; he also acquired such reputafon by h.s

" unbounded generosity towards the learned, and by his writings, that he became the subject of books

.' and poems, and especiaUy of one entitled '^^ ^^t J ^ % ^>^kj^ (^^^ *-«^^>^ W-« - ^^^

'' charming verses)/'

Ahmed Ibn Shahin Ash-shahlni died at Damascus in Shawwiil. a.h. one thousand and fifty-three (a.d.

1643-4) ; he was bom in a.h. nine hundred and ninety-five (a.d. 1586-7).
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» The Wizir Lis^nu-d-dSn Ibnu-l-khattlb As-salm^i, jU^l whose life forms the subject ot the

present work, was the aon of 'Abdullah, son of Sa'id. He was named Mohammed, and through his

acquirements in theology and law acquired the surname of ^_6\\ ^U Lisdm-d-dh (the tongue of

religion) He descended from an ancient Syrian family established at Loxa, a fine city at about thirty miles

from Granada. His birth happened in a.h. seven hundred and thirteen (a.d. 1313). Promoted by the

favour of several kings of the family of Nasser, he occupied the highest offices m the state for many years.

and was at last invested with that of chief Wizir by Yv'isuf Abi'.-1-hejSj. the seventh monarch of the

dynasty of the Beni Al-ahmar. otherwise caUed Nasserites. after whose death he was confirmed m .t by

his son Mohammed V. This charge he filled with the greatest satisfaction on the part both of his

/ The same miter from whom the above pai-ticulars are extracted gives tlie life of this rebel: he says, ''After the

" execution of Huseyn, P^shS of Aleppo, by the ^¥i^ir JafF^ J'^ his nephew, 'AIJ Ibu Ahmed Ibn Jenbiiladh, who was

" Amiru.l.iiu;a' (or keeper of the banners) of the Kurd troops, revolted, and, after defeating in several encounters Yusnf

" Ibn Seyfa'^ Pashd, Generalissimo of the SjTian armies, succeeded in reducing Aleppo, Tripoli, and other principal

,
" cities. He was at last betrayed and beheaded in the year one thousand and twenty (a.d. 16U-2).
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sovereign and tlie subjects, bat, having towards the close of his life been accused of high treason, he was

cast into a dungeon, and soon after strangled by the orders of that Sultan, a.h. seven hundred and

seventy-sis (a.d. 1374). He left behind him numerous proofs of his learning and talents; indeed, his

acquisitions in the sciences seem to have been almost universal, for in the list of works (forty.nine m

number, and some of them consisting of several volumes,) wliich Casiri has given (Bib. Arab. Hisp.Esc.

vol. ii. p. 72) there is scarcely any topic in the useful or elegant arts which he left untouched. History,

medicine, music, theology, astronomy, rhetoric, and poetry, alike exercised his prolific pen. and among

his works manv may be pointed out which by their titles, or their apparent contents, make us

deeply regret their loss. As it is, the Library of the Escurial ezhibits some which sufficiently prove his

vast learning; his history of Granada, entitled hy^\ Z^^\ J 'kj'^\ &^^ {the shining rays of theJiiU

moon on the dynasty of the Beni Nasser) ,
(Bib. Esc. No. 1771), and his chronology of the Khalifs and Kings

of Africa, bearing the lofty appeUation of silken embroidered vests h> ^ ^] Ji^! (Arab. MSS. in the

Esc. Lib., No. 1771).—of both which works Casui has given very full extracts in the second volume of

his Catalogue,—are more than sufficient to establish his reputation as a writer of history, a branch of

science for which he possessed the highest qualifications. A biography of iUustrious men bom at

Granada (Arab. MSS. in the Esc. Lib., Nos. 1668 and 1669),~the itinerary of his travels through Spain

and Africa (Nos. 1750 and 1811) —a collection of his official letters to the sovereigns of Africa

(No. 1820),—and a short treatise on the plague which ravaged the city of Granada, a. h. seven hundred

and forty-nine (a.d. 1348-9). with prescriptions for those who might again be attacked (No. 1780),—are

among the Uterary productions of this eminent writer preserved in the Escurial Library. Nos. 453 and

551, in the same Library, are likewise productions of this author.

12 "More scarce than the griffin: "
'\su^] ^ jc\ an expression very much used by the Arabian

writers to intimate that a thing cannot be procured. Ad-demiri. in his Haydtu^-haymdn (Arab. MS. in my

possession), voc.
^
UjLc says that " there are three things which cannot be found, viz., virtue, a ghifil (a

" sort of devil or malevolent spirit), and the griffin."

The Arabs call the griffin 'ankd-Umaghreh (the griffin of the West), from a belief that this fabulous bird is

only to be met with in the extreme West.

1^ This, the author says in another part of his book, happened in the month of Dhi-1-ka'dah of

the year one thousand and thirty-seven (June, a.d. 1628). In Part ii. Book iii. p. 587, after

quoting numerous poetical compositions in praise of Telemsdn, his native city, he says, " In that city

"
I was born, as were likewise my father, grandfathers, and great grandfathers. There I received my first

" education, and passed the greatest part of my youth, until the year one thousand and nine (a.d. 1600-1),

" when I removed to Fez. However, after a year's stay I quitted that capital, and returned to, my

" native land. Again, in one thousand and thirteen (a.d. 1604-5). being impeUed by a strong desire to

" travel to distant countries, and perform my pilgrimage, I started for the court of Fez, where Iresided

" until the moment of my departure for the East, which took place at the end of the month of Ramadh&n

" of the year one thousand and twenty-seven (Sept. a.d. 1618); I arrived in Cah-o in ^jeb of one

'

" thousand and twenty-eight (May, a.d. 1619); I was at Damascus m Sha'bSn of one thousand and
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" thirty-seven (May, a.d. 1628). and returned to Cairo in the month of Shaw^vdl of the same year, when,

•• in the foUowing month of Dhi-1-ka'dah, I fixed upon and began the writing of the present work."

" Out of the eight chapters into which the first part of this work is divided, only the first, second,

third, fourth, and eighth have (as I have observed elsewhere) been translated entire. I have, never-

theless, borrowed considerably from the fifth and sixth, which are chiefly biographical, as well as from

the seventh, which ia entirely devoted to quotations and extracts from Moslem authors boni in Spain.

I have also made use, for the latter times of the Mohammedan power in Spain, or the history of the

kingdom of Granada, of such valuable historical information as is contained in the second part of the

work.

1^ t_oi5^' J^ j>.j^^ ^./^l ^ '-r-4^^ "-^/^ "^^ ^^''^^* ''^^'"^'^ translated,

meajis the book of thefragrant odour {e^cMling) from the information {respecting) the Wizir Ibnu-l-khatt(b.

Instead of Ji 111 two of the manuscripts read j^l which is evidently an error. I have not given the

division of the second part, viz., that which contains the life of the Wizir Lisanu-d-din, because,

not having translated it, it might appear supei^uons. It is divided (like the first) into eight books.

The first treats of his ancestors and his birth. The second of his youth, education, the charges he

obtained, and trusts he fiUed, with an accomit of his private and public Ufe, untU the time of his

death. Third, of his masters. Fourth, of the letters and dispatches which he addressed to various

sovereigns in the name of the Kings whose WizJr he was. Fifth, some quotations from his poems.

Sixth, an account of his numerous works on the various departments of science. Seventh, an account

of his disciples. Eighth, of his sons and posterity.

'' V^L^I ^1 ^,^) ^U ^fi J
L,^, ^^Sl ^ ^ ^^\ ^ or fragrant

odour from the fresh and tender shoots of Andalus, and the history of the Wiz(r Lisdnu-d-dm Ihnu-l-

khattib.
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BOOK I.

CHAP. I.

» Ibnu Sa'id being an historian whom the author has consulted at large^ I have thought it necessary to

give some account of his life and writings, borrowed from the same work I am now translating (Part i.

Book vi. fo. 131, verso). His entire name was Abii-l-hasan 'Ali Ibn Mlisa Ibn Mohammed Ibn' Abdi-

1-malik Ibn Sa'id. He was born at Granada, of illustrious parents, on the first day of Shaww^ of

the year six hundred and ten (Feb. a. d. 1214). His ancestor, 'Abdu-1-mdlik Ibn Sa'id, distinguished

himself in the wars between the Almoravides and Almohades, Being governor of a certain castle cdled

iUU Kal'at Yahseb (now Alcala la Real), he declared himself against the Almohades, and

contrived for some time to maintain his independence. At last, on the subjection of Spain by the

Beni 'Abdi4-mdmen, he was, like the other chieftains, obliged to acknowledge their sway, although,

as a reward for his ready submission, he was allowed to continue in the government of his castle.

Abil-l-hasan was educated at Seville, where he passed his early youth. He quitted his country for

the East, visited Cairo, Damascus, Mausal, and Baghdad, where he was in six hundred and forty-eight

(a. D. 1250-1); from thence he went to Basrah and performed his pilgrimage, which being done, he

returned to the West. He died in Tunis in the year six hundred and eighty-five (a. d. 1286-7).

Among the many works which he wrote, especially biographical and historical, the princ^)al are the

following: 1st. ;^^1 ^U jL} k^' <^^% <.iJJi ^^ (the book of the sphere of literature, com-

4*

prehmding the whole language of the Arabs), which he divided into two distinct and separate parts, viz..

J- /Ol 'OS*

J-
of his family, with this title Sx^ ^j g^f ^ J^! j!LUl {the propitious comtellation in the history

of the BenCSa't'd), and other historical and geographical works, from which Al-makkari made ample quo-

tations, and which will be duly noticed in the ensuing notes.

Ibnu Sa'id is often quoted by Abii-1-fedd, Makrizi, Ibnu Khaldtin, Ibn Khallek4n, and other writers of

note who have treated on the history and geography of Africa. Casiri has given a short notice of Him

(fo. 110. vol. ii. of his Bibl. Ar. Hisp. Esc). He agrees with our author in the year of his death-.^Wfei^b

he places at Ti'mis in six hundred and eighty-five, but he makes him a native of Kal'at Yafiseb (MeSd),

instead of Granada, and says that he died at the age of eighty, when he was only aeVeh^-five.

D'Herbelot, in his Bib. Or. voc. Tarikh, mentions an author called 'Ali Ibn Sa'id, who, he ?ays. wrote

the KitdbU'l-ghantyib (book of wonders). See also Hfijl Khalfah in the Kiashufu-dh-dhaniin, under the
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words Tdr(kh Ibn Sa'id and TawcMu-l-magkreh , where his death is placed in six hundred and seventy-

three, which must be an eiTor

.

2 Who this Ibnu GhaHh is I am unable to decide. Haji Khalfah. voc. ^ / ^P^«^^ ^^ ^" ^^^^°^'
I

named Ibn Ghalib, who wrote a work entitled (^ jJH! i>l ^ ^^ ^^ ^ O"^^^ '^/
|

(..«^.«M«.? «/ tlie soul in me history of iUnstrious blind men born in Andalus), b.t the copy I have
j

consulted does not state the age of the writer, nor what were his other names.

Ibn Khallekan gives hkewise the life of an author, a native of Cordova, whose ent.re name was Abu

Ghalib Temdm Ibn Ghdhb, and who died in Jumadi ii.. a. h. four hundred and thirty-six (Dec. 1044).

See Specimen PUlologicum eshibens conspectnm operis Ibn Micani; or, an index of the ^"-tnoas men

contained in the biographical work of Ibn KhaUek-^n, by Tydeuham, Lugd. Bat. 1809. Abu Ghahb

is there classed under No, 123.
,

However, as it is elsewhere stated by Al-maktari (see p. 77) that the author here mentioned wrote a

work entitled ^S.'i\ J J^\ ^j^^/^ U"^^^ ^> {contentment of th. soul in the contemplatron

of primeval remain, in Jndalns),-^ title which very much resembles that given by Haji
i<^^^^f^-\ ^^

inclined to believe that the Ibnu Ghdlib of that bibliographer, the individual described by Ibn KhaHekJn.
^

and the author here quoted, are the same person, and that the title given by Haji Khalfah is either that

of a distinct work, or that of a portion of the composition referred to by Al-makkan.

3 IbnuHayyan. Casiri mentions him often ander the names of 7i«/feVm and ^&^.¥.™«« (vol. ii. pp. 30,

153). but gives no information whatever as to the time of his birth, that of his death, or his writings I bor-

row from Ibnu Bashkx'iw^. in the Kitdbu-s-silak (Arab. MS. in the Nat. Lib. Madrid, marked Gg. 29). the

following particulars :-" Abi'x Merwan Hayydn Ibn Khalf Ibn Huscyn Ibn Hayydn was born at Cordova m

" the year three hundred and ninety-seven (a.b. 1006-7). His ancestor, Hayydn. had been a mauh of

- 'Abdu-r-rahmdn L. King of Cordova. He was an eloquent, learned, and judicious writer
;
he composed

"a history of Andalas under this title ^^%,\M J ^^^^^ ^^ (the hook of the seeker of

" information respecting the history of Andalus), in ten large volumes ;
besides that large historical work

" of his which every body admires, and which counts no less than sixty volumes, entitled ^^1

" JjJ^I \>3>-\ J (the book of solid information on the history of Andalus) .
He also wrote poetry,

" and various theological tracts. Ihmi Hayyto died on a Sunday, three days before the end of Rabi' i.

" of the year four hundred and sixty-nine (Oct. 30. a.d. 1076), and was buried the next day, after the

" prayer of -Assar. in the cemetery^ of the suburb. Al-ghosani says that Ibnu Hayyan was of the tnbe

" of Sadf ; but authors are at variance on this particular."

There is nothing in common, as De Sacy's conjecture would lead us to suppose (see Chr. Ar. vol. i.

p 408) between this Ibnu Hayyan and another mentioned by Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. n. p. 153).

who was a native of Ceuta, flourished in the fourth century of the Hijra. and wrote a history of the tdbi's

or followers of the Prophet. Nor is there the least analogy, as D'Herbelot seems to indicate (Bib. Or.

voc Abu mtan), between the Cordovan historian and the famous grammarian Athiru-d-din Mohammed,

surnamed Abti Hayyin. who died in Cairo in seven hundred and forty-five of the Hijra (a.d. 1344-5).

Ibn KhaUek^n, in his biographical dictionary (Vyd. Ind. 209). gives the life of this historian in nearly

the same terms as Ibnu Bashkiiwal. H^ji Khalfah also mentions him in his bibhographical mdex; see

. voc. Tdrikh Ibn Hayydn and Tdrlkh Andalus.
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> Abu Zeyd 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Mohammed Ibn Khaldun. De Sacy has alluded frequently to this

historian, and translated some of his \vritings. (See Chr. Ar. vols. i. and ii., and Relation de VEgypte,

p. 509-524). He was born in Tunis, on the first day of the month of Ramadhdn of the year seven

hundred and thirty-two of the Hijra (May 96, a.d. 1332), and died, according to Ahti-l-mahasep, on

the twenty-fifth day of Ramadhan of the year eight hundred and eight (March 15, a.d. 1406), at the

age of seventy-six (Arabian or lunar) years.

To the details abeady given by M. De Sacy {Chr. Arab. vol. i. p. 393) upon the life and the writings

of Ibnu Khaldiin, 1 may add the following interesting anecdote which Al-makkari relates in Part i.

Book vi. " While the Kadi-l-kod6 Abii Zeyd Ibn Khaldiin Al-hadhrami was in the service of the

Suit-in of Egypt, Farej Ibn Barlci'ik, the conqueror Timtir invaded Syria, defeated the Sult&n's army,

and obliged him to retreat upon Cairo. Among the prisoners who fell that day into his hands were

the Kadis of the four sects of Egypt, several distinguished theologians, and Ibnn Khaldtin himself.

When the prisoners were about to be introduced to the conqueror's tent, Abii Zeyd said to thera, ' Let

me speak for you all, and perhaps I may save you, if God be pleased ; if my speech produce no effect,

" each of you may then speak for himself.' They all agreed that he shonld be their spokesman. Abii

Zeyd, who had on a dress in the western fashion, was then introduced to the presence of Timdr-lenk,

who, seeing him thus arrayed, said to him, 'Art thou not a native of this country ?
' Upon which,.

" Ibnu Khaldun told him how he ^\'as a native of the West, and that his name was so and so, and that

he had come to the East for the purpose of performing pilgrimage, &c. Timtir-fenk then began to

converse with him, Abii Zeyd answering him- in his own language (Maghrebi), mixing, now and then,^

injurious expressions

;

" and it was an evident miracle of the Almighty that the trick was not discovered.

" After this, Abu Zeyd said to Umiir-lenk, ' I have composed a history of the world, and am thinking

" of ornamenting it -with thy name.' Others say that it was Timiir who said to him, ' I am told that

thou hast written a history of the world ; what sayest thou of mentioning me in it, as thou hast done

Bokht-Nasser, for both of us conquered the world.' To which Ab^ Zeyd Ibn Khalddn rephed^ 'Thy

exploits, and those of Bokht-Nasser, are undoubtedly worthy of the attention of the historian.' This

answer pleased Timur-lenk, who not only spared Abd Zeyd, but admitted him to his privacy. Some

time after this interview, they say that Abd Zeyd entered the presence of Timdr-lenk and said to him, ' O

master ! if there is any thing in my present condition to give me sorrow it is my having left in Cairo

an historical work which I have written, and in the composition of which I have spent the best years

of my life. Were I to die now, the light which I intended should be thro^vn upon thy actions and

" administration would be lost to mankind, for I am sure there is nobody in thy service who has

laboured so assiduously to that end ; if, on the contrary, thou allow me to go in search of it, I shall be

back immediately to spend the remainder of my life in thy ser\'ice,' or words to that effect. Timdr

then granted him permission, but Ibnu Khaldi'm returned not as he had promised to do."

Ibnu Khaldi'in used the patronymics of IshUU jJjo-i,) and Al-hadhrami^^^ The ikst, De Sacy

(see ib.) thought, indicated that he was either a native or a resident of Seville, but that city having been

taken by the Christians in the year six hundred and twenty-six of the Hijra, that is, nearly a century

before Ibnu Khaldiin's birth, this could not be the case. His family, indeed, was orignally from Seville,

for I find in the biographical dictionary of Arabian physicians, by Ibn Ahi Ossaybi'ah, (Ar. MS- in the

Brit. Mus., No. 7340, fol. 135,) that there was in that city, in the fifth century of the Hijra, an-inilimdual
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'' I suppose using words mtli a double meaning, which, to an illiterate conqueror like Timiir, must hav^ been unktelligible,

especially as the dialect spokcu by the western Arabs difiered matmally from that of Syria.
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.a.ed A.. Mosle. 'O.. Bn Ah.ea I.n KH.d.n .and Ca.H (m .. «^.. ^^c. vol . ^0, a.a

vol. a. p. 72) mentions individuals bearing *^ '^j^'' "^^J^^ft-^Kll-.n, who .as oL of the

hundred and ninety-eight of the Hijra, a certam Kar,bah ^n O.hman 1

^^
,

_ ^^^^^

Ts to he L„ patronyn^ic^^WW. it was natural to suppose, as De Sacy did. that the fannly of

Khddln drewtleir origl/from /f«*»-»»<. a eity to Syria. But such is "°' ";'=;;- /" ' "^' '"

anu llbhrCAr, MS in the Nat. Lib. Mad.. Gg. 12) that the patronym.e Al-MMra.i so comn,on

1" tpl h Arabs, especially among those donricUiated at Seville, ,vas g.en to the desccndan s

rHa'dh—. whom so™ genealogists make the son of Kahtt^n and others the ^"nof^jo. of

Mu'awiyah. son of Joshan,. son of Abdu-sh-shen.s. son of Al-ghauth. &c., all sprung fron. H.myar.

5 A^ AnUosk. with a shght aspiration on the initial .. is a corruption for VanMocii, as we find

the ^dals were caUed. The Arabs could not weU represent the sound of the V otherw.se than by

using a haiozah ).

» He passage here quoted is to be found in the introduction to the history of Granada by Mohammed

Ibnu-l-khattlb, better known by the honorific surname of Lis6„u-d-din, an account of whom has been

given at p. 307, note 11.

? kh<x 'Obeyd-iUah Al-bekri. The greatest obscurity has hitherto prevailed respecting the age and the

writings of this famous geographer. Even his names and surnames were

^"V"'"''f
^
'"Ze 'ho

although the works of Al-bekrl are repeatedly quoted by Arabian writers, and especially by those who

have treated on the geography of Africa and Spain, be always appears designated by ^^
P^J'-y^-;

Al-bekri. Ibnu Khald^n, who mentions him often. (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9575. fob 92.

^
passim,) always calls him AUMri; Ibnu Bashkiiwal (Arab. MS. in the Nat. Lib. Mad.. Gg 29)

>0leyd4lhkAl.bekri; and Ibnu-l-khattlb. in his history of Granada, (Arab. MS. in my possession, fol. oO )

'oZd Al-hekri simply. Ibn Khallekan does not mention him. Haji Khalfah (voc. Mesalek) gives on y

the year of his death. Even M. De Quatremere, who, with his usual criticism and learmng. has la ely

published a translation of part of Al-hekri's geographical work (see NoL et E.t. des MSS. de la B^U.

du Roy, vol. xii.). could obtain no satisfactory account of his life and writings. ,. • .

Having from continual reference learnt to appreciate the merits of Al-bekri's geographical work, which

in most instances was Uterally copied by Idrisi. I was led to investigate the matter closely to gain, it

possible, some information upon the age in which that eminent writer lived, and the works which he lett.

I perused in vain several MSS. in the Nat. Lib. Mad., containing the lives of illustrious men and authors

born in Spain, and I had almost given up my laborious undertaking, when, to my great satisfaction

found by chance in the BdgVyatn4-multamisi fi tdrikU rejdli ahU-l-andalusi (the object of the wishes for

those who desire information on the history of the illustrious Andalusians), by Adh-dhobi (Arab. Mb^

in the Nat. Lib. Mad., Gg. 14), the foUowing notice of this distinguished writer. " Abxi 'Obeyd-illah

'Abdullah Al-kovtobi was the son of 'Abdu-l-'azlz Al-bekri, Governor of Huelva and Jez^rah Shaltts

(the island of Saltis). in the western part of Andalus. a valiant and experienced captain, who assisted

Al-mu'atamed. King of SeviUe, in his conquests. After the death of his father, which some place m

four hundred and fifty-six (a.d. 1063-4). and others in four hundred and fifty-eight (a.d. IO60-6)

" Ahd 'Obeyd-illah retired to the court of Mohammed Ibn Ma'n. King of Almeria. who not only received

4<
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" him kindly, but appointed him his Wizir. Al-bekrl is well known, both as a geographer and as a poet.

" Besides his CJJ UJl t^!UJI ^-jOS i^ook of routes and kingdoms), he wrote another geographical

"work, entitled^! ^^' {great dictionary), in which He disposed in alphabetical order aU the

" names of kingdoms, cities, rivers, and mountains, in the world. Al-bekri died in the year four hun-

" dred and eighty-seven." (a.d. 1094-5.)

To his attainments in geography and history Al-bekrl seems to have united those of medicine and

natural history, for I find him repeatedly quoted in the writings of Ibnu-1-beyttar and other naturalists,

as well as by Ibn Abl Ossayhi'ah, who, in his lives of Arabian physicians, (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus..

No. 7340, fol. 147,) says that he was an excellent physician, well acquainted with the properties of

plants, and that he wrote a work entitled %^jJlll ^kf^^ i ^^' ^^"^ ^^ ^" ^''""'^^ ""

the principal plants and shrubs growing in Andalus).

I ought to add that the author of the ^UHl ^L^ J J^\ -^y^!^
Kaldyidn-l-'tUydn fi

* -

maMseni-l-a'ydn, ' gold necklaces on the briUiant actions of the niustrious,' (a biographical dictionary of

Spanish poets in my possession,) gives also a short notice of Al-bekri, whom he says he knew at Seville

when young. He was bom in four hundred and thirty-two (a.d. 1040-1), and died, as stated above, in four

hundred and eighty-seven (a.d. 1094-5). Al-bekrJ is often mentioned by Conde in his HisU de la Dom.

(vol. i. pp. 395, 404), but that writer appears not to have seized the meaning of the patronymic \^/^^

AUhehH, which he translates by De Bejer, thus making Ahii 'Obeyd-iUah a native of Bejer, a town of

Estremadura, instead of a member of the tribe of Bekr. See loco laudato, vol. ii. p. 77.

The prmcipal among Al-bekri's works is Hs Kitdhu-l-mesdleh wa-l-memdUh, divided into three parts. I

have already stated in the Preface that I possessed an ancient copy of the first part. The second is in the

British Museum, marked 9577. It wants some leaves at the beginning and at the end, and is described in

the Catalogue of Additions for 1833 as containing the history of the conquest of Egypt by the Moslems,

and as being the work of AbA 'AbdiUah Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-1-hakam Al-misr! ;
hut I need not remark

that the fact of the volume beginning with an accoant of the conquest of Misr by the Moslems, borrowed

from the above-mentioned writer, whose name appears written in large letters on the beginning of the

page, is the only circumstance which could have given rise to that mistake.

As it is. the copy in the British Museum is not only ancient but appears more correct than another

of the same volume in the Royal Library at Paris, which M. De Quatremfere used for his translation. It

is in every respect a valuable manuscript, and I have made ample use of it in writing the present notes.

There is also in the Escurial Library a copy of the second part.

8 .| vjt! Al-ahw6z is the name of a city and district of Khiizist^. one of the provinces of Persia.

It is'' sometimes applied to the whole country. Idrisl (p. 381 of the French translation) says that the

mhabitants of that country are very much annoyed by a sort of scorpion called 'ij\jj aUjarrdrah, of a

yeUowish hue, and whose bite produces immediate death. Ibnu4-wardi, in his KMr(datu-l-'ajdyih

(Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9590, fol. 113, verso), in the chapter treatmgon the pecuHmties of

each country, confirms the statement. But, a few Unes lower down, Al-makkari quotes the words .of

another geographer who praises Sp^n for having fow venomous reptUes. Contradictions like this are

unavoidable, owing to the plan adopted by the author. . ^
_ ^ - "

9 Abl'; 'A'mir .lUI As-sal^mi. Casiri {Bib. Ar. Bisp, Ese. vol. ii. p. 40) wientions an author

uT
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It

called Abu Amer AUsalamita, who was a native of Seville. The title of the historical work here alluded

to is ^ I JJl . X 5 JJ ^1
J
J It is not to be found in Haji Khalfah's Bibliographical Dictionaiy.

1** Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Miisa ^j\}\ Ar-rSzi derived his origin from the city or district

of Ray, in Persia. According to Al-homaydi, quoted by Casiri, {Bih. Ar, Hisp. Esc. vol ii. p. 329,)

Ar-razl wrote a very copious history of Spain, and a topograpliical description of Cordova, similar

to that of Baghdfid composed by Ahmed Ibn Abi T6hir.

The same author, Al-homaydi, (Arab- MS, in the Bodl. Lib- Oxford, Hunt. 464,) says that he saw a

genealogical history of the illustrious Arab families estabhshed in Spain, which was attributed to an

author named also Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Musa, although he was unable to say if he was the

same as Ar-x^zi,

Of his life scarcely any account has been obtained. Al-makkari, in the sixth book (fo. 215, verso),

treating on those illustrious Moslems who came fronci the East to settle in Spain, gives the life of the

father of this Ar-r^zi in the following terms:
—

" Mohammed Ibn Musa Ibn ^^xio BushejT Ibn jljb^

" Jen&d Ibn Lekltt Al-ken&ii, surnamed Ar-rSzi, owing to his being a native of Ray, a province of Persia,

'' was the father of the famous historian Ahmed Ar-r6zi. He arrived in Spain from the East, as a

" merchant, but being at the same time a man of learning and abihty he met with encouragement from

the Sultans of the family of Merwan, who then occupied the throne of Andalus, and he consequently

settled in Cordova, where he died on his return from an embassy to the city of Elvira, whither he had

" been sent with a message for the Amir Al-mundhir Ibn Mohammed, His death took place in the

" montli of RabV-1-akhar, a-h. two hundred and seventy-three (Oet, a,d. 886), according to Ibnu

" Hayydn in his Muktahis, from whom the preceding account is borrowed/'

As to Ar-^r^zi himself, he appears to have flourished during the reign of ^Abdu-r-rahmdn III., that is

to say, towards the end of the fourth century of the Hijra and the beginning of the fifth, Ibnu-l-abb^r

(Arab. MS- in the Nat. Lib, Mad., Gg, 12) calls him ^=^.jllit At-tarikhi, that is, the historian

*

par excellence, and says that, among other works on the topography and history of Spain, he wrote

a very voluminous one in which he described^ with the greatest detail, the routes, sea-ports, and prin-

cipal cities, as well as the various settlements formed by the Arabs of the six invading armies jUrs-H!

(al-ajndd) in its provinces ; the peculiarities of each of them, the productions of the soil, mineral riches, in-

dustry, commerce, &c. This is no doubt the work to which Al-makkari frequently alludes, and from which

he raakes numerous quotations ; and, to judge by the time in which Ar-rSzi wrote, and the interesting

details he gives, it is really a matter of great regret that this or some other work of this eminent historian

should not be preserved entire in any of the public libraries of Europe, Casiri, indeed, with great

boldness, in my opinion, attributed to this writer a precious historical fragment existing in the Library

of the Escurial, which he translated at the end of the second volume of his Bib. Ar. Hisp, Esc.

;

but, as he was unassisted in his conj^ecture by any further proof than the name of Ahmed, (so common

among Mohammedans,) which is also the initial name of Ar-r^zi, having been placed at the head of the

page, very little reliance can be placed on a statement resting upon so loose a foundation. Neither can

much faith be placed in a semi-barbarous translation, bearing the title of Historia del Mora Razis, and

which, notwithstanding Casiri's and Conde's opinions to the contrary, is undoubtedly a version from the

writings of that Arabian historian, as I shaU hereafter prove by a comparison of the translation with the

original text.

-
I r

''[
y^: It k by no means easy to determine what part of Spain this word Jo^ \ Ath-thagher is here meant to
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designate. Its real and primitive signification is a pass in the mountains, or a district contiguous to the

enemy's territory, a line of frontier. In this sense it is often used by Al-makin, Abi5-l-fed6, and other

Eastern authors. In Spain it was given to those countries bordering on the Christian territory,

but, as the limits of the Cordovan empire often changed in the course of a successful invasion, the

word Thagher can only have conveyed a loose and indefinite idea; for instance, during the greatest

splendour of the Khalifate, the frontiers of the Mohammedan empire were extended on one side as

far as Navarre, on the other into the very heart of the kingdom of Leon. The former were designated

under the name of J^t ^\ 'upper frontiers,' and the latter under that of ^jH! ^1 'lower

frontiei-s: In later times, when the Mohammedan power began to decline, and the Christians

poured on all sides upon its defenceless provinces, Aragon was known under the former denomination,.

and Toledo and its district under the second. The former of these two countries having, by the natural

strength of the soil, proved a more effectual barrier against the attacks of the Christians, and having

remained longer attached to the Moslem state, retained the name of Thagher long after it had ceased

to make part of the Moslem dominions, for Ibnu-l-khattlb, in his Kitdbu-l-ahdttati (Arab. MS. in my

possession), calls James II., King of Aragon. ^1 ^^^U ^j^i^ -^"^^^ sdhibu-th-thugher
;

and.

long after the reduction of Granada, the Moriscos inhabiting the towns and vUIages of Aragon were

called by the Spaniards Moros Tagarinos, i. e. from the Thagher.

It wiU not perhaps be amiss to observe that the ZegrJs, those knights of romance, who, by theirdeadly

feuds with the Ben! Serraj (Abencerrages) , hastened the fall of Granada and the ruin of their country,

were neither more nor less than certain powerful families who, after the taking of Saragossa and other

cities in Aragon {Thagher), sought refuge in other Mohammedan states and settled for the most part in

Granada, where they were known by the patronymic of TheghrMn (Zegris).

Tlie spot here designated by the author might be Aragon, a province of Spain in which, owing to its

northern position, all fruits of the earth ai-e considered to be more backward.

12 The following description of Andalus, by Ar-rfizi, occurs at th6 bottom of the same page. As it is

expressed in nearly the same words, I have suppressed it in the body of the work, to avoid repetition.

" Andalus," he says, "
is situate at the extremity of the fourth climate, one of the seven into which the

" whole of our inhabited globe has been divided by geographers. Thus placed in the midst of the earth.

" Andalus has dehghtful valleys and excellent lands, which many large rivers irrigate and fertilize

;

"there are but few wild beasts and venomous reptiles; the temperature is excessively mild, and the

" seasons so temperate that the transition from one to another is almost imperceptible, and man has

" not to dread there, as in other countries, the passage from summer to winter, and vice versa."

13
. J^ \ Arghon or Aragon. I have looked in vain in Idrisi for the passage here attributed to him.

The substance may be the same, but the words are not. At the time when that distinguished geographer

wrote his description of Spain (the twelfth century of our era), Aragon, being almost entirely in the

hands of the Moslems, was still called Thagher, its present denomination being comparatively modterQ.:::;

The MS. reads ^^ \^^ ^ ^] ^f) oJj that is, • the country of Aragon, at the sou|iein

extremity of which is situated the city of Barcelona,' as I have translated; but this is undoubtedly. an

error, for whatever limits are assigned to the kingdom of Aragon, Barcelona could never occupy a

southern position with regard to Jt,

At the time when Ibnu Sa'id wrote (the latter end of the thirteenth century), the kingdom of Aragon
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extended over nearly the same territory which it now comprises ; namely, the whole of Catalonia, the

province properly called Aragon, great part of Valencia, and the Balearic Islands besides.

The division of the earth into seven climates, or as many zones, is peculiar to the Arabian geographers.

These are numbered from the equator towards the north pole, and measured by tlie increase of the

duration of daylight at the summer solstice.

fortresses which that district contained during the middle ages. The Arabian writers designate it

generally under the name of cXijJlj^^l Ardhu4-kUd' (the land of castles).

*^ Jl^H Bortek^l, the ^ov<nravia of the Greeks, afterwards called Portie Gallce. The word occurs

in Idrisi {Geog. edit, of Rome, 1592, dim. iv. sect. 1), but not in Abu4-fed&.

16

p ^ G C S

AlinMterrah. as may he read in the Arabic text of Idrisi. That geographer, who, as is weU known,

wrote his book in Sicily under the patronage of King Roger, undoubtedly derived his account of

England from Itahan navigators, who. to this day. call this country IngUlterra. It must however be

observed that that name is seldom given to this country by the Arabian geographers who wrote after

Idrisi, and never by those who preceded him, who generally call it a^'J^^ V.;=-
Jezirah Birtdniyyah

(the island of Britain), or {^\ Ajo«L)^ J>j\
Ardh Birtdniyya-l-keMrah (the land of great Britain).

It is called Britannia la mayor in the Cronica General, Zamora, 1541, fo. Ill, verso.

The foUowing description of England occurs in the Audhahu-l-mesdlek, an Arabic geographical dic-

tionary, compUed from Ibnu Sa'ld, Abii-1-feda, Kazwini, IbnuH-wardl, 'Azizl, Al-bekri, and other

celebrated geographers (Brit. Mus.. No. 7505). " InkUt^rrah. also called Inkiltarrah, is a weU-known

" island in a sea issuing from the sea of Rum. Ibnu Sa'ld says that the king of the island is called

"
Ijj3 t Alinkit^. and that he holds his court at ^^^^ Londres (London)

.
Tlie length of the island

" measured from south to north, with a shght deviation, is four hundred and thirty mQes, and the width

"about two hundred. It contains mines of gold, silver, and copper. Vines do not grow on its

"soil, owing to the extreme coldness of its temperature, but the inhabitants procure wine from France

",: and the neighbouring countries by giving gold in return."

See also Vita et res gestce Saladtnt. by Schultens. (Lugd. Bat. 1732, p. 160.) where Richard Cceur de

Lion is named AUnkitar.

1? U J
'

J>\ Beridn, which others write Burjdn, is, I believe, Denmark. The Arabian geographers

say that it is a country placed in the extreme north, where days have only four hours and nights

twenty. Ibn lyas, in his Nashaku-l-azhdr fi ghardyihi-Ukttdr (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7503,

fo. 127). adds that " the inhabitants are all idolaters (Majus), and make war upon the Sclavonians,

" who are a nation of Franks. They are very expert in navigation, and build beautiful ships.*' See

also Idrisi, translated by Jaubert, pp. 7 and 392 ; and Abii-1-feda, apud Koehler, fo. 54.

The word Burjdn seems to me a corruption of Burguziones or Burgundiones, as the northern barbarians

who settled in that part of France now called Burgundy were denominated by the Latin chroniclers of the

ifiiddle ages.
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18 Al-beyhaM. There are several Arabian writers known by this patronymic, the most distinguished -V"!

of whom is the Imim and Hdfedh. AU Bekr Ahmed Ibnu-l-huseyn Ibn 'All Al-beyhaki, of the sect

of Shafe'I, who left several works upon jurisprudence and traditions, and died m four hundred and
.. ,^

fifty-eight (A. D. 1065-6). See D'Herb.m Or. voc. 5fli«, and Casiri. ^ii. ^r. Hisp. ^sc«r.vol..i.

p. 57. See also Ab^-l-feda, An. Mod. vol. ii. p. 206, and Ibn KhaUek^'s Lives. No. 27 in Tyd. Ind. ^r.

^ L ^ \ f

19

Jy the ultima Thvle of the ancients, supposed by some to be Iceland, hy others Shetland. It ,

Vg

is probably the latter, which Camden says was still caUed in his thne Thyknsd by the seamen. Makrizi,
.

-:-

in his history of Egypt (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus.. No. 7317. fo. 98), caUs it Jo^. Tdtt(, no doubt

a mistake for J^ and says that it is an island in the" sea of Britdn, at the northern extremity of .

the inhabited globe. It is worthy of remark that in the Cronica General de Espam, which Alfonso X..

surnamed El Sabio, either wrote himself or ordered to be written during his reign, and which is well

known to be in most instances compiled from Arabic works. tHs island, which is called Tile, is said to be
^ y:,

close to Norway. See edit, of Zamora, 1541, fo. 3, verso.

2" Jio^St Al-ajbdl (the island of the mountains). I have translated Norway, merely by guess,

although 'the description which Ibn lyis gives of it by no means answers for that country. He

says, fo. 194, -According to Abii Hamid the Andalusian, the island (penmsula) of JU^l Ajb^ «

<
an' island covered with trees and fmits, in the centre of which rises a mountain of black mud, as

" dark as pitch ; there is also, according to the said writer, a long opening (canal) that issues from it." .
t

The author of the Kitdbu-l-'ajdyib, another geographical treatise in the Brit. Mus., No. 7504. fb. 10. ; ^ :|

verso, places it in the sea of Pontus (Pont. Euxin.), which, he asserts, comes from under the earth.

f

2^ /UiJI 'ij^,)^ Jeziratu-n-nisa (the island of the women). The Arabian geographers thought that :

there was an island so called in the "sea of darkness." Ibn lyds (^oco W«to. fo. 126. «mo,) says that .

"it is inhabited by women, who cut off their right breast, ride on horseback, are possessed of much -

" corporal strength, and make war upon each other."

23 cu JS iU-bort. The Pyrenees were known to the Arabs under various denominations. They were

called culVJl JLh- Jebdl-al-hortdt, that is, 'the ntiountains of the gates/ from the Latin word

Porta, and i—jlyUl JU- Jehdl-al-abwdb, which means the same thing, owing to the four passes

serving as communications between France and Spain. These were, according to IdrisI {clim. iv. sect.
^^^

1st. a^! ei^ ^Borf^sAmamft, (now the pass of Ceret, or Puig-cerdd, in Catalonia;) 2nd, AsV ^y
Bort Jdkah, (now the pass of Jaca. or Puerto de Canfranc, in Aragon ;) 3rd, ^^U cyy Bort SUzar, the

Si ^ ^

gate of CKsar. (the pass of Roncesvalles or that of Bastan, near Pampeluna;) and. 4th. Zy^^ CUji

Bort Baydnnah, (the pass of Behobia, near Bayonne.) The Latin word Port,z, corrupted into P«^^&,

is still used in Spain to designate a mountain pass.
'^.^ V.;

- " \ n
^ ^ \ ,

- - f

\

_ _ ^ ^

^ '!^1 BJ}^ (the Green Island), the 'lOYA'IA 'ANOIKl'A of Straho and the /«?£« 7V-(i»s^MC«c of

Pliny, is the modern Algesiras, opposite to Gibraltar. A smaU island immediately facing its port

is stUl called by the Spaniards ia /s/a Ferrfe.
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24
<-^.y= VJ?

Jezirah-Tarif, or 'the Island of Tarlf,' now the small peninsula of Tarifa,

owes its present name to a Berber named CJJU ^^} ^h Tarif Ibn M&lik, who was the first to land

on it at the time of the invasion of Spain by the Arabs. Conde, in his notes to Idrisi, (see Geografia del

Nuhiense, Mad. 1802, p. 201,) committed an error by saying that Jezi'rah-Tarff meant the island of the

promontory (Isla del Puntal). Tarf, and not Tanf, is the Arabic word for promontory, or cape.

^^ BL>».^*a< -^" Kasr-Masmiidah (the palace of Masmudah) is also called by the historians

^\^\^ Kasru-l-majdz (the palace of the passage), owing to its becoming the spot where the armies

of the Almohades used to embark to cross over to Spain, According to the author of the Kitrttas

(Arab- MS- in my possession) the building of this city originated in a palace which Ya'kub Al-mansur,

third Sultan of that dynasty, built at the narrowest part of the Strait of Gibraltar, between Ceuta and

Tangiers, and from which he used to witness the embarkation of his troops. It was called Kasr-

MasmMah because of its being built in the territory of that tribe. See also the Portuguese translation

by Moura, Lisboa, 1828, p. 240, Marmol, Descripcion de Africa, voh ii. p. 125, and Conde, HisL de la

Dom, vol. ii. pp. 392-396, et passim. It is occasionally called AUkasru-s-saghir (the small palace), to

distinguish it from another city built by the same monarch, and which retains to this day the name

of Al-kassar-al-kebir (the great palace). On these two places the reader may consult the Specchio

Geograjico, e Stafistico delV Irapero di Marocco, by the Chev, Graberg di Hemso^ pp. 17, 44, 69, et

passim,

^
U^"^^ r^-

-S«fe^-;!r-sroWa/:, literally 'the sea of narrowness/ wliich is always meant for the Straits

of Gibraltar.

^^ The passage here alluded to by the author is to be found in the historical work entitled -jr^ r^

i^.^^,vJ| Muruju-dh-dkahab (golden meadows), by the well-known author Abii-l-hasan 'Ali Ibn Huseyn

Ibn 'All AI-mesMdi, an account of whose life may be read in Abu-l-fedit, An, MosL vol. i. p. 443, as

well as in the eighth volume of the Not, et Ext. d^s MSS. de la Bibl. du Roi, pp. 132, 199, and

D'Herb, Bib. Or. voc. Moruj, Messoudi, 8;c.

^ »^**jkil ^] His entire name was Alisa'-bn-lsa Ibn Hazra Ibn *Abditlah Ibn Alisa Ibn 'AbdiUah

Al-ghfifeku Al-makkar( speaks of him among the Andalusians who left Spain for the East (see Part i.

Book V. fo. 150). His words are as follow:—" Ibn Alisa' was horn at Valencia, but his family

" were origmally from Jaen. While in Spain he inhabited Malaga most of the time ; he filled the charge

" of Kdtib (secretary) to one of the kings of Eastern Andalus. He wrote an historical work with the

"following title <^jkj\ Ja! ^^^Isr^^U^l ^ ^->^5 AJ^mu'arih fi akhbdr mahdsen aUU-maghreb,

" (the speaker according to the rules of Arabic grammar on the history of the excetlences of the people

" of the West,) which he compiled in Egypt by the orders of the Sultfin Salahu-d-din (Saladin) Ibn Ayiib.

" Ibn Ahsa* left Andalus for the East in the year five hundred and sixty (-v,d. 1164-5) ; he never

" afterwards returned to his native country, for he died in the East on a Thursday, the 28th of Ilejeb of

" five hundred and seventy^five," (Dec. 28, a, d, 1179.) See also Haji Khalfah, (voc. Mu'arib and Tdrikh

Maghreb,)
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ought to observe that the word ^! Alisa'. a synonyme for Elias. is pointed as above, i

of Al-yasa', as it is generally written and pronounced.

29 The name of this city is differently written by the Arabian geographers. Some have '^^J

Ari.inah, others ^y^ Arbdnah. and now and then it is to be found thus ^^^ Narbiimk. or, as pro-

nounced by the Spanish Arabs. Narb6nah, its true name. The author of the Audhahu-l-mesdiek (Arab.

-J ci

M

MS. in the Brit. Mus.. No. 7505, fo. 36,) writes ij_,jjl Orbumh.

Al-Mjdn, or the native of Guadalaxara, J^^ ^^] ^ Wada-l-hydr, or ij;^' Wdda-l-k^arah

(the river of the stones),- the Amnis Lapidum o£ Rodericus Toletanns,~a large town in the province of

Toledo. (See Hist. Arabum, apud Erpemum, fol. 32.) The entire name of the author is Ab(i Mohammed

'Abdullah Ibn Ibrahim Al-hijari. Casiri has spoken of him in two diiferent places of his Bib. Ar. Hisp.

Esc (vol ii p 120 and ib. p. 128). But his account is so full of contradictions as to make one suppose

that he meant two different individuals. He makes him somethnes a native of Cangiar or Cangera, which

he says is a town in the district of Guadalaxara. and at others of Cmffer, which he places thirty Jnile^

from Almeria, on the road to Malaga

!

Al-hijiiri, who is likewise called Ibnu-1-hijari, because his father was also a native of Guadalaxara, was

bom in five' hundred of the Hijra (a.d. 1 106-7). His death is placed by Ibnu-1-khattib and Ibnu-l-abb^

(see Casiri. loco laudato, pp. 120, 128,) in five hmidred and ninety-one (a.d. 1194-5), which would make

him eighty-eight years of age at the time of his death.

Among other works Al-hijiri wrote a history of Spain from the earliest times down to his days,

entitled L-=iIl J»! Jj.l.-M J ^.^4^1 u^'J^ Kitdbu-l-mas'Mb f{ fadhdyil ahiU-mas/hreb (the

book of the gossipper on the exceUences of tbe MaghreUs) CWestem people), for the Arabian writers

often comprise Africa and Spain under the general denomination of Maghreb (West). H^ji Khalfah

mentions this work in different places of his Bibliog. Diet. See voc. Tdrtkk Maghreb, and Ma^Uh.

,
1^

^ ^

"^ -^'^^ that is, the divider, from the verb j^^ which means to divide, to separate. The Pyrenees

are not unfrequently called so by Hispano-Arabic authors.

Tlie nearest point of the isthmus which joins Spain to the continent is between Tarragona and St. Jean

de Luz, not, as the author states, between Bourdeaux and Narbonne, where the distance is greater.

However, the width of the isthmus is nowhere so little as forty miles, as stated, but upwards of two

hundred.

"2 All the copies read south-east instead of north-east. The error is copied from the geographer

Idrisl. who himself borrowed it from the Greek writers, who say. "that the Pyrenees exterid in chains

" from south to north," when it is on the contrary from east to west, inclining a little towards the norfli,

(see Strabo's Geography.) I have not hesitated in substituting north-east for south-east.
. v

33
Jjj^^ Bordhil; others write Jli^^J5or<^Aa7, a corruption from BurdigalUa, now Bourdeaux.
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^
Aoiii); ^J)_5 according to A. My copy reads ^j thus pointed. This must be some place m

Cataloma.
^
The word Wdd^ or mda, prefixed to it, admits of two meanings.-a river, or a deep vaUey

among the mountains.

35 That the passes cut by nature at various spots of the Pyrenean range were the work of art seems

to have been generally believed by the writers of Mohammedan Spain, who undoubtedly borrowed th:s and

other notions from their Christian neighbours. In the Cranica General, written by order of Alfouso, Za-

mora 1541, fo. 8. verso, as well as in the Cronica General de Espana of Florian de Ocampo, republished

by Ambrosio de Morales at Alcali de Henares in 1574, vol. i. fo. 85, both works which, for the early times,

can scarcely be called histories, but a mere repository of popular traditions, the Pyrenees are said to have

taken their name from an accidental conflagration, which cleared their forests, opened passages m the sides

of the mountains and through the masses of rock, and melted the metals hidden in the bowels of the

earth. Others say that a king named Pyrrhus cut roads through them, after which the mountams were

called by his name. Livy (book xxi. chap. 37) speaks of similar means being put into prax:tice by

Annibal. in order to force his passage through those formidable bulwarks of nature. The Arabs, improving,

as usual, upon tradition, assert that a Grecian king having caused the rocks to be previously softened

by means of vinegar and fire, opened four passes to serve as communications between France and

Spain. See the Audhahu-l-mesdlek. fo. 25. Abti-1-feda, Idrlsi, Ibnu-1-wardi. and the generality of Arabian

geographers.

\

i

^
Jri^^l *^ Such is the reading of all the MSS. 1 am, nevertheless, mcimea lo ut^nt^vt: ni*.

_j^'l *^-^ Majma'u-l-lahreyn ought to be substituted, inasmuch as the alteration in the letters

is but trifling, and the former two words convey no meaning whatever ;
while the second, ' the meeting

of the two seas,' might easily have been given to a long isthmus or promontory, such as that upon

which the Roman tower called Torre de Hercules still stands at Coruna.

^ This word is diiferently written in the various copies of this work consulted by me. It is written

thus /HI Jo^ Jebal Al-agMr in A. ; my copy reads ^ Hi Al-a'z; B. /Hi Al-aghaz ;
but I have not

hesitated in following the former reading, or more correctly ^Ull Jx=. Jehal Al-ghdr, which means ' the

mountain of the cave,' now Cape Trafalgar (Taraf-al-ghdr) from Taraf. a mountain, or promontory, and

ghdr, a cave.

38 The town here mentioned is Santa Maria Beni Razm, so called from Abii Merwan 'Abdu-1-mdllk

Ibn Razin, its founder. There was in Portugal another town called also Santa Maria, to which the

Ai-ahs added the epithet ahgharU (that is. of the West), that it might be distinguished from this,

which is in the eastern part of Spain, on the very same spot now occupied by the town of Albarracin,

a corruption of Aben-razin.

^^
rJ^ vs? is. perhaps, the Tyrrhmiim Mare, or Sea of Tuscany, of the ancients, although, by the

description given by the author, the Mediterranean seems intended. Another MS. reads ^^1^'

I

.
4" I have said elsewhere (Note 10) that the Spanish translation of Ar-razi, attributed to a Moor



f^^ r ":--

of the name of Mahamad, and to a Portuguese priest who was chaplain to King Dionis of Portugal

(1279-1325), far from being, as Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Escur. vol. ii. p. 329, et seq.) and Conde {Hist,

de la Dominacion, vol. i. Prol. p. ix.) have imagined, a complete forgery—a confused mass of traditional

stories current among Christians and Moslems—not only was a real version from a work written by

Ar-rtzi, but, as far as I can judge, as faithfully executed as most of those made during the midi^e ages

from Arabic writings. There are no doubt in it several passages, such as the chronology of the Gothic

kings, which must be interpolations made by the translators, or by subsequent copyists, but the

geographical description of Spain, and the account of its conquest by the Arabs, are given in a manner

wliich leaves no doubt as to their authenticity. The attentive perusal of a very ancient copy (perhaps

the original), which is kept in the library of the Cathedral of Toledo, had long ago made me suspect that

the judgment hazarded by the two above-mentioned authors, and in which they seemed supported by

the opinions of the best European critics, was rather hasty. However, not having the means of verifying

my conjecture, I was obliged to postpone ray judgment until I should be enabled to collate the words

of Ar-rfizi with those of his translators. I will now transcribe from my own copy, made by me from

the MS. of Toledo, the oldest in all Spain, the passage on the territorial division of the country, in order
- - ^

that my readers may judge if what I have advanced is correct or not.

" Las Espanas son dos porque se parten por los movimientos de los aires, los giros de laa mibes, e por

el corrimiento de los rios que van i una mar 6 i otra- EayEspaSa de Levante, e EspaSa de Poniente.

E Espana de Poniente es aquella que yace contra Oriente, e corren sus rrios contra la mar grandf que

cerca todo el mundo e lluelie ay con vientos de Poniente, e comien^ase en la sierra del collado d Tajada

que nace contra Septentrion yendo para Cantahria, e subiendo al termijjo de Astorga ayuntasse con la

*' tierra de Biscaya, e decende para Agrite que es a par de Toledo, e biene por Algargir e ea a par del mar

" menudo que viene en derecho de Carthagena, e va a par de la billa de Lorca. E la Espana de Levante

*' do el sol viene lluebe ay con biento solano, e con otros vientos que nacen de contra al Levante, e

comien?a en la Sierra de Roncesvalles e deciende por el rio Hdbro a Santa Maria per entre dos rios

de los cuales el uno dellos es Ebro que ba a caer en el mar redondo contra Meridiano donde es el mar

" de Zocac de que corre el mar de Xem aquel que parte la tierra e este mar a nombre el mar de 9iran

" porque parte la rueda de la tierra e muchos le llaman mar grande."

Let it be understood that the passage of Ar-rSzi to which AUmakkari here alludes is not a literal

translation from the work of that historian, but merely the substance of his wor^ ; and then let the

reader judge for himself whether the Spanish version is a forgery or not. The expressions Mar de

Zocac, meaning the Bahm-s-zoMk or Strait of Gibraltar; Mar de Xem, meaning Bahru-sh'sMm {i.e.

Sea of Syria or Mediterranean) ; and Mar de Ciran, for Bahr Ttrreriy are very remarkable, and prove

sufficiently of themselves the truth of the version.

<<
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tt
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41
^ lioLll J*/!

(the son of the stringer of pearls ?) I have not been able to ascertain the age, country,

or writings, of this historian, who is occasionally mentioned by Al-makkar!t, The surname of Ibnu-n-

nadhdhdm might have been given to him either from his father's trade or from his being a very eloquent

writer, for it is not unfrequent among the Arabian writers to give that appellation to eminentpaetl

and rhetoricians, who are elegantly said to " have strung together the pearls of speech;"

^ The mountains here alluded to are a branch of the Pyrenean range \ they traverse Spain, which

they divide into two halves, from north-east to west. These mountains are designated by the Arabian
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geogtaphers who have described the Peninsula under the collective name of ^\y:^] Jl^ Jebdl

ash-sherrdt.

i-.-

43 : J Al-jm/. and not Al-jif. «s in the translation. The Arabian geographers make use of thrs

word to designate generally the north-west, sometimes the north. It is always tharpbint of the

:^Z op So the uL. and a. this varies according to the geographical posit on of the countr.es

^rTespeet to the Ka'WK (s,aare house at Mckka.) so does the >»/. The word hilak. m rts r^m,

:fjr art of a mos,ue wjch faces the K,UK and a. this, in most^o—^n^res „f^^^

was to the south, the word mial was used as a synonymous expressrou for .o« *.

f^^'^ZlZoI ha

of the word ,W, which means cmcamty. interior, darkne^, and hence the body of a mosque or all that

a! wHcl i rf; the ««* and is opposed to it. Kim. therefore,

-^-^l^-^^^^'^^ZH^L employed to designate the north, or that part facing the south. But as the Mlah of Mohammedan

temples both m Spain and in Aftica, was considerably mclined towards the south-east, m whrch sense the

^.L is freUly -d by Western geographers, so will the word>„/he also ^-d occasronal y

used to designate the north-west. The Arabian geographers and historians of Spam are careM enough m

nrakmg this distinction ; they cril Galicia. Asturias, and Biscay, ^^\ ,lkil AUUru-l.Jauf (the north-

western districts), whUe they designate Aragon and Catalonia by JL^l ,h Beim-sl-sUmil (the

country of the north) ; and Al-bekri, in his geographical description of Af*a °ften -s the word^m

such a way as not to leave any doubt as to its real meaning. The same might be saul of Ibnu Khaldun

(Aiab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9575, fo. 97, et passim).

« This dissipates all doubts concemmg the etymology of the word Andalus,' by which all Moharn-

medan writers designate Spain. Casiri (B». Ar. Hisf. Esc. vol. ii. p. 327 et ..,.) laboured hard to

show that the word Andalus was of Arabic, not of Latin, origin, by pretendmg that rt was denved from

Jji^ HanUis. a word meaning " a land of darkness.-«y«> vespertin. et tenehrosa atque Occ,dent,s

ir>«." But the nature even of the word ought to have shown the learned author that it was of foreign

importation and not Arabic. „„„;„=

The Arabs, more than any other nation, corrupted proper names by accommoda mg them to the gemus

of their language ; whenever a letter was of difficult pronunciation they suppressed rt, especaUy rf com-

lelcLg thfword. Hie V of Vm^locii was therefore omitted, as well as the last two letters, which

made 4e word too long-, they being averse to words of many syUables. I may allege, besides as a

proof that the word Andalus is only a corruption from VaMmia. that it is not uncommon to find in

Spanish MSS., even of the fifteenth century, the words Vmdalocia and Vandalicm employed to designate

L portion of Spain which was stiE in the hands of the Moors. Andres Bernalde. who fiourished

towJds the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth centmy, and who wrote a chronicle of

Ferdmand and Isabella, stiU inedited (Bib. Eg. in Brit. Mus., No. 306, fol. 784), says, Y el a^lantado

.. de Vandalma con gran caballeria salio d recibir a to Reyes i la peiia do las enamorados, (and the com-

mander of the frontier troops of Vandalucia went out to meet the king and queen as far as the

Lover's rock,) , , i i r 4.\.

I must observe that the word Andalus wiU always be used in this translation, per ^necdochsn, for the

whole Peninsula, or at least for that part of it which obeyed the rule of IsMm, whatever may he Us

dimensions.
- ri

\

^ :^ W An account of this drought, which, accordmg to Pedro de Medina (Libra de las Grande.as de Espana,
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SeviUa, 1549. cap. vii.), is .aid to have taken place one thousand a^d sev..ty T^ar.before Chpst, and^to

have entirely depopuUted Spain, since those of its inhahitants who did not d. under >t fl.d for re%e aero^

the Pyrenees, may be read at full length in the Cronica de Espafm por 4 Rey D,n Mfonso, ^. w.^^
m

the Cronica General by Florian de Ocampo. Medina U Campo. 1553. fol. Ixxviu., whence it hm^m

borrowed by Mariana Pellicer and other Spauish writer.. It is xmneceseary to sdd that tb^ pvent,.^mg

unsupported by historical evidence of any sort, has b^en discarded by all critical wnt^r?,

,^ - ^ ^
--, -J

^--^^^

, ... ^

40 cA^
Vespasianus. and made him, besides, the son. instead of the father, of Titus.

^
'i^] or [Ai\ as may be read m the ICam^is, by FSnizabadi, was the name of Jerusalem among the

ancient Arabs. It is a corruption of iEha.

48 I find ^b^ Beridn or Burldn in all the copies, but what kmg is mtended it is not easy to say.

In the Chronicle of Spain wiitten by Florian de Ocampo, (Medina del Campo, 1553. f. 114,) ,Rokht,

Nasr (or Nebuchodonosor) is represented, not indeed as the friend, but as the sworn enemy, of Spam,

which he invaded and wasted, owing to certain reinforcements which the $pam^s had se^-^^oJhe

people of Tyre when that city was besieged by hhn. In the long Hst of fabulous kings which Mgures ;

the best-written histories of the Peninsula, there are two whose names might easily be transformed,into

. b^ with the alteration of one point; one is called Teron, who is said to have expeUed the Almajuzes

from Spain ; the other Tarraco, an Ethiopian warrior, who conquered Spain, and became also m time

KingofEgjTt. (See Florian de Ocampo," /oco/fl«do?o. fol. ci.rfs6ff.) The word Majiis (from. /*orQs)

means a fire-worshipper and an idolater. It was in time applied by the Arabs to aU noriiiem nations.

The people here mentioned appear to be the same whom the Cronica de Alfomo el SaUo, fol. x.. and the

Cron. Gen. pp. 78. 80, et pass., call Alimjuzes, Alnwzudes. and Almonides. /

49 .\jS Kitdbu4-muktahis, 'the book of the seeker of information* or 'the hook of the

fire-striking steel,'-for the word Al-muktaUs is susceptible of both meanings.-is the title of one of

the historical works written by Ibnu Hayy^n, which is said to have been composed of ten volumes.

See a preceding note (No. 3. p. 310).

5t> Al-khadher or AlMidhr is a prophet whom some authors identify with Ehas, while others suppose

him to be the same as St. George. He is reported to have drunk of the fount^n of life, and to hsve

thereby become immortal. The Arabs think that he is stUl Uvi&g, and that he will Uve until the day-of

judgment According to others, Al-Mudjir ^^ a holy inan who held the office of Wizir to Ishkandef^

Dh^-l-karneyn. There is in the Library of the British Museum (No, 7366) a histoiy of Alexander and

his Wizir Al-khidhr, written by Ibr^im Ibn Mufeirraj As-stirl (of Tyre). ^
:^ ;:I-''^V'-

It is singular enough that alegend simykr to tiiat here rehited should have been preserved:.ia;^!?*^

the ancient Spanish Chronides.-not, indeed, as apphed to a fabulous monareh. M Ishb^-L;o,<lHifiEan

undoubtedly was, but to one of the last Gothic kings. It is s^d in the Cronica ^e««^/. foi,^.^ that

after the death of Eeeeswind, 6t. Leo. in cojpphanee with the earnest wishes ;<tf-&es^1^,;:.prtfyed

that they might be divinely directed in the choice pf a sovereign, which, they: T?ere>abmit to-ra^e.

and that the Saint, being mspired hy heaves, advised them to look ia-the West for a labourer named

>. ^-
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Wamba. Soldiers were accordingly dispatched in search of the man described, whom they found on

the confines of Portugal, busUy employed in ploughing his field, and acquainted him with his elevation.

Considering their message as a studied joke, Wamba answered ironically that he would accept the crown

when the pole which he held in his hand should again flourish. To the astonishment of all present,

the reply was scarcely returned when the dry wood was covered witli verdure !

A story simUar to this in every point is related of one of the sovereigns of Bohemia.

51 I confess that I was greatly puzzled when I first met with this word, sometimes written c:j'iiW:o

at others c:jUJ^ intended to designate a nation that had conquered Spain. Had X had but one

copy of the MS., I should certainly have given up all idea of finding a sense
;
but, as all the copies I

. consulted presented invariably the same reading, I was led to examine the matter more carefolly. and

to punctuate the above words in a variety of ways, so as to form a combination which might satisfy

MskUmt or cuUJ^kij Bisht6lkdt, by which the Vis-

trogoths or Visigoths are no doubt intended ; the change of r into I, and vice versd, being frequent in

words corrupted by the Arabs.

^ ^

I

jjv
S>2 Baw .J v^ Talubush Ben Beytah, in A. My Mb. reads ^^ lamousa; uie epiiuiuc

^ Jis TaMis. The author means undoubtedly Ataulphus, brother-in-law of AJaric, King of the

Visigoths, who in four hundred and fourteen entered Spain, and subdued it ; but how can his expressions

be reconciled with the words lower down, stating that this happened about the time of the resurrection of

the Messiah ? . b^ f***^
1 i a-^j ^^J>

**

ss
I read in aU the MSS.^ ^jj^ except in mine, which has ^^ jJU^ Khashendus. I have had

no difficulty in adopting the former reading, Khoshandinus (Constantinus), although the greater number

of Arab historians write the name of that emperor thus, ^^^lawl Kosantin.

%
^

1

1

54 IfindinA. j^Ju^Uiil Atdnduhmils; my copy has ^^yjjUlil Atdnduinis; another MS. reads

jXJj Jyl Atmukush. It is by no means easy to determine who the king here mentioned is. It cannot be

Atbanagild. for he was not the first, but the fourth, monarch of VJsigothic race who reigned in Spain.

On the other hand, the author can hardly mean Athaulphus, who was the first, for I defy the most

expert etymologist to show a combination by which that word could pass into At^auimis
;
besides, only

a few lines higher he is caUed Talubush. The series of Gothic kings is said in one place to have been

./ : ;; twenty-seven, in another thirty-six, and further down fifty-five, no doutt comprising the Suevic and

;-^
'

; : Vandalic monarchs. Contradictions similar to these abound throughout this work, owing to the circum-

; ;
;'

- . stances I have explained in the Preface. They are still more glaring when relating to the ancient history

: ,;l ; of the Peninsula, a subject with which the Arabs must necessarily have been but slightiy acquainted.

\: ;ij; f -

: However, Ibnu Hayydn's account is not far from truth,—Ataulphus was elected king in four hundred

] M%- V" and eleven; he entered Spain in four hundred and fourteen ; the number of Gothic kings was thirty-six,

^V ;
;VUS:;.

^;; i^^ttdiiig Theodomir and Atbanagild, and the duration of their empire three hundred and forty-two

i
; - V t ^^^eWS.lLkewise. One circumstance, however, is worthy of remark in the narrative of this historian,

- * r - - - I
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namely, that he gives the right number of kings, although it is evident that he does not include in it

either Theodomir or Athanagild, since he says that Roderic was the l^t monarch of his race.

^ A.
i_5 -wSAsil [v.jJi Pilis, C^sar—my copy reads ^j^ Kalbus, by the transposition of a point.

I have printed Filihus, as in the epitome; but perhaps I am. wrong, as it is difficult to guess in these

matters. It is liiely, however, that the author meant neither the one nor the other, but Claudius

Constantinus, who was proclaimed emperor in a.d. four hundred and seven, and held part of the

Roman empire conjointly with Honorius, under whose reign Ataulphus crossed the Pyrenees and

established himself in Spain, in four hundred and twelve. But Claudius having been beheaded in four

hundred and eleven, the duration of his reign was only four years ; and therefore this event could not

have taken place in the fifth year of his empu-e. Besides, the author, who has evidently mistaken here

the era of Cresar for that of Christ, ought to have said four hundred and forty-five of the era of

Safar.

^ The word Ao Safar, which in Arabic means bronze, or copper, (whence the Spanish word Azofar,)

seems to be the translation of the Latin JEra. There has been much dispute about the origin and

meaning of the word jEra or Era. St. Isidore, in his Origines, thinks that it arose from. a certain

tribute imposed by Augustus, and which was called ^ra, that is, 'copper money;' Sepulveda is of

opinion that the word ^ra is a corruption of Annns erat Augusti ; Resende that it came from Al exofMo

regni Augusti, the initial letters of which compose the word Mra; Morales, Covarrabias, and Gibbon,

follow a similar opinion ; but the former is undoubtedly the true one. How singular that we should have

to learn from the Arabs the meaning and the etymology of a Latin word

!

However, the ^m is a date peculiar to Spain ; it began thirty-eight years before the birth of Christ,

under the empire of Octavius, and from it the Spanish writers computed- until the middle of the fourteenth

century, when it was superseded by the Christian.

^ r -

^^ Roderic, or rather Ludkerik, as the Arabs have it, by the change which occurs frequently of iZ into

i, ascended the throne in a.d. seven hundred and nine ; the battle of Guadalete, in which he is supposed

to have lost his life, was fought in seven hundred and eleven- If we add the tltirty-eight years of the

era of Csesar, this makes exactly the date here given by the author.

^ I have looked in vain, in the portion of Ibnu Khalddn's work which is preserved in the Library of the

British Museum, No, 9575, for the passage here alluded to by the author. It is an important one, as

there is nothing in it which is not to be perfectly reconciled with true history,

^^ The Gothic monarchs had no fixed place of residence; some residing in Toledo, others in Merida>

Barcelona, Cordova, &c.,—some even, like Liuva L, in five hundred and sixty-seven, having fixed their

court at Narbonne, the capital of Septimania,
^

r

^ The same mistake was committed by Ibnu Hayydn, Ibnu BashkiSw6l, and other Spanish hi^toriafls,

who, thinking Roderic to be the title of the Gothic sovereigns, not the name of one of them., pft^^

designate by that name all the kings of Asturias, As to )\i^y^ Jerjfz, it seems to be a corruption for

Georgius, who might, for aught I know, have been the Greek governor of Sicily at the time of its conquest

by the Arabs ; but I think it more probable that it is meant for J^y^ Jeregori 6r Gregorius, a.Greek,

who, according to Ibnu Khaldi'm (Ar. MS. in the Brit, Mus., No, 9575, fol- 48), gdverbed the Greek
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CHAPTER II.

' It is evident that Al-makkari borrowed this account from a writer later than the fifth century of the

Hijra ; since up to that period no division like that described by the author could possibly have taken place.

^
-*!jsJ' Jesr and not Jezr, as printed by raistake, means bridge. It is a synonyme for ^^kSJii!

;^(i7-toHcr, whence the Spanish word alcantarilla is derived. De Sacy {Chrest. Arab. vol. i. p. 69)

:' tfcqught .that the word jesr meant a wooden bridge, and al-kanttar a stone one; but this is contradicted by

-\

I

1

k
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possessions in Africa at the time of the invasion of that country by the Arabs, and held his court at

AlblL Subeytalah. An account of the defeat and death of Gregorius. by Abdullah Ibn Sa'd, the

Mohammedan governor of Eastern Africa, will be found in the Appendix B.. No. II.. as translated from

Ibnu Khaldtin's history of Africa. See also Retrospect of Mohammedan History, by Major David Price,

vol. i. p. 157, and Isidori Pacensis Chronicon, apud Florez. Esp. Sag. vol. viii., under iEra dcxc. As

Sicily was a dependency of Africa, Gregorius is probably meant.

« The Mohammedans believe that there are seven worlds, as weU as seven heavens, and that the world

we inhabit occupies the top, so that by digging deeply one may discover the crests of the mountair.s of

t'hat which is underneath us.

62 The word I have translated by wharf is ,Jn^j rassif, which means a paved road, a mole built of

masonry, and corresponds exactly in aR its meanings with the Spanish arrecife, derived from it. It is

generally used by the Eastern Arabs to designate a Roman causeway. See Lord Lindsay's Letters on

Egypt.

-63 By the two islands the author no doubt intends Algesiras and Tarifa, which were thus called by the

Arabs, owing either to one smaU island, which each of those cities has at the entrance of its port, or to

their pemnsular shape, for the Arabs made no distinction between an island and a peninsula. The same

expression is used by Idrisi. See the translation by Jaubert, vol. i. p. 5.

^ All this account of Alexander's visit to Spain, and the works he raised there, is to be met with in
\

ahnost every Arabian geographer who hved after Idrisi ; but, as far as I am aware, in none who preceded
j

him. Neither Ibn Khordddbah, (Bodl. Lib., No. 963,) nor Ibn Haukal. {iUd., No. 993.) nor Al-beladhori, i

(Brit. Mus., No. 7496.) nor the famous historian Mes'iidi, who collected with the greatest care all
'.

the popular traditions current among the inhabitants of the subdued nations, mentions a word of it. I

am inclined to believe that this fable, like many others of the same stamp, had its origin among the

Christen inhabitants of Spain, for in the history which Alfonso el Sabio ordered to he compiled in the

thirteenth century, and which was printed for the first time at Zamora in the year one thousand five

hundred and forty-one, as well as in the Cronka General de M^pana, by Florian de Ocampo. {Medina del

Camjto, 1653, vol. i. p. 191.) it is s^d that the Spaniards sent an embassy to Alexander, offering him the

sovereignty of the land, and beg^g him to deliver them from the attacks of the Africans. See also

Mariana, Bist. Gen, book i. chap, v., and Morales, both of whom borrowed it from Paulus Orosius.
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a passage of Ibn Sahebi-s-salat. the author of a history of the Ahnoravides (Arab. MS. in the Bodl.

Lib. Marsh. 433), where the author, speaking of the bridge of boats thrown across the Guadalquivir

at SeviUe. makes use of the word al-kanttar; besides, the word /esr could not mean in this case a

wooden bridge, since that alluded to is a stone one.

a This governor was. according to some. As-samh Ibn Mfiiik Al-khauldnl. who ruled Spaui in the

Khalif*s name from a.h. one hundred to one hundred and two. Others pretend that the bridge Was not

built until the days of his successor, *Abdu.r-rahman Al-gh^ek(. but of this more will be said in the

course of this work.

The verses translated read as follow :

—

-f^lr* J cT f^^ r^^ ^

U^t\ iU ^M
* *

^f J

" Ya'kub Al-manstir, sumamed Abti Ytisuf, the third Sultan of the dynasty of the Abnohades, who

reigned from a. h. five hundred and eighty to five hundred and ninety-five (a. d. 1184-99) over Spain

and Africa. He was the son of Ydsuf Abti Ya'ktib, son of 'Abdu-l-miimen, the founder of the

dynasty. -;

5 There may be in the three words here mentioned more meaning than I am able to discover;

l^ Shammdm, from shamma, to smeU, means any thing fragrant, and a species of smaU odoriferous

melon; t^' Kmnindm, from kamma, to sweep, to gather, means things gathered or plucked with the

hand, such as fruits, flowers, &c. ; and ^!j^ Moddm, from ddma. to last, means a thing which is

everlasting, and wine. Taking the first for the smeU, the second for the food, and the third for the

drink, the author's idea is easily understood.

6 Ah<x 'Omrdn M<isa Ibn Sa'M Al-*ansi was the father of Ab6-l-hasan *A11 Ibn Sa'ld, the author

of the Kitdbu-l-mngh'rib (see note 1, p. 309), from which frequent quotations will be introduced m the

course of this work. He was governor of Seville and of the province of Algesiras on difl^erent occasions.

He left Spain for the East, where he died at Alexandria m six hundred and forty ofthe Hijra (a. d. 1242).

The word 'Omr&i might be pronounced also 'Amrdn, but being, like most of the proper names in the

present work, devoid of vowels, I cannot determine its true reading.

r The entire name and surnames of this historian are Abd-1-kfeim Khalf Ibn 'Abdi-l-malek Ibn

Mes'iid Ibn Miisa Ibn Bashktiw^ Ibn Ydsuf Ibn Dahilah (or Dahah) Al-anss^ri. He was bom a.h.

four hundred and ninety-four (a. d. 1 101). at Cordova, where he died in five hundred and seventy-eight

{A D. 1183). His life, together with a Ust of his writmgs. may be read In Ibn Khallekdn (see 3>rf.

Ind.. No. 216). See also Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Bsc. vol. ii. pp. 140. 167, et pmsim, and.eonde,.

Hist, de la Dm. vol. i. Prol. et passim. He wrote, among other things, an Mstoric?d liicttOtf^,:

or biography of iUustrious men, entitled As-silah, from which Conde and Casiri made considerable

extracts. Ibnu Bashkiiw^ is rightiy considered one of the best historians of Mohammedan Spam.

His information, especially that relating to his own times, is full, and generaUy correct; he does not

display much criticism, but this is a quaUty with which few, if any, among the Arabian writers, are

endowed. One volume of his work is in the Esc. Lib., No. 1672, . :;;
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8 AW Bekr Ibn isjU Saddeh was a theologian and poet, who flourished in the fifth century of the

Hijra. He was a native of Granada, where, according to Ibnu-1-khattlb, he gave lessons on the various

modes of reading the Koran.
. 1 t^v u

As to AU Bekr Al-makhzumi. I find no mention of him in Casin, but he is mentioned, although

incidentally in my MS. of Ibnu-l-khattib. He was blind froni his birth, notwithstanding which he was

deeply versed in all branches of Uterature, and considered a very ingenious poet. He died after five

hundred and forty of the Hijra. Ibnu-1-khattib does not give all his names and surnames, but I think

they were~-Ab<i Bekr Ahmed Ibn Sufydn Al-makhzumi Al-kortobl.

The verses are as follow

:

k±JuJl

^j>\ eJi^jti cvt^L^ ^ ^3

4 «

t m

U_^l 'i^jJ
^^^

eAU jJi\ s^M J^

0^ ^ L^l
1*

Jjjk>^ \

44

CJoir'i cX^ J
OWLJ

**

€<

«

9 The foUowing account of Ash-shakandi is given by Al-makkari in the fifth book of the present work.

" Abd-l-walid Isma'il Ibn Mohammed was a native of s jOJi^ Shakandah, a town close to Cordova, on

" the southern bank of the Guadalquivir, and which m after times formed part of the capital, with

" which it was connected by the continuance of the buildings along the river."

" Ash-shakandi," says Ihrni Sa'id, " lived in great intimacy with my father. He wrote a risdleh on

" the excellence of his native country, in opposition to one which Abil Yahya composed in praise of

" Africa. He was learned in all branches of science, and especially in historical traditions and anecdotes

of authors and poets, which he collected with uncommon avidity wherever he went. He was highly

distinguished by the Sultan Ya'kiib Ibn Yxisuf Al-mansiir, wlio gave him a seat in his mejles (or

" sitting-room), and appointed him to the charge of Kadi at Baeza. and then at Lorca. Ash-shakandi led

" an exemplary life, and died, universally regretted, in a. h. six hundred and twenty-nine." (*• ^- 1231-2.)

This epistle of Ash-shakandi occurs twice in some manuscripts of Al-makkari which I have con-

sulted. It is to be found, somewhat abridged, in the first book, containing the topographical description

of Spain, and placed under the heads of the cities and towns which the author there describes
;
and

it is also to be found entire in the seventh book, treating on the brUliant qualities, extent of genius,

and literary accomplishments, of the Andalusians. (See fo. 225, verso, and following in 7334, fo. 69. and

foUowmg in 9592, and 147, verso, in 9591.) In collating the various extracts mtroduced by the author in

the first, hook, as making part of Ash-shakandi's risdleh, with the treatise in its entire state in the

seventh, I found that all the historical and geographical information which the said production contains

had been embodied by Al-makkari in that part of his work of which the present is a translation. This

makes it unnecessary for me to translate the whole risdleh, which,—besides being very long, and being

strewn with difficulties of no ordinary nature,—cont^ns, as is the custom among Arabian writers, many

poetical exti-acts and much uninteresting detail, which would annoy rather than instruct those who look

for information respecting the history of Mohammedan Spain.

I ought to add that Al-makkari (Part i. Book vi. fo. 99) quotes a biographical work by Ash-

shakandi. entitled uJ Jbll i-_>U^ (t^ book of the extremities ?) , of which I find no mention whatever in

Haji Khalfah.
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• and since those who lose their way in those (perilous) tracts cannot well be charged with
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' (owing to the difficulty of the subject they treated).
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At the time when Ash-shakandl ivrote his nst^/eA, the whole of Africa and Spain obeyed the rale of

Ya'kiib Ibn Yi'isuf, the third Sultan of the dynasty of the Almohades, who held his court at Morocco.

12 ^UJl ^^.j c^^ ^^U !

The first hemistich of the second verse might also be translated ' KhaHfs in the times of Islam
;

chiefs

in the times of idolatry ;' since the family of Umeyyah enjoyed considerable power before the times of

Mohammed. But I prefer the sense as given in the text, inasmuch as had the poet intended it he might

have used, without destroying the measure, the word J^ by which the state of idolatry in which the

Arabs lived before Mohammed is generally expressed. Instead of yj:^.^ one of the MS. reads
i4 *

13
j^\^^\ tub ^p jl JU' LV

jCia! _. t^^ltl ^ + »

ciJj^" i_^ ^]j^ ^yj Li^I

"^ 1 Uv̂V ^ ^yjyj\ AI_J t3I

14
/-• ^ / J ^-Z ^^ ^*J * * ^'^ J^ uj* O*^' ^ri'*^ ;^^

*»

15
a tiwjj^ *^:-aJ 1-^jJ1x-< tiiUil^ ii,^ J;^. jj j^ i^iU' ^1

16 ^!^ ^^^\ ui'^ c^'v^i ^ -• i^jM jV^c^/u/*^'^

17 ^; ^ Liw^^ Lb^Js^ ^ * * n
^ '^\ U-il

_,

'8 The Arabs call that part of the ocean which washes the north-western coast of Spain Bahru-l-ahhdhar

(green sea). Ibnu KhaldVin, in his history of the Berbers, (No, 9576 in the Brit. Mus., fol. 43, verso.)

says that the Bahru-l-muMt (ocean) was called also Bahru-l-akMhar, (i. e. green sea,) owmg to the

colour of its waters, and Bahru-dh-dholamdt (the sea of darkness), because of its watering regions; where

r

days were very short.
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This epitaph has been admirably translated into Spanish verse by the late distinguished poet, Don Leandro
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" Al-barr&dli followed his steps, until they came to a spot where he knew he was under the wings (pro*

" tection) of his tribe, when he lay in ambush, and. rushing upon him with his sword, killed him with one

" blow in the midst of his followers. This attack of Al-barr^dh passed afterwards into a proverb.

" The poet Abii Temam has said

j>llxS\ Lx^'^ ^LkJJl
_,
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' This is the youth whom nights know weU ; as likewise the deserts, as dangerous as the deadly

' snakes

:

' For every dav, on the return of night, he has to withstand an attack as formidable as those of

' Al-barradh."

" They say that the memorable attacks ci^lCw of the times before Mohammed were three in number

;

those posterior to Islam two. The former are :— 1st. The attack made by Al-barr^dh upon 'Orwah,

which we have just recounted. 2nd. The attack of Al-h^reth Ibn DhSlim, who not only killed his

adversary, Khaled Ibn Ja'far Kelab, in the presence of and quite close to the Sultin Al-aswad, son of

Al-mundhir, but afterwards escaped the vengeance of that monarch. 3rd. The attack of Amrd Ibn

Kolthx'im upon 'Amm Ibn 'Abdi-I-malek, whom he kiUed in the capital of his states, bet^^reeh

Hirah and Forat (the Euphrates), and after dispersing his horsemen, and seizing upon his camels and

treasures, returned to Syria laden with plunder, having achieved the adventure alone, and without the

assistance of his friends, from whom he concealed his intentions.

" These are the three famous attacks made before the times of Islto ; those made afterwards are :—1st.

That of 'Abdu-1-malek Ibn Merwan on 'Amni Ibn Sa'id Ibni-l-'fea, upon which there is that ver^e

which says

—

^

fi"
^'
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" ' Certainly when the Beni Merwan kiUed him, it was like the assembling of the boghdih against the

sakr: 2nd. The attack of Al-mansiir on Abu Moslem. 3rd. The attack of Al-mansfir upon Ab(

Moslemah."

The volume from which the preceding extract has been made being hitherto unknown. I shall perhaps

be excused if I here give a shght description of it. It is a good-sized folio volume, containing two

hundred and sixty closely-written pages, in a handsome Eastern hand. The copy was executed by

Ibrahim Al-khaWti. and finished in the month of Jumddi ii., a. h. one thousand one hundred and fourteen,

Tkamam-l-koUh fi-hmudlmf wa-l-mansiib, or the ' fruits of the heart on the attributive and the

relative
;' and it contains, as the author himself states in his preface, an explanation of such proverbial

8 Uj i'OffMth and ^ s«^ are two species of falcons ; with this difference, that tlie fomer is not.usea m h^

owing to its slow flight and its bad qualities, whilst the latter is most esteemed. -./ -.---. ^^""-";

^ According to the grammatical system of the Arabs t^sUjl ai-mudhaf means properly the first term, of- a.propositioii,

mansud is the complement of the same proposition ; for instance, Ghordb Mh (the crow of Noah)} Ghor^b is the mi^W^

Nuh the tnmisulf-

-^ -t
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expressions as occur in the writings of orators and poets, such as Noah's crow Abraham s fire Yosef s wolf

Moses- rod, Solomon's seal, the cloak of the prophet Mohammed, the pronnses of 'Arkub. the rewa.d of

Sham^. the palaces of Kosroes. the throwing of Bahr^m. the excellence of 'Al^ the -.Idness of Al-ahnaf

the abstheJof Al-hasan, &c. It is divided into .ixty-one chapters, under each of wh.ch the proverbial

expressions are arranged alphabetically, and according to the class to wh.ch they belong :-for mstance.

Chap. . contains all those substantive nouns which are used in connexion w.th the name of God

Chap. n. T^ose referring to the Prophets. Chap. m. T^e angels, jmn. dev, s. &c. Chap. .v. he fir t

centuries of the world after its creation. Chap. v. The Companions and Followers of the Prophet. &c

It may easily be imagined what assistance a work like this may afford to the scholar who has to read

without commentaries the works of Arabian orators and poets. I ha.e often had recourse to ^t m this

translation, and have always met with a solution of the difficulties, otherwise insurmountable, with winch

the present epistle and many other rhetorical pieces in this volume are filled.

lie Library of the Brit. Mus. possesses another very useful volume, the composition of the same author.

It
;

is a small quarto, written in rather a good hand ; were it not that the character, wkch is shght y

approaching to ta'UK and the almost general want of diacritical points, render its readmg extremely

difficult. Otherwise it is correct, and may be about two hundred years old. The title is ^ ^jly

JuCll ]^ ^ Nawddiru-l-hikam wa Jawdmi'u-l-kahm, (the memorable sayings of the wise and the

emotions of speech ;) it is. as the title sufficiently implies, a collection of apophthegms ananged

under four heads :~namely, i. The memorable sayings of Prophets : ii. Those of Khalifs and Kings:

III. Those of Wizirs and Secretaries: iv. Those of PhUosophers. Theologians. Judges, and learned

men/
, - Ai / 1

The author of both these works, and of many more equally useful and precious, is Abu-1-niansur

'Abdu-1-mdlik Ibn Mohammed Ibn Isma'il Ath-tha'alebl An-nisaburJ. who. according to Ibn Khallek^n.

who has given his life (No. 391. Tyd. Ind.), was bom in three hundred and fifty of the Hijra (a.d.

961-2). and died in four hundred and twenty-nine (a.d. 1037-8).

^ Abii GhSlib, the rhetorician: Ibn KhaJlek^n (No. 123 in Tyd. Ind.) has given the life of this

• individual, who was a native of Cordova, and whose entire name was AbA Ghalib Temam Ibu Ghfihb Ibn

•Omar. He died in Ahneria, in a.h. four hundred and thirty-six (a.d. 1044). He has also mentioned the

anecdote here related, and says that the work which Ab6 Ghalib was thus requested to dedicate to

Mnj^hid was entitled ^1 ^dii" Talkihu-l.-ayn, and treated of rhetoric. See a preceding note, p. 310.

note '2.

24 A^'j\ji:U!l J^. J says one of the copies; Uterally, 'that he should put the work in his

name.' that he should dedicate it to him, or say that it was written at his desire.

25 The Beni-Hamd^n were a powerful family of Arabs, the descendants from Hamddn Ibn Tha'leb.

They became, in the fourth century of the Hijra. the masters of great part of Syria and Mesopotamia.

Seyfu-d-daulah, one of these princes, who held his court at Aleppo, was a very good poet, and a liberal

patron ofliterature. See D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Hamadan; De Sacy, Chrest. Ar. vol.ii. pp. 104, 119. 144,

et passim; Al-makin, apud Erpen. pp. 223, 225, et passim; and Freytag's Regnum Saaduldaul<e m oppido

Halebo, Bonn, 1 820.

The allusion which occurs a few lines higher as appUed to the Ben! 'Abbad. namely, " in them reside

I'^-fruit. palm, and pomegranate." is taken from the fifty-fifth chapter of the Koran, called Ar-rnhmah,
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eleven verses from the end, where it says ^; ^ (>^ j V^ '--V:^
" '^ ^°^^ (gardens) are iruits, ana

" palm, and pomegranate."

26 The name of this Hdjib (or prime minister) is differently %vritten in the various copies. A. has

c^yL. B. cuyl« The word is a Berber one, like TdMt, Tomrdrt, Lafdt, and others. I find in Ibnu

Khaldiin (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9575, fo. 83). an account of this individual, whose real name

was eu J^ Sakiit. When young he had been taken in war by the BaragKwdttah, and sold to a man of

the name of Haddad, who sold him to 'Ali Ibn Hamiid, Sult6n of Cordova. On the death of his master

Saki'it was liberated, but continued to serve faitkfuUy his son Yahya, and to share the fate of the other

princes of the Ben'i Hami'id, distinguishing himself in their wars with the Andalusians and Africans. In

four hundred and fifty-five, when the Almoravides began to spread their conquests over Africa, SakiU was

governor of Ceuta and Tangiers under Hasan Ibn Yaliya Ibn Hamtid. King of Malaga ;
he valiantly defended

the territories intrusted to his care, until he was at last killed in battle by the troops of Ytisuf Ibn

T&slifin in four hundred and seventy-one. Sak»'it left a son called Dhiy^u-d-din. who succeeded him in

his government.

2' This S^eh was the son of Tarif, founder of the dynasty and religious sect of the Baragh'wittah, who

reigned about Tamesna, and the coast of the ocean along Sal6, Azain6r, &c., from the beginning of the

second to the middle of the fourth century of the Hijra. See Al-bekri, (Ar. MS. in the Brit.

Mus., No. 9577, fo. 90,) and the French extracts by Quatremfere in the Not. et Ex. vol. xii.

p. 582, et seq. Ibnu Khaldiin, who transcribes almost literally the narrative of Al-bekri, adds many

interesting details, and corrects besides many mistakes into which that author fell. Among other things

he says as follows :—" Several authors have made great mistakes while treating on the origin of the

" 'is\lZ Baragh'wattah, some counting them among the Zen&tah, whQe others pretend that they draw

" their genealogy from Saleh, son of Tarlf. a Jew, who was the son of Simeon, son of Ya'klib. This

" Tarif, they say, was born and educated at ^lT^^ Barbatt; he traveUed to the East, where he took

lessons from 'Abdullah, the Mota'zelite, and learnt magic and other sciences ;
after which he came to

Maghreb, and setUed at Tamesna," where he found some Berber tribes in a state of ignorance. Tliese

he taught the principles of abstinence, and succeeded in enchanting by the charms of his speech, until

' they flocked to him from all parts, and became his followers. He then assumed the title of Prophet.

" The same authors add that this Tarif was called Barbatti, from the place of his birth, viz. Barbdtt, a

" river in the plain of ^^ Xerez, a city of Andalus ; and that this patronymic Barbatti, having been

accommodated to the genius of the Arabic language, was changed into Baragh'wdttl. Such is at least

the explanation given of this word by the author of the Mr(;Aawi«-/->MAar (the string of jewels), and

' other writers on the history and genealogy of the Berber tribes, such as Al-bekri and others. But all

" this is a manifest error, since it is well known that the Baragh'watah did not belong to the tribe of

" Zenatah, but are a tribe of themselves, having a well-known residence in the neighbourhood of their

" brethren, the Masmildah, among whom Sdleh Ibn Tarif is well known." :-; :

I ought to observe that the name of this tribe has been written Barffhawatah by.Quatreipi^re, and

Bargmii by Graberg, but there can be no doubt that its real spelling is that given by Ibau .Ehalddn,

since not only the copy of Al-bekrI is preserved in the Lib. of the Brit. Mus., No. 9577, but thehistory

of Morocco, attributed to Ibn Battdttah (Ar. MS. in my possession), and the Kartlds, present the same

reading.
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eleven verses from the end, where it says ^; ^ (>^ j V^ '--V:^
" '^ ^°^^ (gardens) are iruits, ana

" palm, and pomegranate."

26 The name of this Hdjib (or prime minister) is differently %vritten in the various copies. A. has

c^yL. B. cuyl« The word is a Berber one, like TdMt, Tomrdrt, Lafdt, and others. I find in Ibnu

Khaldiin (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9575, fo. 83). an account of this individual, whose real name

was eu J^ Sakiit. When young he had been taken in war by the BaragKwdttah, and sold to a man of

the name of Haddad, who sold him to 'Ali Ibn Hamiid, Sult6n of Cordova. On the death of his master

Saki'it was liberated, but continued to serve faitkfuUy his son Yahya, and to share the fate of the other

princes of the Ben'i Hami'id, distinguishing himself in their wars with the Andalusians and Africans. In

four hundred and fifty-five, when the Almoravides began to spread their conquests over Africa, SakiU was

governor of Ceuta and Tangiers under Hasan Ibn Yaliya Ibn Hamtid. King of Malaga ;
he valiantly defended

the territories intrusted to his care, until he was at last killed in battle by the troops of Ytisuf Ibn

T&slifin in four hundred and seventy-one. Sak»'it left a son called Dhiy^u-d-din. who succeeded him in

his government.

2' This S^eh was the son of Tarif, founder of the dynasty and religious sect of the Baragh'wittah, who

reigned about Tamesna, and the coast of the ocean along Sal6, Azain6r, &c., from the beginning of the

second to the middle of the fourth century of the Hijra. See Al-bekri, (Ar. MS. in the Brit.

Mus., No. 9577, fo. 90,) and the French extracts by Quatremfere in the Not. et Ex. vol. xii.

p. 582, et seq. Ibnu Khaldiin, who transcribes almost literally the narrative of Al-bekri, adds many

interesting details, and corrects besides many mistakes into which that author fell. Among other things

he says as follows :—" Several authors have made great mistakes while treating on the origin of the

" 'is\lZ Baragh'wattah, some counting them among the Zen&tah, whQe others pretend that they draw

" their genealogy from Saleh, son of Tarlf. a Jew, who was the son of Simeon, son of Ya'klib. This

" Tarif, they say, was born and educated at ^lT^^ Barbatt; he traveUed to the East, where he took

lessons from 'Abdullah, the Mota'zelite, and learnt magic and other sciences ;
after which he came to

Maghreb, and setUed at Tamesna," where he found some Berber tribes in a state of ignorance. Tliese

he taught the principles of abstinence, and succeeded in enchanting by the charms of his speech, until

' they flocked to him from all parts, and became his followers. He then assumed the title of Prophet.

" The same authors add that this Tarif was called Barbatti, from the place of his birth, viz. Barbdtt, a

" river in the plain of ^^ Xerez, a city of Andalus ; and that this patronymic Barbatti, having been

accommodated to the genius of the Arabic language, was changed into Baragh'wdttl. Such is at least

the explanation given of this word by the author of the Mr(;Aawi«-/->MAar (the string of jewels), and

' other writers on the history and genealogy of the Berber tribes, such as Al-bekri and others. But all

" this is a manifest error, since it is well known that the Baragh'watah did not belong to the tribe of

" Zenatah, but are a tribe of themselves, having a well-known residence in the neighbourhood of their

" brethren, the Masmildah, among whom Sdleh Ibn Tarif is well known." :-; :

I ought to observe that the name of this tribe has been written Barffhawatah by.Quatreipi^re, and

Bargmii by Graberg, but there can be no doubt that its real spelling is that given by Ibau .Ehalddn,

since not only the copy of Al-bekrI is preserved in the Lib. of the Brit. Mus., No. 9577, but thehistory

of Morocco, attributed to Ibn Battdttah (Ar. MS. in my possession), and the Kartlds, present the same

reading.
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The author of the latter work (Al-karttds) describes these people in nearly the same words as

Al-bekri and Ibnu Khaldim ; but Moura. the translator, has Bamata and Barmti instead oi Barbat and

Barbati, p. 139.

28
LUi' ^U
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^ Al-'abb^s Ibna-1-akhdf ^li^lfl instead of which my MS. reads ^J^'i] Al-akk'af. But I think

neither reading is correct, and that Ahnaf ought to be substituted. Aknaf means he who is bow-legged,

and is appUed to several Arabs who preceded Mohammed. As-sam'ani (Arab. MS. in the Bnt. Mus.,

No. V362. fo. 19) speaks of a poet who flourished before the time of Mohammed, and whose name was

Al-'abbis Ibnu-1-ahnaf. Al-juzi. in his Kitdbu-n-mkdb 'ani-Umd wa-l-alUb (a treatise on Arabic

names and surnames, in Dr. Lee's collection), says that Ahnaf was the surname of Adh-dhahhak. son of

Kays, and that it was also that of 'Okayl Ibn Mohammed. See also Ab,i-l-fed&, An. Mosl. vol. i. p. 463.

By having recourse, however, to Ath-tha^ebl (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9558. fo. 17,

verso), I find not only the names and surnames of this individual, but also the meaning of the

proverbial expression here introduced. " Ahnaf. son of Kays, a king of certain districts of Arabia in

" the times preceding Isllm, was greatly renowned for his amiable disposition, forbearance, and

" tenderness of soul. The following expression ._}^'$\ ^ (the meekness of Al-ahnaf) is much

"used by poets. Al-j^edh says it is customary among Arabian poets to speak about ^^^ ^
" the tenderness of soul of Lokm^n, or that of Lokaym, son of Lokm&n ;

they mention also for the

" said purpose Kays Ibn 'A'ssem, and Suwwabah Aj!^ Ibn Abl Sufy^n, and several other men
;
but we

" never saw this expression used so frequently, and with so much propriety, as when applied to Al-ahnaf,

" son of Kays, who, notwithstanding that civil war and discord raged through the gi-eatest part of

" his dominions, was nevertheless the mildest man that ever lived, so much so that neither noble nor

' plebeian, nor woman, nor pious man, nor ancient hero, nor any of the four Khalifs who. owing to their

" virtues, were called Al-murashhidh (directed), nor any of the great conquerors, nor any man. in fine,

"-in his time or after his days, will be found to have equalled him in those qualities, &c."

The author, therefore, means ironically that had 'Abbas Ibnu-1-ahnaf been living he might have found in

Yiisuf his superior in tenderness of soul, and mildness of disposition, since he could write to a friend in so

tender a strain.
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*» AU the copies make the name of the son to be Abu-1-wahd, like that of his father
;
but I beheve it

to be a mistake of the author. Abti-1-walid Ibn Roshd (better known during the middle ages by the

name of Averroes) had a son named Abii Mohammed 'AbdaUah Ibn Roshd, the same who is here

meant.

As Ibn Roshd was a famous physician, besides being an eminent jurisconsult, and theologian, his life

has been given at full length by Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7340, p. 146,

verso). This life, together with those of other eminent physicians, natives of Spain, the reader will find

translated in Appendix A.

31 Abu Mohammed 'Ali Ibn Ahmed Ibn Sa'id Ibn Hazra, commonly called Ibnu Hazm. from the name

of one of his ancestors, was of Persian origin, but born at Cordova in three hundred and eighty-four of
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The author of the latter work (Al-karttds) describes these people in nearly the same words as

Al-bekri and Ibnu Khaldim ; but Moura. the translator, has Bamata and Barmti instead oi Barbat and

Barbati, p. 139.
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^ Al-'abb^s Ibna-1-akhdf ^li^lfl instead of which my MS. reads ^J^'i] Al-akk'af. But I think

neither reading is correct, and that Ahnaf ought to be substituted. Aknaf means he who is bow-legged,

and is appUed to several Arabs who preceded Mohammed. As-sam'ani (Arab. MS. in the Bnt. Mus.,

No. V362. fo. 19) speaks of a poet who flourished before the time of Mohammed, and whose name was

Al-'abbis Ibnu-1-ahnaf. Al-juzi. in his Kitdbu-n-mkdb 'ani-Umd wa-l-alUb (a treatise on Arabic

names and surnames, in Dr. Lee's collection), says that Ahnaf was the surname of Adh-dhahhak. son of

Kays, and that it was also that of 'Okayl Ibn Mohammed. See also Ab,i-l-fed&, An. Mosl. vol. i. p. 463.

By having recourse, however, to Ath-tha^ebl (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9558. fo. 17,

verso), I find not only the names and surnames of this individual, but also the meaning of the

proverbial expression here introduced. " Ahnaf. son of Kays, a king of certain districts of Arabia in

" the times preceding Isllm, was greatly renowned for his amiable disposition, forbearance, and

" tenderness of soul. The following expression ._}^'$\ ^ (the meekness of Al-ahnaf) is much

"used by poets. Al-j^edh says it is customary among Arabian poets to speak about ^^^ ^
" the tenderness of soul of Lokm^n, or that of Lokaym, son of Lokm&n ;

they mention also for the

" said purpose Kays Ibn 'A'ssem, and Suwwabah Aj!^ Ibn Abl Sufy^n, and several other men
;
but we

" never saw this expression used so frequently, and with so much propriety, as when applied to Al-ahnaf,

" son of Kays, who, notwithstanding that civil war and discord raged through the gi-eatest part of

" his dominions, was nevertheless the mildest man that ever lived, so much so that neither noble nor

' plebeian, nor woman, nor pious man, nor ancient hero, nor any of the four Khalifs who. owing to their

" virtues, were called Al-murashhidh (directed), nor any of the great conquerors, nor any man. in fine,

"-in his time or after his days, will be found to have equalled him in those qualities, &c."

The author, therefore, means ironically that had 'Abbas Ibnu-1-ahnaf been living he might have found in

Yiisuf his superior in tenderness of soul, and mildness of disposition, since he could write to a friend in so

tender a strain.
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the Hijra (a. d. 994). He was the descendant of Ghilib, son of S&leh, son of Khalf, son of Ma'd^n, son

of Sufyan, son of Yezid, a freedman of Abii Sufyan. His ancestor Khalf, who was the first of his family

who entered Spain, arrived during the reign of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n Ad-ddkhel, the first of the Beni Umeyyah.

and settled at Cordova. His father, Abii 'A'mir Ahmed Ibn Hazm, was Wizir to Al-mansdr Ibn Abi

'A'mir, and died in four hundred and two, when his son succeeded him in his charge. The hfe of this

writer may be read in Ibn KhaUeUn {Tyd. Tnd., No. 459), who places his death in Sha'ban, in four

hundred and fifty-six (a.d. 1064). He is sometimes designated by the patronymic of (^yblliil Adh-

dhaheri, because he followed the religious opinions of the DhSlierites, or disciples of Abii Suleymdn Dd(id

Ibn 'Ali Ibn Khalf Adh-dh4herl Al-isfahani. See Abii-1-faraj , Hist. Byn. p. 171 ; Pococke, Sp. Hist. Arab.

pp. 29, 299, as well as Abii-l-fedA, An. Mosl. vol. ii. p. 261.
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The second hemistich of the first verse presents a different reading in the various manuscripts. As it

is, its literal translation is as follows :
—

' Tell me of a science by which those who are ignorant may be

instructed/ The end of the second verse is diiFerent in A. ^ji^ J ^^ ^
but the sense is the

same, and the measure is not altered.

- ^-

^-^

^

33 Ibn S'ldah i^j^ and not Seyrah, as Casiri has it (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 167, c. 2), was

a famous grammarian, who flourished in the fifth century of the Hijra. His entire name was Ab^-l-

hasan 'Ali Ibn Isma'il ; he was a native of Murcia, where he lived, and died in four hundred and fifty-

eight (a.d. 1065-6), at the age of sixty. He wrote a large dictionary of the Arabic language, some

volumes of which are preserved in the Library of the Escurial. See Cat., No. 575.

The life of Ibn Sidah occurs in Ibn KhalleMn (No. 460, Tyd. Ind). See also Abu-1-fedS, An. Mos.

vol. iv. p. 208, and D'Herbelot, Bib. Or. voc. Seydah.

^ Al-muktadir Ibn Hiid succeeded to the throne of his father Al-mnsta'in Ibn Hiid in four hundred

and thirty-eight (a. d. 1046-7). He died in four hundred and seventy-four (a. d. 1081-2).

^^ Tlie life of Ibn Tofayl does not occur among those of the Arabian physicians of Spain collected by

Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, but I find an account of his life and writings in the biographical dictionary of Ibna-1-

khattib. His entire name was Abii Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mohammed

Ibn Tofayl Al-kaysi. He was originally from Guadis, a city in the province of Granada, but resided

most of his life in that capital, where he fulfilled the duties of secretary to the governor. He was a great

physician and philosopher, and excelled above all in his knowledge of mathematics and astronomy. His

death happened at Morocco, in five hundred and eighty-one (a. d. 1 185-6). Among his works Ibnu-1-

khattib mentions the epistle of Hayyi Ibn Yokttati, the same that was first published in Arabic arid I«tin,

by Pococke, Oxon. 1671, reprinted in 1700, and then translated into English, with excellent reiiiarks,

by Simon Ockley, London, 1708. -

According to the author of the Karttds, Ibn Tofayl was chief physician at the court of Y^uf, son

of 'Abdu-1-miimen, the^second Sultan of the Abnohades. See the Karttds, translated by Moura, p. 226,

and Conde {Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. p. 369), who calls him Ben Tafail, by mistake, Casiri, in his Bib.
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Ibn Tofayl Al-kaysi. He was originally from Guadis, a city in the province of Granada, but resided

most of his life in that capital, where he fulfilled the duties of secretary to the governor. He was a great
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death happened at Morocco, in five hundred and eighty-one (a. d. 1 185-6). Among his works Ibnu-1-
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According to the author of the Karttds, Ibn Tofayl was chief physician at the court of Y^uf, son
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Ar Hisp Bsc mentions him twice ; once (vol. i. p. 203) under the name of Abu Baker ben Thopkail

At. msp^^sc me
^^ ^irf,/,„;.A 5^ ^^,^.7. All these statements

^^r^^:^^^^^^ -in. Ah. BeU. an. not AM .a., as Pococ.e an. those

who foUowed him have erroneously stated. The death of this physician has also heen advanced ten

years by Rossi, Diziomrio Storico, voc. TofaU, p. 188. The Escurial Library possesses a work on phi-

losophy by this writer. See Cat., No. 693.

^« As there are no less than seven Arabian physicians natives of Spain, and known by their family

.ame of Ibn or Ibuu Zohr (Avenzoar)_and these have frequently been mistaken owing to the s.md^^^^^^^

their nan.es-1 think it right to give here such accounts of them as have een able to ga her f om

the writings of the Arabs. I shdl begin by drawing the genealogical tree of the family of Ibn Zohr.

as I find it in my copy of lbnu-1-khattib's history of Granada.

Zohr

1

Menvlin

Mohammed

'Abdu-l-malek

Zohr

'Abdu-1-malek

Mohammed

'Abdullah

Abdu-1-malek Mohammed.

1. Mohammed Ibn Merwan Ibn Zohr ^ob^l Al-ayadi Al-ishbih, surnamed Abu Bekr, was the

first of his famUv who practised medicine';' he was the grandson of Zohr. a Jew. converted to the

Mohammedan religion. He lived at Seville, but died at Talawa in four hundred and twenty-two

(A. D. 1030-1). at the age of eighty-six.

1 ought to observe that the name of the head or founder of this family, so illustrious m the republic of

letters, ought to be written ^oAr-not ZaKr, as Casiri {Bih. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 132. c. 2) wrote,

nor Zohar as D'Herb. {Bib. Or. voc. Abdalmalek Zohar)-nov Zohir, as Mr. NicoU has it m his Bib.

Bodl. Cat. p. 589. Both Ibn KhaUeUn (3></. Ind.. No. 683). and the author of the Zokru-r.-nyddh (Arab.

MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7349, fo. 232), who point the word, write it thus, ^j Zohr.

2 'Abdu-hmalek. son of the preceding, and surnamed Abd Merwdn, followed his father's profession,

but in order to acquire greater proficiency in it he left his native city (Seville), and visited Baghdad,

Cairo and CairwAn, in aU which places he practised as a physician, and gained great reputation. On his

return to Spain he settled at Denia. then the court of Mujahid. the Sclavonian. According to Ibn

KhaUekfen 'Abdu-I-malek died in this city, but Ibn Abi Ossayhi'ah, who wrote his life, as well as

those of four other eminent physicians, places his death at Seville. Neither biographer, however, gives

the year of it; but as Muj^id. King of Denia, died, according to Adh-dhobi. (Arab. MS. m the Nat.
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Lib. Madrid, Gg. 14,) in four hundred and thirty-six of the Hijra (a. d. 1044-5), we may be justified

in inferring that 'Abdu-1-malek died towards the middle of the fifth century of the Hijra.

3. Zohr, sumaraed Abii-l-fila, learnt medicine under his father, and became chief physician and Wizir

to Abi'i 'Amrii 'Abbad Al-mu'atadhed-billah, King of SeviUe. Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (loco laudato, fo. 143)

says that he died before five hundred and twenty-six ; Ibn Khallek&n that he died at Cordova in five

hundred and twenty-five (a. d. 1130-1), from an abscess between his shoulders.
:

4. 'Abdu-1-malek, surnamed Abii Menvan, was also an emment physician. He learnt medicine under

his father, and entered, when still young, the household of Ibrahim Ibn Yilsuf Ibn Tdshfin, the last of the

Almoravide Sultfins, after whose death he passed to the service of 'Abdu-1-mumen, the first of the Al-

muwahedun or Almohades who ruled Spain. He was highly distinguished by the latter sovereign, who

appointed him his WizIr. See Moura's Karttds, p. 226 ; D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Tatassir, Zohar, &c.

;

and Casiri, Bih. Ar. Hisp. Esc. p. 132. et passim. However, both D'Herbelot and Casiri were wrong in

supposing that he professed the Jewish religion.

This 'Abdu-1-malek is the author of several medical treatises, held in much esteem during the middle

ages, and the most important of which is^ Teysir, or * mtroduction to medicine,' which he dedicated

to his master, the Sultdn Ibrahim Ibn Yiisuf, and a Latin translation of which, made from an intermediate

Hebrew version, has been printed repeatedly, and for the first time at Venice, in 1490, by Joannes

and Gregorius de Forlivio.

'Abdu-1-malek died at Seville in five hundred and fifty-seven of the Hijra (a.d. 1162). See Casiri,

Bib. Ar. ffisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 132, c. 2; Abd-1-fedi. An. Mosl. vol. iii. p. 179, and Leo Africanus, De

viris illustribus, apud Hottinger, Bibliot. Quadrtp. p. 252.

5. Mohammed, surnamed Abu Bekr, son of the preceding, is generally called by biographers i^^
Al-hafidh (i. e. tlie descendant, or the great grandson), to distinguish him from his great grandfather,

who had the same name and surname. Like his ancestors, Mohammed followed the profession of medicine,

but he was also a distinguished theologian and an excellent poet, and is justly held by the Arabian

biographers as the most eminent individual of this famUy. His life may be read in Ibn KhaUekdn (Ti/d.

Ind., No. 683), as well as in the Zohru-r-riyddh, another biographical dictionary (Arab. MS. in the

Brit. Mus., No. 7349, fo. 232). See also Casiri, Bib. Af. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 128, c. 2; Abd-1-feda,

An. Mosl. vol. iii. p. 179; Leo Africanus, De viris illustribus, apud Hottinger, Bibliot. Quadrip. p. 252 ;

D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Tuiassir, Abdalmalek, Aben Zohar. &c.

There are various opinions upon the year of Mohammed Ibn Zohr's death. It has been fixed by Ibn

Abi Ossaybi'ah {loco laudato, fo. 144) in the year five hundred and ninety-six (a. d. 1199-1200). Conde

{Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. p. 369), and Moura, in his transl. of the Karttds, place it in the twenty-first

day of the month of DhJ-l-hajjah, five hundred and ninety-five (14th Oct. a.d. 1199). Ibn KhaUekSn,

quoting an Andalusian writer, named Ibn Dihyah, says that he died at Morocco in five hundred and

ninety-five, at the age of ninety-four ; but this must he a mistake, smce, if he was born in five hundred

and seven (a. d. 1113-4), as is generally admitted, he could not be so old when he died.

Mohammed has been frequently mistaken for his father, 'Abdu-l-malek, by European as well as Eastern

biographers, who have attributed to one only the actions and works of the two, so that the celebrated

Avenzoar of the middle ages is, as it were, an imagmary personification of the two.. In. order, the:^>.fo

throw greater light on this important topic, and aflbrd materials for the hterary history of the: Sp^jii^h

Arabs, I have translated elsewhere, from Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (see App. A. at the end of the vol.), the

lives of 'Abdu-l-malek Ibn Zohr, and his son, Mohammed Ibn Zohr. /
6. 'Abdullah, surnamed Abii Mohammed, and Ibnu4.hafUh also, to distinguish him from the other

members of his family, was the sixth eminent physician of the Zohr family. His life occurs in Ibn Abi
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to his master, the Sultdn Ibrahim Ibn Yiisuf, and a Latin translation of which, made from an intermediate

Hebrew version, has been printed repeatedly, and for the first time at Venice, in 1490, by Joannes

and Gregorius de Forlivio.

'Abdu-1-malek died at Seville in five hundred and fifty-seven of the Hijra (a.d. 1162). See Casiri,

Bib. Ar. ffisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 132, c. 2; Abd-1-fedi. An. Mosl. vol. iii. p. 179, and Leo Africanus, De

viris illustribus, apud Hottinger, Bibliot. Quadrtp. p. 252.

5. Mohammed, surnamed Abu Bekr, son of the preceding, is generally called by biographers i^^
Al-hafidh (i. e. tlie descendant, or the great grandson), to distinguish him from his great grandfather,

who had the same name and surname. Like his ancestors, Mohammed followed the profession of medicine,

but he was also a distinguished theologian and an excellent poet, and is justly held by the Arabian

biographers as the most eminent individual of this famUy. His life may be read in Ibn KhaUekdn (Ti/d.

Ind., No. 683), as well as in the Zohru-r-riyddh, another biographical dictionary (Arab. MS. in the

Brit. Mus., No. 7349, fo. 232). See also Casiri, Bib. Af. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 128, c. 2; Abd-1-feda,

An. Mosl. vol. iii. p. 179; Leo Africanus, De viris illustribus, apud Hottinger, Bibliot. Quadrip. p. 252 ;

D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Tuiassir, Abdalmalek, Aben Zohar. &c.

There are various opinions upon the year of Mohammed Ibn Zohr's death. It has been fixed by Ibn

Abi Ossaybi'ah {loco laudato, fo. 144) in the year five hundred and ninety-six (a. d. 1199-1200). Conde

{Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. p. 369), and Moura, in his transl. of the Karttds, place it in the twenty-first

day of the month of DhJ-l-hajjah, five hundred and ninety-five (14th Oct. a.d. 1199). Ibn KhaUekSn,

quoting an Andalusian writer, named Ibn Dihyah, says that he died at Morocco in five hundred and

ninety-five, at the age of ninety-four ; but this must he a mistake, smce, if he was born in five hundred

and seven (a. d. 1113-4), as is generally admitted, he could not be so old when he died.

Mohammed has been frequently mistaken for his father, 'Abdu-l-malek, by European as well as Eastern

biographers, who have attributed to one only the actions and works of the two, so that the celebrated

Avenzoar of the middle ages is, as it were, an imagmary personification of the two.. In. order, the:^>.fo

throw greater light on this important topic, and aflbrd materials for the hterary history of the: Sp^jii^h

Arabs, I have translated elsewhere, from Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (see App. A. at the end of the vol.), the

lives of 'Abdu-l-malek Ibn Zohr, and his son, Mohammed Ibn Zohr. /
6. 'Abdullah, surnamed Abii Mohammed, and Ibnu4.hafUh also, to distinguish him from the other

members of his family, was the sixth eminent physician of the Zohr family. His life occurs in Ibn Abi
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Ossaybi'ali (loco laudato, fo. 146), as weU as ia the biograplucal dictionary of Ibnu4-khattib. The

former writer, who places the birth of 'Abdullah at Seville in five hundred and seventy-seven (a. d.

1181-2), says that he died from the effects of poison at Sal^. in Africa, in the year six hundred and two

of the Hijra (A. D. 1205-6), at the age of twenty-five.
,^. , , , \, ^

7 'Abdullah left two sons ; one ^vas named Abd Merw&n 'Abdu-1-malek. the other Abn-1- aJa Moham-

med Both practised medicine. Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (loco laudato, fo. 146. verso) mentions them both

;

but the former and elder, 'Abdu-1-malek, seems to have distinguished himself the most, smce I find his

life in Ibnu-1-khattib (Arab. MS. in my possession), as well as in Ibnu-l-abb^r (Arab. MS. in the Nat.

Lib. Mad., Gg. 13). He appears to have gained great reputation for his v^Titings. as weU as in his art.

He inhabited Seville and Granada, but the year of his death is nowhere mentioned.

37 ^1 Al-matin (that is,
' the sohd/) is the title of Ibnu Hayyin's large historical work. AU the

laanuscript copies of H&ji Khalfah that I have consulted read ^\ AUmuheyn, by mistake. See a pre-

ceding note, p, 310.

88 Abfi 'Amer ('Omar or 'Amru) Ahmed, son of Mohammed, and sumamed Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi (the

servant of his Lord), was bom m Cordova in Ramadhm, two hundred and forty-six (Nov, or Dec.

A.D. 860). Both Ibn Khallekdn {Tyd. Ind,. No. 45) and Abii4-fed& {An. MosL voL ii. p, 411) place

his death in the year three hundred and twenty-eight (a.d_ 939-40), but Hajl Khalfah, (voc. 'ihd,) no

doubt by mistake, refers it to the year three hundred and sixty-five, Casiri, who calls him Abdrabhoh

(Bee Bib. At, Hisp. Esc. voh i. p. 157, and vol. ii. p. 134), and Conde, (Hist, de la Dom. voL i, p, 425,)

confirm the former statement.

The work here alluded to is thus described by Hdji Khalfah, " Al-'ikd (the necklace) is the title of a

" work by Abii 'Amru Ahmed Ibn Mohammed, known by the surname of Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi, a native of

" Cordova, who died in three hundred and sixty^five (read 328). The author says in his preface that the

" reason why he entitled his work Al-'ikd (the necklace) was its containing many of the inestimable

'' jewels of speech, forming, as it were, a string- The work is divided into twenty-five parts, each of

" which is subdivided into two, thus making in all fifty books, to each of which he gave the name of one

'* of the jewels composing a necklace ; for instance, the first part he called J JJl AUUM (great pearl), &c-

*' After Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi's death, his work was abridged by Abii Is'hdk Ihrihim Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman

" Al-kaysi, of Guadix, who died in five hundred and seventy (a-d. 1174-5), as well as by Jemalu-d-din

" Abu-i-fadhl Mohammed Ibn Mukarram Al-khazraji, who died in seven hundred and eleven (a.d,

<* lSll'2), and who is well known besides as the author of a very elaborate composition, entitled

** IMdnu'Warab (the language of the Arabs),"

The Bodleian Library at Oxford possesses many volumes of this excellent work, which I shall describe

briefly, It is a sort of Cyclopiedia, containing various treatises upon history, genealogy, the science of

government, eloquence, justice, liberality, courage, magnanimity, women and their good qualities,

military science, weapons, horses, stratagems, hostages, encampments, &c. The work is divided

into twenty-five books, each of which has two chapters, thus making in all fifty. Each of the

bodks is named after one of the twenty-five pearls composing a necklace, for in Arabic either every

one of them has its particular name, or the author chose to give it, which is more probable ; for

instance, the centre one he called ila^lJ) Al-wdsitah^ the next to the right JJJ! Al4uU> that to

the left siiio^iJl AUfaridah, the next in order to the right iJ Jcs-yjl! Az-zabarjadah, the corresponding

one on the other side Aj'vs^' Al-jumdnah, &c,, all words which mean a pearl. The fifteenth book, entitled

"

f*^:;V J t^^h
^'^'' ^ isti:^^' k^XjS {t^iook of the pearl called "O^^&dk on the history and
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Ossaybi'ali (loco laudato, fo. 146), as weU as ia the biograplucal dictionary of Ibnu4-khattib. The

former writer, who places the birth of 'Abdullah at Seville in five hundred and seventy-seven (a. d.

1181-2), says that he died from the effects of poison at Sal^. in Africa, in the year six hundred and two

of the Hijra (A. D. 1205-6), at the age of twenty-five.
,^. , , , \, ^

7 'Abdullah left two sons ; one ^vas named Abd Merw&n 'Abdu-1-malek. the other Abn-1- aJa Moham-

med Both practised medicine. Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (loco laudato, fo. 146. verso) mentions them both

;

but the former and elder, 'Abdu-1-malek, seems to have distinguished himself the most, smce I find his

life in Ibnu-1-khattib (Arab. MS. in my possession), as well as in Ibnu-l-abb^r (Arab. MS. in the Nat.

Lib. Mad., Gg. 13). He appears to have gained great reputation for his v^Titings. as weU as in his art.

He inhabited Seville and Granada, but the year of his death is nowhere mentioned.

37 ^1 Al-matin (that is,
' the sohd/) is the title of Ibnu Hayyin's large historical work. AU the

laanuscript copies of H&ji Khalfah that I have consulted read ^\ AUmuheyn, by mistake. See a pre-

ceding note, p, 310.

88 Abfi 'Amer ('Omar or 'Amru) Ahmed, son of Mohammed, and sumamed Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi (the

servant of his Lord), was bom m Cordova in Ramadhm, two hundred and forty-six (Nov, or Dec.

A.D. 860). Both Ibn Khallekdn {Tyd. Ind,. No. 45) and Abii4-fed& {An. MosL voL ii. p, 411) place

his death in the year three hundred and twenty-eight (a.d_ 939-40), but Hajl Khalfah, (voc. 'ihd,) no

doubt by mistake, refers it to the year three hundred and sixty-five, Casiri, who calls him Abdrabhoh

(Bee Bib. At, Hisp. Esc. voh i. p. 157, and vol. ii. p. 134), and Conde, (Hist, de la Dom. voL i, p, 425,)

confirm the former statement.

The work here alluded to is thus described by Hdji Khalfah, " Al-'ikd (the necklace) is the title of a

" work by Abii 'Amru Ahmed Ibn Mohammed, known by the surname of Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi, a native of

" Cordova, who died in three hundred and sixty^five (read 328). The author says in his preface that the

" reason why he entitled his work Al-'ikd (the necklace) was its containing many of the inestimable

'' jewels of speech, forming, as it were, a string- The work is divided into twenty-five parts, each of

" which is subdivided into two, thus making in all fifty books, to each of which he gave the name of one

'* of the jewels composing a necklace ; for instance, the first part he called J JJl AUUM (great pearl), &c-

*' After Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi's death, his work was abridged by Abii Is'hdk Ihrihim Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman

" Al-kaysi, of Guadix, who died in five hundred and seventy (a-d. 1174-5), as well as by Jemalu-d-din

" Abu-i-fadhl Mohammed Ibn Mukarram Al-khazraji, who died in seven hundred and eleven (a.d,

<* lSll'2), and who is well known besides as the author of a very elaborate composition, entitled

** IMdnu'Warab (the language of the Arabs),"

The Bodleian Library at Oxford possesses many volumes of this excellent work, which I shall describe

briefly, It is a sort of Cyclopiedia, containing various treatises upon history, genealogy, the science of

government, eloquence, justice, liberality, courage, magnanimity, women and their good qualities,

military science, weapons, horses, stratagems, hostages, encampments, &c. The work is divided

into twenty-five books, each of which has two chapters, thus making in all fifty. Each of the

bodks is named after one of the twenty-five pearls composing a necklace, for in Arabic either every

one of them has its particular name, or the author chose to give it, which is more probable ; for

instance, the centre one he called ila^lJ) Al-wdsitah^ the next to the right JJJ! Al4uU> that to

the left siiio^iJl AUfaridah, the next in order to the right iJ Jcs-yjl! Az-zabarjadah, the corresponding

one on the other side Aj'vs^' Al-jumdnah, &c,, all words which mean a pearl. The fifteenth book, entitled

"

f*^:;V J t^^h
^'^'' ^ isti:^^' k^XjS {t^iook of the pearl called "O^^&dk on the history and
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chronology of the Khalifs), is perhaps the most interesting of all, as it contains much useful information

upon the history of the Arabs both in the East and West. The second chapter, especiaUy, which is

exclusively consecrated to the history of Spain, although rather concise, is in my opinion invaluable. I

shall have occasion to quote from it in the course of these notes.

The MSS. in the Bodleian containing parts of this work, which in its original state could not be

composed of much less than ten folio volumes, are Laud. 292. Marsh. 59, 320, and 321 . Many of these

copies, however, being only repetitions of the same volume, the work is incomplete.

The life of Abii 'Amer Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi may be read in the Mattmahu-l-anfus, by Al-fat'h,

(Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9580, fo. 142, verso,) as well as in the Jadhwatu-l-rmktahis
,
by Al-

homaydi, (Ar. MS. in the Bodl. Lib., Hunt. No, 464, fo. 43.) The last-mentioned writer states that

he saw in Cordova a copy of Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi's work divided into twenty books, and written by the

author himself for the use of the Amir, Al-hakem, son of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n III. This agrees very

well with what Conde {Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 425) says, no doubt borrowed from the same source

;

but how to reconcile the titles of the above books with those given by the Spanish translator I am at a

loss to determine, being as foUow :
' the sky. the stars, the first dawn of day, day, night, the bower,

the cloud, love, repentance, the gazelle, &c.'

!

39 AU Nasr Al-fat'h Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Obeyd-iUah Ibn Kh&kJin Al-kaysJ is well kno^n a^ tjie

author of a work entitled Kaldyidu-l-'ikiydn f{ mahdseni-Ua'ydn (gold chains in the laudable actions |of

the illustrious), bemg a biography of Spanish poets who were his contemporaries, with extracts from

their poems. The work is divided into four parts; the first comprising the Kings, the second the

Wizirs, the third the K^dis and theologians, and the fourth the poets not belonging to either of the above

classes. Ibn Kh&kan wrote another work, entitled Jjbl J^ ^ ^^^^ _y*»-<. ^ t^^rW I'l

f-)=>^

J Jo Hi Mattmahu-l-anfus wa masrahu-t-tdnnus f{ milki ahli-l-andalusi, ' spot of recreation of the eyes

and the field for familiarity on the ^vitty sayings of the people ofAndalus.' These two works in themselves

have little or no historical value, being mostly extracts from the works of eminent poets who were his.

contemporaries, preceded by short biographical accounts of their authors. Even these are almost entu-ely

destitute of such data as might throw Ught on the history of the times. The birth-place, profession.

and age of the poet, are often omitted, and the generality of the articles contain nothing but the

most immoderate praises of the authors to whom they were consecrated. As literary productions,

however, the works are considered by the best Arabian critics to possess undeniable merit. They are

written throughout in rhymed prose, strewn with metaphorical expressions, which make their perusal a

matter of great labour and difficulty. As it is, they may be of great assistance to those who wish to gain

a knowledge of the state of Arabian literature in Spain during the fifth century of the Hijra ; although, if

we are to believe the historian As-sadfi, the merits of Ibn Khakdn as a writer and a critic must be grea:tly

reduced by the fact that his praises or his criticisms were often influenced by low motives : indeed, the

above-mentioned historian, who wrote Ibn Khfikfin's life in his Al-wdfi fi-l-waf{ydt (Arab.^ MS. in my

possession), represents him as a man of immense talents and undisputed merit as a poet and a grammarians

but of dissipated hfe and low morals. He says that " when he had fixed upon the cdniposiitjpi:.

" of the Kaldyid, he wrote to all the eminent poets, distinguished authors, and great men of his^ime;^

" announcing to them his intention of writing a book, and begging them to send him sodife:bf tlieif

" compositions j that all complied with his request, fearing his bad disposition, arid sent'aloiig with them

" a present in money; by which means they ensured his praises. All those who-:did not opehly bribe

" him he treated in the most severe manner."
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Copies of the first of these two works are to be met with in almost every public Hbrary of any note m

Europe. See Bib. Reg. Paris. Caial, No. 734 ; Bib. Bodl. Cat. byUri and Nicoll, No. 706 ;
Bib. Lugd

Bat No U5Q;Bib.Esc.,m.AZ6. A splendid copy, beautifully executed in a clear, large Eastern hand,

having the titles written in gold upon blue ground, and formerly in the possession of Sale, the translator

of the Kordn, is now preserved in the Radcliffe Lib. at Oxford, K. 2-24. It was transcribed a. h. seven

hundred and twenty-seven (a.u. 1327), by Mohammed Ibn SSlik. The Library of the British Museum

possesses likewise a copy of this excellent work, in fo. (No. 9599). bound together with a commentary

on the Malissirah of Ibn H^em. It is fairly executed in the Maghrebi character, and bears the date of

Saturday, the sixth of Dhi-l-hajjah, a. b. one thousand one hundred and twenty-three (answermg to

the month of Feb- 17U). The name of the copyist is Ahmed Ibnu-1-haseyn Ibn Mohammed Al-

warashfe Al-maktidi, an inhabitant of Fez. There are two more MSS. in the Brit. Mus., bearing also

the tide of Kaldyidu4.'iUydn, one No. 7525 in quarto, the other No. 9580 in octavo; but although

both are the work of Al-fatTh, their contents are quite different, as I have already remarked. (See

Preface). The copy of this work which I have used in my quotations is one in my possession, written

in the Maghrebi or Western hand, about the middle of the sixteenth century of our era. See ibid.

The life of Ibn Khdkdn occurs in most Arabian biographers of note ; it is to be found in Ibn Khal-

lek^n (No 636, Tyd. Ind.), in the Zohm-r-riyddK in As-sadfi. and Abii-1-mahdsen. Abii-l-fedfe. An.

Mod. vol. iii. p. 485. and Abfl-I-faraj. See also Jones, De Foes. Asiat. p. 429. The first-mentioned

writer makes him a native of Seville, hut does not give the year of his birth.

Al-fat'h was put to death in Morocco at the beginning of five hundred and twenty-nme (Oct. A. n.

1134), or according to others in five hundred and thirty-five (a. p. 1147-8). by order of Abii-1-hasan

'Ali Ibn Ytisuf Ibn TSshfrn, second Sultdn of the Almoravides. to whose brother, Abii Is'hak Ibrahim, he

had dedicated his KaUyid.

* lustead of Khassa I found, when it was too late, that the name of that poet was to he written thus,

Khissdl He was a famous grammarian and rhetorician, who flourished in the sixth century of the Hxjra.

His entire name wa3 Dhii-l-wizarateyn Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn Abi-1-khissal Al-ghdfek. Ash-

shekiSri Al-jayyenl (of Jaen), so called because he was originaUy from Segura. a town in the neigh-

bourhood, and belonged to the tribe of Ghdfek. He left many works on various topics, some of which

are preserved in the Library of the Escurial.

Treating on this author. Casiri made two gfeat mistakes. He says (see vol. ii. p. 163 of his Bib. Ar.

Hisp. Esc.) "Eumoriginem trapse a loco nomine s^/A. Vescara diciturr (that he was originally from

a place called Vescara.) I need not observe that there never was such a place in Spain
;

but Casiri

thought that the letter ^j formed part of the word, whereas it is a preposition annexed to the word

i ^ SkeMrah. the town of his birth. He says also (see ibid. vol. ii. p. 335) that Ibn Abi-1-khissal

filulhed in the fifth century of the Hijra. This is an evident mistake: the historian Al-fat'h, who

gave the life of that author in his Al-kaldyid (Ar. MS. in my possession), says that he was Wizlr to one

of the Almoravide Sultans of Spain, and that he knew him in five hundred and fifteen of the Hyra

(A D 1121-2) I further learn from Al-kodha'i (Ar. MS. in the Nat. Lib. Mad., Gg. 14) that Ibn

Abi-1-khiss^ died in Cordova in five hundred and forty of the Hijra (a. d. 1114-5), a statement which

I find also confirmed by Ibnu-Labbdr in his biographical dictionary of iUustnous men (Ar. MS. m the

I^at. Lib. Mad.. Gg. 12).

-v-The work here mentioned as being the composition of Ibn Abi-1-khissal-the '^y TarsUah^

does not occur in Hajl Khalfah's Bibhographical Index. There are in the Library of the British
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Museum (see No. 9692) two short treatises by this writer ; one, entitled JUUHl (JjAs j X« 1^1 Jis

^[^l j-ij J (the shadow of the cloud and the power of precedence on the excellences of the com-

panions), is a short biography of the companions of the Prophet. The other is a poem entitled

^1 Or-J V—^ ^ "-^-^ S-^'^' -^^^ ^'^' ^'/^ ^'^ ^""^^"^^ of ascension and

open path-ways to the knowledge of the genealogy of the Prophet). Both are in the Esc. Lib., Nos. 404

and 1787.

^' The life of this poet occurs in Ibnu-1-khattib. His entire name was Abii-l-hasan Sahl Ibn Moham-

med Ibn MfiHk. He was born at Granada in five hundred and fifty-nine (a.d. 1163-4), and distinguished

himself by his verses. He died in that city in the month of Dhi-1-ka'dah, six hundred and thirty-nine

(A.D. 1241). Abu-1-hasan exercised for some time the duties of preacher at the principal mosque of

Granada,- and made himself famous by his eloquent sermons.

42
J

43 Abii Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Ammdr ^^1 Al-mahri Ash-sUlhi (pi Silves) was, as his title Bhd-U

wizardteyn sufficiently implies, the prime minister of Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abb&d, King of SeTille. He at

first served his master faithfully and commanded his armies in several expeditions, taking SUves from

Mohammed Ibn Sa'id, and fighting successfully against the Christians. Having afterwards lost the favouf

of his monarch, Ibn 'Ammar fled the court and betook himself to Silves, where he revolted, and assunied

the title of king. He however subsequently fell into the hands of Al-mu'atamed, by whose orders he

was taken to SeviUe and beheaded in four hundred and seventy-seven (a.d. 1084). The life of Ibn

'Ammdr occurs in Ibn Khallek6n (No. 680, Tyd. Ind.) ; in the Kaldyidu-l-'ikiydn, by Al-fatli
;
and in the

Mattmahu-l-anfus. by the same (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9580, fo. 101). See also Casiri,

Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 44, et seq., and Conde, Hist, rfe la Dom. vol. ii. pp. 34, 40, 50, 71, et

passim, who calls him Muhamad Men Omar Ben Husein, and places his death in four hundred and

seventy-nine, no doubt by mistake.

44 1^ jf^, ^1 '^^^j U .'. (^^^ o-vv C-- ^^^v ^^''

1^1 L/^i c--^' <^)j U .-.
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^ The life of Abu-1-walid Ahmed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Zeydiin Al-makhziimi occurs in Ibn Khallek^n (Tyd:

Jnd., No. 56). The reader may also consult tbe learned memoir by M. Weyers, where the life of that

celebrated poet is given, translated from the Kaldyid of Ibn Kh^kdn, together with copious eXgaets;WGm

his poetical compositions. See also D'Herbelot, Bib. Or. voc. Zeidoun; Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc vol. i.

pp. 103, 106, et passim; and Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 611. Al-fal'h, in U% Mattmhii-l-anfiis

(Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9580, fo. 92, verso, et seq.), has also given the life of Ibn Zeydib, with

numerous quotations from his poems. The most celebrated of Ibn ZeydiSn's poetical compositions is
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a risdiek or epistle which he addressed to "Wal^dah, daughter of the Sultan Al-mustakfi-billah Mo*

hammed, who ascended the throne of Cordova in four hundred and fourteen (a.d. 1023)- It was

translated into Latin by Reiske, and printed, Lipsise, 1755, 4to-, under this title, Jbi-hwalidi Ibn

Zeidmi Epistola; it has since been reprinted by Hirtius in his Institutiones Linguse Arabica^, Jenee,

1770, inSvo.

46

Instead of \)j^ ] * in the second hemistich of the first verse, my copy reads !j 1
, which materially alters

the meanuig, thus, * sleep fled from our wearied eyelids/

^
. j^ a-^.i--L^5 ^r- e;l ^

•'•
^r^^- y^' r^l c;l ^ r^'

X L^ ^t^' ^^1 L^1;J .'. ,,r^ ^^LvJ' ^1>^ iJ^

^ Abd 'Omar Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Darraj Al-kasttali (from Cazalla, a town at thirty miles

from Cordova,) was one of the poets of the court of Abii 'A'mir Al-mansur. He was born, according to

Ibn KhalleKn (No. 55, Tyd. Ind.), in the month of Moharram, three hundred and forty-seven (Feb.

or March, a, d. 958), and died in Jumddl ir., four hundred and twenty-one (June or July, a,d, 1030).

Al-homaydi, in his Jadl^watu-UmuktaUs, (Arab. MS. in the Bod. Lib., Hunt. 464, fo- 49, verso,) places

his death a year sooner, " close upon four hundred and twenty."

By referring to Ath-tha'^ebi, in his Yatimatu-d-dahri, 'incomparable pearl of the times,' (Arab. MS.

in the Brit. Mus,, No. 9578,) I find that he actually compares him to Al-mutennabi for the sweetness

and cadence of his verses. See also Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 522-

^^ Ab6-l-mansur 'Abdu-1-malek Ibn Mohammed Ibn Isma'U Ath-tha'&lebi An-nisabliri left several

.works upon the lives of the Arabian poets and their writings ; of which the principal is his Al-yatimatu-d-

dakri fi mahdsmi ahli-l-'asri, * the unique pearl of the age on the brilliant qualities of the people

of this century,' copies of which are to be found in the Lib. of the Brit. Mas, (see No. 9578) ; in

the Escurial Lib., Nos. 348-9; Bib- Lugd. Bat., Nos, 1691-92; Bib. Bodl., No, 805, and in most

public libraries in Europe. The British Museum possesses besides two excellent works by this author

which I have described elsewhere, (see Note 22, p. 331 ;) another, being a collection of apophthegms, has

been lately translated and published (Vienna, 1829,) by Prof. Fluegel, who has given in a learned preface

a list of the numerous works written by Ath-tha'alebi.

50

The name of this poet is entirely unknown to me.
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54 Yahya Ibn Yahya. There are various Spanish Arabs of this name. One is Yahya Ibn Yahya> of

Cordova, sarnamed Ibm-s-seminah (the son of the fat woman), who travelled through the East, and

returned to Cordova, where he died in three hundred and twenty-three of the Hijra (a.0. 936-7). He

was a traditionist and a theologian, as well as a clever physician, according to Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, who

counts him among the Spaniards who followed that profession. (See loco laudato, p. 134). Another is

Yahya Ibn Yahya Ibn K^sim, whom Casiri (Bib. Arab. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 454) asserts to have flourished

in the fourth century of the Hijra. But I believe that the doctor here mentioned is no other than

Yahya Ibn Yahya Al-leythi, a famous theologian, native of Cordova, who travelled to the East, where he

remained long, profiting by the lessons of Mdlik Ibn Ans, whose religious opinions he chiefly contributed

to estabUsh on his return to his native land in two hundred and twelve (A.n. 827-8). See Conde, Hist.

de la Dom. vol. i. p. 268.

55 'Abdu-l-m^ik Ibn Habib is, no doubt, the same theologian already mentioned in Ash-shakandl's

epistle, p. 37, and whose hfe Casiri has given at p. 138, vol. ii. of his Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc, as translated

from Adh-dhobi. Al-makkarl speaks of him in Book v. Part i. fo. 96, u«rso, where he gives the

lives of the Andalusians who visited the East. In the number is that of 'Abdu-1-mfilik, who went to Mekka,

where he remained a considerable time, profiting by the lessons of M^k Ibn Ans, and then returned to

his native land, where he is said to have written no less than one thousand different works upon various

topics, and to have been most instrumental in substituting the rite of his master for that of Al-auza'efi

which was formerly practised. (See Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 268). Ibn ttablb died a|^t3ordb^a

in two hundred and thirty-eight (a. d. 853).

'Abdu-l-m&lik was known by the surname of Abii Merwan and the patronymic As^solamf^ hecausehe

belonged to the tribe of Solaym. Another Arab having the same name and suraame. aa weU as the

same patronymic, occurs in Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 107.:. He-is said, to have been a
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native of U. Huele. a town in the neighbourhood of Granada, and to have died at Cordova in two

hundred and eighty-nine (a. d. 901-2). But I am strongly inchned to beUeve that this is a mistake of

Casiri, who, by reading incorrectly the date of Ibn Habib's death, made two individuals of only one.

A volume, containing a history of the conquest of Spain by the Arabs, and some legal tracts, more

or less connected with that subject, by Abdu-l-malik Ibn Habib, is preserved in the Bodleian Library at

Oxford, No. cxxvii. (See Nicoll's Catalogue, fo. 119). I shall have occasion to refer to it in the course

of these notes.

^ The entire name of this poet is Ab6 Mohammed 'Abdullah Ibn Mohammed Ibn s^U Sarah or Sareh

Al-bekri Ash-shantareyni (of Santarem). His life occurs in Ibn KhaUekan (No. 353 in Tyd. Ind.), in the

KaUyidu-l-'ikiydn by Al-fat'h, and in the Mattmahu-l-anfus by the same writer, fo. 185. Casiri, {Bib.

Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 105,) in transcribing the index of the poets whose lives arc contained in

Al-fat'h's work, wrote his name thus jj^U ^^1 and made him a native of Valencia instead of Santarem.

As I have not had it in my power to collate the original passage, I cannot tell whether Casiri committed

a mistake or not, but I have no doubt that the copy he consulted read s^L ^^\ with a ^^ for I find

the name of this poet differently written in various MSS. My copy of the Kaldyid reads ljU^\

Ibn Sarah; that of the Brit. Mus. (No. 7525, fo. 71, verso) 'i^U ^>\ Ibn S^birah
;

the Mattmah,

(ib. No. 9580, fo. 186,) jj L ^^\ I have followed the reading as above, not only as being the most

probable, but because it is confirmed by Ibn KhaUekan (see ib.), by Ibnu-l-abbar (Arab. MS. in the

Nat.- Lib. Mad., Gg. 13), and by my MS. of Ibnu-1-khattib, although I believe that g^U or iJ^U

SSrah, which was the name of this poet's mother, may be written botli ways. Ibn Sarah died in five

hundred and nineteen (a.d. 1125-6).

^^ B. says that the infantry and cavalry together amounted to sis hundred thousand.

69 JU^l -iyi^ a^l ^1^^ ^^ i^ J^. J J which leaves no doubt as to its meaning.

69 CmUniyyah, from campama or campim, a word used by the Spaniards to designate any extensive

cultivated plain.

^ Ambrosio Morales, in his Antig. de Espana, Alcalfi de Henares. 1575, fo. 70, says that there was in his

days a pass in the mountains close to Cordova, called la senda del rosal (the path of the rose-tree),

owing to the innumerable rose-trees with which the sides of the mountain were planted.

A rola' (in Spanish arroba) is equivalent to five-and-twenty pounds weight. Roha', in Arabic ^j

means the fourth part of any thing, and, as applied to weight, the fourth of a kintar (in Spanish quintal),

which is a hundred weight.

«i This Abii Yahya must have held the government of Cordova only for a short time, since, according

to the Karttds (see the Portug. transl. by Moura, p. 237). and Conde {Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. p. 391),

he was put to death in five hundred and eighty-two (a.d. 1186) by his brother's orders.
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^2 The expression which I have translated, perhaps rather freely, by ' the scalded cat dreads the fire,'

'^Li/'V "^ cr* Ly^i^' P'^. ^ (the admonished does not bite twice of the same stone).

fi3 At-tifashi, a patronymic derived from a city caUed ^^i Tif^h, in Africa proper, and placed at

one day's march from Temedint, on the road from Cairwan to the castle of Abli Tawil. YSk&t, in his

Geog. Diet. (Arab. MS. in the Bodl. Lib., No. 928), as vveU as Al-bekri. loco laudato, fo. 48, verso,

calls it IJllii] (^'i^i' Tifdshu-dh-dMlemah, which M. de Quatremfere {Not. et Ext, vol. xji. p. 506) has

translated by Tifasch I'injuste, but which I think might be rendered as well and more properly by ' Tif^h,

that of the darkness.'

^ Ezija, or rather Estejah, from Astigi. The change of st into z is frequent in Spanish ;
so fromBosia,

Castulo, Sarakosta, Castalla, were made Baza, Cazlona, Zaragoza, Cazalla,

^^ lib Bolhina, which, pronounced as the Spanish Arabs did, will give Bulkone, is a corruption of

Obulco or Ohulcone, 6 Bo^X;(c»v of Strabo, the Mmicipium Pontificense of Pliny, now Porcuna, a city in the

province of Cordova.

X-.

fi« ^i Ghdfek was a castle in the jurisdiction of Cordova; it owed its foundation to the tribe of

GhSfek, who built also in Africa a town of the same name. See Al-bekri (Memdlek wa-hmesdlehio. 34).

There is at present no town of this name in Spain, but I find in Idrisi, Y^tit, and other geographers,

that there once stood on the road from Cordova to Calatrava a large caistle called Htm GUfeh. The

distances given by the former writer are as follow : from Cordova, in a northern direction, to Aries

eleven miles ; to D^r Al-bakar six ; to Petroches forty ; to Gh^ek seven
;
to Jebal-'A'mir thirty. Gh^ek

must therefore have stood seven miles north from the present village of los Pedroches.

"^
1 jjt that is, Hism-Umudawar (the round castle), now Almodovar del Rio, fifteen miles from

Cordova, on the left bank of the Guadalquivir.

«s Estepa is written thus, ^^1 Astalah, which was its ancient name
;

Baena % U. Bayimh

;

Lucena ^U Lus^nah, which I also find written sometimes thus, £LU1 Al-ydsenah. Casiri always

read incorrectly the name of this city, which he at times wrote EUossana, and at others Al-hasma, telhng

u« however, that both were the names for Lucena among the Spanish Arabs ! {Bih. Arab. Hisp. Esc. vol.

ii.'pp. 95, 126, et passim.) Its Roman name was evidently Lucania, from Lncus, owing to the extensive

forests in the neighbourlrood. ^! Al-kosseyr (the small castle), is a diminutive from Al-kassr^ (in

Spanish Alcazar),
' a castle.' It may be either the present town of Alcozer, fourteen mdes south of

Cordova, or the viUage of Aleazarejos m the same neighbourhood.

<^

-1. _

-
i

'' ^G 1\ A'ffhamdttah is for Ghamdttah, since it is not an uncommon thing for the Arabsito-add a

hamza before the first letter of foreign words, especially when these begin with a l^h^^etter- for

instance, from Kp^r« they made Akritis, from KXi^ Iklm, from Graecus AghriM, from.rXv.v./^/a. &c.

Much obscurity prevails as to the etymology of the word Granada. Casiri, in his translation of

jU Y
VOL. I.
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Ibnu-Mthattib (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Bsc. vol, ii- p. 247), calls it a Phcenician colony, Peregrimrum Colonia, and

says that such is the meaning of the word Gkarndttah. Bat the Arabian historian translated by him

says no such thing; Casiri misunderstood his words, which are i^ JCJu J^ jc*^ z*^' ^lijC

-J jJlll JJ^ t^^ * i x-Jl that is, ' Gharnattah is the foreign or barbarous name for the capital of the

province or district of Elvira, which was also called (by the Arabs) Skd7nu4-andalus,' the ' Damascus of

AncMus/

The supposition that the city of Granada owes its name to the resemblance it bears to a ripe pome-

granate (granatum), either in shape to the open halves of the fruit, or in the multitude of its houses lying

close together like the seeds of that fruit, is scarcely admissible ; for, supposing the comparison to be a just

one as apphed to that city in the times of its greatest splendour, it could by no means be so when

speakmg of a smaU town or castle, such as Granada is represented by all the Arabian writers before the

fifth century of the Hijra. Nor is tlie conjecture given out by the antiquarian Pedraza (Hist. Ecclesi-

astica de Granada, Gran. 1638, fo. 21, et seq.) entitled to more credit, namely, that the city was so called

from its being the spot where that fruit was first introduced from Africa; for I find in Ibnu-1-awam

(see the Spanish translation by Banqueri, Mad, 1802, voL i, fo, 273) that the pomegranate was originally

brought from Syria to Spain during the reign of 'Abdu-r-rahm^ I., who had it planted first in his

gardens at Cordova (towards a. h. 160), and then distributed the seed all over Spain, and long before that

time the above-mentioned city bore the same name as at present. The fact of the author himself

stating that the word A'gharndttah meant a pomegranate in the language of the Christians cannot, for

several reasons, be considered as adding any weight to the opinion that the city of Granada received the

name of the pomegranate either from its founders, whoever they may be, or from the Africans under

Hab^s, when that sovereign transferred to it the seat of his government ; firstly, because, as I shall

show hereafter, the ancient name for that city was not A'glmrndttak, nor Gkarndttah, but ^ U^
Karndttah; secondly, because it is evident that Al-makkarc had no other authority for his statement

than the words of some obscure writer, who caught at the resemblance between tlie two words—

a

thing, unluckily, of too frequent occurrence among his countrymen ; and lastly, because, had any of

the reasons above stated influenced the African settlers in choosing a name for their city, they would

certainly have called it ^. Roman, (the name of the pomegranate in Arabic,) and by no mean^

Agharndttak, fi-om granatum. The same might be said of more ancient settlers-

Others incline to the belief that Kamdtiah or Gharndttah is a Phcenician word, Conde, in his notes to

the ;a.esjcription of Spain by the geographer Idrisi, (Mad, 1799, p- 188,) thought it a compound of two

Phcenician words, Ghdr and ndtiah, meaning ' the cave of the mountain,' and the same opinion is

entertained by Aldrete (Antig, de Espana y Africa, Amberes, 1614, p, 85) and other estimable

antiquarians, Marineo Siculo (De las cosas memorables de Espana, fo. Alcaic, 1530, p. 150), and Eche-

varria (Paseos por Granada, p. 17) go still further, since tliey assert, without the least authonty> that

those words mean ' the cave of Ndttah,' from the name of a Goddess so called, whom the inhabitants

used to worship in a subterranean temple.

Having disposed of my objections as to the origin assigned to its name, I shall now proceed to contra-

dict the opinion of Marmol, and his followers Pedraza and Echevarria, who pretend that Granada was a

foundation of the Arabs,

That a town called ^'J i* Kamdttah existed before the Saracen invasion on the site now occupied by

Granada cannot be doubted, for we are told by the Arabian writers that, before undertaking the conquest

'of Toledo/T^rik dispatched one of his lieutenants with a division of his army towards Malaga, Illiberis
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(Elvira) and Karndttah, which were speedily subdued. Ar-r&zl, who wrote in the ninth century, in

describing the territory round Elvu-a. says. " And in this district is the town of Karndttah, called also

' the city of the Jews, because peopled by them, and Karndttah is the oldest town in all the distnct of

" Elvira
" Ibnu-1-khattib, the celebrated Wizlr and historian, who treated with so much learning on the

antiquities of his native citv. joins in the opinion entertained by Ar-r^i. That this Karndttah was a Ve?y

inconsiderable town in the times that preceded the invasion is, on the other hand, to be inferred from

the fact that its name is nowhere mentioned, either hy the Roman geographers, or in the national

councils of the Goths. We are. therefore, justified in asserting that a small town, called ' Karndttah,'

stood not far from Elvira (Illiberis) previous to the Saracen invasion. See the Spanish translation of

Rasis; Casiri, Sib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 251; Conde. Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. pp. 37, 51; and

Marmol, Reb. de los Moriscos, fo. 5, 6, et seq.

As to its being a Phcenician colony, it seems probable enough. From time immemorial that enterprismg

nation had made settlements on the southern coast of Spain, and the names of Cartama, Carteia. Kar-

chedone (Archidona), Cartajima, Cartaojan, and others, beginning (like Karndttah) with Kar or Karta,

«n"1p meaning a city in the Phcenician language, give plausibility to the conjecture. Besides, I have

already stated that the name of that town is invariably witten by ancient authors thus, a=G/ Karndttah,

and I may add to this that a city of the same name is placed by IdrJsi (see the French transl., vol. i.

pp 202, 226, et passim). Ibnu Khaldiln, fo. 86-104. et passim, and Al-bekri, (Arab. MS. ii» the Bnt.

Mus No. 9577, p. 85, verso,) in that part of Africa which facesthe coastof Granada. Whether the word

Karndttah means the cave of the mountain or not I am unable to determme, as I am not of the number

of those who beHeve that Phcenician words may be invariably interpreted by means of the Hebrew

language ; but think, on the contrary, that withouf a deep knowledge of the native dialects of Africa aU

etymological researches in that quarter must necessarily fail.

I ought to observe that Al-makkari being a mere compiler, and professing only to transcribe the

narrative of historians of various ages and countries, it occurs frequently that the name of a town is spelt

in three or four different ways in the same page. It is therefore not uncommon to find the narne of this

city written Karndttah, Karandttah, Gharandttak, Agharndttah. Aghrandttah, in the course of two or

three pages In such cases I have made it a point to preserve as much as possible the orthography of

the different authors, lest, by attempting uniformity, I should destroy the historical evidence.

70 U\^\ U. ^UH_.,-^ U .-. ^Ub_; L^-J L. li=U
>)

l^Jl a_^ ^ ^^LLi- , :. J^^ ^^;--!l 51 ^ U.

From the word c 'aras, which, in Arabic, means a wedding, the Spaniai-ds have made arras, viz.,

thirteen pieces of i^ey which the bridegroom gives to the bride, as a pledge, in the act of marriage.

The word J\^\ as-siddk, which in the books of the Moriscos is written acidaque, means the dowry

or sum of money assigned by a husband to his wife for her maintenance after his death, or in case of

divorce. According to the ancient laws of Spain, which in this particular agreed with the Mohamii^edan

code, the dowry granted to the ^vife could never exceed the tenth part of the husband's fortune.

"
" .

"
b

••
-

^' Jjdi Sh^nil, which in older writers is written thus, Jj^ Shinjil, is the Smgilis of the Romans

;

withoutplunging, as some authors have done, into an ocean of conjecture, and supposing that it means
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el Rio de San Gil, the river of St. Giles. (See Pedraza, Hist. Secies, de Granada, fo. 32, verso, and Antig.
de GranadM. fo. 1 1, verso.) Its present name is Xenil ; it takes its rise amidst the snow hills of the Sierra
Nevada, in the ravine called " Barrmco del mfiemo;" it then descends to Guejar in the Vega of
Granada, which, after receiving several smaU tributaries, it leaves at Loxa, and proceeds to the walls
of Ezija, to mix its waters with those of the Guadalquivir near Palma.
As the western Arabs dispose their alphabet in a different order to that of the Orientals, so does the

numerical value of their letters vary. Otherwise, the letter shin would mean three hundred. Miguel de
Luna, the converted Moor, interpreter of Philip 11., who m 1592 published a pretended translation of a
hastory of Spain under the Arabs, must have had a vague notion of this, for he tells us (p. 310, ed. of
Valencia, 1646,) that his countrymen called the Singilis SaanU, which in their language meant 'a second
Nile, or an imitation of the Nile.'

^3 The Roman name for Darro, one of the rivers of Granada, was Salon. It was still called so in the
tenth century, since the Spanish translation of Ar-razi gives it no other name. In later times, however,
it received that of Darro, which has been supposed to mean giving gold, quasi ' daf aurum: owing to
the gold which has for ages been found in its sands. The etymology may not be true; it is at least
ingenious. According to Pedraza, the city of Granada, in 1520, presented the Emperor Charles V. with
a crown made entirely of the gold collected in this river. (Pedraza, Antig. de Granada, p. 33; Lucio
Marineo Siculo, Descrip. de G^-anada.) I find the name of this river written thus s.1a& in Ibnu-1-khattib,

and i)^ Haddroh in more ancient writers, like Ibn Sahibi-s-salat. (Arab. MS. in the Bodl. Lib.,

Marsh. 1^0. 433.) Might not the word Haddroh, from
^!j^ Haddr, which means ' the rapidity with

which a swollen river comes down from the mountains," be the origin of the word Darro ?

73 The travels of Abd 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn 'AbdiUah Al-law^ti At-tanj(, known by the surname
of Ibn Battdttah, have already been made known to the public by the extracts pubhshed in 1818
by Messrs. Apetz and Kosegarthen, and by the English translation of the epitome made by Professor
Lee, of Cambridge, in 1829, and published under the auspices of the Oriental Translation Fund. This
would have rendered any further notice of this famous traveller or his writings superfluous, had I not a
few years ago, and since the publication of the said translation, procured from Fez an ancient and
beautifully written copy of the original travels, which I have almost entirely translated, and think of
comraitting to the press.

It has long been thought, owing to a mistake of Mr. Burckhardt (see Travels in Nubia, p. 534),
that Ibn Jazzf-1-kelbi had written an epitome of the travels of Ibn Battiittah, which epitome had been
further abridged by an author named Mohammed Ibn Fat'h-allah Al-bayMni : at least such is the opinion
entertained by the learned translator of his travels. (See The Travels of Ibn Batuta, London, 1829,
Pref. p. X.) The last mentioned work being in reality an abridgement of a book written by Ibn Jazzi-
I-kelbi, who himself was a distinct man from the traveller, it was naturally supposed that Ibn Jazzi-1-kelbi
was only the epitomiser of the narrative of the traveller himself. But as this was nowhere to be found,
and the supposed epitome itself was a book of the greatest rarity, the error was necessarily persevered
jn untU we should find a copy of Ibn Jazzi's work. I now possess a very handsome copy of this MS.,
executed a.h. one thousand one hundred and thirty-nine (a.b. 1726-7). It is a large folio volume of
about seven hundred closely-written pages, and eontams twice as much matter as the epitome translated

hy^ Professor Lee, of Cambridge. The work is a narrative of the travels of Ibn Battdttah, not, indeed,
written by himself,—for, like the famous traveller Marco Polo, he never sat down to commit to paper his
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own narrative.-but taken down from his dictation, and from his notes, by Mohammed Ibn Mohammed

Ibn Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Yahya Ibn Jazzl-l-kelW, a native of Granada, and who,

according to Ibnu-1-khattib, in his biography of iUustrious men bom in that city, died in seven hundred

and fifty-eight (a.d. 1356-7).
.

Ibn Jazzl informs us in his preface that on the arrival of Ibn Batt^tah at Fez. after returning from

his travels in SUin. so mnch curiosity was excited at co^rt that the Sultdn himself wished to hea^his

adventures, and after listening to him for several consecutive nights, ordered that the whole should be

drawn up, and, after the necessary revision by the traveller, made into a book.
„ ^ ,

I ought to state that among my manuscripts I possess one attributed to Ibn Batt^ttah (see Preface).

It is a small quarto of about two hundred pages, containing a history of Morocco, with this title.

'^j^\ '] Ui^l /J ^ iu^Jl Jl^' (variegated silkm robes on the history of Morocco)
.

It begins

li^ ^e foundation of the dty of Morocco by Ab^ Bekr Ibn 'Omar, the first of the Lan^tumnites or

Almoravides. in the year four hundred and sizty-two (a.b. 1069-70), and after recountmg *« evenW

the various dynastieJ that ruled over Mayhre^u^-a^s,, ends with Ab. Tashfin '

^^f'^^^^^1^^
family of the Beni

'Abdu-l-hakk (or Merinites as they are afterwards called), son of the Sultdn Abu-l-

hasan' 'All. and grandson of Ab. Sa.d, who reigned from ..n. 1398 to

J
420 It . cl-- ^^

^
inspection of this date, that the work could not have been written by ^^nB" ^^V ^^^^^ ^
having left Tangiers. his native city, in 1325, at the age of twenty-two. must have been fifty ye^s o d

vln'he returned in 1353. after twenty-eight years' peregrination :
if we add to tins forty-five y^r^^UU

the accession of Ab,^ Tashfin, he must have been at least ninety-five Arabian or nmety-two Chnsti^

rrrr::;»=:=- L-rji™=="^^

"The'airge here quoted, as well .s other, which will afterward, be given, i. literally transcribed from

his travels, with which I have carefully collated it.

" 'h\ ^ -aynu-l-ad^uX or ^U^l ^ 'aynu-^-du^ (the fountain of the tears), preserves

to thifday its Arabic name, corrupted into fli-a. or Adina«,ar. It is a pleasant and much frequented

Ipo' clos! To Granada. It was celebrated a^ong Arabian historians and geographers, and ,s naenfoned

in many of the Morisco romances.

« Instead of <^ MM^. I find in one of the copies ^0, MinMi>. in the plural fo.-m. m
Khalfah who gL the title of this work, and attributes it to Jemilu-d-din Mohammed Ihn Ibrahto

™;
i,^^l Al-,.m (the bookseller) A,.»^^^ (the paper merchant), who died in seven hundred

and eighteen (L. 1318-9), writes it in the latter way, thus, ^1 ^U ,
/i)l ^^ ^^'^ ^^

/„. .^ .« an, places of recreation for tU reason). It is also to be found inverted. See voc. MaMk,

audMabdhiJ. - . ':

n Rem Illibcris. the name of a Eoman town, situate at the foot of the mountain ^^'^^"'
,.,...

il AT Wvrah or Elvira, which Marmol

Nevada, about six miles from Granada, the Arabs made s^l Al-beyrah or ii.
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{Rehelion de los Moriscos, fo, 4, c. ii,) mistook for an Arabic word meaning 'a sterile and unfruitful

country,'

^^ It was not until the year four hundred and three of the Hijra, or thereabout, (a,d, 1012-3,) that

the city of Granada acquired some importance. Before that time it is occasionally mentioned by Arabian

historianSj but always as a dependency of Elvira (Illiberis)- During the civil wars between the Berbers

and the Arabs, Zawi Ibn Zeyri Ibn Menad As-senhaji, an African chief, who held the government of the

southern coast of Spain from Malaga to Almeria, declared himself independent, and transferred the seat

of his empire from Elvira to Granada. Little by little the whole population migrated, so that when
Ibnu-l-khattib wrote, (a.h, 770,) Illiberis had dwindled into an insignificant village, and Granada risen

to be a magnificent capital.

Marmol attributes the foundation of this cassdbah or citadel, which in his days was still called kassdbah

jadidah or aleazaha nueva, to his successor, Habiis. See Reh. de los Mor. fo. 5.
_ \ _

~

^
^^ BMis was not the son of Z^wi As-senhaji, as here stated, for that prince left no sons, but was

succeeded by his nephew Habds Ibn MSkesen, who, at his death in a.h, 429, was succeeded by his son

BMis. His name is sometimes written . ^^[^ B6dis, and at others , ^jjb Badis.

As the Arabian geographers and historians often do nothing more than copy each other without the least

criticism, the mistake here made by Al-makkari, and which he no doubt copied from an Eastern writer

' not well versed in the history of Spain, has, probably from the same source, been adopted by several

geographers. See Ibnu-^wardi (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No, 9590, fo, 15, verso), and the

- *AJdyihu-l-mahhUkdt (Arab. MS. ?J„ No. 7504, fo. 24).

79 A^ Sholayr is the name given by the Arabs to that chain of mountains called by the ancients

Orospeda, (now Sierra Nevada,) and at the foot of which stood the Roman city of Illiberis, The range

nearest to Granada is now called Sierra de Elvira.

The word Sholayr, written as above, conveys no meaning whatever in Arabic; but Pedraza, the Gra-
nadine antiquarian, with that characteristic aptness of his countrymen to distort tlie Arabic names of

towns, rivers, and mountains, into a signification congenial with their theories, pretends that the word
Sholayr i^ a compound of two Spanish words, sol and aire (sun and air), and that the mountains were so

called by the Arabs, owing to their elevation ! {Antig, de Granada, fo, 3, vei^so,) The Spanish translation

of Ar-r&zi says that the meaning of the word Sholayr is 'Monte de la elada' (the mountain of the

snow). But, I repeat, the word Sholayr is not Arabic, and although it might be one of the many words

introduced by the African settlers into the language of the Spanish Moslems, I know of no Berber dialect

in which the word Sholayr means 'snow/ Ibnu-1-khattib, in the extracts given by Casiri (Bib. Ar.

Hisp, Esc. vol. ii, p. 248), calls it^^ ^| Jj^ viz., * the snowy mountains (called) Sholayr^ whence

I infer that the word Sholayr could never mean snow. The point, however, is well worth the investigation

of the antiquarian, as it may lead us to discover the origin of the modern denomination of the entire

range

—

Sierra Nevada.

^^ The word translated by ' watch-tower ' is ;U^ TalCah, a tower, or bu

so as to command a great expanse of territory. From the plural -Oils

At<ilaya,
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SI j^ Nejd is the high or mountainous part of Arabia, in opposition to 1^ TeUmeh, which means.

on the contrary, the lower part. Hence, wherever they settled, the Arabs, who dehghted in naming the

spots they inhabited after those of their mother country. caUed a slightly undulating ground, hke that

in the neighbourhood of Granada. Nejd. This name was given to a particular district of great pleasantness

in the territory round Granada. See Ibnu-1-khattib's history of that city, apud Casin, Bih. Ar. Htsp. Esc.

vol. ii. p. 252.

^ ^ .3> u Nazhttn. I was long uncertain whether the name of this poetess was to be written as above.

or
. ^; Tarhdn, as I find it constantly written in every copy of the present work; but having had

recourse to Ibnu-l-khattib's Biographical Dictionary. I not only found the name of this poetess written

with a nun and a zayn, (Nazhun.) but her biographical article classed among those of the poets whose

names began with that letter. This decided me to adopt the former reading, especially as the trans-

position of one of the points was sufficient to produce that change.
^

' Nazhtin." says Ibnu-l-khattib, (loco laudato,) "was the daughter of Ab.i Bekr Al-ghosdm. She was

better known by her patronymic ^^1 AUkaVaiyyeh or Al-kaVaiyyah : she was an eloquent poetess,

- well versed in history and Uterature", and flourished in the sixth century of the Hijra. Her principal

" merit consisted in the beauty of the similes which she used in her poems." See also Casn-i {Btb. Ar.-

Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 102), who makes her a native of SeviUe.

^^ Instead of Al-kal'aiyyah. B. reads L^XiUl AUuU'iyyak. Both are patronymics from AUaVak

(AlcaU la Real), near Granada. They might al.o be referred to the diminutive Al-koUiyyak (Alcolea), m
« O* >

which case the patronymic ought to be pronounced ^^olftj! Al-koleytyyah.

-.

^ Ibnu-l-khattib has no separate article respecting Zeynab in his Biographical Dictionary but he

«peaks of her under that of her sister Hamdah, who was also a famous poetesa. He says that they were

the daughters of ZeyM the bookseller, i^JCjl (M-muktib). and that they inhabited ^1 ^ jt^ Wdda-l-

Jaumak {Al-kama?) near ^^b BMi. in the district of Guadix. Ibnu-l-abhdr (Ar. MS. in the Nat.

Lib Mad Gg. 12) says that both were good poetesses, besides being well versed in all the branches of

literature ; that they were very handsome, rich, amiable, and modest, only that their love of science

threw them into th; company 'of learned men : the author observes, however, that they associated w.th

them with the greatest decency and composure, and without violating the strict rules of their sex.-

^ Hafsah was the daughter of the Haji (not Al-hejjdj. as in the text.) Ar-rakiini. She was a natwe

of Granada, and died at Morocco towards the end of five hundred and eighty, or the beginning; of the

ensumg year (a.u. 1184-5). Her life occurs in Ibnu-1-khattib's Biographical Dictionaiy of lUu^iOus^

Granadians. She is likewise mentioned by Ibnu-l-abbdr in his Tahfatu-l^kadrm. See Casir,. 5.^,^.

Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 102. :- 'l .

:- .
:^
"-

^ : :--J : ' -'>:-

^ AU Ja'far Ahmed Ibn Sa'id was the son of Abd Merwdn 'Abdu-1-mdUk lbn-^'id,^rd^c««JW

Sa-a (now Alcaic la Real), between Cordova and Granada, and the grandfather of Abd-l-hasan Ibn
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Sa'id, the author of the Mugh'rih. He was Wizir to Abu Sa'id Ibn 'Abdi-1-mumen, ruler of Granada

His life will be given at length in another part of the present -work.

These verses are given with some variations in my MS, of Ibau-1-khattib at the life of Hafsah

Ar-rakiSniyyah. The first reads thus

:

'^

Ch^y^ jy^ I il^l_5 ( ;i Cj .' ^3^^ ^^. jj ILJ UJl ^j
which rather alters the meaning

—

' God has given us a happy night, such as He never gives to the vicious and low ; He has pre
' served us, and shown us the cypress trees, &c/

r

Instead of i.::^Jii^ in the second verse I read l::^^:^ There is likewise one verse more in mv MS.

• The laughing stream winds loosely across the plain, and yet (its close banks) look like the

'contracted lips of a kissing mouth/

J

The third verse is altogether wanting in Al-makkari. I have supplied it from my copy of Ibnu-1-

thattib. The translation is as follows ;

\ Thy thoughts even have not taken the right course ; for they are not always properly

'directed/

The last verse presents also a different reading, which considerably alters the meaning

—

' Heaven has not deprived itself of its stars, except to let us observe it more freely/

Mmmal was a district in the meadow of Granada, so called from the name of Maumel or Maumal,
an African, who was the Wizir of Badis Ibn Habiis, Sultan of Granada, and who, among other useful

and ornamental works executed in that capital or its neighbourhood, made a public walk, planted with

cypress trees, and called after him J^^ ^^ Hawar Maumal, ' the cypress plantation of Maumal/

jj dauh is, according to Jeuhari, the name of certain large trees, for a description of w^hich

I have looked in vain in Ibnu-I-awam, Ibnu4-beyttar, and other Arabian writers de re rustica.

Instead of Abu Merwdn I think that Ibn Abi Merwan, i. e, the son of Abu Merwan, ought to be read,

since there can be no doubt that Abli Ja'far is the individual intended.

]

i:

i
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^' ^ J Loxa is a city fifteen miles east of Granada, the birth-place of the celebrated historian and

Wizir whose life is the subject of Al-makkari's work. ^L> Begliah is a large town in the same

province. Casiri was strangely mistaken when he translated Beghah by the Vega de Granada, See

Bib. At. Hisp. Esc. vol, ji, p, 253,

Beghah was a town not far from Jaen, on the road to Granada. Ibn ly&s describes it in the following

words ;
—" Beghak,^' he says, " is a handsome city, abounding in running waters, and full of geo'dens

" and orchards, where the olive tree and the vine thrive in a wonderful manner. Its territory, which is

" excessively fertile, is comprised within the limits of the province of Jaen." This statement is con-

firmed by Yakut in his Geographical Dictionary, (Ar. MS. in the Bodl, Lib,, Oxford, No. 909, v.oc*

Beghah.) Idrisi, in his Geography, calls it Beyghah; he places it at a short march from AUghoydik or

Al-ghaydik^ (Alcaudete ?) in the district of Jaen,

Ul^Hl u?^^9 Wdda-l-esJmt or Wdda-l-eshet, It is now called the river of Guadix, a corruption

from Wdda (river), and Acci (the name of the town under the Romans), . l\ ^d\^^ Marmol was wrong

in supposing that the word Guadix meant ' the river of life.' See RebeUon de los Moriscos^ Malaga,

1600, book iv, fo, 87, verso.
L

^^ Abil-l-hasan Ibn Nasr was a poet, born at Guadix in five hundred and seventy-two (a, d, 1 176-7):.

He resided in Granada, where he held command under the Almohades. See Ibnu-1-khattIb's history of

Granada.

&o T Ml . * 1 . _. -Mr ... /

Im^

^LiiJ^ ^^—^-^ ^uL-aJ J-S^ .'. xJl^ L-jLa^^L *-^**-^, j-^)

^

L^l xSLxJ.^ ^jJ^ !^1 .\ [^ ^^! ^^6.^ K^XJS^

^1 The territory about Guadix was and is still famous for its medicinal plants, Ibnu-1-beyttar, who
alludes to it often in his Botanical Dictionary, says that it was much frequented by physicians and

HRturalists in his days. Long after the expulsion of the Moors from Spain .it continued still to be the

scene of their rambles. As late as the end of the last century one of these wandering physicians, a

native of Fez, used to come regularly every year, during the summer season, and, after herborizing for
r

about a fortnight in the neighbouring mountains, return to Africa with a plentiM supply of plants.

92
JO UU*- Hisn Jalidnah. This seems to be the same village which Marmol Carvajal mentions: as Still

existing in his time under the name of Julina, It then belonged to the Taa or district ofLuchar, (See

RebeUon de los Moriscos, p. 81,) I ought to observe that the word Taa, meaning '-o, district-Or juyisdicticsBal

territory of a city,' is Arabic, and comes from ^Uo /ti'A, which means 'obedience/ The Wdrd^ j;

Kariah, too, which I have translated by village, has been preserved in the Spanish Alquerut, which means

VOL. I. 2 Z
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a hamlet, and more properly a cluster of agricultural buildings or farm-houses. There is a province in

Spain still called Alcarna, since the time of the Arabs, owing to the great number of farm-houses that

were scattered over its surface.

93 Ibnu Jazzl-1-kelbi is here caUed ^_jkj ,^1 ^U_; ^-^^^.i-JJ! ' the editor of Ibn Batti^ttah's

travels.' The life of this writer occurs in niy copy of Ibnu-1-khattlb's history. His entire name was

Abii-l-k&sim Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'AbdiUah Ibn Yahya Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman Ibn

Ytisuf Ibn Jazzi-1-kelbi. He was a native of Granada, but his family were originally from ^^ Huelma,

a village in the Alpuxarras. Ibau Jazzi died in seven hundred and forty-one (a. d. 1340-1).

A son of his, named Ahmed, was still living, according to Ibnu-l-khattib {loco laudato), in seven hundred

and sixt>'-three (a.d. 1361-2), filhng the duties of K^dl of the principal mosque at Granada, and preacher

at that of the royal palace of the Al-hamrah in that city.

^
'i JLJi) Al-busherah, that is, place of pasturage, from haskerah, which means ' grass ;' at least such

appears to be the probable etymology of this word, which Marmol Carvajal thought to mean ' the quarrel-

some* (ii /; ol I suppose), because, says that author, long after the conquest of Spain by the Arabs, the

Christians Iield out a long time in the mountain passes for which that district is famous. {Rebel, de los

Mot, p. 16.) Pedraza, the Granadian antiquarian, with his usual perspicuity, says that the Alpuxarras

were so called from Abrahem Abuxarra, one of Tarif's officers, who subdued them ! I need not show

the extravagance of such etymology, which Pedraza borrowed from that amusing romance. La iperdida de

Espana, ed. of Valencia, 1646, p. 54. See Hist. Eccles. p. 89.

95 Al-munikab, or rather Al-mandkib, is the plural of ^JU Mankabah, which means a ' gorge, a pass in

the mountains,'—an etymology which agrees well with the situation of that town,—mthout plunging,

like Conde, into an ocean of conjectures, and supposing the word Almunecar to be a corruption of Al-

mune-caria, which that author pretends means a garrison town, forgetting that the Arabs never prefix the

adjective to the substantive. {Geog. del Nub. p. 224.) The author of the AudliaJm-l-mesdlek (fo. 157,

y^ * J

verso) writes it thus, L_.._<JL^1 Al-mnnnekkab, which accounts for the Spaniards adopting the letter n

in the pronunciation of that word. It was there that 'Abdu-r-rahman I. landed from Africa when he

came to the conquest of Spain.

Almunecar is the same town which the Roman geographers designate often by the names of Ezi,

Firmum Julium Sext, Municipium Exitamm.

96 I have already observed (see Note 69) that.owing to the system adopted by Al-makkarl in writing

history, namely, transcribing the narrative of writers of various ages and countries, there must be consider-

able difi^erence in the mode of spelling. For instance, the word Toletdah, which at times is written thus,

^ J O x- ^

iiuii^ is now distinctly written and pointed thus, LLkjdir Toleytolah. or rather Toletolah as the

C ^ -5

Arabs pronounced it. The same word is written SJJa^J^ Toleytilah by the author of the 'Ajdyibu-l~

makhUkdt, 'the wonders of the creation ' (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7504, fo. 26, verso).

C. K-The family of the Dhi-1-ntin, or rather Dhl-n-min, occupied the throne of Toledo from a.h. four
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hundred and .CTen to four hundred and seventy-eight (a.d. 1016 to 1085). Al-makkari was therefore

wrong in saying the sixth instead of the fifth century.

3^ It is not easy to guess what the author means by the word '^j Zaleytah, (BajdJ DhMleytah \ii

another copy,) which he translates into Arabic by ^_^li c:J I
' thou art content.' especially as, the word

not being pointed, it is impossible to say how it is to be pronounced. If the word be spelt as I have

written it, it may perhaps be meant for the Latin word delectas ; if, however, the first letter has a

dhamma, thus— dhuleytah. it may easily be converted into tu Uta or tu l<Btus, which is a close translation

of mta fdrihon. The author of the Andhahu-l-mesdlek says that dhaleytah or dhuleytah mean ^^U c:^ 1

' thou art finishing or ending,' but as the copyist may easily have mistaken the ^^^^ -^^ believe the

former reading to be the right one. Of all people in the world the Arabs are the most fond of giving

sense to foreign words. It is a propensity in which Spanish historians have also most freely indulged.

The Kitdhu-l-ja'rdfiyyah (Arab. MS. in my possession) says that Toledo was founded by the Carthaginians,

jul'^l 'Amalekah or Araalekites, as the Arabs called them, loco laudato, p. 25, verso.

99
\ (L-LaJ ^J '-;^1 |^^-«

Li_k LLkj.

^_jULi i^[jJf\ 'ijy-^Y' LJ-^ j-V (JwJs>i

44

X JaJLs *UJ!
4*

» 41
.Xi-.

II

The author of these verses, 'Abbas Ibn Firn^. was a general of Mohammed I., son of 'Abdu-r-rabm&n

II., Sultan of Cordova. After a siege of six years, Mohammed took the city of Toledo (a.d. 859)

from the rebels who, since his father's time, had strengthened themselves in it. See Conde, Hist, de la

Dom. vol. i. p. 291.

The last hemistich of the last verse, which I have translated by ' through which the inhabitants held

communication with the infidels,* might also be translated 'which served for the passage of the

Christian troops,' for the'word <^^,^ katdyib, plural of kaHbah, means ' letters,' and ' bodies of cavalry
;'

and it is not unlikely that the inhabitants of Toledo sought and obtained the assistance of the Christians

on this occasion. The verb c:^o^ too, seems to imply that a bridge of light materials had been thrown

across the river for that purpose.

100 iuS^ * 4

**

\jiss>' L-«

*«

7^I]

J -^i—»-
*

I find this second verse differently written in a collection of poems formed by 'Ala Ibn Mohammed Ibh

Khaled Al-belatanisi, ^\i\:\^)l^^ l^oshatu-l-ahssdr wa hahjatu-l'afkdr . It stands thus

:

I
- ^ -

w

(^ CJ
ij)

*4

JI V

^ J - .-r

-rJ-

' God has ornamented it, and given it the walls for a girdle, (while) the river: is the mili^ way,

' and the branches of the trees (on its banks) look like the stars.'

.*!
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Immediately after these verses there follow, in the principal manuscript, several odes, and other poetical

compositioDS, of unusual length, touching more or less upon Spain, and praising in general terms its

mild temperature, salubrious air, natural productions, fertility of the soil, &c. As the reader could not

derive much information from the translation of these poems, some of which occupy many closely-written

pages in the original, and have but a slight connexion with the main object of this work, I have thought

myself authorized to suppress them, taking care to give here the names of their authors, with such

accounts of them and their works as I have been able to collect elsewhere*

Abti I'sh-dk Ibn Khafdjah, a poet of the fifth century, and whose life has been given by Al-fat^h, both in

his KaUyidy fo. 71, and in his Mattmahu-l-anfus, fo, 174, verso; Ibnu-1-kliattib (see Note 11, p. 306) ;

*Abdu-l-m5lik Ar-ro'ayni, Ibnu Sa'id, father and son (see Note 1, p- 309), &c. There is also a verj' long

epistle, full of rhetorical beauties, containing a poetical description of some of the Spanish cities, addressed

to 'Abdu-r*rahin^n, son of the Sult&n Yiisuf, and grandson of 'Abdu-l-miimen. The author is Abti
r

Bahr Sefw6n Ibn Idria. See Casiri, Bib, Ar, Hisp. Esc, voL ii, pp. 97, 598.

*^^ KaVaURabdh (tte castle of Rab^), which Conde (see notes to the description of Spain by the

geographer Idrisi, fo, 211) translated by ' a capacious or roomy castle,' was so called from the name

of its founder 'All Ibn Rab&h Al-lakhmi, an illustrious Arab, "who is supposed by some to have been one

of the followers of the Prophet who entered Spain with Musa.

^^^ It appears evident that Malaga and the surrounding districts were called by the Arabian settlers

h Rayah, from the name of a city and province in Persia called ^. Rayya, much in the same manner

as Jaen wr^ called ifmwe^rik ; Seville, J^em^ (Emesa) ; Granada, SArfm (Damascus); Murcia, ilfisr, &c.,

after similar cities in the East. Rayya is the name of a district of Persia, whence, according to Ar-razi,

whb was originally from it, numerous settlers came to Spain, who, at the division of the lands among

the Arabs, obtained for their share the country round Malag-a, Adh-dhobi, in his Bigh'yatu-l-muUamis

(Arab. MS- in the Nat, Lib. Mad,, Gg. 14, p. 160), says that part of the territoiy of Malaga \vas

peopled by settlers from Al-urd^n (Jordan), who gave it the name of their country, and called it AUurddn,

However, although Malaga and its territory may have been called Rayya, there must have been besides in

the neighbourhood of that city another town, perhaps founded by the same settlers, and which received

also from them the name of Rayya, for Casiri {Bib, Ar, Hisp. Esc. voL ii. p. 103), in translating an

article from Ibnu-1-khattib, speaks of a town called Raya, belonging to the district of Archidona (Kop-

X^^&v). This I believe stood on the site now occupied Ijy the hamlet of Zafarraya, (the fields of

Rayya ?) eighteen miles from Archidona and twenty-five from Malaga, unless it be the town of Arrayate,

which is at a few miles from the former city, Conde was wrong in supposing that Raya was Rute, See

notes to Idrisi, p. 187-

*^ AQ the copies read ^jXC" but I know of no place on the coast of Malaga answering this description.

Perhaps ^^b Biksh or ^;^ Velez, twelve miles east of Malaga, is meant, Al-bekri {loco laudato,

fo. 63) speaks of a sea-port called
^fi!^[}

Bdlish or Belish, which stood opposite to Malaga on the African

coast, and settlers from which founded in all probability the Spanish town,

^^"^ One of the signs of royalty among the Arabs, Abu Zeyd Ibn Khaldun says, consisted in having

their names and surnames woven into the skirt of their robes. Rich men were also allowed to use stuifs

intb which were woven passages of the Koran, or some favourite prayers. The stuffs thus prepared were
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caUed 1 U tirds, a word meaning the skirt of a robe, and from which the Spaniards have derived traza,

which signifies the edge of cloth. Upon the tirdz, and the use made of it by the Arabs, the reader may

consult De Sacy's Ckrest. Arab. vol. ii. p. 287, where he has given a translation of the passage of Ibau

Khaldiin concerning this and other signs of royalty among the Arabs.

105

4*

10i> L^jUj ^^\ ^ ^-^31 ;
. H-H^i' [^ ^ II

The first hemistich is difi'erently written in some copies : 'iAx^^ 1 ^ ^j^ ^ j

10^ Us rati or retl is a pound of twelve ounces. The old Spanish words arrel and arrelde are derived

from it. The word retal, a remnant of cloth, seems to have the same origin,

r - -

'^s The Arabs call Canopus SohayL It is not improbable that in the mountains of Ronda, which aje a

continuation of the Sierra Nevada, and some of which have an elevation of nine thousand feet above the

surface of the sea, that constellation may be visible.

^^^ ^ is the present city of V elez-Malaga, i tnmK it was so cauea lo oisunguisn n iruiu oiioiuci

town also called B^lesh, which Al-bekrS places on the coast of Africa, opposite to the former. See

Note 103, p. 356.

"0 Nerja, which in the sixteenth century was called Ndrija, (see Marmol, loco laudato, fo. 68,) is a

sea-port between Velez and Almuiiecar.

'11 Al-hamah derives its name from the hot springs in the neighbourhood; Al-hammah, in Arabic.

meaning ' hot springs' or ' therme.' There is another town of the same name in the district of Almeria on

the banks of the river Gergal, which is called Al-hama la seca (the dry) to distinguish it from the

former.

112 Kkeyrdn was a Sclavonian eunuch and confidential sei-vant of the famous Al-mansiSr Ibn Abi 'A'mir,

who, in reward for his services, conferred oii him the government of the province of Almeria. Gn the

death of his master, and during the civil wars that arose between the Africans and the Spanish Arabsi

Kheyrdn naturally embraced the party of the Sultdns of the family of Umeyyah. and, Uke the other

generals of Al-mansiir, proclaimed himself independent in his government. He seems, hp-s^eyer, h^t^to;

have assumed the title of kmg, but to have contented himself with that oi Hdjih or prime itiihister, for.

like the other rebels, he pretended to administer his possessions in the absence oidy of the legitimate

sovereign of the house of Umeyyah. See Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. pp..593^599, ?f se^. laid vol.

ii. p. 10. See also Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 206, c. 2, et passim. -

_ -^- -
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^1^ Tliere is a small river, or rather a mountain torrent, at Berja, which discharges its waters into the

river of Adra, eight or nine miles before reaching the sea.

1^^ Dock-yard in Arabic is iUi^jlj dar-san'ah, that is, 'house of construction/ a name which the

Spanish Arabs apphed not only to the dock-^yards where ships were built or careened, but also to the

magazines where weapons and other warhke implements were either manufactured or stored. From ddr-

mtCah the Spaniards have since made the word atarazana, -which conveys the same meaning. The same

word was further corrupted into darsena (a place in a harbour to repair ships), and arsenal (a dock-yard),

which has also passed into French and Italian. There are still in some of the sea-ports of Spain

buildings of this kind constructed by the Arabs, or erected by the Christians on their model, as the

atarazanas of Malaga, Seville, Barcelona, Tarragona, &c.
'

Almeria was, during the empire of the Beni Umeyyah, the principal dock-yard on the coast of the

Mediterranean, See Appendix B. at the end of this volume, where the reader will find, in a passage

translated from Abii Zeyd Ibn Khaldun, much that is interesting upon the navy and maritime forces of

the western Arabs,

'"^ «-Up dihiij is a generic word for all sorts of silken stuff dyed of various colours. The Spaniards

have made from it the words dibujo and dihujar, which mean ' a drawing ' and ' to draw/

^*^ The meaning of the word tirdz has already been explained. Both Ibnu-I-wardl (loco laudato, fo.

15, verso) and the author of the 'Ajdyihu4-maklilukdt (fo, 24, verso) praise the city of Almeria for its

manufactures of these royal dresses.

"^ JJ^ ^o/o/, or rather hold, the plural of Mllah, means a species of silken robe worked in stripes.

'^^ A. reads ^^.l^DLii^l askdtun; B. more correctly ^ J^^A - askalatm> which means scarlet. Tliat

word seems to be the origin of the word scarlatum, which, according to Ducange (see Gloss. voL vi.

p. 202), was used in Low Latin. Spanish, escarlata ; French, ^carlatc; Italian, scarldtto.

11^ Instead of >'CL: 'AtdU, or 'ItdU, the principal MS. reads jUc 'AndU, hut I believe the former

to be the correct reading, for I find in Ibn Bashkuw^ that there was in Baghdad a street called \^\:^

'Atdh, in \7hich there were several mannfactures of silken stuffs, and it is likely. that these were thus

denominated from the spot of their fabrication.

The author of the 'Ajdyihu-l-makhUkAt (fo. 24, verso) adds that there were at Almeria fabrics of candied

fruits, of which a considerable exportation took place every year for the ports of Africa and Egypt
; he

adds also that at one time the number of baths and inns, fonddic, (Itahan, fondaco, Spanish, fonda,)

amounted to one thousand, including only in this number those that had shutting doors ^j^U^

'20 Abii Ja'far Ibn 'iA^

Ahneria, which is often quoted by Ibnu-l-khattlb in his Kiidbu-l-akdttatt fi tunkhi Gharndttati (Arab.

MS. in my possession), and the title of which is as follows: ;aJjol!l jUxj! ^^ bt^ ^ iu.^1 hjj^

{advantages of Almeria over the other districts of Andalus).
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The life of the author himself was written in great detail by Ibnu-1-khattib. His entire name was

Abii Ja'far Ahmed Ibn 'AH Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Ali Ibn Mohammed. He was Imown by the surname of

Ibn Khatimah, and used the patronymic ' Al-'ansdri.' He was born at Almeria in seven hundred and

twenty-four (a.d. 1323-4). He was stilt Uving when Ibnu-1-khattlb wrote, viz.. in Sha'bSn. a.h. seven

hundred and seventy (a.d. 1369).

There is still another history of Almeria which Ibnu-l-khattlb mentions repeatedly, and the author of

which is said to be Abu-1-barkah Ibnu-1-haj. See Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 810. c. 2.

121 The word jo. 1 -J hardrid, thus written, can be nothing else than the plural of 3 jj_^ harndah, a

word not to be found either in Jeuhari or Flriizabadl, and which I believe belongs to some of the

African dialects. I think it means either the floor or the sides of a room, which in most hbuses of

wealthy people in Morocco are lined with marble flags to a height of three or more feet. It might also

come from y" harro^ which in Arabic as well as in Spanish means mud and clay, substances with which

the floors of Moorish houses are generally strewed to this day. and over which the tiles or marble flags

are placed. See Graberg, Specchio di Marocco, p. 139.

The mountains in the neighbourhood of Almeria abound in agates of aU colours. See Bowles, Intro-

duccion d la Historla Natural y Geografia Ft'sica de Espam, pp. 125, 1 32. et passim. It is no doubt owing

to this circumstance that the Promontorium Chandemi received its present name of Caho de Gm> or c^pe -

of the agates. Samuel Bochart thought even that the word ^api^ficv was but a corruption of the t^o

words char and odem, meaning, in the Punic language, the promontory of the comeHans.

122
j.f/(,-(?« Bejinah (the river of Bej^nah), so called, no doubt, because it passed through or quite close to

Bej^nah, which I believe to be the same as the Bechina of Marmol {Rebel, de los Moriscos, fo. 85, verso),

now PeJhina, a viUage five miles from Almeria. It is probable, however, that in the eleventh centufy,:

when Almeria became the capital of a kingdom, both places were connected together by a continuance ;of

buildings, for I find them frequently mentioned by the Arabian writers as being only one city. The

author of the Nashahi-Uazhdr fl 'ajdyiU-UaUtdr, a geographical treatise described elsewhere (Arab. MS..

in the Brit. Mus., No. 7503, fo. 9, verso), says that Bej^nah was the ancient name for Almeria. Yaktit.

in his great geographical dictionary, entitled Mu'ajemu4-bolddn (Arab. MS. in the Bodl. Lib., No. 909).

writes thus, ^"l:^ Bej^nah, and says that it was once a city belonging to the pro-vince of Al-birali

(lUiberis), but that in the course of time its inhabitants destroyed it and migrated to Almeria. Idrisi

{dim. iv. \ect. 1) has words to the same eft-ect. " From Almeria," he says, " to Bej^nah the distance is

six miles. Bejenah was once a famous city long time before Almeria had risen to importance, but the

inhabitants of Bejenah having migrated to the latter place, Almeria became a populous city, and the

' former was deserted." Abi'.-l-fed^ (see Geog. fo. 47, verso) is still more explicit
;

his words are,

" Bejgnah is now a small fortified town ^^^^ at seven miles from Almeria. It was in former days the

" seat of the government of the province, but, having decayed, Almeria in time rose out of its ruins." -.
.

I ought to observe that it is not uncommon to find, in geographical descriptions of Mohammedan Spain,

the name of this town written thus ^U^ Bejdyah, hy a mere transposition of one point, and t^e addiaSn

of another—an easy mistake among illiterate copyists, who confounded the Bejenah of §pain ,W^^^

Bejdyah or Bujayah (now Bujeiah or Bugia) in the territory of Algiers. I may quote ^a^prpof the copy

of Ibnu-1-wardi's geographical work in the British Museum (No. 9590. fo. 15, verso), Mid XU'Ajdyibu- •

l.nialcMukdt. No. 7504 in the same library, fo. 24. as well as the Arabic text of Idrisi, piiiited at Kome in

1592. Conde, in his translation {Geografia del Nubiense, p. 31). fell also into the same error.

i<

<\
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It is not easy to determine wliich was the ancient name of Bej^nah. It must have been a city of some

importance under the Romans, for Ibnu-1-khattih, in his history of Granada, represents it as a large

deserted place where, as late as the fourteenth century of our era, remains of great Roman buildings were

still visible, Plmy and Ptolemy mention a sea-port called Vigi, in a situation answering to that of Almeria,

and which gave its name to the Vigitanus Golphus; might not the word Bej^nali be a corruption of it ?

However, it is evident that the Arabs did there what they were in the constant habit of doing wherever

they settled in Spain, Not liking the situation of the Roman town, they built one of their own at a short

distance along the coast, with the materials of the old one, and gave it a name purely Arabic, as is that of

^ J) Al-menyy<iK (a word meaning the ' conspicuous/ the ' visible,' no doubt because of its being seen

far at sea.)

"What the Arabs called " the river of Bejgnah" is now " the river of Almeria/' Higher up, and

before it receives the waters of the Andarax, it is called Rio Boloduy.

123
4 « L^-j L/iiwij

J
till ci^oijj ^jpj

^^* The Beni Maymun were a powerful family who played a distinguished part during the civil wars

between the Almoravides and Almohades, following the party of the former. Some of them held

Almeria, Cadiz, and other cities of Spain, as a fief of the Almoravides, until, by the entire subjection

of Spain by the arms of 'Abdu-l-mdmen, the first Sultfin of the Almohades, they were compelled to

submit- Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. p, 292, speaks of a certain 'Abdullah Ibn Maymun, who was

governor of Almeria in five hundred and forty (a, d, 1145); but a few pages lower (p. 298) he calls

him Muhamad hen Maymun^ See also Casiri, Bib, Ar. Hisp, Esc. voL ii. p, 54.

During the occupation of Almeria and Cadiz by the princes of this family the mai'itime forces of the

western Arabs were continually engaged in piratical incursions upon the coasts of France and Italy.

See Appendix B. at the end of the volume, and Reinaud, Invasions des Sarrazins en France, Pai'is,

1836, pp. 220-3, et passim.

125
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LA-il 13! ^ sJLs-j iLAJui" ItiLJ

*^ Various testimonials tend to prove that during the middle ages, and especially after the formation

of the kingdom of Granada, a considerable trade was carried on between the Spanish Arabs and the

Genoese, the Pisans, and Catalonians, through the ports of Malaga, Almunecar, and Almeria, Oil, wine,

hemp, manufactured stufis, pottery, and above all, ra,w silk, seem to have famished the principal staple of

a trade which poured immense wealth all along the shores of Granada. It was from their establishments

on that coast, and chiefly at Almeria, that the Italian citizens first acquhed that superiority in trade, and

that proficiency in various branches of industry, which insured to them in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries the universal market of Europe. The reader may consult on the subject Tirahoschi, Storia della

Letteratura Italiana, and Sismondi, in his history of the Italian republics, as well as Capmany, Memorias

Hist, de Barcelona, Mad, 1779-92, voL iii, p. 218 ; Marmol, loco laudato, fo, 8S, et passim; and Pedraza,

Aniig, de Granada, fo, 101, et passim.

As this passage is important, and is somewhat obscure, I have thought fit to transcribe here the words

of the author.
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^tjUijl
_j

j^^yb i^U jU^^ j ^cU^^ l^yii L^JiXo ^jUJl it^J tj^y^ J
_j

j&^Lix!

^^'^
I jlXc ^t/rflj the A/3S€pa of Strabo and Ptolemy, preserves its ancient name with a slight alteration.

h^^j Bmy'ak is Berja, a town built on the banks of a small river, discharging itself into the Medi-

terranean at Adra. It is believed to be the Bergi of Pliny and Strabo-

12s

4^

J
iU^w l\ j.,> J^ ,

* #

123
jJU/^ .--c::s- HisU'Skinsh. The name of this town is variously written in the several manuscripts.

A, has
, v^JiAXj 'i

Hadhrah Bakshans, B. and my copy ^iJL as printed- I have chosen

the former because it is that given by the Audhahu-I-mesdlek, fo, 109, verso, as well as by Abti-l-fedS

in his Geography, fo» 47, who places it at times in the province of Malaga, at others in that of Almeria;

but I am not sure, even then, of having pronounced the word right, bb it is written entirely without"voWels.

Marmol (RebeL de Jos Moris, fo. 77) mentions among the vOlages of the Taa, or district of Berja, two

whose names bear a slight resemblance to this

—

Aynaxid aiid Bena Hcmn. With a slight alteration of

the diacritical points in the word ^jU^ thus, ^xJi or ^ xiUs- the word Ha^in may easily be obtained.

Nothing is so difficult as to fix the topography of small towns and hamlets mentioned by the Aa'ahian

historians and geographers. Besides their being almost universally written without vowels, and in a

variety of ways, so as to make their real pronimciation rather a matter of guess than a certainty, the
r

words themselves were so much vitiated by the pronunciation of the Christians that some of them scarcely

retain any of the radical letters- The conquerors, too, in settling in the Moorish towns and villages, not

unfrequently baptized their new place of residence, either by naming it after the country of their birth or

by translating the name into Spanish, For instance, when, after the conquest of Seville by St, Ferdinand

in Nov. A. n. 1248, the lands and villages about the capital were distributed among the noblemen

and feudal lords who had assisted in the undertaking, scarcely one of the allotted districts retained its

Arabian name. mUI^ Jilidn was transformed into Villalba ; y J Fordt, or Euphrates, into Tamariz

;

^ Is ^ J] ^ j^ Harrat AM Sarrah into Molina ; 5 & ^-^=v Hisn-zahrah was translated by Penaflor.

might multiply the examples of this kind, all taken from a curious old manuscript in the Brit Mas,,

Bib. Eger. No. 478, being a copy of the original distribution made of tlie lands about Seville immediately

after the conquest. If to this be added that many of the towns and hamlets inhabited by the Arabs

have, owing to the persecution of the Moriscos until their final expulsion in 1610, and the fiightful

decrease of population in Spain during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, totally disappeared from

the surface, the reader will easily conceive the difficulties which the translator h^ had to ertbountef :at

every step to determine the modern names and situation of several places mentioned in this history.

- _ ^ j-

_M^

-I'f_

IV

^^ ..jUs^ Jdyyen is beheved to be the Aurigi of PHny. It owes its modern iiatiie; to the Arabs, who
_ - - -^ ' '

called it after a city of Persia of the same name. The territory of its juosdictibn was likewise called
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Kennesrin because some Arabs of that country settled in it. In the old Spanish chronicles the name of

Jaen is writtea thus, Jalwn, and sometimes Jayen. See Cronica de Espaha por el Rey Don Alfonso,

fo. cccc.

131 J J, j^] ab'adu min 'omki, 'further than the Pleiades,' is an expression very much used

by Arabian writers when they wish to enhance the distance of an object.

132 .. :\tl -,, ^ -A a'azzu min. heydU-l-anuld. The Arabs, like the Greeks, thought that the

eggs laid by the pelican were nowhere to be found. This gave rise to the Arabic proverb, 'More scarce

than the peUcan's eggs.' Ad-demiri, in his Haydtu-l-haywdn (Arab. MS. in ray possession), describes

the andk (pelican) as " a bird of black plumage, having the top of the head bald, and with a short bill.

" The female has four pouches, in which she deposits her eggs, which she never lays but on the top of

" high and inacceBsible rocks and in desert places."

1^ As late as the sixteenth century the territory about Jaen was still famous for the rearing of silk-

worms, and the land was completely covered with mulberry-trees. It is painful to remark that this useful

branch of industry is now entirely abandoned. The translator of the history of Ar-rfizi calls Jaen * Tierra

del Sirgo ' (country of sUk)

.

- '^ This passage is rather obscure, so that I am not sure of having translated it right. It stands thus

in the principal MS. . cblajlil |^_,.*wkJ <jij)\ j^y*^\ (_^''_j^' _j |<*^^ (-JlJLol ^^ sJjbjjKUj

Instead of ^^uo B. has itio which reading I have adopted. The same copy reads CJjJ! instead of

JjJ! but I think that neither reading is correct, and that II jJl or Jjl ought to be substitated in my

translation. The last sentence is altogether differently written in B. It reads thus
^ j^^\ ^\jh^) ^

CHAPTER IIL

^ The Guadalquivir is frequently called by the Arabian writers X^\ ^d\^ ' the gr

however, is but a synonyme of kehir.

eat river :
' ^adhem.

^ The MS, reads ^^% 'the two brothers.' There is, not far from Seville, a hamlet called Dos

hermanas (two sisters), the Otippo of the Antonine Itinerary, nine miles from Hispalis-

^ Julmh-Romiyyah, Seville is called on coins Colonia Julia Romula, Romulea, and Romulensis.

^..This account must have been transcribed from an author of the sixth century of the Hijra, since up

to that time there was no bridge over the Guadalquivir at Seville. Ibn S^hibi-s-salat, the author of a
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history of the Almoravides (Arab. MS. in the Bodl. Lib., Oxford, Marsh. 433), says that " in his time

" the peoi^Ie living on both banks of the river could only communicate with each other by means of ferry-

" boats, and that whenever a sudden overflow of the river, or the rapidity of the current, increased by the

autumnal rains, stopped the navigation, the inhabitants of Seville were exposed to famine, as the

markets of the city were chiefly supplied with grain and provisions by the peasants and farmers living

" on the opposite bank." It was not untU the reign of Yiisuf Abu Ya'kdb, son of 'Abdu-l-miimen, the

second Sultfin of the Almohades in Spain, that a bridge of boats was thrown across the Guadalquivir

on the same spot where it now stands. It was completed in the space of a few months, and the troops

passed for the first time over it on Tuesday, the eighth of Safar, a.h. five hundred and sixty-seven (11th

October, A. n. 1171). During the siege of Seville by Ferdinand III. (August, a. n. 1247, to November,

1248) this bridge, the boats of which were connected together by means of strong. iron chains, and

defended by the garrison, opposed considerable resistance ; and as the avenues to it by land were also

strongly guarded, the Moors obtained supplies from the country, and the siege was considerably pro-

tracted. However, by means of two galleys, armed with iron prows and impelled by favourable winds,

and a strong setting tide, the chains that joined together the bridge were broken asunder, and the boats

sunk. See Mariana, book xiii. chap. vii. Cronica General, fo. ccccxix. verso. Caro, Antig. de Sevilla,

fo. 33. Cronica de San Fernando, Valladolid, 1555, fo. xxvii.

^ Axarafe preserves its name to this day. It comes from uJy^ sharaf, with the article prefixed,

which means ' a hilly country,' such being the nature of the ground here alluded to. Conde was wrong

in deriving this word from al-warafe, which he supposed meant ' tax, tribute.' The root from which the

Spanish words almoxarife, almomrifar, almoxarifazgo, are derived is a difierent one. They all come from

> ^
V^ which means ' to collect the fruits of the land, to gather the harvest

;

' and as most of the land-

taxes paid bv the Spanish Arabs, and indeed all over the Mohammedan countries, were gathered in kind,

hence the collector was called ;^ '^1 aUmokhdrif. As a further proof that the word Axarafe comes

from
t i ,t!^ and means a hilly country, I can adduce the testimony of Ibnu Bashkiiwal, Ibnu-1-abMr,

J

and other Arabian \Yriters, who give a similar name to a district in the neighbourhood of Cordova,

which to this day is called by the country people los Awarafes,

^ U 'j ! A:j ' sometimes written ^ Ls 1 jc ' the suburb of Trlana,' which is universally believed to owe its

name to the Emperor Trajan, who was a native of Italica, I find it also called md ward-Unahr (the

trans-fluvial as it were), because of its bemg separated from the city by the Guadalquivir,

^ Jliajj Kabtdl was the name of an island on the Guadalquivir, at a short distance from Seville.

See Abti-l-fedi's Geography, and Idrisi, dim. iv. sect. I. It is now called Isla minor (lesser Island),

o -^ c ^

There is close to it another island known to the Arabs by the name of .^Ja^j^" Kabtam\ now called

Isla mayor (larger Island). Both are mentioned by the historians of the middle ages under their ancient

names, Captel or Captiel, and Captaur. See Rodericus Toletanus ad calcem Erpenii, pv:22; and the

Cronica General, fo. ccccxviii., as w^ell as the Cronica de San Fernando, Valladolid, 1565 ; Caro, Antig, de

Sevilla, fo- 126, verso; Morgado, Hist, de Sevilla, fo. 9^, verso.

As these islands are not mentioned by the Roman geographers, it is impossible to say what their names
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were ; however, it is easily perceived that the words Kabital or Kabtdl and Kabtaur are not Arabic, but

corruptions of the Latin words Capitolivm and Caput Tauri, which might well have been the names of

the islands. Al-bekri, in his Mesdlek-wa-l-memdlek, fo. 63, mentions a sea-port not far from Murcia

called JUUj (Jkxo ?) Kabtiel Tudmfr, the capitoi of Theodomir or Tudmir ; and Ibn Sahibi-s-salat (loco

laudato) speais also of a small island close to that of Kabital which he calls ^^^ ^Z.)-^
' *^^ ^^^™'^ '^^

the lions.'

^
V* J liirmiz or kermez is the coccus ilicis, whence the Spaniards have made al-kermes, and the dye

obtained from it is carmesi.

c.

\-\ *U^l .^^ j._i-i )j-Js .'. lv*_jJo j»'^J Oj 5 c:--^Uii

The word hamiss, whence the Spaniards have made camisa, which has further passed into the French

chemise, means any interior clothing made of linen or cotton, bat not of wool.

Ibnu-s-saff^r (the son of the coppersmith) is, I believe, the surname of Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed,

who, according to Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 99), was a famous poet, born at Almeria, hut

residing at Seville. Ai-makkari (book v. fo. Ill, verso) gives the life of a writer also called Abu

'Abdillah Mohammed Ibnu-s-saffdr, but he makes him a native of Cordova, and, although very learned in

arithmetic and other sciences, he is not said to have been a poet. He lost his sight from over study,

notwithstanding which he ti-avelled to the East in search of knowledge, and arrived at Baghdad.

**• ^UJ^I al-ansMm, plural of ^ nashm, which, according to GoHus, is a species of tree from the

twigs of which bows are made.

^\^\ !_^-U._j ^^_A_]1 L.v-^L_; ^

13 U^^^ lb J4.J U^J J
-' ^v^l H—? L^Li ^j^i^

^Ix gMhdk i& a forest. In ancient Spanish al-gaha meant the same.

^^ A,^ J! Jx=- Jebel-arrahmah, ' the mountain of mercy/ no doabt so called from its fertUity. It is a

portion of the chain of the Sierra Morena, which reaches close to Seville,

^^ Js^ait 'the Gothic fig,' What sort of fig this is, I cannot decide. I beheve, however, that it is

meant for the fruit of the cactus opuntta, or Indian fig, as otherwise called. The Spaniards call it higo de

tuna. On the coast of Algiers the same fruit is called karamus al-ansardm (Christian fig), while the

Spanish Arabs called it tin Fir'adn (Pharaoh's fig), and th-al-Undi (Indian fig). See Banqueri's
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translation of Ibnu-1- awain's treatise on Agriculture, Mad. 1802, vol. i. p. 256. The author of the

history of Africa known by the title of ICarttds, treating of the agricultural productions round Fez,

speaks of a fig called _u^l (the fig of Ceuta) ; it might be the same which is here intended. See the

Portug. transl. by Antonio Moura, p- 43,

1-^ ^ j^t ash-skaWi (tlie hairy). In the treatise on Agriculture by Ibnu-1-awam, of Seville, trans-

lated by the learned Banqueri, mention is made of this species of fig. (See vol. i. p, 273). It is also

mentioned by tlie author of the KartUis, although its translator, Moura, read shira, and rendered it by

' Syrian/ See loco laudato, p. 43,

J'j^ Wiiydl or hhaydU which reading is to be found in all the copies. The figure and description

of this instrument are entirely unknown to me, and the dictionaries say not a word on the subject.

^^ Music being a science almost unknown to the Arabs before their conquests, they necessarily

borrowed from the subdued nations their knowledge of it, as well as the names of almost all their

instmments. It is, therefore, a matter of the greatest difficulty to determine the form, use, and origin of

those that are here mentioned, and many more that occur in the writings of the Arabs, unless we are

made acquainted with some fundamental treatise on the subject. As I happen, however, to have with

me a few extracts made from a work in the Nat. Lib. of Madrid (Gg. 41), entitled
^
^^t u^ tJj"

cl^/Jl 9^^ Kju^ J cUjull {fhe book of agreement and utility to command the hearing of the

hearers), and the author of which is Mohammed Ash-shalahi, of Seville, who dedicated it to Abii Ya'ktib

Yusuf, Sultan of the Almoravides, (see Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 527), I shall occasionally

refer to it in the course of the present note.

The ^ < kerhehh. This word is not found in the dictionaries. Perhaps it is a fault of the copyist,

and Jb i' kirhdl or Jb i: gUrbdl ought to be read instead- If so, it is a sort of timbrel, which the

author above refei-red to describes as an instrument of a circular shape, covered with a sheep-skin, and

beaten with the hand or a stick. It was called J U >c {sieve) from its similitude to that utensil, GarUllo

in Spanish is a sieve, and garhellar is to pass through a sieve.

The 'oud is a well-known instrument, as the lute of the middle ages. It ought to be observed that

the French luth, and the Italian Uuto, are both derived from the Spanish laud.

The ^ r6tteh. This word is not Arabic, and not to be found in the dictionaries. Perhaps it comes

from the Latin rota, a wheel, indicating the circular shape of the instrument which it is intended tp

designate. .

b rabdh or reMb, in Spanish rabel, and arrabel, in French rebec, is a species of viol> such- as is
t *

now used in Egypt and other Mohammedan countries, (See Lane's Manners and Cn^toms of fheMQf&rn

Egyptians, vol. ii, p, 74,) The instrument now called arrabel in Spain is a sort of small viol, all in one

piece, with only three strings, and is chiefly used by shepherds.

. J U kdniln. According to Ash-shalahi (loco laudato) this is the Persian name for a species of dulcimer.
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harp, or sackbut, the strings of which, from fifty to sixty in number, rest upon the bridges, and are

touched with both hands without making use of any plectrum or bow. The ^vord» howeverj comes from the

Greek Kap<j>j/. This instrument is differently described by Mr, Lane in his notes on the Arabian Nights

(see voL ii. p. 75) and Modern Egyptians (vol. ii. chap. 5), for, although the general idea seems to be the

same, in the representation which that author gives of it, it is played without plectra.

mJ ftJl ctl'^unis. This word is Arabic, and means 'the diverting, the amusing,' and also 'a com-

panion, a friend/ but the object to which it is applied is entirely unknown to me»

A. reads Al-hann^rali ; B,
'i jjS^\ al-hanirah; my copy S jJUll al-katMrah; but I have followed the

former reading, as it is in two out of the three MSS, that I have consulted. The instrument here

alluded to seems to be the 'i \j^ kinndrrah, which Golius translates by chelis, cithara, tympanum, (any

ft

instrumieiit that is touched with the hand,) It might also be the same as the kinnor of the Hebrews,

but then it would mean a guitar ; on the other hand, kitsarah (cithara ?) might be identified with the

kathros of the Hebrews.

jlii ghindr. This word appears to be nothing else but a repetition of the preceding, only with the

change of ^ into c a thing of frequent occurrence among- the Arabs,

J^^ zal^t or ialdm{, the meaning of which is unknown to me, Zulum means an arrow without
«*

feathers or point, such as the pagan Arabs used in gaming.

i JliJ! dsh-shakarah (perhaps ash-shukrah, which means ^ the red/) and g J mnth, ' a flower,' we

are told are two species of .U;-« mtzmdr, ' flute or psaltery,' for the word mizmdr is susceptible of

both meanings. However, I incline to the belief that the word mizmdr means flutes; for Mr. Lane

(see Mod. Egyp. voL ii. p. 75) speaks of a sort of hautboy called zemr, and of a reed-pipe zoomdrah,

which are both derived from the same root. The MS. in the Lib, of Madrid says, also, that the mizmdr

is a flute.

fj tj bdk or buk is generally admitted to be a sort of clarionet. The Spanish albogue is derived from it.

Yet. Cervantes tells as in his Don Quixote that this name was applied in his time to some brass plates

made in the shape of a candlestick, which, being hollow, and beaten one against another, produced a sort

of/rustic music, John Martinez de la Parra, a learned Jesuit, in his Esposicion de la Doctrina Cristiana

(vol, ii. p, 116), describes it as an instrument composed of several reeds joined together, which, being very

hard to blow, made an unpleasant sound, and at the same time caused the cheeks of the player to swell

and look: red.

u^a duf, whence the Spanish adufe^ is a sort of tabret covered with a skin, but only at one end,

Jl Ji! akwdL Haji Khalfah mentions an instrument called kawwdl in the chapter relating to works on

the art of manufacturing musical instruments, but he gives no description of it. Prof, Fluegel translates

it hy fistula, a flute. See vol. i. p. 400,

1 J bard, -j. j> v' ^^^ karun, and ^jJt> dabdabah, are instruments used by the inhabitants of

Siidan- According to Ibnu Khaldun (Arab. MS, in the Brit. Mus.. fo, 94, verso), the latter word

{dabdahah) means, properly speaking, the noise produced by a sort of drum called by the blacks dobddb.

hamiki or hamdki, in Arabic, means 'a stupid man, a fool,' However, the word in the text

\\

may be Berber, for ought I know.
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I regret that, owing to the reasons which I have stated in the Preface, I was prevented from examining

at leisure the Arabic MSS. in the Esc. Lib., or else I would certainly have consulted a treatise on music'

by Al-farabi, marked No. 911, and which, according to Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 347),

contains, besides the musical notes used by the Arabs, drawings of upwards of thirty instruments.

I might then have given in this note something more solid and satisfactory than mere conjectures'; I

might also have decided whether the signs which Casiri took for musical notes were such or not, a ques-

tion of some importance, since a late French writer (Viardot, Hist, des Arabes, vol. ii. p. 137) has not

hesitated to advance, without any further authority than this loose assertion, that the Spanish Arabs

were the inventors of the musical notes.

^^
'^ The expression here used by the author is ! ^ ^ 1^ L^^^ !^ ' their vehicles by land and water,'

i. e. their horses and boats. My copy adds ^j_^l^_j ' and their women or slaves.'

1^ B. adds ilU- J! , ^^=^1^ Jl al'WashsMUn wa az-zajjdlm, which means 'poets who write two

species of poems, called by the Arabs al-muwashshahah and zajalah.'

-" Mojahi/iah (in Spanish al-mojabena and al-mojabana) is a sort of cheese-cake, from jaban, which

means cheese in Arabic.
\- r" _

^1 Italica, a Koman town built or restored by Scipio Africanus at the close of the Punic war for the use

of his wounded soldiers. It stood on the opposite bank of the Guadalquivir^ at a short distance from

Seville. In the distribution of lauds made after the conq^uest of that city by Ferdinand IIL, it is still

mentioned under the name of Sevilla la vieja (Old Seville), or Campos de Talca. The village of Santi

Ponce now occupies part of its site, an extensive plain, which in the sixteenth centm-y was still thickly

strewn with imposing remains, such as a beautiful amphitheatre, temples, statues, and hundreds of

standing columns, &c,, but which has since been almost entirely deprived of its ornaments by the

successive depredations of the inhabitants of Seville, who, like their predecessors the Moors, have

appropriated them for their buildings.

Ornamented by the gifts of three Roman Emperors born within its walls (Adrian, Trajan, and

Theodosius), Italica was raised to the first rank among the Roman cities in the Peninsula, It was a

considerable town, and the seat of a bishopric under the Goths, but was probably destroyed or deserted

by the Arabs, who employed its materials in the enlargement of Seville, The traveller Swinburne, who

visited Spain towards the middle of the last century, says that the corporation of Seville having had

occasion, some time previous to his visit to that city, for stones for the embankment of the Guadalquivir,

which by its frequent inundations caused great damages to the city, ordered the amphitheatre of Italica

to be knocked down, and many thousands were employed to batter the walls, and to blow up with

gunpowder such parts as resisted the pickaxe!—Swinburne's Tour through Spain, London, 1740. On

the Roman remains of Italica the reader may consult Caro, Antig. de Sevilla, 1634; Morgado, Hist, de

Sevilla, Sev. 1587; Cean Bermudez, 5r«m«Wo de ^k%., Mad, 1832; Ponz, Viage deEspma, 1787-^94;

Ambrosio Morales, Antig. de las Ciudades de Espana, Alcaic, 1575; Laborde, Voyage Pittoreaqne,

Paris, 1807.

The statue here mentioned as having been found at Seville was undoubtedly one of Venus, since that

goddess was worshipped tliere under the Fiioenician name of Sambalona. SezAntig.de Sevilla, hy Rod.

Caro, fo. 8, 147, et passim. Several marble statues representing Venus have been dug out at various times
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from the ruins of Italica, and may now be seen in the Museum of Seville, where the antiquities discovered

in the neighbourhood have been, since the beginning of this century, carefully deposited, and are daily

increased by the extensive excavations which a better zeal on the part of the municipal authorities, and a

greater love of art, have lately caused to be made on the site of Italica.

The verses here alluded to, and which the author has omitted, I find in a MS. of mine, being a collec-

tion of epigrams, odes, and other poems, made by an anonymous writer who lived at Seville in the

thirteenth century of our era. They are as follow

:

^U\
J
dj^\ ^ J^^-^ * *

U^ UrJ' ^L^^W * «
r*

^J\^ ^UU U_i 4h ^1

• Look at that marble statue, beautiful in its proportions, surpassing every thing in transparency

' and smoothness.

' She has with her a son, it is true, but who her husband is I cannot tell, neither was she ever

' in labour.

' Thou knowest her to he but a stone, and yet thou canst not look at her, for there is in her eyes

' something that fascinates and confounds the beholders.'

2^-
is ^] l^ the bagnio of Ash-sMtarah, Ash-shatrak, or Ash-sMtrah, since that word, not being

pointed, may be pronounced in the three ways.

TA
j>^j jW '^f cf- f^^
J;.L.. ^^1/ .'a^ s

a^ J ^dl* j^'^ J^ J^\ ^ Jy
^ ;

U-iU L^-^^ jJ^l ;-^ c>/

The first hemistich of the first verse is different in my copy,

a-A-l-« ^1 ^^ ,^5 -^ ^^r^^ ;

A momitain thrusting deeply its sides into the sea.'

24 Beja is the Pm: Mia, or Colonia Pacensis, of Pliny. Its present name, Beja. is from Bclfeh, a

corruption of Pace, for the Goths seem, in almost every instance, to have adopted the ablative instead of

the nominative case for the names of their towns, which names the Arabs afterwards still further cor-

rupted ; such as Assido-ne (Sidonia), Tarmco-ne (Tarragona). Barcino-ne (Barcelona), Ohulco^ne (Porcuna).

Another curious instance of a similar corruption occurs in the name of Hippo Regia. corrupted into

Hippone, and afterwards transformed by the Arabs into Bone, now Bona. The city of Beja now belongs

to Portugal.

^ Merida is the Emerita Augusta, a Roman municipium. built by Augustus for the use of his soldiers.

It is seated on the banks of the Guadiana, over which it has a stately bridge, erected by Trajan.

Various are the etymologies assigned to the word Guadiana. Miguel de Luna, a Morisco, who was
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interpreter to Philip II., says that it comes from Gnit dain, meaning 'the river of the ewe/ and that it

was thus named metaphorically, owing to the excessive smoothness of its waters, (Hist, de Don Rodrigo,

part ii. p. 311.) Diego de ITrrea, another Morisco, declared it to be Guadi AnaCt which he translated into

* narrow river ;* but who will not say at first sight that the word Ouadiana is neither more nor less than a

compound of an Arabic and a Latin word

—

wddi or wdda, meaning river, and Ana or AnaSt the Latin

name for the river, as if we said ' the river Ana ?'

26 ^ *_jiJJLj Bathalids, The name of this city, ^ well as the patronymic Bathaltdsf, is differently

^ txy

written by the Arabian historians of Spain. I have often met with it written thus, w*jdli> BadhU6s and

^ ^

u-r^
\ U \ Badhalios ; (see Idrisf, ed, of Rome, 1592, dim, iv. sect, L) The author of the AudhahU'U

<j ^ <j y -'

fit 1 *i/i(»i> 'mesdlek and Abi'i-l-feda write ^ , L. i,,U > Batalyans, It is supposed to be the same city as that called

Paw Augusta by Strabo, which name some writers pretend was corrupted by the Arabs into Bathlias

or Bathalids, now Badajoz, I confess that this conjecture, though supported by some writers of note

(see Conde, Geog. del Nub, Mad. 1799, p, 195), seems to me rather hazardous, for although Pa^-A^m

or Pax-Augos, with the change of P into B, might easily have produced Bawagos or Badagos, \mtS. we

find the name of that town written thus by the Arabs we cannot reasonably suppose that the ^ oJJaJ

Bathalios of the Arabs is the same as Pax Augusta- Another etymology has been assigned to the word

Badajoz by Morales. (Antig. de Espana, fo. 128,) and by the author of the small Vocabulary printed

at the end of the Spanish and Latin Dictionary by Antonio de Nebrixa. Both pronounce the word to

be Arabic, and to mean ' land of walnuts/ I need not state that the derivation is quite arbitrary; but

it is but just to mention here a curious coincidence, namely, that one of the gates of Cordova, in the

times of its greatest splendour, is said by Ibnu BasliMwfil (Arab. MS, in the Nat, Lib. Mad., Gg, 29)

to have been called ^ ^jJiij l_> U Bab Badhali6s (gate of Badajoz), and -^ h-* Ij ^^^ J^^ i.^^^ <>(

the walnuts) likewise.

On the other hand much dispute has arisen among the antiquarians upon the names of Paa: Julia and

Pax Augusta. But there is, I believe, every reason to suppose that Pax Julia and Pax Augusta were two

distinct towns in Lusitania, both mentioned by the Roman geographers, some identifying the former with

Beja, and the latter with Badajoz, and others vice versd; others again having gone so far as to suppose

that the Pax Augusta of Strabo, the Pax Julia of Ptolemy and Antoninus, and the Colonia Pacensis of

Pliny, were the same town. See Wesseling in his notes to the Itinerary of Antoninus, p, 407, and

Cellarius, Geog. Ant, lib. ii. cap, i, sect, 1, § 18.

^^ Mohammed Ibn Moslemah, better known by the family surname of Ibn Al-afttaSy was not-tb0

founder of the kingdom of Badajoz, aa here stated, nor were his name and surname as here given by; the

:

writer. He was called Abfi Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ihn Moslemah, and surnamed JU-mudhdt^^er .:
.;

^ _ ^

(the victorioxis) , He succeeded his father, 'Abdullah Ibn Moslemah, on the throne of Badajozi-aiid^
_-^- -• -^ j\-

part oiAl-gharb (Algarve), or the western provinces of Spain, in four hundred and fifty-twb (^Vjt)^ lff6p|l)i
m.^' <•

or according to others two years afterwards, and 'Abdullah himscKdid not obtain the supreme com^

till after the death of Shabur, the Persian, also King of Badajoz, whose Wizir he had been. See Casiri,

Bib, At. Hisp. Esc, vol. ii. p, 212, 213, et passim. Conde, Hist, de la Dom^ vpL ii. p. IS/et^a^

Cardonne, Hist, de VAfrique, vol, ii, p, 192- : :":
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^ Abti 'Omar Al-fallls was a famous poet, who flourished towards the end of the fifth century of the

Hijra. He was Wizir to one of the Beni Al-afttas, King of Al-gharb (Estremadura)

.

These verses form part of a long kassidak in praise of Badajoz and its district, by Abi'i 'Omar Al-fallas,

which I find in the collection of the works of Sevillian poets to which I have alluded in a former note,

(see Note 21, p, 3680 I there find these two verses, but the first is somewhat altered ; it reads

—

^«

- '.V ^ -

: - - .

^
* O Badajoz ! I shall never forget thee as long as I live : for, by Allah ! there are in thy districts

' both Ghaur and Nejd/

jj_c (?^«r means the province of Tehfimah, or lower region of Arabia, in opposition to Nejd, the

upper or mountainous country. See Niebuhr, Descrip, de VAraUe, Copenh. 1773, fo, 296, Ab^-l-fed4

mentions these verses in his description of Batulyaus or Badajoz. See Geog, fo. 46-

^ Ad-dakhirah or Ad-dahhireh (the treasure) is the title of a historical and biographical work, in

three volumes, by Abii-I-hasan 'Ali Ibn Besam Al-bes^mi, a native of Santarem, in Portugal, who
died in five hundred and forty-two (a.d. 1147-8). I shall treat more at length about this author and

his writings.

^ Ash'Shajari means, I suppose, ' amber collected from trees,' from a belief current among the

Arabs that ambergris is a species of was: or gam, which distils from trees and drops into the sea, when it

congeals and becomes a solid body. This opinion has been shared even by learned Europeans. See

Cronstett's Mineralogy, p, 458.

;^^ This bridge is the bridge of Alcantara in Estremadura- It was erected by Trajan on the Tagus,

aod ithas hitherto resisted both the effects of time and the destructiveness of man. It rises to the

height of two hundred and eleven feet and ten inches above the water; it measures in breadth twenty-

seven feet six inches, and two hundred and sixty-eight feet in length. It rests upon six arches, of which

the two. central ones are no less than ninety-four feet wide; a triumphal arch, with an inscription in

honour of Trajan^ rises in the centre, and a mausoleum, constructed by the Roman architect for himself,

stands at the extremity towards the town. Alcantara, which means * the bridge ' in Arabic, is the

modern name of this town, called by the ancients Norha Cassarea.

^^ DJm-l-iDizdrateyn Ibn 'Omar (read Ibn 'Ammdr)» This is the same individual mentioned in Ash-

shakandi's epistle, p. 38, and Note 43, Book i. Chap, ii- DM-l-ivizdrateyn means ' he who is intrusted

with the two Wizirates,' and the title was given to Ibn 'Ammar because he held the office of prime

minister to Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abbdd, King of Seville,

. ^ Ibn 'Abdiln is the surname of Abil Mohammed *Abdu-l-majid, who was Wizir to Abu Mohammed

'Orrtar Ibn Mohammed Ibn Moslemah, the last King of Badajoz. After the violent death of his
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sovereign, who, in four hundred and eighty-seven (a.d. 1094), was, together with his two sons, put

to death by order of Yi5suf Ibn Tdshf in, into whose hands he had fallen a prisoner, Ibn 'Abdi5n wrote a

beautiful poem to commemorate the tragical events which attended the rise and fall of that dynasty.

Two copies of this poem, with a learned commentary by Abu Merwin 'Abdu-1-malek Ibn Bednin, the

same individual here mentioned, may be seen in the Esc. Lib., marked Nos. 274 and 1769. There is

likewise a copy of it in the Bodl. Lib. at Oxford. I possess also among my MSS. one entitled fdr(kh

Ibni-UatMr, being an. historical commentary on this kassickh of Ibn 'Abdiin, which the author, Jsma'il Ibn

Ahmed Ibnu-1-athir, continued down to his own times. See Preface.

:s4 ^yd\
^
^U^l J^ M U-i ••• p^. crr^-il J^ ^.

The autlior quotes only the first hemistich, as given in the text ; I have since supplied the second from

the MS. in the Bodl. Lib. at Oxford, as well as from my copy of Ibnu-1-athJr, which compels me to alter

my translation thus :
" Fortune aillicts (men) first with the calamity itself, afterwards with thememory

" of it ; what is the use then of crying over forms and images ?
"

\
- n

^ Abti Mohammed 'Abdullah, of Badajoz, surnamed Ibnu-s-sid, is the same individual mentioned in

Ash-shakandi's epistle, p. 37, where his name is spelt incorrectly Ibnu-s-seyd.

S6 The text says tiv tefdh, which, taken in a general sense, means ' apples ;' but as it is not credible

that this fruit could ever be grown of the size mentioned by the author, I am led to suppose that some

qualifying adjective has been omitted, although Abti-l-fedd. who also mentions this cu-cumstance under

the word Lisbon (fo. 46), makes use of the very same expressions. Tefdhn-s-sindi. 'the apple of Sind,'

means 'a water melon,' a fruit which, as is well known, grows to an enormous size in t5>e south:of

Spain. From siiidt', or sindiyyah, the feminine, the Spaniards have made sandia, the name which they

give to that fruit.

3? A. reads ^^y 'jJl Al-ydMH B. >_5^yUl Al-hdkuH. I beheve that neither is right, and that

c J U!l Al-ydkdzi' ought to be read instead. Al-makkari (in the 6th hook, fo. 102, verso), and Makrfzi,

in his history of Egypt (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., 7317), speak of an Andalasian Arab, whose name

was Abti 'AbdiUah Mohammed Ibn Ibrahim Al-ydki'tzl, who left Spain for the East, and was the bearer

of a copy of the Koran which the Sultan of Maghreb, or western Africa, sent as a present to the

temple at Mekka, and which they represent as being so large that it made the load of a mule. Although

from the date assigned for the death of this Abu 'Abdillah, namely, six hundred and six (a.d. 1209-10),

on his return from his pilgrimage, he cannot be the individual here alluded to, Al-mu'atamed, the last

King of Seville of the dynasty of Abbad, having died in four hundred and eighty-eight (a.d. 1095), yet

the fact of both writers (Makrizi and Al-makkari) giving the SpeUing of the patronymic ^/.y#i^?i;. which

they derive from Y&kiiz, a hamlet in the west of Spain, induced me to substitute the reading ^|fepy^.:;^

_

_

_

^1
_^

^ ^L

. ^

•o ^ "-^-^
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CHAPTER IV.

1 I have already remarked elsewhere that the Arabic word safar. i. e. copper, (in Spanish azo/ar,)

seems intended for the translation of the Latin word j&a, meaning the era of Ctesar ;
and I have stated

my reasons for beUeving that the original meaning of the word ^ro was ' copper money.' Some wiiters,

like Masdeu (Hist. Grit, de Mspafta. Madrid, 1783, yoI. xvi. p. 24, et passim) and Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp.

Esc. vol. i. p. 296), are of opinion that the word safar is a corruption from the Hebrew Safard,

meaning Spain among the Jews ; and, therefore, that whenever that word is used by Mohammedans

it means the Spanish era; but the etymology, although ingenious, is hardly justifiable. Be this as it

may, the era of Caesar was the general mode of computation in Spain up to the year 1383, when, m

tte Cortes held at Segovia by John H. of Castile, it was abrogated, and the Christian era, then

generally followed throughout Europe, substituted for it. (See Medina, Grand^zas de Espana, Alcald,

1566, fo. 33.) It has often been confounded with the Christian and other eras, thereby giving rise to

many anachronisms. Nicolas Antonio (Bib. Vet. vol. ii. p. 234) mistook it for the era of the

martyrs.

The word safar means also a zero, and is the origm of the words cifra, Sp., and chifre. Fr.

2 C(Bsarea Augusta. The resemblance of the word Ccesarea to the Arabic word kasr (in Spanish

dcazar), ' a palace,' no doubt gave origin to this ridiculous derivation.

3 I think I have discovered the circumstance which gave rise to this popular tradition, which I find

recorded by almost every Arabian geographer who has treated of Spain. They relate that among the

noble Arabs who came in the suite of Mtisa, when he invaded Spain, there was one who belonged to the

class of the tdbVs (or followers). His name was Hansh As-sana'ani ; he lived and died at Saragossa,

where his body is supposed to be interred. Now ^j^U-^ hansh means ' a snake, a viper, any species of

venomous reptile/ and it is probable that the Arabs, who consider as saints the as^hdb (companions) and

the tdbi's (followers) of their Prophet, believed that the presence of the body of this holy man was a sort

of talisman against reptiles.
\ - -

^ 'Xs^ Jelk. According to Abu4-k&sim Al-gharnatti, in his commentary on the Makssurah of Hazem
« ^

(Arab, MS, in the Brit- Mus.. No, 9579. fo. 112), this word, which he spells ^j^ Jellek, was the

name of a place in Syria, famous for the coldness and limpidness of its waters. It was inhabited by a

tribe called the 'ijjis^ Jb B^i' J(tf^^K who were the descendants of the Kings of Ghassan or Ghossan.
us '

if

A. reads Mr (a well), B. nahr (a river) ; supposing the latter to be the true reading, the author means,

perhaps, the Gallego, a small river which discharges its waters into the Ebro, north of Saragossa. The

Arabs calling the Galicians 'ksi iU- Jelalkah from Gallaici, they may also have called the river Jelek or

Jelah from Gallaicus ; it is, therefore, not improbable that the simUarity of the spot, as well as that of

its name, brought to the mind of the conqueror the recollection of his native country. However, I merely

offer this as a conjecture, for, I repeat, although B. calls it a river, both A. and the epitome call it ^
(a well).
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^

s Abi'i Ayiib Suleymfin Ibn Hi'id Al-jodhami, surnamed Al-must'ain-billah (he who seeks for the help of

God), usurped the kingdom of Saragossa in the year four hundred and thirty-one of the Hijra (a.d. 1039).

the empire remaining in the hands of princes of his family for upwards of a hundred years.

Suleyman did not. properly speaking, revolt against the Beni Umeyyah. When he took possession of

Saragossa by force of arms (four hundred and thirty-one), that city and the territories attached to -it

liad been for the space of twenty-six years in the hands of a rebel called Al-mundhir Ibn Yahya Ibn

Huseyn At-tojiW, who. on the usurpation of the throne of Cordova by 'Mi, the Berber (a. h. four

hundred and five), shook off all allegiance, and declared himseU independent in his government.

- -^

^ Lerida is sometimes written sJ^H and at others 'iSiy It is the ancient Ilerda. Tuteylah is now

Tudela, in Navarre. Abu-1-fed^ (see Geog. fo. 47) describes it as ^iUlSl &i .^^^ iuj,J^ 'a modern

city built since the times of IsMm,' but that author was mistaken, since it is weU known to be the Tuteh

of the Romans. Perhaps, as in many other instances, a new city was built by the Arabs close to the

Roman, and with its materials, to which they gave the same name. Tarasdnak (now Tarazona) is the

Turiaso of Pliny. Weskak (now Huesca) is the ancient Osca.

Karat Ayub is the modern town of Calatayud. but what the author means by ^ UU l^^, J-c^ * and

its city (capital) is Melidmh; I caxmot guess. Kal'at Ay4b, being, as its name sufficiently implies,, a

foundation of Ayiib Ibn Habib Al-lakhmi, a brother-in-law of Mfisa Ibn Nosseyr, is generaUy supposed

to have been built close to the ancient Bilbilis, with the materials of the Roman city. It afterwards

became a city of some importance, and the capital, as now, of a district. An eminence, stiU caUed: by

the natives Bmbola, and a small river close to it known by the same name, are the only reUcs of the

Roman Municipium of BUbiUs Augusta, so often mentioned by the classics. See Martial, iv. 55, et

passim; Justinus, 3. 13, 44, et passim.

I know of no town in the neighbourhood of Calatayud whose present name bears any resemblance to

MelianaK except Molina, which, though likewise in Aragon. is nearly thirty-four miles from Calatayud,

and too far to have formed part of its district : on the other hand, I may not he justified Jn reading

Molina, since this word ^ UU may equally be read MoliSnah, Meli&nah, Mili&nah, &c. There was in_.

Africa a city called Me/?«wfl. (See Al-bekri, loco laudato, fo. 61, verso; Moms.' s Karltds, p. 221 ;
and Idrfsl,

apud Hartmann, pp. 77. 117. 120. et passim.) It is the same city called Meliana by Leo, p. 516, MiUana

by Marmol, vol. ii. fo. 213, and Maniana or Maliana by Shaw. See Travels, p. 79.

'i^% i Birtdmeh. Tims written. Idrisl makes no mention of this district among those of Aragon.

I suppose it to be some error of the copyist, but know not what to substitute.

'^ , Barweskah admits no other interpretation than Bribiesca, the Virovesca of the ancients, and yet

this city not only does not belong to Aragon, since it always made part of Old Castile, but could never have

been comprised within the limits of Saragossa. I would rather read A^j_,b Beroshah, or kA^j^-

Boroshah, now Borja, a considerable district to the west of Saragossa. Indeed, one of the MSS. read*

->i; , J Boroshk, which sounds something Hke it.

- ^ '. j^

_ _ _ r^^- •

? MerwSn Ibn 'AbdiUah Ibn 'Abdi-1- 'aziz was proclaimed King of Valencia in the month of Shawvi'^,

A.H. fivehmidred and thirty-nine (March, a.d. 1145), but scarcely had he reigned two years when Re

was deposed by a popular insurrection. After several adventures, differently related by the Arabian

historians, he contrived to escape to Africa, where he fixed his residence in MorpcCO. See Casin,

-^ .^^
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Bih. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 215, and Conde, Hist, dc la Dom. vol. ii. pp. 283, 298, et

passim.

^ Sjj^\ This word, which I have wi-itten al-arrozah by mere guess, is not to be found in the

dictionaries. Perhaps it ought to be written thus,
'i
% al-azrah, for I find in the history of the

Almoravides and Almohades, by Ibn Sahibi-s-salat (Arab. MS. in the Bodl. Lib., Oxford, Hunt. 464),

that the Sultan Ya'kijb ordered to be brought from Granada to Seville, to be planted in the gardens of

his palace, twigs of plum-trees of the species called by naturalists komthori, those of another tree called

'abkar, all sorts of apples, and the fruit tree called al-azrah.

" Rissdfah. This word, m its prhnitive sense, means ' a spot paved with flags ' or made flat ; hence the

Spanish word arrecife, meaning ' a causeway.' The Rissdfah was a garden laid out in imitation of

- those which 'Abdu-r-ralimdn I. planted at Cordova, and which he denominated thus after similar pleasure-

grounds near Damascus. The word may be pronounced either Russdfah or Rissdfah, of both of which
instances occur in Spanish topography. Close to Valencia there is a spot to this day called Ruzdfa,

which, during the sixteenth century, was very much resorted to by the inhabitants of that city for

its pleasantness and salubrious air ; and there was also, at a short distance from Cordova, a convent

called San Francisco de la Arrizafa, built, no doubt, on the site of 'Abdu-r-rahman's garden.

:

"^ ^uJU Mmyah or Minyak means ' a garden ' or spot of recreation, and not, as Conde thought, a

fortified place (see his notes to Idrisi's Geography, p. 154). De Saey {Chr. Ar. vol. ii. p. 3),

Quatremfere {M^moires sur VEgypt€> pp. 1, 196), Jaubert, in his translation of Idrlsi, and other authors,

have written this word Minyah, but I have foDowed the former pronunciation, which was undoubtedlv

that of the Spanish Arabs, as may be proved by the names of many towns and villages, still existing

in Spain, called Almunia, such as 'AJmunia de Dona Godina,' ' Almunia de San Juan/ 'Almunia

>Iadrada/ &c. The gardens alluded to in the text were called Munyatu-hni Abi 'A'mir, because of their

having been planted by 'Abdu4-*aziz Ibn Abi 'A'nur, King of Valencia, and grandson of the famous
Al-mansiir.

The verses at the bottom of the page are as follow :

i_l._.

i-_;j^_j
^JJ-^ ^j^*^ laji«>^

J
.". ik-j._«.*lJ: Jsr* l_j_I Ls ^jLJ

One of the copies reads ci^Jj- instead of \,j:^,Ji^ which would alter the meaning thus :

* Tell them that she is a garden whose high grounds are a field of battle, but whose valleys are
' nevertheless free from war and famine/

. ^^ The lake here mentioned is one close to Valencia,, to this day called AM/era or Albuhera, a

word derived from
'i ^^^1 Al-buheyrah, which in Arabic nneans ' a little sea, or a lake

'

: featead oi AUmitydb, ' a scent bottle/ from u-jUd 'to smell sweet,' I ought to have written Al-mutyyah

:. V t^^ bundle of odoriferous shrubs), for I iind in Ibnu-I-abbftr (Arab. MS. in the Nat, Lib. Mad.,
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Gg. 12) that such is the meaning of that word. "The Andalusians," says he. " ca}l the city

" of Valencia Al-mutyyab. namely, a bundle made of branches of all sorts of aromatic shrubs

" and plants, such as ^_^^ J daffodil, myrtle, &c., owing to the abundance of its fruit trees and the

"fragrancy which their blossoms spread in the atmosphere." The life of Abii Ja'far Ahmed Ibn

Mohammed Ibn Mos'adeh occurs in my manuscript of Ibnu-1-khattlb. He was a native of Granada,

and died at Malaga in six hundred and ninety-nine (a. d. 1299-1300).

- J

J - - -

^ _ ^ \ _

f. J-, r ^

J-. ^ J* -

_ _^

. . . . ^

12 The two quotations in verse which the author introduces here ai-e as follow :

u V^ UJ^l ^ ^,'^j^\ ^
41

4 *

4 « u^^ ^ ^b } ij '"^^r^
i'U

4k

Ij-
jl j1 Ibnu-z-zakk^ means 'the son of the dealer in or maker of water-skms.' jj zak (in

Spanish zaque) means ' the skin of a goat prepared to receive Uquids.' The names, patronymic, and

age of this poet are otherwise unknown to me.

JiUJl iU\
P P

L_^ ijLJjSJy\M .'ij:.»*.Jj^.

u5 jb ^^...x^ L^l^ ^1 ^ ^
i»

iJ'^h } }-^- i^r^ c;

r

L^,Jlx l-^JL^ ^jj&Li

V cT^ ^^-^^.^ ^j ^^

t-

_ i

_ L J^ _

V - -

r ^ _
^ _

'^

'' S/%«7i&eA or Siicf/i6flA (Xativa) is the Satahis of Pliny. It was already famous in the tune of the

Romans for its Hnen manufactures, and became more so during the middle ages for its paper-mUls.

Whether the Spanish Arabs had or had not the honour of introducing into Western Europe the manu-

fiicture and use of paper has long been a controverted point, but one, in my opmion, easily settled.

There are in the Escurial Library several MSS. written in Spanish, as early as the tenth century, upon

cotton paper, and specimens of linen paper abound hkewise in MSS. of the following age. IdrlsJ, who

wrote towards the middle of the twelfth century, mentions the city of Xatiba as already famous

for its manufactures of paper (dim. iv. sect. 1), and every thing tends to prove that the Arabs were

the introducers of the use and manufacture of paper into Spain. From the Spanish Arabs this useful

invention passed to their Christian neighbours, among whom paper manufactures were introduced as

early as the close of the thirteenth century by the efforts of King Alfonso X. of Castile, although

it is not uncommon to find in Spain manuscripts of still earlier date written on paper, brought, no

doubt, from the manufactures in the Moslem dominions. Of this number is one written a.d. 1178,

and which, according to Mayans (Mem. Hist), is preserved in the royal archives of Barcelona. IVom

Spain the art of making paper passed successively into France, Germany, and England. Italy^ was

the last of the European states to receive that beneficial art, the first manufactures ever establjsliea

in that country being tboSe of Padua and Treviso, about the middle of the fourteenth .qentu^ ;.

and yet Tiraboschi, a writer who has often been swayed by a partiality for his own country,;" jas

not hesitated to attribute the origin of Hnen paper manufacture to the Itdian lVe\^^. gHee iii!om

della Letteratura Italiana. vol. v. p. 87 ; Andres, Oi^gine e progressi d'ogni Letteraturq,^m t cap. 10;

and Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol, ii. p. 9.

AWi-Mc^^im (and Abti Mohammed Kdsim) Ibn Feyrroh Al^mokrt AdK^dhaVir^Ar-ro'aj^t was born
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in Xativa in five hundred and thirty-eight (1143-4). He resided at Valencia, where he filled the

situation of reader of the Koran in the principal mosque. He also travelled to the East, made his

pilgrimage, and, on his return from Mekka, settled at Cairo, wliere he died in Jumadi i„ five hundred

C J t, --

and ninety (a. d. 1193-4). The word b ,_y^ feyroh. which, according to Ibnu-l-khattib. in the life of

C i G H^

4 «

this individual, signifies in Spanish ' iron' (ferro), ought to be written with a teshdid on the
^

thus, s^_A-i

feyrroh. The life of this writer may be read in Ibn Khallekan (No. 548, Tyd. Ind). See also De

Sacy's learned MAnoire inserted in the eighth volume des Notices et Eictraits des MSS. de la Bih.

du Roi,

The two works here alluded to JL^H! jf^
and ^]aib are both poems upon the manner of reading

the Kordn.

^* ' The island on the Xucar,' i. e. Alcira, which is but a corruption of Al-jezirah. The river Xucar,

which waters a considerable portion of the province of Valencia, was called Sucron by the Roman

geographers, and the island formed by it S&taUcula. It is situated about twenty miles south of

Valencia.

'^ Xul J Benia, the Diam'um or Artemisium of Pliny and Ptolemy, owing to its famous temple cousc-

craled to Diana.

16

.^^^ ^^--- (^

'^ This passage being rather obscure, I here give the text: ^J^i^ U^^ ^c* q^' ^^*' i-'^,,^^

UjI is Job <—3^. .^^j^^ lyl
J
^jJl!! \:^^ ^ l^b 5^^ U! ^ Jj.J^'

Ronda was not comprised in the central, but in the western division \ besides, I am not aware that

the castle or citadel commanding that town was ever called Ondak Ronda is the ancient Arunda.

^^ Wddiu4-ahiadh or Wdda-l-abyddh, now Gmdal(wim\ with the final d changed into r,— a fiequent

corruption in Spanish words derived from the Arabic—means * the white river.' It is the Turia of ancient

writers* to which the Arabian settlers gave a name of their own, no doubt in remembrance of a river so

called in their native land, for I find that the Syrian Arabs settled in the territory of Murcia, and Abu-

I-feda {An. MosL vol, iii. p. 323) mentions a river also called Wdda-l-ahyddh, close to Hamadan in Syria,

The author, however, has fallen into a strange mistake. The river which passes close to Murcia

is not the Guadalaviar, but the Segura, which presents none of the phenomena here ascribed to it.

The Ouadalavtar, on the contrary, which discharges its waters into the Mediterranean close to Valencia,

is subject to periodical inundations, which fertilize the territory through which it flows.

: jl*Jj Tudmir was the Arabic name for Murcia, but this circumstance being unknown to the

generality of the Spanish writers, the most serious mistakes have been committed, both by historians

find; antiquarians. Casiri, who found the words j^Si jXj occurring often in his extracts, translated
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them by ' land of palms,' instead of ' land of Tudmi'r.' (See Bib. Ar. Hisp, Esc. vol. ii. pp. 343, 372.)

Conde {Geog. del Nub. p. 189) read Tadmor, and thought that the district round Murcia was so called

from its being peopled by Arabs from Tadmor or Palmyra. The word Tudmir, which is to be written

G :>

tlius. ,_A_«A_y is meant by the Arabian writers for the name of Theodomir, one of Roderic's generals,
J ^

who having, at the time of the conquest of Spain by the Arabs, obliged them by his bravery and

skill to grant him favourable conditions of peace, was left in possession of the province of Murcia,

which he governed during his lifetime, and which passed afterwards into the hands of his son, Athanagild.

The dominions of this Goth were therefore called BeUd Tudmir (the country of Theodomir), the city

of Murcia (the Murgi of Pompoiiius Mela), or some other city contiguous to it, where he fixed his

residence, being naturally called Mediuah Tudmir (the city of Theodomir), and Hadhrat-Tudmir, the

court or residence of Theodomir.

According to the author of the Audhalm-l-mesdlek (fo. 151, verso), Murcia was entirely built by the

Arabs, with the materials of a Roman city in the neighbourhood. Abil-l-feda (Geog. fo. 47, verso) says

that this took place during the reign of the Beni Umeyyah at Cordova. See also Ibn Khallekin, at

the life of Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibnu-1-hoseyii (No. 634, Tyd. Ind).

ji I Shekurah. The s of the Latins was invariably rendered by a ^ among the Arqbs.

This is the reason why the Moriscos, who wrote Spanish with Arabic characters, invariably rendered the

Spanish s by their shin, thus, losh hombresh skaben shacar fuershm de falakeza. Segura is the Tdder

of Pliny, also called Terebis by Ptolemy, and Sei-<£his (no doubt a corruption from the latter) by Mela.

It is likely that its present name is due to the Arabs, who named it after that chain of mountains where

the river was supposed to rise from the same source as the Guadalquivir.

V '-

'-''^-

2(1
'•l^lli!! /„^t in B. I read in A. ^ loll J^S^ AUwmhyu-th'thdlithitu, which, literally trans

-

lated, means ' the triple colour of a robe.' Perhaps ^y> maushi, which means ' a variegated robe,'

is to be substituted, in which case the word tUlitlmtu might be applied to the number of threads used

in the weaving of the stuff. Murcia had still in the sixteenth century a great number of hands employed

in the weaving of silks on patterns left by the Moors. See Cascales, Discursos Historicos de la Ciudad de

Murcia, ib. 1614, fo. 26G, et jmssim.

21
i^«x*l. a!! Ad-dawdmis seems to be a plural of the form (Jxcly fawd'tl, perhaps from ,^__^.^lii

or ;L.x* 1 J although I have never met with it in the singular. It is a word often used by Al-bekri and

other African writers to designate a certain stone building which stood in the midst of the ruins of

Carthage, and which, by its description, appears to have been a naumachy. See the Mesdlek wa4-memdlek

by that geographer, fo. 39, and p. 489 of the French translation.
^ __->

;c--^

^2 This account, which is transcribed from Ibnu-l-wardi (see Arab, MS, in the Brit, Mus:, 9590,

fo. 16), is also, if I am not mistaken, to be found word for word in Ibn Haukal, probably the first

geographer who, misled by the similarity of the names, mistook the Carthage of Africa for that of Spain,

As the Arabian geographers make no scruple of copying each other servilely, the error has since crept

into many geographical descriptions of Spain which I have perused. It has been adopted by the author

VOL, I, 3 C
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of the 'Ajdyibu-UmakhUkdt (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7504, fo. 25), by the writer of the

Tohfatu-l-'ajdyih (ib., No. 7497, fo. 45), and by Ibn lyfis (ib., No. 7503, fo. 10 and 166).

^3 In four hundred and eighty-three of the Hijra (a.d. 1090) the Almoravidcs, under Yi'isuf, subdued

Murcia, together with the districts of Lorca, Alicante, Orihuela, Elche, &c., which Ai-mu'atamed Ibn

'Abbad, King of Seville, had snatched from the hands of *Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Mohammed, the rider in

those districts, and added to his own dominions.

'^^ As-sahlah means ' a plain or a flat country.' It was the name of an extensive territory, now called

Corregimimto de Albarracin, which was erected into an independent principality, not by Abii Merwan

'Abdu-l-m^ik Ibn Razln, as the author erroneously states, but by bis father, Hudheyl Ibn Razin, after the

overthrow of the Ume)7ah dynasty. (See Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. pp. 42, 1 34, et passim.) The

capital of his states was the city of Santa Maria, which the Arabs called " Santa Maria I!jn Razln," to

distinguish it from another city of the same name in the western part of Spain. Hence its present name

of Albarracin. (See a previous note, p. 320, No. 38.) The district of Albarracin was likewise called

Al-kartdm and Al-kardtim, owing to the abundance of kirtim {carthamus candcus, or bastard saffron,)

wliich grew on its territory. The Spaniards call it alazor from the Arabic word az-zohor (flowers).

CHAPTER V.

^ The text of ail the copies reads ' 'AH Ihn Musa Ibii Maymun ;' but I believe that 'Isa is to be

substituted for Musa. (See a previous note on the Beni Maymun, No, 124, p. 360, and the Appendix

B. at the end of this volume.) According to the author of the history of Africa entitled Karttds, the

event here recorded took place in five hundred and forty (a.d» 1145-6) ; his words are as follow :
" In

** this year 'All Ibn 'Isa Ibn Maymun Al-lamtumni pulled down the idol and tower of Cadiz."

-^ AUkhdliddt (the eternal). These are> to all appearance, the Canaries or Fortunate Islands of the

EUicients. Ibnu-l-wardi, loco laudato^ fo. 55, says that they are only two- Idrisi says six. See Geoff.

dim. u and ii.

^ 1 find that Ibnu-l-wardi, loco laudatOy fo- 55, attributes the erection of these towers to Dhti-'l-menar

AKhimyari, one of the Tabbabahs or Kings of Yen^en, whom he identifies with Dhi'i-l-karneyn

(Alexander), not the king mentioned in the Koran, but the Greek hero-

* As-sa'dddt (the fortunate), This is a remarkable instance of the looseness of Arabic translations

made from the Greek, and the numerous errors therebj^ introduced into geographical works. It is

evident that by the eternal and the fortunate the same group of islands are designated, only that some

trPLmlated fortu/iatiB by eu'tJU^ sa'dddt, and others by c:^tjJU- khdlidut. Abii-l-feda, Ibnu Sa'id,

and other geographers, who were not aware of the mistake committed by former writers, tried to

. establish a distinction between the two names by applying the first to the Canaries and the second to

\the -Madeira islands. Others, like Ibn lyds, whom Al-makkari follows, thought that sa'dddi \w^s. \h^
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name for the British islands. However, Al-beliri (loco laudato, fo. 78, and p, 578 of the French transl.)

calls them
, f;^; IaI^ i Fortundiask Idrisi calk them also Fortundtash, and adds that the ncieaning of

that word is the same as Sa'iddt in Arahic, See edit- of Rome, dim, i. and ii-

The author of the Audhahu-l-mesdlek, to, 71, verso, quoting the geographer Ibnu Sa'id, says that the

islands called As-sa'dddt he between the Khdliddt and the coast of Africa.

o ^

'' vJoli* Slmltis is the small peninsula formed by the confluence of the rivers Gibraleon and Tinto>

where the town of Huelva stands, about sixty miles west of Seville, for although there is an island

opposite to it called San Francisco de la RaUda, it is too small to have ever contained a city so populous

as Shaltis is represented to have been by the Arabian geographers, (See Idrisi and the writers already

quoted.) In old Spanish maps of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries this peninsula is called Suites,

Conde, in his notes to Idrisi*s Geography, pp, 1 80 and 205, says that SMltis is for Tarsis, Tartis, or Tartesia,

the country where Argantonio reigned, a fabulous King of Spain who is said to have lived one hundred and

fifty years. I need not labour to show the unsoundness of such a conjecture. The reader will find in the

work of Francis Carter, an English traveller who resided long in Spain, much that is really interesting

and curious upon the Phcenician and Greek settlements along the south-western coast of the Peninsula

;

(A Journey from Gibraltar to Malaga, 8vo„ London, 1772.) Ondba is now Gibraleon (Jehal*'aydn,or

' the mountain of the spring) ;' Liblah (now Niebla) is the ancient Ilipla,

^ There are two authors known by the surname of Ibnu4-labbdnah or labbdnah (the son of the milk-

maid) in Casiri's Bib. Ar, Hisp. Esc. One is Abu Bekr Ebn Alahana^ from Denia, (see vol. i. p. 105) ;

the other {ib. p, 128) is also called Abu Bekr Ben Allabanaty but Cordova ia said to be the place of his

birth or residence. They appeal' to me to be the same person, inasmuch as I find in the Kaldyidu-U

HUydn, by Al-fat'h, (Arab. MS, in my possession,) that Ibnu-Ulabbdnah resided both at Cordova and at

Denia. His entire name was Abu Bekr 'Isa, and he was known by the surname of ^" LxJJi -^'

Ibnu-Mabbanah ; he filled the post of Wizir to Al-mu'atamed Ibn 'Abb^d, King of Seville,

U^i5y] ^j jLI^ aL^^ /. ^-hV^ iL<U-^l Ju^LcljJ,^

^ L>j b Yibisak, from Ebusa or Ebyssa, the ancient name for one of the Balearic islands,

^ The island of Iviza being very woody, the principal industry of the inhabitants consists in making-

charcoal, which they ship to Barcelona and other ports of the Mediterranean. Close to it is a smaller

island, called by the ancients Ophiusa, now Formentera, These islands, however, were known amon:g

the Greeks by the collective name of PytiustB, from -rrirvs (a pine tree),

^ Barskeldnah, from Barshendna (Barcinone), The author of the Audhahu-UTnesdlek (loco laudato, p, 53)

writes BarsJienona, the alteration of n for /, and vice versd, being frequent among the Arabs, Hie says
^

^-

-"^ '
that it was the court of a king called BarsheloTii, whose subjects were the ^jSiw Kabfaldn (CB.t^6mQ^$),

m "- - ^

1^ Barcelona was taken from the Christians by iU-mansCir in three hundred and seventy-five (a,d,984),

but it was soon retaken by the Christians, and, with the greatest part of Catalonia, separated for ever

from the Moslem dominions.

_^ ^ j^y --V
C->"-^—
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** Kitdbu-l-ajdyiht *the book of the wonders/ is too common a title of Arabic geographies to decide

with any degree of certitude on the work to which it belongs. ' The wonders of creation ' is one by Abu

HSmid AI-andalusL (See Preface.) Ibn Jczzar or Ibnu-l-jezzar is also the author of a geogi'aphical

work entitled 'AJiiyibu-l-ardk, 'the wonders of the world/ and Haji Khalfah, in his BibI, hid. (see voc.

jaWdfiyyah and 'ajdyib),- gives the titles of many geographical works that begin with the word 'ajdyib.

However, I am inclmed to beheve that the latter is the one here intended, as I find the passage said to

be borrowed from the Kitdhi4-ajdyib in a geographical work entitled Kitdbu-l-ja'rdfiyyah (Arab. MS. in

my possession), which I have already described in the Preface, and the author of which borrowed

considerably from Ibnu-1-jezzar-

^^ This description of the dead lake of Galicia, which appears to be no other than the river Lethe of

the ancients, is likewise found word for word in the Kitdbu-l-ja'rdjiyyah. I ought to observe here that

among the fdbi's (followers of the companions) of the Prophet who invaded Spain with Musa tliere wai>

one named . i^^.-H^ Tawus (peacock). This might have given origin to this popular tradition, in the

same manner that the body of another tdbi\ whose name was Hansh (snake), was believed to preserve

Saragossa from venomous reptiles* See a preceding Note, p. 372, No, 3.

^^ IbrShIm Ibnu-1-kasim Al-karawi (from Cairvv^n), was a geographer of the fifth century of the Hijra.

I find his name mentioned often by Ibnu Khaldun, and by the author of the Karttds,

*^ Every thing tends to prove that this unnatural trade was carried to a great extent in France during

the middle ages, for the object here specified by the writer. During the repeated and savage incursions

of the Hungarians and other northern nations, such prisoners as remained in the hands of the Franks

were taken to the Spanish frontier, and there sold to the Moslems, as we learn from the testimony of

several Christian writers themselves. See Reinaud, Invasion des Sarrazins, p. 236.

Once in Spain, these northern prisoners, whom the Arabian authors designate under the collective name

oi Sakdlibah, pi. oi Sikldb (Sclavonians), were educated in the Mohammedan religion, and, hke the Janis-

saries of the Turkish empire, formed the principal body-guard of the Khalifs. 'Abdu-r-rahman III. is

well known to have had several thousands of these northern barbarians, magnificently arrayed, to mount

guard in his palace, and accompany him in his hunting and militaiy expeditions » We see them occa-

sionally playing a principal part in the affairs of Mohaiiimedan Spain, and founding independent kingdoms,

which they transmitted to their posterity. Zohayr and Kheyrin, both Kings of Almeria, were Scla-

vonians. Wadha and Naja, the former Wizir to Hish^m II., Sultdn of Cordova, and the latter the

confidant and prime minister of Hasan Ibn Yahya Ibn Idris, Sultdn of Ceuta and Malaga, belonged

to the same race.

The importation of slaves into Spain must at one time have been very considerable, since we are told

by Ibn Haukal and other writers that it formed a great branch of exportation, and the principal staple of

trade between Spain and other countries held by the Moslems. ** The commodities," says that geographer

(Arab, MS. in the Bodl. Lib., No. 993, fo. 85), " which traders generally export from Andalus and bring

*' to Maghreb, Egypt, and other Mohammedan countries, are amber, saffron, gold, silver, lead, iron,

" quicksilver, seal-skins, raw and manufactured silks, and, above all things, male and female slaves taken

'* in war with the Franks and Galicians, besides Sclavonian eunuchs, who arc very much esteemed.

'' Tliese are brought from the country of the Franks, where they are castrated, and bought by Jewish
" merchants."

- I find a similar account in another ancient geographer, named Al-beladhori, who wrote a description
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of the world, entitled Kitdbu-l-holddn (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mas., No. 7496). The passage may be

found at fo. 23, towards the end, in a very interesting chapter treating about the commerce between

Mohammedan Spain and Africa. The statement is likewise confirmed by Idrisi, Ibnu-1-wardi, and other

"eographers, who undoubtedly borrowed it from the work of Ibn Haukal.

>^;

CHAPTER VI.

i The aqueduct of Tarragona, constructed by the Romans, was repaired by the Arabs, and destined to

the purposes for which it was first erected. The reader may consult Icart, Grandezas de Tarragona,

Lerida, 1572, fo. 212, et passim; Cean Bermudez. Antig. Rom. de Esp.; and Laborde, Voyage Pittoresque

ct Historique de VEspagne, Paris, 1807.

^
'JusUl ik=-lj 'the district of the idols.' The word samm, which I have generally translated by

r

'idol,' is, properly speaking, a statue, but among Mohammedans, who are averse to human figures, the

word is synonymous with idol. By ' the district of the idols ' the author no doubt means the site of the

temple of Hercules, a rock at the mouth of the river Santi Petri, which, as late as the sixteenth centiiry,

was thickly strewn with fragments of statues, columns, and other vestiges of Phcenician and Roman

domination, the whole of which were either washed away by the sea, or used afterwards for building the

modern fortifications of Cadiz. (See Salazar, Historia de Cadiz, Cad. 1610, p. 177.) As late as 1773

some of the foundations of the temple were still visible at very low tides. See Bowles, Introduecion a la

Historia Natural de Espana, Madrid, 1775, p. 67, et seq., and Cadis illustrada. Cad. 1690.

3 According to Salazar this aqueduct took its waters from a spring close to Xerez, called la Fnente de

Tempul. But this is hardly credible, the distance being upwards of thirty-three miles. However, there

can be no doubt that the aqueduct passed over an estuary inundated by the sea at full tide. No traces

of it are visible at the present day ; but several of the connecting piers vpere still standing when the

above-mentioned historian (Salazar) wrote his description of Cadiz. See ih. p. 127.

r
^

4 This military road, which connected Cordova with the sea shore, is still visible at intervals, and is

used by muleteers. The part close to Cadiz is called by the country people Cakada d£ Hercules.

I must observe that the word Z;^ Heshar means 'one who is still-born,' and seems intended for

C^sar. It is, however, the first time that I meet with the name of the Roman emperor thus rendered.

Idrisi calls him J:, U Mhar (see dim. iv. sect. 2), but his usual name among the Arabs is Kayssdr.

-.
'-

s I have carefully collated the whole of this passage with the copy I possess of the Kitdbu4''q/dyid,

where the description of this tower, together with that of the aqueduct, sdd to have been built by a

Grecian king, named Santi Petri, occupy nearly six quarto pages.

_ \

^ My MS. says twelve, instead of four. .

,>
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^ If the face of the statue was turned towards the west, it is evident tiiat t\\v fiLnnc muJ^! tuA stand

with his back to the north. My MS. says that he was turued to tlit: we^l, witli Ins tiiiL'-i.-r jKjintinj^

to the mouth of the Straits,

^ Mes'iidi treats of this tower in the first volume of his Mornju-dh-dhahab, in tiic t)ia]ilrr f'lilitled

* a description of the sea of Rum, and the countries washed by it/

^ AUjabhdr means 'a giant, demi-god, or hero of antiquity/ it i^ an epithet iccnrrall\' \i\\v\\ hv tlu^

Arabs to Hercules.

^^ Anfa^ written ' Andfa' in the maps, is a sea-port on tlie western cna^t of Africa, ai ioilv niik-s west

from Rabat. It is the Anafe or Anf of Grabcrg, Specchio di Marvcco, p, ,"):!, Idri>t, Leo, iwul Marniul

mil it An/a; the natives, Ddru-l-beydhd (the white house).

^* 'All Ibn 'Isa Ibn Maymun. (See a preceding note, p. 3G0, No. 1 i^-J), JJnrin^^ thv rnil wars that

broke out between the Almoravides and Almohades, this eliicf seized upon the purl nf Catll/, wljorc he

ruled for a while independent.

13 S\y kardkir seems to be a plural of i" j karkar, a word which is not Arabic, and mit^-ht easily

be the carica used in Low Latin to signify the load or freight of a vessel ; wlicncc the Spani,sh word^^

cargar (to load), and carruca (a ship), are no doubt derived.

13 The invasions of the Northmen appear, from the account of tlieir historians, to have Wvw prrindical

See the History of the Expeditions of the Northmen, by Depping, vol. i. p. iJG, an excelieut work, to

which I shall occasionally refer in the second volume of this translation,

^^ Al-bekri {loco laudato, fo, 73, and p, 557 of the French translation) speaks of a |)urt un the coast of

Africa called M*?r5a-/-?«ff/«s, as well as of a spot on the coast of Spain, clui^e to Cape Trafalgar, where

several of their vessels were cast on shore by a storm. The same geographer (fo. 77. and p. 5fi9 of the

French translation) says that the western extremity of the bav of Azilah wa^ called \u his time

Bdhu-l-majtis (the gate of the Maji'is), owing to some of their vessels h-.n-'uv^ been t)iere dat^hed

against the rocks.

15 There is. close to Cabra. a considerable town in the kingdom of Cordova, a large gap in the earth.
supposed by naturalists to be an extinct volcano, but to which wonderful circumstances are attached bv
the inhabitants of the neighbouring country.

y.. _ ^ -

^\j^\ Ui which means 'the castle of the halting,' from waradu, ' to halt.' The modern name
and situation of this place are entirely unknown to me.

J'
Notwithstanding the author's objection, there seems to be some foundation for thi. tradition.

Major David Price, in his Chronological Retrospect of Mohummedan History, London, 1811-lil. vol. i.

p. 157, mentions, on the authority of the /f«fieii«.,-s^r. an expedition made into Spain bv tlie troops
Of Africa m the year twenty-seven of the Hijra (a. d. 648), the result of which is .aid to have been ttie

^

L_ _
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entire subjection of southern Spain. The general who commanded the Moslems on this occasion is there

called Abdullah Rmffia, but his real name was 'Abdullah Ibn Sa'd, sB may be seen in Ibn Khaldtin,

the Kurttds, and Al-makin. Abu-l-fed4 {An. Mosl. vol. i. p. 262) likewise mentions an incursion made

by the Arabs into Spain under the Khalifate of 'Othmfai Ibn 'AfF^, as here stated. I find also in

Sebastianus Samalticensis (apud Flores, Espaha Sagrada, vol. xiii) that during the reign of Wamba—

a period answering to the epoch here fixed—a body of Arabs landed on the coast of Spain, and committed

all sorts of dciiredations. (See also Cronica General, by Ambrosio Morales, AlcaM, 1577, vol. iii. p. 185.)

Lastly, Isidorus Pacensis (or De Beja. as he is called by the Spaniards) not only confirms the statement^

but adds that the invasion took place at the instigation of Count Ervigius, who succeeded Wamba on

the throne of Spain. (See Isidori Pacensis Chronicon, apud Flores, vol. viii.) There Is therefore every

reason to believe that some piratical incursions upon the coasts of Spain preceded the great Sa-

racen invasion. However, the author is right in condemning the notion that the expedition started frora

Cairw^n, since it is evident that that city was not built until the time of 'Okbah Ibn Ndfi', during

the Khalifate of Mu'awiyah. Sec Cardonne, Hist, de VAfrique, vol. i. p. 31, and Conde, HisL de

la Dom. vol. i. p. 16.

I think proper to correct here a singular mistake committed by Erpenius in his translation of Al-

makin. That author, treating of the conquests made by the Mohammedans in the year forty-six of the

Hij ra, mistook Kastiliyyah, a town in Africa, for Costilla, a province in Spain, and said ' MusUmi Hispaniam

invadunt.' Kastiliyyah is the name of a district and city in Africa proper. (See Al-bekri, loco laudato,

fo. 47, verso; Idrisi, Geoff, dim. ii. sect. 5 ; Cardonne, Hist, de VAfr. vol. i. p. 119.) QuatremJsre, art his

French translation of Al-bekri (p. 509). read Kastinah, or Constantina, instead of Kastiliyyah.

1^ Abii-1-kasim Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman, better known by the surname of J U'^^l Az-zark^, was a famous

astronomer of the fifth century of the Hijra. He is said to be the author of an hypothesis to acepunt.fpr

the diminution of the sun's eccentricity which he thought had taken place since the days of Ptolemy, and

the motion of the sun's apogee. (See Lalande, Astrommie, torn. i. pp. 120, 127.) He passes likewise as

the inventor of an instrament much used in astronomical observations durmg the middle ages, and called

Zarcalla, after his name. D'Herbelot {Bib. Or. voe. Zarcallah) gives to this eminent astronomer a

different name and surname. He calls him Aben Isac Ebn lahia Annakashi Alandalousi.

13 Bdbu-l-dabhdffhin (the gate of the tanners), from dabagha (to tan or prepare skins). The Spanish

word adobar, which in ancient writings is found thus, adohgar, is derived from it. Pisa, in his Descripcion

de la Imperial Ciudad de Toledo, Tol. 1617, (fo. 21, verso,) speaks of this gate, which he says was still

called by its Arabic name, ' Piierta de Adabaquin.'

The word which I have translated by ' water- clocks,' and which in one manuscript is written thus,

. UUajI al-biltdn, in another ^UUl al-bUathdn, and ^^'OwJ! aUMn in a third, is not to be found in

dictionaries. But from the description here given of this artifice I have not hesitated in translating

the said word as above, as there can be no doubt of its being the clepsydra, used by the Chaidiems-^

and the Greeks to measure time, by the flowing of water, in astronomical observations. A eontfiV^cfe

of this kind was used in Europe, up to the time of Copernicus, by Tycho Brah6 himself. ; 1 ;'

I find these tanks or reser\'oirs often mentioned by the historians of Toledo, who all give tliem the

same origin. (See Pisa, Bescrtp. de Toledo, lib. i. c. 27 ; Rojas, Hist, de Toledo, part ii. lib. iv.) There

are still remaining, at a short distance from Toledo, and in the very spot here marked, on the right bank

of the Tagus, the ruins of a building, caUed by some Las Casas de la Reina (the pleasure-gardens of
- X
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the Queen), and by others Los Palacios de Galiana (the palace of Galiana), where two tanks similar to

those here descrihed are still visible. Tradition lias ascribed their building to a fabulous King of Toledo,

named Galafre, who is supposed to have been a contemporary with Abdu-r-rahman I,, Sultan of Cordova,

whose tributary he was. This Galafre, we are told, wishing to shake off the allegiance due to his sove-

reign, invited Charles Martel, others say Pepin, King of France, and Fruela, King of Asturias, to visit

his dominions, and join him in an expedition against 'Abdu-r-rahman ; upon which the Christian kings,

mustering their armies, traversed Spain without the least resistance on the part of the Moslems, and

arrived at Toledo, "While they were there, being splendidly entertained by their guest, Pepin is said to

have fallen desperately in love with Galiana, the daughter of Galafre ; and, after killing in single combat

Bradamante, King of Guadalajara, who pretended likewise to the hand of the princess, to have espoused her

with the consent of her father, who built them a sumptuous palace outside the walls of his capital. The

adventures of Pepin, Gahana, and her father Galafre, form the suhject of many a popular Spanish ballad,

whence they were borrowed and improved upon by Ariosto. See Pisa, Dcscrtpcion de Toledo^ fo. 27,

verso ; Rojas, Hist, de Toledo, p. 585 ; and Marmol, Hist, de Africa, voh i. fo. 95.

I need not remark that the above account is wholly fabulous j Spain was not invaded either by Charles

Martel or by Pepin, but by Charlemagne, who ravaged the northern provinces only, and did not cross the

Ebro, There was no independent kingdom of Toledo at the time ; the sons of Yusuf Al-fehri, who

rebelled against 'Abdu-r-rahm^, and obtained a temporary possession of that city,— and one of whom

has been identified with Galafre,—had names too dissimilar to render the corruption at all probable, one

being called Mohammed, the other Kasim, And yet this fable has been countenanced by the best

historians of Spain ! See Marmol, Hist, de Africa, vol. i. fo, 95, et seq.; Garibay, Hist, de Jispam,

lib. X5xvii» c. 15 ; Morales, Cronica General, hb, xiii, c. 20,

As to the palace here described, it was a pleasure-house belonging to the kings of Toledo, of the family

of Dhi-n-niin, and probably the same which, in another part of this work (sec p, 239), is said to have

been built by Al-mamiln Ibn Dhi-n-nim, who filled the throne of that city until four hundred and

sixty-nine (a. d, 107G-7). After the taking of Toledo by Alfonso, the royal house, together with

the adjoining gardens and lands, was given in the division to the city. It is now converted into

a farm-house, the walls of which are still covered with Arabesque tracings of the most Exquisite

designs. I visited it in 1836, and found in the yard adjoining to it the two tanks here alluded

to still visible, notwithstanding the heaps of rubbish which have been accumulating for centuries.

There is also a subterranean vault leading from the house to the river, and some years ago a large

quantity of leaden pipes, communicating with the tanks, were dug up by the present tenants of the

. farm-house.

As stated above, it js probable that these clepsydrae were built for the pm-pose of astronomical

observations, Al-m^mlin Ibn Dhi-n-nun, King of Toledo, is reported, both by the Arabian and Christian

chroniclers, to have been a monarch much addicted to science, which he fostered and promoted in his

states by inviting to his capital the learned of other countries. He seems to have bestowed all his

care and attention upon the revival of the mathematical sciences, which, since the overthrow of the

Cordovan KhalifatCj had nearly been extinguished in Spain by the fanaticism and ignorance of the

African conquerors. See the Appendix C. at the end of this volume, Casiri, Bih. Ar. Hisp, Esc, vol, ii,

pp, 45, 214, et passim. Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. pp. 46, 56, et passim. Cardonne, Hist, de

VAfrique et de VEsp. vol, ii. p. 158.

: ^ Alfonso VL, who conquered Toledo, never evinced a taste for the sciences. It is therefore probable

that the author means Alfonso X., snrnamed el Sabio ('the learned,' and not the tuise, as he has been
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' Afafeha.imn h^^f^^ safiMh, 'a brass plate/

* Ase^quiel ia Az-zarkal, or, as pronounced by the SpanisH Arabs, Aa-zarkel.

3d

^ ^

improperly termed), who, by his astronomical tables, known by liis name, and composed with the lielp of

Jewish and Arabian astronomers, greatly advanced and facilitated the study of that science in Europe.

There is in the National Library at Madrid a manuscript marked L. 97, containing various treatises on

astronomy and mathematics, translated from Arabic into Spanish for the use of Alfonso X., King, of

Toledo, the celebrated author of the Alfonsine tables. Among them is one containing the following

" ^ -

treatises

:

Fo. 175. Modo de vsar un instrumento que compuso All. hijo de Jalaf, para el Key Maimon. dividido en

cinco partes. (A treatise, divided into five parts, upon the manner of using an instrament which 'Alf, son

of Khalaf, made for the King Al-mamun.)

Fo. 275. Libra del relogio del agua par Rabi Cag. (The book of the clepsydra or water-clock, by

Rabbi Zag.)

Fo. 299. De como se debe hacer cl palacio de las horas. (How the palace or mansion of the hours is to

be constructed.)

The following account of Az-zark&l occurs likewise at fo. 204. " Agora queremos Iwhlar de lacafeka *

" que fizo Aserquiel '' el sabio astrolabimo de Toledo a konrra del Key Almem6n que era entonces Senor

" de esta Cibdad, y nombrola par ende Almemoma, y despues fue a Sevilla e Mzo esta a^afeha m oira

" manera mas complida e mas acabada, e Mzo otro si el libro de como se debe hazer, e de como deben

" obrar por ella e todo esto lo fizo a honrra del Rey Muhammad Aben Abet que era Senor desa Cibdad

" en dicho tiempo y nombrola por eso Alhabedia." (We are now going to treat about the aza/eh&.whicb

the learned constructor of astrolabes, Az-zarka!, an inhabitant of Toledo, made for King Al-mam^n,

then ruler of this city, and which he named Al-mdmiiniyyah, in honour of the said monarch. After

which he passed to Seville, and constructed another aza/eha in a more finished and perfect manner,

and ^vrote a treatise showing how it was to be made and used, which he entitled Al-'abbadiyyah, in

honour of Mohammed Ibn 'Abbad, then Sultdn of Se\'ille.)

21 There is here a contradiction of what precedes. Alfonso VI., the conqueror of Toledo, reigned from

A. D. 1065 to 1109. The date (a. d. 1133-4) can therefore only be applied to Alfonso VIII., whose reign

lasted from a. d. 1126 to 1157. It is thus impossible to determine which of the Alfonsos is here

meant.

^^ Ai=- Honeyn, or Honayn, tlie Jew. I have looked in vain in Castro's Bihlioteca de Escritores Rabinos

Espanoles, Mad. 1781-6, and Bartolocci, Bibliotheca Magna Rabbinka, for the name of this individual.

My copy of the Kitdbu-Uja'rdfiyyah, where the description of these clepsydra occurs also word for word,

reads differently the name of this Jew, who is there called 5 j • ^^ t^^^v^ Hamis Ibn Zabrah. What

the author means by conveying all the baths or natural springs of hot water to Toledo I cannot guess

;

the text is as follows: Jci^AlU t^ ^vJ^jIII *(v^ ^--^^ u? ^'

.
.- :

;

^^ Here again the author must allude to Alfonso IX., whose son, Ferdinand III., took -Gordoy? :

(a.d. 1236) and Seville (a. d. 1248) from the Moslems. ^; -r";;; C:rr; :
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' The first Sultan of the Almoravides, also c^e& Al-mulaththamdn (i. e. the people of the veil), because

they hid the lower part of their faces with a triangular piece of cloth, called latham, belonged to the tribe

of Masufah one of the five divisions, according to Ibnu Khaldun, of the great Senhajah family. They

inhabited the deserts bordering upon Siidan or Nigritia, where the traveller Ibn Battuttah found them

still in the eighth century of the Hijra, Prof. Lee, who was not aware of this circumstance, read

every where in his MSS, ii'^^ J^l instead of ^iiy,^ Jj&l thereby translating that expression by

* merchants/ instead of * the people of Masufah/ See The Travels of Ibn Battda, London. 1829, p, 233.

This' comparison of Spain to a bird is much in the taste of the Arabs. Some of their geographers have

compared the world to an eagle, making China and India the head ; Turkey and Tartary the right wing.

and the territories of Gog and Magog the left; Syria, Asia Minor, and HejSz, the breast; Western

Europe and Africa the taih See the KUdbu4-bolddn, by Al-beladhori. (Ar. MS, in the Brit. Mus.,

No, 7496. fo. 2.)

Conde inserted the above anecdote in the second volume of his Hist, de la Dom, p, 187. but he

evidently misunderstood the text of the Arabian historian from whom he borrowed it. He likewise read

Musa/ah instead of Masi^fah, and called 'Ali ' prince of the behevers/ instead of ' prince of the Moslems/

which is quite a different thing. (See ib. p. 99,) I may observe here that the Spanish translator

did not always pay sufficient attention to the titles of Amiru-l-miimenm and Amiru4-moslmiin, assumed by

the princes of the various dynasties that ruled over Spain and Africa, often mistaking one for the other.

and making no distinction w^hatever between the two. It does not appear from history that Yusuf Ibn

T^shfin. or any of his successors, ever took the title of Amiru-l-mumenin, which was reserved for the

Khalif or Vicar of the Prophet in the East ; they seem, on the contrary, to have contented themselves

with the more modest title of j^M^-^w-Z-mo^/CT/ii'?*. 'prince of the Moslems' (of Africa and Spain), The

Sultans of Cordova themselves, though descended from the stock of the Beni Umeyyah, and so closely

allied to the family of the Prophet, dared not assume that honorific title until the family of/Abbas had

nearly been extirpated in Asia by the Turks; even then the assumption was considered sacrilegious by

some of the theologians in Cordova and other great cities of the Peninsula.

2 See a preceding note (p, 309, No, 1), It is to be regretted that the work from which these extracts

are taken is not known in Europe. To judge from the contents of this and the following chapter, which

are mostly borrowed from it, our information on the state of manners and society, the civil and military

regulations, the productions of the soil, and the extent of the revenue, of Mohammedan Spain, might have

been considerably increased by the judicious remarks of a writer such as Ibnu Sa'id,

^ Ibnu-l-himarah, literally ' the son of the she-ass/ The name of this Wizir is Abii-1-huseyu 'All.

Ibnu-1-khattib, who speaks of him. says that he hved at Granada^ and that he was the last philosopher

of Andalus,

The verse is as follows :

^^JjL^ Js-:^ ,_j ,^-j jSj\^ .'• 'yC/' 'iy£^ ^xj 'jtii l::..^^^

When Ibnu Sa'id wrote, the Christians were not only in possession of both Castiles, and the greatest
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part of Estremadura and Aragon, but the capital of the Mohammedan empire, Cordova, had also fallen

into their hands.

5 Thus in the text: l^^^ ^SJ\jJ:^ UJ\ ^uOu^I /^ ^ J^^ s^/^'
'^'^ c/' ^ l/^

Although the number of towns and villages said to have once lined the banks of the Guadalquivir is

evidently much exaggerated, there can be no doubt that it must have been considerable, if we consider

the fertility of the land which the Arabs occupied, their superior abilities in all the operations of

husbandry, and, above all, the continual influx of population, either from Africa, or from the districts

gradually reduced by the Christians.

The Frenchman, Cardonne, was, I think, the first who borrowed this statement from the Arabian.

writers. (Hist, de I'J/rique. torn. i. p. 338.) Incredible as it is, it has been blindly adopted by Viardot,

Chenier, Aschbach, Dunham, and other European writers. Conde, who borrowed it from another writer,

says that twelve thousand hamlets, farms, and castles, were scattered over the regions watered by the

Guadalquivir. A modern writer, who to a most exquisite erudition unites a singular criticism,—I mean

the author of the History of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain.—has lately remarked that " the length of

" the Guadalquivir, not exceeding three hundred miles, would scarcely afford room for the same number

" of farm-houses." The obser\'ation is correct, but the text here admits of no other interpretation ;

it can only be said to be one of the many exaggerations of which Arabian writers, especiaUy geographers.

arc so often guilty. Ibna-1-wardi (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus.. No. 9590, fo. 13, verso) says that the

district of Seville, now called Axamfe. which has been described elsewhere, (see pp. 56, 58, and

Note 5, p. 363,) contained eight thousand towns, villages, and farms. But what shaU we say when we

find the Spanish writers themselves dealing lu the same coin, and telling us' that the same district

contained twenty thousand ! See Caro. Jntig. de SeviUa, fo. 219 ; Cronica General del Hey Don Alonso;

and Botero, Relaciones miversales del mundo, Valladolid, 1603.

G The sugar cane is one of the plants for the introduction of which Spain is indebted to the Arabs.

(See Banqueri, Agrimltura, vol. i. p. 392.) It is still cultivated at Motril. Nerja, and other places along the

coast of Granada. The word L sukkar, whence the Latin saccharum is derived, has passed into the

Spanish azucar, and found its way into every language of Europe. It comes no doubt from y^ shakar,

a Persian word, unless it be from the Hebrew 1DU? ' an inebriating liquor distilled from the sugar cane.'

The fruit I have translated by ' banana ' is ;^ in Spanish moz, mussa, or mosm, the Indian

plantain, or musa sapientiym. It was extensively cultivated in Spain. See Banqueri, loco laudato, vol. i.

p. 394, and Idrisi, apud Hartmann. p. 74.

='

Safari. There is a species of pomegranate which the Spaniards to this day call Granada ^afari.

Ibnu-1-awam, in his treatise on agriculture, (Mad. 1802. vol. i. p. 273.) gives two reasons why it received

that epithet ; first, because it was first introduced into Malaga and Granada by a man named Safar, who

procured the pip from the royal gardens at Cordova ; and secondly, becausethe first pomegranate came from

Syria, and was called ^ i^ safari,
' the traveher.' Cavarrubias was therefore wrong in supposmg.ai^t

the word p/«n' meant a thing from Africa or Algiers. (See Tesoro de la lengua Castellana, voL;i. p. li'S.)

There is also a sort of fig called Mgo ^afari. The author of the history of Africa entitled .ffar««'^

mentions this fruit among the productions of the soil about Fez. See the Portuguese translation.

by Padre Moura, Lisbon, 1828. p. 43.
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8 ilfaA/eft I find no mention of this plant either in Jeuhari or Flruzabddi, but Ibnu-1-beyttar dcscnb.s

in the following words :
" Makleb ,-neither Dioscorides nor Galenn. have descnbed tins plant. Abu

Hanlfah says that it is a shrub, rather dry in appearance, having a white blossom, and bearing a fru.t

which is used as a perfnme. According to the ' Nabath^^an Agricnlture ' it grows to the hc>gl>t of a

man, and its leaves are similar in shape to those of the apricot tree, although somewhat smaller. Tlic

branches spread considerably and support the fruit, a species of .mall nut, whicli )ms a very

fragrant smell, and is used for the confection of sevend medicaments. Ibn Hossan says that it

resembles a willow tree both in leaves and stem, only that the latter is a little shorter; that it abounds

in Andalus ; that its fruit is circular, and has a shell of a colour between red and black, which encloses

another, very rough and hard. In the centre is the fruit, which tastes something like an egg, but

rather bitter. It has, moreover, a ver>' sweet smell. Ibn 'Amran says that the mahleb \s of various

kinds, white, black, and green,—the small-grained, and that having the seed of the size of a pea
;

tlie

latter sort grows in Mesopotamia, the smaU-grained in Andalus. The most esteemed for its fragraiio>-

grows in Adharbij^n."

^ SJ "iil C_^^' kassalu-dh-dhanrah, literaUy, 'the odoriferous reed,' the calamus aromaticus or

acorns of botanists. Ibnu-1-beyttar describes it in the words of Dioscorides and Galenus, which he trans-

lates without adding any new fact or stating in what countries it grows.

10 A^\ af-;J%' in aU the MSS., for which I think ^aJ^^' al-khiUanj ought to be substituted ;
if so,

it is the galmga or gatangal, an odoriferous root introduced into Europe by the Arabs, and which came

originally from India. See Dr. Roxburgh's Flora indica, vol. i. p. 28, ed. Wall.

^^ kwjj ^ost is the costus or costmary, an aromatic plant.

12 The MS. reads ^.^! Okshiiniah. which, by the suppression of one point, is easily converted into

Oshunoba, the Ossonoba of Pliny and Ptolemy, now Estombar, in PortugiU. The name of that town

during the Gothic domination was Exonoba. See Florez, Espana Sagrada, vol. iv. p. 25G.

^3 Amber is one of the maritime productions of the Peninsula- It is to be found in large quantities all

along the south-western coast, but especially between Cadiz and Gibraltar, as here described.

^* The passage here alluded to by the author is to be found in the Muruju-dh-dhabab, or ' golden

meadows/ by Mes*udi, in the chapter treating about the seas.

1^ Both Ptolemy and Strabo speak at length of the mineral riches of Spain. There is, however, rea^-on

to believe that they were very much exaggerated by the ancients. From the manner in which gold is

here alluded to, and the spots where it is said to Itave been found, it seems evident that the Spanish

Moslems extracted it, not from the mine itself, but from the sands of rivers.

I have collated this passage with a copy of the geographical work here quoted, in my possession, and

have found it agree in every respect.

*^ Both the Greeks and the Arabs believed that there were only seven species of metals, to each of
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^vhich they gave the name of one of the seven planets then known, and which were supposed to exercise

an influence over them.

^r This Al-hamA is AUama la scca, not the town of the saoie name which is so celebrated for its hot

springs, and still more for its towering ramparts, the scene of so much heroism and bloodshed durmg the

*ntful period of the last wars of Granada.

- ^ .-

h .

even

i« MV/ Kartdsh. There is no place of this name in the whole province of Cordova. At Gmdal-

c-anal, Wver. a district under the jurisdiction of th.t city, there are extensive silver mines, now

workld, and in which traces of the works made hy the Romans, and after them by the Arabs, are stdl

visible. See Bowles, Jntroduccion a la Hist. Nat. de Esp. pp. 5, 7, et seq.

v^ In the district here xnentioned, vh., the town of Estombar, in Portugal, there are, according to

Ressende and Minano, mines of tin and iron.

-'0 Paterna is the name of a small town in the province of Granada. Among the mineral productions

of that kingdom, its historian. Ibnu-1-khattib, mentions the tutty. U^^' mid. (in Spanish atuda.) See

Casivi, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 248.

^^ The name of aUof-r, or rather as^sofar, which means "yellow.- and 'gold," has been applied by

the Arabs to a species of yellow metal, or brass, now called by the Spaniards azdfar.

n I beheve that the word u^l^ shohdb, shaUb, or .hibdb. means ' alum.' Al-bekri and Idrisi men-

tion it among the natural productions of Sudan.

23 ; n . 1- literally 'the verdant spot.' Perhaps there is a point wanting on the ^ which

> -r

would alter the meaning thus,—'the verdure of the leaves.'

i4 J^ 5-^«%,.rf« in the principal MS. Another copy reads ^!^ Smh^rdn. Taking away.

the in^ial" ^ shin it will give Kheyrdn, the name of one of the Sclavoniaa kings of Almeria. See a

preceding note^ p. 357.

^^ The Arabs call the beryl-stone j^. al-ballaur, a .vord sometimes used as a synonyme for glass or;

crystal. The Spanish abalorio. meaning ' glass beads/ appeal's to me to be derived from it.

- \

-.

-'6 The author of a history of Malaga, entitled Conversaciones Malaguenas, Malaga, 1789-93. vol,;ii.

p. 89, speaks of a mine of rubies in the neighbourhood of that city. "
,

-^ ;

^ ^
^— 'I

^^ The golden markasite was very much prized by the Arabs, who used it to ornament the; poii^^s^of

their saddles, and the hilts and scabbards of to swords. It was also much used;by .Wom^.;^who

made necklaces and bracelets of it. It is to this day considered an ornament among ^th^lower tos m

Spain. It is called in Spanish marquesita, and rmrquesita de oro also, to distinguish it from another sort

which seems to contain particles of silver, and is therefore styled marque^ deplgta.
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^^ The word aUma'tisisd, thus written, Uj..^>jlUJ! is not to be found in the dictionaries, I have

also looked in vain for it in the Kitdbu4-7nughni fi-t-tab, by Ibnu4-beyttar (Arab. MS. in my posses-

sion), as well as in Ibnu-I-wavdi, who, at the end of his geographical treatise, gives a list of the principal

productions of nature in the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms.

^ The meaning of the word arrobes,^ from the Arabic raba\ has already been explained; one of the

MSS. reads one hundred and eighty^ instead of eighty ; I have adopted the latter reading as that which

savours less of exaggeration.

^ Kariatu Ndsherah, 'the hamlet of Ndsherah>' the Nixar of Marmol, a few miles from Almeria. See

Rcb, de ios MoriscoSj fo, 85, verso,

^^
u5 ^ U^liil An-ndjjddi, I have looked in vain for this word in Ibnu-Ubeyttar.

*4

^^ iit>Uil Ash-shddenah, or ^jtij! Ash-skddhmah, as v^ritten in another copy, is synonymous with

the : ij^^j^i saranj or ' blood-stone/

^ I am not sure that I have seized the author's meaning ; t^„,^j^ \ jJJ! CX 3 J iL^lwj « litersdiy

* and it is used or employed in the gilding/
\

^ By Jewish stone the Arabs naean the lapis alagi. See the Arabic text of Avicenna (Ibn Sini)

Rome, 1493, p. \k* t

^^ Niebla is the Ilipa or Ilipla of Pliny and Strabo, from which the Arabs made Libia. The change

of / into K, and vice versd, is frequent in words corrupted either by the Arabs or the Spaniards ; so

from Nebrissa they made Lebrixa, and from LiMah, Niebla.

What the author calls ^K ' glass ' must be 'vitriol/ Not far from the spot here alluded to, at Cazalla,

there is a mine of vitriol. See Bowles, Introduccion, &c- p, G6.

..
.^ It is not easy to say what is here meant by A}^ tafal. The word is not to be found in any of the

printed or manuscript dictionaries I have consulted, Jeuhari, it is true, says that tofdl means ' dry clay,' but

the word is spelt differently, Jliia Besides, the expression i.j^^u nabata, ' to grow as a plant,' which the

author here uses, cannot be applied to earth or clay. I have like^vise had recourse to my copy of Ibnu-1-

beyttar's dictionary of plants and sinaples, as well as to a botanical dictionary by Ibn 'Abdtin, also In my

.possession, but in vain. On the other hand, there is hardly an Arabian geographer among those who have

described Spain who has not directly or indirectly treated of the tofdl or tafal, which was to be procured

at Toledo, and which all describe as a sort of eatable clay, very much used in medicine. The author

of the 'Ajdyibu-l-makhlukdt, fo. 26, says, treating about Toledo, ''close to this city is a very fine town

" called -U-v Makdm^ the soil of which is a species of clay which people eat, and which is considered as
r

" one of the most precious specifics on the whole earth. It is exported in large quantities to all

--*^ countries/^ Ibn lyas, fo, 12, says '*the town of Makim is famous for a certain clay which people

i.' are accustomed to eat to aid the digestion/' Words to this effect may likewise be read in the

1

1
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Tohfatu4''ajdyib (Arab, MS. in the Brit. Mus., No, 7497, fo, 48, verso), and in the Kitdbu-l-ja'rdfiyyah

(Arab, MS, in my possession).

For these reasons I am inclined to believe that tafal or tofdl means that sort of earth known among

the Greek pliysicians by the name of terra sigtUata or terra Lemnia, and which Galen describes at

length. The Arabian naturalists knew it also under the name of . j^sr^ ^^ tin makJit4m, * sealed clay-'

See Ibnu-1-beyttar, loco laudnto.

'^^ The territory about Almeria is famous for its quarries of marbles of all qualities and hues, ^ These

are principally to be found hi the neighbouring mountains called Sierra de Gador and Sierra de Mlahres-

Agates abound also, so as to have given a new name to the Charidemi Promontorium (now called

Cabo de Gata), a corruption from Caho de Agatkas, or Cape of Agates. Bowles found gi^anates and

amethysts between Almeria and that cape. See Introduccion a la Historia Natural y Geografia Fisim de

F-s-panUj pp. 125, 132, et passim.

m
J'l-Qiji the Latin hipus, ' a wolf ;' in Spanish lobo.

jv r-

^^ The word which I have translated by 'jackal' is t ^3 dkib, in Spanish adive.

'*** T!ie animal called J^ wabr by the Arabs is, I believe, an otter, but it might also be a seal

;

indeed, the descriptions given by Ad-demiri and other naturalists whom I have consulted are so

contradictory, that it is impossible for me to say which of the two animals is meant, Ad-demin,

in his HayydtU'l-haywdn (Arab. MS, in my possession), describes it in the following terms. '* The wabr

*' is a small quadruped of the fehne species, of an ashy colour, has no tail, and builds habitations

''to live in. Such are the words of Jeuhari, but by that expression (he has no tail) the author
r

" undoubtedly meant that its tail was small; for it has one, although short, and exceedingly, fat, like

'' that of our young lambs. The wabr is likewise called by the vulgar ghanam beni Isrdyil (the sheep . of

*' the sons of Israel) \ it resembles in many respects the hare, for, like that animal, it feeds upon plants

" and vegetables, owing to which its flesh is a delicious food," As far as this goes the beaver is meant,

but, on the other hand, Ibnu-1-beyttar (Arab, MS, in my possession) says that it is a quadruped larger

than a dog* and living mostly in the sea, although it now and then comes on shore.

V>

^^ A jacket made of sheep-skin is still called in Spain zamarra, a word which bears a strong resemblance to

sammiir, meaning in Arabic ' a weasel ' or * a marten,' and also the skin of that animal, but which,

according to Ad-demiri, is a synonyme for the Jendu-bddastar or beaver. Ibn Haukal, in his Geography,

speaks of these sammiir as being found at Toledo, Sir William Ouseley translated that word by ' sables or

martens/ See Ibn HaukaFs Oriental Geography^ p, 27,

•*^ The life of this physician occurs in Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No, 7340, fo:.

139, verso). His entire name was Abii Bekr j^U- H&mid (not Hamfd, as in Al-makkart) ff^ \*A^

ibn Samjiin : he was an excellent physician, and had great knowledge of all the simples emplciyecl iji

medicine, " His treatise on simple medicaments," says Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, " is considered to be a most

elaborate and useful performance, since he not only described all the simples known before his time,

and collected whatever information the ancients had given on them, but added much of his own, Abil

Yahya Alisa' Ibn Isa Ibn Hazm Ibn Alisa\ in his work entitled Kttdbu4mu'arib (or mu'rih) 'an

f f

f^
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" mahdseni ahli-t-maghreb (the book of the speaker according to the nilcs of grammar on the excellences of

" th.e western people), says that Ibn Samjim wrote the above ^vorlc during the administration of the Hajib

" Mohammed Ibn Abi *A'niir AI-mans<ir^ who, as is well known, died in the year three hundred and

" ninety-two (a, d. 1001-2), whence we conclude that he flourished in the fourth century of the Hijra.

Besides the above treatise on the simples employed as medicaments, Ibn Samjnn wrote a work

entitled ^^oUli'^l ^-jCii'
' the book of the antidotes/

"

<i

a

r

^ A similar account is to be found in Strabo, as well as in the Greek physicians. The word ivabr

(seal or otter) is again used here, although it is evident that the beaver is meant. Whatever Al-

makkarrs accomplishments as a historian may be, it is evident that he was no naturalist, or eke he

would not have confounded, as he has done here, the seal, the otter^ and the beaver,

" ^^ This quadruped is described by Ad-dcmiri in the following words. " The jendu-biidastar is an

" animal resembling the dog, but not the sea-dog. It is only to be met with in the country of ^_Si.^'''

" An-nakhaf' and its environs. It is also called ,jdi" fcandar aud .^Z^ mmmur, and resembles in
J J

" shape a fox. Its colour is red ; it has neither hands nor feet, but its head resembles that of a man,

" having a round face. It crawls like a reptile, and has four genitals, two inside and two out, from

" which the remedy calledJendu-bddastar (castoveam) is extracted.

This is no doubt the beaver, whose inguinal gland, known under the name of castoreum to the ancients,

was until very lately considered a specific in many diseases. According to Strabo {lib. iii.) Spam

abounded at one time in beavers, which produced castoreum, although inferior to that of Pontus. They

are not now found. Tlie heaver hves on the banks of rivers and lakes, but not in salt water, as

here expressed. The whole of this passage, indeed, is a tissue of error and contradiction. Ad-demiri

himself, who, as I have already observed elsewhere, wrote a Zoological Dictionary, entitled ij1^a:k^' s \j^

(Ar. MS. in my possession), did very little else than collect together, and dispose in alphabetical order,

all the absurd and superstitious notions, all the traditions, and all the wonderful accounts he could meet

with in the writings of his countrymen, together with some indigested learning borrowed from the

Greek writers.

"5 The word which I have translated by 'sashes' is ^i^U, Ij: s/wsM^ which, according to the iCiYa^.^-?-

mugJinh fl-l-hglmt (a MS. Arabic Diet, in mv possession), means also ' a narrow and long stripe of

muslin,' of various colours, which common people used to wind round their head in the shape of a turban.

In Spain, where they are very much worn by the peasantry, they are called /«^«, from the Latm>ei«.

^ Jlu' Tentali. (See p. 69.) Another J?

this name now exists in the province of Murcia.

^ ^S aUmulabbad, a verbal adjective from labbada. which means to stutt, seei

certain "stuffed gowns or pelisses which the Spanish Moslems used to wear in winter

- I Another copy reads (_j U**^' dn-mk'hdf.
i-f
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^ A. has AiJ&ciJl ^Ul The epitome j=^' My copy a^jJJ y^^'^ Perhaps jU^» AJ' y^^^

(J yijji is to be substituted, which would alter the meaning thus ; ' turbans for women which were

so beautiful that the fineness of their texture and the brightness of their colours made men lose their

wits.'

^ Several towns in the provmce of Murcia are still in possession of this branch of industry. At

Albacete, especially, there are several manufactures of well-tempered scissors, daggers, and knives, which

are reckoned the best of their kind in Spain, and which, by the shape and ornament of their blades

and handles, betray their Moorish origin. Since the expulsion of the Moriscoa the Spaniards have kept

up this manufacture, but with so little variation and improvement that it is not uncommon to meet

with daggers and knives manufactured at Albacete as late as the end of the last century, still bearing

Arabic inscriptions and verses from the Koran, rudely burnt into the blade. I cannot account for this

very curious circumstance otherwise than by supposing the Spanish manufacturer to have copied and

reproduced the old models, either out of superstitious reverence, or more probably believing them to be

omamental designs, and forming as it were an inherent part of the article, I have seen in London one

of these weapons, which on one side of the Hade bears the following inscription; i^^Julj^ (Jj)'^ Ul

tdJ! L^**J
' I shall certainly kill thy enemies with the help^of God;' and on the reverse, Fabrzqa de

Navajas de Antonio Gonzalez, Albacete, 1705 (manufacture of knives by Antonio Gonzalez, at Albacete,

1705),

_ ,_ J ^

-V -. h

^ This word is differently written in every MS. A. and B, have ^A^J] aUmufadMdh. My copy

iJL^\ al-mufadh. The epitome ^^^^nij! aUmifssass or al-mafssass. I have not hesitated to follow the

latter reading, which means ' a spot strewn with (or a thing composed of) small pebbles or stones

'

{ij^Y^ fossils), and hence a mosaic ; which, as I shall have occasion to show in an ensuing note, is also

called by the Av^h^ /osei(fasd.

^^ ^ 6\ nz-zulaj is the Spanish azulejo, a sort of painted tile, which is very common all over Spain,

and with which the floors of the Alhambra, at Granada, and the Alcazar, at Seville, are paved.

^^ All the Arabian geographers describe the city of Bourdeaux, in France, as being famous for the

manufacture of certain well-tempered swords called al-bordheliat, from Bordhil or Bordhal, the name of

that city among the Arabs. Frequent allusions are made by the poets and historians of Mohammedan

Spain to these blades, which seem to have been much esteemed by the Spanish Arabs. The author of a

geographical work entitled Kit<xbu4-ja'rdjiyyah (Ar. MS. in my possession), in a short description of

France, mentions this fact. He adds that the city of Pisa was renowned for its manufactures of defensive

and offensive weapons, which were imported into Spain. I here translate the passage, w-hich is extremely-:

curious:

—

" Further to the east is the port of i Aj^ Genoa, whose inhabitants are very expert in navigation, as

well as in the construction of ships, with which they furrow the seas from the coasts of Syria to the

Bdbu-Z'Zokdk (Straits of Gibraltar). Close to them are the people of &k^ Pisa,,whp are .the most

enterprising sailors among the Franks, as well as the most skilftd in geometry, and in the science of
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" navigation. They are very expert in the construction of ^^xj^ war-engines. ^ 1^ 1
wooden towers,

" aad other warlike implements, and deeply versed in the stratagems of wai-
;
the various modes of

** fighting a ship, throwing with naphtha kw! b ^^1 and so forth. They have vessels of all sizes,

" which they build in their dock-yards, and are famous for their manufactures of every variety of

" weapons and steel armour, such as breast-plates, helmets, spears, bows, arrows, &c. It is from Pisa

" that we receive the famous blades called al~bijdt, (from Pisa,) which, although not so hard tempered

" as the Indian blades, cut fall aa well or better. They manufacture likewise armour for horses, and for

" the protection of every limb in a man's body in time of war, so that when a horseman among them

" goes to battie he is completely clad in steel, as well as his charger, and the two look like a mountain

" of iron."

CHAPTER VIII.

5 LJ^lL^wJ! ,..U»_] ,.._* /i_L-Jl Li'ji ,^ JLJ5 ^U—

i

^yU-/»_; ^^_« ij—a-^> uj

.:.->. -. r^-Ibn^ Sa'id, writing in the seventh century of the Hijra, or thirteenth of our era, must have been

r -r
' : : - cftntethporary with the principal events of the wars of the Crasades.

' li.U^lj '^j{^\ ^ ^Laiifl ^i ^il:^! ^,^1 This appears to be the title of one of

the chapters into which Ibnu Sa'id divided his great historical work, which will be more fully described

hereafter,

j

2 One of the copies reads ' third century of the Hijra." But it is a mistake, since Ibn Haukal did not
J

visit Spain until the time of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n III., who began to reign in three hundred of the Hijra

(a. d. 912). and died in three hundred and fifty (a. d. 961),

3 The entire name of this geographer is Abii-l-k&sim Ibn Haukal An-nassibi. We have an Enghsh

translation of his work made from the Persian by Sir William Ouseley. and published in 1800. But

the Persian being only a version of an epitome, and the readings being particularly defective, it becomes

indispensable that the original work (copies of which exist in the Bodleian and in the Royal Library at

Paris) should be translated and illustrated with notes.

!*• The unfavourable opinion expressed here by Ibn Haukal was evidently caused by the animosity which

fdl Eastern writers seem to have borne towards Spain, owing to her separation from the mother country.

At the time when Ibn Haukal visited Spain the throne of Cordova was occupied by 'Abdu-r-rahman

An-ndssir lidin-iliah, under whose able administration the affairs of the Spanish Moslems were as pros-

perous as ever; and although the Galicians and Leonese on one side, and the Navarrese and Catalonians

on the other, repeatedly assailed his territory, they were unaUe, durmg the whole length of his reign, to

detach a single foot of land from his dominions.

J

i
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? During the reign of 'Abdu-r-rahmdn III., the eighth Saltan of the house of Umeyyah (three

hundred to three hundred and fifty of the Hijra). the Christians made little or no progress. It is true

that Ordoiio II. and Kamiro II., two of the ablest and most warlike monarchs that Gothic Spam ever

had. sometimes contended successfully against his arms ; that Ferran Gonzalez, first count of Castile, laid

the foundations of a separate kingdom ; that Zamora, Talavera, and other important cities were taken,

and for a while held by the Christians ; but these successes were more than balanced by similar mcursions

on the part of the Moslems, and their territory remained untouched during the whole of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n's

long reign.

ij HJ' Jj
' the sons of the Khahfs,' no doubt because they were the descendants of the Khalifs of

the house of Umeyyah, who had long occupied the throne of the East.

^ Jj.J_J1 ^ILLjI J jot 'Amirs, sons of the Khalifs.' The geographer Ibn Khordidbah (Ar. MS.

in the Bodl. Lib. Oson. No. 963, fo. 17) gives the same title to the sovereigns of tKe house of Idris,

who reigned in Mauritania from one hundred and seventy to three hundred and seventy five of the Hijra,

and who were the descendants of 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib.

i« MoUku-t-tawdyif, ' kings of bands, parties, or small states.' See a preceding note, No. 20, p. 330,

where the meaning of this expression has already been explained.

11 The khothah is a prayer for the reigning sovereign, which it is customary to read every Friday in

Mohammedan mosques.

13 Ibnu Rashik. There were in Africa two writers of this name, who took their patronymics from

Cairwdn. One was 'Abdullah Ibn Rashik, a native of Cordova, but who settled at Cairw^n
;
he died at

Cairo in A.H. 419, on the return from his pilgrimage. The other, Abtl 'Ali Al-hasen Ibn Rashik, a native

of Cairw^n, who wrote the ^1 J ^0^\ and died in a. h. 459. See H^ji Khalfah, voc. anrfiudaj.

The MS. A. adds also the following distich by Ibnu Rashik, alluding to what is said about the titles

assumed by the rulers of independent states.

ooi^
J

\^i jw-:l^ ^-^1 •- u^'^^ u^)" J J^y- ^

' Nothing gives me a better idea of the names assumed by the people of Andalus than to hear

' there is a Mu'atamed and a Mu'atadhed :

• Both titles of kings whose estates were not in that country ;
and the present bearers of which

' resemble the cat in the tale, who tried to swell himself out to look hke a lion.'

These verses are also quoted by Ibnu Khaldtin in his prolegomena (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus..

No. 9574, fo. 113, verso), but are there attributed to a poet named Ibn Sherf.
^

13 Al-mu'atadhed-biUah was the surname of the sixteenth Khalif of the house of 'Abbfe. who suteeeded

Al-mu'atamed 'ala-illah in two hundred and seventy-nine of the Hijra. " =.

11 The Beni Hamiid were originally from Africa, where their ancestors the IdrJsites had long occupied

the throne of Maghreb. They were the descendants of Hamtid, son of Maymiin, son of Ahmed, son of

. -. .- .^ -.. . ^... ->./:.>-

. - ^ > ^ . ,. ^ ^ ^ . .^

- -'_- y_ ^-_-* ^-45
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'All, son of Obeyddlah, son of 'Omar, son of Idris, who, having fled from Africa and taken refuge in

Cordova during the administration of the H^jib Al-mansur, was well received by that general, who gave

him a command in the armies of the Khalif Hisham. See Al-bekri (Brit. Mas., No, 9577, fo. 88, et seq.) ;

Ibnu Khalddn (zS., 9575, fo, 100, verso, et seq.) ; and D'Herb. (Bib, Or, voc- EdressahJ)

^^ iXipJU munshid (from nashada, ' to recite extempore,') is a title given to a certain class of poets, who

attended the courts of Mohammedan princes, and recited ancient poetry, or their own compositions, in

their presence,

y^ The author has here committed a mistake, Idris, who reigned in Malaga from a. h. four hundred

and seventeen to fom- hundred and thirty-one (a.d. 1026-1039), was not the son, but the brother, of

Yahya. Both were the sons of 'All Ibn Hamud, the first king of that family who reigned in Cordova.

After the death of their father, who was strangled while in the bath by two of his Sclavonian eunuchs,

their, uncle, Al-kdsim Al-m&m^, usurped the Khalifate to their prejudice till four hundred and fourteen

(a.d. 1023), when Yahya succeeded in dethroning him- Idris, however, was only able to maintain himself

in Malaga and the surrounding districts as far as Algesiras,

17

*^ Abii 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn Yi5suf Ibn Htid, a descendant from the Tojibites, who held for some

time the kingdom of Saragossa, raised the standard of revolt against the Almohades (a.d. 1228), and

succeeded in establishing his rule in all the provinces of Mohammedan Spain, His reign, however, was

of short diiration ; after a most turbulent life, spent in defending his states against the Christians, as

well as against his Mohammedan foes, he was strangled in his bed in six hundred and thirty-five (a, d,

1237-8), Conde, Hist, de la Dom.voh ii. p. 440, et seq,> and vol. iii, pp. 4, 16, 20,

19
^AjiSl l^\yC ^^ JH^.

y
/. L^JU ^L,j-i.^l i^W^, ^^1

J:

r

-i

r

-r

.f

JUJI L->^ j^J ^^^ 3Jl /.
f-^j^^ cr^ L/^"^ 3 bj^jJiJ!

I may here make the same observation with regard to these verses which I have nnade in the note
j

immediately preceding this. The poet was mistaken when he made Idris the son, instead of the nephew,

of Yahya, The contrary may be fully proved, on the authority of Al-bekri, loco laudato, fo, 89; Ibnu

Khaldiin, fo. 101 ; Casiri, Bib. Ar, Hisp. Esc. vol ii, p. 211 ; Conde, Hist, de la Dom, vol, ii. p. 8
;

Abii-l-feda, An. Mosl. vol, iii, p, 87,

I

,

Shakspeare has said, "Now this, overdone, or come tardy off, though it make the unskilftil laugh,

cannot but make the judicious grieve,"—Hamlet, Act iii. Scene ii,

^ This alludes, no doubt, to a passage which Al-makkari did not insert. It is to be regretted that the

whole of this valuable and interesting chapter should not have been preserved, for it exhibits a criticism
|

and an erudition which are seldom found in Arabian writers, and the account in its original form might 1

have afibrded us much useful information upon the social and political condition of the Spanish Moslems,

The work of Ibnu Said, from which this is a quotation, may, for uught I know, lie unknown and unread

I .
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in some public library in Europe, for it is not always that printed catalogues give us an exact and conect

idea of the nature and contents of Oriental works.

21 I believe the author means the same Ibn Hi'id mentioned in a previous note. We might also suspect

an allusion to Ibn Mardanlsh (see Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 55), whose rebeUion was attended

with circumstances very similar to those here detailed, and whose rash conduct occasioned the death of

several of his partisans, and, among others, of a relative of the author, Abii Ja'far Ahmed Ibn 'Ahdi-1-

malik Ibn Sa'id (see p. 163, et seq. of this translation) ; but the expression ' in our times' renders this

conjecture inadmissible, since the revolt of that chief took place sixty years before the birth of the

author.

^^
ij^ 1 -«a»- Hisn-Arj6nah, or, as pronounced by English writers, Arjunah, now Arjona, is a town

on the road between Cordova and Jaen.

23 Abii Merwan Al-bajl (from Beja) revolted against Ibn Hud, and obt^ned possession of Seville in

six hundred and twenty-nine (a.d. 1231-2). Two years afterwards Ibnu-l-ahmar, (a. d. 1234,) having

entered that city peaceably under the pretence of giving him his daughter in marriage, and assisting him

in his rebellion against Ibn Hiid, whose sworn enemy he was, slew Al-bdji', and took possession of the

city. This Abti Merw&n Al-biji, whose name was Ahmed, must, however, not be confounded with the

theologian mentioned at p. v. of the Appendix A., who had bis same names and surnames.

24 When Ibnu Sa'Jd wrote, (a.h. six hundred and sixty,) Mohammed Ibnu-l-ahmar. the founder of the

kingdom of Granada, reigned without a competitor over the whole of Mohammedan Spain.

25 The author does not mean that the post of Wizir became hereditary in families, for this was

never the case in Spain, although instances of it were not uncommon in the East, but that the title

of Wizir was often conferred on several members of the same family, so as to render that dignity

almost an inheritance in certain noble families who had influence at court. But it ought to be

observed that the Wizirate, under the Klialifs of the house of Umeyyah in Spain, was more an

honorary title than an office, for, as the author himself explains a few lines lower down, the Wizirs

were officers who had entrance into the council-room, a sort of councillors who took part in the delibera-

tions, but who had no share whatever in the administration. The AVizirate appears to have been

an honour conferred by the Mohammedan princes on all those who, either from the nature of their

duties, or the favour in which they were held, had often occasion to enter the room in which the

monarch sat. So it was that the chief physicians of the Almoravide and Almohade Suites were

generally invested with that dignity. (See the lives of Ibn Roshd, Ibn Zohr. &c. in the Appendix A.)

From the Arabic word Al-wazir the Spaniards have made Alguazil, by changing the r into I.

The reader will find in the Appendix B., at the end of this volume, a chapter translated from the

work of Ibnu Khalddn, in which the duties as well as prerogatives attached to the office of Wizir in

Africa and Spain are circumstantially detailed.
_ 1 L

2S Many among the revolted Walls, who, after the overthrow of the Umeyyah dynasty,, shook off the

yoke of the capital, and declared themselves independent in their governments, assumed the modest Utle

of Hajib of the Beni Umeyyah, which tliey retained even long after they had been fully and firmly

established in their kingdoms. Of this number were Zohayr, and his successor Kheyrin, both Kings
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of Atoeria, Mohammed Ibn Al-afttas, King of Badajo. :
llabu. Ib„ Makc»„, Kl„s of G,a,«da

:
Ai,,!.,

1,'aziz, King of Valencia, and many others.

27 I- ;.3J) ^ La.^
kitdbaiu-dh^dkimdm .- the Christians and Jew. living under the dominion of the Mu.h-.n.

wereCued ^JJI J^l aklu-dh-dkimmah (the people of the patronage, c,r protection). heeuuM... hy

" ^' ji£yah, or cii]>i1alion
1 i^ A^flrc//, or land tax, and the hy^

\\\

paying the customary tribute, i.e, the ^\f^

tax thev became the clients of the Moslems. The kuiibn.dh.mm.Un .u., therefore, an ofh.-er ^vho hud

under Ids care the regulation of aU affairs concerning the Christian and Je«i.h populat... lu.ng .n

Mohammedan cities.

ii J Uv^i L_^ l^ Mtihu-Ujihbddheh. According to De Saey the word jihbmiyh is of Pcr.mn ung.

It eomes'from j^ meaning a 'money-changer.' a ' banker,' a • tax-collector.' Bee Chre.i. Ar. t.nn,

ii. p. 328, etseq.

28 It is to be regretted that the author has not been more specific in describing the situation of Ou-

Christians under their Mohammedan conquerors, as the information we i)osse.s on the subject is but

scanty.

2D Sdhibu-l-ashgML It was only by having recourse to Ibnu Khakhin, who has given a whole cliaptcr

on the duties of this officer, that I was enabled to detennine the brancli of the adinini.tnition intru>t.-d

to his care, as the two words J '^S 1 ^_^ U sdhibu-l-ashyhdl have no .i.tinilc .^euK- i.. tlumi^clv..,

:-
- '

meaning only 'the master of the functions,' without determining wlmtthe^e functions wne. i pr.-umv

that originaUy there was an epithet affixed to ashgUl. perhaps Ix^ '.v.^ hndnimyyah, a ^vord whieh

': means any thing connected with the keeping of accounts or the collection of taxc^ and that in lime tlu-

adjective was suppressed to make the appellation shorter.

The functions of this officer, as defined by Ibnu Khaldun, ^vil! be found in the Appendix H.

7

^ ^^1 i^j^^U. Sdhihu-sh-shartah or shortah means, literally translated, 'the nm.^ter or t-secu-

'

tioner of the law,' and also the captain of a certain guard called ^y. Jjt' generally attached to the

head magistrate or governor of a city. Among the Eastern Khaiifs it constituted a -sort uf body-guard,

liot numerous, but composed of liberated slaves, clients, and men entirely devoted to their master, and

who executed with the greatest celerity his private orders, arresting and putting to death criminals, 6.e.

J: \ The capt^n of this body-guard was n^xaeA Sdhibu-sh'Shortah. Tlie office is verj' ancient, and existed

;.

'

among the first Khalifs after Mohammed. Nosseyr, the father of Musa, the conqueror of Spain, wits

':

Sdhibu-sh-shortah to Mu'awiyah Ibn Abi Sufyan, the first Khalif of the race of Ume>7ali in the Kast.

See Ibn Khallek^'s hfe of Miisa (TVrf. /nrf., No. 758).

.? /; In Spain the duties of the S'iAi^w-sA-s/wJr/flA seem at first to have been pinnlar to those of that functionary

K-':'\-.-- in the East, and no material change took place under 'Abdu-r-rahmAn L and !iis ^ou Hishdm L; but

r\V y: when Al-hakem I. and his successors surrounded their persons ^ith a splendid body-guard, compo^^ed of

- : -p-::-: ;- several thousand Sclavonians and Berbers, the command of these forces was generally inlruatetl to a prince

'= ;? ; ;^ : . of the blood, who held the highest rank in the state. The office of the Sdhtbu'Sh-shortah was then converted

%-.^~-^
:„ f frpiri^a civil charge into a military one ; and instead of watching as before over the safety of t!ie Khalif.

fi:-:^' % r : ^\ v: /^KfeVfiinctions of the holder became those of a police magistrate, his duties consisting in detecting and
*^. ,. ^ _- _ n ^ ^ ---i
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imnishing crimes against the public morals, or the civil regulations of the city or district intrusted to his

cftrc> The inspection of public works was also occasionally given to him, and it is not Uncommon to

sec the name of the SdhibU'sh-shortah commemorated on inscriptions; for instance, in one existing at

Ezija, on an aqueduct built in the year three hundred and sixty-seven, under Hishdm IL, Ahmed Ibn

*Abdillah Ibn Miisa is said to have been the Sdhibu-sh-shortah under whose inspection the work was

erected. The celebrated historian Abu Merwdn Khalf Ibn Hayyfin (see a preceding note, p- 310, No- 3)

svas SfihibU'Sh'shortah of Cordova-

^' 'Die reader will find an interesting passage translated from Ibn Khalddn respecting this office*

See Appendix B.

'" <>*_^«J^sr^ Mohtesib or Mohtaseb, whence the Spaniards have derived their word Almotazen, by

changing the final b into n, a change of frequent occurrence in Spanish words. Strange to say, this

office is still in existence in Spain,—especially in the southern and eastern provinces, where the Arabs

and Moors made a longer stay,—and, what is still more extraordinary, the officer charged with it

t?xerciscs tlie very same functions here described. It is now called Fiel Almotazen de pesos y medidas {i. e.

officer liaving care of the weights and measures).

^ The sale of bread, meat, oil, and most of the articles of food, is stiU subject in Spain to the

inspection of government, wliich fixes, by means of its delegates, the prides at which they are to be sola.

The office of Mohtesib exists at present in Turkey, and its holder is called Mohtesib Agd. Its duties

consist in inspecting the shops of the city, and punishing all defaulters, according to the quality of

the offence, either with imprisonment and torture, or by covering their heads with the entrails of

beasts, or nailing their ears and noses to a plank, &c. See Narrative of Travels in Surope^ Asia, and

Africa, in the seventeenth century, by Euliya Effendi, translated from the Turkish by Hammer, London,

1834,

^ Why these watchmen should be called in the East P b H 1 u-JUr^ ' As'hab-^arbd', or «^ j S 1 l—? W^ '

As'hdbu4'arbu\ I have been unable to ascertain, I have, it is true, met once or twice in Al-jera'i's history

of Damascus with an allusion to these watchmen, but nowhere is the origin or the meanmg of the name

given to their office explained. In the absence of any positive fact I may, perhaps, be allowed to hazard

a conjecture. The word - j .^ arbu' is the plural of -_jj rab^u, which means * a house' or habitation of

any kind; and it is not improbable that these watchmen had small watch-houses or sentry-boxes

appropriated for their use, whence they might sally at night to make then* rounds, or whenever their

presence was required in any quarter of the city. Hence these people in the East might have been called^

according to the genius of the Arabic language, ' the people or the masters of the watch-hoi^es>' in the

same manner as they were styled in Spain ' the gate-keepers,' because of their taking care of the varionsr

,

gates or wards which connected the different quarters of Mohammedan cities one with another in pie^^^^^^^^^^

day time, and separated them at night,—a custom since observed in-Spain,. where Cordova,^ S^^^4>^
Granada, and other Moorish capitals, preserve to this day evident traces of this internal diyisfpn, .; f- .;
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the duties of thia officer in Africa and Spain, and giving, besides, a concise account of the origin, rise,

and decay of the Mohammedan navy in the western settlements of the Arabs, wiU be found in the

Appendix B., as translated from the work of Ibnu Khaldun.

^ This was Al-hakem II., sumamed Al-mustanser-biUah (he who implores the aid of God), ninth

Sultdn of Cordova. Conde, in his Hist, de la Dom. (vol. i. p. 466), says that the order was actually

carried into execution tliroughout the Mohammedan dominions of Spain, leaving only one-third of the

vines for the sake of the fruit, and in order to make the species of sweetmeat called by the Arabs ar-roh,

and by the Spaniards arrope,

^^ Al-hakem I„ the third Sultdn of Cordova, was suraamed Ar-rahadki (he of the suburb), owing to a

rebellion stirred up during his reign by the inhabitants of the southern suburb of Cordova, and which he

quelled with a severity of which but few instances occur in history, since he not only put thousands of the

inhabitants to the sword, but razed the suburb to the ground, and expelled from his dominions the

remainder of the population, eighty thousand in number, Casiri, who did not understand the meaning of

the word --ajJl rahadhi, read instead ^J! ar-radhf, which means 'the benevolent or the mild,'

thus giving Al-hakem an epithet whicli his tyranny and cruel disposition belie, and which is in direct

contradiction to the nickname given him by his oppressed subjects, ^^^lyl Abd-l-'asi, (L e, the father

of cruelty.)

^ Yahya Ibn Yahya Al-leythi is the same eminent theologian alluded to elsewhere. See p. 40, and

p, 343, Note 54,

^^ 'Abdu-1-malik Ibn Habib ; the epitome adds J^l As-sokmi, which, as I have said elsewhere

was his true patronymic. See Note 55, p, 343,

^ 'The executors of a will;' LjUdJI aUwas^yd, a word which has been preserved in the Spanish

albacea.

"^y
.. j^ .Ui!l <yXc ^^^ .'. iiciU. |*^Li-^ ^^L;! M}

^ Ibn Haukal, at least in the copy consulted by me (Arab. MS, in the Bodl. Lib., No. 963), says no

such thing. That geographer, treating of the revenues of Spain in general, estimates those of 'Abdu-r-

rahman An-ndssir lidSn-iUah, the Sultan under whose reign he visited that country, but nowhere does he

allude to those of 'Abdu-r-rahman I., as stated by Al-makkari ; besides, Iba Haukal's statement is so

different from that here attributed to him by our author, that I doubt whether Al-makkarl ever possessed

a copy of his work ; his words are as follow ; h^ . \ J io^ ^j 1 ssyoS' Jl ^ J^ b J Jo l^
,

J
iJj^\j^

J ^iiJ^^ i "^^ Cijli"0^ Jl IlU j^^J ;—ail ^oU jJ;tj Jbj^ ^\ <_ft!t ^

i
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*' And to give an idea of the amount of their revenue, judging of the much by the little, I shall say that

" every year two hundred thousand dinars enter the royal mint for the purpose of coinage, which/

" calculated at seventeen dirhems for each dinSr, make three millions and four hundred thousand dirhems

;

" this being part of the produce of the alms, the land taxes, the tributes, the tithe, the duties imposed

'* upon goods imported or exported by sea, the tolls, the sums raised from the sale of articles of

'^food, &c/'

The same author (Ibn Haukal), a little lower down the page, estimates the revenues of Cairw^

at eight millions of dinars. It is, therefore, quite absurd to suppose that he could ever make so

low a computation respecting those of Spain, a country which far outstripped Africa in point of resources

and civilisation.

s LS^ zakah (in Spanish azaque) means, properly speaking, ' that part of his property which every

true believer offers to God/ The only legal tax to which a Moslem was by law subjected was the

^\X^ sadalcak (alms). This consisted, 1st- In the tithe of the products of the land, 2nd, In the payment

of one out of forty from cattle, sheep, &c, 3rd, In a toll levied on goods imported and exported,

amounting generally to a duty of two and a half per cent, on the value of the merchandize. Ornaments

of gold, silver, and precious stones were exempt by law from the payment of tithe, if used in swords,

spears, and other weapons, horse furniture, books, or the bracelets and rings worn by women on their

wedding; all other property was subjected to the payment of the tithe.

^ <

r - >-

.

_

^

^ ki^ . ^1 ol-ausatt, meaning ' the middle one,' is the epithet under which 'Abdu-r-rahman II,, son of

Al-hakem I,, fourth Sultan of Cordova, is generally designated,

^ My copy of Ibn Khallek^n estimates the revenues of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n III, at fifteen millions (not

five, as here stated,) four hundred and eighty thousand dinars. It may be a mistake of the copyist, for all

the copies of Al-makkari consulted by me read distinctly five millions. If we calculate the din^r at

about ten shillings of English money, this branch only of the revenue will be found to amount to nearly

three millions sterling, an enormous sum of money for the times.

^^ As Ibnu Khaldiin observes, the splendour with which the Khalifs surrounded their court, the

necessity of keeping considerable armies on foot to resist the attacks of the Christians, the creation of a

navy, and other exigences of the state, rendered it necessary for the Sult&ns of Cordova to tax their

Moslem subjects beyond the limits marked by their religious code. New contributions were established,

and, notwithstanding the remonstrances of a few strict theologians who inveighed bitterly against this

open violation of the text of the law, whenever the capitation tax imposed on Christians and Jews was,:

found insufficient to cover the public expenses and to maintain the costly household of the KK^ffs, the

Moslems were oppressed and taxed either by direct taxation or by duties imposed upon the sale of articles

of food. These illegal modes of raising money were comprised under the general denomination of

^%^x^\ aUmostkhaldss, a word meaning 'illegal exaction,' or b b^ i^^t^y^^i ' tribute/ ;

In a chapter of his Historical Prolegomena (Arab, MS, in the Brit, Mus., No. 9574, fo, 165), treating

VOL, I. 3 F
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of the legal and other taxes paid by the Moslems, Ibnu Khaldiiu states the amount of the revenue

collected under several dynasties of Africa, such as the 'Obeydites, the Beni Hafs, the Bern Merln, &c.,

but he gives no details as to the amount of taxes levied in Spain under the Beni Umeyyah, although,

strange to say, he calculates the revenue of a Christian sovereign, Alfonso XI. of Castile, son of

Ferdinand IV. I here translate the passage, -which is exceedingly curious. "I once met a Jew who

" -was tas-collector to Alfonso, the Christian king, in whose hands is now the greatest part of Andalus,

" and he told me what the amount of his collection was. The Jew being a man on whose statement I

" can place implicit reliance, I hesitate not in reproducing it. He said to me that his master's revenue

" at the time he spoke to me, namely, the middle of the eighth century of the Hijra, amounted to sixty-

" five komt k^' (cuentos), each komi among them being five kinlars (or liundred weights) of gold, that

" is to say, nearly two hundred kiniars."

"•^
I

-^- - -
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BOOK 11.

CHAP. I.

' Abi'i 'Amru 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn 'Amru Ibn Mohammed Al-auza'ei was born in Ba'lbek in the year

eighty-eight of the Hijra (a. d. 706-7), otliers say in ninety-three (a. d. 7U-2). He was deeply versed

ia traditions, which he held from the mouth of the most illustrious among the companions of the Prophet,

and his doctrines were generally followed in Syria, whence they were introduced into Spain by the Arabs

of Damascus, continuing in full vigour until, as stated here, they were superseded by those of Mdlik Ibn

Ans. Al-auzd'ei died, according to Ibn Khallekdn, on a Sunday, the 29th of Safer of the- year one ^

hundred and fifty-seven of the Hijra (Jan. a.d. 774) ; or, according to other authorities, in themohth

of Habi' I, (February, ejusd. an.), in the city of Beyriit. See Ibn Khallekan's Lives, and D'Herbelot,:

Bib. Orient, voc. Ausai.

2 The author of an historical work entitled J j^ U^' cul^-o l_^ Ui" ^^* jy^iks^' JoJ l-j Ijj

*

('

f f

I
Uc !I I Aj , 1 J ' small particles extracted from the (book called) mirror of the times on the history of

the illustrious,' (see Haji Khalfah, voc. mardt,) relates this event differently. He says, under the year

one hundred and seventy-one of the Hijra, fo. 251, verso, "in this year died 'Abdu-r-rahm^n Ibn

" Mu'awiyah Ad-dakhel, King of Andalus, who introduced into his dominions the sect of M&lik Ibn Ans,

" for before his time the Andalusians followed that of Al-auzd'ei. The cause which induced 'Abdu-r-

" rahmi^n to take this determination is thus related by Ibnu-l-'askar. They say that Malik once asked an

" Andalusian doctor what were 'Abdu-r-rahm&n's habits and mode of living, and tliat the doctor

answered him, * 'Abdu-r-rahman wears wooUen cloth, eats rye-bread, and fights for the cause of God ;'

and that he then began to enumerate his other good qualities, upon which Malik was so much pleased

" that he exclaimed, ^ [Lof>- ^j ^j^
' ^^X ^^^ Almighty God ornament our harem with him

!

'
(make

" him one of our sect ;) and that when this wish of Mdlik was communicated to 'Abdu-r-rahman, he

" expressed great satisfaction, and ordered that the religious opinions of M^ik should be admitted and

" obsen^ed throughout his dominions, whence they afterwards spread into Africa, Sicily, and other

" countries conquered by the Moslems/'
'

However, notwithstanding what this author says, I do not think it probable that the sect of Malik T^ii :

Ans was introduced and followed in Spain before the reign of HishSm I., the son and suc(?es^of i^f

'Abdu-r-rahman, Mtlik Ibn Ans was contemporary with 'Abdu-r-rahmdn L, whose d^a:th, accbrdihg to

Ibn Shihnah (Arab, MS. in Dr. Lee's collection), happened eight years after that erf that theobgian-

See also Pococke, Sp. Hist. Ar, ed. nov,, p, 288 ; Abd^-fed^, An, Mosl torn. ii. p. Q&,.wANot. Hist. Q8,

69, et passim; D'Herb. voc. Makk ben Ans, Maontha, et alibi.

*>.
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3 The three theologians here mentioned lived in the days of Al-hakem I ., and played a considerable part

in the affairs of the time. Of the first two some account has already been given (p. 343, Notes 54 and

55). The third was called Zey^d Ibn 'Abdi-r-raliman Ibn Zeyad Al-lakhmf, better known by the

surname of . .Ioa^ ShahatHn. He is said, in another part of this work (fo. 100, verso), to have been

the first theologian who introduced into Andalus the sect of Malik Ibn Ans. A more ample notice of

these doctors will be given in the course of this translation.

^ The g-UiJ rfoWff^ffA, from rfarazfl, ' to patch,' or perhaps from the Persian ^^^^ddunish, 'apiece

of cloth,' is a sort of garment generally worn by faquirs and derwishes in the East.

* Ar-r^'ii, whose entire name was Abii 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn Isma'il, and who received in the East

the honourable surname of Shemm-d-din (sun of religion), was born m Granada in the year seven

hundred and eighty-two (a.d. 1380-1), or thereabout. He quitted his native country for the East when

still young, and arrived in Cairo in eight hundred and twenty (a.d. 1417-8). He wrote several works

on rhetoric, and grammar, which were very much commended and admired by the learned of his time.

According to Al-makkari, who gives his life, he died in eight hundred and fifty-three (a,d. 1449-50), at

his dwelling in that quarter of the city of Cairo called ^ Uo!! As-sdlehiyyah. The same writer (book

VI. part i. fo. 200) attributes to this Ar-rd'ii several works on various topics, and among others the

work here alluded to, liiiJl ^1 J^l U ^J^ J jJXJ^ -*1wJI S-) US'— Casiri calls him Mohamad

Sen Mohamad Alansari ; (see vol. i. p. 37.) He wrote also a commentary on the grammatical work

entitled 4;Viim%aA, of which there is in the Esc. Lib., No. 161, a copy made in the lifetime of the

author. The text of this work was pubUshed at Rome in 1592.

* The name of this individual, who is said to have been KAdi-l-koda. of Granada, is not correctly given

by Al-makkari. He was called Abii-l-k^im Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mohammed

Ibn 'Abdillah Al-hasani As-sebti. His life, together with that of his two sons, Abfi-l-ma'ali and Abti-1-

'abb^s, occurs in my manuscript of Ibnu-1-khattib, whose preceptor he was. That author places his birth

in six hundred and ninety-seven (a.d. 1297-8), and his death in seven hundred and sixty (a.d. 1358-9),

although it is there remarked that JdaJy^iiJl Al-kasmitanC, in his work entitled ' obituary of illustrious

men/ places this event one year later. Haji KhaJfah (voc- Makssdrah) followed the former statement.

Seealso Casiri, Bifi, Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol, ii. p. 300,

^ &k£5- li- Khazrajiyeh, or more correctly Khazrajiyyah, is the title of a poem so named after its author.

Dhiy^u-d-din Abu Mohammed 'Abdullah Ibn Mohammed AUhkazraji Al-mSliki Al-andalusi. H^ji

Khalfah (voc. Kasstdah) gives the title of this poem, as well as those of three commentaries upon it,

but that of Abu-1-kdsim, quoted by Al-makkari, was unknown to the Arabian bibliographer, A copy

of the Khazrajiyyah, with a very full and learned commentary by Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Abi

Bekr Ibn 'Omar Al-makhziami, is in the Esc. Lib., No, 408- The subject of this poem, which I

find also mentioned by Khayr Ibn Khalifah in his Bibliographical Repertory (Ar. MS. in the Esc. Lib.,

No. 1667), is the rules of prosody.

,
VHie » .«aJU Makssiirah \^ also the title of a poem by Abii-l-hasan Hazem Ibn Mohammed Ibn

: Hasan Ibn Hfeem Al-ansari Al-kartajeni, of Carthagena. There are in the Escurial Library two copies of
^ _

:, ihis poem, marked 380 and 452. Tliey have, however, been badly described by Casiri, who strangely
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mistook their contents. He says (see Cat. vol. i. p. 132) that No. 452 is a poem in praise of Abd

Temim Al-mustanser-bitlah, Sult^ of Egypt, to Vhom the work was dedicated by that poet, without

considering that only a few pages before (ih. p. 112) he describes the very same work (No. 380) as having

been dedicated by its author to Abi'i 'AbdiUah Al-mustanser-bUlah, Sultdn of Africa and Spain, who lived

nearly two centuries after. It happens that in the introduction or preface to the work the former of

those sovereigns, who reigned in Egypt from a.h. 427 to 487, is mcidentally mentioned by the com-

mentator ; but the late Librarian of the Escurlal, who, as I shall have more than one opportunity of

showing in the course of these notes, was not too scrupulous in his descriptions of works and authors,

did not hesitate to pronounce the work to be dedicated by its author to a sovereign who preceded him by

two hundred years. The fact is that the poem was written in praise of, and dedicated to, Abii 'Abdillah

Mohammed Al-hafsi, surnamed Al-mustanser-biUah, Sultan of Africa, son of Abd Zakariyy& Yahya Ibn

Ab'i Mohammed 'Abdi-1-wdhed Ibn Abi Hafs, who reigned from a.h. 647 to 675.

A very handsome and carefully written copy of this commentary on the Makssurah (so called from the

fact of all its verses ending in a short elif) exists in the Library of the British Museum, marked 9579.

It is bound together with the Kaldyidu-l-'ikiydn by Al-fat'h, with the Ldmiyyatu-l-'arab, and with a short

poem by the Wizir Lisanu-d-din Ibnu-1-khattib, the celebrated Granadian writer whose life forms the

subject of the book from which the present is a translation, the whole bemg transcribed m a very n6at

Maghrebl hand, in the month of Ramadhdn, a.h. 1122, corresponding to February. 1710, of our era,

by Ahmed Ibnu-1-hasan Ibn Mohammed Al-warsh^n Al-mekddi Al-f&si. r :: :

I ought to observe that the expression "the people of this world and of the world to come" is of

frequent use among Mohammedans, who by the former term mean all those who, practising the -duties

of religion, find, nevertheless, a pleasure in enjoying the comforts of hfe, whUe they apply the latter to men

of austere habits, who lead a life of penance and privation in the hope of deserving the rewards promised

in future life.

- -- r -

^ .-'_-

i - S.^

_ _r L-__

^^

_ -^ ^-^

8
i , ^1 <U i 1 ^ This was, according to Ibim^-khattib, a convent or religious house m the neigh-

bourhood of Granada. Monastic institutions were frequent among the Spanish Moslems, especially in

later times, and, with a few exceptions, their rules and interior arrangement were similar to those

of the religious orders of Christendom. I translate here, from a manuscript in my possession, an

account of one of these religious communities near Malaga, as described by an African traveller

who visited Spain in the fourteenth century of our era. " I saw on a mountain close to this city

(Malaga) a \A convent, which was the residence of several religious men living in community, and

subject to certain rules which I shall now specify. They are generally men of piety and learning, fully

conversant with the principles of Sufism ; they have a superior to preside over them, and one or more

servants to attend to their wants. Their internal regulations are really admirable; each faquir lives

separately in a cell of his own, and meets his comrades only at meals, or prayers. &c. Every morning

at day-break the servants of the community go round to each faquir, and mquire of him what provi-

sions he wishes to have for his daily consumption ; these are procured and dressed, and then each faquir

goes down into a refectory, where he is provided with a loaf and some food in a dish, tp;everyrmaa

his ration, so that two may not eat out of the same plate ; they are served in this way with;tv?o .^Mls a

day. Their dress consists of a coarse woollen frock, two bemg allowed yearly to each/man* one for

winter, another for summer. Each faquir is furnished, likevrise, with a regular all9TVanc^,of;8iigar. soap

to wash his clothes, oil for his lamp, and a small sum of money to attend the bath, all these articles

being distributed to them every Friday. They are, likewise, provided from the funds of the establish-
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ment with a yearly income to defray their personal expenses, varjing from twenty to thirty dirheras,

Most of the faquirs are bachelora, a few only are married. These live with their wives in a separate

part of the building, but are subject to the same rule, which consists in attending the five daily

" prayers, sleeping at the convent, and meeting together in a lofty vaulted chamber, where they perform

" certain devotions, each of them squatting on a mat in the spot allotted to liim. For instance, in the

" morning each faquir takes his Koran, and reads the first chapter, then that of the king; and when

*' the reading is over, a Koran, previously divided into (hizbah) sections, is brought in for each man
'' to read in turn until the lecture of the whole is completed. After this, they converse together on

" the subject of their lecture, and finish by reading the Koran in the eastern fashion. On Fridays and

other festivals these faquirs are obliged to go to the mosque in a body, preceded by their superior.

The servants of the convent go early in the morning and take the kneeling-mats of the community,

" which they place in a particular spot of the mosque, one by the side of the other, so that when their

owners arrive they may find them all ready. After the service is over, and the people gone, the faquirs

stay for a while reading the Koran in the manner above described, and return to the convent, preceded,

as before, by their superior. They are often visited by guests, whom they entertain for a length of

time, supplying them with food and other necessaries : the formalities observed with them are as follow.

If a stranger present himself at the door of the convent in the garb of a faquir, namely, with a girdle

round his waist, his kneeling-mat suspended between his shoulders, his staff in his right hand, and his

drinking vessel in his left, the porter of the convent comes up to him immediately, and asks what

country he comes from, what convent he has resided in, or entered on the road, who was the superior

of it, and other similar particulars, to ascertain that the visitor is not an impostor. If he find that

" his answers bear the stamp of truth, he opens the gate, admits him into the interior, and points out

to him the place where he may spread his carpet at prayer time and perform his ablutions. This

done, the visitor goes to the station allotted to him, spreads his carpet, unlooses his drawers, and

prays two reka's ; after which, he goes and shakes hands with the superior and the rest of the com-

munity who may be present at the time ; he then sits down, and takes part in the conversation.

" This convent was plentifully endowed with rents for the support of its inmates, for, besides the

" considerable revenue in lands with which it was provided by its founder, a w^ealthy citizen of Malaga,

" who had been governor of that city under the Almohades, pious men were continually adding to the

*' general fund, either by bequests in lands or by donations in money.''
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^ By AUHni the author means, no doubt, Ahd-l-'abbds Ahmed Ibn Abi'-l-hasan 'Ali Ibn Ydsuf

Al-korayshi, a Mahommedan divine of great repute, who wrote several treatises on the occult sciences,

the art of divination, and the manner of constructing talismans. There is a work by him in the Escurial

Library (No, 920), entitled Shemsu-l-ma'drif, treating of the names and attributes of Divinity, copies of

which may be found in the Brit. Mus, There is besides a work by this author in the Bodleian (Nic. Cat.

No- 55), entitled hiUJ] ^S^^ltl ^ ^5;^!' ^^]—Al-biin{ means 'the native of B6nah,' the Hippo

Regia of the ancients ; B6nah being nothing more than a corruption of Hippone. Treating of this city,

AlheWi (loco laudato, fo, 49) says, hS\j^\ ^Jo JUJ! ^^;^P^\ JtiJ J^ ^2>^. ^ -1 ^ ^^ AJJ^ci^
^

" B6nah is an ancient city, the residence of Augustin, the celebrated Christian divine." Nos. 938,

939, 940, 941, and 976, in the Escurial Library, are also works by Al-bi'mi, who died, according to

: , ^ itgj} Khalfah (voc. Mnntekhab mid Shems), in 625 of the Hijra (a.d. 1227-8).

^-,
^-

^. :"On;the religious principles of the Si'ifis the reader may consult the lives of the Mohammedan Siifis

r^^' ^J-^aini, translated by De Sacy in the twelfth volume of the Notices et Extraits, p. 287.

^'
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10 The author means Abi'i 'Abdaiah Ahmed Ibn Yi'isuf Ibn Hdd Al-jodh&mi, a descendant of the royal

family of the Beni Hi'id, which had occupied the throne of Saragossa for a period of upwards of a hundred

years. This prince, who by the ruin of his family had been reduced to enter into private life, was living

quietly at Escuriante, near Granada, when the Andalusians, who were anxious to shake off the heavy yoke

of the Almohades, proclaimed him their king in six hundred and twenty-five (a. d. 1228), under the tifle

of Al-mutawahel-billah. He, however, did not long enjoy the empire, for he was strangled in his bed in

six hundred and thirty-six (a. n. 1238), by a treacherous governor, in whose castle he had been

hospitably received and entertained.

This passage is very important, as it gives us the date of Ibnu Sa'id's work, which must have been

written between six hundred and thirty-four of the Hijra (a. d. 1237) —the time of Ibn Hi'id's greatest

power,—and the accession of his rival Ibna-1-ahmar in six hundred and thirty-six or six hundred and

thirty-seven (a. d. 1239-40). See Casiri, Bib. Arab. Iltsp. Esc. vol. u. p. 211. et passim; and Conde.

Hist, de la Bom. vol. iii. pp. 4, 20, et seq.

At the time when Ibnu Sa'Id wrote it was the fashion in Egypt for theologians and K^dis to wear

very high turbans. Ibn Batti'ittah, in his original travels, speaks of a doctor named Fakhni-d-din, whom

he met in Alexandria, and who, he says, wore so high a turban that when sitting in the mosque, close to

the mihrdb, the top of it almost reached the ceiUng of the place so called in the Mohammedan places of

worship. Tlie inhabitants of the eastern provinces of Spain, such as Valencia, Murcia, Catalonia, and. part

of Aragon. still go bare-headed. They use, instead of hats, a cotton kerchief, of gay colours, genera^)^

red or yellow, twisted round their heads in the shape of a turban.

- i.
-

> T

_ -.^ -

"
, LM; taiflasd/i means ' a sort of short cloak.' as it was used m bpain m the sixteentti ana

seventeenth centuries, a little closer to the body and less ample than that which is at present used,

and having, besides, a small cape or hood. I iind in the Kitdbu-l-mughrib f< tartm-l-mu'arib (Arab.

MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7438, p. 104), of which I possess also a copy, the following description

of this dress. " Taylasdn is a corruption from
^^U li'

tdleshdn, a sort of dress used by the Persians

;

"
it is generally black and cut round ; hence the expression so common among the Arabs, ya ibm-t-

" taylasdn, (O son of the taylasdn.') meaning a Persian, since the people of that nation, we repeat,

"commonly wear it. Taylasdn forms its plural thus, LJUb tiydlisah." Ibnu-t-taylasSn is also the

surname of a famous Cordovan historian who flourished in the sixth century, and whose entire name

was 'Abdullah Ibn Ahmed Ibn Suleymin Al-ansari. See Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc, vol. ii. p. 129,

c. 2. See also a learned note of M. De Sacy, in vol. ii. of his Chr. Arab. p. 269.

In Spain, it appears, it was principally worn by theologians and faquirs, and the same happened in the

East. Two copies of a small treatise containing the history and description of this dress, and entitled

loUlkU! J^ ^ tjU^' Cl^jUlil 'entertaining anecdotes on the excellence oi th^ taylmdn,'

m - -

are to be found in the Esc. Lib. under the Nos. 1787, 1809.

12 This passage maybe found in the extracts given by Casiri (vol. ii. of his BiJ. At. Hi^.Esp.:^^.

257), taken from the history of Granada by Ibnu-1-kbattib. But as the text printed by (^asiri. is:|ttll

of faults, and the translation incorrect, I have deemed it necessary to reproduce this passag^, £Lftef:COl-

b - ^ -^ -_j
J

lating it with a copy of the same work in my possession, It reads thus: ^^^^vl ^^^is^
..^^^
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^^JJi !JJ& ^. j^m I Jcj£ *j (^ (-_jj*j, B^
_j

^b^JU i^A^s^' IK^^ ^w^ *^ lK [*^^fli^]

dtajiyjl (JojUL ^cjkla^l ^^i--:^' J ^y^' 'T-;'/*^'^
icflit^vi! ejUxoJl j s^^^tisvl' ^!^-^' ^I sU^J

" And their army (the author is speaking of the Kings of Granada) is of two kinds, Andalusian and

" Berber. The Andalusian is generally commanded by a prince of tlie blood, or by some noble of the

" kingdom who is in favour with the court. Their dress and accoutrements in ancient times were

similar to those of their neighbours and foes among the Franks ; they were clad in complete mail,

they wore the shield slung at the back, steel helmets, huge spears with broad ends, and saddles

rudely constructed and projecting very much in front and behind. The riders rode with pennons

fluttering behind them, each man in his rank being known by his arms, or some other distinction

*' about his person. However, in our days military men have left off these customs, and, returning to

'* their old practices, have taken short and slender breast-plates, light head-pieces, the Arabian saddle,

" leather bucklers called lamatii,^ and long and slender spears."

<f

n

(<

<€

la JUy ^1 Ibn Bass^l, according to A.— B. reads J [j-j ^| Ibn Battah I know of no writer

of this name on agriculture. Conde {Hist, de la Dom. voL ii, p, 345) mentions the death of a theologian

named Abu-l-hakem hen Batal, who might be the individual here alluded to.

n ^

:^ j^--^-- --"-^
V-

*** Instead of muwashahdt I think muwashshahdt is intended. The text simply says
A

ei,ji:^^^1 J
1

' they invented or found the use of the muwashshahdt," without explaining whether that word is appHed

to a new metre, or to a poetical composition. On the other hand, I have looked in vain in Arabic dic-

tionaries, manuscript as well as printed, for the real meaning of the word 'i^yc which cannot but be

correctly written, since it not only occurs very frequently in this MS,, but is to be found alike in all the

copies of the same work which I have consulted, I find also that there is in the Kscurial Library (see No,

432 in Casings catalogue) a volume represented to be a collection of poems, called Muwashshahdt; and Ibn

Khallekiin, in the life of Abii Bekr Mohammed Ibn Zohr {Tyd, Ind.y No. 683), quotes the words of an

Andalusian writer (Ibn Dih'yah), who says; ^ ^lcLJj Bj^ ciJiitajl j LJLsi^ <o J^! ^jJl .

_, &if^ J y-^ ^^ J
^^ i f^^ •^.j ^i ejUy^^jJl .teUV' ^ ^f- ^ ^V^i

" But the art in which our Sheikh (Ibn Zohr) most distinguished himself, and in which he shone most
" conspicuously, becoming the centre of the most illustrious poets of his age, was the composition of

" These shields were manufactured from the skin of a species of antelope, called lamat or iamt in the dialect of the

natives, and found at Dar'ah and other places of Africa bordering on SudSn, The author of the Kitdbu4-ja'rdjiyyah (Ar,

MS, in my possession), from whom the preceding information is borrowed, adds that *' shields covered mth one or two

f* skins of this quadruped proved impenetrable to either spear, arrow, or sword," However, Ibnu Khaldiin (Ar. MS, in

"the.Brit, Mus-p fo, 52) says that Lamtah is the name of a tribe of the great family of Senhajah, and that these shields were

fio C41ed from their being manufactured in the country Avhich they occupied.
7 ' r . i

/
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" muwaskshaUt, which are an addition and an improvement to poetry, being among its brightest and

" most esteemed jewels; an art in which the people of the West always surpassed those of the East.

" shining in it like a rising sun, or hke the rays of that luminary in its apogee." Lastly. Abti-l-fed&

{An. Mosl. vol. iv. p. 493) mentions a poet named Abii Bekr Yahya Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahmdn Ibn Baka.

who became famous for his proficiency in the muwashshaMt, a word which Reiske translated by variegata

striis et orMculis carmma.

The verb ^i . ivashshuha. in the second form, means, according to Jeuharl in Golius, to put on the

swathe called wanUh. Now the word ^^ according to the Kitdhu4^mugKrilj fi tarUbi-l-mu'arib

fi-Uoghuk (an Arab. Diet, in my possession), signifies 'a girdle made of leather, ornamented with studs.'

The writer adds that, " according to Al-leyth. the washdh is an ornament used by women, and consists of

' two bracelets made out of two strings of pearls and precious stones, placed in opposite ways, one of the

" two strings being inclined towards the other ; the verb tvashshaha is therefore used to express the action

" of wearing the above-mentioned ornament." ^^\ |jLy UJJ^ &^J^ ^y^ ^^yi
^J'

'^^-^' /^

5 1^1 &i ^_jl'
f>-

I may now, perhaps, hazard a conjecture. It is well known that the Arabs call poetry in general

,\i.: nidhmn, that is, a string of pearls, and that to write poetry is called among them to ' string to-

^ ^ 3r

gether the pearls of speech.' The word '^^^ muwaskshahah. which is a feminine adjective, meaning

* a woman or thing ornamented with bracelets set in pearls and jewels,' nnight weU have been applied

to a species of descriptive poem (kassidah), such as those appear to be that received that name. As

far as my own observation goes, the few instances that I have met with of poems so caUed resemble

in eveiy respect the kassidah, only that they are generally descriptive of heroes, women, fruits, slave-

boys, love, &c. But this, I repeat, is merely a conjecture of mine, and unless the explanation of this word

he found in some work hitherto unpublished, the doubt must always exist. The Arabic dictionaries that

we possess are, generally speaking, insufficient, but when used in the translation of works written in

Spain, where the language was so much altered as to become almost strange to Arabs newly arrived from

Syria or Yemen, they are indeed of little or no assistance, being aU written in the East. It is only

by means of dictionaries written in Spain or Africa, of which there are several in the Escurial, that

difficulties like this can be surmounted.

i-^ Ibnu Sa'id being in Africa when he wrote the work from which the present extracts are taken

used the expression s^j^l si^ J 'on these shores.' I ought to observe here that the word

{. It 'idtmh, which means ' a shore,' ' the bank of a river,' ' any thing diametrically opposed to another,'

J -

and hence the coasts of Spain and Africa, has not been properly translated either by Casiri or Conde,

_

L

who mistook it for f^ll aduwwah, the 'enemy's country.' It is essential to know that for. yriters

residing in Africa the word 'idwaJt always meant the opposite coast, that is, Spain, and *;?w^^s(^ f<i^

those who lived in the latter country. I find this word used by Al-bekrf (Arab. MS. Jn^tlie Brit. Mus.

fo. 77, et passim), and by other ancient writers ; it agrees exactly with the words aqumde and allende,

so often used in a simUar sense by Spanish writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the former

designating Spain, the latter Africa,

VOL, I.
. 3 G
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What Ibnu Sa'id relates here of the superior culture of the Andalusiaas who settled in Africa is

confirmed by the author of the Karttds (fo, 54, et seq,), as well as by Marmol, Leo Africanus, and other

writers.

r

^^ Water-mills are called in Arabic nd'ur or nawd'ir, both plurals of s.^lj nd'urahy in Spanish

anoria.

^^ H^^ ^1 ^*-l ^j^J^ literally 'truth is the truer (path) if followed/ I find in the collection of

proverbs by Al-meyd^i, JdmVu-UamtMl (Ar. MS. in the Brit- Mus., No, 7289, p, 97), ASi U ^i^ "-"'

' truth is the best thing that is said.'
u?'

18 j^^ .Tiill J Jb l^U ^ /. L^u^ l^^'l
Jj\ Ij^l

_jj ^

'^ Abii Zakariyya Yahya, the second Sultan of the dynasty of the Beni Hafs, succeeded his father,

Abii Paris, on the throne of Tiinis, the capital of that part of Africa called by the ancients Carthaginensis

,

or Marmarica, and IfriUyyah (or Africa proper) by the Arabs, This monarch was very fond of building.

See Leo Afric. apud Ramusium, lib, v. fo. 216, and Casiri, Bib. Arab. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p, 22G.

CHAPTER IL

^ Zarydb is the surname of Abli-1-hasan 'Ali Ibn N6fi', a celebrated musician. Al-^maklcari has given

his life in the fifth book of the first part of his work, counting him in the number of those who came
from the East to settle in Andalus, I translate the passage entire, as it is very interesting ;

*' Zaryab
" was formerly a freedman of the Khalif Mahdi, the 'Abbassi. According to the author of the MuHabis
" (Ibnu Hayyin) Zaryab was an appellation given to Abii-l-hasan by the people of his native town, owing
" to his dark complexion, the eloquence and suavity of his speech, and the amiability of his temper

;

" zarydb being the name for a very rare and valuable bird,^ of dark plumage, which is to be found in
" that country, and has a very sweet note. He was likewise an excellent poet, for nature had also

" favoured him with talents for poetry, and he composed in the most tender strains; he had a son named
" Ahmed, who inherited from his father the taste for poetry." The occasion of his coming to Andalus

^r

- -. - >

> - >

* Ad-demiri, in his Hayifdtu-l-haywdn^ describes this bu-d, but he does not say how the word i^_;Lj .* is to be spelt ' I am
-JJ * '

not sure, therefore, of having written it right, as it might as well be pronounced Zorydb, Zerydb, or Zariyub. Indeed

Cardonne, who mentions this musician and relates an anecdote which happened to him with Ar-rashid {Hist, de VAfr,

voL i, p, 283), calls him Zeriab. As to the bird itself, Ad-demm mentions it, but his description is so obscure and unsatis-

factory that it is by no means easy to determine to what family it belongs. The words of that naturalist are as follow

;

" The zarydb is said in the work entitled Mtntaku-Uieyrdmh (the language of the birds) to be the same as the rj ' ^]
" aH zorreyk^ {another copy says 'as the zorreykJ) It is a bird of very quick intellect and easy to teach, surpassing even

.
'* ^hc; parrot in memory and clearness of enunciation^ so much so that w^hen well trained it will talk so distinctly as to

:*'niakie. those 'who bear it believe that they are listening to a man."

1
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is tlms related : " Zaryab was the pupil of Is'h^, of Maussal, the famous musician, who lived in

" Baghdad during the reign of Hariin Ar-rashid. Under the tuition of this celebrated professor

" Zaryab learnt music and singing; but he soon made such progress in that science, and displayed

" so fine a voice, united to a good ear and exquisite taste, that he shortly surpassed his own master,

" and all the people of Baghdad gave his songs the preference over those of Al-maussal!. However,

" his master remained long unconscious of his pupil's superiority, until Ar-rashid having once sent for

" him asked him, as is well Enown, to make him acquainted with a fine singer and good performer,

" whose name should not be known to him; when Al-maussall mentioned Zaryab, his pupil, and

" added—' He is a freedman of thy famUy; I once heard him sing in so tender a strain, and with so

" much soul, that I did not hesitate to take him with me. and make him my disciple ;
he has since very

" much improved, and whatever he knows he owes to me, who found out his talents, and brought them

" to light : so gi-eat has been his improvement under my discipline, that I have predicted that he will live

" to be a famous musician.' Ar-rash!d then answered, ' That is the very man I want; bring him here

" to me, and I wiU teU him what I want him for.' Zaryab accordingly appeared before Ar-rashid, who

" began to converse with him, and was very much struck with the sweet melody of his voice and his

" excellent pronunciation. He then asked him, ' What are thy performances in music ? Bost thou

" know how to sing a song ?' ' Yes, O prince of the believers !' answered Zaryab, ' I approve of what

" people like ; but I like many songs which the people do not approve of. I feel confident, however,

" that thou wilt like them, and if thou give me leave to sing thee one which I have reserved for thee,

" and which no ears have ever yet heard, I am sure thou wilt be pleased.' Immediately Is'h^'s lute

" was sent for ; but wheii presented to him Zaryab said, ' Pardon me, O prince of the believers
!
but

"
1 have a lute of my own, constructed with my own hands, and finished according to my method,

" and I never play on any other instrument ; if thou allow me I will send for it ;
it will be found at the

" door of thy palace.' This request being readily compUed with, Zary^b's own lute was produced; but no

" sooner did Ar-rashid cast his eyes on the instrument, than, seeing it entirely hke that which Zarydb

" had refused, he could not help remarking, ' "What made thee refuse to play on thy master's lute ?

'

" ' Please your highness,' replied Zaryab, * had the prince of the believers desired me to sing one of my

" master's songs I would have made use of his instrument; but since it was my lord's pleasure that I

" should sing one of my own composition I had no choice but to play on my own lute.'—' What

" difi'erence is there,' said Ar-rashid, ' between thy instrument and thy master's ? for me, I see none
;
they

*' seem to me perfectly alike.'—' So they are, in appearance, O prince of the believers!' replied Zarydb,

" 'but they are very different in voice; for although mine is equal in size, and made of the same wood,

" yet the weight of it is greater by nearly one-third, and the strings are made of silk, not spun with

" hot water procured by a woman," while the second, the third, and the fourth strings'^ are made of

" the entrails of a young lion, which are known to be far superior to those of any other animal in point

" of strength, deepness of tone, and clearness of sound; besides, they will bear much longer pulsation

" without being injured, and are not so easily affected by the changes of temperature.' Ar-rashid ^as

" delighted with Zaryab's explanation of his instrument ; he ordered him to sing, and, having tuned his

" instrument, Zaryab tried it, and began the following song :

—

' O thou fortunate king, born under a happy star ! men come to thee mommg and evening.':: ;; -

- y

c

The text reads ^JJU_5 ^ L^Vj 'i^^j y ^^'"'^ ^^^'^^^ "*> ^^"^^^ whatever. I have subsfitufed.^ S^jU-^ j
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'* No sooner had Zuryab finished this first verse than he was interrupted by Av-rab^liki, who bcf;?ui to

" repeat the air, and said to Is'hSk, * By Allah! were it not that I con^^ider thee a verHcious man. and

believe that the talents of this youth were enth-ely unknown to thee; were it not for his protc'station^

that thou hast never heard this song from him, I would have thee puni>rhed immediately for not ac-

quainting me with his abilities; I order thee to take him under thy special direction, and t^nvc him n]\

the instruction thou art capable of, and I shall be the judge of his progress/ "Wlicn Is'l^ak Iicjini tiic

Khalif utter these words he was greatly vexed, and he repented that he had ever mentioned hU nwuic,—
" envy lodged in his heart, and he hated Zaryab, Some time after the adventure we have just rciatcd.

IsTifik closeted himself up with his disciple, and addressed him in the following term^^ :
' O Abu-1-ha^^an \

hear my words. Envy is one of the basest vices, and yet one of the most common in \h\^ world, and

** principally among people following tbe same profession. It is in vain that men t^tnigglc against it :

" they never can conquer it. I cannot but confess that I am myself the victim of its attacks ;
I fcv\

envious of thy talents, and the high estimation in which thou art held by the Klialif ; and I see no way

to free myself from it unless it be by depreciating thee and denying thy abilities; but in u t^hort timt-

hence thy reputation will increase, and mine will gradually vanish, until thou art considered my superitn-

'' by every body. This, by Allah! I will never suffer even from my own son, much less be the in-

'* strument of it. On the other side, thou art aware that if thou possess any abilities, it h all owing to

" my having taken care of thy education, and fostered thy talents ; had I not taught thee all my
" secrets, thou w^ouldst never have arrived by thyself at thy present eminence, 1 have, tJicrcfore, to

" propose to thee two expedients,—either to leave this country immediately aiul go and settle in dij^tant

" lands, whence the fame of thy name may never arrive here,—or to remain in this city against my will.

** living upon thy own resources, having me for thy implacable enemy, and being in ])eri)etua] fear and

*' anguish at my enmity. If thou decide for the first, and engage thy word never to return to tliis

'* country as long as I am alive, I promise to provide thee with every necessary for thy journey, and give

" thee, besides, whatever sum of money and other articles thou mayest ask from me ; if, on the contrary,

" thou resolve upon staying, beware! I shall not cease one moment attacking and harat^sing thee witli

" all my might, and I shall spare no trouble or expense to obtain thy perdition ; nay, I will rij^^k my
" life and my property to ensure it. Now consider, and choose/ Zaryab left the room, and, having

" weighed attentively in his mind the reasons given by his master, returned soon afterwards and

" detei'mined upon leaving the country, Is'h^ then kept his word ; he provided Zarviib with every

" necessary for the journey, gave him, besides, a very considerable sum of monev, and, thus provided with

" feathers to his wings, Zaryib took his flight, and left his master, who felt thereby relieved of a great

" oppression on his heart,

" However, it happened that Ar-rashid one day, after hearing Is'h^k sing, remembered Zarvub, and

" earnestly inquired about him ; Is'hak then said, without appearing at all disconcerted, ' Whom does the

" prince of the beUevers mean ? that insane youth who pretends to hold conversation w^ith the Jinn, and
*' to learn his songs from them ? who thinks that he has not his equal in this world, and that the gift^ of

'* the Khalif are to be poured profusely upon his head ? Well, some time ago he took it into his head to

" forsake the path which promised him so many advantages ; he conceived a dislike to his profession, he

" began to despise that which would have been a source of honour to him, and he quitted me without
'' teUing me whither he was going ; and this I consider quite providential for the prince of the believers,

" since he was of late subject to attacks of insanity, during which his expressions were excecdinglv

" furious, and his manner so violent that he terrified all those who looked at him/ Ar-rashid seemed
" satisfied with this explanation, and never afterwards inquired about Zarydb/'
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- Jo.^ '^ io 7^'"^*'' /^'"»'''^- 1^'"s place is entirely unknown to me. The words I have translated ' in

tlK- lu'>tW.t frontier' may abo be rendered by 'the upper end of Aragon
;

'
since the word ^* r%A«-

,s, as I Imve remarked eUeuhcre (Note 1 1. p. 314). susceptible of both meanings, and 'Abdu-r-rahm^n III.

.m,! Ins predecessor made considerable conquests on the other side of the Pyrenees.
, „ ,

TJu. p.^.age here quoted from Al-bekri may be found in the copy of his Kitdbu4.memdlek wa-Unesdiek

in tlie Lib of tlic Brit. Mns., No. 9577. fo. 87, verso, in the chapter treating about the Bern Idris,

ubi<l>, althci^h extrcmolv interesting, does not appear in the extracts published in French by M. de

Quut.en>.^re (see the l:?th'vul. des Not. et Ext. du MSS. de la Bill, du Roi), and will be found translated

Hi t!u; Ai)pcmiix to the second volume of this translation.

*="" "-r-^X US'
. y ; lii say botli copies, as well as the original, which seems to imply that they

were llviiiK from his anger.

I .\-^A
.^sj^] CJ'^ tl'^^t is 'thv rough or thick coat;' instead of which 1 read in my copy iiJy burdah,

. wor.r uiruh means the sa.ne 'thing, and whence the Spaniards have derived the words burdo and

/.»,vM, adjectives given to a cloak made of very coarse cloth, and to the cloth itself.

-. -\!,.'. 'Abdillah Mohanuned Ibn ^0,. Mardanish was the name of an independent chieftain, who

rose in the eastern districts of Andalus during the civil wars between the Almoravides and Almohades.

Me embraced the party of the former. See Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 54. and Conde,

Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. pp. 280, 299. 373, et passim.

^ - - -

l,„te,ui of i,xU:l B. read. iiXii^ -Wch changes neither the meaning nor the measure.

7 This anecdote is related by Ibnu-l-!chattib in his Biographical Dictionary of Ulustrions Granadlans

„rah MS ny possession . in the hfe of .«tim Ihn Sa'id, uncle of Ibnu Said the author of the

'.;;:!:,^1'; .^.o LL. men,ioned as the person to whom these .ords were addressed by Ibn Mardan,sh.

U „ slid .o have happened .n ..„. 560. at the battle of ^1^1 ^/->«*. iB which the troops of Ibn

Mardanish were defeated by the Almohades. See Conde, Nisi, de la Dom. vol. u. p. 372.

^ Tl« name of this warrior is differently written in the various copies. A. reads Abil -Abdillah Ibn

^ Kadus; B. ^,,'i KaMs : my copy ^jU «& I fi"<l -o »»'-" °' ^^ «*=' "

S«lri or Conde, nor.^as far as I know, in any of the old Spanish chronicles. But looking some t,me

ago over a manuscript in the Bodleian Library (No. 105 in NicoU's Catalogue), entitled U^l ^\

^

Ua„„. of ae kings), and treating of the science of government, the raising of armies, and every thing

^ZJJt^ w! I was not a^ittle surprised to find this and the foUowing anecdotes word far,^.rd,^ ,

,, .„ ,, ,
li- J 1 ib„ Knyjun, and said to have been one of the generals of Allmakt* Ibo Hud,

' The hero ,s .here eaW ^.-^ c^ '^ "^^J ^^ ^.^ ,,^ ,„,,„, ^„ ,i„^, ,„, every great b...U he fough.

King of Saragossaovho, knowing his merit, usea to rewaru nuu

with the Christians.
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As the author of the said work, Abii Bekr Mohammed Ibnu-1-walid Al-fehri At-tortoshi (of Tortosa),
lived hefore Ibnu Sa'id, and even before Ibn Gh^ib, there can be no doubt that he was the authority for

this and other anecdotes which, together with many more of the same kind, may be read in his very
interesting- work. The copy in the Bodleian is a small octavo of about four hundred pages, badly written
in a large, careless, neskhi hand ; diacritical points are often wanting, and the numerous blunders which,
at every step, meet the eye, show that the copyist was one of those illiterate transcribers with whom the
East has at all times been infested, to the utter discomfiture of the Oriental scholar. The life of the
author is to be found in Ibn Khallekdn (Tyd. Ind„ No. 616). His entire name was Abi'i Bekr Mohammed
Ihnu-1-walid Ibn Mohammed Ibn Khalf Ibn Suleyman Ibn Ayilb Al-korayshi Al-fehri At-tortoshi

. y ^ C ~^

Al-andalusi. He was also known by the surname of ^- jj ^
^\ Ibn Zendakah, wliich that biographer

says is a Frank word, meaning ^C j, ' he has denied the Omnipotent," but which, in all probability,

is
:

nothing more than the feminine of the word sendik, and means ' the son of the fire-worshipper,
or unbeliever.' At-tortoshi was born in four hundred and forty-five, or, as in other copies, in four
hundred and fifty-one (A.n. 1063-9); he died at Alexandria, in five hundred and twentv-one (a d
1126-7).

» Hariz Ibn Hakem Ibn j^Uc 'Okkashah (the son of the spider) was a general of Al-m^miln Ibn

Dhi-n-nun, King of Toledo. His life occurs in the Kitdbu-UioUati-s-seyrd (or silken vest), a biography of
illustrious Moslems, by Ibnu-1-abbir (Arab. MS. in the Esc. Lib., No. 1654, and also in the Nat. Lib.

Mad., Gg. 12). He is represented as a warrior of undaunted courage and great abilities, and a man of great
physical strength, colossal size, and uncommon dexterity in handling all the weapons of war. He made
his first campaign under Abii-1-walid Ibn Jehwar, Wizir of Cordova, whose party he followed during the
civil wars which distracted that kingdom towards the middle of the fifth century of the Hijra. " When
" Cordova was taken by treachery by the troops of Mohammed Ibn 'Abbad, King of Seville, (a.h.
" 435,) Hariz was seized, with other Cordovan chiefs who were obnosious to the usurpers, and
" cast into prison, but he contrived some time afterwards to make his escape. He took refuge at
" the court of Al-mdmiin, King of Toledo, whence he soon returned to Cordova at the head of a
" powerful ai-my, besieged that city, and killed Ser5ju-d-daulah Ibn 'Abbad, son of the King of Seville.

"Hariz continued to govern Cordova until the death of Al-mamdn, King of Toledo (a.h. 469),
" when Al-mu'atamed, anxious to revenge the death of his son, appeared again m sight of Cordova
' with a. considerable camp, and pressed the siege with great ardour. After a most obstinate defence
" of several months, Hariz was at last obliged, through the want of provisions, to abandon the city.

"He accordingly salUed oat at the head of a few followers by the gate of Ibn 'Ahdi-1-jabber, while
" the victorious troops of Al-mu'atamed were making their way into the town by that of Algesiras ; but,
" being closely pursued by Al-mu'atamed, who thirsted for revenge, he was overtaken, and transfixed
" by a lance which the King of Seville thrust at him : his head was then severed from his body, paraded
" through the streets of Cordova, and, at last, nailed by the side of a dog to a wooden plank, where it

" was left exposed to wild beasts and the birds of prey.

" Hariz left one son, named Ahmed, who inherited his courage and military talents, and whom
" Yahya, son of Al-m^miin, King of Toledo, appointed to be governor of Calatrava, in consideration
" of his father's services. Ahmed, however, was not long in sharing his father's fate ; he was
*^ assassinated in the year four hundred and eighty (a. d. 1087-8), by the order of Al-mu'atamed."
$ee Casiri, Bib, Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 45 ; and Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol ii. p. 38, et seq.

4
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The last-mentioned writer, with his usual negligence, calls this general at times Hariz ben Alhakem

Alcasha (see p. 38), at others Haris Ben Alhakem (see p. 27), and Harh Ben Okeisa (p. 56).

10
;i; Jjl Adfonsk, or Adefonsk, from Adefonsus,— as this word was written and pronounced in the

middle ages,—was the name of several Kings of Castile and Leon, The present can be no other than

Alfonso VI,, who, after the assassination of his brother, Sancho 11, of Castile, before the walls of

Zamora, in 1072 of our era, united on his head the crowns of Castile and Leon; the same king

who, some years afterwards, assisted Al-mdnnin in his wars against Al-mu'atamed, and who, after

the death of the former Sultan, snatched from his son Yahya the city of Toledo in 1085.

*^ The word ^ rehn, in Spanish rehen, means 'a hostage,' That which I have translated by

' noblemen ' is i^ J^ moluk, which is often used by Arabian writers to designate ' feudal lords/

12
*

^^'
Kal'at Rabali (now Calatrava la vieja) is a town situate on the southern bank of

the river Guadiana, four leagues N. E. of Ciudad Real, the capital of La Mancha, and about fifty miles

south of Toledo. It was called also ' the white city/ Medinatu-l-haydhd, no doubt owing to the quality

of the ground on which it stands,—a sort of whitish clay. It was built by Rabfih, one of the captains

who came with Miisa Ibn Nosseyr to the conquest of Spain. In 1158 it became the possession of the

famous military order of that name, to which it was intrusted for defence.

13 It
1 . bardz is an enclosed field prepared for tournaments, races, and other military sports.

J J'

means also ' an arena, or spot for single combat
;

' Mraza means ' to go out of the ranks to fight an

enemy in presence of the army.'

1^ KaVat Hariz (the castle of Hariz), no doubt because it owed either its foundation or its restoration

to the above-mentioned general. There is in Spain a town called Castro-Xeriz, which might well be

the same here intended, as the words Castro-Xeriz are but a translation of Kal'at Hariz, since Castro,

from the Latin Castrum (whence the modem words Castillo, Castiel, Castin, Castelar, Castril, GastiUon,

Castillejo, so common on the map of Spain), means 'a castle or fortress;' but bemg in the province

of Burgos, and on the limits of that of Valencia, a country which had then long ceased to belong to

the Arabs, the conjecture cannot be admitted.

Tliere is another town south-west of Toledo, in the province now called Estremadura, named Xerez de

Ids Caballeros (Xerez of the knights), to distinguish it from the city of the same name close to Cadiz,

and which may be the place intended-
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^'^ The Christian monarch here alluded to can be no other than Sancho Ramirez, son of Ramiro L,

King of Aragon, who was killed at the siege of Hiiesca, in a.d, 1094. The manner of his death is,

however, differently related by the Christian chroniclers, who all say that having approached too near

the walls, with the view of reconnoitring, he was, while raising his hand to show a point where the

assault might be made, mortaUy wounded by an arrow in his right side,

'^ This is the same writer I have mentioned at Note 30, p, 319. The anecdote here related is also

given by Ibnu-1-khattib in the life of 'Abdu-1-m^Iik Ibn Sa*id, who was then feudal lord of the castle

of Yahseb, and who is represented as having been so much pleased with the interview that he contracted

an intimate friendship with Al-hijari, and called upon him to write the Mas'hab, that historical woi^k

which *Abdu-l-milik himself, and other members of his family, continued after his death, A faller

account of the family of the Beni Sa'id will be given in another part of this work.

^ c ^

^^ The Beni Sa'id were lords of a certain castle called c^^^_^,.:^, Yahseb, or, according to other au-

-^ O _j ^ ^ -^

thorities, l^_^_^^ Yohsei, and t^ ^-c r^t Yahsoh (now Alcalfi la Real), in the tenitoiy of Granada.

ii .Ibnu-Lkhattib, in his description of the districts surrounding that capital, says, U-^.*2rs^, *XjOi *jJi

h^ ^ J^ J^ 5yk>Jl^-<, u-J^5 *-r-'j^ ti/^
' *^^ district of KaVat Yahsel, to the north-west of

Elbira, at a distance of twenty miles/ It was also called Al-kaVah Bern Sa'id (the castle of the Beni

Sa'id), as appears from an ancient Spanish romance :

*' Alcala de Aben^ayde

" Que aora real se llama."

I find also mention of this castle in another work by Ibnu-1-khattib, being the narrative of a journey

made to Africa through the Mohammedan dominions in Spain. (Arab. MS, in the Esc, Lib,, No. 1750).

" The castle of the Beni Sa'id," says that illustrious writer, '* was in former times called ^^la^ ShatUr ?

'' owing to a fountain of this name in the neighbourhood. It was afterwards called Kal'at Yahseb,

" from the name of an Arabian tribe who settled in it soon after the conquest, and it is now denominated

" after the Beni Sa'id, who were Lords of it/'

20
J.^-^,.^ ^j^ll ^^^ U^ ! OJ^-j^J^

«*

31 'Abdullah Ibn Balkm Ibn Badis Ibn Habus was the last Sultan of the Zeyri dynasty who reigned

at Granada. He was dispossessed of his states by Yusuf Ibn Tashfin, Sultan of the Al-murabetin

(Almoravides), and sent in irons to Africa in four hundred and eighty-three of the Hijra (a. d. 1090-1).

See Casiri, Bib. Ar. Htsp. Msc, vol. ii. p. 256.

32 Al-walid Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahm^n Ibn 'Abdi-l-hamid Ibn Ghanim was Wizir to the Sultan Mohammed,

the fourth sovereign of the family of Umeyyah. He also commanded his armies. See Casiri, Bih. Ar.

Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 39 ; and Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 302,

2.^ Hdshim Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz Abii Khflled was, according to Ibnu-1-abbar, quoted by Casiri {Bib. Ar.

, . Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 36), Wizir and commander of the forces under Mohammed. After the death of

_ this Sultan, his son and successor, Al-mundhir, continued him in office, but, being displeased with him.

\
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he put him in prison, confiscated his property, and soon afterwards condemned him to be beheaded on

Simday the twenty-sixth of Shawwal of the year two hundred and seventy-three of the Hijra (April,

A.D. 887).

V ^^L

^-^ ^.

-^J-,

- r - ^ - x\_^^ S -

J ^ - - - ^

Ls SdUbu-d-darkak (shield -bearer) . The word darkah, whence the Spanish adarga,

means * a short light shield, target, or buckler,' made of a buffalo's hide.

•"' Zj^\

'lb 'Abdu-r-rahm-dn Ibn ^^^^ Foteys was no doubt a Sclavonian eunuch, to whom the name of

'Abdu-r-rahman was given after his conversion. All the Sclavonians who composed the body-guard of

the Khalifs, or who filled offices in the palace, were previously made Moslems. However, the name of

Fatis or Foteys is not uncommon among Spanish Arabs, I may quote as an example AbA 'Abdillah

Mohammed Ibn Fatis (or Foteys) Al-ghafekl Al-elbiri (from Elvira), who is counted by Ibnu-1-khattib in

the number of the illustrious men who were born or resided in Granada.

^^ Abu Yahya Mohammed Ibn t> L^.^ SamMeh, surnamed Al-mu^atassem-billah, succeeded his

father, Abu4-ahwas Ma'n, King of Almeria, in the year four hundred and forty-three of the Hijra

(a. d. 1051-2). He occupied the throne until four hundred and eighty-four. Conde calls him Almutasim

Ebn Somide, (see Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. p. 157 ;) Moura, (see p. 162 of his translation,) Darmdid.

The palace here called ' SamddeUyyah,' after that monarch's name, must have been called by the Arabs

medinat, i.e. 'a city ;' perhaps, like the Medinatu-z-zahra, near Cordova, it vras more of a town than a

palace, for I find that Ibn Khallekan calls Al-mu'atassem " King of Almeria, Bejfeah, and Samadehiyyah."

See Ibn Khallekan's lives. No. 698, Tyd. Ind.

-
.

\^

^^ The word xtJ' U sdkiyyah, whence the Spanish azequia is derived, means * an artificial rivulet in a

garden, or a canal for the purpose of irrigation.'

28 A quotation from the Kor^n, 38th chapter, verse 22. See Sale's translation, edit. 1734, p. 373.

^ Abii 'Amir J Jl Ibnu-1-arkam was a distinguished poet, and a Wizir of Al-mu'atassem Ibn

Samfldeh, King of Almeria. His hfe may be read in my copy of the KaUyid, by Al-fat'h Ibn Khakan,

although not to be found in that of the Escurial, the index of which was given by Casiri, Bih. Ar. Hisp.

Use. vol. i. p. 103.

30
4i/J' ^^'"^ c;*^ ai c/i) M

J )^;^1 J ^ iiU\

^^
. ^^ , j1 Ibn Ma'n being the name of one of Al-mu'atassem' s ancestors, all the princes of his

family who reigned at Almeria are simply designated by tl\e Arabian historians under the generic

appellative of '* Ibnu Ma'n " (the descendant of Ma'n),
-. —

- \ ~ — r —

3^ If by Al-mundhir the writer means the sixth Sultan of the family of Umeyyah, he ^as not the

son of 'Abdu-r-rahmfin II,, (as our author here insinuates by mistake,) but of Mohammed, whom he

succeeded on the throne in the year two hundred and seventy-three of the Hijra (a.d. 886)- However,

VOL. I, 3 H
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he may ha^e been one of the sons of 'Abdu-r-rahmdn II.. although no mention of him occurs either m

the extracts dven by Casiri, or in Conde's history, or in any of the Arabian historians whom I have had

opportunity to consult. The same might be said of his brother Ya'kub, who is mentioned a httle

lower.

CHAPTER III.

1 The reign of Al-hakem II. has deservedly been called the golden age of Arabian literature in Spain.

That Sultan, himself a lover of letters, which he cultivated with success, had numerous agents in the

East constantly employed in purchasing scarce and curious books, and no work of any note was written

of which a copy was not immediately sent to him. By these means, as well as by his liberality and

encouragement of Hterature at home, he succeeded in amassing a collection of books, the unfinished

catalogue of which, in the words of Ibnu-1-abb^r, quoted by Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 202),

reached forty-four volumes. Even admitting that the number of volumes is greatly exaggerated, the

fact of a public library of such magnitude being formed in Europe in the tenth century of our era

is more than sufficient to establish, in the absence of other proofs, the superior culture and civiUsation of

.the Spanish Arabs. In the Appendix C. at the end of the volume the reader wiU find some curious

information upon this library.

2 A sale by auction is caUed in Arabic 5 jOjl al-munddak, whence the Spanish almoneda. The crier

or auctioneer was called jl; ndd and also jl^ sawwdk, whence the Spaniards have m^de zagmcador,

a sort of market broker still employed in the markets and fairs of Africa. See Marmol Carvajal,

Descripcion de Africa, fo. 87, verso ; and Leo Africanus, apud Ramusinm.

^
,jtw is!i ^ ^^J^

j2JO SJi\ Thisseems to Deme ongmoi tne opauiBii piuvcii^o— j..« ^.v.. ..-.--.

A quien no tiene quixadas"—" Da Dios almendras d quien no tiene muelas"— " Da Dios nnezes k quien

nQtienediente3"--thatisto say, "God gives beans to those who have no jaws; he gives almonds to

tliose who have no double teeth; he gives walnuts to those who have no front teeth." Mr. Shakspeare,

who has introduced this anecdote m his description of Cordova, translated from Al-makkari, (see Hist,

of ty Moh. Emp. in Spain, p. 164,) has understood this proverb difi^erently. and rendered it by " He

gives away the nut who has no teeth ;" bat the reading in my manuscript being as above leaves no doubt

as to which is the true meaning.

^ ^

"
V -iJ JJ '^inda (more correctly zendfk, which forms its plural 'ij d Lij zanddikah.) is the word by

which the Arabs generaUy designate aU heretics of the numerous sects which have at various times

sprung up among them. The word, in its origin, meant a follower of the Magian sect, or a fire-worshipper,

a Saducean. a man who is neither a Christian, nor a Jew, nor a Mohammedan, and who professes no

religion whatever. The word is thus explained in the Kitdbu-l-mugh'rib, an Arabic dictionary in my

-iTppgsession. (_J^* ..x , /^t^' ilj^, ,
is^HU ^y>, K <ol ^'jJj^j '^^j^ J^.'ii>ll

" J n ^ _ ^
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^c
J
^yb^

_)
'is^ *uU!l <i]yb. U ^ sLU*

J JU 4—>^1 j^H^ ^^^ ^^^jj K
_;

JfJ.'iij ^_;«^

^c-^ -^j ^O-^

'' > J

* 4
'J J^j^J LjJJ

" Zendik is a well-known epithet generally applied to those who deny a future life, the immortality

" of the soul, and the unity of God. Tha'leb says that the word zendih, like the word firzh, is not

" Arabic, and that its meaning is ' a heretic, an impious man.' Ibn Dureyd thinks that it is a Persian

" word introduced into the Arabic language ; that it takes its origin from the word ' zendah,' meaning

" 'the everlasting duration of time.' In the work entitled Mafdtihu-l-'oMrti (keys to the sciences)

"it is said that the zanddikah are the same as the followers of M.M (Manichieans), and that tlie

" Mazdakis were also called zanddikah. Mazdak was a man who appeared in the days of Kob^, and vi'ho

" preached that all property, which is by law considered as sacred and private, should be held in conxmQn,

" and brought out a book entitled Zendd, the same book which Zardasht (Zoroaster), the pretended

" prophet and founder of the Magian sect, gave to the world. It is said that the followers of Mazdak

" took their name from this book, and were called Ahlez-zend (the people of the Zend), which word

" was afterwards Arabicised, and corrupted into Zendik."

Mazdak and Mani were two impostors who agitated Persia. The former flourished under Kobad, the

father of Kosroes Nushirwan. Mdni lived in the times of Shapor, son of Ardeshir Babegdn. See

D'Herb. Bib. Or, voc. Mani, Mazdak, Zendik.

On the action attributed a little lower down to Al-mansdr the reader may consult the Appendix C. at

the end of this volume.

•* Abii 'Abdi-r-rahman Khalil Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Amrah Ibn Temim Al-fardhSdi, one of the most famous

grammarians that the Arabs ever had, died, according to Ibn Khallek&n (see Tyd. Ind., No. 219), in the

year 130 of the Hijra. Casiri (vol. i. p. 166) says in the year 75. which is a mistake.

6 Sihauyeh is the surname of the famous grammarian Abu Bashar 'Arard Ibn 'OthmSn Al^farSi (the

Persian), whose life is in Ibn Khallek^ (No. 515 in Tyd. Ind.) According to this author the word
^ -r

ic_j .Ix^x-^ may be pronounced either Sibdyeh, which means, in Persian, ' the scent o"f an apple,' from

t_^jw (apple), and . ^ (scent), or llLLi^ Sibauyeh. The same author adds that Abti Bashar ^^fts

so called from his having rosy cheeks : he died towards the end of the eighth centurj^ of:our:^ra.;,,S^e

Abd-1-fedd, An. Mos. vol. ii. p. 72, et seq.; D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Sibouieh; and De Sacy, Relat. de

i'Egypte, p. 482, note 36. : :

? This passage is important, inasmuch as it settles the long contested point about the etymology of the
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Spanish word mozdrabe. which has no other origin than the Arabic ^y^L^ musta'rab, raeaning a man

who tries to imitate or to become an Arab, in his manners and language, and who, though he may know

Arabic, speaks it hke a foreigner. Under this denomination the Spanish Arabs comprised all the

Christians living in Cordova, Seville, Toledo, and other large cities, in the exercise of their laws and

religion ; and in this sense the word is frequently used by Ibnu-1-khattib, Ibnu Bashki'iwal, and other

Arabian' writers. The origin which most Spanish historians, with the exception of Casiri (see Bib. Jr.

Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 18). have given to this word is not only inadmissible, but ridiculous. They say

that the Mozdrahes of Toledo were called so (Musa Arahes) from the fact of their having capitulated with

Mdsa Ibn Nosseyr ; but, firstly, Toledo was not taken by Miisa, but "by his freedman Tarik, who preceded

him; secondly, no capitulation was granted to the Christians of that city, who, according both to

ChrUtian and Arabian authorities, fled to the mountains of Asturias with such valuables as they could

save from the hands of the conquerors ; and thirdly, had the Christian population of Toledo been called

after the name of their conqueror, they would have been styled Musa^gotU, or some such name, but by no

means Arahes.

Others, again, derive it from Mixti-Arahes ; but is it hkely, I ask, that the Arabs should use two Latin

words to denominate a nation living under their sway and in the midst of their cities ? As to the con-

jecture of an English writer, Mr. Weston, in his ' Remains of Ai-abic in the Spanish and Portuguese

Languages,' London, 1810, namely, that the " Christians were called Mozdrahes, that is, Meseehee-Arahes

" or Arabs of the Messiah, because they retained their own religious worship," it is both ridiculous and

absurd.

ITie Muzarabs of Toledo having been the first Christians of any large Mohammedan capital to be

redeemed from their yoke by the arms of Alfonso VI., in the year 1085 of our era, and the Visigothic

liturgy having been in use among them, as weU as among the Christians of other considerable towns of

Spain, the missal which contained their religious rites was called from them el officio Muzdrahc

(the Muzarabic ritual).

« Most of the MSS. in the Escurial Library are written in a sort of hand generally used in Spain from

the third to the eighth century of the Hijra. Casiri, mistaking it for the Kiifi, or the system of writing

used by the people of Kufah, described all the manuscripts of this kind as ' Cnphicis litteris exarati,' an

error since adopted by most of the writers who have blindly compded or borrowed from his works,

withbut having the practical knowledge requisite to detect his mistakes. It is true that the character in

which three or four of the oldest manuscripts in that library are written very much resembles the Ktifi in

the size and form of the letters, which are almost square, bat even these bear the distinctive mark of the

Western hand-writing, namely, the point under, instead of over, the fa, and only one upon the hof. I

should have thought, and it is generally believed to be so, that the hand-writing used in Spain in the

fourth and fifth centuries— and of which there are numerous specimens in the Escurial—was originally

from Africa, whence it passed into Spain ; but, according to Ibnu Khaldiin (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus.,

No. 9574, fo. 127), the contrary seems to have happened. That eminent author says that during the

great emigration of the fifth century of the Hijra the Spanish Arabs introduced their hand-writing into

Eastern Africa, when it entirely superseded that which was generally in use there, so as to leave no

traces whatever of it except in the Belddu-l-jerid.

^ 1 am not quite sure of having well understood this passage, which is of some importance : ^' Ij

\ - -
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i^ThusinA.
J^^ ^\ j\^\ JJ^' ; ..UJLJ! t^l:ii' Another MS. reads

_j
^^Ul

si^! Neither title, however, is to be found in Haji Khalfah's Bibliographical Index
;
that writer being

but slightly versed in the literature of the Spanish Moslems, it is seldom that he gives the titles of

work-s written in Mohammedan Spain. I have also looked in vain in Ibnu-l-khattib's Biographical

Dictionary for the life of the author. Instead of jjl^l Ab.i-1-halyi, as I have spelt this word, it

might be written Abil-l-hoI(, or AbiM-hih, but the word < mahdm; with which it is no doubt intended

to rhyme, has decided me to adopt the former readmg. I have omitted an uninteresting story told of

this doctor, who once found a cat of his dipping her paw in flour and feeding herself with it, &c,

H Ab.l-1-hasan Mukhtar (or Mokhtar) Ar-ro'ayni. Ibnu-1-khattib. in his Biographical Dictionary of

illustrious Granadians, mentions various Andalusian authors who took the patronymic Ar-ro'ayni. because

of their being the descendants of DhvVro'ayn. Of this number were Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-l-wili Al-'aw&d

(the lute player), who died in siK hundred and fifty (a. d. 1252-3); Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-l-wab, a

brother of the preceding, who died in six hundred and eighty (1281-2) ;
Ab,l-l-kdsim Ibn Abi-i-k^sim,

of Xativa (see p. 67 of this transl.), who died in four hundred and twenty-nine (a.d. 1037-8) ;
and 'Ab-

dullah Ibn 'Abdi-1-bar Ar-ro'aynl. who died in seven hundred and thirty-nine (a.d. 1338-9), .Lastly,

Al-makkari counts in the number of the iUustrious Moslems who left Spain to travel in the East one

whose name was Isa Ibn Suleym^n Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek Ibn 'Abdillah Ar-ro'ayni. Conde also, mentions

one whose name was Mohammed (see vol. i. p. 624). But of this Abi1-l-hasan Mukhtdr, who no doubt

belonged to the family, I have been unable to obtain any particulars.

12 Zohayr Al-'amiri, a Sclavonian eunuch of Al-manstir Ibn Abi 'A'mir, succeeded another Sclavonian

eunuch of the name of J^ Kheyran on the throne of Almeria, in the year four hundred and

nineteen of the Hijra (a. d. "l028-9). Like his predecessor, he seems to have exercised royalty, but

without assuming either the name or the insignia, contenting himself with the modest title of ' H^jib

of the Beni Umeyyah,' for whom, and in whose name, he professed to hold his dominions during the

usurpation of the Beni Hamud. He was killed while defending his capital, Almeria, against 'All Ibn

Hamud. See Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. pp. 108. 206, and Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 598.

t

!3 (jj^j;, .^— the shorat, plural of shortah, were a body of soldiers attached to the person of a

governor or civil magistrate of a town. They were also the executioners of his sentences. (See a

preceding note, p. 398, No. 30.) During the minority of Hish^m II., his Hdjib, Al-mansilr, who usurped

the authority, and assumed all the insignia of royalty, had a body-guard of this sort attached to his

person. See p. 134.

'' ^ sjjJl Az-zahri, which may likewise be pronounced Az-zohri. Adh-dhobi. in his Biographical

Dictionary of illustrious men (Arab. MS. in the Nat. Lib. of Mad., Gg. 14), gives the life of a V^^§^
and Kadi of Seville whose name was Abii-l-hasan Az-zohri, and who might very well be the perspn': here

intended.
_ _ _ >- -r -.

15 I find no account of this individual in any of the biographical dictionaries tq which I have had

-. rV-
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A_« Jl , j DM-r-rommah is the surname of a famous poet, called Abd-l-hareth Ghayl^n Ibn

'Okbah, who flourished in the second century of the Hijra : his life may be read in Ibn KhaUekan (No.

534 in T^d. Ind). Casiri wrote his name Ramah, but it is an eiTor, for I find in the Kitdbu-l-muntekhab

fiU-Ioffhah, by Ibn Koteybah, (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7525, fo. 21, verso,) that roynmah means

'a rope, the threads of which are worn out,' J 'J! ;J^'^ 'LoJ\ j
and Ibn Khallekfin adds that he

was thus called from the circumstance of his having written an ode whicli began thus : V 'j iJl...^ I

\viail ho, It is probable that the word maroma, which in Spanish means ' a cable/ comes from the

same root.

The expression " the book having been but recently published*' must be applied to some commentary

on the poems of Dhii-r-rommah, for the works of that poet, one of the most ancient among the Arabs,

had been- pubhshed and commented upon by Spanish Moslems long before the time here alluded to. (See

HSji Rhalfah, voc, Diwdn DM-rommah.) Ibn Khallek^ says of Ibn Zohr (Abu-l-'ala Ibn Zohr) that

he knew the poems of Dhu-r-rommah by heart,

r

^^ The meaning of the word muwashshahah has already been explained (see Note 14, p. 408) ;
it is,

like kassidah and zajalah, a species of poem.

is That is, by Abi'i Merwdn Al-b^ji, a rebel who g-ot possession of Seville in a. h. 620. See a

preceding note, p. 397.

'^ Casiri (Bi5. At. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 135) mentions an historian named Abi'i 'Omar Ahmed

Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah JiXj^] At-talamanki (of Salamanca), where he was born in three

hundred and forty of the Hijra (a.d. 991-2). He wrote a Biographical Dictionary containing the lives

of eminent Spanish historians, and died in four hundred and thirty of the Hijra (a.d. 1038-9).

'^ uJjuaJl L„^;ill ic lyv»J ^J\
may also be translated ' to hear marveUous anecdotes o±

iv

authors,' but I prefer the version in the text, especially as I find in H&ji Khalfah that Gharihu-l-musannif

is the title of a work by Abil 'Amru Is'hak Ibn Mar^ Ash-sheybani, who died in the year two hundred

and sis (a.d. 821-2). the same that was commented upon by several writers, and, among others, by

Ab6-l-'abbSs Ahmed Ibn Mohammed, of Murcia, who died close upon four hundred and sixty

(a.d. 1067).

21 The life of this grammarian occurs hi Ibnu-1-abbar {loco laudato), as well as in Ibn Khallekdn

(No, 460, Tyd. Ind,) I here translate the account of the last mentioned biographer. *' Abd-l-hasan

Ah Ibn Isma'il, known by the surname of Ibnu-s-sidah, was the prince of his time in the

science of language and rhetoric, as well as in memory. He wrote several books on grammar and

"lexicography, such as iUJJl i J^^ ^->lo Kitdbu-l-muhkami (or rather muhkamu) fCUoghati

" (the book of the foundations of the language), which is a voluminous work embracing all matters

" connected with the language; ^! J ^jo.^"^ C-^ lli Kitdbu-Lmukhassass fi-l-hghati (the book

\- v: .
" of the properties of the language), also an extensive work; and x^l^' ^m -i vj^^^ «-_> li^

5.: ^^ Kitdbu-l-amk ft s/iarhU-hamdsah (the book of beauty on the commentary of the Hamasah), in six

^;^ -^^^ with many more of the same kind and equal merits, Abu-l-hasan was bom blind, as

(( f

t€
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" also his father and grandfather, but this did not prevent him from becoming the most profound

" rhetorician and grammarian of his age. He first received lessons from his father, then from Abti-l-'ala

* Sa'id, of Baghdad, and lastly from Abd 'Omar, of Salamanca. The last mentioned author rentes an

" anecdote which occurred to him," &c. (the same that the author has just recounted). De Sacy has

also treated of this author in several of his works. See Chr. Ar. vol. ii. p. 103, and Journ. des

Savans, 1819, p. 726. See also p. 37 of this translation, and p. 335, Note 33. -

23 Both the original and the epitome place Ibnu-s-sidah's death in the year 401, but Ibn Khallekan says

that he died at Denia, on the evening of Sunday the 26th of Rabi' ii. of the year 458, or, according to

other authorities, 448, at the age of sixty or thereabout. Abii-l-fed^ (An. Most. vol. iv. p. 208)

partakes of the same opinion. (See also D'Herb. voc. Seidah, and Rossi, Dizionario StoHco, voc. Sdra.)

Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 168) says that he flourished towards the end of the fourth century

of the Hijra, which agrees better with the date given by Al-makkari. However, if Ibnu-s-sidah received

lessons, as Ibiiu-1-abb^r and Ibn Khallekan seem to insinuate, from Abti 'Omar At-talamanki (of

Salamanca), who died in 430, the date fixed by the above writers for the death of Ibnu-s-sidah, viz. four

hundred and fifty-eight (a.d. 1065-6), seems the most probable.

The Kitdbu-l-mukhassass, mentioned by Ibn Khallekdn, is an Arabic dictionary composed of twenty-four

volumes, or parts, two of which, the sixteenth and seventeenth, written in the ^ity of Murcia, the birth-

place of the author, about a century after his death, are preserved in the Escurial Library under No. 1575-

Parts of this dictionary may also be found in the Bodl. Lib. Oxon., as also in the Medicean Library.

(See their respective catalogues.) I ought to obsei-ve that the surname of this writer (Ibn Sidali or

Ibnu-s-sidah) has been incorrectly written Seydah by almost every Oriental scholar. Casiri calls him

sometimes Ibn Seyra, and at others Sada ; D'Herbelot, Seidah ; Reiske, SeMa ; Hamacker, Seyidah. (See

Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i.) His real surname, as I find it in Ibn KhaUekdn, is 3 SXs» ^^\ Ibnu-s-sidah

(the son of the she-wolf, or lioness), for the word sidah, the feminine of sid, partakes of both meanings.

23 The life of this writer (who is no other than the Avempace of the middle ages) will be foimd in the

Appendix A. at the end of this volume, as translated from Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah. Casiri, who also gives

an account of that philosopher translated from Ibnu-1-khattib, calls him at times Abu-1-hasan 'AU (see

vol. ii. p. 110), and at others Abii Bekr Yahya (see vol. i. p. 178).

2* Instead of Granada the MS. A. reads Cordova. I have chosen the former reading, as it appears by^

Ibnu-1-khattib that Ibn Bajeh resided mostly in Granada and Seville.

2^ Abii Hayy^n the grammarian : Al-makkari has treated of this writer at considerable length in various

parts of his work, but especially in Part i. Book v., where he speaks about the illustrious Andaliisians

who left their country to travel to the East. As Abu Hayyan has not unfrequently been mistaken for

Ibnu Hayyan, of Cordova, an historian who preceded him by nearly two centuries, I have thought it.

necessary to give here some extracts from his life, which occupies the fo. 174 and follb'^g'iii

A., and 142-160 in B. " His entire name was Abvi Hayyan Mohammed Ibn Yiisuf Ibu 'Al(^ Ibn

" Yi'isuf Ibn Hayydn ^ }^\ [Al-nefezl ?] Al-athiri, of Granada ; he became the prince of Western gram-

" marians, and acquired the greatest reputation by his works both in Andalus and in Egypt, where he

'' resided a long time, inhabiting the college called after Al-mansiir, in Alexandria, to which he was
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" appointed lecturer on the science of the interpretation of the Koran. He there received the honorary

appellation of Athiru-d-din (the chosen friend of religion), by which he is generally known among the

learned. Ibn Marziik, from whose work the preceding is an abridgement, makes him a native of

Granada, but Ibn JSbir, of Guadix, in his ' Eastern Travels/ gives him the patronymic of Al-jay^ni (of

" Jaen), and says that he was bom in the town of ^^^(A:^ Mattakhashares, near Jaen, towards the

end of Shawwal of the year six hundred and fifty-four (Nov. a.d. 1256). If, however, we follow

Ar-ro'ayni's opinion, Abd Hayyan was bom in the district of Granada. But this may be easily

reconciled, as most of the territory of Jaen was then a dependency of Granada.

" Abii Hayydn, when still young, quitted' his native place in order to repair to the East. He first

visited Granada, Malaga, Velez, Almeria, and Bejenah, in Andalus ; after this he saw Tunis and

Alexandria, Cairo, Damietta ; from thence lie went to ^^,1! Mahlah, ^j.s-o^ [Nahrmes?], and

jizzeh; then to Minyat-Khassib, Dashna, Kana, Ki'iss, Belbis, and 'Aydhab, in the land of the blacks :

" he also went to Mekka and Medina, and in every one of these places he never failed to converse with

" learned men, and to gather the most precious information respecting the history of their respective

" countries, and anecdotes of illustrious individuals.

" The cause of Abii Hayyin's departure for the East is thus related by Ibn Rajih. They say that

" enmity arose between him and one of his preceptors, whose name was Ahmed Ibn 'Ali Ibnu-t-tabi ,

" owing to Ibnu Hayyan having composed a work which he entitled c'jiJl ^\ 'i
:^^ '^ J ?U^'

(the shining of the stars on the bad method of teaching followed by Ibnu-t-tab&'), and that the

injured man having made a complaint to the Amir Mohammed Ibn Nasr, Abd Hayyan, fearing his

revenge, left his native town in the year six hundred and seventy-nine of tlie Hijra (a.d. 12$0-1),

" However, as we have already observed, Abu Hayyan quitted Andalus, and travelled to Africa proper,

Egypt, Syria, and Hej^z, collecting every where the valuable information, which, like so many

inestimable pearls, he afterwards scattered through his writings- All authors agree in designating him

as the king of his age in grammar ^^Jl j ^jJu^' ^1 and as one who knew no rival as long

" as he lived. He was, likewise, an excellent poet, as his warks sufficiently testify ; as to his attainments

" in the science of traditions, his commentaries on the Korfen, his deep acquaintance with civil law, and

his profound learning in history, and anecdotes of illustrious men, chiefly Western Arabs, it will be in

vain for any author of future ages to attempt to equal them. He distinguished himself above all

things in that science whiclt has for its object the spelling of proper names, since those of the

Andalusians, owing to their proximity to the country of Afranj (France), and their constant commerce

" and intermixture with the Christians, are well known to partake mostly of a construction entirely

" contrary to the rules of Arabic grammar.

** Abd Hayyan was a great favourite with Seyfu-d-din Arghiin, (see D'Herb. voc, Arghoun,) the

superintendent of the slaves of i^Jl^l JiU Al-malek An-nassir Mohammed, Sultan of Egypt,

He lived with him on terms of the greatest friendship, dwelling at his castle of Jojs:^' Al-habL When

Abd Hayyan's daughter. Nadhftr, died, Arghiin interceded with the Sultan to grant the disconsolate

father permission to bury her at his own house in Cairo^ in the quarter of that city called Barkiyyah,

The permission was granted, and Abu Hayyan accordingly deposited the remains of his beloved

daughter in his house in that city.

i
:'_[

. .
<c Abu Hayyfin (continues Ibn Rajih) was a rather tall man, he had a noble forehead, a fine and rosy

"complexion. When I saw him last his hair was scanty and grey, but he still wore it loose and long;

: ;

-^*
lie had a beautiful and thick-set beard; his manners were elegant, and his conversation exceedingly
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" eloquent and agreeable, only that he spoke the dialect used in Andalus, and pronounced Arabic

*' according to the fashion of his own native country ; for instance, the letter - he always uttered With

'* a sound very much resembling the \JJ so ^ to make almost no distinction when he was reading tlie

'' Kor&n, and I heard him once say, ' The people of this country do not know how to pronounce the letter
- - ^

'' ^ '—This eminent man (may God show him mercy !) died at his dwelling, out of Cairo and close to the

'' Bdbu-Ubahr (the gate of the sea), on a Saturday the twenty-eighth of Safer of seven hundred and forty-

" five (July^ A.D, 1344), after the hour of evening prayers, and was buried on the following day in the
'' cemetei-y of the Sufis, out of the Bdbu-n-nasr (the gate of Nasser). When the news of his death
'' reached Damascus, the sorrow was universal, and public prayers were read for him in the great
" mosque/'—Fos. 174-84.

The author then gives a catalogue of Abti Hayy^n's numerous works, the items of which I omit for

the sake of brevity-

2"^ H4ji Khalfah, who, as I shall have occasion to show hereafter, derived most of his literary infor-

mation concerning Spain from the work of Al-makkari, has nearly the same words. (See Kaskfa-dh-

dhaniin, voc. Tdrikhu-l-andahs.) But neither in the work by that bibliographer, nor in a similar one by
Kheyr Ibn Khalifah (Arab. MS. in the Esc. Lib., No. 1667). have I found a satisfactory descriptioio of

this important work. It mast have been exceedingly scarce, even in Spain, for I have never vmet in tHe

course of my historical investigations with any quotation or extract from it; nor is there in the Escurial
X^ - I-

Library, nor, as far as I know, in any public library in Europe, a single volume of the fifty of which the

work is said to have consisted. Perhaps, like many other literary productions of its royal author, it perished

in the lamentable catastrophe which put an exidi to the life of the last sovereign of that dynasty, and which,

will be fully detailed in another part of this translation,

^ ^^^xij! Al-matin, that is, ' the firm, the solid/ I have already remarked (see Note 37, p. §38) that

some copies of Haji Khalfah read xkJ\ Al-muheyn, Such is the reading in the copy belonging to the

British Museum, as well as in those consulted by Prof. Fluegel for his edition. See HAji Khalfah, Lewicon

Bibliographicum et Encyclop^dicum, vol. ii. p. 116.

^^ I have been unable to obtain any information concerning this lexicographer, except that his entire

name was Ahmed Ibn Iban Ibn Seyid, and that he died in three hundred and eighty-three (a.b. 993-4),

See H^ji KhalfaVs Bib. Ind. voc, 'A'lim. I find his name also mentioned by the historian Al-homaydf,

(BodL Lib,, Hunt, 464,) but that writer gives no account of his life or writings. The word .(jl

which I have spelt Ibdn, might also be pronounced Abbdn,

^^ Abil HoneyfahAd-dinawgri was a famous theologian and naturalist, whose worl^ are often quoted by
Ibnu-1-beyttar, Ad-demiri, Kazwlni, Ibnu-1-awam, and other Arabian writers on botany and agriculture.

He died in two hundred and ninety of the Hijra (a d. 902-3)- See the preface to the translation of
Ihnu-1-awam, by Banqueri, Mad, 1802.

^o-

^ - r

X _ . _ _ _ _

^ Instead of Abii-l-'abbas Kasim, Abu-1-kasim ^Abbds is intended. ^^Uy ^^i Ibn Firn^ (the

son of the lion) is a metaphorical expression to designate a brave and strong man. I have found no
mention whatever of this author in the Biographical Dictionaries of Ibnu-1-khattib, Ibnu-l-abbSr, Ibnu
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BEwhkiiwM, and others, nor is his name in the list of Spanish physicians given by Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah ;

but Conde, in his Hisi. de la Bom. (vol. i. p. 328), speaks of a poet named AMs Ben Firnas Ahul-

casim, who died in Cordova in two hundred and seventy-iive (a. d. 888-9), and who, consequently,

must have flourished under the reigns of Mohammed and Al-mundhir, Saltans of Cordova. He

is, probably, the individual here intended, and the author of a distich on the taking of Toledo by

Mohammed, which I have translated elsewhere under the Tiead of that city. See p. 47.

31
*4

;
^.-^'

cr* ^!^ -Jl koJLl . ^ Thus in all the MSS., which, hterally translated, means ' who

extracted glass out of stones/

?2 KhalU Ibn Ahmed>—the same famous grammarian and philologist mentioned in p, 142, and Note 5,

p, 419,—passes among the Arahs as the inventor of the rules of prosody. Ibn Khallekan says in his life.

if

it

*' He was the first who invented the science of prosody, and reduced it to the present state. He divided

it into five > L J circles, from which issued fifteen hranches. After him the poet Akhfash added
J~- J

another branch, which he denominated kha/if, ' thin/ " Circles and branch are terms used in Arabic

pi;osody. See Clerk's Prosody, p. 7, et passim,

^ The instrument here described must have been similar to the modern invention called " metr

I here give the entire passage : ^^ ^ ^ ejU^Vl uJ^^ iSliU^I! tdjLi^ ^1 Jv^^
,

:onome

J
t*

UJJ.-^

« *

I ought to observe that from the word K^ zamkah, which means ' the root of the tail
'
in a bird, the

Spaniards have made zanca, which signifies the hind leg of an animal.

34

f^ ^..} 'J^'vV UJl \a^ it \

>r^-
Mi'imen Ibn Sa'id Ibn Ibrahim was a poet of the court of Mohammed I,, Sultan of Cordova, Ath-

tha'filebi, in his Yatimatu-d-dahr (Ar, MS, in the Brit- Mus,, No. 9578, fo. 130). gives copious extracts

from his verses.
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tlie reading of these verses, as they appear in A., is very incorrect. However, by compaiing it
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with that of B., the epitome, and my copy, I have been able to give it as above, Instead of ^UJS ^1
in the first hemistich of the first verse, A. reads ^ IsJl j! the word ^U being divided into two;

'Jull j! ending the first hemistich, and ^ forming the beginning of the second. Instead of L;;^-jdi

in tlie second verse, B. reads ^^^^j^— while the third is so disfigured in A. as to present no meaning

whatever, . . . .-.,..:

^ y -

J -

l^[> .j:^! ^ y^^ ^fi ••- L^-<j^ cr^^ ci^^wO-^" SkA

Literally ' and the full moon of benevolence flourished on his countenance;* the word^ partaking

of both meanings.

^^ There is a certain Moslem or Moslemah Ibn Ahmed Al-majeritti (from Madrid) mentioned in

Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc, voL i, pp, 378. c. 2, 399, c, 2, and vol- ii. p. 147, c. 2), but his surname was

Abu-1-kasim, not Abii 'Obeydah, However, as the Arabs not unfrequently denominate th^niselif^e^

after one or more of their sons, he may have had both appellatives, Abii-1-Msim land AM-0be^^ih,

and therefore be the individual here intended, especialiv as the account of his life given by Casiri:, (Ypl;;i>:

p. 378, c- 2), as translated from the Arahka PUlosophorum Bibliotheca, agrees with the present,, >
'.':

The Mblahy in Mohammedan temples, is that part of the building showing the point of the horizon^

where Mekka stands, in order that the faithful may turn towards it in their prayers. In Asia it

looked towards the south ; in Spain mosques were at first built with the kiblak turned also to the south,

but in course of time, when astronomy made progress, there were not wanting Moslems, like Ab^-U.

kasim, who condemned the received practice, and pretended that the faithful ought to turn towards

the east in their prayers. This Moslem or Moslemah, who was a consummate astronomer and

mathematician, was probably one of the first to denounce the practice, and hence the surname given

to him of SdUhu4Mblati-sh'sharkiyyah (the master of the kiblah turned to the east). The -Efe of

this astronomer, who was likewise a skilful physician, occurs in Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, Arab. MS. in the

Brit. Mus., 7340, fo. 139. verso.

'^
^3s^! Al-mudkam in A-— B* reads ijjl AUmuzanu The epitome and my copy ^*ijl.

Al-madani. I am therefore unable to fix tbe true reading, nor is it easy to ascertain, without any further

data, to whom the patronymic is applied,

r
,

3^ Yahya Ibn Yahya, of Cordova, known by tbe surname of joyJI j 1 Ibn Saminah (the son pf |he

fat woman), was a follower of the sect of the Mo'tazelites ; he travelled to the East and returned -to

v

Spain, where he died in three hundred and twenty-three of the Hijra (a.o. 986-7). His hfe mayJbe

read in Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, loco laudato, fo, 134, -^.^r /

There is in the Escurial Library (No. 1061) a work on jurisprudence by an author naroed^X^^

Yahva Ibn Kasim, also a native of Cordova, and who is said to have flourished in the fourth century of

the Hijra. He may have been the same as the one* mentioned here.
-; .^^/.^ .yv

, .. .

Mr. NicoU, in his catalogue of the Oriental MSS, in the Bodl, Lib. Oxon '/tq^d wfori^Iy the name of

this mathematician, whom he called &xky^ j1 * Ibn Sehinah,' instead of 'Ibiigamihah/

._ ^ ^ - -:v

J -. - y.--

^ ^-
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^ Abii-l-k^sim Asbagh Ibn Mohammed Ibn As-samh Al-muhandas , or the geometrician, a native

of Granada, flourished m the times of Al-hakem IL, Sultan of Cordova. Ibn Abl Ossaybi'ah,

who gives his life (loco laudato, fo- 135), has preserved also a catalogue of his works, amounting

to several volumes, on medicine, astronomy, geometry, &c., and among which is the J^aJI \^^3S

jLjiXaJ) J li^re mentioned. Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 244) mentions an Arabian phi-

losopher, also named Ibnu-s-samh, and who is reported tojiave written a commentary on the works of

Alexander Aphrodisaeus. According to Ibn Abi Ossaybi*ah, Abti-l-kdsim died at Granada, then the court

of the King Habfe Ibn M^kesen Ibn Zeyri Ibn Menad As-senhaji, on a Tuesday, the eighteenth of Rejeb

of the year four hundred and twenty-six, at the age of fifty-six, (19th May, a.d. 1035.)

^\ Sind-Hind (the school of Sind-Hind)- It is now an ascertained fact that the Arabs received their

first knowledge of Algebra from the Hindus, who famished them with the decimal notation of numerals,

and with various important points of mathematical and astronomical observation. Hence the newly

imported science was at first called MadUkeh Sind-Hind. See the Algebra of Mohammed Ben Musa,

by Prof. Rosen, London, 1831.

"^ Of Abii-1-k^im j\slA\ j! Ibnu-s-safiar (the son of the copper-smith) Casiri has given a short

notice in his Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc, voL ii, p. 140, His entire name was Ahmed Ibn 'Abdillah Al-gh^eki,

He was a profound mathematician, and died in the year four hundred and twenty-six of the Hijra

(a.D. 1034-5),

Another mathematician, also named Abu-1-kSsim Ibnu-s-safiur, is mentioned by Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah in

his Biographical Dictionary of the Arabian physicians, fo, 134, verso. He calls him Abii-1-kasim Ahmed

Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn 'Omar, and says that he was learned in arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy ; that

he settled in Cordova, where he gave lectures upon those sciences, and published also some astro-

nomical tables according to the Indian doctrines, and a treatise on the manner of making astrolabes.

He adds that Ibnu-s-saiKir quitted Cordova in the midst of the civil wars which wasted that city

(a.h. 400-8), and retired to Denia, the court of Mujahid Al-'amiri, where he died. They are no doubt

the same person.

** "Abii Is'hak or Abd^-basan 'Ali Ibn Suleyman Az-zahrawi,'* says Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah {loco
— ^ n

ImMato^io: 134, verso), '*was learned in arithmetic and geometry, but he excelled above all things in

" medicine. He wrote among other works a very useful one on the mechanical arts, accompanied by

" examples, which he entitled ^^^ 31 t,-j Ijo (the book of the angles) . Abi'i-l-hasan had learnt matbe-

" matics under Abu-1-kasim Moslemah Ibn Ahmed Al-majeritti (of Madrid), and his disciples."

' The patronymic Az-zahrawi seems to indicate that Ab6-l-hasan was born either in Az-zahra, the

celebrated seat of the Khalifs close to Cordova, or in some other town of the many that bore that name

in Spain during the Moslem domination.

" ^ All the copies read ^UyJl ^^^^ ic c^ItoUJl ^ ^jl—The word ^U^ may however
" -

^
'

: admit of another interpretation. It may also mean * (Jealing, money transaction/ Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah,

V . treating of Ibn As-samh (see above, Note 40), says that his work on arithmetic entitled ThimdrU'l- addd

(titeifruit of the numbers) was likewise known under the title of i^i^JUUj! (the dealings).

T ^ _

- ^.

= "-"-^
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^^ Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 128, c. 2) has given the life of this mathematician, translated

from the Arubica Philosophorum Bibliotheca. His entire name was Abii-1-hakem 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi-r-

rahm^n Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'AI! Al-karmdni. Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah {loco laudato, fo. 134, verso) adds that he

inhabited Cordova, but was a native of Malaga ; that he left Andalus when still young, visited the East,

where he learnt medicine, geometry, and natural philosophy, and, on his return to Andalus, settled at

Saragossa, where he died in the year 458, at the age of upwards of seventy.

^^__ _ _

^-

^_ .

v'j .

^^ .1 ,5V Harr^n is a city of Mesopotamia, supposed to be the ancient Carrk^y the scene of the defeat

of Crassus.

47 b 1 Arbdbu-s-
^'jux\ L_)ls^! As'hubu-s-sa/d, or ^l^! ij^

}=^^ Mhuwam-S'Safd, or ^\}^\

safd, as they are called elsewhere, are supposed to be the authors of various treatises upon moral and

political subjects, forming together a sort of Cyclopaedia, See Pococke, Specimen Historiee Arahum, p. 369,

erf. mv. ; De Sacy. Not. et Ext. vol. ix. p. 407 ; D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Ekhouan.

I believe the author to be wrong in his statement that this individual was the first who introduced into

Spain the collection of philosophical treatises known by the title of Rasdyil arbdbi-s-safd. Kheyr Ibn

Khalifah, in his Bibliographical Index (Ar. MS. in the Esc. Lib., No. 1667), states that Abii4-kfeim

Moslemah Ibn Ahmed Al-majeritt( (see a preceding note, p. 427) was the first who brought them to

Spain from the East, and this fact is further strengthened by the circumstance that the copies of this

work preserved in the Bodl. Lib. Oxon. (see NicoU's Cat. p. 189) and in the Escurial (No. 923) are

all attributed to Al-majeritti, although they are the production of well-known Eastern authors. (See

Haji Khalfah. voc. Rasdyil.) One of these treatises was printed in 1812 at Calcutta.

•*8 This is no doubt the same person erroneously designated by Casiri (vol. ii. p. 134 of his Bib.

Ar. Hisp. Esc.) under the name of Mohamad Ben Abdalla Ben Moslama Abu Amerus Hispalensis, who is

there said to have been a Wizir, and to have composed a treatise De Hortorum Cultu (on the cultivation

of gardens). Casiri, however, committed an unpardonable blunder in translating the word 'ia[ij by

gardens, e->Ub. meaning 'the mathematical sciences in general.'

Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (loco laudato, fo. 135) gives the life of the father or the uncle of this Ibn Khaldun,

whose name was also Abu Moslem. His words are as follow :
" Ab6 Moslem 'Amr Ibn Ahmed Ibn

" Khaldt'm Al-hadhrami was one of the principal citizens of Seville. He died in four hundred and forty-nine

" of the Hijra (a.d. 1057-8), leaving several eminent disciples, as Abu Moslem Ibn Khalddn, Abu Ja'far

" Ahmed Ibn 'Abdillah, known by the surname of As-saffar, and Abi'i-l-kdsim Moslemah Ibn Ahmed."

I need scarcely observe that both the Abii Moslem mentioned in the text, and the one spoken of by Ibn

Abi Ossaybi'ah, belonged to the illustrious stock of the Beni Khaldun, whence the celebrated historian

Abu Zeyd 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Khalddn was descended.

\ V - -

^ K±jyJ^y^^ ^1 (fclie ^oYi of the flea).

Mohammed Ibn 'Omar,

The entire name of this mathematician was Abd. 'Abdillah

_ 1^ _

> J

^ This Abii-1-hasan Mukhtdr Ar-ro'ayni appears to be the same individual who is mentioned at p. 144,

and Note 11, p. 421, and is described as Kfidi of Almeria under Zohayr.
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^* I think AJ-leythi is to be substituted for Al-leyth ; if so, his entire name was Mohammed Ibn Yahya

Ibn Yahya Al-leythi, He is counted by Al-makkari in the number of the Spanish Moslems who left

their native country for the East. That author says of him, in the fifth book of the first part of his work,

fo. 115, verso, " Mohammed quitted Andalus for the East; on his way to Mekka he met in Africa

" Sahntin Ibn Sa'id, and took lessons from him. He also met in Cairo a doctor who had been a friend

" and a disciple of Malik Ibn Ans, and profited by his lessons, Mohammed became famous for his

"modesty and his abstinence; he published several works on jurisprudence which acquired him an

" immense reputation, and died in Mekka, where he had established himself," He was the son of

Yahya Ibn Yahya AHeythi, the famous Cordovan traditionist mentioned at p. 343, Note 54.

^^ ^ ^\ Ibn Hayyi, of Cordova, Al-makkari, in the fifth book of the first part, fo. 170, verso,

which, as elsewhere stated, contains the Hves of illustrious Moslems, natives of Spain, who travelled to the

Es^t, gives that of AJ-huseyn Ibn Ahmed Ibni-1-huseyn Ibn Hayyi An-najibi jos-^J' (perhaps
4k

At'tojiU through the omission of one point) in the following words :

'' He learnt arithmetic and geometry

" from Abti 'Ahdillah Mohammed Ibn 'Omar, known by the surname of Ibnu-1-borghuth ; he excelled
^

" above all things in the science of levelling or trigonometry Jjti^l Jj; and in the construction of

" astronomical tables. The KS.di S^'id, of Toledo, who, in his * Biographical Dictionary of learned men/
'' gives his genealogy and a list of his works, states that Ibn Hayyi left Andalus for the East in the

" year four hundred and forty-two of the Hijra (a.d. 1050-1), and that he arrived thither after suffering

" great privations, and being exposed to great dangers in his way by sea and land/^

After relating his arrival in Yemen, his intimacy with the king of those districts, and his embassy to

Al-k&yem, in nearly the same words, Al-makkari adds that " Ibn Hayyi died in the year four hundred

" and fifty-six" (a. d, 1063-4), I find in Ibnu-1-khattib that Ibn Hayyi (the son of the snake) was so

called from his having been, when a child, bit by a venomous snake, -s.— From the feminine Lx^^

the Spaniards have formed the word kaya, meaning all kinds of venomous reptiles.

^. A marginal note in one of the MSS. adds t^^^^Ji-^ S^^ '"^ r/ib^
c/^ *-J '^— *^^^^ '^' ' Bamal,

sou p£ MardAsh, governor of Aleppo.' But this is evidently an error, for although Al-makin {Hist. Sar,

fo. 27:2) and D'Herb. {Bib- Or. voc, Moezz) speak of a rebel called (Jl^ Bamal, son of Saleh, son of

Mard^h^ sumamed Mo'ezzu-d-daulah, who was governor of Aleppo, and one of the actors in a rebellion

which, deprived Al-k^yem biamr-illahi 'Abdullah Abti Ja'far (the twenty-sixth Khalif of the family of

'Abb&s) of his throne in the year four hundred and fifty of the Hijra (a,d. 1058), and by which

Al-mustanser-billah, the 'Obeydite, Sult5.n of Egypt, became the ruler of all the Mohammedan empire in

Asia, he cannot be the same individual here intended, since his estates were in Syria, not in Yemen, I

ara therefore inchned to believe that the individual here alluded to is no other than Abd-l-hasan 'AH Ibn

Mohammed Ibn 'Ali As-solayhi, who declared himself independent in Yemen (between 422 and 440),

doing homage for his states to Al-mustanser, Sultan of Egypt, and maintained himself in his possessions

until he was assassinated in four^ hundred and seventy-three (a.d, 1080-1). His life may be read in

Ibn Khallek&n (No. 495, Tyd. Ind.)

_ ^

=
, :

;-:-„-^;ingkad of J*'i^\ Al-wakshi, B. reads J^Jl Al-washki, a patronymic formed from Huesca, a
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town in the province of Aragon. But I have followed the reading in A., as I learn from Ibnu BashkdwAl

(Arab. MS. in the Nat. Lih. Mad., Gg. 13) that the Benl Wakash ^^yx^^\ were a famUy of noble

Arabs from the tribe of Ken^nah, who settled in Toledo and its environs.

^f* Abu-1-walid Hisham Al-washki. Of this author Casiri has given a short notice extracted from the

Biographical Dictionary of Ibnu Bashkiiwai. (See Mb. Ar. Hisp. Esc, vol. i. p. 456, c. 1, and vol. ii.

p. 147, c. 2, and p. 148, c. 1.) The first volume of a work of his on canonical law is also preserved

in the Esc. Lib., No. 1067. Ibnu-1-abbar calls him ^^Jj^l 'the philosopher,' and adds that he

was Kadi of Toledo.

'^ ^1^1 ^U—instead of which B. reads ^l^' ^^11* which is nearly the same, unless we take

the latter for the schools, and the former for the philosophical writings, of the ancients.

'''^

h^3S ^ LU I have translated these two words by ' the functions of a secretary/ taking the word

h. IJLa for the trade or occupation, and h 'J^ for the office of a K^tib or secretary.

«
i- 4k

5s Ahii-1-motref 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn j^^^ Shahid, 'the son of the martyr. 1 am not certam,

however, whether this word is to be pronounced Shahid or Shoheyd, (which latter is the diminutive, and

means ' the little martyr,') since instances of both names are very frequent in the history of the Spanish

Arabs, engaged as they were in continual war with the Christians. Ibn Khallekan gives the life of a

famous Wizir and poet, whose name was Abil 'A'mir Ahmed Ibn Shoheyd, and who was the son of Abt^

Mer^van 'Abdu-l-malek Ibn Shoheyd. one of the Wizirs of 'Abdn-r-rahm^n III. ;
and Casiri speaks

also of a certain Ahmad Ben Ahdelmalek Abu Amer Ben Shahid, who, he says, was a good physician.

medicos non contmnmdus (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 135, c. 1). It is not improbable, therefore, that

he was the father or the grandfather of the individual here mentioned, in which case Shoheyd is to be

substituted for Shahid.

^ Ibnu-1-heyttar, or ' the son of the farrier.' The word^ Beyttar (in Sp. albeytar, meaning ' a

horse-doctor *) is the surname of a famous naturaUst, a native of Malaga, whose entire name was

Dhiy^u-d-diu 'Abdullah Ibn Ahmed Ibnu-1-beyttar, who flourished in the seventh century of the Hijra.

Al-makkari gives, together with some interesting details, the life of Ibnu-1-beyttar in the fifth book of

the first part, fo. 198, verso. But as Casiri (vol. i. p. 276. c. 2) has also given his life, translated

from Abu-l-fed6 and Leo Africanus, I forbear adding any more on the subject.

61 Al-merwani is the general patronymic of the Sultdns of the house of Umeyyah or Merw&n who

reigned in Spain. The sovereign here alluded to must be either Al-hakem Al-muatanser-billah, the ninth

Sultan of that family, or his son, Hishdm II.. since Abii Mansik ^1^ Nazar 'Aziz-biUsh. sOn/bf Mo'ezz-

billah, the sixth Khalif of the dynasty of the 'Obeydites or Fatimites of Egypt, began to reign m three

hundred and sixty-five of the Hijra (a. d. 975-6). Naz^r having died in BelWs in the year three

hundred and eighty-six (a. d. 996-7), his contemporaries in Spain could be no others than Al-hakem,
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wko died in 336, and HisMm 11. during hi, minority. See D'Herb. (voc. Az.) who cal^ h.m, b,

l^.B.rar instead ot i^.„... hi. real name, as may be seen in Ibn KhaUeUan (No. 769 ..Ty «.).

Abn-l-U. ^». M0.1. vol. iv. p. S25, Al-n>akln, p. 243, and Casiri, Bii. Ar. H..p. M.c. vol. n. p. 194.

«2 These verses are the same as those given at Note 13, p. 329, with some slight difference.

=» This individual was the son of a celebrated poet mentioned by Casiri in vol. ii. p. 45 of his Bib. Ar.

Hisp. Esc. under the name of Aiu Ame^ AlpMra,iu. BuUa.ra,in. Ibnn D"--"
^™f ^''^^^fl^;

orTamily name for all the kings of Toledo, it is not easy to determme to wh.ch of them Ibn Ab, A m,

flUed the office of Wizlr ; for although Casiri says that his father flourished m the fifth century of the

Hijra, the three kings who ruled in Toledo lived within the same century.

64
c;-

\
CJo^ J-JL-* Lh(—?

iUi i_jUl La-O-*AIJ

e. There was no Sultan of Valencia called Merwan. much less Menvan Ibn 'AbchUah as the autho

as^erts (see p. BS). The only two independent governors of that aty were Abdi-1- az.z, son of

'Ihtr—, Jd grandson of the celebrated Ab. 'A'.ir Al-n^ans^r, and his son and succe^or

•Abdu-l-.* s^ed Al-^adhfer. who was dispossessed by his father-, law

^^—J^^^^
n-ntin, King of Toledo, as here stated. See Casiri. Bih. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol n. p. 21o, and Conde.

Hist, de la Dom. pp. 43. 50, et passim.

66
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Such is the reading of these verses in all the copies to which I have had access. However, s,ne

the above was printed I have found this distich in a collection of poems made at Granada by an

^on^ous write' of that city, and dedicated to the Sultln AbtU-heiSiY« of the famdy of Nasser

who reigned from a.h. 733 to 765. The MS., which is in my possession, is a small quarto of

ahoutfour hundred pages, entitled y.lj J 1 J^W Mi,.-fe-^«.^*.> (flowery gardens). The verses

are there given as the composition of the governor of Valencia, who is said to have uttered them

extempore on receiving the intelUgence of his removal and the appomtment of hts successor. The

reading, too, is exactly the same, with the exception of the word ^ in the first hem,st>ch of the

first verse, which is there replaced by J -a circumstance which, in my opinion, considerably alters the

meaning of the first verse^ thus,

—

. No wonder if after I am gone the people of this place remain in the dark. The day dawned

' for them, but they shall have no evening.

'The new governor .vill be like the stars in heaven, which never begm to brighten until the sun

' is quite hidden in the West.'

I believe this translation to be more correct than that which I have given, since this comparison of

h«f to the sun, and his successor to the stars, renders it probable that the word o^. yasud means
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here 'to be in the dark/ and not * to govern/ a meaning of which it equally partakes, and which I

had in the first instance adopted*

67 *oU-j ^Ijw^b ...^ J jj
4«

ih\ ci^OiuI c^-^1 u:^.I;Uj

^_Ui _j StJUter^' ^ Jo! J
4 +

^^ V^' As-samir means 'he who holds nightly confabulations.' I have been unable to find an

account of this poet.

69 ^
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It must be observed that during the middle period of Arabian domination in Spain, that is, from the taking

of Cordova by the Berbers in four hundred and three to the arrival of the Almoravides in four hundred

and eighty-seven of the Hijra (a. d. 1012-1094), almost the whole of that country was ruled by inde-

pendent chieftains, most of them Africans, who had served under Al-mansdr, and who, at the extinction

of the Khalifate, shared among themselves the dominions of the Beni Umeyyahi. Sprung from a

race which the Arabs despised, the rulers of Andalus became the subject of many a satirical poem,

and the public animadversion was every where excited against them. When, in the course of.time,

the LamtiSnnah, the Senh&jah, the Beni Merin, and other African tribes bordering upon the deserts .

of Si'idan, were called upon to prop up the falling empire of the Arabs, and, crossing the Str^ut,

inundated Spain, they were considered rather as conquerors than as friends, the shafts of satire were

bitterly exercised against them, and many a poet paid with his head a few witty or sarcastic expressions.

See App, A,, p, xx. .
".
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The author of the Karttds, who gives also this verse, adds the fallowing

:

J-'..
JwiLJl 'ij ti_j' 4 • ^j-^. ^ ^j-^-H. ^^

ik

' Let him build it as strong as he likes, the hand of fate will nevertheless reach him.'

'Abdullah Ibn Balkm Ibn Bddis Ibn Habiis, the last Sultan of the ZeyrJ dynasty in Granada, was a

Berber of the Senhdjah tribe.
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^2 Mohammed AbCi Yahya Ibn Samadeh, sumamed Al-mu'atassem-biUah (he who relies oiiGod),

was not, properly speaking, deprived of his kingdom as here ^serted, but died during the siege

of his capital by the Almoravides, in a. h. four hundred and eighty-four (a.d. 1091). '"sSee Gasiri,\fitJ.

Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. pp. 40, 214 ; and Conde, Hist, de la Dom, vol. ii. p. 172.
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='« The life of this author is to be found in Ibnu-1-abbar (Arab. MS. in the Nat. Lib. Mad., Gg. 13).

His words are as follow :~" Abii-l-kasim, or Abii Zeyd 'Abdu-r-rahm&n Ibnu-1-khattib Abi Mohammed

" 'Abdiilah Ibni-I-khattib Abi 'Amr Ahmed Ibn Abi-1-hasan Asba^h Ibn Huseyn Ibn ^J^Ji^^ Sa'dun

" Ibn Redwiin Ibn Fattih, one of the conquerors of Andalus. Such was the genealogy of the Imam

As-sohayli Al-khath'ami, according to Abii-l-khattab Ibn Dih'yah, who held it front the mouth

of the author himself. As-sohayli is well known as the author of several excellent works, among

" which are numbered the ^_sjl!l j_^.^ 'untouched garden,' being a commentary on the life and

" actions of our Prophet Mohammed ; kH! ^^X^Hl ^^ ^Jf!,\ ^ *^\ l^ >iblil j ^.^' u-? '-0

" ' the book of the acquaintance with and explanation of the proper names contained in the Koran,

" which are still obscure ; ' j:ill ^tu 'the conceptions of the mind,' with several others. According

" to the above-mentioned writer (Ibn Dih'yah) As-sohayll showed great talents for poetry, until his

" fame reaching- the Solt&n of Morocco, he was by him invited to come to his court, where he was

" much distinguished and loaded with presents. He died in that city in the year 581 of the Hijra,

" on a Thursday, the twenty-sixth of Sha'ban. His birth took place in Malaga in the year 508.

" Towards the end of his life As-sohayli entirely lost the use of his eyes."

-• c ^

Ibnu-l-abbar adds that „,_;»JLk^^ Al-khath'ami, written and pronounced as above, was the patro-

nymic of those who derive their genealogy from the tribe of Khath'am Ibn Ammdr. The life of

As-sohayli is to be found, in nearly the same terms, in Ibn Khallekan (Tyd. Ind. 379), and in the

Hayydtu-l-haywdn by Ad-demiri, voc. Andk. The latter author, however, adds another to the list of

As-sohayli's productions given by Ibnu-l-abbar and Ibn Khallekan, the title of which, Jjl^^l \^^3S

JLe. Jl 'the book of the premises of the garden,' is not to be found in Haji Khalfah's Bibliographical

Dictionary.

^* Considering the age of As-sohayli this must allude to an incursion which Alfonso VI., the conqueror

of Toledo, made into the very heart of the Moslem dominions some time previous to the taking of that city,

and which the author of the jKarWos describes thus. "In this year, (a.h.474,) Alfonso (whom may God

" curse !) moved on at the head of innumerable forces of the Rum, Basques, and Galicians, together

with other nations of Christians, intent upon the destruction and subjection of the entire Moslem

territory. In order to accomplish his aim he divided his army into several bodies, and these

he dispatched under the command of trusty generals to lay waste and destroy a given portion of

" the country held by the believers. He himself, at the head of his best bands, plunged far into the

districts surrounding Seville, and began to burn and destroy the crops, to set on fire the villages

and towns, to kill or carry into captivity their inhabitants, and to commit all sorts of depredations :

in this way he marched until he appeared in sight of Seville, and remained three days wasting the

" fields in the neighbourhood of that city, and destroying and setting on fire several towns and villages

east of that capital. He then went to Shidhiinah and did the same ; they further relate that, having

advanced as far as Jezirah-Tarif (Tarifa). he spurred his horse into the waves of the Mediter-

" ranean, and exclaimed, ' This is the extremity of Andalus. and my feet have trampled the whole of

" its surface.'
"

No account of this expedition, which took place four years before the conquest of Toledo, is to be

found in Conde.
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"^ Tlie opinion here expressed, and which has already been recorded elsewhere (see p. 50, ajid Note

108, p. 357), is also entertained by Ibnu-l-abb^r (Arab. MS. in the Nat, Lib, Mad., Gg. 13), as well as

by ibn Khallekan in the life of As-sohayh (No. 379, Tyd. Ind.), as stated by the author.

There is now no town of this name in the neighbourhood of Malaga, although one must have existed as

late as the end of the fourteenth century, since it is mentioned by Ibnu-1-khattIb in his itinerary. See

Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 161, c. 1.

'^ w y'jjJ^ Skantobus in all the copies. There is, however, no village of this name now on the baiiks

of the Guadalquivir, Idrisi speaks occasionally of a town called ^iXljjui Shanbo$k or ^^ kjj^ Shani^nish,

but he places it near Silves, in Portugal, and far from the Guadalquivir, \^(s?,Jl ^-HAitfw is ' sweet

basil/ in Sp. ar-raydn. The verses are as follow :
.-'

- <
>

u-r"-
** 1

X-X^ i uu-

U*'

^J^J ty-* -J '^b cr* c/^

*i

^p J ^JJ! t>^J' ^/
w - ... X - —

_

^^ JoUrs" means 'a woman who makes cheese,' from yaian (cheese). The Spaniards call certain calce?
*

made of cheese and honey al-mojahanas. See p. 367, Note 20.

'^ .Lii! ^k)t^ ' the monastery of the dust.' This Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-1-wahhab Ibn 'All Al-m-^aki

is the same individual mentioned at p. 50, in the description of Malaga.

80
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8i Instead of i^\U\ At-tar6wah, B. reads Z\M
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^ This is the same individual mentioned at p. 38, and Note 40, p. 340. I read in Ibnu-1-khattib, who

gives his life, that his entu-e name was Abii 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn MesMd Ibn Khalsah Ibn Faraj

Ibn Mujdhid Ibn Abi-1-khiss^. He -was bora at Burgaleyt (Burgalet), in the district of Segura and

province of Jaen, in four hundred and sixty-five (a.d. 1072-3), and died at the taking of Cordova by Ibn

Ghflniyyah, in the month of Dhi-1-hajjah, a.h. five hundred and forty {July, a.d. 1146).

There is here a Jeu de mots in the word ^..^iz, which admits of a double meaning, namely, ' the stalk of

a hunch of grapes/ and ' an unruly or disobedient slave.'

^ Abii Bekr Ibnu-1-monkhol is mentioned in Casiri, Bib, Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 94. J_5^'

Al-monkhol means ' a sieve.' As to Abu Bekr HJl Al-mallah, I believe him to be no other than the

poet Abu Bekr Al-molh, mentioned by Al-fafh, apud Casiri, Bth. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 104; the

difference in then* names arising merely from the various ways of writing or pronouncing the same

word. My copy of the Kaldyid has, like the one in the Escurial Library, ^sJ^l Al-molh ; that in the

British Museum, No. 9579, fo. 48, which is no doubt more correctly written than either of the two, reads

JJI Al-molj ; the copy of the Matmah, also in the British Museum, No. 9580, fo. 69, verso, AJi

Al-maleh; but as aU the copies of Al-makkari have HJl * the salt-merchant,' I have not hesitated to

write Al-malldh. A salt-pit is still called in Andalusia Maleha, and among the states granted by

Ferdinand to the last King of Granada, after the surrender of that city, one was the salt- pits of la Maleha,

See Marmol, Ueb. de los Mor. p. 19.

84

^! <«? tiU'l— literally * he who begins is wrong.'
t*

^ The whole merit of this dialogue consists in the answers being uttered so as to agree with the

questions both in measure and in rhyme. Exercises of this kind were very much to the taste of the

Arabs, and are even now not uncommonly practised by the Spaniards, whose language is very well suited,

by its richness and flexibility, for all sorts of poetical composition :
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These verses are printed somewhat different to what they are in the principal MS., the reading of which I

have corrected by means of the other copies. The name of the poet is written thus, ^_y^jJt

8" A volume containing the collection of poems of this Ibrahim Ibn Sahl, who was also named Abd

Is'hak, is preserved in the Esc. Lib., No. 379. His name might also be written J_^_« Sohl.

. ' -
,

Abii Hayyan, the grammarian, named a few lines lower, is Athiru-d-din Abii Hayyan Mohammed,

whose life I have given elsewhere (see Note 25, p. 423), translated from Al-makkari.

Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibn Abi Nasr Al-fat'h Al-kaysi is the same as Ibn Khdkan, the author of the

Kaldyidu-l-'ikiydn, so often quoted by the author in the course of his narrative.

^3 The title of this itinerary in Arabic is 'i^^\ J iuill J^j *-^ 1^ 'k)^\ ^lU L-jlji"

'kxM\ . &Co ,i/-c^ Jl ^^H^yl which, literally translated, means 'the filling of the knapsack

,
\ - \ I

with information collected during a long absence spent in a holy peregrination to the blessed spots

of Mekka and Medina/ Only the fifth volume, out of many which composed the work, is preserved

in the Escurial Library, No. 1680. Casiri, who gave the life of the author, translated from Ibna-

1-khattib, called him sometimes Ben Roshd (see vol, ii, p. 86), and at others Ben Eashid (see ib.,

pp. 151, 334. 339). His true name was Abii 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn 'Omar Ibn Rashid, a native

of Ceuta, where he was bom in six hundred and fifty-seven (a, d, 1258-9) ; he died at Fez, in Moharram,

A. H- seven hundred and twenty-one (February, a, d, 1231), Besides the above volume of travels, there

are in the Esc. Lib. two more works by this author, marked 1780 and 1803.

^^ Abil 'Abdillah Ibn Marz6k At-telemsani, The entire name of this individual, who was one of the

masters of Lis&nu-d-dm Ibnu-1-khattib, was Abxl 'Abdillah Mohammed, son of Ab\i 'Abdillah Mohammed

Ibn Mohammed Ibn Abi Bekr Ibn Marz^k ^^.^.^s^' Al-'ajisi. Al-makkari treats of him in the third book

of the second part, relative to the masters and tutors of Ibnu-1-khattib, He wrote several works on

various subjects. (See Bib, Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol, i. pp. 82, 179, 188, 524, 531.) He died at Fez in

seven hundred and eighty-one of the Hijra (a-d. 1379-80).
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^^ This is the same author mentioned at p, 114, and Note 5, p. 404.

^^ Az-zamakhshari is the patronymic of one of the most celebrated Mohamniedan divines and
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commentators on the Koran, whose entire name was Abu-1-kasim Mahmiid Ibn 'Omar Ibn Moliammed

Ibn 'Omar Az-zamakhshari. According to Ibn Khallek^n {Tyd. Ind. 721) he followed at first the

religious opinions of the Mo'tazelis or Mo'tazelites, but towards the end of his life he became orthodox

and embraced the sect of Abii Hanifah. See also Abii-l-feda, An. Mosl. torn. iii. p. 488, et seq. ;

Schultens in Pre/. adNaviabig.; Pococke, Sp. Hist. Ar. p. 354 ; D'Herb. Bih, Or. voc. Zamakschuri.

^ yJl Al-'azz. I think this individual is the same wliom Ibnu-1-khattib mentions, although inci-

dentally, in his history of Granada, as having made a collection of lyric poems, with copious notices

of their authors. He flourished in the sixth century of the Hijra, but his surnames, patronymic, and

birth-place, are not stated.

^ Ibnii-1-khattib, in his history of Granada, speaks of an author whose name and description answer

to those of the individual here mentioned. His entire name was Mohammed Ibn Ibrahim Ibnu-1-faraj,

Icno-wn by the surname of Ibnu-d-dabbagh (the son of the dyer). He resided the greatest part of his

life in Granada, where he made himself conspicuous by his learning and the works which he wrote.

He was a native of Ronda, where he died on a Fiiday, the first day of the month of ShawwSl of the year

668, at the hour of prayers, just as the people were going out of the mosque.

Casiri, who translated the life of this author. Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. voL ii, p. 82> committed a serious

mistake, which I think it necessary to rectify. He first of all made Ibnu-d-dabbagh a native of Seville,

of which the MS. says nothing, and then he called him a professor of theology and jurisprudence to the

Royal College of Granada, and to another which he denominates ' the college of the son of Azrah ' {in

Regio Qranatemi Collegio Jurisprudentiam, theologiam vero in CoUegio Azr<E Filii dicto pr<elegit), Tl\e

passage stands thus in Ibnu-l-khattib : ^yc\^ «UaJl '-^,LJ^ j^'^^' 1^^ X f-cls^ lyl

« * £j lii
'. y .^ J h^ .^-^ J ^..}^^ b ^iJb \}\ _;

i^Ull ^Jo.libJl
5 £:^>''

^C

f f

f<

His readings : he read in the principal mosque of Granada upon jurisprudence and the foundations of

law, the higher sources of tradition, and the principal articles of faith, and his lessons were attended

by the principal inhabitants of Granada. He also gave lectures in the mosque jdmi\ close to the

gate of the potters, and in the mosque of 'Adhrah, and in other places/' Passages like this, loosely

or badly translated, have given rise to several mistakes on the part of most of the compilers on

kispano-ATabic history \ and if the Royal College, literary institutions, and universities of Granada,

of which M. de Viardot speaks with so much enthusiasm in his Trem de VUstoire des Arabes et des Mores

en Espagne, Paris, 1833, had no other foundation to staiid upon than the loose records of Casiri and

his mis- translations, we should be obliged a little to reduce the high ideas we entertain of the extent

of education among the Arabs.

97
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Instead of ^x (which mates its plural ^A) 'a wedding' and 'wedlock,' whence the Spanish

arras is derived, B. reads ^^.sl which has no meaning. I have never met with the name of this poet,

:.y.ill Al-fakhkkdr, whence the Spanish alfaharero, meaning 'a potter.'
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^^ I suppose the author means Al-hakem IL, surnamed Al-mustanser-billah, Sultdn of Cordova, but

who the Alfonso here named, and whom Ibrdhim calls his master, may be, is not easily determined. The

author calls him, a few hnes higher, the conqueror of Toledo, by which Alfonso VI. only can be intended;

but, as Toledo was not taken until the year four hundred and seventy-eight of the Hijra (a.d, I0S5),

namely, one hundred and twelve years after the death of the Khalif Al-mustanser-billah Al-hakem, which

happened in three hundred and sixty-six (a.d, 976), the conjecture is inadmissible. On the other hand,

the only kings of Castile who were contemporaries with Al-hakem were Sancho thefat (from 955 to 967),

and Ramiro IIL (967 to 982). It is true that the last king of Saragossa, of the family of Hiid, took

likewise the title of Al-mustanser-billali, by which name he is generally designated by the historians of

the time ; but then the title of Khalif, which the author gives him, is misapplied, as it is ascertained

never to have been assumed in Spain after the overthrow of the Benl Umeyyah*

^ The name of this Jewish poet is written thus in B, . sj] ^1 j^Ul—The verses are as follow :

4^

j^lj ^"ll-Ul ^^ L^Tj^I / l^^LiJ- ^^,,A^ ^^yjl . Jl p\

^1^" ' the two moons' is here elegantly taken for the sun and moon.

One of the MSS. reads instead [A^ ,'. i^^j^jii" Ji which would considerably alter the meaning.

The name of the poetess is ^ j^" There is a jeti de mots in the word . -s^ which, pronounced jeram,

signifies 'a crime,' 'a sin,' and yVm, 'the body/ * the colour,* or 'the sound of an object.'

i^* The title of this work is ^1 ^_jLUl id^l—that is, *the supplement to the SUah: The word

^ silah means 'a joint/ and also *a gift/ but from the manner in which I have seen that word

employed I rather incline to the former. Both works are preserved in the Esc. Lib. See Nos, 1670 and

1672 of Casiri's catalogue.

«^ ^^,[_ii_i- ^ ^y_J^l , .-. j^UH! ^_ JL^^l -

1

c s

The repetition of the words akdrib, 'relations/ and 'akdrib, 'scorpions,' seems to be the only merit of

these verses. Akhu-r-rejdlo mina-l-abd*adi wa-l-akdribo Id takdraba. An al-akdriba kaVakdribi an ^skadd

mina-l-'akdribi, 'Akrab, whence the Spanish alacran is derived, means *a scorpion/

U»3 --J^l ^U^! J u-->jkjl L—jLii is the title of Ibn Dih'yah's work as given by Al-makkari,

which might very well be translated ' the book of the seeker of amusement among the works of Western
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poets.' But Hajl Khalfah (voc. Muttrib), and Ibn KhalleUn in the author's Ufe (Tyd. Consp., No. 508),

substitute ^ for J which renders the meaning clearer. M. Weyers, in his Spec. crit. exUb, locos de

Ibn Khacani, Lug. Bat. 1831, p. 7. has read the word ^^ differently, thus, Mattreh. and translated

the title of that work by Musici loci e carminihus incokrum Maghrebi. It is impossible, however, to

decide which is the true reading; the former appears to me more natural.

Abii.l-khattdb 'Omar Ibn Dih'yah was born, according to Ibn Khallekan (loco laudato), in five hundred

and forty-four (a. d. 1149-50), and died in six hundred and sixty-three (a. d. 1264-5), in Cairo.

Ibnu-l-abbir, who has given a short account of him in his Bagh'yatu-l-multamis (Arab. MS. in the

Nat. Lib. Mad.. Gg. 13), says that Ibn Dih'yah was called ^^,^^ ^j DM-msibeyn, viz., 'he of

the two genealogies,' because he claimed on his father's and mother's side the descent from the Prophet.

iw On Al-ghos&niyyah the reader may consult Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 150. That

writer, however, makes her a native of Seville, instead of Bejemh, a village close to Almeria, or forming

part of that city, as I have already sho^vn. Note 122, p. 359.

m The science of prosody is called by the Arabs ^^/\ ^^ 'Ilmu-l-'arddh; hence the name of

^^^1 Al-'arfidhiyyah. which this poetess received.-^1 J J-*UJl Al-MmU fi'-Uoghah is the

title of a voluminous work by the famous grammarian and poet Abxl-l-'abb^s Mohammed Ibn Yezid

Al-mubarrad, who died, according to Ibn Khallekan (Tyd. Ind., No. 647). in a.h. two hundred and

eighty-five or two hundred and eighty-six (a.d. 898-9). See also Abi.-1-feda, An. Mod. vol. ». p. 282.

and De Sacy, Relat. de I'Egypte, &c., p. 481. note 31. as well as D'Herb. voc. Moharred.-^^\^^\

An-nawddir (novelties) is the title of a philological work by KhA 'All-l-k^i Isma'il Ibnu-1-kdsim, a

famous Spanish rhetorician, who flourished towards the middle of the fourth century of the Hijra,

under the reign of An-nassir lidin-iUah, the seventh Sultan of the family of Umeyyah in Spain. (See

Casiri. Bib. Ar. Hisp, Esc. vol. ii. p. 136. and D'Herb. voc. Cali.) A further notice of this writer

will be given under the reign of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n III.

106
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Instead of UiJ in the second verse, B. reads y&jdJ which neither alters the sense nor spoils the

measure. This authoress is the same of whom mention has been made under the chapter on Granada.

See p. 45, and Note 85, p. 351.

iw Abv^ Ja'far Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-mdlik ibn Sa'id was the paternal uncle of Abd-1-hasan 'Ali Ibn Miisa

Ibn Sa'id, whose life I have given in Note 1 to the first chapter, p. 309. A very circumstantial and

interesting account of both Abdu-l-m^ik and his son Ahmed is likewise to be read in the Biographical

Dictionary of Ibnu-1-khattib. I shall therefore translate here the account given by the Granadian his-

torian of the two members of this distinguished family, taking care to suppress the numerous poetical

: quotations with which, according to the general fashion of Arabic biographers, the narrative is inter-
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spersed. " Ahmed Ibn 'AbdM-malik Ibn Sa'id Ibn Khalf Ibn Said Ibn Khalf Ibn Sa'ld Ibn 'AbdiUah

" Ibn Sa'ld Ibn Al-^hasan Ibn 'Othmdu Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'AbdiUah Ibn Sa'id Ibn 'Amm^ Ibn ^b
" Yasir, one of the companions of the Prophet, was an offspring of the noble stock of the Beni SaMd of the

" tribe of -i^ 'Ans, who, as is well known, have been for many centuries established at t_rtA3:^, i*Jj

" Karat Yahseb, known also by the name of KaVat Beni Sa'id, in the territory of this city (Granada).

" Tlie first individual of this illustrious family who left the East to settle in this country was 'Abdullah

'' Ibn Sa'ld Ibn 'Ammar Ibn Ydsir, who occupied a distinguished place among the Yemeni Arabs who
'* fixed their domicile in Cordova, His house, which stood near the bridge, was well known, and

" among his posterity many obtained the charges of "Wizirs, Kfitibs, commanders of the forces, Kddis,

" and governors of provinces, as we shall have opportunity to show hereafter,.

"As to the distinguished individual whom \ve are now describing, he was, in the words of £>-lL^i1

'* Al-malahi, one of the most eminent among the literati of his time, and his productions in prose as well as

'* in verse attracted the notice and brought forth the applause of all the learned among his contemporaries,

" He is further described by his nephew, Abli-1-hasan 'Ali Ibn Sa'id, in the history which he published

'' of his family, under the title of ss^:^ Aj .^^\ J Joj^mJ! JQaJt At-tdWn^s-saHd f( akhbdri-heni

*' Sa'ld, ' happy constellation on the liistory of the Beni SaMd,' as having shown from his early youth

'' th^ greatest ardour in the acquisition of learning, and the most wonderful facility both in composing

'^ verses and retaining by heart those of famous poets. His masters were ^(^i^ ^) Ibn Khafijah,

" f)I^VJ' •/' Ibnu-z-zakk^k, and other eminent authors of his time. He had a most amiable disposition,

"' besides great tenderness of soul, and was very much attached to women, and especially to Hafsah,

'* the famous poetess who flourished in Granada in the sixth century of the Hijra, and whose adventures

" we have related elsewhere.

" "When the Sultan 'Abdu-1-milmen appointed his son Sidi Abil Sa'id to be governor of Granada, ,

'* the reputation of Ahmed, who was then residing in this capital, was so great, owing to his immense
'* learning, and his beautiful compositions in prose and verse, which were in the mouth of every one,

'* that the governor did not hesitate to raise him to the rank of Wizir and intrust him with the

" administration of public affairs; but this high distinction was the immediate cause of his untimely

" and disastrous death, for, as we have related in our history of Granada, entitled J ^jJoJl ^-sv^'

'' h j^\ x^jL> 'the rays of the full moon on the history of the Beni Nasser* (No. 1771 in the

*' Esc, Lib,), the governor, Abli Sa'id, having fallen passionately in love with Hafsah, the poetess,

'' she was persuaded to abandon her former lover, and to accept the gallantries of the governor,

'* who, from that moment, conceived a great dislike for Ahmed, deprived him of his honours and
'* dignities, and began to show him his enmity upon every occasion. However, Hafsah still continuing

" to receive her old friend at her house, Ahmed said to her one day, ' What good canst thou expect

'* from that huge slave? (meaning the governor, who was of a dark olive complexion;) I can procure

"thee a better one from the black slave*market for less than twenty dinars/ These, and similar

" expressions which Ahmed was in the habit of uttering, to indulge in his satirical propensities, and
'' show his jealousy of the governor, having reached the ears of the latter, were the cause of his ruin,

" as we shall presently see.

" The father and brothers of Ahmed, being all averse to the reigning dynasty of the Al-muwdhhediin

" (Almohades), were the secret partisans of ibn Mardanish, who had, some, time previously^ reused the
r

'' standard of revolt in the eastern districts of Andalus. They, therefore, began to solicit Ahmed
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" to join them in the undertaking. One day his brother Mohammed and his father 'Abdu-l-mnHk

came up to him and said, ' Thy verses, we are told, have been reported to the governor, who is

highly indignant ; they will, we have no doubt, be the cause of thy death, and of the ruin of all

" our family ; and, by Allah ! as long as this country is ruled by the people of that dynasty (meaning

*' the Almohades) there is no security for us. Better die in the attempt to establish our independence

" than remain here exposed to continual danger under the paw of this lion.' It was ttien agreed

" between them that Ahmed and his brother 'Abda-r-rahman should repair to the family castle and

" there rise in favour of Ibn Mardanish, in which undertaking they were to be assisted by their

"relative JU^ Hatim Ibn Sa'id ; this being determined upon, they wrote to that chief, and soon

" afterwards received an answer to their message, bidding them hasten to put their design into

" execution. But, unluckily for the Beni Sa'id, either the affair transpired, or they feared tliat it

" would ; certain it is, that, before the time fixed for the outbreak, 'Abdu-r-rahman and Hatim fled

*' precipitately from Granada and took refuge in their castle, where, the enterprise meeting with

entire success, they made preparations to defend it against their enemies, Ahmed, however, left

Granada with his servants and slaves, but too late; he was closely pursued by the troops of the

" governor, so that, being unable to reach the castle in time, he changed his direction, and entered

" Malaga, where he hid himself, hoping to be able, when the storm had passed, to embark for Valencia

" and join the army of Ibn Mardanish, But aU was in vain ; he could not escape the searching eyes of

" the governor, who thirsted for revenge; he was discovered, seized, and soon afterwards executed,

'* His nephew, Abii-1-hasan 'Ah, says, *I was told by Al-hasan Ibn ^JjJ Duwayrah, who was in

** Malaga at the time of my uncle's arrest, that having obtained permission to visit him in prison he

*' went to the place of his confinement, and could not help shedding abundant tears when he saw him

" with fetters on his hands and feet ; and that my uncle, observing his grief, remarked to him, ' Are those

" tears shed for my sake,—for me, who have enjoyed all the pleasures that this world could procure, who
" have fed upon the breasts of fowls, drunk out of crystal cups, rode on the best steeds, slept upon the

" softest couches, dressed in the finest silks and brocades, been lighted with tapers of the purest wax, and

*' received the embraces of the fairest maidens? Here am I in the hands of justice, waiting for the

" punishment of offences which neither admit of excuse nor deserve pardon,—the necessaiy consequence

'* of fate.' To which Ibn Duwayrah replied, ' How am I not to shed tears over one who is so eloquent

" as thou art, and of whom the world will soon be deprived ?
' He then left him, and saw him no more,

" except on the cross in the hands of the executioner, (may God show him mercy !)

'

" It is related by Hatim Ibn Sa'id that he heard his relative, Ahmed, repeatedly say to Hafsah,

" during their intimacy, ' by Allah ! Hafsah, thou only wilt be the cause of my death,' He says, also,

" that when the news of her lover's death was brought to her, she put on mourning clothes, showed

" great sorrow, and reproached herself as having been the cause of his death. The execution of Ahmed
" Ibn 'Abdu-I-malik Ibn Said happened in the month of Jum^di i, of the year five hundred and fifty-

" nine of the Hijra (April, a.d. 1164)/'

Abli Ja'far was an excellent poet; he wrote also several works in prose. Conde, who calls him Abu

Giafar Ben Said de Ania, instead of Al-'ansi, has given a translation of some of his verses. See Hist, de

la Dom. vol, ii, p. 358.

^^'^
i^h>- khaymah, in Spanish aljaima, is 'a hut,' such as men to whom the care of vineyards is

intrusted erect all over Spain to this day. It is built with branches of trees, in a conical shape, with a

hole on the top for the passage of the smoke.
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Instead of ^^aoiiJl aUkafas, 'a cage/ (whence the Spanish alcahaz, which has the same meaning,)

two of the copies read ^waiiil! which is no doubt a mistake. These verses, as indeed most poetical

extracts in this work, are given with considerable variety in the different copies. The expression which

I have translated, perhaps too freely, by 'we were all broken down by the jolting trot of our steeds,' is

ijc^y tjW-?" !A^ jj S which literally means ' through the violent shaking of the horses* bells^^ Jdljol is

a bell, (in Spanish cencerro,) which it was then the fashion to attach under the neck of a horse or mule.

It is stiU a universal custom throughout Spain.

^^^ Ahmed Ibn Faraj, a distinguished poet of the court of Al-hakem II., of Cordova, wrote a collection

of poems under the title of ijliXs^' 'enclosed gardens/ which he is said to have dedicated to that

monarch. (See Conde, Hist, de la Dora. voL i, p, 480.) The work was unknown to Haji Khalfah.

^^^ The name of iuj J! t.,,^^: Zeynab Al-murabiyyah does not occur in Ibnu-1-khattib, but I find

^ C J
that of his sister jj tV^ Hamdah, who is said to have been the daughter of Zey&d the scribe C^oLC^l

and born at *k^* uS"^^* Wdda-1-jummah, near the town of ^ctJb Bddi, in the district of Guadix, That

author does not give the year of her death, although he quotes some of her verses. Ibnu-1-abbir (Arab,

MS- in the Nat, Lib, Mad,, Gg. 13) calls her s i^r*- Hamzah, which might be an error of the copyist^

as both AUmakkari, in all the copies, and Ibnu-l-khattlb, have Hamdah, .

-^

^^^ Casiri has given an account of this poetess translated from Ibnu Bashkfiwah See Bibi Ar, Hisp.

Esc. vol. ii, p. 150-

i-'
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113 Lj_j_j—<wJl j-^^ I—)iX.x-«jJ Li Jk^j^ Jl

!
t4 'J

^M ^ »'* .^1 ^Lf !ol

'Abdu-l-milmen, the founder of the dynasty of the Alniohades in Spain, pretended to be descended from

'All Ibn Abi Talib ; the poetess therefore nieans, " that while engaged in recording or stnd}ang' traditions

" respecting the family of the Prophet she could not help thinking of him,"

^^^ I am not sure that the name of this poetess is to be pronounced Ummu-l-hind ; it might as well be

spelt TJmmU'Uhand. There is mention made in Ibnu-1-khattib of a certain Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-1-hakk

Ibn Ahi4-kfeim Ibn A^r 'Attiyyah, who was secretary to Mohammed V., King of Granada, in seven

hundred and fifty-six of the Hijra (a,d. 1355-6), but I am inclined to beheve that the person here

designated is no other than the famous Mohammedan divine 'Abdu-1-hakk Ibn Gli61ib Ibn 'Attiyyah,

who was governor of Almeria, and wrote a commentary on. the Koran in several volumes, of which the

eighth is preseived in the Esc, Lib., No, 1280. See Casiri, Bih. Ar. Hisp, Esc. voL ii. p. 106.

11^ This is no doubt the same poet whom Casiri (Bib. Ar, Hisp. Esc. voL i- p. 122) mentions under

the name of Abu Amer Ben Yanek Consul, although what he means by Consul I cannot guess. His entire

name was Abi't 'A'mir Mohammed Ibn Yahya Ibn Khalifah Ibn Yank, or Ibn Yanek, for I find this last

name differently written in the various copies of the Kaldyid. Ibn Khukdn, who gives his life in his

KaldyidU'l'ikiydn, places him among those poets who obtained the rank of "Wizir. He died in five

hundred and forty-seven of the Hijra (a,d. 1152-3).

116
* «

» 4

rik

4^

Instead of hXi I read ixjj in A., and l^joo instead of l^j^J The epitome also reads L^jJi 1_.A^

L^ instead of the reading I have adopted, and which I believe to be the most correct.

n?
j^««MJ « *

t *

IJOU ^ ^.5-5-*J' j'-^' '^ '
44

G

^1 i^^ ^ym ^ ^
*^^ The patronymic Ash-shelbiyyah is derived from (^

Portugal.

Shelb or Shilb (Silves), a town in

^^^ This is the same poetess mentioned at p. 45, and Note 82, p. 35 L

^ L

\

»=» The name of this poetess 'i^ Bahjah (beauty) is written ^^ Mohjah in one of the copies.

Casiri speaks of a poetess of this name, but he makes her a native of Granada.

^-1 r

-r H 1
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CHAPTER IV.

The whole of chapters iv. and Y. is, as the author himself states, traijscribed from the Kitdbu4-

mugh'ribfi hoU-l-rmghreb , by Abil-l-hasan 'All Ibn Sa'id, the author mentioned at Note 1, p. 309. Their

contents will be found highly interesting, as conveying an idea of the extent and genius of the Hispano-

Arabic literature at the period of its greatest splendour. The former, especially, which contains the

account of works and authors from the conquest of Spain up to the overthrow of the dynasty of

Umeyyah, is in itself invaluable, as it gives the titles of many interesting works, now. I fear, lost to the

world, and which are in vain looked for in H4ji Khalfah and other Arabian bibhographers. The additions

made by Ibnu Sa'id have also their merit ; but, unluckily, from the system of writing of the Arabs, the

value of these two fragments is very much reduced ; for if the scholar learns thereby the names of the

authors, and the titles of many works, he is also left entirely in the dark as to their respective merits, or

at least the judgments passed by the authors are not of a nature to remove the veil. He will have

therefore to judge for himself whenever the opportunity presents itself. The first fragment, viz. the

epistle of Ibnu-r-rabib, and the answer by Ibn Hazm, are written in that florid and inflated style so

much to the taste of the Arabs, and in a species of rhymed prose, similar to that of the Korfi.n, or that of

the Makdmdt of Hariri, and other rhetorical productions. Of the difficulties which such a style of

composition—strewed as it is with the most extravagant metaphors—presents in translating, only

Oriental scholars are able to judge. I shall, therefore, submit to their consideration such passages as are

obscure, or differently written in the various copies of the work.

Respecting the writer of the epistle (Abii 'All-l-hasan Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibni-r-rabib At-

temimi, of Cairwan,) I have been unable to obtain any information whatever, having perused in vain the

biographical dictionaries of authors and illustrious men of the epoch in which he lived. The epistle is

addressed to Abii-1-mugheyrah 'Abdu-1-wahhab Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahmin Ibn Sa'id Ibn Hazm,

whose life occurs in the Mattmah, by Al-fat'li. (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9580, fo. 53,) as well

as in the JadUwatu-l-muktahis, by Al-homaydi. (Ar. MS. in the Bodl. Lib. Oxon., Hunt. 464 ;) but,

although addressed to him, the answer is not written by him, as I shall remark hereafter.

The title of the epistle of Ibn Hazm, written in answer to that of his antagonist, is not to be found

in the copies of Hdji Khalfah which I have consulted, but I learn from Kheyr Ibn Khalifah, the author

of a bibliographical work (Ar. MS. in the Esc. Lib., No. 1667),~a production far more valuable than

that of the former author in all that respects the literature of the Spanish Moslems,—that it was entitled

lyUs.. /J. (J^^lil Jj,'^ J ijL, 'an epistle on the excellences of Andalus, and an account of

its illustrious men.
J

^ cUULj—The bogdtk, according to Golius, is an inferior kind of vulture. It is thus described by

Ad-demirj, in his Hayydtu-l-haywdn : " Bigdth or bogdth (for it may be written both ways) is a grey-

" coloured bird, somewhat larger than the ^i_. rakhmah (pelican ?) ; it is slow in its flight, is con*

" sidered of bad omen, and never chased by sportsmen/*

2 A. reads ^U-=^i „
t* i»

- r -

B. bUJ'—I have followed the former reading. According to

Ad-demiri (loco laudato) the |^Li_=- khoffdsh is a bird "which flies about at iiight, has a most

" singular shape, very small eyes, and is very short-sighted."
.

"
-
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:\-s
^ All the copies read ^Ul ^di}^ J u-ii'_jj_ ^^ u-i;U^. ^\ (—ail ^! ^ ^—fiiy ^1 i_ido ^^1

r^^=^ , bU J ^IjJ' ^ i_5*V 9' iJ^eaning, " if they gather determination enough to appear before

'* the public, they consider themselves as if they had surmounted insuperable obstacles, or won a

'* victory, &c/'

^ That is to say, " he deserves to be compared in excellence with the vase of Ibn Mokbil." Instead of

J^ ^\ — t)jj one of the copies reads ^JjU -^1 _J which is a mistake. The meaning of this

proverbial expression is thus explained in the Thamar or TUmdru-l-koldb /(-l-mudhdf wa-l-mansab, *the

fruits of the hearts on the adjectives and patronymics,' by Ath-th'^ebi, (Arab. MS, in the Brit» Mus.,

No. 9558, fo. 32, versOy) a work whose merits and utility cannot be sufficiently extolled, (See a

previous Note, p, 331.) " Kadaku Ibn MoJcbil is a proverbial expression used to designate the height

*' of virtue and excellence. They say that 'ABdu-1-malek Ibn Merwan, the fifth Khalif of the family of

'* Umeyyah, once wrote to his general, Al-hej^j, the following words : ^ lil llju ulA! i^Ji U ^jl

"
(J*>iUj wjI ' certainly I know nothing that can be compared to thee but the vase of Ibn Mokbil.'

" When Al-hejdj read the letter, he conld not understand the meaning of this expression; so, not

" knowing whether it contained a praise or an injury, he was much giieved to see that he could not

" penetrate the real sense of the words. At last, having had a visit from Koteybah Ibn Moslem, who, as

** is well known, was an eminent poet, and knew by heart the best poems of the ancients, he told him the

'' words of the Khalif, and asked him to explain them for him. No sooner had Koteybah heard the

" words than he exclaimed, ' Good nei\'s, O Amir ! a better praise of thee could not be uttered. Didst

"thou never hear those verses of Ibn Mokbil, describing a vase of his ?

'

^\ uiXibt^^l^^Jl ^

>* C ^

4 m '^-i^ _1 S^^ ^-^ J '
^^^

^^' ^ijCJw/w^-yJ!
tj vy^' 5 ^ ^.

' It is always full and overflowing in the morning; in the evening it is made pregnant with the

' touching and the passing from hand to hand.

Mn going out through the roof, if a slight stroke is stricken, the hands are immediately stretched

' out, and the eyes on the alert.'
"

I have not met with this expression in Eastern writers, but it was very common among those of the

West. Ibnu-1-khattib, in describing a poet named Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibnu-1-

haddad, of Guadix, says of him, ^jj l^^
j

Ji^ljl ^'^\ ^y^^ * s^U^l! ^^-lJ-^ ^ f^^

i^.lU- Jl (Jaju -^1 ^^ " He shone in the various paths of knowledge like the bright star of

" morning ; and he reached in them the utmost pitch of excellence, so as to deserve to be compared with

" the vase of Ibn Mokbil." Ibn Khakan Al-kaysJ, in his lives of illustrious men, says, speaking of the

Wizir Ibn Zeydun, Jullj JaiJl J J^xiU ^\ — .iJU ^\ ''He made the vase of Ibn Mokbil
^p

" his own (he deserved to be compared with him) in prose and verse composition.
n

^ ibn Moklah is the surname of the celebrated Abfi 'All Mohammed Ibn 'Ali Ibn Hasan, who was

Wizir to Al^muktader-billah, the thirty-ninth Khalif of the house of 'Abbas. His life is in Ibn Khallekun,

J .
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Tyd. Lid., No, 708. Ibn Moklah passes among the Arabs for the inventor of the characters called neskhi,

which he substituted for the kiifi; but De S^cy has lately shown that the characters given as an

invention of Ibn Moklah were in use long before Ms time.

The penmanship of Ibn Moklah became proverbial among the Arabs, I find in the above-mentioned

work, the Thi?tidru-l-koMb, by Ath-th'dlebi. fo. 35, the following passage, which I translate entirely,

as it abounds with curious information. " The hand-writing of Ibn Moklah became proverbial among
" the Arabs, owing to its being the finest and clearest hand that ever was known, and one the like of

'' which men had never seen in the past times. The sight of it almost produced the effects of enchant-
'' ment : so when the Arabs now want to praise a scribe's hand-writing, they call it Ibn Moklah's hand.
*' The Sultan Abii-1-kasim Ibn 'Abbad has said in verse

—

* fe Li_JSi—-c j^-j

' The hand-writing of the Wizir Ibn Moklah was the garden of the heart and the fruit of its palm
* trees/

'* Another poet has said

—

LIJJ
J L^ v! V lu t t ^.i^ U*^ 4JJI jJi«j

*<JJL* ^^1 la^ J^y! jj^ ^

iiV

* May God pour his mercy upon the tomb of this man, who has disappeared from among the

' Hving, and gone never to return again,

' Like the face of Habib, the heart of Adib, the verses of Walid, or the hand-writing of Ibn
' Moklah.'

*' This Ibn Moklah was the celebrated Abii 'Ali Mohammed Ibn 'Ali Ibn Al^hasan Ibn Moklah, who
'^ wrote with his own hand a truce between the Moslems and the Greeks, which is to this day held in great

" estimation by the infidels, and preserved by them in Constantinople in the great church called ^.. ^,

'* (Pir-Rtizanah ?) placing it in their most revered shrines, and taking it out in their processions, owing to the

" admirable manner in which it is executed, Ibn Moklah filled the situation of Wizir under three successive

'' Khalifs of the house of 'Abbds, Al-muktader, Ahkahjr, and Ar-r^dhi, under whose reign he passed through

" many vicissitudes of fortune, until, by the order of the latter, he had his hand cut off;—what a pity that

*' so precious a hand should have been severed from his body ! It is related by Thdbit Ibn Senan Ibn
" Thabit-korrah, the physician, that on the day in which the sentence was executed upon Ibn Moklah,
'' and his hand cut off. he received an order fiom the Khalif Ar-radhi to repair immediately to Ibn
'' Moklah's residence, aiid attend him until he should be cured. ' I went to him,' says Th^bit, * and
'' dressed his wound; he inquired about his son, Abd-1-huseyn, and I told him that he was safe, hearing

*' which he appeared to gather strength and seemed dehghted. After this he began to cry and said to

'* me,— ' With this liand have I served three Khalifs and written the Koran thrice over, and yet it h£^

" been cut off as if it were that of a thief. Dost thou remember when thou didst say to me. Thou art on
'* the last stage of misery,—take courage, for pain is nearly over, and joy is at handj well, thou seest to

" what state I have been reduced since.' ' Never mind,' said I to him, 'this cannot last much longer, for

*' although it be true that thou hast been dealt with in such a manner as no man ever was treated before,

" yet calamity, like many other things, has its end, and when it ha^ risen to such a pitch it cannot
'' but abate its fury/ ' No, thou shalt not convince me,' replied Ibn Moklah ;; 'dove has grasped

" me in a manner that will lead me step by step to utter perdition, in the same manner as the

- *
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" disease consumes an old ass, until it gradually causes its death.' He then recited this verse of

" a poet

:

•
If one of thy friends should happen to die thou mayest begin to lament another, for one thing

* always follows another/

" And, by God ! Ibn Moklah's prophecy was speedily fulfilled, for, after a while, having been restored

" to the charge of Wizir, he entered into a correspondence with Hakem the Turk, who had been general

" of the armies of Al-kahir. Intelligence of this having reached Ihn Riyik, who then commanded the

" troops of Ar-radhJ. he accused him of treason against his sovereign, and the Khalif ordered that

•' Ibn Moklah's left hand shoidd be cut off, and some time afterwards that his tongue should be cut

" also ; he was, besides, cast into a dungeon, where he remained a long time. But Ibn Moklah's

" misfortunes did not end here; he was. while in prison, attacked with dysentery, and not having

" at band any one to cure him or to take care of him, he was the most wretched and miserable of

" men ; so much so that I was told by the gaoler that, in order to drink, he was obliged to hold a

" rope between his teeth and dip it in the waters of a well inside his prison, and then suck it with

" his mouth; in one word, his suiferings were almost inexpressible until death came to relieve him

" from his misfortunes. Ibn Moklah was first buried, like other criminals, in the court of the Saltan's

" palace, close to the prison. After this his family implored the Khalif's permission to disinter his

" boiiy, and this being granted, his remains were removed to the dwelling of his son, Abii-l-huseyn,

"and there buried; at last Ibn Moklah's widow, a freedwoman of the name of Dfnariyyah, had him

" agjdn disinterred and removed to her residence in the palace of Um-hablb. But the most extraordinary

" thing related of this Ibn Moklah is that, while in prison, after he had had his hand cut off, and before

" he had been deprived of his tongue, he used to write to the Khalif Ar-radhi. asking him for certain

" sums of money he had promised him. His becoming lame of his right hand did not incapacitate Ibn

" Moklah from discharging the duties of the Wizirate, for he continued to write most beautifully with his

"
left hand, or by using some other contrivance unknown to any one. The fact is, that a little before

" his last misfortune his son received a letter from him admirably executed, and which, he said, had

." been written either with the left hand, or ^vith a kalam fixed on the stump of the right arm. It

"has been remarked of Ibn Moklah that he served three dynasties, copied thrice the Kordn, per-

"formed three pilgrimages, and was buried the same number of times."

« Both the copies have . 1 U C kadMm, which means 'the dent or groove at the upper end of the

arrow, where the feathers are placed." Dagfal Ibn Handhalah (see D'Herhelot, loco laudato,) was one of

the companions of the Prophet, although he held no traditions from his mouth. He was killed at the

battle of Dol^b, by the people of 'Irdk, during the Khalifate of Mu'awiyah, the first of the Beni Umeyyah.

The origm of this proverbial expression, which, like the preceding and following, must have an historical

allusion, is imknown to me.

''

JJuLjJl j' f>U- J -K^ y-*2J ' and he becomes a quinsey in the throat of Abu-1- ameythal

;

that is,
• he makes Abii-1-'ameythal uneasy by his competition or his talents.'

Abii-1- -ameythal (the father of the lion) is the surname of 'Abdullah Ibn aaI^ Khalid, (not iw-J^

as in Tyd. Ind., No. 351,) who was a ynauU of Ja'far, son of Suleymdn, son of Ah. son of 'Abdullah,

- I,
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son of 'Abbas, the uncle of the Prophet, and who died in two hundred and forty (a, d, 854-5). He was

a famous orator and poet, and wrote several works on grammar. See Hfiji Khalfah, voc. duLiJJ!

^ Tlie title of Ibn 'Abdi-r-rabbihi's work being jjic 'ikd, that is, ' necklaces/ (see Note 38, p. 338,)

there is a Jeu de mots upon that word. In addition to what I have there said of this poet^ I &nd in Ibnu

Bashkiiwfd that he left a collection of poems- That biographer adds that he died from the result of a

paralytic fit, with which he was struck some years before, on the 18th of Jum&da i., a, h. three hundred

and twenty-eight (March, a-d, 940).

^ This is the same individual mentioned in p. 37, and Note 31, p- 334- His life, as well as that of his

brother, Al-mugheyrah, occurs in the Mattmah, by Ibn Khakan, fols. 53 and 144,

^^ I have already observed (see p. 445) that although both the individual to "whom the epistle is'

addressed, and he who answers it, bear the name of Ibn or Ibnu Hazm, they are two distinct persons,

and must not be confounded. They must have been brothers, since both are said to have been sons

of Ahmed, son of 'Abdu-r-rahman, son of Sa'id, son of Hazm. The text says, J ^ jjl {Js>-j J!

^jj^ ^ S^ 1! . ^c^^b ^Jjjo ' To an Andalusian whose name and genealogy are nowhere mentioned-'

According to Ibnu Bashkiiwal it was considered a breach of politeness not to mention in the body of

the letter the name, titles, and genealogy of the person to wiiom it was addressed, as happens to be the

case in the present.
I _(

u ;:^^! .-*a>- Hisn'Al-b6nt or Alpont is, I believe, the town of Alpuente, in the province of

Valencia, Casiri (Bib. Ar, Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 207) and Conde (Hist, de la Dom, vol. i. p, 618) have

called this governor 'Abdidlah Ibn Kfisim, no doubt by mistake. They likewise read incorrectly the

name of the place, which the former writes Hosn^Albenta, and the latter Hasn-Albont,

12
JsL^J*a> % ^.^ (jUu ^ . itU J ^*3 ei'iV ^ ^^ ^^^^ extraordinary metaphor the author means,

no doubt, ' all those Avho prefer passing their nights in study and meditation to sleeping undisturbed by

their neighbours, and watched by their family/

13
'*AJ»- j\^ ' The fire of Hobahib ' (read Hobihib). Ad-demiri, in his Haydtu-Uhayvxin, gives

thus the origin of this proverbial expression. " The word Hobahib, which is formed like koddhid (lap-

" wing), is the name for an insect with two tails, like the fly, and which, at night, appears illumined as if

'* it were fire; hence the Arabic proverb t^^^o-Lsr^' j^-i ^^ uJ*^l 'weaker than the fire of the

" Hobdhib/ Others say tliat Hobdhib was the name of a man from the tribe of Moh&rib Ibn Hafsah,
'' who was celebrated for his avarice, and who kept always a very bad fire for fear people should come; to

'' ask him for hospitality." My copy adds here ill J.^1 j_^ ^^ -ify^j
^'^,

'^ The word jji^ Jend, plural j(JU^! ajndd, which I have translated by ' armies or bodies of Arabs,*

is frequently used by the historians of Arabian Spain, It means, properly, the six divisions of Arabs who
settled in Syria after the conquest, and which, in after times, furnished also settlers to Spain.

r.
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'^ Ans Ibn Mdlik was one of the Ansdri, or inhabitants of Medina who protected Mohammed against

the people of Mekka at the time of his flight. See D'Herb. voc. Ans ben Malek.

'" M. Reinaud, in his Invasions des Sarrazins en l&ance, Paris, 1830,—an excellent work,—says that

Umma-I-har^m was the wife of Mu'awiyali Ibn Abi Sufy^n, who, in the year twenty-seven of the Hijra

(a. d. 647-8), landed m Cyprus with a considerable force, and took that island from the Greeks. But I

think the learned writer is mistaken, for I find in a biogi-aphical dictionary of the companions of the

Prophet, entitled ibUs^l ^L^l J 6^^^^^ t_; IJi"
' clear exposition of the names of the companions,'

by Adh-dhahebi, (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7359, fo. 140,) that Ummu-l-haram was the wife

of 'Obfidah, as here stated, not of Mu'awiyah, who did not command the expedition in person.

1^ The expedition here alluded to took place soon after Suleyman's accession to the throne. It was

co^imanded by Moslemah Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek, brother to that Khalif. Huseyn Ad-diyarbekri, the author

of a voluminous history of the Khalifs in my possession, (see Preface,) says that it took place in the year

99, and that it was composed of land and sea forces, in which case Moslemah may have commanded the

army, while Hoheyrah had the management of the fleet. A son of this general, named Ab6-l-moththanna

Ibn Hoheyrah, was governor of Irak under Yezid, son of 'Abdu-1-malek. See Al-makin, «pwrf Erpen.

pp. 78, 79, and Abii-l-faraj, Hist. Dynast, p. 205.

*8 It is not easy to reconcile the accounts of this writer with those of Abu-1-feda and the generality of

the Arabkin historians. According to them the island of Cyprus was not entirely subdued until the days

of Hixdn Ar-rashid, A. h. 190. (See Al-makin, apud Erpen. p. 119.) However, as the v/ord/aiaka, ' to

enter, to invade, to conquer,' is so vague in its signification, the author may allude to the expedition

against that island made during the Khalifate of 'Othm^n ; hut even then this could not be the first

maritime war carried on by the Arabs, since Ibnu Khaldun (see App. B., p. xxxiv.) speaks of another

directed against the coast of 'Oman thirteen years before. Neither was Spain the second country

invaded by sea, since shortly after their invasion of Africa the Arabs began to scour the neighbouring

seas, and naval expeditions against Sicily, Mallorca, and other islands in the Mediterranean, were crowned

with success even long before the conquest of Spain was dreamt of. (See App. B. and D.) The

historian Nuwayri mentions no less than four expeditions against Sicily, all of which started from the

ports of Africa. The Ikst, which was commanded by 'Abdullah Ibn Kays Al-fezari, took place as early

as the year forty-five (a.d. 665). See the text of that historian published by Gregorio Rosario,

Panormo, 1790.

The island of Sicily had likewise for many years been tlie theatre of these piratical mcursions, when it

was finally subdued under Ziy^datu-Uah Ihn Ibrahim, Sultan of the dynasty ^f the Beni Aghlab, in the

year two hundred and twelve of the Hijra (a. d. 827-8), as here stated. (See also Conde, Hist, de la

Dom. vol. i. p. 391.) Asad Xbnu-1-forflt Ibn Seuan, who commanded the fleet sent against Sicily, is

the Benfrat-el'Cadi mentioned by Cardonne, Hist, de V Afrique, vol. ii. p. 22. The word ^„,^^-U

which I have rendered by ' friend,' may also mean ' disciple.'

•9 A fuller account of this popular insurrection, which is diflferently related by the Arabian writers,

will he given in the second volume of this translation. Betroh, thus written, —^joi is the modem

town of Los Pedroches, at some distance from Cordova. Fal^-l-boUtt , that is, ' the field of the oak

trees,' (bolutt, in Spanish bellota, being the <iuercus glandifera,) was also a district in the neighbourhood
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of that city. I find it mentioned by Idrisi, CliJn, iv. sect. 1 ; Ibn Haiikal, (Ar. MS. in the BodL Lib,

Oxford, No. 963,) p. 26 ; Ibn Khord^dbah, ibid.. No. 993-

^^ The island of Crete was retaken from the Arabs by Nlcephorus Phocaa^ a general of RomanuS.

^^ Sarra men rai is the name of a city built close to Baghdad by Al-mu'atassem, the eighth Khalif

of the family of 'Abbas. It was also called Askar, (See AUmakin, Hist- Sar, apud Erpen. p. 143 ;

Abu-1-feda, An. MosL vol. ii. p. 221 ; D'Herb. Bih. Or. voc- Asker and Serramenra,) According to Ash-

sherif Al-gharn4tti, the commentator on the Maisstlrah of Hfizem (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mas., No. 9579,

fo. 166), the name of this city ought to be written thus, i^h^^;-^ .-^ Sorra-men-rdi (I am the delight

of those who look at me), which he says is a corruption of K^U* SSmar6, its ancient name.

'^^ Instead of i j ^1 Al-mu'arrib, or Al-murib, (not Al-mu'arrab, as in the translation,) my copy and

the epitome read i sjijl Al-mughrib. I find the same reading in the printed copy of H^ji Khalfah,

vol. ii. p. 161, bat there can be no doubt that the real title of this work is as given at p» 318;

-jjij! (Jj&l .j^\^^^ Aj^\ J ^—^j*J^ (^-^^ speaker according to the rules of the Arabic gramm&r on

the narrative of the brilliant actions of the inhabitants of the West). The author is the same Abii Yahya

Alyasa* or Alisa' mentioned at p, 20, and Note 28, p, 318,

^^ Mohammed Ibn Yiisuf rl.Jl Al-warrdk (the paper-merchant) wrote for the use and by command

of Al-hakem Al-mustanser-billah, Sultan of Cordova, several works on the history and geography of

Africa. (See Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol, i. p, 460.) He died, according to Casiri (Bib. Ar, Hisp.

Esc. vol. ii. p. 137), in the year three hundred and sixty-three of the Hijra (a.d. 973-4). Both

Al-bekri and the author of the Karttds repeatedly quote him, but he must not be confounded with another

African historian also called Al-warrlk (Abti Merwfin 'Abdu-Kmaiek), who flourished towards the middle

of the sixth century of the Hijra, and is frequently mentioned by the last-named historian.

^ Tahart or l:;lj ^1 Tahort, which Al-bekri writes Tihart, is a town of that part of Africa called central

Maghreb. (See Edrisii Africa, by Hartmann, p. 201.) According to Abti-1-feda {An, Most. vo\. ii.

pp, 314 and 319) it was at one time the capital of a kingdom founded in those districts by the Behi

Rostam.

^^ Kheyr Ibn Khallfah, in his Bib. Repert,, speaks of a history of Sijilmdsah or Sijilmesa, written by

this Al'-warr^k.

^^ Naktir, or rather Nokdr, is the name of a considerable district and city in Africa. The latter,

according to Al-bekri, fo. 68, owed its foundation to Sa'id Ibn Idris Ibn Sdleh, ^

r-
- - .-

^ ^ - ^ -

.
^^ & y^^ Basrah, a city in Africa, It is often ctiUed Basrah-l-maffhreb (Basrah ofthe West), to dis-

tinguisb it from Basrah in Mesopotamia.

?

^

J
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2^ The entire name of this theologian is 'Abdullah Ibn Mes ud Ibn Ghafil Al-hadheli, He was one of

the ancestors of the celebrated historian Mes'ddi. See D'Herbelot, Bih, Or. voc, Massoud.

^ Khodheyfah, or more correctly Hodheyfah, is a very common name among the ancient Arabs. I

find no less than seven companions of the Prophet in Adh-dhahebl's dictionary whose first name was

Hodheyfah.

^ B, reads 'Omar instead of 'Ammar. I do not find his name in Adh-dhahebi's dictionary, but Ibn

KhalleMn {Tyd. Ind., No. 516,) gives the life of a famous theologian, whom I believe to have been the

grandson of this companion, since his name was Abii 'Amru Ibnu-l-'ala Ibn *Amm^r Ibni-l-'orb£in Ibn

'Abdillah Ibni-1-bassin At-temimi Al-mazini.

^* Histim Ibn 'A'mir Ibn Umeyyah Al-ansari An-najdri was one of the companions of the Prophet

;

he inhabited Basrah, and died a martyr, fighting against the infidels. See Adh^dhaliebi, loco laudato,

fo. 176.

^^ Abd Bekrah (the father of the maid) is the surname of Nafi' Ibnu-l-hareth Ibn Kaladah Ath-

thakefi. He is classed by Adh-dhahebi {loco laudato, fo, 186,) among the companions who inhabited

Ba;srah,

^ By Hej^z the Arabian geographers designate that part of Arabia Avhere the city of Mekka stands.

Tehfimeh is the district north of Mekka; T^yef a city of Arabia, anciently called Wah. See Abu-1-

fed&, Arab. Desc. p. 64,

^ Adh'dhahebi {loco laudato, fo- 94, verso,) mentions a companion of the Prophet who died at Da-

mascus, and whose names and surname were Abu-1-walid 'Ib^dah Ihnu-s-samah Ibn Kays Ibn Asram Ibn

Fehr Ibn Tha'lebah Ibn Kaukal AUkhazreji. This seems to be the same individual mentioned at p. 173

as the husband of Ummu-1-haram, the authoress of the tradition related by Ibn Hazm ; only that his

first name is here written 'Ibddak instead of 'Obddah.

35 Both copies and the epitome in the British Museum read here U-jiiJl J\ as I have written it, but

I am inclined to believe that it is a mistake, and that Tj t) Abu-d-daida or dordd, which is the surname

of j^^ 'Ouimar, son of Malik, who belonged to the tribe of the Beni-l-hareth, sons of Al-khazrej,

ought to be substituted ; if so, he was one of the companions of the Prophet, and practised as a
r

physician at Damascus. See Adh-dhahebi, loco laudato, fo. 189, verso,

^ According to Adh-dhahebi (fo. 176) the entire name of this companion was Abil 'Obeydah 'A'mir

Ibn 'Abdillah Ibnu-I-jerrdh, He was Amin or inspector of Damascus. I ought to observe that the

word ,j^! Amin has been preserved in the Spanish Alamin,

'' 3
^'^ No less than fourteen companions of the Prophet, whose first name was 3L*-.^ Mo'adh, are to be

found in Adh-dhahebrs dictionary. One among the rest is represented as having inhabited Damascus

for some time. His name was Mo'Sdh Ibn Jebel Ibn 'Anor Ibn Aus Al-khazreji As-solami. See ih,,

fo. 162, i)^sQ.
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^ Mu'awiyah Ibn Abi Sufy^n was closely related to the Prophet ; he was the first Khalif of the house

of Umeyyah.

^^ Adh-dhahebi (loco laudato, fo. 47, verso,) gives a short notice of this companion, whose patronymic

he writes thus ^jj^l instead of ^^.AajJI as in Al-makkari. He was one of the bravest Arabian

warriors in the first wars of Isl^m, and he often attacked alone one thousand cavaliers. He was killed

during the siege of Misr, though some pretend that it was not till after the taking of that city» where

he was appointed by 'Amru Ibnu-l'ass to the command of his guards ; others again believe him to be

the same individual who was killed by Radhttyah, who mistook him for 'Amru,

^..

^f

/-.

^ 'Abdullah Ibn 'AbbSs was the cousin of the Prophet, and one of the most esteemed traditionists.

See D'Herh- Bib. Or. voc. Abbas.

*^ 'Abdullah Ibn Zobeyr, who was proclaimed Khalif at Mekka, after the death of Huseyn, in the year

62 of the Hijra. See D*Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Abdalla, and Al-makin, opwrf Erpen. fo. 55.

'*2 The author no doubt intends Abii 'All Isma'il Ibnu-1-kdsim Al-k^, the rhetorician, who was a

native of Baghdad, but settled in Cordova during the reign of 'Abdu-r-rabman III. See Casiri, Bib. Ar,

Hisp, Esc. vol. ii. p. 136, c. 1, and Conde, Hist, de la Dom. voL i, p,,430,

^ There are various authors of this name ; Casiri (vol. ii- p. 88) gives, after Ibnu-1-khattib, the life

of an eminent physician and poet called Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman Ibn Hdni ; but unle^ he be

mistaken in the place of his birth, wluch he says was Cordova, and the year of his death, which he

places in a.h. 576, he cannot be the person here intended. My MS. of Ibnu-1-khattib mentions another

illustrious author and poet whose name was also Mohammed Ibn 'AU Ibn H^i, who was a native of

Ceuta, but as it does not state either the year of his birth or that of his death, I am not sure that he is

the person intended, Ibn Khakan, in his Mattmah {Aw MS, in the Brit. Mus., No. 9580, fo. 168), gives

likewise the life of a poet named Ab/i-l-kfisim Mohammed Ibn HSnL Lastly, Ibn Kliallekan (T^d.

hid.. No. 679,) treats of a celebrated poet called Ab6-l-hasan or Abii-l-kasim Mohammed Ibn Hfini

Al-azdi Al-andaJusi, born in Seville in a.h. three hundred and twenty-four (a.d. 935-6), and killed

near the city of Barca, in Africa, in three hundred and sixty-two (a.d. 972-3), whom he styles

the Mutennabi of Andalus. But the same diificulty exists witli respect to this as to the two other

individuals 1 have mentioned ; they were bom in Spain, and the author alludes unquestionably to one

born out of it, but who, like Isma'il Al-kali, settled in that country. Be this as it may, Ibn Hazm, the

author of the present epistle, having died in 456, it is probable that the individual here alluded to

flourished at the end of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century of the Hijra.

^ Ahmed Ibn Abi Tdhir was, according to Haji Khalfah (voc. Tdrlkh Baghddd), the first author who

wrote the history of Baghdad, his native city. It was continued after his death by Abii Bekr Ahmed

Ibn 'All, known by the surname of Al-khattib Al-baghdidi, whose life is to be found in Ibn KhEdlekaii

(TVrf. Ind., No, 33), The life of Ahmed Ibn Abi Tdhir, who was a doctor of the ShSf^i sect, and
^ c

bore the patronymic of Al-isfarayn!, (from ,jT_^_A*j! Isfardyn, a city in Khorassan, not. far from
*h

Nisabur,) is likewise in Ibn Khallek&n. (See Tyd. Ind., No. 25.) He was born in a,h, 344, and died,

according to Abu-1-fedd {An. MosL vol. iii, p. 27), in 406. His surname was Abii Hdmid.
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^ Neither of these names occurs in Haji Khalfah undei' the head of the historians of Basrah, However,

the life of the former, whose entire name -was Abu Zeyd 'Omar Ibn jo^ Shabah An-namari, occurs in

Ibn Khallekan (Tt/d, Ind., No, 502), where he is said to have been the author of several historical works.

Ibn Shabah died in two hundred and sixty-two (a.d. 875-6),

'^ Hdji Khalfah (voc. Tdrikh KHfah) mentions two histories of this city ; one by Abu-1-huseyn

Mohammed Ibn Ja'far Ibn Mohammed, known by the surname of Ibnu-n-najjar (the son of the car-

penter), a native of K6fah, who died in four hundred and two of the Hijra (a.d. 1011-12) ; the other bv

Ibn Mujalid, Instead of h^ Sheybah, B. reads ^;>^ Shabah. If so, he is the same author mentioned

a few lines higher up, and Note 45» His entire name was Abi'i Zeyd 'Omar Ibn Shabah,

^^ Hamzah Ibnu-1-hasan Al-isfahdni wrote, according to Haji Khalfah (voc, Tdrikh IsfaMn), a historv

of Isfahan in several volumes. He wrote also a critique on the poems of Al-mutennabi, which is in the

Esc. Lib. See Cat-, No. 470.

^ I believe this author to be the same whom Haji Khalfah calls Ibrahim Ibn Mohammed Al-maussili

(from Mossul), and who is repoiired to have written a history of that city.

J

'^ Several Spanish Arabs, bearing the name of Ibn ^. Ssc 'Abdiin, are mentioned in Casiri's Bib. Ar.

Hisp, Esc.t but none seem to answer the description of the present. One is Mohammed Ibn 'Abdiln,

who, with a body of sailors and emigiants, is said to have built, in a. h. 297, the city of Wahran (Oran),

in Africa, (vol, ii, p, 2, and Al-bekri, fo. 37,) Another is the famous historian and poet 'Abda-1-majid

Abu Mohammed Ibn 'Abddn, the author of a poem on the history of the Beni Al-afttas, kings of

Badajoz. (See a preceding note, p. 370.) Al-makkarl (Book v. fo. 116) mentions another individual

named Mohammed Ibn 'Abduu Al-'adiiwi Al-jebeli, an inhabitant of Cordova, who left Spain for the East

m the year three hundred and thirty-seven (a.d, 947-8), and who, having become an excellent astronomer

and physician, was appointed director of an hospital at Fustat, He returned to Spain in three hundred

and sixty (a.d, 970-1), and was much distinguished by Al-hakem II. and his son Hisham IL But these

three individuals being natives of Spain, the observation cannot be appUed to them.

^^^ Haji Khalfah (voc- Radd) mentions several critiques upon the doctrines of Abii Hanifah, written by

doctors of other sects, but I find none attributed to Ahmed Ibn T^ib At-temimi Al-cairwani.

^^ Ibn
, M,*Axc 'Ahdus, I believe, is Sa'id Ibn 'Abdiis, whose death Conde records in the month of

Safar of the year one hundred and eighty (April or May, a.d. 796), on his return from the East, whither

he had travelled in order to take lessons from Malik Ibn Ans and other distinguished theologians. His

birth-place is npt stated there, hut if he be the same individual here mentioned, he must have been a

foreigner, although residing in Cordova.

^^ Mohammed Ibn Sahnihu A work on jurisprudence by this author is preserved in the Esc. Lib,,

No. 1157,

^ ^] J Ic J Lj/. Ul! tJ-a^ : !
' men are always circumspect or shy about their own family/
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^* 5Jlb J m ^! ^.^ J^iiAj, It
Compare St. Luke, chap. iv. verse 24.

^s ^,111 Al-aus and ^,-^1 Al-khazraj, or rather AWchazrej , were two principal stocks of Arabs-

^ The words which, for want of a more suitable expression, I have translated by a periphrasis, are

these : (;«j Ul Ic ^H^^I ^^^ a proverbial expression, which, literally translated, means, ' the

oven of war burnt fiercely against the presumptuous.' It might be very well translated into Spanish by

' Aquifue Troya.'

57 The text says, aJjuj J U J^ . ' they will put round his neck a coUar which was not his.'

58 There are in H^ji Khalfali several works on this subject, all bearing the title of h\^\ Hedayeh

(direction) ; but I have found none attributed to 'Isa Ibn DSndr. who, according to Conde {Hist, de la

Dom. vol. i. p. 269), was a distinguished theologian, and died universally regretted at Toledo in two

hundred and twelve (a.d. 827).

V-

•'^ By Ibn KJisim the author means, no doubt, 'Abdu-r-rahmdn, the author of the MadumJt, and one of

the most beloved disciples of Mdlik Ibn Ans. His life is in Ibn KhaUek^, l)/d. Ind., No. 370.

60 c\l5iU! t_)l:;^-P^l '-jIaS' and .U^-Hl J jl^' ^^3S are the titles of these work-s,

neither of which is mentioned by Haji Khalfah.

^'
iL yo Mowattd, which other writers spell Mautta, is the title of a collection of Mohammedan law by

the celebrated theologian M£ik Ibn Ans, the foimder of one of the four sects considered orthodox by the

Mohammedans, which was introduced into Spain and Africa in the third century of the Hijra. See a

preceding note, p. 403, as well as D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Maoutha, Malek, &c.

62 Abii 'Abdi-r-rahman Baki Ibn CiXs^ Mokhlid is sHghtly mentioned by Conde {Hist, de la Bom.

vol. i. p. 316). Al-raakkari (Part i. Book v. fo. 101, verso,) gives his life in the following terms:

" Baki Ibn Mokhlid Ibn Yezid Abu 'Abdi-r-rahmin, of Cordova, one of the most famous traditionists of

" his age, is well known as the author of several collections of traditional sayings and commentaries on

" the Koran. He travelled to the East, where he met several learned men, and profited by their lessons,

" collecting traditions from the mouths of no leas than two hundred and thirty-four doctors. He was

" born in Ramadh6n of two hundred and one (April, a.d. 817), and died in Jum6da n., two hundred

"and seventy-two (a.d, 885-6). He was excessively abstinent and modest, and scrupulous in per-

" formmg his religious duties/*

^ According to Ibn Khallekda {Tyd. Ind., No. 409), 'Abdu-r-razz5k Ibn Ham^m As-san'^nf was

one of the principal theologians and traditionists of his time. He died in two hundred and eleven

(a.d. 826-7).

w Instead of Sa'id, A. reads 'AM. I have chosen the former reading, because I believe this author to

be no other than Abii-l-hasan Sa'id Ibn Mansiir Ibn Mes'ud, a famous grammarian and traditionist,
^
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whose life occurs in Ibn Khallekan (Tyd. Ind., No. 263), I ought, however, to observe that the names

and surnames of this writer, as they are given in my MS. copy of the said work, differ from the printed

index. He is called Abii-1-hasan Sa'id Ibn Mansiir Ibn MesMd jt^lsr*^' Al-mujashi'i, known by the

surname of lo^j.^I Ji^ill AUaJtkfashu-l-ausatt, to distinguish him from two other writers also called

Al-akhfash,

^ H^jl Khalfah (voc. Ah'kdm) mentions several works entitled AKkdmu-Ukordn, among which four are

written by Spanish Arabs, although none of them has the surname of Abu Umeyyah, or the patronymic

Al-hijftri (from Guadalaxara)

.

^ Abd-1-hakem Mundhir Ibn Sa*id Al-boKitti (i, e. from Falisu-l-boUttt a district close to Cordova,

see p, 450, Note 19,) is the same individual whom Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 103,) erroneously

designates by the name of Monderus Ben Said Al-ikouthi, and whom he calls Pr^fectns aulm Abdel-

rahmmi. On his return from the East, whither he had gone in a, h. three hundred and thirty (a. d.

941-2), Mundhir was appointed to the place of Kfi,di-l-koda, or supreme judge of Cordova, by 'Abdu-r-

rahmAn III., who distinguished him much, owing to his profound learning and great piety, Al-makkari,

(Parti. Book v. fo. 97, verso,) who mentions him among the illustrious Moslems who left Andalus to

travel in the East, gives some interesting details on the life of this theologian. I shall transcribe the

passage elsewhere. The title of his work a? bjJt Jyc) t>j/^ ^^ iub^t is not to be found in Haji

Khalfah.

^ AbiS SuleymS-n DkAd Ibn 'Ali Ibn Khalf, of Isfahan, sumamed Adh-dhdheri, because the doctrines

he preached were y&Hi dkdher, i. e, consisting rather in external than internal practices, was the founder

of a sect, after him called the Dhaherites, He was bom in Kufah in two hundred and two (a, d. 817-8),

but resided most of his Ufe m Baghdad, where he died in two hundred and seventy (a. n. 883-4),

His life is in Ibn KhallekSn, Tyd. Ind., No, 222, See also Pococke, Sp. Hist. Arab. pp. 29 and 299 ;

D'Herb, voc» Daud, Tltakerites, &c. ; and De Sacy, Chrest. Ar. torn, ii, p, 423,

^ Abii Mohammed KSsim Ibn Asbagh Ibn Yusuf Ibn ^-.a/^U Nassij, or more correctly ^;jjwj Nasij,

was a native of Baena, a town m the neighbourhood of Cordova, but passed most of his life in the latter

city, where he died in three hundred and forty (a. d, 951-2), His life occurs in Adh-dhobi (Arab. MS.
Nat. lib. Mad., Gg, 13), together with a catalogue of his works, in which are the titles of this and

following compositions. See also Casiri (Bib, Ar. Hisp, Esc. vol, ii. p, 139) ; and Conde {Hist, de la

Don. vol, i. p- 427-41, et seq.), who fixed also his death in 340, but, with his usual carelessness,

makes him, a few pages after (p, 486), the preceptor of Hisham IL, who was not born until 366.

A more ample notice of this writer will be given in the second volume of this translation.

^^ By Ismail the author no doubt means the famous traditionist Abii Is'hak Isma'il Ibn Is'hfik Al-azdi,

of Basrah, who, according to Haji Khalfah (voc. Ah'kdm), wrote a work on the same subject.

^^ Jjls-J' i—? tjkS'—instead of which two of the MSS- read J^^sv'—and the epitome i^Ji The
. " r-

meaning is nearly the same; neither of these titles, however, occurs in Hdji Khalfah, but I find in
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the Bibliographical Index by Kheyr, that the author alluded to wrote a work entitled Jt^s:*^'

Al-mujtani, which he dedicated to Al-hakem IL, Sultan of Cordova, and which contained two thousand

four hundred and ninety traditional stories, divided into four parts.

I have already made several quotations from the Bibhographical Index of Kheyr Ibn Khalifah (Arab.

MS. in Bib, Esc, No. 1667), and as, in the course of these notes, I shall often have occasion to

refer to it, I shall give a description of it, together with a short analysis of its contents. It is a middle-

sized folio of about four hundred and seventy pages, written in a large, clear, Maghrebi or Western hand,

in the year seven hundred and twelve of the Hijra (a. d, 1313), The author, who flourished in the sixth

century of the Hijra, is there said to be Ab6 Bekr Mohammed Ibn Kheyr Ibn 'Omar Ibn Khalifah Al-

andalusi. The contents of the work are totally dissimilar to those announced by Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp.

Esc. voh ii, p. 71). I recollect that when I first read the description of a manuscript said to contain

an account of seventy public libraries existing in the Peninsula under the Arabs, with catalogues, too,

of the works preserved in them, and the names of the authors, &c.. I felt a great desire to see it,

and made a journey to the Escurial on purpose. The reader may judge of my disappointment when,

upon inspection, I found it to be a species of memorandum book, in which the author had put down

the titles of all the works he had read in the various departments of science, and the names of the masters

to whom he was indebted for his learning. At the end of the volume the writer names those doctors

who had given him permission to quote from their works or their conversations, diai ^ !,-U^t jjjj

. I
and classes them under the towns of their birth in the following order ; 1 , those of Seville ; 2.

those of Cordova; 3, Almeria; 4. Malaga; 5. Algesiras; and, 6. Granada, and other cities of Moham-

medan Spain- I need not say that there is not the least mention made in the work—which I perused

entirely, taking numerous extracts, from which I now borrow—of any public hbrary existing in Spain,

and yet, on Casiri's authority, this mis-statement has not only been repeated over and over again, but

has frequently been adduced as a convincing proof of the high intellectual culture of the Arabs! As

it is, the production is a very valuable one, since it gives us the titles as well as the names of the

authors of books which are sought for in vain in Haji Khalfah's Bibliographical Dictionary, a work

particularly deficient in the literature of the Spanish Arabs.

71 L^ jU-1!| J ^^'1 ^S' according to Haji Khalfah, the title of a voluminous work on tradi-

tions by Mujiddu-d-din Ibn Yatimah, whose death is not recorded in the copy in the British Museum.

^^ ^ll>
J

^jt} S i)^^-^ J u-^iJO H&ji Khalfah gives no account of this work, which I find

mentioned by Kheyr, looog^audato

.

^^ The transcription of the Kordn is subject among the Arabs to certain rules, defined by a particular

branch of literature, which they call 'ilmu-n-ndsikh wa-l-mansdhh, (the science of the copy and the originals)
r

J

^"^ Abii 'Omar {al. 'Amru) Ydsuf Ibn 'Abdi-1-barr is the same author mentioned at p. 37. His life

may be read in Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 148), as well as in Ibn Khallekdn (7^4^ Ind-.,

No. 847), and in the Mattmah by Al-fat'h, fo. 147. He died at Xativa in four hundred and sixty-three

(A.n. 1069). Hdji Khalfah (voc. Istidhkdr and TamMd^ gives the titles of these two works, which,

together with many others, chiefly on rehgious subjects, are preserved in the Escurial Library, (See

Catalogue, Nos. 1699, 1803,) A collection of proverbs and remarkable sentences^ made by him, i&

also in the Library of the British Museum, No, 9564.
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75 (SjUs^i ^ UJJU I ^J^ J
AwJ! |_y ^'^' u-i'^' Tliese two works appear to be aie same

which Casiri (B/ft. Ar. Hisp. Esc. voL ii, p, 138,) calls Pandects Hispan^ and Historia Scholamm, trans-

lating I . ^ ^^v^l by ' disciples/ instead of ' companions ' of the Prophet,

^^ N^fi.* Ibn Abi Na*im and Abi'i 'Amrd Ibn Abi-l-'ol^ are two out of the seven founders of as many

schools of reading the Kordn. Their lives occur in Ibn Khallekan. See Tyd. Ind., Nos, 516 and 767.

''^ HSji Khalfah, wbo mentions this work in his Bibhographical Dictionary, (voc. Bahjah,) describes it

as being only one volume, divided into one hundred and twenty-four chapters : he adds that it was very

much esteemed and consulted for law-suits, A copy of the work is in the BodL Lib. Oxon.> No, 106,

^^ uA^j J J^^ U
J

cXLii ^ *Uil ^l^ ,^1:L;—B, adds ^b after ^U

^^ The hfe of this author occurs in Ibn Khallekan (T^rf. Ind,, No, 358), See also Casiri (Bib. Ar.

Hisp. Esc- vol. ii- p. 142), who made a patronymic of the word Hdfedh, which means ' traditionist/ and

called him Ab6-l~walid Alhapkedi; and De Sacy, (Chrest. Ar, vol. ii- p. 325,) who read Ebn-alfardh in-

stead of Ibnu-hfaradhi,

^ The title of the work here attributed to Ibnu-1-faradhi is JU^Jl jI^^^I J ; ali'^l, u-aJosrJ'

which, literally translated, means 'what is different and alike in the names of men/ The science of

writing and spelling proper names forms among the Arabs the subject of a particular study, being a

branch of the science of genealogy. See Haji Khalfah, voc. Mokhtalef and Mutalef.

^^ Ibn Khallek&n {Tyd. Ind., No. 412,) gives the life of a famous theologian and traditionist named

Abii Mohammed 'Abdu-1-gh^ni Ibn Sa'id Al-azdi, but instead of Basrah he makes him a native of Cairo,

where he died in four hundred and nine (a.d. 1018-9). He is there said to have composed various

works on genealogy, and among others that which is here mentioned.

^^ There are various authors with this name in Casiri's Bib. Ar. Hisp, Esc. One is Ahmed Ibn Sa'ld

Al"bdji (voL i. p. 466, c. 1), another Ahmed Ibn Sa'id Ibn Ibrahim Al-hamdani (vol. ii. p. 140, c. I),

a third is Ahmed Ibn Sa'id Ibn 'AH Al-kanttari (vol. ii. p, 141, c. 1)* and, lastly, the same author

mentions (vol. ii, p- 134, c. 2,) a writer called Ahmed Ibn Sa'id Ibn Hazm Al-montejili. One of the

ancestors of Ibnu Sa'id was also called Ahmed. Perhaps he is the person here alluded to, but as both

Ahmed and Sa'id are very common names among the Arabs, and the patronymic is wanting, it is impos-

sible to decide which of the above-mentioned individuals the allusion regards. ^&ji Khalfah does not give

the title of this work among the histories of the companions of the Prophet.

^ Kheyr Ibn Khalifah, in his Bibliographical Index, mentions a work on traditions by Abu Ja'far

Mohammed Ibn 'Amrii Ibn Mdsa Al-'okayli, entitled ij j^' ^ ^ji^^jj^jl . Ti^l * a treatise

on those among the traditionists who erred or were guilty of omissions in their writings/

^* Ibn Khallekan {Tyd, I?id.t No. 661,) speaks of an author, a native of Spain, named Abu Bekr

Al-hasan Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mufarraj Al-kaysi, who wrote several works on jurisprudence and traditions,

^ Ab(i Sa'id Al-hasan Ibn Abi-1-hasan Yesar Al-basri, one of the most illustrious among the tabi's,
^ _

and ft famous traditionist. See his life in Ibn Khallekan, Tyd, Ind., No. 155,
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^ Instead of ^ one of the MSS. reads l^\^\ i^\ ' manifest or clear jurisprudence."

8' I cannot decide how this word ^_^Jb^] is to be written, for it may be pointed so as to be pro-

nounced Az-zahari, Az-zahri, or Az-zoiiri ; neither can I decide whose patronymic it is, unless it be that

\
of Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn Sa'id Az-zahri, of Basrah, who was a scribe to Wakedi, the author of

the FotiihU'sh-shdm (conquests of Syria), and died in Basrah in two hundred and thirty (a.d. 844-5).

His life is to be read in Ibn Khallekan, Tyd. Ind., No. 656.

^ Haji Khalfah mentions a work on the sect of Malik, entitled Al-'otUyyah, from the name of its

author Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz Al-'otbl, of Cordova, whose death he places, by mUtake,

in A.H. six hundred and fifty-four (a.d. 1256-7). According to Al-homaydi {hco laudato, fo. 17.) the

author of that work was Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz Ibn 'Otbah Ibn Hamid Ibn 'Otbah

Al-'otbi, so named because his ancestor had been a mmli of 'Otbah Ibn AW Sufyan. He died in Spain

in A.H. 255, and not in 654, as the manuscript copy of Haji Khalfah in the British Museum states.

S3 B. presents a different reading. These two sentences are blended into one, so as to make only one

of these two individuals ; the patronymic ^^\ is also written thus, ^y3) which is decidedly an-

error. On Ibnu-1-maki'iwi, who died in four hundred and twenty (a.d. 1029-30), after having- fille^

situations of high trust at the court of Al-hakem II., of Cordova, the reader may consult Casirii ^ffiy^r.

Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 140, and Conde, Htst. de la Dom. vol. 1. p. 476. His names and surnames are much,

disfigured by the latter writer, who calls him Ahmed Ben Abdelmelik Ben Ha^rem Mocni.

* Abu Merwin 'ObeyduUah Al-mu'aytti is mentioned by Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 475. He

flourished in Cordova under the Khalif Al-hakem II., to whom he is said to have dedicated a work on

the science of government. Al-homaydi (loco laudato, fo. 107,) speaks of this author, but adds po

information to that contained in this epistle, which he consulted and used.

V

"^ c. iJl j JbbJ! 'the shining or the conspicuous on special jurisprudence' is the title of a work

by the Sheikh and Imam Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibn Ahmed, known by the surname of Ibnu-1-hadddd (the

son of the smith), of the sect of Shiifi', who, according to Hdji Khalfah, died in a.h. three hundred and

forty-Eve (a.d. 956-7). The life of this theologian, who is described as a native of Cairo, (not of

Basrah,) and of the tribe of Kananah, may be read in Ibn Khallek^in {Tyd. Ind., No. 584). See also

Al-homaydi, loco laudato, fo. 107.

J

92 t_^,:^lUj! , ,[;^''_The author is Mohammed Ibn Yahya Ibn 'Omar Ibn LjUJ Labibah, who,

according to Ibnu Bashkiiw^l, flourished under 'Abdu-r-rahm^n III., SultSn of Cordova. See also

Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 492. Al-homaydi (loco laudato, fo. 33, verso,) places his death ift

Alexandria, a.h. three hundred and thirtj^ or thirty-one (a,d, 942-3),
;

^

" -^ _ J J-

^
J},^fi L^^^r^U may mean either the author of the work entitled Al-wathdyik, a titlefcorainbn ;t0

several works quoted by H^ji Khahah, or the holder of some judicial situation to revise ^.isiWi^ti aiid'

wills, for the word ^t, has this meaning. Ibnu-1-khattib, in his history of Gmnada, speaks, of a

theologian named Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-l-malek Al-kashtali^ who had also; th^ surname of

Sdhibu-l-watkdyik.
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^ This is the same author alluded to at p. 177, and Note 42, p. 453. I find in the list of his works

given hy Adh-dhobi (Arab, MS, in the Nat. Lib, Mad., Gg. 13,) the title of this and the following

treatise,

^^ Haji Khalfah, under the above titles, mentions several treatises of this kind> but the present, by

Al-kiilf, was unknown to him.

^ iJ^j^ 5
JUilfl c-jIjlS'

' the book of verbs and their mfiexions,' says Haji Khalfah (voc, Afdl),

The life of Abti Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz, of Cordova, surnamed Ibnn-l-kiittiyyah

(the son of the Gothic woman), owing to his claiming descent from the royal blood of the Goths, has

been given by Ibn Khallek&n {Tyd, Ind., No, 661) ; Casiri {Bib. Ar, Hisp, Esc. vol. ii, p, 251) ; and the

author of the BigliyatU'l-multamis (Ar. MS, in the Nat. Lib- Mad., Gg. 13). Al-makkari, too, speaks of

him in several parts of the present work, and gives some interesting details on his ancestors. I shall

therefore defer till the translation of those passages the account of his life and writings,

^^ The name of this continuator of the grammatical work of Ibnu-I-kiittiyyah is mentioned in Kheyr

Ibn Khalifah {loco laudato), who calls him Abu Merwan 'Abdu-1-malik Ibn Tarif. He died in a.h, four

hundred (a.d. 1009-10). See also Casiri, Bib. Jr. Hisp. Esc. vol, ii, p. 145, c. 1,

^^ That is, Jezdyir Beni Mazganah (the islands of the Beni Mazganah), the Arabic name for Algiers.

Mujfihid was king of that city, as well as of the Balearic Islands, Denia, Murcia, and other sea-ports on

the coasts of Spain.

^ This is the same anecdote which has already been given, with some slight variation, at p. 35.

^^ ^I J *JLjtJl ' the book of the learned on the language,' says Haji Khalfah, ** is a work

'' in one hundred volumes by Ahmed Ibn Ibfin Ibn Seyid, the Andalusian, who died in three hundred and
^ ^

" eighty-three of the Hijra" (a. d, 993-4), The word ^Ic thus pointed might mean ' the world and

its creatures/ not an inadequate title for a dictionary of nouns. This is the same individual mentioned

at page 147, and the work appears to be the same, although with a different title,

^^^ Instead of" 'parts' I ought perhaps to have translated ' volumes,* as the word used in B, is jA^sr^

which adinits of no other interpretation. I have, however, followed the reading in A., which has ^
' books/ as I know by experience that many works, composed merely of two or three volumes, divided into

books, are often swollen by H^ji Khalfah and other bibliographers into works of twenty or thirty majlad

(volumes)* For instance, the present work, the writing of which is compressed into a thick folio volume,

is stated by Hdjl Khalfah to be composed of fifteen,

^^^
,jl*jUl t«jUS' * the book of novelties or rarities of the speech/ by Abu 'Ali-1-kdli. See a pre-

ceding note, p. 453,

^^ iilil J tJwi>UJI
' the book of complement on language' is the title of a work by Abii-l-'abbas

(not Ibnu-l-'abbSs as in the text) Mohammed Ibn Yezid, known by the surname of Al-muharrad, a native
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of Basrah, who, according to Haji Khalfah, died in two hundred and seventy (a,d, 883-4). Ibn

Khallekan (7>rf, Ind., No, 647,) places his death in 285 or 286. (See also D'Herb. voc. Moharrad.)

Haji Khalfah mentions a commentary on this work by Mohammed Ibn Yijsuf Al-radzini, of Saragossa,

who died in five hundred and thirty-seven (a.d. 1142-3).

^^*
Jj:'w^ S^'id Ibnu-1-hasan Ar-raba'i, of Baghdad, surnamed Abu-U'ol^, was a famous rhetorician

who entered Spain from the East, and settled in Cordova in three hundred and eighty (a.d. 990-1),

during the Khalifate of Hish^m IL (See Conde, Hist, de la Dom, vol- i, p, 525,) Besides the work here

attributed to him, he wrote many others on grammar and general literature. He died, according to

Haji Khalfah, (voc. Fossliss,) in four hundred and seventeen (a.d, 1026). His life may be read in Ibn

Khallekdn, Tf/d. Ind., No. 300.

^^^ Al-kes%i is the patronymic of a famous grammarian and theologian, whose entire name, according

to Ibn Khallekan, (Tyd. Ind., No, 444,) was Abu-^l-hasan 'Ali Ibn Hamzah Ibn 'Abdillah Al-asadi, of

Kiifah, He died in one hundred and eighty-nine (a.d. 804-5), See D'Herb, voc. KessaL

^^ I believe this Al-hauf1 to be no other than Abii-1-kdsim Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Khalf Al-

ishbili (from Seville), who died in five hundred and eighty-eight (a,d, 1192-3), and who, according to

Haji Khalfah, (voc, Fardyidh,) wrote an excellent treatise on the law of inheritance, which may be found

in the Escurial Library. See Bib, Ar, Hisp, Esc, Cat, vol. i. p, 459,

*^''
JjoJ! ) JIjJI 'the instructor and the instructed,* The author of this work is the same

Ibnu-s-sidah, of Badajoz, previously mentioned at p. 335, Note 33, The work was unknown to H&ji

Khalfah,

108
Jiii-lfl Al-akhfash, which means ' the purbhnd/ is the surname of three famous grammarians;

Abii-1-hasan'Ali Ibn Suleyman Ibnu-1-fadhl, surnamed J^^f[ Al^asghar, 'junior;' Abii-l-khatt&b 'Abdu-l-

hamid Ibn *Abdi-l-majid, who was called jj^Ul Al-akhar, * senior;* and Abti-l-hasan Sa'id, surnamed

U^.Jl 'the middle one,' (See a preceding note, p, 455,) 'All, who is the one here intended, died in

A.H. 315 or 316, at Baghdad, Haji Khalfah, however, places his death in 310,

109
j: 1^1 j:U ^^l—literally ' the son of the rain-water,' This strange surname is that of 'Ob^dah

Ibn 'Abdillah, a poet of the court of Al-muyad Hishfim, Sultan of Cordova, who, according to Al-

homaydi, (loco laudato, fo, 125,) wrote a biography of Andalusian poets, " There are," adds that writer,

" various opinions npon the year and circumstances of his death ; some saying that he was still alive in

" the month of Safar, four hundred and twenty-one (February or March, a.d, 1030), while others state.

" that he died in Malaga, in Shawwfil, four hundred and nineteen (a,d, 1028), from sorrow, beicause

" some thieves had stolen from him one hundred dinars/' AUhomaydi does not say why 'Obddah was

surnamed Ibn Mdi-s-samd, but I suppose it was his mother*s name. Rain-water is often used by poets

metaphorically for beauty, and I find in Ibnu-1-athir (the author of an historical work in 'my possession)

that Al-mundhir, one of the ancient kings of Arabia, was also called Ibn Mdi-s^samd^ owing to his

mother's great beauty. As-sama'fini, in his Nozhatu-Lalbdb (Ar, MS, in the Brit. MuS., No, 7351,

fo. 52), mentions an Arab named 'A'mir Ibn Harithah Ibn 'Amri-1-kays, vvho had the same surname.

Iff ^ _ _ > r>-^ "^ jv^"r ^
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He is also mentioned by Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 508; and by Al-fafh, in his Mattmah

(Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9580, fo. 174).

"•* The 3ame author mentioned at Note 110, p. 443.

>" This work by Abii Mohammed Ihn DMd, thougli from the pen of an Eastern writer, was unknown

to the Arabian bibhographer.

»2 This author is slightly mentioned in Conde {Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 513). His entire name was

'Abdillah Ibn Abd-l-Msim Ibrahim Ihn Mohammed Ibn Zakariyy^ Ibn Mufarraj Ibn Yahya Ibn Zeyydd Ibn

T^K^UH TKn RaM Thn AM WnV^Rs A7:-7,aliari AKiflil'u or rather Al-iflevlu from jc_Ll1J1 Ifleylah, a town
++

in Syria; he was born in Shawwal, a.h. three hundred and fifty-two (October, a.d. 963), and died at

Cordova, in Dhi-1-ka'dah, four hundred and forty-one (April, a.d. 105O). He was Wizir to the Sultan

Mohammed Al-muktafi-billah, and was considered one of the most eminent grammarians and rheto-

ricians of his day. tlis life may be read in Ibnu Bashk'dwal (Ar. MS. in the Nat. Lib., Mad., Gg. 29),

as well as in Ibn Khallekan (Tyd. Ind., No. 13). See also Haji Khalfab, voc. Biwdn Jl-mntenmbL

"i* This seems to he the same work mentioned by Hlji Khalfah under the title Jf^'^\ J
^
j j^i,

' particles of pure gold/ and which he attributes to Abii-l-hasan 'Ali Ibn Musa, the physician, whose

death he places in A.H. five hundred (a.d, 1106-7). This date however by no means agrees with that

given by Al-makkari.

1'^ 'Omar Ibn Hafssnn was a celebrated brigand, who resisted for a length of time all the power of the

Cordovan Khalifs. Full mention will be made of him in the second volume of this translation.

^^^ Instead of ijd=J' I read JSaLe^'—tut there can be no doubt that the former is intended, Al-

jaliki, a patronymic from Jalikiyyah (Galicia), was given to *Abdu-r-rahm^n Ibn Merwdn, who, having

revolted and gone over to the Christians, lived some time in that country.

^*^ The Tojibites ,jjL>sr*^' were a noble and powerful family, who settled in Spain soon after the

conquest. One of them (Al-mundhir Ibn Yahya At-tojibi) made himself master of Saragossa,

^'^ The Beni At-t&w^il, (Jjl.ty! or as written in B. {J^^ Tawll, are occasionally mentioned by

Al-bekri (Brit, Mus., No, 9574, fo. 48-^62, et passim), as well as by Marmol, Descrip, de Africa, vol, ii,

lib. IV. fo. 165, They were a powerful family, residing in a castle in the province of Cairwan, called the

castle of Beni Tow^yl or Tawil. A branch of this family settled in Spain as early as the third century of

the Hijra,

^^^ I have said elsewhere that Rayah was either the name of a city built by the Arabs of Ray, close to

Malaga, and which afterwards formed part of that city, or the city of Malaga itself, so denominated by

the people v^ho settled in it. There was, however, another town called Raya, close to Archidona. See

; Note 102, |). 356.

^ ^

n
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^"9 Is'hak Ibn Saldmah Ibn Is'hdk Al-leythi, who is here said to be the author of a history of Rayah, is

the same individual mentioned by Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp, Esc. vol. ii, p. 136.

^^ The work here alluded to is in the Bodl. Lib. at Oxford, No. cxxvii ; it is entitled Isls i SLii" l^j\i

' the history of the Kadis of Cordova/ and abounds with precious information of all kinds, but especially

relating to the prosperous times of the Cordovan empire. According to Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc.

vol. ii. p. 133), the author was still living in a.h. three hundred and thirty (a.d, 941-2). A fuller

description of this MS, wUl be given in the notes to the second volume.

*2^ The want of a patronymic to this name renders it somewhat difficult to know who is this writer on

genealogy. I believe that Ar-rfei is meant, for his name and surname are the same ; besides, I learn

from Al-homaydi {loco laudato, fo. 18,) that he left a work in five large volumes on the genealogy of

the principal Arabian families who settled in Andalus.

'^^ Casiri (Bih, Ar, Hisp. Esc. vol, ii, p. 139, c, 1,) mentions this author, whom he calls Cassemus Ben

Ahmad Ben Sabeghus. Al-makkari treats likewise of him in the fifth part of the second book, fo. 102,

The two works here attributed to Ibn Asbagh are in the catalogue of his writings given by Adh-dhobf

(Ar. MS. in the Nat. Lib. Mad., Gg. 14); one is i_jUJJI| i^liS^ (the book of the genealogies), in ^v?

volumes, which Casiri translated by Etymologiarum Libri v. ; the other is said to be a history of Spain

under the Sultans of the family of Umeyyah. See also Hdji Khalfah, voc. Ansdb,

123 J[a_Jl (
)l;s*^! means 'feudal lords of castles.' Traces of a feudal system similar to that of the

Christians are early discernible in the history of the Spanish Arabs.

124 I have observed that whenever Haji Khalfah and the rest of the Arabian bibliographers give the

number of volumes of which a work is composed they generally use the word ^ (which means ' nearly

or thereabout') before the number intended- The reason of this expression I imagine to be* that as the

number of volumes in an Arabic work depends in some manner upon the scribe or his employer, it would

be impossible to fix the number of volumes which a work ought to have. In the present case all the

copies read aIk^ jAc *sr^ ^ ' ™ nearly ten volumes
;

' but as this work of Ibnu Hayy&u has been

said elsewhere to have been composed of fifty or sixty volumes (see p. 147), I rather think the statement

must be an erroneous one. However, the history here mentioned might not be the AUmatin, but the

Muktabis, which is really composed of ten volumes. See above, pp. 338, 425.

Ibnu Hayyan, as I have stated elsewhere (Note 3, p. 310), died in a.h. four hundred and sixty-nine

(a.d. 1076). He was therefore a contemporary of Ibn Hazm, whose death happened in four hundred

and fifty-six (a.d. 1064),
.--- ^ j-

-v

- r ^ -:-

125 Among the works which Ibnu-1-khattib, in the preface to his history of Granada, speaks of

having consulted, is a history of Elvira, by Abu4-kasim Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi'l-wdhed Al-ghSfeki

Al-malami, or Al-malldM, (for in my copy this word is not distinctly written.) Cbnde (vol. i. p.

480,) speaks likewise of a Granadian poet, named Ibn 'Isa Al-ghosdni, who,, on. his. return from the

East, whither he had gone for the purpose of performing pilgrimage, preseiited to Al-hakem Al-mus-
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tanser-biUah a geographical and topograpliical description of the districts about Elvira, A little lower

he is called Mohammed Ibn 'Isa.

^^ Instead of Jlk^ both B, and the epitome read JliJl which would change the sense; as the

latter word means 'horoscopes.'

^^ hy^i^] jLJ! u-jlli' The word jU ^^tkir means a commendable action, which leaves a trace,

and is handed down to posterity. The title of this work does not occur in Haji Khalfah. The author is

Hus&yn Ibn ^Ic 'A'ssim, a writer of the fifth century of the Hijra- He left a son, named 'Abdullah,

who was a distinguished poet, and whose life occurs in the YaUmaiu-d-dahr, by Ath-tha'alebi (Ar, MS.

in the Brit. Mus., No, 9578, £o. 118).

^^ H^ji Khalfah (voc, Tabakdt) mentions a work on the classes or divisions of Katibs, by Mohammed

Ibn Miisa, known l)y the surname of ^^Hl Al-ifshin, whose death he places in three hundred and

seven (a.d. 919-20).

*^ Sakn or Saken Ibn Sa'Id is mentioned in Casiri's extracts (Bib, Ar, Hisp. Esc. voL ii, p. 137).

He was a native of Seville, and died, according to Adh-dhohf, in four hundred and fifty-seven (a,d.

1065), He must have been a contemporary of the author of the epistle.

ISO This Ahmed Ibn Faraj appears to be the same author mentioned in Note 110, p. 443,

*^i The life of this physician has been given separately in the Appendix A., p, xxiii., translated from Ibn

Abi Ossaybi'ah.

^^^ Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah {loco laudato, fo. 136,) gives the Ufe of this physician in the following terms ;

—

" Yahya Ibn Is'hak was an eminent and experienced physician ; he excelled above all in the knowledge of

" medicines, and was a very skilful practitioner. He lived under 'Abdu-r-rahm6n III., who appointed him

" his Wizir, and gave him important commands in the army and the provinces, naming him to the

" government of Badajoz, which he filled for some time- He was very much beloved by that Sultan,

" who placed great confidence in him. Yahya compiled a very excellent work on the simples used in

" medicine, divided into five books, in which he treated the subject according to the doctrines of the

" Greek physicians, which were then generally in use among the Christians ; for although Yahya himself

" was a Moslem, his father Is'hak had been a Christian/'

133 Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah {loco laudato, fo. 136, verso,) gives the life of this physician, who flourished

under Al-manslir Ibn Abi 'A'mir, and was employed in his household, Al-homaydi, (Ar. MS. in the

Bodl, Lib., fo. 21,) who mentions him also, says that he died after a,h, 400.

1^ Both the copies read . u.Uc 'ly^s. instead of 'Abbds, his true name. " Abii-1-kasim Khalf Ibn

" 'Abbfe Az-zahrAwi," says Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, {loco laudato, fo. 139, verso,) " was a distinguished

" physician, deeply versed in botany and natural history. Among the many works which he composed

"on the sciences connected with his profession, the most esteemed is that generally known by the title of
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'' Kitdhu-Z'Zahrdwi, from his name. He wrote also on the same subject a work entitled t^j ^^1 \^XjS

" c^^^Ul J ( kjS UJl . c )s^ Liy-vJ (*^^^ substitute for those who cannot procure works on medicine),

'* which is not only the most voluminous of all those he composed, but passes likewise for the best."

Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii, p. 136) places the death of Abii-l-kasim in a,h. five hundred (a.d.

1106-7); but it must be a mistake, since the author of this epistle died in 456. Hdji Khalfah (voc.

Tasrif) says that he died after four hundred of the Hijra, which is more likely. This is the same Arabian

physician so well known during the middle ages by the names of Abbucasis, Bucasis Galaf, Azaragl, &c.,

and whose works were translated into Latin, and published in 1519 and 1532.

^^ According to Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah (loco laudato, fo. 137), 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Is'hak Ibnu-1-haytham

was one of the most eminent Andalusian physicians. He lived at Cordova, where he gained great

celebrity by his practice as well as by his writings. He flourished towards the end of the fourth century

of the Hijra, and wrote several works on the science of medicine and the knowledge of simples. In the

list of these his biographer gives the title of one called ^jl^l < jIjo ' the book of poisonous sub-

stances/

^^ If I am not mistaken this is the name of a mathematician who flourished during the reigti of

Al-hakem Al-mustanser-billah, and whom Conde erroneously calls SffiW B^;2 Fahlon. See Hist, dela Danii

vol. i. p. 485.

^'^'^

;l^'' Al-jammdr means ' the maker or dealer in ^v. jamr (matches).' The word g^ . wakidah,

which means the same thing, has been preserved in the Spanish alguaguida.

^^ I have given elsewhere (p, 427) an account of this Moslemah Al-majeritti, that is, from Mafo-

ritiim, the ancient name of Madrid. Two of his works,—one upon alchymy, the other on the manner

of constructing and using astrolabes,—are preserved in the Esc. Lib. (See Cat. vol. i. Nos. 947

and 972.) According to Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, who gives his life, Moslemah died in Cordova in three

hundred and ninety-eight (a.d. 1007-8). He is further said to have translated the Almagest of Ptolemy

into Arabic, and to have constructed some excellent astronomical tables.

^^^ Ibnu-s-samah or Ibnu Samh is the same individual mentioned at p. 149, and p. 428, Note 40,

under the name of AbA-1-kasim Asbagh Ibnti-s-samh.

'^^^ Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i, p. 446) mentions an eminent theologian named Khalil Ibn Is'hak,

who was the author of numerous works on theology and j urisprudence, since the Escurial Library contains

no less than ten volumes of his diiferent compositions. But unless Casiri made a mistake he cannot

be the same author here alluded to,^ since that author places his death in seven hundred and seventy-six of .

the Hijra (a-d. 1374-5), that is, nearly two centuries after the death of Ibn Hazm, ^ r.;: .L; .

I have already observed elsewhere (see p. 445) that the author of this epistle, Ibn .Jt^izm, pro-

fessed the religious opinions of the Dh^herites, It is thus stated by Ibn Khallekdn (T^d. Ind.y No.

459), who says that in his youth he followed the sect of Shafi', but that he afterwards left it, and

adopted that of Adh-dh^heri. It would even appear that Ibn Hazm, whose reputation for learning and

virtue seems to have been very great among his countrymen, made some reform or innovatibn, since
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As-sekhawi, in the life of Maknzi, mentions a religious sect founded by him. See Hamaker, Spec. Cod.

MSS, Or, Bib. Lugd, Bat, p. 206, et seq.

^^^ By Diyar^Rabi', or ' the habitations of Rabi'/ is understood that part of ancient Mesopotamia

where the Arabs of the tribe of Rabi' settled after the conquest of Syria, Diydr-Modhar and Diydr-Bekr

have analogous meanings.

^"^^ jL^! ,j iti*Jt-s- i^-_3^i!l ol I have been unable to obtain information on this poet» who,

besides, is not mentioned in what precedes, as the meaning of the sentence seems to purport,

*^ This is Abii Hazrah Jerir Ibn 'Attiyyah At-temimi, who, according to Ibn Khallekan {Tyd. Ind,,

No. 129), died in a.h. eighty (a..d. 699-700); or, according to others, in one hundred and eleven

(a. p. 729-30).

'** Al-farazdak is the surname of the celebrated poet, Abu Firfe Hamam Ibn Ghfilib, whose life is in

Ibn Khallek^n (Tyd. Ind.. No. 788), See also D'Herbelot, Bib. Or. voc. Farzadak.

^^ Abii *AbdiIlah Mohammed Ibn Abi-1-hasan Isma'ii Al-bokhari, a famous traditionist, who died in

A.H. two hundred and fifty-six (a.d, 870). His life occurs in Ibn Khallekan, {Tyd. Ind., No. 5S0,)

and Abti-1-fedfi, {An. MosL vol. ii. p. 237, et seq,) See also D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Bokhari.

^-^ Abli-1-huseyn Moslem Ibnu-l-hej4j (not lbnu-1-hejjaj as in the text) Al-kusheyri An-nisabun is the

author of the famous collection of traditions entitled As-sakih. He died in two hundred and sixty-one

(a.b, 874-5), See D'Herbelot, voc- Sahih; Ibn Khallckan, Tyd, Ind,, No. 727 ; and Abii-l-fedA, ^«.

MosL voL ii. p. 342.

^^'^ Ab6 D^tM Suleymfin Ibnu-1-ash'ath i.^.-.;>/M Al-azdl As-sejestani, the author of a compilation on

traditions and Mohammedan law, entitled Assonon. He passes among Eastern people as one of their

most eminent theologians. He did at Baghdad in two hundred and seventy-five (a.d, 888-9), See Ibn

Khallekan, Tyd. Ind., No. 271,

^^ Abil 'Abdi-r-rahman Ahmed Ibn Sho^ayb Ibn 'All Ibn Son&n An-nisayi died, according to

Ibn Khallekdn (Tyd. Ind,, No. 28), in Mekka, A. h. three hundred and three (a.d. 915-6). My MS-
copy of Ibn Khallekan gives the name of this theologian differently from the printed editions, where he is

called Abu 'Abdi-r-rahm^n Ahmed Ibn 'Ali Ibn Bahr An-nisdyl.

''*^ (JLiJs Al-kaffSl, or ' the locksmith,* is, I beheve, the surname of a famous theologian, of the

sect of Sh&fi*, whose entire name, according to Ibn Khallekan (Tyd. Ind.^ No. 586), was Abi^ Bekr

Mohammed Ibn 'Ali Ibn Isma'il Ash-shashi, (from Shfish, a town of Transoxania,} who died in three

hundred and sixty-six (a,d. 976-7). It may also be the surname of Yilsuf Ibn 'Ali Al-kodha'i, who was

called ALkaffdl, owing to his father's trade.

*^ This name is differently written in the different copies. A. has ^L>iJl J^j: ^.jI — B, ^^1

^
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1'^' Abii-l-hasan [Jajl ^! Ibnu-1-muf'lis is mentioned in Abu-1-fedd, An. Mosl. vol. ii. p. 408.

^>- Al-khallal means ' the vinegar merchant,' from Jj^ khall, ' vinegar.' Ibn Khallekdn (No. 857,

Tyd. Ind.) gives the hfe of a theologian and poet named Abii-l-hej^j Y<xmi Ibn Mohammed Ibnu4-

khallal.

I'^s Ad-deybaji, or Ad-dib^jl- I find in the Nozhatu-l^alhdb (Ar, MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 7351,

fo. 64,) that there were two authors surnamed Dibdjah: Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn 'Amru Ibn 'Omar

Ibn 'Affan, and Mohammed Ibn Ja'far Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'All.

154 \
. I have been unable to obtain anv information about this author.

^^^ I have already observed that AUmakkari transcribed the present epistle from the work of Ibnu

Sa'id, who copied it from Ibn Hazm and embodied it in his own, for the purpose of writing the following

addition. It is therefore not to be wondered at that various inconsistencies are remarked now and then,

which must necessarily be the mistakes of copyists. For instance : Mohammed Ibn 'Omar Ibn Lub^beh,

or Lub^bah, is here mentioned as if previous notice had been taken of him, whereas it is Mbharpmed Ibn

Yahya Ibn 'Omar Ibn Lub&bah, the author of the Mmtekkab, who has been named at p, 183. However/

this Mohammed Ibn 'Omar, who. according to Al-homaydi (loco laudato, fo. 33), was the uncle of the

Mohammed Ibn Yahya Ibn Lubabah mentioned at p. 183, died in three hundred and fourteen of the

Hijra (a.d. 926-7). Ibn Khallek^ (7)/d. Ind., No. 582,) gives the life of a celebrated theologian

named Abu 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-1-hakam Al-misri, who died in two hundred and sixty-eight

(a.d. 881-2). He seems to be the same Ibn 'Abdi4-hakem who wrote a history of Egypt, and who is so

often quoted by Makrizi, As-soyutti, and other Egyptian historians.

^^^' 1 have already obser\'ed (Note 52, p, 454) that there is in the Escurial Library a work on jurispru-

dence by a certain Mohammed Ibn Sahnun. I doubt, however, his being the same person here alluded

to, since it is evident that Ibn Hazm speaks of a writer born out of Spain, and who most likely never

resided in it.

^^' The same observation may be applied to this individual, whom my copy calls simply Ibn 'Abdus, as

in p, 178 J but who in all others is named Mohammed Ibn 'Abdiis. If such be the case, he cannot be

identified as 1 imagined (Note 51, p. 454) with the Sa'id Ibn 'Abdiis mentioned by Conde. Al-ho-

maydi, in his Jadliwahi'l-muktahis, gives the hfe of a writer whose name was Mohammed Ibn 'Abdiis Ibn

Masarrah ; but without further proof it is almost impossible to decide in such matters.

^^^ No previous mention has been made of this poet, as the author seems to imply, whence I conclude

that in transcribing this epistle from Ibnu Sa'id's work, Al-makkari missed or suppressed some pas^e.

The patronymic -=-bJl Ar-riyahi is common to Spanish Arabs. Ibn Khallekto, in the life of Abti

^^ ^-.

Bekr Mohammed Az-zubeydl {Tyd. Ind., No. 662), mentions a certain 'Abdullah Ar-riy4hfj whb wgs an

eminent grammarian, and the master of that celebrated author. -

- V
J

\ -

^^^ All the copies of the present work that I have consulted, except the epitome* read —1^0 DmvdJ,
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instead of ) j Darrdj, which is undoubtedly meant here. This is the same author mentioned at p, 39,

and Note 48, p. 342.

'^ j:Xi I recollect meeting with the life of this poet, and some extracts from his verses, in a MS.

entitled ei^i'jijjl i^v* ' bright sun of the arguments/ (Esc. Lib-, No. 358,) but, having made no

extracts from the work, I am unable to fix the country of his birth or the age in which he lived. I

have looked in vain for his name in the lives of the Arabian poets by Ath-tha'alebi (Brit. Mus,, No.

9578), or in the Kitdbu-Uaghdnihy Abil-1-faraj {ib., Nos. 7339 and 9657).

^^^ All the copies read ^ Bashar, but I think Uo BashshSr is to be substituted; if so, it is the

name of an Arabian poet whom Abu-l-faraj, in his Kitdbu-l-aghdm (Ar. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No, 7339,

fo, 207), as well as Ibn KhallekSn (Ti/d. Ind.y No. 112), mentions. His entire name was Abii Mo'ad

Bashshar Ibn t> j Burd Ibn ^y^.> Yorjiikh Al-'okayli, He flourished in the third century of the

Hijra.

^^ This is Abii Tem^m Hablb Ibn Aus Ibn Kahttan, the author of the celebrated collection of poems

entitled Hamdsah.

r _

^^ Ja'far Ibn *Othmdn Al-mus'hafi was Hajib to Al-hakem Al-mustanser-billah and to his son Hisham II.

He held that office until he was deprived of his life and honours by the usurper Al-mansiir. See Conde,

Hist, de la Dom. voL i. p. 491, et passim.

^^ Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-m^ik Ibn Merwan. I find no mention of this poet in anv of the biographical

dictionaries I have consulted; but Ibnu-1-kadhi, in his Rdyidu-Ufalldh (Ar. MS. in my possession),

mentions a distinguished poet of that name who was a member of the royal family of Umeyyah-

1^ Agh'lab Ibn Sho'ayb, The life of this author, together with extracts from his poems> occurs in

Ath-tha'dlebi, (YatimatU'd^dakri, No, 9578. Brit. Mus., fo. 107.)

^^ The entire name of this poet is Mohammed Ibn Mutref Ibn ^jox'^ Shakhiss, or Shokhayss, His

life occurs in. Al-homaydi, toco laudato, fo. 39, as well as in Ath-tha*dlebi, loco laudato, fo, 107- Al-

homaydi says that he died before a. h, four hundred (a.d, 1009-10).

^^ 'Abdu-l-m&lik Ibn Sa'id (j-olj^l Ahmurddi or Al-moredl is also among the poets mentioned by

Ath-tha'^ebi, loco laudato, fo. 114. He was originally from the town of l>!-<, Murad or Mored, in the

neighbourhood of Cordova.

'^Instead of Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-m^k Ibn Sx^ Shoheyd, A. reads Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-malik Ibn

iXxn«j Sa'id, but I have followed the former reading, as such are the name and surname of a distin-

g:uished poet, who, according to Al-homaydi (loco laudato, fo. 125), was an intimate friend of Ibn Hazm,

the writer of this epistle, and who, according to Casiri, {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. voh ii, p, 135,) and Conde^

Hi$t\ de la Dora, vol, i, p, 624,) diedin Cordova in a. h. four hundred and twenty-six (a,d. 1034). There
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is another poet of the same name and suraame, who was a Wizlr to 'Abdu-r-rahmdn III., but as he died

before Ibn Hazni wrote, he cannot be the person here intended. If Ibnu Sa'id be meant, he is the great

uncle of the historian 'Ali Ibn Sa'id. See a preceding note, p. 440.

This passage is interesting, as it shows the precise date of this epistle. Ibn Hazm was born in 384

;

he died in 456 or 460. If he wrote this epistle before the death of Ibn Shoheyd, which happened in

426, he must have been about forty at the time.

169 'Amra and Said are considered by the Arabs two of tlieir most eloquent poets. The entire name of

the former, who was the author of one of the Mu'allakdt, or suspended poems, is 'Amru Ibii Kolthlim.

See D'Herb. Bib, Or. voc. Mallacat and Amrou. Sahl is another celebrated poet.

1"" Mohammed Ibn 'AbdiUah Ibn jj^^^ Masarrah is not mentioned in Ath-tha'dlebl, but Al-fat'h, in

the Mattmah, fo. 146, gives a short notice of him. His surname was Abd 'Abdillah ; he appears to have

been a relative of the individual named Note 157, p. 467.

-t :

CHAPTER V.

1 The title of this work is not in H&ji Khalfah, but Ibn Khallekan, who gives the life of the author

{Tyd. Jnd., No. 747), mentions it among his works, and says that it was composed of seventy parts.

It was entitled .^wi"
^

^^/W Jfi\ ^U J k^\ ^^^ J kW^ ^^ ' ^^ ^''^^*^°"

to reach the end of perfection in the reading and interpretation of the obscure passages of the Kordn.'

The author is Ab.i Mohammed^ Mekki (A. writes Ji,) Ibn Abi Talib Hamfish Al-kaysi. whose

death H6]i Khalfah repeatedly places in 437 instead of 374 (the real year of his death), I suppose by an

inversion of numbers. See Haj! Khalfah, loco laudato, voc. Tabs^rah. Tasmiah, Ahkdmu-l-kordn, &c.

2 The eighth volume of a commentary on the Kor&n by this theologian is preserved in the Esc. Lib.,

No. 1275. His entire name, according to Ibnu-1-khattib in his Biographical Dictionary of illustrious

Granadians, was Abi'i Mohammed 'Abdu-l-hakk Ibn Gh&lib Ibn 'Attiyyah. He was born in a.h. 481,

and died in 546. He was the son of Abii Bekr Ibn 'Attiyyah, of Valencia, a famous poet, whose life Ibn

Khak^n gives in his Kaldyid.

3 A. reads jwjJl (__; 'ai"—evidently a mistake for ^jwaS' Both these works (that of Mekki and that

of 'Amru) on the various schools of reading the Korfin are in the Bodl. Lib., Oson., Nos. 73 and 244.

A copy of the latter is also in the Lib. of the Brit. Mus., No. 9485.

Abii 'Amni 'Othm^n Ibn Sa'id Ibn 'Othm^ Ad-d^ni was born in Cordova in three hundred and

seventy-one (a.d. 981-2), and died at Denia in four hundred and forty-four (a.d. i052-3). See Casiri,

Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 504, and vol. ii. pp. 110, 138, 145.

, r

\ _

^ Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 460) has given a short notice of a writer whose entire name

was Abu-l-hasan 'Ali Ibn Mohammed Ibnu-l-katt^n, j^^' ^^1 who is said to have flourished in the

^ - .^. ^> ^'y.^^ >^-'^ >>^-^-

--^
y, . ^ L y r^-

^\
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eighth century of the Hijra, and to have been the author of a work on jurisprudence, preserved in the

Esc- Lib., No. 1090. If he be the same as the one here mentioned there must be an error in the date,

for Ihnu Sa'rd, himself a writer of the seventh century, could not mention one who had lived in the

eig'hth.

'^ Read Sonan iji^tead of Sonnan. There are various collections of traditional law with this title, the

most famous of which are those of Al-beyhaki, An-nisayi, and Abu Daud, See Hiji Khalfah, voc. Sono?i,

and D'Herb. Bib. Or. voc. Sonon, Beyhaki, &c.

^ By 'Abdu-l"hakk, from Seyille, the author means Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-1-haklc Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahman

Al-azdi, of Seville, who, according to H^ji Khalfah (voc, Ahkdm), died in five hundred and eighty-four

(a,d. 1186-7), and composed all the works here alluded to,

^ According to Hajl Khalfah (voc. Juma"), Al-homaydi, the author here mentioned, and of whom I shall

treat hereafter, wrote a theological work, a species of parallel between the two famous collections of

Mohammedan traditions, entitled Sahih.

^ L^.^^ jiJ! x^^jS literally means ' the book of gilding,' from (^^^^ j dhahkaba, ' to gild/ Meta^

phoncally employed it means ' the book which shows the rules to lead an exemplary life/ The title of

this work is not in H5ji Khalfah; but Kheyr Ibn Khalifah mentions its author among the writers on tra-

ditions whose works were known to him. His name was Abi'i Bekr Ahmed Ibn Hariln Ibn Riih r j /

Al-barda'i, not ^ j)^} Jl-bardda'i, as in text.

^ Haji Khalfah makes no mention whatever of this work by the celebrated Ibn Roshd (Averroes), nor

is it to be found in the list of his writings given by Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah.

'' CU.J <i^' ^ ;_5^^' L—) Lli' is the title of this work as given by Haji Khalfah (voc, AUmowattd).

Its author is Abii-i-walid Suleyman Ibn Khalf Al-baji, a native of Badajoz, but who hved in Cordova,

where he died in four hundred and seventy-four (a.d. 1081-2), Two of his works, both on juris-

prudence, are preserved in the Esc. Lib., Nos. 1191 and 1911. See Casiri, {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc.

vol. i.pp. 469, 524,) who, misled by the patronymics, Bdji and Al-kortobi, made two distinct persons

of one. See also Ibn Khallekdn, who, in the life of Abi'i-l-wahd, (Ti/d. Ind., No. 274.) gives the titles of

this and other of his works.

" ^]^\ ^ ^^lyJl L-jlii' The title of this work is not in Haji Khalfah, but Abli-l-fed^ (An.

Mosl. vol. i. p. 8) mentions it among the works which he consulted for his history. *^Lc Awdssim,

the plural of ^'^ or a^U means ' small particles of any thing;' ^^ly kawdssim., also the plm-al

of ^ti' or ic^li means ' the fragments of any thing broken.' From the description here given of this

work the contents seem to me to differ much from what Casiri announced (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii.

p. 16, c. 2,) when he translated the above title by Bibliotheca AraUca, nor can I guess what led so

eminent a scholar as Hamaker to translate the same by Ckronicon rerum in provinciis hostico vicinis

gestarum. (See Sjiec. Cod. MSB. Or. Bib. Acad. Lugd. Bat. p. 31.) The entire name of the author is
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Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibnu-I-'arabi. There is in the Escurial Library a work on juris-

prudence, (No. 1509,) which Casiri states to have been written by this author himself in Jerusalem in

four hundred and eighty-eight (a.d, 1095), There is also in the British Museum, No. 9486, part of

another work by him, entitled ^! Sjl .U--1 ' Statutes of the Kordn,' and transcribed at Hamah in a/h,

7G3, Thelife of Ibnu-l-'arabi isin Ibn Khaliekan (No. 637, Tyd, Ind.), who places his death in 543.

riaji Khalfah (voc. Mowattd) gives it three years later, but it may be an error of the copyist. See also

Casiri, Bib, Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 16, and D'Herb, Bib. Or. voc. Ehn Arabi.

1^
iL.,aLj^l .UlIs^ ( jIj^ The M^tf5^5ff/i' is a work on jurisprudence, by Abii Hamid Mohammed

ibn Mohammed Al-ghaz&li, (See Appendix A., p, xv. note 16.) H6ji Khalfah mentions two com-

mentaries upon the work ; one by Abi'i 'Ali Huseyn Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz Al-fehri, of Valencia, who died in

six hundred and eighty-nine (a.d. 1290-1), the other by Suleym^n Ibn Mohammed, of Granada, who

died in six hundred and thirty-nine (a.d, 1241-2) ; but he takes no notice of that here attributed to

Ibn Roshd.

'^ J Jj % J^J jIaII J q/^' k^'jS ' the solid or firm on the history of Andalus ' is, as I have

observed elsewhere, the title of the great historical work by Ibnu Hayydn. It is mentioned by Hftji

Khalfah (voc. Tdrtkk Andalus, Tdrikh Ibn Hayydn, Mubeyn, &c). It is singular enough that no portions

whatever of this voluminous work should be preserved in any of the libraries of Europe,

1^ i)/iflMirflA, or rather ^jis'' Jj&l ,^/^'^sr^ ^_c* i^TAi-tiJl ' the hoarded treasure on the excellences

of the people of the Island' (Andalus), is the title of an historical work by a Spanish author named Ibn

Bes^m. The second volume is in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, where I consulted it, (No. dccxlix ;) but

as I intend to give some extracts from it in the second volume of this work, I defer until the appearance

of that volume a fuller account of the woi'k and its author.

^^ I have already stated (see a preceding Note, p, 425,) that the large historical work composed by the

Sultan of Badajoz was known in the East by the title of Al-mudhdhaferi, from the name of its royal author.

No portion of this work,—which, to judge from the number of volumes of which it is said to have been

composed, and from the subjects treated in it, must have been highly interesting,—is, to my knowledge,

preserved in any of the public libraries of Europe, It is likely that it perished during the civil wars

which distracted Spain in the fifth century of the Hijra, and caused the dissolution of the kingdom of

Badajoz, together with the death of the last princes of the family of Al-afttas. I have never met with

quotations from it, and it seems to have been but imperfectly known to Hdjl Khalfah and Ibn KhallekSn,

who neither give the title, nor declare its contents.

^^
is La!! L_

,

^*w[-r> i\ Ibn Sdhibi-s-saldt, i.e. ' the son of the Imam;' for the words Sdhibu-hsaldt,

or ' the master of the public prayer,' are often employed to designate the priest, who, in Mohanime4ah

mosques, conducts prayers in the absence of the Khalif, who is the Imd-m by right. The expression is

analogous to those of jLiSJ! t^ .

^ -^t,^ meaning ' a kadi/ and jj! Jl (.......^^siv Lo ' ageh^ral-V .

There were in Spain several Moslems known by the surname of Ibn Sdhibi^s-saldL 1st. 'Abdullah Ibn
> - - - -

Yahya Al-hadhrami Ibn Sdhibi-s^saldt , who is reported to have composed a biographical dictionary of
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illustrious Moslems born in Spain, and whose death Casiri places in five hundred and seventy-eight (a.d.

1182). (See Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 128, c. 2.) 2nd. Ahmed Ibn Sdhibi-s-sddt, an historian,

who was a native of Seville, and whose words are quoted by Casiri, {loco laudato, p. o5, c. 1 and 2.)

3rd. Abri Bekr Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mohammed /ft« Sdhibi-s-saUt, mentioned by Ibnu-1-

khattib in his Dictionary of illustrious Granadians. 4th. Hajf Khalfah (voc. Tdrikh MoMk) gives the

name of an historian also called Ibn Sahihi-s-saUt, who is reported to have written a history of the

Alrauwalihedtin or Almohades.

That the historian named by Haji Khalfah is the silme individual alluded to by Ibnu Sa'id, and who is

so frequently quoted by the author of the Karttds, by Ibnu Khaldnn, and other African writers, cannot

for a moment be doubted ; but his names and surnames are not entirely ascertained, for, although

the Bodleian Library at Oxford possesses the second volunne of the historical work here mentioned, and the

author's name is said at the end to be *Abdu-l-malek Ibn Mohammed Ibn Sahibi-s-salat Al-b6ji (from

Beja), I have reasons, which I shall give ekewhere, for doubting that statement.

Conde has occasionally mentioned this writer in his work> especially in the second volume, which is an

unfaithful and rambling version of the Karttds; but he seems not to have understood the meaning of the

words Ibn SdUbu-s-saldt , which he translates at times by El autor del Salat (see vol. ii. p. 250), and at

others byM autor del libro de los Principes. (See ibid., p. 254.) Neither has M. Fluegel, in his translation

of H&ji Khalfah, which is in course of publication (see vol. ii. p. 153), seized the meaning of those

words ; since, mistaking ihs saldt^ ' pabUc prayer,' for aU> silah, 'joining,' the title of an historical dic-

tionary by Ibnu Bashkiiwal, he has translated the words Ibn SdMbi-s-sddt by ' filius auctoris operis

Silet/

I'' H^ji Khalfah, who, as I have observed elsewhere, consulted Ibnu Sa'id's writings, transcribes this

passage, but gives no further information as to the title and number of volumes which composed the

work. The author's entire name was Abti Bekr Yahya Ibn Mohammed ; he was a native of Granada,

according to Ibnu-1-khattib, and died in that city in 570, not in 557, as Haji Khalfah erroneously states.

Kheyr Ibn Khalifah, the author of a BibHographical Index already described, gives the title of this history

as follows: 'ki^>\J\ U.jJl ,U^! J iiW'' JJ^l (_) Ui" ' the shining stars on the history of the
< J* J J * Li? ' > -^

Almoravides.

" IS By " second civil war " the Andalusian writers mean the long period of war between the Altnoravides

and Almohades. They call J . 5l 1 iuCuil ' fii'st civil war ' that which distracted the empire of Cordova

during the first half of the fifth century of the Hijra.

1^ Of Ibnu BashkiWdl I have given an account, Note 7, p. 327, The title of the historical work here

mentioned is unknown to me, Haji Khalfah (see voc. Tdrikhu4-andalus) merely states that Ibnu Bashkuwa!

wrote, besides the Silah, another short history of Spain. Casiri alludes frequently in his extracts to a

history of Andalus written by Ibnu Bashktiwdl, but it is not quite clear that the work so called is different

from the historical biography entitled ^LJl u-jLii ' the book of the joining/ preserved in the Escurial

Library, (see Cat., No, 1C72,) and- which Haji Khalfah mentions in various places of his Bibliographical

Dictionary, giving the names of all the authors who, after the death of the author in five hundred and

: seventy-eight of the Hijra (a.d. 1182-3), wrote supplements to it, Ibnu-1-khattib, in the preface to his

: history of Granada, mentions another work by Ibnu Basbkuwal entitled ""U^y! ^J^ ^^ U^^^^'
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23 ! jJll! J %.! Jo .Tiyl ^U^l J ^^^^yJl i^-Hdji Khalfali writes 1^

'^^ JjJDij 'ixJ h /Uii- J c;^^^
i_j[:i^—H&ji KhalfaU(voc. TaVi'M and Kisa'/eA) mentions

an historical work by Ibn Zeydxin," which he says was written in the form of a risdlek (epistle), and

addressed to Waladah, the daughter of Mohammed III. I believe the work, here alluded to, to be

the same which is preserved in the Bodl. Lib., No. ccexviii. Nicoll's Cat., and in the library of the

British Museum, No. 7555. If so, it is a concise history in verse of the Khalifs of the house of Umeyyah

who reigned in Andalus.
V • - >

2^ "AJI ^tiJi*. J ,^yu^l i—jCii'— I find no mention of this work either in H^ji Khalfah or in

Ibn Khallek^n, who wrote the life of Mes'udi.

I .....--

2fi See Appendix C, where a description of the former of these works, together with a short extract

from it, has been given. I ought to observe that there is in the Bodleian Library a work entitled

VOL. I. 3 P
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3>lk. ^ >^ ^i! ^Ji^ 5 1^1
J .V^' J

' selections from the history of the chief men,

theologians, and Kadis of Toledo," written by Abii Ja'far Ibn Mutahir.

20 ^^Jt is
j^—In order to understand the meaning of these words it is necessary to know

that Al-homaydl (see Preface) wrote an abridgment of Ibnu Hayy^n's history of Spain, entiUed

jCiiiJI a word meaning ' he that borrows a spark of fire from another,' and hence * the steel,' and

figuratively, * he who is instructed' and ' he who teaches another.' The title of Al-homaydi's abridgment

may therefore be translated either ' a particle of knowledge from the imparter of it,' or ' a spark of fire

from the steel.' A copv of this exceUent work is preserved in the Bodl. Lib. (Hunt. 464). It is a

folio of about four hundred pages, handsomely written in a plain Maghrebl hand towards the beginning

of the fifteenth century of our era. A note at the end states that it was composed by Al-homaydi

during his stav in the countrv of 'Ir^k. Its contents seem to me to be different from those of the work

of Ibnu Hayv'an, of which it is said to be an epitome ; they are the lives of illustrious men born in Spain.

divided into ten parts, while the work of the former, if I am to judge from the volume preserved m

the same library, is a chronological history- of Spain.

Al-homaydi. whose entire name was Abii 'AbdiUah Mohammed Ibn Abl Nasr Fatdh Ibn /AbdUlah

Al-azdi, was a native of the island of Mallorca. He traveUed to the East, and died at Baghdad in

A.H. 488. His life may be read in Ibn Khallekdn. T^d. Ind., No. 627, and CBsm,Bib,Ar. ffisp. Esc.^ :_

vol. ii. p, 147.

21 The work here alluded to. and which is the composition of the famous historian Abd Bekr 'AbduUah

Ibn Abi Bekr Al-kodh^'l Ibnu-l-abb&r, of Valencia, can be no other than a supplement to the Kitdbu-s-

sUah, by Ibnu Bashkiiwal, which HajJ Khalfah attributes to this historian, entitled AJ\ JX^ L-^lii^

' the difficult passages of the SUah,' and which I beheve to be the same as one in the Esc. Lib. marked

No. 1670.

22 A copy of this work is in the translator's collection. An extract from it respecting the invasion and

conquest of Spain by the Moslems has been given in the Appendix D.
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Sclc J^j'j 'the history of Sa'id/ It is a volume in small folio, containing little more than two

hundred pages, written in a very clear «^5A/i('hand upon coarse brown paper, but the occasional want of

diacritical points makes the reading rather difficult. It begins with an account of the prophets who

preceded Mohammed; it then gives the life of the latter, together with a description of liis wivet=,

freedmen, secretaries, servants, slaves, horses, mules, weapons. &c. ; it proceeds then to give the

narrative of his conc^uests. At fo. 69 the aathor introduces a compendious history of the Kliahfs of tlie

house of Umeyyah who reigned in Spain. At fo, 80 he gives that of the Khahfs of the house of 'Abbus

who reigned in the East ; the volume ending in six hundred and twenty-eight {a,d. 1230-1), under the

reign of Al-mustanser-billah, It is hardly necessary to remark that the above \vork has nothing in

common with the Tabakdt written by the Kadi of Toledo, an author who preceded him by nearly two

centuries.

^^ mji Khalfah gives the title of this work differently ; he says, L_ytll ujLJl Jl ^J^y J.^^

^1 , 'the object and the end towards the knowledge of the genealogy of Arabs and foreigners/ by

Yiisuf Ibn 'Abdillah, known by the surname of Ibn 'Abdi4-barr the Hafedh, a native of Cordova, who

died in four hundred and sixty-three of the Hijra (a.d. 1070-1). But, immediately after the said title,

follows that which is here given, but which is there attributed to Mohammed Ibn Ayub Ibu Ghalib

Al-ansari. Mistakes of this kind abound in the work of Haji Klialfah, who was but slightly acquainted

with the literature of Mohammedan Spain.

^ H^ji Khalfah makes no mention of this abridgment among those of Tabarl's chronicle. Gharib Ibn

Sa'id appears to be the same author whom Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hhp. Esc. vol. i. pp. 273, 324,) ca!U

Garibay Ben Said, seu Saad. He wrote a w^ork on medicine which is in the Escurial Library (see Cat.,

No. 883), and was a Kdtth to 'Abdu-r-rahman IIL, Sultan of Cordova.

^ I find this title differently written in the various copies. In A. ^\ l_;^j^— in B. ^jS^^ i^-jS

The epitome and my copy read ^^\ \^\jS I find no mention whatever of the work in Haji Khalfah
;

nor have I been able to obtain an account of the author, for although there are various writers bearing

the name of Ahmed Ibn Sa'id in Casiri, I find none distinguished by the surname of ^Uiil ^\
Ibnu-1-fayyadh, which means ' the son of a man generous like an overflowing torrent-' See Bib. Ar.

Hisp, Esc. voL L p, 466, and voL ii. pp. 134. 140, 141.

^ See Hdji Khalfah (voc, Tabakdt). The author, Abi'i Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Hasan Ihn

Mad'haj Ibn jj^ Manir Az-zubeydi, died in three hundred and seventy-nine of the Hijra (a.d. 989-90).
r

B. reads - J jj ^1 . r ./lJ U ' in the East and in Andalus,' but I have preferred the reading as in the

text. I learn from Kheyr Ibn Khalifah {loco laudato) that the title of Az-zubeydi's work was

st:s^' « j*iJil Lzi^'ii^ J ^x Jl hS^ 'the bottom of the closet on the classes of rhetoricians and
ii

grammarians;' he adds> '* that the author was a native of Seville/' The life of Az-zubeydi, who was

also an eminent poet, occurs in Ath^tha'alebi (Arab. MS. in the Brit. Mus., No. 9578, fo. 126), as well

as in Ibn Khallek^n, w^ho gives the list of his works, (No. Q&^, Tyd. Ind.) See also Casiri, Bib. Ar.

Hisp. Esc, vol. i. p. 166.
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^' Yahya Ibnu-I-hakem. surnamed Al-ghazz&l, was a distinguished poet of the court of 'Abda-r-

rahmun III., Sultan of Cordova, who sent him on several embassies to the monarchs of Europe, and to

the Emperor of Constantinople. He died in two hundred and fifty of the Hijra (a. d. 864). See Conde

(Hist, de la Bom. vol. i. p. 294), who calls him erroneously Al-gazali.

32 Al-fat'h Ibn Khdk^n died in Morocco in five hundred and thirty-five (a. d. 1140-41). See Note 39,

p. 340. Ibnu Sa'id was bom in six hundred and ten (a. d. 1213-4), which gives seventy-five years-

difference between the death of the former and the birth of the latter. The expression, therefore, is

incorrect, unles. Ibnu Sa'id quotes the words of his own father, also an historian, as we shall

presently see,

3« I have given elsewhere the title of this work as it is written in a copy of it preserved in the British

Museum (see Preface, and Note 39, p. 339), namely, J^l ^ ^ ^'oil ^^«*^ « ^^t ^^
jJlil Thi3 title, however, is differently written by the various authors I have consulted. Haji

Khalfah has
,
^;>^1 ^ ^.

, ,^ My copy of Ibn Khallek^. in the life of Al-fat'h. reads

LT--^' TJ

S^fi ^/^^ J (.J^^^ ^*^

it as abovXand^I o^ilght to add that such is also the tide of this work in the copy preserved- in the

British Museum. M. Weyers, in his Spec. Crit. exMb. locos Ibn Khakanis, Lugd. Batav. 1831. has chosen

the reading as given by Ibn Khallekdn. but I believe the above to be more correct.
"

^
This celebrated production of Al-fafh, so much esteemed hy Eastern scholars and so often quoted and

alluded to by Andalusian writers, is by bo means so common as his Kaldyidu-l-'ikiydn, copies of which

are easily met with. 1 know, indeed, of no other copy than that preserved in the library of the British

Museum, and that is so incorrect, and so badly written, as to be almost unintelhgible
.

The contents

of the work are the lives of the iUustrious poets who lived in Al-fat'h's time, accompanied with numerous

extracts from their verses, and a few interesting anecdotes, the whole being written in that inflated and

metaphorical style so much to the taste of Arabian writers, but which to the European scholar is of httle

or no use, since it is but seldom that the difficulties he has to encounter at every step are compensated

bv the information to be derived from works of this description. The Mattmah is divided into four books

or sections : the first contains the lives of Sultans and chiefs, seven in number
;

the second those of

Wizirs in all thirty-seven ; the third those of twenty-three doctors and faquihs
;
and the fourth those of

twenty-four poets and literati not belonging to either of the above classes. So not only is the general

distribution of the Mattmah similar to that of the KaUyid (see Note 39, p. 339), but its contents are m

many instances the same, for it is not uncommon to find upon collation several pages ^^.^l^^

f"^
agreeing exactly with those of the Mattmak; in short, the only diflerence seems to be t^-'"*^;*^^

LtJk, which is undoubtedly a posterior work, contains more lives than the KaUy,^d Tbs perhaps,

explains why H^ji Khalfah (voc. Mattmah), Ibn Khallekln (Tyd. Ind., No. 536), and Ibnu Sa id. mention

diLent editions of the same work, smce the KaUyid might wdl be only an epitome of a larger .^.t.

resembling the Mattmah. , .^ :.

Tire copy in the British Museum (No. 9580) is a small octavo of ahont two hundred pa^s, ,the

transcript is modern, and badly executed, and what is stUl worse, swarms with blunders, so that it is

almost impossible to peruse it without the assistance of a better one.- It is marked wrong m the

Catalogue of Additions for 1833, where the title is said to be KaUyidu-U'iUydn \n^^^d. oi Mattmahu-U

anfiis.
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^ ^^U-^l IsAiw
J (^Iv^' iv"—literally 'strings of large pearls, and showers of small pearls.'

AUmarjdn (which in one of the copies is erroneously written ^'«^j) means ' seed pearls/ The Spaniards

call it aljofar from ^^^ aUjohar, an Arabic word which has the same meaning.

^ This work is to be found in the Esc, Lib. (see Cat., No. 356), The author, Abu Bahr Sefw^n Ibn

Idris At-tojibi, died, according to Ibnu-1-abbar, in five hundred and ninety-eight of the Hijra (a.d,

1201-2). Another work by the same author, being a collection of poems by Andalusian poets, is also

found in the Esc. Lib. See Cat., No. 355.

^ In the copy of Hdji Khalfah which I have used for these notes the title of this work is written

sometimes ^^-^^^Aj! Al-mash'hub, and said to be the composition of an author named Al-hejazi (see voc,

Tdr^kk Maghreb), and at other times i_^^^! AUmis'hab^ and attributed to its real author, Abii Mo-

hammed 'Abdullah Ibn Ibrahim Al-hijari, (See Note 30, p. 319.) Casiri, who gave a notice of this

writer {Bih. Ar, Hisp. Esc, voL ii- p, 101), erred not only in the translation of this title, which he also

writes l_j^1 ^^lyi J L^^^^y^l—but in supposing the contents of the work to be the history of the

F^timites instead of a general history of Spain. The authority of a bibliographer, so accurate as Haji

Khalfah generally is, would have induced me to doubt whether the titles given by him were not those of

two distinct works written by different authors, had I not found in Al-makkarf himself (fo. 310) a long

disquisition on the merits and contents of the Mas'hab, as likewise on the meaning of that word, which

he says may be pronounced Al-mis'hab or Al-mas'hab. and means * he who is always speaking, a gos-

siping man.' KJ! yLS"! y& ^^^.^^!

It is therefore very probable that Hdji Khalfah, to whom the work of Ibnu Sa'id was known, and who,
as I have often stated, copied almost literally the bibliographical information contained in the present

epistle, saw a copy in which the words t._^^) and ^^U=^' were written ^^^^Jl and t_yU^'

—a mistake which is of frequent occurrence among copyists, and with which I have often been troubled

even in the course of this translation.

^^ Of 'Ahdu-1-malik Ibn Sa'id I have treated, p. 440, Note 107 ; but, in order to make what follows

more intelligible, I have thought it necessary to translate the following passage from Part i. Book v. fo.

142, verso, where part of the preface and considerable extracts from the work of his grandson Ibnu Sa'id are

given by Al-makkari :—" The present work (the Mughrib) -was begun in the year five hundred and thirty

" (a. d. H36-6), and continued until the new moon of the year six hundred and forty-one (a.d. 1243-4).
" The principal cause of its being written was my great grandfather 'Abdu-1-mdlik Ibn Sa'id, Lord of
" Alcala, a fortress which he received as a fief from 'Ali Ibn Yiisuf Ibn T^shfin, Prince of the Moslems,
" and King of the Berbers ; and which he held, defending it in the year 539 against the Almohades.
" The Hdfedh of Andalus, Abu Mohammed 'Abdullah Ibn Ibrahim Ibnn-l-hijftri, happened to pass in the
" year 630 near the castle of the Beni Sa'id, and having been hospitably received and entertained by mv
" great grandfather, he, in the course of time, wrote and dedicated to him his great historical work called

" Al-mas'ktb fi g}iar<iyibi-I-maghreb, composed of about six volumes, in which he collected the history of
" Andalus from the time of the conquest up to the year in which he commenced his task, (that is, the

"year 530.) After this, it came into the mind of my great grandfather 'Abdu-1-maIik to add to the
" said work the history of events which had escaped the author's observation ; this he did, with the
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" assistance of his two sons, Abi'i Ja'far and Mohammed, who worked at' it under his eyes, making

" considerable additions, and increasing its value, until my grandfather Mohammed undertook it by

" himself alone, and worked at it with the greatest activity. Then came my father Miisa, who certainly

" was the most learned and experienced of all my ancestors in these matters, and the one who showed

" the greatest ardour in collecting information for his book, as will be proved by the following anecdote :

" While we were staying at Algesiras, which city my father governed for some time by the appointment

" of Ibn Hi'id, Sultan of Andalus, I informed him that an illustrious inhabitant of that place possessed

" some quires of paper containing poetical and other extracts composed by poets of Algesiras, as well ,as

" the history of its governors and principal men during the dynasty of the Beni 'Abdu-1-mtimen. My
" father sent immediately to ask him for the loan of the book, bat this the man, who was both an ignorant

" and a fool, refused, saying, ' I swear to Allah that this book shall never go out of my house,' adding,

" ' if the governor wants it, let him come himself and ask me for it.' When the answer was brought to

" my father, he burst into a laugh, and turning towards me said, ' Let us go to the man.' ' And who

"
is he ?' said I,

' for us to go to his house in the manner described.' Then my father said, ' Certainly

" I should not do this for the sake of the man himself, but I shall do it for the honour of the illustrious

" men whose verses and biographies are contained in that volume. Dost thou think that if they were

" all alive, and collected in one spot,. I would hesitate hi going to them? Certainly not.' We went

" immediately to the man's house, who, by Allah ! not only did not come half way to meet us oh

" our approach, as is the custom between well-bred gentlemen, but remained where he was. When my

" father had expressed his wish, the man lent him his book, and we retired, after returning him thanks

" for it. It has been said of my father Musa, that out of sixty-seven years, which made the duration: of

" his life, he passed not one day without reading or writing-."

^ The titles of this work, as I find therei in this passage, are j -^! .1^ --J j^-A-^l and

i^j^ll i=- J l_?aJ1 Instead of U J HSji Khalfah writes sometimes Jj&l ^U-1 ^ (see Tar/'M

Maghreb), and at others Jjt! ^'^ J (see Maghreb). The word ^y^ admits of various -meanings

according to the manner in which it is punctuated. l-j^^-^^ Mngharrih, the verbal adjective de-

rived from the second form, means ' he who travels towards the West.' l-J^J^J! Al-magkreb means

^ c J>
-^

' the setting sun,' and ^^^J^ Mugh'rib or Mugk'rab, from K_jy,\ ' he who speaks eloquently on

any subject.' The word i- Ji^ being intended for an antithesis, may go through the same modifications

^ iy ^ ^ ^ J

and be read - ^^ ; ..A-^j i" /i>--e Musharrik, Mashrek, Mmlirik, and may mean ' he who travels

through or to the East, the rising sun, and any thing shining like the rays of the rising sun.' But although

these words occur in Al-makkarl at almost every two or three pages, and that too in the various copies and

epitomes of the work that I have consulted, strange to say, I have not once found that word poii^J^d so

as to lead me to a knowledge of its real meaning. The copy of HSji Khalfah which I have tt^ed l^t 'm^

in the same uncertainty, and it was only by consulting the text now in process of.printing,
;
under the

auspices of the Oriental Translation Committee, and seeing it thus pointed, i-_J^JU« tt^t I decided upon

adopting the reading as in the translation; this being the reason why I have written in two or three

instances Mugk'rab instead of Mug'hrib, the true reading. Haji Khalfah, who knew the work, and, as I

i"- "r
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have often remarked, made use of it, says that it was composed of fifteen volumes, and was dedicated bv

its author to Muhiyyu-d-d^n Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Al-jezarL It is no doubt the same which

Abti-1-fedA and other writers on geography mention occasionally.

Besides the above historical work by Ibnu Sa'ld I have frequently met with quotations from another,

which appears to have enjoyed equal reputation in the East, It is entitled l^^'jLJ! . ci^'^'^t -j'^Ac

' lines that make people dance and sing/ being a collection of poetical extracts from his larger work, to

which it was intended as a preface. Some fragments of this work are in the valuable collection of

Oriental MSS. in the possession of Dr. John Lee, to whose kindness I am indebted for the loan of this

and other works.

»9 u^jSI —1^ 'the torch of literature.' This work, the production of Ibn Ahi-1-khissal, (see Note

40, p, 340, and Note 82, p, 436,) was unknown to Hdji Khalfah.

40
-jUJVl j^ _j

u-Jj^l J&: 'flowers of literature, and fruits of the mind/ is the entire title of a

work, divided into three parts, by Abi'i Is'h^k Ibrahim Ibn 'Ali Al-hosri, who, according to H^ji Khalfah

(voc. Zohr), died in four hundred and three (a,d. 1012-13), Ibn Khallekan, who wrote his life

{J)/d. Ind,, No, 15), places his death in 413 or 453, although he adds the former date is most probable.

J

He was a native of ^a-*- ffosr, a district near Cairvvfin.

Tlie word adab, which means polite literature in general, is written thus,
i

jjjl addb, in one of the
+

copies, as well as in Ibn Khallekan, but I think that the former orthography is more correct,

^^ ^iHJl L-jCii' Haji Khalfah had no knowledge of this hook, which I find in Kheyr's Bibliographical

Index, attributed to Abu 'Obeyd-illah Al-bekri, the celebrated geographer mentioned Note 7, pa^^e 312,

41
JUlIt 4-jCo 'the book of dictations' is a work by the famous orator Abi'i 'AlM^kfdJ, See a

k*

preceding Note.

*!
'lUJ! or L_^'Ui! i_jjl ' the duties of the scribe or scribes' is the title of a work by the

celebrated Ab6 Mohammed 'Abdullah Ibn Moslem Ad-dinawarS, better known by the surname of Ibn
ICoteyhah, who died, according to Ibn Khallekan (No. 327, Tyd. Ind.), in two hundred and seventy or

tft'o hundred and seventy-six of the Hijra (a.d. 888-9), and not in 213, as Hftjl Khalfah erroneously

states, voc. Ma'rif. (See Abi'i-l^fedd, An. Most vol. ii. p. 265 ; D'Herb. Bib. Or, voc. Deinouri, Adab al

Kdteb, Caibah, &c.) A very ancient and beautifully written copy of this work, with copious marginal

notes, is preserved in the Escurial Library, No, 570.

The work of Ibn Koteybah was commented upon by several eminent writers ; but, among the numerous

commentaries mentioned by Hajl Khalfah, none, says that bibliographer, was so highly esteemed as that

of Ibnu-s-sid Al-bathaliosi, There are two copies of it in the Escurial Library, Nos, 501, 571, I think

that the words Adabu-Ukdtib or kottdb, which some writers have translated by histitniiones Scnb<e, (see

Hamaker, Spec. Cod. Or. p. 1, and Fluegel's Haji Khalfah, vol, i. p. 222,) and others by Scribendi

methodus seu regultse, (see Reiske's Abifi4-fcda, Not. Hist, 232,) ought properly to be rendered bv Insti-

tvtimes viri d secretis (the duties of a secretaiy), since the work purports to point out the qualities-

glnd endowments which a man filling that situation ought to he possessed of.
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^
Ai-1 yi^ ' sparkles from the steel' is. according to H^ji Khalfah, the title of a collection of

poems, 'tontaimiig upwards of three thousaa^d verses, by Ab,'i-l-'ald Ahmed Ibn 'AbdiUah At-tenukhf

Alma'rrt, who died in four hundred and forty-nine (a.d. 1057-8). His life is in Ibn Khallekdn, Tyd. Ind.,

No. 46. A copy of these poems is in the Bodl. Lib.. No. 324. There is another in the British Museum.

(No. 7554,) with a comnaentary by Abu Zakariyy^ Yahya Ibn 'Ali At-tebrizi.

« Among the numerous commentaries on the poems of MutennabS and on the Ham^ah. a collection

of ancient Arabic poetry formed by AbA Temdm Habib Ibn Aus ^U At-tayi, Haji Khalfah mentions

those of Abu-1-hejaj Yfeuf Ibn Saleyman ^^\ Ash-shantamari (from Santa Maria), who died in

476.

« Ibn Khallek&n (Tyd. Ind., No. 462,) gives the life of a celebrated grammarian born at Seville,

whose entire name was Abu-1-hasan 'Ali Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'All Al-hadhrami. better known by the

by-name of Ibnu-l-kharl5f (the son of the lamb). He is there said to have written an excellent com-

mentary on the grammatical work of Sibauyeh, but this being mentioned a few lines lower down, the

work here intended must be a commentary on the J^i! ^L^i" Kitdbu-l-jumal, by Abti-l-Bsim Az,

zajaji, which I find likewise in the list of his works. Ibnu-l-khardf died in 609 or 610.

47 It is not clear from the text whether the patronymic Ar-rondi (of Ronda) is to be joined to Ibn

Khariif's na.ne, and applied to him, or to be read separately, as being that of another grammarian. I find

that Ibn Khar.'.fs patronymic was Al-ishbill (from Seville), but he migM be bom in Ronda, and yet

denominate himself after the place of his residence.

If, however, Ar-rondi be meant for the patronymic of another grammarian, it may be apphed to Isa

Ibn'sulcyman Ibn 'Abdi-l-malek Ibn 'Abdillah Ar-ro'ayni Ar-rondi, whom I find mentioned by AU

makkari (Part i. Book v. fo. 150) among those illustrious Moslems who left Spam to travel to the East,

or else that of 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi-1-majtd Al-azdl Ar-rondi. an eminent grammarian, who died, according to

Ibnu-1-khattib. quoted by Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 109). in a.h. six hundred and s,x

(A.D. 1219).

4S Abu-1-hasan 'Ali Ibn MAmen Ibn ^L^ 'Osfiir, (the son of the sparrow,) was a native of

Seville. He died, according to H^ji Khalfah (voc. Mtikarreb), in six hundred and sixty-three of the

Hijra (a.d. 1264-5).

« Hajl Khalfali (voc. Tmtiyah) mentions a work on grammar entided ^i!l ^ 'if^^i V Abn-1-

'Abbds Ahmed Ibn Abdi-l-khalil At-tudmiri (from Tudmir or Murcia), who died at Fez in five hundred

and fifty-five (a.d. 1160). But as the names and surname of this writer do not agree with those of

Ash-shaWbini. the author mentioned in Ash-shakandCs epistle (see p. 37), the work must be a different

one. This commentary is preserved in the Esc. Lib. (see Cat.. No. 190). written in a very fine African

hand shortly after the author's death. Abi'i Mtisa Ibn *Isa Ai-jaziilf is the author commented, .The

life of ShalAbini or Shallibin occurs in the Wdf{ bi-l-wafiyydt, by As-sadfi. I here translate it
:
/^ Abii 'Ah

Amr Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Amr Ibn Abdillah Al-azdi Al-ishbili (from SeviUe) was better known by the

<v

L-^-^

' by-name of ^^-jo^^ ShaMMn, a word meaning, in the dialect ot the people or.Anuai us, ^ u.«.i ».-

' has a white complexion and rosy cheeks,' (saluhrevi ?) He was. the king of his age in grammar; he

L
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"was born in five hundred and sixty-two (a.d. 1166-7), and died in six hundred and forty-five

" (a.d. 1247-8)- He took lessons from Abu Bekr Ibnu-1-jadd, and from Abu 'Abdillah Ibn Zarkun,

^ J

"and from Abii Mohammed Ibn <LJ*_> Bonoh, and from Abii Zeyd As-sohayli, Abu-l-kSsim Ibn

" Habish and Abii Bekr Ibn Kheyr authorised him to use and divulge their writhigs ^
_!^^

He also

" kept up a hterary correspondence with As-salafi, who lived in the Thagher, (Aragoa ?) and was

" educated, as it were, in Ibnu-1-jadd's family, since his father, Mohammed, was a servant of the former.

" Owing to this Shali^biu was from his earliest youth imbued with a love for science, and became soon a

" master in grammar, so as to be able to undertake, when still young, the education of AbiS Bekr

" Mohammed Ibn Khalf Ibn ^JU? Saf, the grammarian, who became in time a moat accomplished

" writer.

" According to Ibnu-1-abbar, ShaUbin's masteis in grammar and rhetoric were Abu Is'hdk Ibn Malkiin

'* and Abti-1-hasan, After this he began himself to give public lessons in the year five hundred and
" eighty (a,d, 1184-5), and continued giving lectures upon the Arabic language for upwards of sixtv

" years, but was obliged to discontinue them in a, h. 640, owing to his advanced age. He left several

" works of the greatest merit, and among others two commentaries on the Jazdliyyak, although in the

" opinion of the learned these are fall of blunders. They say, that as he was one day reading some parts

" of his manuscript on the banks of a river, he happened to drop it into the water, and his labour was
'' lost, ShaWbin was eighty-three years old when he died,"

It is evident that the biographer As-sadfi made a mistake in supposing that ShaHbin was a by-name,

and still more in saying that it was a Latin word, since SAaldbeyni, as it ought to be written, is the

patronymic used by the Spanish Moslems born or residing at hJ^jAj^ Shaldbdniah, now Salobreiia, the

ancient Salambina. See Abd-l-fedd's Geography.

50 *=s^ * >0^—A geographical dictionary by the author of the Kitdbu-hmesalek wa4-mevidlek. A

copy of this valuable work is preserved in the library of the University of Leyden. See Spec, Cat. Bib.

Lugd. Bat.t by Hamaker, fo, 68,

*^ See Appendix A., p. xv- et seq.

*^ AbiS-1-faraj 'AH Ibnu-1-huseyn, of Isfahan, who died in three hundred and six (a.d, 918-9), is the

author of the celebrated JlcSl \ >l^ ' book of songs.' There are in the library of the Brit, Mus,

two volumes containing fragments of this M^ork. One marked 965V is a good-sized volume, written in

the African hand; the other, a much finer copy, containing part the sixth, is in the Rich collection.

No- 7339 : it is bound together with an epitome of the whole work made by Ibn AVSsel Al-hamawi (from

Hamah). I find no mention whatever in Haji Khalfah of this imitation of Abi'i-l-faraj . The name of the

author too, who is unknown to me, is variously written in the MSS. A. has ! j^r^l which may be the

author's trade, (viz. a man who leads camels.) I read in B, ^ ]! ^' Al-khorj Al^mursi (a native

of Murcia). The epitome reads -^J^' Al-hodj. Haji Khalfah (voc. Al-aghdni) relates that Ibn 'AbbSd,

King of Seville, used always to travel with a collection of books on poetry and pohte literature, making
thhty camel loads, but that when he had read the book of Abu-1-faraj he found it so useful, and so

abundant in good songs and fine poetry, that he ever afterwards left his library behind, and never took

any books in his travels, except a copy of Ab6-l-faraj's work.
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On Ab(i-l-faraj the reader may consult Ibn Khallek^n's lives (7>(?. Tnd., No. 451) ;
Abd-l-fedd (Ati.

Mosl. torn. ii. p. 494); and D'Herb. (^Bib. Or. voc. Agani. Abm farage al Esfahani, Esfahant, &C.)

;

Casiri {Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. i. p. 347. c. 2), who caUs him Ben Alhasan instead of Ibnu-1-haseytl

;

and Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 466.

An epitome of Abti-1-faraj's work, by Sheikhu-1-islim Al-bedr Al-ghazzi, is in Dr. John Lee'g dol-

lection.

^^ Abi'i^-'Abb^s Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mofarraj _^lu!S An-nab^ti (the botanist), better ktibwn

by the surname of Ibnu-r-riimiyyah (the son of the Greek or Christian woman), inhabited Seville* and

travelled to the East, where he improved his knowledge as a physician and naturalist. He was at the

court of Al-'adil in a. h. 613. His life may be read in Ibn Abi 'Ossaybi'ah, fo. 148, verso.

54 The author here mentioned under the name of Abii Mohammed Al-mSlaki (from Malaga) is the

celebrated naturalist 'Abdullah Ibn Ahmed, surnamed Ibnu4-beyttar, (see a preceding note, p. 431,)

who was contemporary with Ibnu Sa'ld, since he died'in six hundred and forty-six of the Hijra (a.d.

1248). The work here alluded to is undoubtedly his dictionary of simples used as medicaments, entitled

^ y\ : u^l i^jllij"— of which I possess a splendid and very ancient copy in two thick volumes,

in folio, " r,

'

^5 Al-ghafeki is the patronymic of an eminent Andalusian physician, often quoted by Ibnu-1-beyttar and

other naturalists. His entire name was, according to Ibn Abi 'Ossaybi'ah {loco laudato, fo. 139), Abii

Ja'far.

56 There can be no doubt that the author here mentioned is the famous geographer, generally known

by the name of Idrlsi. I find him frequently quoted by Ibnu-1-beyttar, as well as by Ibn Abi 'Ossaybi'ah

(fo. 139, verso), who speaks of him in the following words :—" The Sherif Mohammed Ibn Mohammed

" Al-hasani, whose entire name was Abd 'AbdiUah Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'AbdiUah, of the

" posterity of Idris Al-hasani, surnamed jJJ L, J^l Al-'all-biUah, was very learned in the knowledge of

" simples, and their properties and use in medicine. He left a treatise on the subject." However, aS

neither Ibnu-1-beyttar nor Ibn Abi 'Ossaybi'ah give the title of Idrisi's work, I conclude that he was not

a physician, but was comprised in that category merely from the fact of his mentioning occasionally in his

Geography facts connected with natural history. The same might be said of Abii 'Obeyd Al-bekrl, whom

the Arabian geographer counts likewise among the physicians of Spain.

^ - - r "-
^ L

—
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5? All the copies consulted by me read 'Abdu-l-mtimen, son of Almansiir ;
which must be a mistake of

the author, since it is every where repeated. 'Abdu-1-miimen was not the son but the grandfather of.

Ya'kub, the only sovereign of the Almohades who assumed the title of Al-mansur hi fadhli-lhih (i. e. the

victorious by the grace of God). Besides, as may be seen in the Appendix A., p. xix., Abii-l-walid

was cast into prison in the year 595 or thereabout, that is to say, nearly twenty years after the death

of 'Abdu-1-miimen. There can therefore be no doubt that for jy^\ ^ c/^^^' ^ ^^ *^ *^®

text, ^Jl Jo-c ciJ M^ jt^l ought to be substituted, i. e. ' Almanstir, one of the Beni 'Abdu-1-

mi5men.' The name of this author, Ibn Habib, is not among those of the learned men imprisoned by

Al-mansi'ir. See Appendix, p. xix.
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68 AiM ^_ia^^' '^/ , jI Ibn Zeyd Al-askat Al-konoDi. inese tnret: wuiu» hul .jcilii- puui.^.., ..

is difficult to determine what their real signification is. From the peculiar syntax of the Arabic language,

they may mean either films Zeidi, episcopi Cordubensis, or films Zcidi, episcopus Cordubensis
:
the former

is most probable. There might have been a Bishop of Cordova who was converted to Islam, and who

received the Arabian name ' Zeyd ;' the son of whom might well have been a writer on astrology,

while it cannot be presumed that a Christian bishop, residing in Cordova, would take the name of

' Ibn Zeyd,' and much less that he was the son of a Mohammedan called Zeyd. Again, the word

a^kaf. which admits of no other interpretation in Arabic but that of ' bishop,' might be a nickname

given to Ibn Zeyd by his countrymen, owing to some circumstance unknown to me. However, be

this as it may, it will be shown i» the course of these notes, that during the reign of 'Abdu-r-rahman III.,

and other enlightened sovereigns of the house of Umeyyah, the Christians of Cordova were admitted to

fill posts of honour and trust in the civil administration, as well as in the armies of the Khalif.
^

Another

Bishop of Cordova was dispatched by the above Sultan on various missions to Germany, Constantinople, he.

TheHitleof-the work Jj,ji!! ,^^ji^' . J^J\ Jj-aa:-:

^y I find no author of this name in the biographical works which I have consulted. Casiri mentions two

individuals whose first name was Motref {Bih, Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. pp. 118. 147), but both were born

at Granada, and preceded Ibnu Sa'id by nearly three centuries.
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BOOK III.

CHAP. I.

A considerable portion of tlie present book, the seventh in the original work, has been translated by

Professor Shakespear, and inserted in ' The History of the Mohammedan Empire in Spain,' by James

Cavanah Murphy, Lond. 1816.

1 iw^liXil l-jLs-^' I o^l t_>U:^l -Uj says the writer, very elegantly.
.

" -/ .

.

-
^^"

^1 J
^j^jhi] Jib ^ "i }

c^-'^^^ u5^ ^ ^y u/' ^^

4 f L^^iis-VJ
J

til Job !Jj.fl=- ijjj£ PJ

By ' the Beni Hamdin ' the author means the family of Ibn Hamdin (Ahti Ja'far Hamdin Ibn Mohammed

Ibn Hamdin), who, during the civil wars between the Almoravides and Almohades, ruled independent in

Cordova, and took the title of Al-mansur-billah.

^ The writers here mentioned are not very far from the truth. It is well known that the Roman Era

instituted by Augustus, and which began thirty-eight years before Christ, was, until the fourteenth

century, the only standard of computation for the Spanish historians ; and as to the four cities said to

have been founded by Augustus, if we except Seville, (built hy Julius Cresar, as the author himself has

stated elsewhere, see p. 55,) the other three, viz. Merida (Emerita), Saragossa {Casarea-Av^usta), and

Cordova {Cortuba Colonia Patricia), owe either their foundation or their re-estahhshment to that Roman

emperor.

^ By ' the sons of 'Ayssu ' the "Vandals are undoubtedly intended, for many of the Arabian historians

believe them to be of a common origin with the Romans. 'Ayssu or Esau, they say, had a son called

Rum, from whom all the Greek and Roman emperors were descended. Esau is likewise called .Brfo»i

(red-haired), and his posterity Edomites, Idumeans, or Beni al-asfar (the children of the yellow or red-

haired man).

5
AlCilisj! iwj Jj—which I suppose is meant for t

of Cissarea'Augusta and Toletum. See pp. 47 and 64.
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^ These titles in Arabic are as follow : .'. j^^aJ^l s^_^^ -.L:^ ^^ !^_/^7^' t_^^
l_sIo

8 '3S

I ought to observe here that in these titles, as well as in those quoted in the note immediately preceding,

and in two or three more instances in this translation, the words * book of ought to be suppressed.

This would make them more correct, as well as agree better with the genius of the Arabic language. See

below. Note 10,

^ ,,• "fr ^^, ^c ^, ^, ,*- * ' J ^ L-5 <-*5 *

c

Ij_j_^-^1 &-LL^ ^_^ ^ iJ_j_-fl-Jl t^W/J' t-r^Lli
*

^^ Sx>i3^1 ^ J^l Je*- ^ Xiaa>t\l! Jsr' 'golden ornaments on the beauties of the district of

Cordova/

hJ!b 2 J !=»- i iiy^i jj*iJl ' hidden pearls on the beauties of the district of Bolkunah/

juaill iJ *J^ Jjs- <J Jo^l icjltis^ ' the novelties of the road on the beauties of the district of
AW *«

AUkosseyr.'

*^ *i

4F

" The word a/^ari^j may also mean * the lion ;' but as neither the one word nor the other has the least relation, that I

know of, to the title of the book, (the rhyme only being intended,) I am unable to determine which of the two is meant.

i
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* I do not know how else to translate the words lyj'L ^! which I find written the same in the three
j

different copies. Perhaps the word Corduba had in the language of the ancient Phcenicians a meaning

analogous to that here assigned to it by this author. Perhaps, again, the words reimrd of her inhaUtants :

are meant as a translation of Colonia Patricia, the name usually given to Cordova by Roman writers ;
but it

it would be a fruitless task to follow the Arabian authors in their etymological vagaries.

The Carthaginians are generally designated by African writers under the name of jii'iL^l 'Amalekites.

*
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/ji'vc is J" i=- J £j:JW) ,
Jj' ' valuable pearls on the beauties of the district of Ghafek.'

&s^' 'Lj 1=- J ^.l!l &s^^ ' aromatic smells on the beauties of the district of Eatijah.'

ij, -Aii]l 5 jX!! !>. J ij , aI! L-^IjCII ' shining constellations on the beauties of the district of

Kabrah.

h^\ is J J^ J ij^^ ii, ' t^e tenderness of the lover on the beauties of the district of

Astabah.'

These titles will sound rather oddly to the chastened ear of an European
;
but here, as weU as in the

rest of this work, I have made no tittempt to reconcile them by a freer translation to our general custom

of entitling books. I have, on the contrary-, offered on every occasion a most literal version
;
thus pre-

ferring to he accused of quaintness rather than of altering the signification, which in most instances it is

extremely difficult to seize : the titles of Arabic books, indeed, are of the most fantastic kind
;
and it is

but seldom that they have any connexion at all with the subject of the work. Thus, for instance, the

chronology of the Sultans of Africa and Spain, by Ibnu-1-khattib, bears the appellation of ' silken vest

embroidered with the needle ; ' a biography of Spanish Doctors, famous for their piety and learning, is

entitled
' fragrant plants ; ' and a treatise on constancy of mind, ' approved butter.' This contagion seems

to have passed from the Arabs to the Spaniards, since almost all the collections of romances and other

poems printed in Spain during the sixteenth century bear some such title as ' RamiUete deflores amenas'

(nosegay of sweet smelling flowers) ;
' Primavera y fior de Romances' (spring and flower of Romances) ;

' Cristales puros yfuentes claras ' (transparent crystals and limpid fountains) ; lastly, a Spanish writer of

the sixteenth century published in 1554, at Antwerp, a work entitled ' Libro de cahalleria celestial del pie

de la rosafragante ' (the hook of celestial chivalry from the foot of the fragrant rose bush).

Most of the cities here mentioned preserve their Arabic names. Bolkdnah, a corruption of Obulco,

6 TiovMi>y of Strabo, and the Mmicipium Pontifieense of Pliny, is now Porcuna; AUkosseyr (the small

castle) is the present Alcozer ; Al-mudowdr, which I find also written Al-mudawar and Almudawwar, is

Almodovar del Rio, the ancient Carhula ,- Mordd, or Mor^d, as it ought to be pronounced, can be no

other than Morente, a small town in the province of Cordova ; Koznah is evidently the small viUage

now called Cuzna.

" My copy gives the titles of these four chapters thus

—

U^ J AjAa^l JJi! 'the modulated intonations on the beauties of the city of

Cordova/

Az-zahrl'

»* *

*4

Az-zdhirah/

W J '
1 ^1 it=^JS^^

' the first morning dawn on the beauties of the court of

1^ J S JbUl ,jljoJ! ' tlie glittering novelties on the beauties of the court of

8 Jjw^ AJo J^ J^ J if J , Jl
' the rose on the beauties of the city of Shakandah.'

Ac ii ^ U- J ^^^5 ^
-r^'

' ^^^ mother-of-pearl vase on the beauties of the district of

»1_ '

Waza'h.
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^2 The Spanish Yersion of Ar-r^zi says " En rededor de los muros del alcazar del Rey ay ireiula e ires

*' mil cohdos, e en tres vezes mil cobdos a ma quarta de legua, e assifazen dos legms y tres quartas de legua/'

^^ The author means, no doubt, of the large rivers, which have mostly kept tlieir Roman or Iberian

names, sometimes with the addition of Guada, and sometimes without, bke Tajo (Tagns), Ebro (Iber),

Xenil {Singilis), Segre (Siccoris), Xucar {Sucron), Duero {Burks), Guadiana (Ana), &c. ; for, of less

considerable streams, several may be pointed out which entirely owe their names to the Arabs,

as Guadalabiad, or *the white river/ ^[j^'i\^o\^ '^'^ Valencia; Guadalmedlna, or 'the river of

the city/ iojAjl^^j-tj!. near Malaga; Guadaroman (Guaroman), or ' the river of the pomegranate trees,'

UJl^^jti!* ne^i^ Carolina; Guadarrama, or ' the river of the throwing/ j:Uj^^^iJ]* ^^^^ Madrid; and

TOfyTiy more.

^^ Cordova was taken, according to the writers consulted by Conde (Hist, de la Dom. vol, iii- p. 18),

on a Sunday, the twenty-third of Shawwal of the year six hundred and thirty-three, which answers to

the 30th of June, a.d, 1236-

1^ A. reads ^jt:^. Jl c>-w Ij=- Tbe epitome U^jl ci-^-^ 5)^ I ^^^^^ preferred the reading in

my manuscript, ^^Ur^ ]| ei^-jJ'^ which means ' the shops of the sellers of sweet basil/ I have

translated Ar-rakkdMn by 'bakers/ because I find in the Kitdbu-Umuglirib fi-l-loghak that rokdk means

^ a small loaf/

'^
i^»^^' aL»*-—which I believe to be a mistake for ^^yA^i)—If so, it means ' the inhabitant/

or 'horn at Elvira* (lUiberis), near Granada.

*'' The word Li^. (raudhah) means * a garden
;

' but I have seen it used in Adh-dhobi and elsewhere

for a burying gi-ound, owing, no doubt, to the custom observed by the Moslems of planting their cemeteries

with all sorts of trees and flowers. The Spanish word rmda^ which is derived from it, has the same

meaning. My copy reads simply rabadhu-r-raudhah, ' the suburb of the gardens or cemetery/ Tlie word

rabadh has likewise passed into the Spanish arrabal.

1^ Saldr lU is written thus in ev^ry manuscript- However, I find this suburb mentioned by Ibnu-1-

khattib in the life of Aslam Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz, and written thus, Xi.— I find it also written in this way,

j^ chebaldr, in Adh-dhobi (Nat, Lib. Mad., Gg. 14), which, for aught I know, may be the true

^V
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i

\

This last district, which, from the description given of it, must have been annexed to Cordova, is

entirely unknown to me. I have been particular in transcribing in Arabic the titles of all the books,

sections, chapters, &c., into which Ibnu Sa'id's valuable work is divided, that they may be more easily

recognised when discovered in the libraries of Europe, where I have no doubt some parts are in existence

under other titles, I have already shown that some extracts from it are to be found in the British
^

Museum, No. 6020. There is also in the Bodleian Library, No. 874, avolume entitled ^^^^^^ J\ ^j^

jjj^ X Ai which appears to contain some fragments of his work,
\
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reading. ^]j Faran and Jjj Barbal are also mentioned by Adh-dhobi (loco laudato). That author

says that they were both destroyed during the civil wars in the fifth century of the Hijra. Instead of

Far^n and Barbal my copy reads ^j j Feran and Jj j Baril.

'^ The Roman causeway here alluded to is still preserved and used by muleteers ; it leads from Cordova

to Carmona, Anduxar, and Seville. This gate of Algesiras must have been called for some time Bdbtc-l-

Je/tcin,
' the gate of the gardens;' for I find it inentioned in Ibnu-1-abblr (Nat. Lib. Mad., Gg. 13).

20
* #

o ^OJ &-X. ,JJJ>
4 fr J-^ * «

^^-^_S\ S^b S-Lc \y^\ J^

A

*

Instead of^ the principal MS. reads L«^ I have followed the reading in the epitome.

21 I need not observe that only a few pages before the author has said, quoting another writer, that

Cordova was founded by Octavias. Contradictions of this kind are unavoidable from the plan foUowed

by Al-niakkari in the composition of his history.

22 One of the copies reads LaJJ Copts instead of h^ Goths,

^3 Vestiges of these works are still visible among the hills in the neighbourhood of Cordova.

^^ It is remarkable enough that the three words here employed to designate ' lake/ ' tank; and ' reservoir;
^

should all have passed into the Spanish language. AlbuJwra or albufera, from g^? buheyrah (a small

sea), means * a lake ; ' alberca, ' a tank ' or ' pond," comes from Ky herkah, which means the same in

Arabic ; sa/areche, ' a reservoir or place where water is kept for the purpose of irrigation,' from ^jl^

sahdrij (a cistern). Indeed, almost all words in the Spanish language meaning a receptacle for water,

whether for drinking or for agricultural purposes, will be found to be derived from the Arabic :
aljibe is

'

a well,' from ^^ al-jdb or aUjib ; alcubilla, ' a small building in the shape of a dome built over a

place where water is found,' comes from Xuil al-Jmbiyah, meaning ' a small cupola or kiosque
;

'

raudal, 'any stream or volume of water whatever,' is from L?^^, rmdJiah ; azuda, 'a. dam con-

structed in a river or mill,' from j.^ sudd, a 'wall.' an 'obstruction;' azequia, 'a canal for irrj-

gation," from j^UI as-sdkiyah. which means the same; azem, 'a sort of water wheel,' from ^Ul

as^sdniyah, which means 'a camel employed in carrying water for irrigation;' anoria, ' a Persian

T^yh^el/ fi-om Sj*cUJ! an-nd'urah, and many other of the same sort. ^,

25 Theodofred, Duke of Cordova, and father of the King Roderic. is said by Ambro^ib Morales

{Cronka General, vol. iii. fo. 197,) to have been the builder of this palace, the ruins of which ^ere still

visible in the days of the author about two miles from Cordova, in the midst of a field- called Gasa-
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blanca. The Arabs often called the feudal lords among the Goths Moldk, i. e. ' kings/ The spot here

called Kudyat Ab( 'Obeydah (the hillock of Abu 'Obeydah), is mentioned by 'Abdu-1-m^ik Ibn Habib, the

author of aa historical work preserved in the Bodl. Lib., No. 127, Nic. Cat., fo. 158, under the name

^ ^ ^

of " the hillock of Abd 'Abdah"— a j._aj:

26 ^^J! Aa^ literallj'- 'a terrace in a commanding situation/ The word sotah, whence the

Spanish asoteha (and by corruption azoUd) is derived, means ' a terrace or flat roof on the top of the

house/ The expression, ' the gates which God Almighty opened for the redress of injuries, &c./ is an

allusion to the ancient custom among Eastern monarchs of administering justice to their subjects sitting

under the gate of their palaces, a custom which, was religiously observed by the first Sultans of the house

of Umeyyah in Spain. See Conde, Hist, de la Dom, vol, i. p. 342, et passim.

' 27 There must be here some mistake. Narbonne was retaken by the Franks in 797 of our Era, under

the reign of Al-hakem L, the grandfather of Mohammed ; and from that moment it never afterwards

made part of the Moslem dominions. Perhaps the author means Hishfim, who not only stormed that

city, plundered, and set it on lire, but obliged the inhabitants to furnish him with materials for the

construction of the great mosq^ue at Cordova.

26 Mohammed I., son of 'Abdu-r-rahmdn 11,, and the fourth among the Sultans of Cordova of the

family of Umeyyah-

^ This was Mohammed Ibn Hishdm Ibn 'Abdi-1-jabbar, surnamed AUmahdi-biUah, who usurped the royal

power in Cordova after the death of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n, son of Al-mansur, in the year three hundred and

ninety-nine of the Hijra (a.d. 1009).

^ Mr. Shakespear has constantly translated ^. roman by ' peach
;

' when it is notorious that this

word means ' a pomegranate/ The sort of fruit here described is to this day called in Spain granada zafari,

and considered the best of its kind- Spaniards also call ensalada romana a sort of salad with which the

grains of the pomegranate are mixed. In the description which the author of the Karttds gives of the

agricultural productions round Fez he mentions, among other fruits, this sort of pomegranate. See the

translation by Jos^ Antonio Moura, Lisboa, 1828, p, 43.

^1 in the partition of lands made by the Amir Hus^m Ibn Dhir^r Al-kelbi in a. h. one hundred and

twenty-two (a.d- 740), the city of Malaga and the neighbouring districts fell to the lot of the Arabs of

Al-urd^ (that part of Palestine watered by the Jordan) and to the people of Ray or Rayya (a district of

Persia), whence the name of Raya, afterwards given to Malaga, is most likely derived. See Conde,

Hist, de la Dm. vol. i, p. 110, and a preceding note, p. 356.

^2 The origin of this fruit is differently related in the treatise on agriculture by Ibnu^-awfim. It is

said there that the pomegranate called ^j^^ ska'ri (that is, hairy,) came from Baghdad or from

Medina, and was sent as a present to 'Abdu-r-rahmdn I- by his sister, then residing in the East ; that it

was called ^^ safri, or the traveller, owing to this circumstance. (See the Spanish translation by

BatiqUeri, Madrid, 1802, vol. i. p. 274.) However, although the introduction of a particular species of

; .
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pomegranate may be owed to the Arabs, as here asserted, it is probable that the fruit existed already in

Spain, since Isidorus Pacensis, who lived in the beginning of the eiglith century, compares the Peninsula to

a pomegranate, " ut diceres, augustalem esse malo-granatum,'* (See Plorez, Esp. Sag. vol. vii, sect. 60,)

The author inserts here a poem which I liave omitted, by Ahmed Ibn —.J Daub, describing this fruit.

1 -

^ Hish&m Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek, grandfather of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n Ad-d&khel I., SuMn of Cordova/ built,

not far from his capital, Damascus, a pleasure-house surrounded by gardens, to which he gave the name

oi Rissdfah, or, according to other writers, Russdfah,

M
j-j Lk^Jj ^ might mean also ' the palace of the stupified or struck with amazement/

^ Abii Yahya was governor of Cordova during the reign of his father, Yusuf Abii Ya'kub, the

second Sultan of the Almohades, He was beheaded by order of his brother, Ya*k^b Al-mans'ur, in

five hundred and eighty-two (a,d. 118G), See Conde, Hist, de la Dom, voL ii. p. 391, and the Karttd^,

translated by Moura, p» 230, et seq. ^

^ Looking into the Kaldyidu-UHkiydn, by Al-fat'h Al-kaysi, I find at the place mentioned _a/poetic^

description of the palace called Dimashk, in Cordova. The entire name of the Wizir Ibn 'AmmSr was
^^ r

Dhu-1-wizarateyn Abii Bekr Mohammed Ibn 'Amra^r. See Note 43, p, 341,

>-

37
[•-^ 1 -U

s

c^^ >^'

s c

J

J' ^Q= ^
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r*
1 ^

^'- ^/ y J- A v-J* ^^ ^ C>-^.Ij j-^

ff o

jr.~:>- 1 I.^pA/-^A^ A U.^.'^^»,r) ^.jwXX ^1 , j^i , ^
^ This villa took its name from Ja'far Al-mus'hafi, who was Wizir to Hish&m II,, of Cordova. Ac-

cording to Ibnu-l-abbar, who gives a short description of it, it was one of the most magnificent country-

residences that were to be seen in the outskirts of Cordova, Tlie gardens by which it was surrounded

were very tastefully laid out, with grottos, marble walks, running fountains, &c.

^^ Zubeyr Ibn 'Omar Al-mulaththam governed Cordova for a short time during the absence of

Abii-1-hasan 'Ali, Sultan of the Almoravides. Al-mulaththam, which means * the wearer of the veil called

latham/ was an epithet generally given to the Almoravides, because the tribe of Seuhajah, to which

they belonged, covered their faces with a triangular piece of cloth.

>^ -J

^ Na^urah or nd'urah, whence the Spanish anoria, means ' a water wheel' or ' a Persian wheel/ any

contrivance to raise water for the purpose of irrigation. Wheels of the same clumsy description as those
- ^ .- 4 . f^f -r- ^ ^

constructed by the Arabs are still in use all over Spain, According to Ibnu-1-khattib these ^offfetis gave

their name to a certain quarter of Cordova called Jahatn-n-nd*urak. Ibn Kh^dn says thafe the gardens

and the palace built in the midst of them existed so late as the year four hiindi'ed and sixty-two (a.d.

1069-70).
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^

*4

.U3 M. Weyers {Specimen criticum exhibens locos Ibn Kkakani de Ibn Zeiduno, Lugd,

Batav. 1837, p. 74,) has conjectured that this pleasure-house was built by a noble Persian, named Shabur,

who settled in Cordova, and obtained the charge of Wizir during the reign of Al^hakem II.

A portion of the kassidah, to which Al-makkari refers his readers, has been given by Ibn Khakdn in

his Kal<i7jidu4-'tkiydn, at the life of the Wizir Ibn Zeydiin, and translated by the above-mentioned eminent

German scholar, who has added numerous notes and illustrations bespeaking the most exquisite erudition.

42 ^^! ^j^—Merj is a green field, a piece of ground covered with grass. It means also a low

and marshy spot ; whence the Spaniards have made marjal.

^ ^' ^fc—Kh>rrOy whence the Spanish chorro seems to be derived, means ' the noise produced by

riinniBg water/ However, instead of ^ the epitome reads -i^ khuz, which means ' a species of raw

silk,' with which the Arabs used to ornament the saddles and bridles of their horses ; in Spanish >e^.

** Instead of i'l^! sorrdk, the plural of sdrik, ' a thief/ another copy reads
Jj'^

sorddik,

which means ' a sort of awning/ generally used in Africa and Spain to keep the houses cool, and keep off

the rays of the san in the hot days of summer. Mr- Shakespear has likewise surddik.

^ J^! AS'Sudd (in Spanish azudd) means ' a dam,' any obstruction or impediment thrown in the

bed of the river so as to turn its course, and direct the waters to a mill, or to a canal for the purpose of

irrigation.

^ The author introduces here some poetical descriptions of Cordova and its outskirts, which occupy

several pages. I have translated them all, but the unusual length of some, and the Uttle connexion they

all have with the principal object of this work, (for no historical fact is to be gained by their perusal,) have

prevented me from inserting them here ; they may perhaps find a place in a work which I think of giving

to the press at a future time on the poetry of the Arabs, viewed in connexion with the popular poetry of

Spain, I shall, therefore, merely give here the names of the authors of the said poems :
Kasim Ibn

'Ablxd Ar.riyahi> M6sa Ibn ^Abdi-l>m6Uk Ibn Sa*id, and Ja'far Ibn 'Abdi4-malik Ibn Said, the father

and uncle of Ah64-hasan Ibn Sa'id (see Note 107, p, 440, and Note 37, p. 476) ; the Sherlf ^3 ! Al^

assam, of Cordova; Abti Sheybah, of Malaga; the WizSr Ibn Zeydiln; Abu-1-hasan Al-merlni ; the

Wizir Abd Bekr Ibnu-1-kobtornah (see Casiri, vol. i, p. 105) ; the Wizir Ab\i-l^huseyn Ibnu-s-serraj,

&c. &c.

^ The Guadalquivir was, until practically observed at the beginning of this century, believed to have its

rise in the same spring as the Segura. Owing to this circumstance the poets of Mohammedan Spain

elegantly call the Guadalquivir 'L^ ^jl^ ^^i^ ' the uterine brother of the river Segura.'

'*» Probably the bridge, though begun under As-samh Ibn M^ik Al-khaulani, was not completed until
- ^

the times of 'Abdu-r-rahm^n, who succeeded him soon afterwards ; the former having been killed in

battle with the Franks. (See Cardonne, Hist, de VAfrique, vol. i. p. U7.) Conde attributes its erection

V to 'Anbasah, who ruled tvro yeai-s afterwards. See Hist, de la Dom. vol. i. p. 75.
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** All the copies read distinctly ^JAAJ\— «- e. ' he that uses the ^Ji' fcalass,' probably an article of

dress exclusively used by lawyere and theologians.

^^ ^j uVjl AUmadiinah is the title of a celebrated work on the sect of M^ik Ibn Axis, by a theologian

named Abil 'Abdillah 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibnu-1-kSsim Al-m^iki (see Note 59, p. 455), who, according to

Ibn Khatlekan, died in one hundred and ninety^one (a. d. 806-7). Haji Khalfah, who gives the title of

this volume, mentions no less than nine other commentaries and epitomes of the work of M^ik, riiostly

written by Spanish Arabs,

^^ Tlie Rich copy reads
, ^Co"/—Mine and the epitome read ^t^S Kamfish, I have followed the

former reading here as well as in a preceding passage (see p. 389), where this word is likewise written

Km-tdsh. I confess, however, that the name and situation of those places, if they be not the same,

are unknown to me. Both silver and quicksilver (in Spanish azogue from the Arabic ^ iJl) abound

in the territory of Cordova ; the former at Guadalcanal, the latter at Priego.

5?

53 ^ JJ) in my copy ; that in the British Museum reads J^^—but I believe ^^ sirenj is intended;

(See Avicennte Opera Arabic^, fo, rrr). Might not sirenj, which is the same thing as the stone called

hmnatites, be a corruption of the Spanish word sangre ?

o
5^ My copy reads here ^tc j1 ^ j^^^ar* \j] t^y

_j [^ JU' Vb^ j^ii ojl.^--) ' I counted

the houses and suburbs of Cordova during the times of Mohammed Ibn Abi 'A'mir;' I did not therefore

think myself justified in translating ' numbered, &c</ as Mr. Shakespear has done, p. 184.

^^ The word translated by ' wooden cabins ' is ^c- .L^^ the plural of h j^o^
—^which is often used by

African writers to designate a ship-cabin or any light bouse built only of wood. The editor of the

original Travels of Ibn Battiittah, in describing the J^S kakam, (a sort of vessel used by the Chinese,) says

A1 *\
_ J . _ . -. ^-

f^.^h) ^s^i^.
*' Each of these vessels is provided with a certain number of rooms, cabins, and recesses for the' use of

" merchants and passengers; some of the cabins will even be composed of various apartments with

" curtains or blinds^ and have doors with locks. The occupant of the cabin will keep the key of it in his

" possession, for it frequently happens that merchants take with them their wives and family, So

w'^^^

- - - ^..^--^-^ ^1-

^<

_ . ^ /.

'^ Two of the copies read LJ'lu^ Sittdlisah, another ^lU^J Yastdlisah, neither of which is no^

in existence. (See Appendix A., p, xix.) In the Cronica General, fo. 412, Ferdinand IIL is s^d to

have passed through a town called SietefiUa on his way to Cordova. The jis^i 20njifor;vf\iiQ^ -

Ibnu-1-beyttar translates by ' a sort of vermilion which is generally found in quicksilver mines/ is the

cinnabar.

.^-K-

^
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" secluded are these cabins that the people inside of them wUl he entirely unknown to each other during

" the voyage, unless they happen to meet on the deck when the vessel goes into port. There are other

" cabins for the use of the crew, who generally keep their children in them."

The word masariyah means now, on the coast of Barbary, a slightly constructed room in one side of the

house, a sort of a ground floor where the Moors receive their guests, transact business, or lodge un-

married men; it is called also ^j'ijuall^b ddru-dh-dheyfdn, or 'the apartment of the guests.' The

word masari has been preserved in the dialect spoken in the Balearic Islands, which is the Lemosine or

Provencal, and is used to designate a study or cabinet on the ground floor.

56 My copy reads ' eighty-two thousand four hundred and fifty-five.' The word which I have translated

lower down by * markets' is i-y« suk or sok, whence the Spanish zocco. It was then customary, and it

is so now in Spain, to give that name to any narrow street lined on both sides hy .the shops of dealers in a

particular trade. What we now call market-place was then called alfonduk, a word which tlje Spaniards

eornipted first into alfondka, and thence into alhondiga. The fonddk (whence the Italian fondaco and

the Spanish fondd) was, properly speaking, a large inn, a caravansary, where the foreign traders were

accommodated with rooms to dwell in, as well as with a suitable place to exhibit their goods for sale.

5? It was during the glorious reign of 'Abdu-r-rahman III., and more especially under that of his

grandson, Hisham II., that the capital of Mohammedan Spdn reached the liighest degree of splendour

and magnificence.

^ Instead of * eight hundred and thirty-seven mosques,' both my copy and the epitome read ' three

thousand eight hundred and thirty- seven,' while the principal MS. reads distinctly 'three hundred thousand

eight hundred and thirty-seven !
' I have not hesitated in reducing their number as above, especially when

I find the eight hundred and thirty-seven recorded in a description of the city of Cordova, written in

Spanish, but with Arabic letters, in the year 1462, by an Aragonian Moor, named Mohammed, fijo de Ali,

fijo de Isaac, el ballestero (Mohammed, son of 'All, son of Is'hak, the maker of cross-bows). I shall

hereafter give a more detailed account of this manuscript.

53 The number of houses which Cordova is said to have contained during the prosperous times of the

Khalifete, may at first sight appear rather hyperbolical ; but if we consider the mode of living of the

Mohammedans, among whom each family always occupies an entire house, however small It may be
;

if

we reEect that Arabs even from Damascus, Baghdad, and other great capitals of the East, who travelled

to Spain, all bore testimony to the extraordinary size and extent of Cordova during the Khalifate, (see

Ibn HadkaVs Geography, Arab. MS. in the Bodl. Lib., No. 963, fo. 87. et passim;) we may safely adopt

Ibnu Sa'id's computation as that which is nearest the truth. Besides, it is probable that the number of

' fifty-sbc thousand,' fixed for palaces and residences of public ofiicers and people of distinction, includes all

the houses in Cordova built of masonry, and that all the remaining were mostly barracks, tents, wooden

houses, &c. It is well known that Al-mansi5r, as well to serve his ambitious views as to push on his

conquests against the Christians, made considerable drafts and recruited his armies from the opposite coast

of Africa, and that at one time the outskirts of Cordova were covered with the dowdrs or encampments of

the Senhajah, Zen&tah, Masmudah, Gom&rah, and other African tribes.

^ -
\ _ _

^ Again, instead of 'seven hundred,' I read ' seventeen hundred mosques' in the principal MS.
;
but

to judge by what precedes as well as by what follows, the former must have been the number intended.

-il
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The number of mosques which Cordova is said to have contained cannot be much exaggerated. In

that of the baths there might be an error, and perhaps ^^^U ' seven' is to be read instead of ^f ' nine.'

Marmol Carvajal, who visited Fez in the sixteenth century, states the number of the mosques in that city

and its suburbs at six hundred and fifty, of which fifty were very large, and the baths at eighf^-five.

Leo Africanus also confirms the statement. The author of the Karttds says, that in the days of Air

mansiir, Sultfin of the Almohades, the city of Fez contained seven hundred and eighty-five mosques

;

forty-two tanks or reservoirs supplied with water from the river or from springs
;
ninety-three bath-

houses for the use of the public ; eighty-nine thousand two hundred and thirty-six houses
;
nineteen

thousand four hundred and forty-one masdri or wooden cabins ; four hundred and sixty-seven inns
;
nme

thousand shops, &c. See the translation by Padre Moura, Lisboa, 1828, p. 48 ;
Marmol, Des. de Africa,

vol. ii. fo. 86, verso, et seq. ; and Leo Africanus, apud Ramusium.

Mr. Shakespear's copy adds that the number of mindrets or towers, whence the people were summoned

to prayer, was four thousand three hundred, which would give the same number of mosques, since the

two are always joined.
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» 'Obeyd Ibnu-l-jerr&h and Kh^ed Ibn Walid were the two Arabian generals who,, under the Khalifate

of 'Omar, son of Al-khatt^b. (a.h. 14,) took the city of Damascus, when the principal temple was by

them divided as here stated. See Al-makin, Hist, Sar. apud Erpenium, fo. 28, and Abi'i-l-fedd, An, Mosl.

voL i. p. 223.

2 Tlie epitome reads c:^^^ ci^U^—A. u>V^ Binjent, which I suppose is meant for St. Vincent,

who suffered martyrdom in Valencia under the Proconsul Dacien, the 22nd of January, a.d. 304, and

who is called by St. Paulinus the " glory and ornament of Spain." (See the Flos Sanctorum.) But

among the Christian temples mentioned by Florez (Esp. Sag. vol. ix. p. 121) as existing in Cordova before

the invasion, 1 find none dedicated to St. Vincent. It will, perhaps, not be amiss to observe here that

Ibn Habib (loco laudato, fo. 158,) says that the principal Christian church in Cordova, at the time of the

taking of that city by the Moslems, stood in the quarter of the city caUed Kudyat AM 'Abdah (see

Note 25. p. 487). not far from the dwelling of Asbagh Ibn Halil.

'
iciwi^. ^ Aiji-. j^5fiUj—literally * they kept suspending or adding roof after roof.' From

the word sahifah, adding to it sdmi, which in Arabic means ' high or elevated,' the Spaniards have

maxie the word zaqui-zami, ^_^L ^-^ now signifying ' a garret,' but the meaning of which was

formerly, as in Arabic, the space between the plastering and the roof, tiling, or covering of a hou^.

I find this word used by Marmol {Afnca, vol. ii. fo. 176,) to designate the open space uhderSeath ;

a

gateway where the guards of a city generally stand.

^
\ n r

4 According to Conde {Hist, de la Dam. vol. i. p. 215), the building of the mosqne was not begun until

two years afterwards (a.d. 786). Ar-rftzi says in the year 169. It is by mistake that AbiS-1-fedd places

' r .
'^

..- -J .

rX -.

-^- -^ -
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this event m A.M. 121. (See An. Mosl. vol ii. p. 61.) Rodericus Toletanos (a^ calc. Erpen. iu. \>^^ ..y.

in 149; Ibn Shihnah in 171.

5 The whole of this passage seems to be only a repetition of ^vhat Al-makin. Abn-l-fecia. Abu-i-far«j.

and other Arabian historians, whose works we possess translated into Latin, relate of the Khahf Al-wabd.

who erected the great mosque at Damascus. See Hist. Sar. ajmd Erp. fo. 71; Abu-l-Kdu. An.

Mosl. torn. i. pp. 429, 433 ; and Abi'i-l-faraj, Hist. Dyn. p. 129.

« Ab6-l-fed^ (vol. ii. p. 61) says 'one hundred thousand.' The same may be read in ibn Shiimati

(Ar. MS. Brit. Mus., No. 7328).

w*

¥ 4 V^.' i
. . ^:'i\ ^y ^ c

- *^ J

^yx'.-1 Zcl S^-^ J '

**

* 4 ^^^^ J_ji ^^yi V^ '^'
S:^/

Dih'yah might not be a name, but the office of this poet, for the word i^J means 'a general' in the

dialect of Yemen. The patronymic J^\ Al-bah'mi seems to indicate that Mohammed wa. a native

of Bolonia, the BeXiv of Strabo, and the BaiX^yp of Ptolemy, between Ba-sippo and Melaria. Tiie

epttomist of the original Travels of Ibn Batttittah had also the patronymic ^^\ Al-bayb'u.i.

7 Both the principal MS, and the epitome have simply ' that 'Abdu-r-rahm^n ordered the zakhrafuh ur

gilt-work to be made.' The word hf>j which may also be pronounced zokhrofah, means 'gilding."

Instead of iw,>i- the epitome reads
'^f^j

^^1

\-

Khalfah,

literally ' the union of what is scattered,' Tlie title of this work is not in Ihiji

^ The word i^^ plur. ci^ll^l) which I have every where translated aisles, is not in the Dictionaries,

M- de Quatremfere translates it by chapels, chapeltes, (see his fragment of AUbekri in vol. xii. des Noltces

et Bwtraits des MSS. de la Bib, du Rot, pp. 439, 592, et passim;) but in what way the learned Frenchman

applies that meaning to a mosque, I am unable to comprehend. I find it used by Ibn Bashkiiwal, fos. 7'i

and 135, by Ibnu-l-khattib, and by almost every African or Spanish writer, as applied to the aisles or

naves in a mosque, ox, rather, to the space between each row of columns, which the Spaniards* cidl

calle, that is, 'alley/ 'walk,' In describing the mosque of Damascus, Ibn Battiittah (original Travels)

uses the following expressions: ^ u^^ ^1 jyi ^^ jWoX^^ ^% ^jA^^^ ^"^ ci;li:ib •

h^ j^j\ ji; . hjL ^^.A.^
J ^j\ j\ ci^u- ^ ^ ip^ i/^ ^'v t^ i=sb jr

" and the aisles in the mosque of Damascus are three in number, extending from east to west, each of

"the aisles being ten paces wide, and resting upon fifty-four columns and eight square pilhtrs."
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I find dso in the BarndmeJ by 'ObeyduUah Ibn Yi'isuf (Arab. MS. in the Escur. Lib., No. 1818).

\jx^ ^j^ hi)
J ^ &u l^Jhs

* *

« t * *

" and they relate that in the principal mosque of the city of Ucl^s there is an aisle with large beams (thrown

" over) sawed, squared, and having the ends smoothed and made equal; and they say, that each of these

'' beams measures in length one hundred and twenty-four spans," I find likewise in the Kitdbu-l-ayn^

or a Dictionary of the Arabic language (Ar. MS, in the Esc. Lib., No. 571,) ^ \S Jb CjJi?^ ^ ^h

*' baldtl, which forms its plural baldtUH, means the same thing as hahu" that is, ' a piece of ground or

any thing long and narrow/ I need not add that the circumstance of the present cathedral of Cordova

consisting of nineteen aisles intersected by twenty-nine others (as here described) removes all doubt as to

tlie real meaning of the word baldtt when applied to a mosque,

^^ I have stated elsewhere my reasons for translating the word jauf for the north-west, in opposition to

the kibkh, which in all Mohammedan temples, in Spain as well as in Africa, was (as far as I can judge

from several passages of Ibn Bashkuwal) a little inclined towards the south-east. Howevef, ^vhen

treating of tlie dimensions of a mosque, I have always preferred preserving the original word tb pf6veht

all mistake ; jauf meaning, properly, ' the body of the mosque,' or that part of it which was opposite to

tlie kibhih, to which ever point of the compass this might be turned.

''^v

^ - \ _

11 sahan, in Spanish zaguan, is 'an open court/ and sometimes 'a porch/

1"^ The actual dimensions of the mosque are as follow : in length, from north to south, six hundred and

twenty feet ; in width four hundred and forty. The court measures in length two hundred and twenty-

- r

i^ The doors of the cathedral were still covered in the sixteenth century with plates of brass, as here

described. See Amb, Morales, A7itig. de Espana, fo, 121,

^* It is almost impossible to fix with any degree of certainty the number of columns of all sizes which

tlie mosque of Cordova contained during the times of Mohammedan sway. Both Ambrosio de Morales

and the Infante Don Juan Manuel, who described it before their numbers were considerably reduced by

the modern unnecessary, not to say barbarous, alterations to which that building has been exposed, state

it at one thousand and twelve, but it is not unlikely that when the mosque was converted into a church,

some were removed to make room for altars, chapels, and the like. See Conde de Lucanor, by Don Juan

Manuel, and Morales, Antig. de Espana, Alcali, 1575, fo, U9, et seq.

'* The makssiirah is a screen or enclosure surrounding the mihirdb with a sort of throne or platform^;

somewhat elevated above the level of the mosque, where the Sultan sits ; it is generally Wiiled; in.^"^lehe

whole of that space which was taken up by the makssdrak is now occupied by the chapel of Saii4^#yaiii ^

16 In Mr. Shakespear's copy the makssiirah is said to have been built by Al-hakeni H'. '
" / J^ ' V

.-.-^

1^ The word which I have translated by 'cornices' is cuUIyi the plural of M^-^In that sense I

find it commonly used by the Arabian writers of Spain.
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18 The mihrdb is a cavity in the wall of a mosqae, showing to the Mohammedans the point of the

compass towards which the ka'bah stands. Behind it was a room where the Korans were usually kept.

Both arc now converted into a chapel, consecrated to St. Peter, and which the inhabitants of Cordova

vulgarly call la capillu del zancarron (the chapel of the chin-bone), from a popular belief that that of

Mohammed was preserved in it.

>9 I find this word written ^IL,^ sofeysafd, which, no doubt, is a transposition of ,'.«.iw foseyfasd

:

JLJk.wj,_El—

1

the word is not in the Dictionaries ; but I find in the Kitdbu-l-'ayn ^U-j!l .^ ^^. ^ ^

'kM ; ^^^\ ^ :>y„ l.^;
J c^yi ; M :>^ ;^^1 ;

" t}.^ foseyfasd is a substance made

' of glass ^d smaU pebbles bated together, and uniting with great variety of colour great briUiancy and

" beauty ; it is sometimes mixed with silver or gold." In this sense I find the word used by Al-bekri. fo.

44, and by Baktiwi, p. 427, as well as by Ibn Batti'ittah in his description of the imperial palace at

Constantinople. The words of the latter author are as follow: djliaj^ .x^^ .yiU Jl ^.> \^<i
^

t4

j^' jyc \^> J^ JJ' l**^^^, " I was introduced into an extensive

" hall, the walls of which were all covered with enamel, having figures of men and beasts engraved

" upon it." I find also in various writers that this substance came from Greece. According to the

historian Sfi'id, (Bodl. Lib., No. 713,) one of the conditions of the peace granted to the Emperor

of Constantinople by the Khalif Al-walid was that he should provide him with a certain quantity of

foseyfasd or enamelled work for the great mosque he was building at Damascus ;
and IdrisI, in his

description of the mosque of Cordova, says that the enamel which covered the walls of the mihrdb

came from Constantinople, and was put up by Greeks whom 'Abdu-r-rahm^n had engaged for that

purpose.

20 ^ J firjak or forjah means ' a rent or opening on one side of a robe.' Hence the Spanish

alforza (with the article), meaning the same thing, and alforja, ' a travelling bag.' It is here applied to

an open space which must have been cut out of the body of the mosque to form the makssdrah.

^21 j^\j£. the dual number for ii^Lic—which I presura.e means the jambs of the arch at the entrance

of tKe wiArcii (now the chapel of St, Peter), where the four columns here descrihed are placed.

^-^ Instead of jJu manhar, * a pulpit/ the copy used by Mr, Shakespear must read ^^ mmiah,
-

J-'

'a mirror;' or else that gentleman/would not have introduced here a speculum or reflector, of which

there is not the least mention in the other copies. (See Murphy's History of the Mohammedan Empire,

p. 181-) What follows leaves no doubt as to which of the two is the true reading.

This, pulpit was to be seen in the cathedral of Cordova as late as the middle of the sixteenth century,

when it was destroyed, and its materials employed in the construction of an altar. It was known under

the name of carro de Almanzor (the chariot of Al-mansiSr), no doubt because it stood upon wheels, as that

which the author of the Karttds describes in the mosque of Fez, See Morales, Antig. de Espana, fo. 10,

et $eq., and Moura, Historia dos Soheranos> p, 54, et seq.

•^ Ibnu-l-beyttar describes this wood in the following words : . \^ ^^^ ^
L«

^tflJ^Cv
ft ^' (^
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*X^J^ ^_ ^ ^)J} ^ ^] ^j[} ^Jljj"
J ^;^ ^tiil

J
^U

_j ^1 J^\ Jjj Jlo ^)_5 J

" Tlie bakam, according to Abu Hanifah, is the wood of a large tree, the leaves of which resemble in

'' colour those of the al-Mz (in Spanish allosa, ' almond tree') ; they are green, but the trunk and the

" branches are of a reddish hue. It grows in India, and in the country of Zinj (Ethiopia), and a decoction

** of it is used for dyeing." It is, I beheve, the Brazil wood.

^^ There were at one time in the Christian states of Spain various descriptions of gold coin called

mizcal, from the Arabic jJliJU mithkdL Hence that coined by Mohammedan sovereigns was dis-

tinguished by the appellative ''Mohammed!/'

^^ This mosque was so called from its being built in that quarter of the city of Fez which was

inhabited by the people of Cairw6n. For a detailed account of the building the reader is referred to

Moura's translation of the Karttds, Leo Africanus, apud Ramusium, and Marmol, Descripcion de Africa,

vol, ii, fo, 86, et seq.

^'^ The Khattib, or preacher, Ibn Marziik, of whom I have given an account in a preceding note

(Note 90, p. 437), wrote, according to H5ji Khalfah, a work entitled ^^s^s^^ t\wjl * collectiop of the

traditions contained in the Sahih/ There is in the British Museum, No. 9486, a volume containing

extracts from his other works,

^ Ibnu-1-khattib says, '' that when Ibn Ghaniyyah, the general of the Almoravides, took possession of

" Cordova in the year five hundred and forty-one of the Hijra (a,d. 1 146), th^ Christians, who were his

** auxiliaries, penetrated into the great mosqae, tied their horses to the columns of the makssdrah, and

'* profaned with their impious hands the sacred Kor^ that was preserved in its mihrdb ; and that incon-

" sequence of this, when the Sultan 'Abdu-l-miimen retook Cordova from the hands of Ibn Gh^myyaK,
'* unwilling to leave such a jewel exposed to further pollution, he determined upon having it sent to a

'' more secure place ; and always afterwards took it in all his military expeditions wrapped up in a

" precious case which he ordered to be made," The author of the Karttds says as much in nearly the

same terms. See also Conde, Hist, de la Dom. voh ii. pp. 321, 351,

^^ This is the same prince whom Ibnu-1-khattib, in his Al-hololu^l-marMmah (or silken gown em-

broidered with the needle), calls Abd-1-hasan 'Ali Ibn Abl-l-*oH Idris, surnamed Sa*!id, who was the

ninth Sultan of tlxe Almohades, and was killed in a battle fought before Telemsan against Yaghmarasdn,

the founder of the dynasty of the Bern Zayydn. See Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol, ii. p, 224, where

this event is erroneously placed in 641, although a few pages further (229 and 263) it is said to have

happened in 646, The author of the Karttds agrees with Ibnu-1-khattib in the year of Abti-1-hasan's

death, wliich he places on a Tuesday, the last day of Safar, but differs as to the spot where the battle was

fought, which he fixes at ei^.^^j^lj Tamezjiirt (Moura reads Tameradit), instead of Telems&n. See

Moura, p, 383, and Conde, Hist, de la Dom, vol. ii. p, 443.

^^ Instead of Ibrahim the author ought to have said Ibn IbrdMm; since, according to Ibnti-1-fchattib
—J ^

{loco laudato, p, 224,) and to the Karttds^ Abu-1-hasan's successor was called Abd Hafs 'Omar Ibn Abi

Iba'Shim Is'hdk Al-murtadhi. He was killed, according to the above-mentioned writers, on the twenty-

second of Safar of the year six hundred and sixty-five (November, a.d, 1266)> at Az^mbr, while trying
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to reduce to obedience a relative of his who had revolted ; and not, as Al-makkarl seems to imply, in

igainst YaghmarasSin. He was not the son but the brother-in-law of Abu-l-'ola.
war ai

30 One of the copies reads ^_^1 At-tojibi, by the simple addition of one point. Both patronymics

were common to the Spanish Arabs.

31 Ibn Battuttah, who visited Damascus in the year seven hundred and forty-six of the Hijra (a.d.

1345), and who gives in his original Travels a very fuU description of the famous mosque of that city,

says that he saw in the makssiirak the Koran here alluded to as being one of the four sent by the Khulif

'Othman. I ought to observe that both Idrisi and Ibnn-l-abb&r treat of this Kordn as being in the mosque

of Cordova in their time. The latter author, who declares he saw it, says that it was called 'Othm^nl, not

because it was written by 'Othman, or had been presented by him to any mosque, but because it contained

four leaves out of a Kor&n which that Khalif held against Ms bosom when he was pierced by the daggers

of his assassins. " Traces of the precious blood of the Khalif were still visible in my time," says Ibnu-

l-abbar. The geographer Ibn lyds (Brit. Mus., No. 7503, fo. 9,) corroborates the statement.

32 ^
^ The reader may consult the learned memoir by the late M. De Sacy, Not. et Extr. des MSS. vol viii,,

where the origin of these four copies of the Koran, considered authentic by the Mohammedans, is

satisfactorily explained,

M Abii-1-hasan 'Ali Ibn 'Othman Ibn Ya'kub Ibn 'Abdi-1-hakk, Sultan of Fez, of the dynasty of the

Beni Merin, succeeded to the throne of his father in the year seven hundred and thirty-one of the Hijra.

(See Ibnu4-khattib, apud Casiri, vol, ii. p. 301, and Conde, vol. ii, p. 45L) This Prince is not men-

tioned by the author of the Karttds, whose chronology reaches only to the year 726; but I find an

account of him in a short history of Morocco described elsewhere. Note 73, p. 349. Abu-1-hasan

reigned twenty years and four months ; after which he was killed in the mountains of Hentetah, in the

jurisdiction of Morocco, towards the end of Rabi' i., a, h. seven hundred and fifty-two (a,d, 1351)-

:?5 The famous battle of Tarifa, or la haialla del Salado (as it is called by the Spaniards)* was fought on

Monday, the ninth of Jumada I., A.H. seven hundred and forty-one (Oct. a.d. 1340), by the combined

armies of Castile and Portugal.

^ I h^ve omitted a Jcass(dah of unusual length, describing this Koran, the diiFerent cases and bags in

which it was wrapped, and the additional ornaments with which it was embellished by the Sultan Abu-

1-hasan, when it was brought to Fez, the capital of his dominions. The names of the merchants who

procured it from the Portuguese are said to have been Abii Sa'id and Abi'i Ya'kilb, but no mention is

made of the manner in which the book was acquired. Ibn Rashid, from whom the account is borrowed,

is the author of an itinerary alluded to elsewhere. See p. 437.

7-Z

37 ^ -^ smma'h is an African word used by Al-bekri, Ibnu Khaldun, and other writers, to desig-

nate the square tower or steeple of a mosque. It was synonymous with 'ijX)\ al-mendrah, whence

liie Spanish words alminar and almenara. Casiri and Conde have often mistaken in their translations the
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minbar or palpit inside the mosque (in Spanish alminbar) for the tower attached to the building, which

is called almendraL From sauma'h the Spaniards made zoma. Father Figuerola, in his Tratado contra

el Alcoran (a MS, work in my possession), fo. 40, verso, says " Zomas son unas torres altos y estrechas en

'' que m Moro se suhia para llamar los demas d la zala.*' The last word, zula, is likewise Arabic, and

comes from saldt (prayer).

^ An inscription commemorating the building of this tower is still preserved on one of the interior

walls. It bears the date of Dhi-1-hajjah, a. h. 354, that is, four years after the accession of Al-hakem II.

^^ I think the author means " in the hand^writing of the Khalif Al-hakera," who is reported to have

composed a book on the history of Spain, from which Ibnu Hayy^n, Ibnu Bashkuwal, and other eminent

historians, borrowed considerably. This, too, would agree better with the reading of rny copy, where it

is said '* in a book in the hand-writing of the Khalif Al-mustanser-billah,"

^^ The word I have translated ' reservoir for purification ' i%'is la^Jl from Li .^—which means ' to make

ablutions.'

^ -

^^ The text says, supplied with water from ^LJ) ju bir as-sdniyak, that is, a well, thcs water.j^of

which is raised to the surface by a camel turning round- The word (tzena has been preserved, in

Spanish to designate a water milL

^

^^ The word iwUt in Spanish azequia, is a canal for the purpose of irrigation or to convey drinlung

water.
_ ^

^ Tlie Spanish words cafw, caneria, Canada, are all derived from the Arabic SLe kanndt, which means

' a reed,' (in Spanish cam,) and figuratively, a subterraneous canal through which water is made to flow,

a pipe.

^ Rather ' cisterns,' for such is the meaning of l_)1»-v Jawdb, the plural of i ;^ jdh or jib, whence

the Spanish algibe,

^ These marble receptacles for water may still be seen in the cathedral of Cordova, The quarry

whence they were extracted is likewise shown by the peasants at a few miles from the city.

-^ I find a description of this establishment in the Biographical Dictionary of Ibnu BashkiiwSl, in the

:

article 'Ahmed Ibn Khaled/ a poet who resided in it for a long time. It appears that it was chiefly^

destined for poor theologians, or students who came to Cordova from the provinces to study the : 1&W>

Eminent literary men, poets, orators, and historians, were also admitted and honourably treated;:: The

^

fonner received a daily allowance of food, and -provisions of all sorts, besides a small sum of morifey;:

the latter received yearly pensions from the treasury, each according to his merits or station' in: life, ^

^^ Al-belAdhori, an ancient geographer who described Spain in the fourth century of the Hijra, and

Ibn Haukal, who copied him, say that the extensive plain of Fakssu-l-boiiltt, olose to Cordova, was

?- ^^ >-
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in their time entirely covered with the houses and tents of the African tribes, owing to the crowded

population of the capital.

^ Instead of the ' court of the mosque,' the author no doubt means ' in the spot, which, after

the building of the addition, would have been appropriated to the court.'

« Beyt-mdl signifies a treasury, and also a certain sum of money (one million of dinars), according

to Ihnu Khaldi'm, whose words are as follow: iyU,t^^ ^ aljjJl \Jl^ ^l\iJ\ ^ JU' ^^^-^ J

jj u_a!Sl 5 JU Ujt> t-aJl k—a!l "the heyt-mdl among treasurers and governors is equivalent

to one million of din^s." In the present case the expression is used per synecdochen, as the Spaniards,

when they want to extol the value of a thing, say " Vale un PotosC'—it is worth a Potosl,—a mountain

in South America where gold was found in large quantities.

^ See page 220. For a plan of the mosque of Cordova, as it was in the times of the Arabs, the

reader is referred to the drawings of Murphy, and the splendid work published by the Spanish Academy

of San Fernando in 1780. In neither work, however, are the various additions painted in colours.

51 The word ib! a'ldj, which I have translated by ' slaves,' is the plural of J\s. 'daj, and means,
^ t

properly speaking, ' a barbarian or foreigner,' and hence ' a Christian.' In the latter times of the

Mohammedan empire in Spain the word 'akij, which passed afterwards into the Spanish dche, was applied

by the Moslems to all those among their countrymen who held communion with the Christians.

52 This cistern, which occupies almost the whole of the court, is still preserved as in the days of

Al-mansur. It is built in the shape of a vault made with strong arches.

^ The meaning of the word JUu mashdki is entirely unknown to me. It is only by guess that I

have translated ' supporters \ for if the author means a sort of frame, within which the wick of a Moorish

lamp of this description is encompassed to prevent its sinking into the oil, they are generally made

of lighter materials than lead, such as cork, wood, sometimes a very thin piece of tin, &c. It may

also mean a sort of ring made of lead or wire, within which glasses or lamps of this kind are generally

suspended.

^ The J3i5 Hntar, whence the Spanish quintal, is a measure of weight of one hundred pounds.

Most of the Spanish names for weights and measures are derived from the Arabic :
for instance,

arroba, a weight of twenty-five pounds, comes from -_> j| ar-roba\ which in Arabic means the

fourth part of a kintar; arralde and mrelde are pounds, from J^ rattl; xeme, a span, is from x^U
^v

shemeh; almud, a measure for grain, is from x<, mudd, which might itself be a corruption oimodius;

cahiz and cafiz are from jkAi' hafis; aukia, an ounce, comes from UiVl oukiyyah, and this seemingly

from the Greek oiyyKia\ kilate, a weight of four grains, from L>l-5 or 1-1 ui nepdnov, a bean, and the

-pfeight of a bean ; danique, a weight of two hiratSy from ^\d—mizcal, a weight of If drachms, from
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J (j^

—

adurme, a drachm, from ^ j (^iVActm ; cantara, a measure for wines and other liquids, is from

s Wji—azumbre and zelemin from Jjj
• zmhS^J and

. ,J^ so/67ni, &c.
'J^^ — "^J

**

55 According to Ash-shakandi (see p. 41) some of these lamps were Christian bells suspended from

the ceiling in an inverted position, with their concavities upwards. I remember having read the same

thing in Ibnu-1-abbir. Marmol Carvajal, {Descrip. de Africa, vol. ii. fo. 86.) while treating of Fez, says

that in the great mosque called Mesjidu-l-kairawm there were some bronze lamps cast out of the materials

of bells brought from Spain. In one of his expeditions against the Christians, Al-mansi'ir removed the

bells of the church of Santiago, and brought them to Cordova. See Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. i.

p. 331.

^ I have here omitted the translation of a long kassi'dah, by the Faquih and Kdtib Abd Mohammed

Ibrahim Ibn Sahibi-s-sal^t Al-welbani (of Huclva), giving an account of this mosque.

5? That is to say, during the reign of 'Abdu-r-rahman III. and that of his successors, Al-hakem II.

and Hishdm II., for these are the only three sovereigns of the house of Umeyyah who assumed in Spain

the title of Khalifs.

58 I am inclined to believe that Al-makkari made here a mistake, smce the phenonienon wl^ch he

describes is attributed by almost every Arabian geographer I have consulted to a globe of quicksUver

placed in the centre of a circular hall in the palace of Az-zahr^, not in the mosque of Cordova.

5fl Nashaku4-azhdrf{ 'ajdyiU-l-akUdr is the title of a geographical work by Ibn ly&s. (See Preface.)

I have collated this passage with a copy of that work in the Brit. Mus., No. 7503, fo. 9. The autlidr

gives likewise the dimensions of the mosque, and the number of lamps, which he calls ^yj tanir, (in

Spanish atanor,) but adds no new particulars.

so Some of the ovals here alluded to are still remaining, but the inscriptions were carefully effaced

when the mosque was transformed into a Christian temple. However, those in the mihrdb, and in the

angles near the tower, did not share the same fate.

CHAPTER III..

' I find that my MS. copy, as well as the printed editions of Ibn Khallek^, gives this passage

somewhat differently. The breadth of the building is stated at fifteen hundred cubits, and th^ total

expenditure dXfifteen millions of dindrs,

2 It is unnecessary to remark, that although no doubt can be entertained that this" sumptuous city once

existed, and in the site too which all authors agree m givmg it, no remains of any kind are extant to

remind the traveller of the scenes here described.
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3 The word ^1 • zdmilah. whence the Spanish azemila is derived, means ' a beast of burden.'

* ULjJI from kb ' to pave with large flags of stone.' To pave with bricks, or with ponnded clay, as

is generally the custom all through Africa, is called ^Ji: tafrisk, from farrasha, ' to strew, to lay down

any thing fiat.'

6 The nineteen columns here said to have come from the country of the Franks were probably brought

from Narbonne, a city abounding with temples and other monuments of antiquity, and which Hish^m I.

plundered of every material that might be appropriated for the building of the great mosque of Cordova.

It is hkely that those brought from Tarragona had a similar origin.

^
isJ I believe means 'streaked marble,' or a sort of veined jasper, which the Spaniards call

marmol de aguas.

^ According to the meaning given to the word heyt-mdl in a former note (p. 500), the total expen-

diture upon this palace would have been fifteen millions of dinars. But, by multiplying the twenty-five

years of An-nSssir's reign by three hundred thousand din&rs, which he is reported to have spent annually,

I only obtain seven mUHons and a half, which leads me to suppose that Ibnu Khaldi'm committed an error

when be said that a beyt-mdl was one million of dinars.

'8 Instead of ' eighty mudd and seven hafis,' I suspect that the contrary is meant by the author, since

the latter measure is larger than the former. I find in the Kitdhu-l-'ayn, an Arabic Dictionary of great

repute among the Spanish Arabs, that the hafiz. whence the Spanish caMz, was a measure for grain

containing eight-and-forty mudd, each kafiz being equal to four ^ sd'. and each sd' equivalent to

four mudd. At present the mudd, or almud as it is called in Spain, is the twelfth part of the bushel

;

and the cahiz is no longer used as a measure of capacity, but as one of extension. It is used to designate

a piece of ground capable of receiving tvreiYe fanegas (bushels) of corn in seed.

» Instead of j!j jjJl Jv^l ' Ahmed the Greek,' my copy and the epitome read ^J^JaaII ' Ahmed

the philosopher.' Such also appears to have been the reading in Mr. Shakespear's manuscript.

^o It is recorded both by Christian and Mohammedan writers that a Christian bishop was employed by

'Abdu-r-rahmfin in several embassies to the sovereigns of Europe, and, among others, to Otho, Emperor

of Germany. The bishop's name, however, was Recemundus, not ^j Eabi', which is a truly Arabic

name. See Mabillon, Acta Sanctorum, s^c. v. p. 404, et seq.

11 This would imply that the fountain came from some city in the interior of Asia, not from

Constantinople, as here stated, or else there -was no necessity for its being transported by land to the

sea shore.

'^ ijj^\—i-f- 'the hall of familiarity and pleasure.' Instead of^Ji!! L^.oli I read in one

of the copies (>.„^UI! i-^^a^U 'and the architect fixed it in the middle,* &c. Cardonne calls this

hall ' the hall of the Khalifate.' See Hist, de l' Afrique, vol. i. p. 332.
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*^ I have already stated that the words ddr san'dk meant * house of construction/ and were applied by

the Arabs to a yard for the building of ships, as well as to an arsenal where weapons were manufactured

or stored in time of peace.

^^ ^jJbU.—which is described by Ad-dem5rj as a species of hawk. The word is Persian, and means

* royal/

^^
si J^' From the description which Ad-demiri gives of this bird I conclude that it is a ' kite/ He

calls it " the robber among the feathered tribe, because it lives entirely upon the food which other birds

'* procure, and which it steals from their nests,"

^^' The Emperor Leo having died in the very year of 'Abdu-r-rahman's accession, it is probable that

the pearl formed a portion of the offerings in the embassy afterwards dispatched by his son Constantine,

or in that of Romanus, See App, A., p. sxiv,

^^ The word which I have translated by * arches ' is b U^- the plural of ^ju^ ' an arch of the horse-

shoe form/ The author of the Kitdbu-l-ja*rdfiyyah, who describes also this hail, says that the gates were

sixteen, eight on each side.
.

^^ Al-makkari borrowed this from Ibn ly^s. See the work of that geographer in the British

Museum, fos. 9 and 165, verso.

^^ I read in the Kitdbu'l-ja'rdfiyyah that the quicksilver came from Betrosh (los Pedroches), not far

from Cordova.

^ There must be here some mistake, for if the entire length of the mosque from kiblah to jauf (that is,

from north-west to south-east,) was, as the author says afterwards, ninety-seven cubits, the aisles or rows

of columns must have measured more than thirty cubits in length. However, as the three copies which

I have used, as well as that in Mr, Shakespear's possession, offer the same reading, I have translated the

sentence as I found it,

^^ My Spanish manuscript computes their number at twelve thonsand. Having often alluded to a

Spanish manuscript in my possession written with Arabic letters, and purporting to be a description

of Cordova and Az-^zahra during the reign of the Beni Umeyyah, I now proceed to describe it in a few

words, as the information upon this topic may be of some utility, and works of this kind are but

imperfectly known. The work, a volume in quarto, was formerly in the collection of Casiri, who, unable

to read its contents, described it on the fly leaf as containing a treatise in Arabic on the cabalistical

science. The contents of the book are various: 1st, A description of Cordova and its priiipijjal

buildings during the time of its greatest splendour, entitled Hadiz de Cordoba e de Id que era eri

tienbo de los Banu Umayya sacado de las croiiicas de los alimes.^ 2nd. Some chapters from the Kordn

in Arabic, with an interlinear version and a commentary in Spanish. 3rd. A few prayers and. religious

* There are two words in tJiis title which are Arabic, not Spanish : Hadiz, which means ' a tale, a narrative preserved

by tradition ;' and alime from 'alam, ' a doctor, theologian, or learned man.'
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instructions. 4tli. Several drafts of deeds and contracts passed between Moriscos. The first article, to

which I now allude, is imperfect at the end, and was probably bound with the other treatises long after it

had ceased to be complete, for it bears all the traces-, of great antiquity, being probably written at the

beginning of the fourteenth century, while all the other documents appear from a note at the end of the

volume to have been transcribed at Huesca, in Aragon, in 1603. The author is nowhere mentioned, but

he must have been a Mohammedan in heart, if not externaUy, for the work begins with the usual

invocations to Allah and his messenger Mohammed. In the course of the narrative the works of Ibnu

Hayy^n and Al-fat'h Al-kaysi, two celebrated historians, are frequently quoted, and every thing tends to

prove that it is a compilation from Arabian sources. However, viewed in an historical light, the work is

of little or no value ; besides being incomplete, it is in most instances fabulous, and generally exaggerated.

It is evidently the work of some wretched Morisco, who, moved at the degraded condition of his fellow

citizens living under the Spanish yoke, undertook to retrace to their minds the scenes of past glory and

magnificence which surrounded the throne of the Khalifs.

Manuscripts of this kind are by no means uncommon ; they abound in the Escurial Library, where

Casiri often met with them, and invariably described them as being Arabic. There are upwards of one

hundred in the National Library at Madrid ; and it is natural to suppose that hundreds of them upon all

subjects perished in the flames of the autos defe. They were to be found as late as the seventeenth

century aU along the coast of Africa, whither the exiled Moriscos carried them. (See Morgan's

Mahometism Explained, London, 1 725.) The library of the University of Cambridge, those of Stockholm,

Paris, and many others on the continent, possess a few of these interesting relics. The author of this

note procured some for the late De Sacy, with whom he maintained a correspondence of several years

on the subject. For further information upon this interesting topic the reader is referred to an article

in the Foreign Quarterly Review for January, 1839, where a rapid sketch of the origin, progress, and

probable causes of the Morisco Uterature has been given.

«

ft

22 Mr. Shakespear has rendered ^_^a.^s~ by ' black pulse,' and I have followed his translation
;
the

word, however, is susceptible of various meanings, ' lentils,' ' pease," or what the Spaniards call garhanzos.

^3 A. reads ^^1 ^jkJl—my copy and the epitome a^l -^i^! I think, however, that ^L«J1

^Jl is the right reading. ^^ is nothing more than the Latin word marmor arabicised.

24̂ i^lJiii—the plural of l^U from t_JJi ' to turn.*

2& All the copies read Al-manstxr (the victorious), but as there was no king of the family of DhUn-nun

who assumed that title, I think that Al-mdmun is to be substituted,

CHAPTER IV.

1 When Amhrosio Morales wrote, the aqueduct here described was for the most part entire. It is now

very much dilapidated, but such portion as remains is still used for the conveyance of water for culinary

purposes to the city.

F!:
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2 The author here introduces a description of Cordova, which he professes to have read in an

anonymous work in the East, but as it contains much which has already been translated, I have thought

proper to suppress it in the body of the work, and insert it here.

" Cordova is the capital of Andalus, and the residence of its Khalifs ; it is a great and populous city*

"inhabited by Arabs of the noblest and principal famUies in the land, who are distinguished, by

" the elegance of their manners, the superiority of their mind and wit. and the opulence and exquisite

" taste which they display in their meals, drink, dress, and horses. There thou wilt find_ doctors

" shining with all sorts of learning, poets endowed with every talent, lords distinguished by their

" virtues and generosity, warriors renowned for their expeditions into the countries of the infidels,

" and officers experienced in all sorts of warfare. The city of Cordova is divided into five cities or

"quarters immediately contiguous to each other, but separated by a high and strongly-fortified

" waU. Each of these five cities has within its precincts every thing that is requisite either for

" the comfort or the luxuries of its inhabitants, such as baths, markets, inns, shops, and trades of.

" every description. Cordova is three miles in length and one in width;- it is built at the foot of

" a mountain which commands it : in the third city, which now occupies the centre of the town,

" there is a bridge and a mosque, neither of which buildings have tlieir equal in the world. The

" latter measures one hundred cubits in length, and eighty in breadth. It contains one thousand

" large columns and one hundred and thirteen brass chandeHers. the largest of which is capable of

" holding at least one thousand lights. There is besides in this mosque so much carving and inlaid

" work, and this so admirably executed, as to baffle all attempts at description. In the ktblah, eapeciaiy,

" there are works of art which dazzle the eyes of the spectator. In that part of the mosque occupied by

" the mihrdb there are seven arches resting upon columns of the most beautiful marble, and rising to

" such a height that both Christians and Moslems are continually expressing their admiration at their

" beautiful proportions. The jambs forming the arch at the entrance of the mihrdb are made of

" four columns of inestimable value, two of green marble, tbe other two of lapis-lazuli. Tliere is also

" a pulpit, which has not its equal in all the inhabited world; it is constructed with precious and aromatic

" woods, such as the Indian plantain, ebony, bakam, and aloes wood. It is said in the history of the Beni

" Umeyyah that this pulpit was built and carved in the space of seven years by the bands of eight

" workmen continually employed on it, each of whom received a mithkdl Mohamnwdi as his daily wages,

" and that the total amount of expense incurred for it was one thousand and fifty mithUls. The tower is

" likewise considered one of the wonders of the world. It is very lofty, and wide in proportion, bemg

" entirely built 5f freestone, which gives it extraordinary solidity. On the top of it are three baUs, which

*' the people of Cordova call pomegranates, and which are supported on a spike of gilt brass rising high in

" the air. Two of these pomegranates are made of pure gold ; the middle one is of silver. Above these

" rises a six-petalled lily, also made of gold, and on the top of all a smaller pomegranate, also made of

" the purest gold. The walls of the tower, both in the interior and externaUy, are ornamented with such,

" fanciful drawings and ingenious work that it is quite out of our power to describe it. There is also in

" this mosque a large store-room full of silver and gold lamps to place on the above-mentioned chandeliers

" for the purpose of lighting the mosque, as weU as a most beautiful copy of the blessed Kordn. written, as

"
it is supposed, in the hand of the Khalif 'Othm^n. The entrance to the mosque is by twenty doOrs covered

" with Andalusian brass, highly polished, and kept m such a state of briUiancy and preservation ^at

" whoever looks at them at noon may fancy them so many suns. But what surpasses all this are

" the three columns of red marble in the body of the mosque, since any one may see plainly inscribed on

VOL. I.

*^ No doubt exclusive of the suburbs,

3 T
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<4

^thfem, by the finger of the Almighty, in one the narae of Mohammed, on the other the figure of Moses'

staff, and the sleepers of the cave, and on the third and last Noah's crow ; the whole of these extra-

ordinary representations being the creation of the Ahnighty, and not in any way the work of man. As

" to the bridge of Cordova, it is a real wonder of art ; seen from the river it presents the most beautiful

" aspect,—in fiict, it may be said that no bridge in the world can be compared to it. It stands upon

" seventeen arches, each arch being fifty spans in width, and the intermediate space being also fifty

" spans. In one word, the interior beauties of Cordova bafile all description. As to the palace of

" Az-zahra, which 'Abdu*r-rahman An-nassir caused to be built near Cordova, on a plain which is only

" separated from that city by the river, we need not mention it here, since it is well known that its
r

*' erection is the best testimony that can be adduced of the power and splendour of the dynasty of the

" Ben( Umeyyah in Andalus. It has been described by orators and poets with the most elegant and

" brilliant metaphors, and there is no scholar in the East or West who is not acquainted with some of the

" poetical descriptions written by the learned of Cordova and other cities/'

The author then fills several pages with verses in praise of the palaces of Az-zahrd, Cordova, Seville,

"and Toledo, among which the most conspicuous is a long hassidah by an author called Ibn ^^^s^^

Hamdis, the Sicilian, describing a palace built in Seville by Al-mu'atamed, King of that city.

^ During the civil wars which preceded the accession of Suleym^n to the throne of Cordova, the city

was repeatedly plundered by the Berbers serving under the banners of the princes of the house of Idris,

^ Gonde fell into the same mistake, no doubt misled by the authorities he consulted. See vol. i,

p, 526.

5
jlJ^) 5 jUj^l L—jUi' * the flowers and the lights/ This work, which Al-makkarl quotes more

than once without giving the name of its author, appears to have been a history of Al-mansiir, The title

is not to be found in Haji Khalfah.

y Ch ^
6

j-i jJ,jlJ Nileufar, of which nenuphar is a corruption, is the * water-lily/ a species of Nympheea-

^ The word
(J *^r^ (which in another copy is written ^J^^^J^) is not to be found in the Dictionaries

;

I believe it to be African, The author of the Kitdbu44ktifdfi akhbdri-l-kholafd says that it means ' a fool,'

^^^1—and that 'Abdu-r-rahmfc was so called by the people owing to his profligate life and impious

.habits; hia familiarity with common soldiers, and men from the lowest ranks of society; his drinking

of wine, and other spirituous Hquors, of which he made a constant and most immoderate use ; and,

above all, his impudence and folly in exacting from the people of Cordova an oath of allegiance, and
causing himself to be appomted successor to the throne after the death of Hish^.

^ This Mohammed was the son of Hisham (not the Khalif), son of 'Abdu-1-jabbdr, son of *Abdu-r-

rahman III,, sumamed An-ndssir lidin-illah, the seventh sovereign of the house of Umeyyah. The
particulars of his rebellion will be more fully stated in another part of this work.

9 ;i

r^^ ;LC^ >^. (^ j u^=I ' ^'5 Jl ej^' ,^, ^ e;^

-H ^-
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This last verse reads differently in the collection of Arabian poetry to which I have alluded Note 21,

p. 368.

X \^\ ^_,^1 J
jyi cJj^ .-. UoUU L^! lL^ ^^ ^

The meaning would be thus altered :
" Certainly we. who were its inmates, have beew separated by the

" revolution of days, and the passing away of generations." Safd and Hajin are the names of two

hillocks in the neighbourhood of Mekka,

^^ I have read in the Reyhdm-l-albdh that some armour inlaid ^ith gold, which had belonged to

Al-mansur, became the property of an African monarch.

^1 Tlie name of this Wizir was Abti-1-hazm (not Hazm) Jehwar Ihn Mohammed Ibn Jehwar.

Further mention will he made of him in the second volume of this translation.

12

a- -- r - - .y. -^ -r-

'-'
)<^ ^ ,J ^^^ ^1 cW .•• ,b J^

14 Florez {Espam Sagrada, vol. iii. fo. 121.) gives the names of all the Christian churches which

existed in Cordova during the time of the Mohammedan domination ; I find, however, none called St.

Mary.

^^ Ibn Shoheyd is the same individual mentioned Note 168, p. 468.

^** wlxxjul • wj e^--^^/- J
says the text, Sar^ means 'a cypress tree/ but the word ^wIjuJ^S

is not to be found in the Dictionaries.

^^ One of the copies reads jbj—I have substituted .U:

4
+

i^ I read in A, UJ J:&^ 1^1^ ^^ ^—^H L^'^~^y ^^PY ^^^ ^ ^. V^^ e/^ t>^H. V?
The former is, without doubt, the right reading.

*^ Alluding, doubtless, to an image of the Holy Maid, ^- ^ —
.
^

_\ . ^ .X

20 My copy reads ^,*j;p —but ^^jj
' the psaltery ' is probably meant,

V _ 1 f

21 jUoIl^>- /. iijliij l::,>v*^ Jj* yjli>- s-^

^-
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5*

^j^ri LlL*^ 4^^-^ 'j—^*^. ''• LuUU J^ jU:* t ^i

Instead of jsJjj I read in the epitome ^jjj—which appears to me more correct, and ought to be

translated by ' the monastery.'

^ By Al-b&ji the author doubtless intends the celebrated theologian Abii-l-walid Suleyman Ibn Khalf

Ibn Sa'd Ibn Aylib At-tojibl, who, being originally from Bajah or Beja, a town in Africa, took the

patronymic of *'Al*bSjL" See Appendix A,, p. vi-

^ A celebrated theologian bom in Spain, whose works were very much esteemed. See Note 52,

p. 454,

^ At-tortoshi means 'one from Tortosa,' a town in Aragon, I know of no author who had this

patronymic except Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibnu-l-walid Al-fehri, the author of the Serdju-UmoHk. See

Note 8, p, 414,

25 In A. ^A^ ^\ The epitome reads ^L ^\

^ One of the author's ancestors. His entire name was Abli 'AbdiUah Mohammed Ibn Mohammed

Al-makkari At-telems^ni. He was one of the tutors of Ibnu-1-khattib. See Note 1, p, 302.

^ ^Uj from (j ' to cry for the loss of a wife/

28 Such I believe to be the meaning of the word * .tij" from \^ ' to be ominous/

^ The breaking up of the Cordovan empire took place soon after the death of 'Abdu-r-rahmSn, the

second son of the Wizfr Al-mansur/

^ During the sway of the Khalifs of the house of Umeyyah, the Kadi-l-jum*ah or K&di-l-koda at

Cordova was the head of the law in their dominions. But wlien their empire was overthrown, and their

dominions divided among their generals, each small kingdom had a K&di-l-koda, who no longer

acknowledged the authority of that of Cordova.

^^ The new city of Fez, which some geographers call AUbaydhd (the white city), was founded by

Ya'ktib Ibn 'Abdi-1-hakk, the first sovereign of the family of Merin. See Marmol, Descrip. de Africa,

voL ii, fo, 91.

t
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BOOK IV.

CHAP. I.

1 The present book, the second in the original text, occupies fos. 30 to 43, verso, in the Rich MS.

I have translated it entire, with the exception of such passages as I found repeated elsewhere, and the

numerous poetical extracts with which the narrative is interspersed.

.This is one of
' ^ J ^3J^ J-^ '^^ ^ ) V^^ } ^?^ Jj^ J

the numerous traditional sayings attributed to the Prophet. Ibn Saldmah, who records it in his vo-

luminous collection of traditions (Ar. MS. in the Esc. Lib., No. 1482). refers it to 'Ayyeshah, the

widow of the Prophet.

» The word ^.^^^Ls Sdhtb means *a lord, master, king,' &c. Its signification is very vague. It is

frequently used to designate a sovereign ruling independent in a country, but who has not assumed the

title of Khalif. It is also given to the king of a nation of infidels, as Sdkib Konstaniinit^i/ah (the Emperor

of Constantinople) ; Sdhtb Toleytolah (the Kmg of Toledo). Sometimes, too, it implies a governor, and

such is no doubt the meaning intended in this passage ; but as Roderie is lower down called also Sdhib,

and the Arabian writers are at variance respecting Ily^, I have preferred the more vague appellation of

' Lord.'

" Jlj^l yjUb 'Ilyan the Christian.' It is my intention to investigate, in the com-se of these

notes, the country, religion, and deeds of this celebrated instrument of the conquest of Spain
;

but, before

I proceed any further, I think it necessary to state my reasons for spelling his name differently from any

other writer on Spanish history. It is well known that the Arabs write generally without vowels; the

want, however, is easily supplied by the help of grammar and the dictionaries ; not so with proper

names, the reading of which, unless they are pointed, becomes a mere matter of guess. Hence it is that

Ibn Khallek&n, As-safadi, Abii-l-mahfisen, and their best biographers, give always the speUing. of

geographical and proper names. The word ^Ub not pointed, may be read Yalydn or Xlydn, but: by

no means Julian, as the generality of the Spanish historians have written it; for had such been the

reading mtended by the Arabs, they would have written ^j^UjJ as in the words c^y. Y^f> ^_^^^.

Ydnm(, Uls-y, Ydhdnd, &c. In the present work the names of Julius C^sar and of the Emperor

Julianus are always written ^JU! v> lAy^y^.
—^^^ o^ ^^^elf would be sufficient to settle the reading
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of the word ^UJj^ had I not repeatedly met with it in Ibnu Khaldun's history of the Berbers

-mntten and pointed thus, ^jLlIj—'which at once dissipates all doubts that might arise with regard to it.

Besides, both Al-bekri (loco laudato, fo, 77, verso,) and Shehabu-d-din Al-f5.si (Ar. MS. in my possession)
^ o

call this celebrated individual ^^LU!—a word which, though differently written, is pronounced in the

same manner, Ilydn. The Cronica General, attributed to Alfonso el sabio, but which, undoubtedly, was the

work of converted Arabs and Jews, has likewise Ulan; and lastly, San Pedro Pascual, who wrote in the

dungeons of Granada at the beginning of the fourteenth century, and who must have heard the Mo-
hammedans pronounce his name, calls him Don YUan,

^ Koderic is again called Ludherik, the change of / into r, and vice versd, being frequent among the
Arabs, In what follows I shall always call him *' Roderic,'* in whatever way his name may he written.

^ The appointment of Miisa to the government of Africa has been placed ten years later by some
Arabian writers

;
but there can be no doubt that those who did so confounded his confirmation by

Al-walid, in A.a. 88, with his appointment by ^Abdu^l-malek, which happened ten years before. See
App, JE,, p. Iv.

=' As will be seen hereafter (App. E., p. Iv.), Miisa's appointment originated in the command given him
by 'Abda-l-'aziz Ibn Merwan, Viceroy of Egypt, and brother to the reigning Khalif, 'Abdu-l-malek.
This took place towards the end of the year 78, MiTisa not entering Western Africa until early the next
year, a circumstance which accounts for the discrepancy here observed between the accounts of Al-
homaydi and Ibnu Hayyah.

DirecUy after this passage there follows in the MS. another, conceived in nearly the same words, but
placing Mtisa's nomination in 89, and making it proceed from 'AbduUah, governor of Egypt. I need
scarcely point out the circumstance which gave rise to so erroneous a statement. After the death of
'Abdu-l-'azlz (a.h. 86), 'Abdu-1-malek appointed 'Abdullah, another of his brothers, to succeed him, and
it is probable that Miisa, whose government of Africa was a dependency of Egypt, had to take the
customary oath of allegiance to the new Viceroy.

:.
^; "^^ Arabian geographers divide the regions watered by the river Stis into al-addm', or ' the nearest,'

and; al-aksd, or ' the remote.' The former was naturally that part which fell nearest to their possessions
in Eastern Africa

;
the latter, that extensive country beyond the Sds, and bordering on Suddn. See

Marmol, Desmp. de Africa, vol. ii. fo. 15, verso; Idrisi, dim. ii. sect. 11 ; Grammaye, Africa lUustrata
p. 18.

r

9 If the Khalifs share amounted to sixty thousand, the number of captives taken in these expeditions
must have been three hundred thousand, since the fifth of all the spoil gained in war belonged by right to
the sovereign.

30 Owmg to the system of warfare
.
adopted by the Arabs, it is not improbable that the number of

captives here specified fell into Mdsa's hands. It appears both from Christian and Arabian authorities
tliafc populous towns were not unfrequentiy razed to the ground, and their inhabitants, amounting to
several thousands, led into captivity.
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11 This account is literally transcribed from Ibn KhaUekdn at the life of Mrlsa Ibn Nosseyr (Tj/d. Ind..

No. 758), or rather from the writers consulted by that biographer.

12 The prayer which Miisa is supposed to have uttered on this occasion was still repeated nine centuries

afterwards by the Moriscos whenever the soil was threatened by a drought. I have it written in Spanfeh,

but with the Arabic letters, nearly nine hundred years afterwards. It is entitled ij U" I—-Jlx , 3

^ w

U"y^-^l j-i
*4

i* ^. "i ^UMl

^ J

i Ij

13 This disagrees with what is afterwards stated, that Musa besieged Tangiers, but could not take it.

V copy adds jJl CAU 'i>^ JB Jt^ ,
" and Tangiers was the capital or residence of the King

<( of the Berbers/'

i.

14
*,^>ĵiUx^l

I* 4

(^ ^ ^j J ,—literally * it had never been opened before him, and was

afterwards secured with locks ;' the word faiaha meaning ' to open a door,' and m
a town by conquest.'

to enter

15 Musa experienced little or no difficulty in enlisting under his banners the motley tribes of Berbers

who inhabited the northern shores of Africa. A similarity of habits, the same love of war awd plunder,

the same roving propensities, and the existence of various traditions current amongst them, purportmg

them to be sprung from the same stock as the mvaders,—a belief which the wary old general tried

dexterously to strengthen,—rendered easy that which, under any other circumstances, it would have been

next to impossible to accomplish. The Berbers, too, were sunk m the grossest ignorance ; a few only

professed Christianity. A considerable portion still worshipped idols, but the greatest number professed

Judaism, a circumstance which the reader must bear in mind, as it will be found to have powerfully

contributed to the invasion and conquest of Spain by the Mohammedans.

ic By the word Rum, which I have translated by ' Greeks,' the author means the Imperialists, in whose

hands were still some of the fortresses and ports lining the northern shores of Africa. The word was

first used to designate the Romans of the lower empire and the people living in its dependencies. It

became in time a synonyme for Christian, owing to the Gi-eeks generally professmg Christianity. How-

ever, Ibnu Khaldi'm, in his history of the Berbers (Brit. Mus., No. 9575, fo. 48), condemns the use of

the word in the latter acceptation. He says, " I do not recollect ever meeting with the word Rtlm as

applied to any nation or race of people inhabiting this country (Afi'ica), at the time of its occupation

by the Arabs, nor have I ever met with that word in the ancient works which relate the said events,

whence I conclude that they were called so by antonomasia ; since the Arabs of those days, not being

acquainted with the Franks (Vandals) as a nation, and having no other people to deal with ;apdJm^e

war upon in Syria but the Rilm, to whose empire they imagined all the other Christian nations tb be

tributary, thought that Herachus, the Roman Emperor, was the King of aU .Christehdfrtp, Hence the

" name of Riim was by them given to all the Christian nations."

<f

£i

fi

a

i<

a

f

J, ,, ,

17 Jb >sJ' The patronymic of an historian whose name and surname are imknown tome.
««
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18 How far the dominions of the Goths extended over Africa is not clearly specified either by the

Byzantine or by the Visigothic historians. That they kept possession of both Ceuta and Tangiers,

which they considered as the keys of the Strait, and ruled at one time over the mountain districts of

Gomera, may be inferred from Isidorus Pacensis, and the Monk of Silos; but, as I shall show hereafter,

it is more than probable that, at the time of the Saracen invasion, the authority of the Gothic monarchs

w^ slightly, if at all, acknowledged in Africa. My copy has here a very remarkable passage, which

strengthens this conjecture : l^^ U }^ ^ l^ \^ ^ i^uVi^I L-^-=-U Jl^ L,^ "After

" this they (the Moslems) marched against the towns on the sea shore, in which were governors

" appointed by the King of Andalus ; but these had lately shaken off his allegiance, and made themselves

" the masters of them, as well as of the neighbouring districts."

19 There is no mention whatever in the Arabian historians of the taking of Ceuta ;
this account

is therefore the most probable. . If Ilydn concluded a treaty with Miisa (as afterwards stated), there

was no occasion for the surrender of that city.

20 The name of this monarch is written m some copies i^^kc—m others i^^daji—in a fragment of

Ibnu-WciSttiyyah in my possession ^ .^. U i ^ Th^w can be no doubt, however, of its being meant for

Wittiza, although there is no historical evidence of his ever having sent troops to Africa. That monarch

was too much occupied in quelling rebelhon at home,— or, according to other authorities, too deeply

plun<>"ed in vice,—to attend to his dominions across the sea» It is probable that the author meant

-^^j^l JSJih or Egica, who, according to the testimony of both Arabian and Christian writers, dispatched

Theodomir (the Arabs call him Adfunsh) with a fleet to ravage the Mohammedan settlements along

the coast of Northern Africa, Adh-dhobi (Arab, MS. in the Nat. Lib, Mad., Gg. 14,) puts this event

inA.H, eighty-four, which answers to a.d. 772; at which time Egica reigned alone, and had not yet

appointed Wittiza his partner in the empire.

'^^ jL! ^ J *j ' he died leaving sons/ without stating their number ; although lower down they

are said to have been three- As to their being children when their father died, how could that be, when

the same historian afterwards represents them as commanding armies ?

^Th& Muktabis is, as I have stated elsewhere, (Note 3, p. 310,) tlfe title of an historical work

by Ab6 Merw^ Hiayyfin Ibn Khalf Ibn Hayyan^ of Cordova, who flourished in the eleventh century

of our Era. Roderic is generally believed to have been the son of Theodofred, Duke of Cordova, who

was a descendant from Chindaswind.

^ The writer here quoted is no doubt Ibnu-l-kiittiyyah, who says explicitly, ]oytl\ ilJ^ ^! ^1

cj -^ o >

1^1 sLi. jjLc !,u^ \y^
_,

^_^u.; 1^* 'iUj ^ Mj\ ^/\ ^y aJUJ ^-c ^^;J iLAJa^LX
r*

^ (. ^ 3

'^ j^i lOUJ w>- ^^ ^ jj.^jy u->>^' J
aj=_aja^ ^\ i^iu ^\ ^ e:^xii

* * * t t * 'S^J JU^li c^^' JU J er* &i
*«

f *r

ti They say that Wittiza was the last King of the Goths, and that he died leaving three male children, the
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" eldest Almond, the second Romalah, and the third Artabas, all of whom were very young when their

" father died. Accordingly, their mother administered the kingdom of their father in their name, and

'* took up her residence at Toledo, In the meanwhile Roderip, who had been general of the forces under

" the King their father, revolted with such of the troops as would follow his party, and marched upon

" Cordova, where he fixed his residence,"

Rodericks accession to the throne is, Uke most events of that important period, enveloped in darkness

;

and amongst the contradictory accounts of the Spanish historians it is next to impossible to decide at

what time and by what means Roderic accomplished his usurpation. Rodericus tumultuosi regnum hortante

senatu invadit, says Isidorus {Esp. Sag, voL viii. No, 34) ; but whether he did so after the death of

Wittiza, as Sebastianus {Esp. Sag. vol, siii- p. 478) states, and is here surmised by Ibnu Hayy^ and

Ibnu-l-ki1ttiyyah, or whether he succeeded in wresting the power from the hands of that monarch,

and reigning conjointly with him, as Rodericus Toletanus (lib. iii- cap, xvii.) asserts, is not clearly

ascertained. The latter opinion, however, appears the most probable, as by means of it we are enabled to

reconcile the account of Sebastian, who gives Roderic a reign of three years, with that of Isidorus,

who makes him reign only one.

24 See Amhrosio Morales {Cron, Gen, vol. iii. p, 200), who mentions also this rebellion.

1

^ The text says Xu *i^' 'i *ti^l s ijfe J ' along these southern shores,' meaning those of the Medi-
"' J ' J {^mS . . .. ,- V.

terranean, Ibnu Khaldtin, the author from whom this is transcribed, was a native of Africaj and was

residing in it at the time he wrote. In similar cases, whenever the coast of Africa is meant, I have

translated by ' northern shore ' or ' northern coast,' to avoid confusion- In general, the African historians

designate the coast of their country under the name of ^udwatu-l-janAUyyah (southern shore), to dis-

tinguish it from those of Spain, which they call 'udwatu-sh-shamaliyyah (northern shore).

^^ The mountains of Gomera are a branch of the Atlas, so denominated after an African tribe called

the Beni Ghomdrah, who afterwards played so distinguished a part in the last wars of Granada. Their

name was corrupted by the Spaniards into GomeUs.

1

^'^ Ily&n is here distinctly called ^.j'jaJI *^1AL: ' King of the Berbers/

28
^^pOv 5 A-^ir-Haj i<;?^ ij^ 5— literally * he obeyed their sway, and followed their religion.'

^ The author is right ; most of the Arabian historians allude to some enmity having arisen between

Roderic and Ilyfin, which became the principal cause of the conquest. See Ibnu-1-khattib, (apud Casiri,

Bib, At. Hisp, Esc. voL ii. p. 251,) the historians consulted by Conde, Cardonne, and Desguignes, and

in general all those who wrote after the eleventh century of our Era. Those of an older date, if they

mention IlySn at all, say nothing about his misunderstanding with Roderic.

.--'- K

^ This fable, which has found its way into most of the sober histories of Spain, was first ihtrgduoed

by the Monk of Silos, a chronicler of the eleventh century- There can be no doubt that He rborrpwed it

from the Arabs, but it seems hard to believe that it was altogether a tale of their invention. There are

facts in it which an Arab could not have invented unless he drew them from Christian sources ; and, as I

shall show hereafter, the Arabs knew and consulted the writings of the Christians. If Ilyfin was
Roderic's vassal,—if he was his Comes Spathar'torum, or captain of his body-guard, (which some of the
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Spanish hUtorians have translated by Conde de las Esparteras O^thzre is nothing improbable in his

daughter being educated in the royal palace.

31 Another account calls him " Lord of Tangiers and Ceuta.
>t

32 juU Ydnir, from Januarius. This is a further proof of what I have stated above. Note 30.

83 Instead of iuijlj^ shadkankak I believe shudhanikah is intended; my copy reads cij'^13^ ^^«^-

^C^

hdnikdt. Both might be the plurals of jjljj^-which seems to be a corruption of the Persian ^:J)^

smdhanik, ' a species of hawk.' I have in vain looked in Ad-demiri for a description of this bird.

I cannot pass in silence a very curious circumstance which I find recorded in the historical work of

Ibnu-l-k^ttiyyah, for a copy of which I am mdebted to my friend Dr. Sprenger, who kindly transcribed

it for me from one in the Royal Library at Paris. The work is but a short one, and the facts

therem stated are very meagre ; but, besides the author being himself a writer of the tenth century,

he was (see Note 96, p. 460.) a descendant of Wittiza in the female line. Ily^n is there said to

have been a merchant, and the cause of his enmity to Roderic, and his treason to the Goths, is

thus :d: ,J^J^. ^K ^Ub. ^^. ^' J^^ ^
*f

*t

«* u^yi ^j „^ HUt , lU^' r^'3c .3?J^ J W. } ^'r^'
f*

J

»i^Li UUs LL..^^ U y^

^^ ^..
y^'^?.

:>
'^ ^

ri-*

* 4 w Us J^' ^ JU' 'v^ ^^>^
O)

" And the cause of T^ik's entering Andalus was this:~-A foreign merchant, whose name was Ily&i,

" was in the habit of crossing from Andalus to the country of the Berbers. The city of Tangiers

" was his residence, and he ruled in it as master ; the inhabitants professed the Christian religion.

"
. . . This merchant used to bring to Roderic horses, hawks, and other productions of those

" countries. It happened, however, that the wife of the merchant came to die, leaving him one daughter,

" of great beauty ; and Roderic having commanded him to repair to Africa, he excused himself with his

- wife's death, and his having no one to entrust with the care of his daughter while he was absent

;

" upon which the King ordered that she should be lodged in his own palace. But Roderic's eye having

" rested on her, he was taken in love with her charms, and he obtained the gratification of his wishes.

" Upon the return of Ily^n to court:, the giri apprised him of what had taken place; and Ilydn said to

" Roderic, ' I have in store for thee horses and hawks, such as thou never sawest before in thy life."

" He then asked his permission to take away his daughter with him ; and his request being granted,

" Roderic suffered her to depart, after loading her with presents and money. Ilyan then went to see

" T&rik, &c."

: « The Greeks are here called Yiindn or lonians, a name which the Arabs gave to the ancient inhabitants

of- Greece.
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^ This is allusive to the general drought which is elsewhere said to have depopulated Spain.

Seep. 23.

^ The Arabian geographers are very fond of comparisons of this sort; but in this, as in many other

things, they only imitated the Greeks,

37 The word employed here is L,,*wJj
^ a taUsman, a charm, spell,' &c.

^^ The word
;

raha, which means *a mill-stone/ and also ^a water-mill/ was appropriated by

the Arabs to any hydraulic engine. The Spanish verb rajar, meaning 'to break down/ 'to cri^h/ is

derived from it.

^ Al-makkari has shown here great ignorance by confounding the wharf or bridge elsewhere at-

tributed to Alexander (see p, 28), with the mole or road which connects Cadiz with the mdn land/

(see p. 77-) There can, however, be no doubt that the author whose words are here introduced

alludes to a viaduct by means of which water was conveyed to Cadiz from the main land across an arm of

the sea, and the remains of which were visible as late as the seventeenth century, '

_ _ ^ _

r- ^ -

^ A long white stripe, probably a bank of whitish clay^ which is visible at low water in certain pai'ts
r ' r

of the Straits of Gibraltar, gave, no doubt, rise to this conjecture. See Tofiiio, Derrotero de las Castas

de Espana, p. 10.

J

H O

'^^ I would willingly have suppressed this episodical account, more fitted for a collection of Arabian

tales than for a sober history, were it not that it is to be found word for word in the ancient chronicles
^ J - ^

V-

of Spain, and that I deemed it important to show the sources whence ij originated. It is an error, to

suppose, as some modern critics have done, that the ridiculous fables which disfigure this part of the

Spanish annals are the conception of the heated imaginations of the pious chroniclers of the middle

ages ; nor can they either be wholly attributed to the more fantastic minds of the Arabs. It was in the

midst of populous cities hke Toledo, Cordova, and Seville, and among the motley elements wbich

formed their population,—Jews, Muzaraba, and Moors,—speaking a sort of jargon called aijama, that

these and other fables of the same stamp were forged and adopted by the Arabs, who, as usual, im-

parted to them an eastern colouring- The unravelling of the romantic portion of the Spanish animls is

not my business at this moment, but it wonld greatly contribute to illustrate the history of romance in

Europe,

42 The description of this iigure answers to that of a statue of Hercules,

^ fj\si^ kafdl is 'a padlock/ In ancient Spanish writings the word cafela has an aq^alogpus

meaning, / : y. ;

** This may be found word for word in Rodericus Toletanus (Be Reb. ^fsp. life, liij: cap, xx.), in the

Cronica General (cap, lv. fo, cc), and in the authors who drew from either source, ,
:-

"^ Roderic is called by this writer a6 ,1 Erika or Eriko.
>

,
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« Rojas. Pisa, Roman de la Higuera, Lozano, and the rest of the historians of Toledo, have dwelt at

full length and considerably improved upon this amusing legend, which is better known to the Enghsh

reader through the poetical pens of Scott, Southey, and Washington Irving.

CHAPTER II.

*^

1 The author of the Reyhdnu4-albdb (Ar. MS. in ray possession) says that Ilydn did not go himself to

see Miisa, but wrote him a letter, which he gives in the following terms. " Hasten to that country where

" the palaces are built of gold and silver, and those who dwell in them are like women, owmg to the

" exuberance of their comforts and the abundance of their riches." Such were at that time, observes tlie

author, the luxury and magnificence in which the Goths lived, that the candlesticks upon which they

lighted their tapers were made of silver and gold ; their land abounding with mines which yielded every

where those precious metals, and the soil being capable of producing any fruit whatsoever.

As I shall often have occasion in the course of these notes to refer to the above work, which I have

already slightly described in the Preface, I wOl give here a fuller account of its contents. The author

divides it into seven ladders, each of which is further subdivided into various steps. The first treats of

science in general. 2. Of the sciences and arts cultivated by the Arabs, and some of their usual names.

3. Of similes, expressions conveying a double meaning, ironical sentences, &c. 4. Of eloquence and

elegance of style. 5. Of poetry and the rales of prosody. 6. Of genealogy. 7. Of history and the

biography of poets. In this last division, the largest in the work, the author introduces a history of

the KhaUfs of the houses of Umeyyah and 'AbbSs, beginning ^vith Abu Bekr As-sadik, and ending

with Al-muktaf1 li-amri-llah 'Abdullah. KhaUf of the latter family ; to which is appended, by way

of supplement, a concise but valuable account of the conquest of Spain by the Arabs, followed by a

chronological history of the Sult&ns of Cordova, and other Kings who reigned in various parts of

Mohammedan Spain, under the following title : " Step treating of the rulers of Andalus from
^» ** H*

.5 JX^SU> ^^'* the conquest until the present time, being the year 557/' ,^^jj^l JsK ^J ^5 tu-^su> c^j^

_ ^ \

- \

2 The text is too explicit to leave any doubt whatever.

3 This first expedition, commanded by Ily^n in person, is not mentioned either by the continuator of the

ChronicoTi Bidarense or by Isidorus Pacensis, two contemporary writers. Many even of the Arabian

historians omit it altogether ; but this is not to be wondered at if we consider their mode of writing, at

times laconic to excess, at others fastidiously diffuse. It is natural enough that if such a proposition was

made to a wary old warrior like Mtisa, as that of invading a powerful and compact empire, the riches and

resources of which had no doubt long been exaggerated by captives, he must, in the first instance, have

suspected the man who, turning his arms against his own country, made him such an offer
;
and that in

order to put his fidelity to the test, he should enjoin him first to invade alone the land whither he wished

him to carry his arms.

- ^Vnie ninetieth year of the Hijra, or Mohammedan flight, began to be counted November 19,
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A.D. 708. Hymn's expedition must therefore have taken place in November or December, a.d. 709,

shortly after Roderic's usurpation.

^ These words "to try conquest" show that the first incursion was undertaken merely to put Hymn's

fidelity to the test.

^ llie word which I have translated by Might troops' is \j\m sardyd, the plural of h.^ sariyaJt, which

means a body of hght cavalry of between three and five hundred men.

^ Tarif Abti Zar'ah, or Abii Zor'ah, (since the word ^.j admits of either pronunciation,) has often

been confounded with Tarik Ibn Zey4d by the Christian historians, notwithstanding their being two

distinct individuals, and their having invaded Spain at different times. The similarity of their names led,

no doubt, to the mistake, Conde, who mentions both expeditions, that of the year 91, and that of the

ensuing year, attributes the two to Tank, and I need scarcely observe that this glaring mistake has since

crept into the works of Dunham, Aschbach, and others of his translators or compilers. Had they

consulted the Latin chronicles, they would have found the statement confirmed by almost every national

writer of note; for, although his name is corrupted, there can be no doubt that he is meant by all:

Abu Zara in Isidorus (sect. 34); Abzuhura in Monachus Albendensis; Rodericus Toletanus says y^?:^,

nomine, cognomine Aben Zarcha, a misprint for AbiS Zarcha or Ab^ Zar'ah- Mr. Shakespear h^ read

Tarif's surname differently- He calls him Abu Dhua, (^cc .0 J\ ?) but it \s obviously either a feult of the

copy or a mis-reading of the translator.

^- . - -

.

L

,

.- -i

r _ ^

r. - J

^ This is the exact number recorded by Conde (vol. i. p, 28) as having landed in Spain under the

orders of Tdrik,—a further proof that the work which that writer consulted read in this instance J^rif.

But the Spanish translator was a poor critic. He made his blunder still more conspicuous by a note

at the bottom of the page, stating that "as the copy of Adh-dhobi which he used (Bib. Esc, No.

" 1671,) is deficient or erased in that part of the narrative, one invasion only out of the two is men-

" tioned by the generality of the Arabian historians who wrote after him." Did Conde mean that all

the Arabian writers in the East as well as the West transcribed their narrative from the work of

Adh-dhobi, a writer of the thirteenth century, and that too from the very copy now in the Escurial,

which is a transcript of the fifteenth century

!

\

^ This island is the peninsula of Tarifa. Jezirah Al-khadkrd (the verdant island) is the modern

Algesiras. A small island at the mouth of its port is still called by the Spaniards Isla verde, Thse

authors of the notes appended to the splendid edition of Mariana, (Valencia, 1770, vol. ii. p. 385^)

being unable to reconcile how T^rik, who is reported in one place to have landed at Gibraltar,

could possibly have also landed at a spot called Jezirah Al-khadhrd, imagined that the rock Calpe

was by the invaders called 'the green island/ It is evident that the author of the note never viated

Gibraltar, or else he would not have fancied that the sterile rock could ever have been, called
: -. " . . - - - -

' verdant ' by the Arabs.

fi

^^ It is clear from the expression 'where the Arabs of our days keep their ships and their naval

stores,' that Al-makkari transcribes here the words of an historian of the seventh century of the

Hijra, when the reigning dynasty of the Almohades considerably strengthened the port of Algesir^^,
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which they considered as the means of communication between their dominions on both sides of the

channel.

" That the port of Tarifa took its name from the Berber Tarif is distinctly stated by Idrisi {clim.

iV. sect. I), iU-bekr(, fo. 63, and Abu-1-feda. The latter-mentioned geographer is very explicit

:

Sj^l Ji Jl^ J^l ^,^ J\ ib^^Ju ^> V.>^
" and the island of Tarif took its name

" from Tarifj one of the mmlis of the Beni Umeyyah." Among the Christians, Rodericus Toletanus

(lib. iii. cap. xx.) has words to the effect, aA insulam citra mare qua ab ejus nomine dicitur Gclzirat

Tarif. Conde, therefore, was guilty of an unjustifiable blunder in translating Jezirah Tarif by ' la

isla del Pantal.' See Geog. del Nuh. p. 95.

12 UjJ, U? iU"!.—My copy reads UW 'a few days/ which I suspect is the true reading, and

agrees better with the words of Rodericus (lib. iii. cap. xxi.), et ihi suhsHHt donee ad se cognati et

complices ex Hispanid advenerunt.

-^^-

^3 The text reads thus

:

,1c J^\
**

after this he (Tarif) marched until he

made an incursion into an island;* but I suspect that the article is wanting, and that ' Andalus' (also

called by the Arabs an island) is meant instead of ' captives/ Mr. Shakespear (p. 58) says ' a captive.'

^^ This year began on the 8th of November, a, d, 709. Ramadhan being the last month of the

Mohammedan year, Tarif's invasion must have taken place between the 29th September and the 27th

October, 710, which date must be substituted for the August or September, a. d, 710, as in my trans-

lation.

1^ If reasonable doubts ihay be raised about Ilyan's expedition to Spain, that of Tarif is too cir-

cumstantially detailed to admit of any. Not only is it recorded by almost every Mohammedan writer

who has related in detail the events attendant on the conquest, but it may be found even in the

Christian historians, from Isidorus Pacensis down to Rodericus Toletanus; since those who make no

mention of Tarif admit of two expeditions at the orders of T6rik, the similarity of the names giving
>

rise to the mistake^

My copy is still more explicit, (_i>^ ^j^ ^ h.jj ^\ Ji^ti J—' After this entered Abd Zar'ah,

who is not the same person as Tarif/ It is easily perceived that the circumst^ce of this Tarif

having, as is usual among the Arabs, a kunyak or appellative, (Abvi Zar'ah,) and his being mentioned

sometimes under his name (Tarif), and sometimes under his appellatiye (Abii Zar'ah), occasioned the

error of modem writers, who thought they were two different persons.

1^ 1 read m my copy^ IJ^sj^ *&Jac ool^ l\^ ^LjOii' lyyv j ^U!b L;IUU !^^ 'they set fire

to their corn-plantations and burnt down a church of great veneration among them/

- ^^ The Spanish version of Ar-rdzi, better known under the title of La Hisioria del Moro Rasis,

gives a similar account,

F

V
- ^

^^ Tarif's patronymic is differently given by the various writers I have consulted. Some call him
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,_5- JUJi Al-mu'aferi; others ^^ iUJI Al-mughSferi ; a few,—like the author of a fragment translated

in the Appendix D, (p. xlvi,),— (C.UJl Al-mu'&wi, which is no doubt meant for one of these twp.

Ibnu Khaldiin calls him at times ^Jts-^' Aii-naja'i, at other times Jt:^^ An-najaghi; Adb-dhobi

and Ibnu Hayyan j^^^l An-nefezi, Most of the Arabian writers simply call hinx 'the Berber,'

and such he must have been if he really was a manli or liberated slave of M6sa, in which case the

patronymic ' AUmughaferi/ being that of an illustrious Arabian tribe, is in nowise suited to him,

—

On the other hand» if he was an African by birth, how could his name be Tarif, (an Arabic word

meaning ' an elegant and comely youth,' 'a man who is descended from a long series of ancestors/)

and that of his father Malik ? This difficulty, however, can easily be obviated by supposing tiai

both he and his father received new names on their embracing tKe Mohammedan religion, as was

customary in such cases.

*^ I read in the Reykdnu-l-albdb that Ilyan met Miisa at Cairw&n, and spoke to him at length on the

best means of invading Spain and making the conquest of the land.

^

^^ The same variance which I have said existed with regard to Tariffs name and patronymic, as.writt^ix

by the historians of Mohammedan Spain, is to be found in that of Tank. Idrisi (dim. i^. sect, l) c^i}^
L

him Tdrik Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn .^. Wanmu, or Unmu; Ibnu Bashkdw^, Tdrik Ibn 'Amru, of the tribe of

Zenatah; Ibnu Khaldun gives him the patronymic ^lijjl . An-nefezi; others call hini Al-Jakhmi,

no doubt because he was a ?nauU of Mi'isa, who himself belonged to the tribe of Lakhm.

o ^
^^ I have preserved in this, as well as in many other instances, the word J*-* mauH, because its

meanings are so many and different that it is impossible to find an equivalent to it in English, A rnauH

signifies a man who attaches himself to another for the sake of protection, and who places himself under

a species of bondage to him ; it means also a liberated slave, who in the act of obtaining his manumission

becomes comprised in that category. In the first wars of Islam it was customary for the Arabian

generals to grant freedom to all those captives who embraced the Mohammedan religion ; and in this

manner Miisa is said to have had several thousand mavMs. See Appendix E., page Ixxxiii,

^^ If the ninety-second year of the Hijra began to be counted on the 28th October, a,d. 710, the

month of Sha'bfin, which is the eighth of the Mohammedan or lunar year, commenced on the 23rd May,

711, and ended on the 20th June, Tarik's disembarkation, according to the writer here quoted, must

therefore have taken place on the 23rd or 30th of May, or the 6th, 13th, or 20th of June, which

happened to be Saturdays, and not in August, as here stated ; but the writer knew that August was th^

eighth month of the Christian year, as Sha'bftn was the eighth of the Mohammedan, t
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Such is the reading in all the copies; but, on fuller consideration, I do not think myself justified in trfms-

lating as I have done. It might mean as well ' Ilyan made them cross in merchant vessels, whence (from

what port) is not ascertained ;' for although it has been said (p, 253) that I^rik sailed from Tangiers,

the author here transcribes the words of another historian, Paulas Diaconus, an Italian writer who was

^-
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contemporary with these events, says clearly that the expedition sailed from Ceuta. See Paulus Diaconus,

De rebus gestis Longobardorum. lib. vi. cap. 46, p. 503. The historians consulted by Conde (vol. i.

p, 28) say that T&rik sailed from Tangiers to Ceuta, and thence to Spain, which accounts for the

discrepancy.

Another account, which I have omitted in the translation, says that the vessels thus employed were

only four, which would imply no increase of navy since the preceding year. But is it probable that the

Arabs, masters of the Mediterranean from Tripoli to the Straits, and who had already made repeated

incursions on the shores of Spain, could not muster more than four vessels to convey an army of

twelve, or at least seven thousand men ? What had become of the two hundred and seventy sail with

which, according to Rodericus Toletanus (De Reb. Hisp. hh. iii.), they bad only a few years before

ravaged the coast of Spain ? There is another circumstance in this account which to me is inexplicable.

"Why are Hymn's vessels said to have been * merchant vessels ?' The Archbishop says (lib. iii. cap. xix.)

gubs separatim duxit in Hispaniam in navibus mercatorum ne causa transitus perdpet-etur ; but although

Ilyan, or even Tarif, with, theu: small force, may have wished to land stealthily, it is not credible that

Tarik, at the head of a numerous army, should have contemplated such an idea.

^'*
*^r=-! ij^ *aj/-«l S-^J 3

'^^^^ ^^y ^^ understood in two different ways; namely, that

T^rik was the last man to embark, or that he was the last man to come on shore and mount his horse.

The former, however, is more natural^ and agrees better with the expressions employed.

^^
*jIj Jb. ^^^ ' He saw in a dream/ My copy only says that he had a vision,

^ Muhdjirin, from hdjara, * to flee/ * to migrate.' are those Arabs who accompanied the Mohammedan

Prophet in his flight from Medina to Ethiopia, Another account says that what Tarik saw were angels in

armour, Ibn Khallekan, in the life of Musa (Tyd. Ind., No. 758), says that he saw the Prophet Mo^

hammed and the first four Khalifs,

2? See Appendix D., p. xlvii, Cardonne {Hist, de VAfrique, voL i. p. 73,) relates also this anecdote,

which he no doubt borrowed from our author,

28 A spot similar to that which is here described is considered as, a proof of good luck among the

Eastern people.

2S jy[ost of the Arabian writers state the forces under Tfirik at twelve thousand men; for those who. like

Ibnu Hayydn, make them consist at first of seven thousand only, say that they were afterwards joined by

five thousand more.

^ The same date above assigned, p, 266,

=*^ This passage not being in the volume of Ibnu Khaldun's work preserved in the library of the

British Museum, I had not the means of collating it. At first sight it would appear to invalidate the

accounts of all the historians here quoted, since it purports that Tarif and T&rik invaded Spain at the

same time ; but, if attentively examined, it will be found not to contain sufficient evidence to impair the

authority of other writers. He does not distinctly state that Tarif had not, previously to his joining T6rik,
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invaded Spain alone. Tarif, leading the van of the army, might have preceded him :
such indeed appears

to have been the case, for it is not to be supposed that the forces that preceded TSrik landed without a

general at their head.

^^ See a previous note, p. 519. c^sr'J ls*^
author of the Reykdnu-l-albdh saya that T^k,

after coming down from the rock, " marched to Wada-l-'asel (Rio de la Miel), whence he moved and
<

" pitched his tents close to Algesiras." ^L^' '^..'^^ S-y*^ (^j^ f J*«^l (.y-^^j ^J^ ^. u^ ^) f

33 It would appear from the accounts both of the Christian and Mohammedan writers, that from the

time of T^rik's landing on the coast of Spain to the batde of Guadalete there was a successioh of

skirmishes. See Appendix D., p. xlvii.

^ I have purposely deferred untU now the investigation of the precise period of Tdrik's landing, that I

might more easily pass in review the various dates assigned by the Mohammedan writers. About the

year of the Hijra no doubt can be raised, every historian of the conquest agreeing in fixing it in the year 92

;

for ahhough there are not wanting some who place that memorable event either in 91 (Idrisi, chm. iv.

sect. 1) or in 93 (Appendix D., p. xlvi.), it is evident that the former aUude to Tarif's invasion, and the

latter to the arrival of Mi'isa, by whom and in whose time Spain was finally conquered. : As to the Chi^tian

writers themselves, Masdeu has satisfactorily proved by a series of mgehious arguments that all those of

some note have referred or meant to refer it to the era 749, which corresponds to the 92na Mohammedan

year. But if this first part of my inquiry be easily settled, it is not so with the mohth and the day in

which Tiirik set his foot on the Spanish shore, suice on these points there exists some discrepancy

between the best writers of Mohammedan Spain.

It has been said that Ibnu Hayyan refers the landing of T^rik to a Saturday of the month of Sha'ban,

that is to say, to May 23, 30, or June 6, 13, or 20; other writers place it in Ramadhin, while the generality

of historians have fixed that signal event to the month of Rejeb. But if we examine these accounts with

attention we shall find that the difference is neither so great nor so irreconcilable as it would at first

sight appear. Between the 5th of Rejeb, the earliest date assigned, and the beginning of the month of

Ramadhan, only one month and twenty-five days elapsed. It has been said elsewhere that T^rik had

only four vessels to transport his army to Andalus,—that he was the last man to go on board,—and all

writers, Mohammedan as well as Christian, agree in saying that a long series of skirmishes, protracted

for several days, preceded the fatal engagement by which the Gothic empire was overthrown. It is

therefore evident that those authors who placed that event after the month of Rejeb alluded to some

incursion made by Tank as soon as his men had all been put on shore, or to his starting from the rock

where he first landed. The month of Rejeb being once fixed upon, it will not be difficult to ascertain

the precise day. Ibnu-1-khattib says on the 25th, an anonymous writer on the 24th, Adh-dhobi on the

8th, Conde and Casiri, or their authorities, on the 5th. But, first of aU^ Ibnu-1-khattib never said (as

stated p. 268) that Tarik landed on the 25th Rejeb, for, in the two historical works which we havebyhirav

he gives different dates. In his chronology of the Khahfs (apud Cashi, vol. ii. p. 182,) he clearly asserts

that Tarik set his foot on the rock of Calpe on a Thursday, the 6th of Rejeb, A. h.. 92. In ^lis history

of Granada the same author States [ JUl] ^r^ c/i^^' i*^- c/^*^^' ^ki) \:/i \^J^^: uj'^^

" and the entrance of TSrik into Andalus happened on a Monday, five days being elapsed of the month

VOL. I. 3 X
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" of Rejeb of the year 92 ; others say in Sha'bSn, others in Ramadhan (beginning July 21), answering to

" the month of August of the Christians," It is evident from what precedes, that instead of jjAi- (."-^v^

" five nights being elapsed," the copy of Ibnu-1-khattib consulted by Al-makkari read ^ jjij , j^^^
" five nights remaining,"—a mistake of frequent occurrence in Mohammedan books. The same observation

is applicable to the date of the 24th Rejeb, since the Mohammedans counting by nights, not by days, the

author who read *' five nights remaining" (Rejeb having thirty days) might think that the event was

fixed to the 24th, It now remains for us to ascertain which of the two dates, the 5th or the 8th, is the

right one. We have in favour of the first, Abil-1-feda, Ibn Khallekan, Ibnu-1-khattib himself, besides

the writers translated or consulted by Rodericus Toletanus and Conde. The second is defended only by

Ibnu-1-abbfir and Adh-dhobi, but in my opinion it is the right one, and my reasons for thus be-

lieving are these, It is clear that Ibnu-1-khattib was guilty of a contradiction, since the 5th of Rejeb

could not be a Monday and a Thursday at once. By looting at the chronological tables of the Mo-
hammedan or lunar year drawn up by the indefatigable Masdeu, I find that the fifth of Rejeb was a

Monday, and therefore the Thursday immediately following it was the 8th. I may therefore advance,

without fear of contradiction, that the landing of T^rik on the rock of Gibraltar took place on Thursday,

the 8th of Rejeb, a. h, 92, answering to the 30th of April, a.d. 711.

^ The same obscurity is observed respecting this as the other actors m this interesting drama.

Most of the ancient chroniclers call this general Sancho, others Enecus (Eneco or Inigo), both names

which are not Gothic but Basque, Isidorus calls him Theodomir, and adds that he was the same general

who, on a previous occasion, (during the reign of Egica,) had inflicted defeat on the Mohammedans,

while the Arabs say that the general who came to the assistance of the besieged at Ceuta was named

Alfonso, How are these accounts to be reconciled ?

^ See Appendix D„ p- s:lvi,, where the landing of Tarik is given more in detail.

^'^ All the historians of Spain, Mohammedan as well as Christian, agree in placing Roderic away from

his capital, engaged in war, when the news of Tarik's invasion reached him ; none, however, has specified

the cause or occasion of it. It is probable that he was employed in quelling some rebellion excited by the

partisans of the sons of Wittiza,

^ See p. 208, and Note 25, p, 487. This was a palace which Theodofred, Duke of Cordova, who
is supposed to have been Rodericks father, had built during his exile to that city. The ruins of it were

still visible in the time of Morales. Antigr. de Espana, fo, 197.

39 j^\ ilJi U)j^ JijJoU iitiJu^ * sUS'U Thus in the text, but I suspect that BUi" ought to be

"I -H

substituted for ^^ If so, the translation is as follows :
" they encamped under shelter of Shakandah,

" on the banks of the river there opposite to the palace, &c/' I read in the Cronica del Mora Rasis,

*" fasta que Ueg6 d una aldea de Cordova que llaman Segunda y yage sobre Cordova tres millas.''

The word iio^wli which is not pointed in any of the copies, might also be pronounced Skekundah, and

he meant for the Secunda of Rodericus Toletanus {De Reb. Hisp. lib. iii. cap. xx). If such be the case, the

patronymic of the historian whose epistle is given at p. 32, et seq., ought to be written Ash'SJickundi^ as

hewas a native of that town.

v^V
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* Rodericus says the same. But his authority is of little or no value in corroborating the statements

made by the Mohammedan authors whose works he read and translated,

"1 That the Arabs, who believed without criticism the accounts of the Christians, should make Roderic

a descendant from JJ^ Hispan, which word they transformed into ^ L^l—may easily be understood

;

but that the royal author of the Cronica General, who pretended to be issued from the same stock, should

a few centuries after assert the same, passes all belief,

4^ In the number of men under the orders of Tank I find the Arabian writers generally agree, although

some make them amount to twelve thousand at the time of his landing. It is evident, however, that those

authors are more correct wlio reduce them to seven thousand in the first instance, since, owing to the

scanty number of their vessels, they could not all be conveyed at once to the Spanish store; and since, as

the author rightly observes, Tfirlk received reinforcements from Africa between the time of his landing

and the battle that ensued, an intei-val of nearly three months.

ts ^\ ^1 •^\ Jjtjl—literally
' the people or the ministers of the Christian sect."

^^
JOLvjJ' j1 An expression of contempt, meaning 'the son of a low female.'

: :

:.

^^ - - , . y
^ - ^ \ -

L

^ UcUl ^ ^^ U^ ^' ^ u^ 5 ^tLU Jr V^ ^ Tdrik's followers are here called

^:i/:^)\ At-t^iktin.

" - - - -

4fi I have given elsewhere (Note 23. p. 512,) the names of the sons of WitUza after the historian

Ibnu-1-kuttiyyah, who clamed descent from one of them. I find, however, that the anonymous author of

a work on the conquest of Spain by the Arabs, entitled ^^^Hl ^ \J
'i^y^ jU^' * collection of

records relating to the conquest of Andalus,' an English version of which, together with some extracts,

has been kindly lent to me by the Earl of Munster, calls one of them ijuy^ Shithibert, (Sigisbert?)

But as fuller mention of these princes will be made by the author, I leave the investigation of this obscure

point for the present.

''^ UoU^ UjU 'a follower and a servant.' Another account calls him \jm\ i--jK ^
' a dog> from among the dogs of our father.'

Ui^

48 ^M] X>\^ It is said by the Arabian writers that the sons of Wittiza demanded and obtained

as the price of their treason all the private domains which had belonged to their father. This would

show that Wittiza was not dead when Roderic usurped the crown, but lived for some time in exile, as

Isidorus Pacensis, a contemporary writer, tells us; and that the states clauned by the sons ,^ad been

allotted to him by the usurper. There is, however, one word in this sentence which renders this

conjecture improbable. ^^1 b^i^ Safdyd-l-moUk, literaUy translated, means 'the portion of the

spoil allotted to the princes;' and it cannot be supposed that their father's mheritance should be so called

bv the Arabs.
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^ There can be no doubt that the river now called Guadalete is the Chrysos of the ancients, but how it

came by its modern name it is by no means easy to determine j for in no Arabian writer which I have

consulted have I found the river called ''Guadalete," Ibnu-1-khattib {apud Casiri, voL ii. p. 183,) calls it

jj -jt WddaLed and ^ ljS\^ Wdda Lekeh; Rodericus Toletanus, Vadilac, Vadaleke, and Vadalak

;

^^^i 'rf^'i

Gonde> Guadakde; Ar-razi, Leke. Cardonne (vol. i, p. 74) is the only writer who calls it L4tM ; but in

this, as well as in many other instances, the French translator substituted his own conjectures for the

readings which the manuscripts afforded him : knowing that some of the Spanish antiquaries, misled by

the similarity of the names, had advanced that the river Guadalete was the same as the Lethe of the

ancients, he translated Wd^ Lek by ' L^th^/ As to the opinion entertained by some writers, (see

Florez, E^, Sag, voL ix. p, 53,) that Guadalete is a compound of two words, meaning * river of joy/

and that the Chrysos was so named from the great satisfaction which the Arabs experienced on its banks

when they had defeated Roderic, it is not to be admitted, unless the name of the river be found written

thus, i^ ^_j-til. Wdda-kdlidhah, and the cause of its being so called be satisfactorily stated,

^ Most of the Arabian historians compute Roderic's army at ninety thousand; a few at seventy

thousand; Ibnu Khaldiin is the only writer whose estimation is so low as forty thousand.

^* " He himself came in a litter." The word j^ serir means a ' throne,' a ' couch to recline on/ a

'chariot/ a ' litter/ It was probably the latter. The author of Cartas para ihstrar la historia de

Bspam, Mad. 1796, translates the word serir by 'couch/ and quotes a passage of Adh-dhobi, by

which it would appear that the Gothic monarch, then in his eighty-fifth year, was prostrated by sickness,

tijk^o u^ j^ LipU' m iX^ i^^ 5 LT^-v^ iiA 5^ '^^^ circumstance of the chariot being drawn by

two, others say three white mules, instead of the spirited horses best suited to a warrior, is very much in
.

favour of the statement ; but when the principal events of that momentous period remain enveloped

in darkness and confusion, how can we expect to dissipate the shades that cover the minor details ?

Thomas Newton, the author of a history of the Saracens, quoted by Mr, Southey (Don Roderic, xviii.),

says that " Roderike was ryding in a horse-litter of ivorie, drawne by two goodly horses/' The word
* J

which Ihave translated by ' awning' is ^JJi dhollo, whence the Spaniards have made toldo,

^^ This address of Tdrik to his soldiers will be found entire in the Appendix E,, p, Ixx. Both

Conde (vol. i. p. 31) and Gardonne {HisL deVAfr. vol, i. p. 76) give the beginning and the substance

of it. "Were we to draw any inference froTfl the language used by T^rik on this occasion, we might say

that the Berbers under his command had been put to flight by the Christians. Otherwise, cui bono those

words, " Whither can you fly ? " If the contest lasted a whole week of continual skiimishing, as all the

Arabian historians assert, the invaders might easily have been defeated in some partial engagement.

53

romances.

Jjti«" J L>^ f-
—^ ^^^ ^^^ metaphor, of frequent occurrence in 'Antar and other Arabian

41

K^: The word used is CJJ^—which I have already observed (see Note 11, p. 415,) means ' princes'

or ^feudal lords/
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55 The historians of Mohammedan Spain designate all the Christian monarchs, who at various times

were opposed to them, under the generic appeUation of hl^^ TdgUyah, a word apparenUy not Arahic,

and which conveys a meaning similar to that of rvpavvos.

56 This answer made by the Moslems to their general is not in all the copies of this work. Th^

address itself is not in Mr. Shakespear's manuscript, or. if it is, that gentleman omitted the translation

of it.

^^ The word here used is ^ kubbah, which is the origin of the Spanish alcoba, cupula, dcubiUa, &c.

5« The Hght bow formerly used by the Arabs, and which they called kausu-l-'arah. was different from

the cross-bow of the Christians.

59 My copy adds—" Look at him. reclining on yonder soft couch." See above, Note 51

.

<» There are some writers, like the author here mentioned, who would have Roderic to have fallen by

Tdrik's hand ; but, as I shall observe hereafter, there is every reason to. suppose tiiat the Gothic kii^g died

an obscure death.
1 ^ ^

- A

"i Instead of ' the middle of Ramadh&n,' \j,.^uj^ J I thi^ that"^[^ is, at the end o'f

Ramadh5n,-is to be substituted ; such is the reading in my copy, and it agrees better with the account

of another historian lower down, who places the battle on the 28th day of that month. The month of

Ramadhan. which is the ninth in the Mohammedan or lunar year, began to be. counted on the 2ist

of June, and ended on the 20th of July, 711.

- ^

S2 One of the copies reads C^J ^j!^-the RichMS. JUl ^_yjl^-I have already observed elsewhere

that this word is differently written" by the Arabian writers. "a11. however, agree in making the secohd

letter a (^ not a 1^—Ibnu-1-ki'ittiyyah says that the battle was fought on the banks of the Wdda

Bekkah or Bekkeh (now Rio de Vejer or Vadalmedina) , close to Medina-Sidonia.

63 It is generally believed that the battle which decided the fate of the Gothic monarchy was fought in

the plain of Xerez, on the southern bank of the Guadalete ; but I shall be able to show in the course of

these notes that the engagement took place much nearer the seashore, and not far from the town of

Medina-Sidonia.

Leaving, however, for another place the investigation of this important fact, I shaU merely disc^ss

now what the author means in this passage by Li^jo^ &k^U^or. as may be read elsewhere,

^jjjk^ s./ (the district or province of Shidilnab).. as the setthng of this point.—one of cpp^d^^ble

difficulty.—wiU help us on to a knowledge of the other.'^ "When the Arabs invaded .Sp^>^tK^;. city

of Assido (now Medina-Sidonia) was the capital of an exten8ive> district, andMhe|s^/r;(rf^a;:bishpp.

Assido. or rather Assidone m the ablative case, was corrupted by the Arabs into .S/«^«e, or Ski-

doniah, and the district or province over which that city extended its. jurisdiction was tiousequently

called Kdrah Shiddmh, the territory of Sidonia. This, according to Abti-l-fedi (Geog. fo. 43) and

Idrisi (dim. iv. sect. 1), comprised the cities of Arcos, Xerez, Algeairas, Tarifa> Cadiz, and.Bejer
;
that is.

- r" '
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from the spot where the Guadalquivir discharges its waters into the ocean down to the Straits of Gibraltar,

In the course of time, however, the city of Xerez received also the name of Shidonia : according to

Ar^razf, because it was buiU with the ruins of Assido, but, in my opinion, from its having become the

spot where the Arabs from Shiduniah (Sidon) in Palestine were ordered to settle during the government

of HosSm Ibn Dhirdr; for the former conjecture is hardly probable, the distance between tlie two cities

being too great. Be this as it may, certain it is that soon after the conquest Xerez was also called

Shidoniah. It is so asserted by all the historians and geographers of Mohammedan Spain ; and Florez

(Esp. Sag. voh x, p. 21) has given, besides, deeds of the thirteenth century, corroborating that state-

ment, and calling that city Xerez-Sadunia, It is therefore quite demonstrated, that by the province of

Shidiiniah the Arabian geographers meant all that country extending between the mouth of the Guadal--

quivu- and the Straits of Gibraltar ; that Medinah-Shid^niah (or the capital of the district of Assido) is the

present town of Medina-Sidonia
; lastly, that Xerez was likewise called Sidonia, either from one of the

causes above specified, or from some other not yet ascertained.

^ This account is to be found in Rodericus Toletanus, the Cronica General, and the work of San Pedro
Pascuah

^^ Tdrik, like Cortes, is reported to have set fire to his fleet in order to take away from his followers all

possibility of escape, and mduce them to fight strenuously. I read in the ReyMm-Ualbab , '' Tarik said to
" his men, ' You are placed between two enemies, the spears of the infidels and the sea. Let then those
" among you who expect the favours of the Almighty behave well on this occasion.' He then gave orders
" to set fire to aU the vessels in which they had crossed." The fact, however, though asserted by Idrisi

(dim. iv. sect. 1), and by the author of the fragment translated in the Appendix D. (p, xlvii,), may
reasonably be questioned.

«! This is a strong proof in favour of my conjecture (see above. Note 63. p. 525,) that the battle was
fought nearer Medina-Sidonia than Xerez. M. Marl6s, the author of a species of rifaccimento of Conde's
Hist, de la Dom., asserts, on what authority it is not stated, that the battle took place "

h. deux Heues de
" Cadiz et prfes de la place oil s'^l^ve aujourd'hui Xerez de la frontera." But the statements of this

writer, whose numerous blunders I shall often have occasion to expose, are very seldom to be relied upon.
In one page only of his book (vol. i. p. 68) I find the following glaring mistakes. He says that Ben
Chaleddn (Ibnu Khaldtin) wrote a life of Mi5sa Ibn Nosseyr, confounding, no doubt, the African historian

with the Aj-abian biographer Ibn KhallekJm ; and that Bab-AlzakdJc (Bdbu-z-zakkdk) means 'la porte du
chettua* histead of ' the mouth of the Strait of Gibraltar.* He says that the port of Algesiras was so
called by the Arabs because there were once two islands opposite to it. He invariably writes Quarda
instead of Gnada (W^da), and seriously informs us that Guard-alete, Guard-iana, &c. are Arabic words.
I should never end were I to point out the innumerable errors into which this writer has fallen whilst
pretending to correct the work of Conde.

^j^- eJ^^ c:,Jiii^ J—"and the two armies met near the lake or gulph,"— for the word
buheymh, whence the Spanish albuhera, partakes of either meaning. In this instance, however, the
lake of la Janda, near Medina-Sidonia, is intended. The writer here quoted is not the only one who
asserts positively that the engagement took place on the banks of the lake near Medina-Sidonia. I may,
besides, adduce the testimony of many others, as the author of the Reyhdm-l-albab, (Arab. MS. in my
possession,) who says that the armies met on the bank of the river Barb^, l^bj , cl)!.—not far from
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the lake. Now the riv^r called Wfida Barb^t by the Arabs, because it reached the sea near a town of

that name, was also called ^ ^t>U WMa Bekkeh, because it passed through or cjose to another town

called 'Bekkeh*, now Bejer. (Compare Abii-l-fed^'s Geography; Idrhi, dim, iv , sect, I ; and HisL del

Mora Rasis,) I confess that when I first learnt that Wdda Bekkeh was the same river as the Wdda
Barbdt, and that some authors, like Ibnu-1-kuttiyyah, had plax^ed the site of the battle on its banks, the

idea struck me that the present name of the river Guadalete, for which I cannot in any other manner

account, might have originated in a series of corruptions.

Every one acquainted with the peculiar character used by the Arabs of Africa and Spain in th(ar

writings, knows how easy it is to write BaJ instead of aCI—the letters L^ and J being almost alike

in their alphabet. On the other hand, the letter J may, by a mere stroke, be transformed into S Wdda

Bekkah, ox Wdda Bekkeh, might thus, by a series of corruptions, have been changed first into ' W^da
Lekke/ and thence into ' Guadaiete/ Those among my readers who are unacquainted with the Arabic

language, may possibly think my conjecture rather hazardous ; but I appeal to the judgment of those who
are conversant with the writings of the Arabian historians and geographers, in which numerous
instances occur of words once ill written having retained their corrupted form, not only in writing,

but even in conversation. Tor instance, the town of Tenzert, a word meaning 'encampment* in the

language of the Berbers, is at times written Benzert or Benhert in Idrlsi; in AbA-l-fed^i, Nehzertixxi

o->

Leo and Marmol, Biserta, Instead of .JkXK> ysrt Bakr Bonim, or the Pontus Euxinus, there is not one

single Arabian geographer, Idrisi himself not excepted, who does not write (^iaw ^. Bakr Nitus,

by the transposition of the points in the first two letters. I might multiply examples of this kind, but I

shall merely mention another flagrant instance of a proper name thus corrupted becoming, as it were,

riveted upon its bearer. The celebrated traveller, Ibn Battdttah, in treating of the Greek emperor who
was reigning in Constantinople at the time he visited that city, calls him Tekjur, and gives the speUing

J c. ^

of his name thus, jj-o-CJ Such is the reading in all the copies of the epitome consulted by Professor

Lee, as well as in those of Paris ; to which I may add, that a transcript of the original Travels in my
possession, made by a learned copyist from a very ancient copy preserved in the great mosque at Fet,

aflbrds the same reading. But who does not see at once that the word Ji£i Tekfdr having in the

first instance been written for ^^ NekfUr (Nicephorus Gregoras), gave rise to that singular blunder ?

It may be objected, that similar corruptions are not likely to take place so easily with regard to the

names of towns and places
; yet I believe that the words ^IjJ.^jI tUJb^ BkOio and many more in

Spanish geography, all originated in similar corrupt readings, being meant for ^U- ^1 ioJUJ^ ^cikxiis

Toletana (urbs), Salambenia, Orcela, or Orcelis, the Roman names for those towns.

Even supposing the Wddu Bekhah and the Wdda Lekke to have been two distinct rivers, the former
being meant for the river of Bejer, and the latter for the Guadalete, this in no manner opposes my
conjecture that the memorable encounter took place liear the sea, and close to Medina-Sidonia, siilce

the battle having lasted eight days, as is unanimously agreed by Christian and Mohammedfin writer^,

might have commenced between Bejer and Medina-Sidonia, ahd ended near the GuadEdete, the ihter:

mediate distance being only about twenty English miles.
'

"^ The author of the ReyMnu-l-albdb says, " The two children whom Roderic had deprived of the
" empire were also in his camp; they agreed to give way with the right and left wing, that Roderic

. ^. . .

> ^ - — j^ .-^ >
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" might be left alone and kUled." That the sons of Wittiza were at the time in Spain, nay, that Roderic

entrusted to them the command of the two wings of his army, is an assertion not only improbable, but

one which may easily be refiited. Setting aside the circumstance already recorded of their being mere

children when their father died and Roderic usui-ped the power (a. d. 709), which would incapacitate

them from assuming the command of troops in 711, Adh-dhobI and the best Arabian writers say that

they crossed over to Africa in order to obtain Miisa's assistance in the reconquest of the throne of their

father; and although, their request being granted, they might have returned to their native country, it

is more natural to suppose that they joined Tarik, than that they placed themselves in the hands of their

personal enemy, who must have been informed of their treason. If defection there was in the Gothic

army, as the Mohammedan and Christian writers universally agree, and as is affirmed by Isidorus (Esp.

Sag. vol. viii.), the Monk of Silos, and other Christian chroniclers, it must have been on the part of

Oppas, and others of their secret partisans, whom fear, or the wish of better accomplishing their treason,

still retained under Roderic's orders.

^^ Et eqms qui Orelia dicebatur, says Rodrigo (De Eeh. Hisp. lib. iii. cap. xxiii,) ; on what authority it is

not easy to say.

j^
70 1^' aUuI—his wounds exhausted him—perhaps both. In the fabulous chronicle of Rodrigo

(cap. ccxxxviii.). it is said that the Gothic monarch fled along the banks of the Guadalete, until his horse

having stuck in the mud he was obliged to dismount and proceed on foot, leaving behind him his

ornaments and royal insignia, for fear of being discovered-

'^^ Whether Roderic was slain by Tarik as asserted (p. 273), whether he perished in the waters

of the river close to the field of battle, or contrived, as some historians assert, to fly from the field

and take refuge in Portugal, where he is said to have led a life of penance and contrition, are questions

which have hitherto exercised in vain the ingenuity of Spanish critics. Among the Mohammedan writers

the prevailing opinion is that Roderic was killed, although his body was never found. There are, it is

true, historians, like the one translated in the Appendix E. (p. Ixxi.), those consulted by Conde (vol, i.

p, 32), and the anonymous writer translated by Casiri (Bib, Ar. Hisp, Esc, vol. ii. p, 326), who assert

that Roderic's head was sent to MiSsa, who immediately dispatched a messenger with it to the Khaiif ; but

is it likely that a fact of this importance, resting on good authority, should have been omitted by subsequent

historians ? Among the Christians, Isidorus of Beja, and the continuator of the Ckronicon Biclarense, the

only two contemporary writers, say that Roderic died on the field of battle, Sebastian of Salamanca, a

writer ofthe tenth century, was the first who, on the faith of an epitaph said to have been discovered two

hundred years after that event, advanced that Roderic escaped from the massacre, and retired to Vis6o in

Portugal, where he passed the remainder of his days in penitence and prayer. The story has been

credited by the generality of the Spanish historians, from Rodrigo of Toledo down to Masdeu, but it is

no doubt one of the many pious frauds of which the tonsured chroniclers of the middle ages were often

guilty. "Where was Roderic when Lusitania was overrun a year after by the Arabs ? Why did he not

seek for refuge in the mountains of Asturias, where the relics of the Gothic nobility had congregated for

defence ?

''2 This 28th day of Ramadh^n answers to the 19th day of July, a,d. 711, which was a Sunday. The

6th of Shawwfil, therefore, fell on the 26th of the same month, likewise a Sunday.
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7^ By " slaves " the author means the vassals or menials of the Gothic noblemen.

"^ This anecdote is no doubt borrowed from Ibnu-1-Mttiyyah, in whose work I have read it, San

Pedro Pascual, who wrote towards the beginning of the fourteenth century, and who, during his captivity

at Granada; had opportunity to consult the writings of the Arabs, gives it also word for word. Nearly a

century before the Archbishop of Toledo had said, audientes quod gens advenerat qu& Gothorum gloriam sua

muUitudine superarat et licetfalso humanis vescebantur carnibus.

CHAPTER III,

^ This advice of Ilyan, conceived in nearly the same expressions, may be found in the Spanish

translation of Ar-razi. See also Rodericus Toletanus, lib. iii. cap, xxii,, and the Cronica General, fo. cciv;

^ SjAjil ^"^j^^ ^ajlJc^ Hslji: J] The expression is a remarkable one, as showing the meaning

which the word medinak must have had in those ancient times, I have frequently observed that the

word Abj^ ntedkah, which is now generally translated by 'city,' was used by ancient writers for the

capital of a district, province, or even kingdom. Al-beladhori, in his Kitdbu-l-hblddri (Ar. MS. in the

Brit, Mus., No, 7496), furnishes me> within a few pages, with numerous instances of-the word medinah

used in that sense. He says (fo. 23), ^uly ^_^' ^oJl AajJ^ ^
" and the wrfwaA (capital) of Andalus

VOL. I.

*

3 Y

J-. ' - _>\ .^^ ^i^"'

. s V ^ -^

^^ This would imply a severe loss on the part of the Moslems, whose numbers before the battle are

elsewhere computed at twelve thousand, Tarik's address to his soldiers, and the continual skirmishing

which preceded the general engagement, prove that the Gothic monarchy fell not without a struggle.

The Monk of Silos estimates Tarik's loss during the seven days at sixteen thousand men, a fourth more

than he is reported to have had.

^'^ It is difficult to say whether Sidonia is here meant for Medina-Sidonia or for Xerez, which some

years afterwards received also the name oi Shiduniah, (See above, Note 63, p, 525,) Had the writer

given us the name of the town at the time of its reduction by Tarik, instead of that which it afterwards

received, much uncertainty might have been avoided, I think, however, that Xerez is here understood,

"^^ My copy reads ...j^—those in the British Museum ,.^—^This I believe to be the modern town

of Moron, which by the ancient chroniclers is "written Moror^

"^"^ Rodericus Toletanus makes Tarik proceed first to Ezija, which must be a mistake, since Carmona

lay on his road to that city. The authors translated by Conde (vol. i. p. 37) say that Ezija^was not
- r J

taken by Tarik, but by Zeyd Ibn Kesadi, one of his lieutenants,
^

Instead of a 'fountain/ Rodericus says a 'river; resedit Taricjuxta fiuvmm Cilofontis, qui ex tunc dicitur

forts Tartci, lib, iii. cap. xxii. See also Cron. Gen, de Espana, fo. cciv. No river, however, in the

neighbourhood of Carmona bears now the name of that conqueror.

.J. -
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"is called Cordova;'" and again, (fo. 23, verso,) &i^j\ 'iX>6^ ^ cJ 'J^ "
" ^^^ Cairwan is the

" medinak (capital) of Africa proper." The historian Ibnu4-khattib always calls Granada so JujJ^
'Jj

'ijj] " the medinah (capital) of the district of Elvira or Ilhberis." (See Note 69, p. 34G.) The

geographer Idrisi likewise calls Murcia the medinah (capital) of the land of Tudmir or Thcodomir,

-*
„ •. *

jUiJj t^llO ^Jj^ Lwjj^ To which I may add, that some of the first coins of the Beni Umeyyah of

Spain contain the following inscription; ^yJjJlSl ^j^ J *&.^1 !a^ *_Jj^ aUI *^j ''In the

" name of Allah, this dirhem was coined in the medinah (capital) of Andalus," ^^ e. in Cordova.

According to Conde (vol, i- p. 36), the division sent against Granada was under the orders of Zeyd Tbn

Kesidl As-sekseki, who also took Ezija, and yet overtook T^rik before he reached Toledo,

^ All this is very obscure. If Tarik himself took Ezija, his way to Toledo was not through Jaen, but

through Cordova, On the other hand, Jaen was then too inconsiderable a town to attract the attention

of the Berber general, while Ezija, the see of a bishop, a rich and wealthy city, where the relics of the

Gothic army, trusting in the strength of its walls, made a gallant defence, must in the first instance have

called his arms to that quarter. It is therefore probable that Jaen was taken by Zeyd, whose road to

Toledo, after returning from Malaga and Granada, must necessarily have been through that town.

According to Adh-dhobi and other historians, Tarik himself went to Cordova, and remained before it

nine days, when, impatient of the delay, he intrusted to Mugheyth the siege of that city, and hastened on

to Toledo, This appears not only probable, but at once removes the difficulty.

\ f under^ A. says - ) ^ci^i j_5^
' *^ ^ forest of pine trees/ My copy ^^U J ^^

lofty pine trees/ The word erz, whence the Spanish alerze with the article, means 'a male pine.'

Al-ghaydah, ' a forest/ has likewise passed into the Spanish algaida,

^ That is to say, on the banks of the Guadalquivir, for the Arabs often gave to the rivers of Spain

names taken from the districts or towns through which they flow; so the Tagus was called '*the river of

" Toledo, Alcantara, Lisbon," &c. The town of Shakanda or Secunda, which, according to the authors

of the Cronica General, fo. cciv. verso, stood at hvo miles and a-half from Cordova, was in time annexed to

that capital. See above. Note 39, page 522,

6 Adilld, the plural of dalil, ' a guide
;

' in Spanish adalid.

^ The text says t^l ^^ ^Toj^i ^—wliich might also be translated by ' the inhabitants untrained

to anns,'

^ All this is to be found word for word in the Spanish translation of Ar-r^zi. It is contained likewise,

with very slight verbal alteration, in the works of the Archbishop Rodrigo, and those who followed him.

See Rer. in Hisp. Gest. lib, iii, cap, xxiii. ; and the Cron. Gen, fo, cciv. verso,

^ Ar-razi, who calls this church San Jorge, says that it stood to the west of Cordova.

^** The Arabs brought to Spain many black slaves, the fruit of their conquests in Sils-al-aksd and other

provinces bordering upon SViddn.
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" My copy reads (^Ua- J ' in some orchards.'

4i

12 The words translated by 'hard brush' are J:,\^^ Jo^l —literally 'a rope made of the, skin
iS^
*t

of a snake or any other substance ha^nng a rough surface/ I believe it is the same thing now used

throughout Spain as a scouring cloth, and is made of the filaments of the esparto or broom plant,

^^ * The church of the burned' would he more correct. Ar-razi calls it la IgUsia de los Cautivos,

1** The text reads s jJiay or s^b—now Talavera de la Reina. This town, however, is at too gi^eat a

distance from Cordova to lead to the supposition that Mugheyth would leave his army behind, and ride

off so far in pursuit of his enemy, who, in the fabulous chronicle of King Roderic, is called Pelistes.

Ar-razi says tliat Mugheyth overtook him at Collera, which he describes as a small hamlet not far from

Cordova, See also Amb. Morales, Cro^i, Gen. de Esp. voL lii, p- 205.

'^ Other accounts place the taking of Malaga after the arrival of Miisa- Rodrigo, however, whose

work is for the most part a literal translation from the Arabic, as it is easy to discover even from the

Oriental turn of his sentences, followed the former account. He makes Malaga, as well as Mnrcia and

Granada, fall by the hands of Tarik's lieutenants.

^^ Compare what I have said Note 69^ p, 34C, and Note 2, p, 529. The name of this city is here

written ^U.S' Karndttah.

^^ The practice so universally observed by the invaders of intrusting to the Jews the defence of the

cities and fortresses taken from the Christians, would, in the absence of any other fact, show that a

previous understanding must long have existed between them and the Berbers under the orders of Tarik^

and that the discontent or the ambition of Ilyan, the wrongs done to the sons of Wittiza, and the troubled

state of the Gothic monarchy, were not the only causes of the conquest of Spain, That the Jews of the

Peninsula had at different times been suspected of holding communication with those of Africa,—that in

the reign of Egica they had actually been accused, and to all appearance convicted, of inviting the Arabs

to make the conquest of Spain,—is sufficiently attested by the national writers. I have shown elsewhere

(Note 15, p. 511), on the authority of Ibnu Khaldiin, that most of the Berber tribes inhabiting the northern

shores of Africa professed the Jewish religion ; and although we are told that the twelve thousand men
which Milsa placed under the orders of Tarik had previously been converted to the Mohammedan fsJth, fend

duly instructed in all the duties of their new religion by theologians appointed for that purpose, Jthere is

every reason to suppose that their conversion was neither so sudden nor so sincere as to; blot out

immediately aU recollection of their former habits and religious ceremonies, and that "they "felt great

sympathy for their former brethren- Hence, on the invasion of Spain by the Berbers, the Jews, who
expected to be delivered by them from the state of oppression in which they lived, everj' where made
common cause with them, .. ^

"

- ^

^^ The word h^\ (whence the Spanish words azafran, uzafranar, azafranado, are derived) means

' yellow,' but applied to a horse it signifies ' black/ The translator of Ar-rfizi, not being awa.re of this

distinction, made the Christian governor ride a yellow horse^ " un caballo amarillo." One proof more of

the genuineness of the translation,

,-ar
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19
^lfc_>,.l Ouriww^lah, now OrUiuela, is supposed to be the ' Orcelis ' of the ancients. It would

appear from this, that Orihuela was then the capital of the kingdom, afterwards called ' the country of

Theodomir.' Indeed, I read in the Mandhiju-l-fakar^ a work on astronomy and geography (Brit. Mus.,

No. 7483, fo. 190), that the ancient name for Orihuela was Tudmir, and that the city was so called from

its having been the residence of that chief. This by no naeans agrees with the account of Al-makkari

(p. 68, and Note 18, p. 376,) and other writers, among whom is the celebrated Wizlr Ibnu-I-khattib,

who pretend that Murcia and Tudmir were one and the same town. This contradiction can only be

avoided by supposing Orihuela to have been called '*the city of Theodomir/' either from the gallant

defence of that genera^ or from its having really become the capital of the states which he was allowed

to retain by capitulation. Murcia having in time become the capital of the extensive province called by

the Arabs j^iii" jlb 'the land of Theodomir,' was probably called j^Si \jSii\ iujj^ * the capital of

[the country] Tudmir/ Rodrigo (lib. iii. cap. xxiil.) says ' ad urbem qua: tunc Oreola, nunc Murtia,

dicitur.* But this could never be, Murcia and Orihuela being two distinct towns.

^ We are not informed whether Theodomir was present or not at the battle of Guadalete. The whole

of what follows is not only obscure but contradictory. If the forces dispatched against Malaga and

Granada marched to Murcia after the taking of those cities,— if Theodomir made a gallant defence, and

stood a siege in his capital,—how could the troops reach Toledo in time to take part in the siege ?'

I cannot pass in silence a very curious circumstance respecting Theodomir, which I read in the Spanish

version of Ar-r^i, or at least in the copy which I have always used. Theodomir, or Tudemir, as he is

there called, is described as a renegade, who took the part of the Arabs, and fought under their banners.

He is said to have been sent with an army against Orihuela, which he besieged and took by capitulation,

after defeating its garrison in a sortie. Strange to say, the same stratagem which he is here said to have

put in practice to save his capital from the invaders, or to obtain advantageous terms, is there attributed

to the governor of the city besieged by Theodomir,

^^ The whole of these conquests are a few lines lower attributed to 'Abdu-l-'aziz, son of Musa, who

did not arrive in Spain until one year after these events. The contradiction therefore is evident, and can

only be avoided by supposing that either Theodomir or the Arabs broke the treaties by which they were

mutually bound.
L

\

^ This passage has been given in the original Arabic, with a Latin translation, by Casiri, vol. ii. p. 251.

But, :as usual, the learned librarian of the Escurial committed almost as many blunders as there are

words in it. Instead of Jte^' Ezija he read *^:^—instead of ^^Jl C^-OoU he printed lu^*—and so

forth.

^^ No Arabian writer that I know of has given the precise date of the taking of Toledo by Tarik ; it is

therefore next to impossible to determine what conquests were made by his lieutenants, during the period

which elapsed between the battle of Guadalete and the surrender of the Gothic capital, at which we are told

they were present. Lucas Tudensis, however, in his Chronicon Mundi (upud Schottum, Hisp, Illnst. vol. iv.),

says, on what authority it would be useless to inquire, that Toledo was taken on the Palm-Sunday of a.d.

712, that is to say, on the 11th day of Jumdda ii., a.h. 93 ; namely, eight months or thereabout after

the victory on the plains of Xerez. During the interval, the forces which Tarik dispatched to the west.
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%Yhile he himself proceeded to the north, might easily have overrun, without subduing, the provinces of

Malaga and Granada, which were not finally conquered until the arrival of Mdsa.

24 The Christian chroniclers relate, that when Sindered, Bishop of Toledo, heard of the approach of

the Arabs, he fled to Galicia, taking with him the ornaments and jewels of his church; most of the

inhabitants followed his example.

25 Lucas Tudensis (loco laudato, fo. 70.) says that the Jews opened the gates of the city to the

Moslems, whilst the Christians were going in a procession to the church of Santa Leocadia, outside the

walls.

26

'J^"
-}^ jL lV<^da-l-MjYirah or Wdda-Z-haj(!rak h the ' amnis lapidum ' of Rodrigo. The city near

to which it flows was formerly called by the Arabs ^_^] ^.J^ Medinatu-l-farj,
(the city of the pass ?)

as we learn from Abii-l-feda. The name of the river was afterwards given to the city itself. This fact is

corroborated by Rodrigo, who, in his Hist. Arab. p. 32, says Medina Alpkaragel qtt<£ nunc dicitur

Guadalfajara. ..;....

Shehabu-d-chn Al-fasi, in his Kitdhu-l-jumdnfi ahUdri-s-zamdn, attributes the conquest of GuadaJajfirtiaV

to Mohammed Ibn Elias Al-mugheyli, one of Tirik's lieutenants.

^ _ _ ^

_-l -i -

2? The word ^ fej means ' a defile,' a mountain pass; what- the Spaniards now cd\ puerto. Itis

however but little used in this sense, and might in time have been replaced by bib, which has the same

meaning and is more appropriate. Bib-Taiik therefore might easily have been corrupted into Btbtrak

or Buitrago, a town which commands the mountain pass leading from New into Old Castile.

2a Rodrigo, who derived most of his information from the Arabian writers, says, mensam guie habebat

trecentos semginta quinque pedes. I read likewise in the Cronica General, which is a compilation from the

same sources, e /alto ma mensa luenga e molto anchu en que abia trezientos e sesentapies, fo. ccv. Ar-razi,

however, says only, efalld una messa que era de esmeralda messa e pies.

29 Great obscurity prevails in the accounts of those writers who have mentioned the expedition

undertaken by Tarik north of Toledo. Adh-dhobi says, that after the taking of Guadalajara, the Berber

general turned to the west, and having approached the chain of mountains called Ash-sMrrdt (Sierra),

crossed it by a pass to which he gave his name (FeJ-Tdrik). He then marched to the east, and took, a

city called " the city of the table," owing to his having found in it the table of Solomon. Thencehe

proceeded southwards, and entered a town called Aa^ i. e. Maya or Moya. Conde's account (vol.; i.-

p. 45) differs materially from this; he makes T^k first cross the mountains, and take a city to which he

gave his own name, then go to Guadalajara, &c. The Archbishop Rodrigo (lib. iii. cap. xxii.) ;aria the

author of the Cronica General (fo. ccv.) differ still more. The former says, that after the takijig of

Guadalajara, T&iik went to a mountain to which he gave the name of Jebal Sul$tfmd^ (mburtt^n of

Solomon); for, although the text of the various editions reads ad montem qui dicitu^ Gebel^^man, et

impostiit ei nomem Geheltaric, it is evidently vitiated, and Tfarii ought to be substituted for GeJeftflnft;

from thence to a city close to the mountain {Jehal Sulet/mdn), where he found the table of Solomon,

whence the place was by him called Medirutt AUmeydah (the city of the table). After this, T&rik went to
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Amaya or Moya, &c. So that while Conde, or the authors whom he followed, make Tarik cross the

mountains twice, those consulted by Rodrigo, if his translation be correct, make no mention at all of his

crossing that mountain range, Adh-dhobi, and most of the historians of Mohammedan Spain, place the

city where the pretended table of Solomon was found on the other side of the Somosierra or chain of

mountains which divide the New from Old Castile. Rodrigo and the author of the Cronica General put

it on this side. How are these contradictory accounts to be reconciled ? Could we but ascertain the real

situation of the cities called Medinat AUmeydah and ^j^ Maya or LUl Amaya by the Arabian writers,

we might, perhaps, hope to loose the knot of this difficulty. Rodrigo himself informs us, in his Hist.

Arab, ad calc, Erpen, p. 9, that the city, where, according to the Arabian w^riters, the table of Solomon

was found, stood close to Alcald de Henares, at the foot of a mountain which in his time was called Gebel-

^lemauy and which still retains that name, though corrupted, in Cuesta de Zulema. I further learn from

a passage of Adh-dhobi, that " the table was found at a spot not far from a city called Medinat Mn-nahr

" (the city of the river)," which, from a strong castle in after times built for its defence, might easily have

changed its name into Al-kaVah En-nakr or Alcala de Henares (the castle of the river), its present name ;

to which may be added, that the stream which waters its walls is also called '' Henares," a corruption from

Nah- or En-nahr (river). This would at once show that the table was found about three miles from

Alcala de Henares, on or close to the spot now called Cuesta de ZulemUf where a town, known to the

Arabs as Medinat Al-meydah, must have stood, though it might have been destroyed before the age of

Rodrigo. To this place Sindered, and those among the Christian prelates and noblemen who quitted

Toledo on the approach of Tarik, might have fled with the ornaments and relics of the churches, and

Tdrik have followed them in the hope of making a good booty. Among the objects which then fell

into the con<jueror's hands, was a table of precious materials, which some Jewish tradition referred,

to the sack of Jerusalem, whence the city was called " the city of the table," and the moxmtain

close to which it stood Jebal Suleymdn (the mountain of Solomon), There is nothing improbable

in all this,—it bears even all the appearance of truth ; but how are we to reconcile it with the accounts

of the Arabs, who place the city where the table was found beyond the mountains of Somosierra,

which they all agree Tdrik crossed on this occasion,—by a pass, too, which still retains his name ?

There is still another diificulty to be surmounted in Rodrigo's account. How could Tarik go first to

Guadalajara and thence to Alcala, if he must inevitably have passed through the latter on his way
to the former city ? On the other hand, what do the Arabs mean by Maya,—Rodrigo by Amayera and

Amaya,—the Cronica General by Moya,—the city where the relics of the Gothic government are said to

have fled on the approach of T^rik? There is a place called Amaya on the limits of the province of

Burgos and Santander, but this is too far for my purpose- A hamlet called Amayas, in the province of

Guadalajara and the bishopric of Siguenza, might be the town alluded to, were it not that it lies in an

opposite direction froiri the route taken by Tirik, who, in crossing the Somosierra at Buitrago, went away

from it. The town of Moya, long the capital of a considerable district, might well have been the place

where the fugitives of Toledo fled for an asylum ; it is thus stated by the author of the Cronica General

;

but there are two very strong objections to be put to the statement, namely, that Moya lies to the east,

not to the west of Toledo, and that in order to penetrate thither T^rik must have crossed a diiferent chain

of mountains, namely, the Sierra de Molina, Secondly, that it is not probable that the people of Toledo

should have fled in a direction which brought them nearer to the provinces already overrun by Tarik's

lieutenants, whilst the road to Galicia or Asturias, which soon after became the bulwark of the Spanish

liberties, was open to them. The author of Cartas para ilustrar la kistoria de Espana, p. liii., thought of

remedying this difficulty by supposing the Medinat Al-meydah of the Arabs to have been a small ctistle

called Mesa, w^^hich, at an early period of Spanish historv, stood on the banks of a river called also Rio
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Mesa, which divides the Semrio de Molina from the Ducado de MedinacelL But this supposition, besides

being a very gratuitous one, and resting on no other foundation than the curious coincidence of the names

of the castle and of the river being a translation of the Arabic word meydah (table), by no means removes

the objection. Others, like Masdeu, have imagined that the town of Medinaceli was the place where Tirik

found the table; but Medinaceli is a corruption from JL AijJ>^ Medinat'Selim, as that town was called

by the Arabs from the name of its founder, and has nothing in common with the Medinat-AI-meydah

mentioned by the Arabian writers.

There is only one way of reconciling the diiferent statements of these authors, which is to suppose that

Tarik, on his way to Amayas or Moya (either town will do for my conjecture), went first to Alcala, where

he met with a party of fugitives, and seized upon the table of Solomon, and that on his return from his

expedition he crossed the mountains at Buitrago, and proceeded to Galicia,—Guadalajara being, during

this interval, reduced by a party of bis men under the orders of one of bis lieutenants, as has elsewhere

been stated (Note 26, p. 533). This is rendered probable by the fact that most of the Arabian writers, as

Al-makkari himself observes lower down, make Tarik march, without stopping, to Astorga.

h . .

^'^ Various are the dates assigned by the Arabian writers for Mdsa's landing on the coast of Spain.

All however agree that it took place in the year 93, with the exception of Cardonne (vol. i.; p. 85), wli«3.

by some unaccountable oversight places that event in 96. The anonymous writer translated in the

Appendix E., p. Ixxi., says on a Thursday of the month of Safar, a. h. 93, (that is to say, either on the

18th of November or on the 35th of the same month, or on the 2nd or 9tli of December, which were

Thursdays.) Ibn Habib says in JumSda i., 93, (February or March, 712 ;) while Conde (vol. i. p. 35)

fixes it to the month of Rejeb, (April or June, 712.) In the fragment attributed to Ar-rizi by Casiri

(Bib. Ar. Hisp. Ssc. vol. ii. p. 319, et seq.) I find the date of Ramadh^n, 93, (June or July, 712;).wluch

is also that given by Rodrigo and the Cronica General So that according to these various authorities the

arrival of Mi'isa happened between the 30tb of November, a.d. 711, which was the first Thursday of

the lunar month of Safar, and the 20th of July, which was the last day of Ramadhan, a period of about

ten solar months. It is clear, however, that if Musa passed one month before Seville.—if the siege of

Merida, protracted by the vigorous defence of its garrison, lasted some months,— if this latter city

surrendered, as is generally asserted, on the first day of Shawwfil,—the dates of Rejeb and Ramadhdn

cannot for a moment be thought of; since in the short interval of three months in the first instance,

or of only one in the second, Musa could not have accomplished what on the testimony of all the

Mohammedan and Christian writers occupied him several months. It now remains to ascertain which of

the two dates, that of the anonymous writer translated in the Appendix or that of Ibn Habib, is the.

correct one. Both authors are deserving of credit : the foi-mer, for the circumstantial evidence and

numerous details he gives, which are not to be found elsewhere ; the latter, because he flourished towards

the middle of the ninth century, and because, having written a short treatise on the invasion and

conquest of Spain by the Arabs, it is to be presumed that he considered his subject well before he fixed

;

a date for an event of so much importance. We have, therefore, to choose between two authors equally

well qualified, and both entitled to our consideration. Were I called upon to decide, I would propounce

in favour of Ibn Habib ; but I think that the discrepancy may be thus obviated. The. anonypioHS^writer

translated in the Appendix does not say positively that Musa sailed in the month of Safar,. but that he

fixed the departure for a Thursday of that month : \JJ^S . L*iac Uoa- Ji^ \ , *UJl J (.jti'-J 5
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probable that in the short interval between the battle of the Gaudalete and his departure from Africa,

—

scarcely four months,—Musa could have collected together a sufficient number of vessels for the transport

of twelve thousand horse, the lowest number at which his army has been compxited. The operation might

therefore have begun in Safar, and ended in Jumada r, a period of two months ; and thus the accounts

of the two historians might be reconciled,

^^ The opinion that Tdrik did not on this occasion go further than Amaya or Maya is the most

probable, as well as that which I find more generally entertained by the Arabian writers,

^ The number of royal diadems said to have been found in the principal church at Toledo varies from

twenty-four to twenty-seven* The anonymous writer translated in the Appendix E, (p. Ixsii.) gives

the former number ; Al-khazraji (Appendix D. p, slviii,) and Ibn Habib say twenty-five; Al-makkarl

himself states them, as well as the padlocks, at twenty-seven, (see p. 262,) one for each king who

reigned in Spain. It is evident that the latter computation is the most correct ; for although it be true that

including Theodomir and his son Althanagild, the number of kings of northern descent who reigned in

Spain will be found to be thirty-six, as elsewhere stated (p. 27), yet if we consider that the first six

ruled, properly speaking, in Gaul, not in Spain, and that neither Roderic nor his two successors are

included in the list, we shall find their number reduced to twenty-seven,

^ Rodrigo and the authors of the Cronica General adopted the former computation. The writers

consulted by Conde (vol. i. p. 34) and Cardonne (vol. i- p- 18) say ten thousand infantry and eight

thousand horse.

^ This is the same individual mentioned at Note 3, p, 372. He was a tdbi\ that is to say, second in

rant to the as'hdb (companions) who knew and conversed with the Prophet. Instead of J^' AUbajeli,
t 3 1

the patronymic of the second tdbi\ I find ij^' Al-jobliin Ibn Hahib.

w ^
35

36

Perhaps ^l^ ^1 Ibn Shamm^sah,

ii^jis^ J[ in the Rich MS. My copy reads ^Iats.

^''Several more idbVs (followers) and as'hdb (companions) are reported to have accompanied Miisa on

this occasion. In their number were Al-munayzir, 'Ali Ibn Rabi' Al-lakhmi, and Ibn RejS At-temimi.

But of this more will be said in the second volume of this translation.

^ Al-makkari was here guilty of two unpardonable blunders : first, in supposing that ' Jebal Miisa

'

(the mountain of Moses) took its name from Mtisa Ibn Nosseyr, instead of the Jewish legislator ; secondly,

in placing it in Spain instead of Africa, This glaring error, however, cannot be solely charged on

Al-makkari, since it may also be met with in Idrisi, and other writers of note. Al-bekri (fo. 76) and

other African geographers treat. of a sea-port between Tangiers and Ceuta called Mersa M^sa (the port

of Moses), owing to the neighbouring seas abounding in fish of the species called by Ad-demiri and

other natarahsts Hdt Miisa (the fish of Moses). A mountain close to it was also caUed * the mountain

of Moses/ According to Abii H^mid Al-andalusi, " Moses and his servant Joshua started once on a
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journey in search of Elias ; having arrived at a spot called Majma*u-l-bahreyn (the meeting of the two

seas) they were taken with hunger, and caught a fish, half of which they ate, throwing away the other

half into the sea, where God permitted that it should live, generate, and shape its course through the

" waves as before. I once saw the fish," adds Abti HSmid; '"it measured about one cubit in length,

but no more than one inch in thickness; one of its sides was provided with fins, and with larg-e

and small bones as the other fishes; its intestines, as well as its eyes, were covered with a very

tender and delicate skin ; its head was only the half of one." It is further related by the Kadi 'lyddh

in his history of Ceuta, ''that Moses and his servant Joshua met with Eli^ (Al-khadhr) at Jeztrah

" Al-khadhrd (Algesiras). which spot was since denominated after that prophet." Hence the author,

misled by the similarity of the names, thought that Jebal Mum received its name from the conqueror

of Spain.

r r

<£

€i

3t)

^y^.
i^ Uo^l ^^\J\ literally ' the barbarians acting as guides from among the people of

uIlydn/ Another account makes Musa say to them : s SI JJll i ^ Jy'^ L^?))^ C^JXwS

' I shall not take the same road which T^rik took, or follow his footsteps.' The author of the Reyhdnu^

I'lebdb says that it was Ilyan in person who acted as guide to Miisa.

This beinff the last time that Ilyan is mentioned by Al-makkari, I have purposely delayed until how tbtJ :

statement of my opinion on that individual, from a wish to collect together and compEU-e tHe various acfv

counts given by the Arabian writers. In the present note, therefore, I propose to investigate the following; ^

points, I. At what period, and by whom, was the name of Ilyfln first introduced into Spanish history ?

II. Did a man so called ever exist? iii. What were his country and religion? iv. Was he an

independent prince, or a tributary of the Gothic monarcbs ? v. What part did he take in the conquest of

Spain by the Arabs ?

I, I have already observed that Ilydn thus written ^^Ub coidd never have been intended for Julian by

the Arabian writers ; for, although I have noet with that name written in a variety of ways, owing to the

mistakes of the copyists,—^'Jj Balbdn, ^Ub Balydn^ yjUbJ^ AUbalydn, and ^^UbJ! Al-ilydn^—I liave

not found it once written ^Jo!io—the real spelling, had Julian been meant. The most common, and I

believe the most correct way of writing his name, is ^LaJI Ely^no [^lianas f]—Thus I find it in

AUbekrij Shehabu-d-din Al-f^sl, and occasionally in Ibnu Khaldtin ; but as Al-makkar'i invariably writes

it Ilyan,—as both the author of the Cronica General^ and San Pedro Pascual, {In sectam Mahometanam,

cap, vii, p. 48,) who borrowed their narrative from Arabian sources, have Ulan,— I have not hesitated

in writing it as above, although, had I merely consulted my own inclination, I should undoubtedly have

printed Elian.

The Monk of Silos, who wrote towards the beginning of the twelfth century, and who was the author oi

a chronicle beginning with the invasion of Spain by the Arabs, and ending with the reign of Alfonso VI-^\

:

is the first Spanish author who mentions Ily^n, whom he calls Julianus, Neither Isidorus Paceiisi^,;ftd^

the continuator of the Chronicon Biclarense, two contemporary writers, nor Sebastianus SaJmaiiticehsifev

who flourished towards the middle of the ninth century, nor the Monk of Albelda,"Wiio- wrote" iri

A.D. 883, make the least mention of him. Prom this fact, Masdeu and most of th^ iriodei-^ Spariisti

critics have concluded that the character of Ilyan or Julian was altogether one bf^that chromcler''s

invention, and that no such person ever existed. Others, like the wjAhat Gi Cartus para ilustrar la

historia de Espana, who, though an Arabic scholar, was not much of a critic, being unable to deny the
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fact of the name of Ilydn occurring in the writings of the Arabs long- before the age of the Monk of Silos,

have imagined that Julian was a corruption for Khuldn, the name of a Berber general who entered Spain

at the same time with TIrik, and who, having afterwards revolted with the troops under his command,

was taken prisoner and executed in a.h, 101. But I shall be able to prove that the assumption of the

latter author is as unfounded as the charge brought by the former against the Christian chronicler.

The mere inspection of this part of the Chronicon Silense (Florez, Esp. Sag. vol, xvii. p. 278) is

sufficient to impress one with the conviction that the account there given of Count Julian could not have

originated in the head of its author,, but must have been either read in the work of some Arabian

writer, or communicated to him by some Christian well versed in the writings of the Moslems; and no

one who peruses with attention the extracts printed in the Appendix D., and compares them with the

eighteenth chapter in Rodrigo's work, will for a moment hesitate to say that the whole of the latter is a

literal translation from some Arabian writer. But were this not sufficient to repel the imputation cast

upon the author of the Chronicon Silense, and to convince those who believe the whole account to be a

forgery of the Christians, who communicated it to the Arabs, some unanswerable proofs might be

brought to bear in favour of my proposition. Besides Ibnu Hayydn, who preceded the Christian writer

upwards of one century, I can adduce the testimony of Al-bekrl, a writer of the eleventh century, of

lbnu-1-kuttiyyah and Ibn Haukal, who wrote in the tenth, and of Ibn KhordSdbah and Al-belJidhori,

geographers of the ninth century, all of whom mention more or less explicitly the existence of a man

living in Africa, and named Ilydn, who helped the Arabs to make the conquest of Spain; to which I

ought to add, that the rape of Hymn's daughter, and the circumstances attending it, may also be read in

detail in the Mohammedan authors who preceded the Monk of Silos,

As to the opinion entertained by the author of Cartas para ilustrar la kistoria de Espana, p. xiii. et

passim^ that a Berber, named Khuldn, (a word, he says, afterwards corrupted into Julian by the Arabs,)

gave rise to the fabulous episode of Ilyan, it is certainly not entitled to more credit- Khaulitn, (for such

was his name, not KhuMn,) if a Berber, must have received that name from his being adopted by the

Arabian tribe of the Beni Khaulan, to which belonged many of the conquerors of Spain, and the head of

which was As-samh Ibn M^lik Al^khauMni, the third governor of Mohammedan Spain, after the

assassination of 'Abdu-l-*aziz by the orders of the Khalif Suleyman. Some individual of that illustrious

family was probably the founder of a castle which Abu-1-feda, in his Geography, calls KaVah Khauldn

(the castle of Khaul^), and which once stood close to Algesiras ; the name of which suggested to

Father Labat, who visited its ruins in 1731, the idea that it had been once the residence of Don Julian,

See Voyages en Espagne et en Italie, chap, vii.

Having so far proved that the episode of Ilyan was not altogether an invention, and that if fiction was

mixed with it, it is to be ascribed to the Arabs, not to the Christians, I shall now proceed to examine

what amount of historical evidence in its favour may be gathered in the writings of the Arabs.

n. That a man named Ilyfin, whom some, hke Ibnu-1-ktittiyyah, call " a merchant" (see Note 23,

p. 512), others " a king of the African tribe of Ghomdrah," and the greater number " Lord of Ccata and

Tangiers," ruled as master from the port of Los Velez (or Ghom&rah as the Arabs call it) to the Straits

of Gibraltar many years before the first invasion of Spain by the Arabs, is a fact resting on too good

authority to be at all brought into question. Al-bekri, IdrisI, Ibnu Hayydn, Ibnu Khaldiin, and the best

writers of Mohammedan Spain, assert that '* when 'Okbah Ibn N^fi' invaded Western Africa, the

" Governor or Lord of Ceuta, whose name was Ilydn, the same who years afterwards led Tdrik into

" Spain, came out to meet him with presents, and asked for peace, which the Arabian general granted,

'Meaving the Christian in possession of the city and of his other estates/' The first-mentioned writer

(Brit. Mus., No, 7534, fo, 77)» in his description of Ceuta and the surrounding districts, often speaks of
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a river called Nahr Ilydn, which appears to be the same as the Guadaleao of Menezes, Hist, de Tangere,

pp. 6, 92, et passim, as well as of a palace {_Kasr Ilydn), and of an aqueduct {'Ayn-Ilydn); which that

geographer observes were so called after a king who ruled in those districts when the Arata settled iix

the country, and who was much beloved and respected by his subjects, on account of his justice .and
^

praiseworthy conduct.

'Okbah invaded Africa twice,—the first time in a.h. 46, under the Khalifate of Mua'wiyah Ibd Abi

Sufy^; the second in a.h. 62, under that of his son Yezid. In his first expedition 'Okbah did little

else but retake the city of Gyrene, which had fallen into the hands of the Berbers
;
but, on his return to

Africa, he traversed the whole continent from Alexandria to Tangiers, and his victorious progress was

only arrested by the waves of the Atlantic, into which, finding no more land to conquer, he is reported to

have madly plunged his horse. From the appearance of 'Okbah before the walls of Ceuta in^A.H. 62 to

the vear 90, when we first hear of Ilyfin on the stage of Spanish history, only twenty-eight years elapsed,

which does not render it at aU improbable that the Ily^n who made peace with 'Okbah, and he who led

the Arabs into Spain, were, as Al-bekri affirms, one and the same person.

III. This point once settled, it remains for me to investigate what were his country and religion. As to

his country, most of the Arabian writers call him a ' Berber/ but some a ' Rumi
'
(Roman). Among

the Christian authors, some, like Mendez de Silva (Pobladon de Espam). say that he was born in Italy

;

others, as Rustant {Hist, de los Arahes, p. 20), that he was a Greek, and a traitor to the Emperor ^pf

Constantinople ; some have gone so far as to make him a Goth, and a scion of the royal.blood of Spai^,^

It is evident, however, that those among the Arabian authors who called him a Berber, were misled

;

by the titles of ' King of the Berbers,' ' Prince of the tribe of Ghomarah,' &c., under which thfe Afriean

miters generally designate him; whilst those who, like the Archbishop of Toledo, made him a connexion

of Roderic, did it without the least shade of authority. In my opinion those writers who call him a

Riimi are nearest the truth ; since, according to the meaning of this word among the African historians,

(see p. 5 1 1 ,) it may equally mean ' a Roman ' and * a Greek.' Ilydn no doubt belonged to that mixed

population,—the relics of all the nations that had empires on the co^t of Africa after the fall ,of

Carthage,—Romans, Numidians, Vandals, and Greeks,—a people in whose hands were all the ports and"

fortified towns at the time of the Saracen invasion, and whom the African historians invariably designate

under the collective name of ' Ri5m,' because they were thought to be the subjects of the Roman empire..

As to his religion, all the Mohammedan writers, without one exception, agree in making him a Christian,

Jl-^1—a fact which renders inadmissible the suggestion brought forward by some of the writers,

" that Ilydn had, previously to his treason, forsaken the Christian religion and embraced that of his

" allies."

iv. Was Ilyan an independent prince, or a tributary of the Gothic kings ? is a question by no means

so easy to answer. That the Goths claimed the supremacy over a portion of the African coast,

appears to be an ascertained fact ; hut whether this claim arose from any real possession of that country,

gained at an early period, or from the want in which the Greek governors of the ports of Africa, at the

time of the invasion of the Arabs, must have found themselves, of a powerful ally, is a point which is fe

from being settled. Rodrigo and the Monk of Silos tell us that the Goths ruled in Tingitania ; but iieitHer

in the Byzantine nor in the Visigothic historians are the origin and cause of their power explained,
.
Wliat

meagre facts we possess we have from the Arabian historians. We are told that at the liiiie 6f thts

invasion of Africa by 'Abdullali Ibn Sa'd (a.h. 27), a Greek named Gregorlus, who held Jiis court . at
^ - -

Subeytalah, was governing that country from Tripoli to Tangiers, in the Greek emperor's name,

Gregorius having been killed at the battle of Ya'kubah, another Greek general succeeded him, whom

the African aiithoi-s call Artiyun HawdjaK After his death, which was quickly followed by the fall of

-T_
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Carthage and other important places, we no longer hear of Greek supremacy ; for, although the

emperors of Constantinople made some efforts to regain their African dominions, either their fleets

foundered at sea, or their armies, wherever they landed, were utterly destroyed. In the confusion that

ensued, such among the Greek governors as still retained possession of the cities intrusted to their care,

—

and in this nuroher Ily^ as well as a certain Requila or Rixila must be counted,—seeing the tempest

gathering over their heads, must naturally have looked up for assistance to the Gothic monarchs, and

become tributaries to their empire. Still the ties which united them with Spain must have been so weak

as to be easily loosened, according as their fear or private interest dictated. On the appearance of the

conqueror 'Okbah before the walls of Ceuta, Ilydn went out to meet the Mohammedan general, and suc-

ceeded by his hasty submission in arresting the progress of the victor through his estates. Ibnu Khaldiin

(loco laudato, fo, 96, verso,) adds, that he led the Arabian general to the countries watered by the river Sus,

and. to the regions mhabited by the Al-mulaththamtin, or the weaiers of the veil called latham, the whole

of which 'Okbah subdued, it is even asserted by Shehabu-d-din Al-fasI, an African historian of note,

that 'Okbab, after his entrance into Tangiers, another city under Hymn's sway, having expressed a wish to

cross over to Spain» that chief dissuaded him from the undertaking, on the plea that it would be madness

to thrust himself with his army into the midst of a populous empire, unless he had previously subdued the

whole of his African enemies. (See Not. et E^t. des MSS. de la Bib. du Roi, voL ii. p. 157.) In the

period of time which elapsed bet^'een Ilyan's treaty with *Okbah and the arrival of MiSsa to take charge

of the government of Africa, the Berbers, under their queen, K&hinah, defeated the Moslems in several

encounters, and took from them most of their strong places. During this interval IlySn seems to have

shaken oiF the yoke of the Arabs, for we are told (p- 253) that Musa was obliged to send against him,

to Tangiers, his freedman Tarik, whilst he himself besieged Ceuta, a city which, being relieved by troops

from Spain, made a stout defence. We are also told that, after the death of Wittiza, Ilyan surrendered
;

and here we may surmise that, seeing the sceptre of the Goths pass into the hands of an usurper, and

instigated, perhaps, by the legitimate heirs, he made his peace with the Arabs, and opened to them the

gates of the Peninsula; to which may be added, that Musa, who had long been thinking of invading

Spain, could not accomplish his purpose otherwise than by gaining possession of Ceuta, and thereby

becoming master of a sufficient number of vessels to transport his troops to the opposite shore. On the

surrender of Ceuta, the Arabian general, therefore, after taking hostages from Ilyan, imposed upon him
the condition of providing him with a certain number of vessels, while he himself joined in the enter-

prise, as the best means of dethroning the usurper and restoring the sons of Wittiza to the throne of

their father.

It is therefore natural to conclude that Ilyan or ^lianus, if at all dependent upon the Gothic monarchs,

was not, properly speaking, tteir subject. The title of Comes Spathariomm, which Rodericus and other

historians give him, he may have had, as it was the custom of the Visigothic kings to confer upon their

vassals honorific titles. It is by no means so easy to account for the title of ' foreign merchant,' which

Ibnu4^kuttiyyah, an historian of the tenth century of the Hijra, gives him, unless his having a fleet, and

his being the means of transmitting to Spain the several productions of Africa, suggested that idea to the

Mohammedan writer,— a suggestion which derives no small strength from the fact that the vessels

furnished to Tarik by Ilydn are elsewhere said to have been ' merchant vessels/

V. I shall not stay to consider the part taken by IlySn in the conquest of Spain, as there is nothing in

that event, as related by the Mohammedan writers, which tends in the least degree to impair the historical

evidence which I have adduced in his favour. That he should be made to invade first, and merely with

his own troops, the country whither he advised Mtisa to carry his arms, is not only probable, hut highly

consistent with the prudence shown on every occasion by that wary general, who, according to Ibnu
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KhaldiSn (fo. 96), had previously received several hostages, in whose number was a son of the Christian

chief. That he should accompany Tarif, and land with him at Tarifa,—that he should also make part of

Tank's expedition,—be present at the battle in which Roderic's army was defeated, and advise Tarikupon

the best coarse to he followed,—that he should afterwards return to Africa, lead Miisa to Spain, and be

at the siege of Carmona,—are all facts which contain not the least shadow of improbability. - "

Upon Ilyan's ultimate destination and end, all the Arabian historians which I have consulted keep

silence ; and after the siege of Carmona, which was taken by a stratagem of his own device, we no longer

hear of him. It is probable, however, that he returned to his government of Ceuta, and died in

possession of it, though a tributary to the Arabs ; for I read in Ibnu Khaldiin, fo. 96. verso, the following

particulars. "After the death of Ily&n, the Arabs took away Ceuta from his people [his heirs], and

" settled in it. After this came the civil war kindled by the wretch Meysarah, and the propagation

" of his heterodox doctrines, which numbers of Berbers of the tribe of Gomera and other tribes em-

" braced ; when, profiting by the dissension between the Berbers and the Arabs, the Berbers of Tangiers

" attacked Ceuta, and expelled from it the Arabs, destroying the city and converting it into a desert.

" In this state Ceuta continued, until ^jJi^U M&jikus ? (Al-bekri, fo. 76, writes his name ^U
" MSjikan,) one of their noblest chiefs and bravest warriors, the same who built the city of ^U*^k%*

" Majkisah. and gave it his own name, came and settled in the deserted city, the ancient inhabitants

" returning to it from every part of the country. This M^jikus, however, having listened to the.vpice

" of the Arabian theologians and doctors, was in time converted to Isl6m. After his death, a son of

"
his, named 'IssSm, succeeded him, and ruled for some time. 'IssAm was succeeded by his son ^^

" Mujir, C^^ Mijbar or Mujabbir in Al-bekri,) after whose death a brother of his, or, according to

" other authorities, a son, named Ar-radW, inherited his power."

I have now given all the evidence to be found in the writings of the Arabian authors to which I haye

had access. There can, however, be no doubt that much more might be collected from works now

either lost to us, or lying forgotten upon the shelves of some library ; and had we a copy of a history of

Ceuta which 'lyadh Ibn Miisa Ibn 'lyadh Al-yahseb(, a Granadine writer of the twelfth century, who

was a judge in that city, is reported to have written under this title, &iv« ^Ui^l ^ <Umil olj^'

' the seven divisions on the history of Ceuta,' we might hope to see some of the obscurity which still

covers the deeds of Ily^n entirely dissipated. As it is, there is nothing improbable in these events,

attested as they are by the greater number of the Arabian historians ; for although it may be objected

that neither the Monk of Balclara, a contemporary writer, nor Isidorus Pacensis, who wrote forty-two

years after these events, nor the ancient historian whose account I have given translated in the Ap-

pendix E., mention one word about Ilyan, the omission may be easily accounted for: on the part of the

Arabian writer, from an unwillingness to give to an infidel any share in the glorious undertaking
;
and on

that of the Christian chroniclers, because they either did not attach any great importance to it, or were

the partisans of Wittiza,—a presumption which, with regard to Isidorus, is by no means unjustifiable,

though by him Ilyan might well be included under that clause, ym' cum eo temuknter frmdulentefgUepb.

ambitionem regni advenerant. No. 34, sub ^ra nccxLix.
' "--^ ^ ly^

"^
. .

^ I have already shown in a preceding note (Note 63, p. 525.) that both the present.^wn of.Medina-

Sidonia and the city of Xerez were called ShidUnah or Sidonia by the Arabs. It is therefore next to

impossible to decide which of the two places is here meant, as it is an almost -general custom of the

Arabian authors to call a city by the name which it may happen to have at the time they write, without
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stopping to consider whether the events they describe preceded the giving of that name or not. Some

remarkable instances of this kind occur in the course of this translation, where Calpe, Julia -Transditcta,

and Arriaca, are always mentioned under their Arabic names^ Jebal-Tdrlk, Jezirak Al-khadhrd, and

Wdda-l-hajdrak. If Musa landed at Algesiras, as it is generally believed, Medina-Sidonia lay on his wav

to Carmona; but he must also have passed thjough Xerez, especially if he went "along the sea coast/'

Perhaps Xerez having been already taken and plundered hy Tarik, Musa would not enter it. Rodrigo

and the author of the Cronica General say positively that the city taken by Miisa was Medina-Sidonia
;

but in this, as in other instances, their authority cannot be of much weight, since theij' works are a

mere compilation from the Arabian historians, E de alii vino a m lugarfuei'te que abia nonbre Sidia e de (dli

adelante ovo nonbre en Aravigo Medina Sidonia e esia yaze enire la mar e la villa que llamaron Xerez la

que en Arabigo €S dicha Assidonia, fo. ccvi.

^^ Carmona is ekewhere said to have been taken by Tfirik ; but this account seems the most probable.

The towii, however, might have been slightly garrisoned, and retaken by the Christians.

•12 This is differently related by Ar-rdzi. He says that a body of Ilyfin's retainers having gained

admittance into the city, disguised as pedlars, opened at night one of the gates to the Arabs.

^ Deinde venit Hispaiin (says Rodericus Toletanus, lib. iii. cap. xxiii.) in qud Gol/tomm substitei-at

multitudo, qu<E ante Gothorum adventum, a Silinguis, Vandalis urbs regia habebatur, sed Gothi ab ea mutaverunt

curiam in Tokium.

^ My copy reads 1^1—that is to say, * some months,' which is undoubtedly the true reading. The

siege of Seville lasted but one month, but Merida, owing to the strength of its walls and the vigorous

defence of its inhabitants, arrested for a considerable time the progress of Mi'isa. See Casiri, vol. ii.

p. 321 ; Rodericus Toletanus, Eej\ in Hisp. Gest. lib. iii. cap. xxiii ; Borbon, Cartas, p. Ixii.

45 :.(
^'jj is the war engine caUed mnseuhs by the Romans. Dabdbah comes from dabba, which means

' to creep as a reptile.'
\

\ _
- - - -\

^ ^

^^^ Compare Conde and Cardonne, who relate this with some slight difference. The words ^U xiiH

At-esfmh m^shak offer no meaning whatever in Arabic. They are no doubt Latin, but so much corrupted
as to leave no room even for conjecture.

fV'^ J fif!>^ ^ l::^^ Ar-razi says that the Arabs were undermining a tower, when they

were surprised by the Christians
:

e qmndo los Moras cahaban la torre vinieron los Cristianos de fuera de
aquel lugar, ^<7.

;
and lower down, desde entonces pusieron a aquella torre, " torre de la encomienda." This

last passage affords me another proof in favour of the authenticity of the Spanish version ; for where is

;
the scholar who does not at first sight perceive that the translator read isol^n y ' the tower of

testification- (martyrdom), instead of j;^\ ^^ < the tower of the martyrs.' The word horj (tower)

;halpa3sedinto the Spanish botge.
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"IS '^yt; Al.fitr, which is also called 'Aydu-s-sagMr (the lesser festivity), is the passover of the

Mohammedans, which begins immediately after the expiration of their solemn fast of Ramadh^n, that

is, on the first dav of Shaww^. On such occasions it is custoraary for the Moslems to put on their

most costly garments, to dress their beards, &c. This no doubt led to the story of M.5sa's beard,

which is repeated by Rodrigo and the author of the Cronica General. On this day, a.h. 94, which

answers to the 10th of July, a.d. 712, Mus6 is said, lower down, to have taken Merida. but this date ia

no doubt erroneous ; for if Miisa landed in Ramadh&n 93, as the author asserts, how could he have spent

upwards of one year in the reduction of a few towns ? On the other hand, if Milsa left Spain for Africa

in Dhi-1-hajjah of the same year (a.h. 93), how could he, in the short space of three months, go from

Merida to Toledo, have an interview with Tarik, proceed to Saragossa, which he besieged and took,

invade Catalonia, conquer part of Galicia, and, lastly, return to Algesiras, to embark for Africa ?

Both Rodrigo and the author of the Cronica General have adopted the date of 94, but the authors

consulted by Conde (vol. i. p. 44) and Casiri (vol. ii. p. 322), Ibn Habib, the author of the ReyMnu-

l-lebdb. Al-homaydi, Adh-dhobl, in fact, all Arabian writers who mention the siege of Merida, refer it

to the year 93. It is therefore quite clear, that either Al-makkari or the author he quotes was mistaken,

and that the date here assigned is an erroneous one j hut as I make a point of never altering the text,

1 have suffered it to remain.

^^ Hinna or hmnd, whence the Spanish words alhenti, alino, alimr, &c, are derived, is the shrnb cailed

Cyprus or privet, a decoction of whose branches is used by the Arab women to dye their nails and

eyelids,

^^ A r according to Ibnu-1-beyttar is a plant which grows in the deserts of Arabia, and has the

branches of a deep red.

51 The whole of this passage may be found in the work of Rodrigo, and in the Cronica General, as weU

as in Casiri, Conde, and Cardonne.

52 Some writers pretend that Egilona, Roderic's widow, was m the city when it surrendered to Mx'isa.

They say also that Mtisa found considerable spoil, and, among other things, a string of matchless pearls.

Egilona must on this occasion have become Miisa's slave, since two years after she married his son

'Abdu-l-'aziz.

53 'Abdu-l-'aziz did not take up his residence at Seville until, by his father's departure, he was left in

the supreme command of the conquered lands.

\

54 The same observation which I made at Note 48 may be applied to this date. All these events
-. - - -r_—^ —

happened in a,h, 93,

TV
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J;Qq
J! ^J ^ ^ hf^ uM-J ^ ^I^sa could not go fi^om Merida to Galicia, passing

is to be readby Buitrago, without going first to Toledo. I think, therefore, that ^) l^,^,..^^ :^ ^
instead, as in another instance which will afterwards occur,

_ . ^ ^ -_- "

^ — ^

^^ Other writers say '* with a stick." Some add that he had him cast into prison, and whipped in the

presence of his army.
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^? The origin here assigned to this table is far more probable than the gratuitous supposition of

Gibbon, who imagined it to have been formerly in Jerusalem, to have been carried away by Titus at

the sack of that city, and, lastly, to have fallen into the hands of the Goths at the taking of Rome by

Alaric.

dd ^^K in A,—B, reads ^< the plural of ^^^ ' a throne, a chair/

^^ The word which I have translated by ' altars ' is remarkable—^l^) i. e. ' sacrificing places/

^ I need not advert to the contradiction. If the table was found, as here stated, at Toledo, how could

a city be called Medinat Al-meydah from the fact of Solomon's table being found in it ? Ibnu Hayy&n,

however, is not the only writer who says that the precious relic was found at Toledo. Idrisi {dim. iw

sect. 1) confirms the statement, and Al-maktari himself has elsewhere quoted the words of a writer who

entertains the same opinion ; but is it likely, I ask, that the Bishop Sindered, and those who accompanied

him in his flight, should have left behind them so valuable an object?

^* Said elsewhere (see Appendix E., p, Ixsix.) to be a dinmg table, without feet. Nothing about this

is to be read in the ancient writer there translated.

CHAPTER IV.

^ It is probable that, after the taking of Saragossa, Miisa penetrated farther into the country, Conde,

or rather the historians consulted by him, make Miisa follow a route different from that of T&rik. They

say that the Berber general proceeded eastwards, while Mtisa journeyed northwards to Salamanca and

Astorga ; whence, following the course of the river Douro, he joined Tarik before the walls of Saragossa,

This is more probable; a man of Mijsa's ambition could not well consent to follow the track of his

lieutenant, and enter cities already plundered by him. From Saragossa Musa is reported by the same

historians to.have followed the northern bank, while TSrik ravaged the cities on the opposite side.

- ~.

— \ -

; ^
rj^^ jjg j^^ jj^g British Museum has ^.jJUJt g -b^—my copy ^*juj1—whicli is undoubtedly meant

for Avenione (Avignon). This applies not to T^rik himself, but to the Berbers who came with him to

the conquest of Spain ; for, as I shall show hereafter, no invasion of the French territory was made until

nearly ten years after the battle of Guadalete,

3 A farsang is generally computed at three miles.

^ It has been asserted by several Arabian historians that Mdsa crossed the Pyrenees and penetrated

into France, but as no mention whatever of this invasion occurs in the Christian writers of the age, who

cannot be all accused of negligence, I am inclined to believe that the whole account originated in a

mistake. When the Arabs first invaded Spain they gave the name of A/ranJ (Franks) to the people

dwelling on the eastern branch of the Pyrenees, and that of Jalalkah (Galicians) or Bashkans (Basques)

to those of the western. It is owing to this reason that we see writers of the twelfth and thirteenth
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centuries, when the distinction must have been better understood by tliem, still calling Catalonia and

Upper Aragon, Ardhu-l-faranj (the land of the Franks) ; Galicia and Asturias, Ardhu-l-jalalkah (the land

of the Galicians) ; and Navarre and Biscay, Ardhu-l-bashkans (the land of the Basques). All the

countries lying beyond the Pyrenees were at the same time designated by the generic appellatioa; of

Ardhu-Ukehirah (the great land or continent), owing, no doubt, to their calling Spain an island; .and

when the author chose to refer to France in particular, the words Ardhu-l-faranj, or in later tim'e^

Afaranjah, were used. Catalonia having been frequently overrun, even conquered by the French m the

first century after the invasion, this contributed no little to rivet upon it the name of Ardhn-l-fardnj

,

which it retained, conjointly with Upper Aragon, even long after it had ceased to be a Mohammedan

province. It is therefore probable, not to say certain, that the authors who assert, like the present,

that Musa invaded the French territory, had no other foundation for their statement than the name

of Ardhu-l-faranj (land of the Franks), generally given to Catalonia.

^ One of the copies reads " sons of Israel,"—the mistake is evident.

^ This inscription is given by the author of the Ja'rufiyyah, who says that it was found at Narbomie.

Cardonne, (vol. i. p. 94,) who treats of this column, but without giving the inscription, says that it was

erected by Mi'isa to fix the limit of his conquests. .. ::

^ One of the copies reads " Granada," but it is evidently a mistake.

^ Another account says that they were equestrian statues of massive silver. See Cardonne, vol. i,

p. 105, and Conde, vol. i. p. 65 ; both of whom borrowed it from An-nuwayri.

^ The Arabs not unfrequently imagined that the names assumed by the Christian monarchs were like

those of their own sovereigns, patronymics or family names. It is therefore not an uncommon thing for

them to call all the kings of Asturias, Lndherih; those of Castile, Adfunsh; those of Aragon, Juyrmh;

those of France, Kdroloh, &.c.

^0 ^^^ Beladinn, ' the inhabitants of towns.' This name is given by the Arabian genealogists

to certain tribes of Arabs who lived in cities, and were thereby considered less illustrious than the

Nomadis,

^^ These towns are said elsewhere to have been reduced by TArik's lieutenants, but the present account

appears to be more authentic. In general it is difficult to say which cities were taken by Miisa and

which had sunendered to Tarik before his arrival ; since the Arabian writers have often attributed to one

the conquests of the other. As to the Christian authors, they are of little or no service to us : Isidbrus

Pacensis and the continuator of the Ckronicon Biclarense throw no light whatever on this subject, aridthe

loss of Spain, like all national catastrophes, is by them painted in two strokes- As to Rodrigo aftd the

author of the Cronica Gmieral, they give generally more details, but their works being translations orhcotn^

pilations from Arabian sources, their evidence loses much of its value in settling any contested pbiiitV:Were

I called upon to choose between these contradictory opinions, I would foUov^r the latter,.sirice the difficulty

might easily be removed by supposing Malaga, as well as Granada and Tudmir, to have fallen, likeBeja* into

the hands of the Cbinstians during the period of time which elapsed between their reduction by Tdrik's

lieutenants and the arrival of Musa. It must also be borne in mind that the army commanded by T&rik,

diminished as it must have been by the severe contest in the plains of Xerez, must have been insufficient
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to garrison all the towns taken from the enemy, and that no occupation of the country could therefore

take place. However this may be, Adh-dhobi and the writers consulted by Conde declare positively that

Murcia was taken by 'Abdu-l-'aziz, (flot 'Abdu-l-*ala, as in the translation,) who, after making war on

Theodomir, concluded with him a treaty of peace in the month of Rejeb, a.h. ninety-four (a.d. April, 713).

If the treaty which Casiri has given at full length (vol. ii. p. 105), translated from Adh-dhobi, be an

authentic one, and there is no reason to doubt its authenticity, the point is at once settled.

"2 t^l ]^ • the house of the infidels," that is, the country where they were the stronger and the

more numerous.

13 If Mugheyth went to Damascus after the taking of Toledo, in order to announce to the Khalif the

taking of the Gothic capital, as is stated by Adh-dhobi, he could hardly be back, much less if he left

Spain by the command of Musa, as Conde asserts, vol. i. p. 48.

1-* There is no evidence of Galicia having been conquered on this occasion ; Miisa only went as far as

Lngo, and TSrik did not go beyond Astorga.

15 jj.i^j—my copy sUJI—I have frequently met with this word written both ways, and applied to

a particular district. I believe the latter is the right reading, and means ' the enemy's land,' * the seat

of war,' from ghaza, ' to make war.'

IS
,.b in A. I read , b in my copy, as well as in Dr. Lembke's manuscript; I have, however,

followed the former reading.

'^ ^h 'i^ ' The rock of Pelayo,' probably ' la Sierra de Covadonga.' The Spanish word sierra,

meaning ' a chain of moontains, a wild and mountainous district/ comes from sehrak, *an uncultivated

tract, a desert,' not from the Latin serra, * a saw/ as some writers have thought. Hence * Sierra

Morena/ that chain of mpuntains which divides Andalusia from Castile, is a compound of two words, one

Arabic, Sierra (Sehrah), the other Latin, Morena (Mariana). In the present case the author ought to

have said, " to what was afterwards called the rock of Pelayo ;" but it is seldom that the Arabian

writers trouble themselves about these niceties,

I have already observed that by ' Green Sea ' the geographers of that nation mean generally that part

of the ocean which washes the north-western shores of the Peninsula, at times the whole Bay of Biscay.

Treating, of this sea, Ibnu Khaldtin, in his historical Prolegomena, fo- 43, says that it was called

' Green Sea' owing to the tinge of its waters. The remainder of it, towards the north, was called ' Sea

of Darkness/ If this account be true, it would prove a strong argument against the natives of the north-

western provinces of Spain, who believe their country never to have been subdued by the Moslems,

'^ I have nowhere met with the name of this messenger, for Abu Nasr is what the Arabs call kunyak,

(in Spanish, alcurnia and alcuho,) an appellative. I suspect that Mugheyth and Abu Nasr are one and

the same person, as that general might well have received, on his return to the East, the honorific

surname of ' father of victory,' which is the meaning of those words.

What mountain this is which Miisa is said to have crossed by a pass named after him, I have been

unable to ascertain, I believe the author means that Mtisa crossed the mountain by the pass of T^rik

:(Bmtrago).: [j;^M AaI! l^^I ^ ^ J^J' ^ See Note 55, p. 543.
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"* 'Abdu-l-'aziz was Miisa's second son; his eldest was 'Abdullah. He had besides, Merwdn, 'Abdu-

l-'ala, and, if At-makkari be right, a younger one named 'Abdu-1-malek. <^ would also appear, to judge;

from his aDnellative CAbi'i 'Abdi-r-rahmdn) , that Miisa must have hafeeixth son, named ' 'Abdu-r-rahman.'

J X J

^ I find that Adh-dhobi, and the author translated in the Appendix E., p. Ixxviii., agree in this date;

but it seems improbable that Mtisa should have stayed so long on the road from Spain to Damascus^:

since he did not arrive in that capital until nearly eighteen months after.

^^ If T^rik landed on the rock to which he gave his name in Rejeb, a, h, 92, it is evident that this date

is mistaken i for, in order to make up three years and four months, which he is reported to have staid in

Spain, it would be necessary to place his invasion in Ramadh^n 91, that is, one year earlier. The author

whose words are here transcribed undoubtedly mistook Tarif for T^rik,

^^ See Appendix E., p. Ixviii,

^^ This seems to have been another of Miisa's sons, but I have not met with his name elsewhere- See

above, Note 19,

3-* The text says Jii" IJ
" when he was travelling in company with Mugheyth," for the ^(SriUfelah,

whence the Spanish word cdfela is derived, means ' a caravan, a troop of people journeying together for

convenience or protection/ The prisoner here alluded to is no doubt the same elsewhere called I-^udherik,

and who is said to have been presented to the Khalif by Merw^n, son of Mfisa, See Appendix E-,

p. Ixxxiv.

^^ According to the most authentic accounts, Suleymdn Ibn 'Abdi-.l-malek succeeded his brother

Al"walid on the fifteenth day of Jumada ir. of the year ninety^six, namely, on the 25th of February,

A,D, 715, See Al-makin, Hist. Sar. p. 73, and Abu4-feda, An. MosL vol. i. p- 435.

^ Yezid Ibnu-1-muhlib was a general, who, during the reign of Sideyra^n, obtained great victories

over the Persians, and conquered the provinces of Tabarist^n and Georgia, He was the son of

Muhlib Ihn Abi Sofrah, another Arab general, who, in a,h. 67, under the Khahfate of 'Abdu-1-malek

Ibn Merwdn, had made war on the Azrakis, or followers of Nifi' Ibnu^l-azrak. See Al-makin, apud

Erpen. pp. 60, 63, 74, et passim; Abii-1-feda, An. MosL vol, i. p, 437 ; and the Appendix E.

^ This anecdote is undoubtedly borrowed from the author of the Ahddithu-l-imdmati wa-Usiydmtii

a fragment from which is given at the end of this volume- See Appendix E,

-1 >-

•r. -.

^ CJyi* CJj^ jkC (i;)iyv^ ^^j c:-.^*Vwj!j—that is, ' people who know not how to appreciate

thy merits towards thy country, but who judge thee merely from thy behaviour to them/

_

\

_

-^ The word .^i ghalam, which I have translated by ' slave,' means, properly speaking, ' a page,

a genteel and comely youth.' It is the origin of the Spanish words gatan and ffalantear, which have

passed into almost every language of Europe.
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548 NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

^ By Greeks (Riim) the author means that mixed population, Greeks, llomans, and Vandals, whom

the Arabs found in possession of the fortresses along the northern coast of Africa. See Note 16, p. 511.

^1 Compare the Appendix E,, p, Ixxxviii., and Conde (voL i. p. 59), who likewise translated this

passage from other sources. The leained Spaniard however was in this, as in most of his versions,

any thing but faithful; he rendered u^^lj^ 'vessels' by bodies of infantry {escuadrones de a pie),

a meaning which that word never had.

3^ Wdda-1-kora (the valley of the hamlets) is the name of a town and district in Arabia. The word

wdda, in the dialect of the Eastern Arabs, means ' a valley,* the bed of a dry torrent. Among the

"Western Arabs, however, it was, and is still, always used to designate a river.

^ This is not exact, for if the historians consulted by Al-makkari place the death of Miisa in 97, there

are many more who refer it to the year 98. (See Conde. vol i. p. 68.) Others, like Ibn Khallekan

{Tyd, Ind., No. 758), and Adh-dhobi, apud Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 139), say 97 or 99,

^ See above, Note 19,

^^ The word mauli signifies here, that Musa was adopted by the tribe of Lakhm.

^ Bekr Ibn A>- Wayil wf^ the seventh descendant in a straight Hne from Rabi'ah, son of Nezar,

son of Mad, son of 'Adw^n, &c. Owing to this, some historians have given to Miisa the patronymic

Al-bekri,

^ That is, Sdhibu-sh-skortaL See Appendix D., and Note 30, p- 398.

^ Ummu'l-baneyn (the mother of the two sons) was, according to Ad-diyarbekri, in his KMhi-l-

khamin, the surname of Al-wahd's wife,

^^ Temim Ad-dSri is one of the traditionists who enjoy most reputation among the Mohammedans.

** According to Adh-dhobi, apud Casiri (Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 139), Mo'arek Ben Maroji, a

grandson of MJisa, is reported to have left a history of his father's exploits.

^* I have shown elsewhere (see Note 38, p, 536) the unsoundness of this statement.
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A.

The Lives of Abu Merwdn ^Abdu-Umalek Ibn Zokr^ Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr^ Ibn Bdjeh^ Abii-l-walid

Ibn Roskdy and Ibn Joljol ; translated from ike work of Ibn Abi Ossaybi^ah^ No, 7^40

in the British Museum,

Ibn Abi 'Ossaybi'ah and his ^^ork being sufficiently known to Oriental scholars through the extracts

published by De Sacy at the end of his Relation de I'Egypte, par Ahdallatif M4deGin Arahe de Br^Mdd,

Paris, 1810,^ I shall only prefix here a few prehminary observations on the copy of that work pr^erved-

in the library of the British Museum

,

The MS,, which once formed part of the Rich collection, is a quarto volume containing, two htmdfed

and seven folios, written in a clear but rather small Eastern hand upon thin glazed paper. From a note

at the end of the volume it appears that the transcript was made at Isfahan, and finished on Monday the

20th of Rejeb of the year one thousand and seventeen (Nov. a.d. 1608), by a certain Ibn Mohammed,

who was a Shiite,^ not a follower of the sect of Sh^fe'i, as stated in the manuscript catalogue of the

Rich MSS.

The volume is %vritten with tolerable correctness, and enriched with marginal notes, which add very

much to the value of the work. These are generally explanatory of the subjects treated, or refer to facts

which escaped the author's attention, the copyist having in most instances given the sources whence he

derived his information, as the historical works of Abu-l-faraj, Al-makrizI, As-soytitti^ and others,

I. The LAfe of ^Abdu-l-maleh Ibn Zohr^ fo, 143^ verso,

Abu Merwan ^Abdu4-malek Ibn Abi-l-'ala Zohr Ibn Abi Merwan ^Abdi-l-malek^ Ibn

Mohammed Ibn Merwan Ibn Zohr learnt medicine under his father; he excelled in the

^ See also D'Herbelot, Bi^. Or. voc, O'iaun ; AhdollatipM Historim Egypti Compmdium, a T. White, Oxod. 1800
;

Biographie Universelle, voc. Ahi Ossaiha; Reiske, Miscellanea medica ew Arabum mmtmentk, in the collection entitled

Opuscula med. e^ monim. At. et Ebrmr,, published by Gnrner, p, 56 \ Rossi, Dizionario Storico degli autori ^r«Ji. Jfhere „

is, however, a fact Tvhieh Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah himself states, and which has been overlooked by all the.aboverme^itidiked

writers; namely, tliat Ibn AM Ossaybi'ah was a pupil of the celebrated Spanish physician and naturalist Abii .MoJ^mwed
'Abdullah, suniamed Ibnu-l^beyttar, a native of Malaga, whom he knew at Cairo in six hundred and thirtj-aeveft (a, d.

1239-40).

' ^.'^^^ cA.J ^ Z^^ •^^ ui^ ^^ J^^ •^. J
^ The MS, reads 'Abdu-1-hakem, but it is a mistake. See a preceding note, with the genealogicfid tree of the Beni Zohr

(p. 336, No. 36).
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knowledge of medicaments simple and componnd, and in the treatment of diseases, gaining

great reputation in and out of Andalus by the wonderful cures he performed. Physicians

studied medicine by his works^ and there was no one in his time who could rival him in any of

the branches of that science. Many anecdotes are related of liira, and of his sagacity in

detecting diseases and applying the proper remedies^—qualities which none of the physicians

who preceded him ever possessed in a higher degree.

Abu Merwan entered the service of the Sultans called AUmulaththamun (the wearers of

the veil)j from whom he obtained at once honours^ distinction, and great riches; he w^as in

their service when the Mahdi, who is the same person as Abii ^Abdillah Mohammed Ibn

^Abdillah Ibn Tiimartj* entered Andalus in company with ^Ahdu-1-mumen/ and began to

spread his creed, and to level for himself the road to the empire^ untilj at last, his

words spread about, and his power was extended by the conquest of various countries and

the subjection of their inhabitants, who all came to swear obedience to him. The Madhi, in

fine, went on conquering and subduing until the supreme power fell into his hands, and he

became thus the ruler of an extensive and well-known empire.

However, when ^Abdu-1-mumen had thus strengthened himself in power, and assumed the

title of Amiru4-mmienin (commander of the faithful), when he had taken possession of the

treasures of the West, he began to distribute them with the utmost prodigality, to show

justice, and to honour science, surrounding his court with the learned. One of those whom
he distinguished above the rest was Abu Merwan ^Abdu4-malek Ibn Zohr, whom he

appointed to be his chief physician, trusting his person entirely in his hands, and bestowing

on him honours and gifts even far beyond his expectations. Indeed Ibn Zohr was very much

esteemed by 'Abdu-l-mumen, with whom he always enjoyed great favour, being preferred by

hira, and distinguished above all the other eminent men of his time. It was for the use of

this Sultan that Abu Merwan composed his celebrated antidote of the seventy simples

{Terydhi-S'Sabdyini)^^ which he afterwards reduced to ten, and lastly to seven only, which last

composition is known by the name of Terydku-l-antolahJ

I was told by Abu4-kasim Al-mu'ajeyni^ Al-andalusi that upon a certain occasion the

Khalif 'Abdu-1-mumen was in want of a slight purgative, but being unwilling to take any of

the draughts used for that effect, he consulted Ibn Zohr on the subject. Ibn Zohr went to a vine

* -i tead in the text c:j ^ jj Yiimari, but it is decidedly an error. However, I find the name of this conqueror

\ n _ ^

differently spelt" in the various works consulted by me. Abu-]-feda (An^ Mosl voL iii, p, 399) writes it thus, \j^ -^ J

IMmurt / Ibn Khaldixn tI-> fO J Tumaria ; the author of the history of Morocco cu ^^ *A5 Tiumart ; the Kartt^s IStmart;

Moura^ Conde, and Die Saey, Tomrut.

^ The author is mistaken. Abu 'Abdillah Ibn Tumart, the founder of the religious sect and dynasty of the Almohades,

was never in Spain, but lived and died in Africa. It was not until the time of his successor, 'Abdu-l-mumen, that Spain was

subdued. Perhaps the word ^i. d (entered) is here intended for the moral rather than the material idea.

6

i^

^ 4C-LJLJ V I ^ Lj j-pJ" The word aniolah, quasi anthoraj is a corruptiooi from avri^Bopd.
•J

6

4*

^L._J1
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in his orchard and dug a deep hole round it, he then irrigated it with water in which he had

previously diluted a strong purgative, by which means the stump and branches of the vine

imbibed that substance, and the fruit became equally impregnated with it. By that time

'Abdu-l-miimen was attacked by fever, and Ibn Zohr brought him a bunch of those grapes,

prescribing to him to eat of them. 'Abdu-l-mumen, who had the greatest confidence in his

physician, did not hesitate to eat of the grapes as he was told ; Ibn Zohr then said to him,

" That is sufficient, O Commander of the Faithful ! thou hast eaten ten grapes that will

" purge thee so many times."^ He then told him of his contrivance, and 'Abdu-I-miimen,

finding the remedy as efficacious as Ibn Zohr had predicted to him,"* soon after recovered,

—

a cure which very much increased the Khahf^s affection and regard for Ibn Zohr.

I was likewise told by Muhiyyu-d-din Abii 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn 'Ali Ibn Mohammed

Ibnu-l-'arabi At-tayx Al-hatemi, an inhabitant of Murcia," that as Abu Merwan 'Abdu-1-malek

Ibn Zohr was one day going from his house to the palace of the Commander of the Faithful

in Seville, he met on his way, close to the baths of Abii-l-kheyr, and not far from the house

of Ibn Maumel, a patient who was suffering from dropsy ;^^ his belly was very much swollen,

his face had turned yellow, and he was in continual agony. Ibn Zohr asked him to take him

into his house, that he might examine him and see what was to be done. Having obsetved

attentively the symptoms of the disease, Ibn Zohr was going to give hiS: opinion, ;when he

perceived over the bed and close to the patient's head an old pitcher, out of which the sick

man generally drank his water. This Ibn Zohr desired to be brouglit down, and said to thie

patient, " I must needs have tbat pitcher broken, that I may see what it contains." When

the patient heard this, he exclaimed, " By Allah ! I have no other, but it shall be broken :"

he then ordered one of his servants to dash it against the wall, when, to the astonishment

of all the by-standers, a large toad was discovered lying at the bottom of it, having for a

considerable length of time lived and grown in the pitcher. Ibn Zohr then said to him,

" Thou ar.t cured, O man ! I need not prescribe for thee, thou hast been all this time

" drinking poisoned water." The man, of course, recovered.

And I was told by the Kadi Abii Merwan Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek

Al-lakhmi Al-baji '^ the following anecdote, which he held from a trustworthy friend. There

" Some volumes of poems, and a work on monastic life, by tli^ author, are preserved in the Escurial Library. (See Casiri,

Bib. Jr. Tlisp. Esc. vol. i. pp. 122, 222, et aliU.) Ibnu-l-'arabi died in six hundred and thirty-eight of the Hijra (beginning

22nd July, a.b. 1240).

^ The life of this individual, from whom Ibn Abf Ossaybi'ah seems to have derived most of his information lespeeting the

Beni Zohr, occurs in Al-makkari (part i. book vi- fo. 171) ; the author being there counted in the number of ihe iUuStrimis

Andalusians who left their native country to travel in the East. His entire name was the KSdf Abfi Merwfiu MoMmmed

Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdlllah Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Abdi-Umalek Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Alj Ibn Shai^'ah

Ibn Refa'h Ibn Sakhar Ibn Semd'h Al-Iakhmi, He uaed the patronymic JshUli and Al-bfij£; the former denoting that he

was a native or resident of Seville, the latter that lie belonged to an illustrious family long donucUlated. in Spain, and known

as the Beni Al-baji. Al-makkari observes that the Beni AUbajf were a noble stock, whence issued several learned

theologians and authors renowned for their writings ; but that it is important not to confound them with another family,
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lived at Seville^ in Ibn Zohr's timcj an eminent practitioner named Al-far,^^ who had written

a very excellent work, in two voluraeSj on the simples used as medicaments, Abii Mei'wan

Ibn Zohr was exceedingly fond of green figs, and used to eat immoderately of them; Al-far,

on the contrary, never ate any, or if he did it was only once a year: he used often to say to

Abu Merwan Ibn Zohr, whenever he saw him eating that fruit, ^' if thou persist in eating

" green figs thou wilt soon be attacked with a very bad 7ia7aA/'^^ a word meaning *^ an abscess
'

in the language of the Western people. In reply to this, Abu Merwan used to say to him,

"if thou do not eat figs thou wilt be often subject to fever, and wilt at last die from
" a constipation in the bowels/^ ^^ Ibn Zohr^s words were prophetic; Al-far died of the

disease which Ibn Zohr had announced to him. But the most extraordinary thing was that

Ibn Zohr himself died from an abscess in one of his sides. This is, no doubt, the most

remarkable instance of prophetic sagacity ever known of two physicians.

They, say that on the first appearance of the disease which caused his death, Ibn Zohr

began to take medicine, and apply plasters to it, but, seeing that the medicaments produced

no effect, and the disease did not abate, his son, Abii Bekr, said one day to him, " O father

!

^^ if instead of such medicament thou wert to use so and so, and then add such a drug, and,

« mixing it, thou didst prepare such a medicament, thou mightst, perhaps, recover;" and Ibn
Zohr answered him, '' O my son ! if God has decreed that what is manifest should be altered,

"I need not prepare medicines, since whatever remedies I may employ, his decrees must be
>^ fulfilled, and his will finally executed/^

Among the disciples of Abu Merwan ^Abdn-l-malek Ibn Abi-U^ala Ibn Zohr in the practice

of medicine, the most eminent was Abu-i-huseyn Ibn Asdun,*^ better known by the name of

Al-masdum,^« and Abu Bekr, son of the celebrated theologian and Kadi Abu-1-hasan, who

called also the Ben£ Al-b^i, to whom belonged the celebrated ^smter and theologian, Abu-l-walid AUbaji, for these were
originally from BAjah (Beja), a town of Africa, not far from Cair\van, while the former took their patronymic from a town of

a similar name in the west of Spain.

Ahil Merwan left Spain for Syria, and landed at ^Akka (St. John of Acre) on the sixtli day of Ramadhan, a, h. six

hundred ioid thirty-four (3rd May, a.d. 1237), taking up his abode at the college of 'A'deh He tUen made his pilgrimage

to Mekka, and settled on his return at Cairo, where he met with Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah. Although not a physician himself, Abu
Merwan must have known many particulars respecting the family of the Beni Zohr, some members of which be must have
known in his youth ; and on this account the information which he communicated to their biographer is exceedingly

valuable.
;
Abii Merwfin died in six hundred and thirty-Jive (a. d, 1237-8), on his return from his second pilgrimage.

** iUj This must he one of the many words introduced by the western Arabs. It was in aJl probability borrowed from

some of the native dialects of Africa, which, according to the testimony of various historians, were spoken in all their purity

in many districts of Spain v?here the Berbers had settlements. Ibn Khallekan says that Zohr, one of the ancestors of this

physician, died of a similar disease.

--^u^^i " ^,^\
^^ A^ J«2^]| means a man attacked with a certain disease called soddm or siddm^ which asses and horses have on the

head.. Ibn Abf Ossaybi'ah has also ^ven <fo. 148) the life of this physician, who was a native of Seville, and died in five

hundred and eighty-eight (a.d. 1192-3).
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was Kadi of Seville; Abu Mohammed Ash-shidhuni (of Sidonia or Xerez), and the austere

theologian Abii 'Amran Ibn Abi 'Amran. Abu Merwan 'Abdu-1-malek Ibn Abi-l-'ala Ibn

Zohr died at Seville, in five hundred and fifty-seven ^s (a.d. 1161-2), and was buried out of the

gate called Bdbu-l-/atali {gate of victory)-

Abu Merwan Ibn Abi-l-'ala Ibn Zohr wrote,—!. KitdJm-t-teysir fl maddwdti wa tadbiri^^

(the leveller of the difficulties in the art of applying medicaments and preserving health),

which he dedicated to the Kadi Abu4-walid Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn Murashshid,^'—

II. Kitdbu-l-aghdiyati (the boot of aliments),^^ which he wrote for Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-l-

mumen Ibn 'Ali.—in. Kitdbu-z-zinah^^ (the book of ornament), which he wrote for the use

and instruction of his son Abii Bekr, and which treats of remedies used as purgatives, and

how and in what quantity they ought to be taken. Ibn Zohr wrote this work for his son, who

was then very young, and about to undertake his first tour through the country, releasing his

father from the fatigues of his profession.—iv. An essay on diseases in general.—v. An epistle

which he addressed to a physician of Seville, treating of the leprosy and the morphew.'":—

VI. Kitdbu-t-tadhkirah (the book of warnings), in which he reminds his son Abii Bekr of the

first things to be attended to in the cure of diseases.

"* The copy in the Brit, Mus. says only five hundred, the remainder of the date being left out; but that m^6 Bodleiaa

Library gives that of five hundred and fifty-seven, which agrees well mth the date fixed by Ibnu-l-abbSr, apudprnn^ Bib.

Ar, Hisp, Esc. vol ii. p. 132, c. 2, The same writer mattes Abfi Merwan Ibn Zolir a native of Seville; but otber historians

fix his birth at Hisnu-z-zahar, or Periaflor, a town in the district of that capital.

^ ju Jo . S 1 J A^ J jujjoll * > \jS vrhich, more freely translated, means * a manual of medicine and the art

of presei-ving health,' {See p. 1 98 of this translation, and Haji Khaifah, voc. Teysir.) This is the same work which Doctor

Paravicii assisted by a Jemsh physician named Jacob, translated into Latin (a.d, 1281) from an intermediate Hebrew version,

for the use of John Dandolo, Doge of Venice, It ivas first printed in that city by the brothers Joannes: and Gregorius

de Forlivio in 1490, in folio, under the following title, Liber Theicrijl dahalmodana vahaltadabar, cw^ est interpreiatio

rectificatio medicaiionis ei regimink: editus in ardbico a perfecU viro Abnmaruan AvejizoJtar, et translat'us de hehraico

in latinum Veneiiis a magistro Paravicio, ipso siM vulgarizantej magistro Jaeobo Hebreo, Anno Domim Jem XtL 1281, In

the subsequent editions the title of the work is more correctly printed The^zir, but the author's name is variously dis*

figured " Abimeron Abynzoahar, Abhymeron Abinzohar, and Abynmeron Aby^ohar." It was reprinted in 1496 and 1497,

^\ith the colliget of Averroesj and there are, besides, several other editions of the six.teenth century: Lngd, Bat, 1531

;

Venice, 1514, 1542, and 1553. It was republished, with a commentary by J, CoUe, in Venice, 1628, in quarto, under

the following title, De cognitu difficilihus e^ Ubro Abenzokarts commmiatione. Another work, attributed to this Ibn Zohr

{De Gurd calculi), was printed at Venice in 1497, as well as one entitled De regimine sanitaiis^ Basilea, 1618, in 12mo,

;

but I am inclined to think that the former was not composed by Abu Merwan, but by his father, Aba-l-'ala Ibn Zohr, while

the latter is evidently that of his son Abu Bekr,

^ 1Jl-j^I »™J IJLS This work is not mentioned by H5ji Khalfah,

^^ 0^. ^a^^ means, properly speakings 'any white spots that come out in the skin.' It comes fr6m the Hebrew

pTin which means ' a freckle,' &c.
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IL Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr, fo. 144.

Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr Al-hafid/ or the celebrated and illustrious Sheikhj physician-, and

Wiairj Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibn Abi Merwan Ibn Abi-1-^ala Ibn Zohr. He was born and

educated at Seville under the eye of his father, from whom he learnt medicine and other

sciences^ which he considerably contributed to advance by his works. He was a middle-

sized raan^ well made, muscular, and strong, and had a clear complexion ; he lived to a great

age, preserving, to the very last, his strong frame and firm step, although some time before

his death he became deaf. He was deeply versed in traditions, and knew the Koran by

heart: he also gave his attention to the study of literature and the Arabic language, and

so great were his attainments in this branch that there was scarcely a man in his days

who could compete with him in the knowledge of his own language, and people used to

say of him that he had reached perfection both in medicine and in literature. He likewise

studied poetry, and excelled in it, as can easily be proved by some of his muwashshahdt^^

which are sufficiently known, and are remarkable, above all things, for the beauty of the

conceptions, than which none finer ever entered the mind of a poet. To the above-

mentioned accomphshments Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr united that of being very strict in the

fulfilment of his religious duties, sound in his doctrines, magnanimous in his actions, and

a lover of virtue ; he had hkewise the gift of eloquence, and could speak very fluently- As

long as he hved he knew of no rival in the science of medicine ; he became known, and his

fame spread, all over Andalus, and even out of that country.

I was told by the Kadi Abu Merwan Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek Al-bajt,

an inhabitant of Seville^ what follows, ^* I was told by the Sheikh, physician, and Wizir, Abd
" Bekr Ibn Zohr, that, when young, he took lessons and worked for seven years with my
grandfather, ^Abdu-1-malek Al-baji, reading with him the book entitled Al^iadunahy^

treating of the sect of Malik Ibn Ans, the composition of Sahmin, and that he likewise

^^ read with him the book entitled Musnad^ by Ibn Abi Sheybah."

I was also told by the same person {Abii Merwan Al-haji), who held it from Abu Bekr Iljn

Zohr himself, that he was exceedingly muscular and strong, so much so that he could draw a

bow weighing one hundred and fifty SeviUean pounds, which have sixteen ounces^ and

each ounce ten drachms ; that he could play very well at the game of chess; and, lastly, that

there was no physician in his days who could equal him in the knowledge and practice of his

art; that he was the servant of two different dynasties, having first, together with his father,

served the Almoravide Sultans towards the end of their empire, and having afterwards entered

that of the Almohades^ or the sons of ^Abdu-1-mumen, as they are otherwise called. His

father having died in ^Ahdu-1-mumen^s lifetime, Abu Bekr succeeded him in his appointment.

" Jj^flrs:" He was called Al-hafid, U> distioguish him from his great granflfather, -who bore the same name and

surname. See Note 36, p, 337, where the word Al-hafid has been printed Al-kaftdh by mistake.

^ On the meaning of this word see Note 19, p. 367.

3 See p. 213, This ivork was much used in Spain by law students.
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and after the demise of that Sultan passed into the service of his son, Abu Ya^kub Yusuf,

and then into that of his grandson, Abu Yusuf Ya'kub, surnamed Al-mansur. After the

death of the latter Ibn Zohr entered the household of his son, ^Abdullah Mohammed An-

nassir, but he did not serve him long, for he died soon after.

The death of Abii Bekr Ibn Zohr (whom may God for^ve !) took place in the year five

hundred and ninety-six at Morocco, whither he [the Sultan ?] had gone on a visit. He was

buried at the spot called « the cemeteries of the Sheikhs." Abii Bekr Ibn Zohr was nearly

ninety years old when he died.*

The same author says " Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr was extremely sagacious in the discovery of

" diseases, cautious and expert in the appHcation of medicine, an excellent regulator of

" health,—qualities which he evinced when still young : for instance, one day his father Abu

" Merwan Ibn Zohr happened to write a prescription for the Khalif 'Abdu-l-miimen for a

" purgative which he stood in need of; his son, Abu Bekr, having by chance perused it, said,

" ' This simple must be replaced by another, as this remedy would not suit 'Abdu-l-miimen's

" constitution.' This remark having been communicated to his father, he said, * O Com-

" mander of the Faithful! Abii Bekr is right j' upon which he effaced from his prescription

« the name of the simple objected to by his son, and the medicine, when prepared agreeably

"to Abii Bekr's instructions, proved most beneficial to the Khalif. Abii Bekr Ibn Zohr

« composed the Terydkw~l-khamseyni (the antidote of the fifty simples), for the use of Abu

" Yusuf Ya'kub Al-mansur."

The author continues. " And I was told by a trustworthy friend that Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr

« had an intimate friend belonging to the tribe of Al-yan^ki,* in whose company he used

« to sit for many an hour playing at chess. This man was one day at Abu Bekr's

" house playing a game with him, when Abu Bekr, observing that his friend was rather

« thoughtful, and not in his usual good humour, said to him, *What is the matter with thee?

" Thou lookest anxious and distressed, as if something was preying on thy mind j let us hear

« the cause.' ' Willingly,' answered this friend. ' I have a daughter who has been wedded

«to a youth, who is shortly coming to fetch her; I want three hundred dinars for her

" marriage portion.' ^ Very well,' rephed Abu Bekr, ' go on playing and never mind that, for

"
I have with me three hundred dinars all but five, and they are at thy service.' The fnend

« went on playing for a while, and when, after some time, he begged leave to retire, Abu Bekr

<rave him the sum as agreed. Shortly after, however, he returned, bringing back the three

hundred dinars all but five, which he gave to Abu Bekr. ' What is the meaning of this?'

" said the latter to him. a have sold an olive plantation of mine for seven hundred dm^s,

" and I now come to pay thee the sum which thou wast generous enough to lend me, as I

« have still four hundred remaining.' Ibn Zohr then said to his friend. ' Keep that sum and

« spend it for thy use; for when I gave it tbee I never intended to have it back agam :
keep

ft

* The author of the Karltas, who refers the death of Abd Bekr Ibn Zohr to the twenty-tot day of Dhi-l-haijah, a. h,

five hundred and ninety-six (2nd October, a.d. 120O), says that he was ninety-foui years old when he died.

i'UuU!
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" it^ I say.^ The friend remonstrated, and would not accept of the gift, saying, ^ Thank God,
^^ I am not in want of money^ and have enough to live upon ; and it is my maxim never to

" accept of a favour which I cannot return/ ^ Art thou my friend or my enemy ?' inquired

^^ Ibn Zohr. ^ I am thy friend, and thou art dearer to me than any other man,' answered the

^^ friend. *^ Well, then/ retorted Ibn Zohr^ ^ two friends ought to have only one common
^^ purse^ and when one of them wants money he ought to ask the other for it/ Still his

*^ Mend persisted in returning him the sum^ when Ibn Zohr, growing impatient^ said to him,
tc —

c gy ^iiah ! unless thou take it back we shall quarrel for ever, and I shall never speak to

'^ thee as long as I live/ The man then put up his money, and thanked his friend Abu
*^ Bekr for his generous action/^

The Kadi Abu Merwan Al-baji says, ^^It is well known how Al-mansur conceived the idea

*^ of destroying every work treating on logic ^ and philosophy in his dominions, ordering

^^ such as could be found to be publicly burnt, and how he laboured to abolish the study of

^^ those sciences by persecuting all those who were addicted to them, and causing all those

*^ who were convicted of reading such works, or keeping them in their libraries, to be severely

punished. When he first thought of this he commissioned Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr Al-hafid

to this effect^ and intrusted him with the execution of his orders^ for^ although he well

^^ knew that Ibn Zohr himself was seriously devoted to the study of logic and philosophy,

^*^ and had in his library many works on those sciences, yet he feigned not to be aware of it,

** not choosing to prosecute him on account of it. Abu Bekr, however, executed faithfully

^^ the task intrusted to his care ; he searched the booksellers' shops all over Seville, taking

csre that there should not remain one single work treating on the above subjects, to the

great mortification of the lovers of those sciences. There happened to be at Seville a man
'^ of rank who hated Ibn Zohr, whose favour at court he envied. This man, who had much
^^ malice in him, drew up an accusation, purporting that he was certain that Ibn Zohr,

" notmthstanding the KhaUPs injunctions to the contrary, persisted in giving his attention

to the study of the prohibited works, a large number of which he was known actually to

possess. This declaration, confirmed by several witnesses, who signed their names to it,

^^ was then sent for the perusal of Al-mansur to Hisnu-1-faraj, a castle not far from Seville,

^^ where that Khalif was then residing. Hisnu-l-faraj ^ was a fortress built by Al-mansur,

two miles from Seville, on a spot where the air is so salubrious that wheat is stored and

kdjit for a space of eighty years without being spoilt; it was Abii Bekr who selected the

^^ spbtj recoititnending Al-mansur to buUd on it, and retire thither in certain seasons of the

year. However, while AUraansilr was staying with his court at this place the written accu-

sation wa* brought to him. Having perused it, he instantly ordered the author of it to be
*^ seized and cast into prison, which was done : all the witnesses who had signed it then took

^^ the alarm and fled. On this occasion Al-mansur is said to have exclaimed,—* By Allah !

€<

ff

6
is logic, sometimes dialecticSp

^ It is now called San Juan de Alfarache, from a church consecrated to St, John, built on the site of the old mosque. In

the division of the lands about Seville, made after the conquest of that city by St. Ferdinand, this village was still called

Hemalfixrache. See Repartimiento de Sevilla, Bib. Egerton, in the Brit, Mus., No. 478.
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" when I intrasted Ibn Zohr with this commission I did it in order that people should not

" speak of him and accuse him ; and, by Allah ! were all my subjects to sign this declarationj

" and bear witness that Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr does what he is accused of in this paper, I

would still say that it was not true, so well do I know Ibn Zohr's soundness of mind and

strict religious principles."

The following anecdote I hold from Abii-l-'abbas Ahmed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ahmed of

Serille. " Ibn Zohr had two pupils to whom he used to teach medicine; they went to and

" from his house, receiving his lessons for some length of time, and reading before him works

" on that science. One day, as the students came up to him at the usual hour, Ibn Zohr,

" who was then engaged in conversation with Abii-l-huseyn, better known under the by-

" name of Al-masdiim, observed in the hands of one of them a small book^ treating of logic,

" which they, no doubt, meant to study. No sooner did Ibn Zohr cast his eyes on the book

" than he exclaimed, ' What is that ?' and, taking the book from the student's hands, began to

" peruse it. Finding that the book treated on the prohibited science, Ibn Zohr first threw

" the volume into a corner of the apartment, and then went up to the delinquents, intending

"to beat thera. The students fled, but Ibn Zohr, without stopping to put on his; shoes,

" followed them into the street, they running as fast as they could, he following them, until,

" seeing he could not overtake them, and that he had gone to a considerable distance from

" his house, he left off the pursuit and returned. The students, dreading his anger, were

" some days without coming to Ibn Zohr for their lessons ; but at last they took courage and

^^ presented themselves to him, apologizing for having brought to his house the obnoxious

" book, which, they said, did not belong to them, nor had they ever entertained the least

" idea of reading its contents, but that, as they were coming to him that day, they happened

"to see it on their way in the hands of a story-teller,^— that a broil ensued among". the

" audience,—and they, profiting by it, rushed among the crowd and possessed themselves by

force of the book in question^ which they had brought to his house^ ignorant of its contents.

Ibn Zohr feigned to admit their excuse^ and proceeded to give them lectures on medicine

^^ as usual, with this difference^ that after some time spent in that occupation^ Ibn ZoKr

generally bade them repeat a part of the KoraUj enjoining them to read when at home

commentaries upon that divine work^ as well as traditional stories respecting the Prophet,

" and other works on theological subjectSj but, above all things, to be very strict in the

" fulfilment of their religious duties, and not to forget any of the instructions he had ^Ven
^^ them. The youths complied with their master's instructions, and when, some time after-

" wards, Ibn Zohr perceived that their minds were properly trained, he one day brought out

"^^ to them a copy of the very work on logic which he saw in their hands, sayii^, ^ Now that.

you are prepared for the perusal of that work I have no objection to read it mth.you/

and he immediately began to expound it to them, which filled the youths with amaze^

" ment/^ I have mentioned this anecdote in order to show the soundness of Ibn Zdhrs
^ " - -

mind, and the strictness of his religious principles.

^^
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admits, I believe, of no other translation. •
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I was told by the Kadi Abu Menvan Al-baji—" Abu Zeyd 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Bujaii,^

" who was Wizir of Al-mansur, had conceived an enmity towards Abu Bekr Ibn Zohr
" Al-hafidj whom he envied and hated on account of the great favour he enjoyed with
" Al-mansuTj and the great regard which that Sultan entertained for him on account of his

" learning. Not knowing how to hurt him he decided upon administering poison to him, and
" this he effected by bribing a man who lived with Ibn Zohr, and who gave it him in an egg.

" There hved also with Ibn Zohr a sister of his, who, together with her daughter, was well

practised in medicine and pharmacy, and very expert in curing the diseases peculiar to their

sex, owing to which they had admittance into the harem of Al-mansur, so that no child of

" that monarch, or of his relations, ever was born within its walls that did not come through

"the hands of Ibn Zobr's sister^ or, after her death, of her daughter. This sister was present

"when Ibn Zohr ate the egg, and she also tasted it, when all their science combined did not

"save them from its effects. Abu Zeyd 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Bujan died a violent death,

"having been kiEed by one of his kinsmen." >"

Among the best disciples of Abii Bekr Al-hafid is counted Abii Ja'far Ibnu-1-ghazzal.

[Here follow several quotations from Ibn Zohr's poems which I have not translated.]

111. Ibn Bdjeh (vulgo Avempace), fo. 142.

Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibn Yahya, surnamed Ibnu-s-sayegh (the son of the goldsmith),

better known under the surname of Ibn Bajeh, the Andalusian.'' He was the banner of his

age and the phcenix of his time in the philosophical sciences, a reason why he was very much
exposed to the shafts of malice^ and became an object of hatred and envy to most of the

people of his profession, who repeatedly attempted his life, although God always saved him
from them. Ibn Bajeh was also versed in literature and in the Arabic language ; he knew
the Koran by heart, and was one of the most eminent physicians that ever lived. He was,

likewise, an excellent musician, and could play very well on the lute.

. ® fit \ Sk. • i Thus in the text, but, lower down, I find it written thus, . , ( »- , j

^ Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah does not give a list of Abu Bekr's writings, but he was probably the autlior of a medical work

printed at Basle, 1618, 12mo., under the title of Ve Regimine samtatiSj and wliich Haller (sec Bib. Medicinse, vol, i, p, 397)

attributes wrongly to his father,

2 The text of the two copies I have consulted reads distinctly ^JjJ^l ^Ij ^) 'the son of (born at)

Bdjeh in Andalus/ an expression not at all misplaced if we consider that there were two cities of that name, one in Spain

(now Beja, in Estremadura), the other in Africa, See Al-bekri, loco laudato, fo. 50, and Marmol, Descripcion de Africa,

voL ii. fo, 285, verso. But as no Arabian writer that I know of says that Ibn BSjeh was a native of that town, some, like

IbnuJ-khattib {apnd Casiri, Bib, Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol, ii. p- 77), saying that he was born at Cordova, others, like Ibn

Khallekan (7)/d, Ind-t No. 681), at Saragossa, I am inclined to believe that the above is a blunder of the copyist, who wrote

ijJ tij 31 1 instead of ^*J jj II I
— an easy mistake.
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APPENDIX. XUl

Abii-l-hasan 'All Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz Ibnu4-imam, in the preface to his work entitled « a col-

lection of the sayings^ of Abii Bekr Mohammed Ibnu-s-Sayegh Ibn Bajeh," expresses himself

as follows : " The present is a collection of all the sayings of Abii Bekr (may God show him

« mercy!) on the philosophical sciences, since such were his witticism and the elegance of his

" expressions on those abstruse and subtle topics that he was reckoned^ while he lived, the

" wonder of his age, and the phenomenon of the world. Works on philosophical topics were

« then very common in Andalus since the days of the Sultan Al-hakem,^ who caused them to

" be bought for him in the East, together with other curious and valuable works, and to be

" brought to his dominions, where they soon spread among the studious. Al-hakem was,

" indeed, the first sovereign who caused the works of the ancient philosophers to be

" introduced into Andalus, (may God remunerate him amply for it !) for, before his time, no

" book of this kind ever gladdened the eyes of the studious, and if it did, it was to lead

" them astray, and to guide them into error, as happened in the case of Ibn Hazm, of

« Seville.

« Ibn Bajeh," continues Ibnu-1-imam, « was the man of his time who worked most

" seriously and with the greatest attention at this sort of studies, surpassing all his pre-

" decessors, as well as Ibn Hazm, in the soundness of all his propositions, extensive, reading,

" and clearness of judgment. The paths of knowledge in the aforesaid sciences became tlitts

" ornamented by this master (Ibn Bajeh), and by another doctor, named Melik Ibn Wahib,' a

" native of Seville, and a contemporary of Ibn Bajeh, who contributed likewise greatly to the

" advancement of science, only that he (Ibn Wahib) taught little else than the first elements

" of psychology.^ After this, Ibn Wahib began to abstain from the study of philosophy, as

" well as from pubUc conversation on the subject, owing to the great dangers which sur-

" rounded him and all those who followed those pursuits, and the risk of losing his Ufe on

" account of it, for so elevated was the view which he took of the said sciences that he

" would, no doubt, have rendered himself obnoxious had he persevered in the study of

" them. He therefore now gave all his attention to the lawfuP sciences, in which he soon

" became the prince, or nearly so ; although, owing to the reasons above specified, the light

" of philosophy did not shine upon his writings, neither was there found in them, as in the

" works of others, any thing hidden to be explained after his death.

" But to return to Abu Bekr. His natural inclination having early carried him away into

" the above difficult paths, he never ceased working with the greatest assiduity, travelling in

^ ^^

-> -,

^ ^ \

^> -

' The word ^Jj I -3 1 a plural of J »Ji has often the meaning of * speech, discourse, essay/

4 Al-hakem II., surnamed Ah-mustamer-biUah, son of 'Abdu-r-rahmfe III.* occupied the throne of Cordova from a. H-

350 to 366, \i

* Conde {HisL de la Dom, vol. ii. p. 216) mentions a distinguished theologian, named J^ Ahdaia MeUk.ben Wahibi^ho

was living in a. h, 514. He is, no doubt, the same individual here alluded to- ^ :

^ AjuJb tijl AcU^ ijA J literally * on the beginning of the fabric of intellect/ - /
tn

^ jbe jSJ! * *W1 By lawful sciences the Arabs understand theology, law civil and canonical, and aU those studies

which are in some manner relating to the Koran.
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" search of knowledge^ and bestowing his serious investigation upon all those propositions of

" the truth of which he was once convinced, (according as his circumstances allowed him, and
" the changes of Ms fortunes would permit,) until he strengthened himself in psychology, and
" in that branch of physics which, he thought, would lead him to tlie knowdedge of those two
^^ faculties in his individual person^—one reasoning, the other discriminating and comparing,
" according to the limits assigned to it by the Omnipotent. Ibn Bajeh consecrated, likewise,

" his. time to geometry and astronomy, leaving behind him works which sufficiently testify his

" proficiency in those sciences. Respecting metaphysics, if truth be said, Ibn Bajeh did not

"establish any new doctrine, nor is there any thing remarkable in his writings if we except a

" few loose observations in that epistle of his entitled Al-wadd', and in his essay ' on human
" Teason,^ besides a few separate hints in two more of his philosophical tracts. Yet these are

"exceedingly vigorous, and go very far to prove his proficiency in that illustrious science

.
(metaphysics) which is the complement and the end of every other science. It was to his

constant application to the above studies that Ihn Bajeh owed all his attainments and his

f superiority in aill the other branches of knowledge. But what will appear almost incredible

is that Ibn Bajeh should have strained every nerve to become possessed of those sciences

" which had been known and cultivated before him, and in which the paths of invention were
entirely closed >" to him, and that he should have fallen short in his endeavours to amehorate
that science which is the complement of every science, and an object of desire to all those

endowed with a brilliant disposition, or to whom God imparted his divine gifts. How-
" ever, with all this, Ibn Bajeh was, of all his contemporaries, the most successful in pro-
*^ ranting the study of metaphysics, redeeming it from the shadows which enveloped it, and
" bringing it to light, (may God show him mercy !)

"

" We shall begin this collection hy an essay of his, written in a most compendious form,

"^on the: extent of human nature,' ^^ by way of proving what we have already advanced.

_ V

?^ It is with great UDcertainty that I have given the translation of this passage. The sentence is both obscure, and

dfifieient in its gi^amraaticaL construction, lye Ji^_ jj^^ n^h^ i ^^^[x^\ ^yju" la J«a=^ Jl Jjj_

^ J:^' J^W (^L**JS5 JUsi") 'Conjunetio hominis cum iiitelligentia agente' is the title of a philo-

sophical ess^ by Ibn B^jeh.

^^ I here produce the text of this passage, which is rather ambiguous : ^ c iJu ^ ) (Ll^st^^' ,^^
-^

i^^ '^^^ r^' J '/^ ^/i. ^ W^-^ J^ 'i^yi £V^ -^ <>^. } ^'-^^yJi

I am not certain of haying seized the real meaning of the words uuUL*J] j^A^] or L:i^Ul5/ij! which so often

occur in this extract ; the dictionaries being but of slight assistance "when translating works on phEIosophical subjects.

" ^^ y^. f^^ ^ Jf^ JJ' di ) ,^^^5*--^' } A.11 this is ver>^ obscure, and I regret that I had not the leis^u-e

to compare this passage with the copy in the Bodleian Library.

1^-

V^y' cr*- ^.'V u^'
^UjH! h\jSi Thuainthetext; butlread ajVy! ^^ jbly Jl

^*
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^^ namely^ his vast attainments in metaphysics and the other sciences which he cxiltivated,

" We really think that after Abu Nasr AUfarabi '^ there was no man like Ibn B^jeh for the

"elevated^* manner in which he wrote and spoke on those sciences; for if we establish a

"comparison between his essays and those of Ibn Sina/^ or Al-ghazali,^^ the two authors
^'^ who most promoted the study of that science in the East after Al-farabi, we shall firid

^^ the balance inclining rather on the side of Ibn Bajeh, especially if we bear in mirid

*^ the clearness and beauty of his expressions^ and his aptitude in penetrating the writings

"of Aristotle. Of thisj however^ there can be no doubtj^'' namely^ that the two above-

" mentioned philosophers were, together with Ibn Bajehj those who united in themselves all

" the learning and all the talents of their predecessors, distinguishing themselves by the

^^ clearness of their dissertations, and competing in their works with the most celebrated

" philosophers of antiquity/^

This Abu-1-hasan 'Ali Ibnu-1-imam was from Granada. He was an eminent writer, well

versed in various sciences, and lived in great intimacy with Ibn Bajeh, whose friend and

disciple he was. Abu-1-hasan travelled to the East, and died at Kiiss.

Among the pupils of Ibn Bajeh the most celebrated was the Kadi Abii-l-walid Mohammad'

Ibn Roshd. Ibn Bajeh died young, at the city of Faris, where he was buried. I ^^^as told b^
the Kadi Abu Merwan Al-ishbiii that he saw there his tonib, affd close to it that of thfe'^

theologian Abu Bekr Ibnu4-^arabi, known as the author of various works.

Among the remarkable sayings attributed to Ibn Bajeh the following is on6. " Ther^ are'

" things the knowledge of which is beneficial to man even long after he has learnt them—r-

" namely, good actions^ because they ensure him the rewards of Almighty God/*

Ibn Bajeh wrote the follo\ring works;—i. A commentary on the treatise on sound by

Aristotle.^^— ii- An essay on part of the treatise on meteors by the same.^^— iii. An
essay on the book of generation and corruption by the same.^^—^rv. An essay on the last

^3 Abu Nasr Mohammed Ibn Tarkban Ihn «! : * 1 Auzlagh Al-f^iibi, so called because he was a native of Fai-4b, m Turkey,

is reckoned to be tlic prince of Mohammedan pliilosophers. He wrote many excellent treatises on rhetoric, dialectics, music/

and other branches of philosophy. See Ibn Khallekdn {Tj/d. Ind.> No, 716) j Abu-Ufedgi, Jn, MosL voL ii, p, 497 ; and-

Philosophus auctodictatuSf hy Fococke^ passim.

^^
. , ^ fc i_iJl in the text ; I have substituted ,,

^* Ibn Sma (vulgo Avicenna) is the surname of the celebrated Mohammedan philosopher and physician, Abu 'Ala'"

Al-liuseyn Ibn 'Abdillah \jj^ _j\ Ibn Snia, born at Bokhara m three hundred and seventy (a. d, 980-1). His Hfe may'

be read in great detail in Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, loco laudato^ fo. 121, and Ibn Khallekan {Tyd- Ind., No, 193). See also^

Abu-1-faraj, Historia Dynastiarum, apud Pococke, ed. nov, p, 64 ; Ab6-l-feda, An. M6sl, voh ill. p. 93; and the tract ^'

Viris iUnstribus apud Arabes, wrongly attributed to Leo Africanus.

^^ Jl }i!) Al-ghazali is the patronymic of Abfi Hamid Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Mohammed Ibn Ahmed At^t^isf,

a famous philosopher and divine, bom in four hundred and fifty (a. d» 1058-9), or, according to oth^ir authorities, -in foiir^

hundred and fifty-one- See Ibn Khallekan, who has given his life at full length ; and Abu-l*feda, An. Mosl. vol. iii. p, 375,

17 ^j cjj^ ^.' '^^^
s

'' u^^:!^/ ^_j-.^jk_aaJt ^Lv-«Ji u-^Ci^"^/

_ ^ _ _

^C- L-
jj.---

-— -^-
^>
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chapters of the book of the animals by the same-^'— v. An essay on part of the book

of plants by the same,^^—vi. An essay on natural propensities and their signs^ beginning

thus:^^ "If the causes and proofs of syllogisms are given— ^^— vrr. An epistle entitled

^^ Fare thee well/^ ^^—viii- A short essay in continuation of the same subject.— ix. A treatise

on human reason.^—x. An essay on the resisting power^ divided into several books, some of

which contain the above essay on human reason.^*— xi. A treatise on the regulation of the

individual.^^—xii. A treatise on the soul, intended as a study on the book of the fabric of

intellect (or psychology) by Abu Nasr.^—xiii. A few chapters on the public regulations and

arrangements of a city^ and the state of the individual, in which he introduced some excellent

remarks on geometry and astronomy.*^—xiv. An epistle addressed by him to his friend Abu

Ja^far Yusuf Ibn Ahmed ibn Hasday after his arrival in Misr (Cairo).— xv. Philosophical

lucubrations^ intended as answers to the questions proposed on the science of geometry by

Ibn Seyid, the geometrician^ which are generally found separate,—xvi. A discourse upon

part of the treatise on the properties of simples used as medicaments by Galenus.

—

XVII, The book of the two experiments ^* upon the medicaments of Ibn Wafid, in the

composition of which Ibn Bajeh was assisted by Abu-1-hasan Sufyan.— xviii. An epitome of

the book of the intestines/^ a work by Ar-razi.— xix. A discourse on the extent of human

nature.^^—xx, A discourse on those things in which there resides a power against the acting

mind.^^—xxi, A discourse on the noxm and the named.^*—xxii. A discourse on demon-

strations.^^—xxxiii. The book of elements.^^—xxiv. An inquiry into the powers of resistance

.Oiijw^j e^t*^' '-Jtx^.l i3«j (jl sl^lj ^ U
_5
^^A*^l OJ^^' ^ Z*^ ^y

^
mJ^ S ^ (J^sUJ! (J Laj 1 J literally ' on the union of the reasoning powers with man.'

23

24

26 ^^-^-^Jr^l ^^- ^_^J_^ Jj^- =: ^^J^l ^jj-

^ LOaJJl h.\xJ\ ^^jls_jlii icjJU ij^l i—jLU' I beUeve it to be the same

which is preserred in the Library of the Escurial, No. 909, with this title '^J^^ it 1 _ yi

^ liilj j^l hjii\ }c j^^^ys^l i__>Ia5' This work is often quoted by Ibnu-l-beyttar.

" .j-—^^} n''^ ^ t^ - ^U^l ^ ^'
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inherent to our mindj—what are they, to what fend are they exercised, and how ?.^^—xxv. The
r

book of the temperaments and habits.^^

IV. Abu-l-tvalid Ibn jRoshd {vulgo Averroes)^ fo. 146^ verso,

Abu-1-walid Ibn Roshd^' that is^ the Kadi Abu-l-wahd Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn

Mohammed Ibn Roshd, was a native of Cordova, where he passed the first years of his hfe-

He became eminent for his brilliant qualities, and distinguished for his ardour in the acquisi-

tion of learning. He attained the utmost limit of perfection in jurisprudence and in the

science of controversy, which he learnt from the Faquih and Hafedh Abii Mohammed Ibn

Hazek, He was likewise greatly versed in medicine^ and left behind him several excellent

works remarkable for their contents ; such as the Kitdbu-l-kulhyydt (the book of the

whole),^ in the composition of which he surpassed himself, Abu-1-walid had contracted an

intimate friendship with Abu Merwan Ibn Zohr, so that when he vtrote the above work ^on

the whole/ he desired his friend to write another 'on the parts/ ^ that might be a sort qf

complement to his, and form a complete treatise on the science of medicine.^.
. . ,.^^ - .^

I was told by the Kadi Abii Merwan Al-baji that the Ka<^ Abii^-waHd Ibn Itosh^.:^

endowed with a powerful reason, a clear understandings and an acute mind.^ He learnt

37

3S

£i^.
Ij '^ J

^>ij. jj _j
j^ ^_j ^j^! ,^jJ^\ ^ (.^1 ^

j-Js ^
** ^ I: ili>^' ^ r^

Besides the works here enumerated, there are in the Esciirial Library {Bib, Ar, Hi^, Eac. Cat vol, 1, p, 178) .five tracts,

all in one volume, said to be the composition of Ibn B^jeh, They are all written in the same hand, and, if we are to believe

Casiri, by Ibn Bajeh himself, in A- h. five hundred and twelve. But if such be the case there must be Some mistake in the

date, for Ibn Bajeh having died in a, h, five hundred and thirty-three, or, according to other authorities, in five hundred and

twenty-five, at the age, we are assured, of twenty-tliree, the book could not be written by him in five himdred and twelve,

when he was, if we take the former date, ten, if the latter, only two years old. The subject, however, is worth investigation,

for if the volume in (question is really in the hand-writing of Ibn Bajeh, it may justly be considered as one of the greatest

treasures in the Escurial Library,

^ The name of this physician being generally written thus, Jj^ ^1 without vowel points, has often been incorrectly

read by translators. Conde {Hist, de la Dom. voL ih p, 369) wrote Ahulwalid ben Raand. Caski mistook him for another

author, »iaraed Ab« 'Abdillah Mohammed Ibn 'Omar ^. ^ 1 Ibn Rashid, who flourished a ccnturj- after.

* J

^CuUUJI L^^jSorhS^] ,^\^' vr^' ^ s \jS which is, I believe, that part of medicine appertaining to the body

in general, in opposition to Xj/jsJ' jyo! meaning *that science which treats of the cure of every member of man's

body taken separately/

^ hs )^^'
J
*^ ! J ^ '^ I^" ^o^T did really write such a work-

^ L_ _ __

* I have omitted the translation of part of the preface placed by Ibn Roshd at the head of his AUkuUipdty and which

Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah inserts here-

^ fJu!! i_yji' ayj] cD, US'J ^_s\l\ ^***=- There is evidently a mUtake here, which I have not the means of

correcting.
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medicine under Abii Ja^far Ibn Harun/ whose disciple he was for a considerable length of

time^ and from whom he acquired^ besides, much of his learning in the natural and philoso-

phical sciences, Ibn Roshd was first Kadi of Seville^ and afterwards of Cordova; he enjoyed

great favour with Al-mansur^ and became one of the principal officers at his court. He w^is

likewise very much honoured and distinguished by An-nassir, the son of that Sultan. Alnl

Merwan Al-baji says :
" When Al-mansur was in Cordova, making his preparations to carry on

^^ the war against Alfonso in the year five hundred and ninety-one (a. d, 1195), he happened
^^ one day to send for Abii-l-walid Ibn Roshd, When he appeared before him the Sultan

**^ honoured him greatly, and made him come close to him, going even so far as to allot him
" for his seat the cushion where Abu Mohammed ^Abdu-1-wahed/ son of the Sheikh Abu
*^ Hafs Al-henteti/ the companion and friend of ^Abdu-l-mumen, and the third or fourth in

^* rank among the Sheikhs composing the council of the Almohades, usually sat. This Abu
"Mohammed ^Abdu4'Wahed was a great favourite with Al-mansur, who had given him in

" marriage one of his (^ughters, by whom he had a son called ^Ali, who is at this moment tlie

" ruler of Eastern Africa.^ However, when Al-mansiir had thus placed Abu-1-walid close to

" his person, and made him sit by bis side, he began to converse at length with him upon
" different topics. After this Abu-1-walid went out of the royal presence, seeing which the

^^ whole of the talbes who had been present at the interview, and those among his friends

" who had been waiting for him outside of the palace, congratulated him upon the high

This is Ab6 Ja'far Ibn Harun —JL*-- jJLll At-turjali, whose life is also in Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, loco laudato^ fo. 148»

He was a native of Turjalah or Turricella (now TruxiUo), a town which, the author observes, ^* was entirely peopled by

" Moslems, by order of Al-mansur (Abu 'A'mir), who found it deserted in one of his incursions/^

^ Abu Mohammed 'Abdu-l-wahed ^.-^Jf Al-hadbri was one of the ten (others say eight) Sheikhs who at first

posed the council of the Almohades, and who assisted the Mahdi in the propagation, by the sword, of his rehgions tenets.

(See Moura's Karttds, and Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii» p. 220.) lie was the progenitor of a dynasty called by the

African historians the Beni Abi Hafs, See iUd,^ and Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hhp. Esc. vol. ii. p. 225.

com-

s The MS, reads J U-uJI "which is undoubtedly a mistake.

. .
^ -.1 can nowhere find an account of this prince. Both Ibnu Khaldun (Ar. MS. in the Brit. j\ius., No. 9575, fo. 126, verso)

atidlbnu^l-khattlb {apud Casiri, Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. vol. ii, p, 225, et seq.)^ who give the history of the Afncan dynasty called

the Benl AbvHafe, say. nothing of a Sultdn of Tunis called 'Alt \Vbat follows is atranslationfrom the fonner of those WTiters.

** 'Abdii-l-wahed Ibn Abf Hafs was appointed governor of the proraice of Tunis or Eastern Africa in 603 of the Ilijra.

" After bis death, which took place in 618, bis son^ Abu Zeyd 'Abdn-r-rahmfin, was raised by the people to that dignity,

" but Al-m«stanser, Sultan of the Ahnohades, whose vassal be was, not approving of his election, he was removed after

" an administration of three months, and the government transfeiTed to his cousin, Ibrahim Ibn Isma'il Ibn Abi Mohaminecl.

'' After the removal of the latter, in 620, the government of Eastern Africa was confen'ed upon Abu Mohammed 'Abdullah,

*' son of Abii Mohammed Ibn Hafs, who held it until 625, when, profiting by the troubles which attended tlie reigns of

" the last sovereigns of the family of 'Abdu-I-mumen, he made himself independent in his government. He was succeeded

** by his brother, AM Zakari>7A, who reigned until 647, the period of Ms death, when the throne devolved upon his son, Abu
"'Abdillah.^'

'Abdu-I-wahed, therefore, bad no other sons than 'Abdii^r-rahmin, 'Abdullah, and Abu Zakarij7a : if, besides, we bear in

mind that Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah quotes Abu Menvan Al-bdji in this passage, the error becomes manifest, since that writer.

Having- died in 637, could have known only the first three princes of that dynasty. I have, nevertheless, left it as in the

text.
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^^ place which he occupied in the good graces of his sovereign^ and the great distinction with

" which he had been treated. But Abu-1-walid said to them^—^ I do not see why you should

congratulate me, for if the prince of the believers has bestowed his favours upon me in

this manner, he has merely made me advance one step towards what I expect of: him^ and

strengthened the hopes I have founded on him.^

The rivals and enemies of Ibn Roshd, on hearing of his being called to the presence of

iVl-raansur, had given out that the prince of the believers had called him to have him

executed
J
so that when Ibn Roshd came out of the palace safe, he ordered oiie of his

servants to go to his house and tell his family to dress him a kattd^^ and some young

pigeons^ and to have them ready when he should return^ meaning to invite his enemies to

partake of his repast, and thus to win over their hearts by his forgiveness.

Some time after this adventure Al-mansur was really displeased with Ahu-1-walid Ibn

" Roshd, whom he caused to be exiled to Al-isalah^^^ a town close to Cordova^ formerly

*' inhabited by Jews, enjoining him not to move from it without his order. Al-mansur

punished at the same time several other distinguished and learned men, confining thietrr^

likewise, to different parts of his dominions; the apparent cause of his displeasure Uehig

that they had been accused of giving their leisure hours to the = cultivation or^hjlbsct^^hy

^'^ and the studies of the ancients. Besides Abu-1-walid Ibn Roshd^. the sufferers :t>npthis

" occasion were Abu Ja^far Adh-dhahebi,*^ the theologian; Abu ^Abdillah Mohammed Ibn
'' Ibrahim, Kadi of Bejayah;^^ Abii-r-rabi' AUkefif, Abu-Vabbas Al-hafedh^ and the:poet

" Al"karabi;'* all of whom passed some time in exile. After this, Al-mansur having been

^^ Ad-demiri (Arab. MS. in my possession) gives the following description of this tird, KaUd, ^Ibi" which fonns its plural

in Jcattmoat and katiapdt, and the nonn of unity kattatun, is the name for a bird so called by the Arabs because its crj'

resembies the noise i>roduced by that word thus, hatt&y Jcatta! It is of two kinds, one called liodAy the other ^wnf. . -The

li^idri is of a dusty colour, and has the body covered with black and white spots, except the tailj which is of a yellowish hue,

and short. The junt has the stomachj the wings, and feet, black, the rest of the body is grey spotted ^th bright yellow.

This latter kind is larger than the Icodn, the proportion being this, that ^.jum is generally equal in size and weight to two

kodj-is. The Jiini, however, is inferior in voice to the kodrij since It utters a confused and disagreeable aound ftora the

throat, like that of a man who is gargling ; while the kodrif on the contrarj^^ utters a distinct and intelligible sound. It is

owing to this circumstance that this kind of kattd is called jiinL The females lay their eggs one by one, sometimes they

la}' two, but three at most ; this being the reason wliy poets have called the bird ummu-Uthaldth (the mother of the three).

Jeuhari adds a third species, which he calls kattdt.—The habits of this bird are these : when it wants to drink it rises before

day-break from its nest, and flies towards the rising sun a distance of seven days' march, then it comes down suddenly upon

the water, and takes a nuMa,—a word meaning ^ the first draught of a camel or of a sheep,' When it has thus quenched

its thirst, it remains for two or three hours in the neighbourhood of the water, ftying about, when it returns to drink

a second time. Such, at least, is the account given by Al-wahedi in his commentary upon the poems of Ahu-t-tayyeb

Al-mutennabi. ..- .

_ _ J L

^

_

_

- j: ;--^ :. . .

y*

1^ The life of this individual, who was also aneminentphj^ician,is to be found in Ibn AbiOssaybi'ah, toco Aiawii^Oifo. 148,

verso. His entire name was Abu Ja'far Ahmed Ibn ^ J>- (Joij?) Adh-dhahebi. He was a physician to Al-mansur (Abu

Ya'kub), and to his son, An-nassh\ He died at Telemsan in a. h. 600,

13 ^l^ This might be intended for Bejenah, See a preceding Note, p. 359- m jI^I
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" convinced^ through the testimony of several of the most learned and influential inhabitants

*^ of Seville^ that Abu-1-walid^s literary and scientific pursuits were not such as had been

^*^ represented to him^ pardoned Abu4-wa!id and his fellow sufFererSj and recalled them from

" their exile in the year five hundred aad ninety-five ^^ (a. d, 1198-9).

^^ Abu Ja'far Adh-dhahebi^ one of the above-mentioned individuals^ became after this one

" of the favourites of Al-mansur^ who appointed him to the charge of watching over the

*^ writings and the studies of the physicians and philosophers of his court He used to

" say of liim^

—

^ Abu Ja^far Adh-dhahebi is like the purest dhaheb (gold);, which^ instead

" of losings gains in quality in the melting pan/ " The Kadi Abu Merwan further says,

" And to prove the great affection and esteem which Al-mansur entertained for Abii-l-walid

^^ Ibn Roshdj it is only requisite to say that whenever the former summoned him to his

"presence for the purpose of conversing with him^ or inquiring into some particulars about

" the sciences which ^Abu-1-walid cultivated^ he always used to give him the affectionate

^^ term of brother." The same writer states that " Ibn Roshd having once composed a work
*^ on zoology, in which he described every species of animals, giving the habits and pecu-

^^ liarities of each, said, in treating about the giraffe^ ' I have seen a quadruped of this sort at

^^ the King of the Berbers,^ thereby meaning Al-mansur^ and that when the passage was
*' reported to that monarch he considered the expression ^ King of the Berbers ' as an

^^ outrage, and was highly incensed on account of it< It is further said that this was the

'^^ principal cause which brought on Al-mansur's displeasure, and his order for Abu4-walKFs
^^ exile; and they relate that the excuse given by Ibn Roshd was that it was a slip of the

^^ pen, and that he had meant to write Mdlek aUbarreyn^^ (the king of the two countries),

" meaning thereby Africa and Andalus.'^

The Kadi Abu4-walid Ibn Roshd (whom may God forgive !) died at Morocco at the

beginning of the five hundred and ninety-fifth year of the Hijra, and the first of the reign

of An-nassir< Abii-l-walid lived to a very great age, and left a son named Abu Mohammed
^Abdullah, also a physician, and who was much versed in the practical part of medicine.

Abu-1-walid left also other sons, who applied themselves to the study of theology and the

law, and became Kadis of towns and districts. Of the remarkable sayings attributed to Ibn

Roshd the following is one,
*^*^ Whoever studies anatomy, his merits with the Almighty are

" increased by it,"

The foUd>nng are the worlcs written by Abii-l-walid Ibn Rosbd :— i. Kitdbu-l-tahssil, or an

exposition of the various opinions entertained by the companions of the Prophet, the tabi's

and the second tabi's, as well as of the arguments advanced in favour of or against their

respective sects or schools, and a declaration of the principal passages, forming, as it were,

the cream of contradictory opinions. ^^—ii. A book entitled "Prolegomena on the religious

iaw."'^— III- The book of maturity for the law student. ^^—iv. The book of the whole, being

1* I suspect this date to ])e mistaken, since it is stated lower down that Ibn Roshd died at the beginning of that very year,

"fi The word j j may be easily changed into j j

.
>^ .- JaaOs^' \—> (JJ This work, as most of the following, was unknown to Haji Khalfah.

'« >wSi J uijUj^I ^^3S 1^ ^1 J ,i^l h\^
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a commentary upon a poem written on the science of medicine by the Sheikh and Reys Ihn

Sina, and known as the Arjuzah of Ibn Sma.^"—v. The book of the animals, compiled

from the treatises on physics and metaphysics by Aristotle.^*—vi. The book of necessity

on logic, following as a model the ^"^ Exposition of metaphysics" by Nicolaus.^^—vii.

Exposition of the metaphysics of Aristotle.=3—vin. An exposition of the book of ethics

by the same.^^—ix. An exposition of the book of the posterior analytics by the same.^^

—

X. A commentary on the book of physical auscultation by the same.^^—xi. A commentary

upon the treatise on the heavens and the world by the same.^''—xir. An exposition of the

treatise on the soul by the same.^^—xiii. An exposition of the book of the estokisat

(elements) by Galenus.^S— xiv. An exposition of the treatise on the temperament of

bodies by the same.^"—xv. An exposition of the treatise on the physical powers by the

same.3'— xvi. An exposition of the treatise on the causes and symptoms of diseases by

the same.^'^—-XVII. An exposition of the treatise on bleeding by the same.^*— xvni. An

exposition of the first book on fevers by the same.*^—xix. An exposition of the first part of

his work on the simples used as medicaments.^''—xx. An exposition of the second half of

his work on the forms of creation.^^—xxi. A book entitled "Destruction of the Tekdfet,"

being a critique on the TeUfet by Al-ghazali.^?—xxri. A book entitled « Open roads of

_ _ ^ _ r

20 ^^^ \J^\ 4 y\j^ See H^ji Khalfah, voc. A^'dzah. Copies of tliis work may be found in the Escurial Library. "See

Catal., Nos, 798,826,858.
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iL^l K-j\^ ^ Aw Jj C^V^! u:^!^ t-jCo Ab6 Mmid Al-ghaz^U At-tfisi is

the same Mohammedan divine mentioned above, p. xt. His life is in Ibn Khallekdn {Tyd. Ind.) He wrote, amonig :otKer
^ - r - -

L

things, a work entitled ^ciuw^l iw-^ Uj (j^^^ or destruction of the philosophers), in which he refuted the opinions of

Mohammedan philosophers, and accused them of iunpiety, H^ji Khalfah, who mentions alike tlie treatise of Al-ghazali

and the critique that Ibn Roshd wrote on it, has given us part of the prefaces to both works. (See KasJifu-dh-dhatmn^ voc.

Tehdfet) This work of Al-ghaKali, which was afterwards translated into Hebrew by a Spanish Jew, named Kabbi Moses,

is preserved in the Escur, Lib. (No, 628), together with many other of his philosophical and metaphysical treatises- See

Bib. Ar. Hisp. Esc. voh i. pp. 184, 202, 377, 462, et passim.
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direction on the science of elementary jurisprudence."^^—xxiii. A short treatise entitled

"A review of the different opinions entertained by people respecting the harmony that exists

between philosophy and religion." ^S—xxiv. Serious questions on the book of the posterior
analytics by Aristotle.""—xxv. A commentary on the book of analogy by Aristotle."''~xxvi.

An essay on the mind.-*^—xxvir. Another on analogy.^^—-xxviii. An inquiry whether the
intelligence that resides m us has or has not the power of comprehending an object inde-

pendently of another; this being the problem which Aristotle undertook to resoke in his

treatise on the soul, and which we likewise discussed in our exposition of the said treatise."

—XXIX. An essay to prove that what is believed by the dissenters and the theologians of our
sect on the existence of the world is nearly the same thing.«~-xxx. An essay entitled
'' A review of the opinions entertained by Abu Nasr in his treatises on the science of logic,"

which are in the hands of every scholar, and of those of Aristotle on the same subject, togetlier

with, an estimate of the remarks on that science to be found scattered in the books of
Aristotle, and a calculation of the improvements which science may have received from
their contrary opinions."6—xxxi. A discourse on the union of separate intellect with man.^'
xxxii. Another discourse upon the union of intellect -wdth man.''«—xxxiii. Answers and
inquiries between Abii Bekr Ibn Tofayl and Ibn Eoshd on the classification of simple medi-

J^\ j.J_i ^ LjjUl ^L_^

Jl-^"^l ^^ 'L^_^^.j^\ ^ L._x-J! ^^^^^ U_^ JUL_J1 J_^
« ^^^(l5_jla».jll (jt&^! u_)lij' ^ A^l Jj^Lsjl This title, and the preceding, form only one in the

text; but I think they ought to be separated as above.

m V

^La—^1 ^^^g_j K^j\—suJL-xt jJL_A«Jl I am not sure of having seized the right meaning of the words

^^^^1^1 and yj^JjClJl in this title.

^^ The title of this work is mitten very incorrectly in thet^xt; it reads thus: Ji> L^J u^j jo!! J ^ liU
4k
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caments made by the latter in his work entitled Al-kulliyydt^^—xxxiv. An inquiry into

the various metaphysical questions which occur in the work entitled Ash-shefd^ by Ibn Sin^.^^

—XXXV. An inquiry on time,^^—xxxvi. A discourse on the stupidity of those who oppose

philosophy^ and the proofs it affords in favour of the existence of matter^ together with a dis-

course showing that what Aristotle said on the subject was a manifest truth.^^—xxxvii. Adis-

course, being a critique upon Abu ^Ali Ibn Sina because he divided beings into powerful abso-^

lutely and powerful by their essencej necessary independently and necessary by their essence.^^

—xxxviii. A discourse on the temperament of bodies^ being questions on the intermittent

fever.^*—xxxix. A discourse on putrid fevers, being a series of questions on science.*^—xt, A
discourse on the motions of the sphere.^^

—

xli. A work on those passages of the posterior

analytics by Aristotle with which Abti Nasr found fault when he opposed the order and

the rules of the demonstrations and definitions.^^

—

xlii. A discourse on the antidote.^^

V. The Life of Ibn Joljol^ fo. 137,

Abu Daud Suleyman Ibn Hossan, known by the surname of Ibn^ Joljol^'^Was ati^.e^

nent physician^ well versed in the knowledge of diseases and the medicaments Required fo^r

J9

50

.,1_<;J!
. ^ A_l J*fc-*\J

53

^Ijo ^^^^\^ J\ J ^j^ <r^i ^^^. J^ i

54
» ^t_M_^ ^l>-V-il --i '^'^

-/«

ri% r+ ^^ +4

57

53

N»

^C J

^^^1 Tlie word^'oZ/o/in Arabic means a sort of "bell. SeeNot« 109, p. 443,' Casiri has frequently treated

of Ibn Joljol, whom he caJls Ebn Giolgol^ making Mm at times a native of Valencia, at others of Cordova. (^Q^Btb.Ar.

Ilisp- £sc. voi. i, p. 437, and vol. ii. pp. 101, 137-) Conde {Hist, de la Bom. vol- i, p. 543) mentions him Under the name
of Ben Golghal I find also that the late De Sacy has given his life in the Appendix to his Relation de VEgypie par
AhdalMift Mededn Arahe de Baghdad, Paris, 1810.
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their cure. He lived in the times of Hisham Al-muyad-billahj whose physician he was.

He also paid great attention to the analysis of simples, and the discovery of their several

properties. He wrote a commentary on the books of Dioscorides Anazarbaius^^ wherein
he described every one of the simples of which the Greek physician had given the names
explaining at the same time^ with much clearness and precision, their qualities and their use
as medicaments, tearing the veil and dissipating the obscurity in which most of tliem \\'ere

formerly enveloped. In the preface to his work, Ibn Joljol says as follows :

" The books of Dioscorides were first translated from the Greek into Arabic by Estefan,
« son of BasiP the interpreter, who completed his task at Baghdad during the reion of
« the 'Abbasi Khahf Ja'far Al-mutewakkel.* Honeyn, son of Is'hak,^ then corrected the
" version made by Estefan, and purged it from the errors it contained. Having afterwards
" substituted Arabic for such of the Greek names as had been suffered to remain for
" want of the translator knowing their equivalent in Arabic, he gave his work to the pubKc.
« Such names of simples, however, as Honeyn found without an equivalent in Arabic he left in
" the Greek language, trusting that God would send after him people acquainted with their
" properties, and who would give them names, since it is an ascertained fact that simples
" receive only their nomenclature either through the common consent of the people of a
'"
country, who have observed their properties and the effects they produce, or by derivation

or otherwise, but always by a sort of mutual consent. Estefan,^ therefore, trusted that
there would come after him other naturalists, who, being acquainted with the properties of

" medicaments, the names of which in Arabic were unknown in his time, would denominate
« them according to the custom of their days, and that by these means what was before
" unknown would become known.

This version of Estefan," continues Ibn Joljol, "such as it was, with some of the
simples having equivalent names in Arabic and others not, was brought to Andalus ; the
learned of this country, as well as those of the East, studying by it until the reign of« *Abdu-r-rahman An-nassir, son of Mohammed, Sultan of Andalus, when an ambassador
from Armanius,? Emperor of Constantinople, came to Cordova with letters and pre-
sents from his master. This event took place, if I am not mistaken, in the year three

^^^ hundred and thirty-seven of the Hijra (a.d. 948-9). There was, among other valuable
'* things sent by Armanius, a copy of Dioscorides' work, beautifully written in tlie old Greek
' language, the same that the ancient lonians wrote and spoke, and having besides drawings
of plants beautifully executed and illuminated with the most vivid colours. The Emperor of

ii

^ J:!^ C/^
^/ia^ i The life of this physician is also in Ihn Abi Ossaybi'ah, fo, 68-

* The tenth Khalif of the family of 'khUs, He reigned from two hundred and thirty-one to two hundred and forty^seven
(a. D. 845-861)-

\.0n ihislloneyn or UomyntU reader md.yQonsi\\i the JraMeaPMlosopA^^^ „.> : _ p., ^

well as Ibn AW Ossaybi'ah, fo. 80, verso.
>

-
^ y^ ^oi, as

'^ Instead of Estefan the sense requires Honeyn,

^This j^^;U;! Armamus, or Armanius, as liis name must have been pronounced by the Spanish Arabs, can be no
other than Ronianns, son of Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, who reigned from a, b, 948 to 963,
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" Constantinople sent at the same time a copy of the work of the historian. OrosiuSj^ an

" excellent history of the Romans, in which were described the events ; of ancient times

^^ and tlie actions of former kings^ and many other curious and important events. In a letter

^^ accompanying the presents^ the Emperor Armanius, alluding to this copy of Dioscorides^

" observed to An-nassir, *the books of Dioscorides ought to be translated into Arabic by a

" man well versed in the Greek language^ and acquainted also with the properties of simples

;

^^ without this requisite the merits of this wonderful composition will never be duly

appreciated and brought to light.' He added^ ^Unless thou find^ O king! in thy states a

man properly qualified to undertake this version^ the advantages and merits of these books
^'^ will for ever remain in obscurity. As to the books of Orosius, being written in Latin^ I

'^ have no doubt but that thou wilt find in thy states a man who can read that language,

^^ and translate the work into Arabic for thy own use.'^

^^ It happened, however," continues Ibn Joljol, "that there was no Christian among those

" who resided in Cordova at the time who could read and understand the language of the

" ancient Greeks, so that the work of Dioscorides remained untranslated in An-n^sir's library.

" In the meanwhile the learned of this country made use of Estefait's translation, whichj as I

have remarked elsewhere, was brought from Baghdad. At lasfe^ when Aji-nassir^ soirie

years after this event, returned the embassy of Armanius, he desired that monarch%:^seftd-

" him a man well learned in the language and literature of the ancient Greeks, who shoitild

" teach them in Cordova to some of An-nassir's slaves, and thereby enable them to make a

" suitable Arabic version. This request was readily granted by Armanius, who dispatched to

" Cordova a monk named Nicolaus,^" who arrived in Cordova in the year three hundred and
" forty of the Hijra (a.b. 951-2). There were at that time in the capital several eminent
" physicians, men of the greatest learning, who burned with desire to acquire a perfect

" knowledge of the books of Dioscorides, and dive into the sense of the passages that

" remained still obscure and unexplained in the translation, as weE as to find the equivalent

names of the plants in Arabic. Among those who most eagerly desired an opportunity

to gain a sight of that precious work, and who, owing to the esteem in which they were held
" by the KhaUf, could at any time go to the palace and enter the library, was Hasday Ibn
" Bashrut," the Israelite. With this man the monk Nicolaus formed an intimate acquaintance.

«

^ The history of Orosius was certainly translated into Arabic. I find it often mentioned by Ibnu Hayy^o (Bodl: Lib.,

No. 137), Al-bekn' (Arab. MS. in my possession), and by MaltrCzi {Brit. M«s., 7317). These authors, however, do not

agree as to its title. The former calls it ^jj^l ^J:^^^^ .jj\ ^U^!—Al-bekri, in his description "of Egypt.

(^Vj;^ J fYJ^ t—fl^^
J j*J^"^

j^^Lj—-while the latter, who undoubtedly borrowed his information frpdi

Al-bekri, whom I find he copied in most instances, with a very slight verbal alteration, calls it wj^ -^ i_? tii^ i^

»> No doubt the same intUvidual called Rabbi Hasdai ben Isaac Sprot by Castro, BihUoteda Espamia, torn; i. pp. 29,
239. Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ali, who gives his life, fo. J38, vet'so, says that he enjoyed great favour with 'Abdu-r-rahmdn III., of
Cordova, whose physician he was.
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^* andj in the course of time, explained to him all the obscure passages in the books of Dios-
*^* corides. Hasday was likewise the first physician w^ho made in Cordova the antidote called

^^ ahfaruk^^ and determined the proper plants that ought to enter into its composition.^^ Nor
was Hasday the only physician who worked on the books of Dioscorides; other eminent ;

men laboured sedulously to re-establish the right reading of the names of plants, and to find

their equivalents in Arabic. Of this number were Mohammed, known by the surname of

Ash-shajjar,^^ another man called Al-busabisi/^ Abu ^Othman Al-jezzar/^ known by the

surname of Al-yabisah^'^ Mohammed Ibn Sa'id, the physician^ 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Is'hak

^^ Ibn Haytham,^^ and Abu 'Abdillah As-sakili (of Sicily), who knew and spoke Greek w^eil^

^^ and was besides an emijient physician and botanist. All the above-mentioned individuals

were contemporaries of the monk Nicolaus, and lived, in the days of the Khalif Al-mus-

tanser,*^ in Cordova, where I knew them in my youth, and profited by their lessons and

experience. I aUo saw and knew the monk Nicolaus, who died in the first year of the

r^ign of Al-mustanser-billah Al-hakem< However, through the united efforts of those illus-

trious physicians, the transilation of the books of Dioscorides was purged of the manifold

errors with which it swarmed^ the obscure passages were made clear, all the names of plants

and simples were satisfactorily explained, with the exception of a few, which did not
^^ exceed ten in number, and the people of Cordova, the capital of Andalus, could at last

" read the very words of the Greek naturaUst translated into their own language, and know
** the equivalent terms for all and every one of the simples described in his w^orks."

.Ibn Jpljol adds: '"^Having from my earliest youth shown the greatest inclination to

"become well acquainted witli the materia medica {by Dioscorides), which is the foundation

" of the knowledge of compound medicaments^ I was led to investigate the subject with the

" utmpst care and attention. This I did until God, in his infinite bounty, was pleased to

" grant me the means of attaining the object of my wishes and accomplishing my purpose,

*^ which was to preserve the names and description of many medicaments which I feared
*^ would be forgotten, and the advantages resulting from them lost to mankind, since God
"has created the means of restoring health to the body of man by disseminating them in the

"plants which coyer the surface of the earth, in the quadrupeds that move on it, in the fishes

" tliatswim in the water, in the birds that fly through the air, and in the mineral substances

*^ My translation h&re differs from that of De Sacy; the text says ^ ^1 ib.U:^' ,4^^^^^ Sx.

" jLs:^' from shajar, a tree or plaut, means ' the botanist/

J Urf*-jJl Tlie copy in the Bodl. Lib, reads ^^^^ Lv-arjwvJ!

^* Ibn Abi Osaaybi'ah (fo, 133, verso,) gives the life of a physician !iamed Ahmed Ihnu-1-jezzar, but his surname was Abw
Ja'far, not Ab6 'OthmSn,

." JL-j.A*_J I^jlJ! Perhaps ^^^1 Ibn is waiiting,

IS See Ibn Abj Qssaybi'ah (loco laudato, fo. ^37). Ibn Haytham, who was a native of Cordova, and gained much fame in ^
his profession, left several works-

" I believe the author means here An-nassir instead of Al-mustanser.
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" that lie hidden in the bowels of the earth ; and by permitting that all these things should

" be appropriated to the cure of diseases, as a proof of his extreme mercy and kindness."

Ibn Joljol left the following works:—i. A commentary on the names of the simples used

in medicine which occur in the books of Dioscorides ; written at Cordoi^aj in the month of
\ J r

Rabi'4-akhar of the year three hundred and seventy-two (Sept. or Oct. a,d. 982), under the

Khalifate of Hisham Ibn Al-hakem.

—

ii. Another work treating of those simples which may

be used in medicine, but are not mentioned in the books of Dioscorides,—iii, A risdleh

(epistle) entitled " Declaration of the errors committed by physicians in the cure of diseases/^

—IV. A bibliographical work, dedicated to the Khalif Hisham, containing the lives of eminent

physicians and philosophers born in Andalus, or who practised in that country.

APPENDIX B.

EMracts from the historical work of Waliyyu-d-din Abu Zeyd ^Abdu-r-rahmdn Ibn KkdlMn

AUhadhrami AlAshMli Al-mdleM^ entitled ' \ a [i l .^.JI ^jl j—j * --a—xJl j^L^-^ '>

^ The interpreter of the instructive recordSy and the collection of the suf^ect and the

^ predicate^ on the history of the ArabSy the Berbers^ and their Contemporaries who had

' extensive empires^

Such is the title of a general history which the above-mentioned author seems to have written for

Abii-l-'abbas Ahmed, surnamed Al-mutawakkel-billah, Sultfin of Africa, of the dynasty of the Beni Abi

Hafs, and which, if we attend to the various information it contains, to the importance of the subjects

treated in it, and the philosophical spirit which reigns through the work, may well be called one of the

most complete and best-written histories that ever issued from the pen of an Arabian writer.^

Two volumes, out of the many which compose this invaluable production, are in the Library of

the British Museum, No. 9574 contains the mtikaddamdt or prolegomena* It is a large quarto,

containing one hundred and ninety-nine folios, written in the Maghreb! or Western hand, upon thick

brown paper. The age of the MS- is nowhere stated, but, if I am to judge from its general appearance,

I do not hesitate to say that it was written before the sixteenth century of our era; The tiinsctipt

is executed in a large, plain, legible hand, such as that of a professional copyistwould be; the titles

r^ ^

' The reader may conhnlt the JourmilJsiaiique, vol. i. p. 26S, vol. v. p. 148, said vol, viii, p. 226; De Saey, Chrest. Ar.

voLii, pp, 387, 393, 401, and RelaL deVEgypte,^. 509; Bmffraphie UniverseUe, vol. xsi. p- 153, et seq. Volumes of Ibnu

Khaldun's work are to be found in Oxford, Cambridge, Leyden, Paris, and the principal Libraries of the Continent, Nbwliere^

however, is the work to be found complete in Arabic^ although copies of a Turkish tranalatibii ai^e not uncommon.
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of all the chapters are written in blue, red, or green ink, and the first leaf, part of which has been
torn, is richly ornamented with gold. The text also is pointed throughout,—a circumstance of no
little value in a work like the present, which is written in a highly figurative style, full of metaphorical
expressions and idioms borrowed from the African dialects,—and the transcript seems not only to be
faithful, but is undoubtedly the work of one well versed in the grammar of his own language. The margins
of the manuscript are filled with the scribbhngs of a late possessor, but these are in most instances
of little or no importance. The volume is defective at the end, wanting one, or at the most two leaves, the
last one being also very much damaged. I find, likewise, that the volume has since been bound and
paged wrong, and that in order to follow the narrative it is necessary to shift continually from one
end of the volume to another. In the short extracts that I am now going to give I had to follow
these numbers, 125, 120, 119, 117, 118, 116, 141, &c. Ho^vever, with all its imperfections, I consider
it to be one of the most valuable Arabic manuscripts in the Library of the British Museum. It is bound
together with a fragment of Al-jiizi's history described elsewhere. See Preface, and Note 2, p. 403.

No. 9575 is a volume in foho of two hundred and four leaves. To judge from the title-page, it

would contmn the sixth and seventh part of Ibnu Khald.3n's work. But, upon close examination, 1

find that its contents are the end of the second hook and the greater part of the third. It begins
with the fourth tabakah or division (the last in the second book), treating of the tribes of Arabian
origin which settled in Africa; and, at fo. 40, proceeds to the third book on the history of the
Berbers, which occupies aU the rest of the volume. The transcript,—which from the note at the
end appears to have been executed by a certain 'Abdn-I-wahhab Ibn Mohammed Abi-s-sa'6dat Ibn
Mohammed Hejazi, of the sect of Sh^f'i, who terminated it on Friday the twenty-first of the month of
Rejeb, A.H. one thousand and ninety-four (June, a. d. 1683).— is written in the Egyptian hand upon thick
glazed paper. The titles of the chapters are written in red, and the genealogical trees of the respective
tribes are drawn with tolerable accuracy. Proper and geographical names are occasionally pointed,

and the aI Lijl ^ Ujb (' thus far reaches the collating'), which now and then appear on the margins of
the volume, show that some care was taken in its transcription. Nevertheless, faults both in the
text and in the spelling of proper names are frequent, a circumstance which renders this volume much
less valuable than the preceding.

The foUowing extracts on the civil and mUitary offices of the Arabs are taken from the first of the
above-described volumes, out of a long chapter of the third mukaddamah, which Ibnu Khaldi'm consecrated
exclusively -to that object, entitled ^M

, J^\ _, ,.^1 ^il^ j J^ ' chapter treating of

the charges of the kingdom, and those of the Sultan, and their names.' This I had translated entire
with the view of including it in this Appendix, as the information we possess on the civU and military
offices and the general system of administration of the Arabs is exceedingly scanty; but the fear of
swelling this volume beyond its proper limits makes me abstain from it, and merely extract such pas-
sages as are most calculated to throw light upon the present narrative.

Fo. 125, *;mo.—The charge of Wizir [wizdrah) among the Beni Umeyyah of Andalus was
at first preserved in its primitive state, and in tire very acceptation of that word.^ It was
however, divided afterwards into several separate offices, each of which was intrusted to the

-2'
=» The word ij^lj^ means 'the act of supporting a weight.' A Wizfr (or Waztr, as it ought to be written and pro-

nounced,) is, therefore, a man who relieves his sovereign from the cares of government.
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care of a Wizir. For instance, the financial department was given to one Wizir ; the writing

of the correspondence to another; the inspection of memorials from people who considered

themselves wronged or oppressed to another ; the defence of the frontiers, and the provision

and equipment of the troops stationed on them, was placed under the superintendence of another.

These Wizirs had a room allotted to them, where they sat in council on cushions prepared

for them, and from which they issued orders in the Sultan's name, each in his own depart-

ment. They were presided over by one chosen out of their number, who sat also on a

cushion higher than his colleagues, and was distinguished by the appellation of Hajib. It

was the duty of this latter functionary to act as messenger from the council to the Sultan,

going to and from, and communicating to the assembled body the intentions or the wishes of,

the sovereign. Things continued in this state until the empire of the Beni Umeyyah was

overthrown, when the office of the Hajib rose so much in dignity and importance as to

become superior to any other office in the state. So much was this the case that the petty

rulers (who shared among themselves the dominions of the Khalifs) not unfrequently assumed

tlie title of Hajib, as we shall have further occasion to observe.

^ * * * * . * * ,

The Almohades at first being rather inclined to the nomadic life, neglected this as well as

other of&ces of the dynasties that preceded them; but when iri the course of time they

acquired a taste for the Hfe in cities, they began to assume different titles, and to give the

name of Wizir to the holder of a charge, which at first was preserved in all its purity. After

this they took for a model the dynasty of the Beni Umeyyah, and imitated their conduct in

all the affairs of government, giving the title of Wizir to that officer who had under his care

the curtain or screen in the royal chamber, or who stood by it in order to announce to the

Sultan the visitors, and those who entered his presence for the confirmation of a sentence, or

to address him, as well as the poets and literary men who frequently attended their court.

In this manner they exalted the charge of Hajib as much as they wished ; things having

since continued in the same state until our present time. God is the supreme ruler

!

Fo. 120, verso.—Al-hajdbah (the charge of the Hajib). We have already stated that the

title of Hajib was exclusively given under the empire of the Beni 'Abbas to that officer who

screened the Sultan from the eyes of his subjects, and who shut his door or opened it to them

according to the will of the sovereign, and at the hours appointed by him. The office then

was not only one of great distinction, but even superior in authority to all others, since the

Wizir himself had to apply to its holder in order to obtain an interview with tlie Sultan. It

continued to be such during the reign of the succeeding Khalifs, and is still so at the moment

we write.' In Egypt, however, it is subordinate to the highest office of the state, whiclris that

of the Nayib. Among the Egyptians the Hajib is that officer who moves before the Siiltan,

and who stands behind him on state occasions, or when he gives audiences to his subjects.

During the government of the Beni Umeyyah in Andalus, the name of Hajib was given to

that officer whose duty was to screen or veil the Sultan from the eyes of his subjects, and to

be a sort of intermediary between his sovereign and the Wizirs, or their inferiors, as we have

J _
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observed elsewhere. As long as the dynasty of the Beni Umeyyah lasted, the office of tlie

Hajib was one of the highest importance in the state^ as thou mayest read in the histories of

Ibn Hadid and other Hajibs. So great were the honours attached to that post, that wlten

the attacks upon that dynasty commenced, the usurpers assumed the title of Hajib, as did

Al-mansur and his two sons after him. Even the rulers of petty kingdoms who came after-

wards, and who, not content with usurping the titles, assumed also all the power of royalty,

far from relinquishing the title of Hajib when they possessed it, assumed it upon every

occasion, regarding it as an honourable distinction. So much was this the case, tliat the

most powerful among them by the extent and the nature of his dominions would not

hesitate, after assuming all the titles of royalty, to add to his other titles tliose of Hajib'

and Dh&^lrVnzdrateyn^ or the holder of the two offices, that of the sword and that of the

pen,T—meaning by Hajib ^he who screens the Sultan from the eyes of his subjects,' and by

DMrl-tvizdrateyn *he that unites in himself the two powers, the civil and the military.'

The dynasties that swayed ovetf Western and Eastern Africa had, at first, no office of tins

name, owing to the nomadic habits which prevailed among their rulers. It is true that

instances may be pointed out among the Fatimites of Egypt at tlie time of their greatest

splendour^ and when they became accustomed to the life in cities, but these are of very rare

occurrence* When the Almohades came afterwards, all their pretensions to civilisation were

not sufficient to make them assume for themselves the proper titles, nor to make the necessary

distinction between the charges of the state, nor to suit the names of these to their functions.

They had no other office at their court but that of the Wizir^ which title they at first gave to

the Katib or secretary, who transacted business with the Sultan, or who accompanied him, as

Ibn ^Attiyyah and ^Abdu-s-salam Al-kumi". The inspection of accounts, and all other brandies

of the financial department, were also committed to him. After this they gave the title of

Wizir to all those who composed the government of the Almohades, as Ibn Jami' and others,

but they never had either the name or the charge of Hajib among them. When the Beni Abi

Hafs took possession of the empire, the principal offices of the state remained in the hands of

the Almohades ; no material change was therefore made in the institutions, and the highest

post in the state was that of the Wizir, who was at the same time a counsellor; this

functionary wa^ called by them ^ Sheikh of the Almohades,^ and his duties consisted in the

^j>^omtment and removal of governors, the provision and maintenance of armies, and all other

mihtary affairs. The keeping of public accounts was intrusted to an officer called Sdhihu-

Z-asA^Mr (the. master of the occupations), because he attended to the receipt and payment

of funds, to the counting of all sums that came through his hands, and to the imposition of

taxes, as well as to the chastisement of the excesses committed in the levying of the samc-

Such were the functions of the Sdhibu-Uashghdt During the empire of the Almohades the

office was made exclusive to people of their sect, and was seldom conferred upon any other.

The office of the pen was then committed to a Katib, who had under his care the .writing

3 Th^ aiithoris mistaken. Those governors M-ho, lil^e Kheyran, Zohayr, and 'Abdu-I-'aziz, rose in the provinces of the

Gordovan;emi>ire after the overthrow of tlie Umeyyah dynasty, did not assume the title of Hajib merely because they

considered it^an honorific one, but because, though all-powerful in their states, they pretended to derive, and to hold their

adtfe)rity, only froiii the Beni Umeyjah, whose cause they upheld against the intruders of the bouse of Idris.

J
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of the correspondence, and to whom the secrets of the state were intrusted; but as the office

of the Katib was not one of their assumption^ and the correspondence was not written in

their own native language^ it was always given without any restriction of family or sect* 'I^ie

Sultan^ moreoverj when his empire extended^ and his palace became full of applic£i^ts> saw

the want of a KaharmdUy^ chosen from among the servants of his householdj to put order into his

family^ to superintend the giving of alms and gifts^ to guard his treasures^ to take care of his

stables, and to issue the proper orders to the revenue collectors whenever money was required

for the expenses of his household. To these duties an officer was appointed whom they

called Hajib. Sometimes, even, if this functionary had a handsome hand-writings the Sultan

would intrust him with the writing of the royal cipher upon dispatches ; if not, he would

give that charge to another,^ Things continued in this state, (the Sultan all the while

screening or veiling himself from liis subjects, and the Hajib being a sort of intermediary

between the Sultan and all the people holding posts under his government,) until, in the

course of time, the direction of militarj^ affairs was intrusted to him as well as the presidency

of the council, and the office became thus gradually the highest in the state^ and that which

united the most extensive and varied powers, * * * *

^ * * * ^ =fc * -V- "
:

' ;

As to the Andalusians of our days, they give the name of Wakii ' to that functionary,

who is intrusted with the keeping of the accounts, the private expenses of the Sultan? and

other pecuniary concerns ; their Wizir exercises the same functions as in former times, with

this difFerence, that the department of the correspondence is also intrusted to him. The

Sultan, moreover, generally affixes his own cipher to the diplomas and dispatches, so that

there is no office for this purpose, as in other dynasties.

Fo. 141, verso.—Khottatu-l-ashghdl. Tliis is the office of the keeping of the accounts and

the collection of the taxes. In former times it was customary for the Sultans of the family of

Umeyyah (as we have stated elsewhere) to confer it upon liberated slaves, and upon Christians

or Jews,^ but when the Beni 'Abbas succeeded them it was made one of the duties of the

Wizir, as happened in the case of the Beni Barmek, and of the Bent SahU After this the

Sultans of the family of Umeyyah, in Andalus, and the 'Obeydites, in Africa, made it again

a distinct and separate office. The Almohades, moreover, seldom appointed to it any other

than people belonging to their sect, and the holder of the office was by them intrusted with

4 ^U>y^ is the name of a fabulous Persian hero. It means likewise an infuriated lion, and is used metaphorically for

treasurer, or confidential servant, a steward or major domus.

5 Ibnu Khaldiin seems to have filled a similar post under Mohammed Ibn ^t Jli' T^erfikin, ^vernor of T6nis.
l^gf «f J

6 The text says X^^l J^l—that is, the Christians or Jews living under the Moslems in the exeraise of their religion.

See Note 27, p. 398.

7 Individuals of the former family filled the charge of Wizir under H^4n Ar-rashid, and of the latter^ under Al-mamun.

.^>r^Vw
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the superintendence of the imposition and levying of taxes, the entrance of these upon
the booksj the revision of the accounts kept by the treasurers and collectors^ and the

expenditure of the sums thus raised according to their amount and at the proper time. The
functionary invested with this authority was called among them Sdhibu-l-ashghdl. However,

^
the office was not always exclusively held by Almohades, for in some districts of their

empire one might meet with such functionaries who had never belonged to their sect, and who
fulfilled, nevertheless, their duties to the satisfaction of their employers. For instance, when
the Beni Abi Hafs came to power, and the events took place which led to the emigration of

great numbers of the people of Andalus, there came to this country (Africa proper) many
individuals of the best families in the land, some of whom had exercised similar functions in

Andalus. Of this number were the Beni Sa'id, Lords of Al-kal'ah, near Granada, who were
also known by the appellative of Beni Abi-l-huseyn.^ On their arrival in this country they

were intrusted with the same offices they had held in Andalus, filling them in turn with the

principal men among the Almohades. In this manner they held the above-mentioned office,

until, in the course of time, its duties were committed to clerks and Katibs, and the office

went altogether out of the hands of the Almohades. After this, the Hajib having risen in

authority and importance, and his orders being obeyed in every department of the admi-
nistration, the attributes and powers of the Sdhibu4-ashghdl were gradually obliterated ; the

holder of that office became subordinate to the Hajib, he was reduced to the station of a mere
tax-collector, and all that power and authority which he formerly enjoyed disappeared at

once. Under the present ruling dynasty of the Beni Merin^ the title of BdUhu-l-ashgUl is

given to that functionary who has to verify the accounts, to enter the sums upon his books,
and to put his signature to all accounts as a proof of his having revised them and their being
correct; his revision, however, being subject to that of the Sultan or his Wizir.

Fo, 142, verso.—By BTwrtah we now understand the office of the Hakem, whom the people
of Andalus call Sdhibu-Umedmah. The functions of this officer^ which originated in the
dynasty of the Bern 'Abbas, consisted in trying criminal oifences in the first stage, issuing

sentences after the trial, and seeing these executed; for those trials where more than one
r

crimi^ial were implicated, and where the offence could not be satisfactorily and promptly
chsffged to one, were not of his inspection ; there being some formalities to perform, to which
he, (th^ Hakem), invested as he was with almost exclusive powers, and stimulated by his

friends to attend to the welfare of the people, scorned to submit. That officer, therefore,

who tried criminal offences in a summary manner, and issued sentences upon them whenever
the Kadi would not interfere, was the Sdhibu-sh-shortah. The Beni 'Abbas exalted the office,

and granted considerable powers to its holder, investing with it their mmdis and favourites,

although their jurisdiction never extended over the people in general, but merely over the

Vlt.is said by IbnuKhalduii, in another part of Ms work, that the Beni Sa'id (the same family to which I have so often
alluded in the course of my notes, see pp. 416, 440.) were for upwards of two centuries in possession of tlie olRce of tax-

^*

collectors in the provinces of Granada and Malaga.

- 'v;'^® ^C"? Merin began to rule in Africa towards the beginning of the thirteenth century of our era.
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rabble, or those who gave scandal. Buring the reign of the Bern Umeyyah in Andalus its

power and dignity having increased, the office was divided into Shortatu-l-'kobra (great Shortah)

and Skortatu-S'SOffhra (small Shortah) ; the powers of the former being made to extend not

only to the rabble, but to the higher classes also^ and even to persons holding places under

government, so much so that the Sahib (holder) of the great Shortah could at any time visit art

offence committed by any prince of the blood, his most intimate maulis^ or his nearest relations :

such were the powers and authority with which the office was gradually invested. The Sahib

of the small Shortah enjoyed no such powers, and his jurisdiction merely extended to the lower

classes of the people. It was customary for the Sdhih of the great Shortah to issue his judg-

ments from the top of a throne or seat erected for him at the gate of the Sultan's palace, round

which all those who applied to hira for justice sat on the spot allotted to them by the guards,

not one being allowed to stir from it without previous leave from the Sahib. The office moreover

was usually conferred on the most noble and wealthy citizens, and became a sort of school for

Wizirs and Hajibs. However, at the court of the Almohades, who were very lucky in some of

their gubernative regulations, the office was not conferred on men of the higher classes indis^

criminately, (as happened during the dynasty of the Bern Umeyyah ;) it was given only to

men professing their religious sect, and following their party, and generally to the most

eminent among them; neither was the holder of the office invested widi authority to rissu^

judgments in cases wherein people holding situations under government were concemedv : In

our times the powers of this officer have fallen very much into disuse, the office itself has

gone out of the hands of the Almohades, and passed into those of the people who raided

their power upon the ruins of that dynasty. God is the inverter of night and day

!

(Fo. 143).

—

Kiyddatu-J'-asdtil {the commandership of the fleet) was and is still one of the

high offices of the state in the governments of Eastern and Western Africa. The holder of it

is called Al-meland,^^ originally a Frank word, meaning, in the language of that nation, ' the

commander of the fleet.' The office existed always in Eastern and Western Africa, where it

deserved particular attention from the respective sovereigns of those countries, owing to the

geographical position of their dominions, placed as they are on the southern coast of the Sea

of Rum
J
since [it is well known that] on the southern side of this sea is the country of the

Berbers, extending from Ceuta to Alexandria and Syria, while on the opposite side, to the

north, are the countries of Andalus, Afranj, Sclavonia, and Greece, joining also Syria. This

sea is called ' Sea of Rum,* and ^ Sea of Sham' also, after the. nations who inhabit its coasts;

^^ This word, which the author says is to be pronounced ^ J I -jk=s:^ opening the mouth about the /, is written; thus

z, ^ ^

iX-lJ_^l in the text, but t\JLL^] is no doubt intended; it is a corruption of the Spanish Jlmirani or Almirante,

(which passed early into French,) by the change of r into I and t into d. But is it not reasonable also to suppose that the

word Almirant itself is a corruption of the Arabic ^ IJl jX<n I Amtr^al-md (the general of the sea), the title under which

that officer is generally designated by the early historians of Mohammedan Spain ? Ibnu Khaldun^ being a late Tenter, might
not have been aware of this. . .
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or who live close to its shores^ and who, owing to this circumstance^ have always been

exposed to naval incursions, and the evils dependent thereon^ in a degree that no other

maritinne power has ever been exposed. For^ as we have already stated, most of the wars

which the Greeks, the Franks, and the Goths who inhabit the northern shores of the Sea

of Rum had to sustain against one another, as likewise most of the traffic in which they

were engaged, were carried on by sea and in vessels, owing to which they early became

expert and accomplished navigators, and kept fleets well manned and stored to wage war

on their enemies or to defend their possessions. Thus, whenever any of those nations

inhabiting the northern shores of the Mediterranean quarrelled with those living on the

southern coast, they would send their fleets against them, (as happened in the case of

fJie Franks against the people of Eastern Africa, and of the Goths against those of Maghreb,)

conquer the country, subdue the Berbers, take the empire out of their hands^ and gain

possession of their principal and best populated cities, as Carthage, Subeytalah^ Jelaula,

Mamak, Shatshal, Tangiers, &c, On the other hand, the people of this country would

also retaliate upon their enemies, as did the King of Carthage, who in ancient times

made war oii the King of Rome, sending numerous and well-appointed fleets, filled with

men and stored with arms and provisions, to invade his dominions. This was, indeed, a

common practice among the people who then inhabited the shores of Africa, and who

became thereby famous in ancient history, and gained much renown.

When the Moslems achieved the conquest of Egypt, the Khalif ^Omar Ibnu-1-khattab,

who then commanded, wrote to his lieutenant, 'Amru Ibnu-1-Mss, asking him for a descrip-

tion of the sea. The answer sent him by 'Amru was as follows :
^^ The sea is a great pool,

which some inconsiderate people furrow, looking like worms on logs of wood"'* On the

receipt of this answer, the Khalif *Omar forbade the Moslems to navigate the sea, and

so it was that, as long as that Khalif lived, no Arab dared go on board a vessel unless

he had his previous leave, without wliich requisite the transgression was severely punished,

as happened in the case of Harthamah ^^ Ibn ^Arfajah Al-azdi^ Lord of Bajilah,^^ who,

having been sent with an expedition to ^Oman, is reported to have attacked that country

by sea against his express orders. This prohibition lasted until the reign of Mu^awiyah,

the first Khalif who allowed the Moslems to embark, and who sent maritime expeditions

against the enemies of his empire. But the real cause [of the prohibition] was, that when

the A^abs began their conquests they were entirely unaccustomed to that element, and unfit

for navigation ; while, on the contrary, the Romans and the Franks, through their almost

continual pracfdce, and their education in the midst of the waves, were enabled to navigate

the seas, and, by dint of experience and successive enterprise, to become almost congenial to

that element.

But when the empire of the Arabs was consolidated, and its forces had increased,—when
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all the barbarous nations who did not profess Isldm became either the subjects or the slaves

of the Moslems,—all those who were in possession of any art or branch of industry whatsoever

hastened to communicate and impart it to them ; and the Moslems, anxious to profit by the

learning of the vanquished, did not remain inactive. They at first solicited the services of

expert navigators, and employed foreign pilots '* in all their maritime concerns ; little by little

their knowledge increased j their voyages and expeditions became more frequent; they

improved even the science of navigation, and became exceedingly fond of naval expeditions.

To accomplish this they built every where ships and galleys,'* and, having provided them

with crews and stores, they put to sea and subdued several of the infidel nations lying

beyond the waters, especially those inhabiting countries nearest to this sea (the Medi-

terranean) or living on its shores, as Syria, Eastern and Western Africa, and Andalus. In

the time of the Beni Aghlab there were already in Africa several fleets manned by Moslems.

The Khalif 'Abdu-l-malek was the first who gave Hassan, son of An-no'm^n, then his

lieutenant in Africa, instructions to possess himself of the arsenal in Tunis, to build vessels,

and to collect all kinds of maritime stores, so as to enable the Arabs to continue by sea

their conquests and incursions. It was with these vessels that Sicily was conquered by

Asad, son of Al-forat, the chief eunuch and commander of the armies of ZiyfidatuHiflivI;,

son of Ibrahim Ibn Al-aghlab. In the same manner the island of Corsica^* was takfertMur%

the reign of this monarch, and in former times Mu'awiyah, son of KhddeyJ,'^ had made a

maritime incursion against Sicily during the Khalifate of MuWiyah Ibn Ahi Sufydn. After

this the fleets of Africa proper, under the dynasty of the 'Obeydites, and those of Andalus

under that of the Beni Umeyyah, became hostile to each other, and, during the civil dissen-

sions that divided the Moslems of these two countries, the armed fleets of both powers

were continually employed backwards and forwards, visiting the ports, the shores, and the

creeks, and other accessible places on the coast, with plunder and destruction.

The maritime forces of Andalus were at one time very considerable. Under 'Abdu-r-

rahman An-nassir the number of vessels composing the royal fleet amounted to nearly

two hundred. Those of Africa proper were nearly equal in number. The commander-in-

chief of the naval forces of Andalus was a certain Ibn Romahis; '« the ports where the ships

were put in to be careened or fitted with sails were Bejenah and Almeria. The fleet of

the Andalusian sovereigns was generally composed of vessels from all their states, each port

or city sending out a proportionate number. Each vessel was put under the command

of a chief experienced in maritime affairs, and whose duty it was to direct the forces and

to take care of the arms and other warlike stores, while the direction of the vessel w^

intrusted to the Reis, whose duty consisted in regulating the course of the ship, and seeing

whether she was to sail or to go with oars. When the ships were all assembled togflier

for a naval expedition, and the object and intention of the Sultan were made .Icnpw^, -the

fleet always went to a port and there cast anchor; the Sultan then manned it with his

best and bravest soldiers, or with his own freedmen and clients, and the whole was put

' ' y

1^ The word which the author here uses for pilots is kjJ I *J ft^m the Latin na^ta. .
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under the orders of an Admiral, who was always one of the principal noblemen of his

court. This commander, who was obeyed by the whole fleet, then presented himself
before the crews, and addressed them, putting before their minds victory and spoil. During
the reign of the various Mohammedan dynasties the Moslems were victorious in all the

corners of this sea, and their power and supremacy increased. None of the Christian

nations had the least chance with their fleets in these waters, and our countrymen accustomed
the sea for the rest of their days to bear the weight of their victories. Their maritime
expeditions were crowned with success, and attended with victory and plunder. In this

manner they conquered many islands standing far into the sea, as Mallorca, Menorca, Iviza,

.Sicily, Corsica, Malta, and Crete ; they even made incursions upon the shores of Genoa,
Sardinia, -and other maritime districts belonging to the Franks. Abu-1-kasim Ash-shi'ay,

aivdhistwo sons, sailing from the port of Mahdiyyah, invaded several times the island of

.Genoa, and returned victorious and laden with spoils. In four hundred and five (a. d. 1014-5)
Mujahid Al-'amiri, governor of Derna, and one of those who, during the civil war in Andalus,
broke all allegiance to the Khalifate of Cordova, and declared themselves independent,
effected a landing on the island of Sardinia and conquered it; and although the Christians

again gained possession of it, the Moslems were not the least disheartened by the reverse, for,

being the masters of most of the harbours in this sea, their fleets scoured it in all directions.

Those of Sicily, especially, so much annoyed the inhabitants of the shores of the Mediter-
ranean, and of all that country lying opposite us to the north, that they were obliged to

seek refuge in distant lands, and retire with their vessels to the north-east on the shores
of France, Sclavonia, and the islands of the Greek Archipelago (where the Moslem fleets

never reached) ; for if ever a Moslem vessel came upon a Christian one in these seas,

the latter was sure of meeting with the same fate as the wild animal of the woods with
the lion. Most of the harbours in these seas were then filled with men and military stores,

and their waters were furrowed by innumerable Moslem vessels,'^ in time of peace as well

as in time of war, in such manner that no Christian vessel ever dared show itself at any
time. This state of things continued until the 'Obeydites and the Beni Umeyyah decayed,
and their governments becoming weak and corrupt, they were seized by cowardice and imbe-
?cjlity, when the Christians, profiting by it, extended their hands, and laid them upon the

iis}fn^,.of,this sea, such as Sicily, Crete, Malta, and others, which they invaded and took.

They then, du*ected their forces against the coast of Syria, and took possession of a great
:part

;
of, it^ making themselves the masters of Jerusalem, where they built a church for their

worship and religion.
,
After this the Beni Khazriin ^ possessed themselves of Tripoli, Kabis,

^. >. .
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» The word here used for vessels is I ^ HI the plural of yj lauh, which I believe to be the origin of the Spauish

word laud. Many are the maritime terms now used in Spain which are borrowed from the Arabic : kiifas (the masts' tops)

comes from u-fi-S ioff, which means 'the hollow of the hands;' saelia (a boat) from h^[^ shdtiyyah; xabeqae and

siabega (a species of smaH craft) from Li'Ui which means * a fishing-net/ and also a boat provided with one ; ahmad^ia

(a raft and a ferry-boat) from Lj^l aUim'diyyahtSic.
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and Safakis, making the inhabitants of those countries pay them a tribute. Soon after, this

they took possession of Mahdiyyah, the court of the 'Obeydite Sultans, which they conquered

from the Beni Balkin Ben Zeyri, a family who had known prosperous times in the fifth

century of the Hijra,

In the meanwhile the western sides of this sea not only were weU guarded against any

sudden attack, and provided with numerous vessels, but there was not the least chance

for the enemy in that quarter ; for, during the reign of the Lamtumnite Sult&is, their

fleets were commanded by the Beni Maymun, who were independent governors of Cadiz.

When after this 'Abdu-l-miimen, Sultan of the Almohades, estabUshed his empire in

Andalus, and took Cadiz from the Beni Maymun, these chiefs, seeing that att resistance

was useless, surrendered and swore aUegiance to him, continuing all the time to serve

in his fleets. Their vessels, which at one time amounted to one hundred, the Almohades

drew from their states on the Andalusian and African shore. But when that dynasty be-

came stronger by extending its sway over both Andalus and Africa, the command of the

fleet was made by them a post of the greatest importance, and they bestowed upon this

branch of their government more care and attention than had ever been bestowed by thm

predecessors. The command of their fleets was therefore given to a certam A^e4.^al#^

^he Sicilian), who drew his origin from the tribe of Sadfflkush,- a branch nf the,^e?tAmly:

of the Sadghiyfe, inhabiting the island of Jerbah. This man had, when- you„g,.been:^en

prisoner by thi Christians, who, having landed on the island (Jerbah ,
took h,m wrth ,o*e«

Lo captivly, and carried him to their country (Sicily), where he hved and grew^among

^^
In .he coursi of time, however, he was Uberated by the governor of Sxcdy, who, bemgsatofied

with his services, was exceedingly kind to him. This governor havmg died, and^bemg

IcccedcdTn command by his son, Ahmed was ill used by him in a dispute, when,^npt cp,i-

Wer ng hims H -fe in sLly, he made his escape, repaired to Tunis, and presented ^h,mself

o the governor. From thence he went to Morocco, where he was honom-ably and tandly

eatd byr Khalif Yusuf Al-'asn- who made him a plentiM aUowance, and appom ed

Mm to the command of his fleet. No sooner did Ahmed As-sakfh see h.mseH at the head

oThe Moslem fleet, than he began to undertake expeditions against the Ch™«amvng

over them more than one signal victory, by which means the naval power of the j/oslem

ttl'dTn his time, and under the dynasty of the Almohad^, a d^ee of splendour and

:!!rgth which it wa^ never known to possess either before or aft^ards.

,

-J M^^^^BB rfhl

^

^^^^^^^ I
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w«.«™ kMcA havintt been soon after dispossessed by the ChriEtians
;
since

founded a powful, but ephemeral. en.p.e in ^-ter. A^-, ha^ng
^^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^^

according to Ibnu Khaldun in his history o the B-be«, ^o 9
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^.^^^,^

disnatched in A.H. five hundred and sixteen {a.d. 1122-3J
aneeiunu«

_
_

_

?r • UU^ . ^^,0 .avage the coa^t of AMca, the Oiristian Admiral w«.compl^ly.^cc^^^^

took the cities of MiUidisTah, MkU, Tripoli, and S&ah.

„ ^ ^-,U^ Ib„o 0.ato »,» in -other ^ .i hU .ork (No, 1,5«, <c.m «».«.. ^-m^ ("

. .h.„"wl«e„ Snai;^)
.na.heB.a,^uah„.,etwoh«„ch.o,.h..rihoor K„.....H, h..ho„.he i« of «.h

was principally peopled,

23 xb& Ya'tub y<^^> the second Sultan of the Almohades.
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When Sal^u-d-din (Saladin) Ibn Ayub, Sultan of Egypt and Syria, stirred himself to

snatch from the hands of the Christians such fortresses and cities as they had taken on

the frontiers of Syria, and to cleanse Jerusalem and its buildings from the filth of the infidels,

the fleets and expeditions of the idolaters increased on every side, and innumerable vessels

furrowed the seas from all the ports near Jerusalem, in order to convey supplies and reinforce-

ments to those among their countrymen who held that city. At that time the naval forces of

Alexandria could by no means compete with those of the Christians, owing to the repeated

victories which the latter had gained in the eastern part of this sea, their numerous forces, and

the weakness of the Moslems, who had been for a long time previous in a state of decadence,

and without siiflicient forces to Oppose their undertakings. In this conflict Saladin addressed

himself to Ya'kub Al-mansur, Sultan of Al-maghreb, and one of the Almohades, and asked

hirrij through his ambassador 'Abdu-1-kerim Ibn Munkadh, the assistance of his navy in

atA.b't to J)reV^nt tJie fleets of the idoliaters from taking provisions and reinforcements to

fchfeit bmtoeft in Syria. Saladin's letter, which^ according to Al-'ommad Al-asfahani, in his

wotk etititled ' the signal victofies,' was the composition of the illustrious writer Al-hisani,

bore these words oft the outside, *' May God open for the majesty of our lord the gates

of happiness and security
! " But Al-mansur having observed that he was not addressed in

the letter as Amir al-m^menin (prince of the believers), was exceedingly annoyed by it,

although he kept it a secret Snd did not communicate his displeasure to any one; so

though he treated the ambassador tsdth justice and generosity, he dismissed him from his

eoil-rt Afithout granting his demand. We have mentioned this merely to let the reader form

an idea of the maritime power of the Sultans of Maghreb at this time, and sketch what

happened to them with the Christians in the eastern quarters, and how these acquired a

superiority in those seas.

However, after the death of Ya'kub Al-mansiir, and the decadence which ensued of his

empire, the Galicians having made themselves the masters of almost all the kingdoms which

the Moslems possessed in Andalus, the true believers were obHged to fly for shelter to tiiose

provinces situate on the sCa shore. The infidels, m the course of time, conquered all the

islands in the west of the Mediterranean; their power increasing on those waters, and their

fleets becoming very numerous : so that the forces of the Moslems were soon on a level with

those <if thfe Christians, as became manifest during the reign of the Sultan Abu-1-hasan,

King of the Zenatah, in Al-maghreb, whose fleets, whenever they put to sea and met the

enemy, -had. to contend against an equal number of vessels. This evil went on increasing

until the Mohammedan power fell gradually into decay, and the science and practice of na-

vigation were almost forgotten, owing to the inclinations of the Sultans of that dynasty, who,

being Beydawis or Bedouins, did not much relish the sea. This contributed to interrupt the

traflSlc and the communication with Andalus by sea, and allowed the Christians to resume

their old habits, and recommence their adventurous enterprises, thus becoming again by

their experience and their continual saiUng the masters of the seas. The Moslems, on the

contrary, "became quite strangers to navigation, if we except a few of the people inhabiting

tKe coast^ who seemed still to possess some inclination to that element^ and who^ through the

help and assistance of all kinds bestowed on them by the African powers^ have hitherto been

enabled to maintain the holy war by sea. In this state has the navy continued until our days^
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when, through the care and attention of the different sovereigns of the present reigning

dynasty, who all have considered this as one of their principal and most important duties, it

is fast rising from its decay, and the wind has again sprung up favourably for the Moslems.

Nay, if we are to believe a prophecy current among the people of this country, the Moslems

shall recover in the end their naval superiority over the Christians, and conquer all those

countries lying across the sea where their religion is predominant j this being accomplished

by means of their fleets. May Allah favour the Moslems

!

__ u J r.

^\
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APPENDIX C.

An account of Al-hakem's Library and its destruction^ extractedfrom the work of Sd'idj

of Toledo.
^>

— - ^ - _ _

The volume from which the foUowbg e^ract is takeft is a thui o^^vo, cgi^^mig l^S^^^i^:^

written incorrectly, arid in a sort of hand approaching the t(i'liL Tk^ mp reads ,tliw%: ti^..y;-'UAy'

41
r

Jla^l ' Hasty notes or extracts taken from the work (entitled) the book of infomdaldon on th?

classes of nations,' by the K&di Abu-l-k^im S^'id Ibn Ahmed Ibn S^'id, of Toledo. ?at ^though,

immediately after the title, there foUow m the MS. extracts from the work of that historian, th? co»t?Jj|.s

of the volume, which is written in diiferent hands, are various. The first twenty^two pageg only of the

MS. are extracts from the work of Sa'id. After this come two chapters from the Koran. TTien follow

other extracts from Ibnu Sa'Id Al-maghrebJ and Abd-Lfedd; and, lastly, the volume ends mth an

historical work, in Turkish, entitled, if I am not mistaken, M)^^ ^ ' *^ necklace of the ann^s/
,

The first part of the volume (i. e. the extracts from Sd'id, of Toledo,) is exceedingly interesting,

being the only fragment preserved in any Library of Europe fi-om the wort of an hi^tori^n who enjpys

great reputation among his countrymen ; a work which, were we to judge of its contents by the short

extracts in this volume, must have been one of the greatest value.

S^'id begins by giving a concise history of mankind, divided into various races or nations,—Anciest

Persians, Chaldeans, Greeks, Copts, Turks, Hiodus, and Chinese. He then divides mankind into nations

who laboured for the attainment of science, and nations who did not do so ; he counts ampng tlje fprmer
^ \ _ _ _

the Hindtis, Persians, Chaldseans, Greeks, Romans. Egyptians, Arabs, and Hebrews, including the .re-

mamder in the number of those who did not cultivate the sciences. He then begins with a short accouut

of each of them, and, after giving a concise history of those nations who exhibited a taste for I^ai-ning,

proceeds with a sketch of their improvements in the sciences, and the eminent meiithe^ produced.

The account he gives of the Greeks and Romans \b well worthy of attention, anfl; considering that it

is the work of an Arabian writer, is sufEcienUy accurate. It is from the chapter treating of the

Arabs that the following extract is taken.

The author is S&'id Ibn Ahmed Ibn 'Abdi-r-rahm^n Ibn Mohammed Ibn S^'id, KSdi of Toledo, of the

y -
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sect of Mffik, He was a native of Almeria, but his family were originally from Cordova, He died,

according to Ibnu Bashkuw^, quoted by Casiri (Bib. Ar, Hisp, Esc. vol, ii, p. 142, c, 2), on the 4th

day of Shaww^, a. h. 462, and not as Haji Khalfah (voc. TaWlf) states, in 250. I cannot imagine what

made that accurate bibliographer commit such a mistake, since there can be no doubt that the work was

written during the reign of Yahya Ibn Isma'il, who filled the throne of Toledo until 469, and who
appointed SS'id to the charge of Kddi of the principal mosque in the capital of his dominions. He
himself says so, and alludes in several places of his work to his being occupied in its composition in the

year 460, Besides, in the note at the end of these extracts, it is also stated that Sa'id completed his

work in that year.

But to return to our account of the Andalusian philosophers. Towards the middle of the

third century of the Hijra^ and in the days of the Amir Mohammed, Sultan of Cordova, and

the fifth in the line of the Beni Umeyyah^ the learned of Andalus exerted themselves in the

cultivation of scienccj and laboured in it with assiduity, giving evident proofs of their

acqiusitdons in all manner of learning. This continued until towards the middle of the fourth

century, when the Sultan Al-hakem, son of the Sultan 'Abdu-r-rahman An-nassir lidini-llah^

having ascended the throne, the cultivation of letters received a new impulse, and by his

encouragement of all sorts of studies, by his unwonted liberality towards the learned, whom
he invited to his capital from Baghdad, Cairo, and other distant countries, and, above all, by

his exquisite taste for hterature, which he had cultivated with success during his father's hfe-

time, the torch of science shone brighter than ever. Indeed, this illustrious monarch spared

neither trouble nor expense to propagate learning in his states by all the means in his power.

He caused all sorts of rare and curious books to be purchased by his agents in Cairo, Baghdad,

Damascus, Alexandria, and other great cities in the East ; and no work on ancient or modern
science was discovered that was not immediately procured at any cost and sent to him. By
these means he collected a richer and more extensive library than the Khahfs of the 'Abbaside

dynasty ever did during the whole period of their reign, and the learned of Aridalus devoted

their attention to the study of the sciences contained in the books of the ancients, and,

encouraged by the example of tlie monarch, made rapid progress in the most abstruse and

exquisite learning. This lasted until the death of the Khahf Al-hakem, which happened in

the month of Safar of the year three hundred and sixty-six (Oct. a.d. 9^6), when he was
succeeded by his son, Hisham Al-muyad-billah, who was still very young. However, when
the Wiair Abu 'A'mir Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Abi 'A'mir

Moh^ni"mga'ibni4-walid Ibn Yezid Ibn *Abdi-Umalek Ibn 'A'mir Al-mu'aferi Al-kahttani

usurped the empire, as is well known, and took the direction of public affairs entirely into his

hands, he followed a different course, and in order to conciliate the favour of theologians, and
other austere men who were averse to the cultivation of the philosophical sciences, commanded
a search to be made in Al-hakem's Ubrary, and all works on philosophy and astronomy and
other similar subjects treated by the ancients, with the exception of books on medicine and
arithmetic, were by his orders removed, and either burnt in the squares of the city, or thrown
into the wells and cisterns of the palace, where they were soon destroyed by the heaps of
dust, stones, and other rubbish cast over them. The only books which were suffered to

remain in Al-hakem's library were works treating of rhetoric, grammar, poetry, history.
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medicine^ law^ traditions^ and other sciences generally cultivated by the people of Andalus;

and all others treating either of natural philosophy^ astronomy, or the doctrines of the

ancientSj were^ with the exception of a few which escaped the eyes of the searchers, destroyed

for ever. This act of Al-mansur has been attributed by the historians of the time to: his

desire of gaining popularity with the multitude, and thereby finding less opposition to his

ambitious views, and casting a sort of stain upon the memory of the Khahf Al-hakem, whose

throne he sought to usurp; for, although the study of those sciences had been forbidden by

his ancestors^ Al-hakem encouraged them in his dominions^ and countenanced and protected

all those who cultivated them. Al-mansur, however, having publicly shown his disap-

probation of these studies, all those who were found indulging in them were declared impious

men by the heads of the law, so that the learned had carefully to conceal their knowledge of

these matters for fear of coming into contact with the judges, and being condemned as

heretics and people who wanted to introduce new practices and opinions on the received

religion. Whoever, therefore, had formerly studied and taught the philosophical sciences

publicly, had now to conceal his learning from his most intimate friends, for fear of being

denounced ; and if he still persevered in his studies he would do it with the greatest secrecy,

taking care not to raise the least suspicion by his words or by his writings, which he .would

publicly confine to medicine, arithmetic, moral philosophy, and so forth.

This state of things lasted until the overthrow of the Beni Umeyyah dynasty> when the

dominions of that powerful family fell to the share of the rebels who rose against them at the
w -

beginning of the fifth century of the Hijra, and who divided among themselves the inheritance

of the Khalifs. These petty sovereigns, it is true, encouraged literature, but their efforts were

principally directed towards poetry, grammar, history, and other common arts; and the

proscribed sciences remained as before in complete disgrace- In the meanwhile the city of

Cordova was occupied sometimes by one, sometimes by another, of these rebel princes; and

the temporary masters of the capital claiming, as was natural, a supremacy over the rest of

Andalus, the fire of discord was kindled, and its consuming flames spread rapidly through

this country, destroying every where the monuments of the arts and the sciences. In one

of these civil dissensions Cordova was invaded and sacked, the palace of the Khalifs was

levelled with the ground, and the costly furniture, the rich tapestry, the splendid collection of

books formed by Al-hakem, were plundered, and sold in distant countries at the lowest prices.

However, most of the literary treasures which the royal library contained were scattered

through this country; some were taken to Seville, some to Granada, some to Almeria and.

other principal cities ; I myself met with many in this city (Toledo) that were saved from

the general ruin, and in the number there were a few which escaped the search and

destruction made in the days of Al-mansiir, and whose contents might, if detected, have

brought upon them a similar fate. : ;.; -

With these precious relics the study of the works of the ancient philosophers- reyived, the

learned of this country began again to graze and feed upon the pasturages of philosophy^ the

studious acquired little by little a taste for the natural sciences ; the petty sovereigns of Andalus

bestowing some encouragement upon their professors until the present day, being the year

VOL. I, /
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A narrative of the principal events attending the conquest of Spain by the Moslems^ translated

from the ^liJ^' J^\ ^J J^"!] l_; LU" Kitdhu-Uktifd fi akhbdri-l-kholafd, or 'the

book of sufficieney on the history of the Khalifs^ by Abu Jafar Ibn ^Abdi-Uhakk AU
khassrqji Al-kortohi {Ar. MS. in the translato/'^s collection).

Thb MS- to which I allude is a foHo volume of about 480 pages, written in a clear African hand,

strongly resembling the old Kiifi, upon brown cotton paper. The first four leaves and the last eight are

supplied by a modern hand, upon white paper, manufactured in Europe, Owing to this circumstance,

it is impossible for me to fix with certainty the age of the MS.^ but, were I to judge from the sort

of hand-writing used in it, and other signs which I shall presently specify, I should not liesitate in

declaring it an autograph written at Seville towards the year five hundred and seventy of the Hijra (a, d.

li74-5). My reasons for deeming it such are as follow : 1st. The hand^writing is the same as that of

many Arabic MSS. of the same period in the Escurial, which are executed in a hand peculiar to Seville,

and tQ which Ibnu4-khattib frequently alludes in his history of Granada, called Ju^^l lor^' 'the Se-
*^

vfllia^ hand-writing/ 2nd, Nowhere are the words kdla-l-muwallif (' the author says '), kdla-l-muwarrikh

{' the historian relates'), and other similar expressions, which are generally met with in transcripts of

Arabic works, to be found in this- 3rd. The MS. abounds with many corrections and marginal re-

ferences, which could not be the work of a transcriber, since^ in most instances, the meaning would be

incomplete without them.

The name of the author is nowhere stated in the MS, ; for although, according to the general custom,

a blank was left in the first page by the copyist who supplied the leaves, for the purpose of inserting it in

gold letters, this requisite is wanting. On the other hand, H^ji Khalfah, whose work is particularly

deficient in the literature of the Spanish Moslems, knew not the book. But as Ibnu Sa'id, in his

addition to Ibn Hazm's epistle (see p, 194 qf this translation), has spoken of an historical work whose

title and description answer exactly to those of the present, and which he there attributes to Abu Ja'far

SSHd survived the composition of this work only two years-

^

Xlii APPENDIX,

460 of the Hijraj^ when it may be confidently asserted^ without fear of contradiction, that the

above-mentioned studies are more flourishing than ever they were in this country^ and more ^

extensively cultivated than the most easy and common branches of learning. God be praised

for it! Their progress^ however, might be still quicker^ were it not impeded by the austerity

and devotion of some of oiu; kingSj who^ like their predecessors, have a dislike for them ; were

it not that the learned of our times are year after year obliged to lay down the pen, and,

grasping the sword, to repair to the defence of our frontiers attacked by the infidels, whose

continual invasions they could not otherwise resist; this being the reason why the study of

science is not so universal as it ought to be, and that the learned are but few.

3

I
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Ibn 'Abdi-1-hakk Al-khazraji Al-kortobi, we may reasonably conclude, for want of a better proof, that

he was the author of the present.

The contents of the work are a very detailed and circumstantial history of the Khalifs. After a short

introduction, in which the principal events in the life of the Prophet are graphically portrayed, the author

proceeds to Abii Bekr, and the Khahfs, his successors. In the chapter treating on Al-walid, under whose

empire Spain was subdued, the author introduces a sort of episodical chapter, entitled " An account of the

conquest of Andalus by the Moslems," the same which is here translated ; he then goes on to his successor

Suleymfin, and the remaining KhaUfs of the house of Umeyyah; after which he describes, although

rai)idly, the foundation of the throne of Cordova by 'Abdu-r-rahm-an I., and the principal events of the

reigns of his successors, until the extinction of the Umeyyah dynasty in Spain, and the breaking up of

their once powerful and compact empire into sundry ephemeral and precarious principalities. He then

relates in great detail the taking of Toledo by Alfonso VII., the subjection of Spain to the Almo-

ravides, the expulsion of these by the Almohades, &c., up to the time of AbA Yiisuf Ya'kdb, sumamed

Al-mansur, who reigned from a. h. five hundred and fifty-eight to five hundred and ninety-five (a. d.

1162-98) ; and this he does in so elegant a style, with so much order and criticism, and apparently with

such correct information, that few Arabic chronicles have passed through my hands which can compete

with it in point of utiUty and merit. The book ends with a history of the eastern KhaHfe of the house of

'Abbas, up to the reign of Al-m^mun Mohammed, son of Al-muktafi bi-amri-Uah, who began his reignin

560 of the Hijra. , - - ^. >;

The passage which I here translate is of no great importance in itself, as several sentences from it

wiU be found already translated in the test. (Al-makkari having either possessed a copy of this very -work,

or derived his information from writers who literally transcribed this author's words ;) but it is highly

interesting, as giving a continuous narrative of the events attendmg the conquest, as they were current

in the author's time, and as affording a proof that as early as the twelfth century of our era the fabulous

accounts and the extraordinary events coupled by the Spanish chroniclers with the Saracen invasion

were no invention of theirs, but are met with in the works of the Arabs.

Jn account of the co-nquest of Andalus.

At the time of the conquest of Africa by the Arabs, Maghreb and Andalus were in the

hands of the Rum' and Berbers. The former were in possession of Andalus and all the

opposite coast of Africa; tlie latter held all the interior and the deserts. Among the Berbers

there were some who listened to the voice of their preachers, and embraced Islam ;
others

shut their ears to it, and remained in ignorance and idolatry.

There was in Tangiers a Rumi, named llyan, who was Al-mukaddam ^ of Ludherik, King

of Andalus, who held his court at Toledo. This monarch is the same under whose re%n

Andalus was invaded and subdued by the Arabs. One of the causes which is said to have

contributed most efficaciously to that event is the following. There was at Toledo » paJace

I By Rum the African authors designate not only tte Romans, the original meaning of that word, but also all those nations

who held portions of the old Roman empire, and professed Christianity. See Ibnu Khaldun's History of the BCTbers,-No. 9575,

fo. 40, et seq., and the note 16 to cliap.i. hook iv. of this translation, where the mearang of this word is satiafeetonly expkiaed.

I The word .Jjij! Al-muMdilam means literally 'he who goes forward, a captain of the van, the Gommander of a body

of troops on the enemy's frontier.' It is the origin of the Spanish word Almocaden, which has precisely the same meaning.
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* In one of the old editions of the Cronica de Don Rodrigo (Toledo, 1549,) there is a large wod-cut which represents the

Gothic monarch in front of a strong tower, the massive door of which is secured by seven ponderous padlocks. A bishop

arid some noblemen are at his side, entreating him not to violate the sacred precincts.
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liei^^i**orisitmotherMSS., buti have already stated my reasons for pronoimciiig Ilydn, not Julian.
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the gate of which was secured with many locks,^ for every king who ruled over that .country

added a lock to the gate^ and none ever dared to open it; nor did any one know what it |

contained. The number of the locks had already reached to twenty^ one for each of the

kings who had governed that country when the said Ludherik ascended the throne of

Andalus- He then saidj "I must have the gate of this palace opened, that I may see wliat

" is inside i'* but his counts and bishops said to him^ **^ Do no such things O King ! Do not

" innovate upon a custom which thy predecessors have hitherto kept most religiously/' But

Ludherik replied, *^ No^ you shall not persuade me, I must have it opened^ and see what
" it contains-" He then caused the gate to be thrown open, but he found nothing inside

save a large roll of parchment^ on which were portrayed figures of turbaned men mounted on

generous steeds^ having swords in their hands, and spears with fluttering pennons at the end.

The roll contained besides an inscription, purporting, " The men represented in this picture

" are the Arabs, the same who, whenever the locks of this palace are broken^ will invade this
r ^^

" island and subdue it entirely." When Ludherik saw this, he repented of what he had

done, and ordered the gate to be shut.

It was then the custom among the Rum for all the people of rank to send their daughters

to the royal palace, to be brought up with the daughters of their sovereign. There they were 1

all educated together, and taught the same accomplishments, and, when grown up, the king

would marry them to the most distinguished people of his dominions, and grant them

marriage portions, by which means he secured the affections of the husbands, the wives, and

their children. It happened that in compliance with this usage, Ilyan,^ the governor of

Tangiers and Ceuta, who was one of Ludherik's favourites, and one of the most powerful

lords of his kingdom, sent his daughter to Toledo, where she was accordingly lodged in the

king's palace. Ilyan used to visit Ludherik once a year, in the month of August, M'hen he

always brought with him presents for his master, such as hawks for the chase, and other

productions of Africa. Ilyan's daughter being extremely handsome, the eye of Ludherik rested

on her, and he became deeply enamoured, but, failing in persuasion, he obtained by force

the gratification of his wishes. However, he afterwards repented of what he had done, and

ordered that his act should be kept a secret, and that the girl should be hindered from speak-

ing to any one, lest she should write to her father and acquaint him with what had occurred.

B\it, notwithstanding all these precautions, the girl soon contrived to acquaint her father

with her situation by sending him a splendid present, and among the articles composing it a

rotten egg. No sooner did Ilyan see this than he understood the message, and saw that his

daughter had been dishonoured; he immediately crossed over to Andalus, and repaired to

Toledo, although contrary to orders, and out of the time fixed for his presentation, it being
then the month of January. When Ludherik saw Ilyan come so unexpectedly, he said to

him, " O Ilyan !
what ails thee, to come to me at this season of the year, in the depth of

^,1
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" winter?" and Ilyan answered, " I come to fetch my daughter, for her mother is very ill, and

" I fear her death, and she has expressed a strong desire to see our daughter, that she may

« console her in her last moments." Then Ludherik observed, " Hast thou procured us the

« hawks we told thee of >" " Yes, I have," answered Ilyan, " I have found thee such as thou

" never sawest the like of in thy life ; I shall soon return with them, and bring them to thee, if

" God be pleased." Ilyan was all the time meaning the Arabs. He then took his daughter,

and returned without loss of time to the seat of his government, where no sooner had he

arrived than he went to Ifrikiyyah (Eastern Africa), and entered Cairwan, where the Amir

Miisa Ibn Nosseyr was residing at the time. This Miisa was the son of Nosseyr, son of

'Abdu-r-rahman, son of Zeyd Al-bekri ; he was born in the year nineteen of the Hijra, under

the Khalifate of 'Omar Ibnu-1-khattab, (may God show him his favours !)
Miisa's father had

been captain of the guard to Mu'a^viyah^ Ibn Abi Sufyan, and when that Khalif made war

against 'Ali, (may God show him his favours !) he would not accompany him, and refused to

take part in the expedition. « What prevented thee," said Mu'awiyah to him afterwards,

from accompanying me in this expedition against 'All, when my hand has never ceased

pouring favours upon thee ?" " It was not in my power," replied Nosseyr, « to take part in

an impious act against him to whom I am more indebted than I am to thee.".- « And;.whp
^

«is he?" inquired Mu^awiyah. "God Almighty, may his name be exalted!" said;vM4s.a.

" What!" said the Khalif, "hast thou no gratitude for thy benefactors?" "And have I not

^' shown it on several occasions ?" replied Nosseyr. He then kept silence and went away,

when Mu'amyah remained silent and thoughtful for a while, and tiien said, « I implore

" God's pardon ; may he show his favours to 'Ali I

"

But, to return, Musa obtained the government of Eastern Africa in the year seventy-nine

of the Hijra (beginning 19th March, a. d. 698), others say in seventy-eight, and was, therefore,

the viceroy of aU the Arabian conquests of Eastern and Western Africa during the KhaUfate

of 'Abdu-1-malek. After the death of this monarch he was confirmed in his post by his

brother and successor, Al-wdlid. To this Musa, Ilyan, governor of Tangiers, came to offer

his services. He found him at Cairwan, told him what had happened to his daughter, and,

anxious to revenge the outrage on his enemy, proposed to him to make the conquest of

Andalus, an undertakhig which he represented to him as being of very easy execution. He

described Andalus as an extensive kingdom, filled with treasures of all kmds, whose m-

habitants would make very handsome slaves, a country abounding in spnngs, gardens, rivers,

and a land yielding every description of fruit and plants. Musa, who was endowed with

much penetration and wit, and who had great experience in aU the affairs of war, said to the

Christian, « We doubt not that thou art telling us the truth, but we fear for the sake of the

« Moslems, and the dangers they may encounter. Thou wishest them to invade a country with

" which they are not in the least degree acquainted, and from which they are separated by an

« intervening sea, while thou art bound to thy king by the common ties of the idolaters^ and

« united to thy countrymen by the same customs and the same rehgion. But return to thy
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" governmentj call together thy vassals and partisans, cross the Straits in person, and make
" an incursion into the territory of that king. When thou hast done thus, and begun
" hostilitieSj then will it be time for us to follow thy steps, if God be pleased."

Ilyan agreed to these conditions, and prepared for his intended expedition, Musa then

wrote to Al-walid Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek, acquainting him with what Ilyan had proposed to him,

and the KhaliPs answer was as follows :
" Let the country be first explored by light troops, that

" thou mayest judge of the real strengtli of the enemy, and be sure not to be the victim of

"treason." Ilyan in the meanwhile returned to his government, called together his men,

and, crossing the Straits in two vessels, landed at Jeziratu-l-khadhra, whence lie made
incursions into the land, burning the houses and fields, killing, taking captives, and

collecting considerable spoil j after which he and his companions returned safe to Africa, their

hands filled with booty. The news of this success soon spread over every district of Africa,

the-resTilt being that about three thousand Berbers, collected under the orders of Abu Zar'ah

Tarifrlbn Malik Al-mu'awi,^ crossed the sea, and landed on an island ever since called *the

island of Tariff from the name of their general. Like their predecessors, the Berbers with
Tarif spread over the neighbouring country, making incursions, killing, and taking prisoners.

They also returned safe into Africa. Ilyan then hastened to apprise Musa of this new
victory, and Musa informed the Khalif of it ; it is even said that the very same day on which
Musa's messenger was introduced into the Khalifas presence, eleven more messengers, all

bearing news of similar victories obtained by the Arabs in the various quarters of the globe,

reached the court of Damascus, and that Al-walid fell immediately on his knees and jiraised

God. But to return.

Ilyan went a second time to Musa, and acquainted him with the success of both enterprises

;

he told him of what he had executed and the experiment he had tried, and he again
ui^ed him to make the conquest of Andalus. This time Musa sent for his freedman Tank
Ibn Zeyad, and gave him the command of twelve thousand men, Arabs and Berbers; he
then commanded him to cross the Straits and invade Andalus, bidding Ilyan accompany
also the expedition with his own troops. Before Tarik left Africa a great number of

volunteers flocked under his banners; he first went to Ceuta, and, having embarked in
^vessels/ he cast anchor close to a mountain, which received his name, and was ever since
called Jebal-Tarik, ' the mountain of Tarik.' This event took place in the year ninety-three
,of;tbe Hijra (beginning October, a.d. 711).^

When Tank was about to land he found some of the Rum posted on a commodious part of
th^ coast where he had intended to disembark, who made some show of resistance. But
T^rik, giving up that spot, sailed off from it at night and went towards another part of the
coast, which he contrived to render flat by means of the oars, and by throwing over them the

(_S-_j
Uj! I have said elsewhere that this word was to be read thus, Al-mughafen.

^r"^ J^ the crossed in vessels). The sense is not complete ; I believe that ^l^I (merchants) is wanting,

as U is elsewhere stated (see p. 266) that Tarik's army was conveyed to Spain in merchant-vessels procured by HySn.

» This date must be incorrect, since the generality of the Arabian writers, supported by the authority of the Christian
chroniclers themselves, have fixed this memorable event to the year 92.
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saddles of the horses, and in this way he managed to effect a landing unobserved by his

enemies and before they were aware of it. He then began to make incursions into the

country, and fell upon the Rum, and collected considerable spoil, penetrating as far as Cprdoya,

after setting fire to the vessels which had conveyed him to Spain. He said to his: men,

" You must either fight or die." He met an old woman who addressed him thus : "I had

" once a husband who was learned in divination, and who used to say that a man of thy

" figure and shape, having a prominent forehead, and a black spot upon his shoulder,

" with a mole covered with hair, would cross over to this island.^' Tarik then uncovered his

shoulder and showed the spot and the mole to his men, who rejoiced at the good omen, and

felt their courage very much strengthened by the fortunate circumstance. •

When the news of Tarik's landing reached Ludherik, that monarch sallied out to meet him

at the head of one hundred thousand cavalry, bringing his treasures as well as his wardrobe

in waggons. The tyrant came on a litter borne by three mules placed in a row;^ a vaulted

canopy, sprinkled with pearls, rubies, and the richest jewels, was spread over him to screen

him from the rays of the sun ; he was dressed in a robe made of strings of pearls, interwoven

with silk, and followed by long trains of mules whose only load was ropes to pinion the

arms of the captives, for he did not doubt that he would soon make every one of the ArahS:

his prisoner.
..^.r: -. ..

Before Tarik sailed for Andalus, Miisa fell on his knees, and began to pray, and to shed

tears, and to implore the assistance of Abnighty God, and to pray most fervently for his help. /

and interference in favour of the Moslem troops. It has been said ofhim that no army which'he

commanded ever fled before the enemy. However, Ludherik marched his array to Cordova,

meaning to attack Tarik ; and when he came close to him he (Ludherik) chose among his host

a man of tried courage and experienced in the affairs and stratagems of war ; he dfa-ect^d him

to go under some pretence to Tarik's camp, and observe all the movements of his men, so as

to be able to report to him on their numbers, looks, and general appearance. The man did as

he was commanded j he approached the tents of the Moslems, and T^rik, having been informed

of it, put into practice the following stratagem in order to overawe his enemies. He ordered

the flesh of the slain to be cut piecemeal, and to be dressed as if it were to be served for the

men's repast; T£rik's men did as they were ordered, they cut up. the dead bodies and cooked

the flesh in large cauldrons; and when Ludherik's messenger saw this he doubted not but

that the Moslems fed upon dead bodies. However, T^rik, having caused the human flesh to

be privately removed and buried during the night, had beef and mutton dressed m. its

stead, and, when in the morning the men were summoned to partake of their rep^t,

Ludherik's messenger was also invited to partake of it, and he ate along with them. "ITie

repast concluded, the messenger returned to his master, and said to him, « Thy kingdom has
;

« been invaded by a nation of people who feed upon the flesh of the slain ;. tlie^r descnp^pn:

«
is the same as that found by thee in the sealed palace ; they have set fire to their vessels,

" and seem determined either to conquer or to perish.'^ This news fiUedJLudhenk and his

with utter consternation, but the contest had now become inevitable, and both armies

^ ^

J ---J
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9 Rodericus Toletanus adds that the mules ^ve^e white. See De Reb, Hisp, apud Sahotium, vol u. p. 64
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came to an engagement on a Sunday. The Moslems sustained the fight with great courage

;

they charged desperately and at once upon the infidels^ whom God was pleased to put to

flight^ for their first ranks having given way^ they Avere closely pursued by the Moslems^

dealing death among their scattered bands and making numbers of them prisoners. What
became of their king^ Ludherik, nobody knows ; they pretend that while flying from his

pursuers he contrived to hide himself among the bushes on the banks of the riverj but tliat

he came up to a marsh*** and was drowned; in corroboration of which it is said that some

soldiers found one of his sandals, sprinkled with pearls and rubies^ having the strings^" still

fixed to itj which no doubt fell oif one of his feet. So precious were its materials that when,

after the battle, the division of the spoil was made, it was valued at one hundred thousand

dinars. Ludherik's camp was, moreover, completely plundered, and the Moslems spread

right and left over the country, gaining every where considerable spoils, of wliich Tarik

reUgiously put aside the fifth for the royal coffers, distributing the remainder among all those

present at the battle, by which means the hands of his men were filled, and all, without one

exception, became rich.

When the people on the other side of the sea were informed of Tarik's success they

flocked to him from all parts, from the East as well as from the West, and Musa dispatched

immediately a messenger to the Khalif Al-walid, informing him of the victories gained by tlie

Moslems. Tarik, in the meanwhile, marched to Toledo, which he took; he tlien went to

a place beyond that city, where he found in the principal church the table of Suieyman, son

of Daud, (on whom be peace !) which was so beautiful to behold that whoever gazed at it tlie

world vanished before his eyes. It was inlaid with precious stones of various kinds and hues,

^ well as with aromatic woods ; it was, besides, most beautifully ornamented with several

inscriptions in the Greek tongue. But this was not the only jewel which Tarik found ; he

seized also on one-and-twenty copies of the Torah, the Gospels, and the Psalms, as well as a

copy of the book of Abraham, and another of that of Moses, (the salutation of our Lord be
onthem!) He found, likewisej five-and-twenty royal diadems, beautifully ornamented with

jewels, one for each of the kings who had ruled over the country, since it was a custom
among them for every monarch to deposit there before his death a crown of gold bearing an

inscription indicative of his name, personal description, duration of his life and reign, and the

children he had. He found also several books treating of the manner of using plants,

minferalsi and animals, advantageously for man, besides many wonderful talismans, the work
of

;
ancient, philosophers, and another work on the great art,^^ and its roots and elixirs;— all

"^ Jij^ U. '^ ^—^'^^ The word gMddyira is the plural of ghadir, meaning ' a tank, a receptacle for stagnant

waters, a lake.' It has been preserved in the Spanish guadayra or gadayra, as it ought to he pronounced. The river
Guadayra owed its name to this circumstance,—its still waters flowing through a marshy ground.

V The text says J^H ^ The word J^ which I have translated by ' the strings of a sandal ' means ' the

eye-lids,' and also ' a fringe at the hottom of a gown.'

._^ .^ji^\ AcU^l is what the Spaniards call "Arte mayor/' and is applied to tliat science wliich teaches the coii-

stmction of tallsmana, cliarms, &c*
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tliese precious objects, together with an immense quantity of rubies and other coloured

gems, stored in golden and silver urns of beautiful workmanship, and ornamented with large

pearls, were the fruits of Tarik's conquest.

After penetrating far into the country of the Rum, Tarik returned to Cordova, and fixed

his abode in that city. He is reported to have made war on the infidels until they, came up

to him like cattle, and like so many tamed beasts, and until his men were exhausted through

excessive marching, and their bodies dried up through privations and fatigue, when they

unanimously said to him, " Have we not conquered enough countries, that thou seemest not

^' yet satisfied?" and Tarik hurst out laughing, and said, ''By Allah! were I to consult my
" wishes only, I would march with you until we had reached the gates of Rome, or those of

Constantinople, and gained possession of those cities, with God's permission j but since you

are tired and weary, you had better return."

They say that when Musa was made acquainted with these words of Tarik to his men, he

began to be envious of him, and to fear lest the fame of his exploits, and of his praiseworthy

conduct, should reach the ears of Al-wahd, and he should rise in favour with the Khahf, and

perhaps be appointed his own superior in command : he therefore hastened to cross the sea

with ten thousand horse, taking with him many illustrious Arabs, in the number of >vhora.;were

several tdbi's, (may God be favourable to them !) such as Hansh Ibn 'Abdillah AsrSm'MU [

'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn 'Abdillah Ibn Yezid Al-bajeli, 'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Shamasah Al-rmisn,

Abu-l-nadhar Hayyan ^* Ibn Abi Hoblah, a mauli of the Beni 'Abdi-d-dar ; some add Jebel Ibn

Hasanah and various others, to the number of twenty-five. Musa landed at Algesiras, and

took the road to Cordova; he was met by Tarik, who treated him with respect and sub-,

mission, hut Musa, raising his staff, gave him a hlow on the head, and continued marching until

he reached Cordova.'^ Once there, he said to Tarik, " Bring me all the spoil thou hast made,

" and all the treasures thou hast found," and Tarik obeyed and brought before him all he had

taken, as well as the table ; but this with only two feet, for the third he had previously taken away

and hidden, foreseeing what would take place. Miisa took possession of all these inestimable

treasures without even thanking Tarik, who was the first to acquire them. As to the table, it

was made of a solid piece of emerald, but, as stated before, it wanted one of the feet'^ and

the whole of the border, seeing which, Musa said to him, " What is the meaning of this ?"

and Tarik replied, " So I found it," and Miisa believed him, and caused a foot of gold to

be wrought and to be fixed to it instead of the one wanting : he then asked him to deliver into

his hands the fifth of all the spoil taken since his arrival in Andalus, and Tarik having also

complied with this demand, Musa became possessed of countless treasures. After this Miisa
;

" Instead of Hayyan I find in the MS. ^..U=- Habban, by the omission of one point, but I have no doubt tlie former i^as.

intended. -... .

>5 This passage is very remarkable, since Tank is said to have met his master, Musa, between Cordova and Algesir^,

which is contrary to the statement of all other historians, who assert that the interview took place between .the former aty

and Toledo. _.. _ -

i« Tlie text only says '^^ ^ L^^ 1 l^ \=ji^ ' the feet and the borders had been detached from it ;' but, by

adding Ocs- 1 the meaning is complete.
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left Cordova, and repaired to Toledo j he went even beyond that capital, reducing no less

than eighteen principal cities, gaining much spoil, and making numbers of prisoners, after

which he returned, but still persevered in making war on the infidels, and fulfilling that holy

precept during his stay in Andalus, which lasted three years.

After this Musa left Andalus, taking Tarik with him, and leaving his son 'Abdu-l-'aziz '^

to command in his absence. Arrived in Africa, where he made a short stay, he departed for

Damascus, the court of the prince of the believers, Al-vvalid, then the reigning Khalif, taking

with him all the spoil of Andalus, consisting of thirty skins fuU of gold and silver coin, neck-

laces of inestimable value, pearls, rubies, topazes, and emeralds, besides costly robes of all

sorts; he was followed by eleven hundred prisoners, men, women, and children, of whom four

hundred were princes of the royal blood. Not far from Damascus Musa was informed how

Al-walid was seriously indisposed and not expected to live, and he received a letter from his

brother and heir, Suleyman, begging him to delay his entry into Damascus until his brother

was dead and himself on the throne, but, instead of complying with his request, Musa

quickened his march, and arrived in Damascus with all his suite before the death of the

Khalif
J
although, owing to the bad state of his health, Musa was unable to present to him

his treasures, and Al-walid died without appreciating as they deserved the many curiosities

brought by Musa.

Musa's arrival in Africa to take possession of his government is generally fixed in the

month of Jumadi-l-awal of the year seventy-nine (July or August, a, d. 698), he being then

sixty years old. His landing on the coast of Andalus took place in the year ninety-three

(a.d. 712). He left Africa in the year ninety-five, and arrived in Damascus in ninety-six

(a.d. 714-5), after having been for sixteen years at the head of the Moslem armies of Africa

and Spain, Soon after Miisa's arrival Al-walid died.

APPENDIX E.
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The MS, which forms the subject of this Appendix is likewise in my possession. It is a folio

volume of about. tliree hundred and fifty pages, written in a very loose African liand, upon coarse

yellowish paper of Egyptian manufacture. The MS- bears no date, nor is the name of the copyist

any where mentioned; but I leiim from a note^ at the end of the volume that the MS. from which

mine professes to be a copy was executed in the year nine hundred and sixty of the Hijra (a, d, 1554)

;

so that if this be taken into consideration, as well as the hand-writing and general appearance of

, \ ^^ The MS. says his brother, and makes him the son of Nosseyr, jX*nJ ^> -^y^] tVc s'^1 but I have not hesitated

iti. correctiDg it as above.

^'- -liU^ J e/^^ (.^ V- ^-^' ^^^^^'
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the MS., I cannot be very far fiom the mark when I suppose it to have been written in the ensuing

century, (See Preface.)

The work is entitled L.U«Jl , LoWi\ C^Jt^Ul ' traditions of commandment and government/

or rather, ' traditional stories relating to ,suprem.e commanders and wise rulers,' and is attributed

to Abu Mohammed 'AbdOlah Ibn Moslem Ibn Koteybah Ad-dinawari, a celebrated writer of the third

century of the Hijra. Its contents are a history of the Eastern Khalifs, from AbA Beltr down to

the time of Harun Ar-rashid (a. h. 8 to 192). The work is divided into two books of nearly the same

size, the first ending with the death of the Khalif Mu'awiyah Ibn Abi Sufy&n ; the second with that

of Hariin Ar-rashid. In the first book is introduced a detailed history of Miisa, and of his conquests in

Africa and Spain, together with a short account of the principal events which occurred in those countries

until their separation from the Eastern empire.

Ibn Koteybah, the supposed author of this book, is well known to have written two works on Eastern

history, one entitled • Oytinu-t-tawdri'kh (fountains of history); the other, Kitdbu-l-ma'dnf f{ akhbdri-l-

'arabi wa ansdbihvm (the book of information respecting the history and genealogy of the Arabs). Yet,

notwithstanding this circumstance, and that his name is, as usual, written in capital letters at the begin-

ningofthe first page, I have strong reasons to suspect that the present work has been falsely attributed to

him. Oriental scholars know too well what little faith can be placed in the titles and names of the authors

of Oriental books, as stated by booksellers, when there is nothing else to corroborate 'the stateinent.

Such is the case with the present work. Haji Khalfah, who has preserved us the titles of manyfof Ibn;

Koteybah's works, makes not the shghtest mention of this. On the other hand, Ibn Khallek^n, As-

sadfi, Abd-I-mahSsen, all of whom wrote in great detail the life of that author, do not mention the

present among his literary productions. The same might be said of Abii-1-feda {_An. MosL vol. i. p.

330-356, et seq.), Ibn Shihnah, and other historians, who have treated at length on his fife and

writings ; and it is hardly credible that an historical work—the production of a writer who is justly

considered as one of the most eminent ornaments of Arabian literature—should have escaped either the

search of the diligent bibliographer, or the attention of his many biographers and panegyrists.

But there are other circumstances connected with the work which convince me that it was not written

by Ibn Koteybah. 1st. As will be seen in the following extracts, the author, whoever he may be,

repeatedly gives his information as derived from persons who were either the friends or the relations

of people who assisted in the conquest of Spain ; and this could not well be the case with Ibn Koteybah,

whose birth took place one hundred and twenty-one years after that memorable event. 2nd. The style

in which the work is written is very different from that of the Adabu-Ukdtib (Arab. MS. in the Brit.

Mus., No. 7464), the Muntekkab fi-l-loghak (Arab. MS., ib.. No. 7525), and other productions of the

same'author which have passed through my hands. 3rd. Nowhere in the work do the names occur

of Abd Hitira As-sejest^nl, Suleymdn Ibn Abl Bekr Al-ay6di, and other eminent theologians, who,

according to Ibn Khallekfin, {Tyd. Ind., No. 327.) were the preceptors of Ibn Koteybah, and the

authors from whom he bon-owed his traditions. 4th. Ibn Koteybah was a native of Baghdad, where he

resided most of his life, while the author of the present work appears, from different passages,T-v>fhich

I omit for the sake of brevity,—to have inhabited Damascus.
, \

But if it is easy to prove that the present work is not the production of Ibn Koteybah, it is by no

means so to say who was the author of it. I have carefully examined aU those passages whicli might

lead to a discovery of the author's name, but in vam. That he was a native of the East.—perhaps

of Damascus,—where he says he resided,—that he wrote shortly after the death of H&rfin Ar-rashid,

which took place in 193 of the Hijra.-are the two only facts, which I have been able to establish.

Be this as it may. certain it is that the present work is not only valuable for its great antiquity, but
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also for the numerous details it gives upon events which have been treated with great bi'evity by the

historians of most repute among the Arabs. Seen under this hght, the author's account of Mi'isa

Ibn Nosseyr, of his conquests in Africa and Spain, of his arrival at Damascus, &c., is really invaluable,

as by means of it, and of other paasag-es which I shall occasionally introduce in my notes, I shall he

enabled to rectify many errors that have crept into the chronology of the Spanish Arabs.

I must end this prefatory notice Tjy stating that the following translation has been executed as literally

as the simple and antiquated style in which the work is written enabled me to do ; as, by doing other-

wise, I might have altered the sense, and impaired the highly interesting historical evidence contained in

the work.

((

>

Appointment of Musa Ibn Nosseyr.

The author says,—I was told by Yezid Ibn Sa'id^ a mauli of Moslem, that the Khalif

*A,bdTi-l-malek Ibn Merwan wishing to appoint his brother, Besher Ibn Merwan, to the

government of 'Irak, wrote to 'Abdu-l-'azia Ibn Merwan,* then governor of Egypt, and to

whose care Besher had been intrusted owing to his extreme youth, as follows ; " I have
'' appointed thy brother Besher to the government of Basrah ; let Musa Ibn Nosseyr go
'' along with him and be his Wizir and his counsellor. I have sent thee the mihtary rolls of

Ir^, give them to Miisa, and tell him that all responsibility shall henceforth rest on him."

Accordingly Besher left Egypt for 'Irak, where he arrived soon after, accompanied by Musa
Ibn Nosseyr, No sooner had he taken possession of his government than he delivered iiis

seal of office into the hands of Musa, and intrusted him with the entire management of

afFairs. In this manner Musa remained with Besher as long as that youth held the govern-

ment of Basrah.

One day a man entered the room where Besher was, and said to him, " If thou wish,

" O Governor ! I can procure thee a draught that will prevent thy hair from ever turning grey,

" but thou must first of all agree to a condition." " And what is it ?" said Besher. " Thou
" must pass forty days,^' said the man, "without either riding a horse, touching a woman,
" entering a bath, or getting i=nto a passion." Besher agreed to try the experiment, and,

having promised strictly to comply with the proposed injunctions, the man came to him a

sepond time, and presented him with the potion, whicli Besher drank off at one draught. He
th^n.shut himself up in his room, avoiding all society, and shunning the company of his

women aiid slaves, and went on so until there happened to come a messenger from the

Khalif, who brought him the news of his appointment to the government of Kufah, which he
was to hold independently of that of Basrah, when Besher's satisfaction was so complete, and
his joy so extreme, that he immediately ordered horses to ride, and, regardless of the pro-
hibition, prepared to go out of Basrah, and repair immediately to Kiifah. The man of the

draught then came up to him, and entreated him, for God's sake, not to mount a horse, not to

agitate himself, and not to move from where he was. But Besher, disregarding alike his

entreaties and his advice, and forgetting the instructions given him by the man, persisted in

- ^ 'AhiU'Wdziz, son of the Khalif Merwan, aud brother of 'Abdu-Umalekj his successor in the empire, had been appointed

governor of Egypt and the African conquests in his father's Sifetime.
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his resolution, and issued the necessary orders for his journey. When the man saw his

determination, he said -to him, "O Besher! take God for witness that thou bearest me

" innocent of the results," and Besher promised to do so; and then he mounted his horse

and took with his cavakade the road to Kufah. Scarcely had they marched a few miles, when

Besher happening to put his hands on his beard, lo ! it all peeled off, and the hairs remained

stuck to his fingers, seeing which, he returned in haste to Basrah, and died soon afterwards.

^Abdu-1-malek having heard of his brother's death, sent Al-hejdj^ Ibn Yusuf to Basrah.

On his arrival in that city, Musa went to meet Al-hejaj, and said to him, " Here I am, I shall

" not run away, neither will they." It must be understood that 'Abdu4-malek had sent

Al-hejaj to Basrah for the purpose of punishing Musa, with whom he was displeased, for

certain ofTences received at his hands ; but Mdsa, at the same time, had received a letter from

Khaled Ibn Abban,* who was then at Damascus, saying, « Thy deposition is signed, and

" Al-hejaj has been dispatched with orders to seize on thy person, and inflict upon thee the

« most severe punishment ; so away ! away ! off with thee, thy safety depends only upon the

" fleetness of thy horse ; if thou succeed in reaching ^Abdu-l-'aziz Ibn Merwan and placing

" thyself under his protection, all will go well with thee, thou wilt escape from that accursed

« and treacherous man, and be free from his persecutions." Mdsa lost nb time in d^libe- .

ration, he mounted his steed and fled to Damascus, where 'Abdu-l-^azfz was then residirig,

having just arrived from Egypt with the tribute of that country. In the meanwhile Ai-h^jaj

wrote from 'Mk, « O Commander of the Faithful! I cannot collect the sums which Musa

« engaged himself to pay every year as the taxation of this province; thy commands are

" thereby disobeyed. Musa is not to be found in 'Irak. If he is there, send him to me, that

"
I may deal with him as he deserves, if God be pleased."

Musa's intei-view with 'Abdu-l-maleh

The author says,-And they relate that *Abdu-r-rahman Ibn S£im told them, on the

authority of his father, who was Musa's friend, and was present at his interview with 'Abdu4-

nialek, that the whole affair passed as follows.. These are the words of Sahm. "Musa

" enjoyed great favour with 'Abdu-l-'aziz Ibn Merwdn, who had already given him so many

" proofs of it that it would be too long to enumerate them. Immediately on his arrival at

« Damascus, he went to see his patron, 'Abdu-Paziz, and acquainted him with the whole o

« his tale; and Mdsa himself told me," continues SdUm, "that it was a most providential

« favour of heaven that he should then meet 'Abdu-l-'aziz at Damascus, for he received him

" with the greatest kindness, and offered to take him immediately to his brother, the Khahf

" ^Abdu-l-malek, that he might hear what he had to say in his defence. Musa and his patron

" then went together to the royal palace, and were immediately introduced to the. presence of

^ Al-hejfij was appointed governor of 'Iriik iu the year seventyfive (a. b. 694). See Al-makin, md Brpea. p. 63
;

Abfi-l-

fecld An. Mosl. vol. i. p. 427 ; and D'Herb. Bib. Or. voe. Al-Mdjaj.

4 The nao,e of this iudividua! might also be read Ibn Abbar, the last letter being formed in a n>anner iluit admits of both

readings.
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"
-Abdu-1-malekj who no sooner cast his eyes on his visitors, tlian he exclaiinedj ^ Is that

^* Musa?* 'The same/ replied he. ^And how darest thou show thy beard here?^* said

" ^Abdu-1-maleli. '^And why should I hide it?^ answered Musa, '^what have I done to

"displease the Commander of the Faithful?^ * Thou hast disobeyed my orders^ and

" squandered my treasures/ * I did no such thing/ replied Musa firmly^ ^ my conduct has

^' been always that of a faithful subject^ my intentions have been pure, and my actions true/

" *^ I swear to God/ said the Khalif, ' that thou shalt pay the defalcation in my revenue fifty

" times oyer/ Musa told me^ *^ When I heard this, I was going to make an angry reply^ but

**^ ^AbduJ-'aziz made me a sign to conform myself to the sentence^ however unjust^ and I said,

Very well, O Commander of the Faithful! thy will must be done; and I left the room.

^Abdu-l-'aziz then came to my assistance with the sum required, and before three months

^* Were elapsed I paid down the fifty thousand gold dinars in which I had been fined/
^'

. \

Musa^s appointment to the government of Africa.

The author continues-—Thev relate that when ^Abdu-U^aziz Ibn Merwan returned to his

government of Egypt^ he took along with him Musa^ who continued to grow in his good

graces, and became one of his most chosen favourites. Musa remained with him until

Hpssan Ibn An-no'man^ who was governor of Eastern Africa, happened to pass through

Egypt on his way to Damascus to present himself to the Khalif, and tell him of his battles

against the Berbers^ the victories he had gained over them, and the death of their queen

Kdhmah^ (the sorceress), killed in battle. Hossan arrived safely at court, and there saw the

Khalif, who compUmented him on his good success, rewarded him munificently^ loaded him

with honours and distinctions, granting him the government of Barca to add to his own, and

sent him back to Eastern Africa. On his return thither, Hossan passed through Misr, where

he made some stay^ and, leaving orders with the inhabitants to lodge and provide for a portion

of his army, which came at some distance behind him, left that city. Soon after his men
arrived, and when they had been paid and furnished with all necessaries they all marched to

DkatU'l-jamdjim^ where they halted. By that time 'Abdu4-'aaiz, the governor of Egj^t, had

been 1informed how Hossan Ibn An-no'raan had asked his brother, the Khalif, for the

goVepflment of Barca, and how the Khalif had granted it to him. He immediately dis-

patched; a messenger to Hossan, and, arrived into his presence, spoke to him thus: "Is it

"true that 'Abdu-1-malek has appointed thee governor of Barca?" "It is," replied

^ &ij&li KAUnah is the epithet, not the name, of a certain queen of the Berbers, who fought resoluteiy against tlie

Arabs at the time of their invasion of Africa. Her name, according to Ibnu Khaldun, {loco laudato, fo, 67,) was Dhabb5.
She is also mentioned in Al-bekri, fo. 38 ; Abn-Wed^, An, Mosl voL i, p. 306 ; Cardonne, Hist, de VAfnque, vol. i, p, 50

;

audCoadey .ffiy#, Ae la Bom* vol. i, p. 16, who mistook her for her son,

;

^
(*?"W <-:i^ 1 '^

''^^^ P'^^" f*'' *^^^ spot of the skulls ' is the name of a place between Tripoli and Alexandria. It is

mentioned in Al-bekri (An MS. in my possession).
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Hossan. " Well, then/' said 'Abdu4-'am, who had previously given the government of that

province to one of his maulis, " thou shalt not take possession of thy office/' " This is no

« business of mine/' said Hossan, « the Khalif's mandate must needs be obeyed." Upon

which 'Abdu-l-'aziz flew into a passion, and said, " Bring me thy diploma, that I may examme

«
it, and see if what thou sayest be true." Hossdn then left the room, and retornmg soon

after with his diploma, put it into, the hands of 'Abdu-l-'aziz, who, having perused it atten-

tively, found it correct. 'Abdu4-'aziz then turned towards Hossan, and said. Wilt thou

relinquish thy right, and resign thy office?" "Certainly not," replied Hossan, « violence

only will deprive me of an office to which I was appointed by the Commander of the

- Faithful » " Well, then, since thou persistest in thy resolution, I shall deprive thee of both

governments, and I shall name in thy stead a man who is much thy superior m talents

and experience, and God will permit the Commander of the Faithful to reap soon the

-. advantage of my nomination." Saying which, he tore to pieces the diploma, and, sending

for Musa, invested him with the government of Eastern Africa. This happened on a

Thursday of the month of Safar of the year 79-'

Musa immediately took his departure, having before caused the treasures of ti|e army> be

transported to Dhdtu-l^am^im, where the troops were already m ^'^''^ ^^'^^^^
he aLed at the camp, and presented himself before the first dmsion of the army, a sp^.

^rXerved to comedown upon him, and get into his breast. -MiSsa—d.t^..^

him and asking for a knife, cut the bird's throat, severing the jugular vmn; he- then, ^.itli .

thr;i:f;C^^^^^^^^^ besmeared his breast over his clothes ;
this done, he plucked his «he.s,

nd^ttered the^ in the air, throwing them over his head. The operation being at an en^

he was heard to exclaim, all filled with enthusiasm, " Victory
!
Victory

!

my friends. By the

« master of the Ka'bah ! victory is ours, if such be the will of the Almighty.

. ' ; ..

MUa^s address to his soldiers.

The author says,-They relate that when Md.a reached DhStu-1-jamdjim, the place of

meeting for the tr ops, the men gathered round him, when, after prarsrng and returmng

le thanks to God, he Iddressed them in the following words =
" O men

!

the Comman er o

th Faithful (may God prosper him!) thought of appointing Hossan Ibn No'man to the

" ommand of his frontier! and making him your general. Now man among men rs generally

" riLd by his deeds, and judged by what he does before men, not by what he does behmd

.< them When this Hossan came to see the Amir he not only showed hrmself ungrateful

or The lours he had received, and forgetful of past benefits, but he even went so far as^

^ert that the eomnrand was his own, and thathe deserved ''''"-|^*^;^?|'
behaviour whatever merits he might have formerly possessed. Seeing th..,theA^,^
as you well know, is brother and flesh of the Khalif, and whose experience and good

:d renlis sufficiently tested, has thought fit to depose the said Hoasdn, and name mem

« The month of Safar of the year seventy-nine began to be counted on the 9th of April, a.b. 698,
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^^ his stead to command you in this expedition, and you may remain sure that -when he made

"the appointment he beheved his choice to be good. I am a soldier^ hke any of you;

" whenever you see me do a good deed, thank God for it, and let every one of you try to

^^ imitate it; if^ on the contrary, I commit a bad action, let any one of you reprove it and

"show his dislike, that I may amend myself; since all men being sinners and subject to

" error, I might also sin myself. I have orders from the Amir (may God grunt bini his

" bounties!) to pay you three times over the arrears due to you. Take it, and may it turn to

^^ your advantage. If any one of you has a wish to express or a complaint to make, let liim

" come forward and state it, and it shall be attended to. Praise he to God, who is the

^^ consoler and helper of his creatures ; there is no power but hi God the only one !

"

Miisa's arrival in IfHHyyah.

r

The author says,—And they relate that Musa went on marching towards Eastern Africa^ all

the remainder of the month of Safar, all Rabi' the first, and all Rabi' the second- He set his

foot in the city of Ifrikiyyah^^ on Monday^ five days after the beginning (the 5th) of Jumadi

the first of the year 79- The first act of his administration was to seize on Sefayn Ibii

Malik Al"fehn and Abu Saleh, and after fining each of them ten thousand dinars, to send

them in irons to ^Abdu-1-malek. The same author says, Musa arrived in Ifrikiyyah and the

surrounding country, fearing lest the Moslems encamped in the city should not be able to go

out of their camp, as is customary among them, at their two great annual festivities, owing to

the pi-oximity of the enemy, who surrounded them on every side- Nor was their camp a

very strong or commodious one ; the houses of the common people and soldiers were made of

reeds, and those of the officers of the same materials, with the difference only of being of a

conic form, and having a sort of cupola on the top- As to the mosque, it resembled a stable,

only that it had a roof thrown over some beams, and that Hossan Ibn An-no'man, Musa's

predecessor, had caused the kiblak and the adjoining parts to be built of mud ; but the whole

building was, nevertheless, in a ruinous state.

* The-MS- says towards Maghreb (Western Africa), but it is a miafalce ; Miisa's governnicut was that of Ifrikiyyah^ or

Afriiia proper. .W'estern Africa had not yet been entirely subdued,

** I havesaid elsewhere (Note 62, book iv, chap, iii.) that the word medinah was formerly used to designate the capital of

a district or province. Al-heltri, IdrisJ, and most of the African geographers and historians, speak of a city called Medinah

.?/rz%y(zA as being the capital of the province called Ifrikiyyah by the Arabs, and designated by the Latin historians under the

various appellations of Carthagineosis, Byzacena, Marmarica, Gyrene, Zeugitana, and Africa Minor. Marniol i^Africay

tom^ ii. fo- 269,) thinks it to be the same as the Adrummto Colonia of Ptolemy, It was destroyed by the Arabs, and rebuilt

by 'Abdullah Mahdi, the first Khalif of the Fatimites or 'Obeydites, who called it Mahdiyyah. See Abu-Ufeda, Jn. MosL

tana, ii; p, 328 ; Leo Africanus^ apud Ramusiiiui^ p. 573 ; Marmol, Africa, torn- ii. fo. 269 ; and the Geography of Bakuwi,

iti the sixth voh des NoL et Ext\ p. 462,
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Musa's address to the men on his arrival in Ifrikiyt/ak.

They relate that when Miisa arrived in Ifrikiyyah, and saw the mountains in the neighbour-

hood, and the districts round them, he caused his men to be assembled in the mosqucj and,

mounting the pulpit, after praising God, and returning Him thanks, he addressed them thus

:

" O men ! tell me what sort of a governor was there before me in this city. Was he a man

who loved war^ or one of those who are fond of peace and tranquiUity ? "Was he generous

and munificent, or mean and avaricious ? Did he speak to you with affability, and salute

" you with a pleasing countenance, or was he one of those morose men who look as if God

" had tied a knot in their throats, and as if they could not utter one single word ? I know

well what sort of commander you want; you want one of those warriors who confide

" in their good fortune, who are firm and steady in their purposes, who always do more

" than is expected from them, who consult men of learning and experience in all their un-

dertakings, who rely on their experience but are not blinded by their vanity, who are brave,

and perhaps rash and adventurous, but never cowards; one of those men who become,

"doubly cautious after victory, doubly brave after defeat, who always place their .hopes,o|

success on no one but God, and who constantly point out to their followers, from. a:wioii^
,

the faithful, these encouraging words of their Lord, ^Success is reserved only for. the:

" pious.' Take courage, O men ! for if God be on our side he will place our enemies within;

our reach, and lead us into their strong holds. You may safely rely upon me as your

"commander, for I shall seize every opportunity of leading you on to victory; and, by

" Allah ! I will not cease making incursions into yonder high mountains, and attacking the

" strong passes leading into them, until God has depressed their elevated summits, reduced

« their strength, and granted the Moslems the victory. I shaU lead you on until God

" Almighty makes us the masters of aU or part of the territories lying beyond them, and until

« we have subdued the countries which his immutable decrees have already allotted us,—for

" He is the best of decreers."

a

li

a

a

iC

How the conquest of Zaghwdn^^ came to pass.

The author says,~And they relate that Miisa Ibn Nosseyr made war on certain people from

among the Berbers called MrwflA,^^ who, with one of their great chiefs at their head, were

continually making incursions into the countries already occupied by the Moslems. These

people, who beheld with an evil eye the establishment of the Arabs so close to their territory,

began to make repeated forays beyond their frontiers, and to scour night and day the land

between Zaghwan and Cairwan. Against these Berbers, who were commanded by a chief of

their nation named Warkattaf,'^ Miisa dispatched one of his hravest officers with a hbdy of

five hundred horsemen. The Moslems met the enemy, and, with the help of the Almighty,
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put them to flighty killing their king Warkattaf^ and making ten thousand of them prisoners;

these being the first Berber captives that entered Cairwan during Musa^s government.

After thisj Musa sent in another direction a son of his^ named 'Abdullah, wlio also returned

victorious^ bringing with him one hundred thousand captives; he then dispatched to another

quarter Merwan, another of his sonSj who was also successful, and came back with one

hundred thousand captives, Musa himself took a different road^ and returned with a similar

number of prisoners, so that the fifth belonging to the Khahf amounted on this occasion to

sixty thousand captives, God be praised for it ! Since His is the empire, and He only is

the mighty conqueror of nations

!

How the news of these victories reached ^Abdu-l-aziz.

The. author says>—They relate that Musa Ibn Nosseyr wrote to *Abdu-l-^aziz Ibn Merwan,

who was then at Misr, acquainting him with the victories which God had granted to his arms,

and telling him how he had made so many prisoners that the fifth belonging to the Khalif

amounted to thirty thousand captives, (the writer having written that number by mistake for

sixty thousand.) However, when ^Abdu-l-'aziz perused the letter, he was so astonished that

he seat for his secretary, and said to him, " By thy soul ! read this letter unto me,'* and the

secretary did as he was commanded, and said, ^^ O Amir ! this is impossible, it must be a

" mistake of the writer^ return the letter that it may be corrected." And 'Abdu-l-'aziz sent

back the letter to Musa, and wrote with it^
*^^ Thy letter has reached us, and we have perused

*^ its contents^ but what thou sayest about the fifth of the spoil gained in the victory that God
^^ has granted thee being thirty thousand captives seems to us an exaggeration. We cannot

" help thinking that it must be a mistake of thy secretary; so let us hear the real amount,
^'^ and let the error be corrected-" On the receipt of the Amir^s letter, Musa rephed imme-

diately,—^^ The words of the Amir {may God prosper him !) have come to our hands, as well

as his suspicion that the number of captives announced may be erroneous. The Amir is

right, the secretary made a blunder, for, instead of writing sixty thousand, which is the real

number^ without any mistake, he put down thirty thousand " And when Miisa^s answer

reached ^Abdu-l-^aziz, and he had perused its contents^ his heart w^as filled with joy and

satisfaction^, and he was greatly astonished by it.

How the Khuiy ^Abdu-l-malek was displeased with M'dsa^s appointment.

He says,—And they relate that when the Khalif ^Abdu-1-maIek heard how'Abdu-1-^aziz had

deposed Hossan and appointed Musa in his steady he not only did not approve of his

brother's nomination^ but was exceedingly angry on account of it^ especially as the news of

Musa^s victory had not yet reached him. He therefore thought to himself of removing

Musa^ and to that effect sent orders to ^Abdu-1-^aziz, purporting, "The Commander of the

*^ Faithful has heard of thy deposing Hossan and naming Musa in his stead, and as he has
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" not been made acquainted with the motives that moved thee to act so," he is expecting to

" hear from thee that on the receipt of the present order thou hast done the same with Musa^

" for such is the wish of the Commander of the Faithful. Thy sovereign has transmitted to

" thee his power, and intrusted thee with his authority, for no other purpose than to have his

" commands punctually executed there. Let Hossan then be restored to his office, for the

" Commander of the Faithful is very well disposed towards him, and wishes him to be

" promoted, as he thinks him a very brave, experienced, and fortunate officer."

The answer of 'Abdu~l-asiz to his brother 'Abdu-l-malek.

They say,—And when the letter reached 'Abdu-l-'aziz, he wrote the following answer:

" I have received the letter sent me by the Commander of the Faithful treating about my

"removing Hossan from his government and my nominating Musa in his stead, and also

" conveying orders for the removal of Miisa and the reinstabnent of Hossan, saying, ^ that if

" my sovereign has transmitted me his power and intrusted me with his authority, it is in

"order that his commands be faithfully executed;' but, by Allah! I feel : certain that the

« Commander of the Faithful, dazzled by the victories which God granted to' Hoss&l, has

« formed too high an opinion of him; there are men better qualified than he is for this enter-

" prise ; one of whom is Miisa, whose virtues, commendable actions, and good fortune in

" military affairs, are sufficiently known to me. As to that saying of the Commander of the

« Faithful, ' I am waiting to hear of thy having complied with our orders/ by my life
!

I ^so

" am waiting and watching, and I entreat thee to have patience and wait a little longer, whea

'' something -will occur that will bring on me the thanks of the Commander of the Faithful,

" and his praises for my good choice and honest intentions.—Fare thee well."

-^
'i e

'Abdu4-'azi2 acquaints his brother 'Abdu-l-malek with Miisa's victories.

The author of the tradition says,—And they relate that 'Abdu-l-'aziz wrote to his brother,

'Abdu-1-malek, the following letter :
" O Commander of the Faithful !

thy conduct and mine

in this affair of Hossan and Miisa very much resembles that of the two men who laid down

a wager as to who had the fleetest horse ; they therefore let their horses go to a given

distance, which both traversed, arriving at the end of it together, when, upon, measurement,

«
it was found that one of them had traversed a longer distance.'^ Yes, if God be pleased,

tt

Ci

iC

H The originaUays ^ &iijc ^JJ) ^Ul ^Jx ^ 'and he knom the reason why thou hast deposed h^^^^^

think that the negative particle J has heen omitted. .;/ - , : ,> :

1= I am not sure that I have seized the right meaning of the allusion, which reads thus in the text: ILyl ^^JiJiS

J.:^ iSjic .^U
_j

UbJ^l! ^Ul ^^ _,
lL i^ Ui-ii l^,li: ^ l^ I presume, ho^vever.

that what the author means is this, " that both Hossan and Musa would fulfil well the duties of their charge, hnt thst M6sa

.' would surpass Hossan in the same manner as the horse, which, notwithstanding he reached the mark at the same time as

" his competitor in the race, had traversed a longer distance."
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" the excess this time shall be in thy favour- I have just received from Musa the letter

'^ which I enclose^ that thou mayest peruse itj and praise God for it/^

^Abdu-l-male/c's answer.

The author of the tradition saysj—The following was the answer sent by 'Abdu-1-malek to

his brother^s letter :
" The Commander of the Faithful has received thy letter, and understood

" its meaning. He has likewise penetrated the sense of the comparison thou madest of liim

" in the affair between Hossan and Musa^ and thy saying that one of the tu'o horses certaijily

^^ surpassed the other^ and that the Khalif will reap the benefit of it. The Commander of the

" Faithful says, that thou hast at last gained thy purpose in making Musa governor, but of

"this he is certain^ that whoever acknowledges the true God is sure of prosperity and

"[.victory at his hands, and all those who have experienced privations are glad.—Fare

*^ thee well." After this, ^Abdu-l-'aziz sent a messenger with the Khalif 's letter to Musa^

that he might read and see what ^Abdu-l-malek said about him. According to Musa^s own

account, a messenger brought him the above letter, besides another from 'Abdu-l-^aziz

himselfj and when the messenger reached Musa he presented him the passage to read.

Miisa*s conquests m the territories of Hawdrahy Zendiah, and KotdmahJ^

He saysj—And they relate that Musa sent 'Ayyash Ibn AkhyaP^ with one thousand

horsemen against the tribes of liawarah and Zenatah. 'Ayyash made incursions into their

territor)^j and killed numbers of them; he took, besides, five thousand captives, among whom
was the chief of the Hawarah tribe, named Kamun.'^ This Berber, together with other

illustrious captives of the same tribe, Musa sent to 'Abdu-l-'aziz. Kamun, moreover, \yas

executed near a tank close to the village of 'Okbah, which has ever since been known by the

name of the suiferer, Berkah Kamun {the tank of Kamun). After this, 'Ayyash made a

second irruption into their territory, but this time they all came before him and asked for

peaces and 'Ayyash sent their principal men to Musa, who granted them terms. It hap-

pened about this time that the tribe of Kotamah sent messengers to Musa asking him for

peace;: this the Moslem general readily granted, taking hostages from among their best

families, and appointing one of them to command the whole tribe. However, some time

afterwards, \k& people of Kotamah killed the chief appointed by Musa, and one of the tribe

wrote to Musa, '^ We,are certainly thy slaves; one of us having killed our king, we are now
" without a ruler ; be pleased to appoint another : I can answer thy purpose much better than

" the last, and supply his place." When Musa received this message, he doubted not but that

IE

^* This ^jfc^ti Kamun must have been put to death before he reached his destination, perhaps too by Musa's com-

inftndsj-since.the place here mentioned and called 'isAZ L j is a town between Cairwan and Alexandria, which received

its namfc from the defeat and death of 'Okbah taking place under its walls. See Al-bckri, Memdlek v?a-l-mesdlek^ fo, 58,
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the Kotamah were inclined to rebellion : he was further confirmed in his suspicions by the

fact that only a few days before this event the hostages of the tribe of Zenatah had asked

his leave to absent themselves for one day from the camp to attend a hunting expedition,

and the permission had been granted them ; but when the news reached Musa of the

assassination of their chief, he doubted not but that his hostages had fled on account of it^ as

a preconcerted plan before their rebellion. He accordingly sent a body of cavalry in pursuit

of them, and the fugitives having been all caught and brought back to his presence, he

ordered that they should be immediately crucified. But they said to him, "Do not be too

« hasty, O Arair ! in having this thy sentence carried into execution. Delay it, for fear thou

« shouldst find out afterwards that our fathers and relations never dreamt of rebelling. We

are in thy hands, and in thy power, and no one can better than thyself ascertain if the crime

be a real or supposed one. Shouldst thou put us to death, and we be innocent, thou couldst

« not restore us to life." These reasons prevailed ; Musa suspended the sentence, and

having put them in irons, made them march before him towards the territory of Kotdmah,

where no sooner were they arrived than the elders of the tribe, who heard of his approach,

came out to him and made their excuses. Mlisa accepted them, and being convinced of

their innocence, spared the lives of the hostages, and ordered them to be released. , - ^-

iC

cc

o

Subjugation of the tribe of

The author says,-And they relate that the scouts came one day to Musa Ibn Nosseyr and

told him how the tribe of Senh^jah was unaware of them, and unprovided, and how their

camels had just brought forth and could not stir. Musa, accordingly, made an invasion into

their territory at the head of four thousand men of the regular army, and two thousand

volunteers and Berbers, leaving behind ^Ayydsh, with two thousand horsemen, to guard the

baggage and famihes of the Moslems at Tobnah.'» He himself went on with his _army,

givTnTthe command of the van to Musa Ibn 'lyadh- Ibn 'Okbah; the right mng to

Al-mugheyrah Ibn Abi Burdah, and the left to Zor^ah Ibn Abf Mudrik; and marched until

he fell unawares upon the Senhajah, and sueh other among the Berber tribes as were with

them at the time. Musa fought with them the battles of extermination ;
he killed mynads of

them, and made a surprising number of prisoners, since on this occasion only they amounted

to one hundred thousand men, to say nothing of the camels, cows, sheep, horses mules, gram,

and articles of dress, for their numbers exceeded all computation. After this, Musa and his

men returned with their prey to Cairwan ;- all these forays taking place withm the year eighty

(A D 699^700). And when the soldiers of distant countries inhabited by the Moslems heard

of the success which God had granted to Musa's arms, and the immense spoil collected by the

^^

.. The text says 'i^ TanUH. but fobnah is no doubt intended. It is the Tubnah of Shaw ^rav. p. ...; o.. ^.

Bdrisii Africa, apud Hartmann, p- 132-

- ^'^ may be pronounced 'AyMk, 'Ay^d^n, or 'lydM, according as it is pointed. I have folio.-ed the latter reading,

which I believe to be the most common.

, ^, I ; „^t I L^ AS it is eeiierallv fouud in the Arabian geographfirs.
21 The name of this city is written thus J\^j^

not ^!_j^^
as it is genijriiu, .^

.
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men under his orders, they all wished to go to Western Africa, Musa^s army being soon

reinforced by numbers which increased it to double its original force. After this, Al-mugheyrah

had several very sharp encounters mth the Senhajah, but God was pleased to permit that he

should rout them every where/^ and put them to flight, the number of captives taken in this

expedition amounting to sixty thousand. Al-mugheyrah then returned.

The taking of Sejumd^^^ and how it happened.

He says,—And they relate that in the year 83, Najdah Ibn Musa came and joined Musa

Ibn Nosseyr with the van of the Egyptian army, upon which that general commanded his

men to get themselves ready to make war against the infidel tribes. He then sent Yezid

against Sejuma and the surrounding country^ and, leaving his son 'Abdullah Ibn Musa to

comniand in his stead at Cairwan, he himself went out at the head of ten thousand Moslems.
-. - ' - -

^lyadh Ibn ^Okbah led the van, Zor'ah Ibn Abi Mudrik Ar-ro^ayni had the command of the

right wing, Al-mugheyrah Ibn Abi Burdah Al-korashi that of the left, the rear remaining

under charge of Najdah Ibn Muksim Ibn Najdah.^^ Musa, moreover, having intrusted to his

son Merwan Ibn Musa the keeping of the banners^ marched until he reached a spot known

by the name of Shajaru-l-moluk (the tree of the kings), whence, leaving behind all the heavy

baggage under the orders of ^Omar Ibn Oways'^* with a body of one thousand horsemen, he

proceeded with the rest until he reached a river called Mulwiyah,^^ which he found much

swollen by the rains. Not choosing to remain long on its banks, for fear the provisions of

his army should be exhausted, and that if the enemy knew where he was encamped they

would attack him, he looked for and found a ford,—not the ford of ^Okbah Ihn Naii', for

this he would not use^—and passed the river by it. When Musa saw himself safe on the

other side, he marched against the enemy, whom he found on the alert and prepared for war.

He then attacked them, and fought with them great battles near a mountain chain, to which

there was no approach but through certain passes or gorges- There the armies were engaged

all Thursday until night, and all Saturday until the hour of evening prayers. One of the

Berber chiefs then came out before the ranks of the Moslems, and stood for some tin^e

challenging any of them to come out and fight him. None, however, came out, which being

obsexted by Musa, he turned towards his son Merwan, and said to him, " O my son ! go out

^ The author i^es here an expression which is almost untranslatable, ^ US'S ^^x^ ,
' he granted him their shoulders/

that is, he granted to him to see their shoulders in the fight/

^ U*=e^ which I find in Ibnu Khald6n and Al-bekri written U.Aii«^ and U*juI^ appears to be the Segeme of

Marmol, Descrip. de Ajr. yoL ii. fo. 72.

^ iJ^ ^^J *w^ ^^) i lis-' This appears to be the same individual named higher up, Najdah Ibii Musa.

^»Jl-<i is the name of an African river between TelemsSn and Rabat; it was tnowii to the Roman and Greek26
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geographers-: - Strabo calls it MvkaxtiO; Pliny and Mela, MttlucM.
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" against him." Merwan obeyed his father's commands, he passed the banner which he bore

to his brother 'Abdu-l-*aziz Ibn Musa, and advanced in front of the ranks. Merwan was then

very young, and had scarcely attained the age of manhood, so that when the Berber saw him

he laughed with scorn, and said, " Return to the camp, for I am unwilling to deprive thy old

" father of so comely a youth as thou art." Merwan, however, without saying a word, attacked

the infidel, who retreated and swiftly mounted his horse. Once on the saddle, the Berber

rushed against his antagonist, and dealt him a furious blow with his javelin j this Merwan

parried by seizing the Berber's weapon with his hand ; he then rushed on his adversary, and

ran him through with his javelin. So fierce was the blow that the weapon went first through

the Berber's side and then sunk deep into the flanks of his steed, both the rider and his

charger falling dead to the ground. The two armies then came to an engagement, and a most

desperate battle was fought, which caused all previous battles to be forgotten : at last, God

was pleased to put the infidels to flight, and grant a complete victory to the Moslems ; the

King of the Berbers, whose name was Kuseylah,^? remaining dead on the field of battle.

Innumerable maidens, inestimable by their beauty and accomplishments, and the daughters of

the kings and chiefs, were on this occasion the prize of the victors. When the spoils gained

in this battle were to be divided, Musa caused the daughters of the kings to stand |)efore;:him,

and having sent for his son Merwan, he said to him, "Come, O my son! come,and choose.

« among these maidens." And Merwan chose among them one that was the daughter of their,

late king, Kuseylah, and who became afterwards the mother of two sons by Merwan,—

•

'Abdu-l-malek*^^ and Musa.

About this time Zor'ah Ibn Abi Mudrik had an engagement with the Berbers, in which he

had the worst, for he was defeated, and severely wounded besides in the thigh. When Miisa

was informed of it he caused him to be borne on the shoulders of his own men, and carried to

Cairwan, fifty men relieving one another in turn every day. After this, Musa also returned

to Cairwan, but not without having previously subdued the whole of that country. He then

began to write to 'Abdu-l-'aziz, announcing to him conquest after conque3t,=9 like the

37 This chief, whom Ibnu Khaldiln (loco laudato, fo. 49, vet-so,) caUs
^) ^ 'A^ Kuseylah Ibn Leram, and Al-bekri

(fo. 59) ^i_lj 1^ ^cJj^ KasflahlbnLahdham, istheKuscilchofCardonne, /ffs/. de^'^>. vol.i. p. 41.

^« The text reads J^^^ ^1 ^y. ^\ _j
hy^ ^ ^^V C/^ ^^^' '^ (^ ^ '''"^ '^^ ^^ *'

mother of 'Abdu-l-malek Ibn Menvan Ibn Mu'awiyah/ which I need not observe must be an error of the copyist.

C , w

^ The text saya J:J\^ ^ S^ ^ ji.fi\ 0^ J' V^. J«- y
P'^rhaps ^IS ia wanting.

for otherwise the sense is incomplete. The city of Morocco was not built until the year four hundred and fifty-four

(a.r. 1062-3), when YAsuf Ibn Tfchffn or Tashefin, the first Sultan of the Almoravides, laid the foundation of it

mth his own hands, by erecting a mosque, and a castle to keep his treasures. His son, 'AU Ibn tu?iif, continued the

building, and surrounded it with a stone wall. It was increased by his successors, but not completed until the reign

of the Sultan Abii Yusuf Ya'kub, the grandson ofAbdu-l-mfimen, in the year five hundred and eigl^ty-iBve (a, D. 1189-90),

when it became the capital of Africa, and the residence of the Almohades. (See the Kartttit, translated by Moura,

pp. 277-300, et passim; Marmol, Deserip. de Africa, vol. ii. fo. 17, ei seq. .• Leo Africanus, apvd Ramusium, p. 149 ;

GrSberg, Specchio di Maroeco, pp. 58, 228; Conde, Hist, de la Dom. vol. ii. pp. 384, 409, et passim; Ibnu Khaldfin

;

and the African historians.) However, the author of a history of Morocco, entitled Al-hoial»-l-mtwashshit/!/ah, (see a
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conquest of Morrekosh (Morocco) ; his soldiers possessed themselves of innumerable captives,

and all became attached to him, and fond of the country where they were. It is further said

that whenever 'Abdu-1-malek Ibn Merwan received, through 'Abdu-l-'azia, news of Miisa's

conquests, he used to say, « Victory has rendered thee vain, O Abu-Uasbagh !" ^<>~- after this

he added, « but the time is not distant when they will oppose those very things which are

« best for them."

He says,—And Musa sent a messenger to 'lyadh, ^Othman, and Abu 'Obeydah, all three

sons of 'Okbah, and said to them, « Go and revenge yourselves by putting to the sword the

« murderers of your father 'Okbah."^' Accordingly, 'lyadh departed, and slew six hundred

of their best and principal men. After which, Musa sent him a message telling liim to stop

;

'lyddh did as he was desired, though not without exclaiming, when he received the order,

« By Allah ! Hadst thou left me alone, I would not have stopped as long as there was one of

« them remaining."

Arriml of the news of this victory to 'Abdu-l-'aziz Ibn Merwdn.

The author says,—And they relate that when Musa heard of the victory gained by 'lyadh,

he immediately sent a messenger to acquaint 'Abdu-l-'aaiz Ibn Merwdn with it. The mes-

senger, whose name was 'AH Ibn RabEih,^^ marched until he arrived in Egypt, and presented

himself to 'Abdu-l-'aziz, who treated him kindly, and rewarded him munificently. He then

sent him with the news to 'Abdu-1-malek Ibn Merwdn, who, on his arrival, also rewarded

him, and added to his other gifts twenty thousand pieces.^^ On the return of 'Ali Ibn Rabah

preceding note, p. 349, and Preface,) informs us that the spot where tliat splendid city was hnilt was from time

^ J ^ J C

immemorial known as the J^\^ (_^ ' plam of Morrekosh,' and was m the hands ot the lierocr tn,>e oi

Masmddah, from whom the ground was purchased by Yusuf. It is therefore probable that the author alludes here to some

town called Morr^koik which stood there in Musa's time.

I ought to observe, that not having hitherto met with this word pointed as above, I have in t«'0 or three instances in this

translation written the name of that town in the usual way {Marrekash), which I now find to be a mistake. Not only is

that word pointed in my MS., but by referring to Ibnu KhaWiin, the author of the Kartth, and the history of Mnca

attributed to Ibn Battattah, I find it constantly written and pointed in the same manner ;
nay, Ibnu KhaWiin {loco la^^ato,

to. 44, vetm,) says that Morraosk is a compound of two Berber words, meaning ' pass by quickly,' owing to the spot bemg

infested by robbers and wild beasts. See also Ibn Khallek^n, at the life of Yiisuf Ibn Tfishfin {Tyd. Ind., Ko. 854).

30 Abii-1-asbagh was the surname of 'Abdu-l-'aziz. What follows is obscure . ^ ijf-i ^ j^^Hlljl A^Wl CU^

Jj j^ yb ^ U^ \f>/J j ^j^ I bave taken upon myself to substitute ^ for ^ but even then the

sentence is by no means clear.

31 'Okbah Iba N£tfi' was put to death by the Berbers in a,h. 62,

32 The same individual who. afterwards erected the castle caUed after him KaVah Rahdh. now Caiatrava, in the pro^ince of

la Mancha:.

33 The text merely says ^\ ^_^ <b.llac J Sjlj
_j

'he added to his other gifts twenty thousand,' without

saying whether that number applies to gold pieces (dindrs) or to silver ones {dirkem) ; the latter is most probable.

The omission, however, must not be attributed to the copyist, since it occurs several times in the course of this narrative,

and the expression is very much used by ancient writers, such as the author of the present work.
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to Egyptj ^Abdu-l-'aziz asked hinij " How much did the Commander of the Faithful give

'^ thee?'^ " Twenty thousand pieces/' replied ^Ali. 'Abdu4-'aziz then said, ^^ Were it not

" that I disUke to imitate his examplcj I would give thee a similar sum; however, I shall add

*^^ to it ten thousand pieces/'—and he did so. As to 'Abdu-l-malek, he wrote to apprise Musa

how he had granted him a pension ^^ of two hundred pieces from his treasury, and another of

one hundred for each of his sons ; how he had likewise decreed that five hundred men chosen

from among his freedmen and soldiers who had behaved best, or received wounds on the

field of battle, should be remunerated with thirty pieces each,^^ He at the same time wrote

to him, saying, "As to thyselfj^the Commander of the Faithful grants thee the one hundred

'^ thousand pieces paid by thee some time ago into his treasury as the amount of thy fine.^^

" Thou mayest deduct it from the Khalif's share in the spoil, and take it for thyself/' When

the letter of 'Abdu-1-malek reached Musa, he said, in the presence of his men, " I take you

" all to witness that this sum shall be spent entirely in the promotion of reli^on and the

" good of the Moslems ;" and so he did, for whenever after a victory there was a number of

slaves put up for sale^ he used to buy all those whom he thought would willingly embrace

Islam, who were of noble origin, and who looked, besides, as if they were active young men.

To these he first proposed the embracing of IsianXj and if, after cleansing their understanding

and making them fit to receive its sublime truths, they were converted to the best of religions,

and their conversion was a sincere one, he then would, by way of putting their abilities to

trial, employ them. If they evinced good disposition and talents he would instantly grant

them liberty, appoint them to high commands in his army, and promote them according to

their merits; if, on the contrary, they showed no aptitude for their appointments, he *ouId

send them back to the common depot of captives belonging to the army, to be again disposed

of according to the general custom of drawing out the spoil by arrows.

And they say that Musa wrote to 'Abdu-l-'aziz, telling him of the wound of Abu Zar'ah

Ibn Abi Mudrik, and how much he had suffered, and that, had it not been for his accident,

he would have sent him as a messenger to the Khalif instead of Ibn Rabah. In reply to this

letter 'Abdu-l-'aziz sent him a provision of one hundred pieces for Abu Zar'ah, and other

pensions in propSrtion for thirty of his best men. After this Musa returned with his army

to Cairwan.

_
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Incursions at sea^ a-nd how they came to pass.

r

The author says,—And they relate that Musa stayed at Cairwan the remainder of the month

of Ramadhan, and all the month of Shawwal, after which he ordered the building of a dock-

yard at Tunis, and declared his intention of sailing thither in person. Having accordingly

put to sea, he entered the port of that city soon after. They say that when the people first

w sjJj .Jy^J ^jij> !u\ The verb/ararfAa has here the meaning of granting or assigning a yearly pension.

^ ^^- ^'^ ^j h^ L/^ ^W i ^V' t>' J
-s^'^^ J u^/ i

^ See above, p. liv.
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'^ jdwJuAi This must be the island of Liiiosa or that of Lampedusa^ between Malta and the eastern coast of Africa,

^. ijLJy IJ Tabut is a long and narrow box- The Spanish word atahud, meaning the bier where a corpse is deposited

for intermentj is derived from it.
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heard of Musa^s determination they all wondered at it, and considered it a most rash under-

takings saying unto him^ " Thou Avilt not be able to accoaiplish thy purpose/^ And that then

a man from among the Berbers, converted to Islam, whose conversion had been sincere,

presented himself to him, and spolce thus: ^* O Amir! I am one hundred and twenty-one

**^ years old, and I remember well hearing my father say that when the Lord of Kartajenah

^^ (Carthage) thought of building his city, the people came up to him w^ondering^ and repre-

^^ sented to him the difficulties of the undertaking; but one of them rose, and said to him, ' O
^^ King! if thou put thy hand to this work thy wishes shall be fulfilled, for the kings, thy |
^^ predecessors, left no undertaking unachieved, whatever its magnitude or difficulty might be/ ]

'*^ And I now say unto thee what was said to the King of Carthage, put thy hand to this \

work, which is certainly not greater than those achieved by them, and God will help

thee." When Musa heard this he was highly dehghted, and wondered much at tlie old

man^s words. He immediately issued orders for the building of the dock-yard, and having

heard of its being finished, he put to sea, and, after sailing twelve miles, entered it. From
that moment the port of Tunis became a place of safety for ships when winds blew at sea

and the waves were high. He then ordered the building of one hundred vessels, and passed

in these preparations the remainder of the year eighty-four (beginning Jan. 23, a*d, 703),

About this time ^Atta Ibn Rafi^ Al-hudheli, with the Egyptian fleet, arrived in Eastern

Africa. He came, sent by ^Abdu-1'aziz, with instructions to make a descent on the coast of

Sardaniyyah (Sardinia), and he entered the port of Susah, No sooner was Musa informed of

Ms arrival than he sent him provisions for his crew, and wTOte to him, saying, " The season

" for navigating the sea is gone by for this year. Uemain where thou art, and do not expose
^^ thyself and thy men to certain perdition. Think that the men under thy orders have

" fathers and sons. Wait until the fine weather returns." But 'Atta raised his head with

contempt at Musa's letter, and shut his ears to his advice; he fitted his vessels, and weighing

anchor, imprudently put to sea. They first came to an island called Salsalah,=^^ which they

conquered, making considerable spoil, and taking a variety of valuable things, such as gold,

silver, and precious stones; but, as 'Atta and his men were returning from this expedition, a

terrific storm arose at sea, all their vessels were dashed against the shores of Eastern Africa,

and 'Atta and nearly all his men were drowned. When the intelligence of this disaster

reached Musa, he dispatched his son ^Abdu-l-'aziz with a body of cavalry towards the shore,

to see what could be saved from the wreck of 'Atta's fleet. Arrived on the spot, ^Abdu4-^aziz

foxmd a heavy box,^^ which, when opened, proved to contain the share of the spoils of Yezid

Ibn Masruf- After this, the author of the tradition says,—I one day found an old man sitting

on the sea shore with a reed in his hand; I went up to him, and tried to take it, but he

disputed possession with me; at last^ I wrested it from him, and struck his head with it, and

when the reed broke, lo ! pearls, precious stones, and dinars fell out of it.

After this Musa ordered that all the vessels and crews saved from the storm should enter
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the port of Tunis, and this was done as he commanded. When it was the year eighty-five

(beginning Jan. 12^ 704), he issued orders for all the men to prepare for sea, announcing that

he himself would embark and accompany the expedition. This intelligence increased the

ardour of the troops, and they all hastened to embark; the vessels were stored, and every

thing got ready, and there was not a noble Arab, among those who were in Musa's army, who

did not embark on this occasion, so that there only remained on shore a few men to repel a

sudden attack of the enemy. However, Musa did not go on board as he had promised to do,

but having given the command of these naval forces to his son 'Abdullah, he ordered

him to weigh anchor immediately. Musa's intention, as it was afterwards divulged, had

been to send all his best men with the fleet. Accordingly, all the soldiers known for their

courage and resolution, and all the noble Arabs who were with Musa, embarked for this

expedition, which, owing to this circumstance, was afterwards called "the expedition of the

nobles," {Ghazavjatu-sh-shorafd.)

However, 'Abdullah put to sea with his fleet, this being the first maritime expedition which

had put off from the shores of Eastern Africa since its invasion by the Moslems. They

arrived in sight of the island of Sicily,^'' and landed to the west of it, entering a city there in

which they found so much spoil that each man on board received one hundred dinars of gold

for his share, although the Moslems were between nine hundred and one thousand in

number. After this the fleet returned safe to Africa.

About this time news came to M.isa of the death of his patron, 'Abdu-l-'azfz, son of

Merwan, and soon after of that of the Commander of the Faithful, 'Abdu-1-malek, son of

Merwan, who was succeeded in the Khalifate by his son, Al-wahd Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek, in the

year eighty-six (beginning Jan. 1, 705). On receiving this intelligence, Musa sent a mes-

senger to court to take the oath of allegiance in his name, and to acquaint the Khalif with the

victory gained by his son 'Abdullah, and the spoil made by the Moslems.
\, ^

In the meanwhile Zor'ah Ibn AW Mudrik was dispatched by Mdsa agamst the Berber

tribes, but he had no opportmiity of coming to an engagement with them, for no sooner had

he arrived in their territory, than they all came before him and sued for peace. Seeing

which, Zor'ah sent the principal among them to Musa, who, taking hostages from each tribe,

granted their request. Mdsa then gave to Ibn Akhyal the command of the fleet of Eastern

Africa, with instructions to put to sea and invade some of the enemy's islands In com-

pliance with these orders that general passed the winter on the sea, and attacked a city

called Sirakusa, whence he returned safe hi the same year (a.h. 86). Three years after-

wards (A.H. 89), 'Abdullah Ibn Marrah, having arrived with a body of men from Egypt,

Resented himself to Musa, who gave him the command of the sea. 'Abdullah landed on

the island of Sardinia, and entered its cities, where he gained so much spod that ^ach

man's share amounted to three thousand prisoners, exclusive of the gold, sUver, &c.j so that

all present received abundantly.

- Nmvavri speaks of t.o expeditions ; one commanded by Abdullah Ib« Kays Al-fez&l, the other by Mohammed Ibn

Idris AUansM, both of vhich sailed from Africa to Sicily loBg before the time here assigned. See a preceding note,

p. 450, and NuwajTi's History of Sicily in Gregorio's Collection, p. 2.
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How and when the news of these victories was brought to Al-walid.

They relate that a servant of Al-walid Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek told thenij " I was close to the

" Khalif, who was performing his ablutions in a vessel of gold that was before him, when in

" came a messenger from Koteybah Ibn Moslem, announcing the conquest of some districts

'' in KKorassan. I went to Al-walid and told him of his arrival, and the Khalif commanded

" me to take the letter from him and read it to him ; I did so, but before I had come to the

" end of it, in came another messenger from Musa Ibn Nosseyr with the news of the conquest

" of Sus-al-aksa, by his son Merwan. I told the Khalif of it, and was likewise ordered to

" bring in the letter and read it to him. I obeyed, and my master then praised God, and

" returned thanks, and went upon his knees and prayed. Scarcelyj however, had I ended the

" letter, when another messenger, also from Musa Ibn Nosseyr, made his appearance, and

" haying informed the Khalif of his arrival, I brought the message in as I had done with the

" otiiers, and read it to Al-walid, who praised and thanked God for it, and fell upon his knees,

" worshipping and praying. This being done, the Khalif turned towards me, and said,

" '^ Stand outside by that door, and do not let any one come in,' There was at the time in

" the ro6m a young infant, a son of Al-walid, who was crawling on the floor, and who, while

« his father was absorbed in his prayers and returning thanks to the Almighty for the favours

" received, approached the vessel, and fell inside of it. The child being hurt by the fall,

" screamed out for help, but, although 1 saw his danger, I could not run to his assistance.

*
lJ J ) ^1 may be the name of the tribe, as well as that of the king ruling in those districts.

« Jo.^ Ei" ^Ull Jiiwl %^ _j J^^^ Jull 1^ Thusiin the text.

-_

Eiepedition to Sus-al-aksd.

The author continues :—They relate that Miisa Ibn Nosseyr sent his son Merwan to

Sus-al-aksa, a country which was at that time under the rule of Al-audi.'*" Merwan marched

with Ave thousand men of those inscribed on the rolls of the army. The recorder of this

tradition says,—" The troops were already assembled, and the men prepared for battle, when

" Mer\van saw the enemy waiting to receive them, with the spear in the right hand and the

" shield in the left, and pointing with their hands towards his men as if they were inquiring

" ' How many are ye?' However, Merwan and his men met the Marzayah,*' and fought [

" valiantly with them. The Marzayah were defeated, and God granted their shoulders to %

" the Moslems, who slaughtered among them the slaughter of extermination. This expe- i

" dition to Sus was afterwards the cause of all the tribes in that country coming before
|

"Merwan, and putting themselves under his orders. The prisoners taken on this occasion ?

"amounted to forty thousand. After this Miisa gave the command of the African sea to his
j

" son 'Abdullah. This general scoured the seas, made a descent on the island of Mallorca,
\

" and conquered it."
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" since I had been ordered to stand by the door ; the prayer was a long one, and so was the

" prostration, and the child ceased to cry ; the Khalif then raised his head, and cried out to

" me to come in ; I entered, and took the child out of the vessel, but he was senseless."

Taking of the castle of Ausdf

They say,—After this the Lord of the castle of Ausaf made a foray into some district of

Eastern Africa, and gained some advantage over the Moslems. This having reached the ears

of Miisa, he went out against him in person, but could not overtake him ; upon which Musa

was sadly vexed, and exclaimed, « May God Almighty kiU me if I do not kill the infidel as

" soon as an opportunity is oifered me." Accordingly, after some time, Musa sent for one of

his men, and addressed him thus: « I have sent for thee to give thee orders which must

« needs be executed ; if thou fulfil them, ample shaU be thy reward. Take these two parcels,*'^

« and march until thou art arrived at such a spot in such a country, where thou wilt find a

« temple, and the Kum worshipping in it. Approach the temple by stealth, and when night

« comes leave one of these parcels, and then return to me." Milsa had previously directed

that in both the parcels should be placed silks, brocades, and other novelties and valuable

articles from Arabia, together with a letter in the Rumi language, purporting to be an answer

to the governor, as if he had written to Musa suing him for peace, and offering in return to

lead him into the country of the Rum, and deliver into his hands their strong places. There

was, besides, in the parcel a safe conduct of Miisa for the governor. The commission was

faithfully executed ; the man travelled to the place described to him, approached the temple

at night, and leaving one of the two parcels" with its contents, returned, as he had been told,

with the other to the place where Musa was. When the Rum came out of the temple and

found the parcel they were verv much surprised, but, not knowing whence it came, nor who had

left it there, they apprised the Batrik (Patrician), who was governor of the distnct,of the case.

The governor opened the parcel, and examined the contents, but, seeing the presents and the

letter inside, he was so terrified that he immediately sent a messenger with the whole to his

superior, the king of the country. " The king read the letters, together with the safe conduct,

and, not doubting that the governor of Aus^f was a traitor, secretly dispatched a man to the

castle with orders to take the command of it and put the governor to death. The kmg s

commands were punctually executed; the man who had made the incursion mto Eastern

Africa was beheaded, and Miisa revenged.

« ;J jm .JJt ij. TheW ^ j! which I have vended to render by ' parcels,' must have had in ancient

tin.es f.eani«g .'^ich it has not at present. A^ken n.eans • an ...;' perhaps the name was also applied to .o.e .rt of

travelling bags having that shape,_but this is a conjecture for ^vhich I cannot give the least authonty.

« ^J! ^3^! J U^ -i;-lj ^ W ^^^^ ^^ ^/^ my the mcs.e»ser Should take two

loads, if he was to leave only one, 1 cannot guess.
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**" J\d\ Adarov Jjl ^rfA^ir is the sixth month of the Chaldaic or Syro-Macedoiiian calendar^ answering to our monthV' "«-' "-;

of March.

--' ** Tiie Monk of Silos, Rodericus Toletanus, and most of the ancient chroniclers of Spain, call Tarik stralo, i. e. squinting-
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Ty^e conquest of the opposite land of Andalus,

In the name of God^ the mercifulj the compassionate ! The l:>lessing of God and salutatit)n

be on our Lord and Prophet Mohainmedj and on his family and companions! After this

Musa sent his freedman Tarik against Tangiers and the neighbouring districts. Tarik

accordingly marched thither^ and took the cities and the castles of the Berbers, This being

done^ Tarik wrote to his master^ Musa^ '^ I have found here six vessels ;^' and Musa answered

hinij " Try to make them seven^ and when the number is completed, take them to the sea

" shore^ and fill them with men and provisions; thou wilt then look for a man acquainted

^^ ^vith the months of the Syrians^ and when the twenty-first day of the Syrian month called

" Adar^* has come, put to sea with thy men^ after imploring the favours of the Almighty.

^^ When at sea^ thou must pursue thy course until thou seest before thee a small mountain I___L___ ^

^^; deprived of vegetation, and of a reddish hue^ having on one of its sides a fountain running
^^ towards the east, and by the side of the fountain a building with an idol at the top in tlie

** shape of a bulb Thou must first break the idol to pieces, and then thou wilt look among thy \

" men for a tall man having red hair and a white complexion^ with a cast in one of his eyes^^

^'^ and a mole on his hand; give that man the command of the van, and remain wherever

^^ thou mayest be at the time, watting for further instructions from me, if God be pleased/'

They say that when Tank received the above orders from Musa, he answered him thus

:

" I have scrupulously fulfilled thy orders, but respecting the man thou didst describe to rac, I

" caii nowhere find one of his description, except in my own person." Accordingly, Tarik set

out on his expedition with seventeen hundred men in the month of Rejeb of the year 92.

Ludherik^ being at that time engaged in making war on some enemies of his called Bashkans

(Basques)j had appointed one of his nobles^ named Tudmir^ to command and rule the

kingdom in his room. When Tudmir, therefore, heard of the landing of Tarik and his

followers on the coast of Andalus^ he wrote immediately to Ludherik, his master, telling him

to hasten to meet the enemy. This Ludherik did at the head of ninety thousand cavalry,

bringing all his treasiu'es and riches in waggons; he himself came borne on a litter placed

between two mules^ and having over his head a vaulted canopy richly set with pearls, rubies,

and emeralds; he brought also with him ropes to tie the hands of the captives, for he doubted

libt but that he should take every one of the Moslems prisoners.

tVheii Tarik heard of the arrival of Ludherik with his formidable host^ he praised and
I

6xalted God ; he then called together his men^ and urged them to fight for religion and the

cause of Godj setting before them the advantages of martyrdom, and strengthening their

hopes in the Almighty. He then exclaimed, "O ye men! Whither can ye fly? the sea is
If

" at your backs; the enemy in front of you: by Allah ! there is no salvation for you but in

" courage and perseverance,—two virtues that never were defeated, and which are like two

--
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" victorious armies ; with them small numbers cannot but succeed, while a multitude without

" them is of no avail, especially to men, like those now before you, oppressed by tyranny,

enervated by luxury, weakened by discord, and stained by cowardice and vanity. O ye

men ! imitate my example, and whatever ye see me do, do it also ; if I charge, charge ; if

" I stop, stop. Let all your movements be uniform, as if you were only one man. For iny

part, I intend to make for the tyrant, and shall not desist from my intention, nor deviate

from my course, until I reach the spot w^here he is, or die in the attempt. If I should be

" killed, let not fear enter your hearts, or the want of a commander throw confusion into your

" ranks ; for if once you are overpowered by terror, if the gales of victory cease to blow for

you, if you turn your backs on the enemy, you may all count yourselves either slain or

prisoners. If you have, therefore, any attachment to this world, do not throw away with

« your own hands the splendid opportunity now offering itself of gaining numberless treasures

to spend them hereafter in a Ufe of luxury and comfort, or of gaining a still greater reward,

—the bright crowns of martyrdom,—for if ye do, {which God forbid !) your names will be

hereafter coupled with infamy and shame, and will only be matter of derision and contempt

" to your friends the Moslems. Follow me, O men ! I shall not -stop until I reach the

" tyrant in the middle of his steel-clad warriors." Having said this> Tank charged^ aiidhis

men charged also ; they mixed with the infidels, and a most desperate battle ensued; .Tdrik

kept his word, he penetrated to the spot where the tyrant was, and killed him with his own

hand. Ludherik's followers were then disheartened and dispersed, and the rout became

general. After this Tarik took Ludherik's head and sent it to his master, Miisa, who

dispatched one of his sons with it to the Khalif Al-walid. Miisa sent, along with his son,

some of the principal inhabitants of Ifrikiyyah, and they all reached safely the court of the

Khalif, who was highly delighted to hear the news of the victory, honoured and distinguished

Musa's son much, and rewarded every one of those who came with him. After this At-walid

dismissed the messengers, who returned to Miisa.

It has been said tliat, after the defeat of Ludherik, the Moslems found on the field of

battle so many riches belonging to him or to the nobles who were with him, that the

calculation of their amount was almost impossible, and that on this occasion all the Moslems

were guilty of fraud and rapine, except Abii 'Abdi-r-rahman Al-jiyali. However, some time

after this event Tarik wrote to his master, "People are coming against us from every

« province of this kingdom. Help ! help !" No sooner did ivfusa receive this letter than he

called together his men, and assembled a numerous army, intending to cross over to Andalus

in the month of Safar of the year ninety-three (Nov. or Dec. a.d. 711)- The departure

was fixed for a Thursday (of the said month) at dawn of day, so that, leaving his son

'Abdullah to command in his name in Eastern Africa, as well as in Tangiers and Siis, he

wrote to his son Merwan, who was occupied in the back settlements, to come Mid jcfin.bim

with his army, which he did. Thus reinforced, Mdsa took his departure on the appointed

day, and, crossing over to Andalus, met his freedman Tarik, whose army he found reinforced

by numbers of adventurers who had akeady joined him from aU countries. He then marched

until he entered, as a conqueror,^" the mighty city of Cordova, and the towns, castles, and

« The word Jii ' to oiien,' means generally ' to enter a town hy force of arms ;* but aa Cordova and the neighbouring
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fortresses in its neighbourhood. They say that most of the Moslems were on this occasion

guilty of much excess, defrauding their comrades of their share in the spoil by hiding what

they took themselves; the only man who behaved well was Abu 'Abdi-r-rahman Al-jiyali.

After this Musa marched through the country, doing nothing else on his route but subduing

cities and towns right and left, until he came to the city of the Kings of Toledo, where he

found a palace called Beytu4-moluk (the mansion of the kings), so named from the circum-

stance of twenty-four gold diadems, one for each of the kings who had reigned over Andalus,

being found in it. Each diadem had an inscription bearing the name of the king to whom it

had belonged, and stating the number of children the king had left, the days of his birth,

accession to the throne, and death ; for it was a custom among the Gothic sovereigns of Andalus

that the diadem worn by each of them during his life should, after his death, be deposited in

that mansion. Besides these treasures Musa found in the same palace a table, on which was

the name of Suleyman, son of Baud, (on whom be peace !) and another table of onyx. When

Musa saw these things, he immediately placed them under the custody of trustees*^ appointed

by him, and concealed them from the eyes of his followers, since such was the value of these

and other precious objects found at the time of the invasion of Andalus by the Moslems, that

there was not a single man in the army who could, even approximatively, fix a value on them

;

and as to the silver, the gold, the silks, the brocades, and other articles of apparel or furniture,

no man, however learned, could ever arrive at a computation.

Al-walid meditates the removal of Musa.

They relate that when the Khalif Al-walid Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek heard of Musa's departure

for Andalus, and was informed of the nature and extent of that country, suspicion entered his

mind that Musa might make himself independent, and resist his authority. In this belief he

was confirmed by the opinion of his courtiers, as well as by the delay experienced in receiving

news from Andalus, since Miisa, occupied as he was in the subjugation of the country and

the entire reduction of the enemy, had no leisure to write to acquaint him with his progress.

Al-walld's fears grew so strong at last, that one day, being at the mosque, he commanded the

K^, after prayers, to implore the Almighty that he would defeat Musa*s ambitious projects.

However, it happened that immediately after his victorious entrance into Toledo, Miisa

dispatched 'Ali Ibn Rabah with another messenger to the Khalif, to inform him of the

conquest. Ibn Rabah and his companion marched until they arrived at Damascus, which

city they entered in the afternoon. It being then prayer time, they went to the mosque to

pray with the other Moslems. When the service was over the Kadi began, as usual, to

invoke the interference of the Almighty against Musa, hearing which, Ibn Rabah rose, and

exclaimed, " O ye men ! pray to God for Musa, instead of praying against him, for, by Allah !

country had already been subdued by Mugheyth, it ia probable tbat fataha does not imply here that Musa reduced that

city,

« "IJU^l the plural of ^^/-^I'l al-amtn, ' an inspector, a trustee;' whence the Spanish word alamin (which has

the flame meaninj^) is derived.
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^^ is to see what it contains; I am devoured by curiosity^ and have sworn by the Messiah

^^ not to be tormented by it any longer. I "will certainly go in before I die/ And the

*^ priests replied^ *May God prosper thee! It is neither safe nor convenient to go against

^* the customs ^stahhshed by thy honourable ancestors^ the kings of this countrj', or to

"infringe the laws promulgated by them; desist therefore from thy rash determination^

" imitate their conductj and add thy padlock to the door^ as thy fathers and predecessors-,

^*^who had better reasons than either thou or we to dread the mystery contained in this

^^ palace, have done. Let not thy passion lead thee to commit an act which thy ancestors

^^ considered as most dangerous to themselves/ But Ludherik exclaimed^ ^ No, by the faith

^^ of the Messiah ! you shall not dissuade me. The palace must and shall be opened/ Then
^^ the priests, making a last effort^ said to him^ ^ Give us, King ! thy estimation of the sums

^5 of money and jewels thou thinkest this palace contains; name even as many as thy fancy

^'^ can ;representj and we shall collect them among us^ and bring them to thee without fail,

.^^^r^ther than thou shouldst thus innovate and violate a custom which our kings^ thy prede-

*^ cessorsj kept as sacred, since they^ who knew well what they did, commanded that none
^^ should after them presume to investigate the mystery/ However, disregarding their

" advice, Ludherik had the door opened, and when he went in he only found paintings

*^ representing Arabian warriors, and an inscription bearing—* Whenever this palace shall

" be opened, those whose description, manners, and dress, are so and so, will invade this

^*^ country and subdue it entirely;* and so it was, for in that very year the Arabs invaded

"Andalus/^

On the spoils which God granted to Musa and hisfollowers.

t :!f* ,*>yV.Lib - <—o)j>- X^\^ L-^^vS&tiJ) t—iU^,sr^? Ijti Thus the text; but the meaning is obscure: perhaps

..^fl*3s.^e wanting. The word sahai/if, plural ot $ahtfa?t, means ' a sheet of iron, copper, or any other metal.' Bald^ means

\". ;v?tj»ife#ent/..especially a mosaic one. It is also i\3ed by some ancieut writers as a translation of the Latin palatinm.

^
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They relate^ on the authority of AHeyth Ibn Sa^id, that during Musa^s stay in Andalus^

some of his men having picketed their horses to the walls of a churchy went inside and

began looking about them; when^ lo ! they saw sTieets of gold and silver behind the palace

of the Rum.*^ They relate also^ on the authority of a man who accompanied Musa in

all his expeditions in Andalus^ that he once saw two men carrying away a carpet all woven

with goldj silverj pearls^ and rubies^ which they had stolen from a churchy but^ finding

it too heavy^ he saw them lay down their burden^ and, taking an axe, divide it in twain^

^£gh/thfey took one half and went away, leaving the other half on the ground, ^^ I saw also/^

say^ the"=saroe Indi^^ men passing right and left close to the remaining half 1

" vrithout paying, the least attention to itj their hands being filled and their minds occupied

**^ at the time with more valuable objects/^

And they relate that a soldier once came up to Musa and said to him, "Send with me
*^ some of the men, that I may guide them to a spot where I know there is a hoard ;^' and

Musa sent some men along with him^ and one of those who were present at the discovery
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saidj on his return, that their guide had told them on their arrival on the spot, " Here

!

"knock here!" and they did so, when lo! a shower of emeralds and ruhies, the like of

which no human eyes ever saw before, came down upon them. So great a. quantity was

there of these precious stones that they were astounded with marvelling, and one of them

said to the others, « Let us send for the Amir Musa, that he may see the treasure with

" his own eyes, for otherwise he will never credit our account." They accordingly sent

for Musa, who came immediately, and, gazing at the hoard, was struck with utter astonishment

at its magnitude and value.

Another individual who saw the carpet represents it as being worked with two broad

stripes of gold, ornamented with threads of pearls, rubies, and emeralds. He says that

the men who found it were two Berbers, and that, being unable to carry it away, they

left it where it was, and returned with a hatchet and cut it in twain, and took as much

as they could carry, and left the remainder behind ; all owing to their being intent upon

things of greater value.

Al-leyth adds, « I was told that a man who accompanied 'Atta Ibn Rafi* and other generals,

« in their expeditions in the West, once found a ti-easure which he was, criminal en|ugl^^

« conceal from his comrades, putting it in a purse which he wore ,(suspen(ie§. .^et^e^^ps

« chest and his shoulder blade, and that being soon after attacked by death, he did nolfng

« else but repeat, ^The purse! the purse!' And I was told by Ibn Abi Leyla At-tojibI, '^hp

« held it from Hamid, who repeated it on the authority of his father, that it was not mi

" unfrequent thing for those who accompanied Musa's expeditions to meet with horses which,

« on their hoofs being examined, proved to have been shod with gold and silver nails."

Mvs(^s letter to the Klialif, apprising him of the conquest of Jinaatus.

^ -
~ y

Musa wrote to Al-walid, « O Commander of the Faitiiful ! these are not Hke conquests,

« they are more like the meeting of the nations on the last day of judgment j" and they

relate, on the authority of 'Abdu-1-hamid, son of HamId, who held it from his father, that he

said
" There came to the conquest of Andalus a woman who traded in perfumes, and when

« she left this country she was the mistress of five hundred slaves j*« as to what she took

" away of gold, silver, jewels, and vases, no idea can be formed of it." The same person told

me « O master Rajd! there once came to this country (Andalus) an old man who mhabjted

« Medinah, and he began to tell us about Andalus and about Musa's invasion, and we said to

« him, ^ How didst thou learn all that;' and he answered, ' I was one of Musa'sjrison^rs

« and slaves; and, by AUah ! what I shall presentiy relate to you is certain. MiisaJfan

« Nosseyr bought me for a handful of baked pepper;'-and we said to him,/.How, earnest

" thou hither;' and the man answered, ' I wiU tell you. My father was one of tJie pmcipa

« people in Andalus, and had great wealth, so that when he was informed of Musa s arrival

« Five hundred * head. ' says the text. The Spaniards to this day count in the aaide ivay.' Res, from ^_^1; « by them

L
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applied to a head of cattle.
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*^ he collected together all his treasures^ consisting of gold, silver, and jewels in great quaii-

*^ titles^ besides many other precious articles, and concealed them in a spot which I well know,

*^ and I now come to take these treasures, if it be God's pleasure that they should be mine/

^^ ^ How many years is it since thou left that country/ ^ Seventy/ he said. ^ Is that true ?

^

*^^ inquired we. ^ Quite true/ he said; after which he left uSj and we never afterwards heard

*' what became of him/^

Musa makes war on the Bashkans [Sasgues] and A/ranJ {Franks),

-. The author of the tradition says,—And they relate that Miisa left Toledo with the troops to

make war against the infidels, and that he conquered cities and towns until the whole of

Ahdalus submitted to him. Indeed, so far did he push his conquests, that the principal

inhabitants of Galicia came up to him to sue him for peace, which he granted. After this

Musa invaded the country of the Basques and made war against them, until they all came to

him in flocks^ as if they were beasts of burden. He then took the route of the country of

the Franks, until he reached Saragossa^ a city one month or forty days' march from Cordova,

And they relate that ^Abdullah Ibn Mugheyrah Ibn Abi Bordah said to them, " I was in the

number of those who accompanied Musa to the conquest of Andalus, and I M^as with him

when we arrived in sight of Saragossa, which was^ with the exception of some slight

- incursions in the districts beyond it, the farthest limit of our conquests under him. Upon
" one occasion we came up to a city on the seashore which had four gates :^* he says, '^ and

while we were besieging it, behold! 'Ayyash Ibn Akhial, who was Sdhibu-sh-shortah to

Miisa^ came up to him and saidj ^ General ! "we have divided the army into four bodies, one

^^ for each of the gates of the city. But there remains still the farthest gate, with a buttress

" to it, and I have no men to send against it/ Musa answered, ^ Do not heed that gate, I shall

" take charge of it myself, and see what is to be done.' He then turned to me and said,

^ What stock of provisions hast thou with thee ?' ^ Only one sack,' answered I. ^ What !'

said Miisa, ^ dost thou really mean to say that thou hast no more than one sack ? I am
;^^ surprised to hear it; for if thou, who art one of the wealthiest men in the array, hast only

^^ btie, what will the others have?' He then said, ^ O my God! Permit that the enemy come

but of that gate, or increase the numbers of my men ;^ and Miisa's prayer was granted, for

^^ softn^after the enemy salhed out of that gate, and Musa sent in pursuit of them his son

^^ Merwan^rwho overtook them, and spread death among them, and entered the city by that

^^ very gate. His men collected considerable spoil, not only from what they found on the

^^ slain, but from what they took inside the city/'

He says,—And they relate that Ja'far Ibnu-l-ashtar saidj " I was in the number of those

^^ who invaded Andalus with Musa, and we came to a large fortress, which we besieged for

^^ upwards of twenty days without being able to reduce it, upon which he (Musa) grew
^^ impatient, and ordered a crier to call together the men^ and we received orders to be ready

at dawn of day, every man at his place, with his weapons and baggage. We all thought

that the general had received intelHgence of the arrival Of some body of the enemy, and
^*^ that h6 wished to retreat- However^ on the next morning we turned out as we were

«

j -
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« ordered, and then Miisa came in person, and, after praising God, said to us, O men

.

« I have come among you, and in front of the ranks, that you may see what I do, and do

« like me. I shaU exalt God, and then charge j do therefore as I do.' Hearing which, the

« men said to each other, ' God be praised ! our general has certainly lost his wi^, since

- he orders us to attack stone walls.' However, Musa placed himself in front of the host,

« so that he might be seen by all his men, and, raising his hands to heaven, began to pray,

« and to implore the mercy of the Almighty, and to weep, he remaining long m the same

« position, while we were all standing looking at him, and getting ready to attack the enemy.

" At last Musa finished his prayers, and so did the men ; he charged, and we aU did _the

« same, directing our steps towards one of the sides of the fortress that we were investing.

« Some of the garrison then came out to meet us, but in a moment our horsemen gave the

" war-cry, charged them, and, by the help of God, the town was ours. We entered it early

« in the morning, and made a large booty in prisoners, jewels, and numberless treasures.

The author says,-And I was told by a freed slave girl of 'Abdullah Ibn Musa, who was a

trustworthy and honest woman, « Mtisa besieged the town where my family resided, which

" was a very strong fortress, placed opposite to another fortified town in the i^ighbo^d.

" Musa and his men remained for some time besieging us, but without bemg. a^le to peneto^^^

« into the town, owing to the strength and thickness of, the walls.. He had with -him^J^ts

" family and his sons, for he never went on an expedition without teking them,^p^^
"persuaded as he was that by so doing he would gain for them the reward^. of the

« Almighty. However, the garrison made a sally and fought desperately with the Moslems,

« victory hanging long uncertain, until at last God was pleased to grant it to his people,

« and the town was taken. Seeing this, the people of the other town surrendered,jnd

" thus did Musa become the master of both towns in one day. On the next day Musa

« came up to a third town, the garrison of which also sallied out against him, and foyght

" so bravely with his men that part of them gave way. Musa then ordered ^is tent _to

be pitched, and his women and daughters to be placed in it without their veils. When the

.. army saw this, scabbards without number were thrown away by the soldiers, who resolved

« not to sheath their swords until the enemy was vanquished; the Moslems were inspired

"with fresh vigour; the fight was renewed ^vith increased fury, and kept up with equal

« determination on both sides, until God was pleased to bestow his favours^ on Musa and

" inake his army victorious, the town falling soon afterwards into the hands of his men

'Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Sahm says, « I accompanied Musa in all his expeditions, and never

« did I see a banner fly from him, or a troop under his orders turn back, until the moment

"
fbn ntrhan' says,

« When Musa arrived in Andalus, one of the bishops of fhat country

« said to him, ' O Musa ! we find thee mentioned in the books of the prophecies
j

for 1^
"tell us of an illustrious prince answering exactly thy description who is to come to th.^

« country. He is to be both a fisherman and a hunter, and be provided with two "ets one

" to imprison the beasts of the land, the other to catch the fishes of the sea
;
and such art

" thou, since thou hast warriors both on the land and on the sea.' When Musa heard this,

« he was astonished and highly pleased."
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The author says^—And ^Abdu-1-hamid Ibn Hamid said^ on the authority of his father^ that

when Miisa penetrated into the enemy's territory, and went beyond Saragossa^ his men began

to murmuTj and said to him, " Whither dost thou take us ? We have gone far enough ; we
^^ are satisfied with the spoil we have coUected.^^ To which Musa answered, ^' Did 'Okbah
^*^ Ibn Nafi-* or ^Abdullah ever stop in the career of their conquests?" It must be remarked

that, on his entering Eastern Africa, Musa had been heard to say, alluding to his prede-

cessors in command, ^Okbah Ibn Nafi^ and 'Abdullah, ^^ that they had certainly exposed

^^ themselves to imminent peril, by penetrating so far into countries where they had to meet
^^ enemies right and left, in front and at the back, especially as they had not with them a man
^^ in whom they could trust as a faithful and experienced guide." So tliat when he was heard

to express the above sentiments^ Hansh As-san^ani, who was a tdbi\ and one of the most

virtuous men in the armyj came out of the ranks, and taking Musa's horse by the bridle, thus

addressed his general :
" O Amir ! I have heard thee say, that upon one occasion 'Okbah Ihn

N^fi'pwliom I knew, had exposed himself and men to certain ruin by not having a sure

guide'to take him through the enemy^s country. It shall not be so with thee, for I will be

thy guidCj I will conduct thee wherever thou wishest to go, be it to go out of this world, or

in search of conquests still more splendid and more fraught with danger than those which

God has already granted thee. But I must not conceal from thee that I have heard from
'^^ the mouth of the men what thou never didst hear; they have filled their hands with
^"^ plunder, and now they wish for rest" The author continues,—When Musa heard

Hansh speak thus he burst out laughing, and said, ^^ May God direct thee, O Hansh!
" and make many Moslems like thee;^^ after which he ordered his men to march and return

into Aridalus, not without exclaiming first, ** By Allah ! had the men chosen to follow me,
^^ I would have led them to the very walls of Rome, and God would, I have no doubt, have
^^ granted us the victory,"^*

Musa quits Andalus,

The author of the tradition says,—And they relate that ^Abdu-r-rahman Ibn Salim, who

was in Andalus with Musa, told them ^* Musa stayed in Andalus the remainder of that year

^-:(93)^ .and some months of the year 94; in the meanwhile letters had reached Al-walid,

*^ piiiporting, ^ These are, O Commander of the Faithful ! not hke conquests ; they are like

^^ the -x^^^ mankind on the day of judgment/ Musa then began his march, taking

*^ along Avith him:: the sons of the Gothic kings, and the sons of the Frankish kings, and an

^* immense booty, consisting of gold diadems, aiid the famous table, and the rich vases of

*^, gold and silver, and many thousands of male and female slaves, and jewels beyond compu-
*^ tation, and all sorts of novelties. On this occasion the principal officers of the army also

^^ left Andalus and accompanied Musa."

^ See a similar adventure told of Tank, Appendix D., p, xlix.
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Description of the stupendous table.

The author of the tradition continues,—They say that this inestimable jewel was a dining

table,5» but without any feet to stand upon; its materials were pure gold and sUrer mixed,

the colour yellow and white. It was ornamented with three rows of inestimable jewels, one

of large pearls, another of rubies, and a third of emeralds. « Nothing^ says he, " could

" be conceived more rich or beautiful." =^
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Arrival of Musa in Eastern Africa.

He says,—And they relate that Yeztd Ibn Sa'id Ibn Moslem, who was a mauli, told them

how Musa, on his arrival at Jezirah Al-khadhra, ordered some waggons to be made, and

thirty waggons were accordingly built, in which he stored the jewels, the gold, the silver, thft

silks and brocades, and the rest of the spoil of Anddus. In this way he reB^chedEas^Tn:

Africa, where he stayed the remainder of the year 94. After tMs he
.
left %Mt,«>uni^,;#a

having previously appointed his son 'Abdullah «" Ibn .Mi5aa to commsnd.iivhis .pkceptei^

Eastern Africa, Tangiers, and Sus, he took the road of Egypt. Milsa was foUowed by hlC

son Merw^n, and by his son 'Abdu-i-'ala, and by his son >Abdu-l-malek, and by.pne himdre^

of the principal officers of his army, men belonging to the noble stock of Koraysh, or to thft

Ansaris, and to others among the most iUustrious by birth or adoption of the Arabia tribes,

such as 'lyadh Ibn ^Okbah. Abu 'Obeydah, 'Abdu-1-jabbar Ibn Abi Salmah Ibn^Ahdi-r-

rahman Ibn 'Odf, Al-mugheyrah Ibn Abi Bordah, Zor'ah Ibn Abi Mudrik, Suleyman. Jba

Bahr and others from among the nobles. He had also with him one hundred men frOm the.

most illustrious Berber tribes, such as the Beni Kuseylah, the Bern Yasdar," besides many,

sons of the Berber kings, and the King of Sus-al-aksd, Marzayah," and the Lord of the

Castle of Ausdf, and the King of Mallorca and Menorca, and twenty kings from the islands,

of Rum, and one hundred princes from Andalus, Afranj, Cordova, and other countnes..

Musa took also with him innumerable samples of aU the natural productions of .Andalus,

such as hawks, mules, horses, slaves," fruits, and every description of novelties. « Musa

adds the recorder of the tradition, « came astonishing the inhabitants of the countnes through

« which he passed with the immense treasures he carried, treasures the like of which no

« hearer ever heard of before, and no beholder ever saw before his eyes."
,
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*' I have suppressed here some uninteresting details-
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aa The text reads 'Abdu-1-malek, but as thi. is a contradiction to what follows, I have not hedtated in s^bstUu^

'Abdullah.
M S^ î ^

^ h]^^c—instead of which I believe h}jj^ is meant- See above, p. Ixviii.
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Amval of Musa in Egypt.

The author says^—And they relate that Yezid Ibn Sa'id Ibn Moslem told them that on

Musa's arrival in Egypt the Khalif Al-walid^ who had been previously informed of his

approach, wrote to Kowah Ibn Sharik/^ whOj on the demise of Ibn Refa'h/^ had been

appointed to the command of the Egyptian army, to saUy out from Misr to meet Musa. In

compliance with this order Kowah went out^ and made haste, and met Musa vi^hen about to

mount his horse^ and went to him, and gave him the salam. Musa then said to him, ^^ Who
/^ art thou > cousin !

^' upon which Kowah, making a profound bow, said^ " I am one who loves

" thee, and wishes thee prosperity/^ Kowah and his escort joined Musa. They all journeyed

together until they came to the Minyeh (pleasure-house) of 'Omar Ibn Merwan, where they

pitcfod their tents, Ibii-Refa^ then spoke to Musa about the sum of money which he had

extorted-from Siifyan Ibn Malet Al-fehri*^—this being after the death of Sufyan; and Musa

said, " Thine is the money/^ and he gave immechate orders that ten thousand gold dinars

should be given over to the sons of Sufyan Ibn Malek.

Miisa stayed three days in Misr^ during which time he was visited by all the principal

inhabitants of the town-, and there remained not a Sherif in the place who did not come to

him to do him honour, and who returned not loaded with his presents. He made hkewise

plentiful gifts to the sons and relatives of ^Abdu-1-^aziz Ibn Merwan^ his ancient benefactor

;

so that they all came up to him from every part of Egypt, and Musa showed great affability

to -them alL

From Egypt Musa proceeded to Fihsteyn (Palestine), where he was met by the tribe of

Ruh, son of Zanba^,*^ amongwhom he pitched his tents ; and I have heard people say that they

entertained Miisa and his suite most splendidly, slaughtering for their repasts no less than fifty

camels- After staying for some time among these people, Musa took his departure, leaving

with them some of his people^ and his young children ; and after remunerating the generous

hospitality of the Beni Ruhn, son of Zanba^, with male and female slaves, and many other

things^ the produce of his conquests.

f -?^.

Arrival of Musa at the court of AUwalid.

They relate that Mohammed Ibn Suleyman, and others from among the principal in-

habitants of Misr, told them that when Musa arrived in Syria Al-walid was suffering from

the indisposition which soon after caused his death, and that Suleyman, who was the pre-

sumptive heir to the throne, hearing of his approach to Damascus, dispatched a messenger to

\^ The name of this individual is not distinctly written m It may Ije read alike 'i^— iiJ* or CAjoi ^\ 'i 3

*' isMj i^\ ^^ No doubt wlule he was in Egypt serving under 'Abdu-l-'aziz.
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of many hours' standing, brought on his complaint more fiercely than ever, and he was on the

point of being suffocated several times} remaining in that state until 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz,

whom Suleyman had sent out to see that his orders respecting Musa were punctually

executed, came upon the spot, and found him in a swoon. ^Omar is known to have said

some time after this,—" I declare I never passed a worse day in all my life ; I never was

so sadly afflicted as that day when I saw the old warrior, on whom God had been pleased

to bestow so many favours, after so many battles fought for the cause of God and true

« religion, and so many victories won, lie in that miserable plight. I went, straight to

" Suleyman, and when he saw me he said, ' What is the meaning of this, O Abu Hafs ? «'"'

" I really think that thou also wishest to deny me obedience.' "—'Omar says, « I thought the

opportunity a favourable one, and said to him, O Commander of the Faithful
!
Miisa is an

infirm old man, he is subject to an asthma, and, by Allah ! thou wilt be the cause of his

« death ; I have come to implore thy pardon for him : consider that the old warrior has

" fought long and bravely for the cause of God and reUgion, and that he has been the means

of gaining the many victories by which the Moslems have become rich."—'Omar added,

and whoever prevents me from speaking as I do in his favour, I deny him all all^^ance,

« and I shall hate him for it."—'Omar says, « I was fearful lest^ I. should >ave gone tpo fe^

« and that we should get into a dispute, and he should feel hungry ?«' so when I he^d him

« say what he afterwards said to me, I praised God, (may His name be praised !)
and I be-

" came certain that He had inspired him with generous sentiments, and that he began to feel,

repentant of what he had done ; and so it was, for all of a sudden he exclaimed—'Who

will be security for Mdsa's future behaviour, if I pardon him?' Then Yezid Ibn MuhUb,

who was an intimate friend of Musa, and was present at this interview, rose and said, ' I

« will be his security, O Commander of the Faithful ! '—
' Well, then, I take thy security for

« Musa, and thou shalt not be treated harshly on account of him.' " Yezid then went up to

Musa with a horse belonging to his son^^ Mokhlid, and made him ride it, and took him away.

Some days after this Yezid contrived to adjust matters between Suleyman and Musa, and the

former set him entirely free, on condition of his paying a fine of three millions of din&s.*^
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TJie number o/Musa's mautis.

They relate, on the authority of an inhabitant of Basrah, that an Arab, living in that city,

told them—" The night of the day in which Musa was released by the interference of Yezid,

w 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz, who succeeded his cousin SuleymSn in the Khafifate, took the name of AU Hafs from one of

his sons. See Abu4-fedfl, Jfu MosL vol. ii. p. 94,

61 The Khalif Suleyman was a second Heliogabalus, According to Al^makin, p. 75, he could eat one hiindfedifttinds

weight of food every day, and his courtiers never dared approach him before his raealH.

^^ Jsl^sr^ ^\ h\^ ^1 4 J^ 1 It is probable that instead of ciU-^ Ah\ as in the text, ^..^ -Ujl 'Ma father

Muhlib '
is to be read ; but as Yezid might, for aught I know, have had a son eaUed Mokhlid, I have suffered it to remain.

four millions and thirty thousand diu&rs.

Lower down (p- Lxxxvii) the amount of Miisa's fine is Stated at
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" as they were sitting up late engaged in conversation^ the latter asked hini^ ^ O Abii 'Abdi-

" r-rahman ! how many maulis and adherents hast thou?' ' Many/ replied Miisa. ^ Will

^^ their number amount to one thousand?' ^ Yes/ retorted Musa, ^ and thousands of thou-

" sands too ; they are beyond calculation^ for I shall certainly leave behind more maulis than

^^ any other man ever did.' ^ And how is it/ said Yezid^ * if what thou tellest me be true^

^^ that thou gavest up so brilliant a position ? Why didst thou not remain in the seat of thy

" power and the abode of thy glory ? why didst thou not send by means of messengers that

" which thou didst bring in person? Hadst thou done so, we should have been satisfied with

" thy presents^ and overlooked thy disobedience^ and thy affairs would not have come to the

evil plight in which they now are,' ' By Allah !' replied Musa^ "^ had my intention been

such^ you would never have seen a single thing of the many treasures you have received

*^ from Andalusj never until the last day of judgment; but I swear to God, that it never

"entered my mind to deny obedience to the Khalif, and desert the cause of the people.'^'

The^authbr of this tradition adds^—That when Yezid took leave of Musa to go home, the

latter made a sign to the company and exclaimed^ ^* By Allah ! had I had Abii Khaled's ^^

^* good sense^ I should not be reduced to this condition/^

[I have omitted the translation of a chapter entitled '' The wonderful things which Mi'i?a saw in the

West/' because, though very interesting in itse!f» it contains no historical information].

Suleymdn questions Musa about Maghreb.
\ _

The author says,—And they relate, on the authority of Mohammed ^^ Ibn Suleymaii, that

Suleyman Ibn 'Abdi-1-malek said once to Musa, " Whom didst thou appoint to command in

" thy name in Andalus ?" " My son 'Abdu-l-'aziz," said Musa. " And who is thy Ueutenant
" in Africa proper, Tangiers, and Siis ?" inquired Suleyman. " My son 'Abdullah," answered

Musa. "Thou seemest to me to entertain a very favourable idea of thy sons, since thou
" didst appoint them to such trusts," rephed Suleyman. The same individual above men-
tioned, Mohammed Ibn Suleyman, says that Musa answered Suleyman in these words :

" O
prince of the believers ! who is there in thy dominions who can boast of having sons more
accompHshed than mine ? My son Merwan brought Ludherik, the King of Andalus,

"captive ; liiy son 'Abdullah brought the Kings of Mallorca, Menorca, Sicily, and Sardinia:

" my: spu) Merwan brought the King of Sus-al-aksa ; and they shared between them the
*^ cities: and the countries, bringing innumerable captives. Who can after this boast of

" better sons, prince of the believers!"—upon which Suleyman appeared angry, and said

to Musa, *^I)ost thou really mean to say that the prince of the bchevers has no advantage

*^over thee on this account?^' " The case of the prince of the believers/' said Musa, " is

''above all others; every thing is subordinate to him, and all are to obey his power and
" authority/^

^ At}u KhSled was Yezid's surname.

^'e^VTliis -Mohammed Ibn Suleyman seems to have been one of the sons of that Khalif, for I find in the Kitdbu4-kMmu, hy
Diyarbekri, that Suleymdn left a son of that name.

^^

-> --
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APPENDIX, Ixxxv

Various other opimons current tipon Suleymdn^s treatment of M4sa.

ic

i£

They say,—M^hen Suleyman succeeded his brother Al-walid in the KhalifatCj he was greatly

incensed against Al-hejaj and against Musa, towards whom he had conceived great enmityj

for things which it would he too long for us to relate here; he had, therefore, sworn their

execution whenever he should get them into his hands. One day, accordingly^ Suleyniah

sent for his brother 'Omar Ibn 'Abdi4-^aziZj and said to him, " I shall have Musa crucified

'^ to-morrow;"—upon which ^Oraar immediately sent for Musa^ and when in his presence

said to him, " O son of Nosseyr ! I love thee for four things. First, I love thee on account

" of thy praiseworthy actions in the cause of God and religion, and thy brilliant exploits

" against his enemies. Secondly, I love thee because thou art a Moslem, and foUowest

strictly the precepts of our Prophet, (may God's blessing and salutation be on him
!)

Thirdly, I love thee because of the affection and esteem thou hast always shown for 'lyadh

" Ibn 'Okbah, knowing the regard I entertained for him. ('lyadh was a very honest and

*^ religious man.) Fourthly, I love thee because of fche great favour thou didst'^^ays ^^}oy__

^^ with my father 'Abdu-l-'aziz, and the many benefits he confen"ed upon thee, and I no"y.

" wish to follow his example, and add a new favour to the sum of Sis favours. Owing to the

" above-mentioned reasons I come to tell thee how I have this very moment heard the prince

" of the helievers say that he intended to have thee crucified to-morrow, and I now come to

" warn thee of thy danger, that thou mayest consult thy safety, since it is incumbent upon"

" thee to do so." And Musa said to him, " I have already done so, and my determination is

" taken; I place myself entirely in thy hands." And 'Omar replied, " Very well, if pardon

" is to be obtained for thee, it shall be at my hands ; those whom I love may safely rely on

" me." Miisa then retired and went home; he washed and perfumed himself, and sat quietly

waiting for his execution, for he doubted not hut that he would be crucified in the course of

that day. It was then summer time, and the heat was intense
;
presently, when noon came,

and the sun was at the highest, in walked Suleyman's officers and took him to the Khalif's

presence. Musa was a very aged and corpulent man ; he was subject to an asthma which

troubled him much. Arrived in the presence of the Khalif, Musa stood humbly before him,

when Suleyman began to rail at him and upbraid him. Miisa then said, "By Allah! O
" prince of the believers ! is this my desert ? Is this the reward of a man who, like myself,

" has been so meritorious in the service of God, and who has, through his exertions, been"

" the cause of pouring boundless wealth on the Moslems,—of a man who has so faithfully and

" honourably ser^'ed thy ancestors ? " And Suleyman said to him, « Thou liest
!
may God'kill

« me if I do not put thee to death, and cause thee to be crucified." After many sayiogs on

both sides, Mdsa exclaimed, « By Allah ! those who are underneath the earth are dearer to

« me than those who are upon it." "Whom dost thou mean?" replied Suleyman in a

violent rage. « I mean," said Musa, " thy brothers Merwan, 'Abdu-1-malek, and Al-wahd,

" and thy uncle 'Abdu-l-'aziz." Hearing this, Suleyman was on the point of bursting with

rage; he then repeated again, "May God kill me if I do not put thee to death!" And Musa

said, " My destiny is in the hands of God. I expect no mercy at the hands of the prince of

- - -jt
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^^ the belieyers. But if God has decreed that I should live^ all his anger is to no purpose,'^

^^ Wretch !" said Suleyman^ and he gave orders for Musa^s exposure; and Musa was exposed

to a scorching sun until his blood was heated and his strength exhausted. Some time after-

wards Suleyman turned towards ^Omar Ibn ^Abdi-Vaziz, and said to him^ '^ O ^Omar ! I

^^ shall not be satisfied unless thou go out and see that my orders are faithfully executed.^*

And ^Omar seized the opportunity and went outj as I have elsewhere related^ f6r he after-

wards said to the person from whom I hold this narrative^ ^' I was unwilling to draw on

" myself the ill-will of the Arabian tribes^ who were all^ to a man^ the friends of Musa, by

*^not interfering warmly in his favour;" so, when ^Omar returned, he said to the Khalif,

'^ Forgive him, O prince of the believers! He is a weak old man, exhausted by fatigue and

"the asthma under which he is suffering; and if he remain longer in that state I expect to

" find him dead when I return" These words made some impression upon Suleyman, who,

turning towards the counsellors who were sitting with him, said, ** Whoever will take this

" [order] shall deliver Musa from his present situation, upon the surrender of all these

^^ treasures." Then Yezid Ibn Muhlib rose from his seat and said, *' I will, O Commander of

« the Faithful !

" « Take it, then," said Suleyman ; « I grant thee his hfe ; but mind, I do
" not intend to remit the punishment of his two sons, Merwan and 'Abdu-l-'ala." ^^ Yezid

then went out with the Khalif's order, and, having released Musa, made him mount his own
horse, and took him to his house, where he treated him kindly, and administered to him
such remedies as he stood in need of. He then said to him, "lliou art free on these

," conditions, but leave the rest in my hands, and I shall satisfy the Commander of the
" Faithful as to his decree respecting thee and thy two sons; give me thy instructions, and I

" will be the bearer of thy answer." And Miisa said to him, « Since thou art the principal

" manager in this business, and hast oifered thyself a security for me, I shall in no manner
" interfere in thy arrangements with the prince of the believers ; had any one but thee taken
" in hand this affair, I would willingly have died, and surrendered my soul to God, rather
*^ than give up to him one single dirhem of my money ; but since matters stand thus, I am
" ready to abide by thy agreement." He then turned towards his two sons who were in the

rooni and said to them, " My sons, prepare to suffer, and may God help you and your
'^ father ;" and they answered, " We shall."

O^ the morning of the next day Yezid went to the palace and told Suleyman how Musa
had .^eed to abide by his sentence. Musa was then ordered to the presence of the Khalif,

and wlieh admitted said to him, " Did I not tell thee that unless the Almighty decreed it,

" thou wouldst never accomplish my execution ;" upon which Suleyman said to him, " Thy-
self and thy two sons are in my power until the sentence issued against thee be fully

accomplished, and the whole of thy fine delivered into the hands of my treasurers."—

And Musa said to him, « May thy will be done, Commander of the Faithful ! only grant
^' me four things, and thine are all my riches," « And what are they ?" exclaimed Suleyman.

66, These two sons of Musa, who were ivith him at Damascus, could only be Meraan, wlio was afterwards kUIed in battle in
Spain, and 'Abdu-l-'ala

j for his two other sons, 'Abdullah and 'Abdu-l-'aziz, had been intrusted by their father,—the foi-mer
with the government of Africa, the latter .vith that of Spain. Neither is it easy to guess why Suleyman should be offended
withtheni.
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" Firstly, not to remove my son 'Abdullah from his government of Eastern Africa, and the

adjacent countries for a space of two years to comej secondly, not to remove my son

'Abdu-l-'aziz from the government of Andalus ; thirdly, that all the plunder taken from

the infidels by my two sons shall not be confiscated, but given to me j and to deliver into

« my hands the person and the property of my mauli Tarik : upon these conditions I am

« prepared to abide by thy sentence, and to deliver into thy hands all my treasures."

Suleyman then replied,—" As to thy request that I should suflfer thy sons, 'AbduUah and

" 'Abdu-l-'aziz, to remain in command of their respective governments for two years, I grant

«
it ; as to my delivering into thy hands thy freedman Tarik, in order that thou mayest freely

« dispose of his person and property, that I cannot accede to, for it would be a sad reward for

« a man who has behaved so honestly towards the Commander of the Faithful. No !
Thou

" Shalt not punish him, neither shall I make thee the master of his treasures." Musa then

paid down the sums asked by Suleyman ; and, having received a written discharge, was

suffered to go whither he pleased.

The following is a transcript of the sentence issued against Mpa,
.-. ^

f ^ -f

This is the sentence imposed by the servant of God, SuleymSn, Commander of the Faithful,

on Musa, the son of Nosseyr; namely :—« That the said Mrisa shall pay into the hands of

« Suleymdn, or of his collectors, the sum of four miUions and thkty thousand gold dmdrs, of

« good weight. The Commander of the Faithful has already received one hundred thousand

« dinars on account of the above sum ; but, as the remainder is still unpaid, the Commander

«of the Faithful grants Musa a term during which a messenger shaU be dispatched ttt

« Andalus to procure the said sum from his son 'Abdu-1-Wz : the messenger will present the

« order to ^Abdu-Vaziz, and wait one month for its fulfilment; at the expiration of which

« time, without waiting one day more, he is to return with or without the money, and go to

" Africa, and do the same with his son 'Abdullah. Musa shall not consider as part of the

« payment of that fine the sums which he may have collected in his various governments

« since Suleyman's accession to the throne, whether proceeding from the capitation-tax

« paid by the infidels, or from the ransom of cities threatened with the sword, or from

"any spoil gained on the field of battle; since all those sums the Commander of the

« Faithful considers as his own, and takes possession of them. And when the said Mdsa

« has paid down the sums of money specified in this letter, and for the final payment of

"which the Commander of the Faithful grants him a month's time, as above stated,

"the said Mdsa shall be held free, as well as his sons, relations, and mfl«/i.
;
they shaU

« in nowise be molested, nor fined, nor disturbed, but shaU, on the contrary, be aUowe<l

" to settle and reside where they best like. Whatever governments Musa and his ^ons by

« delegation may hold at the arrival of the messenger sent by the Commander of the Faithful,

« there shall be no alteration made in them, llie Commander of the Faithful shall not m.

« terfere in any manner whatsoever between Musa Ibn Nosseyr and his. relations and maulis,

« and no complaint from the same against Musa shaU be listened to ;
but neither the person

" of his freedman Tarik, nor any article of his property, shall be delivered up to Musa.
f —

-f
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^* Witnesses :~Ayub, son of the Commander of the Faithful ; Daiid, son of the Commaiulcr

^' of the Faithful; 'Abd . . . - /^ son of 'Abdu-l-'aziz, son of Al-walid; Sa'Jd Ibn Khuled;

« Ya'ish Ibn Selamah; Khaled Ibnu-r-riyan; 'Omar Ibn 'Abdillah ; Yahya Ibn Sa'id; Al-

'' ^abbas Itnu^-wabd ; Hisham Ibn 'Abdi4-malek; 'Amaiar Ibn Zeyad ; 'Abdu-l-Vziz Ibn 'Ab-

'' diUah; ^Abdullah Ibn Sa'id. Written by Ja'far Ibn 'Othman in Jumada of the year 9?/' '^^

When Musa had comphed vnth this sentencej and the amount of his fine had been paid

into the royal coffers^ for which end Yezid Ibnu-1-rauhlib gave him one hundred thousand

dinarsj Suleyman gave orders that neither Musa^ nor his sonSj nor his security^ should be

in the least degree molested* In return for his present Musa gave Yezid a sandaP"

embroidered with pearls, which^ when valued^ proved to be worth three hundred thousand

dinars- And they say that Yezid asked Musa one day^ ^^ Dost thou know why I said to

f^ the Commander of the Faithful that I would stand security for thee ?'* and Musa answered,

^*^^ No/ I do not-" "I did it/^ replied Yezid, "fearing lest some one else should come

^^ forward who was not bound to thee by the same obUgations,"

[Here follows a chapter entitled " How Miisa became a favourite with Yezid Ibn Muhlib/' which I

have altogether omitted^ as well as three more^— giving an account of the death of 'Abdu-l-'aziz,

son of Musa ;—the series of the Mohammedan governors of Spain ;—and the establishment of the

dynasty of the Ben! Umeyyah ;—which will find a place in the second volume of this work.]

The questions which Suleymdnput to Musa on his doings and his conquests.

They say that Suleyman upon a 'certain occasion asked Musa the following questions.

" What made thee so bold whilst attacking the enemy of God r" ^^ Reliance on his power^

"and prayers for his help, Commander of the Eaithful!" answered Musa, ^'^ Didst thou

"fortify thyself in castles^ or surround thy encampments w^th trenches?" " I did nothing

" of the sortj*' replied Miisa. " What then ?" inquired Suleyman, " I always fixed my tents

*^ in the plains^ that I might judge better of the courage or cowardice of my men j I never had
*^ any fortification but that of the sword^ no other hetp but that of the Almighty^ whom I

f* never ceased to beg and implore to grant me the victory/' ^^ Whom among the Arabian

^ttribeSj serving under thy orders, didst thou deem the bravest soldiers?^' said Suleyman.

^S;The Arabs of Himyar/' answered Musa. ^^ And what horses the fleetest and the best?^'

^^Tli^b&ys" "And tell me what nations didst thou conquer— who among thy enemies
" wefeJtheJAbst^^^ in battle?^'" " That is more than I can say, O Commander of the

" Faithful ! for I had to conteud against innumerable nations, all of whom were brave on the

^^field/^ "Teil me about the Greeks," retorted Suleyman, « The Greeks," said iMusa,

^^ are lions within their castles, eagles on their horses, women in their ships; if they see an

^ There is a blank in the text ; probably 'Abdu-I-malek is intended, for I find further down in the work that Suleyman

liad a second-cOusiii thus named,

.

"^
It is not said whether this month of Jumada is the first or the second of the Mohammedan calendar. The time thus

^ -

varies from the 13th of December, a, n. 7 15, to the 10th of Februarj^, 716,
^ '-.

-\

- ^: Roderic's sandal found on the field of battle?

-i-
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dead." He was soon after buried, and Suleyman said tlie customary prayer over his

body,

Musa entered Western Africa in the month of Jumada the first of the year seventy-nine

(September, a.d. 698), being then sixty years old. He remained in Eastern Africa sixteen

yearsi He left that country for the East in the year ninety-five (a.d. 713). He died, as we

have already stated, in the year 98. His son 'Abdullah governed after him Eastern Africa,

Tangiets, and the province of Sus, for two years, until he was deposed at the end of the year

99. His son 'Abdu-l-'aziz was killed in the month of Dhi-l-hajjah of the same year. May

God pour his mercies upon them both ! The benediction of the Lord and salutation be on

our Prophet Mohammed and those of his family

!
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PRINCIPAL EVENTS RECORDED IN THIS TRANSLATION OK IN THE NOTES.

The dates of those marked with an asterisk are doubtfuL

A. H.

Mi1sa is appointed to the government of Africa on a Thursday "I

of the month of Safar . , , , . . • J

— arrives in Africa from Egypt on Monday the 24th of Ju-

mada i, ..,,,...-
— undertakes an expedition to Zaghwiln

— makes war against the tribes of Hawarah, Zenatah, and

Kotamah

— subdues the Scnhajah

receives reinforcements -from Egypt , . , .

takes Sejt'imS, ,,,.,,,,
stays at CairwAn the months of Ramadhan and Shawwal

orders the building of a dock-yard at Tunis—fits out a

fleet of one hundred sail ......
Arrival of 'Atta Ibn Rdfi' with the Egyptian fleet

Expedition to the island of Salsalah—wreck of the fleet

'Abdullah, son of Mi'isa, makes a descent on the coast of

Sicily ,....,-..
Ibn Akhyal lands on the coast of Syracusa, and plunders that \

city .-....-•-./
'Abdullah Ibn Marrah invades and ravages the island of

Sardinia ....,.*..
Expedition to Sus-al-aksd

'Abdullah, son of MVisa, conquers the island of Mallorca

Taking of Ausaf

Tarik is dispatched against Tangiers

* Ily^n lands in Spain

80

83

84

84

85

86

89

90

f April 18, or 25, or May 2, 9, or

I 16, 698.

79 August 1, 698.
ff

i beginning March 8; Qd9, ending

I February 24, 70O.

J beginning Feb. 3, 702^ ending

l January 22, 703.

beginning January 23, 703,

September and October, 703.

84 January 13, 704.

J
beginning Jan. 13, 704, ending

LDecember 31, 704.

f beginning Jan. 1, 705, ending

LDecember 21, 705.

f beginning November 30, 707,*

I ending November 18, 708,

October or November, 709.
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Tarif follows Ilyan in Ramadhan , . . -

landing of Tarik, 8th Rejeb

Battle of Xerez—began on the 28th of Ramadhan, protracted
1^

till the 5th of Shaww^l , • . . .

Taking of Xerez, Ramadhdn . . , . .

Taking of Ezija ,...,..
Mugheyth takes Cordova in Shawwal , • . .

Granada, Malaga, and Murcia overran by Tarik's lieutenants

* Arrival of Mi5sa in Juni&da i. .

* Talcing of Toledo by T^rilc on the 1 1th of Jumada ii.

Taking of Medina-Sidonia by Musa ^ - -

- ^'" Garmona ,..,...
''^^

Seville . .

Merida, 1st of Shawwal - . , .

Rebellion at Seville .,.,•-,
Mdsa meets Tarik at Talavera, and deprives him of command

at the end of Shawwal .•,••,
takes SaragoBsa .,..*.

^—*- invades upper Aragon and Catalonia .

* Murcia, Malaga, and Granada finally subdued .

* Mtisa makes an incursion into Galicia, in Rejeb

—— leaves Spain for Africa in Dhi-I-hajjah

presents himself to the Khalif Al-walJd (forty day;

before his death) on the 5th of Jum&da .

* —
:
— is fined by Suleyman, in Jumada

— -— accompanies him on a pilgrimage to Mekka (in Dhi

1-hajjah?)

*= ^— dies

A. H.

91

92

92

}

}

92

92

92

93

93

93

93

A. D,

September or October, 710,

April 30, 71K /-.

July 19 to 26, 711.

J end of July or beginning of

I August, 711.

August, 71

L

end of August, 71 h
November or December, 711.

March or April, 712.

Palm Sunday, 712.

> 93 between March and Mav, 712

July 10, 712-

end of Julv. 712.

93 beginning of August, 712.

93
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Page 61, line U, All the copies read distinctly ^J^ Sei/rUt, as printed; but there can be no doubt thai it is a mis-

take for J jUw— and that Set/r is meant.

Page 102, line 29, read ^predicate/

Page 142, line 25, read * Must'arabs/

Page 176, line 26, read ' llcja/./

Page 181, line 22, read ' Nasij.^ .'-.'' " '

;'
. :

^tJ _^_ _,_ J ^ -u^--.

Page 182, line 8, read * can;' line 15, * is;' line 16, 'renders;' line 17, add-*-aIso ^has' composed, :

'-':'_-. ^f^:':S--.^

Page 211, line 16, read ^ -ffofim-^MyiVi/

Page 230, line 9, read ' seventh century/ .....

Page 245, line 17, read ' were.' v

Page 272, line 13, read ' hUJ

Page 275, line 8, read ' thus/

Page 304, line 34, read ^-^J'

Page 305, Note 10. Instead of ' Al-jem'V read * Am£n Jelebf;' for the former was merely the transcriber, not th#

author, of the ^'ork therein alluded to»
.

.

'

Page 311, Note 4. In addition to my notice on the life and ^\Titings of Ibnu Khaldiin, I deem it necessary to state tliai he

must have resided for some time at Granada, for I find that Ibnu-l-khattfb mentions him in his Biographical Dictionary-

According to this writer, Ibnu Khaldun wrote a treatise on logic for the use of Yusuf Ibn Isnia'fl, King of Granada, with

whom he rose high in favour. There is in the Escurial Library, No. 1609, a work on special jurispnidencc, bearing the date

of A.H. seven hundred and fifty-two (a.d. 1351), and written by Ibnu Khaldto himselfi where he takes the patronymic

^' Al-gharnatti."

Page 320, Note 36. There can be no doubt that Majma'n^^^hakreyn is here meant; but 1 am not aware of any

promontory on the coast of Galicia being so called by the Arabian geographers. Idrisi, whom I have consulted, states no

'

such thing; on the contrary, he says that the spot called Afajma'u4-bahreyn (the meeting of the two seas) was close to

Gibraltar, where the junction of the Ocean and Mediterranean takes place.

Page 321, line 30, read * is not literally transcribed/
^ .. ^

Page 332, line 1, read * Josef/

Page 349, Note 75- Since this note was written 1 have found in the library of the British Museum, among the WchMSS-

(No. 7483), a copy of the work here cited. The title, as there written, is ^,j.^Jl -^JgLa^ ^ j^^^^ -^l^*^

It is divided into two parts, each composed of nine chaptera, treating of the globe, the planets, the seaso^is s.
the sfias, rivers,

and mountains i the mineral productions peculiar to each country, &c, A short but valuable de^mption of the iahabitcd

world, divided into climates, is given also in one of the chapters of the second part. It is a quarto volume, plainly written in

the Eastern hand about the middle of the last centnr>' : according to the superscription, it was transcribed from a copy

executed in a.h. nine hundred and seventy^three (a.d, 15C6-7),

Page 376, line 9, read ^^yUl!!

Page 382, Note 17. After this note was written I met in one of my maimscripls with a passage, which at once shows me

\
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XCIV ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

/

-

V

-' \
f
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•^ -.

the origin of the tradition recorded by Ibnu Bashkuwal. It is the history of tlie Mohammedan conquests under the first

three Khalifs, by 'Abu-l-k^im 'Abdu^r-rahman Ibn Mohammed Ibn 'AbdiUah Ibn Plobaysh. At the end of the chapter

treating of the conquest of Africa, I find these remarkable words: joj: ^l^ J^j' 5 ^1^ tor^ * Jv=s:^ , ,C *

J.^UI ^^jJUl J] (J^1 ^ Jl ^! ^ ^^L^ (^Oi'
^
^' Jxi- ^ U'ju"'i ^^;iii

" And they say, on tlie authority of Mohammed and Tolhah, that immediately after this [the taking of Ifrikiyyah] 'Othman

" sent 'Abdullah Ibn N^n' Ibni-l-ha£Sin and 'Abdullah Ibn Nafi' Ibti 'Abdl-l-kays from Ifrikiyyah to Andalus, which country

'* they attacked from the sea. And 'Otltman (the mercy of God be upon him !) wrote to them at the time, ' Know ye that

" Constantinople shall be conquered by people from AntJalus ; therefarc, if you subdue that country, you shall participate in

"the reward promised to those who will conquer that dty.'
'*

P^e 383, line It), read ' Florez.'

" .Page. 390, Note 28, I believe that the word al-m^timd^ the meaning of which I have looked for in vain, is nothing more

than the ^vord Uw^jJii^ maghnism by a misplacement of the points.

Page 394, Note 3. The entire name of the geographer Ibn Haukal was Abii-l-kasim Mohammed Ibn Haukal An-nassH)!,

Page 439, Note 102. Instead of the fii'st verse as it is there printed, read

^/ Si. i if

^ ^ ^S

^,L_JJ! ,

J
^

^ ^
J— ^

* Make thyself the brother of men who are strangers to thee ; but never approach thy own relatives, for/ &c.

Page 451, Note 22, I find the title of this \\^ork differently written by the various writers I have consulted. Al-makkari, in

b« ^ C J

T'
ittheUfeoftlatauthor(fo, 150), gives it thus: L—Jji^it Jjb! ^^Ur* .Li^l J u^^^^^t-^Jl—Haji Khalfah

c_?^^JI Jjd! ^_^ti\^—and Kheyr Ibn Khalifah L_j^_i^ UJ^ ij^ ^z l-?^-^I All, however.

agree that itwas the composition of Alisa' or Al-yasa' Ibn *Isa Ibn Hazm Ibn Alisa' Al-ghafeki» But I was not aware at the

time I wrote this note that ibn Alisa^ died in five hundred and seventy-five (a.d. 1170), and therefore that Ibn Hazm, \vho

preceded him by nearly one century, could never have alluded to a work of his ; whence I conclude that there must be two

histories of the Mohammedan settlements in the "West bearing the same title : one the composition of Ibii Alisa', who died

in A» H. 575, the other written mucli before that time ; sijice it is mentioned by the author of the epistle, whose death took

place in A.U. 426.

Page 464, Note 134, The title of Az-zahrawi's work might as well, perhaps better, be rendered by * ample permission

(of borrowing) for those who cannot compose works on medicine/

Page 530, line 5, read 0^ **

Page xxvii, line 14, read u-> jjl
r

P^e xxxi^, line 13, read j^tiJ^!
4*

Page li, line 5, read ' Abdullah/

Notwithstanding the great attention which the translator has given to the spelling of proper names and titles of Arabic works,

some unavoidable mistakes have been committed, chiefly in cases when the words were susceptible of various pronunciations.

In the eye of an Oriental scholar these are not, properly speaking, erroi-s; but as the reader unacquainted with the languages

of Asia might be startled by finding a proper name or the title of a book spelt in two different ways, the followmg list of

corrections should be attended to.

^l-jat^, page 23, line 12,

Al-khazreftyp^$e 193, line 38 ; page 404, line 30, Appendix, page xlii, liae 14 ; page xliii, hne I.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS, XCY

Al-mas'hah, page 91,

AUmugh'vib, page 84, line 18 ; page 95, line 7 ;
page 195, line 4 ; page 196, line 2,

Al-raush'rik, page 84, line 23 ;
page 96, line 7.

Al-wM bi-l-wafiyyat, page 339, line 35.

As-safadi, page 339, line 33
\
page 340, line 17 ; page 474, line 14 ; page 479, Hue 35- Appendix, page li, line 2L

AS'S&nhdji, page 130*

Bigh'yaiu4-muUamis, page 312, line 35; page 440, line 8.

DM-n-nun, pages 46, 126, 354-

Farejj page 311, line 10.

m/edk. page 150, line 30,

Hayatu-l-haj^van, page 391, line 18
;
page 410, line 25 ; page 434, line 19.

Jumada, page 242, line 9 ; page 304, line 25 ; page 310, line 8 ; page 331, line 19. Appendix, page 1, line 20 ; page Ivi,

line 14.

Ja'rafiyyak^ page 71, line 21; page 73, line 17 j page 7S, line 19; page 81, line 18; page 89, line 25,

Jebalj page 58, line 32 ;
page 364, line 25,

Khazmji, page 536, line 10.

Kkazrejiyyah, page 404, line 33.

Kkeyr, page 404, line 35,

Maitmahu-l-anfiis, page 195, lines 8, 14 ; page 245, lino 23 ;
page 436, line 14.

Rey/tdiiu-l-lebab, page 519, line 12 ; page 526, line 39 ; page 527, lines 16, 39, .

Sdhibi, page 327, line L

Shafi^ page 178, line 12 ; page 183, lines 22, 30 ; 317, line 3, Appendix, page ij line 14,

Thimdm-l-^oUbfUUmudkaf, ^e,, page 330, line 13 j page 331, line 32.

Ummii'S'Sa'd, page 161, line 35.

Wdda, page 48, line 19; page 52, line 19; page 53, line 10; page 55, line 13; page 271, line 5,

Yiisuf, page 36, lines 21, 24, 28, 29, 30; page 37, lines 1, 7, 8; page 84, line 3,

J \ ^ J
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